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INTRODUCTION

Au printemps de 1951, la guerre froide est entrée dans sa phase la plus glaciale
et la plus dangereuse. Les perspectives de guerre étaient aussi immédiates qu'ef-
frayantes. L'apparente volonté manifestée par l'Union soviétique d'appuyer l'inter-
vention de la Chine en Corée a convaincu les observateurs canadiens que Moscou
était prête à risquer une «troisième guerre mondiale» pour atteindre ses objectifs

territoriaux et stratégiques. Malgré ses efforts de réarmement, l'Alliance nord-at-
lantique demeurait dangereusement faible. L'Armée rouge, selon les estimations
des fonctionnaires canadiens, était en mesure d'«occuper l'Europe de l'Ouest jus-
qu'aux Pyrénées en trois mois». Une avance communiste contre l'ensemble de l'A-
sie du Sud-Est - en passant par l'Indochine, la Birmanie, la Malaisie et l'Indoné-
sie jusqu'en Inde et au Pakistan - était considérée une «possibilité imminente». La
Perse (l'Iran) et le Moyen-Orient étaient également menacés. «Bref, avertissait un
mémoire au Cabinet en décembre 1950, les récents succès des communistes met-
tent à jour la sombre possibilité qu'au cours d'une guerre généralisée ou encore à la
suite d'une attrition à la pièce, l'ensemble de l'Asie et de l'Europe, exception faite
du Royaume-Uni, de l'Espagne et du Portugal, ne tombe rapidement sous la domi-
nation soviétique»t. Inévitablement, ces circonstances ont eu de profondes réper-
cussions sur la politique étrangère du Canada en 1951. Elles ont étayé le désir d'Ot-
tawa de tempérer-le comportement des Américains en Asie tout en incitant le
Canada à déployer davantage d'efforts pour prévenir la guerre en Europe de l'Ouest
et dans l'Atlantique Nord.

Au début de l'année, Ottawa portait une attention particulière à la crise en Co-
rée, où la détermination croissante de Washington de voir les Nations unies quali-
fier la Chine d'agresseur menaçait de transformer une action policière restreinte en
une guerre tous azimuts. Lester B. Pearson, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exté-
rieures, retourna à New York au début de janvier et redoubla d'efforts pour qu'in-
tervienne un cessez-le-feu entre la Chine et les Nations unies (documents 19 à 78).
Par ailleurs, le premier ministre Louis Saint-Laurent, qui rencontrait à Londres ses
collègues du Commonwealth, mit les bouchées doubles pour garantir que l'Inde et
ses amis non alignés continuent d'appuyer l'Occident au cas où il s'avérerait im-
possible de négocier une trêve (documents 525 à 540). Ces documents, qui témoi-
gnent des sentiments d'urgence et d'inquiétude qui ont saisi les décideurs canadiens
au cours des quelques premiers mois de l'année, nous donnent un aperçu aussi rare
que fascinant de la poursuite par Saint-Laurent et Pearson d'objectifs diplomatiques
semblables de part et d'autre de l'Atlantique.

Pourtant, ces efforts auront finalement été vains. L'Assemblée générale des Na-
tions unies a approuvé, au début de février 1951, une résolution américaine qui
qualifiait la Chine d'agresseur. Ce geste, qui aura eu pour effet d'exclure la Chine
de l'organisation internationale durant deux décennies, allait mettre à l'épreuve
l'ingéniosité des générations successives de décideurs canadiens dans leur quête de
moyens toujours plus subtils pour sortir la Chine de son isolement (document 949).
Bien que le Canada ait appuyé la résolution des Nations unies, il l'a fait à

' Cité dans Greg Donaghy (dir.), Documents relatifs aux Relations extérieures du Canada, vol. 16,

Ottawa, 1996, p. 1160.



INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1951, the Cold War entered its chilliest and most dangerous
phase yet. The prospects of war were immediate and frightening. The Soviet
Union's apparent willingness to support China's intervention in Korea convinced
Canadian observers that Moscow was willing to risk a "third world war" to achieve
its territorial and strategic objectives. The North Atlantic alliance, despite its efforts
to rearm, remained dangerously weak. The Red Army, Canadian officials esti-mated, could "occupy Western Europe to the Pyrenees in three months." A Com-
munist advance against the whole of Southeast Asia - sweeping through Indo-
China, Burma, Malaya and Indonesia all the way to India and Pakistan - was
considered "an early possibility." Persia (Iran) and the Middle East were also
threatened. "In short," warned a December 1950 memorandum to Cabinet, "recent
Communist successes disclose the stark possibility that, either in the course of a
general war or as a result of piece-meal attrition, the whole of Asia and Europe,
apart from the United Kingdom, Spain and Portugal, might fall rapidly under
Soviet domination."' Inevitably, these circumstances had a profound impact on
Canadian foreign policy in 1951. They reinforced Ottawa's desire to moderate
American behaviour in Asia, while simultaneously spurring Canada to greater ef-
forts to deter war in Western Europe and the North Atlantic.

As the new year began, Ottawa's attention was firmly fixed on the crisis in
Korea, where Washington's growing determination to have the United Nations
declare China an aggressor threatened to transform a limited police action into a
full-scale war. Lester B. Pearson, the Secretary of State for External Affairs,returned to New York in early January and redoubled his earlier efforts to broker a
cease-fire between China and the United Nations (Documents 19 to 78). At the
same time, the Prime Minister, Louis St. Laurent, who was meeting in London with
his Commonwealth colleagues, tried hard to ensure that India and its non-aligned
friends would continue to support the West should a truce prove impossible to ar-
range (Documents 525 to 540). These documents, which reflect the urgency and
concern that gripped Canadian policy-makers during the first few months of the
year, provide a rare and fascinating glimpse of St. Laurent and Pearson pursuing
similar diplomatic objectives from different sides of the Atlantic.

Their efforts, however, were ultimately in vain. The United Nations General As-
sembly approved an American-sponsored resolution in early February 1951 that
branded China an aggressor. This action, which effectively excluded China from
the international organization for two decades, would tax the ingenuity of succes-
sive generations of Canadian policy-makers as they searched for evermore subtle
ways to break down China's isolation (Document 949). Although Canada sup-
ported the United States' resolution, it did so only reluctantly. "Emotionalism has
become the basis of [American] policy,"2 complained Pearson, who turned to Hume
Wrong, his friend and Canada's long-serving Ambassador to Washington, for as-
surance about American foreign policy (Document 81). Unsatisfied with Wrong's

'Cited in Greg Donaghy (ed.) , Documents on Canadian EY1Cr!)QI Relations, Vol. 16 (Ottawa: 1996),p. 1160.
=Cited in John t:nglish, 77re,lti'orld4- Years: The Lrjc of Lester Pearson, Volume 11: 1942-1972(Toronto: 1992), p. 56.



xvi INTRODUCTION

contrecoeur. «L'émotivité est devenue le fondement de la politique [américaine]»2,
s'est plaint Pearson, qui se toûrnâ vers Hume Wrong, âmi et ambassadeur canadien
de longue date à Washington, pour faire le point sur la politique étrangère améri-
caine (dôcumërit 81). Insatisfait de la réponse judicieuse de Wrong (document 85)',
Pearson demanda au ministère des Affaires extérieures d'examiner l'ensemble des
relations du Canada avec l'es Étâts-Unis. Bien que cette étude n'ait jamais été me-
née à terme et que les documents de référence soient trop longs et nombreux pour
être publiés ici, elle a néanmoins débouché sur une conclusion digne de mention.
Dans un discours maintes fois cité, prononcé,devant une réunion mixte des clubs
Empire et Canadian à Toronto le 10 avril, Pearson a 'reconnu que «le temps des
relations. politiques relativement faciles et automatiques avec notre.voisin est, à
mon avis, révolu»3.

Cette remarque valait particulièrement dans le cas des *relations de défense entre
les deux pays. Bien que les liens se soient resserrés et élargis en 1951, la gestion de
ces'relations est devenue de plus en plus difficile. L'espace aérien canadien a été
graduellement intégré au cours de l'année dans un programme officieux mais très
réel de défense conjointe de l'Amérique du Nord. Au début de janvier, le Cabinet a
approuvé des plans pour étendre radicalement le réseau de radar qui allait fonder la
défense de l'Amérique du Nord (documents 651 à 675). Par la suite, les deux pays
ont convenu de permettre aux vols d'interception de faire fi des frontières natio-
nales, lors de la poursuite d'aéronefs intrus (documents 753) et de renforcer automa-
tiquement leur aviation mutuelle en cas d'hostilités (documents 754). Le ministère
des Affaires extérieures et le Comité des chefs d'état-major ont commencé peu à
peu à évaluer les implications de la nomination d'un officier canadien pour aider le
commandant américain chargé de la défense des régions orientales de l'Amérique
du Nord,;là.où:la démarche d'intégration était la plus avancée (doctiments 747,à
751). Ces questions complexes de commandement et de contrôle ont ouvert une
nouvelle ère dans les relations de 'défense bilatérale, qui a atteint son point culmi-
nant lors de la création du tommandement de la défense aérospatiale de l'Amé-
rique du Nord, en. 1957.

Les États-Unis voulaient cependant davantage que la simple coopération du Ca-
nada dans la défense de l'Amérique du Nord; ils cherchaient aussi à garantir leur
accès aux bases et aux installations dans le Nord du Canada. L'accroissement de la
,présence militaire américaine au Canada était une question qui avait inquiété pério-
diquement les gouvernements libéraux depuis le milieu de la Seconde Guerre mon-
diale. En 1951, les Américains avaient demandé un bail à long terme à Torbay
(Terre-Neuve), ce qui avait eu pour effet de plàcer la question devant le Cabinet.
J.W. Pickersgill,; adjoint spécial du premier ministre, et Brooke^ Claxton, ministre
de la Défense nationale et personnage dé plus enplus influent sur la'scène de la
politique étrangère à Ottawa, avaient insisté pour que le Canada'ne concède plus de
baux à long terme aux États-Unis (documents 714 à 746). On ne savait toujours pas

1.1 z Cité dans John English, The Worldly Years: The Lije of Lester Pearson, Volume /!: 1942-1972. To-.,ronto, 1992, p. 56.
' Lester B. Pearson «Canadian Foreign Policy in a Two-Power World*, Staternents and Speeches,51/14. . . .. . . . ,
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report (Document 85), Pearson asked the Department of External Affairs to ex-
amine in general Canada's relations with the United States. Although this study
was never completed, and its background papers proved too long and numerous for
publication here, it led to a noteworthy conclusion. In an oft-cited speech delivered
to a joint meeting of the Empire and_Canadian Clubs in Toronto on 10 April 1951,
Pearson acknowledged that "the days of relatively easy and automatic political rela-
tions with our neighbour are, I think, over."3

This was particularly true of 'defence relations between the two countries. Even
as these ties.grew closer and more extensive during 1951, managing them became
increasingly difficult. Canadian airspace was gradually incorporated during the
year into an informal, but very real, program for the joint defence of North Amer-
ica: In early January; Cabinet approved plans to extend dramatically the radar sys-
tem on which the defence of North America was eventually erected (Documents
651 to 675). Subsequently, the two countries agreed to allow interceptor flights to
disregard national borders when pursuing airborne intruders (Document 753) and to
reinforce automatically each other's air force in the event of hostilities (Document
754). The Department of External Affairs and the Chiefs of Staff Committee began
slowly to wrestle with the implications of appointing a Canadian officer to assist
the American commander responsible for defending the eastern portions of North
America, where the process of integration was most advanced (Documents 747 to
751). These complicated issues of command and control ushered in a new era in
bilateral defence relations, culminating in the establishment of the North American
Air Defence Command in 1957.

The United States, however, wanted more than just Canada's cooperation in the
defence of North America; it also wanted secure access to bases and facilities in the
Canadian north. The growing American military presence in Canada was an issue
that had worried Liberal governments intermittently since the middle of the Second
World War. In 1951, an American request for a long-term lease at Torbay,
Newfoundland again placed the question before Cabinet. J.W. - Pickersgill, the
Prime Minister's special assistant, and Brooke Claxton, the Minister of National
Defence and an increasingly important influence on foreign policy, insisted that
Canada no longer grant long-term leases to the United States (documents 714 to
746). It remained unclear at the end of the year how the two countries would deal
with the continuing American requirement for bases in Canada.

Finding ways to exert'Canada's sovereign rights in other contexts was even
more difficult.,The American request for a "canopy agreement" thât would allow
the United States to import and store nuclear weapons at Goose Bay continued to
raise disturbing questions about Canada's role and responsibilities in American
nuclear strategy and involved the two countries in a series of lengthy discussions
(Documents 682 to 713). For a while, they experimented with an ad hoc arrange-
ment under which the • United States kept Canada abreast of those international
developments that might eventually prompt it to employ nuclear weapons. In ex-
change, the Canadian government promised to meet any American request for

' Lester 13. Pearson "Canadian Foreign Policy in a Two-Power World.^ Statements and Speeches
51/14. ,
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à la fin de l'année comment les deux pays allaient aborder la question des bases que
les Américains continuaient d'exiger au Canada.'-.: .

-' Or, il était encore plus 'difficile de trouver des moyens d'exercer les droits sou-
verains du 'Canada dans d'autres contextes. Les Américains continuaient de deman-
der un «accord parapluie» qui permettrait aux États-Unis d'importer et d'entreposer
des armes 'nucléaires à Goose Bay. Cette'demande a eu pour effet de soulever des
questions troublantes au sujet du rôle et des responsabilités du Canada dans le cadre
de la stratégie nucléaire américaine et d'engager les deux pays dans une série de
longues discussions (documents 682 à 713). Pendant quelque temps, les deux pays
ont tenté de s'en remettre à une entente spéciale en vertu de laquelle les États-Unis
tenaient le Canada au courant des événements internationaux qui pourraient les in-
citer à avoir recours aux armes nucléaires. En échange, le gouvernement canadien
promettait de répondre sans tarder aux demandes d'installations formulées par les
Américains (documents 697 et 699). Cet arrangement s'est rapidement révélé insa-
tisfaisant; il ne répondait ni aux besoins de libre accès des Américains à leurs bases
au Canada ni au désir d'Ottawa d'être consulté au sujet d'une utilisation de, son
territoire si lourde de conséquences. À la fin de l'année, les deux pays continuaient
(et ils allaient le faire jusqu'au milieu des années 1960) à se débattre avec ce
dilemme.

L'importance des questions de défense dans la politique étrangère du Canada en
1951 explique l'attention qu'accorde ce volume aux activités du Canada au sein de
l'Alliance de l'Atlantique Nord. Tout au long de l'année, le processus de réorgani-
sation amorcé en 1950 s'est accéléré. La décision de l'OTAN, à la fin de 1950, de
poster une force intégrée en Europe a créé une foule de problèmes juridiques et
organisationnels pour l'alliance (documents 414 à 453), dont la question éternelle
de la répartition des frais n'était pas, le moindre (documents 436 à 440). Dans le
même ordre d'idées, ce volume aborde les problèmes de procédure auxquels a eu à
faire. face le Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord réorganisé (document 435) pour détermi=
ner avec précision ce que signifiait la consultation entre les alliés (documents 429 à
434). En plus de suivre la réaction du Canada aux inquiétudes de ce type soulevées
au sein de l'alliance, le volume documente également les considérations politiques,
financières et juridiques qu'ont soulevées la décision prise par le Canada d'envoyer
la 27,1 brigade d'infanterie en Allemagne (documents 393 à 428).. ,. ;

Qui plus est, le chapitre sur les affaires de l'Atlantique Nord traite de l'évolution
de la politique de défense et d'aide mutuelle du Canada lorsque le Conseil de l'At-
lantique Nord a prié ses membres de déployer plus d'efforts pour combler le fossé
entre les ressources de l'alliance et ses obligations militaires (documents 352 à
392). Il n'est pas surprenant que l'intense campagne de réarmement ait incité cer-
tains États membres à remettre en question les buts, et le sens de l'alliance. Les
États-Unis ont proposé. que le Conseil de l'Atlantique, Nord examine les moyens
que pourraient prendre les alliés pour en arriver au type de coopération non mili-
taire envisagé, dans le deuxième article du traité. L'initiative américaine a offert
l'occasion aux fonctionnaires canadiens de débattre le.bien-fondé d'une coopéra-
tion nord-atlantique plus étroite dans'un échange de lettres et de notes qui expri-
maient, dans l'ensemble, un certain scepticisme quant à la valeur de l'article II (do-
cuments 477 à 484). Leurs soupçons n'étaient pas sans fondement. Au moment où
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facilities with alacrity (Documents 697 and 699). This arrangement quickly proved
unsatisfactory; it met neither. Washington's need for unfettered access to its bases
in Canada nor Ottawa's wish to be consulted about such consequential use of its
territory. As the year ended, the two countries continued - and they would do so
until the mid-1960s - to wrestle with this dilemma.

The importance of defence questions in Canadian foreign policy in 1951 ac-
counts for the attention this volume accords Canada's activities in the North'Atlan-
tic alliance. Throughout the year, the process of reorganization that was started in
1950 gathered speed. NATO's decision in late 1950 to station an integrated force in
Europe created a host of legal and organizational problems for the alliance (Docu-
ments 414 to 453), not least among them the perennial question of who paid for
what (documents 436 to 440). In the same vein, this volume devotes some space to
the procedural problems that the re-organized North Atlantic Council (Document
435) addressed as it tried to determine exactly what inter-allied consultation meant
(Documents 429 to 434). In addition to tracing Canada's response to these kinds of
alliancé-wide concerns, the volume also documents the political, financial and legal
considerations that arose from Canada's decision to despatch the 27th Infantry Bri-
gade Group to Germany (Documents 393 to 428).
: More important, the chapter on North Atlantic affairs examines the evolution of
Canadian defence and mutual aid policy as the North Atlantic Council urged its
members to step up their efforts to .close the gap between the alliance's resources
and its military requirements (Documents 352 to 392). Not surprisingly, the ardu-
ous rearmament campaign prompted some member states to revisit the purposes
and meaning of the alliance. The United States suggested that the North Atlantic
Council investigate how the allies could achieve the kind of non-military coopera-
tion envisaged in the treaty's second article. The American initiative provided an
opportunity for Canadian officials to debate the merits of closer North Atlantic
cooperation in an exchange of letters and memoranda which were, for the most
part, sceptical of Article II's value (Documents 477 to 484). Their suspicions were
not misplaced. At the same time as the council asked Pearson to chair a committee
to study closer inter-allied economic and political cooperation (Documents 476 and
485 to 491), it established a new, mechanism to coordinate alliance activities. Com-
posed of Britain, France and the United States, the new Temporary Council Com-
mittee acted as a kind of `star chamber' which assessed each member's contribu-
tion to the alliance (Documents 492 to 504). This. experiment in co-ordinating
economic and military resources was hardly popular in Ottawa.

Cold War considerations influenced almost every aspect of Canadian external
relations in 1951.; For instance, despite the fiscal restraint program imposed as a
result of the war in Korea, new posts were opened in Portugal - to consolidate
relations with a NATO ally (Documents 12 to 14) .- and in Finland - to
strengthen the Baltic, republic's fragile independence vis-à-vis the Soviet Union
(Documents 7 to 11). Similarly, a peace treaty with Japan was concluded (Docu-
ments 950 to 968), and the postwar settlement with Italy revised (Documents 897
to 902), in a manner designed to please these new Cold War allies. Old friendships
assumed new significance in the tense bipolar context, as the documents on the sale
of Canadian wheat to Norway attest (Documents 903 to 908).
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le conseil demandait à Pearson de présider un comité pour étudier le resserrement
de la coopération `économique et politique entre les alliés (documents 476 et 485 à
491), il mettait en place un nouveau mécanisme pour coordonner les activités de
l'alliance. Composé de la Grande-Bretagne, de la France et des États-Unis, le nou-
veau Comité du conseil temporaire agissait un peu à la façon d'une «chambre étoi-
lée» pour évaluer la contribution de chaque membre à l'alliance (documents 494 à
504): Cette expérience de coordination des ressources économiques et militaires
était loin d'être populaire à Ottawa. 1

En 1951, l'ombre de la guerre froide planait sur presque chaque dimension des
relations extérieures du Canada. Par exemple, malgré le programme de restriction
financière imposé dans la foulée de la guerre de Corée, de nouvelles missions ont
été ouvertes au Portugal - pour consolider les relations avec un allié de 1'OTAN
(documents 12 à 14) - et en Finlande - pour renforcer la fragile indépendance de
cette république balte face à l'Union soviétique (documents 7 à 11).• Dans le même
ordre d'idées, un traité de paix a été conclu avec le Japon (documents 950 à 968) et
le règlement d'après-guerre avec l'Italie a été révisé (documents 897 à 902) de fa-
çon à donner satisfaction à ces nouveaux alliés de la guerre froide. Les'anciennes
amitiés ont acquis un nouveau sens dans ce contexte bipolaire tendu, comme l'at-
testent les documents sur la vente de blé canadien à la Norvège (documents 903 à
908).
^ La' lutte entre le Bloc soviétique et les États-Unis et leurs alliés a-également
influé sur la situation économique internationale. Les problèmes suscités par l'ex-
pansion du mârché mondial de l'or, par exemple, ont affecté les relations du Ca-
, nada avec le Fonds monétaire international (documents 294 à 296). D'une manière
plus significative, Ottawa a été mêlé de près au travail de la nouvelle Conférence
internationale sur les produits de. base, qui cherchait à'répartir de façon équitable
des matières premières rares entre les pays occidentaux et non alignés (docu-
ments 298 à 337). En plus de veiller à ce que les alliés jouissent de suffisamment de
ressources pour se réarmer, le Canada a continué de limiter le commerce avec le
Bloc soviétique (documents 864 et 865) et la Chine (documents 946 à 948). Natu-
rellement; les thèmes de la guerre froide dominent le chapitre qui porte directement
sur l'Union soviétique et l'Europe de l'Est (chapitre 9). Ce volume documente par-
ticulièrement le souci du gouvernement d'anticiper la politique étrangère de-Mos-
cou (documents 924 à 926) et se penche sur les tentatives soutenues du Canada de
livrer une guerre psychologique en Europe de l'Est (documents 938 et 939).

La fin de l'année a amené une légère baisse des tensions est-ouest. Au début de
juillet, une initiative soviétique a encouragé les États-Unis et la Chine à amorcer ledifficile processus de négociation d'un cessez-le-feu en Corée. Le Canada n'a pas
été partie prenante à toutes les dimensions des négociations et ce volume ne tente
pas de rendre compte de l'ensemble de ces discussions. Il met plutôt l'accent sur les
événements d'un intérêt particulier pour le Canada: Par conséquent, une bonne part
des documents sur cette question font état des efforts de Pearson en vue de modérerle langage que Washington, souhaitait utiliser pour avertir Pékin des conséquences
de toute violation d'une trêve (documents 155 à 179Lors dë la 6- assemblée géné-• raie des Nations unies, la réduction des tensions internationales s'est traduite dansladé is i on d •c

e 1 assemblée de réunir la ^ Commission' de j l'énergie atomique de
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International economic conditions were also shaped by the struggle between the
Soviet Bloc and the United States and its allies. The problems created by the ex-
panding global market for gold, for example, affected Canada's relations with the
International Monetary Fund (Documents 294 to 296). More significantly, Ottawa
found itself deeply embroiled in the work of the new International Commodity
Conference, which sought to distribute scarce raw materials among the western and
non-alignedcountries in an equitable fashion (Documents'298 to 337). In addition
to helping ensure that its allies had sufficient resources to rearm, Canada continued
to restrict trade with the Soviet Bloc (Documents 864 and 865) and China (Docu-
ments 946 'to 948): , Naturally, Cold War themes dominate the chapter which deals
directly'with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe (Chapter 9). In particular, this
volume documents the government's preoccupation with anticipating Moscow's
foreign policy (Documents 924 to 926) and explores Ottawa's continuing efforts to
wage psychological warfare in Eastern Europe (Documents 938 and 939).

-The end of the. year brought about a slight relaxation of East-West tensions. In
early July, a Soviet initiative encouraged the United States and China to begin the
difficult process of negotiating a cease-fire in Korea. Canada was not closely in-
volved in every aspect of the negotiations and this volume does not try to account
for the entire course of these discussions. Instead, it focuses on those developments
that were of particular interest to Canada. Consequently, much of the material on
this subject documents Pearson's efforts to moderate the language Washington
wished to use to warn Peking of the consequences of breaching a truce (Documents
155 to 179). At the United Nations' Sixth General Assembly the reduction in in-
ternational tension was evident in the Assembly's decision to combine the U.N.
Atomic Energy Commission with the Commission for Conventional Armaments
into a single agency (Documents 206 to 216). The new Disarmament Commission
was expected to re-start stalled'disarmament negotiations in 1952.

The attention accorded Cold War divisions and the money spent on rearmament
left a growing number of states unimpressed. In 1951 signs of a "serious rift" ap-
peared in the West's relations with the less develôped world! Like the Cold War,
with which it would become inextricably linked, the division between rich and poor
was destined to become a permanent feature of international relations in the second
half of the twentieth century., As indigenous nationalism and pressure for
decolonization grew apace in Asia and Africa, Canada was, forced to navigate
between its traditional allies and its newer Asian and African friends. This conflict
is documented in Ottawa's response to Britain's confrontation with Egypt (Docu-
ments-909 to 915) and in its moderate approach to South Africa's dispute with
India and its non-aligned friends over the status of South-West Africa (Documents
217 to 230).

The emerging division between rich and poor is also apparent in the documenta-
tion reproduced in this volume on the debate surrounding the proposal that the

'United Nations establish a special fund to aid the less developed countries (Docu-
ment 232 to 240). Canadian officials, overwhelmed by demands for assistance from

' Canada, Department of Cxternal Affairs, Canada and the United Nations, 1951-52 (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 1952), p. A.
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l'ONU ainsi que la Commission des armements de type classique en un seul orga-
nisme (documents 206 à 216): On s'attendait à ce que la nouvelle Commission du
désarmement relance en 1952 les négociations sur le désarmement, qui avaient été
interrompues:

L'attention'accordée,aux divisions suscitées par la guerre froide et l'argent con-
sacré au réarmement laissaient de plus en plus, d'États sceptiques. En 1951, on "a

,constaté l'apparition d'un. «profond désaccord» dans les relations entre l'Occident
et le monde en développement4. À l'instar de la guerre froide, à laquelle il allait .être
inextricablement lié, le fossé entre les riches et les pauvres allait devenir une carac-
téristique permanente des relations internationales au. cours de la deuxième rrioitié
du XXe siècle. Étant donné la rapide croissance du natiônalisme autochtone et des
pressions en faveur de. la décolonisation en Asie et en, Afrique, le Canada a dû
manoruvrer entre ses alliés traditionnels et ses nouveaux amis asiatiques et afri-
cains. Ce conflit est documenté dans la réaction d'Ottawa à la confrontation entre la
Grande-Bretagne et l'Égypte (documents 909 à 915), et dans son approche modérée
à l'égard`du différend entre l'Afrique du Sud et l'Inde et ses amis non alignés por-
tant sur le statut de la Namibie (documents 217 à 230).

•- La division croissante entre les riches et les pauvres ressort également de la do-
cumentation reproduite dans ce volume et portant sur le débat entourant la proposi-
tion à l'effet que les Nations unies constituent un fonds spécial pour aider les pays
en développement (documents 232 à 240). Les fonctionnaires canadiens, sub-
mergés par les demandes d'aide des bénéficiaires du plan Colombo (documents 543
à 586) et d'une variété d'organismes des Nations unies (chapitre 4), se sont empres-
sés de définir une politique cohérente d'aide à l'étranger (documents 273 et 274).
Ils en avaient surtout contre ce qu'ils considéraient comme une critique Kirrespon-
sable» adressée au Canada et à ses alliés -occidentaux par les représentants du
monde en développement (documents 241; à 243).,

.' Les relations personnelles, politiques et bureaucratiques qui avaient façonné la
politique canadienne en 1950 demeuraient essentiellement les mêmes. Au sommet,
le premier ministre Saint-Laurent continuait d'effectuer un travail en douceur avec
Pearson, `son secrétaire d'État aux ^ Affaires extérieures de plus en' plus habile et
confiant. Arnold Heeney continuait d'agir comme sous-secrétaire d'État aux' Af-
faires extérieures. Charles Ritchie, H.O. Moran et Léon Mayrand étaient les trois

' sous-secrétaires adjoints du ministère.
. .., ., . : . . . . . +r

Les mêmes titulaires dirigeaient toujours les missions' les plus importantes du
Canada,: Hume. Wrong était encore à Washington, Dana Wilgress à Londres et
Georges Vanier à Paris. Il n'y a eu qu'un changement d'importance au sein des
représentants du Canada à l'étranger. R.G. Riddell, qui avait été nommé représen-
tant permanent aux Nations unies, en août 1950, est décédé subitement en mars
1951 et a été remplacé 'par John Holmes à titre intérimaire. David M. Johnson est

. rentré du Pakistan pour occuper ce poste de façon permanente en novembre 1951.

• ' Canada, Ministère des Affaires extérieures, Le Canada et les Nations Unies, 1951-52 (Ottawa, Impri-
meur de la Reine 1952), pp. vi-vii. . . , 1
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Colombo Plan recipients (Documents 543 to 586) and from a variety of United
Nations' agencies (Chapter 4), scrambled to define a coherent foreign aid policy
(Documents 273 and 274). Most deeply resented what they considered to be "ir-
responsible" criticism levelled at Canada and its Western allies by representatives
of the developing world (Documents 241 to 243).

The personal, political and bureaucratic relationships that had shaped Canadian
policy in 1950 remained largely unaltered. At the top; the Prime Minister, St.
Laurent, continued to work smoothly with his increasingly sure-footed and self-
confident. Secretary of State for External - Affairs, Pearson. Arnold Heeney con-
tinued to serve as the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. Charles
Ritchie, H.O. Moran and Léon Mayrand served as the department's three assistant
under-secretaries.

There were no changes in leadership at Canada's most important posts: Hume
Wrong remained in Washington, Dana Wilgress in London, and Georges Vanier in

Paris. There was only one significant change among Canada's representatives
abroad. R.G. Riddell, who became the Permanent Representative to the United Na-
tions in August 1950, died suddenly in March 1951 and was replaced by John
Holmes in an acting capacity. David M. Johnson returned from Pakistan to take
over the post on a permanent basis in November 1951.

- This survey of Canadian foreign policy is drawn primarily from the records of
the Department of External Affairs and the Privy Council Office. These sources
were supplemented where necessary by the personal papers of many of the Cabinet
ministers and senior officials involved in these events and by the records of the
Departments of Defçnce, Trade and Commerce, Fisheries and Finance. In preparing
this volume, I was given complete access to the records of the Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs and generous access to other collections. A complete list of the
sources• examined in the preparation of this volume may be found on page xxvii.

The selection of documents has been guided by, the principles set out in the In-
troduction to Volume 7 (pp. ix-xi) of this series. The editorial devices used in this
volume are those described in the Introduction to Volume 9 (p. xix). A dagger (t)
indicates a document that has not been printed and ellipses (...) an editorial
excision: ,

The work on this volume had already begun when I became its editor in the fall
of 1992.= I am grateful for the early start made on this project by Gaston Blanchet.
The staff at the National Archives of Canada was instrumental in bringing this
project to completion. Paulette Dozois, Paul Marsden and Dave Smith of the Mili-
taryand International Affairs Records Unit of the Government Archives Division
responded promptly, helpfully and, most important, cheerfully to my many inqui-
ries. Michael Way, from the Access to Information Section, and Janet Murray and
Michel Poitras at the circulation desk, worked hard at keeping a steady supply of
raw} material flowing across my desk.

Christopher Cook and Brian Hearnden served ably as research assistants
throughout the enterprise. My colleague Ted Kelly, who helped edit the chapters on
the conduct of diplomacy and relations with the Soviet bloc, provided indispen-
sableassistance at all stages of the project. Angie Sauer helped with the selection of
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Ce survol de la politique étrangère du Canada s'appuie avant tout sur les dos-'
siers du ministère des Affaires extérieures et du Bureau du Conseil privé. Au be-
soin, nous* avons aussi consulté les documents personnels de nombreux ministres
du Cabinet et hauts fonctionnaires qui ont participé à ces événements ainsi que les
dossiers des ministères de la Défense, du Commerce, des Pêches et des Finances.,;
Pour préparer ce volume,'j'ai joui d'un accès complet aux dossiers du ministère des
Affaires extérieures et d'un accès généreux à d'autres collections. On trouvera à la
page xxvii une liste complète des sources consultées pour préparer ce volume. ,;

- Le choix des documents a été régi par les principes énoncés dans l'introduction
du volume 7(pp. ix-xi) de cette série. Les outils rédactionnels utilisés dans ce vo-
lume sont les mêmes que ceux décrits dans l'introduction du volume 9 (p. xix). La
croix (t) indique un document inédit et les points de suspension (.:.) un passage
supprimé.

.
Les travaux portant sur ce* volume avaient déjà débuté lorsqu'on m'a chargé de

sa rédaction à l'automne 1992. Je remercie Gaston Blanchet d'avoir si bien lancé le
projet. Le personnel des Archives nationales du Canada nous a aidés à le mener à
terme. Paulette Dozois, Paul Marsden et Dave Smith des sections des Archives mi-
litaires et des Affaires internationales de la Division des archives gouvernementales
ont répondu avec empressement et, surtout, avec entrain à mes nombreuses de-
mandes. Michael Way, de la section de l'Information, et Janet Murray et Michel
Poitras, du bureau du prêt, ont tout mis en oeuvre pour m'alimenter en documents: ;

Çhristopher Cook et Brian Hearnden m'ont fait profiter de leurs compétences 3^
titre d'adjoints à la recherche tout au long du projet. Mon collègue Ted Kelly, qui a;
participé à la révision des chapitres sur la diplomatie et les relations avec le Bloc
soviétique, m'a fourni une aide indispensable à toutes les étapes du projet. Angie ,
Sauer m'a aidé à choisir les documents sur l'Allemagne, tandis que Robert Both-
well a partagé avec moi ses connaissances de l'énergie atomique. Norman Hillmer,
Hector Mackenzie et Don Barry, anciens directeurs de rédaction, ont toujours con-
senti à m'aider et leurs conseils se sont toujours avérés pertinents et pratiques. Le
rédacteur en chef de cette série, John Hilliker, a relu le manuscrit aussi attentive-
ment qu'à l'habitude. Ses commentaires ont sans doute amélioré le texte. La publi-
cation de cette série n'aurait pas été possible sans l'appui que j'ai reçu des deux
directeurs de la Direction des communications ministérielles sous lesquels elle a
pris son envol - Mary Jane Starr et Alan Darisse. Je demeure le seul responsable
du choix final des documents présentés dans ce volume..

La section historique poursuit sa nouvelle pratique de fournir le 'texte supplé-
mentaire et de coordonner la préparation technique du volume. Le manuscrit a été
dactylographié et mis en page par Aline Gélineau.' Gabrielle Nishiguchi a trouvé la,
plupart des photographies présentées dans ce volume. Gaylé , Fraser, de l'Institut
canadien des affaires internationales, a gentiment fourni la photode John Holmes et
Trygve Lie. Boris Stipernitz a compilé l'index et repéré une foule d'erreurs typo-
graphiques. Le service de traduction du Ministère a traduit en français les notes en
bas de page, les légendes et le texte auxiliaire. Notre collègue de la Direction des

• communications ministérielles, - Francine Fournier; nous a généreusement aidé à
peaufiner le texte français. Alan Bowker et Saut Grey, de la Direction générale de
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documents on Germany, and Robert Bothwell willingly contributed his knowledge
on atomic energy., Former editors Norman Hillmer, Hector Mackenzie and Don
Barry were always ready to help and invariably offered sound and practical advice.
The general editor of this series, John Hilliker, reviewed the entire manuscript with
his usual attention to detail. His comments undoubtedly have made this a better
book. The series would not be possible without the support I received from the two
directors of the Corporate Communications Division under whom it prospered -
Mary Jane Starr and Alan Darisse. I remain solely responsible for the final selec-
tion of documents in this volume.

The Historical Section continues its new practice of furnishing the supple-
mentary text and co-ordinating the technical preparation of the volume. The manus-
cript was typed and formatted by Aline Gélineau. Gabrielle Nishiguchi located
most of the photographs in this volume. Gayle Fraser of the Canadian Institute of
International Affairs helpfully supplied the picture of John Holmes and Trygve Lie.
Boris Stipernitz compiled the index and skilfully caught a number of typographical
errors. The department's translation bureau rendered into French the footnotes, cap-
tions and ancillary text. Our colleagues in the Corporate Communications Division,
Francine Fournier and Nancy Sample, graciously provided us with editorial advice.
Alan Bowker and Saul Grey of the department's Access to Information Office
helped secure the release of material on the United States Strategic Air Command
from the United States Department of State. Marlène Picard declassified the docu-
ments on Herbert Norman. Gail Kirkpatrick Devlin, who proofread the entire
manuscript and composed the list of persons generously shared the insights
garnered from her work on several earlier volumes. Mary and Katherine Donaghy
put up with the domestic distractions caused by my editorial work with cheerful
goodwill. •

GREG DONAGHY
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l'accès à l'information du ministère; nous ont aidés 'à obtenir le matériel sur le Uni-,
ted States Strâtegic'Air Command du Département d'État des États-Unis.- Marlène ^
Picard a déclassifié les documents sur Herbert Norman. Gail Kirkpatrick Devlin;
qui a lu les épreuves de l'ensemble du manuscrit et composé la liste des 1 personnes,
nous â généreusement fait profiter de l'expérience acquise à l'occasion de l'édition
de plusieurs volumes antérieurs. Mary et Katherine Donaghy ont accepté de bon'
coeur les distractions causées au sein du foyer par mon travail de rédaction.

- GREG DONAGHY
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PA-193872

Prime Minister René Pleven (seated right) meets with Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent (seated left) in Ottawa in March 195 1. Standing 1. to r.: the Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, A.D.P. Heeney; the French Ambassador to Canada, Hubert
Guérin; the Minister of Trade and Commerce, C.D. Howe; the Minister of National
Defence, Brooke Claxton; the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Lester B. Pearson;
and the Secretary-General of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Alexandre Parodi.

Le premier ministre René Pleven (assis à droite) rencontre le premier ministre Louis
Saint-Laurent (assis à gauche)à Ottawa en mars 1951. Debout de gauche à droite : le
sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, A.D.P. Heeney; l'ambassadeur de France
au Canada, Hubert Guérin; le ministre du Commerce, C.D. Howe; le ministre de la
Défense nationale, Brooke Claxton; le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, Lester
B. Pearson; et le secrétaire général du ministère français des Affaires étrangères,
Alexandre Parodi.



PA-196332 Montreal Gazette
The Minister of National Defence, Brooke Le ministre de la Défense nationale, Brooke

Claxton (right), turns over Canadian mutual aid Claxton (à droite), remet des fournitures canadi-
supplies to the Belgian Ambassador to Canada, ennes de l'aide mutuelle à l'ambassadeur de
Vicomte du Parc (middle), in March 1951. Belgique au Canada, le vicomte du Parc (au cen-

tre), en mars 1951.

!

PA-195380
Troops from the 27th Infantry Brigade Group

Les soldats du groupe-brigade de la 27• infan-arrive in Rotterdam in November 1951 en route to terie arrivent à Rotterdam en novembre 1951 enWest Germany. route pour l'Allemagne de l'Ouest. r



G20131

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Acme News Pictures
s re d'État aux ,Lester B. pearson. signs the Japanese Peace Treaty in LesteLre B SPSeptember 19S 1. eaérson signe le Traité de paix avec letlapon en

septembre 195 1.
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PA-151996
Warrant Officer Maurice Rice Juteau of the 2nd 1; adjudant Maurice Rice Juteau du 2• bataillon,

Battalion, Royal 22nd Regiment, distributing food to Royal 22• Régiment, distribuant de la nourriture à des

Korean refugees in July 1951. réfugiés coréens en juillet 1951.

PA-129118
Canadian sailors aboard H.M.C.S. Nootka ques-

tion captured Korean fishermen in May 1951.
Des marins canadiens à bord du NCSM Nootka

questionnent des pêcheurs coréens capturés en mai
1951.



PA-19544i
Dana Wilgress (right), }iigh Commissioner in the Dana Wlgress (à droite), haut-commissaire au

United Kingdom, shows their Majesties the King and Royaume-Uni, montre à Ses Majestés le Roi et la Reine
Queen around the Canadian booth at the 1951 British le stand canadien à la Foire des industries britanniques
Industries Fair. de 1951.

PA-193405
A meeting of Commonwealth lligh Rencontre des hauts-commissaires du

Commissioners in the offices of the Secretary of Commonwealth dans les bureaux du secrétaire d'État
State for Commonwealth Relations in London. aux Relations avec le Commonwealth à Londres.
Dana Wilgress, lligh Commissioner in the United Dana Wilgress, haut-commissaire au Royaume-uni,
Kingdom, is fourth from the left. est quatrième à partir de la gauche.



PA-87195
Philip Ellison

President Han.ry S. Truman (seated left) and Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent (seat- Le président flarry S. Truman (assis à gauche) et le premier ministre
- "- ••• .•._ :_ r...t„l,,.. lo^ÇI Louis Saint-Laurent (assis à droite) à la Maison-Blanche en octobre 1951.



PA-194416 UN-34399 United Nations Photo Photo des Nations unies
R.G. Riddell on leaving Ottawa in R.G. Riddell à son départ d'Ottawa John D. Kearney, Ambassador to John D. Kearney, ambassadeur en

August 1950 to take up his duties as en août 1950 pour aller occuper le poste Argentina and head of the Canadian Argentine et chef de la délégation
Permanent Representative to the United de représentant permanent aux Nations Delegation to the 12th session of canadienne i1 la 12• session du Conseil
Nations. fie died suddenly in March unies. 11 est décédé subitement en mars the Economic and Social Council in économique et social à Santiago au Chili
1951. 1951. Santiago, Chile in February-March 1951. en février-mars 1951.



UN-33501 United Nations Photo Photo des Nations unies
John W. Holmes (left). Acting Permanent Representative te the United Nations John W. Holmes (à gauche). représentant permanent intérimaire aux Nations unies

I•- - ._ -. '` ^°^^-°' ^^ •^^ r'^^•^ *►^r:^nq with a cheque for remet à Trygve Lie, secrétaire général des Nations unies, un chèque de huit millions de
eight million dollars for relief and rehabilitation projects in Palestine and horea. uuu4àa tn,.., ... , r,, ^" ^_ _- __ +•-^ +..^.A..,P.,r Pn Palestine et en Corée.



CHAPITRE PREMIER/CHAPTER I '

- CONDUITE DES RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES
CONDUCT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS

. , . ^ , , . ,. .; . : ^

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

STATUT DES HAUTS-COMMISSAIRES
STATUS OF HIGH COMMISSIONERS

SE(.T10N A

LETTRES D'INTRODUCTION

L[:TfERS OF INTRODUCTION

PCONol. 196

Le premier ministre du Royaume-Uni
au premier ministre

Prime Minister of United Kingdom
Io Prime Minister

London, February 5, 1951

My dear Prime- Minister,
When the question of the accreditation of High Commissioners was discussed at

the meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers in 1948 it was agreed that High
Commissioners should not be accredited to or by The King but that the question of
Providing some form of credentials for them should be considered. .I .

Since then, as you know, this question was raised at the end of 1949 by Mr.
Nehru in the light of certain assurances which lie had given, when India's position
as a'Republic within the Commonwealth was under consideration in India, that
Indian representatives abroad would in each case be accredited by the President of
the Indian Republic to the Head 'of the State concerned. Following discussions

= between the United Kingdom and Indian Governments, of which other Common-
wealth Governments were duly informed at the time, it was agreed that the United
Kingdom High Commissioner in Delhi and the Indian High Commissioner in
London should be given Letters of Commission signed by The King and the Presi-
dent respectively.

, In these circumstances, I think you will agrce that the time has come for Com-
monwealth Governments other than India to consider the adoption of some form of
intergovernmental accreditation for High Commissioners exchanged between
themselves. Subject to the views of other Commonwealth Governments it seems to
me that the most appropriate 'procedure would be for such High Commissioners to
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inister of the

be provided with a letter from their Prime Minister to the Prime Mfollowed by the
country to which they are appointed. This is the, proce ure.
Union Government in the case of their High Commissioners,

and I
gall future appoint-

ments

should be, adopted, or in the case of South Afnca continued, in

ments of this kind.
in similar terms to the Prime Ministers of all the other Membe ^é

I am writing^
the Commonwealth except India, and . I am sending copies of my letters to
respective Commonwealth High Commissioners in London.t

Yoûrs sincérely,

C.R. ATTLEE

2.
PCO/Vol. 196

' ' Le premier ministre .
au premier ministre du Royaun:e-Uni

Prime Minister
to Prime Minister of United Kingdom

Ottawa, March 14, 1951

My dear Prime Minister, lative to the accreditation of
- I was glad to receive your letter of February 5 re een

High Cômmissioners. You will be interested to know h W^^ letters of in ttroduction
our practice to provide Canadian High Commissioners site number in the
from the Secretary of State for External Affairs to his oppo
respective.Commonwealth capitals - i.e. to the Secretary

E^tern 1 Affa^rs or for Com-wealth Relations in London, and to the;Minister for
monwealth Relations in other,Commonwealth countries. int-

The practice of, Commonwealth governments varies with respect to appoint-
ments to Ottawa; the High -Commissioner for Australia ;who arrived in 1947, like

bore. no letter of
his. United Kingdom, colleague who. arrived the, previous year,
accreditation, -the. High Cômmissioner for New, Zealand who ^ arrived in August
,1950 and the most recent High Commissioner for India who' arrived in August,
1949,- carried ; letters of introduction from their respective Ministers of External
Affairs; and the High Commissioners for Pakistan and South Africa, both of whom
came in the middle of 1949,,carried letters of introduction from.Prime Minister to

-Prime Minister.,
I` shâré what I believe' to be your view that, it is desirable to achieve so far as

possible uniformity between Commonwealth nations with respect to accreditation
- and!the designation of representatives exchanged between- them. Consequently

, I Note marginale ':/Marginal note:"
Mr Ritchie to note
Mr Pick/Mr Feaver to prepare memo[randuml to P(rimej M(tnistcrl & Ministcr

& draft rcPlY

A.D.P.H[eeneyl Feb 21.
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welcome your proposal to consider the adoption of some form of intergovernmen-
tal accreditation for High Commissioners. :. ,

We have felt that personal letters of introduction from the Secretary of State for
External Affairs to his corresponding colleague in other, Commonwealth govern-
ments is in keeping with the informal and friendly relationship which exists within
the Commonwealth. At the same time we see no objection in principle to such
communications from Prime Minister to Prime Minister: However; if a change is to
be made affecting a number of Commonwealth nations and if we are to explore the
possibilit}i 'of uniformity of accreditation, it occurs tome that it would be advisable
to examine the desirability of general adoption of the form of accreditation initiated
last year between the United Kingdom and India. It is clear thafthe wording of a
Commission accrediting a High Commissioner from one Commonwealth country
to another, in cases where India is not involved, must be worded differently to the
Commissions used by the United Kingdom and Indian High Commissioners in
New Delhi and London respectively.

I should be interested to learn from you of the nature of the replies received
from other Commonwealth Prime Ministers and trust that these will indicate that a
basic uniformity can be established in respect of this matter of accreditation.

Yours sincerely,
L.S. ST. LAURENT

Le premier ministre du Royaume-Uni
au premier ministre2

Prime Minister of United Kingdom,
to Prime 1ltinister'

DEA/3011-A-40

London, June 30, 1951

My dear Prime Minister
Would you refer to your letter of the 14th March about the suggestion that in

future High Commissioners exchanged between Members of the. Commonwealth
other than•India should be accredited by a letter from their Prime Minister to the
Prime Minister of the country to which they are appointed?

The Prime Minister of Pakistan has not yet formally replied, but the Acting
United Kingdom High Commissioner in Karachi has been informed that the Paki-
stan Government would be happy to provide their own High Commissioner with,
and accept from the High Commissioners of other Commonwealth countries, Prime
Minister to Prime Minister letters. All the other Prime Ministers have sent favour-
able replies, on the following lines.

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
^ Left by Mr. Thomson, Dcp(utyl ll(ighl Clommissioncrl for U.K. July 9/51. E. R(cidj.



Australia
. :.;. ;: edure

The Prime Minister of Australia agrees that the most lette^from theircPrime
would be for the High Commissioners to be provided with inted.^
Minister to the Prime Minister of the country to which they are appo

, ._ _. ., .. , .
New Zealand ^ r of New, Zealand has arranged that in future New Zealand

The Prime Mmiste
High Commissioners will . be pro,

vided with -a letter, of introduction from rime
arrangement will not preclude them

Minister to prime Minister. He âddé S fotmthis letter from the Minister of External
from carrying,at the same time
Affairs, such as, it has been New Zealand's practice to provide in recent years.

South Africa th t the Union Government readily

of introduction from Pnme Mlnister

The Prime Minister of South Afnca says

agree
their High Commissioners with letters

continue their practic é of furngree to to Prime Minister.

Ceylôn : , . .

e Minister of Ceylon agrees
>

that it is desirable. for CommonwealnhditigThe Pri m
Governments other than India to decide upon a uniform

and that lettersf fromePrime
High Commissioners exchanged among themselves,
Minister to Prime Minister would be appropriate. Mr. Se ian ^^en ed by the Cey-
in fact written such letters for High Commissioners recently ppo
lon Government, and that in his view uniformity in the wording of the letters of

accreditation is not necessary.
In the light of the foregoing replies, I think that we may now all proceed on^ti^h

assumption that in future High Commissionersté tfrom
those

Minster. For
India, will be furnished with an approprnate le
our part we shall now arrange that United Kingdom ^^é P^,méiMin ster
appointed hence-forward shall carrysuch a letter. I agree V
of Ceylon that there need not be uniformity of drafting and hope that this view will

find general acceptance.
So far as the form of the letter is concerned, I quite agree that the wording

should be different from that used in the Commissions give
to the United

So long King-
dom and Indian High Commissioners in New Delhi and London.-o
dom

^^

general practice is uniform, as it is now agreed that it shall be, the actual form of
words can no doubt be left to the Prime Minister concerned.

.I have written in similar terms to the-Trime Ministers of Australia, New 7,ea-

land, South Africa and Ceylon:,
-A have also sent a-lettér'to the Prime Minister of Pakistan telling him that the
new'arrangements have the approval'of the other Prime Ministers, and that I hope
that he too will find them acceptable:

A copy of this letter has been sent to your High Commissionec in London.
Yours sincerely,

C.R. ATT1.P
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SECTION B'.

DOYEN DU CORPS DIPLOMATIQUE jk OTTAWA

DEAN OF DIPLOMATIC CORPS IN OTTAWA

4. DEA/10062-40

Le secrétaire d'État ciux Affaires extérieures '
au haut-con:missaire au Royaunie-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 2038 Ottawa, November 13, 1951

SECRET

DEAN OF DIPLOMATIC CORPS

Please arrange for delivery of the following telegram from the Prime Minister of
Canada to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.Message begins:

1. The present Brazilian Ambassador who is Dean of the Diplomatic Corps will
be leaving Ottawa shortly. Next in order of precedence are the High Commissioner
for the United Kingdom, the High Commissioner for Australia, the Ambassador of
Chile and the Ambassador of China.

2. As you are doubtless aware, at the meeting of Prime Ministers in 1948
' approval was given to a report of the Committee appointed to consider the status of
High Commissioners. This report stated,that "it was agreed that there was no good
reason why a High Commissioner should not become the doyen of the Diplomatic
Corps, but that it was unnecessary to press the point", and then concluded that
"there is no objection, on the assumption'that this is not pressed, to the diplomatic
doyen of the Diplomatic Corps continuing to take precedence over other Ambassa-
.dors or High Commissioners". Application of this conclusion to the situation in
Ottawa would result in thé Deanship devolving upon the Chilean Ambassador and,
when he leaves, upon the Chinese Ambassador. This latter eventuality would create
considerable embarrassment not only for the Canadian Government but also for
representatives in Ottawa of those Governments which have ceâsed to recognize
the Nationalist regime which he represents.

3. We feel that the close relations between the nations of the Commonwealth
should not be an obstacle to the acceptance by the representative of the United
Kingdôm'of a precedence and an honour which would be readily accorded to the
representative of a nation with which our relations are much less intimate.

4. I would hope that the United Kingdom Government would have no objection
to 'thé Deanship going normally according to seniority to the United Kingdom High
Commissioner, a course which would give us pleasure and might spare us possible
embarrassment; if you concur I shall notify other Commonwealth Governments
that we propose with your concurrence to recognize the United Kingdom High
Commissioner as the successor of the present Dean.

I
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5. I need scarcely add that Sir Alexander Clutterbuck possesses qualities which
would make him a most distinguished Dean. of the Diplomatic Corps in Ottawa.
Message ends.

DEA/10062-40

Le haut-commissaire par intérim au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in United Kingdont
to Secretary of State for, Extental Affairs

,TELEGRAM 2835 London, November 27, 1951

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 2038 of November 13.

DEAN OF DIPLOMATIC CORPS

1. The following message dated November 26 has been received for Mr.
St. Laurent from Mr. Churchill, Begins: "Thank you so much for your message. It
is very good of you to consult us on this and I am gratified by your kind references
to Sir Alexander Clutterbuck. If you wish him to be Dean, and if this is also the
wish of the Diplomatic Corps, we should raise no objections:" Ends.

6. DEA/10062-40

Note du 'sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures '
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], Decémber 27, 1951.. , , . , . ,,
You are probably aware that some members of the Diplomatic Corps appear to

. be uneasy about the Notet which was circulated recently whereby the Canadian
Government notified Heads of Missions that a Commonwealth High Commissioner
could now become Dean of the Corps. and that on the departure of Dr. Paes, the
High Commissioner for, the United Kingdom would succeed him.3

2. During the conversation I had with the Italian Ambassador, yesterday, when I
. handed him the answer to the Italian. Note on the Peace Treaty,' I raised this issue
with Mr. di Stefano to try and clarifji the matter. I asked him how he felt about the
ruling on the succession to Dr. Paes, and what reactions it had among the local
Heads of Mission. Mr: di Stefano told me' that "personally he had found our Note
rather upsetting but that he'certainly did not intend to make any official protest.lHe. : . ,.. . , r.., . . ,

^^' Clutterbuck a été doyen du corps diplomatique jusqu'au 22 mai 1952.
Clutterbuck served as Dean of the Diplomatic Corp until May 22, 1952.
Voir le document 901JSee Document 901. - '`^ .

'
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added that he had discussed it only with two of his diplomatic colleagues, Messrs.
du Parc and Woodward, and that both had agreed with his interpretation. His main
argument is that Governments have nothing to do with the designation of a Dean
who, normally, is appointed by the Diplomatic Corps. According to a long-
standing tradition, the Dean is either the Papal Nuncio or the senior Ambassador.
Mr. di Stefano pointed out that according to this established tradition, Sir Alexan-
der Clutterbuck could only become Dean were he a full-fledged Ambassador.

3. I told the Italian Ambassador that none of his comments were irrelevant and
that if he so wished he could make a good diplomatic case against the action taken
by the Canadian Government. I added that taking the accords of the Congress of
Vienna as a landmark in world history he could go a step further and make a good
legal case against Canada ever having become an independent country. I further
pointed out that he was familiar enough with Canadian policy to realize that in the
slow process of constitutional evolution leading to a clarification of our interna-
tional status, there were and there would continue to be problems, the solution of
which might not always be tidy. In such circumstances, we were sure that our
friends would understand and that this was one of those cases where we hoped we
could rely on him.

4. Mr. 'di Stefano assured me that these considerations had come to his mind and
that as a matter of fact he had appended them to our Note when he transmitted copy
of it to his own Government. I told him that if it were at all possible, the best policy
might be to take that line also in private conversations with his colleagues. God
or/and Machiavelli only knows or know whether he will do so.

J. L(tGER)
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2°, PARTIE/PART 2

REpRÉSENTATION DIPLOMATIQUE ET CONSULAIRE
DIPLOMATIC AND ÇONSULAR REPRESENTATI

DEA/11336-69-40

Note de la Direction de l'organisation et de l'effectif
ersonnel, affaires cortsulaires,

pour. les Directions du p

européenne, économique, de liaison avec la Défense et des finances
p

Memorandum front Establishments and Organization Division
to' Personnel, Consular, European, Economic, Defence Liaison and Finance

Divisions

[Ottawa], March 15, 1951

from the Minister in
I enclose a copy of despatch No. 15 of Marc^ 1, 1951 to Helsinki.

Stockholm concerning the possibility of sending political officer

Mr. Moran has commented on this despatch in the following terms:

"We can't do this just now

(a) because we haven't a Foreign Service Ofmladetin next year's Estimates.
(b) no provision for the extra cost

It would be useful to consult the Divisions concerned and obtain their views as

to the need."
I am therefore passing on to you this information for whatever comments you

may care to make.
J.K. STARNES
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(PIÈCE lOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Le ministre en Suède

au secrétaire dÉtat au>x,Affaires extérieures
,. .., . . ,

DESPATCIi 15

CONFIDENTIAL

Minister in Sweden
to Secretary of State for Exterrial Affairs

Stockholm, March 1, 1951

OFFICE IN HELSINKI, F7NLAND

1: The purpose of this despatch is to enquire whether any thought has been given
in the Department to the question of opening an office in Finland with a Secretary
who would act as Chargé d'Affaires except when I am actually visiting that coun-
try. This officer would in the circumstances probably have to be at least F.S.O. 2-
sômewhat higher rank would perhaps be desirable.

2. 'You will recall that at the time of the appointment of the Assistant Military
Attaché to this mission, the Department of National Defence suggested that he
might reverse our present procedure by residing in Helsinki and visiting Stockholm
from time to time. To this suggestion I replied that in my view it would not be wise
to have a Service attâché open an office in Finland without the presence there also
of a political 'ofGcer. I am still of. this view.

3. There seems now, however, to be a definite possibility that a second depart-
ment of the government, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, will have
to consider opening an office in Finland. Certainly the increase in interest in emi-
grating to Canada in Finland during the past months has been so great as almost to
frighten us here. On one day this week some 400 letters came from Finland and it
looks as if the daily average might soon reach. this figure. It is, of course, quite
impossible for the visa section here to deal with these and at the same time cope
with the local customers to whom some 80 visas per day are being issued.

4. I would not be inclined to take the same deep objection to the opening of a visa
office by itself in Helsinki as I took in the case of the proposal to send a Service
attaché there by himself. I cannot say, however, that I would be altogether happy
were we to send visa officers to that country unaccompanied by a political officer
of our own Service. It might be argued that there is a precedent for this in the
establishment of visa offices in Austria where we have no political officers, but it
seems to me that the situation in Finland is not really comparable. First and fore-
most there is the deep desire on the part of the Finns that we should as soon as
possible open `a permanent legation in their capital and I think, although I have no
basis in'fact for the thought, that they would be unhappy were we to send officials
of the Canadian Government of, if I may darc to'put it this way, not quite so exalted
itatùs`as diplomatic officers, in the first instance. In the second place, in our experi-
ence here there have been many occasions when in my view political advice to the
visa officers has been useful. This would, I am sure, be even more the case in
Finl^rid,, .
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as Charg6
5. There is no question in my mind that a junior officer who ^ udo to occupy his

d'Affaires in a permanent legation in informa-work and there is a wide open informa-
time. There is a certain amount of consular ,
tion field. There are also problems of registration of C

anadian citizens and the
addition, as I suggested

determination of Canadian nationalâled'uoto assist and advise visa
above, such an officer would be

Pon very often

officers if they were there, as they will probably have to be.
6. The arguments which I set forth above are for the most part almost sever-rid n t

truths, as I am sure you will agree. I appre shortages of officerpersonnel
problems which you have to consider arising from
and the necessity for economies in the expenditure of fu^dsmat theat er. Irwould ven-
These* 1 know must eventually determine any decision in the rela-

tively

to suggest, however, that if a visa offices is to be opened in Helsinki,
tively small extra expense to the Canadian tax-payer of sending a political 'officer

along as well would be justifiable.
7. 1 ùnderstand that the establishment for the Stockholm mission recently recom-

mended to Treasury provides for two junior political officers. In ordinary circum-
stances I would prefer to have the second junior officer reS ds i nln^â^ ounltry
specializing to some degree on Finnish affairs and perhaps g :,.

regularly and perhaps more often that we do now. If, however, another Department
or. other Departments in Ottawa wish to have officers permanéntÛly^n ^. Helsinki,

attachedt If
best plan would be to establish a mission there to which they co
this were done, the Assistant Military Attaché could live in HClesinki ^in accordance
with the original desire of the, Department of National Defe'

THOMAS A. STONE

DEA/8775-40

Note de la Direction européenne,
pour la Direction de l'organisation et de l'effectif

Mentoranduni frôm European` Divisioü
to Establishments and Organization Division ;

: [Ottawa], March 20, 1951

I refer to your memorandum of March 15, 1951', enclosing a'copy of Despatch
No. 15 of March"1, 1951 from the Canadian Minister in Stockholm concerning the
possibility of, posting a polittcal officer to Helsinki

2. In , view of Mr: "Morân's cômments • it `seems clear'that we cannot this year
appoint' â political officer to Helsinki: It is, however, to be hôpëd that lack of funds11
and a shortâge'of personnel will nôtremain permanent ôbstacles to the expansion
of Canada's representation abroad.,Mr: Stone, has put forward a strong case on
•^.., , . .. . ._.

','P'ï , ^ ...,, ► i: :^ ,"' r .ii., ^ `1 i j^t.ï ^â^. . "

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I think hé means Immigration's office. I süggest we take this up with Citiz[cnship] &

Im[migration] Dept. See below. [Joseph Jean Martial Coté]
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practical grounds for permanent Canadian representation in Helsinki and on those
grounds this Division supports him.

3. There is the. further consideration that relations between Finland and the
U.S.S.R. offer an important field of investigation and political reporting particu-
larly in these days of East-West tension. In Finland 'we have a small and sturdy
nation living in uneasy proximity to the Soviet Union. Its whole economy is still
heavily, influenced by the necessity of delivering reparations to the U.S.S.R. and its
political life is determined by its struggle to retain its independence in the face of
Soviet interference expressed through threats, warnings and propaganda. Finland is
perhaps the last country in Europe which the Soviet Union can take over without a
struggle and without precipitating a world war. Yet the treatment which Soviet Rus-
sia metes out to Finland is puzzlingly inconsistent. It sometimes looks as if the
Soviet Union wants to keep Finland as a horrid example of capitalist democracy in
the process of disintegrating, a process which the Russians accelerate by devious
rather than open means. There can be few Europeans with as intimate a knowledge
of the ways of Soviet diplomacy as the Finns. A political observer permanently
stationed in Finland would have an unrivalled opportunity of reporting at first hand
on the spectacle of an independent David living on uneasy terms with his neigh-
bour, Goliath. Mr. Stone has, for example, sent us a most interesting despatch (Fin-
land Despatch No. 67 of December 21, 1950) on what he terms the paradoxes of

- Finnish neutrality and, Finnish independence which he relates, to Swedish neutral-
ity. The excellence of the reporting on Finnish affairs makes us regret its relative
infrequency.

4. The present coalition government is having great difficulty with the economic
situation of the country as we learn from newspaper articles but not from our repre-
sentatives in Stockholm. The latter obviously cannot look after all the work of the
,Canadian Legation in Sweden and do a good job of reporting from afar on the
affairs of Finland, a country.with more than half the population of Sweden, a diffi-
cult economic situation and a complex political life.
:5. -There can be no question that the Finns would welcome Canadian representa-
tion in their country. Mr. Stone does not exaggerate when he speaks of the "deep
desire on the part of the Finns that we should as soon as possible open a permanent

=legation in their capital". The presence of the Western Allies in Berlin has enabled
Germans there to give the most encouraging proof of their desire to line up with the
forces of democracy; it has also given the Allies a foothold behind the Iron Curtain.
A Permanent Canadian representation in Helsinki would encourage the Finns, who
live on one of the frontiers of the Atlantic Pact, and would give us a useful listening
post near the Soviet Union in a country where the relations of the national Commu-
nist party to,the Soviet Union are of an unusually interesting nature.

6. It is, therefore, recommended that in any plans for the expansion of Canadian
representation abroad the claims of Finland should be given favourable
consideration.

R.E. COLLINS
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DEA/232-AU-40

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures6

.
Note du ministre en Suède

,^,: ....
Mèmorandum from Minister in Sweden

to Sècretaryof State for External Affairs6

CONFIDENTIAL
[Stockholm]; Jul}i ^ 13; :1951

OPENING OF A LEGATION OFFICE IN . F7NLAND ...

The various Sections of the Legation have sent me memoranda on this question
as you réquested. The following paragraphs give an outline of the in. and also of
some consular and political considerations which occurred to me.

2.`, The Visa Section, as you know, has been pressing hard for an office in Helsinki
for two or three months now. Mr. Knowles' attached memorandumt is worth r
ing in full, as his is certainly the most important part of the problem. The following

, f . . • f • : . . + .:

main points emerge, from it:
(a) The Visa Section is now issuing more visas to Finns than to all other nationals

combined. Nearly 53% of the 940 visas issued in June went to Finns, compared to
31% in May, 19% in April, and 6% back in January. Over two-thirds of outstand-
ing applications now are from Finns. This means that the proportion of visas issued
to' Finns may reach 65% before levelling off.

(b) To handle this large Finnish business the Visa Section has to use roster doc-
tors in Helsinki for medical examinations and the British Legation there for secur-

-ity: screening: Roster doctors are. never entirely satisfactory, and we must be
imposing rather a lot on the British:

(c) Serious hardships are too often caused to Finns because they. must come to
Stockholm finally to get their visas: After they have received medical and security
clearance in Helsinki they are called over here for visa examination. Before coming
they very often sell their homes and possessions in Finland and buy their tickets for
Canada. Sometimes it happens that visas must be refused after the examination
here. It is then usually too late for the applicants to claim reimbursement of their
tickets or to regain possession of their property in Finland.` More serious hardships
are', caused when - the applicants come ^ to Stockholm 'with their. entire families,
despite instructions that the head of the family must go to Canada in advance. You
will remember that Mr. Solanko of the Finnish Foreign' Office drew this to your
notice'when you were in Finland last month.

(d) Quite often Mr. Knowles has taken'it upon himself, when these more serious
hardship cases arise; to issue visas' contrary to regulations. He has explained to his
Department that these problems can only be`solved by opening •an office in Hel-
sinki, and that until then he feels he must interpret the regulations rather according
to the spirit than the letter. But this of course is not entirely satisfactory.

6 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Moran. This is the Stockholm memo[randuml A.D.P.FI[eeneyJ Aug 7.
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3. The Commercial Section feels that trade possibilities between'Canada and Fin-
land would not justify the posting of a full time Commercial Secretary in Helsinki.
But Mr. Bachand considers that it would be helpful to have a Canadian mission
there which could from time to time make commercial inquiries, promote the Cana-
dian International Trade Fair, and help Canadian business visitors. At present he
has to call upon the British Commercial Secretary for assistance, particularly for
inquiries regarding the end-use of Canadian exports to Finland.

4. Service Attachés. Group Captain Rutledge does not consider it necessary to
have a full time Service Attaché in Helsinki, in view of the small size of the Finn-
ish armed forces, the limited usefulness of Helsinki as a listening post, and the fact
that JIB inquiries are being adequately made by others. He adds, however, that the
opening of an office in Finland would, of course, help the Service Attachés from
Stockholm on their periodic visits over there.

5. Consular Section. We do our best to handle citizenship and passport cases in
Finland from here. But often Canadian citizens in Finland take their troubles to the
British Consul in the first instance, or we ourselves are obliged to invite his help at
some stage ,in certain cases. The British Consul maintains a register of Canadian
citizens and the responsibility for consular, protection in the event of an emergency

6. Chancery. These *are some political considerations that occur to me:
•(a) We want to give Finland every support in maintaining its place in the western

democratic system.
(b) We would be better able from Helsinki to convince Canadians that Finland is

part of that system and is not behind the iron curtain.
- (c) We should have a political officer in Helsinki to give political guidance to the
Visa Section if one is opened there; and to the Commercial Secretary and Service
Attachés on their visits. I .

(d) Eventually we must face up to the necessity of reciprocating the presence of a
Finnish 'diplomatic mission in Ottawa.

would fall'on him.

T.A. S(TONE]

10. . , ^ , DEA/232-AU-40

, ^, . Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
;,, pour , le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to. Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

[Ottawa], August 7, 1951

staff. Apparently Stone has done a memorandum on this. I "
This could be under a junior officer to whom would be attached the immigration

open an office in Helsinki.
^ a' The Minister said to me yesterday that he was satisfied that there was a need to
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- Mr. Pearson feels the case ; is a strong one. ., .";

to Cabinet,

pour le ,Cabinet :. . .

Memorandunt from Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONDUCT OF E'sXT[:RNAL RELATIONS

'A.D.P. HEENEY

Note du secrétaire d.'État,aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, December 15,•1951
CABINET DOCUMENT NO. 323-51

SECRET

ESTABLISHMENT OF A PERMANENT OFFICE IN FINLAND

1.
Diplomatic relations between Canada and Finland. were established in 1947

with the opening of a Finnish Legation in Ottawa. At that time,the Finnis
ernment was informed that. Canada could not immediately, reciprocate owing to
lack of trained personnel. The Finnish Government, therefore, accepted our sug-
gested alternative that the Canadian Minister to Sweden, when appointed, should
also be accredited to Finland. Accordingly, in September, • 1949, Mr. T.A. Stone
presented his credentials as the first Canadian Minister to Finland and has repre-
sented us there from time to time. This arrangement, however, has not proved too

satisfactory.
2. Finland is the only Scandinavian state in Europe where Canada has no residentis

representative. That this matter is of some concern to the, Finnish Government
evident from the frequency with which the Finnish, Minister in Ottawa has raised
the question of permanent Canadian representation in Helsinki: To open a perma-
nent office in that country, therefore, would be a gesture which would be appreci-
ated by the Finns and would be interpreted by them as an indication of Canada's
recognition of and continued support for Finnish independence.

The Assistant3. The Service Attachés in Sweden are also accredited to Finland.
Military Attaché particularly makes visits to Finland from time to time. The estab-
lishment of an office in Finland would facilitate the work of these Attachés and
would make possible the permanent stationing of an Attaché in Finland should the
Department of National Defence wish to improve its arrangements for information
on Finland. . . .. .

4. It is considered that the. inost economical way of meeting the needs of the
various Canadian Government agencies which must carry out business in Finland
and of satisfying the wishes of the Finnish Government would be by opening an
office in Helsinki under the direction of a diplomatic officer resident there. This
officer would be Chargé d'Affaires in the absence of the Head of Post who nor-
mally would continue to reside in Stockholm, but who would remain accredited as
the Canadian Minister to Finland; visiting. that country from time to time.

5. It is therefore recommended that: ;^. t- :' +
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(a) A' permanent Canadian office be established in Helsinki under the direction of
a resident diplomatic officer, .

(b) The Canadian Minister to Sweden continue as Head of the Canadian mission
to Finland; the resident diplomatic officer supervise the office as Chargé d'Affaires;

c) This Department be authorized to *increase its establishment to provide the
necessary additional supporting ^staff which will result from this change in Can-
ada's representation in Finland and to provide in its Estimates for the expenses of
maintaining this office?

SECTION B

PORTUGAL

. L.B. PEARSON

DEA/1720-40

Note ^ du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- -pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Secretary of State for Exten:al Affairs
to 'Under-Secretary of State for External ÀJjirs

[Ottawa], September 28,1951

I should have told you before this that during the North Atlantic Council meet-
ings I had two discussions with the Portuguese Foreign Minister on the question of
an exchange' of diplomatic representatives. He felt very strongly that it was unnatu-
ral and unfortunâte that Portugal alone of the North Atlantic countries should have

-no diplomatic ^representative in 'Ottawa. I told him that I reciprocated his feelings,
but that our difficulties at the moment were financial; that we were concentrating
everything at the' moment , on our defence programme. This argument did not
impress him very much, any more than it impressed me! I added that I hoped that
before long the situation would change and that there would be an exchange of
diplomatic representatives.

2. I have mentioned this matter to the Prime Minister, who feels that we should
take steps •soon to convert our Consulate into a Legation (the Portuguese do not
wish an Embassy) and to receive a Portuguese Minister here.

L.B. PICARSON)

' APProuvé Par le Cabinet le 20 décembre 1951 JApproved by Cabinet, becember 20, 1951.
8 Voir le document 476JSee Document 476.
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CONDUCr OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Note du chef de la Direction européenne

: DEA/9233-40
_ ..,.,_••

pour le sous-secrétaire dÉtat adjoint aux Affaires eztérieures ^-

Memorandum from Head, European Division, ,. ;

to Assistant. Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs;

[Ottawa]; November 8,' 1951

I

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN PORTUGAL

Attached is a copy of Despatch No. 36 of October 26th from the Acting Consul
General in Lisbon, reporting recent pressure tactics employed by the Portuguese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which would appear to be designed to hasten our deci-
sion on diplomatic representation at Lisbon. According to Mr. Glass, the Secretary

General has informed him that the present modus operandi could not under any

circumstances continue, since it is against all diplomatic tradition and procedure,
and that while matters presently, outstanding, particularly. the : Visa' Modification
Agreement, could be carried to a conclusion by the Consulate, thereafter another

channel would . have to be used.

2. Mr. Glass requests our instructions as to future'cômmunications'with the Por-
tuguese authorities and asks whether, until more permanent means are decided
,upon, use should be made of the British Embassy.

3. It is unfortunate that this rather crude manoeuvre should have occurred at just
this time, since the Portuguese authorities may get the impression, if a favourable
decision is made, in the near future on diplomatic representation in Portugal, that it
was in some way related to their virtual ultimatum. With reference to the request
for instructions, I assume that it would be best to delay a reply, until we, see whether
a Cabinet decision is likely. to be forthcoming in the near future. If the decision is
not unduly delayed, and is favourable, I should imagine that the Portuguese Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs might be persuaded.to hold their fire in view of the impend-
ing regularization of our position in Lisbon?,

J.B.C. W[ATKINSI

9 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Agree. Submission has gone to Cabinet for authority to change status of our Consulate General to
diplomatic mission & accredit [William F.A.1 Turgeon. N.O.M[oranl. - ` , .. . '
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[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE] , ; ,

Le consul général par intérint au Portugal -`
au secrétaire d État aux Affaires extérieures '

Acting Consul General in Portugal
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ;

•,,^, , _ . ^ ,,.
DESPATCH 36 [Lisbôn], October 26, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN PORTUGAL'

Yesterday, the Count of Tovar, Secretary General of the Portuguese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs requested my presence at the Ministry: Upon arriving there I
learned that he wished to discuss the question of Canada's representation in
Portugal. , ; .

2. He commenced by saying that-for some time past Portugal had been most
desirous of entering into formal diplomatic relations with Canada which desire had
been intensified since both countries are members of NATO. He said that Mr. Paulo
Cunha, Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs had, when in Ottawa attending the

,NATO Conference, broached the subject with the Canadian Authorities and had
been promised consideration and an early decision. He is disappointed that no reply
has yet been received.

3. Count Tovar then said that}the present modus operandi could not under any
circumstances continue; that to give to a Consul access'to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and to accept from him communications from his Government was against
all diplomatic tradition and procedure. He assured me,that there was nothing per-
sonal in the decision, that indeed the contacts had been both pleasant and, he admit-
ted, convenient but the Portuguese Government was determined to revert to a
strictly formal Diplomatic relationship. He stated that so far as he was awarè there
had never been a parallel in the history of Portugal and certainly never had such
privileges been extended to a Consul as I have énjoyed during the past four years.
He also said that Portug'^l couldnot remain in such an anomalous position in the
face of the 'decision 'taken by the Vatican concerning Mr. Marion Taylor and the
refusal to give recognition to a new Personal Representative of Mr. Truman.

4• 1 reminded him that the Portuguese Consul in Montreal enjoyed fâcilities at
least the gquivalent of mine and pointed out also that withthe ever increasing num-
,ber of international bodies 'on which Canada is,represented there was difficulty in
finding trained senior offics to fill existing dlplomatlcposts. His reply was that
the, Portuguese Government did not wish to create an}!.,difficulties nor 'to place
obstacles in the way of intercourse between the two Governments and would gladly
accept any means of communication Canada might adopt'providing such means

o..foll: ,. . w. the traditional channels of diplomacy. '
S: Count Tovar also referred to our request for the usual courtesies and privi-

legeS", on behalf. of Mr. IIirkett, Canadian Government Trade Commissioner in
Johannesburg, whosé territory includes Mozambique. This was the 'subject of my
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Notet to the Ministry of the 22nd of January of this year and to which no reply has
been received. He said that Portugal did not and could not officially recognize these
hitherto unknown. titles particularly as normal practice was to appoint Consuls. I
explained the development and functions of Trade Commissioners and mentioned
their acceptance in variws countries includirig Spain where the Trade Commis-
sioner enjoys full diplomatic régalia. His reply was that it was up to each country to
decide„ but that Portugal was determined to follow traditional diplomatic procedure.

6: He agreed that matters presently outstanding, particularly the Visa Modifica-

tion Agreement, could be carried to conclusion by the Consulate but thereafter

another channel would have to be used.
7. You may recall that in my annual reports I have more than once referred to the

nature of our relationship with the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and sounded a note
'of warning that it might one day come to an end as it was so entirely foreign to the
Portuguese who are the very breath of'Protocol.

8. I would appreciate your instructions as to future communications with the Por-
tuguese Authorities and if, until more permanent means are decided upon, I should
,make:use of the British Embassy. > -,

LESTER S. GLASS

PCO

. .
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

, ,..,
DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION IN PORTUGAL'

-Ii.l I_I

1.' Canâda has'had since December 1945 a Consulate-General, in Lisbon, Portu-
; gal, under the supervision of a Trâde Çômmissiônér, who has had the designation

of Acting Consul-General. Since October 1947, Portugal has been represented in
Canada by a Consul-General in Montréal. Portugal proposed an.exchange of diplo-

matic missions *early in 1947, , but; was' informed that, because of shortages of
trained personnel, Canada would not bé ablé to'act upon the suggestiôn. During the
recent North Atlantic Council Meeting in Ottawa, the Portuguese Foreign Minister

„urged that Canada and Portugal proceed to an early exchange of diplomatic mis-
-sions: A similar and' more recent approach has been made to the Acting Consul

f ,:: .. .,^ ,..,,.; . .
General by the 'Secretâry-General of the Pôrtuguese Ministryof Foreign Affairs.

2. In evaluatingthë importance of establishing some fôrm of diplomatic represen-
tation in Portugal, primary consideratiôn'shôuld lie given'tôRthe'fact that Portugal is
the onl}► one of the North' Atlantic Treâty' nâtions' with which Canada has not
exchanged diplomatic' representatives.,On political grounds, therefore, it would

: . , . . _ .. . . , . , ,,. . :^'. . ... , , .x , .. ..
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seem advisable that this renewed request of the Government of Portugal be met as
soon as possible.

3. From a point of vièw of commerce, the preservation and development of the
Portuguese market for Canadian fish and other natural products is of considerable
importance. Our Acting Consul-General and Trade Commissioner has stated on a
number of occasions that he has been handicapped in his trade promotion. work
because of his non-diplomatic status.

4. It is, therefore, recommended that:

(i) the status of the Canadian Consulate-General in Lisbon be raised to that of a
diplomatic mission;

(ii) the Canadian Ambassador to Ireland be also appointed and accredited Head
of the Canadian Mission in Portugal. If this recommendation is approved, it would
be the intention to have the Canadian Ambassador to Ireland spend three or four
months in a year in Portugal. During the absence of the Head of Mission, it is
proposed t11at, for the present, the office remain under the supervision of the Trade
Commissioner. It is thought that this arrangement will satisfactorily meet the
wishés of the Portuguese Government while at the same time providing us with
adequate diplomatic representation at minimum cost in money and personnel;

(iii) this Department be authorized, to increase its establishment to provide the
necessary additional supporting staff which ' will result from this change in Can-
ada's representation in Portugal, and to provide in its Estimates for the expenses of
maintaining this office.10

BROOKE CLAXTON
for, Secretary of State
for External Affairs

F SECTION C

YOUGOSLAVIE
YUGOSLAVIA

-PCONoI. 142
Note, du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

, pour le premier ministre

to Prime Minister

[Ottawa],,June 27, 1951

-: Ai'i'OINTMENT OP AMBASSADOR TO YUGOSLAVIA

Some'time''ago'my Minister spoke'tô you of his intention to recomm den
aPPointment to Belgrade of our present Ambassador to Brazil, Scott Macdonald. At

10Approuv6 par le Cabinet le 15 novembre 1951lApproved by Cabinet, November 15. 1951.
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the appointment was made (in accordance with our pr a
iss on othe Cthe time anadian

wherever possible the title ' and status of â 1^ Heads of
in Ottawa would . become

Legation in-Belgrade and the Yugosl
Legation

Embassies:
All of the p

réliminar}r: arrangements and formalities having dnos be
en
ng Brazil inMacdonal=

it is desired to announce Macdonald's âppo$^
Mn

September.
the first week of July and will procee Belgrade

Would you be good enough to mention the appointmelnthe
Cabinetreafterin the'next

day or.. two so that announcement may be made immediately
A.D.P. H[EENEYj :

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusiôr0

[Ottawa], January 24, 1951

SECURTTY; POSSIBLE MEASURES IN CONNECTION WITH

CITIZENSHIP, IMMIGRATION AND TRAVEL

28 Minister o Citizenship and Immigrations
referring to discussion aet the

. The of
meeting of November 22nd, 1950, said thât an inti^en^ desired , o deal with
been considering possible measures that might be ration and
Communists and Communist sympathizers so far as^^ie t on P é^ô ^ht that no
travel were concerned. With regard to naturalization,
change in policy was necessary but that in a public statement sem athizers. The
citizenship would not be granted to Communists or Comm unist

to revoke the citizen-

ship

recommended that there be a discretionary po wer six)
ship of naturalized Canadians for residence of two years (rather ^at the provi-
country of. which the naturalized person was formerly a national, and
sion for revocation on grounds of disaffection or disloyalty bf broade

ned.
egori s of

also recommended that revocation of citizenship be possib ath
citizens, whether by birth or naturalization, in cases where there had be^`e ,^ese
or affirmation or other formal declaration of allegiance to a foreign ltY
recommendations appeared to be desirable..So far as disaffection SC^^o^ ofa

wereere concerned, it would not be desirable to leave it entirely to the d. .

" Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Agreed. [L.l St. L[aurentl

1z Approuvé par le Cabinet le 27 juin 1951JApproved by Cabinet,`June 27, 1951.

3` PARTIE/PART 3

PASSPORTS FOR COMMUNIST. ^
PASSEPORTS POUR LES COMMUNISTES
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Minister to determine whether a person in Canada had been disloyal or disaffected.
It would be desirable to provide, in the case of persons in Canada, that revocation
take place only after conviction by a court of law for sedition, espionage, treason or
: any other offence involving disaffection. or disloyalty. This. would be broader than
.the present provision.

• included 'in aménding legislation that would be presented for introduction at the
With regard to immigration entry and deportation there would be provisions

forthcoming session. The policy on immigration entry appeared sufficiently strict at
present but the statutory provisions needed amendment. As to deportation, the diffi-
culties of carrying it out had to be considered and it appeared that the recommenda-

: tions of the.committee might be somewhat too broad. , .
29. The Secretary of State for Extenurl Affairs pointed out that the committee

made a-number of recommendations concerning travel to the U.S.S.R. and satellite
countries. It would be useful if these could be examined by members of the Cabinet
'and considered at a later meeting. As to the form of passports, it was recommended
, that the "prayer for safe conduct" be deleted. This appeared to be desirable.

,ship and Immigration and the Secretary of State for External Affairs concerning
suggested measures directed at Communists in connection with citizenship, immi-
gration and travel, and agreed:

(a) that draft legislation be prepared for amendment of the Canadian Citizenship
Act and the Immigration Act along the lines indicated by the Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration, the legislation to be considered at a subsequent meeting;

(b) that the Department of External Affairs consider what revision of the form of
Canadian passports .would be desirable to eliminate the "prayer for safe conduct"
and to take into account the amendments to be made to the Citizenship Act; and

(c) that consideration be given at a subsequent meeting to proposals relating to
travel to the U.S.S.R. and satellite countries.

30. The Cabiaet âfter discussion, noted the comments of the Minister of Citizen-
,(Memorândum, Secretary to the Cabinet, Jan. 23 - Cab. Doc. 24-51)t ',
An explanatory memorandum was clrculated.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet '

authorities, his department had given further consideration to possible restrictions
meeting on January 24th, 1951, said that, in consultation with other interested
1 5. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussions at the

[Ottawa], March 8; 1951

TRAVEL BY CANADIAN COMMUNISTS; , .

I ±
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on travel by Canadian communists. It was now considered that to refuse passports
to-'a list 'of communists which might be regarded as a1ist of those likely to be
interned ^in the event of war would not in fact prevent their reaching the Soviet
Union`and satellite countries; would indicate to the communist organizatiorr which
persons are earmarked for internment, and would involve a new principle that,was
open to objections. Again, to . require communists to secure a permit to travel
behind the "iron curtain" would be embarrassing since it would. result, in their
travelling with express permission of the government. It therefore appeared that the
disadvantages. of taking action directed specifically at the travel of . communists
-would outweigh the advantages.

It seemed desirable, howéver, to take steps which would permit the government
• to , keep, itself informed of movements of Canadian communists. To this end; he
recommended that the, passport regulations be revised to require all holders of
Canadian.passports, before; travelling to the. U.S.S.R. or satellite, countries, to
; inform ; the Department of External Affairs of their, intention to undertake such
travel and of the length and purpose of their visit and, upon entry, to such countries,
to give notice to the Canadian, or if appropriate, United.Kingdom diplomatic•:mis-
sion of their arrival and, later, of their intention to. depart. The regulations might
provide'that the penalty for non-compliance with these procedures would be can-
cellatiôn of the passports of offenders. Such regulations, by requiring communist
travellers to indicate their movements, might inhibit their freedom of action to
some extent. The new•requirement could be explained as designed to rriake it easier
for the government to give diplomatic protection to Canadian -travellers in the

countries in question.
; : .

It would also be advantageous to take further administrative action whereby the
R.C.M. Police would notify the security authorities of a friendly country whenever
they learned that a Canadian communist was planning to visit such a country. This
would enable the authorities of that country to refuse entry to the traveller.

The• proposal to -remove from Canadian passpôrts the present "prayer for safe
conduct" in the name of the King was under discussion with the U.K. authorities.

(External Affairs memorandum to Minister, -March 7, 1951)t
6. The Prime Minister thought that the proposed arrangement for notification of

security authorities in friendly countries of travel by known communists should be
reciprocal.:

7: The Cabinet, after further discussion:
(a) approved in principle the. proposals of, the, Secretary of State for External

Affairs for the revision of the passport regulations with a view to enabling the gov-
ernment to keep itself informed of the travel of Canadian communists to the Soviet
Union and satellite countries, it being understood that, when drafted, the proposed
regulations would be submitted for consideration;

(b) approved the Minister's proposal for,notification, to the security authorities of
friendly countries, of expected visits of Canadian communists, on the understand-
ing that this arrangement would be reciproçal; and,

: I.
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(c) noted the Minister's report that the question of the removal from Canadian
passports of the present "prayer: for safe conduct" was under discussion with the
United Kin

18. PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], May 24, 1951

CANADIAN PASSPORT REGULATIONS: ARTICLE.RE TRAVEL TO U.S.S.R.
AND SATELLITE COUNTRIES IN EUROPE

11. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the
meeting on March 8th, 1951, when approval in principle had been given to modifi-
cation of the passport regulations to enable the government to keep itself informed
of the travel of Canadian communists to the Soviet Union and satellite countries in
Europe, submitted for approval a draft article for inclusion in. these regulations.
This had been drafted on the lines contemplated at the earlier meeting and included
provision for a notice to travellers regarding such visits. The U.K. Foreign Office
had indicated that it was prepared to have its posts abroad provide information that
came to their attention with regard to Canadians visiting these countries.

An 'explanàtory memorandum was circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, May

^
22, 1951 - Cab. Doc. 151-51)t:

12. The Cabinet, after, discussion, approved for inclusion in the Canadian Pass-
port Regulations, as proposed by the Secretary: of State for External Affairs, the
text of an article which would enable the government to keep itself informed of
travel by holders of Canadian passports to the Soviet Union and satellite countries
in Europe, and agreed that this article be published in the Canada Gazette and that
copies of the notice to travellers, referred to in the article, be siven to all applicants
for passport facilities.13

!' Publié dans Gazette du Canada, le 30 juin 1951, Ottawa : Imprimeur du Roi, 1951, p. 1817.
Published in Canada Gazette, lune 30, 1951, Ottawa: King's Printer, 1951, p. 1781.
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CONFLIT CORÉEN
' KOREAN CONFLICT

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART ,1

COMITÉ DU CESSEZ-LE-FEU
CEASE-FIRE COMMITTEE

19. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 5 New' York, January 4, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.
:• , •r . , • ,

Repeat Washington No. 4.

t

f

i

I

KOREA

1. The Political Committee of the General Assembly met yesterday (3 January) at
10.45 a.m. and received the report of the Cease-Fire Group' which was* presented
by Sir Benegal Rau.2 In an air-mail letter•yesterday to the Under-Secretary I am
sending a copy of this report. After hearing the report and after some debate, the
Political Committee adjourned for forty-eight hours until 10.45 a.m., Friday, 5th
January: ^ ..

Prior to the méeting of the Political Committee the Cease-Fire Group held an
iriformal meeting with the United States delegâtion, at the request ôf the latter. In
reply 1 to a question from Gross, 'thé rriembers of the Group informed him that their
report would be of a purely factual nature and would not contain'recommendations.
Gross then said that he understood Austin would wish to speak at the meeting of
the political Committee. In the opinion of the United States delegation it would be
insufficient for the Political Committee merely to meet, receive a report of failure
from the Cease-Fire Group, and then adjourn without any discussion. The United
States delegation considered this would be inadequate in view of the all-out Chi-

1 Au sujet des activités du Comité du cessez-le-feu, voir aussi/On the activities of the Cease-Fire Com-
mittee, see also L.B. Pearson, Mike: The Memoirs of the Ri. Iton. Lester B. Pearson, Volume Il^
1948-1957, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973, pp. 279-314.

2 Voir Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures, Documents sur la Crise coréenne, Ottawa
Imprimeur du Roi, 1951, pp. 21-31.
See Canada, Department of External,Affairs, Documents on the Korean Crisls;• Ottawa: King 's
Printer, 1951, pp. 19-28.

fl
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nese attack now taking place below the 38th Parallel: Gross said that Austin's state=
ment would be short and of a general nature, and would emphasize the gravity of
the situation and the necessity for unity within the free world. The members of the
Group indicated that they did not consider that they were in a position to dissuade
any delegation from speaking on their report if such a delegation were ready to do
so.

3.
When the meeting of the Political Committee opened the first speaker was

Rau, who read out the report of the Cease-Fire Group. He emphasized the purely
factual nature of the report: He also stressed that; despite this initial failure, the
United Nations must continue to make every effort to bring about an end of the
hostilities. :,, . .

4. The next speaker was Malik, who made a vituperative propaganda attack on
the United States in which he repeated all the former Soviet allegations regarding
United States aggression in Korea and the atrocities committed by the United
States forces as well as the "Syngman Rhee hangmen". He also remarked that the
people of Western Europe, as well as the people of Asia, must now realize that they
were only regarded as cannon fodder by the United States militarists. He concluded
by proposing that the First Committee should see a film concerning alleged United
States atrocities in Korea which was in the possession of the Soviet delegation.

5.
Austin replied in a generally restrained and dignified manner, considering the

provocation 'given him by Malik. He commended the efforts of the Cease-Fire
Group. He said that the constant ignoring and rebuffing of these efforts by the Chi-
nese Communists left no doubt as to where the blame lay for the failure to reach acease-fire.

He said that the large-scale offensive across the 38th Parallel being
undertaken by the Chinese Communist forces "compounds the original aggression"
and that the free world must consider what the next step should be,'in view of this
new situation. He emphasized that the United Nations must demonstrate that the
free world was united in resisting aggression, and that the United Nations troops
must remain in Korea. He also said, however, that the door should be held open for
every attempt to find an "honourable solution". He concluded by saying that the
Committee should adjourn for a short period to permit representatives time to study
the Cease-Fire Group's report and in order to allow consultation in an atmosphere
of "fresh, air" as distinct from the "polluted atmosphere" created b

Malik'statement. Y s
6..

The Norwegian representative, Sunde, then asked the Cease-Fire Groupwhether the y Y
given consideration to the formulation of principles underlying

the negotiation of outstanding issues, which could be put into effect if a cease-fire
Were achieved. This intervention by Sunde was really an "arranged question", asthe

members of the Cease-Fire Group had asked him, prior to the meetin, to
address such a question to them. g

"7. Mr. Pearson then replied on behalf of the Cease-Fire Group and assured the
Comn^ttee that the Group had given serious consideration to the formulation ofsuch principles. He emphasized, however,before anthat the cease-fire must come first,

y such principles could be acted upon. He said that at a later stage the
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Cease-Fire Group might be able to inform the Committee of their views on these
principles for negotiation, but that they were not at present in a position to do so.

8. Jebb then made, a short intervention in reply to Malik and also moved the
adjournment of the Committee for a period of forty-eight hours in order to "allow
representatives time to study the Cease-Fire Group's report. After a short discus-
sion this motion for adjournment was adopted by a vote of 46 in favour, 5 against,
and 7 abstentions. The Soviet bloc opposed the motion, claiming that the Commit-
tee should take up the previously submitted Soviet resolution on this question. Mr.
Pearson. abstained on the . motion,, as . did the other members of the Cease-Fire

Group.

9. A report on negotiations preceding the meeting is being given in separate tele-
grams from Mr. Pearson.

20.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies 1

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 6 New York, January 4, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

- Repeat Washington No. 5.

CEASE FIRE FOR KOREA

Following from Pearson, Begins: I met with Entezam and Rau on Tuesday, both
morning and afternoon,- to put in final form the report of the Cease Fire Group. A
copy of the report as finally presented has been sent to you by airmail. In preparing
the final draft, I was anxious to incorporate wording which would indicate that the
Cease Fire Group regarded, as a satisfactory basis for discussion the suggestions
which had been,put forward by the Unified Command. I wished also to have the
report make clear the fact that responsibility for our inability to make a recommen-
dation rested with the Chinese authorities in Peking. On both these points Rau was
cooperative. Although, in the end, the wording which he was prepared to accept in
regard to the second point was not as strong as I proposed, I think the object I had
in mind has been secured.

2. During our meeting in the morning, we agreed on all parts of the report except
the concluding paragraph. When we came to consider the last paragraph, Rau said
that he wished to report on conversations he hâd had during the week-end with
Malik of the U.S.S.R. and with Gross. As a result of a meeting of Asian states, he
and Fawzi Bey had, called on Malik.to determine if possible the attitude of the
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Soviet'delegation to the second Asian resolution.3 He said they had been received
with the customary Soviet statements about American imperialist aggression, but in
the end Malik had not said clearly that the Soviet delegation would oppose a reso-
lution along the lines of the second Asian resolution. As a result of his conversation
with Gross, who had indicated again the extent to which the United States was
prepared to go in committing itself to the general terms of a Far Eastern settlement,
Rau had considered the possibility of preparing a statement of principles on which
a settlement might be based, in which both sides could acquiesce, and which might

, be added to the report of the Cease Fire.Group. The text of these principles, in a
revised form,- is given in my immediately following teletype. As Rau first showed
them to us, they were at some points dangerously ambiguous, and they were also
based rather too obviously on the assumption that large scale fighting would not be
renewed in Korea.

3. I told Rau that, provided it was made clear that the Group realized the immi-
nence of renewed fighting in Korea, and the effect that a new Chinese offensive
would have on all proposals for a cease fire and subsequent negotiation, and subject
to some revision in the language, I thought there might be a good deal of merit in
his suggestion. It was agreed that during the lunch-hour, I should sound out the
Americans, and that I should also do some work on the text of Rau's statement of
principles.

4. I saw Gross and Ross during lunch and showed them a copy of the draft report
as it stood. I also gave them the opportunity to comment on the draft, and.two or
three suggestions they made were subsequently incorporated. I then discussed with
them the question of tactics and found them apparently genuinely concerned on the
one hand to keep the way open for a negotiated settlement in the Far East, without
on the other rendering ineffective the principles of collective security. I then raised
with them the question of attaching a statement of principles which might underlie
a settlement once â'cease fire had been agreed upon, along the lines which had been
discussed by the Group in the morning. I indicated the points which it was thought
might be included in such a statement, and in some cases suggested the actual
wording. I found them quite receptive to this idea, and subject to certain revisions,
they thought the proposal might be helpful.

5. When the Cease Fire Group met again in the afternoon, we revised the pro-
posed statement of principles and agreed upon an introductory passage indicating
that the principles would have to be considered in the light of the military situation.
At this point Rau said that he could not agree to adding the statement of principles
to the report without consulting his Government. Since Mr. Nehru was in the air en
route to London, it would be impossible for him to get instructions before the First
Committee met on Wednesday. We therefore had to agree to submit the report with-

' La seconde résolution sur l'Asie (Document de l'ONU, A/C.1/642) ne faisait pas mention d'un ces-
sez-le-feu en Corée, mais demandait la tenue d'une conférence des pays intéressés afin de trouver un
règlement pacifique aux conflits de l'Extr2me-Orient, conformément aux principes des Nations
Unies.

The second Asian resolution (U.N. Document A/C.1/Crs2) did not mention a ccase-fire in Korea, but
called for a conference of interested nations to seek a peaceful settlement of the issues in the Far East
in accordance with U.N. purposes and principles.
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out referring the proposed statement of principles, but Rau said that he might be in
a position to subscribe to them at a later stage in the discussion.

- 6. Partly as â result of discussions on Tuesday evening with representatives of
smaller states contributing to the United Nations effort in Korea, reported on in a
separate telegram, I was able to carry one stage further the suggestion for a state-
ment of principles when the Political Committee met Wednesday morning. I
arranged with Sunde of Norway to ask whether, during its consideration of â cease
fire, the Group had given any consideration to the principles which might underlie
negotiations for a settlement following a cease fire. I had already agreed with Rau
,that in reply to such a question, I could indicate that some consideration had been
'given to' such principles, and that the Group might be prepared at a later stage to
suggest them if they still seemed relevant in the light of the situation in Korea. I
had also gone over the revised statement of principles with Gross. ^ I consequently
replied to Sunde's question in the manner indicated, and matters were left in this
position when the Political Committee adjourned until Friday afternoon.

7. In all these discussions, the primary consideration was the desirability of
exhausting the possibilities of conciliation, to the satisfaction in particular of the
Asian states, before proceeding to a resolution condemning the Chinese as aggres-
sors, and to do so in a manner that would not be made ludicrous by the develop-
ment of a major military offensive in Korea. The Americans, for obvious reasons,
were anxious that neither the Political Committee nor their. delegation should
appear to be dilatory in the face of Chinese aggression. On the other hand, they
seemed conscious of the desirability of being assured of as much support as possi-
ble for subsequent Assembly action in regard to Korea. A number of proposals for
' keeping alive the possibility of negotiation were already under consideration,
including the second Asian resolution,, and the Israeli proposal which had mean-
while been put in the form of a draft resolution. It seemed to me that, by adding to
the Cease Fire Group's report the statement of principles to which I have referred,
and by : having this statement communicated to the Chinese by the. President, it
would be possible to carry through its final stage the conciliatory process which so
many different elements in the Assembly seemed to desire. If, therefore, Rau
receives clearance from Nehru, and if the circumstances are not wholly
unfavourable, it may be possible for the Group on Friday to put forward the state-
ment of principles given in my immediately following teletype. Ends.
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DEA/50069-A40
Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Pernianent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. I ! % .. New York, January 4, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 6.

CEASE FIRE FOR KOREA

Following from Pearson, Begins: With reference to my immediately preceding tele-
type, the following is the text of statement of principles, text begins:

In preparing its report, the Group recognized that the situation in Korea might
quickly change in such a manner that further consideration of a cease-fire in the
immediate future would be impracticable. Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to
state or re-state certain principles for the peaceful settlement of the Korean
question.

1. The object of a cease-fire is to prevent needless destruction of life and property
while other steps are being taken to restore peace: No cease fire arrangement can be
called satisfactory unless it contains adequate safeguards for'securing that it will
not be used for mounting a new offensive. '

2. If a cease fire occurs in Korea as a result of a formal arrangement or, indeed,
as a résult of a lull in hostilities pending some such arrangement, advantage should
be taken of it to pursue consideration of the further steps to be taken for the restora-
tion of peace.

3. The General Assembly has already decided, unanimously, that Korea is to be a
unified, independent, democratic sovereign state with a constitution and a Govern-
ment based 'on free popular election.

4. This will necessitate the withdrawal by appropriate stages of all armed forces
from' Korea and the creation by the, United Nations of machinery whereby. the
Korean people can express their own free will.

5. Interim arrangements by the United Nations for the administration of Korea
and the maintenance of peace and security therein will be necessary pending the
establishment of the new Government.

6. The Governments of the U.S.A. and the United Kingdom have already
announced (December 8th, 1950) that they.would seek, with the Soviet and Peking
Governments, through whatever channels that may be. open to them a peaceful set-
tlement of existing issues' The General Assembly might therefore set up an appro-
priate, b^ ^

y, including the representatives of these four Governments, to make

' Voir/See:
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: 1larry S. Truman, 1951, Washington:

U•S. Government Printing Office. 1965, pp. 738-740.
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recommendations for the carrying out of the above purposes and for the peaceful

settlement of all other, existing issues affecting the Far East. Text ends. Ends.

22. DEA/50069-A-40
.;,.,,..

Le représentant *permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 8 New .York, January 4, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 7.

CEASE FIRE FOR KOREA

Following from Pearson, Begins: At dinner Tuesday evening in the Canadian Club,
I met informally the representatives of a number of smaller states which have made
actual contributions to the United Nations effort in. Korea. Besides Riddell and
myself, the following were present: Sunde of Norway, Kyrou of Greece, Shann of
Australia, Sarper of Turkey,, Langenhove of Belgium, Grafstrom of Sweden,
Berendsen of New Zealand, Lopez of the Philippines, Jooste of South Africa, Von
Balluseck of the Netherlands. Prince Wan of Thailand was invited but could not
accept, and we were unable to'get in touch with his alternate here.

2. This occasion had the very good effect of bringing up to date on recent devel-
opments a group of representatives who quite rightly feel that their countries have a
considerable stake in the Korean operation and who hâve been somewhat neglected
in recent consultations. I told them quite frankly that I thought they had a good deal
more interest in a cease fire than some representatives who recently had come for-
ward as negotiators, and that I was very conscious of the desirability, of keeping
them adequately informed. I gave them a full account of our report, of the negotia-
tions which had accompanied it, and of the United States position vis•à-vis the
Cease Fire Group in regard to the 'situation ,which would develop following the
submission of our report. They seemed to âppreciate this very much.

3. The discussion was very free and prolonged,{ ând I had the feeling'that a good
deal of suppressed emotion amongst the group present was'finding release. In gen-
erâl, opinion seemed on 'the surface to vary widely from Berendsen at the one
extreme who took a strong line against any hintof appeasement,` and said it would
be preferable to be driven in defeat from Ko`rea than to compromise with the inter-
national criminal, to Sunde who sàid that,'if the Chinese would make+it possible to
hold honest elections in Korea'no matter what the result; he would be prepared to
accept the Peking regime as representing China at United Nations. Beneath these
divergencies, however, 'there was a wide measure of agreement'on the necessity of
reconciling as far as possible the following objectives:

-(a) A war with China must be avoided;
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(b) Before proceeding to charge Communist China with aggression, as many peo-
ple as possible must'be convinced that no reasonable chance remains of settlement
by negotiation. Since whatever effect the condemnation may, have . will probably
derive from its moral force, wide support is essential, especially amongst Asianstates;

. , ,,: ..
(c) A full scale offensive in Korea will make it necessary to proceed quickly with

a resolution naming the Communist Chinese as aggressors; -

(d) If the Chinese are to be named as aggressors, we must have a clear under-
' standing with the Americans' as to the consequences' in further
this step;, Assembly action ofthis

As far as possible, the integ
preserved rity of the collective defence system must be.

4. Towards the end of the evening I gave the group some idea of the proposal for
a statement of principles which might underlie negotiations following a cease fire.
They, showed great interest in this suggestion, which they considered preferable to
the second Asian resolution or the Israeli proposal as 'a method of making concrete
the offer to withdraw from Korea and negotiate a settlement of other problems.s As
a consequence of their interest and encouragement, I made arrangements with Rau
and., Sunde, referred to' in another telegram, to give the Political Committee on
Wednesday a'suggestion thât a statement of principles might be forthcoming. Ends.

.23.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant pennmrent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 17

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 12; London No. 45.

New York, January 5, 1951

i
La résolution provisoire du 2 janvier 1951, présen tée

ces-sez-le-feu, l'affirmation des objectifs des Nations Uniesren
les

Corée , la , rtication de la Chine aux
six étapes (un

travaux de la Commission des Nations Unies pour l'unification et le relèvement de la Coiée, le retrait
progressif des forces non coréennes, le redressement et la reconstruction ainsi qu'une garantie de la
Chine et de l'ONU pour la reconstitution d'un État en Corée); par la suite, on étudierait toutes les
questions touchant aux relations entre la Chine et les Nations Unies afin d'en venir à un accord enCorée.

The Israeli draft resolution of January 2, 1951 recommended six ste
objectives in Korca ps (a cease-fne, the affirmation ofU.N.' , participation of the People's

United Nations Commission for Unification and ehabili ationiof
of China

Korea, theR.^C•)res, the work of the
of non-Korean forces, rehabilitation and reconstruction, and a U.N.-P.R.C, guarantee to the t^ec.on ^al
tuted State of Korea) to be followed by consideration of all questions affecting relations between the
P.R.C. and U.N. toward reaching a settlement in Korea.
Voir/See United States, Department'of State,

Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS), 1951,Volume VII, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1983, p. 16fn.
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Mr. St. Laurent from Pearson, Begins: You will by no
w have seen

whi h aFollowmg for 4th ivin an account of the w y
,my telegrams to Ottawa of -January g g

ing a Far Eastern settlement
oois givenraft statement of -principles concerndsideration in the Cease Fire Groip^ Current text of this propo

sed statement

in my immediately following te yPe• reat pressure from public opinion
2. United States delegation, which is under, g Chinese

here to proceed in United Nations to action of some kind mto concur inCan in er-
nists, have agreed, though only after considerable persuas

ion, .

iate step alorig the lines of the draft statement of princip les.
conclu svel

ned
them that the main purpose

ly that
m^ of statement would be to demonstrate

offer to settle Far Eastern issues by negotiation was
and aÛ^beengIadW 11,

unequivocal terms, and they agree that this objective is

o
P

however, be difficult for them, in the light of public r^aé next stage in the Political
acquiesce in a prolonged delay before proceeding to United
Committee. My own feeling is that it would be unfair to thnd 1Vlondatat^ithoû
indeed inexpedient from every point of view, to alternatively, admitting that it
either utting forward our statement of principles ôr,

delay,beyo y

p
is impossible for us to do so.

3. For these reasons, I hope that there will not be an effort in'London ^e being

hold'Political Committee in suspense i hs bst tuteefor them someothér course of
scrutinized in detail, or, alternatively, it

i theaction. I.think quite frankly that the reality of the situation hereéill ma
ke

cult to delay action of one kind or anothiro beyond W°^ âg^

v

eement try
to
support any

United States delegation may be forced
intermediate stage, and may proceed at once to a resolution condemning Commu-

nist Chinese as aggressors. Ends.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ext neu

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations unies
é' res

DEA/50069-A•40
24.

New York, January 5, 1951
TELEGRAM 18

SECRE. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 13;. London No..47. i^ediately
Following for Mr. St: Laurent from Pearson, Begins: Reference my

, preceding teletype.
Following is copy of current text of proposed statement of principles: Text bi éins:in

"The following stages should be progresstvely achieved from cease r stern
Korea to a peaceful, settlement by, discussion and negotiation of Far Ea

problems.
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1. Cease-fire in Korea. The. object of such a cease-fire is to prevent needless
destruction of. life and property while other steps are being taken to restore peaçe.

.No cease-fire arrangement can be called satisfactory unless it contains adequate
safeguards, under,United Nations auspices, for securing that it will not be used for
mounting a new offensive.
.,.2: If and,when a cease-fire occurs in Korea either as a result of a formal arrange-
ment or, indeed, as a result of a lull in hostilities pending some such arrangement,
advantage should be taken of it to pursue consideration of the.further steps to be
taken for the restoration. of peace.

3. The General Assembly has already decided, unanimously, that Korea is to be a
unified, independent, democratic sovereign State with a constitution and Govern-
ment based on free popular elections. This will necessitate the withdrawal, by
appropriate stages, of all non-Korean armed forces from Korea and the creation by
the United Nations of machinery whereby the Korean people can express their own
free will in respect of their future Government.

4. Pending the completion of the stages referred to in the preceding paragraph,
interim arrangements will be made by the United Nations for the administration of
Korea and the maintenance of peace and security there.

5. The Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom have already
announced (on December 8th, 1950) that they would seek with the Soviet and
Peking Governments through whatever channel that may be open to them a peace-
ful settlement of existing issues. The General Assembly should, therefore, set up an
appropriate body, which would include the representatives of these four Govern-
ments; with a view to achieving such a settlement for issues affecting the Far East."
Text ends. Message ends. . . 8 ,

- 25. DEA/50069-A-40

o Secretary of State for External Afjâirs.
Ambassador in United States

' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire'd'ÉtQt aux Affaires extérieures

Washington, January 5, 1951

MILITARY SITUATION IN KOREA

1. At a meeting of Commonwealth Ambassadors at the British Embassy this
morning General Sir Neil Ritchie outlined the military situation. His information
was derived from Pentagon sources, but he had made some interesting calculations
of his own.

2. He said that the best way of estimating the relative strength of the opposing
forces was to discard listing them by armies, corps and divisions and to calculate in
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term of brigade groups or regimental combat teams. He reckoned that, a Korean
division (either North or R:O.K.) equalled a combat team. In this way he reached
the conclusion that the identified enemy forces now in Korea amounted to 58 bri-
gade groups' and the United Nations forces to 35, made up of 22 United States, 9

R.O.K. and 4 others.

3: He went on to say that the diagonal line across the peninsula to `which the
United Nations forces are retiring was about 130 miles in length as compared with
a front of 135 miles in the perimeter protecting Pusan late last summer. On . the
United Nations side there were now in the forward areas forces equal to 21 brigade
groups (10 United States, 2 British, 1 Turk and 8 ROK). There is a strong reserve,
mainly composed of the tenth corps, comprising 12 United States brigade groups, 1
ROK and 1 other in effective strength. He spoke particularly highly of the Marine

division in the reserve.
4. He commented that fighting since the new attack on January I st was "a tidy

battle" proceeding along pre-determined plans on the United Nations side and with

little confusion, except perhaps on the right flank where there is considerable

trouble with infiltration.
5. I felt that General Ritchie was not speaking his full mind at the meeting about

.the prospects. After it Franks told me privately that Ritchie was much more troub-
it

led about the prospects than he had appearednoKorea. He hasconsidered
onf ofinwhether any foothold could be retained for long

General Ridgway, but is not impressed by the quality of the subordinate United
States commanders or of the bulk of the United States troops in Korea.

6. Franks also told me that he had discussed the military situation with Acheson
yesterday on instructions from Bevin, who sought confirmation of the continued
intention to make a fighting stand in Korea. Franks mentioned to Acheson the
alarmist press reports coming through censorship from Tokyo and inquired whether
there was any change in the directive given MacArthur to hold whatever territory
he could. Acheson assured him that there hasbeen no.change, in the directive, but
seemed rather troubled about the position, I possibly about a different interpretation
of the directive by MacArthur from that understood here. While discretion must, of
course, be left to the commander to decide what is essential for the safety of his
forces, it might be that MacArthur is intending to conduct a fighting retreat ending
in evacuation" rather than to make a fighting stand. This, however, is wholly
speculative.
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TELEGRAM 24 New York, January 6, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE. '

Repeat Washington No. 15; London No. 55.
Please transmit the following message to the office of the Canadian High Commis-
sioner in the United Kingdom, London, Begins:
Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: Re: My telegram No. 17 ,(to Exter-
nal) of yesterday's date to the Prime Minister.

I am still somewhat mystified; by the line taken: in London, and which was
reported in telegram No. 286 (from External). I hope that you are not confusing the
second and third stages of the action which may have to be taken here. I quite agree
that we should delay as long as possible the third stage, which involves a condem-
natory resolution. That is one reason why, I thought it was important to get our
statement of principles approved as quickly as possible, so that we could then delay
matters until time had been given to Peking to consider it. I am convinced, how-
ever, that,if we delay the second stage much longer, we may be precipitating the
third stage, as opinion in the United States and among certain United Nations dele-
gations is getting impatient and demanding action. That demand will have to be
met in some form by the United States delegation. Surely the best way to do it is by
introducing our résolution on principles, especially as the fact that it will be passed
by a very large vote will make united and reasonable action later somewhat easier.
Is the difficulty really that Nehru refuses to allow Rau to support any statement of
principles here which has not previously been approved in Peking? This interpreta-
tion of events was circulating out at Lake Success yesterday, with unfortunate
results. If we are to keep the United States in line on the one hand, and Indian and
Asian opinion in line on the other, the sooner we reach agreement on a statement of
principles and make it public, the better. Bevin's telegram to Jebb does not seem to
me to give sufficient weight to the above factors, especially to the impatience and
excitability of public opinion here in the face of inaction at Lake Success and heav-
ier fighting in Korea. In any event, the Committee is meeting again on Monday and
I feel that something will have to be done then or Tuesday. Your,views would be
much appreciated.

35

DEA/50069-A-40
Le représentant permanent auprès des Wations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Incidentally, can you give me some idea of the nature of the new approach'
which the` Prime Ministers are thinking of making to Washington. Ends.
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27.
Extrait d'un télégramme du représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract front Telegram front Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 27
New York, January 6, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 17; London No. 58.

KOREA

1., The Political Committee met at 3 p.m. yesterday' (5th'January) to continue
discussion'of the report of the Cease-Fire Group. Mr. Pearson was the first speaker
and, on behalf of the Group; he said that he regretted that they were not able at the
present meeting to submit a statement of principles regarding negotiations follow-
ing the establishment of a cease-fire. Mr. Pearson stressed that since the last meet-
ing of the Committee, the Group had continued to work on such a statement of
principles and hoped to be able to submit a report to the' Committee "shortly".
Meanwhile, debate in the full Committee might provide the Cease-Fire Group with
some further useful ideas. Mr. Pearson also added that the'Cease-Fire Group was
very conscious that any statement of principles it might draft must not "in any way
be disloyal to or be a betrayal of' the principles for which United Nations action
was being carried on in Korea.

Q DE/1/50069-A-4020.

Le représentant pernianent auprès des Nations Unies ,
au secrétaire d'État aux'Af)`'aires extérieures

Permanent Représentative to United Nations
ffairsto Secretary of State for Externà'IA,. , .. . , . .. . , , ,, .

TELEGRAM 32 New York January 6, 1951

Repéat Washington No. 20.
Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins: I find your telegram to External, WA-
52 on the military' situation in `Korea; very disturbing; indeed, especially the sug-
gestion that while the Unifed ^Cominand have given MacArthur an instruction to
hold a line in Korea, MacArthur himself may have given this instruction a different
interpretation. I think we have a right to know what the United States military plans
are in this regard. I feel strongly about this because if MacArthur has, in fact,
started on a plan to withdraw from Korea, our efforts for a cease-fire here become
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quite ridiculous. Isn't there any way we can, in fact, find out what the Unified
Command's military plans actually are in Korea, and what MacArthur's intentions
are in c th 7arrymg em out., Ends.

: 29.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Pernanent Representative Io United Nations
Io Secretary of State for External Af, jrairs

TELEGRAM 33.
New York, January 7, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 21; London No. 59.'

37

1. At a meeting in the United States delegation offices Saturday afternoon,
attended by Gross and Ross of the United States delegation, Chauvel of France,
Stabell of Norway, Jebb and Riddell, tactics in First Committee'were discussed at
some length.

2.` Gross, who was under the impression that the Prime Minister's conference had
asked formally as a group for postponement of debate on Korea until Friday next,
was anxious to know what could be expected in the First Committee at the end of
this delay. Jebb, who was speaking from his instructions to insist on postponement,
was not able to suggest what might be forthcoming on Friday next, but hoped that
alternative proposals to the principles suggested by the Cease Fire Group could be
put forward. Jcbb did not, at this time, seem to be aware of the nature of the alter-
native proposals, any more than we were, which left us in a somewhat difficult
position.

3.
Gross then indicated that lie was by no means certain that United States dele-

gation would consent to wait until next Friday before proceeding to the next stage
of the procedure in regard to Korea. He said that they had been prepared to vote for
the statement of principles if it could have been embodied in a resolution early next
, week. They were not sure, however, that the advantages of delay would out-weigh
the disadvantages, and it might, therefore, be necessary for them to put forward
their resolution condemning China some time during the week.

4.
Gross then gave an outline of the resolution which they were contemplating,

which I think you will find disturbing. He did not give a text, but outline he sug-
gested is as follows.

"General Assembly, noting that the Central People's Government has rejected
efforts to bring about a cessation of hostilities and that its armed forces continue
their flagrant invasion and large-scale attacks in Korea, and noting that the Security
Council has failed to exercise its primary responsibility because of the exercise of

' Voir/See United Kingdom , Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Documents on 13ritish Policy O ►^er-sens (pBPO
), Series 11, Volume 1V, London: lier Majesty's Stationcry Office, 1991, Ep. 298-299fn.8.

I
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the Central People's Government has flouted United Nations

authority
the veto, fi

and
nds

has
that

committed agg
ression. The General Assembly, therefore,cease hostil

the Central People's Government to cause their forces and
m

nat
Koiauthori

onals
es to refrain

ities and withdraw from Korea, to the Central People's Government, andassstance
calls

from giving encouragement or
calls on all states and authorities to g ive to the United Nations every assistance in
meeting this aggression, and requests the Collective Measures C Cmmitt the last

(a) To consider urgently what measures should be.employed to carry out

two preceding recommendations;
bl u â mi d

asures;
eemsO

b To advise all states and authorities on a continuing basis on
(c) To make such recommendations to the General Assem y

appropriate.
Finally,

General Assembly affirms that it continues to be W^^l V1e`°f toha
,

United Nations to bring about a cessation
of United iNations objective in Korea by

peaceful settlement, and the achievements any suitable opportunity to
peaceful means, and requests

end."
some unnamed body

use its good offices to this e sals, the Col-

lective
Immediate objection was raised to the én authority to advise sta es directly on

lective Measures Committee would be g intéd out that many

States
measures

would
which

object
they to should

voting take
for against

resolution which involved them in the commit-ent
ment of unknown extent, even though it were only a

com
mmit eelt w^ca °

out the recommendations of the Collective Measures
pointed out that serious constitutional objections might be raised to ^^adi^gheit
âuthority of the Collective Measures Committee in this way. Gross
concept Collective Measures Committee was supposed to act as a restraint upon
States which might take unilateral action against the Chinese, and h they sug-e
not considered the constitutional implicationsnbhich Collect ver which Commit-
gested. Jebb suggested alternative wording by
tee would be asked to make recommendations to the Assembly on

actions which
States

might be taken against the Chinese, adding that in the ' meantime individual

could continue action they had initiated.
ivin informal outline of

6: Gross concluded by saying that he was merely g g an

ideas which they had in mind and that points, which had been " raised would be

referred to Washington. ' ` `
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30. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE[.EGRAM 34 New York, January 7, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 22; London No. 60.
Please transmit the following message to High Commissioner for Canada in the
United Kingdom, from the Minister, Begins: Arrival of your telegram No. 50 of
January 6th8 clarifies position greatly for us, as I hope our telegrams, especially text
of draft principles, have for you. I had assumed that Nehru, who had this document,
would have produced it for the discussion on Friday, and it is unfortunate that he
did not do so. I agree entirely that we should proceed as slowly and cautiously as
possible here. That was the main reason why I felt that our draft principles should
have been introduced for discussion and submission, if agreed on, to Peking. This
would have given us a week or so - with the co-operation and support of the
United States - before the next stage' would be reached. Indeed, in the unlikely
event that the Chinese accepted our principles, no further stage would be required. I
do not think, however, we can postpone the introduction of some such document
much longer into the 60-member Political Committee of the Assembly (not the
Security Council as telegrams from London state). Otherwise, we run the risk of the
vacuum caused by delay being filled by the introduction of a condemnatory resolu-
tion, and the intermediate stage of agreement on the principles of a settlement
being abandoned. There is a real possibility of this happening. This is what worries
me most. Furthermore, a study of the United Kingdom paper,9 which is presumably
a substitute for our principles, does not convince me that it is an improvement over
our draft. It is, I think, too detailed for its purpose, provides too much debatable
material and includes one or two things, that the United States will not, I think,
accept. -It will look too much like a promise of a reward for aggression. Would it
not be better to have the United Nations accept a shorter and more general state-
ment such as ours, with details to be worked out later if the principles are accepted.
Is there anyihing specifically objectionable in our document which, it should not be
forgotten, has now received a pledge, though a somewhat hesitant one, of support
by the United States, if it is produced before the Committee. In any event, if some
alternative 'document is preferable, it should, I think, be ready for submission on
Tuesday, as I feel we will not be able to delay matters beyond that date. However,
naturally I will do my best to assist others in securing a delay, while attempting to
conceal from the other 50-odd delegations the reasons for it. It would, I think, be
resented at the United Nations and in this country generally if a Commonwealth, . .

° Voir le document 530./See Documcnt 530.
'Voir le document 529./Sec Document 529.
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discussion` iii, London on this matter were felt to be responsible r for ^^ Î° ^p ^i

delay in any action being taken at Lake Sn ^ndon whpeh worries me. I think it is
that it is not the policy being advanced:
the right one. It is a fear that the tactics being followed, because of the political

that olic
situation in Washington ànd the military position in Korea, may prevent P y

being successfully carried out, - and precipitate a less de^^baln unfortunate disae

g

immediate introduction of a resolution of condemnation, countr . United
reément between the United States and the Commonwealth effort b1ethe Com-cStates opinion may also interpret developments as a concerted

monwealth, as such, under the leadership of Nehru, ^ mediate bery Suggestionoof
ally equal parties, the United States and Communist a ph roviding, for
this equality in our own statement doubts in Washington. ^ is an understanda-
troop withdrawals caused some anxious
bly sensitive point and one which should not be ignored. and s

short,
ofinegotiation

sooner we introduce some agreed resolution
I think, Tuesday at the

of Korean and related problems, the

latest. Ends.

31.,
DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations.

TELEGRAM 39.

to Secretary of State for External AJfairs

New York, January 8, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 25; London No. 71:
Following from Pearson, Begins: When Political Committee met this morning
(Monday), Jebb asked and was granted postponement until Thursday. He had found
out previously that Rau was contemplating moving adjournment until Monday
next.^ It was generally agréed that adjournment of a full week's duration fro m today
would not. be granted, and Rau therefore' âgreed to support adjournment until
Thursday. The Soviet `delegation of course pressed for immediate consideration of
its charges against the United States, discussion of which was commenced before
Christmas and then adjôurned, but Committee voted them down.

2. If amendments to existing,draft statement of principles, or alternative proPos-11
âls,'are to be suggested as 'a result of meetings in London,l should hope we might
have them by Wednesday noon at the latest, in order that we may secure necessary
clearance with other delegations here.' Àlternàtively, if it has not been possible by
Thursday to agreé upon draft statement of principles or some alternative intermcdi-
âte step, I think that cease fire group should then state its inability to propose an
intermediate step, and leave way open for other delegations to make whatever pro-
posals they may have in mind. Mounting pressure on United States delegation here
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will make it difficult for them to acquiesce in further postponement beyond Thurs-
day. Ends.

32., , DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGRAM 46 New Yôrk, January 9, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington; London No. 87.
Following for Prime Minister from Pearson, Begins: In the light of your comments
and suggestions, I have revised the proposed statement of principles and have gone
over it with Rau, Jebb, and Gross of United States delegation. Text given below
incorporates suggestions from all of them. Gross could not, of course, commit his
Government to acceptance, but said that he would send it at once to Washington.
Rau has not yet had opportunity to comment on text in this exact form, but it does
not differ materially from text he saw earlier today.

2. I think that this text will go far towards assuring Peking Government that
subjects which concern them will be discussed in favourable circumstances. If
United States Government is prepared to acquiesce in revised text with references
to Formosa and representation as agenda items, it will be important to know as
soon as possible,whether Mr. Nehru will, as we very much hope, be prepared to
allow Sir Benegal when Political Committee meets on Thursday to be associated in
putting forward draft statement as addition to Cease Fire Group's report. .
.3. , Text of revised draft statement of principles is as follows, text begins:

The objective shall be the achievement, by stages, of the programme outlined
below for a cease-fire in Korea, for the establishment of a free and united Korea,
and for a peaceful settlement of Far Eastern problems.

1.' In order to prevent needless destruction of life and property, and while other
steps are being taken to restore peace, a cease-fire should be immediately arranged.
Such an arrangement should contain adequate safeguards for ensuring that it will
not be used as a screen for mounting a new offensive.

2. If and when a cease-fire occurs in Korea, either as a result of a formal arrange-
ment or, indeed, ; as a result of a lull in hostilities pending some arrangement,
advantage'shôuld be taken of it to pursue consideration of further steps to be taken1r_

e restoration of peace.
3. To permit tthe carrying out of the General Assembly resolution that Korea

shôuld be a` unifed, independent, democratic, sovereign State with a constitution
and a Government based on free popular elections, all non-Korean armed forces
Will be withdrawn, by appropriate stages, from Korea, and appropriate arrange-

r th
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ments, in accordance with United Nations principles, will be made for the Korean

peop
le to express their own free will in respect of their futur

e
recedinrnparagraph,

4. Pending the completion of the step ôfa
an edw

to in the p
^ Unted Nations principles,

appropriate interim arrangements, in acc
will

be made for the administration of Korea and the maintenance of peace an
d

security there. e-fire has been arranged, the General Assembly
shall of th eS.Assoonasaceas

an appropriate body, which shall include representativesat^é Ü
S^S R

Governmen ts
and the People's

United Kingdom, the United States of Ame , East

Republic of China, with a view to the achievement of a l^ë ^P̂esen tioneof
problems, including, among others, those of Formosa and
China in the United Nations. Text ends.

33.

TELEGRAM 49

SECRET. MOST. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington'No. 35; London No. 93. SirBegins: Last evening
Following for the Prime Minister from Mr. Pearson, retary,

mée

the
n F

oreign
Gladwyn Jebb showed me a telegram addressed to him from theccourse
outlining the decision reached d ndPrime Mlanand Far Eastern negotiations.1Q

regardwhich should now be followed
My first reaction in getting Jebb's message was one of surprise and r^ ^d ^^t ^t
almost consternation. In examining teÛ message ambiguityhad, been removed, I
was ambiguous in character and
should reserve my own opinion concerning it. For instance, does the message mean
that we are to abandon the position which we have taken here, and, inbdeefod^ nego
has been considerèd as absolutely essential, a^^t before the st ps recommended
tiations begin, or does the message
therein can be taken, a cease•fire: in principle must have been agreed is correctl
parties, including the Chinese Communists. If this latter interpretation
then I think that something can beFworked out along the lines of the latest message.
Indeed, our revised draft statement, which y$you received yesterday, does in para-
graph 5; go a long way in carrying it out.
.,2. Jebb,however, has interpreted the message as meaning negotiations begin

before a cease-fire is' agreed, and bas indicated as much to the Americans, W

DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant pernianent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

permanent Representative Io United Nations
to Secretary of State for External A.ffairs

New York, January 10, 1951

10 Voir le document 535./See Document 535.
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reaction was one of amazement. He, however, may have been premature in this
interpretation.

3. Sir Benegal Rau has given the message another interpretation, but one which is
close to Jebb's, namely, that the outstanding questions which the four powers are to
consider will include the negotiation of a cease-fire, as well as a negotiation of
political problems. If this is the correct interpretation, it means that discussions
begin with the Chinese Communists before they have accepted the principle of a
cease-fire, but that agreement will be sought first on ways to end the fighting. It
should be remembered, however, that the Chinese in Peking have always insisted
that they would not, repeat not, stop fighting in Korea until their other demands
have been satisfied, and I see no reason to believe that they would be led to depart
from that position by the offer of an immediate four-power conference, if the
existing draft statement of principles could not lead them to depart from that
position.-
, 4. Presumably the course suggested also means that no further steps should be
initiated at the United Nations until the four-power discussions of cease-fire and
political questions are completed. This would be asking the Americans not to bring
forward a condemnatory resolution of any kind in the United Nations for an indefi-
nite period, during part of which, at least, the Chinese Communists would be con-
tinuing their attacks on United Nations troops. I do not think that there is much

1ikelihood of the Americans accepting this.
5. Meanwhile, the British Embassy in Washington is discussing the message with

the State Department, on the basis of their interpretation. I, however, do not feel
that we should 'do anything further until we get the clear intent of the message
established, and for this purpose I have been trying to get Mr. Robertson on the
telephone since last evening, succeeding only an hour or so ago. I think it would be
unfortunate if we abandoned the position we have taken in regard to the priority for
a cease-fire, and accepted the Chinese Communist position of negotiations first and
cease-fire later. However, that may not be intended. It is too bad that the message
to Jebb was not more specific on this very important point. I hope that the amended
statement of principles, which I sent you yesterday by telegram (No. 46 to Exter-

. nal) will still be thought by you to be the most satisfactory basis for action in the
Political Committee tomorrow. The Americans arc still considering this, though
their consideration will now be suspended, I assume, pending a clarification of the
later message from London. Ends.
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies'

-' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New York, January 10, 1951

TOP SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

. Repeat Washington; London No. 97.

CEASE FIRE IN KOREA.

Following for Prime Minister from Pearson, Begins: As a result of telephone con-
versations with London, messages from London and discussions in Washington, the
situation is now much clearer and, I think, much more satisfactory. Mr. Wrong has

Just telephoned from Washington that the United States will not oppose paragraph 5
of our statement of principles in its.last version, providing that the Indian delega-
tion will be able to join the other two members of the Cease-Fire Group in sponsor-
ing this paragraph and the rest of the statement before the Political Committee of
the United Nations tomorrow. The amended paragraph would now include, to meet
the Indian point of-view, the additional words suggested by Mr. Robertson in his
teletype No. 72 of today's date." We have secured American Agreement to the
addition of these words, not merely to their substitution in the paragraph in ques-
tion for,the reference to Formosa and Chinese representation. This is more than we
expected the United States to agree to, and we feel very pleased here. Paragraph 5
would now read: . ^ .

Quotation begins:
"As soon as a cease-fire has been arranged, the General Assembly shall set up

an appropriate body which shall include representatives of the Governments of the
United Kingdom, the United States of America, the U.S.S.R. and 'the People's
Republic of China with a view to the achievement of a settlement in conformitY

•.with existing international obligations and the provisions of the United Nations
Charter on Far Eastern problems, including, among other things, those of Formosa
and of representation of China in the United Nations". Quotation ends.

2. If, however, Mr. Nehru is not in a position to authorize Rau to accept our
statement, even with paragraph 5 as above, then the United States would feel that
they were freed from their commitment in regard to it. They would, however, not
oppose the statement in its earlier form, even if it were agreed to by only two of the
three members of the Cease-Fire Group and introduced by them. However, their
support of any statement of principles must not be interpreted as precluding them
from taking any further steps later, which they may consider desirable. If the Chi-
nese Government in Peking reject the statement of principles, or if no reply is

. TELEGRAM 50

11 Voir le document 534JSee Document 534.
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forthcoming from them after a sufficient interval of time for consideration (I gather
by "sufficient interval" that would mean, say, until the middle of next .week), , the,
U.S.A., would then feel free to introduce in the Political Committee a condemnatory'
resolution if they desired to do so.

3. I hope very much that in view of the present form of paragraph 5, Mr. Nehru
will be'able to authorize Rau to associate himself with the statement as a membér,

,
of the Cease-Fire'Group. We must; however, have information on this by tomorrow
morning, as the Political Committee meets in the afternoon, when we will have to
make some kind of a report. Ends.

35.
L.B.P.Nol. 35

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affcüres extérieures
Memorandunt by Secretary of State for External Affairs

[New York], January 11, 1951

KOREAN CEASE-FIRE

Mr. Robertson telephoned this morning from London after the morning session
of the Prime Minister's Conference had been completed.12 They discussed a gain the
statement of principles and agreed on it in its final form, subject to the considera-tions mentioned below.

1. It was felt that it would have been better if a specific reference had been made
to the Cairo Declaration in Paragraph 5, but they agreed that as this was probably
now impossible, the point could be made by an interpretative statement by Rau as
to what "international obligations" include. I told Mr. Robertson that there was no
possibility of getting specific reference to the Cairo Declaration at this stage.

2. They felt that the "appropriate body" referred to in Paragraph 5 should be
small, preferably only the Four Powers mentioned in the paragraph. I agreed, but
said that hereagain there should be no change in the present text, as the composi-
tion of the body could be determined by the Assembly in due course, and that we
should all support a very small body of four or rive states.

3 ' 7h '
would have preferred Paragraph 5 to be put after Para ra h 1. I sai

would look,into this. g p d I

4' Mr• Nehru was particularly worried about the beginning of Para rà h 5-"As'
soon as a cease-fire has been arran ed ...", g pg He thought that this might be construed
by the suspicious Chinese as an American device not to begin political discussions
until every detail of the cease-fire arrangement had been formally adopted, and this
in , ight take someI time. I agreed that I would try to get these words in Para ra h 5
altered to read, "As soon as a cease-firé has been agreed on ...". If this could not
be done, then the three of us could interpret the original words in a sense whi
might,;remove Chinese fears. ch

.•.

12
voir le document 540./See Document 540.
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saying that Mr. Nehru had not, however, agreed, when
Mr: Robertson ended by support the statement, but would make up•

the meeting closed, to authorize Rau, to
his mind within the next hour or so. As we meet at 3, he didn't havethat the Indianslu

I at once telephoned Washington to indiai tonce with^the State Department the
desired, and told the Embassy to take up
substitution of the words "agreed on" for "arranged". I also asked them to do their
very best to press on the U.S. authorities the fact thatletshey

if the. Indians would spon-

sor it.
abstain,

Bothbut Mr.
vote in

Wrong
favour

and of Mr.
the Igstatement of pnncip,

natieff will do their best to clear up this point and
enou h as the Chineseood

I will see Gross here about it. Abstention nri would attention to the document, on the
would use. it as an excuse for not p Y g
ground that the Americans had not accepted it.

After these talks, just before lunch, Rau phoned to say tha
t

he
Prime

might have to
had agreed that he should sponsor the statement of

that I was going to try to get the first
make some interpretative remarks. I told in^, He
line of Paragraph 5 changed, in a way which would meet Mr. he will be able to
seemed pleased about this and I, in turn, am very pl
sponsor the statement. It looks as if our main difficulties are now removed.

L.B.P.Nol.'35
36.

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,.

Memorandum by Secretary of State for External Affairs

New York; January -12, 1951

KOREAN CEASE-FIRE STATTEMENT approved
A difficulty has arisen over the form in which our state^solution lof approval. It

by the Political Committee, and who should sponsor any with
was our opinion that the resolution should be very short, merely noting, w
approval, our, statement and forwarding it to Peking. for their consideration. Rau,
with whom I talked about this matter yesterday, is worried about any formal endor-
sation by the Committee before the Chinese Communists have considered it. Theesolu-
difficulty here, however, is that if we merely send it to Peking with

out
and thisrwould

tion of approval, the United States will not then be committed to it,
give the Chinese an excuse to say that as the statement has not been approved by
the United States and others, they should not be asked to give prior approval to it.
Rau appreciated this point: In conversation with*Jebb last evenmg, I suggested that

it would
the Cease-Fire Group should not itself sponsor âny resolution, because sponsors
deal with their own statement, but that Jebb shoûld try to collect 5 or '6 sp
and draft a short resolûtiôn along' the lines indicated above. The sponsors might
include a Latin American, a Scandinavian and 'a'couple of Asians.

Meanwhile, we telegraphed a message to London asking Mr. St. Laurent to
impress on Mr. Nehru how important it was that Rau should support and vote for
any resolution of endorsation.
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This morning Jebb telephoned me that he had been trying to arrange a sponsor-
ing group for an endorsation resolution, and was having great difficulty. The
Asians, or at least some of them, were anxious to be the^ exclusive sponsors, and
were also anxious to amend the 'statement itself before it went to Peking, with a
view to removing the stipulation that a cease-fire must actually take place before
any negotiations.begin. This, of course, is a fundamental'part of the statement, and
without it the Americans naturally will not support it. Apparently they, the Asians,
have been influenced by Rau's speech yesterday, saying that the first few lines of
Paragraph 5 were unnecessary. Jebb said that Alkhudairy, particularly if he were to
be a sponsor of this resolution, would want these lines removed from the statement
completely. I told Jebb that this was hopeless, and neither the Americans, nor our-
selves, nor the Latin Americans would support a statement amended like this. All
our work would have gone for nothing. Jebb also said that the Asians were willing,

-as a gesture, to include Mexico among the sponsors. I told Jebb that there were
only two courses now that seemed to me to make sense. One is that the Asians
alone should sponsor the resolution as it stands, or that the Cease-Fire Group itself,
notwithstanding the disadvantages of this course, should introduce the sponsoring
resolution.

I then telephoned Rau to confirm, if possible, Jebb's fears. Rau was somewhat
reassuring. He said that it is true the Asians had been talking about the question of
a resolution and its sponsorship,' and had come to the conclusion that the sponsors
should not include any country which had forces fighting in Korea, as the Chinese
might use this as an excuse to state that the resolution and the statement were pri-
marily for the purpose of extricating such forces from their present difficulties. I
told Rau that this seemed to be to be not unreasonable, and I suggested to him that
he use his influence to have a resolution sponsored by four or five countries, such
as Mexico, Sweden, Syria, Burma, and possibly Indonesia. Rau said that he would
try to do this. He did not think that the Asians would try to amend the statement,
and in this respect was less pessimistic than Jebb. I mentioned to him the possibil-
ity of the twelve Asians who had sponsored the earlier resolution now sponsoring
the statement of principles. He 'said that as India was one of these, lie himself could
not, take this action without consulting Nehru, so we returned to the idea of the
group of five.,

I passed this on to Jebb and he seemed to think that sponsorship by countries not
fighting in Korea would be satisfactory, and he agreed to try to get agreement on
that basis. He was having a meeting for this purpose at noon.
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New York, January 12, 1951

,SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 40; London No. 112.
Please ^ transmit the following message to the High Commissioner for Canada,
London, England,* Begins:'
Following for the Prime Minister from Mr. Pearson, Begins: Our statement of prin-

,ciples was introduced yesterday and got a very good initial reception. - It, will
receive a very large majority when the voting takes place, probably tomorrow.
Meanwhile, it is clear that the Russians will do their best to misrepresent it to the
Chinese in every possible way. Malik showed this yesterday. It is, therefore, of first
importance that the statement should be explained to Peking by more impartial and
friendly sources. This presumably means Panikkar. It .would, therefore,. be very
helpful indeed if Mr. Nehru could authorize Panikkar to see Chou En-Lai and put
the 'plan forward to him in the best possible light. Otherwise, he will get only the
Russian version. I asked the United Nations Secretariat: last.evening to telegraph
the statement to their representative in Shanghai, and this will be.done:this morn-
ing. He will then send it at once to. Peking, so it should be in the hands of the
government there today. However, it would be safer if the, Indians could telegraph
it themselves to Panikkar.

2. Austin made a very good statement yesterday and annoûriced his definite sup-
port for the plan, though the United Kingdom representatives here and in Washing-
: ton felt the night before that the best we could hope for from him was abstention.
However, we intervened strongly, both there and through the Embassy in Washing-
ton and I think'that this had some effect in persuading them to adopt a more posi-
tive line. They were also agreeable to a change at the beginning of paragraph 4,

: which, with Rau's interpretation of that paragraph yesterday, should remove any
uneasiness Mr. Nehru has that the political negotiations may be unduly postponed.
The main thing now, however, is to bring about a friendly intervention at Peking on
behalf of the statement, and that can, I-think, be done only by the Indians. Ends.

DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Uriies : .

` aû secrétaire dÉtat, aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations .
to Secretaryof State for External Affairs

I41
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affairesj`'aires extérieures •-

Pernuznent Representative to United Nations,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. TELEGRAM 55

Repeat Washington No. 41; London No. 113.
New York, January 12, 1951

KOREA

The following is the text of the supplementary report of the group on cease-fire in
Korea submitted at yesterday's meeting of the Political Committee by Mr. Pearson
on behalf of the group. -Text of the report begins:

;"The objective shall be the achievement, ! by stages, of the programme outlined
below for a cease-fire in Korea, for the establishment of a free and united Korea,
and fora peaceful settlement of Far Eastern problems'

1. In order to prevent needless destruction of life and property, and while other
steps are being taken to restore peace, a ceasé-fire should be immediately arranged.
Such an arrangement should contain adequate safeguards fo'r ensuring that it will
not be used as a screen for mounting a new offensive.

2. If and when a cease-fire occurs in Korea, either as a result of a formal arrange-
ment or, indeed, as a result of a lull in hostilities pending some such arrangement,
advantage should be taken of it to pursue consideration of further steps to be taken
for the restoration of peace.

3. To rmitthéc . . ..pe arrying out 'of the General Assémbly resolution that Korea
should be a unified, independent, democratic, sovereign state with a constitution
and a government based on free popular elections, all non-Korean armed forces
willï be withdrawn, by appropriate stages, from Korea, and appropriate' arrange-
ments; ' in accordance with United Nations principles, will be made for the Korean
people to express their own free will in respect of their future government.

4. Pending the completion of, the steps referred to in the preceding paragraph,
appropriate interim arrangements, in accordance with United Nations princi^les,
will be 4 made for the administration of Korea and the maintenance of peace and
security there.

5. As soon as agreement has been reached on a cease-fre, the General Assembly
shall set up àn appropriate body which shall include representatives of the Govern-
ments of the United Kingdom, the United States of America, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Repûblics, and the People's Republic of China with a view to the achieve-
ment of a settlement, in conformity with existing international obligations and the
provisions of . the United , Nations Charter, of. Far Eastern problems, including,
among others, those of Formosa (Taiwan) and of representation of China in the
United Nations." Text ends.
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representantive to United Nations
'

to Secretary of State for External Affa irs

New York, January 13, 1951

TELEGRAM 64

IZESTRICTED. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 46; London No. 127.

KOREA the Political13th January,
1. At the conclusion of the two meetingsiron SeSuCOntained in the supplementary

Committee approved the, statement of p p
the cease-fire group: by a vote of 50 in favour•.(inclVd^i B1^anNation

report of t
against and 1 abstention. The negative votes were d^ while Costa Rica and Nica-
alist China and El Salvador. The philippines sal asking the
ragua were absent-The Committee then ad .op é d Generalnto transmit these prin-
Chairman of the Committee, through the Sec ary ssi
ciPles to the Peking Government, and to ask Peking for the aceful seul ment of
ble whether they accepted these principles : as a basis

problem and other Far Eastern problems". The voteSoviet IIlloc)s econdthe'. Korean and 8
motion was 45 in favour (including Canada), 5 against (the it wasArab
abstentions (China, El Salvador, the Philippines and most nf ttheCha^cman• should
also. understood that, in the event of no reply from Peking,ry

summon the committee at his discretion. oÙ the Committee

2. Prior to approving the principles of th leseshould be either approved or
adopted a Mexican proposal that the pnn p

sal was 42 , in favour (including
rejected in their entirety. The vote on this propo sal had the effect
Canada), 4 against and 9 abstentions. The adoption of rincprles^ and was opposed
of ruling out all amendmehthad submitted amendments . or which wished to do so
by those delegations whic

: The two meetings on Saturda were markéd by a retreat on the p^h f the Ahady
3 -fire p principles wh .

Bloc from the support for ce altered position seemed, to be due to (a)
announced on the previous day. This rou 's rinciples, and

san resolution,^ Israel's sponsorship of a resolution Bl^ ^^thé twëlve-power
(b) annoyance on the part of the Arab . ver the rin-
of which they had been co-sponsors, had not been given pa C^âvôu cof appro ing
ciples developed by the cease-fire group. They finally vote d later
the cease-fire group's principles; but with the u

an amended forme if the PCking
re-introduce the twelve-power Asian resolution,
Government showed a willingness to negotiate o

in
n the broad basis of the cease-fre

group's principles.
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4. The Arab Bloc, plus several of the Asiatic States, also contended that the ques-
tion of transmitting the cease-fire group's principles to the Peking Government
required careful study, and that further time should be given to. this question of the
method of transmittal. For, this reason they supported an Indian proposal for,
adjourning the Committee, which was defeated by a vote of 13 in favour (the Asian,
States), 32 against (including Canada) and 10 abstentions. After this vote against
adjournment, the Committee. adopted, the motion for transmitting, the cease-fire
group's principles in the manner, given above.

5. Tsiang of China made, a bitter speech against the cease-fire group's principles
and asserted that they amounted to a "sell-out" of the United Nations. In particular,
he charged, that paragraph 5 of,the principles was tantamount to asking the Peking
Government "how do you want. Taiwan - rare, medium or. well-done?" The Phil-
ippine representative,.Romulo, spoke in a somewhat similar fashion but abstained
on the principles, instead of voting against them. The vote of the representative of,
El Salvador against approving the principles was due to the fact that he had submit-
ted a number, of amendments to them, and the Committee had decided not to con-
sider any amendments.

6. In explaining his vote against approving the principles, Malik of the Soviet
Union, confined himself to the formal argument that he could not support them
because neither the Peking Government nor the North Korean Government were
participating in_ the work of the Committee. At the meetings on 13th January he did
not speak against the substance of the principles in the, same manner that he had
done at the meeting on 11 th January (see paragraph 7 of my teletype No. 56t).

7. No daté has been fixed for the next meeting of the Committee, and this will be
determined either by (a) the reply of the Peking Government, or (b) the decision of
the Chairman, if no reply from Peking is forthcoming. , ^ .1 . ,., ,;

DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant 'permanent auprès des Nations Unies

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 69, New York, January 15, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE. ;

Repeat Washington No. 48.
' . . t' 7 ., • . _ . ^ ..

KOREA

1. Ross, of the' United States delegation came to lunch with me today, and
although he said -in ,advance that he had nothing particularly on his mind, I found
him wholly preoccupied with the question of steps to be taken 'if Peking Govern-
ment will not accept the cease fire proposals. He gave me the text of an outline of
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sals which he said represents the current thinking of their delegation. Text' is
PrOP°contained in my ;immediately following teletype: of he points' ut-

2. You will notice that this text, although it is a modi
f
twooessential points that

lined in my teletypé No. 33 of January7th, retains th
Communist China wIll be designated an aggressor and that the Collective Measures
Committee will be given the task of determining appropriate measures to be' taken
a-ainst the Chinese. The Collective Measures Committee will, however, report to
gthe Assembly rather than directly to member states. toward
3:- Ross said that he thought alternatives between ^conciliat

ory
awas
ttitude'

eally sugs
Chinése and firm resistance had been too sharply placed. Nobne

terms
éstiri aand choice

resisting their
between aggoffering the Chinese' a peaceful solution n°a eeand both

g g ression. In fact this choice could
cour ses"of action were necessary. Draft resolution whidh W also showed inten-
therefore, both held out the' hope of a negotiated settlement and
tion to take firm action so long as Chinese persistèd in their course. Chinese

In regard to the finding of aggression, I said that it seemed to me.the •
some

would not be turned from their present course until they ran into troublel^ °he free
kind, either in their relations with 'the sians or in their

showing firmnes oagâinst Chinese
world. The important question,was h, ty, and on
expansion, the free world could avoid on the one hand fall ing isun

iarguments
the other, ' closing the door against a possible accommodation

. '

against incôrporating. aspecific charge of aggression in th^â r^pe ay ^^ht be
were, therefore, that support might be lost in the vote, and t of
made harder for the Chinese eventually to come to terms. In regard u

to the
late the^vote

these arguments, Ross suggested that it was possible already to would
with fair accuracy, and he was not sure that modificati ons

nsa
nd Indonesiansr alnd one or

greatly affect the result. He did not think the Indla vote
two other Asian states would vote for the resolution any

would secure
would probably be split. He seemed to doubt whether any wording
the support of Sweden. He hoped, however, that other states would be prepared to
support a resolution along the lines the United States was ^ade up rminds to
the second objection, he thought that, if ever the Chinese p
seek an accommodation, they would not be prevented from doing so by concern
about the language of resolutions. In the meantime, he thought that great advantage
would flow from the free world showing that it is prepared to facÎn the ourse of
the situation in Korea, and to call things by their proper names. ith-
developing this point, he expressed very strongly the opinion that a voluntary with-
drawal from Korea, or a withdrawal upon dishonourable terms, would lead to dis-
aster elsewhere in Asia. Referring specifically. to arguments' in favour of
withdrawal now being advanced in the United States, he said that, failing a satis-
factory settlement with the Chinese, it seemed to him only reasonable to pin down
as many Chinese forces as possible in Korea for as long as possible and thus try to
prevent Peking engaging upon other ventures.

5. I said that my questions should not be taken as indicating an, expression of
opinion, and that I would send the outline which he had given me to Ottawa.
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41. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations*
to Secretary of State for 'Extenal Affairs

TELEGRAM.70 New York, January 15, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 49.
Referring to my immediately preceding teletype, following is text of documents to
which reference is made. Text Begins:

. . .^ . , •,. . ,. . .. .. , . , .
POINTS FOR A RESOLUTION RE KOREA

1. The General Assembly should note that the Central People's Government of
-the People's Republic of China has rejected efforts to bring about a cessation of
hostilities in Korea' with a view to peaceful settlement, and that its' armed forces
continue their invasion of Korea and their large-scale attacks upon United Nations
forces there;

2: The General Assembly should note that the Security Council, because of lack
of unanimity of the permanent members, has failed to exercise its primary responsi-
bility for the maintenance of international peace and security in regard.to Chinese
Communist intervention in Korea;

3. The General Assembly should find that the Central People's Government of
the People's Republic of China has committed aggression in Korea;

•4.' The Gênerai Assembly should call upon the Central People's Government of
the People's Republic of China to cause its forces and nationals in Korea to cease
hostilities against the United Nations'forces and to withdraw from Korea;

5. The General Assembly should affirm the determination of the United Nations
' to continue its action to meet the aggression in Korea; °•

6. The General Assembly should call lupon all states and authorities to continue to
lend every assistance to the United Nations in such action;

.7. The General Assembly should call upon all states and authorities to refrain
from giving any assistance to the aggressors in Korea;

8. The General Assembly shoùld request the Collective Measures Committee, as
a matter of urgency, to consider what additional 'measures should now be employed
to meet this aggression, and to make recommendations to the General Assembly
thereon;

9•` The'General Assembly should affirm that it continues to be, the policy of the
United-Nations to bring' about a cessation of hostilities in Korea with a view to
peaceful settlement and the achievementI of United Nations objectives in Korea by
peaceful means, and requests ' at any suitable opportunity to use its'good
Offices to this end." Text Ends.

.. . . . '" 1. . .. . . . . . • _ ` . . .. . . . . .
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42: ,

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassad
taux Affair

es -Un is
au secrétaire d'Éta t

Ambassador in Unitede t^^
A^,airs

to Secretary of State for Ex

Washington, January 17, 1951
'TELEGRAM WA-216 • •

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Permdel No. 38.
, , +..,, • . . , •

KOREA ACTION IN UNITED NATIONS
rt ed the

1.
At the regular meeting at the State Department today Hickerson repoC

n 'ust received about the Chinese reply to the Ceased iin New Y i
ttee's

theinformatio
proposal. He said that while the text amounted topa completerejection. The counter
substance of it was clear and that 1
proposal included in the reply was wholly unacceptable, and he was sure the gov-

ernments represented at the meeting would agree with lk with him and with Rusk,
2. I was asked to stay alter the meeting for p

and this report is an amalgam of what was said at the meeting an^th^Ch
private

eson con-
firming Hickerson showed me the brief statement just issued by •

firming the line he took at the meeting.

3.
He said that arrangements were in train for the Political Co

mmittee
should be done

tomorrow to discuss further steps. The United States to New York for discussion
was unchanged and a draft resolution had bee
with other delegations. The State Department hoped that tomo

rrow the
would nlot,be

would be considered by the Political Committee and that a
delayed for more than three or four days at longest.,,

4. In reply to questions he said that another effort at a pe
taceful solution withoed

The
first any direct condemnation of _Chinese intervention was unthinka

ble.
shou d now put

Nations had done all it can honorably, do to stop the fighting
the facts squarely on record. : , = r part of a more

5. Rusk emphasized ; that Chinese action, in. Korea.w^ to Indo-China. Eva-
general Chinese threat in the Far East with particular referene
sion at this stage would only make matters worse. un^^^nal and

6. Privately they, both, discussed, with me the, state of CongreVooe for the state-
opinion.. Hickerson said that, whathâd decido^ them

Si they would have abstained.11
ment of principles was your urgent ppea , ttee

yesterday

and Rusk had taken a battering when before.the, Foreign Relations Commilain
esterdây because of this vote: Rusk admitted that they could now publicldyo ^fore

their motives in supporting the resolution,:whichthey had been unable to
the. Chinese answer for fear of undermining the"proposals• fo^^ n licy have

•• 7. They emphasized that the central issues ;c't>â^n eb n ânÿ system of collective
become the value to the United States of part p g
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security, including the North Atlantic alliance. This concurs with my own opinion;
and, of course, at present what is done about Korea by the United Nations is the
hottest issue. Rusk is much concérned over Nehru's attitude and the impossibility
of persuading him to exercise his'great influence in Asia in a positive sense. He
considers that a strong lead from Nehru in the right direction would be worth many
divisions in checking Chinese adventures.

8. As to the United States resolution, they intend to press hard for its adoption by
as large a majority as possible. They are unwilling to accept any alterations of sub-
stance, but are prepared to consider amendments in its language.

9. I am reporting separately on the military situation.

43.

L'an:Gassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extcfrieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM WA-223 Washington, January 17, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 39.
Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: In view of the reply of the Peking
Government,13 My strong recommendation is that we should not support any move
which may be introduced in New York for a further effort for a peaceful settlement
in Korea and should vote for a resolution on the lines proposed by the United
States. Apart from other reasons for this course, I think that the effect on United
States opinion, especially at the beginning of a most important session of Congress,
would.be very serious if there is any further delay in the direct condemnation of
Chinese intervention. I think also that readiness on our part to support the United
States position after the failure of your great efforts to secure a cease-fire would
influence a number of other delegations.

2. I. forgot to include in my earlier message of today a point made in my discus-
sion with Rusk about the Indian attitude. He said sadly that the United States cer-
tainly'ought to send large quantities of food to India, where people are starving, but
added that the position taken by Nehru would make it difficult, if not impossible,
for them to discharge this humanitarian obligation. This was one of the reasons
why he hoped Nehru would change his line. Unless he does, there will be difficulty
in getting fun

- "VoiNSéé FRUS, 1951, Volume V11, pp. 91-92.
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
„r^+._. . .. AArniroC OYtérleures

TELEGRAM 81

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 53.

^..^.,

New York, January 18, 1951

KOREA

I spoke to Ross this morning on the basis of the United States memoranod 70

containing points for a resolution on Korea, rer hisy consderationetyas follows:
of January 15th, and suggested certain revisions fo in Korea", substitute

Paragraph 3: for the words "... has committed aggression
the words: "... has caused and permitted its forces and nationals to participate in

and assist the aggression in Xorea'.
Paragraph 5: the phrase "... in Korea" should be placed after the word "action",

to read: "... continue its action in Korea to meet the aggression". to the
Paragraph 6 to be revised to read: "... to continue to lend every assistance

United Nations' action in Korea".
2.1 I also said that we would like to see pârâgraph menaltered

t waslstill open. I pointed
indicate that the offer to negotiate a Far Eastern settle
out that the present wording referred only to the situation'in Kcntinues t gbesthe
the possibility of a revision along the following lines: ... it
policy of the United Nations to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Korea
â view to the achievement of United Nations objectives in Korea by peaceful
means and the peaceful settlement of Far Eastern questions, following a cessation
of hostilities in Korea, upon the basis of principles approved in the Political Com-
mittee on January 14th, 1951, and requests ..: .

3.'Ross asked what the intention was of the change suggested in paragraph 3, and
I said that what we had in mind was to limit the finding of the resolution to the
Korean situation and to focus upon' Kôrea any action which might arise out of it.

4: Ross also asked whether we had any.views in regard tô the individual or group
to be named in the last paragraph to continue the work of conciliation. I said I had
no instructions in this regard but two ideas occurred to me. One, was that, if there
were any disposition to continue the existing Cease Fire Group, the refusal of
Peking to communicate with the group should not worry us too much, since I
thought Peking quite capable of making use of an instrument tomorrow which it
had rejected today if it wished to do so. I also suggested that they might consider
naming in paragraph 9 six of the seven states which had been mentioned in the
communication from Peking, that is, United States of America, United Kingdom
France, India, U.S.S.R., Egypt. By combining a reference_to the statement of prin-

au secretaire a G,ü- u- • y1---- ,

permartent Representative to United
Â âi s

ns ,

to Secretary of State for Externa l ff
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ciples with the designation of _a group - conforming to the Chinesé suggestions, it
would be made abundantly clear to the Chinese that they could at any moment pick
up the offer of a negotiated settlement which has been made to them.,

3. Ross' asked about gponsorship, and I said that you -were prepared to give
favourable'consideration to sponsorship, but that your decision would; of course,
depend upon the text that finally emerged and the list of sponsors. Ross then asked
whether or not our attitude towards sponsorship was directly related to that of the
United Kingdom. I told him that I did 'not" think this was the case, and that we
would be more interested in the whole composition of the group of sponsors rather
than in the inclusion or omission of any particular state.
: 6. Langenhove called during the morning to enquire about our attitude towards
sponsorship, and said that he would be speaking to Van Zealand on the telephone.
He also said the United States delegation were sending him a full text of their pro-
posed resolution which he expected to receive almost immediately.

7. Ross did not offer, to send me such a text and I did not ask for it. He said they
would take our suggestions into consideration and would let us know their inten-
tion. He did not think now, however, that they would insist on tabling a resolution
this afternoon, but would wish to proceed tomorrow. He told me that they had been
informed by someone in the Secretariat that you intended to ask for a postpone-
ment until Monday. I said I had no reason to believe this to,be true and that I was
expecting you in New York tomorrow morning. I also told Ross that we were con-
templating suggesting, at some stage, that a reqùest for clarification of certain parts
of their text be addressed to Peking. Ross thought this was a function which might
be taken up by thë continuing group named in the last paragraph of the resolution.

45. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs .

TELEGRAM WA-233

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Washington, January 18, 1951

Repeat Permdel No.: 43.
Reference my WA-216. Korea - action in United Nations.

1. Hickerson telephoned Ignatieff this afternoon to express certain misgivings
about a report received through the United States Embassy in Ottawa of the line
which you are alleged, to'have taken in your press conference this morning: He was
Parciculârly troubled 6y ,*the report that you had said something to the effect that the
Chinese Communist reply was open to several interpretations and steps should be
taken to get a clearer understanding of what the Chinese meant.

2. Hickerson again repeated what he had said at the State Department yesterday
afternoon, as reported in our message.under reference, to the effect that the United
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as a result of your
States had voted in favour of the statement of principlesthat l^é State Department
urgent appeal as they would otherwi^sela ^ t he earnestly hoped that the Canadian
had been severely criticized for this
delegation would now support a condemnatory resolution in the United

Natio
ent the

3. Hickerson added that; in the consi judgment S tate
of

reply from the Chinese Communist Government ter you
the cease-fire proposals. He hoped that if there w as said that he tdid not
would not hesitate to get in touch with him p Y. He
intend to be in New York but that he could be reached at the State Department by
telephone, the number being RE 5600, Extension 5241.

46.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 21
Ottawa, January 18, 1951

TOP. SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 143, Washington EX-134, for information only.
Prime

I- Will you please have the following urgent personal message. from mMe sa e
Minister delivered to Pandit Nehru who I understand is now in Paris.

begins.
2. I feel sure you share with me very grave concern because of the ambiguous

nature of the Peking Government's reply to the United Nations proposa and thef fur-
serious results which might'follow veryrapidly in the Unitedt

ther deterioration in the Asian and world situation. suscept i-
3. There are several points in the Peking reply, the meaning of find out at once

ble of varying interpretations and it seems to me that we should
what the Chinese intend.

4. The points I have in mind are:
(a) In paragraph 1 of the Chinese reply does the reference to negotiations "on the

basis of the withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea include Chinese "volun-
teers"? Malik has on a previous occasion indicated in the First Political Committee
that Chinese troops are included 'in this formula but we have ^ never had a clear
statement from Peking to this effect.

(b) In paragraph 2 of the Chine se reply it is stated that "if a cease fire comes into
effect without first conducting' negotiations to fix the conditions therefor, negotia-
tions after the cease fire may entail endless discussions without solving any prob-
lem". This, taken in conjunction with the statemént later in the same paragraph
"that the principle of a cease fire first and negotiations afterwards would only help
the United States to maintain and extend its aggression", might seem to convey the
impression that the Chinese objection is to a cease fire preceding negotiations lead-
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ing up to a cease ire. If this were their real objection it would be easy to reassure
them on this point. Indeed the Cease Fire Committee have already made it quite
clear through General Wu that the conditions for a cease fire would have to be fully
'discussed and agreed before the Cease Fire would actually become effective. Mahy
may fear, however, that this is not the'real meâning 'of the Chinese and that what
they are demanding 'is • that negotiations on the' broad political questions at issue
should precede a cease fire. This interpretation could be borne out by the reference
in paragraph 2 of the Chinese note to the inacceptability to the Chinese Govern-
ment of the principle of "the arrangement of a cease fire in Korea first and the
conducting of negotiations among,the various countries concerned afterwards": If
the Chinese mean that the negotiation over political issues should 'take place prior
to the cease fire, this would be quite inacceptable as it would imply that negotia-
tions would be carried on for a peaceful settlement while military operations were
being continued to bring about a settlement by the force of arms..The ambiguity in
this paragraph makes it, in my view, desirable that the Chinese meaning should be
clarified beyond the possibility of misunderstanding.

If fighting cannot be stopped at once it might be possible, it seems to me, to
visualize the simultaneous suspension of; fighting with the opening of the confer-
ence with the understanding that the resumption of the fighting by either side
would end and defeat the efforts to reach a settlement by negotiations. In the
meantime there would have to be an agreed lull in hostilities, otherwise we should
again find ourselves in the position of conducting negotiations under military
duress.

(c) The reference in paragraph 2 of the Chinese note to the Cairo and Potsdam
Declarations seems to me to be sufficiently covered by Rau's explicit statement in
the Political Committee. that -existing international obligations referred to the Cairo
and Potsdam Declarations.

(d) In point (c) of paragraph 3 of the Chinese proposals, it is stated ' that "the
rightful place of the Central People's Government of the People's Republic of
China in the United Nations should be established as from the beginning of the
Seven-Power Conference". This statement is obscure. Does: it mean that this Chi-
nese government demands as a precondition to agreeing to a conference that it be
formally recognized as the spokesman of China in the United Nations? If so, there
seems no possibility that in existing circumstances their demand could be met. On
the other hand, the conference itself would necessarily imply a de facto recognition

; which, unless the conference became abortive, would, in my opinion, have to be
followed by formal recognition and it might well.be that this is what is intended in
the note. ,.. , , . . , ;
; 5:,I think you will agree that it is important that there be clarification on these

points immediately in relation to proceedings in the Political Committee in the next
day or two. Your Ambassador in Peking is clearly in the best position to seek such
clarification.

6. If you agree, would you think it advisable to ask Panikkar to see Chou En-Lai
immediately?,. .., .,, , , . , .
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U.S. may now. press for a resolution condemning Co ^ fullt
China.d The

7• The inion, be very y considered
of. such a resolution should, in my op resolution

view , if P
ossible,.to finding a text,which we can suppo Wô

some
with a uld be made clear
along these lines cannot now be avoidsd does,not close e the door. to a further effort
-in the body-.of the resolution. that, th

ds a peaceful solution. I do not.think that he,U.S. intend
nato toresolution I amtowar

. further effort even if they ask for the
p the adoorf should be left open for. a further

sure that you will agree With me ha perhaps
at reaching a settlement upon which the peace of Asia ol

and
ution should conattempt

,world may depend. With this obje
ctive

les contained in the U.N. communication to
tain a specific reference to th p p ,
the Chinese government of January 13.

8. Pearson is leaving today for New York and will be discussing our âideas ns ehere,
ing ^ the -timing and ^ text of any such a resolution with other de eg
including, of course, your own.- Message end

Please report at once by telegram when message has been delivered:

If Mr. Nehru has left Paris before you can deliver this froml herèlto our
please let us know, 'at once, so that the message may be repeated
Mission in New Delhi for transmission to Mr. Nehru there. Ends.,

DEA/50069=A-40
. i ^

Le sécré
extérieures

au représentant
taire d

permanent auprès des Nations Unies

Secretary of Staté for External Affairs
to Pernzanent Representative to United Nations

TELEGRAM 78

-- .-•,- EX-141 for information on y. -iv

Ottawa, January 19, 1951

• , 1 ^ I ortant.SECRET IMMEDIATE.

Washmgton . .I "I. , ... .,

CHINESB INTERVENTION IN KOREA
Commissioner left

Following for the Minister, Begins: The Acting Indian High 18 to the Prime
with the Prime Minister this morning a telegram dated January
'Minister from Mr:,Nehru. This telegram crossed the telegramsfrom Mds as follows:
to Mr. Nehru. The message from Mr. Nehru to the Prime Mmi sals: I

. I have seen Press Reports of Chinese reply to Political Committee's propo ly
,do not consider the reply to be outright rejection. It is partly acceptance, partlY

for elucidation, partly coûnter-proposal, and leaves room for further neg
ations. All of us must have time to consider thérn before determining futu re

nc d Chif
action. According to Press Reports, United States have already pronou
nese reply unacceptable and asked that meeting of Political Committee be called,
presumably to declare China Aggressor. Any such move will shut door to negotia-
tion completely and make War inevitable. This would be contrary to policy which

4

.
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you and we decided to follow in Commonwealth Conference. I think there is room
for negotiation and we should take advantage of this. I would request you strongly
to urge Washington not to compound'matters. Ends.

48:

. , .. . . ..^ _

L'anibassadeur en France_
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 22 Paris, January 19, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

My, telegram No. 17 of January 19th. t
Following message is from Mr. Nehru to Prime Minister, Begins: Thank you very
much for your message which I have just received through your Ambassador in
Paris and which has crossed mine to you of yesterday. I am telegraphing points
mentioned by you at once to our Ambassador in Peking for clarification and shall
telegraph result to you as soon as 'I hear from him. Such information as I have from
him suggests that, although tone of Chinese reply is. firm, Chinese Government
desire peaceful settlement by negotiation. It is of the utmost importance, therefore,
that door. be kept open, and I am most grateful for your statesmanlike approach.

As I told you in my message of yesterday I feel that resolution condemning
Communist China, however worded, would have most unfortunate consequences
and probably make negotiated settlement impossible. We must, therefore, endeav-
our to avoid precipitate action and allow time for full consideration of Chinese
reply, with aid of elucidations that seem necessary.

With best wishes. Ends:

49. DEA/50069-A-40
. , i _ , i - • ^ . . . ' . . . .

Extrait d'un télégranune du représentant permanent aupr& des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Extraet fron: Telegram front Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 82 New York, -January 19, 1951

RESTRICTED
•_ . . . . . . . 4 . . ' ,

Repeat Washington No. 55.

KOREA

t", : At the meeting of the Political Committee at 3 p.m., Thursday, 18th January,
the first speaker was Austin who, as anticipated, outlined the ingredients of a reso-
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mnin
China as an aggressor, but did not submit the text of such a

lution conde g « ramme of action" contained no new elements,
and 9 of the textresolution. Austin's five-point prog

and the five points stressed by him were similda^é Chinese
3, 4,

5reply 8as "a final rebuff',
econtained in my teletype No. 70. He descn^

and ;said that the Chinese counter proposals were completely n
unaccept

ot take ab
le.
tion o

summed up his remarks by saying that, the United Nations
nowthe principle of collective

resist this aggression, "we should destroy here , ,.
security on which the safety of our nations rests".

50.

DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sou
Meniorandum by Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], January 20, 1951

s-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

SECRET,

, ,, ,.. ... ,,. :, . , . . ..
Nations action there;

The. General Assembly f
t 1 . Noting that the . Central , People's Government of, the Peopleof hosp lb i

lic
es in

China has rejected all U.N. ProP° and that^ its armed forces continue their
Korea with a view to peaceful se ttlement,
invasion of Korea and their large-scale attacks upon United*Nations forces there;

perma-y o
f e maintenance2. Noting that the Security Council, because of

c fortthnent members, has failed to exercise its primary responsibility
of international peace and security in regard to Chinese Communist intervention in

Korea; (the.United States is disposed to omit this paragraph)

3. Finds that the Central People's,Government of the People's ônp^i`^ of
âes

by giving direct aid and assistance to ^oties a ainst United Nations forces there,
sion in Korea and by engaging in hostll g
has itself engaged in aggression in Korea;

of the People's Republic of China
4. Calls upon the Central People's Government

to cause its forces and nationals in Korea to cease hostilities against the United

Nations forces and to withdraw from Koed Nations to continue its action in Korea
5. Affirms the determination of the Un

to meet the aggression there;

6. Calls upon all states to continue to lend every assistance in Korea to the United

tralia 'and Canada.

Correction for: :. . -

TENTATIVE REVISION OF UNITED STATES RESOLUTION ON KOREA
DATED JANUARY 1991951

This revision
ephoned by the Canadian Permanent Delegate to the Unitedwas telephoned . " + : . . , .

Nations, New York. dom, France, Aus-
Revisiôn agreed ad referendum by United States, United King

I ^
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7: Calls upon all states to. refrain from giving any assistance to the aggressors in
Korea;

8. Requests a committee composed of the members of the Collective Measures
Committee, as amatter of urgency, to consider additional measures to be employed
to meet this aggression and to make a report thereon to the Political and Security
Committee with a view to'recommendations to the General Assembly.

9. ',Affirms` that it continues to be the, policy of the United Nations to seek to
present [sic] the extension of the present conflict (the United States may balk at this

'language) and to bring about a cessation of hostilities in Korea with a view to the
achievement Of United Nations objectives in Korea by peaceful means and the
peaceful settlement of othér Far Eastern questions following a cessation of hostili-
ties in Korea and'requests the President to designate forthwith-two persons who
would meet with him at any suitable opportunity to use its good offices to this end.t , , . . " .

DEA/50069-A-40

: Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
^. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 86 New York, January 20, 1951

.SECRBr.IMr4ED1ATL'.

Repeat Washington No. 59.
Following from Pearson, Begins: When I arrived in New York Friday morning, I
found that a meeting had been arranged in the offices of the United Kingdom dele-
gation, in order to consider draft resolution on Korea, and I went directly from the
train to Jebb's office with Riddell. Gross and Ross, from the United States delega-
tion, were present, together with Shann from the Australian delegation, and Lacoste

, from the French delegation. ;

2. Jebb had just received'instructions" to press for the division of the resolution
' intô two parts in order that agreement could be reached on the measures to be taken
under the second part of the resolution before action was taken in the Assembly. He
was, howevér, prepared, to accept the language of the first part of the draft resolu-
tion, in which a finding of aggression was contained, without amendmént.

The'revised text which'resulted from our discussions, and which`all those pre-
sent agreed to refer to their governments, is already known to you." In the course
of the discussion Gross and Ross persistently held out against efforts to qualify in
any material degree the finding of aggression against the Chinese. They also
'resisted any language which might seem to imply a commitment never in any cir-
cumstances to carry United Nations action beyond the borders of Korea, though
they Wem quite prepared to state, publicly if necessary, that they did not regard a

, ^ { , . ., . . .
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in an.way constituting an authority.to the Unified Command to
draft resolution as i Y in Korea.
undertake operations of any kind elsewhere .ô Snto reach an accommodation with

4. Gross and Ross seemed genumely anxins but it .was clear that they were severely restricted by the rigid
other delegatio ,

which they are now receiving. On some occasions ^ei ^nation in the
instructions
the way in which they expressed these instructionaction Cagainst China, if, in their
State Department to remain free to take s^ngtuation ., in Korea„ warranted such
opinion, the., circumstances and the militarY,s

indicated, for example, that the United States Government now took
action. They ression, for which the Chinese Commu-
theview that a new and separate act of aggres onsible, had taken place, and they treated with some reserve the
nists were pwe and the French expressed to base our current action d nb^n ea,
desire that
Korea which had originated in June, oand which Wé were condemning the Chi-
emphasizing in the wording of any res

o

new
nese for participating in an aggression already committed the Ûn

for
ited States to have

They also . made it clear that they wished
rate aggression. against the
a free hand to take unilaterally whatever action uponon authorized by the United
Chinese, even if that action should not be decided

or

Nations, though they explained that no such unilateral action w
as

n f c nt amend-number of
Gross, who accepted for reference to Washington ng over the effect of these modi-
ments in the original text, kept expressing g
fications upon the sources from which pressure upon the State Department is now

being exercised.

5. After yesterday afternoon's meeting of the Political Commi^lia^n rettresenta-
meeting with United States, United King dom,Âcheson and the State Department on
tives at which Gross reported the views o
the amendments we had suggested in the morning. My immediately following tele-

râin contains the text of a draft resolution as amended by thens:mericans in the
glight of Achéson's views. Gross made the folg^eabout ^is t but they were under

Paragraph 1. The ,State Department was neutral ^ h to head
strong pressure from the Latin Americans to include some such p

graP

off a legal debate on the authority of the General As amel i. the redrafts of these
Paragraphs 2,.. 3, . 4, 5. Acheson, was, prepared to P the 'condem-

paragraphs, but Gross and Ross pointed out that paragraph ^ 3 was
le not

were demanding
nation", of aggression which Congress, and the American peop
and emphasized that if they were left to sponsor the resolution themsel Whi or with

very

the Latin Americans, they would go back to , the more direct formula
. much preférred. Certainly they could , not consider anyJ change to the words
, •.... •

articipate in aggression"
•Paragraph 6. The State Department would.strongly prefer to go back to the orig-

inal draft for a reason not mentioned
bases

meeting, that
Japan and

is that
naval as

sistance

was not limited to Korea, in fact, for it.included
all over the world. Gross emphasized, that this preference indicated nointention nns
extend the hostilities. The omission of "there

was purely for grammatical

and had no other significance.
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; Paragraph 7. The State Department thought "and authorities" should be rein-
stated_so that the paragraph would have universal application without any possible
quibble., There might otherwise be suggestions that the question of recognition was
tied up with the question of what constitutes a state, as, for instance, in the case of
Japan. This was the language of the six-power resolution, and any change would

-invite spéculation. ., ,. .
Paragraph 8. The State Department thought it a mistake to refer to the Political

Committee. In the normal course the report would be made to the General Assem-
bly which would ask the Political Committee to take whatever action it saw fit.
There was no "political difference" here.

Paragraph 9. Acheson thought that a reference to anything but Korea here would
be interpreted as a "soft retrogressive action". He much preferred the original
American draft, but would accept the wording put forward in the following tele-
gram. Acheson had been under heavy criticism for agreeing to broad discussion,
and he wasn't prepared to take any more of."this kind of punishment". Gross said
very specifically that Acheson had asked him to say again that the position of the
United States remained as it had been. They did not construe and would not con-
strue this resolution as extending any authority over and above that contained in
existing resolutions; and their policy on the bombing of Manchuria remained what
it was in the President's last statement on the subject. When Gross at this point said
that the Secretary could not accept any change that suggested following further "the
line of appeasement", I replied that public opinion in other countries was very wor-
ried about the new step involved in a formal condemnation which was the initial
step on a "line of new commitments", leading possibly to full scale conflict with
China. Gross agreed that there was danger in following either line.

6. Gross said that the State Department felt it was absolutely necessary to table
the resolution tomorrow (Saturday). I said we would not be in a position to sponsor
the resolution under these circumstances, but that did not mean that we would
oppose it or even abstain in the vote. I explained that if we were not sponsoring, I
would feel more free in explaining our position and interpreting the resolution.
Jebb said that the omission of any reference to the "principles" in the last paragraph
would affect Bevin's attitude. Both he and Lacoste, however, said that they would
refer the new draft immediately to their governments. Shann indicated after the
meeting that he thought. Australia would be co-sponsoring.

7. Gross'asked what we would think of the United States sponsoring the resolu-
tion alone. Shann and Lacoste thought the absence of co-sponsors would have a
bad effect and would influence the.vote in support. Gross himself thought the effect
on' Arnerican opinion would be bad. When Jebb asked what the American attitude
would be if amendments were proposed, Gross said that they.would not accept

'them.'He was obviously under instruction to be decisive. He recognized that they
might lose support in some quarters if they persisted with their own draft, but he
said they, were being pressed very hard in the other direction by'the Latin Ameri-
cans. His attitude was that the United States was prepared to go through with the
kind of resolution they wanted regardless of the amount of support they received., .^^,,..--, . . • , .
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le considered any further talk of

8.
When Gross explained that the American pe,op

. as "churning over the same kind of we ^

ag

eo^er side.
principles of negotiation or-ain- that there was^ a psychologic^ factor to beconsider

on 'th

her o les considered that the condemnatié uences,
China

in j v
ery

Many ot ^ p• have 'very far-reaching cons q of very importanttant step which might
conseque

nces they had to take into consideration the llt G osssmade a rude com-icultiespeople in the United States, such as General O
on

'Donnell, and again showed understanding diin Wash-
ment about General O however, h
that others might have. I am afraid such understandinS,
ington is very much subordinated to the necessity the Americans

Ln oW satisfying

Congress and public opinion by following a tough condemnatory

Ends.,
DEA/50069-A-40

52.
Le représentant permanent auprès des

ext
Nations

érieure^nies
au secrétaire d t , 1aux Affaires

Permanent Representative to United Nati s^
to Secretary of State for External A,^`â

New. York, January 20, 1951

TELEGRAM 87

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 60• i^ediately preceding tele-

Following from Pearson, Begins: With reference to my
win is the text of the United States

draft resolution on Korea, text
type, the follo g
begins:

The General Assembly permanent
Council, because of lack of unanfo lthe maintenance^ofNoting that the Security nsib yresmembers, has failed to exercisé its primary po ommunist" yintervention in

d security in,regard to Chinese C' international peace an
Korea; ublic of china

that the Central People's Government of the People's Rn ôf hostilities in
Noting

,c
has rejected all United Nations proposalst and thatbits tarmed foes continue their
Korea with'a view to peaceful settlement,

and their large-scale attacks upon
Invasion of Korea

United Nations forc f China,
11b9 Republic

Finds that the Central People's Government of the al^ea
pie

d S ommitting aggres
bÿ giving direct aid and assistance

in hostilities against United Nations forces d1e^^
sion in Korea and by engagmg 1
has itself engaged in aggression in Korea; of the People's Republic of China

Calls upo^i the Central People's Government
and nationals in Kôreâ to céasé hostilities against the United

to cause its forces a
Nations forces'and to withdraw from Korea;. orea

of the United Nations to continue its action in K
Affirms the determination

to meet the aggression;
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:. Calls upon all States and authorities to.continue to lend every assistance to the,
United Nations action in Korea; . .

Calls upon all States and authorities to refrain from giving any assistance to the
aggressors in Korea;

Requests a committee composed of the members of the Collective Measures
Committee as a matter of urgency to consider additional measures to be employed
to meet this aggression and to report thereon to the General Assembly;

Affirms that it continues to be the policy of the United Nations to bring about a
cessation of hostilities in Korea and the achievement of United Nations objectives
in Korea by peaceful means, and requests the President of the General Assembly to
designate forthwith two persons who would meet with him at any suitable opportu-
nity to use their good offices to this end. Text ends. Ends.

53. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant pennanent aupr& des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 88 New York, January 20, 1951

SECRET. MosT IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 60.
Following from Pearson, Begins: At a meeting this morning, attended by Riddell
and Holmes, including United States, United Kingdom, French, Australian repre-
sentatives, Lacoste reported that he had not received instructions and that he could
not possibly be a co-sponsor today, although it was possible he might be in a posi-
tion to co-sponsor on Monday. During the discussion he indicated that it was
improbable France would co-sponsor if the text remained as contained in my tele-
type No. 87 of January 20th.

2. Jebb said that the Foreign Office was maintaining the view that the resolution
should be divided into two parts, and he had been instructed not to co- sponsor.

3. Shann ^aid that Australia would co-sponsor. Before the meeting Shann told us
that he had received directly contrary instructions from Spender in Canberra and
from Menzies in London, but he was following those from his own Minister. Gross
said that they could not possibly delay tabling the resolution. On the understanding
that they "would have a fairly representative group of co-sponsors, they had decided
to put forward the text he had given us Friday night (my teletype No. 87) and not to
revert to théir original proposals. The co-sponsors in addition to Australia would be
Cuba, Uruguay, Colombia, Peru, Greece and Turkey, all of whom would prefer a
svonger original draft but would go along with Friday night revision. The Philip-
pines: and=.Thailand were awaiting instructions but would probably co-sponsor.
South-Âfrica and the Netherlands were almost possibles. Lacoste and Jebb said,
however, that the Netherlands instructions were to co-sponsor if either France or
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ttitude

Kin dom did so as well. When Lacoste askéd the Am én^a^,ter nursing
the United g support, Gross said the State Department,
making changes to broaden ht draw in some of the Asians by careful
the illusion for some time that they mig ua e would affect those who are
wording, now believe that no changes in the lang g

determined , to abstain.
• 4: In the course of the meeting Riddell said that the text he Prime i,

United States delegation late Friday hadbë^ his viewsaWe had reason to believe,
but we had nôt yet had an opportunity to

suggested concerning the
however, that two amendments which we had previousl would seem more
finding of aggression and the settlement of Far Eastern questionshad previously. One of these
important - to the Prime Minister now than they and the other had not been
amendments had been

in t form ,
therefore that we would

incorporated at all. We had therefore, no
be. in a position.to sponsor as a result of further instructions.

5. L
ater in the discussion, in reply to a question concerning ameon ^én û^aé off

said that our prôposals for revision had been made - n simply,
text more clearly repre-

se

gathering support, but because we thought the propo cir
nted the policy which the Canadian Government thought accepta

bebm
le in

ade cl ar in
con-cumstances. He said he was not sure orh alternatively, whether it might be con-

the Canadian statement on the resolution or,
sidered necessary to introduce amendments. He said he was inclined to think that

the former would be the case. Ends.

54.
DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux Étals-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States . ,
o Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-265

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat. Permdel No. 49.

Washington, January 20, 1951

KOREA # •

State De artment asked to have someone attendFollowing from Matthews, Begins: p
this afternoon to let us hear text of a message sent to their delegation in NnwdaYoons
outlining the provisions the United States would advocate in the, recomm
of the Collective Measures Committee. Their message is to .be repeated t fuUniï é

States Embassy in Ottawa. State Department do not knowwhen or how
Y

contents will be, passed on to:•our,delegation or, to the Department.
^iews" of the

.2. ;The memorandum was described as containing the ``tentative
United States Government which are "sufficiently crystallized" to form the basis of

discussions: ^. 1 , ; ,
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• 3. The memorandum comments on possible sanctions that might be recom-
mended by the Collective Measures Committee under three heads as, follows:

(a) Military

The United States has not and will continue not to advocate the "present exten-
sion" of the area of hostilities. The United States does not consider that the passage
of the proposed resolution condemning China as an -aggressor would constitute
authorization of extension of hostilities to the Chinese mainland nor would it con-
stitute permission to bomb China within the meaning of the President's statement.
If the resolution is passed the United States does not "in the present circumstances
contemplate asking the Collective Measures Committee to recommend any military

. operations against Chinese territories".
At the request of General Marshall a caveat has been added stating that the

United States Government as the Unified Command, has always maintained it must
reserve the right to take action essential to protect United Nations forces under its
command e.g. in the event of large scale air attacks against United Nations forces
from Manchurian bases there must be freedom to bomb the air fields from which
the attacks are mounted: if Chinese Communist forces attack outside of Korea the
United Command must be free to counter attack.

State Depârtment points out that in the event of an extension of hostilities of the
kind referred to they would consult with other countries, particularly those whose
troops were involved.

(b) Econôinic
The memorandum points out that the United States has applied a complete trade

émbargo and would wish the'Collective Measures Committee to explore the possi-
bility 'of recommending economic sanctions by all members of the United Nations.
The United' Statés is aware that some countries would have strong objections to a
full embargo and therefor to preserve,the. greatest unity possible would beI willing
to accept selective embargo covering key items for the Chinese Army or. directly
serving war potential - this should include petroleum products, munitions, equip-
ment and commodities' directly employed in the production of munitions: These
items are in the United States view an irreducible minimum.

Commenting on this it was pointed out that the proposals did not go further than
the present practice of the Western nations but it is considered that approval of the
present practice is desirable.

(c) Political

While the United States would consider itself justified in asking for a rupture of
relations by those countries that have already recognized Communist China they
realize such action would be just a forward gesture and would be resisted strongly
by several countries. They therefor propose that the Collective Measures Commit-
tee should recommend that no additional countries should recognize the Chinese
Communist Government and that that -Government should not be seated in any
United Nations organization.
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It i s also proposed the Committee should recommend thatm on 1 S ainsyresulting
resolution that United Nâtions should not recognize any te

g

from Chinese Communist aggression. they their
4. Commenting on these proposals State Department said in a ereater drain

adoption would hamper China in future campaigns, would result g

on Russian resources and might help to persuade China to change the terms upon
which she would be ready to negotiate a settlement. Ends.

DEA/50069-A-40

55. _ . . . , : . •

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
Unies

au représentant permanent auprès des Natio^is

Acting Secretary of State for External A,flairs
to Permanent Representative to United Nations

Ottawa, January 20, 1951
TELEGRAM 86

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

for Minister from Heeney, Begins: Further study in the DepartmHû^chf
Following
the texts of telegrams 84t and 85t of January 19 from

iMinister Chang oandth
e^
sthe summary of

ison's'S account of his interview with Vic
Panikkar's interview with Chou En-Lai do not in our opinion lbear ou^.tht Seappliesh n

the Chinese attitude is clearly aed crucial of whether the negotiation on
particular to their attttude on. th question

political issues should follow the cease-fire or not. While the Citnénuineymisunder-
erately confusing this issue, there is at least a possibility a 8, n6gotiations
standing exists and that there is a confusion in their minds bet In ^is connection
leading up to a cease-fire and negotiations on the political issue
it should be noted that Chou En-Lai is repôrted as havingthree stages 7-

said to Panikkar the1tn`é as

regards Korea, cease-fire must in practice be reached b taon"S In this connection
in principle, negotiations, on conditions and implemen agenda
Chou En-Lai quoted from the' text of the Chinese reply "no

what
out being

and substance of negotiations are if a cease-fire should be arrang^ ons
"p'receded by negotiations to determine conditions for a çease-fire hout solving lanY
after cease-fire would be drawn out in endless discussions w agreement.
problem". With this general proposition we would, I suppose, bè in
What we fear, of course, is the main political negotiations being conducted

cre i Cd^r

military duress. We have as yet no unequivocal indication that such
nese intention. While even a slender, doubt on this all important, point remains, it

should surely be cleared up.
Perhaps it is worthwhile at this point summârising our own view of what would

be an acceptable basis for opening negotiations: We'do agree with the Chinese tha

1s Sir John C. Hutchison, chargé d'affaires du Royaume-Uni en République populaire de Chine.
Sir John C. Hutchison, Chargé d'affaires of United Kingdom in4'eople's Republic of China.

16 Voir/See DBPO, Series 11, Volume IV, p. 310.
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the. first steps should be ithose which they suggest, agreement in principle to -a
cease-fire, negotiations of conditions and implementation. These negotiations
would presumably be under-taken by a new United Nations Cease-Fire Committee
and concurrently as to detail by the U.N. - military authorities on the spot. During
this period of negotiation it is to be hoped that there would be a lull in hostilities in
Korea but we could hardly demand this as a formal pre-condition as the Cease-Fire
Committee has already shown itself willing to discuss conditions for a cease-fire
with the Chinese representatives in New . York while fighting was going ; on in.
Korea. ' :.

The implementation of the cease-fire and the opening of the Seven-Power Con-
ference could be simultaneous (preparations for the conference could proceed con-
currently with the cease-fire negotiations). The conference would meet with an
agenda agreed on in advance, the first item of which would be the question of
Chinese representation in, the U.N. .

In our opinion this programme would not represent any departure from the U.N.
communication of January 13 to the Chinese Government but would be a spelling
out the practical consequences of that message. Our doubt is whether the message
has been clearly understood in these terms by the Chinese and whether they would
in fact turn down a proposition of this kind. It may be that they would do so
because they have already made up their minds in favour of war. It may be that
they are genuinely afraid of a trap by entering into which they would lose military
advantage and that when the Americans had built up forces they would break off
negotiations and return to the offensive. On the other hand, it would always be
open to the Chinese at any stage, either in the cease-fire negotiations or the confer-
ence to break off negotiations themselves and to return to the offensive. The Ameri-
can and Far Eastern Division think that there is a substantial element of fear in the
Chinese position -- that they fear a war with the U.S. but dare not show this feel-
ing. If this is so, the case is one which calls for delicate handling. The more so as
the Russians are no doubt continually playing on Chinese fears. It must be recalled
that it was the Soviet Union which jumped the gun in turning down the U.N. pro-
posals,of January 13 before the.Chinese had a chance to reply to them. As you
recall this was done by Malik in the First Committee'and also by articles in Pravda.
It may, be that some of the obscurities in the Chinese reply are dictated by their
necessity of meeting Soviet pressure (and ensuring the delivery of Soviet aid in the
event of war), while at the same time putting out faint feelers in the direction of a
peaceful solution which they may really desire. '

The above considerations all point in our view at the desirability of delaying a
condemnatory resolution in the Political Committee until further clarifications have
been obtained from Peking. Other arguments pointing in the same direction are:

(a):We'are still) relying on Hutchinson's summary of Panikkar's account of his
iriterview; with Chou En-Lai. We should certainly see Panikkar's own account of
this very important conversation with the Chinese Foreign Minister before taking
action in the Political Committee.

(b) We have' now had a reply from Nehru to the Prime Minister's message indi-
cating that Panikkar will be instructed to seek further clarification from Peking. In
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which referenc
obscurities in.the Chinese reply to e

hn a somewhatview of : the
above, we should ' await this clarification. ooea for, the ondemnatory resolution
awkward position vis-à-vis Nehru If we et clarification which we
before the Indian Ambassador in Peking had had time to g
ourselves have requested.

(c) Nehru reiterates in his latest message his view that the passage of a cond^mis

nato resolûtion would "probably make negotiated settlement impossible".'
ry full weight insofar as it affects the prospect of further attempt

view must be given
at a peaceful solution following on a condemnato ^ë pmencan side to press for-

ward

well aware of the strong pressure from
ard I with a condemnatory resolution. You will know betr't y in the Codmmltt e.

chancës they have of obtaining the necessary two-thirds majo

Me

should
anwhile, we feel that however faint may be the chances of agë bm^e Chinese to

if at all possible wait until we have a perfectly clearcut
We do not feel that, on the

the proposals of January 13 before p o
g to a

basis of the material available to us, we have at present a firm Chinese ea se-fire.
especially on the crucial point of negotiations preceding or g ,

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM 21

Le haut-comntissairé.en Inde,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in India
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New Delhi, January 22, 1951
. , ,

SECRET.. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeât Permdèl No 93.
`Reference my telegram No. 17 of January 21st.I

Menon callëd me in this afternoon to sa}i that 'there was no answerc a es Can-
panikkâr but to explain Nehru's views pending of de ae ingUn ted Nations resolu-
ada's efforts. While he acknowledges difficulty In ` out that, as in fact there
tion when Chinese procrastinate in answerin , he po;
seems to be no present fighting, there is no immediate urgency.

19th to Mr. St.
2. Nehru's telegram to Panikkar following his message of January

Laurent had to be, relayed through 'Delhi and three questions may not have gone
then in such specific form as they went yestèrday., Panikkar saw Chang Han-Fu,
General Secretary, at 7 p.m:, Sunday, prior to receiving'yesterdan clarcifca

c of three questlons without gettingfrom Menon and discussed substance,
tion, but Han-Fu promised to put them to Chou En-Lai and get earliest reply.

3. Following yesterday's cable, presumably Panikk.ar will have further interview.
4. Chinese Cabinet was in continuous session for two days before their earlier

answer.
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57. DEA/50069-A-40

Extrait d'un télégramnie du représentant permanent auprès des Natiôns'Unies "
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from.Telegram from Permanent Representative to United Nations. , . .,, . .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 92

RESTRICTED. IMPORTANT.. .

Repeat Washington No. 65.

. ... New York, January 22, 1951

KOREA
1. At the meeting of the Political Committee at 3.00 p.m., Saturday, 20th January,

the first speaker was Austin, who introduced the United States resolution. The text
of this resolution was identical with that contained in my teletype No. 87. The
United States introduced the resolution without any co-sponsors. In introducing the
resolution, Austin said: "My Government believes that the time to draw the line is
now. By stànding together in Korea we • support the United Nations Charter and
preserve the principle of collective security." The representatives of Haiti, the
Dominican Republic,'Uruguay, Greece, Colombia, Cuba, Peru, Panama and Turkey
all spoke in support of the United States resolution.

4. Much the most important statement of the day was that made by Rau of India
near the end of. the meeting. He said that Peking's reply was not an outright rejec-
tion of the cease -fire group's principles, but amounted to "partly acceptance, partly
non=âcceptance, partly a request for elucidation, and partly, a set of counter "pro-
posals": He then proceeded to examine these counter-proposals in conjunction with
the principles of the cease fire group and contended that there was room for negoti=
ation and "adjustment" between the two sets of proposals. He said that clarification
of Peking's reply was urgently needed and that the United Nations would not lose
prestige by continuing to negotiate with a government which might be considered
"a rebel against the United Nations". He pointed out that Indian leaders had
rebelled against British authority in India but that this fact had*not'prevented Brit-
ain from negotiating with these leaders, and that today "the prestige of the United
Kingdom has never stood higher in India". Rau spoke on the United States resolu-
tion only in general terms, but he made it clear that India would strongly oppose the
resolution: He asked what useful purpose would be served by merely branding the
Peking Government as an'aggressor. So far as'sanctions were concerned, he states
that "the severing of diplomatic relations will isolate China even more than at pre-
sent. E"conomic sanctions, even if feasible, will fall mainly on the people of China,
who no one desires to penalize. If so, what exactly is the purpose of this
stigmadzadonT' -,

5. Rau said that if such a policy of naming China an aggressor were adopted, "the
Present tension in the Far East would be perpetuated and would continue
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b ing that "my government is opposed to so disas-

unabated". He concluded by say

trous, a course".

DEA/50069-A-40

représentant pennanent auprès des Nations Unies
Le repr ires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affa
s^Pennanent Representative to Unite

d Nations

to Secretary of State for ^tern
a

.^`

New York, January 22, 1951

TELEGRAM 94
, ..

TOP SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 66. by Sir B.N. Rau from Indian^Amb^^dor,
Following is text of telegram received

Office. Text begins: ,.. ;
Peking' throûgh Foreign reply of Chinese Government to ' Pearson for

Please ` commûnics^e ^urent immediately =
Nehru the Prime Minister oftransmission to Mr.

We are glad to hear of the continued efforts of Mr. ace. in the east

dia for settling peacefully the Korean problem Pn fe Minister of Canada, in the
Inand of the participation of Mr. St. Laurent,

the P°
settlin

peacefully the Korean problem. With regard to the two
ints

efforts for g
raised the reply is as follows:ile that all foreign troops should be withdrawn from Korea has

1^ If the pnnc p into practice, the Central People S Government o,.^
been accepted and is being put

'
blic of China will assume the responsibility to advise the* Chinese

Péôple's, Repu
volunteers to return to China. ceful séttlement of, ,.

and the'
(2) Regârding the conclusion of the war in Koreain two steps First. A cease-Gre

the Korean problem, we think that we can proc of ^e. seven-
for a limited time-period can be agreed upon'in the' first meeting^eed further.
nation conference and put into effect so that the negotii ^^ may étely. and peace
Second step in order that the war in Korea may = conc

be ensured. All the conditions for the conclusion of h âW é ment
in East Asia may ,
be discussed in connection with the political ôr ^eeW ^^^W^ âl°. ^ oreign trooP i

from
upon the

Korea;
follow

the m proposals
The steps and measures for

roposals to the Korean people ,on the steps and measu
res

ems lves;f the
the settlement of the internal affairs, ôf Korea by, the Korean people ths

oblemsUnited States armedforces from Taiwan,ând the Tiwa i Straits
withdrawal of the
in accordance with Cairo Declaratiôn andPotsdam Declara^on+ and other p

côncerning the Far , East. ^: ,'.^; ,
j,k ' f ► ,;

^s ublic of

O3 The definite affirmative of the legitimate status of the People
Rep

China in the United Nations must be ensured. Text ends.
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'SECRET [New York], January 22, 1951

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN THE LIGHT OF CHINESE REPLY

TO QUESTIONS SENT BY MR. NEHRU -

1. Political Committee should designate some body (probably Cease Fire Group)
to consider whether, on the basis of Chinese replies, definite programmes for
cease-fire and negotiations can now be, proposed. ,

2.. Programme for cease-fire and negotiations might be considered along follow-
ing lines:

(i) Seven-power conference to be convened within one week at New York or
Lake' Success.
(ii) At the moment conference convenes, orders for ' a cease-fire (and stand-still)
to be given tô all commanders;
(iii),Conference agenda to be as follows:

(a) arrangements for cease-fire on basis of proposalst' outlined in paragraph 4
of Document A/C. 1/643;
(b) Arrangements for the establishment of a free and independent Korea;
(c) Arrangements for the withdrawal of all non-Korean troops from Korea
which shall inc[lude] ;
(d) 'Arrangements for the peaceful settlement of other Far Eastern problems.
During this part of the 'discusston, other states might be associated with the
work of the conference as found appropriate. In regard to the question of the
;representation of China in the United Nations, conference could agree to give
whatevér advice it found desirable to the United Nations Assembly.

3: Programme along the lines indicated above should then be considered by the
Political Committee, and if found acceptable, referred to Peking for its acceptance.

,!' C'était lé "Rapport du Groupe chargé de la question de la cessation des hostilités en Corée" du 2
'janvier 1951. Voir Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures, Documents sur la Crise Coréenne,
Ottawa, Imprimeur du Roi, 1951, pp. 21-31.
This was the "Report of Croup on Cease-rire in Kon-a of January 2, 1951. Sec Canada, Depart-
ment of External Affairs, Documents on the Korean Crisis, Ottawa: King's Printer, 1951, pp. 19-28.
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- Note du sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
et du représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies .

Merttôrandûtü by Secretaryof State for External Affairs
and Permanent Representative to United Nations
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des
Nations Unies

1 au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

permanent Representative to, United Nations
o State for. External Affairs

to SecretarY f
New York, JanuarY 23, 1951

j TELEGRAM ,104'.,

^RESTRICTED

Repeat Washington No. 73.

KoxEA 22nd January,Monday;

1.
At the meeting of the Political Committee at 3.00 P. -

Rau of India, who said that the Indian Amb `C^ °ôn of
Peking

rquest forthé first speaker was
had submitted to the Chinese Foreign Officôs 1seRau then proceeded to read out
points in Peking's reply to the cease-fire prop

the

the Indian
text of Peking's additional reply which had been transmitted through you the

Ambassador. In my i^ediately following teletypet en clair I am sending y
'sstatement. In the light of this further reply.from Pen^ g^cu ,

^ ôc
consultationstext of Rau

many delegations would require time forâing
url ythe he suggested that the cômmittee

obtaining new instructions and, accor rosentatives an opp°rtuntty for

should adjourn for forty-eight fuerareply from Peking.
preliminary comment on this

2.`In the discussion which followed the representatives of the Philippines, Greece,Sed the adjournment, while it
Turkey, Chile, El Salvador and the United States E^ of Israel and Fawzi Bey of
.vas supported by Jebb of the United.Kingdom,

debate a number of additional Latin American lu ion as well as
, Egypt. During this
the Philippines, reiterated their, support for the Uedébb said the communication

3. In supporting Rau's request for an adjournment face
read by Rau was "obviously of great. interest and importance" and tha

t,
ac e tting the

of it, it seemed to leave the impression that Peking had come u,s o rcplY• Eban spoke
ceasé-fire principles than had been indicated by Rau required close study and
more cautiously, but said that tttie'document read by Fawzl ;ntervened several
that, for this reason, the committee might well adjourn.
times to support the proposal for adjournment and urged the commit. resist

t
.

"outside pressures" which were ` trying to push it forward into hasty action
4'. In opposing the adjournment Romulo said that the committee cou

ld
textoof the

quately study the message read by Rau unless. it was also given theuestions andthe q
questions addressed by the Indian Government to Peking. B

oth
n^n e of the matter.

"the reply were needed by the c°^in^ s ess on of
to

the text ôf India's commun ►ca
po-

tionTo to
this PekRaumreplied that he was po

and that he had already given to the committee "a11 the,matertals
g. , ..r . , .

have". ' .
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• 5. In attacking the motion for adjournment'Austin made an angry and emotional
statement which dismissed the communication cead by Raû as being "not much_
more than a postal card". He also charged that this reply from Peking was a"trans-
parent effort to divide the free world". Austin spoke contemptuously of those mem-
bers of the - committee who - attached importance to this communication and who
wanted to "hug it to their bosoms". Meanwhile, ! the "very large majority" of the
committee who supported the United States resolution should get on with the
"pending business" - i.e., adopt the United States resolution.

6. The substance and tone'of Aust'in's outburst were so provoking that it no doubt
influenced a number of delegations, who had not yet made up their minds, to sup-
port the motion for adjournment. In any case, the motion was finally approved by
the committee by a vote of 27 in favour, including Canada, 23 against, and 6
abstentions. The vote was by show of hands and it was not possible to check the
vote of each delegation..However, all the Commonwealth countries, except New
Zealand and Australia, supported the motion for adjournment, as did France and
the Soviet bloc. Australia and Belgium abstained and New Zealand voted against
the adjournment. Nearly all the Latin.Americans voted with the United States
against the motion, while the Arab and Asian delegations naturally,supported it.

7. The next meeting' of the 'committee will accordingly be at 3.00 p.m., Wednes-
day, 24th January.

61. DEA/50069-A-40

Permanent Representative to United Nations

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Io Secretary of State for Extenzal Affairs

TEt.MRAM 100 New York, January 23, 1951
L!> . . , ' ' .

. . • . • . .

SECREr. MOST IMMcntATc.

Repeat Washington No. 70.
Reference my immediately preceding tclctype.

Rau asked me to come and see him this morning, saying that he now had views
as to the néxt step to be taken in the Political Committee as a result of the most
recent communication from Peking. He gave me a copy of a draft resoliition,t text
of which is given in my immediately preceding teletype. He said that he had
received clearance from his government to propose this resolution, and that the
eleven Asian states were prepared to be associated with him in proposing it. Asian
states were meeting him at six o'clock this evening, and decision would then be
taken whether or not to propose this resolution when Political Committee meets
tomorrow (Wednesday).

2. Rau said that he had no idea what the United States reaction would be to this
Proposal, and he had rather hoped that you would be prcpared to discuss it with the
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tive, the poss>b > > Y re mi
seven-power conference to establ;^^W^ffls^ ^d proceed with the discus

e for w the lines of the memorandumsettlement in Korea, ^angoblems. (I spoke along' rosals of this
sion of other cease-fire P Rau said that.they,had considered p po
which I gave to you yesterday.) ^ed to amend the seco
kind and that his Asian colleagues were prep

he thought he
lution in almost exac

nd Asian reso-

tly the terms I had mentioned. He did not
at the

buto do
ere your

this.
view that a coursemoment have instructions which would en able f ttw

m clearance. ûes would sen
might be able to obtain the neces^f ble, he and his Asiane^^t ^ere were certain
of action along these lines were p

-

He ^id howe .in that manner. said,
t in mind. A communicaously consider proceeding lY.disadvantages to this course of action th

at
ested wou d necessitate

The r

a delay for repfor
tion to the Chinese along the lines sugg ht ^ necessary

ep1y would probably be equivocal, and a furtherroPoela^l iontained in the draft

further clarification: The principal advantage of the p
did not, hoW-which he gave me was that it would get around the delay and, frustration causcd

by

a sequence of communications back and forth acrosse the Po which course of action
ever, seem to have strong views one way or the oth

t

y S. ' .
would be preferable. would send you immediately the text of his draft rcsolution

5. 1 told Rau that I
onversation.

fire must precede a nego^a g tiation,
^ce should take place

where the htnegotia
have.to

tions be aabout
subject'

the
of

cease
neg lace. TO

that the cease-fire itself mig
• ent , even in principle, of

been specifieda seven-power conference before any comm
create difficulty.

the cease-fire had been taken might
for aof Phe and his Asian colleagues had considered, iâ n^terna-

4, I asked Rau whether roP°sing a rather more precise fo
d then to

rmu arrange a peaceful

78
said that he.was anxious also to have the el^ of

United States delegation•.He sai ues this afternoon.
comment and advice before he met his Asian Ônlis to pro vide for, immediate

your
conference;

be to clarify thect of the draft reso
a conference to3. You will notice that effe object of which will

of a•, seven-powerconvoking In o^er `'^ords, it would
obscurities in the Chinese position.: for a cease-fspire and for a Far ^^s of ^fer-
determine whether or not negotiations ite of its limited terms

could take place. I remarked to Rau that, in rinci le that a cease-
ht appear to concede the p P

' tin conference.
We had of course always recognizedence, a conference of this kind mig and it had never

and an account of our c. .. ,
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SECRET
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DEA/50069-A-40

Note du chef de la Direction des Nations Unies .

Memorandum by Head, United Nations Division

[Ottawa], January 23, 1951

KOREA

The following, is the text of a note which I received from the Minister in mid
âfternôon, January 23. In accordance with the Minister's instructions, I telephoned
the message immediately to Mr. Riddell.

"Will you tell Mr. Riddell that the P.M. is very interested in the detailed propos-
als fora 7 Power Conference along the lines of our memo - though to meet the

^^ U.S.A. position we should emphasize that other countries would be included for
particular, questions. He would not mind my putting the idea in my speech but
wôuld hope that a Resolution would be sponsored by the Asians - or, by a group,
U.K., Canada, France, etc. - letting the U.S.A. know and emphasizing that this
.was a 48 hour take it or leave it proposition.

A general Resolution such as that suggested by Rau would not do from our point
of view. Riddell should get into touch with Rau accordingly -'emphasizing that
the delay would not be for more than 48 hours and the resolution must be drawn in

" such terms that a definite acceptance or rejection must be received within that time.
I would hope that Rau would accept responsibility for this but if not it should be
put in tomorrow by some one if it is to be any use."

JOHN W. HOLMES

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM 97-7 -

, au représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies,
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State for Extenurl Affairs
to Permanent Representative to United Nations

Ottawa, January 23, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEntArE.

Following for Riddell from Holmes, Begins: The following is the Minister's rough
draft resolution which I mentioned to you on the telcphone:

f^'!,!'Having received the observations of the Central People's Government of the
people's Republic of China to the statement of principles submitted to it by the
Chairman of the Political Committee on January 11, and taking into account the
Astatement of the Delegate of India reporting a clarification that his Government had
received from Peking on certain points of that reply, the Political Committee rec-
ommênds the tollowing programme for a cease-fire in Korea and a peaceful scttle-
ment of Korean and Far Eastern problems:_. ; . ,
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of the following seven powers to be convened
PeOp S Repusb-

U.S.A., U.K., Fr::(1)• A conference o U.S.S.R.,
or New Delhi on (approx. Feb. 5):
lic of China, India and Egypt. this conference to those concerned that there

(2) Immediate instructions from 9 hours.ithin twenty-^ou
drarrangements onshould be a cease-fire and stand-still in Korea w fire-

the
anent cease

cease-fire group of January 11,(3) The negotiation at once of a more permanent
the basis of the plan submitted in the report
this arrangement to remain in effect until superseded

by a
arrangement is broken by

lineü

ither

below. (
It isunderstood that if a cease-fire arrang

sidé, it is null and void). rinci les
(4) A peaceful solution of Korean problems in accordance with the pl l,nd with-

down

laid

in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the statement of shall include Chinesenationals
• drawal from Korea of non-Korean forces, wmc given some responsi

ested that UNCURK should b N^d that it would be
and forces. (The Minister sugg

` bility for the solution of Korean problems ^m^ ^hed w ^°^ in some way fo'rthis
necessaryfor Peking representatives t . . :

pùrpose).' ara ra h 4 of the
discussion of Far Eastern problems in accordnc^é with

of.thé Centralreq5. The
above statement, and as the fi rstfi ite affirmationl of the legitimate status of the PWé`

p
éd' Nations. For this ône^pven poPeople's Government for a de

representation

conference
• ublic of

would take
China in-the Unitle s Republic

^.the place ^é Athe
ssembly bly o

which was instructed to report to
(6) In the discussion at the above conference of such subject^e the i^iÿe^on-1^

tion of China in the U.N. or the status of Formosa, any Govern
cerned shall be invited to participate.(le's GovPeo

7) This recommendation to be transmitted at once forry
Central

hôurs of its
ernment with an indication that a reply is required withinbe convened on the date fixed.
receipt in Peking in order that the conference may

Ends.

64.

DEA/50069-A-40

^ Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exténeu

Permanent Representativeesentative to United Nations
airs

to Secréta' o State for Ezterna^ Aû
}rY,, f, , , sr l,

23 1951

TELEGRAM 109'

M 0-r IMMEDIATE. 1, 1, ' ;• >'

New Yorht January •

SECRET. °

s '
, :^ ►

Rep eat Washington No 77 i(Immediate):
Reference to teletype No: 97 ` frôm Holmes, ând to instructions telephoned by.

k tlu afteinoonHolmes at four o cl__ s . ; ^ ; ., ^•,.^ , , . ^ r . ^ ^
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1. In view of indications which we have now received from various sources of the
vigorous and apparently uncompromising opposition by-the United States Govern-
ment to any effort to seek clarification of recent Çhinese communication through
Panikkar at the expense of further delay in dealing with their. resolution, I have
hesitated to carry, out your instructions precisely. It has seemed to me that if I com-
municated to Rau the details of a resolution as contained in your tèletype No. 97,
and encouraged him in too forthright a manner to have the resolution tabled, that
we would in effect be committed to supporting it. This commitment might prove
embarrassing, in view of the fact that it may be difficult to get the Asian States to
accept all of the points contained in our resolution.
..2. In these circumstances, I told Rau that I had heard from you to the effect that

yôu were in favour of seeking further clarification on the Chinese position by some
method, that you thought a resolution along the lines that I had already. indicated
. would be a useful way of doing so, that the effect of such a resolution would, how-
ever, be lost if it were opposed uncompromisingly by the United States, that we had
no idea at the moment whether the United States would be prepared to acquiesce in
a resolution along the lines we had suggested, or even in any modification of such a
resolution. It seemed necessary therefore, before a decision, was taken as to, the
method by ^ which a. further clarification ^ should be sought from the Chinese, to
determine whether.the United States delegation would modify the decision which it
was now taking. I added that, if any resolution along the lines indicated were put
in, you felt very strongly that it should have a forty-eight hour time limit, as sug-
gested in paragraph 7 of your telegram under reference.

65. , DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

: .. ^ ,, . , . .
'Ambassador in United States

to'Secretciry of State for External A,fjirs

TELEGRAM WA-280 Washington, January 23, 1951

KOREA

.1. Dean Rusk, Assistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs, phoned Ignatieff this
morning to express State Department perplexity at the way in which the latest mes-
: sage from the Chinese Communist Government had been announced publicly in
the Political Committee yesterday. Rusk said that it was understood in the State
Depactment that the message, which had come in some time in the forenoon, had
been the subject of discussion between certain delegations, but that the first notice
the United, States Government (which was most directly concerned) had of this
message was the statement made by Sir Benegal Rau in the Political Committee.
This procedure, Rusk said, resulted in a disagreeable reaction in Washington. He
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any complaint against any

added that the purpose of his remarks was not to lay took exception to
individuals, but merely to report a fact that the State Department

the procedure which had been followed•' to the State Departm It
ent to have an

2. Rusk went on to saÿ that itwould bè helpful
eived by Sirand si nificance to be attached to the Peiping g message

indication of the status g e had been
was the State Departmént understanding that the messae S^te Department would

Bene al Rau from the Indian Amb
oral

assador iné made to Panikkar in. the course of a
g 1y to cer-

like to know whether é^ W^ a more formal written reply, made in re
conversation or wheth
tain questions put in writing to Peiping.

comment on the substance of th'Peipg was s drawn toRusk did not offer any Ignatieff s attention
conversation with Hayden Raynor, however, which he said was a

' Reston's article on the front page of the
New YorkSTénDép^ènt reactions. Raynor

; fairly accurate reflection of some of the initial int of view, it would be hoped that
went on to say that, from the United States po ^5^, not

résolution now pending before the Political Committ3 efulsetlement. OnPethe reso ossibilities of reaching
closing the door, however, to the possibilities membership for the 7-power
a point of detail, Raynor observed that the prop
group could not be acceptable to the United States Governmenncerned in any of the

worked out both byber of Governments whose interests souton^ ght be
negotiations envisaged. He thought that ^ well a s altering the membership
changing ' the nucleus of the proposed

ab
group

being discussed. Thus. Francevern-according to the different subjects of the agenda
to artici ate in any discussion of Indo-China, the^ â

a

1Ôrovisionomight
would have p P
ment woûld need to participate in thedland New

Formosa
in the discussion of

have to be made for participation of Au stralia

some Far Eastern questions. nding gui'

4. We have withheld comment on the State Departmen'part uint^ messages
dance from you on what may be, said concerning our

th Pei in. Ignatieff merely undertook to draw Rusk's comment to
exchanged w1 P g ..^ ï
; your attention.

` 66.

... r,.,..a,,.y Éif state for Externul Afjtrs
Ambassador in' United States

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
extérieures

au secrétaire d'État

, ^ . ...._ - . . F.^. ^ . , .

January 23, 1951

, TELEGRAM WA-293
Washington,

.t.^-+ .
...-9r:

= SECRET: MOST IMMEDIATE. -t
.:, , ..

Repeat Permdel No. 56 (Immedlate
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KOREA.r

1. After lunch, Jack Hickerson'got in touch with us by telephone to say that it had
been decided that the United States delegation would be instructed to press for the
adoption of the condemnatory resolution pending before the, Political Committee.

2. The latest message from Peiping had been analyzed in the State Department
and the only new content, in their opinion, was the idea that the cease-fire should
be the first item on the agènda of a 7-power conference which would be called to
discuss a broad agenda of Far Eastern questions. The United States view of a cease-
fire, he said, still remained unchanged; it should be accepted outright by all con-
cerned and the details worked out between the military commands in the field. The
negotiations now suggested seemed to provide for a temporary cease-fire with the
Chinese Communist forces apparently reserving the right to resume hostilities any
time the negotiations on the other matters proved unsatisfactory to them. Hickerson
said the United States insisted that negotiations should not be under duress.

3.' Hickerson also said that he would not be frank if he did not say that the State
Department had been surprised that there had been no consultation with the United
States before an approach had been made to Peiping for clarification of their posi-
tion on the cease-fre. He said that it was quite realized that the governments were
at liberty to make approaches of this kind, but, in the view that any negotiations
with Peiping should be under United Nations auspices and under conditions
approved by the General Assembly and not under the auspices of a select group of
governments. Hickerson said the United States would oppose any further
approaches under United Nations auspices to the Peiping Government with regard
to a cease-fire.

67. , DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
d l'ambassadeur aux, États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

1EiECRAM EX-177 I

SECRET.. IMMEDIATE.

Repeât Permdel No. 110 (Important).

KOREA

Ottawa, January 25, 1951

Your telegrams No. WA-280 and 293 of January 23.
'1:-You may explain to Rusk and Hickerson the following circumstances in con-

nection with the latest message from Peking.
2: Our inquiry was in no sense a negotiation with the Peking Government. We

were puzzled by the obscurities in the first Chinese reply, and as we had no channel
through which to seek clarification directly, the Prime Minister quite naturally
asked Mr. Nehru if Panikkar might be able to find out the real intentions of the
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one else assumed, that Panikkar and other

Chinese. We assumed, as no doubt every 1•
pe^ng would be.trying to find out what tlh^ehinese meant

by

representatives .m much surpris^ ourselves when
P Y came back in

'. St. Laurent from Chou En-Lai. The replytheir reply. We were ;very
what seemed to be a direct• reply to Mr

Thiswas a formal written,communication.
^smittéd to Rau in New York who eke Succe sy There

3. The reply was before we left for as we hadreached us late Monday morning, not long

w

^icularly
as, therefore, no time to discuss the matterd ad t I^dnnot cônsider, furthermore,

first to consider the attitude which we wouldWhich, in the form in whichéve cto con-
that I had the right to pass on a messagein the first place to Rau. There was no time
aPpeared to be addressed would be présented, and we did not

^ It was my
sider fully with Rau how this public the message.

Lake Success that Rau intended to make, P The reason I did notericans
intention; of course, to discuss the matter ^é ehW^ not time. after our arrival, and,
speak to them before the meeting was ^a to Gross. It is

fu

ram
rthermore, I learned that Jebb had shown thetle^^ ôft^é message first from

not quite true to say that the U.S. Government as anyoné else, with
Raus statement. They were given as much advance warning for transm!tting
the exception of the U.K. who happen^ to be the technical agents.

the message to Rau.
4. You should

discuss
remind Rusk that at a meeting last Friday in N o^e°S k^sent that

possible amendment of the U.S. resolution, I told Gross and the
r

of the
the prime Minister was in communication with Nehru about the ûniil jü S before
Chinese reply. That was all there was to be sa^d on the s J

Monday's meeting. ation to give the Americans

,,5-1 see no reason at all why we were under any oblig onweal gov
f an informal exchange of messages with another Commad m de d the m

-
-

full details o
ernment. As for consulting the Amenca about d, even to the extent of producing
selves so clear on the subject of the Chinese reply, any clarification
a precipitate rejections that there was really

^ point ô^e Chinese rep1Y, and
of their views. We had certain doubts about
they obviously had none.

Y ou

a véry

°
ou mi8hti also point out to the State Department that Mo

nday
Peking, we6.

difficult
morning for us. Before receiving the unexpected reply from lic reported

shock of Gross's apparent revision of U.S. Po Y o
had had the unpleasant
in the morning papers, about which we had had co

no advance notice *
uld not mention thel^ matter to

consider, as well as the message^rom Peking,
discuss our situation thoroughly with

anyone until I had had an oppo Y

Ottawa. lo etic about our actions.
7, We consider that we have no reason at all to be ap^on that We are passing

You should be careful to avoid, furthermore, any gg

any blame on to the Indians.
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PCO

Extrait "des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], January 24, 1951

INTERNATIONAL SITUATION; RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

42. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that recent developments in
the United Nations with respect to the Korean problem seemed to indicate that the
United States had never been truly convinced of the wisdom of the United Nations
accepting the Statement of Principles which had been submitted to Communist
China some time ago. Although the first reply from Peiping had seemed at first
glance to be unsatisfactory to the point of being unacceptable, subsequent clarifica-
tions obtained through the Indian Ambassador to Communist China had indicated
,that the door was not closed to further negotiations. U.S. representatives, however,
were not inclined to accept these clarifications as the basis for further negotiations
or the actual calling of a peace conference but were still pressing for adoption of a
resolution condemning Communist China as an aggressor and calling upon the
Collective Measures Committee to recommend what further steps should be taken.
The U.S. resolution, as introduced in the First Political Committee, had been modi-
fied to meet, partially at least, the views of the United Kingdom, Canada and other
member nations. The U.S. position in,this matter had been supported only by the
Latin-American countries, Turkey, Greece and the Philippines:

` If, and when the U.S. resolution came to a vote, it was recommended that the
Canadian representative should voice Canada's interpretation of the true meaning
of the resolution which was to the effect that Communist China had, in fact,
assisted belatedly in an aggression which had been committed originally in June of
last year bÿ the North Koreans and that adoption of the resolution would in no

. manner grant automatic authorization to the Unified Command to carry out active
operational engagements against Chinese territory. With these reservations, it was
suggested that Canada should vote for the resolution as a whole.

43. The Minister of National Health and Welfare said that whether or not the
rëply submitted by Commûnist China was sincere this whole episode had had, as a
practicafresult, the effect of causing a regrettable divergence of views bétween the
,United States and Canada. Every care should be taken to avoid any; widening of
`this rift'and indeed everything should be done to facilitate complete unity of views
between western democracies.

44. The Prime 11linister said that when the U.S. resolution was put to a vote,
Canada should vote for it with an explanation as outlined by Mr. Pearson since the
fact could not be avoided that Communist China had aided the aggressor in Korea.

45. Mr. Pearson said it was possible that Asian members might sponsor a resolu-
tion calling for the establishment of a four-power conference to review far eastern
questions generally. Such a conference would include Russia, the United Kingdom,
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Communist China. it seemed inadvisable
Canada

1n
the United States and resented, since the participation of
port such a resolution, if p er while hostilities

cc ontinued in Korea seemed clearly

a conference of this character
the Secretary of

'net,
after further discussion, noted the report Nations. respecting

46.
unaccept

The

able.
Cab inet,

the•

State for External Affairs on recent developments at the

the Korean problem.

DEA/50069-A-40

69 rès des Nations Unies
représentant permanent aup

Extrait d'un télégramme du
au seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

front Permanent Répresentative to Unitèd Nations
^Extract from telegramto Seeretaryof Staté for External A.ffarrs

New York, January 25; 1951

the committee today, j. p• 9

Repeat Washington No. 85.

KOREA 24th lanuary,m. yesterday
At the meeting of the Political Committee at •^osolution as being essential to

Austin pressed for adoption of the United States
the unifiedurit . He stated that "if any one of us is atta Vkdeé, ^ch of us

preserve collective sec y
would in that situation desperatëly ask the United theoattack. How can ^'

bring
support

that

of every other government mthe world to
ut for our own countries? Only by a determination to take united

t

action to support each other faithfully and vigorously pe en• an act o aggression

occurs." Austin also analyzed the édditioNol: r105)^ and dismissed this as being
meeting of 22nd January (my teletype ,• • . ,

"another rejection" of the cease fire principles.

Asian-Arab states circulated a revision of th
eir

During the meeting the twelve ' et had the opponunlty to

m

but none of them` have y teletypeprevious draft resolution,
ally introduce it. The text of this new Asian resolution is i oâ^thne nextm eting of

No: 118.1' it is expected that Rau will formally m
uc

00• 25th January.

RFSTRICTED

7

I

I
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affaire

TELFGttAM 131 New York, January 26, 1951

Repeat Washington No. 91.

KOREA

1. The Political Committee held a' meeting this morning (26 January) and
adjourned until tomorrow morning without holding an afternoon meeting. The rea-
son for the adjournment was a Latin-American suggestion that, as today is "Repub-
lic of India Day", it would be a courtesy to India not to meet in the afternoon. This
was adopted without discussion, and the meeting rose at 2 p.m.

2. The first speaker at today's meeting was Mr. Pearson. A fairly full summary of
his statement is- contained in press release GA/PS/422 on the United Nations tele-
printer. I shall send you by bag copies of the verbatim transcript of Mr. Pearson's
statement as delivered.'g

3. Apart from Mr. Pearson's statement, by far the most important other statement
toda}► was that of Eban of Israel, who spoke in a very similar manner. I am com-
menting separately on Eban's statement and on other behind-the-scenes develop-
ments today.
.4. There are still a number of representatives on the Speaker's list, and it is by no

means certain that`a vote will take place tomorrow, although this seems quite possi-
ble if two meetings are held. It also seems probable that, prior to voting on either
the United States or Asian resolutions, a procedural battle will develop as to which
of these resolutions has priority in the vote. The Asian group have introduced their
present resolution in the form of a revision of their resolution of 12 December, and
will argue,that for this reason it has priority over the United States resolution.

"Voit Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures, Déclarations et discours, 1951, N° 2.

See Canada, Department of Externat Affairs, Statements and Speeches, 1951. No. 2.
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nt auprès des Nations Unies
Le représentant per^ne extérieures

au secrétàire d'État aux Affaires

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for ^1e^l Aff ^

New York, JanuarY 26, 1951

SECREr

Repeat Washington No. 92. and later Sir Benegal Raufirst lamali of Iraq
1: After my statement this morning,roup would be considering this afternoon^^^nmé h ow I

told me that the Asian group I had made. They both resolution ortheir resolution to incorporate points sin a g ny an new
suggestions made byfelt about this. I said that we ourselves were not proPo

any amendments to existing resolutio, but that naturally inted out
could be utilized by any other delegationâif fosa^^ ô e^e-r^

our delegat^ estions reg arding programme
them both that in making the sugg ramm e might be taken up by the

and negotiation, I had had in mind that this progimmediately it was established. I agreed• h b e ve
r,

Good offices Comm^tt^e
these p

oints were incorporated in the Asian resol
ution,

totth's course was that if the

more
support than' it will at present. One objection ,wim the ^endments now sug-

Âsiân 'resolution was voted on first, a lt foreth^G^d offices Committee later t ogested, it might be a little more difficPeking Government. This, however, was not
put forward those suggestions to the int-blank

lt
of'any great substance, I thought. Sir Benegal asked me pome

difficu y
whethe

lines
r we would support the Asian resolution if itwire°am^é fo rm̂ of the resolu-

of our suggestions. I said that that would depend enure y
finally

on it. It would lbe difficult for un^ ô^ Ûppo^
tion as the Asians Y

op 'P° se it, and it might even be drafted,in a Wn of rion'ty ofv otgn
command

the two

if, in fact, it were voted on first: This nC^^ing im^^nCe" and we are not certain

resolutions, is, indeed, becoming o

here what course we should follow in reB^Un ted States delegatio
2. After the morning meeting, Gross of

Committee
the British had p

n told me that

roposed to them certain amendments to their r
esolutiontion which

would have the effect of suspending action by the Âssembl They forwarded
until the Good offices Committee had reported at a Cabinet
this suggestion to Washington where it was considered Sthis

ecretary
morning

of State. wash-
meeting and was rejected both by the President and which the cease-
ington, however, has agreed to an alteration of their resolution

by the G^ Offices
fire group in its work would take into consideration f^p°^^ mis.

Committee. Gross did not think they would
lained to me the latest attitude of hisif it3. Afterwards I had lunch with Jebb who explained that

Government toward the United States resolution, and their feeling
:l:

. . .
^

.. .. <. . -i -i
^^. ,. i ^..^

{ ^^^ ♦ ^ é . i
. ♦
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could be amended along the lines of the Israeli proposal,19 and if it could be made
clear that there would be. no consideration of Collective Measures, until the Good
Offices Committee had reported, they. would approve it. On the other hand, if these
amendments could not be accepted, they would vote against the United States reso-
lution, and they felt that several other delegations would support them in this
course. I suggested to Jebb that the American reluctance to accept their amendment
might be lessened if they attached a time limit to the work of the Good Offices
Committee, say three'or four weeks, and he said he would pass on this idea to
London. I also pointed out to him that the amendment which 'the Americans had
agreed to accept did, in fact, seem to accomplish what they wish, because it would
mean that the Collective Measures Committee could be suspended until there was
something to report to it from the Good Offices group. He was interested in this,
and said that he hoped that his Government might, in the light of this interpretation,
be satisfied with the United States amendment, if Washington would not accept
anything else:

4.. So far as we are concerned, I think that we should support the United Kingdom
and Israeli amendments to the United States resolution if they are submitted or,
alternatively,^ the United States amendment if that is all we can get. I should add
that the Americans have also agreed to accept a small change to paragraph 2 which
would alter the words "has rejected" to "has not approved", or something like that.
This would maké it possible for us to support that paragraph on which, ' in its pre-
sent form, we would abstain.
,'5. I think that if the United States resolution can now be put in an amended form

incorporating United Kingdom and Israeli ideas, it will get a very large majority.
Otherwise; I think that though it will command 2/3 majority, there may well be 20
or 23 votes against and abstentions.

6: Mÿ own feeling is that things are moving at the moment in a better direction,
and that there is still some possibility of a resolution which, by combining a con-
demnation with stronger provisions for cease-fire and negotiation, will command a
very great measure of support indeed. This would, of course, be the most desirable
result and we will do our best to bring it about. We should know pretty well where
we stand on these matters tomorrow afternoon.

t

' 19 La délégation israélienne a proposé un amendement à la résolution des Ùats-Unis visant à inverser
a l'^dre des paragraphes 8 et 9.
Ille Israeli delegation proposed an amendment to the United States' resolution which reversed the
order of paragraphs 8 and 9.
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72.

IMMEDIATE of Canadian statement in
Tremblay over telephone forMinister has given permission to use following summary

t effortsrequested earlier by sis of firsFirst Committee today which was ith analyBegins: Statement began w
transmission to posts abroad, l lth, Peking note January 17th
of cease-fire group, statement of principles January of remainder follows.

clarification through India. Direct summary
and subsequent cPolitical Committee would have been wise consider
Canadian delegation believes
s^ point programme as test China's real intentions. dom, France, USSR, India,tes, United King
- (1) Immediate conference United Sb usbusiness appointment Cease-Fire Committee

e immediateEgypt, People's Republic; (2) Fust ng
United -States, People's Republic and members UNCURK â efu so ution Korean
U Conference to consider pe 4) Discussionprinciples; (cease-fire before other items; (3)

could only
problems and withdrawal aza raforeign h 5troops as in

statement pn
statement

nc^pl (Conference
Far East problems. as in p g p special interest would p^-

5,Governments with sto Peking and
express, view on representa United Nations to transmit programme
ticipate. as appropriate; (6).
request answer 48 hours after receipt. aske

cedure worthwhile Canadian Prime Ministe
r

cons derTo ascertain such pro Canada would have liked see
India address clarification questions Peking.
ation given some, such programme as outlined. ' objective. Might lead discussionreachingAsian resolution -- is not best method s crif cing basic principle cease-fire first.
general questions without cease-fire,- decision on it difficult if one accepts sense responsi

United States resolution lead. Duty not dis
bility under Charter and understanding where resolution may

Even in present
patience has be

charged by joining in moral condemnation. difficult situation Canada
maintain peace through United Nations.efforts find peaceful honourable solution of conflict and di -
believes in continuing otiations if
ferences with China. We should be ready hold door

^ hn for
United

further ng
States resolution

reason believe successful. Could wish d^cussions could continue regardless this
broader but if China has not closed door
resolution. Statement of principles still stands. ^icipating

Canada supports resolution since cannot deny fact h Ssimpossible until particiPatwn
in aggression. China must understand settlement po Peking regime but call
ended. Resolution not declaration war nor intention destroy ni^ possibilitY
Peking desist aggression engage peaceful settlement. Should recog

New York, January 26,

DEA/50069-A-40

. . Permanent Repres rterpinl Affairs
éntative to United Nations ,

secrétaire a
Le représentant

permanént auprès des Nations Unies
^ , Affaires extérieuresleu at a

TELEGRAM,134,

I ,to Secretary of.State for
1951
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China imprisoned by own dogma and thinks acting self-defence. Should give fur-
ther assurance our intentions.

' Collective Measures Committee should recognize free world forces are limited
and free world as. whole under menace greater than Chinese. Should be aware
Soviet complicity ° Korea. Must not be distracted into war with country when' no
basic grounds quarrel. Committee'should have major objective peaceful settlement
issues which can be settled while strengthening United Nations effôrt Korea.
Should show wisdom restraint.

Canada's view resolûtion doesn't givé'Unified Command Pacific any authority
not already pôssessed.

considered judgment Canadian delegationSome features resolution don't carry
although will vote for resolution as whole, reserving position on amendments.and
paragraph two. Delegation thinks presentation such resolution when possibility
negotiation with China not exhausted is premature and unwise. Supporting because
main purport is condémn Chinese assistance aggressor. United Nations cannot
ignore such defiance. Canada` has honest differences with United States will con-

'tinue'press policies conducive peaceful settlement Far East. Text ends.

73. DEA/50069-A-40

Le haut-conunissaire en Inde
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conunissioner in India
Io Secretary of Stale for Extenuzl Affairs

New Delhi, January 28, 1951

Top SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

My telegram No. 30 of January 27th.
Repeat Most Immediate to the Minister in New York.

= The Prime Minister asked me to transmit to our Prime Minister following mes-
sage received from Panikkar. Message begins:

For the Prime Minister. I saw Chou En-Lai today at 3:30 p.m. and had an hour's
discussion with him about your message. I explained to him at some length the
necessity of consolidating world opinion by an affirmation of China's desire for
peace and her adherence to the principle of settlement through negotiation. This

' was already known to friendly countries but needed to be emphasized in order to
reach, as wide a circle as possible and that "a conciliatory' statement made in a
Proper way would rouse popular enthusiasm and produce favourable results in neu-
tral and friendly countries". Chou, after expressing appreciation of your sentiments
and determination for a peaceful settlement, said "as to Premier Nehru's suggestion
that, we make a statement to mobilize world opinion, we believe it is correct. At the
Proper time we shall do so. But we must not, repeat not, allow such a statement to
be taken as a sign of weakness by opponents to peaceful settlement". He elaborated
this point by citing United States pressure on Canada and others. Canada had origi-
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sals and in that belief they replied to queries

nally supported Commonwealth proPo he charges, was due to an
of St. Laurent. The present change in Canadian attitude,

States to put pressure on China to make fu
rther

d^ when we
attempt by the United S lementation of cease-fire. He added
especially with regard to prior imp lad and willing to cooperate but

eaceable efforts by Canada we were g 1n to
heard of. p ed their position under American pressure and are tryg
now they have chang

e^e Alnerica". a suitable moment fortrap us and app
2. Chou did not, repeat not, therefore, consider the present

tement. He drew attention to Chairman Mn ^on ^ropo ^ means
a conciliatory sta for and what the 12 P
yesterday "what India has been workingand we are willing to co-operate. But those who

i^tion Support
are not,

is a genuine peace's demands to condemn us and at the sanie time talk of
g

'America enuinely for peace9-
repeat not, working g doubt America has been putting

3, ,I tried to explain that, while no, repeat a°not forget that her associates weret
pressure on her associates, we ^hi â^eW atten 1ôn to the British Ambassador's repre-
equally putting pressure on her . corrupt as received) Tru-
sentation to the State Departmen^ï gc ^^ â r

the
esult has been repudiated. I saidtthe

man's declaration about Formosa public
t on America behind

there

at

not,the ePCeeat not be misled bywas much more pressure pu and he should
inénts would lead one to suppose
appearances. accepting some part of United Nations

4. They could put this pressure on only by
üop,position.5. Chou replied that, if any attempt is made to combine condemnation of China

China could not, repeat not, accept it. The po
with proposal for conference, for which

le. Question is a seven nation conference
a basis exlsts

he said, is simple.
we should not, repeat not, complicate Îndia and that further examination and

6. 1 said that this was position taken by
be at conference. After redevising offer of conf^h^

discussion should t America
temporary cease-fire in order to facilitate negotiation, Chou saidotiation- 1re without settling the basis for neg

so that
a e1 andsourwants is a ceasef

ma y prolonged endlessly. It is because of ou^hondesi epeaCe that
y corrupt) nations genuinely

regard for this country 1'n(grouP. enuine
we a reed to have, cease-fire at first meeting of cone ^f n n^l q éSun ^f a state-

g
peace effort on the part of Ch1nâ . I went back tor' time he would make it but We
ment by him and he replied again that a i^ Spâ éP the wrong impression that we are
do not, repeât not, desire to give the Un ,..

on other countries".tting pressure
YOU to all peacewéàkening because it is pu ,.,

He desired me to convey these sentiments to you and through y

loving countries. , , 1 1,

Firstly, China will consider a resolutlon condemning I sug-

ossibilit
of peaceful settlement will thereby be finally extinguisuh'ded^t^r friendly

gest, should be made unmistakably clear to the Commonwealth

countries.

8. Following are my impressions: her as a hostile act and

C(

re
ei

n^
rr,
tr

7
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-Secondly, China is willing for an immediate conference on basis of 12-nation
resolution and would not, repeat not, enter into further elucidation and explanation.
except at conference.

Thirdly, it is significant that in contrast to Soviet delegation objection, Chou did
not, repeat not, raise any points regarding the suggestion that time and place of
meeting should be settled by the President, but they have already made it clear that
they will not, repeat not, go to America.

- I am convinced that this is the last opportunity for peaceable negotiation and the
Chinese believe that they have gone to maximum length to meet suggestions from
friendly countries, particularly India.- American pressure on countries which were
inclined to be friendly and weakness shown by Canada and, in some measure, by
Britain have stiffened Chinese attitude,'as they feel that America desires to humili-
ate them first before any negotiations take place. Message ends:

74. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies ..
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. . : ^
TELEGRAM 135 New York, January 28, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 93.
Follôwing from the Minister, Begins: After talking to the Prime Minister last night
on the telephone, I changed my plans and decided to remain here until tomorrow
afternoon in the hope that the vote would be taken then on the Korean resolution.
Mr. St. Laurent felt that in"view'of the more understanding attitude of the United
States in the last fewdays, shown in Aûstin's statement before the Political Com-
mittee yesterday, and in the amendments which they are now willing to accept to
their draft resolûtion, we could give that resolution stronger support than previ-
ouslj►.'He also hoped that the United Kinsdom and France could now vote for it,
and indicated that if Fcould 'do anything to this end in New York, it would be a
good move. Consequently, this morning I tried to get Sir Gladwyn Jebti to discuss
with him recent United States moves and our hope that United Kingdom réaction to
them wâs favourable: I was unable to do this as Jebb was out of town, but Mr.
Riddell passed on ôur views to Coulsôn, and I telephoned them to Mr. Wrong for
transmission to Oliver Franks.

.2 The frank and forthright acceptance by Austin, on behalf of the United States
Government, of our understanding that the United States resolution does not give
the Unified Command or its commanders in Korea any authority to take action
which it and they do not already possess is heartening. Also, the proposed amend-
ment to paragraph 8 means that the Collective Measures Committee would not
have to make any report as long as the work of the good offices group was proceed-
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which should remove many of . m

the . United
^ the

ing satisfactorily. This amendment, msent arag ph g
'ndom: doubts about this provision, would add to the present

^ g rt if thefollowing words: ,
'

being understood that the committee is authorized
ori^ze,ad toph eer^i^ S^ factory

Good Offices Committee referred to in the following P

progress: and later at dinner, Rau discussed with m^ h`Yalsô ^^én it
3. Yesterday at lunch,

to facilitate the work of the Good Offices éé^^ë President of the Assembly
possible for . him to serve on that commlt

uld be taken inht that once the United States resolution éam Sho in the Political
desires: We thoug ht be a proposal to the effect that no action
Committee, there might until the Good Offices Committee
regard to its confirmation in plenary the President to decide when
had an opportunity to pursue its work.for a short time;This would mean that formal and final actiono^
to call the Assembly together. uma
not be taken at once against the Chinese. This would ^hi^h wil lpresumably be

while the strong condemnatory .bly, to Peking, ublic o inion in the United States,
satisfy

pn re

p
of confirmation by thetaken by the Political might

which would not then oppose a I think that this sug-ng.

gestion

while the Good Offices Committee ^ii onlto the British but have not
gestion might have useful results. We have p
yet mentioned it to the United States de^eg^tl onng to ask Rau and me to form the

4. Entezam told me yesterday that he g
ittee. I told him that this might be difficult fovmeW ^é G^

Good offices Comm
not continue to be in New York. He s •WÔ k of negotiation itself, but should
Offices Committee need not do the actualu supervise that machinery by
establish some machinery to this end, and merely supe Riddell

se, he wôuld be quite happy if Mr.
occasional meetings. For that purpo

lace at such meetings in New York when I was not present.^ Â Se^fmy ecould take p
discussed the appointment to the Good Offices Committee o some work. I

t^ or Agent- General, who would have to do most of he Obvious choice, and
expressed the view that for this purpose RalPh Bunche was
the others concurred. Entezam said that he did not feel that he could ^k^ctivities, as
unless he had the'same group with him, that had worked, o^n '^e as a reilec

, interpreted
hé felt that if we could not accept appointment, it might urged Rau and me to
tion on him and on our previous work. He, therefore, strongly acuvity or

join him, emphasizing again that it would noti^fef theo^r o our governments.
frequent visits to New York. We both agreed toif this matter could be brought at once to the atteeC^ ^S of
I would be glad, therefore, .
the prime Minister. I will also discuss it with the United

^^n States delegation
to this

would be. out of the question for. any Canadian, ton.
ou if he did not command the confidence of the authorities in W^hing

P^ P
Ends.
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75. DEA/50069-A-40

L'an:bassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

, ,.
TELEGRAM WA-354 Washington, January 29, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 71.

Le repr6entant permanent aupras des Nations Unies

76.' DEA/50069-A-40

would be authorized to vote for the United States resolution. Ends.

KOREAN RESOLUTION

Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: I informed Riddell last night about my
discussion with Franks yesterday afternoon which indicated the very strong
probability that the United Kingdom would vote for the amended United States
resolution. Ignatieff saw Steel this morning to find out the results of a meeting late
yesterday with Rusk and Hickerson in which the British, under instructions from
London, sought assurances that the United States would not object to a program on
the general lines of your speech of January 26th.

2. Steel said that the'State Department had agreed that the Good Offices Commit-
tee should consider your suggestions. They also agreed that the Peking Government
should participate in any negotiations for a cease-fire under the auspices of that
committee and said they were ready to deal with the Peking Government in further
negotiations for a peaceful settlement in Korea and other outstanding Far Eastern
issues. They retain their objection, however, to the composition of the seven-power
group mentioned by you and others as a negotiating body:

3." Steel said the Cabinet was meeting in London this morning to decide on the
instructions to Jebb, but he had no doubt that in view of these assurances Jebb

au secrétaire d'État aux A0 ires extérieures '

Perntanent Representative to United Nations •
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Repeat .Wahington No. 100.

`: TELEGRAM 151

IMMEDIATB

New York, January 31, 1951
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KOREA

1.
At 10.10 p.m. last night, 30 January, the Political Committee adopted the

-United States resolution, as amended by Lebanon. The vote on the resolution as a
whole was 44 in favour, 7 against (the Soviet bloc, Burma and India), 8 abstentions
(Afghanistan, Egypt, Indonesia, Pakistan, Sweden, Syria, Yemen and Yugoslavia),
and one state (Saudi Arabia) "not participating in the vote". My immediately fol-
lowing teletypet. en clair contains the text of the amended resolution.as adopted20

2. Prior tô *the 'vote on the main resolution five separate votes were taken on
portions of the resolution. The first seven paragraphs were adopted by a vote of 44
in favour, 7 against (the Soviet bloc, Burma and India) and 7 abstentions. The Leb-
anese amendment to paragraph 8- i.e., to add the words "it being understood that
the committee is authorized to defer its report if the Good Offices Committee,
referred to in the following paragraph, reports satisfactory progress in its efforts",
was then -adopted by a vote of .42 in favour,- 7 against .(including China) and 9
abstentions. Paragraph 8, as amended, was then adopted by 42 in favour, 7 against,
and 10 abstentions. The first part of paragraph 9, down to the words "by peaceful
nieans". was then adopted by 46 in favour, 5

in favourSS against, andtl lremainder of paragraph 9 was adopted by a vote of 43
abstentions. On these two latter votes 'the only negative -votes were cast by the
Soviet bloc. Canada voted affirmatively on each of these votes.....
- 3. Before the vote on the United States resolution the twelve-power Asian resolu-

tion was rejected by a series of individual votes on portions of the resolution, and
consequently, under Rule 128, no vote was taken on the resolution as a whole.
These individual votes were not by roll call so it was not possible to see how each
state was voting. Nevertheless; it was noticed that Yugoslavia voted for all parts of
the Asian resolution. The only other affirmative votes were cast by the Soviet bloc
for all of the resolution except the second sentence in the operative -paragraph
beginning "as the first step towards this end". The Soviet representative had moved
an- amendment to this phrase which repeated practically verbatim Peking's second
reply regarding a limited cease-fire, which ;was transmitted through Panikkar and
read by Rau in the committee on 22 January (see paragraph 2 of my teletype No.
105) t. In the- vote on this Soviet amendment the Asian states did not "participate in
the vote" as they çlaimed they did not have instructions. The Soviet amendment
was defeated by 5 in favour, 38 against and 6 abstentions. After the defeat of this
amendment the Soviet bloc'voted against the phrase in the Asian resolution begin-
ning "as the first step towards this, end", but, supported the remainder of the
resolution.

4. The three meetings held on Tuesday prior to the voting on the Asian and
United States resolutions were marked by an apparent filibuster on the part of the
Soviet bloc to delay the voting. Strenuous efforts were also made by India and
Egypt to postpone the vote until today in view of the Soviet amendment to the
Asian resolution referred to above. Eventually a Turkish proposal calling for clo-
sure of debate and an immediate vote on the two resolutions was adopted by 36 in

20 Voir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume VII, pp. 1S0-151.
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favour, 17 against (the Soviet bloc and the Asian states) and 5 abstentions. The
voting then took place with the results given above.. .

5. In the course of the discussion preceding the voting Mr. Pearson explained our
vote on both the United States and Asian resolutions. The text of his statement is
contained in my teletype No. 149.21

6. During•the discussion at yesterday's meeting Sir Benegal Rau stated that his
government had been informed "from the highest sources. in Peking", that on 26
January the Peking Government regarded the Asian resolution "as providing a gen-
uine basis for a peaceful ^ settlement". Just before the voting on the United States
resolution Rau intervened again to place it- on record that "when the world was
marching, in our view, toward disaster we - most of the Asian powers - did all
we could to halt that march". He argued vehemently that, if the United States reso-
lution were adopted, tension in the Far. East would be perpetuated and "the atmos-
phere for successful negotiations would be vitiated"..

7. Before the plenary session of the Assembly can act on this resolution it will be
, necessary, under Article 12 of the Charter, for the Security Council to drop this
item from its agenda. The council is meeting today, 31 January, at 10.45 a.m. for
this purpose;-and it is possible that several meetings of the council will be required
to deal with the matter in view of the probable filibustering tactics of the Soviet
Union. - . . ... ,

• 77.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exterieures
au haut-conunissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to High Coinn:issioner in India

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM -24
Ottawa, February 3, 1951

,TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT

Your telegram No. 31 of January 28.

1. In view of the fact that Canada is specifically mentioned in Panikkar's message
of,January 27 to Mr. Nehru and in order to ensure that the Canadian Government's

= position Is completely understood by the Indian Government, I should be grateful if
• you ,would give Bajpai 'a copy of the text of the statement which L made at the
United Nations on Jan[uaryj 30 in explanation of the Canadian vote and if you-
would also bring the following observations to Bajpai's attention. The text of my

,statement is given in my immediately following telegram.t

2: Chou En-Lai's interpretation of the Canadian position as set forth in his discus-sion
with Panikkar was obviously based on a very incomplete summary of my

speech of January 26, since he shows a complete misunderstanding of the position
of the,Cànndian Government and misrepresents it very gravely. Chou En-Lai sug-

_' Voir Déclarations et discours, 1951, No 3./Sec Siatements and Speeches, 1951, No. 3.
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'sition bécause of United States pressure and thatAmerica.gésts that we have altered our po,

in g trap the Chinese and appease
we are ^• gacting under such pressure

r that if a resolution, inThis, of course, is not tue. of Decembe
3. It bas been clear to us since the beginning in theChina 'for assisting

a propriate terms and factually cone ^eCOASSém ly and were put to the vote, we
p were introduced inKorean aggression ough we considered it, as stated

would have no alternative but to vote fûn^ even ed to us that not to vote for
ver,on January 26^, to be untimely and the o

seem

bviofl^^ ^^é beginningsuch a resolution would be to refuse to faceresslon became
since the Chinese assistance in Korean agg

o s Government
that the United Nations should con-

of December, consistently and forcefully urged the Chinese P ple' ded overn-
tinue as long as possible to refrain from naming

The counsels of caution which we and °th^es iÎefr^ning for some
an aggressor.
ments gave to the United States resulted in the United

^ last week it
S

time from pressing a resolution on aggression to a.vote, but during would
mâ ority of the members of the United n Nation

s
Ch nesebecame clear that the great ^ longer to refrain from condemn gven to those

find it impossible to continue any i
.People's Government for the aid and assista

nceKorea. Ch they have , gi,

who were already committing aggression in lfy itsclear we tried to persuade the United States to ^ '

4. When this became nte retation of it and we had a considerable
resolution and agree to a conciliatory irp uttin far more Pcessure on the United
measure of success. In this sense we were unon us.
States than the United States had been putting ify

ore, if it had been possible for the Asian countriesbefore subsequcnt5. Furtherm

their

resolution so that it not only made clear that fighting must stop

P

^ls of Janu-antially our
olitical negotiations begin, but also included a^ôn of vote given roon January 30th

. ivesary 26th, we could have voted for it.' My explan
does not spell out all of our objections to the revised Asian Resoection w^ that
you generally the reasons why we could not cWiph ^a our ei t•

ob,
which would have

it did not lay down any specific programme
the Government in Peking returning an ambigu, ous and delaying rcp Y

prevented
This seemed to us to be essential. 'c has

6. Although ' we are naturally disappointed to see how seriously Premier Chou
misunderstood both our peaceful motives and the manner i^aesiauthorities nôt to
sued them, just as we have done our best to urge the United negotiations, we
close the door completely as long as there : is, hope of peaceful ,

:;
would also view with the deepest regret any-act on the part of the Ch^n why formal
Government which would close the door from their side.W ^^^S^ed as a final

ndemnation of Chinese, participation in aggression sho ations,co In fact, togcther with other dclcg
end to all hopes of a peaceful settlement. , f

.notably
sisted that efforts

-the In than and ,United Kingdom,; wei have in ble oou^rtU"
continued through some Good Offices Committee to e^ph ^e onl the, one hand the
nities for peaceful ^legotiati é^në i tou hold the principles of the Charter on the
Canadian Government is det P ht ofin the l
other its urpose is not to humiliate the ChineseGovernment. if,

p t :, .
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these considerations, the Chinese People's Government nevertheless takes such
steps as to close all avenues of negotiation, we cannot but feel that the full respon-
sibility for subsequent development must in all honesty lie ,with the Chinese Peo-

ple's Government.
1 7. I can understand the attitude of the Indian Government with regard to Rau

serving on the Good Offices Committee, - but I nevertheless regret the decision
taken. The fact that India voted against the United States Resolution would have
made Rau an even more useful member of the committee than if they had abstained: .
or voted for it. I, with the Prime Minister's approval, would have been willing to
serve again with him, but as he has not been able to accept the President's invita-
tion, I have informed Entezam that I also will not be available. Ends.

. ^ . .

78. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. au haut-conin:issaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in hufia

TELEGRAM 26 Ottawa, February 3, 1951.

TOP, SECRCr. IMPORTANT.

Please pass the following to Mr. Nehru from the Prime Minister, Begins: The
recent vote in the Political Committee on the United States resolution has brought
us to the end of one chapter, at least, in the record of United Nations efforts to deal
with Far Eastern problems. Though I greatly regret that on this occasion, our two
governments fotind themselves in opposing positions on the vote, I am less disap-
pointed by this circumstance than I am encouraged by the results of our joint efforts
in the interests of a peaceful settlement of Far Eastern problems.
' 2. We have been able through our efforts to bring about a modification in the

position of both the United States Government and the Central Peoples Govern-
ment to an extent, which, at the time of General Wu's appearance in New York, I
would have thought impossible. On the one hand, we seem to have induced the
Chinese Government to accept the principle that a cease-fire must precede other
negotiations and that their troops must be withdrawn along with other non-Korean
troops from the Korean peninsula. On the other hand, the United States Govern-
ment, by'concurring in the statement of principles contained in the report of the
ceasé-fire group of January l lth, has indicated its willingness to enter into discus-
sions with the Chinese Communists on basic Far Eastern problems.
' 3. 1here have of course been limitations for both our governments on the extent

to' which we could carry out joint efforts. For you, these limitations arose out of
policies in regard to the United Nations and in regard to your relationship with
otherAsian states which you have frequently made known. For us, they arose
equally^ out of our attitude towards the collective security system and our relation-
ships with our great neighbours. It has always been clear to us that once we were
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faced with the question of whether or not'the Chinese had participated in aggres-
sion'in Korea we could not do otherwise than answer yes. We have also felt that we
could not* exped the United States Government to sit at the conference table with,
Chinese Communists unless the Chinese were unequivocally committed to a pro-
gramme beginning with the cease-fire and proceeding with other subjects in an
orderly and - pre-determined manner. Therefore, we were faced with the logical
necessity of abstaining on the Asian Resolution calling for a seven power confer-
ence. It seemed to us that further, clarification from the Chinese should now be.
sought by other means.'But, despite Mr. Pearson's it

w
not
ith the United

persuade the Committee to accept any such course
States Resolution. Therefore, our Delegation had to take up a position on that reso-

lution. We brought to bear our full influence on the United States Government to
make their resolution in as moderate terms as would

the tUnited States ResolutionUnited States public. However harmful you may feel
in its final form to have been, I am sure you would consider that our influence,
together with that of other delegations, had improved it very substantially.

4. Our joint efforts have, of course, been subject to a great deal of misinterpreta-
tion in both the United States and China. It is, I supposè, inevitable that such efforts
as ours should be misunderstood, and ,l am not therefore surprised that Chou En-
Lai, as reported by Mr. Panikkar, should have said that Canada had altered its posi-
tion because of United States pressure, and that under this pressure we were trying
to trap, the Chinese and appease America. I am sure that your representative in
Peking will do whatever is possible to correct that misinterpretation of our position.

5. The great question before us now is, of course, whether or not adoption of the
United States resolution will put an end to all possibility of a peaceful settlement of
Far Eastern questions within the foreseeable future. The Chinese have, as your rep-
resentative has reported, said that this would be the case, and it may well be that
their prophecy will turn out to be correct on this as on previous occasions. It should
be pointed out, of course, that the Chinese People's Government on their part do
not hesitate to condemn in violent terms the United States, acting as an agent of the
United Nations, for aggression in Korea, and nevertheless expect -that country and
the rest of us to enter into negotiations around the council table. I hope Chou En-
Lai can be made aware of this inconsistency. We have, not hesitated on our part to
press for negotiations with the Peking regime in spite of the languâge used by them
in, their, reference to United Nations action in Korea. If they now take the position
that a United Nations resolution condemning them puts an end finally to all hope of
settlement, it will seem to confirm the view of many that there was from the begin-
ning no hope of success in such negotiations and that the Chinese regime has been
insincere in discussing their possibility..,
: 6. In the long run, however, it seems to me that.the attitude adopted on both sides

will be determined by the realities of the material situation in the Far East gcncra y
and in Korea,in particular. Though- it may,be extremely, difficult to make any pro-
gress in the near future, I nevertheless hope_that before long a further chance of
negotiated settlement may,emerge.-.With this in mind,. I think-we should hold firm
to, the view that the statement of principles. which.we enunciated and which was
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accepted by the Political Committee provides an adequate basis for a peaceful set-
tlement Ends

79.

21, PARTIE/ PART .2

. COMITÉ DE MESURES ADDITIONNELLES
ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

L'anibassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- AmGassador in United States
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM • WA-397

'SECRET. IMPORTANT.

DEA/50069-A-40

Washington, February 1, 1951

Repeat Permdel No: 78.

1. I had an interesting talk late yesterday with Rusk on the program which might
be followed in dealing with the Korean situation. He began by saying that the State
Department would welcome thnee-cornered discussions with the British and our-
selves designed to work out a course of action on the lines that you proposed in
your speech of January 26th.22 They think that any program of this nature should
not be put in the form of a resolution, as it ought to be left flexible to meet chang-
ing conditions. The only criticism made of your suggestions was that they would
not be willing to bind themselves to sit down in a Far Eastern conference composed
as you suggested, although they would be willing to meet with the Chinese Com-

,`munists and the Russians provided that adequate diplomatic preparation by the par-
ticipating friendly countrics had taken place. Rusk went on to describe the general
stages he thought should be followed, saying that this was not yct official policy,
but was likely to become so... ,.

2. The first stage should be 'a cease-Gre with the 38th Parallel as the boundary
,line. The basis should be that laid down in the December report,of the Cease-Fire
:Comrriittee after discussions with the Unified Command, except that they might be
PreParéd to forgo the creation of a demilitarized zone if this appeared,to be feasible
from a tnilitary point of view.23He.thought such a c^ase-firc could best be dis-,
cüssed through confidential channels. He made it clear that what he called a de

Acto'ceâse-Gre would not mect their requirements, as they would not be prepared
to'désist from air attack in North Korea unless the arrangements had been negoti-

r le document 70./Sec Document 70.
Voir'Canadat ministère des Affaires extérieures, Documents sur la crise coréenne, Ottawa,= Imprimeur du Roi, 193 I, pp. 21-31.
Sœ Canada, Department of Extcrnal Affairs. Documents on the Korean Crisis, Ottawa: King'sPrinter, 1951, pp. 19-28.
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reed methods Ofag

ated in advance so as to ensure - against a Chinese build-up;•
°rea itself.supervision of the execution of the cease-fue were meresettlement i n

3. The next stage would be to work out a longer range
prospect of being able to establish

a uni
lb e e^He said that the p Pe in terms of the poss mvided that itbecome distant and that he was thinking

establishment

situation prevailing up to June 25th. This would

was accompanied by

be tolerable, p

of the international commitments which would safeguard the

simplifyKorean. Republic from attack in conjunction with ^ e outc
own

ome n
edwould and. re-

ëquipped military forces. He remarked that suchb confining United Nations responsibility to the R.O.K.;
Korean reconstruction by

" #;,I- toNorth Korean towns were now ss and stones .completed, they would then be prepared
4. If this stage could be successfullyUé UOPs. They would wish to match the two

enter into discussions on Far Eastern questions.of Formosa and seating in the United Nations with theelsewhere inrnajor Chinese objectives
introduction of issues affecting Indo-China, Communist ^ e Chtina, and ssiblpo Y
free Asia, the treatment of foreign interests and °re^ccording to the subject. He

insisted, ,
The

however, that
composition of

wherethe they
discussion should vary claimants',' (i.e., the Chinese

Communists and Nationalists) they would want both of them to be represented
"competing resented in

ould
He thinks that any discussions of this nature w ^é f

the talks. riendly countries
over a lengthy period and that the diplomatic preparation

ro s:
^ meeting of the

should bè as careful and complete , as that 'precedin the p P°
Council of Foreign Ministers on European issues. passed by the Political

We then turned to discussing action under the reso
lution

hurry to put Pr°p°S^s
Committee on Januaïy. 30th. He said that the' were

tive
Measures Committee,' which ought to takei^t ^^ ^e^th^e^

before the Collective
making any proposals for sanctions. Hé did nôt disagree when^ n ng lever than any

ht well be a greater deterrent or barg Iexityof possible sanctions mig
sanctions which could in fact be agreed upon. He also remar

ked
sanctions. No ►nstructions

working
been sent to the United States delegation.

on
of thethis issues

subject have
involved in

yet
6. As to the new Good Offices Committee, I told him, that I understood that Rau

not be permitted to serve by Nehru and that you also'wouldnein 1k ng of awould ,stances be unwilling to 'serve. He said that. as alternatives they, were

N

act,
orwegian or a Swede, together witti Malik of Lebanon if ng éSw^ish ab tostention

Stockholm
e fective

preceding
should be desig(He said there had been a bitter d ispute

on Tuesdây): I mentioned your view. _ ' ssibl IIunche• lie
nated by the Secretary General to act for the ^oo^ â^^ ,w, = an ^merican citi"

remarked that he doubted whether the Chine He agrecd,
. zen and whether Bunche would himsélf agree . to serve on this acceS ^^e p°ssib ►l-
.however, that the committee should have such an agent, and t be selected from
ity that a suitable (continental European or British) pers on Rau•s and

' He also'thought that in filling
outside the United ^N should be chosen from a country effectively represented in
your places mem

- Peking. -1 " . . . . . , , , .
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, 7., Rusk, as usual, was cool and constructive. On the military side he remarked
that it was evident that the United Nations forces should not attempt to see the Yalu
River again and should accept the limited objective in trying to, free the Korean
Republic. On the other side, it was probable but not certain that the enemy could
not now expel the United Nations forces from Korea.

8. I met Franks immediately after seeing Rusk, and he took up with me the sug-
gestion, which, had been previously made to him, of three-cornered talks between
the United, States, United Kingdom and Canada, which he is anxious to see
adopted. He thinks well of the general programme proposed by Rusk. Do you agree
that I.should participate in such discussions?

80. DEA/500C9-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-210

SECREt. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No.. 163; London No. 277.
Your telegram WA-397 of February 1.

103

Ottawa, February 9, 1951

UNITED STATES FAR EASTERN POLICY

1. I was much encouraged by the sobriety of the views expressed by Rusk, as
reported in your telegram under reference. It came as a very welcome change from
the friendly but somewhat excited pressures to which we had been previously sub-
jected. I was glad, in particular, to receive this evidence that the United States
Administration is genuinely anxious to continue the work of negotiation with the
Chinese Communists and is no longer thinking in terms of a limited war with
China.

2. When you are in Ottawa, we can discuss the proposal that there should be
threë-cornered talks in Washington with the Americans and the British about the
next steps that should be taken in Korea and the Far East. My present feeling is that
such an exchange of views would be valuable. However, I think that they should be
preceded, if possible, by an informal attempt on our part to sound out the State
Department on the long-term objectives of their policy in the Far East. I have been
concerned by what appears from here to be a lack of direction and consistency in
their Far Eastern policy. A despatch which will go to you in tomorrow's bag elabo-
rates this, concern and suggests some of the fundamental questions to which I
shôuld like an, answer. Once these questions had been answered, however tenta-
tively, it would be easier to discuss profitably the next steps which should be taken.
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thrashing out this whole quesuon u •
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at the outset that, although we are morello

thanwed nlow that the People's Governm b t
views with them on the course to be

we are
condemned, we cannot regard ourselves asbound in any way Y

the n

maintain^ng
has been formally you should tell them frankly that ^ in the
these discussions. Above all, y'ght to determine our own attitude to whatever aa action may be Propo

United Nations when the time comV,sit to Ottawa which will give us a chance of
5. 1 am looking forward to yourf ^er

ume that they will bé kept
1U4

to Ambassador ►n Unued States .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis,

Secretary of State for External Affairs

Er

Ottawa, February 9, 1951

Reference: Mÿ telegram No. EX-310 of February 9, 1951.

p STATES PAR EASTERN POLiCY eakUNITE
^ ; ireevocable tin

In vi ewof the rapid drift in United Statés' policy toward anof ^e. United States adop g a
with the Chinese Co mmunists and of the dang ol

the Chinese resistance movement on the mainland and of â`s^ss
policy of assistmg oPPortun ►ty
rearming Chiang Kai-Shek, I think youshould seek an earlythe long term Objectives oflevel,
with the United States GovernmenWé ^ua s tiinev'riably be involved.
their Far Eastern policy, in which
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2. Since Mr. Acheson and other officials of the United States Government may
feel that we have been giving 'them too much gratuitous advice lately on United
States policy in the' Far East, I do not think that at' this ^ stage we need to make
suggestions to them on what their policy should be. You should instead do your
best to draw them out. What follows in this despatch is material which I hope will
be of use to you in doing this.

3: There may be some lessons to be drawn between our present position in rela-
tion to China and 'the situation which existed in 1939 when the -Soviet Union
attacked Finland. At that time it was plain that the Soviet attack was an outrageous
betrayal of all the principles which underlay the international community and one
had to define the Soviet action in those terms. Yet, it would have been disastrous if
we had come into conflict with the Soviet Union over Finland, particularly when it
was clear that the Soviet-German alliance was of the most opportunistic nature and
that unless any precipitate action on our side had prevented it, these two powers
were bound to fall out, thereby bringing Russian manpower to bear against Ger-
many.The parallel obviously should not be pressed too far, especially since Sino-,
Soviet relations today are undoubtedly closer and more stable than Soviet-German
relations in 1939-41. Nevertheless, the principle of keeping the eye on the main
danger, still holds good and any_ hostile action which we launch against China
would only have the effect of strengthening the grip of the Communist regime upon
the people on the one hand and increasing its dependence on the Soviet Govern-
ment on the other., '

-4. Another instance,of the wisdom of restraint can be adduced from the events in
1946.when the United States came very close to a break with Yugoslavia over the
shooting down of a United States Army plane over that country. Precipitate action
at that time might well have had the effect, if not of preventing, at least of postpon-
ing the breach between Tito and the Soviet Union.

., 5: We think it is now a fitting time to review the events leading up to the vote of
January 30 and to frame a policy for the next stage. The main burden of responsi-
bility for framing a constructive policy for that stage rests on the United States. It is
therefore essential for us to know as precisely as we can what present United States
objectives are as regards the Far East in general and China in particular.

6.=The Canadian Government and people have, as you know, been deeply con-
cerned during the past seven months over some aspects of United States Far East-
ern policy.' If a policy is coherent and logical, even if one disagrees with it, it may
still command respect but some aspects of recent United States policy have seemed
to`us errâtic and confused. At times it has been difficult for the Canadian Govern-
ment to discover exactly what the current United States policy is. There have been
occasions when, within a comparatively brief period, we have been given or have
noted in the press statements by persons claiming to speak on behalf of the United
States Government which have been conflicting or indeed contradictory. Dean
Rusk has been wise and restrained but his expositions of United States policy have
not always been consistent with public or private expositions by officers of equal or
higher rank in the Administration, such as Hickerson, Gross or Austin. MacAr-
thur's statements have, of course, added to the confusion.
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(iii) As a corollary of the above, the retention of the access to areas of raw materi-
als vital both to the' West and to non-Communist Asian countries;

(iv) Agreement that our objective in the Far East is the defeat of aggression and
not the use of the United Nations to overthrow Communist Governments;. - . , -

, (v) Elimination of the danger of our being drawn into a lengthy and perhaps
indecisive military struggle with Chinese Communism when we have accepted the

. axiom that Western Europe should be the principal area of our defensive effort;
(vi) The desirabiliiy of doing everything possible to drive a wedge between Com-

munist China 'and the U.S.S.R.; as a step towards this end, the opening up of China
to our diplomatic and economic influences; and

(vii) Finally, and following from the above, stabilizing the Far East.
12: Even the partial achievement of these objectives would tend to strengthen

' friendly relations between the West and the non-Communist East which recent
United States tactics have strained. The United States Administration must be
aware that their recent policy has noticeably dismayed and vexed some of our
potential friends in non-Communist Asia. Take the case of India, for example, the
most important ,nation in this group. We think that India, though its reaction to

` Chinese intervention in Korea has seemed to the United States to be timid and
wrong, has servéd as a useful channel of communication with Communist China
and that we should look to the Indians for continued help if negotiations with China
are to succeed. Yet the kind of misrepresentation of Indian motives given by Sena-
tor Austin in his speech of January 22 and the implicit threat of economic pressure
made recently by Senator Connally will certainly not induce in India a spirit more
co-operative with the aims of United States diplomacy.

13. We are, we hope, under no illusions about Mr. Nehru or Indian policy. We do
not look upon the present Indian leadership as being the heir to all the Wisdom of
the East, nor do we view all Indian proposals as realistic, as we showed by
abstaining on, the Asian resolution.' At the same time, we believe that in the present
circumstances we can hope for no more sympathetic or helpful administration in
';that country, which is still in 'a formative condition.

, 14. We consider that in the present lull in the diplomatic front it is up to the
. United States Government, following the vote of January 30, to indicate to coun-

tries such as Canada what they envisage as the next step and particularly whether
`,they can` hold out any positive hopes that negotiations with China will bear fruit. In
entering such negotiations the United States would hold a comparatively favourable
position. The chief factors in United States bargaining strength would include the.
following:

(i) 'The rapid increase of United States military strength, and the consequent
shrinking of. the military liability arising from the Korean operations;

(ii) .The present United States control of Formosa;
(iii) The increasingly strong' position of the United Nations forces in Korea and

whavappears to be now some strengthening of the French position in Indo-China;
(iv) The desire of the Chinese to participate in talks on the Japanese peace

' 'settlement;
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courage and imagination seized the opportunity which was presented by the devel-
opments in Korea to double and later to quadruple its defence effort and has carried
its North Atlantic allies with it. The result is that for the first time since the end of,
hostilities there is good reason for believing that time is on our side and that if we
continue with our present• defence policies and pursue a patient, restrained and firm
diplomacy, we may succeed in averting war and finally in reaching a tolerable
modus vivendi with the Soviet Union.

L.B. PEARSON

82. DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent aupr& des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ext1rieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 205 . New York, February 12, 1951

SECRLT. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 138.
Reference paragraph 2 of my teletype No. 196t - Committee on Additional Mea-
sures for Korea.

1. Coulson of the United Kingdom delegation has today shown me copy of a
telegram from London containing the instructions to the United Kingdom delega-
tion regarding the study of sanctions against China by the Additional Measures
Committee. You will no doubt have already received a copy of these instructions
from Earnscliffe. Briefly they boil down to rejection by the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment of all the United States proposals for either economic or diplomatic sanc-
tions against China by the United Nations.

2. So far as organization of the Committee on Additional Measures is concerned,
I understand from Coulson that the United Kingdom now believe that Sarper or
Muniz will be Chairman, with possibly Fawzi Bey or Gonzalez (Venezuela) as
Vice-Chairmari, and with Shann as rapporteur. The United Kingdom thinking is
that once the bureau is formed, the Committee should adjourn for a period of per-
haps three weeks while the bureau (not, repeat not, the Secretariat as mentioned in
paragraph 2 of my teletype No. 196) prepares proposals for the Committee's con-
sideration. During these three weeks it would be understood that the bureau would
receive a good deal of guidance from the United States, United Kingdom and
French delegations, and possibly ourselves, in order to ensure that the proposals
whén finnlly submitted to the Committee would be ones which the major contribut-
ing;Sta'tes had already agrecd• to.

3. Ina view of the fact• that the United Kingdom and United States Governments
are now so sharply divided regarding the question of sanctions, it seems to me that
there'might be something to be gained by trying to switch the emphasis in the
Additional Measures Committee from the question of sanctions against China to
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DEAI50069-A-40
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2. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that the Unified Command should
not order its troops north of the 38th parallel until there has been consultation with
the United Nations especially with, those, countries which have contributed forces
for use in Korea.

3. Please inform the U.S. Secretary of State immediately of the government's
attitude as set forth in the preceding paragraph. You should add that, in the Cana-
dian government's view, this restriction should include South Korean forces.

4. In my answer in the House this afternoon I will state that you have been
instructed to communicate to Mr. Acheson in the above sense.

5. You will of course have noticed that the U.K. government have taken the same
position and Mr. Attlee has so stated it in the House of Comnions.

,6. In telegram* 314 of February it from the High Commissioner in London
(referred to you by bag); Rusk was quoted as being of,the opinion that the United
Nations forces' should not proceed north of the 38th parallel. As you know, in
response to a United States invitation the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff sent to
the United States an appreciation of the military situation in Korea in which they
recommended that the United Nations forces should hold a line across the narrow
part of Korea just south of the 38th parallel, covering Inchon and Seoul.

7. With respect to the South Koreans, news reports Sunday night stated that South
' Korean forces had crossed the parallel as far as Yangyang on the east coast. We
realize that, when the question of crossing the 38th parallel arose after the success-
fûl Inchon landing, MacArthur stated that he would control the non-Korean forces
but that he could not prevent the South Korean forces from crossing the parallel if

^theÿ.wished. This statement was not effectively challenged at that time because of
concentration on the activities of the main body of MacArthur's forces. It seems to
us therefore that this point should be taken up before the situation gets out of hand.
We fail to understand how MacArthur can contend that he cannot control the South
'Korean troops who are in fact under his command. Without support from the
'United States the South Koreans could not hope to maintain themselves north of
'the-38th parallel or south of it. Therefore, before the South Koreans, presumably
with at least the tacit assent of the Unified Command, commit us to a return north
of the parallel, it would we think be advisable to have a clear understanding with
the United 9tates government that the Unified Command will not exercise its dis-
cretionary authority to order an advance north of the parallel until there have been
'full 'discussions with all the powers having forces in Korea. Such discussions, of
course; should serve to clarify the Far East generally.
I:We realize that, from time to time, it may be necessary for the United Nations

4orcès to engage in patrol activity or make some local tactical moves north of the
` 38th parallel for example to protect some particularly' vital position south of it.
Such action should not, however, in our opinion be used as an excuse for making
territorial gains beyond the line.

," ' 9•'Pârâgraphs 1 to 5 inclusive of this telegram confirm our telephone conversa-
t1on earlier this morning.
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L'antbassadeur 'aitz États-Unis '
. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretaiÿ of State for External Affairs.

TEt,EGRAM WA-574 ' Washington, February 13, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Your EX-331 of February 13th, possible passage of 38th parallel.; .

1. Before I received your message I had already spoken to Rusk on the basis of

: my telephone conversation with Heeney. At this afternoon's meeting of countries
' contributing forces to Korea I enquired about MacArthur's control of ROK forces
and was assured that they were fully under his command. I shall seek further verifi-
cation. We were definitely told on the basis of today's official report from Tokyo
that there has been no crossing of the parallel on the east coast and that the report
of its' passage 'by units. of the ROK capital division was erroneous.

2. You have doubtless received the full text of MacArthur's statement of today,
issued after inspecting the battlefront. 2° This is reassuring, at any, rate in so far as
the possibility goes of any major operations in North Korea in the near future.

3.There will be a further discussion on this subject at Friday's meeting at the
Statè Department, at which Rusk will report on the latest developments and the
views of the. Chiefs of Staff. Questions were asked today about, the consultations
with countries with forces in Korea. It was stated that no such consultations had
been.or would be held in New York, but that the State Department meetings or
individual diplomatic approaches were being employed.,

4. I think it is necessary to adopt a fairly flexible attitude on this issue, mainly for
the reasons set forth in paragraphs 5 and 6 of our WA-562 of February 12th.t Cer-
.tainly the Unified Command, cannot publicly commit itself to, keep its ground
forces south of the parallel without giving the enemy a distinct tactical advantage.
If it ; were known that United ; Nations ground. forces would refrain from entering
North Korea, the effect;would be to extend in some measure the "sanctuary " of
which MacArthur so often complains to the 38th parallel, although, of course, air
and naval operations could continue, above it. It would also become unnecessary for
the enemy to deploy forces to prevent amphibious landings above the parallel.

;. .: 5. The case for keeping the enemy guessing is thus strong. All that we can legiti-
^.mately demand,;I think, is thatprior.private consultation should take place before
the parallel:is crossed by other than;occasionalpatrol forces.".I should be glad to

^learnywhether you,^agree,with_this.view.,.
6. In your message you suggest that before any advance north of the parallel there

should be "full discussions with all the powers having forces in Korea". What form

2' Voir/See United States, Congress, HeariRgs on the Military Situation in the Far Fast, Wshington:

Government Printing Office, 1951, p. 3539.
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do you think such consultation should take? There are now some twelve countries
^ with forces there, and experience. here shows that the meetings of their Ambassa-
dors at the State Department are not well suited for debating delicate and secret
issues. When supplemented by ordinary'diplomatic contacts, however, these meet-
ings are probably as good an occasion as can be devised. Ends.> . ..

I:.B.P.NoI. 35

,TOP SECRET

. . L'amGcissàdeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Anibassador in United States
Io Secretary of State for Extenta! Affairs

Washington, Febru 16, 1951
Dear Mr. Pearson:

This letter and its enclosure are a partial reply to your despatch No. Y.650 of
February 9th asking me to seek information on the objectives of the Far Eastern
policy of the United States. The enclosure is my note of a long discussion on Feb-
ruary 14th on this subject with Mr. Dean Rusk. I had originally intended to follow
up a talk with Mr. Rusk by seeking an early interview with Mr. Acheson, but I now
feel it better to postpone seeing him until I have had an opportunity of talking over
with you the results of my meeting with Mr. Rusk.

I am giving this report to yoû in an informal manner because it is of such a
character that it is 'unwise that it should receive in the Department even the treat-
ment accorded to 'tôp secret 'papers. ' Mr. Rusk emphasized at several points that
what he was telling me was for your and my information only.

I think that you will agree that Mr. Rusk's explanation gives a more coherent
account of the policy towards, China than anything that we have previously
received. It also throws a good deal of light on the reasons why the tactics of the
United States representatives have been at times disingenuous and inconsistent. Mr.
Rusk states that the belief or hope that the attitude of the Peking Government may

.,be changed, by some kind of upheaval within the regime is based on very, secret
intelligence. A public avowal of their aim would tend to prevent its fulGlment, and
they are not in a position to give their reasons even in strictest secrecy to more than
à.Very }few trusted people. I am not sure, for instance, whether Mr. Austin and Mr.
Cross have been fully informed.' Nence,• any public explanation of their policy must

`be so incomplete as to be misleading:

,While it is a relief for us to secure a rational explanation such as that given, b
Mr; Rûsk, we are inevitably at a disadvantage in assessin its yS^nc g possibility of success,.

e. this could only, be determined by access to the secret intelligence which is
deterinining U.S. thinking or by the availability of other good intelligence sources
inside China. We must, in short, take what we are told either with skepticism or as
P!^v!ding a'réal chance of success. Furthermore, we are not in a position to give
even the slightest public indication of what. the présent aim of the United States in
peking+ is. `
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, ,. . . .

my own dedûction. yours sincérely,
;.: # ^ . . ^ . . . ..

H.H. WRONG

(PIÈCÉ ]OINTFJENCLOSUREI •
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C
aux Affaires de:l'Extreme-Orient des États-Un i ,

et l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Record of Conversâtion bètween Assistant Secretary of State

for Far Eastern Affairs of United States
and Ambassador in United States

[WashingtonFebruary 14, 1951
TOP. SECRET
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in spite. of intense provocation: This had involved the exercise of "almost incon-:
ceivable restraint". Any , extension of the area of the fighting would only arise
because of actions which might be taken by the Chinese, such as extensive air oper-,
ations from Manchuria or, armed attacks on U.S. forces elsewhere. The United
States did not intend to take steps which.would make incidents involving U.S: and.
Chinese. forces more probable; for example,., in considering economic measures
against China they rejected the idea of a blockade of the coast and favoured instead
embargoes on shipments without enforcement by naval search and seizure.

In Korea there were five, conceivable ways in which the fighting - could. be
brought to an end. First, all Korea could be unified by force through defeat of the
enemy forces; that solution had seemed likely until the massive intervention of the
Chinese, but it was now out of the question. Secondly, the United Nations forces
might wholly .withdraw from Korea voluntarily or under enemy pressure; this solu-
tion was also rejected as it would endanger the entire position of the free countries
in the Far East and especially, in Japan. Thirdly, the Korean war could be liquidated
by the forcible liquidation of the Peking regime; there is no thought of seeking any
such solution, and it was realized that it could only be achieved as a result of a war
between China and the, United, States unsupported by other countries. Fourthly,
there might be a military stalemate; this was a possibility, but a dubious one in
present circumstances and would not be adopted by choice; it would mean the
maintenance of substantial forces in Korea for. a long period facing Chinese and
North Korean forces on the other side of â military line. Finally, there ,was the
possibility of settlement by agreement, which would be the best solution; they see,
however, no, prospect of an early agreed settlement and we should not be in any
hurry in the present military circumstances to try to achieve it. - ,.

Mr. Rusk told me in the strictest confidence that the directive under which Gen-
eral MacArthur was, operating was defensive in nature. His instructions were to
adopt "a strategic posture of defence". No major military effort .was to be made to
capture the territory now held by the enemy south of the 38th Parallel. He hoped
that the United Nations forces would remain about where. they. were. When their
withdrawal was under way from the positions reached at the time of the Chinese
intervention various holding lines had been planned, known as lines,A, B, C, D, E
and F. The withdrawal had reached line D (in the vicinity of the 37th Parallel) in
January and there had then been little expectation that the troops would move for-
ward. General Ridgway's limited offensive has been brilliantly conducted with tre-
mendous losses to the enemy, but no serious military risks would be undertaken to
capturé more Kôrean real estate. The present position on the western flank along
the south bank of the Han River is a good holding position and it was unlikely that
there would be any early effort to capture Seoul, which if taken would mean that
the U.N, forces would have the Han River at their backs.

The intention therefore was 'to . do as much damage as possible to the enemy
forces at, the lowest cost, in conditions in . which the superior equipment and fire
pôwer of the U.N. forces could be brought to bear. They would continue to jab and
strike at the enemy and this would probably involve the crossing of the 38th Paral-
lel at times by offensive patrols.or by commando raids, such as the raid just con-
dûctedI on Wonsan. Any such crossings, however, would be for temporary military
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reasons in order to further the design of crippling the enemy as much-as possible.^
Mr. Rusk did not rule out the possibility Ahat a slice of North Korean territory

might be occupied for à time for' bargaining purposes: For example; if Seoul were'
still in Chinese hands the possession of a stretch of North Korean territory, perhaps
on the east'coast; might prove to be valuable in negotiating a cease-fire with the
38th Parallel as a boundary line; since this would then involve a mutual evacuation.

Our discussion then turned to the longer term purposes of United States policy

towards the Peking Government, and this was the most interesting part of our talk.

I started it"by sayirig that it seemed to me that the difficulties in working out an
agreed policy betweén the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and other
free countries centered around the answer to a question which might be framed as:
"Is the United States reconciled to the continued existence of the Peking Govern-
ment for some time or is'its aim to, overthrow the Peking Government?" Mr. Rusk
agreed that this was the central issue, and remarked that there had been'very' little
discussion of it between the governments concerned. He went on to give me some
very secret information on what was yguiding the policy of the United, States. ,

The United States, he said, considers the existence of the Peking regüne disad-
vantâgeous to the Western world and does not intend to do ' anything which would

have the effect of consolidating its authority in China. ^ He did ' not' believe that

Peking could be wooed away from Moscow by making concessions nôw on the
issues ^n which the Peking Government was demanding the adoption " of I their

views; such as the handing over of Formosa : and seating in the U.N. The United

States, in short, wished the existing regime in Peking to fall but they did not intend
to undertake any overt commitment to bring it down. They could, hôwever, do
something to confuse and impede its activities.

Hef went on to tell me some of the reasons which led them to believe that such a

policy might succeed =-'reasons which he asked me not to put on paper. These led
to the,view that the present regime was not nearly as monolithic as it might appear.
There are factions inside the regime which are much disturbed about the relations
with Moscow. Recent intelligence gave some reason to believé, for exaniple; that
even the Chinese military commands in Manchuria and Koreâ had been` separated

from the control under Peking of the north China theatre. and hâd been placed under
the direction of the Soviet Siberian theatre command. Elements in Peking resented
the Russian penetration of Manchuria; and there was evidence that Russian advisers
were interesting themselves in all sorts of detailed matters. It was probable that all
Chinese' purchases abroad had now ` to " receive Russian : approval. Developments
such as these and awareness of purges throughout the Communist sphere were cre-

ating lively apprehensions 'among' these elements.
Mr.'Rusk said that the main purpose of their present policy towards Peking was

to get China,unhooked from Russia". The chief changes in world power in the last
two years arose from Russian possession of the' atomic bomb and the addition of
China to the Russian sphere.. He believed that' thé end of unhooking China from
Russiâ would be best achieved by making'those'in Peking realize the cost of living
with the U.S.S.R. In Peking the pro-Moscow elements in the Communist Party are
now on top, but there is a strong nationalist element It would probabl}i take some
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time before the balance could- change, and one could, not guess in, advance what
would be effective in changing the balance.- He suggested, however,.that a differ-
ence might be made by the defeat of the 4th Chinese field army now engaged in
Korea, the commander of, which was a strong supporter of the Moscow-Peking
axis.: He added that the position of the commanders of the Chinese field armies in
some degree resembled that of the former war lords in .China. ;

= The current appreciation in the State Department of the extent of Soviet influ-
ence' on China is that it is now very great and 'that Moscow therefore is playing 'a
controlling part in Chinese actions in Korea: China, however, is the weakest part of
the whole Communist sphere and the . area most likely to break off from Soviet
domination. Concessions to current Chinese demands would strengthen the position
of the elements in Peking who are most subservient to Moscow.

I thén brought up the question of the continued recognition by the United States
of Chiang Kai-Shek asking in view of what Mr.- Rusk had said about the possibili-

` ties of the Peking regime itself, through some internal • convulsion; changing its
direction whether the support for Chiang was in the nature of a blind. He agreed
that this was partly the case, remarking that there were very few in Washington
who expected that control of the mainland could ever be recovered by the Chinese
Nationalists. In.reply to a question he said that it was probable that the chief pur-
pose of those now in côntrol in 'Peking in" demanding a seât in the U.N. and the
return of Formosa was to secure the disappearance of Chiang Kai-Shek as leader of
an alternative government. Meanwhile, refusal to meet these demands in any way
was an effective means.of exercising pressure inside the Peking regime; those in
Peking who wished to break away from Moscow would not welcome at this stage
the de-recognition of Chiang by the United States - presumably because they
could now blame on Russian interference the failure to attain legitimate Chinese
aspirations.

We turned then to the consideration of the extent of agreement possible between
the Western allies in the light of Mr. Rusk's explanations. He said that it was easy
to see agreement with the United Kingdom, Canada and other countries on the
desirability of aiming for a cease-fire in Korea on the line of the 38th Parallel and,
as the next step, the - establishment of a-modus vivendi ' in' Korea which would
involve a return to the territorial situation of last June and the withdrawal of foreign
forces: If, however, we went on from there to a conference on Far Eastern ques-
tions, he did not at present see how agreement could be 'reached even among the

.Western powers on what the,ôutcome should be. The United States would not make
any promises in advance involving concessions on the main issues.-For the reasons
given he believed that such very desirable purposes as the prevention of Commu-
nist attacks on other Asian territories would best be achieved by their aim of work-

•,ing for a great change of direction in Peking, rather than by seeking commitments
; at a conference in which the Russians and the present masters in Peking would be
,seated. ,. •

I then said that a great deal in his explanation was new to me..It seemed to me
that there 1 was no fundamental difference between the purposes of United States

'policy in the Far East -as he put them and the purposes of the British, insofar as I
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understood them, and of Canada. The difference related to the method of encourag-
ing the "unhooking" of Peking from Moscow.- Why sho`uld 'there not be a frank
discussion with the British? Mr: Rusk said he did not believe it possible for such a
discussion to take place at present; although if Mr. Bevin were able to return in
good shape to the Foreign. Office something might then be done. He remarked on
what he called the "little England", attitude, of the Labour Government and their
over-concentration on domestic affairs;- and he left me with the impression that he
had exposed to me the thinking of the State Department more fully than had been
done to any representative of the United Kingdom.

At the close of our lengthy talk I read to him most of paragraph 17 of your
• despatch 'expressing admiration and appreciation for the leadership given by the
United States since the Korean outbréak in strengthening the forces of the Western
world. He remarked that, putting on one side the compliments, he believed that the
conclusions drawn in your - despatch were true and. encouraging ; and that with
patience and - firmness we might avoid war and discover some method of living
tolerably in the same world as the Soviet Union.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations` Unies. . ,

. . . .. ., . , r. .. : J ^ ..

Permanent Representative to United-Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 219 New York, February 16, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 152.

and will return by way of Ecuador and Peru: I asked him about Korea, the Disarma-
ment. Committee and one or two other topics on which I am reporting in this and
my immediately following teletypes.f ^. -

2: Concerning Korea, Lie said that Entezam had now formed his Good Offices
Committee, but had delayed announcing it or indeed even formally constituting it.
He had, meanwhile sent'a message to Peking through the Swedish Embassy. In this
message he had informed ' Peking that, he had selected two persons to assist him
with his work of good'offices; that, the'functionsof good offices group could be
performed either by the group as'a whole or by any members of it, and that he, in
his capacity as President, was prepared to meet a representative of the Chinese
Government either in New York or Geneva, ôr to have his representativé go to
Peking to meet the Chinese authorities, and by one of these methods, to ascertain
their views concerning the possibility'of working out a Far Eastern *settlement. I am

^ KOREA , ,

Late - yesterday (Thursday) I called on Lie, - who is leaving Saturday on a fort-
night's' visit to South America. He will be in Chile for the opening of ECOSOC,
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not sure of the actual phrasing of the message, but Entezam appears to have done
precisely what you suggested to him ten days ago, except that he, has taken the
preliminary step of selecting though not formally constituting his cease fire group.•. . . , . ...
R7_

1iA/85US-40

SECRET,

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réûnion'des chefs de direction

Extract from.Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisions

FAR EAST: KOREA

Ottawa, Februaiy 19, 1951

P. Mr. Norman. The Additional Measures Committee met for the first time dur-
ing,the past week'to organize its. activities for carrying out the provisions of the
Géneral Assembly resolution condemning China. It decided to maintain close 'con-
tact with thé Good Offices Committee; it did not discuss sanctions against China.
The Canadian representative was instructed to takè the same 'stand as the United
Kingdom ' representative on the question of sanctions,-,i.e.",that any attempt to
impose economic or, diplomatic sanctions should be resisted. '(UNCLASSIFIED). , . „ . . . ,

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

DEA/50069-A40. ^ ; ,.

• au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ;

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET

Dear Mr. Pearsonu ' -

Mr. Rusk'stiggested that ' I have a talk with him this afternoon after one' of the
meetings of Ambassadors at the State Department, and I therefore took 'the oppor-
tûnity' of going over with him some of the matters which arose during our discus-
sions in Ottawa this week,: especially with referencé to your consideration of my
report of my talk with Mr. Rusk on February 14th which I handed to you in Ottawa
on Monday morning.

I sought to lead him into developing further the evidence in the possession of the
United States' Government about the balance of `forces inside the Peking Govern-
ment. I was not very successful in this, and although he repeated the general obser-
vations''which' he had' made at our previous talk he did not amplify them

Washington, February 23, 1951

u Note marginale :/Marginal note:
, Mr. Reid to see and show Mr. Norman only. A.D.P.H[eeney] Feb 27.
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significantly. He pointed out, however, that public reports were coming in -today
from Peking about internal difficulties in China. He would not go so far as to say

that he had a"reasonable hope" that the nationalist elements would supersede or
get control of the pro-Moscow forces within a few months, although he thought
that' there was enough chance of this taking place to warrant , some waiting on

events. He added that the position should be rather,clearer in a. month or. so.
He agreed when I said that his explanation of the basis of U.S. policy seemed to

show that the differences with the British in particular were over means rather than
ends. The withdrawal of recognition from Chiang Kai-Shek, for example, would in
1^sjudgment be acclaimed inside China as a considerable victoryfor those now in
power and therefore would strengthen their hold. I told him that some thought had
been given in Ottawa to a Canadian withdrawal of recognition, but, that I judged
from my discussions there that consideration of this step would be deferred for
some weeks?6

I then brought up again the desirability'of a frank and private exchange of views
with the British Government. He` once more referred to their hesitation in undertak-
ing this at the present time becaûse of 'some of the personalities involved. While he
did pot specify, he seemed to have in mind the left-wing members of the govern-
menti and the frequent criticisms of the United States which have been coming from
their supporters in the Labour Party. He remarked that.they had not talked to any-
one in London as freely as he had spoken to me but they would probably feel able
to do so if Mr. Bevin was fit enough to assume real control of the Foreign Office
again. He said that he might himself make a quick trip to London before long.

I asked him about the suggestion for private three-cornered talks here on Far
Eastern affairs inquiring whether it was still alive. He said that he thought it was. If
so, it will not be followed up for 'some days as Mr. Acheson is leaving this after-
noon for a holiday in Bermuda.

I then asked about their attitude in the event of a Chinese move into Indo-China.
He told me that there were some Chinese already in Indo-China although the
French had not publicly admitted this. Chinese had been killed in action and a few
prisoners had been taken. If the intervention became really strong he thought it
would be impossible for the French to defend Tonkin although they might be able
to hold out in the strong redoubt of Haiphong for a considerable period. There was
no possibility of. the United., States. providing ground forces and it was doubtful
whether air strikes from carriers could do sufficient damage. He believed it unlikely
that the French,would bring the issue before the United Nations, as they would be
unsure of the votes. He left me with the impression that the United States would not
take the initiative in such a case and also that they had not got very far in their
consideration of various courses of, action.

He went on to say that their estimâte ofChinesé military capabilities was that if
they went all out they were strong enough in time to deal with Indo-China, Korea
and Hong Kong. They took the possible thrèat to Hong Kong more seriously than
the British. He showed me a telegram just received from their man there passing on

26 Voir le document 949JSee Document 949. '
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reports of substantial Chinese troop movements to the Hong Kong region. Their
conclusion from their current intelligence is that intervention in Hong Kong and in
Indo-China, or in one or the other of, them, • is more, likely than an attack on
Formosa.

He remarked that an attack on Hong Kong would bring toan end the current
differences on policy between the British and the 'Americans, which would be to
Chinese disadvantage. He thought, however, that inside China it might well solid-,
ify the supporters of the Peking regime and ease the present strains and stresses.
They might think that this would make an attack worthwhile.

I told him that the decision announced on Wednesday to send the balance of the
Special Force to Korea had been taken immediately and without argùment'as soon
as the Government had received a clear indication of the wishes of the Unified
Command.27 He was very pleased , to hear this and said he would pass it on to Mr.
Acheson if I had no objection before' Mr. Acheson's departure today.

If after considering this letter there :are further questions you would like me to
put to the State Department, it would be helpful to me if you would list them in a
letter or message to me. I, am enclosing a copy of this letter which you might be
good enough ;to pass to Mr. Heeney.

Yours sincerely,
H.H. WRONG

P.S. They are puzzled about the absence of Russian èquipment among the Chinese
forcés in Korea: Apparently none has 'been 'identifed with the Chinese. Rusk said
that the explanation might be that the Russians were only providing equipment on a
barter or payment basis which the Chinese were unable to meet. From documents
taken last year in'Pyongyang they had found that there had been no'free delivery of
Russian equipment to North Korea.

Hé remarked that, they were ready to talk more' freely with you than with any-
body now "operating- in London. If we do get into high level private talks here, we
might manage to, arrange'a discussion when you take a holiday at Easter. Franks is
leaving for London on March '3rd before Acheson gets back from Bermuda, but I
think that he will be back by about the time you might be coming this way.,

H. W[RONGI

27 Voir le document 124./See Document 124.
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SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 178.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITtEE

After returning from Ottawa, I suggested to Shann of the Australian delegation
that consideration might be given to approaching the work of the Addi-

and to Jebb
tion

addition
al'

Measures Committee by concentrating' in the first instance.ne nin Korea.aI
meâsures 'that might be undertaken to fulfil United Nations p eneral
added that in this way it might also be possible to limit the effectléf: anya general
measures which might subsequently be contemplated. For eû^ pe of preventing
recommendation to member contemplated

recommendation could be formulated
military supplies reaching the Ch inese, the aggres-
as a measure to prevent military supplies reaching the f`rcesev n^irulitary supplies
sion in Korea. Action for this purpose would necessarl y pC

g

pssembly
oing to China, without China being specifically , mentioned in any

resolution.
2. I hesitated to make this suggestion,to the United States delegation ûntil. hadI

gained some idea as to whether or not it would be acc Unibed States delelgatio,n late
now find, however, that Jebb, in a meeting wl^ the

ro sin to follow , the
last week, told the United States delegation

said that we hoped the United
line indicated in paragraph 1 of this telegram, and
Kingdom would give us.very strong support. I am not quite clear how the to
States delegation took this information, and I have not yet ha an opp
speak to any of them about it myself. l

The United Kingdom delegation has been instructed to urge that the dAddôtnoa lc
3.Th

Measures Committee should concern itself in th
e a

first
nd

instance with
nce there wl l be no

measures. Their idea is that this .will occupy tim e ,
theeffectwill be to

agreement as to any diplomatic miasuseems t
aken,

to have dangers, and I
delay the progress of the work. Th procedure
think that they are, now asking for new instructions which would enable them to

follow the line which we have suggested.

KOREAN CON[LICt

DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentcint permanent, auprès des Nation^eUnies!
'

au secrétaire d'État'aux Affaires extérieures.

permanent Representative Io United Nations
to Secretary of State for Ezternal A,ffairs'

1951New York, February 26,
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DEA/50069=A-40
,.. , ,

Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies ..,
au secrétaire d 'État aux AJfaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary 'of State for External Affairs

•TELEGRAM 265 New York, March 1, 1951

SECRET

Repeat Washington No. 192.

ADDTfIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

I spoke to Gross on February 28th about the work of the Additional Measures
Committee. He said that the United States delegation was disappointed over the
course ôf action which the bureau of this committee (as outlined in my teletype No.
263 of February 28th)t was proposing to take. If the bureau brought in a report
outlining all conceivable additional measures that might be considered, and the task
of making a selection amongst these measures was referred to a sub-committee
which included the United Kingdom, United States, and France,"the effect might be
éxactly the 'opposite *of what was desired. In- the public mind, the full list, as pre-
pared by the bureau, might become the norm or standard upon which action should
be based. Any'selection amongst these measûres would in that case be regarded as
a watering down of the full program. The expectation might then be built up that
the full program,as outlined in the bureau's report would gradually be put into
effect. The Chinese Communists on the other hand would regard the full list as
prepared by.the bureau as a catalogue of horrors which was being brandished at
-them but which the United Nations was not immediately putting into effect because
if lacked either the will or the ability to do'so,

2. I told Gross that we had been' concerned about the course of action which the
Additional Measures Committee should follow. It seemed to us that the difference
of -opinion 'about aoditiônal measures which were both desirable and practicable
was so great that the debates which had taken place in the First Committee during
the Korean resolution might be repeated both in the committee and subsequently in
the Assembly with the same divisive consequences. In the end it might be impossi-
ble to secure in the Assembly the adoption of a recommendation for additional
measures which would have any material effect on the position of the Chinese
Communists. In these circumstances, we would get the worst of the matter both
ways. We would have had a disagreeable debate and a divided vote, and we would
have gone throûgh the motions of disciplining the Chinese without seriously
,impeding their aggressive activities. For this reason we had been wondering
whether the committee should not consider, in the first instance, the possibility of
recommending measures to support the United Nations resistance to aggression in
Korea, rather than consider measures to discipline the Chinese. In some respects,
this might produce the same result though terms would be used which could be
generally supported. For example, many Asian states might be unwilling to vote for
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an arms
o a ainst China. On the other hand they wouldess d lsteps to pre^embargo g

vote against a recommendation that member
committing ggres ion in Korea. If thecon-vent arms reaching forces which were

States delegation insisted on discussing diploma tic
oUnited uld be unwilling to vote in

siderations might apply'in that case. States whic w ist
to the effect

China as a
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sanction,the might

situation in regard to represent ation
favour of free g ht be prepared to support a recommendation

that, Prese tt
given to

while the aggression in Korea continued, considesa
not at

should
presented,

representation in the United Nations of authorities,
the
who supported that aggression.

3. Gross s
aid that as far as the first of these considerations ëd to think that the

divisive effect of the debate on ^^é Korean resolution of detaching some of the
result at the end of the debate on

Arab states from the Asian bloc,"ând of separating Indof^ from dis ouraging He
one hand from Burma and India on

Soviet bloc hadbshown in denouncing the reso-
thought that the violence which th sonally must
lution, including thelanguage used by Stalin who had felt

that t u
d m

per
ent which h ad

come out against it, had demonstrated the effectiveness o
f t 1 proposed was con-

been recorded. As far as the effect of ^ effort to concentrate theroattention of the
xpectation in the Unitedcerned, he was inclined to think that an e t create the e

committee upon the aggression in Korea might that
at something should• be" done about Manchurian bases. He

i uhtgnt
be ofGeneralStates th

in bodies
i

in the diplomatic field, a recommendation of change of representation
veryconsiderableimportance in preventi g a nizers and non-recognizers. In the
which were nearly equally divided between recog

Peace Obse
rvation Committee for, example, which would have to ^é constituted

that
before very

long, the balance was equal. He thought, however,particularlY if it were
-_ something to be said for the approach which I had suggested, ;^elf indefi-
made clear that the Additional Measures Committe^o not la au^at. if circum-

stance
nitely to a consideration of the aggression , in Korea

s warranted, the application of, measures over a,wider t ôn wim'be p ee. , .
considered." I do not think, however, that the United

a t good deal môre} persuasion.
pared to accept the point of view:I suggested , ... ^. _

Al,

Le secrétaire d'Étar aux A,ffaires extérieures '' -
au représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies -

, .", .
Secretâry" of State for External Affairs

to Permanent Representative to.United Nations
51

TELEGRAM 210

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repëat Washington EX-471.

19Ottawa, March 2,
,t•,..
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Reference your telegram No. 251 of February 26 and telegram No. 204 of February
12.t

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

1.: As you will have learned from our discussions whèn' you were•in Ottâwa, we
consider your suggestion that the Additional Measures Committee should concen-'
trate on securing additional measures in Korea to be a fruitful approach. It is
encouraging to learn that Jebb is interested in this idea and I hope that the British'
will support you. We consider this a sound policy and you should not hesitate there-
fore if you consider it opportune to take the initiative in putting'forward this policy
privately to friendly delegations and supporting it 'in the Committee.

2. In Paragraph 3 of your telegram No: 205 [of February 12] you have spoken of
a switch of emphasis from sanctions against China to additional measures in Korea
and this seems to us the proper approach. To argue that the Committee ought not to
consider sanctions against China would be contrary to the intentions of those who
proposed the Assembly Resolution and might well provoke a sharp conflict with
the United States delegation and public opinion. To emphasize, however, that for
the time being the most effective and appropriate means of opposing Chinese
aggression would be by additional measures in Korea strikes a positive note which
might have its appeal for- the Americans. In doing so you could emphasize that this
seems the best policy at the present time without raising the question as to whether
sanctions against China itself might later be considered.

92. DEA/50069-A-40

'Le représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies, .. ,.. . .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 292 New York, March 6, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington No. 203.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

1. As reported in my telegram No. 265 of March 1st, the United States delegation
Objected to procedure proposed by Bureau of Additional Measures Committee,
according to which bureau would present to committee a report outlining all con-
ceivable additional measures, and leave to a sub-committee the task of making a
selection from amongst this extensive list for consideration by the committee.
Sarper and Nisot, somewhat discouraged by heavy weather into which the bureau
had unexpectedly run, turned over to Shann the task of negotiating with the Ameri-
caas, British and French a report which would be mutually satisfactory. The report
which has gone through two revisions is now ready for the committee and will be
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next (8th March). As you will see, bureau h as
possible additionalpresented on .Thursday resented. List of po

United States desire that a selected list be p.
' in

my immediately following teletype is No.
re^^ ofmuch more

February
measures as given original proposal as given in my teletype
restrictive than inthe other hand, United States and other delegations have concurred in

to consist i of A United States, United.Kingdom,28th.1' On
established for the purpose of consideringproposal that - a sub-committee,

France, Australia; and the Philippines, be
priorities in the work of . the committee. agreed to concur in

that the ugh United Kingdom delegation has ^dg^^on^ measures
2..I understand possible

the submission. to the full committee. of the list of (repeat no) agreement has been
contained in my inmediately following teletype, no

United Kingdom and French delegations on é ene tuallyabe takenreached between
United States delegation on the other, as to ac

tion
ÎI, for example, a list of diplo-

matic
in regard to themeasures is given. to be proposed. In section ates still

iven. As I understand, United Kingdom and United a d present
take diametrically opposite views in regard to these proposed measures,

11
sim 1 to put to a vote the question whether or not they shall

intention is eventua y p Y
be adopted.

3. If
lic as approved in your

it continues to be your view that we should adopt po a y in the terms
teletype No. 210 of March 2nd, I would suggest that I put

proposal

we h

and then
have been considering, to the committee when it me^etsrefe^ ô^é sub-com-

mittee
suggest forthat

its theconsideration

instead of being voted upon,
ideration in determining how to proceed with the order of busi-

ness suggested in the report of the bureau.
4. Report of bureau contained in my •

telet has been
^mmediately, following y^ to

iven us by Australian delegation privately and it has not (repeat not) been given
g 'ttee

DEA/50069-A-40

Unies
Le représentant permanent auprès des

Valions
extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

permanent Representative Io United Nations
to Secretary of State for Ezte ►nal Affa

TELEGRAM 293

SECRET. IMPORTANT.,

Repea
Reference my immediately preceding teletype:-

t Washington No. 20C,

,, ^ - ^'I,4.

New York, March 6. 1951

ES COMM ' ` .

all other members of the commi •

ADDITIONAL MEASUR Com
Following is ^téxt of list of possible mèasures for consideratiolnrb^yathn x hoc six

mittee to be presented' irr the re po^` °^^Annex II t which reference is made i°
paragraphs are preamble by the committ
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sixth paragraph was forwarded under my despatch No. - 197 of March lst,t text
begins:

."In presenting the list attached as Annex I, the bureau wishes in no way to sug-
gest that the measures contained therein may be appropriate. It may be that some of
these lines of approach would be undesirable. If this were to be the case, the bureau
would feel that it would be better for, the committee to face this fact rather than to

_ recommend action prematurely,and without full consideration.
It should also be made clear that the mere fact that items are included in the list

does not permit the inference that they are under active consideration by the com-
mittee as practical measures.

The question of how practical this or that avenue of approach may be raises
matters concerned with the conduct of the committee's work. It would seem to the
bureau unwise for the committee as a whole to take this list of possible measures as
a, kind of agenda., In the circumstances, it would be the recommendation of the

,bureau that the committee should appoint a sub-committee to consider what might
be practical in this field and to report to the main committee, thereby greatly sim-
plifying the work of the main committee and minimizing the possibility that it
might be implied that the committee was considering a wide field of punitive
action. The sub-committee should also consider priorities in the work of the
committee.

Such a sub-committee might' consist of rive members of the committee, includ-
ing some of the countries most' closely involved.

This list does not include measures which have already been taken by the United
Nations, or which are in process of being taken, under existing resolutions of the
Security Council and the General Assembly, such as military, financial, economic
and other relief 'assistance to victims of aggression, appeals to the parties, and so
on.

For the information of the committee, a brief historical survey of the experience
of the League of Nations in this field, which has been prepared by the secretariat at
the request of the bureau, is attached as Annex II.

ANNEX 11

List of Possible Questions for Consideratiort by the Comniittee '
' I.' Stiould âny of the following economic and financial measures be taken?.,;o .

(1) "Arms embargo;
'(2) Trade restrictions;
(3) Restrictions 6n' communications with the aggressor,
(4) Financial restrictions.

. II Diplômatic Measures
;Shôuld any of the following diplomatic measures be taken?

(1): Diplomatic representations, collective or otherwise;
1 (2) Withholding of recognition;
f (3) Restriction of diplomatic relationships;
(4) Denial of representation in the United Nations;
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(5) Non-recognition of: the results of an aggression.
measures be taken?

III. Should any of the following ^li^y Nations armed action in Korea:
A. Additional measures in support of United

p^ici atin in the

1 Provision of additional forces by member states already P g

O .
'United Nations action in Korea; aKn^ ^l^é(2) Broadening United Nations participatiôn in the armed action

ember states not currently p p
provision of armed forces by in
United Nations actionsupport assistance (i.e. supplies, air and sea trans-
(3) Increasing and broadening
port, med

ical aid etc.) of member states participating or wh o have not yet partlc

ipated, in support of United Nations armed forces in Korea .

'B. Other military action. people of the

IV. Should further steps be taken to bring to the ^ n
ature of the United^Nations

world, especially the people of China and Korea,
and the aims and objectives of the United Nations

there? Text

action-in Korea,
ends.

Le représentant perntanent auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d É'tat aux Affaires extérieures

ons °permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External •Affa

New York, March 9, 1951

ADDITIONAL MEASUR£S COMMITTEE
rn, esterday, 8th Ma^h^ at

1. A closed meeting of this committW^ subm Ued to the committee.
was, „ m^ed bywhich time the report of the bu reau,

2. Before submitting the "list of possible questions ^f^ousSorganizationa 1 matters
the bureau, the châirman; (Sarper) ; dealt with the, .
which had been referred to the bureau. These concerned (a) a title for the the^t'
tee, (b) a request from the Republic of Korea to participate in the wor .
mittee, (c) liaison with the C[ommittee] G[ood] O[ffices][sic]• ddi-

3. So far as the title was concern; ed, the bureau recommende dtehW name «d^eus-

tional Measures Committee". This was ÛP^^had drafted a le ter to be sent to the
bureausion. So far as (b) was concerned the

Republic of Korea pointing out that the composition of the A.M.C. hUblb^ of KoreRep
mined by a resolution of the Assembly and that, in any case,

of view in the Political Com-
continued to have the opportunity to express pont effect
mittee of the Assembly. This letter was` agreed to with a modification to the
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that the A.M.C. might at some later , stage , decide to have a representative of Korea
appear before the committee. So far as (c) was concerned, the chairman pointed out
that he had understood from his discussions with the CGO that the latter had no
definite, information to report regarding "satisfactory progress" and that, in view:of
this, he had decided to call a meeting of the full A.M.C.

4. The chairman then presénted.the',"list of possible questions for consideration",
together with the two annexes, which I have already sent to you (my teletype No.
293 of 6 March and despatch No: 197 of 1 Marcht). In presenting his report Sarper
emphasized that the bureau had not considered the substance of these possible mea-
sures or the question of priorities. He also stressed that the three members of the
bureau were not bound, as individual representatives, by this list. Finally he sug-
gested, on behalf of the bureau, that the sub-committee of five members should
consist of Australia, France, Venezuela, the United Kingdom and the United States.
This sub-committee would have the task of considering the practicability of the
various measures suggested and also the question of priorities. .

5. Without discussion'the committee agreed to the idea of the sub-committee and
to the composition suggested by, the chairman.

6. LaCoste of France then made a short general statement emphasizing the impor-
tance his delegation attached to the preamble submitted by the bureau, and the need

; for.careful scrutiny of the practicability of the various measures suggested. .
7. I then spoke in the sense agreed to in our previous correspondence emphasiz-

ing the Canadian view that the committee should, in the first instance, consider the
recommendation to the Assembly of direct additional measures in Korea itself, it
being understood that such consideration would not prevent ' the' committee from
considering at a later stage âdditional measures'of a "more general nature".

8. After I had spoken there was no discussion of the substance of our proposal. I
then said that I was prepared to:submit our proposal in a formal mànner, if this was
considered desirable, but that I did not think it was necessary to do so at the present
stage. I suggested that the sub-committee might consider the proposal.

9. No other representatives spoke on.the substance of the committee's work, and
a somewhat confused discussion then took place regârding relations of the commit-
tee with the press. This was precipitated by a letter from the Acting President of the
United Nations Correspondents Association addressed to the chairman of the com-
mittee, asking the committee to reconsider its decision to have the committee meet
in closed session. This letter, the first of its kind in the United Nations, pointed out
that three important committees of the United Nations were now meeting in closed
session (the A.M.C., the C.M.C., and the C.G.O.) and in a careful and reasonable
manner raised some important questions about the access which correspondents
should have to United Nations proceedings. After discussion it was agreed that the
chairman should orally inform the Acting President of the U.N.C.A. that the com-
mittee had considered this letter carefully, but that, in the present circumstances,
the committee felt that it could proceed more usefully with its work in closed ses-
siôns. Discussion then took place regarding a communication to the press following
the meeting of the committee. .
;^,^ ;^:,,,, , , ; ^ . . . • . , . , .
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10. I am sending you by bag an additional copy of the report of the bureau^ as

,submitted at yesterday's meeting:

95.
DEA/50069-A-4U

Le secrétâire d'État âux 'Affaires extérieures
. . .à lambassadeûr aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United. States:

TELEGRAM EX-542

SECREf

' Repeat Permdel No. 230.

Ottawa, March.14, 1951

KOREA,

Wrong from Pearson, Begins: It looks to me as if once again we wil^be Ÿou
For
fronted, without warning, by. a sudden change in American policy, lin

o

will recall that we have been requested, very, sensibly, not to g^e
impression

arallel It
that any decision has been finally taken^â cross

that he or MacArthur
would appear, however, from General g y's statement

or the Unified Command, or all three, have already taken such
in mis the

, the case of the St. Lawrence, we have been asked to co-operatee ystifying

ô' osition, with the. only result that actions are taken by Washing
ton

any other int ryPPus even more than the opposition., From here it is difficult to g ve
retation to General Ridgway's statement than that indicated abovde. Fo^P°esihing,

Pmay be wrong. Could you find out what, if anything, has app
if Ridgway is correct, and victory will be won when we get.to the , pô alla Bri-
gade point of sending the Canadian Brigade to Korea. It is certatn y.

good

ade for police duties alone. Hâve.there been any developments in
Peking in regard

theg
to 66 matter which you talked to me about •when you were here, nd• on which

US. aûthôrities seem to I rely as ,a meâns for'ending the Koreân confl ict:
. ^; . ,•. _, . . . •

23 Le 12 mars, le générai Ridgway a indiqué aux reporters qu'il considérerait que les troupes de l'ONU
'auraient remporté une victoire si, à la fin de la guerre, elles contrôlaient la Corée jusqu'au 381 pa^l'

lèle. Voir Hearings, p. 454. , '
On March 12, General Ridgway told reporters that he would call it a victory if the war ended with
the U.N. in control of Korea up to the 38th parallel. See fleanngs, p. 454.
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' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis i ^
,au secrétaire d'État aÙx Affaires extérieures

Antbassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

►

Washington, March 15, 1951TELEGRAM WA-966 '
SECRET. IMPÔRTANT..,,. ; ... .. ^ ,

The general ,ézpéctation is that there will be another large Chinese offensive

3: I think that Ridgway; with an eye to the spirit of his troops, had also in mind
the administrâtion'of an antidote to thé' effects of MacArthur's grandiloquent state-
ment of March 7th* ând'particularly to his reference to the prospects of reaching "a
point of theoretical military stalemate' :29 Would you agree that it was good stuff
from this point of view? '

tions warrant.
2. I personally welcomed Ridgway's statement, except on the one point that he is

quoted as saying "We set out to stop Communism" instead of "We set out to stop
aggression in Korea". I think his main purpose was to make it clear that the war in
Korea was worth fighting even if it ended with the re-establishment of the territo-
rial situation which existed when it bégan. I take it that you agree with the view that
the military objectives should be limited to the defeat of the aggressiôn'against the
Republic of Korea and that the United Nations ought not to seek to impose by force
the unification of the whole country. I reported as long ago as February I st (my
WA-397) that Rusk had told me that this'position was being taken. He repeated it at
a meeting of Ambassadors on February 16th (WA-622t), and it was set forth in the
paper which he circulated at the meeting of Ambassadors on February 20th (WA-
651t).

Ridway's statement.of March 12th.
1. I am sure it would; be inaccurate to regard Ridgway's references to the 38th

parallel as indicating that a new decision has been taken that the parallel will not be
crossed in any circumstances. The position remains that there will be prior consul-
tation. through the Ambassadors here of countries with forces in Korea before
major operations above the parallel are undertaken, although offensive patrols and
amphibious raids into North Korean territory may take place if operational condi-

Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: Your EX-542 of March 14th. General
Repeat Permdel No. 141:

and that the recént' Chinese withdrawals are àn ,example of "reculer pour mieux
sautec". It is likely'that thé rèported evacuation of Seoul is not welcomed by the
Field Command, 'as they would rather meet a new offensive on the Western flank
With the Han River in front of them.' The Chinese certainly have the capability of
staging another offensive before long. I imagine that this expectation explains why'

2'Voir/See New York 'Times, March 8, 1951.
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Ridgway+ describéd as "a purely hypothetical question" the establishment of mili-'
thtary control up to the parallel.. Unless the Chinese unexpectedly clear out of e

Republic of Korea or are now. ready to talk about a cease-fire, there will be a good
deal more fighting, and on present prospects there is no ground for assuming that
the Canadian brigade will have only police duties to perform in Korea.

5. I did not mean during our talks inOttâwa last month to leave you with the
impression that it was thought here that certain developments in Peking might pro-
vide a way to end the Korean war. I think that it is rather the other way around -
that the destruction of large Chinese forces in Korea might help.to bring. about
developments in Peking through discrediting those responsible for the Korean
venture.

6. Ridgway's statement and Rosenthal's despatch in yesterday's New Yô `rk Times
will be discussed at a meeting tomorrow at the State Department at 3:00 p.m. If
there are any points which you would like me to make, I should be glad to hear 'of
them in time for this 'meeting. Ends.

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States.,.. ,

TELEGRAM EX-598

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

CEASE FIRE IN KOREA.

DEA150069-A-40

As you will see by my statement in the House of Commons yesterday. (a copy of
which has been sent to you by bag) I think that it would be unreasonable to attempt
to prevent the United Nations forces from maintaining contact with the enemy in
Korea at least to the extent necessary to prevent a new Communist offensive being
mounted without, our knowledge. At the same time, I think,that no major United
Nations offensive shouldbe planned or initiated. Instead, an attempt,should now be
made, taking advantage of the present de facto. stabilization of the, front to negotiate
with Peking, aiming at a cease fire and eventually a settlement. !When Sir Benegal
Rau was in Ottawa last weekend there was an informal and frank discussion at
dinner on Saturday night. Rau showed considerable interest in the suggestion that
conditions might be'propitiôûs for an Indian attempt to induce Peking to enter into
negôtiations. An âccountt; of this conveisation will be sent to you by bag.

As I told you by telephone yesterday afternoon, my colleagues and I, think that it
would be wasteful if the small but well-trained striking force represented by the
Canadian Special Brigade, were. sent to.. Korea, merely to engage in some, sort. Of
police action. The United States authorities will probably succumb to the tempta-
tion to argue that as they have borne the brunt during the heavy fighting we should
be willing to take over the police action and allow some of them to go home now.
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This, however, is an emotional argument, and one which does not consider the. best
use of the forces at the disposal of non-Communist powers. I should be grateful if
you would make these views known, to the United States-, authorities, at the, same
time making it clear that they are based on consideration, of the general good rather
than on a desire of the Canadiân government to escape , from its obligations.

.. ; , L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambasscrdôr in United States `
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs

:TELEGRAM .WA-1116
Washington, March 24, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

KOREA.

Your EX-607 of March 22nd.t The changes in the proposed draft statement
were given to Rusk yesterday morning but there has as yet been no discussion of
them with the.State Department., Mr. Acheson remarked to me on March 22nd that
the statement should be issued just as soon as possible. He said that there had been
considerable difficulty in securing agreement on its contents between the Defense
,and State Departments. As of this morning, however,• the views of the United King-
dom Governmenuhave not been received at the British Embassy.

2. Your EX-598 of March 21st crossed my messages WA-1069t and 1070t, about
.the draft statement. In view of your, instructions to make known the views
expressed in it to the United States authorities, I thought it well to incorporate the
substance of your message, although. not. the exact language; in a letter to Mr.
Rusk, t, which I handed to him on the afternoon of March 22nd.. He, made little
comment on the matters raised in paragraph 1 of EX-598 except to repeat that no
major United Nations offensive was being planned or initiated. Both he and Mr.
Acheson, however, told 'me of their concern at the thinness of the United Nations
forces ,and the need, in order to preserve their.security, of constantly keeping the
enemy off balance in order to increase, enemy difficulties in mounting a strong
offensive; both mentioned in this connection the appearance in the present fighting

_.of two Chinese armies. from the Third Field Army which had not been in contact
With the United Nations forces since last December.

3.
With regard to the contents of the second paragraph of EX-598 concerning the

Canadian brigade groûp, in Rusk's view it would be. mirnculous if the military situ-
ation were to be cleared up before the time of their departure,for Korea sufficientlyto

make it evident,that they, will not be needed for combat service but only for
pôlice ducies:" He emphasized the. urgent need for fresh troops in. Korea and 'the
almost total lack of reserves. I reminded him that the Canadian troops were offered
only for combat service. He said that he was aware of this but no-one could say that
they would not be needed for combat service unless a cease-fire were arranged
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the y
Korea. Failing this, I think that we 'must accept it that the Uni-

before y'fied Command will not be moved to notify us that the balance of the brigade group

can be better employed, elsewhere. lèttér to Rüsk of March 22nd based
4.1 am sending by'the. next bag copies of ïny as su

our EX-598. Incidéntally, I was not able to speak to Sir iOéi f rom r don ung 1on y
gested in paragraph 10 of your EX-607 since he wi

ll not ar'r

the middle 'of next week.
' ' . DEA/8508-40

. ., ,.. . ,_., . .

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Heads of Divisions
Extract front Minutes of Meeting, of

Ottawa, Api'il 2, 1951
SECRET

KOREA

15. M. Delisle.
As a result of General MacArthur's statement of March ?butine

United States Government has postponed 1Nations ôbjecltivestincKorea as a
forces to Korea to . issue a statement of United
Prelude to possible negotiations with Chinese Communists.' In the buttconsist-
United Kingdom has put forward another plan withnt^h same with forces
ing of two different statements, one to be issued jointly bY governments
in,Korea (along with India,` Sweden and Denmark), and a second to be issued by
President Truman as Chief Executive of the Unified Command

46. In the United Kingdom plan -the announcement would ents drawing their
approach to the Chinese, and'pee apessinmthe desire for a peaceful settlement in
attention to the joint declaration, p g
•Korea and requesting an expression of the views of the ChistatemenS of

oviePt
P es

ments. The joint declaration would follow closely the 13 and the
adopted by the Political Committeé of the United • Nations on January
lines of Mr. Pearson's subsequent suggestions for, a six-point programme.mh^ whole

17 The preliminary 'comments of the' State -Department were that the
favourable to - the United Kingdom ' proposal. 'Mr. Rusk - has suggested
United Kingdom should prepare a draft of the joint declaration for ^te Deament
the United States and other governments concerned and that .the S

Pan

wôuld undertake to prepare a draft of : a déclaration which might be issued by the
. , ; ,:; ^ ., ^• '..... , .,; :. . . .

Unified Command.
18. While we favôiir the transmission of a joint'declaratiôin t^lowinchanges °

ple's Government as soon as possible, we have suggested the following
the United King dom'plan : .^"'^ ^ 'S` '^^- • '• "

(a) the declaration shôuld nôt be publlshéd before being sent to'the Chinese Pea

ple's Governmen ,,t; , ; : ° # , s, ^ ^ , , •^,
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,. (b) the United Nations should be brought in as soon as possible; the President of
the General Assembly might be asked to transmit the declarations in confidence
through the Indian' Representative in Peking;

(c) we are not convinced of the wisdom of approaching the Soviet Government;
(d) careful consideration should be given to the question of the timing of the

declaration. (SECRET)
19. The United States Secretary of Defence clarified the question of General

MacArthur's authority to cross the 38th Parallel when he said on March 27 that the
United . Nations Commander would be guided by • the necessity to safeguard the
security; of his command and, although there were no'geographical limits to an
advance. in North Korea, so long as the security of his command was maintained,
the question of a sweep across the Parallel was a matter for political consideration.
The United Nations line presently extends across the,peninsula roughly 4-8 miles
south of the Parallel. (SECRET)

100. DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sotis-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, Mentorandunt from , Under-Secretary of State for Exten:al Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRÉT[Ottawa], Apri1,11, 1951

RÉ KOREA; GENERAL MACARTHUR'S PUBLIC STATEMENT

This is to record, briefly, what transpired on this subject at our conversation on
Saturday morning with, the U.S. Ambassador.

= You said to Woodward that the Canadian Government had been very much dis-
turbed by, General MacArthur'.s open difference in essential policy with the. stated
objectives of the United Nations, in Korea. His letter to Representative Martin was
in direct, contradiction to the policy of the United Nations in which the U.S. Gov-
ernment had concurred.

Substantial numbers of Canadian troops were about to embark to join U.N..
forces in Korea and this was an added reason for the Government's concern. You
made it quite plain that we were opposed to any extension of the Korean hostilities,
that in our view MacArthur's public attitude had set back materially the prospects
of negotiated settlement; at the same time we recognized that the U.S. Administra-
tion did not share MacArthur's views.

You said that you would not wish the U.S. Government to be under any misap-
prehension as to the Canadian attitude and that our Ambassador in Washington had
been instructed to inform U.S. authorities to this effect.
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DEA/8508-40

Extrait dû procès-verbal de la réûnion des chefs de direction

SECRET'

,Eztract from Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisions'.

Ottawa, *April 23, 1951
^.a...^ .. ^.., . .

k

xnRFA AND T14F UNITED NATIONS

speech. At the same time the United States representative pressed for a report to the
First Committee of the General Assembly which should meet as soon as delega-

thus counteract in advance part of the probable adverse effect of the MacArthur
an immediate active programme of economic sanctions for public consumption and
States move was designed to enable its representative in the full committeé to urge
méeting of the full committee before MacArthur spoke to Congress. The, Unite
having a proposal for. economic measures against Communist China passed Ao a

d

süb-committee of the Additional Measures Committee with the declared purpose of
United States Delegation at Lake Success suddènly pressed for a meeting of the

111.6 M Delisle 'A few days before General MâcArthur's speech to Congress the

tions had an opportunity to receive instructions.

present stage is premature and likely to jeopardize possible negotiatlons.
postponement becausè of the belief that a recommendation on this subject at the,

view of the strong United States pressure it is probable the meeting will take place
no later than the week of April 23, although there is a strong desire for indefinite

against China but with no agreement as to when the full committee should meet. In
Measures Committee 'give first priority to a consideration of economic measures
tee the United States move was modified to a recommendation that the Additional

7 Because of strong British French and Australian objections in the sub-commit-

United States policy clarifies enough for us to know what is behind the move.
Committee. Nô advice on- substance or timing is being given Mr. Holmes until

tee.' It is reported that the objectives are much more limited then those réported
from New York and that there is'no thought of convoking a meeting of the Political

different explanation of this move for action in the Additional Measures Commit-
8. Our Ambassador in Washington has obtained from' the State Department a
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L'ambassadeur aux 'États- Unis
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for; External Affairs.

TELEGRAM WA-1718
• „ •

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Pérmdel No. 204.

137

Washington, April 25,'1951

Your EX-871 of April 20th t and Permdel's 407 of April 24th j•' (repeated Washing-
ton 299). Additional Measures Committee.

1:'We have now had an'opportunity to obtain some clarification^ of State Depart-
ment thinking about the work 'of the Additional 'Measurés Committee from the
State Department and from the British Embassy. From our consultations here we
judge that the apparent difference between the attitude of the United States delega-
tion in New York and the State Department in Washington derives from a differ-
ence'in émphasis and the zeal with which the United States delegation apparently
has sought to push State' Department views on this question.

2: As Holmes has repôrtéd to you in his No. 407, Franks 'saw Hickerson over the
weekend at Hickerson's request. A similar approach' was made to the Australian
and French Ambassadors. These representatives were chosen because of their coun-
tries' •memberships on the 'sub-committee of the A.M.C. Venezuela had apparently
already agreed to the United.States proposals:

3. In his talks with Franks, Hickerson expressed the hope 'that the United King-
dom Government`would not continue to insist that the'Additional Measures'Com-
mittee should withhold its report until the Good Offices Committee had submitted a
report on the progress of their negotiations: He said that in the opinion of the State
Department the 'Additional Measures Committee should meet 'at the latest by the
end of this `month and should take up the -proposal to impose a limited selective
economic' embargo -against Communist China. His remarks to Franks were 'an
appeal for co-operation and not in the form of a demand. Hickerson referred to'the
state of public opinion in this country and admitted that the move to some extent
was determined by public pressure'applied to the Administration in consequence of
the events connected with the dismissal of General MacArthur. ^ Hickerson recalled
however that the State Department had not been happy about the delay which had
occurred :in the implementation of the resolution setting up the Additional Mea-
sures

Committee since February 1st, and said that it was now more difficult to
justify further delay.

4. The points made by Hickerson in support of the United States position may be
sunmanzed as follows:

(a) The adoption by the United Nations of a resolution to impose limited selective
economic embargoes would provide those countries which had assumed the major
responsibilities for resisting aggression in Korea with a recommendation by the
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United Natïons which may be used to bring the more "reluctant" countries into line
with the policy of denying essential military supplies to the aggressors. (He pointed
out that the parties to, the Consultative Committee in. Paris, were actually doing
more than was now prôposed but these ,arrangements could not be cited in public).

(b) The tangible effects of a limited econômic embargo might:
(i) Increase unrest in Communist China because 'ôf resulting unemployment;

(ii) Increase difficulties in industrial production; : ^.

(iii) Make the public in China more conscious of the consequences of their gov-
ernment's policy in Korea due to an increased lack of essential consumer sup-
plies such as cotton. (Hickerson particularly referred to Pakistan continuing to
supply China with cotton at,a time when the pinch was already felt in China as a
result of the United States embargo).
(c) The effects of the limited embargo would not, in the judgment of the State

Department, seriously interfere with the work of. the Good Offices Committee but
might on the contrary make the Chinese more disposed to:seek a peaceful settle-
ment in Korea..(He noted that the Chinese could not have shown less dispositiôn to

.:,; .negotiate under the policy of inaction on the part of the A.M.C.); '. .
(d) The main purpose of the United States proposals was their psychological

effect not only in China, but also upon those countries that had so far not made any
substantial contributions , to the support of the United Nations in Korea and had
continued normal trading with China. ., :. ;

5. As to the time of the. meeting, Hickerson said that the State Department fully
realize there was little use in calling a,jpeeting of the;Additional Measures Com-
mittee unless the United States could count on the support of the tnajor Powers for
its minimum programme. They have urged that the Committee should meet if pos-
sible by April 30th, and Franks hâs consulted Londôn ,with regard to the "appeal"
made to'him by Hickersôn. .,. '

6. In thecourse of our weekly, meeting with Raynor, substantially the same points
were made as reported above. Raynor added that now that the Communist Chinese
have opened a full offensive in Korea,, it was even more difficult to accept the view
that the prospects of negotiating a peaceful settlement could be harmed by further
postponement of ; action by the Additional Measures Committee; it was the State
Department view • that the United, Nations, resistance : in the, field should, be sup-
ported by such hindrance of the military, plans of the Communists as would result
from the* application; of a,selective economic embargo.

7. I have refrained so far from being drawn into these discussions, since.I have
not been approached by Hickerson. . I- have, : however, made it clear to - the State
Department that we share the anxiety. expressed by, the United Kingdom and Aus-
tralia on this subject and believe that we should avoid airing our differences on h^
Eastern policy in public at a time - when emotion in this country is running h^g •
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. ; . DEA/50069-A-40
Le, représentant pernianent par intérint auprès des Nations Unies

: . . au secrétaire ; dEtat aux Affaires extérieures

SECRET
0 . . ,

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs,

.,the State Department thinking on the work of the Additional Measures Committee
and to ask our views. He explained the American anxiety to press on with the work
of the'A.M.C. The 'Good'Offices Committee hê indicated could carry on parallel
existence, but in the United States view the A.M.C. did not have to wait until the
G.O.C.'had concluded its activities. The American view.was that proceeding with
additional measures was the best, way to encourage the Chinese to cease their
aggression or to negotiate. When I asked if they had any concrete plans for a meet-
'ing'of the First Committee, he implied that there was nothing definite, but that they
did envisage a report from the A.M.C. to the Assembly as soon as possible. I said
that I had no specific instructions on this subject, but I thought that we would be
very much concerned over the possibility of a repetition in any form, of the
rancourous debates which took place last January. If pressing on with additional
measures would serve only to expose divisions among the democratic countries,

, then I wondered if it was worth while. I said that I thought an important factor in
deciding our. position; would be 'whethér or not the enforcement of the proposed

, selective embargo would in fact tighten the controls which were now in existence.
In ` pressing for action;' wâs his 'government primarily concerned with the moral
effect of a United Nations "decision, or the concrete harm which would be done to
Chinese war production by measures which could be taken? Bolte had no informa-

.tion to' offer`aliout the effects of the embargo, and I got the impression that this not
unimportant, aspect of the matter was one on which the Americans had not been
concéntrating. He did not say that it was the moral aspect they were interested in,

,but he did talk about the great effect of ôverwhelming support for economic sanc- ,
tions;by.the members of the United Nations.'When we pressed him, however, he
admitted th' at there was very little chance of the Asian countries; except the Philip-
pines and Thailand, agréeing to the proposal and that there was considerable doubt

-Of support bÿ, the 'Middle Eastern States.

2 Bolte'did indicate that the Americans were anxious not to have a public display
of disunity. Itas for that'reason, he said, that they were sounding out other dele-
gâtions in advance.I He did. not say that if the reaction of friendly delegations was
unfavôürable, State Department would alter its course.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE ,

1. Bolte of the United States mission called on the delegation yesterday to outline

., ^ . . ,, . ; ,..> .;. , . ,
-Repeat Washington No. 305. ! ^ .
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. If you consider that it is important to avoid a public dePSi te Deiffe^ren n^. It
3 such.

would, I think, be a useful time find out whethé
iews

tro sed embàrgo would in
would be helpful also if we c p p°
fact increase the pressure on Chinése war pro duction; bearing in mind the fact that
countries such as India would probably not join us.

à report of discussions they had
4. A week or so ago'the Australlans showed

had with the Foreign Office in London on this issue, in w â^on ofâddit ônal meâ-
eign office had indicated that the British

launched a new offensive. If this were the case,
sures would change if the Chinese might
then the situation with regard to the American program for wthe

o A bout a disp ay
considerably altered. We should then presumably not have res mabl differences
of disunity among the major participating powers, although p

y

with India and her Asian associates would still exist.

104.
! : - DEA/50069-A-40

,^ Afj^ • s extérieuresecretacre d
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , , ^ .

' tat aux a^re

.TELEGRAM EX-931 . ; '

SECRET: IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Permdel No. 308; London No. 721:

; Ottawa,^Apri127, 1951

- to Ambassador in United States
- Secretary of State for Eztérnal Affairs

NAL MEASURES'COMMrITEEADDITIOACTION 114
WA-1728'of Apri126t, and C.P.D.U.N.

1. Reference your W^1-1718 of Apri125,
messages 4101' and 411" repeated to you as 303 and 305 , of April 26.':n ^a. 7 of

fied
2: We are most grateful for the action you ha ve

^é needs ôflthe United
para.

States
your WA-1718. While, we are sympathetic towards
Administration in present circumstances' and' do not wish" to emô osals lmade by
way in coping with General MacArthür and his followers, the p P ro sition
Hickerson present several difficulties. They appe^ serious difficul ies^in that
that cuttrng off trade with China will in some way create
country. Our assessment is that China wlll not be materially affected it fill some
learned largely,to get along without trade with the West and because ' As Hickerson
of its more ' impôrtànt needs In any case by trade with the Soviet bloc.
is aware, the parties "tô the Consultative Committée in Paris are actually Additiona
than would be proposed by the measures the United States wlshe t
Measures Committee to adopt. I think the. fact that ^economic diffichlatteos hl ned ^n
alreâdy caused the Central People's Govemment trouble such as t, -., of our
paragraph '4 of. WA=1718 is in itself = a demonstration''of . the' âccuracÿ .

assessment.
... :__.... ;ea.. :.. , .. ,
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,3. Furthermore, Hickerson's assessment of the effects of an economic blockade is
based on the. fundamental miscalculation that we shall be able'to sell our point of.
view to the people of China but that the Chinese . Government will not be able,tô
sell theirs. Instead of the Chinese people blaming their Communist. government for
unemployment and the policy being pursued in Korea, they are far more likely to
believe government propaganda which will blame the United States and its allies
for any, harmful effects which may result.

4. It is hard to see how Hickerson's proposals will lead,, to: any increased eco-
nomic pressure on China even if one.concedes that economic pressure is possible.
The United States is going to have considerable difficulty in gathering sufficient
support for its policy (see the last sentence of No. 411 from New York to Ottawa).
It would seem probable that the states which did not agree with United States po1=
icy would, if that policy is adopted by the Additional Measures Committee, refuse
to consider themselves bound by it. Therefore, no additional trade is likely to be cut
off. In âddition the internal argument used by Hickersori does not appear very con-
vincing. He states that the measures which are proposed to be adopted by the Addi-.
tional Measnres Committee are less sevére than the measures already being applied
6y the Consultative Committee in Paris yet he seems to expect that a public ;decla-.
ration of intention to take measures which are not as effective as measures actually
in effect will in some wây havé greater iésults than the restrictions being applied by
the countries pârty , to the Consultative Committee.

5. I should think that the, two outstanding effects of the:United States proposal
would be, to create public, dissension among the non-Communist states in , the
United.Nations and to widen the misunderstanding which already exists between
the United States and, India.

6. Paragraph •4 of No. 411 from New York to.Ottawa suggests that the position of
the United Kingdom may have been changed by the launching of the new Chinese
offensive. We should like to have clarification on this point before we make up our
minds; definitely on, what our, position will be on the United States proposal.

105. ; ; . DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM, 1055. :

High Conunissioner in United Kingdom

- Le haut-cônunissairè au Royaume-Uni'
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires -extérieures ^. •' '

. - t

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, April 28, 1951

SECRET, IMMEDIATE.

Your telegram No. 721 of April 27. Action in Additional Measures Committee.
The present position taken by the Foreign Secretary was set out in a telegram of

April 26 to Sir Oliver Franks who will, no doubt, have spoken by now to the State
Department. We read,the text of the message at the China and Korea Department of
the Foreign. Office this morning, April 28, shortly after receiving your telegram•, . . .. • . ,
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reference.The following sub-paragraphs contain the substance of the Foreign
under
Office telegram to.Franks with Hickerson

(aj The" Foreign Secretary `approved the line taken by Franks ^,^,
arentl" the views stated by'Hickerson were similar to those reported to you by

a
MrPWro g from Washington);

dom seemed tô be reaching a stalemate -with* the Unitte
(b) The United King and othe 'cou

States over future policy concerning Korea. The Unitoed 1 ^g`dor d opin on rand to

tries wanted an early, declara G^âf ôffices Committee. The Foreign' Office had
supplement the work of the week in view of the
refrained from pressing the State DÛpuartm S tt during ^t Department were say-

ing

political atmosphere in the
ing that they had delayed the pace of the'AdditionaWM

easures Committee since

February out of deference to other governments vie .(doubted
c) But in the absence of a reaffirmation of aims theForeigC nviri e C inese or

whéther the United Nations would be i n'a strongpo.sition to
world opinion generally of their peaceful 'intentions and of^ W^ 3 â^ge o^ drift
to continue resisting if no settlement could be reached. The o d that he would
and some set purpose was needed. The .Foreign Secretary hpe .

,

receive soon Mr. Acheson's comments on'thé joint draft declÛ tl ea ^ès com-
ment thât the Fôreign Office have as yet é onlte en

no
.

d af letter4on this subject and
ment but that they are expecting Mr. Ach
possibly on other Far Eastern issues to Mr: ^ Morrison:) not oto. the con-

(d) Meanwhilé the Foreign Secretary agreed that he could
object

vening of the Additional Measures Committee ôn April 30 sinnttethed Staté Gov^ern-
Committee was making no progress and the pressures on the
ment were strong. Nevertheless he is not enthusiastic and would objectret s^â^once

Additionalthe Additional Measures Committee nashi
sembl He hopes that the

to the Political Committee of the General As Y
Measures Committee will spend some time in occasional meetings ô^ ^ ô^^u
the committee becomes ready to consider its report, there will be
nity to consult further with Washington along present lin atin the light of the pre-
vailing situation. By that time it may have been,found th

(i) A final decision on a declaration.of aims -has become feasible; ^

(ii) The nature of the Chinese offensive will have become more c1e,

(iii) The présent pressure.on the United,States Government may have lifted.
be more chastened

(e) If, moreover, the Chinese offensive is blunted^Pé United Nations to embark at
and it would; therefore, be highly inopportune for ,
that stage on economic sanctions. Economic sanctions might: ^ r j t ç Ï

(i) Rule out any chance of negotiations;
f`.(ü) Cause embarrassment; " ^ . F

(iii) Make the Foreign Secretary's own position more difGcult;
(iv) Stimulate anti-American `feeling in' the United Kingdom: ' tthe Pelcing

(f) As regards Hickerson'sbeliéf that econotmc sanctions rtught bring
authorities more to heel, Franks was' rèferred to,â' recent méssage from Lamb in
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Peking and authorized to make use of it at his discretion; (We also read. Lamb's
message, the essence of which was that the present position of the Peking Govern-
ment continued to be strong in spite of any slight loss of prestige with the Chinese
.people owing to the military situation in Korea. Lamb doubted.very much whether
: Hickerson's arguments were good and the Foreign Office quite obviously shared
` his views.)

2. Krishna Menon called at the Foreign Office on April 27. He indicated that in
the Indian view the present was not " a propitious moment to make the proposed
declaration of aims although the initiative in this matter lay chiefly with the United
Kingdom. He said • that the ^ Peking authorities had " not been persuaded by the
-removal of General MacArthur to alter their views on United States policy in the
^ Far East. , . 1, , .

Ambassador in United States

DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

to Secretary of State for Extenral Affairs

, TELEGRAM WA-1806 Washington, May 1, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 214.
Your EX-931 of Apri127th,' Additional Measures Committee.

1. When seeing Hickeison today on another matter, I mentioned the difficulties
which we, thought might follow from pressure by the United States for the early
`imposition of a selective economic embargo. He agreed that the economic effect in
China was likely to be slight, although some in the State Department considered
that the movement of strategic materials to China would be further restricted. He
argued, however, for the imposition of the embargo on other grounds, to which he
attached substantial importance.
,,2. First, he said that it was necessary in order to convince the Chinese Commu-
nist that the United Nations was not "weak, irresolute and disunited" in its resis-
târice to aggression in Korea, nor afraid to undertake what was a logical and safe
action`-=- safe in that it would involve no risk of extending the Korean war. The
pcesent.embargoes were secret, and to'obtain this result it was necessary to come •
out into thé open. It would 'show the Communists that the United Nations meant
business in Korea. Of course the main method of demonstrating this was to carry
ona successful campaign in Korea itself, but a selective embargo imposed by the

lUnited Nations nevertheless had, in his view, a subsidiary value. Since the princi-
pal sûppliers kôf strategic materials were in fact imposing an embargo, why not let
the Chinése' know that this was being done and place it under the authority of the
United Nations?



3.
Hickerson's second main-argument was that this was the best way to silence

the unfair charges against the British, French and other governments that they were
allowing munitions of war to go to China. Attacks of this nature are being made
daily in the United. States and not only from irresponsible sources. From the point
of view of public relatiôns," it was most important to bring into the open the actual
and effective co-operation between the governments mainly concerned. It would
: help the administration in dealing with the, opposition centering around MacArthur,
and it would help to restore the damaged prestige of the United Nations both in the
United States and, he. thought,; in some other countries, as we

.,' 4. -Although Hickerson admitted that there might be some public disagreements
among the allies, he did not appear ^ to regard this as, of, much importance. HeCommit-
remarked that when it came to the point of an actual vote in the

Pol the modesttee or the Assembly, it would be difficult even for India to oppose
selective embargo which the United States was urging.,I observed that a reluctant
affirmative vote wrung from India by United States pressure might damage rela-
tions with the United States worse than a negative vote or an abstention, and he
admitted that this was possible.

5. The case as put by Hickerson rests on the - intangible effects of an official
embargo, and it is therefore not easy to controvert.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , , '

Principles. of January, 13, although. I recognize that conditions in the ni c

maÿ, make it necëssary to have arrangements for a settlement in Korea almost com-

plete bëforë^^the"r' Far Eastérn questions can be discussed.

an ,
^ f± 2. I feel that an agreed deciaration'shvuld not constitute a retreât 'from the FiYe

`. ,. + . . ` . U rt d States

. , . . i ; •
A bëfôre the Un,ted States

.Yjs, .
ndmg

€ the h
•̂ gh tide of a counter-offensive.

tion which cou d be rea e tltne e mmuth Co nia offensive has bccn repc

Fourteen- wer % A _ ara
I realize that the height of the`Communist offensive is no time to make a dcclara-
tion, but as you have commented, it will take a considerable time before agreement
can be: reached between fourteen governments on a move of this sort so it sccros to
me that it is not too early to start trying now'to achieve an agreed text for a declar â

1. I have en givmg .
T)_ D 1 fion onKorea'originally proposed by the United Kingdom.

KOREAN CONi•LICr

FOURTET.N-POWER DGCLARATION

be further thou" ht fo the possibility of reviving action on the

to Ambassador in United States
Secretary of State for. External Affairs

rf •r,
. ... , . : i ` , . .
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3. Would you therefore please discuss the matter with Sir Oliver Franks to see
where the matter stands between him and the State Department and, if you consider

,it advisable,^ tell the State Department that we think it is now time to start the pro-
cess of trying to get .agreement on • a text of a joint declaration, especially as' the
domestic controversy over the Far East is not quite as excitable as it was, 10 days...

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMtTTEE
I. There seems to be general agreement among the British, French, Belgians, and

is hardly likely to support an embargo. There may be shifts in these positions, but

this proposal. If this tactic seems achievable, i think we ought not to make a state-

tAustralians with whom I have discussed the policy to be adopted in the Additional
Measures Committee that we should endeavour to'put off decisions and avoid a
public, display. of disûnity for the time being 'at least. The United States, would

,undoubtedly have the support of Venèzuela, the Philippines, Turkey, and probably
,Brazil. The Mexican rrpresentative has adopted a neutral position, and it is quite
possible that Padilla Nervo, because of his position on the G.O.C. would not sup-
port the United States move.' Egypt will do whatever seems opportune to Fawzi but

there is very little chance of the United States securing a majority for an unequivo-
`ca1 recommendation to the First Committee. Divergence of opinion is certain. One
can also be sure that any differences which are expressed in the Committee will be

`made known in the press:

2. Under these circumstanccs it seems desirable to put off as long as ssible not
tmerely'âdecision by the: Additional Measures Committee; but discussion in the
Comrnittee. As the United States is expected to put forward a new proposal at

ilhursday's meeting, we should be able to adjourn the meeting in order to consider

ment unless it is to support a deferment of consideration.
,_ --3• The other delegations principally concerned have not yet had instructions or
made up their minds definitcly about the tactics for Thursday. The Australians had
been told ten days ago that if there was a meeting of the A.M.C., they should indi-
cate that although they did not necessarily disagrce with the substance of the United
S^ates Proposal, they did disagree with the timing. They were instructed on these
8ro d

108.

Repeat Washington No. '309.

Pennanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,145

^ . .. . . . ,.;.
DEA/50069=A-40

New York, May 1, 1951

SECRCT. IMPORTANT.

un s to vote against the American proposal if it came to a decision. Yesterday,

au secrétaire dÉtat aux AJf''aires.eztérieures
, Le représentant permanent auprès des Natiôns Unies
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the y received a further ^ telegram • indicating that t nr in ^^ônsewill
however, Y although not necessanly different,
béing consulted, and that new,

Nisot of the Belgian delegation strongly shares the- View
without 1any state-be sent.better to adjourn the meeting on ^ Thursday as, soon as possible The British

,7ménts on the substance, • and he has no inten tion
esst y of preventing a report going

and French are completely agreed on t
from the A.M.C. to the Assembly, but they are not yet agreed on the tates proposals

"the British think it would be best for the A.M .C.
any decision, the French would pre-

under consideration and endeavour to po p
refer the propôsals to té sub-committee previously^ s^b snn ô onof thefer to le al and technical proble g sgrounds that there are a good many g

proposals which must beconsidered. I am inclined to thiCkant ^é notr
ench
likelyu to e^•

tion 1lught have more, chance
another sub committee stagee but this would at least give

attracted by the idea of an
'some impression of movement. In view of what the Americans have ^s indefinitely
us, I doubt if they would allow us to f^é Aconidering

Fren h. and British will be
ofwithout holding a further meeting

meeting with the Americans before Thursday's meeting and wlll try to reach some

agreement. tion
4. Yesterday I had a long talk wit'Lacoste and Tine of the French 1éws and ou s

: this whole question, from which it became quite evident that gain from pro-
are.very. close together. They: think the United Son tvinced after serious, and I gather
voking differences in the A.M.C., and teY-are c

omewhat : technical, _ discussions - in Washington that the . Pé ^re ch delega
s
embargo would have no effect at all on.te Chinese war effort., public what
tion is aware of the fact that there are difficulties in t^ ^cting war materials, but
the North Atlantic countries are doing in the. way of

an eCU
ide
bl cpthey have asked their government to reconsider the question in

of the

that
at the present time of being in a poslChina with unlitnited quantities of

at France and its associates are not supplying
Products to support their war effort. Lacoste , told me that both he na hadowamed

.;Washington had pleaded with the Americans not
A
to. press

s embly^The , response of the
them that they would not get a majority
United States mission to this warning was to point; out that the French n i^

and
States

hâd said te same thing in January but when it came to the test, the
had, got the, majority, it wanted.

l i ^^, r,t r'tI;!•^,..;) ., I^, ^
lÎ ^ i
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109. 1 1 DEA/50069-A-40

^':^, Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Eztérnal Affairs
to Permanent Representative to United Nations

TELEGRAM 320 'Ottawa; May. 3, 1951 '

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington EX-961; London No. 756 (Important).
Your telegram 421 of May, 1. Additional Measures Committee.

1. We agree with the position you have taken in paragraph 2 that rather than
opposing the United States proposal at this stage we should resort to deferment in
the hope that the pressure on the United States Government for some public action
of the nature proposed may be relieved by, other means. .

2: It seems to us,' for example, that the United States position might be made
easier if the Governménts' which'are already - imposing restrictions on trade with
China'could be brought to reveal the existence of these restrictions. The govern-
ments need not relate the steps they have taken'to the existence of the Consultative
Committee in Paris if revelation of such relationship appears unwise.,One method
by which the secrecy of the relationship could be maintained would be to have the
Additional Measures Committee ask all the members of the United Nations what
steps they are now taking to restrict the flow, of war materials to China. The coun-
tries members of the Consultative Committee would then be free to state what steps
they are -taking without mentioning the existence of the Consultative Committee.
Otherwise'it would be difficult to avoid the àppearance of concerted action if the
countries which'are members of the Consultative Committee suddenly and volunta=
rily announced the existence of almost identical restrictions. (Sweden and Switzer-
land are not members but are merely associated with it.) "• '
^3. Please try to consult before the'meeting this afterrioon with other friendly;dele-

gations on this suggestion. It might be that one of the members of the Sub-Commit-
tee of the Additional Measures Committee such as France, the United 'Kingdom or
Australiâmight wish to put it forward formally. It seems to me that the chief merit
of our suggestion is that a strong argument could be made that, befqre the Addi-
tional Measures Committée considers recommending additional measures against
Chinâ, it should first find out what measures are now being taken in the field of
selective economic embargoes by the member states of the United Nations.'

4. My' inimédiately , following telegramt gives information about the Paris Con-.
sultative Group on export controls.

, i .
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations Unies

^. au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures ^I

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

TELEGRAM 431

SECRET

Repeat Washington No. 315.

New York; May 4, 1951

ADDTTIONAL
"DECMEASCOMMITTEE

1. A following telegram will contain a report of yesterday's meeting of the Addi-
. ,•. , : _.°.

tional Measures Committee.. , :
2. I have discussed the suggestion of a general enquiry of all members about the

economic measures which they are taking against China with the United Kingdom,
the United States, the, French,. and, Australian delegations, It,was clear, before the
meeting that although the British, French, and Australians listened with interest to
the. suggestion, none of them wished to put,it forward yesterday without consulting
their, governments. The British and French indicated that they would - not want to
propose such an enquiry until they were certain.that their governmentswould not
be embarrassed by it. LaCoste, who was anxious to refer the United States proposal
to the sub-committee for study, thought that our. proposal might be considered at
the sub-committee stage. Neither the British nor the French, however, were particu-
larly receptive to the.suggestion, primarily, I think, because, they, have, accepted a
defeatist- attitude. Coulson told me before,the meeting that he thathere allstalling the Americans.by; any device and said they had concluded
nothing to be done, but, to_ meet the Americans frontally in the committee with a
statement of their objections. LaCoste; is convinced that nothing will : deter ,the
Americans and that'we are certain to be faced,with their proposal, in the Assembly

within a fôrtnight.,
.3. The Americans did. not reject our, proposal out of hand and said they would

look into it. They are, however, determined to press forward with their resolution at
the earliest possible moment and indicated chat they; were not likely to accept any
action which, would ; involve delay: Ross . expressed, doubts as to the value of the
results; of such a survey on the grounds, that the, authorities in sWashington knew
what every country was doing and was - already, in a position to assess the results.
He did, however, to some,extent accept the argument that it.was one thing for the
United States and a few 1 of her close- allies ytô have this,confdential information on
record, and another thing for certain basic information to be in the hands of all
members of the United Nations so that they might consider the question of eco-
nomic measures in the proper perspective. I doubt, however, if there is any hope of
deterring the Americans from pressing forward with their programme,° unless they
are given firm reason to believe that they cannot get a majority in the A.M.C.
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When I, talked to Gross after the meeting, I-found him pretty confident of the
results. He said candidly that the British were the key country. He thought that they
would eventually give in and then the opposition from Western European and Com-
monwealth countries would collapse. He may have some reasons for. this expecta-
tion.' Although the United Kingdom , delegation ' is still expressing categorical

,-objections, Jebb.is in-an uneasy position, because he is by no means certain that
Morrison willnot change his instructions at a later stage.. It was for this reason that
his.statement in the committee yesterday was very cautiously worded and gave the
impression of more agreement with the Americans than the substance of his state-
ment warranted. . ; . , ., ., . • ,

.,
When I talked to Gross he emphasized that what the Americans were now

asking 'was the -very least they'could urge in view of the strong pressures for much
more vigorous action. He' said that he would have liked to make this fact clear in
his statement, but did 'not wish to do so lest it be considered a veiled threat. He did,
however, indicate to me that if we did not accept this proposal, undoubtedly we
would be'faced sooner or later with much less acceptable recommendations from
the Americans. : . ,

'lll. DEA/50069-A-40
Le représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations Ui:ies ,

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures `

TELEGRAM 432

Acting Permanent Representatim to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New York;' May 4, 1951

- CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE..

Repeat Washington No. 318.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

` 1: In this message I am giving a factual report on the closed meeting of the AMC
héld at 3 p.m: yesterday, 3May.' In a separate messaget I am reporting on'several
private conversations 'l had before and after the meeting.

2. LaCoste, who is chairman of the sub-committee, submitted their report which
merely contained a recommendation that the,AMC give priority to • the study of
economic measures.' Gross;' whô 'spokè first, said that the United States delegation
had tome to the conclusion that economic measures were those most likely to com-

=mand widespread support within the United Nations and for this reason the United
'States sûpponed the sub-committee's recommendation. He then described what the
United States had'done in banning exports to Communist China and in' freezing
assets'of the Communist Chinese in the United States. He then referred to the fact
that ïcertain other 'governments such 'as the Philippines, Australia and the United
Kingdom` also imposed a strategic embargo (to a greater or lesser extent) against
^mmunist China.. He said that the United States considered that the objective of a, , .
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ll economic embargo should be kept in mind by the United eN ^ad s support;
that ^ee

^fectiveness of an . embargo.- depended on its securing .wldp
United States believed that it would be more effective û^^r of us agreerto a com-

plete

a strategic embargo "rather than having a smaller
plete embargo". Gross then outlined the ingredients of a Should make back to the

-the opinion of the United States delegation, the. AMC a
General.Assembly for a selective economic embargo. n^s ^dC

have
u stiChina of

,formula which would call for the embargo of shlpm
arms; ammunition and implements of war•, petroleum; atomic energy materials; and
items useful in the production of arms, ammunition and implements of. wai''. Each
state should determine for itself;what specific commodities it would embargo under
this formula, and what controls it would applyto make the embargo effective. The
resolution of. the AMC should call on every state not to "nullifyea through ly ng
shipment or re-export, the effectiveness of the embargoes Impo^ y.c omP

states. Finally, such a resolution of the AMC should call for, the establishment of
machinery for. keeping this programme of, selective embargoes under. continuous
review and for determining the effectiveness of the economic measures being
taken. This would require the establishment of a committee - possibly the AMC
itself ,- to, which all states would report regarding the measures they had taken,
and which would make recommendations back to the Assembly.

3. Gross'stresséd that, in his government's viéw, it was now time to "record
actions some United Nations `members have already taken and to widen, through
cooperation, the scope of such measures". He said that,'nat onessence,

that no United
States programme amounted, to ."recording,the determl
Nations soldier fighting in Korea should be the target of a bullet manufactured in
the'free world": He also stressed again the United States view that the imposition

e the
economic measures on the recommendation of the AMC would not hamper

of the Good Offices Committee but might assist the'GOC by bringing pres-
sure on Peking to negotiate a peaceful settlement. He said,^ as other,United States
spokesmen had frequently said before, that the work of the AMC and the GOC
were complementary, not contradictory

4. Gross's: statement was somewhat more moderate than might have been
,,expected. He did everything, possible to minimizédifferencesand went out of his
way to emphasize the action being,taken by,other countries to restrict exports to

China., ^o h
5. , Jebb ; then made a generally, cautious and moderate_ statement, in which

he

. started off by, concurring with the recommendation of the sub-committee to give
priority to the consideration of economic measures, and also by, agreeing generally

twith the five headings suggested by;Gross, if the AMC deçided that now was the
proper time to proceed with a recommendationNfor economic measures. He said the

,.United Kingdom already had in existence a system of control of strategic exports to
than., amo^nted to .compliance with the programme'i Communist China which more

suggested by Gross. However, Jebb said that the actùal effect of such a recommen-
f dation by,the, AMC, and by thé General'Assembly, might;.bevery, slight, as it was
Lnot likely todiminish materially trade with China; in view of the fact that the major
states were already adopting such a system of selective embnrgoes. The psycholog-
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icâl effect on Peking of such a resolution was at least "arguable" and; instead of
inducing' them to negotiate; :as Gross had,suggested, such a. resolution ' might
increase their recalcitrance: The' AMC-should carefully, study this aspect of the
qûestion.Jebb also said that, if such a resolution were to be effective,'it must com-
mand a wide majority in the General Assembly, and that, if divisions over this
resolution were revealed in the AMC, these divisions would be considerably multi-
plied in the public debates in the Assembly.- The United Kingdom was most anx-
ious to avoid a further acrimônious debate- on this matter in the Assembly. In
conclusion,= the United Kingdom believed that the programme outlined by Gross
should be carefully considered by the AMC in the light of all these factors and that
considerable time might be required to arrive at a judgment as to whether the
United States proposals should be proceeded with at the present time.

6. LaCoste spoke in a generally similâr manner to Jebb. He said that the French
Government ' already - had ^ a system of strategic embargoes against Communist
China'which went further than the programme suggested by Gross. Nevertheless,
France wanted to consider very carefully the implications of. the United States pro-
pôsal which involved a number of highly "technical" aspects.

7. Shann of Australia spoke much more strongly than either Jebb or LaCoste
regarding the undesirability, of a public debate in the Assembly and on the question
of timing: Australia did not share Gross's views regarding the psychological effects
of his proposal on the Peking Government, and they were not convinced that a
public discussion of this matter in' the Assembly "was in the best interests of the
United Nations"., He thought that, in view of recent developments, it would be well
to postponé-a resolution of this nature until the prospects for a peaceful negotiation
were more clear.'He said Australia was already doing more than the United States
Programme called for in the way of embargoes, but that they disagreed with the
United States delegation regarding the timing of this proposal. Nor was Australia
convinced that the adoption of this resolution would have much effect on China, as
the embargoes it called for were - already being applied by nearly all the major
countries. Therefore, what the AMC must consider • was whether the "dubious
effects" of such a resolution on restricting trade with China were sufficient to offset
the dan, gers of an acrimonious public debate which would inevitably reveal sharp
disunity between the major democracies.

8. The representatives of Brazil, Turkcy,,Venezuela and the Philippines all spoke
in support of the United States proposals; and Sarper of Turkey described the pro-
Posal as the "bare minimum" which the AMC could respectably adopt.

9. . Nisot of Belgium, without committing himself either way to the substance of
the United States proposal, urged the necessity of considering its implications very
carefully, As it appeared as if all other members of the committee would be expres-
sing views and putting themselves on the record as restricting exports to China, I
spoke.very briefly in the same sense as Nisot. I said that we were already applying
controls over strategic materials to China. As for the United States proposal, I
$ought there should be due opportunity to consider all its implications. I added that
We also wished to consider the "tactical" arguments which had been advanced by
Jebb and Shann.
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10. Some : discussion then took place : concerning the . question .,of referring the
United States proposal to the . existing - sub-committee for further study., Gross
pointed out that his delegation had not yet submitted a resolution and that, while he
expected to do this sometime next week,. there was nothing so far which the sub-
committee could consider. Moreover he disagreed with LaCoste, who had made the
suggestion of reference to the sub-committee, on the grounds that the United States
resolution was not'really of a technical: nature. and that it could be perfectly.well
examined in the full committee.: Sarper, of Turkey also. supported this - view.
LaCoste did not press for reference of this matter to the sub-committee at the pre-
sent stage, but made clear that he had merely postponed his proposal until the
United States submitted a formal resolution. He then repeated his arguments that,
in view of the technical considerations involved, this matter should first of all be
considered in a smaller body than the AMC. •.

robabl at the next
11. When the United States formally table their resolution, p y

meeting of the AMC, a sharp debate will probably t s^teplace
s will undoubtedly, resistshould be referred to the sub-committee. The United

this course. I would appreciate your instructions as to what position I should take

on this point..
; 12. Before the meeting adjourned the committee formally approved the sub-com-
mittee's recommendations that priority be given to considering economic measures.
There were no negative votes, but Egypt and Mexico did not participate in the vot-
ing. The Mexican representative explained that he had no instructions on this point
(Padilla Nervo was not present), while Fawzi Bey of Egypt said he was not."partic-
ipating'•' because he would have wished more time to:consider this point.

13: In answer to a question frrom'the chairman, Fawzi declined to give any real
information regarding progress by the twelve 'Asian-Arab countries in their efforts
to'find a basis for negotiation with Peking:- He confined himself to saying that they
were maintaining contact with Peking through the Indian Ambassador there. He
did, however, say that he would speak to Rau and report at the next meeting of the
AMC on the latest information 'received froin Panikkar.

14: The next meeting'of the'AMC will take'plâce on Monday, 7 M^y;` at 3 p.m. At
that time it is probable that the United States will formallÿ submit their proposals
as a resolution, but Gross would not give any definite assurance, that his delegation

would be ready to submit a resolution by that date.
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SECRET. IMPORTANT. : .

Repeat Permdel No. 219.

UNITED STATES POLICY IN KOREA

.^4 ^.^ ^ , : ' , , . • , . s • . . . , . , . . .

T . . . . . . . ^ . . . . ^ .

(110 Air' Côunter
,
-attack^- . . ,

en aggression stops".

Mr. Acheson said that "short of a change in the aggressive Communist purposes,
I do,not see.how hostilities can cease','. After pointing out that there had been no
indication'of any change of purpose by Communist China, he went on to say that
there was,no alternative but to continue the fight and that "our economic and politi-
cal measures and attitudes must back up our military ones". The objective should
be to demonstrate to Communist China that a cessation of hostilities would be in
their interest. It was also essential to make plain in every "sensible way" that allied
militâry objectives in Korea are limited and that we agree that fighting should cease

• ^- ^ .
(II)rEnding^'the ^yar•in Koreà

. . . .. , , . ^ . r . ^ , . , .

(I) General Approach

The message starts by saying that the United States and United Kingdom are on
common ground in their approach to Far Eastern problems, in desiring peace and
security in the Pacific and the earliest conclusion of the Koreân conflict. The prob=
lem is how to achieve these agreed aims in Korea.+

Summary begins: •'.

1. Hickerson told me todaÿ that Mr. Acheson sent a personal message to' Mr.
Morrison on Apri130th restating the views of the United States Government on the
Korean situation.-I0 He said that he and Merchant prepared a draft last week at Ach-
eson's request. Achesôn had re-written it in his own language over the week-end,
adding an appeal for. a moratorium on the issue of Chinese representation in the
United Nations. The message is therefore a• fresh and important statement of policy
written in the light of the turmoil caused by MacArthur's removal from command.
, 2. Yesterday evening Ignatieff-was shown the text of this message at the British
Embassy under a'promise that we would not reveal to the State Department that we
had seen it. Ignatieff was able to make notes, and he has given me the. following
full summary:

;^,Voir/See United States. Department of State, FRUS, 1951, Volume VII, Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1983, p. 390-394.
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On this point Mr. Acheson's message recited the line which has been given to us
by Hickerson and Merchant, but had this significant clarification of, what Mr. Ache-
son means when he says that "the decision must be made in Washington". His mes-
sage says that the particular circumstances of an aerial 'attack cannot be anticipated.
"For these reasons we believe that this government, as unified command, must
retain latitude to determine whether an , attack requires counter-action in order to
preserve the safety of the forces. This requires confidence on the part of our allies
that the decision will be soberly and wisely made". In explaining this position, Mr.
Acheson said "the authority to take counter-action to preserve the command is
inherent in, and essential to, the very concept of a command":

(IV) Selective Economic Embargoes
On this point Mr. Acheson's message covered familiar ground. He recalled that

the'proposal now to impose selective economic embargoes against China arose
from the decision taken last January .by the United Nations. It had thén been âgreed
by the United States that action by the additionâl Measures Committee would be

deferred "go long âs the' Good Offices Committee was able ' to report satisfactory

progress.`Alniost three months have passed and thè Good Offices Committee "can-
not even report progress

„.. It had been argued, the message sàid,' that the imposition

of ecônorriic 'sanctions might further alienate the Chinese Communists and make it
more difficult to re-align China with the free world. Mr. Achéson's'answer to this
was that only the ending of the aggression in Korea would make it possible to bring
China into re-alignment.with the free world, that the addition of economic embar-
goés was calculated to encourage China to decide to end the( aggression, and that
failure to take this decision would only encourage continued aggression. Mr. Ache-
son also recalled that the United States had ended all commercial and financial
arrangements with China. Instead of pressing other nations to, go as far as this, the
United States was only asking them to proclaim publicly what was already in effect
being done secretly.

(V) Admission of Communist Chinese.Representatives to the United Nations .
lieAfter recalling differences between the two governments on this question in the

past, Mr. Acheson had this to say - "whatever may have been the merits of
debate, can we not now agree to a moratorium upon' it?".' In suppoct of this posi-
tion,^Mr. Acheson"argued that; at a timewhen the Chinese Communist forces were
fighting United Nations forces," th6'discussion of the admission" of 'representatives
of Communist China to the Unitéd'Nations 'only tended to divide'the allies. and to
encourage the aggressors. -He alsô, said that the public in 'thè = United States just
could not ùnderstand how 'anYbody 'should consider "admitting the enemy to the
organization which they are fighting

^ • ! ? f . . ^ , ; ; ^ , , . ; . ; ; . ^ . . .(VI) Public Declaration
h %11 d tha t the two overnments had given "careful , thought toMir. Aceson rece g

the possibility suggested last month of having a new declaration of aims which
would re-emphasize our desire for a peaceful settlement upon' the` 'cônclusion' of
aggression". He would be glad to have further talks with officers of the British
Embassy, on this . question but noted' that the State Department had already
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expressed serious objections to certain ."elements of the United Kingdom draft". As
to the timing of the declaration, Mr. Acheson expressed the view that at'the present
moment (i.e. at.the beginning of this week) it was not opportune when the military
issue was still being fought out in Korea. While the results of the Communist
offensive were still undecided, any statement looking towards a peaceful settlement

. was sure to be rejected by the Chinese "which would be deemed as a try for peace
,,by nations sorély pressed". Summary ends._

3: I am sending separate messages commentingfurther on the State Department's
-attitude towards the British suggestion for â draft declaration and on the conditions
in which air action beyond the Yalu River might be undertaken.

;113._ DEA/50069-A-40

L'anibassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

-SECRET. IMPORTANT.

RepeauPermdel No. 220.
My immediately. preceding message and your. EX-950 of May lst; proposed joint

. declaration on Korea.
1. The following views were put to Tomlinson of the British Embassy yesterday

by Hickerson and other officers of the State Department.'The references are to the
United Kingdom draft, which was submitted to the State Department on•April 10th.
Begins:

(a) The United States could never accept a proposal that a conference be called
while fighting is in progress. A cease-fire must precede any conference. In any
case, the United States Government could not sëe that a conference was necessary
to bring about a cease-fire. All that was required to bring about a cessation of fight-
ing in Korea was a will to do so on both sides. If this will existed, arrangements
could be made through the commanders in the field.

(b) The'composition of the conference as proposed by the United Kingdom in the
text of their draft declaration was unacceptable. Apart from the People's Republic
,Of China, the United Kingdom list included three countries which had recognized
Peking. Moreover, France, so Hickerson said, tended to waver •on this issue in
response to developments in Indo-China. In any conference the United States
would insist that the proportion of recognizing to non-recognizing countries should
conform more closely to the proportion of recognizing to non-recognizing mem-

'bers in-the United Nations. . , ,
(c) By placing the emphasis on a conference of select powers, the United King-

dom had not given recognition to the responsibilities of the United Nations some of
which;' had been delegated to its commission in Korea and to the United Nations
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.Relief and • Rehabilitation Agency. Moreover, the existence of. the : Republic of

Korea had been ignored. .:..
(d) The United States saw difficulties in having a declaration issued by the group

of fourteen natiôns, since they could not speak upon behalf of the United Nations
as" a whole and this might result in other select groups, such as the Asian-Arab
group issuing a contradictory 'statement of aims. If a furthér declaration of aims is
made, the State Department prefer that it should take' the form of a report made by
the. President, representing the Unified Command, addressed to the Secretary Gen-
eral of the,United Nations, who would be asked to circulate this report to all mem-

bers.
. . . . . _.„ ^

Ends. .;. . ; ;.• : Ë•: . • .

2. Hickerson made most of these points to me today after I had shown him your
EX-950. With regard to point (d) above, he remarked that there had already been
grumblings from Asian countries about the limitation of the State Department
meetings on the Korean situation to representatives of the countries with forces in
Korea, and he thought it likely that there would be an outburst from the Asian-Arab
group and possibly the Latin American group if the governments of these countries
took it on themselves to issue a'déclaration of aims.

3. He went on to say, however, that they intended to go ahead with the prepara-
tion of a report to'the United Nations by the President on'behalf of the Unified
Command along the general lines discussed some time ago. He agreed that it was
desirable to have something ready in case the military situation seemed to offer an
opportunity for arranging a cease-fire. You will see from my report of today's State
Department meeting that the Far East Command thinks it probable that the Chinese
offensive will go through two more phases, possibly with increasing. -violence,
before it can be regarded as ended.

4.1 . have not been able to talk this over with Sir Oliver Franks as he - has been

State for External Affacrs . ,. . ,

SECRET.IMMEDIATE.

. Repeat Permdel No. 225 (Information).

0 owing o a s g, g. po g
messages I sent yesterday: You should know, however,' that Hickerson telephoned

^ me last night after giving -consideration, to our suggestion , for an inquiry by the
Additional Measures Committee addressed to, all members of the United Nations

DEA/50069-A-40

, l.':^ntbassa`dëür aux^Étâts-Unis
au secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

. . .,:... , . . ..
Ambassador in United States

. .. ;^^ ^ , . , ^ ,'^• ^^ . , ^ ^

KOREAN ISSUES - ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITfEE

F 11 f f% Pe r on from Wron Be ins• In in ize for adding to the stream of
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about the restrictions currently imposed on trade with China. While admitting that
there were some attractions in this idea at least as an intermediate step towards an
embargo, he said that he was afraid 'that it would cause considerable delay in 'the
consideration of thé United States proposal which they intend to introduce on Mon-
day, and that from the domestic point of view it was very important to gét action as
soon as possible. He. referred to Generâl MacArthur's reference here' yesterday to
an embargo on strategic materials,- in which he declared that this should have been
done long ago: He asked me to pass toy you a personal appeal for your help towards
getting prompt action by the United . Nations:

2. Elmer Davis, who is talking sound sense about the issues raised by MacArthur,,
in last night's broadcast mentioned the proposed action by'the A.M.C. and said:
"Every delay of a day'at Lake Sûccess is likely to make About a'million more votes
for MâcArthur's policy". I think that failure by the A.M.C: to take action soon will
further discredit the United Nations in thé' minds of the American' public and
encourage the' isolationist trends' which - MacArthur, has so greatly stimulated in
spite of his 'support of â dangeroùs military policy 'in the Far East. It will make still
more difficult the approval by Congress of the foreign assistance program, which is'
going to have' a rough time in any, event:

3 . There, are,;of course, many other,considerâtions tô tié weighed in connection
with the embargo besides these compelling 'reasons of American domestic politics.
I think you should know thât, in the really frightening • atmosphere in Washington at'
this timé, I attach wery serious importance to the probable consequences of failure
by the United Nations to take action promptly, even_afthe cost'of renewed public
differences with India and other countries. I share the view mentioned by Wilgress'
and Holmes of their télegrams of yesterday that the United Kingdom will come{
round to accepting the American proposal; if so, the more gracefully and promptly
th .

Le représentant pennanent gr intérint auprès des Nations Unies.î1 1
au secrétaire d'at aux ÂJjires extérieures

.'.?,Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
. to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

New- York, May 5, 1951

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE

1. It seems to us that the only means of persuading the State Department to mod-
ify in any way their present attitude is by convincing them that they will not get a
majoÏity in'theAdditional Measures Committee for their recomméndation.`At'pre=
sent there is, I think, a majority of members of the committee who think the United

ey do it the better. Ends.
.. , . ,• ' ^ , , , ,. ..

115. '. ' 1I DEA/50069-A40
I
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States proposal is unwise at this time and.who would join in supporting a reasona-
ble proposal for moderating or postponing proposed action. Any such, purpose
would be supported, I think; by., the United Kingdom, France, Australia, Belgium,
and possibly Mexico: (Bebler has recommended to Belgrade that he take his seat in
the. AMC; but his presence during this. discussion is, to say the least, doubtful.)considera-
Voting would almost certainly be close, and, our position be counted upon toble importance. The members listed above, however, could not
oppose the American proposal in. substance. The Americans recognize this fact and
are therefore not overly impressed by -the argument that there,would be a public
display of disunity. The tactical objections which we have had to their proposal are
not very good material for opposition in the Assembly, and as Mr. Wrong pointed
out in his telegram WA-1861 of May 3t, the arguments against the substance of the
United States proposal are not particularly. effective. Differencés with Asian and
Arab states the Americans accept as inevitable, but they point out that.they would
be supported by the Philippines, Thailand, and probably, as in January, by. some
Arab states. (Gross described - the Asian-Arabs to me yesterday as.a. synthetic

. . , , ,
group.)

2. As for the public display of disunity; this in asense has already begun• The
American public now know; that the United States has formally proposed, "eco-
nomic sanctions" and they understandthat these are being opposed by, the British
and French. The effect therefore. of a rejection of the United States programme in
th'Addition âl Measures Committee ,would do as much harm to relations among the
principal allies âs` would a subsequent debate in the assembly, although the damage
in the latter. could be more widespread. If we are going to support the United States
recommendations in the, end, there is a good ; deal, to be * said for, agreeing now
beforë feelingsin this coûntry have, become, further exncerbated..;..:

3. One argument against the United States action which we might bear in mind is
that by provoking another session of the Assembly, the Americans may be stirring
up trouble for themselves. It is by no means impossible that the Asian-Arabs will
take the opportunity to introduce a resolution of their own and thereby force the
Americans into stating their present position on the Jânuary principles.

.: •. , . ^. . ,

DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État auz Affairés 'extérieures
, au représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations Unies

. ^ ... ,
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations

TELEGRAM 338

SBCRET IMMEDIATE

P +
Your, telegrams Nos. 431 and ,"432 of May.4. Additional Measures Committee•
Re eat Washingtôn EX-990• London No..767.
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1. If the United States are determined to gô ahead with their nronosals for a U N

DEA/50069-A-40
Le; représentant pcrnranent par intérim aupr& des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'Ttat aux Ajjaires extérieures ' ;

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

sanctions which simply will not be enforced and may do more harm than good. For
:. this reason we are asking Wrong to inform the State Department that your support
of the present resolûtion must not be taken as an indication that the Canadian Gov-
ernment would be willing to go along with any more drastic measures at alater
stage which we do not consider to be wise and for which we are convinced they
will fail to secure general effective support. Ends.

selective economic embargo against China (and it seems from all accounts that they
are quite firm in this),' we are not (repeat not) prepared to oppose a resolution to

-that effect when put, forward by the.U.S. Delegation. Nevertheless, we remain
-unconvinced that this action is at all likely to contribute in any way to the solution
of the Korean problem and we would have preferred to have action upon further
measures deferred. ,. ,

r2: We had thought that the suggestion which we asked you to canvass infoimally,
`namely, that national representatives agree to make public through the A.M.C. the
economic masures which they were now enforcing for denial to China of strategic
materials, might have accomplished, at least as well, the immediate purposes which
the U.S. Government have in mind.• But we are not prepared to have you put this
proposal forward to the Committee as an alternative to a U.S. resolution for a selec-
tive economic, embargo.

3. If the U.S. resolution is put on Monday you should therefore vote in favour of
it withôut however making any statement in support. If it is necessary to make any
explanation you should confine yourself to indicating that, since the Canadian Gov-
ernment is alréady imposing controls upon shipments to Communist China at least
as éxtensive as those called for by the resolution, it is prepared to support general
action by'the United Nations along the same-lines.'

'4. Thelact is that, while we are convinced that the action proposed by the United
States will prove quite ineffectual, the issue between us is not sufficiently important
for us to press further our difference with them. Indeed, it is not so much the mea-
sures now proposed by the United States that cause us concern but rather the dan-
ger that, when the results of this particular ^ action prove illusory, we and other
members of the. United Nations will be urged to support progressively more severe

TE,LEGRAM 44811 ..+

CONRD
Ç

ENTIAL. IAiPORTANT. .

New York, May 8, 1951

ashington No. 329.
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ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE „ . ;

.- 1. At • the meeting of the ... 9
the text of which is contained in : my. preceding teletype : No. 447t. ,You .will note
that the operative part of this draft resolution is substantially the same as that con-
tained in my teletype No. 438,3k but that a paragraph has been added to the pream-
ble: In introducing his, draft, resolution, Gross laid considerable emphasis on this
paragraph of the preamble as pointing up that the economic measures suggested
would be supplementary to the militarysanctions already taken.against the. aggres-
sors in Korea. He repeated the, argument he had previously, made, namely that the
present proposal for economic measures was different f case, military mea-sanctions made in the League of Nations in that, inthe present
sures -were already: being taken,. and, the economic measures suggested weresures
intended not as an end in. themselves but as.a supplement to the military action.

2. Gross also stressed the paragraph in the operative portion of the resolution
= which would leave to the discretion of the individual states concerned,the determi-
nation of which commodities, under the general formula, they considered should be
embargoed. He, said -the United States thought it. would be "deplorable" if the
Assembly. became "mired down'.'l in a technical discussion of which specific com-
modities should be embargoed. In any case the resolution provided for reports back
to the A.M.C. from each state regarding the items they had embargoed, and the
United States considered that,, in,,the light of these reports, general'uniformity
would be achieved regarding the specific items which should be banned.:

• 3. Jebb then made.a statement saying that he.would be glad to transmit this reso-
lution to his government., He said that, while he could not give any definite com-
mitment at present; . he - nevertheless, thought it was "quite possible" that his
government would agree that the time had now come for the A.M.C. to submit such
a proposal to the Assembly. with the recommendation that the latter,adopt it. How-
ever, Jebb indicated that his government would prefer a specific list of items which
should be banned, rather than the more general formula used in the ,United States
draft. He did not, however, make any concrete suggestion in this connection in the

committee:
4. Gross replied that the United ^States preferred the idea of a general formula,

because of the difficulty of arriving at an agreed specific list, and he thought tha ,
"as the reports from individual states came in, experience would show that there was
no very great difference of opinion as to which items should be banned. In answer

'' ' h `U 'téd States consid-

A M r on ^7th May - Gross submitted a draft resolution,

to a question from Nisot of Belgtum, Gross indtcated that t e nt
ered that the discretionary authoriry ôf statè's 'to` determiné which items should be
embargoed would continue;^ éven if a difference of . opinion 'did develop, and that
the United States did not consider that there would be any need for a further resolu-
tion of the Assémbly which would spell out the formula in greater detail.

5. Both Lopez of the Philippines and Jebb indicated that, in any case, they would
like to have some verbal amendment of the first operative paragraph 'b' (regarding

11 Non retrouvéJNot located.
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the discretion ofof states to determine commodities) in a way which would - make
more precise the intention of the paragraph.

6. Both the Turkish and Philippine representatives said they would support the
United States proposal, but no other representatives made any definite commitment
at this meeting. A confusing procedural discussion then took place as to the ques-
tion of referring this proposal to the existing sub-committee. LaCôste -of France
again urged that the proposal should be examined by the sub-committee in view of
its technical feattires. Both the chairman,(Sarper of Turkey) and Gross expressed
objections to referring the proposai formally to the sub-committee, on the,grounds
that it would lead to unnecessary delay. However, it was finally decided that the
next meeting of the full committee, would take place on Monday, 14th May;'and
that, meanwhile, the chairman of the sub-committee(LaCoste) could call informal
meetings of that body, in order to obtain further clarification of any points in the
United States resolution. It was also agréed that any other members of the full com-
mittee who wished to do so could attend these" informal meetings of the sub-
committee.

7. It seems probable that a vote will be taken on,the United States resolution at
thé next 'meeting on 14th May. Meanwhile, if you wish me to advânce any amend-

,, ments'tô the'résolution, I should appreciate receiving them as early as possible, in
order " that I can discuss them 'at the informal meetings of the sub-committee
referred to above.

118.

" Extrait d'un télégramme du haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Extract from Telegram from High Commissioner in, United Kingdom
v Secretary of State for Extenurl Affacrs
. . .,

I

TELEGRAM 1171

on. You may be receiving a summary based upon the reply through the Common-
wealth Relations Office, but since we were able to take notes the main points are
summarized below, for your own information:

At the Far East Department of the Foreign Office today we were shown, on an
informal and confidential basis, a copy of Mr. Morrison's reply to Mr. Acheson's
earlier personal message of April 30th re-stating the views of the United States
Government on the Korean situation, referred to in Washington teletype WA-1884
of May 4th. This reply was sent yesterday through the British Embassy in Washing-
t

DEA/50069-A-40

London, May 11, 1951

r..TOP SECRET,

(1) General Approach, and (2) Ending the War in Korea
The message starts by referring to the large area of common ground underlying

`Ang1o-American , policy in the Pacific, and expresses agreement with Mr. Ache-
son's statement that short of a change in the aggressive Communist purposes it is
difficult to see how hostilities can cease. Communist aggression in Korea must be
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opposéd with United Nations forcé. It goes on to say, however, that a final political
settlement cannot be achieved by military force but only by negotiation.

time. Mr. Morrison points out that it is not really a question of "confidence" but of

(3) Air Counter-attack
:, , ..

Mr. Môrrison's message statés that in the event of heavy air attacks he agrees
that there would be no alternative but to meet the threat by the most effective mili-
tary inéâns at our disposal, i.e., by bombing bases in Chindfrom which the original
attacks are launched..This involves risks which must be foreseen. The United King-
dom Government have décided that in` the event of heavy, repeat heavy, air attacks
on• United Nations forces from bàses in'Chinese territory, the United Kingdom
Government will associate themselves with the policy of retaliatory action against
those bases in order to'prevent future attacks and reduce the loss to United Nations
fôrcés..The message emphasizes, however, that this was a decision in principle, and
'that it had to be borne in mind that the consequences were grave . and might even
involve general war. In view of the, gravity of these consequences the decision to
authorize such retaliatory air action should be subject to concurrence "by us" at the

-the responsibility of the United Kingdom Government on policy matters from
which they could not divest themselves. The suggestion is put forward that just as

,;.on the United Kingdom side aI decision of thé Prime Minister would be required to
confirm the^ authorization for retaliatory action, it is assumed that on 'the United
States side a presidential decision would also be required.

In recognition of the fact that such a decision might have to take place at short
notice, the message requests that full factual information should be made available
on the scale and nature of the Communist air attacks on United Nations forces, and
suggests that possibly the British Joint Services Mission in Washington might be an
appropriate channel for this purpose. Further, the request is made that.full details
should be made available as to the evidence bearing on such 'attacks, particularly in
view of the fact that United Kingdom estimates of Chinese air strength are gener-
ally lower than current United States estimates.

It is also emphasized that other Commonwealth Governments, naming Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, which are contributing forces in, Korea

,,have a definite interest in this problem and that adequate consultation with them on
this point.would be necessary.

In stating these views, it is, emphasized that they pertain to the possibility of air
attack 'from bases, in, China^'and, that, the foregoing decision did not, repeat not,

- apply to the case of possible attack' originating from Soviet bases, which would

have to be 'separately considered.= : t r.
`^'•.x' i°. ^ . . ^ ° i . ^ .. , .

I) Selective Economic Embargoes
On this point Mr. Morrison's message begins by stating that the United King '

dom is opposed to political sanctions, that such measures would not influence Chi-
nese behaviour with regard to Korea, and might only operate to give the Russians a
propaganda point: So far as economic sanctions are concerned,, the message points
out that with the exception of rubber no goods of direct military value from British
sources had gone to China over a considerable period; and covers ground similar to
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that covered in two recent statements in the House of Commons by Sir Hartley
Shawcross which we are'reporting separately. A special point is made of the posi-.
tion of Hông Kong. Ifis, pointed out that Hong Kong in Chinese Communist hands
would be a menace to the South Pacific area and that if normal trade in consumer
goods were cut off the population of Hong Kong would become a likely target for
Communist infiltration. Steps would be taken to ensure that no exports to China
which would contribute to the Chinese war effort went from Hong Kong. But to cut
off all commercial contacts would make no difference to the fighting in Korea and
would mean the ultimate loss of an important centre of free speech and western
ideas in the.whole area. The phrase is used: "I am sure you would not wish to give
Hong Kong to the Chinese".

It is also pointed out that the United Kingdom is opposed to general as distinct
from selective economic sanctions against China, and the argument made that such
measures would not obtain general support among the Europeans and Asians.
While agreeing to the principle of a selective embargo, the Good Offices Commit-
tee should be given the opportunity of continuing its efforts to establish contact
with Peking. The United Kingdom Government has. decided that they would not
press for any delay in the presentation of a resolution dealing with a selective eco-
nomic embargo from the Additional Measures Committee to the Assembly. :

(5) Admission of Conununist Chinese -Representatives to the United Nations
On this point the message re-states the United Kingdom position that Commu-

nist.China is a political fact, which must be "recognized", and states that in the
opinion of the United Kingdom Government the legal arguments are conclusive. lt
adds that the United Kingdom Government could in no way act to imply support
for the fiction that Chiang Kai-Shek's representative in the United Nations could
speak for China. Yoù will recall that Mr. Acheson had suggested that a"morato-'
rium" should be placed on the question, and in Mr. Morrison's reply he asks for
further clarification of what is implied by a"moratorium".

(6) Public Declaration

Here Mr. Morrison agrees that the time is not propitious for the issuance of a
public declaration of âims. At the same time he expresses the view that it is impor-
tant to give a lead to public opinion on the general aims of United Nations policy
and expresses the view that if a stalemate should be reached in the fighting such a
declaration would have considerable value. He hopes, therefore, that Mr. Acheson
would ' continue to consider, this possibility further with Sir Oliver Franks in the
hopé that â statement could be eventually issued.

2• The foregoing are the principal points in the message.
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DEA/50069-A-40._ . ., ,.
té n" n ' rès 'des Nations Uriies,.,

: Le représentant permanent in nr p , ,
, 14 .1 es

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations

au secrétaire d tat aux Affaires ext nur

to Secretary of State for Ezternal A,ffairs

TELEGRAM 466 ,

.. ,United States draft resolution. He added that, while they had previously had some

YP
5 J bb then said that the United Kingdom would "wholeheartedly" support the

t e+ the section of the report containing ' these mterpretative comments.

ings o e su - q 9
meeting of the AMC; with Mexico reserving its position on the interpretative parts
of the report because of "lack of instructions". I am sending you in a separate tele-

States draft resolution agre o y o y
f th b committee Subse• uentlÿ' this report' was approved at to-days

te as p
ed t b the maorit of inembers at the informal meet-

4. Shann t en spo e ppo
from the AMC to the assembly. The first part of this report was purely factual but
h 1 t art contâinéd a number of interpretations of paragraphs of the United

New York, May, 14, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington No. 344.
, • ;, .

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITfEE

1. At the meeting at 10.30 a.m: today (14 May) the'AMC adopted the revised
United States draft resolution calling-for an' embargo on the shipment of 'strategic
materials to China and North Korea. The vote was Bu

^^vand Yugosavga).
C

aIn m)y
none against, 1 abstention (Egypt) wlth 2 absent (
immediately following message I am sending you the text of the revised resolution

as adopted 32
2. The meeting was an open meeting. Apparently the chairman . had made

arrangements beforehand to have the meeting open without consulting all membe rs

of the committee. Therefore, when the meeting began, large numbers of the press
were present and no discussion took place, as to whether the meeting should be
open or closed.

3.- Gross was the first speaker and introduced the revised United States resolution.
He said that the changes made during the informal sub-committee meetings were of
an "editorial" nature and that they did not affect the substance of the resolution. He
then described the intention of the three component parts of the resolution in the
same way that he had done at the closed meeting on 7 May (our teletype No. 448).

He concluded by emphasizing that adoption of this resolution would not mean that
the GOC had failed in its work but that, on thecontrary,' it was the hope of the
United States delegation that.the adoption `of this resolution would strengthen the

hand of the GOC in its negotiations.'. :
h k as ra rteur of be committee and presentéd a draft report

32 Voir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume VII, pp. 1988-1989.
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doubts about the timing of the resolution, they would no longer insist on this point
of view in view of the demonstrated unwillingness of Peking to enter into negotia-
tions. However, .Jebb did say that;; so far as the last paragraph B of thé resolution
was concerned, (regarding the continuâtion 'of the consideration of additional mea-
sures), the United Kingdom hoped that any consideration of further additional mea-
sures by the AMC would be limited to the consideration of. specific extensions of
the embargo on strategic materials. LaCoste of France made a similar statement
supporting the United States resolution and also agreeing with the United Kingdom

announced their suppoit for the United States resolution. Shann of Australia also
-supported'the'resolution, saying that, while the Australians still had some doubts
about the timing'of the resolution, they considered that these doubts were greatly
outweighed by the necessity of having a "show of unity" among the democracies.

7: I then said that, as Canada was already imposing at least as broad restrictions
on trade tô China as were`proposed inihis resolution, we would be willing to sup-
port United Nations action along the same general lines.

8. Sârper of Turkey supported the resolution, but only as 'a "bare minimum". He
emphasized strongly that Turkey believed more stringent additional measures
would be needed in the future., .,..

9. Fawzi Bey of Egypt made no comment in explanation of his abstention. Fol-
lowing the vote on the United States resolution '(with the result given above), the
committee then approved the draft report to the assembly, with'a notation concern-
ing Mexico's'reservation on the interpretative portions.

10. After the meeting, LaCoste of France showed me a small amendment which
his delegation is planning to introduce in the Political Committee regarding the first
operative paragraph A of the resolution. This amendment would add to the general
list: of items which should be embargoed "transportation material of strategic
importance". The French consider that, by specifying transportation material of this

,type, the resolution will be stréngthened and they indicated to me that the United
- States. had accepted this amendment. The United Kingdom have referred the
amendment to London. I would. appreciate your instructions as to what reply I
should give to LaCoste regarding the Canadian views on this proposed amendment.
It,now looks as if the Political Committee will meet on Thursday, .17 May.,. , . . .

I - 165

6. The representatives of Belgium, the Philippines Venezuela and Brazil thpn

comment regarding this paragraph B.-
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le` représentant permanent par intérim auprès dés Nations Unies,
I 'au sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant auz Affaires extérieures

:: .Acting Permanent Representative toUnited Nations
to 'Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs': j:

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
New York, May, D09-11

Dear. Escott [Reid],
I am enclosing for your own, information a draft letter;,I. prepared yesterday

under the influence of anger. It has to do primarily with the behaviour, of,our, Amer-
ican colleagues, a behaviour which after yesterday,s meeting I considered intolera-
ble, and which now that I have cooled seems damned annoying. This morning I
was going to tear it up but I thought perhaps there would be some value in commu-
nicating the information and the impressions contained in it to, you. Although I may
have gone a little far in the conclusions to which I was led by what, was, perhaps a
minor matter, I am still convinced that there are tendencies in United States beha-
viour which need to be watched carefully:

2. On this expedition to New 'York fam struck withthe extent to which the whole
United Nations has been Americanized in the past year. The U.S. Mission; it seems
to me, are taking for granted rights and privileges which.I arri sure they would not
have assumed a year ago. And those countries which formerly would not have tol
erated such behaviour'arecowed by the furyof the U.S. press and Congress; and of
course by the brute facts *of the inequality of "power, particularly in Korea. The
Secretary-General since the lamentable events of last autumn is no longer in a posi-
tion for independent manoeuvre:1 ` • - 1 1 1 . .

3. A good many people are quite unhappy'abôut this situation, including a good
many Americans of the Secretariat and in the press corps: Even the most friendly
Americans, however, seem convinced that the rest of us have not upheld our share
in the Korean enterprise and that the best way* of 'chécking â tendency, •which they
and we dislike is to increase our fighting forces. Even non-Am erican members of
the Secretariat, although'they appreciate the 'straiegic difficulties better than do the
Americans, nevertheless express strong hôpes that other countries cân find away of
so enlarging their United Nations forces thafsome kind of proper balance will be
restored.'Leo Malania for instance, who could scarcely be more unsympathetic
with the U.S. position and U.S. tactics, argued very strongly some time ago that the
best possible response on the part of Western European and Commonwealth coun-
tries to the dismissal of General MacArthur would be immediate announcements of

_the sending of additional forces to Korea. He called me yesterday to say that some
of the men in the Secretariat had been discussing the forthcoming discussion in the
Assembly on Additional Measures. They hoped very much that the Commonwealth
countries in particular would seek to avoid the impression that they were coming
along reluctantly under United States pressure and rather to' take their place in the
van of those upholding the U.N. cause.
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4. These are rambling thoughts which need not be taken too seriously, and I hope
you don't conclude I have lost all sense of proportion. •..

Yours sincerely,

JOHN [HOLMES]

t Projet d'une lettre du réprésentant peniurnent par intérim auprès des Nations

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSUREI

Unies
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Draft Letter• from Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONI~IDENTIAL
[New YorkJ, May 14, 1951. . ^.

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMMITTEE
1. One of the disturbing aspects of recent activities of the Additional Measures

Committee has been the attitude adopted, towards a "closed meeting".
-2. As you will recall; it was agreed at the first meeting of the Committee that its
sessions should be closed but that this rule might be changed if the members of the
Committee agreed. We had no strong views on the necessity of closing the' doors
for these meetings, but when a majority of members had decided that they should
be closed we accepted this decision and have treated the discussions in the A.M.C.
as private. The press,was not happy about this ruling and protested in the early
stages.

3. In spite of the supposed confidential nature of the discussions in the Commit-
tee, the newspapers have contained as full and-as accurate•rèports of such meetings
as they have of open sessions in the United Nations. The réason is that the United
States Representative has adopted a practice of holding a press conference after the
meetings, at which he explains not, only the United States position but also the
position taken by other countries. It may be that the United States Representative is •
not the single source of information available to the press, but the supplementary
information which is given by other Representatives, and, I think, by members of
the Secretariat as well, may be attributed to the feeling that there is not much point
in maintaining silence. It has not been necessary for us to report on these meetings
to Cânadiân correspondents even if we wished to do so. The correspondents, how-
ever, have frequently telephoned to check Mr. Gross's report of what we had said
in the meeting.

4. While the desire of the United States Mission to impress upon the people ,of
this country the 'energy with which they are pressing for additional measures
against China may be understandable, these practices have become humiliating to
other members' of the Committee. When our Australian colleague protested in vig-
orous termse to the press liaison officer of the U.S. Mission for presuming to report
what the Australian Representative had said in'the Committee, he was told that he
had no right to interfere in regulations bètween the United States Mission and the

3
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of the United States; and given a lecture on the unique respect for freedom
people
of speech and the press possessed by the people of thrules, the United States

5. In spite of their circumvention of the Committee's
Mission has been anxious to open the doors at A.MiC. meetings. The Athave prev ous
willing instrument in the Chairman of the ,Comm , Sarper.
session,

Mr. Sarper endeavoured. to declare a meeting open rather than closed
before Representatives had time to realize what w ehappening..Ves hàdaremar^kslto
session 'both th'e' United Kingdom and Australian R p
make about the unwisdom of the United States proposals which they were most
anxious to make confidentially.' They managed therefore to protest against the
Chairman's ruling, and they were supported by the rest of the -Committee. The
United States Mission was determined, however, to have an open meeting when
their resolution came up for a vote today. At about half past one last Saturday after-
nôôri, at the tail end of a Sub-committee meeting to consider the text of the resolu-

tion,
Mr. Ross calmly referred in the course of discussing some other subject to his

understanding that the meeting would be open-on Monday, the implication being
that there had been a general desire for this. I challenged this assumption, on the
grounds that it was verydifficult for Delegations not. to know whether a meeting
would be open or closed, because their Governments would undoubtedly give them
different instructions as to what to say in an open as distinct from a closed meeting.
The Venezuelan Representative indicated that he too•

consult the Repre-

sentatives.

and a suggestion was made that the Chairman should
sentatives. In order that there should be no misunderstanding, I explained that I was
not pressing for a closed meeting and that personally I saw certain advantages in
officially recognizing that the meetings were open.

6.. Certainly nothing which could have been interpreted as a decision on this ques-
tion.was taken, or could have been taken,` at the purely informal meeting on Satur-
day, at which. not all the members ; of., the• Committee ^. were, represented.
Nevertheless, I learned on Sunday that the press had been informed that the meet-
ing would be open, and it was so announced in this morning's newspapers. Conse-

quently, when we arrived ,for, the meeting, we . found the room • filled with
newspapermen as, well as representatives of Delegations not represented on the
Committee: -As the Chairman -had not communicated with us, or, so far as I am
aware, with other,Delegations, I assumed that he would put the matter to the Com-refer-
mittee at the beginning of the meeting. The meeting began, however, wi th

have liked
ence whatever having been made to this question. Although I should
very much. to raise the question, it,was not an opportune time to do so. It. would
have been necessary to put oneself in a position in front of all the press of seeming
to oppose their attendance.Without instructions from you on th^é subject, I did not
think it wise, to complicate thus the more important issues of day.

7. I am reporting this aspect of, thework of the .A.M.C. not only because we
should consider future policy on this particular question of open or closed meetings
when the Committee begins meeting again, but also because it is, I think, an exam-

f the right to maNP-ple of an increasing assumption by the United States Miss^on o forms of
ulate United, Nations bodies as they, . wish. ^ For the most. part proper
democracy are observed, but it seems to me that the Americans are becoming
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increasingly cynical even in their pretences. They would be indignant, no doubt,-if
they were confronted with charges of this kind, and I.am sure they do,not realize
. what they are 'doing. As usual they. are so absorbed in the crusade of the moment
that they cannot think very much about their 'scruples: They âre' aided by what
seems to me an increasing tendency on the part of those who dislike this behaviour
to consider that there is little use- resisting. I found, that, although the Australians,
Belgians, French, and others to whom I spoke on this subject shared my view that,
the situation was lamentable, there was a tendency on their part to consider it some-'
what ingenuous on my part to do anything but shrug my shoulders. As my Austra-
lian colleague said, "You've got to get used to realizing who's running things here
now".

8. It would be a mistake, I realize, to, see these difficulties out of perspective. It
would certainly be a great mistake for any country to determine its attitude on the
U.S. draft resolution on the basis of pique over American behaviour in the Commit-
tee. As candid friends I think we might take note of a tendency, the results of which
will not be good for the United Nations or for the United States.
-^9: One has the impression from time to time that our work in the United Nations
is purely a sideshow for; the main spectacle in Washington., We are in . danger of
losing our independence of judgment because of the. increasing extent to which our
judgment is guided by what we consider to be the impact of our policies on Ameri-
can public opinion. It is not only that the U.S. Mission remind us of this important
factor and urge us to adopt policies which will ease the position of the Administra-
tion,', but . also that even the non-American Representatives have become so
obsessed,with the national controversies of this country that they have lost sight of
opinion in Leeds and Liège, and certainly Lucknow.

10. We are not in a good position to control developments because, having given
in to the pressure of American public opinion on* two occasions, we have very
much, weakened ^ our bargaining position. I do, not wish to suggest that we were
wrong in voting for the United States resolutions in the Assembly in January and
this week in the Additional Measures Committee. Faced with, these resolutions
there was, no alternative to supporting, them. In 'doing so, however, we have ful-
filled the predictions made by the United States Mission. There was never any hope
of our shaking them in their resolve to press on with these resolutions because they
were, confident from the beginning that we would go along with them. So far. no
great harm has been done, but it is very doubtful if the United States Administra-
tion intends to stop here with "sanctions" - or could stop here if it wished. If we
do not wish to support any further proposals for Additional Measures, it will not be
easy to convince the Americans that we will continue to oppose them right through
to the end of a vote in plenary session of the Assembly. At times I am at a loss to
think ^f any means by which we can oppose them even on minor matters 'as for
instânce the procedural question of an open or closed 'meeting. With the United
States press in full cry breathing down our neck - arrogantly confident of its own
sacred right to decide all, issues - it takes a good deal of courage, and perhaps
illusions of grandeur, 'to resist.

JOHN W.. HOLMES
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Extrait d'un télégraninie du représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures ,•.,

Extract from Telegram from Permanent Representative to United Nations
.. ^ ^._._ ^ 1 A s

TEI,EGRAM 480

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

^r Externa ffacr
• ;;,•. .. • . .

New York, May '18, 1951

Repeat Washington No. 362.
Reference my telegram No. 476 of May 17.,

ADDITIONAL MEASURES AGAINST CHINA

1. The assembly in plenary session this morning passed the 'resolution [with the

French amendment] proposing a- selective economic embargo by 47 in favour

[including Canada], none against, with 8 abstentions, and 5 members not participat-
ing in the vote. The majority was increased. over that in committee by Ecuador,

which received instructions overnight, and by the Luxembourg. Minister who came

from Washington to vote. The session was prolonged by the insistence of the Soviet

Bloc repeating their arguments about the unconstitutionality of the measure in the
guise of explanations of their: votes. ` ï• _.'

2. This telegram is not intended as a summâry^ of the sessions in committee and
plenary as these' have been fully reported in the U.N: teleprinter and • the press.
These are merely a few impressions of the debate.

3. The decision of the Soviet delegation to reject the right of the assembly to
consider such a resolution and therefore not to participate•'in the vote greatly
assisted the United States in securing a'swift passage with a minimum amount of
controversy. Such embarrassing questions as the United States attitude to the Janu-
aryprinciples were never even alluded tô, and as the Russians were not raising
substantive matters,' India and other countries who wished to abstain were only too
happy' to explain theirvotes.briefly and get' the session ` over with. Even on the
constitutional argument the Russians' fared rather badly when Gross this morning
surprised them by quoting their views in 1946'on the right and dutyof the assembly
to declare diplomatic and economic sanctions against Spain (an idea which Walter
O'Héar'n of the Egoreal [sic]^^Star had suggested to the Unitèd States delegation
yesterdajr through their' Information Officer) 33'-4

_ . 4 . , , ; ° , ,

8 Although the'absencé of controversy was gratifying, there is some anxiety on

thé, .
. . ^ „-, . ,

part of Commonwealth and. western European countnes about the conclusions
which may bë 'drawn in 'the . United States from the . size of 'the majority and the
inëfféctiveness of.^the oÂOOSition. The United" States ; Mission are jubilant and

"Walter O'Heàrn était corre'sp'ondant auprès des Nations Unies du Jllonlrcal Star de 1945 à 1953.

Walter O'Hearn was the Ü.N. correspondent for the Afontrcal Star from 1945 until 1953.
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frankly admit they had no idea it would be so easy. The New, York press is cheering
the smashing victory in what the Daily News significantly calls in its front.page

,: headline "first boycott against China"., If a sober journal like The New York Times
considered that the vote in the A.M.C. indicated readiness for further action (para-
graph 5 of our telegram No. 471 of May 15),t they will certainly interpret the vote
in the assembly. as more than confirmation of this impression. Delegations like the
Philippines,,, Brazil and, Thailand made clear that this resolution : did. not go, far
enough, and;Tsiang specifically demanded "diplomatic sanctions".
:, .... . • . 1 . . ^ . . ., ,

A 22.;;., - :...
DEA/50069-A-40

Note au sous-secrétarre d'État aux Affaires extérieures'
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures`4 '

Veniorandum front Uider-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Externuzl Affairs34

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], May 19, 1951
Attached is copy No., I 'l of telegram Y-254 of May 11, 1951,t containing the

, text of Mr. Mornson's letter to Mr." Acheson on the Korean war.3s Sir Alexander
Clutterbùck, idàdinterview with me earlier in the.week, asked for comments on
the portion of the;letter which deals'with the bombing of bases in China. I outline
below some of the points I should raise with Sir Alexander when he comes back to
hear, our 'views, if you approve.

.2. Mr, Morrison, in paragraph 3, states that if heavy air attacks are made on
:.United Nations forces there will be no'alternative but to bomb the bases in China
,Irom which'the attacks have been lâunched: This is in accord with ÿoûr statement
in the House of Commons on May 7 in which you envisaged a situation in which
allied planes would pursue enemy bombers back to, and attempt to destroy, the
Manchtirian air bases from which they came.
• 11n. paragraph 5, Mr. Morrison, says that, while he agrees in principle to the
decision to take retaliatoryaction, he cannot agree to the actual initiation of such

.action without consultation at the time of the provocation which requires counter-
action:,At some, length he outlines the machinery which the United Kingdom can

^ make available to ensure that it can be consulted promptly during a crisis. This
differs from the position you took on May 7 when you said "It is possible to visual-
ize a; situation, in , which immediate retaliatory action without prior consultation

-might be; unavoidable in pursuing enemy bombers back to, and in attempting to
destroy, the Manchurian air bases from which they came". While, therefore, you
desire that consultation with all the interested parties should take place at the time
of provocation, you consider that there may be circumstances in which time does
not permit of consultation, but the United Kingdom does not consider that such a

',, Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr Reid: me Ministcr': comments - perhai.t a note for Clutterbuck should be prrcparcd May 20
A.D.P. H(eencyl.

33 VoidSee FRUS. 195 1, Volume V11, pp. 427-431.
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situation can be permitted to exist in view of the consequences which may follow
upon air ' action against Chinâ 36

4. In his paragraph'6, Mr. Morrison pleads that the decision on the United States
side'to bomb China be made liy the President himself and asks that authority to
make this decision be not delegated. This again differs from the position we have
taken. In his telegrain WA-1801 of May 1t Mr. Wrong reported that "General
Ridgway has been' given auth'ority, in case of an air'âttack from" Manchuria, so
extensive and dangerous to the United Nations forces as to satisfy him that prompt
counter-action is required, to order retaliation if he is unable physically to commu-
nicate with Washington" 37 No action has been taken to inform the State Depart-
ment that this authorization is unacceptable and, unless such. action is taken,
presumably we have no objection to the authorization.38

5. The'United Kingdom authorities take the view that this circumstance cannot
possibly arise. They have pointed out to us orally that Genéral Ridgway in Tokyo
has at his disposal special radio communications, ordinary commercial radio com-
munications, telephone communications, submarine cables which run both east and
west from Japan to the United States, and the facilities of United States warships in
"Japanése waters the wireless sets of which can reach Honolulu at the very least.
'They therefore deny that General Ridgway can in fact be cut off from communica-
tion with Washington unless he himself wishes to be cut off.39, Paragraph 6 of Mr.
Monison's letter is probably an attempt to' make British incredulity apparent.

6. In summary, both the United Kingdom and ` ourselves have'placed the same
limitation on the sort of air action which can be permitted. We both consider that it
must be confined to the air bases from which actual attacks on United Nations
forces take place. On the other two points, however, ourpositions,diverge as we
have allowed the United States greater latitude than the United Kingdom has. We
would, however, no doubt hopé that the United Kingdom wôuld be successful in
securing United States agreement to its insistence that the United Kingdom be con-
sulted before actual retaliation takes place!0 It is not that the United Kingdom in

' this case"would in any constitutional sense'be speaking for us. The United King-
dom', rn^ight, however, be able to impose a certain amount'of restraint upon the

'United States which we could only welcome.'If, of course, time permits the United
States to consult us' we should expect the United States to do so but, as the British
have pointed out to us orally; it is likely that any, provocation' will be accompanied
by such'an emotional'crisis that the United States will in fact deny that there is any

é`opportunity for consultation. Similarly,we should probably welcome United King-
"dom success in urging- on the United States that the President himself rather than

" Ok - if this is the case then he has no authority to act without consultation
40 Yes

Not if ~he is physically unable to communicate with Washington" .
more realistic one L.B.P[earsonj , .

LB. Pearson a consigné les cinq notes marginales suivantes :/L.B. Pearson recorded the follow^in8
five marginal notes:
' I still think that our version of "hot pursuit" i n certain circumstances without consultation is the

VoidSeeFRUS 1951 Volume V11 `pp. 427r431.
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any subordinate military or civilian official should make the decision to initiate air;
attacks on China."

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

123.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-conunissaire du Royaume-Uni .

Secretary of State for External Aff `'airs '
Io High Commissioner of United Kingdom

Top SECRET
[Ottawa], May 23, 1951

Dear Sir Alexander [Clutterbuck],

When you were in to see me last week you asked for my comments on the
portion of Mr. Morrison's letter to Mr. Acheson which concerned the possible
necessity of bombing bases in China.

There appear to be three points at issue: the nature of air attacks on China, the
necessity for consultation before the bombing takes place, and who is to authorize
such bombing on, behalf of the United States.

I think that the position taken by Mr. Morrison on the nature of the bombing is
the same as my own. Mr. Morrison implies that air attacks should be confined to
the, bases in. China from which attacks on United Nations forces have been
launched. I had thersame limitation in mind when I said in the House of Commons
that allied planes might have, to pursue enemy, bombers back to, and attempt to
destroy, the Manchurian air bases from' which they came 42 We appear to agree that
bômbing is perrriissible only against bases ;which are actually used to launch attacks
against United Nations forces' and that we do not contemplate general retaliatory,
bombing.

I note that, while Mr. Morrison has agreed in principle that bombing might have
to.beundertaken, he has not given his consent to the initiation of such attacks as yet
andr?thât he cânnot convey United Kingdom consent until his government has had
^^oPPonunity to décide'that some speciGe instance of attack has been sufficient to
Warrant, countcr-action: While I too have conceded the principle ' that air action
aSainst China may become necessary, I have maintained that, except in the unlikely
evént that communication between Tokyo and Washington should be physically
impossible, such action should not be initiated until we have had an opportunity to
,.4i^àv ^ ,be consulted. This is still my position. '

The Canadian govcrnmcnt has not contemplated an approach to the United
States government with a request that the decision on the United States side to
in,luate,bômbing of Chinese bases should be taken by the President himself rather

i-3) . , r , . . . . . . , . , . .

411
Yes L.B '> 'p(earto

n Voir 1Canada, Chambre des Communes, Débats, le 26 avril 1951, p. 2453.
See Canada. 11ouse of Commons, Debares, April 26, 1951, pp, 2396-2397.
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than by any subordinate military' or civilian official. However, I would view with
satisfaction any success your Government might have in this direction.

Yours sincerely,

L.B. PEARSON

3e PARTIE/PART 3

LA DIVISION DU COMMONWEALTH EN CORÉE ;

COMMONWEALTH DIVISION IN KOREA. . .

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], February 20, 1951
., . .

. . ".. ,. . . ,. ... '
..,

VII. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE UNITED NATIONS FORCES IN KOREA AND THE INTEGRATED

FORCE IN EUROPE

28. The Minister of National Defence, referring to the discussions in Cabinet on
December 28, 1950, January 24, 1951 and February 1, 1951, said that, when the

Chairman; Chiefs of Staff Committee had been in Washington on February 19th, he
had conferred with General Bradley, Chairman of the United States Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and General Collins, Chief of Staff,"

'
U.S: Army, regarding : Canadian Army

contributions to the United 'Nations forces in Koren 'and to the Integrated Force in

Western Europe 43
; ..

29. The Chairmân, Chiefs of Staff Committee recalled that, originally, a brigade
group had been offered to the 'United Nations, subject to completion of training,
and that the offer had been accepted. In November, when it appeared that the action
in Korea would end shortly, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Stâff , had indicated that one
battalion for occupation duties would; bé'thé total Canadian Army rëquirement in
Korea. While the State Depârtment' was considering confirmation of this view to
the Canadian Government; the situation in Korea had deteriorated as'a result of the
Chinese assault and it had taken no'ftirther action The Second Battalion, Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, had then been'despatched to Korea and the rest
of the Canadian Brigade Group had remained at Fort Lewis, Washington, to com-
plete'its training a . '.

During 'his discussions with General Bradléy' on Februâry ,ï 19th,' the latter had
indicated that the Chinese` had recentljr had a''serious set-back in` Korea. The line
had been stabilized, although it was not an unbroken line and allowed for consider-
able manoeuvring by both sides. Chinese casualties had been very,heavy.,The posi-

'l Voir le document 505JSee Document 505.^ '-
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tion of the. U.N., forces was quite good. - Their morale and training had greatly
improved under General Ridgway, although the South Korean divisions were still

. not dependable. The U.S. troops had been reorganized into two corps and were
now much better'soldiers. Because, of the gâps in the front and the instability of the
South Korean troops, Chinesé 'infiltration behind U.N. formations was now, quite
normal but a technique had been developed for relieving surrounded, U.N. troops
after a considerable toll had been taken of the Chinese. Chinese equipment was still
primitive.

The Unified Command intended to fight a war of attrition roughly in the present
.position and, although amphibious attacks and thrusts through the enemy land front
might be, made continuously, no general advance was plannéd. The aim was to

, demonstrate to the, Communists that their superiority in numbers was to no avail
against determined troops with first-class equipment. The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff
hoped that, as a result, the Communists might think twice before initiating any
other'opëratiôns in Asia.'While realizing that these tactics might create' a stalemate
in Korea, they felt that, if they could take a'sufficient toll of the Communists, the
latter might be more ready to negotiate a settlement: General Bradley did not antici-
pate any major campaigns by the Communists before June, when movement of the
heavy equipment of. the U.N.' forces would be difficult.;

General Bradlèy, considered that, while General Ridgway was able to hold the
Cômmunists, he still had no troops 'to spare and was running considérable risks
with the South Koreans. It was not possible for his troops to be relieved from the
line to rest. The Americans were sending to Korea eight additional artillery regi-
ments,,as well as 25,000 reinforcements. They had no intention of sending further

'formations but would keep their units up to strength.` For the last month U.N. casu-
alties had beelihbthn E, L, but the divisions had never been built up since the disastrous
withdrawal from North Korea.

General Bradley had expressed to him the view that the Canadians should fu1Gl
their offer to send a full brigade group to Korea in spite of the desirability of
despatching forces immediately to the Integrated Force. He had pointed out that the
other nations concerned had made good their offers and had suggested that it would
be misunderstood in both military and political circles if the U.N. troops engaged in

• Korea had 'to continue to fight without rest and the Canadian offer remained
unfulfilled.•. ,

As regards plans for U.S. contributions to the Integrated Force one di v i s i on
would be sent in April, one in the lattër p

,
art of June, one in September, and possi-

bly one in November. These would be only half-trained and would have to com-
plete..their training in Europe. General Bradley thought that, any Canadian
contribution' would, be . very acceptable. He had suggested that it might be
deSpatchèd to Europe in one of the periods between the sailings of the U.S.. divi-
sions,, and that August might be'soon enough for this movement

Hè had emphasized to General Bradley Canada's difficulty in both meeting the
commitment in Korea and providing one-third of a division for Europe, with the
reinforcement problem in Korea and the problem of rotation in Europe after eigh-
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teen months. General Bradley had cômmented that he could not visualize the pre-

sent Korean situatiôn continuing that long.

radlé had Ililentioned to him that, while'Genemuchral.^ ad w ° mere was
General B y

fidént that the" Communists. in Japan ^ e1^dn Rûsslanehands had been formed into
anxiety over reports that Japanese p s` might make a move against

had been explained to ^ the Embassy 'that the

divisions `ln northeast Manchuriâ. 'Athese ^^idering sending two half-trained
e

^'Japan,`the.•LI-S. Joint Chiefs of Staff If the
divisions to bolster Japan while the Korean situation 1dto Japan-^m^n war were

" brought to'an end, it was intended to post four divisions,

Gênerai

Gen
Collins', whom he had seèn I next, had expressed the samcô i,,^énd to the

éràl Bradley with regard to Korea, and ha of s^é that ^ b^g°ade , group was not

Unified Command that the remainder

required there giving con-
neral Collins had mentioned that the situation in Yugosla

via
that country thisGe lu

sidérable concern, there being some possibility of a mûves Canadian equipment

spring. General Collins had enquired whether hat it was all committed to
could be supplied to Yugoslavia and had

Atlantic Treaty Organization. Tito, with whose staff the Americans had
thé North
had talks, had indicated that any ' equipment ^

provided from Western sources should

be supplied as quietly as possible:. As the Yugoslavs preferred Soviet equipment,on to
such equipment of that type as was being captured in Korea was being passed

ethe Yugoslavs!^
^' •After his discussions with Generals Bradley arid,Collins, he had talked wi`n tho ftim

Standing Group and warned it that Canada would have ^e e=e û^i for more troops
its contribution to the Integrated Force, in the light of roq

for Korea. 19th, the

. 30. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that, on Februhary s of Staff

State Department had confirmëd, the report given to the Chairman, C uire-
Committee, that'the Unified Command had -.been Considfronthand crarry ng on a
ments for"Korea in the light of the"strategy of stablllzing the
campai g n of attrition in the hope'that this would induce the Chines S^ e

Communist

. . .
Government to negotiate a satisfactory se^nm^n ^ ôffofficial request from the Uni-
fied had conveyed to the Embassy in Was g
fied Command that the Canadian Government consider.(a) announcin ô^e µhich
date an intention to'send tô Koréa further conUnge nts of theApril lst,iaand (b) hav'ng
`wâs' expected to complete' its training at Fort Lewi by , .,, Further, it
• these contingents,leàve for Kôréa prior to ç Ün'^^ C^and esired additional

'ce' contributions by ;othér U.N. members in view of the importance of mainta1°-similar approachesfor` ..
in the U.N: çharâcter of 'the üperation:,It w^f Newf Zealand.g Greece, Turkey, bra-

, tral

il Colombia, Chile and Mexico. "- s
t ?; ^ ^,, j ` s `' . . . .

,

to several other members, including Aus ^a,

'AtJ 1^^^^,

1 44Voir le document SOSJSee Document 30•
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In view of Canada's offer of a brigade group, it appeared desirable to comply
with the request of the Unified Command.. He thought the Unified Command might
be unduly optimistic aliôut the possibilities-of in aggressive war of attrition bring-
ing Communist China to terms in the near future.

31. General Foulk`es did not think the Chinese were likely to make an early with-
drawal from Korea. To permit this, however, they might re-equip the North Kore-
ans who would then be able to maintain a stiff opposition. The Americans were
anxious to reduceI their commitments in Korea as soon as possible, with a view to
concentrating their efforts in Western Europe. To this end they might possibly build
ûp the South Korean forces with heavy equipment:

32. Mr. Claxton said that the Canadian troops at Fort Lewis were in an advanced
state of training. Their Commanding Officer would be in Ottawa on February 28th,
when he- could be consulted 'as to their readiness for despatch to Korea.

33. 'General Foulkes suggested 'that, since this request was bound to leak out in
'Washington, and as the 'U.S. authorities' knew that the Canadians at Fort Lewis
- were far better trained than the U.S. 'troops that had been sent to Korea; it would be
-advantageoûs to announce, as soon as'possible, the despatch of further elements of
the Special Force.'

34.1T1te Prime Minister said that, as Canada had offered a full brigade group and
the Unified Command had now officially requested the despatch of the remainder
of it tô Korea, it appeared very desirable to agree to the request promptly. While the
Unified Command was perhaps somewhat optimistic about the prospects in Korea,

'it appeared to have adopted the only strategy open to it in present circumstances. Its
, request for additional troops from Canada and a number of other U.N. members
was apparently being 'made hot only because reinforcements were needed but, also,
in the not unreasonable hope that, if the Chinese Communists saw that an impres-
sive proportion of the United Nations were determined to prevent their aggression
from succeeding, they would be more inclined to recognize the futility of their
campaign and agree to negotiate a reasonable settlement.
-35. The Conunittee, after further discussion, noted the reports of the Secretary of

' State for External Affairs and the Chairman,' Chiefs of Staff Committee, regarding
the request of the'Unified Command for an early announcement that additional
contingents of the Canadian Army Special Force be sent to Korea and that they be
despatched before completion of their training at Fort Lewis on April lst, and
agreed to recommend to Cabinet the despatch to Korea, as soon as possible, of the
remainder of . the 25th Brigade Group originally offered to the United Nations; the

, eârly announcement of this plan; and notification of it to the Unified Command,
;.through.the, State Department.'s
v:.:

^"^ APprouvEè par le Cabinet. le 21 ci 22 février 1951 JApprovcd by Cabinet on fcbruary 21 and 22,
^1951.
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Note du secrétaire a •• tre^. :<<
'^ pour le premier mrnis

[PIÈCE IOINTFJF.NCIJoSUREI -

Le chef de la mission de-liaison au Japon `

au sous=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Neüd, Liàisôn Mission in' Japân,

to Under-Secretary ôf Stâte for External airs

[Ottawa], March 19, 1951
;,ToP SECRET „f tPtrPr No. 239 of March 10, 1951,

KORF.AN CONI•LICr

DEA/50069-B-40

• ! d'Ét t aicx'Affaires extérieures : _ i ,

Memorandum
from Seeretary of State for External Af^airs

to Prime Minister

from Tokyo, in which Mr. Menmes s
Canada might take the initiative in negotiations for the formation

a Common-

wealth. Division in Korea. ..;,. a roriatel be
occurs to me that the points raised by Mr. Menzies might pp^^t^ ÛnderIt

considered in conjunction with the account gIV11951et
letter

lté t c
s

, of which a
General Odlum's despatch Na. 83 of F arY 19,
copy was sent to you on March 7, is a detailed statement by a B^^ X°^^éne inp hence, of his

^ éntly of some considerablé background 'Hel^eethat the forma ôn of a Com-
Korean fighting toward the end of 1950. gues

,,

staff
monwealth Division, with aCommonwealth command and, h naconscrving the
would be very^ valuable from a purely' practical point of vitheir efficient
lives of Commônwealth troops and ;in ensuring, as far as , pos,. sible,

employment
r.

Menzaes' recent letter is in general accord with the views expressed orally

by Brigadier, Fleury. z . . ` • ^
1-111. PEARSON.

Attached for, your mlormauull U., - rl" --- -- ssibilit that
' di cusses sympathetically the ofpo Y

^ ^^•
op SECRET ^,,,T ,

Tokyo.March 10. 1951
Li:rrER 239

^^^^ .. , ^; .^^. .. . . ^ :r ^+ - ^ ^ ^ ^ •^ - • k . . . .
. . . ^> , . . +. • - ^<: ^

..", : .....^., t ;i^:{ T...•t !..r1'."^ï ^ .:,... . .. . .
^f,•.^ i:^t,^'' ^ .^„ ^..F . ^ ^^ .+

CANADIANBRIGADE FOR KOREA
COMMAND 'AND SUPPORT FROI31.C1►

tS litical
The decision to send a full Canadian brigade to'Kocea raises ccrtaln po

questions concerning command and support on which I will venture to submit mY
views in this letter.

2. The only information which I have concerning the decision to send additionn
Canadian forces to Korea,'apârt from that available in the public press, was co
tained in a copy of teletype WA-635 of February 19t from Washington, S d^r^^ ons
,the official request from the^Unifed Command. I do not know what con
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dictated the Government's decision in this matter, but I assume that the following
points were taken into account:

(a) Public statements by Government leaders said that the Special Force would,
when trained, be sent, to Korea if it 'âppeared that was where they could be most
usefully employed then.

(b) It would be difficult to turn down a request'from the United States for use of
these troops in Korea when the United States was already supplying such a large'
proportion of the United Nations troops, and when the United States Government
had indicated that it had weighed the Korean against the European requirement.

(cj Canada's voice`in the discussion of Far Eastern problems inside and outside
the United Nations' would be stronger if backed, by a larger military contingent in,

made up of two U.K. infantry battalions, (Middlesex and Argylls), an infantry bat-

Korea.
3. It seems to me that, if Canada is to get the most out of this contribution of a

further 5,500 men, careful political as well as military administrative attention,
should be given ço the arrangements for their use here. Our brigade of 6,400 men
will "rânk as the fourth largest militarygroup in Korea, after the United States,
Republic of Korea and United Kingdom (about 10,000) contingents. I think that we,
should look pretty carefully at just how our Brigade will fit into the United Nations
Forcé in Korea; in order that our contribution will have the maximum desired
effect.

4. When our Brigade arrives in Korea, there will be three Commonwealth Bri-
gâdes there: (a) the wholly, U.K. and strong 29th Brigade, (b) the 27th' Brigade,

tâlion'of the Royal Australian Regiment, a regiment of New Zealand field artillery,
theIndian Field Hospital, but short some supporting units, and (c) our 25th Bri=
gâde:' Becâusc these three brigades use largely British•type equipment, it will be
necessary for them to ' opcrate near each other so that they can be served by the
same` line'of communications. Right now, the 27th and 29th Brigades are not serv-
ing together, but they never arc permitted to get far apart because they draw from a
conünon 'supply line.` It would be most logical for the three brigades to serve
together in' one division. This would have the following advantages:

(a) The brigades wôuld use â single supply line which would be more economical
ê

f^ /r^

ven than three brigades operating separately near each other.
. i .. . . .,. i . . . . . , .

(b) The brigades would be commanded by a divisional headquarters that operated
on the same basis as they did.

c) A division"commander and staff would carry more weight with United States
ÇorPs. AtTny , and Theatre Commanders than three separate brigade commandcrs
with their, smaller. headquarters.

(d) 'A" division would make more of a public impression than three brigades as
you will notice most of the reporting is about the operation of divisions as news
rePorters, operate from divisional headquarters at the lowest.

(e) A cooperative effort to establish and operate a divisional headquarters would

setva_:e.,t:.â constructive purpose. It would demonstrate to other Commonwealth Gov-
emroents that, when practical considerations dictate, we are as prepared to put an
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this problem to your attention as I fancy, that a o milit
be more immédiately côncerned' with the difficult manpower , and o^^nd out the
administrative problems involved in the decision of the Govcrnment to more.
brigade and probably not too anxious to contèmplate'a^k s ^ stage

contribution fully
My point is that,:If 10°l0' more effort is,requlred to m litical as
effective, then such an additional effort should be considered from the po

,, ;'i.'>_:' ",,^•"
well as the `militâry administrative point of view, zi

7. Brigadier Fleury is returning to Cana
National Defence Headquarters on various questions connected iômthe commandthat, in
and 'support for, the Canadian brigade. I have written, thlsl^tc^ side to these ques-
addition to milltary admini$trative probletns, there'is â po ito round out and
tiôns which should be considered. It seems to methat, if necessaryo consider. locating
mâlceI more effective .our contribution, we shô'O ^ c support, and should take the
extra men for a divislonal headquarters and for g
initiativé, if necessary,- in discussing' arrangements with other ; Commonwealth

_ . . ., ,, .
C^overnments. : .. ,

8.1 have discussed^ this matter with Brigadier Fleury. He is far more fae ilou have
the practical problems involved,and their implsca of n^ridia forc 1s in ÎCorca, 1
invited me to express my oplmons . on , the .,u l ltical aspects of
thôught it might not be out of place for me to write #an^ D fence Neadquarters may

Ntl
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effort into cooperation with other Commonwealth Governments ^riotherrpa ternt of
United States when different practical considerations sugg

military cooperation..;
S..It seems to me altogether likely.that the U.N. Command will seek to hnvao e isg

three brigades associated in one division: I underswôuld betvery diff cult for them
1 more troops and, that itnot being asked to supp y. . et what response there will be in Australia and

to do so., We do not know here .y
New Zealand to tlie^requèst of the Unified Command for ad hie U' 27^ troops. ée1en
one of them would supply the missing Service units for . service
there will just be,the question of a divisional headquarters ^e^vlslona e estab-headq

t and sùpply units. It.seems to me th n Ûrfeal^ther than being staffed by officers of
lishèd, it should be a cooperative v eu,
one nationality, only. I can see the possibility of minor frictions ô^^ae b^e

misuriderstanding if an Australian major-general, or instance,
division and had a wholly Australian divisional headquarters staff.-

6.
n Forces base

1 undérstand that the present BritishCommonv^!ealm Occupa^ of the Second
fàcilitiés in^ Jâpân which we are now usingI for ^th Înfans6c^ ^1r̂eady pretty heav-
Battalion of the Princess Patncla's,Canadian I.igh ^ for us to contribute
ily tâxed bythe: 27th and 29th, Bnga OF when oûbr brigadomés out.
some administrative personnel to BC d this weekend for consultations in
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État
.
aux Affaires extérieures, „

. pour le secrétaire d'État aià Affaires extérieures
. . , , .. . , ^ . , . , . . . . . ' . . . ' , 1 ^ ^ . . . .

-Memorandum from Unufer-Secretary of State for, External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ..

JOP SECRET Ottawa, April 9,.1951

FORMATION OF DIVISION OF COMMONWEALTH TROOPS IN KOREA

Attached is a copy, of a note on the formation of a division of Commonwealth
,,troops in. Korea left with me on April 6 by Sir Alexander Clutterbuck...

i., - It will be observed that the note proposes the formation of a division of ground
forces from Commonwealth countries under the title "First (Commonwealth) Divi-
sion, United Nations Forces". .This was the title agreed to by the Government some

t time ago.46 The memorandum proposes, the , formation of this division as soon as
Jeasible after the arrival of the remainder of the Canadian brigade...

funderstand that informal discussions have already taken place at the Service
=1eve1 and thatVational Defence is examining the matter. I am inclined to think that
from an operational standpoint there is much to be said for this development.47

Copies of the memorandum have gone to the Chiefs of Staff Committee with the
Suggestion that they report to the Cabinet Defence Committee as soon as feasible.

I am enclosing n copy of this memorandum addressed to the-Prime Minister
should you wish to send it forward!8

. ^ , A D P HiEENEYI

(PIÈCE 101N1FlF.NCLOSURE)

JOP SECRET

Note du lurut,-cônunissaire du Royaurne-Uni

Note by High Conunissioner of United Kingdarn

Ottawa, April 6, 1951

FORMATION OF DIVISION OF COMMONWEALTH TROOPS IN KOREA

The question of the possible formation of a division of Commonwealth troops in
Korea`has been the subject of recent exchanges between the Canadian Chief of
`General Staff and the Chief of thé Imperial General Staff. United Kingdom Minis-
ters have now decided that, if the other Commonwealth Governments concerned
agreè; the United Kingdom shôuld link its land forces in Korea with theirs to form

^. A ` , . .

46
Voir/See Volume 16, Document 94.

^,.Note marginale,:/Marginal note:
This was agreed to at Cabinet this morning L.13.P1carsonJ.

p Note marginale :/Marginal Note:
The Minister said it was not naessary (illegible) to go [to] the P.M. in view of Cabinct's agrccmcnt.
tinconnu/unidentificdl
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ment regard

a division of.Commonwealth troops. The _United Kingdom
- Govern

such a division as a mostdesirable objective with important advantages bo
th in

military and ' in the international field: ^.,
`' thé United Kingdom Government have

2. After consulting General MacArthur,

decided to maintain two 'United Kingdom brigades, less one comprise these two
r

the time being. In the United Kingdomri i battalion) together,
might rise

as they would hope,
United Kingdom brigades (less the o n, New and
w ith, the Canadian 25th Infantry Brigade and the AustraliaUnited Kin domd 27th
Indian contingents which are at Present attached to the

g

Brigade.
3.As regards timing,'the United Kingdom Governinent consider that:th

1 onJil^e

tive should be to form
balance of the Canadan 25th Brigade,

ssible
gade, afterwhich

the it arrival

Korean theatre of the b
will take place in May. The programme at present contemplated by the Unite

d

Kingdom Government is that the additional United Kingdom personnel involved,
which are referred to in paragraph' 6 below, should be assembled in the UnitedKorea without
Kingdom or in the Middle East by the end of May and despatch

ed
out in Korea if this

further training. The completion of their training will be carriedthese proposed timings^ may be
^ is : approved by the Unified Command . Delay in

of shipping for vehicles and
imposed by difficulties involved the provision:

equipment.
4. Should this be acceptable to the other,Governments concerned,â m officer

Kingdom Government would be ready to make available a United K g

as Divisional Commander.
5. In their view the staff of the Commander should be an integrated one witho

fficers serving . on it from'all the contributing Commonwealth countries. A^t10nal
case of the 27th Brigade, the division would c ome,under

of theCommandé
States

Chicf of the
control and under the non-operational control
British Commonwealth Occupation Force in Japan. talks with the military

as to how6. The United Kingdom -War Office have had exploratory

liaison representatives in London of Canada, Australia and New Zeaanddthe United
the additional troops required for the division might be provide,
Kingdom authorities are basing their plans for the moment on the assumption that

, . . ._ F ., . . ". , ; . .,^. ,
. . ._ ' ,

New Zealand will beible to provide ° latoon
^ Z.A.S division transpoct P

(i) the Headquarters of a 1114 . .C.' infan
,r a,
try.

^

rt companY• i,ivision` transport(ii) oneR.N.Z:A.S C. infan d,
^ .:• s+- > ,3, ^ ^. .

(111) . one, Light Aid Detachtnent.. . . .

I ,The United Kingdom Government are ready.to find the remamm Î
divis ional
ndia will bcpa

',except that they hope that Canada, Australia, New 7.ealand and
position to contribute certain officers and other ranks to the integrated Div

isiOnal
New

Headquarters, and it has also been suggested to the Canadian.lAustrnl^^ an
to the

Zealand authorities that they might consider the possibility of "contributing

Divisional Signals
f ^i....^ p^â^`Rfkl? 7

.
..'^ . 1: I...`i•^i ^ .^p ^r-:#7ttsx^l., ..t'^t1 4^Î^i . , .
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7.` In his letter of 8th December to the High Commissioner, the Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs stated that, should a division of ground forces from
Commonwealth countries ultimately be formed, the proposed title "First (Common-
wealth) Division, United Nations Forces" would' be acceptable to, the Canadian
Government 49 This suggestion has also béen agreed by the New Zealand and
Indian Governments, and in the view of the United Kingdom Government this title
should be given to the division at present proposed, subject to the agreement of the
Unified Command:

8. The High Commissioner has been asked to ascertain, as 'soon as possible
whether the Canadian Government concurs in the formation of a division'of Com-
monweâlth troops and in the main outlines of its organisation as proposed above;
and, if so, whether'it'would authorise'the Canadian military liaison representatives
in London to proceed at once to discuss with the War Office the detailed arrange-
ments,, for instance as regards finance and administration.

127. DEA/50069-B-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-conunissaire du Royaume-Uni

Note from •Secretary of State for Extenia! Affairs
to High Commissioner of United Kingdom

No' D-32 Ottawa, April 24, 1951

Top SecRt:r
The Secretary of Statè for External Affairs presents his compliments to the High

Commissioner for the United Kingdom in Canada and acknowledges the High
Conimissioner's : note of April 6, 1951, concerning thé possible formation of a
Commonwealth Division in Korea. The proposals outlined in this note have now
been examined by the' Canadian Government, and it is understood that certain
negotiations have been carried on between representatives of the Canadian General
Staff and thc,War Office.

The Canadian Government has'agrecd that Canada should participate in the for-
rnation of a Commonwealth Division in Korea. It is intended that the Canadian
contribution will consist of the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group, of.which
Part is now in Korea and the remainder en route to Korea, plus eight officers and
fourteen other ranks for the Divisional Headquarters Staff. The Canadian Govcrn-
ment is glad to accept the suggestion that the United Kingdom Government should
make available a United Kingdom officer as Divisional Commander.

It• is .understood that further negotiations will be carried on bctwcen the War
Office and the Canadian General Staff in order to complete the necessary adminis-
trative and financial arrangements.
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DEA/50069-B-40
.. . i.^^ '. ^. t.. .

- la
Note ' du chèf de la le" Dirëctiôn de liai ^^e

vextéri^rés Se
pour lë sous-sec d État aux A,`^ , ,,, .11

Memorandum from Head, Defenee Liaisvn il ) DMsion,%
to UnderSeçretary; of State for External Affairs

26^ 1951, .. .. Ottawa, June
TOP SECRET 1:1,r- t- ether with a draft directive to

Attached is a,memorandum from, F.amsc e g .
'or-General Cassels, the Commander. of the First (Commonwealth) DS 4slaona 5,

Mao cularl
Korea. This is an extremely interestingadoeuml ü^larUcontrol over, the dis position of
which obviously aim to retam constde b po
the Division by the Unified Command. their comments and a copy, to Mr.

I have sent a copy to Chiefs. of staff for
Claxton for his informationSO R.A. M[ACKAY]
:r'.. - . .. .. . , .

[PI^CE IOINTFIENCiASURE]

Note du haut-commissaire du Royaume-Uni _,

Memorandum by Nigh Commissioner of United Kingdom

are similarly being asked for their views.

Ottawa, June 22, 1951

FIRST (COMMONWEALTH) DIVISION, UNITED NATIONS FORCES,Commander
A draft Directive has been prepared for Major-General Cassens ^^ roved by the

of the First (Commonwealth) Division ^^ dom GovernmentpThe text of the
Ministry of Defence on behalf of the Uni g

draft is annexed ; ^ _ ^. . . ; .
-.The High Commissioner has been asked to ascertain the view`f ^e

the
Dca^m nt

Government on the terms of.this Directive and would ^^^efWhich the Canadian
of External Affairs could tnform him of any an ^

• '-authorities might wish to ^make as, early. as possible.
The other Commonwealth Governments which are contributing to the division

TOP SECRET,

f l,Y:4 ^. .. r^l F ^. , r 1.^.•

30 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. MacKay. Mr. Claxton feels (as I do) that in view of (the

that Ottawa ^has im edia e no ce
should have special arrangements to have Fleury brvugltt In to

of anything vital A.D.P. H(eeneyj June 27.
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[ANNEXFJANNEX]

Projet d'une directive pour le nitajor-général A.J.M. Cassels, conunurndant,
Première Division (Cominonwealth),'Forces des Nations Unies en Corée

Draft Directive to Major•General A.J.M. Cassels, Commander,
First (Commonwealth) Division, United Nations forces in Korea

TOP SECRET

The cole of the force under your command is as an integral part of the United
Nations forces to act in operations designed to restore international peace and
security in the area.

This force is composed of contingents contributed by the Governments of the
United Kingdom, Canada, Australia; New Zealand and India. Contingents may be
contributed by other Commonwealth countries in the future.

It has been agreed by the Govèrnments who support the United Nations action
in Korea that unified direction is essential to the speedy success of these opera-
tions. To this end the force under your command together with the units of the
British Commonwealth Korean sub-area which are under the command of the
Commander British Commonwealth Korean sub-area had been placed under the
supreme command of the head of the United Nations Unified Command Korea,
General Matthew B. Ridgway. You will carry out loyally any orders issued by him
or by'any American Commander subordinate to him under whose command you
have been placed.

Lieutenant-General Sir Horace' Robertson, Commander-in-Chief British Com-
monwealth ^Occupation Force, will act as the theatre commander for the purpose of
non-operational.control and general administration for all United Kingdom, Cana=
dian; Australian, New Zealand and Indian forces in the Korea/Japan theatre. He
will exercise this control through Administrative Headquarters British Common-
wealth Forces Korea.
° If an order gi'ven by the Head of the United Nations Unified Command Korea,'.,: .

or by a'n 'A'merican Commander subordinate to him, under whose command you
have bien placed, appe.ârs in your opinion not to accord, with the object of the
United Nations operations in' Korea as declared in paragraph 1 above, you will be
at liberty to appeal to the Commandcr-in-Chief British Commonwealth Occupation
Forcé,: who will transmit your appeal to the Defence Committee, Melbourne, before
the order is executed. You will however first inform the head of the United Nations
Unified Command Korea, 'through'any 'American Commander subordinate to him
undec whose command 'you have been placed, that you intend to appeal and you
will give your reasons therefor.

if an,ocder given by the heâd of the United Nations Unified Command Korea or
by ânMmerican Commander subordinate to him, under whose command you have
been plâced; appears in your opinion to imperil the safety of the Commonwealth
troôps: under your command to a degree exceptional in war, you will inform the
héad of the United Nations Unified Command Korea through any American Com-
mander under whose command you will have been placed, that you will carry out
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the order but that you intend to report the circumstannWéalth Occupation Force for
opinion to the Commander-in-Chief British Commo
transmission to the Defence Committee, Melbourne, and.you will take such action.

A re port which may later be classified as "a despatch to be publWii ed^" coe erinegd

the operations of all Cômmonwealth forces under your comman^rugh the Com-Com-
by you for submission to the Défence CommittaôMF ^ ern^d the Head of the
mander-in-Chief British Commonwealth O ccupation
United Nations Unified Command Korea. You attention is drawn to Army

404 of . 1920, , a copyl' of which is attached to this Directive.

Korea, in which he concurs.
In regard to the channel of communication to be used by General Cassels should

he find himself in disagreement with orders issued to him for carrying out opera-
tions in Korea as shown in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of the Draft Directive, it appearsdeal-
to us at the. outset that an effort is being made to use the, sammaclChiry f

or
Staff

ing with operational questions as was a reed to by the Canadian
insofar as non-o rational control and general administration ; in Korea are co ^

Pe
cerned. It appears that any questions of disagreement,on carrying out operational

by General Cassels is a question of such wide magnitude that it could not be
settled by the Defence Committee in Melbourne, in consultation with the accred-urne. An
ited representatives of New Zealand and the United , Kingd1mo

n' o e cations could
disâgreement between General Ridgway and General.Casse ^
only be settled by,fat least, the Chiefs of Staff of the countries concerned, and quite
likely would hâve . to be refénred toj respectivé Governments, as it, may involve an
intërpretâtion, of the objects of 'United Nations operations in Korra. ,

Therefore, it is felt that we should make an observation that in our.opinion these
non-operational channels which were agreed to f o r this purpose are, wholly unsuita-
ble to deal with t h e cases mentioned in paragraphs 5,6 and 7., ., ,, , . ...., .

a ,... . , , . ... ., . :,t ,: . . i . `. s _.r ' ^ : s F : ., . ^ . ... . ; . . .. a.. :

It appears. to us that_the channel for, dealing,with operational disputes should
to the Chiefs of,Staff,of the participating çountries in the Commonwealth Division,
and in our case I, would suggest;that General { Robertson , should bë instructed to

transmit any such information to ttie.Canadiân Chiefs of Staff, through our reprc-
;

i t
J

c.,
. .,'..^ ^^.lJ.. s.. .. . Y

. .

A r r " . . . .. ...

Dear Mr. Rei . . , , . : . , , . t 1• . . . .
Staff views on theThe Minister has requested that I forward the Çhi of ,

lth) Divisiont in
of the draft Directive to the Commander of the First

,,,.. .

Ottawa, July 6, 1951

•d.

KORI:AN CONI•L1Cr
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,. Lë président du Comité des chéfs d'état-niajor r

au sôus-secrétaire'd'État suppléant vux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Chiefs of staff Çommittee,
to Deputy Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs,

TOP SECRET,
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sentative in Tokyo, Brigadier Fleury; for whatever action the Canadian authorities
deem necessary. ' * .

The Chiefs of Staff feel that the likelihood of any misunderstanding arising with
the personalities that are out there now is. very remote, but there may be certain
decisions in regard to occupation which may be highly political,^ therefore, - it is
essential, that any decisions affecting Canadian troops should come through this
channel.

Yours sincerely,

CHARLES FOULKES
Lieutenant-General.

(PIECE 101NTCJENCLOSUREI

^,. Note

Memorandum

Top SECRCT Ottawa, July [n.d.], 1951

FIRST (COr1NiONWEAL'i11) DIVISION, UNITED NATIONS FORCES

,; The draft direction for Major-General Cassels, enclosed with the memorandum
of June 22nd from the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, is satisfactory
to the Canadiân Government except in one respect.

2. In the fifth, sixth, and seventh paragraphs it is stated that General Cassels will
send certain communications to the Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth
' Occupation Force (General Robertson) who will transmit them to the Defence
Committee, Mçlbourne.

3. Presumably the Defence'Committee, Melbourne, will, on receipt of such com-
munications, consult the accredited representatives in Australia of the United King-
dom and New Zealand Chiefs of Staffs. However, the Canadian Chiefs of Staff
have no representative in Australia; they do have a representative in Tokyo. He is
Brigadier Fleury, Commander, Canadian MilitaryMission, Far East.

4. It will be recalled that a similar problem arose when the directive to General
Robertson was considered in December, 1950. It was then decided to say that the
responsibility for non-operational control of Commonwealth forces in Korea
should rest with `.the 'Australian defence machinery together with the accredited
representatives of the Chiefs of Staff of all the participating Commonwealth coun-

' tries: -The" âccredited representatives of the United Kingdom and New Zealand
Chiefs of Staff are located in Australia. The Canadian Military Liaison Officer at
Tokyo has been designated as the accredited representative of the Canadian Chiefs

. of Staff inso far as non•operational control and general administration of the Cana-
dian Artny Force are concerned: 's'

5. The Canadian Government accordingly suggests the following changes in the
draft directive to General Cassels:
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- 'Fifth Paragraph Insert, after the words "who will transmit your appeal to the

Defence Committee, Melbourne," the words "(and to the Canadian Military Mis-

: sion in Tokyo),".

^,Sixth -Paragraph Insert,' after the words,"Defence Committee, Melbourne," the
^". words ."(and to the Canadian - Military Mission in " Tokyo),

, •, . .

Seventh Paragraph Insert, after the words ."Defence' Committee, Melbourne,"
l . .,. 1-•: ; .

the words "(and to the Canadian Military Mission in Tokyo),
f1 .

130.
DEA/50069-B-40

CONFIDENTIAL

Le 1 soûs=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
. . , ,

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Ottawa, October 15, 1951

RE DIRECTIVE TO COMMANDER OF COMMONWEALTH DIVISION IN KOREA

With reference to Mr. Escott Reid's letter of July 11, 1951 If to General Foulkes,
I am enclosing a copy of a'telegram No., 957 of October 12, 1951, from the Secre-
tary. 'of : State i for. Commonwealth, Relations ^ to : the. High Commissioner for the
United Kingdom in Canada, which was transmitted to ^ this _. Department by
Earnscliffe.

:You will note that the - suggestions made in General Foulkesletter. of July 10
have been included in the final text. Although the wording of some paragraphs has
been modified and a new paragraph (paragraph 8) has been added, these modifica-

. tions would not appear to, change the substance _of the first draft.
.:, [A.D.P. HEENEY] . •
• -; t^,.:

[PIÈCE. JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] . ; i

Le secrétaire d'État des Relations du Commonwealth du Royaume- un;
' au haut-commissaire du Royaume-Uni

CONFIDENTIAL

to High Commissiôner of United Kingdom .
Secretary of State for Comnwnwealth Relattons,

,. ^,;1 . • .^

,.. . ,. .,. . . . , ^+ _ .,
Addressed Canberra No. 830; Wellington No.' 574; Delhi, No. .4955. -.
Repeat Saving Pretoria No. 167. . ^..^ ^:
.My telegram No. 923 to Ottawa, No. 809, Canberra, No. 556 Wellington: .
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DIRECTIVE TO MAJOR GENERAL, CASSELS ...

Following is text of directive 'approvéd by His'Majesty's Government 'in "United
Kingdom which has been issued by War Office, Begins: The role of the force under'
your command is as an integral part of the United Nations forces to acuiri opera-
tions in Korea designed to restore interriational, peace 'and security in the * area.

2.' This force is composed of contingents contributed by the Governments of the
United Kingdôm, Canada; Australia; New Zealand and India. Contingents may be
cunu-wuLeu by otner Commonwealtn countries in the future.`

port the United Nations a'ctio'n
in Korea that unified direction is essential for co-ordination and control of forces-,
contributed by them. To this end the force under your command has been placed
under the supreme command of the head of the United Nations Unified Command
Korea. You will carry out loyally any orders issued by him or., by any American
commander subordinate to him'undér whose command you have been placed.

4. Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth Occupation Force will act as
Theatre Commander for the purpose of non-operational control and general admin-
istration of the United Kingdom, Australian and New Zealand army and air forces.
and Canadian and Indian army forces which have been or may be made available to
United Nations for operations in - Korea. He will exercise this control through
administrative headquarters BritishCommonwealth Forces Korea.

5. If an order given by. the head of the United Nations Unified Command Korea
or by any American commander. subordinate to him under whose command you
have.^ been placed appears in your opinion not to accord with the object . of the
United Nations operations in Korea as declared in paragraph 1 above you will be at
liberty to appeal to the Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth, Occupation'
Force,iwho before the order, is executed, will represent the case to the head of the
United Nations ^ Unified Command Korea and report to the. Australian Chiefs. of;
Staff Committee and to the Canadian Chiefs of Staff through the Canadian Military;
Mission Tokyo.'You will however first inform the head of the United Nations Uni-,
fied Command Korea'through any, American commander subordinate to him under,
whose command you have been placed that you intend to appeal and you.will,give;
Your reasons therefore.

6. If an order given, by the head of the United Nations Unified Command Korea
or by any. American' commander subordinate, to him under whose command you
have been placed, appears in your opinion to : imperil ?security? of the. Common-..
wealth troops under your command to a degree exceptional in war, you will inform
the head of the United Nations Unified.Command Korea-: tluough any American
commander under whose command you have been placed that you ^ will carry out,
the order.but that. you intend to report the circumstances, and your reasons for your,
opinion to the Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth Occupation Force for.'
representation to the head of the United Nations Unified Command Korea and
report to'the Australian Chiefs of Staff Committee and to the Canadian Chiefs of
Staff through the Canadian Military Mission Tokyo.

7• Â report which may' bè later classified as "a despatch to be published" covering
the operations of all Commonwealth forces under your command will be. prepared
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by you for submission to the Australian Chiefs of Staff
Mission Tokyo)

dian . Chiefs of Staff (through . the Canadian Mlhtary M
1

Yo) through

Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth Occupatio n F
n

s r^aWn to
eArmy Order

United Nations Unified Command Korea. Your attentio
..;. :

404 of, 1920 a copy of :which is attached to this directive .

8. You will forward periodically,to the War Office situation reports on o nt tolthe
in which your forces are engaged. Copies ^rForce for distribution to
Commander-in-Chief British Commonwealth Occupation

Australia,
Canada, New Zealand and India. Please, inform Commonwealth

àuthôrities.

NÉGOCIATIONS EN VUE DE L'ARMISTICE
ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ^
au secrétaire d'État•aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary of Staté for External Affairs •

TELEGRAM 1565

SECRET.IMMEDIATE.
Following for the Prime Minister from Pearson, Begins: Yesterday1 :I met the Depu-
ties of the North Atlantic Council and made to them a short: statementt. which is
being sent by airmail. It was very general in character, but,: seems, to have been

pretty well received. e
2. In the morning I had a press conference as the journalists here, especially

as tonCanadians, had been clamouring for some stâtement.'The first question w
Malik's broadcast, and I expressed the view that while there' were 'a great many
ambiguities in the Soviet statement; and though we had had unhappy experiences in
the past with certain Russian statements ^ on issues ^of this wnd so that welcould
would be a great mistake not to follow up Mr. Malik 's proposals,
at'least find ' out what they meant S2 I added, that if they contained 'a satisfactory
basis for ending the Korean war, on terms which the United Nations could accept,
then we should! make the most of -it` I referred to the ! cease-fire" proposals of last
December as constituting, at that time, sucli a satisfactory. basis, and suggested that
they should be re-examined S3

London, June 26, 1951

I - * if - . . :

3z Voir/SeeDocuments on international A,,Qrairs,1951, London: Royal Institute of International Affairs

Oxford University Press, 1954, p. 633:
S3 Voir lé document 19JSee Document 19.
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3. I received by' telegram . last night' your own comments on : this. matter' in the
House of Commons, which have also been reported in the press here.54.

4. Lie, who 'is flying back ' frôm Norway to Néw Yôrk, has sent . a message to
London that he is anxious to see me here between'planes. I am conferring with Mr.
Morrison at 3:30 this afternoon; and will then go out to the airport to see Mr. Lie: I
shall cable you if there is anything to report alter th

` DEA/50069=A-40
,. . : .,^^ .

- Le, haut-contmissaire au Royaunte-Uni ;
au secrétaire d'État. aux Affaires extérieures

High Cômmissiôner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for .External A0 jirs
^. . .. . , .;

TELEGRÀM 1589 London, June 27, 1951

• SECREP!

Following for the Prime Minister from Pearson, Begins: I had an interesting talk
, with Morrison yesterday afternoon, who I found well and cheerful, in spite of the
difficulties that beset him at present.. ,

I. He said that the government, here, felt that the . Malik, proposals should be
treated seriously but cautiously; that we should avoid giving the U.S.S.R. any
chance to say that they, had been ignored or categorically rejected, and that they
should be followed' up at once, but with a minimum of publicity. He was hoping
that Mr. Lie could remain in the background at present, because of the fact that he
was so unacceptable'to the Russians, and that subsequent enquiries of Malik might
be made through Jebb and Austin and the French representative at the United

3. When I left Morrison I motored to the Lôndon Âirport and spent a half an hour
with Lie, who was enroute to New York. His general line was thé saine "as Morri-
son's. He thinks Malik's proposals should be taken seriously, and that contact
should be established with Malik at once for further clarification, but through the
mechanism of individual enquiries rather than through the Political Committee of
the Unitéd Nations or in any other public way. He himself does not intend to get in
touch with'Malik directly, for reasons which would appeal to Morrison,-but hopes
to use Zinchenko, who has apparently been closely in touch with him in regard to
the Russian' reaction to, Korean developments.

4. On' American{advice; Lie has abandoned the idea which he discussed with me

Nations. I told him that this was our general

in Ottawa of a communication direct to Chou En-Lai; or even a journey to Peking,
and has also,'in view of the Malik proposals, decided it would be unwise'to proceed
with his' suggestion that the Assembly might now'be adjourned. I think that, in
preseni 'circumstarices; he is right on both these scores.

" Voir Canada, Chambre des Communes, Débats, le 25 juin 1951, pp. 4745-4746.
See Canada, House of Commons, Debates, June 25, 1951, pp. 4617-4618.
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5. 1 suggested to Lie that in approaches to Malik, the cease-fire proposals of last
.. ;; ut the Good
December, . could : be , put forward, : but maof the Assembly behind these pro-
Offices Committee or the Political Committee

might be more. ,
of successif a new departure were

posals: at Present , as there
made.-However, the.proposals,of last ;December for a cease-fire should suit theconflict

ent situation if the U.S.S.R. is serious in its desire to bri
ng
velopments

the
earnay be inpres

to an end. Lie is quite hopeful and
hou h the emphasis did not seem to be necessary,

the offing. I emphasized to him, t g
that if so, these developments should be allowed to proceed normally suggestion.
should be neither too impatient nor too obvious in followingo S ble, but by confidential
The thing is to work as effectively and Q^ca1 ^'W1 mis. He added that the
methods, if possible.. Lie seemed entirely g round
recent appeal that he had addressed to members of the UnitedNriouncementr and he
forces for Korea was badly S aed in

appeal pa ersonal and private letter to the For-

eign

he might follow up PP mem to ost ne thelr reply
eign Ministers of the governments concerned, asking had been éxplored• Ends.
to this appeal until the genuineness of Malik's propo ^s

,.133.
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Lam"a
au secrétaire d'État aux'Affaires extérieures

Ambâssador, in United States
to Secretary of State'for External Affairs

,. . ..
-40

' b sadeur aux États-Unis

^ . Washington, June 29, 1951
TELEGRAM WA-2697

'SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

: Reference: My WA-2683 of June 29th.t
,Repéat Permdel N. 311. ;

CEASE FIRE IN KOREA . ' ,

I. ,The usual State Department meeting , this' afternoon was concef 1 owin8 uP

.^ with a discussion led by Mr. Rusk on the net steps to be,taken in ,
Malik's;proposal, for a cease-fire in Korea.

The military, situation remains substan-
_.,.

, tially; unchanged.. ;
Rusk said that during the course of the day the administration had beelof2.

ering what further, action should.be taken m vi^^ Gromy
t ko movei should be

cation

proposal of June 23rd. , It,had been d cil-IC steps
-'made to endeavour to ascertainwhether theFother side wished to take spe

towards a cessation of hostilities. There had, been no real definitiwould
on of,.^P w l^gng

attitude, nor was it known whether the ^Communist commande for a cease-^ire on
to meet the United Nations commander to discuss arrang

55 Voir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume V11, pp. 560-56 1.
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a purely military:level. It was thought that the first thing to do would be to attempt
to elicit some indication that the opposing commanders would be willing to under-
take such a meeting.. ,. , . ^

3. The matter had been discussed with General Ridgway during the day, and
Ridgway had just confirmed that he thought it would be practical to indicate to the
opposing commanders his own willingness to meet them to discuss the possibilities
of a cease-fire. General Ridgway had been authorized to address "by a number of
. means of communications" the following message to the Commander-in-Chief of
the Communist Forces in Korea at 6:00 p.m., July 29th (8 a.m. Tokyo time) Text
Begins:.

Message to the Conunander in Chief Communist Forces in Korea
As Commander in Chief of the United Nations command I have been instructed

to communicate to you the following:
"I am informed that you may wish a meeting to discuss an armistice providing

for the cessation of hostilities and all -acts" of 'armed force in Korea, with adequate
guarantees for the maintenance of such armistice.

"Upon the receipt of word from you that such a meeting is desired I shall be
'prepared to name my representative. I would also at that time suggest a date at
:which he could mea with your representative: I propose that such a meeting could
take place aboaid a Danish hospital ship in Wonsan harbor.

M.B. RIDGWAY
General, United States Army

Commander in Chief
United Nations Command"

and made no reference to governments as such in his message, in an effort to
5. Ridgway used the title of Cômmander-in-Chief, United Nations Command,

4. In explanation of , the message Rusk, said that it was considered important to
follow up the initiative that the other side had taken, but not to give the impression
that the enemy was considered to be suing for peace; in, other words, care had been
'taken to avoid raising prestige obstacles which, might prevent the enemy from
responding. Furthermore, Ridgway's message would now place some responsibil-
ity for the continuation of peace'efforts on the other side.

accommodate the apparent desire of the other side to keep cease-fire conversation
within a military framework and off the government level. On the other hand, it
was necessary to make it quite clear that General Ridgway was speaking with full
authôrity.

6. Mention had been made in Ridgway's message of, the necessity for "adequate
guarantees" because this was regarded as a sine qua non of any cease-fire arrange-
ment. In the initial stage, agreements reached would not be inter-governmental
agreements, but would be of a military character, and it would be necessary for
each side to have safeguards against the surreptitious build-up of forces during the
Period of an armistice. (It was pointed out that Gromyko had referred to safeguards
being discussed by the commanders in the field). The principle of supervision is of
the utmost importance. The United Nations, for instance, could not be expected to
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from air activity without sùitable guarantees ag nt a military build-up
withdraw the use of observers.
by the opposing forces possibly through possible meeting place, with the

7. A Danish hospital ship was suggested as a
ought that this would ^ot require either side to go into the â lo

other
cati

's camp.
on as any fthought the

at
Wonsan was chosen, since this would be as convenient

The hospital 'ship in, question was the Jutla^idiaVOwâcbelag
uCommunists. r eable to

Korean waters. it is understood that t the Danish é hip would be operating under the
the use of the hospital ship for this p rp
control of the Danish Government, not of the United Nations SS ^becâuse there

8. An anonymous address was to be used in Ridgways m Co^ander or com-
was no certain knowledge as to the identity o^the opposingâ d Chinese command
tnanders, nor was the relationship between

known. will be assisted
9. It is anticipated that if cease-fue discussions areheld Ridg

way
a senior representa-

tive a staff from the Unified Command Headquarters, including
tive of the South Korean command. ectives

10. In the conduct of such discussions Ridgway would act undernmlents of coun
from

Washington.. Therewould be general consultations with h gheirovere resentatives in
tries having forces in Korea on, such directives ithrou

Korea, of January 2, 1951, to
Washington. The report of the group on cease fi
the General Assembly might be a useful starting point.

Discussions in the field by

the military commanders would require some latitude and Rusk pointed out that a
stage might be reached where Ridgway would have to act under immediate and

most secret instructions: otia-
11. Questioned as to the attitude of the South Korean g ult ^rm wasa nvolved.

tions for a settlemënt; Rusk conceded a^he e^é Korean Ambassador joined the
He thought that it would be of as sistance that
regular meetings on Korea held at the State Departme^ ^ since

excluded from any se-

ment

should not feel that they were being entirely ex

ment of the Korean affair. Rusk said that, although the South Korean felt that
would never abandon its stand on unification, nevertheless he pes ress their
there would be limits to how far the South Koreans oonl owis

go
to phe South

view. Ambassador Muccio was taking everyoecas
point out

aim
Korean Government that the unification of Koréa was also a declared p

of the United Nations. willing to
12. In conclusion Rusk defined the United States positiô

,
n as being

becaUSebe narranged
ow been accom-accept an armistice, if satisfactory teNations armies

rms for a cease-fire eacan
have

ph
(1) the

shed, and
military

(2) it
aims

is ofthe the
vie United

ô f^ë United States Government that if the Korean

' war continues it will increase in scope, nôt lessen.';. . J .,: .

-% Voir le document 19JSee Document 19.
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à la'délégatioiz permanente auprès des Nations Unies

DEA/50069-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to United Nations

LETTER No. Y-1133 Ottawa, June 29, 1951

SECRET

Repeat Washington No. Y-2414; London No., Y-2487; Paris No. Y-1005; Moscow
No. Y-338.

MR. MALIK'S PEACE PROPOSAL

Since Mi. Malik made his very brief offer on Saturday, we have been trying to '
get clear in our own minds what could be the possible motives for his action. This,
is an attempt to put that thinking down on paper, the result is unfôrtunately to pose `
questions but not to answer them.The matter can on the basis of the small amount
of information' available to us only, be explored on a basis of alternatives.

2. The first series of alternatives is that either the offer was genuine or it was not.
If it,was genuine it would appear to follow that the Russians must have consulted
the Central People's Government of China and that the latter must have consented
to Mr. Malik's making the offer. This is a necessary deduction because the Rus-
sians would be in an impossible position if the offer was picked up and the Chinese
refused to go,along with Russian proposals. On the assumption, therefore, that the
Chinese gave their consent to the offer and that the offer is meant to be a genuine
one, again there are two possibilities. The terms of the offer were very brief and no
conditions for a truce were specified. It is, therefore, not clear whether or not they
intend to put conditions on the offer. If they do not intend to put conditions on the
offer one is led to the 'assumption that they are ready for peace without necessarily
obtaining their objects of a scat in the United Nations, control of Formosa and the

134. ; .

; 3. Seven reasons have occurred to us why the Chinese might be,willing to agree
to, a truce without the attainment of their objectives. These seven reasons might be
alternative or cumulative. They are:

(a) The Central People's Government may feel a need to be free to devote its full
energies to strengthening its position inside China, i.e., to consolidate the
revolution.

i .. . . . + . ' -

(b)-The Central People's Government may see that it cannot win the war under
Present conditions. It apparently cannot get supplies from the Soviet Union in suffi-
cient 'quantities to overcome allied technical superiority and, therefore, wants to
call off the war and cut its losses. If this is an important factor, it follows that there
is probably, the germ of some unpleasantness here between China and the Soviet

destruction of Chiang Kai-Shek.

Union. '. . `. ,
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(c) The, economic blockade (which of course began long before the United
Nations passed its resolution) may be having a more serious effect than we have

estimated.
(d) The Central Peop1e's Government may fear that a continuation of the war

might provoke a naval blockade 'which in turn might have serious effects on the
Chinese economy which the'Central People's Government wôuld be at a loss to

counteract '

5: To go back to the original âltérnatives,. it is possible that the,offer made by Mr.
Malik is not genuine. In this event, again two alternatives unfold. The offer can be
made ineffective either by the Soviet side or by the United States side. Under the
first of these alternatives, the `Soviet Union or China may, . be planning to place
impossible conditions on a settlement. • This , could have as its object injuring the
morale of the allies (and'especially of the European allies) by holding out the hope
of peace and • then letting their hope's down with a bang. The disadvantage of this
course is that it might provoke strong United States reaction and possibly even lead
to a third world war. On the other hand, it is possible that the Soviet Union and

removed from it.
either securing Formosa outright or at least of getting the Nationalist Government

4. We may find, however, that the Chinese are not planning on peace without the
attainment, of their objectives. They. may think, that ,by' offering an armistice in
Korea they.'can ultimately. gain a seat in the United Nations; gain possession of
Formosa, and destroy., Chiang Kai-Shek. The Central People's Government may
have estimated that a continuation of the present coui•se; so far from making the
attainment of its. objects" more likely is in ; fâct 'making their, attainment more
remote. In short, it may have estimated that , the time has come for a change of
tactics without a 'change of objectives: It' may think that, after the Korean war has
ended, more countries will recognize the Central People's Government and consent
to seating it in the United Nations. If this were to come about, the Formosan prob-
lem could come in front of the United Natiôns; as Mr. Acheson has said the United
States wants it to, and the Central People's Government will stand some chance of

an identity of lone-term interests.

sacn ice o pnncip
inclined to term this subservience to the Kremlin, it would bè preferable to call it

(e) T e en a p
provoke a major war, accompanied by attacks on China. It may estimate that such a
war would not be in its best interest at the present time and that the possible bene-
fits to be gained from continued war in Korea will do' little or nothing to compen-

sate for the consequences of provoking a general war.
(f) The Central People's Government may have estimated that it would be worth

considerable sacrifice to get United Nations (and especially United States) forces
out of Asia in the belief that once out they would not return even under greater
provocation than the original âttack on South Korea a year ago.

(g) Consultations between the Chinese Communists and the Russian Communists
may have led to the conclusion that it is in the interests of the world révolution to
take steps which might abaté the present rate of _ Western re-armament even at the

les and interests in Korea. -While some Americans might be

h C tr 1 Peo 1e's Government may fear that a continuation of the war will
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China may want war to break out* now on terms which will make it look like the
fault of the United States.

6. If the Soviet Union made the. offer in the expectation that the United States
would také 'action to make a settlement impossible it would necessarily be assum-
ing.that the United States would place impossible conditions on a truce. The object
of this,' obviouslÿ would' again be to `attack allied morale, to divide'the Western
alliance and to ensure that the Indians and other neutralist states 'would not take

- sides with the United States in.the event of war.
7: While we ma} be uncertain as to the'motives which lay behind Mr. Malik's

offer, the Western powers would be negligent if they failed to try to take advantage
of the offer:. While this attempt is being made it will be particularly important to
have any clues which may throw light on the reasons for the offer. It would be
appreciated if such information could be forwarded by telegram.

C.A. RONNING
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs,.. . . .

au premier ministre

Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Prime Minister

, ;TELEGRAM Ottawa, July 1, 1951

The following'méssage. delivered over Peking Radio Station at 13.30 GMT today
was given Mr. Ignatieff by State Department and telephoned Ottawa. Message
begins:

Here is'important news from the Korean` front:

A notification was issued jointly today after consultation by General Kim Il
Sung, Supreme Commander of the Korean People's Army, and General Peng Teh
Huai, Commander of the Chinese volunteers in reply to the statement of General
Ridgway, Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations Forces.

The notification of General Kim Il Sung and General Peng Teh Huai reads as
follows quote General Ridgway, Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations
Forces. '

, Your statement of June thirtieth this year concerning. peace talks has been
réceived. We are authorized to inform you that we agree to meet your representa-
tives for conducting talks concerning cessation of military action and establishment
38tpeacè. We propose that the place of meeting be in the area of Kaesong on the

parallel. If you agree our representatives are prepared to meet your representa-
tive between July 10 and 15, 1951. (Signed) General Kim Il'sung, Supreme Com-
mander of the 'Korean People's 'Army and General Peng Teh Huai, Supreme
Commander of the Chinese volunteers.

PCO/Vol. 167
Le chef de la 1?'e Direction de liaison avec la Défense, ^
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The above is unclassified, the following is confidential.

Comment of the State Department:
'General Ridgway s xisting instrùctions would permit him to make a

That1.
reply to this message accepting it.

mi g
be the time of meeting. But it is left to his discretion

2. That lus only query n?ig . .. .. :
whether to accept this time.. vient as to why date11

I asked Mr. Ignatieff whether the State Department had suggested two
so far in advance is proposed. He stated that the S P

possibilities:

(1) The ' ese
Koreans, and Russians may not yet have agreed on armistice

Chm ^ , ,. ., '.^ ..
terms they will accept. situation

were ho ing to be able to. strengthen their military
(2) Perhaps they P position.

meantime in order to be in a better bargaining to be reasonably optimis-
Mr. Ignatieff stated that the State Dp Ridgway would be discussed at a

tic. He stated that the matter of instructio ns sgo be held probably tomorrow•
meeting of representatives of parti p g countrie d

asis of discussion would be the statement of armistice t h issue
our views byThe b

Committee on January 2nd. He thought contact MrUClaxton and Mr. Reid. Pre-
tomorrow morning. I am endeavounng t c 2^,^rhich was
sumably we will have few comments if any

t
of January "

then carefully considered by all governments concerned .
R.A. MACKAY

DEA/50069-A-40

136.
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

i

Ottawa, July 2, 1951
TELEGRAM EX-7354

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

Your WA-2699 of July 2.t

CEASE-FIRE KOREA

Text of reply, from Peiking to General Ridgway'together wh io ^ Plnmé Min-
mitted by Ignatieff to MacKay yesterdayen s ^ conveyedy netelegram from Asselin to
ister. The Prime Minister's, comm ,, ,, . .
MacKay are as follows: the lines of. ,,:.

"After reading your message Prime Minister feels that terms hould be left
Statement of January 2 would be satisfactory, and thatt large
to General Ridgway:'
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- It is felt that the Prime Minister's comments will serve for your guidance in the
projected meeting today or tomorrow of representatives of sixteen U.N. nations to
discuss instructions to General Ridgway, regarding details of cease-fire.

137. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

)f
ft

TELEGRAM WA-2721

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 318.

199

Washington, July 3, 1951

GUIDANCE FOR GENERAL RIDGWAY IN ARMISTICE TALKS

1. This part of the discussion in today's State Department meeting was led by
Rusk. He began by, commenting,on the Communist reply to General Ridgway's
first message and General Ridgway's message of acceptance of today. He said that
the Communist message of July 1st (contained in WA-2699)57 was drawn up in
such precise and courteous terms that it seemed that the Communist Military Com-
mand was desirous of going ahead with talks leading to the cessation of hostilities.
General Ridgway's reply of today was drafted on that assumption. The location of
Kaesong was accepted by the Unified Command, with the difference, however, that
General Ridgway's message specified "in Kaesong" while the Communist message
had spoken of "in the area of Kaesong". General Ridgway also suggested a prelimi-
nary meeting between liaison officers on the 5th of July for the reason that a num-
ber of preliminary arrangements would have to be made to assure the security of
the truce talks in a neutralized.territory. This would be necessary in a front-line
battle zone, but would not have been necessary had the Communists accepted a
meeting on a hospital ship at Wonsan. . •

2. Rusk then outlined the broad principles of the, guidance under which General
Ridgway ,would conduct his discussions leading to an armistice.

3. Rusk said that the talks now contemplated between General Ridgway and the
commanders of the North Korean and Chinese Communist forces, wouldbe strictly
military in character. What was contemplated were technical military arrangements
for the cessation of hostilities with guarantees against their -resumption, and the
complete avoidance of any talks on territorial or political subjects. Rusk recalled
that this separation of military from political discussions was in accordance with
Soviet views as given in Gromyko's explanation to Kirk of Malik's statement. (See
WA-2666 of June 27th)t Special arrangements, as Gromyko had suggested, would
havej to be made for, political and territorial settlements. This, Rusk suggested,
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ch negotiations with composition`
would imply ^a different forum for su uld understood that General
for the negotiators and terms of reference. It wooal bments or a reements that

would not, enter into any g
Ridgway, for his part,ld re'udice the United Nations principle of a unified Korea. Discussion of this
wou p J
question , would be excluded from the military negotiations. until

4. There could be no restricti on
been nwo

General
rked out and wa 'puts into

military operation
effect. Rusk pointed

agreements for an armistice ha
out that the United Nations side was at a distinct disadvano gManchunan bases

the
capability to reinforce or repl ace

an r made T
he
it

roxirr
possible ntfor the other side to con-

tinue of China as a source of powe bar
tinue their , build-up, which could obviously have an effect1 â^ ementre

lative
hâ e b ë

gaining pôwers of the two side
s. b^ ssential for theeUnited Nations air operations

reached on an armistice it would rations while the armistice
to be continued. The cost of continuing military ope present
talks were in progress would have to be accepted in ord e

r tsted that it
favourable military position of the United Nations forc

es . (Rusk sugge

may
be desirable to make some public statement in explanation of this aspect of the

. ..
problem).

5.
Details concerning any demilitarized zone should be left to the discretionân

General Ridgway. If was not contemplated that tices It wasbmportantgthat the
change in the position of the armies under the armi
United Nations Command should maintain its present comparativ^e y dominatbng
military position until a settlement is reached in Korea. To give

up i

ground at the base of the Chorwon-Kumwha-Pyongyang triangle would be very

e'udicial to United Nations interests. (Rusk thought that the den arcation of a line

wrould be the most difficult problem in the armistice negotiatio )
mtions. If

6. Any
armistice'agreéd upon should embrace air,- ground^é dâ ^^i operations.

an'armistice were concluded, air force activity would ce , interna
plated that United Nations'naval units off North Korea would p roceed

foc e
into

s would be
tional waters outside the three-mile limit. The position of ground
settled in accordance with any , agreements reached as to a demilitarized zon e.

estion
.7. Rusk reiterated that the' United States was grëatly concerned ov knoW What the

of supervision. It would be absolutely necessâry for the two sides to sin com-

manders

was doing during the armistice: It might be possible for the oppo
g

manders to establish a Mixed Military Commission, with officers appointed from
both sides to have free access throughout Korea to supervise the observance of the

^^. ,: . ;.,. ;. ...
armistice.

In short, from the remarks made b}r, Rusk' it appears that the United c t^éd8.
Government envisages the talks now contemplated e^^on eof hostillties and as
with comprehensive military ^ arrangements for th which
being without prejudice to the chaiacter of the political settlement in Korea,
would have to be conducted in a different forum. When speaking after the meeting
about the question of associating the United Nations with thes

for an armistice
erson expressed the view that after agreement had been concluded ree-
it should be put immediately into effect. As soon as hostilities had ceased the ag



ment .would be transmitted to the appropriate organs of the United Nations, pre-
sumably to be noted with approval. He thoughtthat the Unified Command's
existing authority would pérmit Ridgway to conclude an armistice without further
United Nations authôrity. It would be an entirely different matter when questions of
territorial or political settlement were under discussion. Specific United Nations
authority wouldbe required for the discussion of this category of questions.

9. The Korean Ambassador attended for the first time.

ments. The next meeting will be on Friday, July 6th.
10. The comments of governments represented were invited on Rusk's 'state-

138. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.: à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary'of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1370 Washington, July 4, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 432; London No. 1147.
Reference: Your WA-2721 of July 3. ,

COMMENT ON RUSK'S STATEMENT

Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: In paragraph 10 of your message
you suggested that the comments of other governments represented were invited on
Rusk's statements at the meeting held on July 3. I think there is no need to com-
ment on what Rusk has said as the United States position, as both Mr. Acheson and
Mr. Rusk have, made clear, is that the United Nations Commander already has the
power to conclude an armistice if he wishes to do so. This is a proposition which
we do, not wish to argue one way . or another. The attitude of the United States
government at this point appears to be most reasonable and we think that General
Ridgway can be trusted to make the best possible bargain neither giving away any-
tWng ûnnecessarilÿ nor pressing for so much that the negotiations will come to an
end. This of côurse is based on the assumption that the enemy offer was seriously
meant.

2:SWhile we are content to leave the negotiation of the armistice in Ridgway's
hands, it is of course understood that we will wish to make our views known on a
Political settlement in due course. As this position appears to be understood by the
StatiDepartmént, I think that it is unnecessary to offer any comment.

`^ . i . . .
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DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires', extérieures

TELEGRAM WA-2985

SECRET

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
Ambassador in United States

Washington, July,31, 1951

KOREA

Following for Heeney from Wrong, Begins: In your EX-1519 of Jul^é 27tht S ^eproblems
asked me to give an appreciation of the pl o l^morethan a sucnmarY of the main
negotiations. Such an appreciation can be
points in our reports of the meetings at the State Departm

ent..
23rd to the agree-

ment On the whole, developments from Malik ' s speech
ment by the negotiators in Kaesong on the agenda for the dis

cussions
presence of armed foirces

encouraging. Objections on the United to
conference. site were met

in Kaesong and to the denial of y access
rom tl and fully. The Communists also, as soon as they realized ^wl^ il^e could

notp pget ytheir way, dropped their insistence on an agenda item de g.

drawal of all foreign forces from Korea and substituted general language which

was acceptable.
I think it likely that if agreement,can bereached on the armistice „iee, ssbly

3.
mean that agreement on the other items will be forthcoming, thoug 4,q of the
after' protracted negotiadon.. The case 'for fixing the southe ^ Ûn^ ed Nations
demilitarized zone at approximately the PÎf the 38 slt awere to be accepted,
forces is unanswerable on military grounds

parallel

the first defensive position to the south of it would be the Han River line, heardea Y
would be extremely,vulnerable if fighting broke out again. I have not.

Withdrawal
suggestion that other governments:with forces in Korea would. support

below the38th parallel
There is probably some. room for bargaining in the position taken by the

.4• tThe,
United Nations negotiators with respect both to the proposed southern limit for
Communist forces and the northern limit for the United Nations forces. o`^hbasic

f
United Nations. military position (the Kansas line) is several miles ^oând it does not
posed armistice line which in the main follôws their be in^, P°est of Communist
include tany territory across the Imlin , River. The Y. aral.
intentions is likely to, be whether they will accept any line other

nc
havepbeen

lel If they do not; the negotiâtions will break down. The
got' ators

wholly deadlocked on this issue for half a dozen meetings, but that is the usual
pattern in dealing with Communist delegates.

5. If agreément is reached on this, there is sure to be much'argument over the next
item, which deals with the means for ensuring the observance of the-armi^p^aesur-
inspection is rightly regarded as an essential condition to avoid buildp
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prise attacks. During the debates on the agenda very little was said on this subject,
and we therefore have not much to go on in assessing its difficulties.

6. The item on prisoners-of-war is also expected to prove troublesome. The Com-
munists have already shown themselves very sensitive to suggestions that their
camps might be visited by the International Red Cross: Possibly they would be less
opposed to placing all arrangements relating to prisoners under the direction of one

,country, such as Sweden. I gather that on the United Nations side they intend to
stick to the idea of a man-for-man exchange. There is no information in Washing-
ton on the numbers of South Korean prisoners held by the Communists,,but it is
thought that 'probably the United Nations side holds more North Koreans. Chinese
prisoners in our hands and United Nations prisoners (other than Koreans) in Com-
munist hands may be in rough balance.

7. If the negotiators work through the agenda successfully up to this point, the
ambiguous fifth item on recommendations to governments may not prove very dif-
ficult. Agreement on the other items would establish, in my judgment, the intention
of the Communists to go through with an armistice.
'8. I think that there is little to criticize in the 'general line adopted by the United

Nations command in the negotiations. Only if one felt wholly confident that a
cease-fire would be promptly followed by an acceptable political settlement would
concessions be justified on such matters as the use of the 38th parallel as the mili-
tarydemarcation line and loose arrangements for the observance of the armistice
terms. There is certainly not enough reason for confidence to warrant acceptance of

'Conditions which would gravely prejudice the safety of the United Nations forces if
- fighting were resumed. Ends.

140. • DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des chefs de direction

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Neads of Divisions

Ottawa, August 7, 1951

KOREA'

7. Mr. Norman. Armistice talks have been deadlocked during the past week on
the first substantive question on the agenda i.e., the fixing of a demarcation line and
a demilitarized zone. The Communist Delegation has insisted on the 38th parallel

' as''a'dividirig line with a ten mile demilitarized zone on either side; the United
` Nations Delegation has declared this to be a completely unacceptable basis for dis-
cûssion:° The United Nations Delegation has offered to consider a line other than
thé. 38th,`parallel and adjustments in the demilitarized zone which it originally pro-
Posed but the Commûnist Delegation has not been receptive to this suggestion. The
United Nations Delegation intends to wait out the deadlock on this issue and will
I not take the initiative in breaking off negotiations over it. (Secret)

i^k-^ 'i%^,^ F •^ ► ^ ^ .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassade aux États-Unis;

5ecretary Pof State for Extérnal Affairs

.to Embassy in United States

,TELEGRAM EX- 1607

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

KORL:AN CONILICT

DEA/50069-A-40

Ottawa, August 13, 1951

Repeat London No. , 1431; Permdel No. 501.

KOREA - CEASE-FIRE TALKS

L IY should be grateful if you would see Mr. Hickerson or Mr. Rusk and give him

orally and informally a message from me along the following been
2. While we are all greatly relieved here that the ceas ^^, ^ ÿ^a^ down

resumed, we are also concerned by the possibility, that the

over the issue of the demarcation line, and in such a way as to give the Communists

good propaganda material.

3 . It is my understanding that at the last cease-fire meeting, the Comm 3
unists

^al-
still refusing to discuss the demarcation line on else to be reluc ta t to respond
lel, and that they appeared either not to appreciate or by United
to Admiral Joy's suggestion that the demilitarized zone proposed Y bar
Nations was susceptible of some adjustment. I realize that the

tell the Cotinmun sts
gaining position might be weakened if the United Nations now

:the precise compromise which the United Nations is willing to make. Hof ^ ^omf
t

he stalemate should reach the point at which there is imminent danger
plete breakdown, I would think that the disadvantages of the of^^lks breaking
teering a precise compromise would be less than the dange
down because the Communists had not realized that the United Nations was pre-

' pared to make this concession.

he
which

- 4. I am not myself entirely certain of the precise nature of the instruction a
has been given to Admirai Joy in this regard. Am I correct in assuming

authorized to make the proposal which Hickerson mentioned (your ho - ^d
beén
ôf Aüg'`ust [sic]jt: "the present battleline as the demarcation Lne with
demilitarized zone less than to miles on either side:' ro^seil .., , ,.,... , .

5. I can mÿself see, very considerable political ment in this ^forces the same
proposal -since, it would mean that each side would withdraw its
distance,from the present battleline. I am sure that to most people this would seem

; an emiilently reasonable. offer, and if the Communists refused it, it would be clear
,, that the responsibility for a breakdown in the negoUations rested with them.

6. It is important, of course, not to weaken on matters of substance in the currehe
Kaesong talks.^ But it is also important not to give either the Communists or
peoples in our own countries the impression that the cease-fre negotiatio^é Com^
as the United Nations is concerned, are on a take-it-or•I eave•it basis. i f
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munists were given this impression, there is danger that they would conclude that
the United Nations has no real desire for a cease-fire. The Communist propaganda
line at present is certainly building up towards making such a case. That case
would be strengthened for them by the fact that they could compare our stand today,
as to where the cease-fire line should be with that which was put forward, with -
United States agreement, by the United Nations Cease-Fire Committee on Decem-
ber- 15th last.

DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux Étàts-Uizis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3114 Washington, August 15, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 380.

KOREA - CEASE-FIRE TALKS

.1. The message contained in your EX-1607 of August 13th was discussed yester-
day with Hickerson by Campbell.-
: 2. Hickerson said he was quite in accord with your thinking and he wished you to
be assured about this. The danger of the Communists making propaganda capital, if
the present deadlock at Kaesong should result in breakdown of the cease-fire nego-
tiations, is fully appreciated by the administration.
'3. Hickerson read out portions of Ridgway's instructions, to show that the United

Nations negotiator had latitude to make such a compromise as mentioned in para-
graph 4 of your message. Ridgway's main limiting instruction is that he must not
compromise the security of his forces, which means in effect that he must not com-
promise the "Kansas" line sg You will have seen from our WA-3100 of August
14th,t paragraph 5, that at the 23rd session of the armistice talks, Admiral Joy
stated that he would be willing to discuss adjustments to the United Nations propo-
sal for a demilitarized zone which could include changes in the demarcation line or
changes in the boundaries of the proposed demilitarized zone. I

4. Hickerson went on to say that he thought the time might come when it would
be advisable for Ridgway to authorize Joy to make a compromise proposal (which
might be an intermediate proposal or a final one). This however was a matter of
conference tactics. The State Department, which has consulted the Pentagon on the

u La Ligne du Kansas divisait la Corde au nord du 38e parallèle jusqu'à la rivière Imjin. qu'elle suit
jusqu'à la mer.
The Kansas Line divided Korea north of the 38th parallel until it encountered the Imjin River, which
it followed to the sea.
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q
uestion, does not think that the present is the proper time for presenting a compro-

q

mise proposal. -
ont of the Communist delegation has shown some slight U

sign̂t d
5. The adamant front ht to discuss

weakening, in that they have now ^neeeV been ebcâgy.•^e State Department
Nations proposal for demilltanz compromise
does not believe that the United Nations side shoud lnftfheé C^unist posposition is
proposal at this time, when the first slight relaxation

beginning to show. in imminent danger of breaking down,
6. If the Kaesong Conference seemedro should be made- by the United

p PoHickerson agreed that a compromise
Nations in an effort to avert collapse of negotiations. H^e ass ^^lihatsthe United
that there is not immediate danger of a breakdown.
Nations negotiators would certainly not terminate the discussions, i^â indi ations

avoided, and the State Department talks to continueWNam II has not threatened to
were that the Communists deslr
discontinue discussions if the Communist proposal is not acc et ^d So b^n n^s
there will be continued deadlock; Pyongyang broadcasts have al

vein.
7. Asked if Ridgway might in time present a compromise proposal

, even if the
tence on the

Communists did not make the first mov e abandoning
in

in
affirmative. The

38th Parallel as the demarcation line, Hickerson
United States, he said, would not wish to see the negotiations collapse over this

issue. ugust
8. It was revealed by Hickerson that the United States government had on of his

13th sent a message of encouragement to Ridgway, commending the efforts
negotiators in difficult circumstances and urging calmness, firmness !an énerat d by
patience. The message was however critical f the "crisis t^ that efforts be
press reports issuing from Korea and Tokyo,,
made to have these reports toned down.

uestion of the Kaesong negotiations in
9. Hickerson himself discussed the whole q

ne ^ t^dgwaya temperate manner and gave the imprëssion that the attitude of -the
ment * in this ` matter is - consonant with the' message sent to

enjoining patience.
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-143. DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire
,
d'État aux Affaires extérieures'

pour le secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieuress9

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for. External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairss9

. . . ^ 1 . " : ' . . . •

TOP SECREr [Ottawa], August 24, 1951
The Chargé d'Affaires in Washington reports in WA-3171 of August 21t that

. General Ridgway, has urged the United _States government to impress on govern-
ments with forces in Korea the value of making public statements in the near future
supporting the Unified Command's contention that the 38th Parallel cannot be
accepted as a basis for a demilitarized zone and that a militarily defensible line
approximating the present battle line should be accepted by the enemy as a proper
and reasonable basis for such a demilitarized zone.

2. You have no doubt seen the recent article by the Alsop brothers in which they
suggest that the reason for the present difficulties over an armistice arises from the
manner in which the e-talks were first suggested. They point out that Malik's offer
fitted in well with Mr. Acheson's testimony, before the joint committees of the
Senate, in which he appeared to support the idea of returning to the status quo ante
bellurn. This was a coincidence which we had already noticed in the Department.
Between the time of Mr.'Acheson's testimony, however, and the time when the
trace talks were initiated, the United Nations forces in Korea made substantial
gains north of the 38th Parallel and I think that it would be fair to say that we on
the United Nations side have altered, however slightly, the basis on which we are
willing to negotiate. That the United States itself has changed its point of view is
proved by.. a footnote which appears in a publication of the Central Intelligence
-Agency approved July 5 ("Effects of Operations in Korea on the Internal Situation
in Communist China") where the following words appear. "If the U.S.S.R. and
Communist China do, in effect, desire a cease-fire along the 38th Parallel, they are
probably motivated by considerations .:. :' I think that this language is in itself
evidence that the original intention of the United States in entering negotiations
was to achieve a truce along the 38th Parallel rather than north of it.

-3. As the Alsop brothers have pointed out, while the amount of territory involved
is'not large, if the Communists were to concede the present conditions of the nego-
tiators of the Unified Command they would be accepting their first loss of territory
since the end of the Second World War. This will certainly be a very difficult thing
for them to do. It is a matter of debate whether statements in support of the position
of the Unified Command by countries other than the United States would add any-
thing to the bargaining position of Admiral Joy. There is no doubt, however, that a
public statement on our part now, strongly supporting a demilitarized zone along
the, "Kansas Line", would tie our hands if, at a later date when the negotiations

^ Note marginale :/Marginal note:
This of course precedes the breakdown at Kacsong A.D.P.lI[ecneyJ.
(Les négotiations ont échoué le 23 ao0t./Ncgotiations collapsed on August 23.)
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be on the verge of collapse,` we wished to urge upo n hadein mind
might seem to
States a return to the origina] conditions which we all un do

y

made his offer^° We might wish to urge a return to the 38th Parallel in
when Malik collapse.
a last attempt to keep the negotiâtions from policy would be for the timethe4. If you concur, therefore, I suggest same

ot to make a declaration'such as General Ridgway ^a^iWé d
and

o not intend tobeing ntime not to go out of our way to tell the State Department
iddeclaration 61 In short, I suggest that we should be glad to see the Uni-

fied
such

Command achieve a settlement along the "Kansas fL lnecessary,aeven thoughfied
remain free to suggest a settlement on the 38th Par 1 we could
such a line would be more difficult to defend. nohaecis o

ressed
n hasf yet been taken.

` instruct the Chargé d'Affaires to answer that :'A D.P.' H[EENEY]

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

in Secretary of State for External A^trs

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures% ., .

Ambassador in United States
,^`a '

. . . . .... . . .... . .:lr^ . . .. . . . , ii..r ,.i,•r, . ._ . . ^.... . ^ , .

: 1: A meeting was held this morning at the mvita o
the purpose of explaining to representatives of the Canadian,'Aus h1C^ We^ pU bY

of his
Mr. Ach

action
land and South African Embassies the possible courses usk

eson to Mr. Morrison on - September 11 th 62 In the abse ihe me eing had
"Deputy, Livingston Merchant, presided. He began by saying thatinformation could be

been : suggested because in this restricted company
given than in the larger regular. meetings: an armistice was achieved, the United
:,2., He said that, in the unlikely event that litical confer-

States adhered to its earlier proposal that the next step should ^Po larger causes
ence to consider a'settlement in Korea, whicé hed on Korea. It now looked, how
of tension in the Far East if agreement was r

r, as though the armistice negotiations would not be resumed; wh^ sh
was

ou
the
ld rbeeve

forè necessary for the governments chiefly concerned to consider

POSSIBLE COURSFS OF A ent for
' ti n of the State Depactm

Cf10N IN KOREA

60 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
1 agree L.B.P[earson]

61 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Agreed L.B.Plearson]

893-899.62 VoirlSee FRUS,1951, Volume VII, pp.

„,.,..
Washington, September 13, 1951
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done in that event. Ridgway, would not himself definitely break off the negotia-
tions, but he was far from hopeful that they would be continued.

3. Spender made the point that if the present deadlock in the discussions contin-
ued without any exchanges marking a definite break, it was desirable to develop

,our views on, the length of time which should elapse before the United Nations
should consider that there was a de facto break and that the discussions were there-
fore at an end.. The last message despatched on September 11th from the enemy
command. câtegorically rejected the, suggestion for a change of location''and
repeated in extreme language the earlier charges of violation of the armistice zone.
This crossed Ridgway's prompt apology: for the one established instance of viola-
tion:by a United Nations aircraft on September 10th; the apology was sent before a
formal protest had been received. Merchant remarked that the Communist reply to
this apology might give .some evidence* of their intentions. Ridgway is completely
satisfied that there is no foundation whâtever for the, long series of earlier charges.

4., Merchant said that military evidence pointed to preparation for a large new
:Communist offensive. Far East Command estimated that supplies were now availa-
ble in forward areas sufficient to maintain an offensive by 46 divisions for 26 days,
compared with the stockpile before the April offensive of supplies for a two-week

.offensive. Two Chinese armoured divisions have. been. positively identified, and
.one North. Korean armoured. division has been tentatively identified. This is the
first appearance of Chinese ârmour. They are equipped with T.34 tanks. The
strength of the Chinese airforce is now put at.1,255 planes, of which 750, mostly
MIG's, are in Manchuria. ;

5. On military grounds Ridgway has ruled out the possibility of a de facto cease-
-fire, on the ground that the security of his forces would be endangered by it in face
of such a formidable enemy. If a breakdown in the negotiations is therefore recog-
nized, it is considered essential that active United Nations operations should con-

',tinue. Such a breakdown must also be regarded as indicating that the Soviet
Government was prepared to incur greater risks..

6. The following counter measures were put to Mr. Morrison by Mr. Acheson as
representing the views of the United States Government on the action to be taken
when the negotiations are admitted to be broken off: "

(a) Ridgwaÿ should be released from any restrictions imposed on his ground
Operations in the area between his present lines and the neck of Korea north of
Pyongyang. If United Nations forces were to reach the neck, there would be con-
sultation with the interested governments before they moved further north.

(b) The training and equipping of Korean units should be speeded up to provide
some military reserves.
.(c) The air force should be free to attack any air targets in North Korea, including

the power installations and the Yalu dams, but no violation would be authorized of
Manchurian airspace and existing instructions to stay clear of the Siberian frontier
woüld be unchanged. In the event of massive air attack Ridgway's present orders
still stood -- that there should be no retaliation outside North Korea without prior
anthôrization from Washington, which would only be given after consultation with
othéf governments; the exception also still stands - that if there is a breakdown in
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wish to offer on the proposals outLned by Merc

210

hâs authority to protect the safety of his forces in
communications Ridgway - ,. ,
extreme circumstances. ^^ police reserve force, now numbering

velo ment of the Japanese(d) The de p
75,000, should be expedited.rom tl report to thë United Nations on the breakdown of

(e) Ridgway should p P Y
the armistice talks. The United Nations should th be made to^sctire more troops
tion on the aggression in Korea and efforts should
from members of the United Nations. Furthermore,

the United Nations should sup-
and -

port a complete economic blockade of China (excluding Pô bn^^bout as com-
because of the Russian position th lleC^^ércaim

e with 1Ch'ina. I asked whether this
plete a severance as possible of a be a eed that governments
meant naval enforcement: Merchant said that it might ^ P^^a^ would
un able` to exercise effective control S'^efl ng ^ell, flag from•entering Chinese
'accëpt naval assistance in preventmg ships Y ships,

ort.s..There would, however, be no naval interference with 1^ted to action
lite

against
Pand it was contemplated that the 'part of the navy would be
vessels trading in defiance of their own government's instructio

ns.''
ro sals. We

7: Merchant did not comment on Mr. MC ôn n s
e

reception
provided by the

shall report separately on the British rea , giving

British Embassy. In general the proposals strike ` me o^ g e stionsl I thinkit
possiblÿ for the economic blockade, which raises many y qu
would be advisable to put to the State Department quickly any comments we may

h t

-145.
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis . -

au secrétaire d'État aux A,ffaires, exté#eures,

Ambassador in United States ` ' .

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3370

Reference: WA-3367 of September 13::
, . .

I
SECRET. IMPORTANT...

POSSIBLE COURSES OF, ACTION IN KOREA

(INITIAL iven to
Later this morning some information on initial British reactions was g to the

,.'us by Tomlinson; CounsellorJon.Far Eastern matters at the British Embassy,
proposals of possible courses of action put forward by Mr. Acheson to WeCMhose
son on September 11: Unless 'otherwise indicated, the reactions r po
of Mr. Morrison at this meeting. Morrison said that

2. ^ Commenting on Mr: Acheson's proposals generally, Mr. consult his
they obviously contained some new thoughts and that he would have to

UNITED KINGDOM REACI7ONS)



colleagues in the -British Cabinet before making, any commitments. He made the
general observation, however, that it was necessaryalways to keep in mind that the
potential dangers from Communist aggression were to be.found not only in the Far
East but in other areas of the world and that, the United Kingdom,Government.
cértainly. did not, desire to "get bogged down" in a war with Communist China,
leaving the field open to Soviet trouble-making in other dangerous areas. He partic-,
ularly referred to the opportunities for "troublemaking", open to the Soviet Union in.
the Middle East.

3. Taking up Mr. Acheson's point about a political conference to consider a set-,
tlement in Korea in the unlikely event that an armistice was achieved (see: para-
graph 2 of WA-3367),.Mr. Morrison observed that while in the view of the United
Kingdom Government such a conference would be desirable, the United Kingdom
Government would attach great importance to the possible composition of such a
conference.. He emphasized that the United Kingdom Government would not
favour a conference which would in effect confront the Communist Belligerents by.
a select group of Belligerents acting in the name of the United Nations on the other
side. The United Kingdom Government would favour something more in the
nature of a round table conference held under the auspices of the United Nations,
recognizing the United Nations to be a.universal body open for membership to
Communist and non-Communist States alike.

4. The other specific points made by Mr. Morrison referred to the views of the
United States Government on action to be taken when negotiations are admitted to
be broken off, as set out in paragraph 6 of WA-3367 of September 13.

(a) As to 6(a) on the question of releasing Ridgway from restrictions imposed on
ground operations in the area between his present lines and the neck of Korea north
of Pyongyang, Mr. Morrison noted that the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff still
believe that the best line of defence is the "Kansas" line but agree that Ridgway
should be given leeway to make tactical advances up to the waist or neck of Korea:
No advance beyond the neck of Korea north of Pyongyang, however, should be
permitted to Ridgway without prior consultation between governments which have
contributed forces to the United Nations command. ^, .: - I - . ,
. (b) As to 6(b), the United Kingdom -agree that the training and equipping of

Republic of Korea units should be speeded up.
(c) As to 6(c) on the question of permitting the air force to attack any air targets

in North Korea,' including the power installations and Yalu Dams, Mr. Morrison
reserved the United Kingdom position. Tomlinson observed,' however, that the
United,Kingdom Government would probably agree to this while stressing the
importance of avoiding any violations of the Manchurian and Siberian frontiers. On
the question of retaliation in the event of massive air attack, Tomlinson noted that
the views of the United States Government as stated by Mr. Acheson did not
appear to represent any change from the present agreed position on this point.
.(d) As to 6(d) on the development of the Japanese reserve police force, Mr. Mor-
rison 'observed that anything that might be regarded as 1 a precipitate general
rearming of Japan would give rise to political complexities and would have to be
carefully considered. He admitted, however,^ the necessity of expediting the devel-
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the policé reserve force in limited nu 1
mbers to for

the three or fourcombatment 'of
purposes: We took Mr. Mmentioned by the United

p
ed States Government as a possi-

divisions Lwhich have been f re ular V.
ble target in the re-estabhshment o a g

e As regards 6(e), Mr. Morrison agreed that Ridgway ^ Should this eventual ty
()

the United Nations on theo^ Governmen ewou d^seé no objection to the United
occur. The United ^ngosition

d

on aggression and urging members to supply more
Nations reaffirming its P the United
Voops to the United Nations command. On the proposal how

ever
blockade of China

Nations should be asked,to support à complete econorYu marked lack
(excluding Port Arthur and Dairen), Mr. Morrison displâÿe& h

64
^d looked into the

ènthusiasm". He recalled that the U nited
notnagree that there would be substantial

question thoroughly before and
advantages from trying to impose a complete economic W1oû d S erveuto cemoent
would not substantially affect tHOWéver, he undert

Ch ina
ook to repôrt the United States

further Sino-Russian relations. question further. As to the question
views to the British Cabinet and to consider the q sals
of naval enforcement, Tomlinson's understanding of the United States, proposals

nder reference.are as given in 6(e) of my message u ï

146.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ,

Secretary of, State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAiv[ EX-1884

TOP SECRET

Ottawa, September 27, 1951

Repeat London No.
3 and 3370 of Sept., 13.Reference: Your messages 3367 , • ,;,. ..

POSSIBLE COURSES OF ACTION IN KORCA

The following are.mY,views on the proposals Mr. Acheson made to MrtN^
Morris

son for dealing with the, . situation ; if . the outcome in your message W A-
adverse. I have taken into account the clarification contained

3475 of Sept. 24.t

(a)
a) Suggestion that General Ridgway should be released }frobany e restrictionsand the

wish to take aimposed on his ground operations in the Canadian government
neck of Korea north of Pyongyang.
position nearer to the United Kingdom's than to Mr. if ^h m néRk ^f
way is free to plan a strategic advance. from the Kansas line to side as
Korea, there are both military and political complications. On the military
the UK Chiefs of Staff have pointed out, the present position is preferable because
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it is backed by the Kansas line of fortifications whereas any position seized near the
neck would not have this strong line immediately behind it upon which, the allied
troops could fall back if need be., Communications are more difficult for the Chi-
nese the farther south in the peninsula the fighting takes place. A planned advance
to the neck would cause more casualties than action to hold the present line and
rely, upon aerial : attack unless . the advance followed a collapse . of Chinese resis-
tance.^ An advance to the neck would also increase the security problem facing the

:.allies. The Chinese will suffer more casualties if they attack the allied forces in the
neighbourhood of the Kansas line than if the allies should make an advance to the
neck. On thé political side, as soon as the allied forces had reached the northern
neck they would again be presented with the problem of what to do next and this
problem would arise before the enemy commanders would have had time to decide
that continuation of the fighting is less profitable than a negotiated truce. The
enemy political leaders would also be convinced that allied motives are less inno-
cent than we say they are.- On the other hand, in the absence of a negotiated truce
providing for satisfactory machinery to ensure that the enemy are not merely build-
ing up for a new offensive, General Ridgway cannot well be denied the right to
protect his forces by making short tactical advances. The sum,total of these short
advances might well, over a period of time, amount to a creeping advance to the

, neck of. Korea, but in that, case the enemy would have full opportunity to decide
that a negotiated truce would be worth the price we ask.

(b) The Canadian government could have no objection to the suggestion for
speeding up the training'and equipping of South Korean units to provide military
reserves.
'(c) The proposal that the air forces be free to attack the Yalu dams and power

stations is on the face of it a disagreeable one. The risk of extending the action to
Chinese territory is extreme and the possibility of provoking Chinese retaliation
against Japan cannot be discarded. On the other hand, it can be argued that to
impose an embargo on all other strategic materials to China while leaving impor-
tant electrical resources to flow into the country is illogical. It will in consequence
probably be necessary for Canada to accept this United States proposal to take
advantage of the opportunity of hampering Chinese industry in Manchuria. -

(d) There can be no objection to' the proposal to develop the Japanese police
-rëserve - provided it is understood that such development should not be forced upon
the governinent of Japan and provided that it is understood, as it appears to be, that
these forces'should not be used in Korea.

(e) We'readily accept the suggestion that if the negotiations are broken off Gen-
mptly and that the United Nations, if theeral Ridgway should report that fact pro

majonty 'so' wish, should re-affirm their position on aggression in Korea. Partly
because we would probably be unable to supply more troops at the present time and
p^Ÿ ^âûse it is desirable 'that some states in the United Nations should learn the
responsibility attaching to 'their membership, we should wish to suggest that any
Plea for additional troops be addressed in the first instance to those states who have
supponed action in Korea but have so far failed to contribute troops. Such an
appeal should be certainly precede an appeal for more men to the countries who
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Provided troops. We share Mihave already c embargo againstimpose a complete eco
substantial advantages fromtryg to

• Morrison's dou ô^

ln
China. Not,onlY would this tend to make China more depene formed b y count
Union but in addition it.places a furth^ helps fuerthé ^o sub-divide this latter

;: tries resisting aggression in Korea. P
group by creating a category of countries which believe in strategic embargo butthe position of
n

laced in
ot in total embargo. The members of the alliance azePunder and accept United

having to oppose the United States openly or to knucklelad to learn that the United
States domination as g racefull Y as they may. I am g China coast
States is convinced of -the impracticability of a naval b ÎoWh dh ôuntries whi h are
We should of course raise no objecti on

on their own ships can have countries with
unable to enforce their own restrictions set up
lazger navies do this for them but we would not be Wlswith sitle merchant
which would allow the naval vessels of one ally to interfere
vessels of another ally without the consent of the latter. to comment as a result of

2. There are two further points on ^n of the Morrison-Acheson conversations. I
seeing the United Kingdom ve estion that' the' allied air
noted thât Mr. Morrison did not comment on the sugg As the air forces are in
forces in Korea should be free to bomb Rashin as necessary. has shown ^ great
fact doing this at present in any case; W ho General comment.
moderation in his conduct of the war hope ^ m h S^VIII)) there
Secondly, as reported in the United ^ Kingdom ennMr. Acheson and ourselves
appears to be a difference in undel g betwe

targets in China. It is

e
bombing

ndeavour ilitary
about General Ridgway's instructions on keep the telegram as short
possible that this difference arises from

as possible and that Mr. Acheson may in fact in his conversations'h f^edoma^^is
the reservations which we understand to be on Geneâ li^ der instructions not to
respect. It is our understanding that General Ridgwayacross the Chinese frontier with-
bomb bases in China or to follow Y aircraft suching
,out prior authorization from Washington. It is furth consultationdwith the other
authorization from Washington will be given only afterf

countries having troops in Korea if time permits such consultation.: We ^om let 1ydown
_ that if communications between Tokyo and Wa ^on on his own arity for the
General Ridgway will be able to authorize such
protection of the safety of his command•,

nveying these comments to the State Department you should ende â3. In co States
leave the impression that we have confidence in the inten tions

caution inehis conduct of
'Administration and in General.Ridgway s moderatlo it to rn^e
thé action to resist aggression in Korea. The

^so ûnatele
felt

have the s^e
the foregoing restrictive comments a is that unfort y, , f
confidence in the moderation of Congressional opinion. II t may eeeô bnion ofm^h Pslightr assistance to the Administration tô be able to rely, upon the'

• od t n ü nera Io Cgress. :allies in trying to urge 111 , k7 , 77
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147. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for.External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3571

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your EX-1884.of September 27th.

Washington, October 2,195 1

POSSIBLE COURSES OF ACTION IN KOREA

may be able to get additional information.

L I passed on the contents of this message to Messrs. Rusk and Adams at the
State Department yesterday afternoon.

-2., Our discussion was chiefly concerned with the proposal that if the armistice
talks,break down General Ridgway should be freed from any restrictions on his
ground operations as far north as the neck of Korea. Rusk said that he did not know
what plans had been prepared by the United Nations Command, but he was sure
that Ridgway was fully aware of the political and the military difficulties men-
tioned in your message, which would arise in case a'strategic advance were under-
taken to the neck of Korea. Rusk indeed mentioned several additional military
difficulties: First, a general United Nations forward movement could not be under-
taken without substantial reinforcements; secondly, if it succeeded, a United
Nations air action against enemy communications would be gravely impeded
through the shortening of the enemy lines; thirdly, if it succeeded, a United Nations
communications would run through miles of difficult country methodically devas-
tated for many months by our own bombing; fourthly, if it succeeded, the forward,
lines would be within easy operations range of jet fighters based in Manchuria.

3. He said that the central object 'of the United Nations Command continued to be
to cripple the enemy forces, not to capture Korean real estate. If the enemy were to,
attempt, without success, another large offensive, this might be the best way of
attaining the object. If they did not do so, the present tactical pattern of creeping
United Nations advances, with the capture of one ridge making desirable the cap-
ture of the next ridge, would presumably continue. There might be also opportuni-
ties, for : amphibious operations, although anything on the scale of. the Inchon
landing would be out of the question without a large number of new troops. The
idea is that the United Nations command should be free to operate up to the waist
Without political strings. When General Bradley and Bohlen return from Korea, we

4. As to possible air action against the Yalu dams and power stations, Rusk
Pointed out that rail and road bridges over the Yalu have for long been a standard
target, and the risk of inadvertent bombing on the wrong side of the river would not
be greatly increased by adding as targets the dams and power houses. The restric-
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bombin close to the Soviet frontier are still in effect, although Rashin has
tlons on g

rn„ if this is at all possible. Rusk commente ^^# r^rt,kt arraneements had been
attack. He has orders, however, that he is t^s^ irhe was sure that Ridgway would
command, to order retaliation outslde Korean tern f esh authority from Washing-
sions. This is that Ridgway has authonty, as a"to in the event of a massive air
EX-1884, with one addition whlch we have pre ^l esort to protect the safety of his

,6. With regard to the current restricuons on g a h 2 of your
firmed that these conformed with the statement at ÛS e reed on séveral occa-

hitherto, centering more around SlmuJu 'o d ways air operations, Rusk con-

Mr. Acheson told me on Sunday was â as yet, as it remained defensive in character
nature of the activity had not change

designed to impede bombing of the road and rail^omm n mÿ pl^
and was es
north-eastern Korea whereby supplies reach the enemy front.

nowbeinlused, and the jet battles with them extended further south than
were g • man Sinanu.

been placed in bounds. .: , , , ; . , • ;

' led to a discussion of the marked increase in enemy Rusk said that the
5• T^s sin him great concern .

ports. . He appeared to appreciate our mg met. r s'
economic embargo might well add to the strains within the alliance against agge

tighten the screws on China by making it more lcu lete
t that the imposition of a comp

described in my WA-3474 of September 24th ^ f g
f The lt for shins to enter Chinese

not contemplate a naval blockade, but did con emp eneral' aim would be to

forces. He confirmed that the proposal for Ught testc
licin actionlate the sort of po g

instance be addressed to co-operating governments. on-- on trade with China did
ment that if an appeal were to.. be made for u hi h have not provided any

7. With regard to United Nations action R u s 11- 8troops it should in the first
of a new offensive. o nized the force of our argu-

activity naturally, . increases the . concern t at a
unleashed against United Nations ground forces, ships and communications as Part

ment and the embassies of countries with fo es ln ,massive air, attack" might be
event of a massive air attack, and also for consu Korea ,The expanded enemy air
laid on for instant consultation. between 1 tion between the State Depart-
do his best to consult Washington, w'u u^^ n,-fonce and State Departments in

determined to avoid responslbiLty for a,

answered yet - he might propose that the negot^a lo Ridgway remalns
point between the lines which they might choose to designate.

A fnite break if one occurs.

remove to another site a few mlles away. -a sugg
t ns should be renewed at any

must be moved from Kaesong. If the enemy wou - -etion which has not been
Ridgway in which he said that he dld not propose o suggestion toIA nt accent his sugg

8. As to the armistice negotiations, Rusk read me ;,- cist the site of the talks
sion in Korea., sa e just received from

i
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148. DEA/50069-A-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d 'État aux AffairéS extérieures

Mentorandunt from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. _ ,, . . . . __.'.,. .
SECRET , . - [Ottawa], October 12, 1951 ,

Attached is a copy of CRO telegram W No. 217 of October 3, 1951,t concern-
ing the views of the Foreign Office on an article entitled "War and Peace in Korea"
in the London Tintes of October 1.
,2. The Tintes has argued among other things that "the best hope of success in the

truce talks lies in the United Nations proclaiming its willingness to accept a politi-
cal settlement based on the 38th.parallel once the Communists have agreed to an
armistice on the present military line". The Foreign Office is afraid that the article
may be wrongly interpreted as representing the policy of the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment on Korea and it sets out what in fact is the real position of the government
on.this issue. On the particular point quoted it supports General Ridgway's insis-
tence on the present battleline as the demarcation line between the opposing forces
and says that this line,"would, then be retained as a temporary frontier between.
North and South Korea until a broad political settlement can be reached"., .

3.I think that the most important thing about this telegram for us is the clear
indication it gives of the United Kingdom Government's full support for General
Ridgway's present stand on the question of the cease-fire line: In view of the agree- :
ment of the United States and the United Kingdom on this issue it would seem only
realistic* for us to^ adopt the same attitude.63

A.D.P. H(EENEY)

149. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation d l'Assennblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to, Cltairntan, Delegation to United Nations General Assentbly

TELEGRAM ' 27 Ottawa, November 9, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Washington EX-2177; London No. 2014.
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THE KOREAN TRUCE TALKS

Following for the Minister from Reid, Begins: In telegram WA-3916 of November
7t (copy of which, is' leaving ; bÿ air courier, November 9), Wrong states that,
because the large attendancé at the State Department meetings on Korea may make
it difficult for the United States officials to talk freely about the Kaesong' dispute,
he is thinking of arranging a private meeting shôrtly with Rusk, Hickerson, or some
other appropriate officer, to discuss the present situation of the armistice talks but
béfore doing so he would welcome our views.

2. The situation as reported in the most recent State Department meeting is that
lioth sides are agreed on the width of the demihéarline of contact of the

the - principle
thethat the demarcation line should be based on

forces. However, the Communists are demanding that the demarcation line should
be based on the present line of contact whereas the United Nations negotiators
argue that it should ; be based on the . line of contact at. the time of signing of an
armistice. Recent Associated Press reports'indicate the Communists may be weak-
ening in their demand.

3: If they give in on this point the 'main question to be settled concerns possession
of Kaesong. The United' Nations' suggestion to place it in the demilitarized zone
has been rejected by the Communists who 'continue ,tô insist that the city must be
controlled by them. United Nations side 'remains ficmly opposed to this because of
the military importance of the Kaesong area.

4.^It seems to me that if Kaesông is the sole stumbling block the United Nations
should give in, especiâlly since nearly all the concessions hitherto on the cease-fire
line'have been made by the Communists:

"5. You maÿ wish to discûss this` problem'with the British and with Mr. Acheson
'`before authorizing a reply to Wrong. Ends.

150.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^^ . . , . . ^

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State foîÉxtenurl Affairs

. . . . . , ... , _ 5 . . . ,

Paris, November 12, 1951
TELEGRAM 25

; .^, . .^ . .:

SECRET

Reference: Your telegram No. 27, November 9th.

KOREAN TRUCE TALKS

Following for Reid from the Minister, Begins: I have had a talk here with Jessup
about this. It was somewhat inconclusive, except that he reiterated very emphati-
cally that the United States authorities, both in Washington and in the Far East,
sincerely desired the above talks to succeed, and an armistice to be negotiated. I
think it would be useful if you could ask Wrong to discuss the matter with Rusk,. ,., .,.,
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along the lines of your telegram. I will have a word with Eden and Acheson heré at
the first opportunity. Meanwhile you might send the message to Wrong. Ends.64

DEA/50069-A-40

TELEGRAM EX-2194 Ottawa, November 13, 1951

SECRET

Reference your WA 3951 of November.9.t

Le secrétaire d'État àux Âffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

' considering the possibility of proposing a'time limit for discussing âll other items
of the agenda. We interpret this to mean that the Unified Command .would propose
to the Communists , that if an armistice agreement is reached before the end of X
days the ' demarcation line, and the demilitarized zone would - be based on the
existing line of contact. , It seems to us that this is a fruitful suggestion. It has very
great political advantages and unless these advantages are outweighed by military
disadvantages, we hope it can be pursued. You might tell Hickerson this.

2. We are most interested in the fact that the Unified Command is now tentatively

KOREAN TRUCE TALKS

Following from Under-Secretary, Begins: We are particularly interested in para-
graph 8 of your teletype. We, of course, share the concern expressed at the meeting
over the hitch' which has developed in the matter of the demarcation line. We
understand the anxiety of the Unified Command that a firm settlement now of the
demarcation line might result in a lessening of military pressure upon the Commu-
nists to reach agreement on all items on the armistice agenda. We can also under-
stand that the effects on the morale of the United Nations troops might be serious if
any ground they gained from now on in the fighting would have to be given up
once an armistice were concluded.

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Ronning, See Minister's rcqucst & draft message to Wrong please A.D.P.11[ccneyl Nov 13
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DEA/50069-A-40

Extrait d'un' télégramme de l'ambassadeur aux Étais =Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract front Telegrant front Ambassadôr in United States
to Secretary of State for`External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3971
Washington, November 13, 1951

SECRET '

- Repeat Permdel No. 489.

part of the Communist suggestion is that liaison officers should proceed at once to

KOREA - STATE DEPARTMENT MEETING OF NOVEMBER 13TH

1. There has been no change from the situation as outlined in our message WA-
3951 of November 9th.t At the sub-delegation meetings held from the 9th to the
12th inclusive, both sides maintained their respective positions with regard to the
determination of the military demarcation line. The United Nations sub-delega-
tion's impression that the Communists would regard agreement on the location of
.the demarcation line now as a de facto' cease " fire is strengthened by the fact that

mark out an agreed demarcation line in the field, while other items of the agenda
are being discussed.. . t

: : . , .

2. We informed Hickerson of the views expressed in your EX-2194 of November
13th and he appeared to be gratified.- He said that serious consideration was being
given to the possibility of making some new suggestion to break the impasse, such
as- that of a time limit for. discussing all other items of the. agenda. He.confrmed
your understanding that, if f this were done, it would mean that the Unified Com-
mand .would propose to the Communists that, if an armistice agreement is reached
before the end of a certain number of days, the demarcation line and the demilita-
rized zone would be based on the existing line of contact. Hickerson said that, if the
present deadlock continues, he would hope that there might be a development of
this sort within the•next day or so. He observed that the United, Nations and Com-
munist positions were sufficiently, close that the Unified Command would expect to
see continuance of efforts at progress towards an armistice, if there is any reasona-
ble way of guarding against stalling by the Communists during the remainder of
the negotiations.
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153. . "1 '', DEA/50069-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairesj`'aires extérieures

au chef de la'délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of Siate for External Affairs
to Chairman,' Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 37' Ott N b

Repeat London No. 2050; Washington EX-2209.
Reference: Your telegram No. 25 of November 12.

awa, ovem --il 14, 1951

KOREAN TRUCE TALKS

Following for the Minister from Under-Secretary, Begins: Your telegram under ref-
erence has been transmitted to Wrong to authorize him to go ahead with talks con-
cerning Kaesong..

2: Meantime, he has reported in his message WA-3951 of November 9,t which is
going to you by bag; that the-deadlock over the degree of definiteness with which
the cease-fire line should be agreèd upon continues. 'A Communist proposal to
agree on a fixed line now subject to alteration at the time of signing•the armistice
was rejected. by the United, Nations negotiators . because the Communists would
have a veto over any proposed changes and would not be required to accept altera-
tions no matter how reasonable those alterations might be. Hickerson referred again
to the serious problem which the United Nations commanders would have with the
morale of their men if United Nations troops should have to advance over ground
which they now were committed to give' up: He also said that. the United Nations
sub-delegation had the "impression" that it was implicit in the Communist proposal
that there should be a cessation of fighting when the question of a demarcation line
and a demilitarized zone had been agreed upon and before a settlement of other
items on the, agenda.

3: Replying to expressions of concern over. the hitch which has developed in the
matter of the demarcation line, Hickerson said that the Unified Command and the
State'Department have been giving serious thought to the,problem and to what
might be the way out. Since the Unified Command has anxiety that the firm settle- .
ment of the demarcation line and the demilitarized zone now might result in a les-:
sening of military pressure upon the Communists to reach agreement on all items
in the armistice agenda, a possibility now tentatively being considered is to propose
atine limit for discussion of other items of the agenda.
4. The suggestion for a time limit seemed to present an equitable solution and I

have, therefore, sent Wrong a message, the text of which is contained in my imme-
diately following telegram.t Ends.
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DEA/50069-A-40

• . L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis..
,-au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^

Ambassador in United States
^^,, to Secretary of State for External A,fj^airs

Repeat Permdel No. 506.

TEt,EGttAM WA-4061 -
Washington, November 23, 1951

KOREA

1. Following is text of the agreement on designating the cease-fire line concluded

on November. 23 by subdelegations Panmunjom:

- Quote. 1. The principle is accepted that the actual lineof contact b etween
wil be

sides (as determined under either paragraph two or three,'as PP oP
made the military demarcation line and that at the, tim

e,specified in the
the line lso as

Armistice Agreement both sides.will withdraw two kilometers from armistice.
to establish the demilitarized zone for.the duration of,the military

,2: If the Military Armistice Agreement is signed .within 30,dass location
delegations approve in the plenary session this agreement and the specific
of the military demarcation line and demilitarized zone, determined by the subdele-
gations on the basis s-of the above stated principle and in accordance with the pre-
sent line of contact as indicated in the attached • map and explanatory oof
military demarcâtion line and demilitarized zone shall not be changed, regardless
whatever changes may occur in the actual line of contact between both sides.

3. In view of the fact that hostilities will continue until the signing of the Armi-
stice Agreement, if the Military Armistice Agreement is not signed within 30 days

and
after the two' delegations' approve ; in the plenary session this agreement zone as
specific location of 'the military demarcation line and the dem

a

determined in paragraph two above, the subdelegations shall revise, immediately
prior to the signing of the Military Armistice Agreement; the above military demar-
cation line and the demilitarized zone in accordance with the changes which have
occurred in the actual line of contact between both sides s n^ct between both sides
demarcation line will coincide exactly with the line of contact
immediately prior to the signing of the Military Armistice Agreement andarmistice.
stitute the , military'demarcation' line • for the duration of the military

Unquote. . • . , i . , ...:.

2: My immediately following teletypé^- refers.` ï
^ . ^ ` . . . -. . . .

. ^ . . , - 4^ , ^ . i
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:DEA/50069=A-40

" Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

; ; Secretary of State for External Affairs - {: ,
to Chairman, . Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 95 , Ottawa, Décember 1, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 2149; Washington EX-2308.
Following is text of telegram Circular Y. No. 668 of November 30, 1951 from the
Secretary, of State for Commonwealth Relations, London, Begins: Korea.
Repeated Delhi, Karachi and Colombo.
My immediately preceding telegram.t
Following is text of telegram to Rome, Begins: Your telegrams Nos. 653 and 654.

Please arrange to convey communication in following terms as soon as possible
to Acheson, if available, or failing him, Lovett and Bradley.

2. I have discussed with my colleagues the suggestions- made at our ^meeting in
Rome on the evening of 28th November about the next steps in the Korean armi-
stice talks. We are most grateful to Mr. :Acheson and his colleagues for taking us
into their confidence as they did and we are most anxious to keep in very close
touch on this matter.

3. We think that the United Nations negotiators should continue to press for the
most effective possible supervision arrangements. They might try for joint inspec-
tion teams at key- points or failing this for supervision teams led.by neutrals (e.g. .
Scandinavians). We realize however that it may prove impossible to get any satis-
factory arrangements and that if the talks are not to be allowed to break down Ridg-
way may have to proceed on'the assumption that the Communists are acting in
good faith. In that event we agree that on conclusion of an armistice he should
report back to the United Nations that it has not been possible to agree on what he
considers adequate supervision arrangements, but that in order to bring hostilities
toan end he has accepted arrangements, the effectiveness of which depend entirely
on the bona fides of the other side.'

4. We agi-ée that in that évent warning statements should be issued about the very
serious consequences which would arise from a major breach of the armistice
arrangements by the Communists. I do not consider that the warnings should be
made only by the United States and United Kingdom nor do I think that a collec-
tive statement by the United Nations would be practicable. It seems to me that the
statements should be made by the United States, United Kingdom and as many as
possible of the countries contributing forces. These warning statements should be
in yery general terms and in oùr view should if possible be identical. It would be
unwise to be precise about the nature of the counter action which we should feel
obligedi to take but we might for example,'say that in the event of such a major. . , , . . ,
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,: breach it. might T prove impossible to localise hostilities as hitherto.
We should of

course like to discuss the draft.

5. We agree that such a major breach 'of the armistice agreement would confront
us with an I entirély new situation which might well necessitate more drastic mea-
sures on the part of the -United Nations forces but we do not think we should at this
stage commit oursélves 'às to what precisè measures should be taken.

6. Our, preliminary views on the two measures mentioned by the Americans are:

(a) Naval blockcide'ôf China. China is not dependent to any real
inphe

seaborne imports for the maintenance of her present war effort in K
short term this war effort could be maintained in the face bof
combination of the overland supplies from the • U.S.S.R and the production
China's own war industry. Admiralty do not feel that a sea blockade would produce
effective results except over years rather than months. They also feel that unless the
Soviet ports were included it would be futile: This last point has to my mind raised
the gravest issue as it would be direct hostile (corrupt group) against the Soviet
-Union which is exactly what we are both so anxious to avoid. Therefore we are not
at all convinced that a sea blockade would be a useful measure.

Bombing north of the Yalu: Neither are our staffs sure that decisive results
(b)

would follow from the bombing of the Chinese airfields and bases and junctions
across the Yalu. However we would much rather proceed in this way"than by the

• sea blockade. It is here to be noted that munitions sent through Soviet ports might

be intercepted in this way.

7. We would like the United States and United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff to dis-
cuss these , matters in detail between them and our people over with you are fully

briefed on the details.
-`" 8. We are sending you shortly a notefi on trade with China. Our information is

6 ;.Y . .. , ..4,. ' .• , , . , ..

somewhat different from yours.
9. I know ÿoü will understand that we must infôrm Canada, Australia, New Zea-

' land'and South Africa of these exchanges: Ends.

, " Ends.

156.
DEA/50069-A-40

Le rétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Répeat London No. 2150;.Washington EX-2309. ,.
^: ,- .,Following is text of telégiam;Circular Y: Nô: 664, of, November 29, 1951 from e

Secrétary of State for Commonwéalth• Relations, London,* Begins: Korea.

'- TOP SECRET: IMMEDIATE:

.•. ,;^.. ,. , .. . ^ r . _ ^^ . .. .. , . . •. . .
Ottâwa, December 1, 1951. ^ . ^ '

TELEGRAM 96"'

sec
au chef de la délégation. d l'Assemblée générale, des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Extenial Affairs

' 3' I to 'Chairmân, ^ Delegation to United Nations General Assembly
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My immediately preceding telegram.t
Following is text of Rome telegram No. 653 of 29th November, Begins:: Following

.for Prime Minister from Secretary of State.
Mr. Acheson asked to see me this evening (November 28th) about Korea. ^The

meeting was attended on his side by Lovett, Bradley and Pace and I was accompa-
nied by the Secretary of, State for Air, C.A.S., V.C.I.G.S. and Sir William"Elliot.

2. Acheson said that since agreement had : now been reached on Item 2 of the
armistice negotiations (the line for the cease-fire) the negotiators would now have
-to deal with Item 3 (the question of supervision). On this the American view. had.
originally been that they should hold out for a very strict and complete system of
inspection. They had now reached the conclusion that there was little prospect of
persuading the Communists to, agree to supervision strict enough fully to safeguard
the security of the United ,Nations forces. It was not in the character of a Commu-
nist regime to accept inspection on the scale which would be necessary. The Amer-
icans therefore considered that it might be necessary to reduce our demand in this
respect, and the security 'of the United Nations forces would then demand some
other form of safeguard. They had in mind to make a statement if an armistice were
agreed upon to the effect that a breach of that armistice by the Communist forces
would be a very seriôus matter and would make impossible the localisation of the
subsequent conflict. In Mr. Acheson's words we should make it clear that if the
Communists broke the armistice "we should have to go after them"An. Berlin we
were secured against attack not by the forces at our command but by the knowledge
that if our forces were attacked this would be regarded as an attack upon the North
Atlantic Treaty Allies.,In Korea if an armistice were agreed upon we should want
to reduce our troops there: But having regard to the ability of the Chinese, to rein-
force in Manchuria and North Korea we could only do this if we could command
an effective detérrent. If the arrangements for inspection were inadequate to guar-
antee us against a Communist build-up in North Korea we could only be safe-
guarded by a knowledge on the, part of the Communists that if they jump on us

' they will be for W.
3 General Bradley said that thére were five possible degrees of inspection:
(a) Completely adequate inspection;
(b) Inspection by. teams at key points of entry and rail centres;
(c) Area inspection by joint teams;

."(d) Inspection within a limited area say twenty-five miles back from the demarca-
tion (group undecypherable);

.(e) Inspection within, the demilitarised zone (four km. back from the line).
The last two would be quite inadequate since the Communists could build up an

aggressive, potential twenty-five miles back and without the present methods of
interdiction they could develop effective rail communications and airfields in
Korea for apowerful "offensive thrust. Even with complete, inspection facilities
tlûôug

.
hout North Korea our forces would not be safe for two reasons; first because

an air threat could be developed north of the Yalu 'River and second because we
could not demand that the rail communications in North Korea remain in the state
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of disruption to which our present air offensive had brought them: We had con-
stantly forced the powerful Chinese offensive forces back on to their heels, by our
interdiction methods and once these were stopped there would be nothing to pre-
vent them from building up a great offensive strength.

4: We were therefore fàced with a'choice of two courses. Either we must insist on
the fullest measure of inspection (and evén this as General Bradley had explained
would not be 100 per cent effective) or we must admit that the Communists would
never agree to such methods -'if so we must adopt a policy of taking their good
intentions to "a certain extent on trust and let it be known that if they should violate
the armistice "no holds would be barred". By this he had in mind a blockade of
- China and the bombing of bases in Manchuria and China.

5. In reply to my questions Lovett and Bradley repeated that it could not (repeat
not) be part of the armistice terms that the Communists must refrain from repairing
the rail communications and airfields in North Korea.

6. Mr. Acheson then said that General Ridgway should of course begin on Item 3
by trying to obtain the greatest possible measure of inspection..If he could get a
degree of inspection which he regarded as `adequate for the security of his forces
well and good. If however 'he was obliged to retreat from this position (which he
would certainly do slowly) he would want to know'whether there; was any alterna-
tive assurance of security. He ought to be given confidentially I the assurance that it
would be made plain to the Communists after thearrriistice had been 'concluded
that treachery on their part would involve the serious consequencés described

' 'above.
7. I asked whether it was *suggested that these serious consequences would follow

minor infringements of the armistice terms. Mr. Achesodreplied this was certainly
not his idea. The situation would arise only in case of "a major attack on the forces
of the United Nations". General Bradley confirmed,this. Nor did he mean that any
announcement of this kind should be made while the ârinistice negotiations were in
progress; all that was necessary in that period was that General Ridgway should
know that he could accept a lesser degree of inspection than he would otherwise
require because of the'intention to issue (group undecypherable)'warning which he

had in mind.
8. In further discussion the Americans admitted that'the need for a warning of

this kind might continue for a very long time. On the other hand once an armistice
was signed the likelihood would be that the danger of a violation would fade away.
The longer the armistice was in force the more difficult politically would it be for
the Communists. to renew the war. General Bradley said that, in his opinion the
Communists would be unlikely to violate the armistice; they had suffered enough

Y, in the Korean wâr'and he did not think they'would want to begin fighting again at
least until the disparit}i of force in the area had become a very great temptation. Mr.
Acheson, said that what was required was* to make it"clear to the Chinese that a
renéwal of' fighting `âfter the,armistice this' time `would be: far more serious than
their incursion into the', Korean war 'in ' 1950 and that it ` côuld in fact be the

trigger".
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r 9. I asked what the Americans wanted us to do and how soon they wanted deci-
sions from us. I assumed that the first thing needed was some guidance to General
Ridgway as. to how'he should proceed if he was held up in the negotiations over
supervision: They replied ' that this item' would probably come up within 'the next
two or three days. and that, there might be three or four days, sparring round the
subject after which the moment for decision would arrive.•.,I said that I would talk
the matter over with you and let Acheson have our views at the earliest possible
moment. He thanked me and said that he was certainly not expecting an answer
from me today.

10. In pursuing the matter further I said that it seemed to me there were three
stages (a) the advice we should give çonfidentially to General Ridgway (b) the
statement we should make after the armistice was concluded; and (c) the agreement
we require to reach among ourselves,as to precisely what measures Nye would con-,
template taking in the event of the warning being ignored and an attack being made

Mr. Acheson agreed. As regards the statement he thought that we ought to be
able to, find some formula based on what had béen said in the case of Berlin i.e.
that an attack on the United Nations forces in Korea would be regarded as an. attack
on the Nations participating.. ,He was doubtful however whether it would be possi-
ble to bring the United Nations into it. Nor did he think that the statement should
specify in any way what action woûld follow a breach of the armistice; it should
rather be a general statement designed to make the Chinese Government and people
conscious of the grave . consequences of any treachery. There could be no time limi-
tation placed upon it nor should it involve us in any unlimited future commitment.

11. As regards stage three the Americans repeated in reply to my questions that a
blockade of China should be a part of the action. The number of ships entéring
Chinese ports had doubled in the past year and such measure would undoubtedly.
hit the Chinese very hard. I said that I doubted the wisdom and efficacy of such
methods. The Americans âdded that bombing attacks beyond the Yalu would also
undoubtedly be'necessary. When asked whether this`meant simply bombing the
airfields from which Communist aircraft were now operating just north of the river
the Americàns said `that it certainly meant much more than this. No mention was
made of atomic attacks.

12. I thanked them for consulting us in this way and said that I assumed they
would continue to consult us on the lines already agreed between us.
,13.. Mr. Acheson said he would be in Rome until Monday. I said that I would try

to send the comments of His Majesty's Government on these matters on Friday.

on our troops.

Ends.
Ends,
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DEA150069-A-40

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman,Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

TELEGRAM 97
Ottawa, December 1, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 2151; Washington EX-2310.
is text of telegram Circular Y. No. 665 of November 29, 1951 from The

Following
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations, London, Begins:

My immediately preceding telegram.
Following is text of Rome telegram No. 654 of 29th November, Begins: Following
for Prime Minister from Secretary of State. Korea.

' Conversation with Acheson, Lovett, Bradley and Pace recorded in my immedi-
ately preceding telegram has left me with following impressions.

2. The Americans want an armistice and are preparèd. in order to get itt^ ^é ^ f el

arrangements for supervision which they fewllo b^é nisticeoin•the form of a
bound to take precautions agamst infringement

be able to foresee owmg to
major attack by the Communists which they might not
inadequate supervision ; arrangements. Even so, like us, they doubt whether the
Communists will break the armistice since they believe that the Chinese have had

enough.
' 3. Finally the Amer icans left me in no doubt •that the United States would ris e in

in s-
its wrath if there was a'major attack. They clearly. feel that the American a
tration could not hold the position against the clamour of public opinion.

4.
Promised Acheson that I would let him and his colleagues know our

that if he
ered . views as soon as possible. What they seek is to assure Ridgway
cannot get satisfactory terms on supervision he is to work for

tarmistice bY
less keeping at the back of his mind that if the Communists broke the

ainst China would be taken.major attack drastic measures ag. W
e
the Pso roPosal gha

United States Government in , the near future our reaction
immediately after the conclusion of an' armistice' there should n^ f^^ ^ ma^oT
in general terms of the serious consequences which mus
infringement.

time I su est that Chiefs of Staff might be instructed to examine as
and

5. Mean gg
report (a) on the • actions that would be desirable (if the occasion should ô the

against the Communist air force and their bases north of the Yalu and (b)
implications of naval blockade. Ends.

Ends.
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158. DEA/50069-A-40

Le chef dé la délégation à l'Assemblée générale. des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État, aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. TE[,EGRAM 126 Paris, December 3, 1951

TOP SECRET

Reference: Your telegrams Nos: 95, 96 and 97.

KOREA

I have read these with much interest and some anxiety. Mr. Eden had told us in
Rome that Acheson had talked to him about Korea along the lines of the Common-
wealth Relations Office messages. I was somewhat worried, after a talk Eden had
had with Heeney about the meeting, lest:Acheson felt that in talking to Eden he
was passing on the information in question not only to the United Kingdom but the
Commonwealth..I was also somewhat surprised that Acheson, in discussing Korean
matters, which are of especial interest to Canada, did not include ûs in the discus-
siôn so that we could get the United States views first-hand. I think it would be
desirable • that our Ambassador in Washington should let the Americans know that
we expect direct consultation on a matter of this kind, which is of such immediate
importance to us. Otherwise, we may find that the United Kingdom and the United
'States have agreed on a course of action, and even on a form of announcement,
which we will be asked to accept unaltered; or without sufficient time to make our
views known.

2 The . issues involved in the proposed United States procedure are, of 'course,
very far-reaching, and deserve the most câreful consideration by every government
concerned. I am not now commentirig on the American suggestions themselves, but
am*merely indicating my anxiety lest, in the absence of direct information from
Washington, we may, be confronted with decisions reached in London and Wash-
ington and which we will be expected to 'àccept unaltered.

3. It may well be, of course, that Achéson expects the United Kingdom to take
these matters up with other Commonwealth countries. But this, of course, is not
nearly so'satisfactory as direct discussions both with Washington and London, and I
think, that.Washington should be informed of that fact.

4., I; will, of course, have a chance to talk about these matters with Eden and
Ismay • when I reach London. Meanwhile, I thought you should have my prelimi-
nary reaction to the messages in question.
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le'chef de la délégation à l'Assentblée générale, des Nations` Unies
0. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman; Délegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of Statë for External 'Affairs

- TELEGRAM 130

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: My telegram No. 126 of December 3.

KOREA

I suggestI that something along the following lines be sent immediately to Wrong
for purposes of discussion with the State Department. It represents my preliminary
thoughts on the problem raised by Mr. Acheson in Rome. While our views should
bé made known to the Americans, it might be left to Wrong's discretion as to how

he presents them, Begins:
:' I realize that the formula 'which the United States is 'seeking to meet any seri-!.'I!

ôus breach of the armistice," is important.'The United States willingness to allow
Ridgway to accept less than 100 percent inspection is commendable and realistic. I
am somewhat encouraged in addition by.Bradley s assessment that the Communists
may hâve had enough. My worry is, however; that insufficient attention may be
given to the possibility of a major war in' the desiré to bring about a speedy armi-
stice without insisting on adequate inspection.

3. It'is not too clear from the telegrams we have received whether General Ridg-
-way would be given freedom to reopen unlimited hostilities only if the Communists
made a major attack on United Nations forces or whether he would be free to do so
if the build-up of Chinese forces behindthe lines were suffciently dangerous in his
ôpinion to jeopardize his military position. You might seek clarification on this.

4. I agree. that the immediatë problem seems to break down` into the' stages sug-
gested by Mr. Eden in paragraph 10 of telegram No.'96 of Decémber I st (EX-2309

to Washington). The f rst stage, instructiôns to General Ridgway, will set the pat-
tern for what follows. For that reason, sôme use should be made of the arrange-
ments`which exist in Washingtonf for liaison with governments which have troops
inK6rea. The necessity of immediate instructions is obvious, but the time element
scarcely counterbalances the gravity of the'decision' to be - taken. ` My preliminary
thought on the specific question'of inspection is that every effort should be made to
I get the Communists at least to accept inspection teâms led by bona f ide "neutrals"•

Representatives of the Scandinavian countries or of India might be "acceptable.
5. The second stage, the declaration to be made at the conclusion of the armistice,

offers difficulties of both form and substance. I am not clear whether the United
States envisages a single United States declaration, a United States-United King-
dom declaration, or a United States-Commonwealth declaration. I am not con-
vinced, in spite of what appears to be the United States view, that the United
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Nations could not be associated more directly with some such declaration. I see
merit in the United Kingdom suggestion contained.in paragraph 3 of telegram No.
95 of December 2 (EX-2308 to Washington). Such a report by Ridgway might lead
to the adoption of a resolution by. the General Assembly, noting with satisfaction
the report and agreeing that any breach of the armistice would involve very serious
consequences for those responsible for such a breach. It seems highly desirable to
associate the United Nations with the settlement phase of the Korean war, when
such an effort has always been: made to'associate it with the action in Korea. I,
attach as you know great importance to'maintaining the United Nations character
of the operations in Korea.

6. In considering the idea of a deçlâration along the lines suggested by the United
States, I am not completely convinced that it would be the best way to achieve what
is required. It makes sense to leave the Chinese in no doubt as to the consequences
of a breach of the armistice. Yet such a formal statement as I gather the United
Stâtes would wish to make may be unnecessarily (provoking?) an already high-
developed Chinese sensitivity. It seems to me worth examining the possibility. of
making the point just as effectively to the : Chinese military representatives in the
course of. the discussions. Such a point would certainly get to,the press,of the
world, and if the suggestion contained in paragraph 5,above could be implemented,
the main purpose would.be achieved. I am certainly anxious to avoid the necessity,
of Canada making an individual statement of the type under consideration..

.7.J believe we might support the United Kingdom view as to the inefficacy of
naval blockade. I am further of the opinion the bombing beyond the Yalu is itself
no magic device to bring the Chinese to terms. In considering specific measures,
however, I would wish to have a' good deal of clarification of the implication in
Paragraph 11 of telegram No. 96 of December 1(EX-2309 to Washington) that
bombing beyond the Yâlu would be but the opening 'move in carrying the war to
Continental China.

8. You will iealize our interest in obtaining as soon as possible a first-hand
account of United States views on these questions from United States officials. If
this can bé'secûred before I reach London on Thursday,'December 6, so much the
better. , . i _ .

160. DEA/50069-A40. ,....,. ,
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^ au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External AJjirs
'to Clûtirn:an, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 115 , Ottawa, December 5, 1951
.^^

.I::^D'. 1. ' . .
. . ' . . . .. ,

TOP. SECRET. IMMEDIATE

Repeat"W^shington EX-2331; London No. 2174.
Reference: Your telegrams 126 *and . 130 'of December 3, 1951.
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2 : There arè ^some points which are raised in paragrâph 3 of you âmessage

KOREA

Following for Minister from 'Acting Under=Secretary, Begins: Your telegrams
action f the Amassador.

under reference have been relayed to Washington fo Sm to e develoo our ownt hinking
In making the following observations my purpose P
on, a number of problems rather than, to provide 'specific questions which Mr.

Wrong might ask,the State Department `

to a^
which are not fully met in paragraph_ 7 of telegram Y. No.- 664 , (repe you

tween, am
my No. 96). The point as we see it is not only the dis iinction

M reAcheson reassured
minor infringement of armistice terms, a point on which ht 'not consider that a
Mr.'Eden, but also whether' the United States military mig
massive and challenging build-up on-the part of the enemy would justify action
which would, if postponed, expose U.N. forces to greatérh sticeetermsewhile
finally launches his attack. In the event of a violation of the
the U.N. 'command in Korea will naturally be fully awàres t an to athe nature
be a practical problem as to what body; if any, should be p judge

and extent of any violation.' Not only will the inspection teams be confined to spe-
cific localities but they might not be in 'an area where theyucnos ^hb hamight also be
enemy attack. Even if there were "neutral" inspection t
charged with the responsibility for judging the nature of arm istice ,

final? Alte
would

the U.S:;'for example, feel that their decision should be binding and
nately, would it be desirable to create a U.N. commission specifically for the pur-
pose of acting as a watch-dog over the armistice terms? •

3: The proposal for a declaration as discussed in'paragraph 5 of your No. 130

raises a number of problems: eri-
(1) A declaration made solely byI the U.S. Government: This seems to raise ânda

ous objections. It will provide the Communist world with'an attrâU S monopoly in
target in that they can argue that here at last is clearly shown th
the Korean operation.

(2)'A declaration by the. U.S. and,a number of Commonwealth governments.
This

also would be undesirable as it'wôuld ignore a numbér of effective' allies i^ the
Korean struggle; further it would be impossible to get Commonwealth unan

Y

and hence it might end -up with only non-Asian members of the Commonwealth
subscribing, thereby again providing propaganda ammunition. would

(3) A declaration by those governments with troops - in Kor ea.
the U.N.

strengthen what I believe to be a dangerous tendency to perpetuate
a distinction between those governments.which not.only vote against aggression
but are expected to bear the burden of. implementation and those which merely

vote. the
(4) A- declaration by all U.N. governments which have voted in support of

U.N. action in Korea. The objection to this is that the influence 'of a number
countries which have not as direct a stake in the issue as others, and wh
fore might act irresponsibly would come intotplay. Moreover, in ^

s fullY tailoredbe oanything like unanimity, such a declarationmight have t o overn
that it would not resemble the original design fashiôned b y

sponsoring g
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ments. It thus seems to me that no combination of governments within the U.N.
provides a happy grôuping to be the signatories of such a declaration.

4A agree that.we would wish to have clarification of paragraph 11 of telegram Y.
No. 664 as requested in your paragraph 7. I am fully aware of course that it will be
difficult for Mr. Wrong to secure authoritative commentaries on this paragraph by
consulting the State Department; particularly in the absence of Mr. Acheson. We
are entitled, however, to explore in our own thinking what might be the meaning of
such language as "no holds barred". My impression is that this definitely envisages
the fullest possible use of the dreadful panoply of modern war. Although the U.S.
officials did not mention the use of atomic weapons against China to Mr. Eden,
neither did they rule it out. While I am somewhat puzzled as to why the British
would prefer, for example, the bombing of 'Manchuria to a naval blockade of
China, it seems clear that the answer to this lies not so much in what type of attack
on China is most effective' from a military point of view as an estimate of what'
actions, e.g., naval blockade or air attacks on bases and lines of communications in
Manchuria, would be more likely than others to bring the U.S.S.R. fully into the
war.

5. From these preliminary views you will see that I feel, at the present at least,
that there appear to be serious objections to a declaration such as that contemplated
by the U.S: There remains the possibility raised by you in your paragraph 6 of
injecting the substance of such a declaration into the, cease-fire talks with the
expectation that it would very soon be made public through the world press. ,This
would have to be done most skilfully to avoid giving the other side what might
appear a good pretence to break off the talks or to utilize the statement for effective
propaganda purposes. It has the advantage, however, that since it will not be given
as a public declaration with all the consequent obligations, it will not tie the hands
of governments subscribing. to it and thereby tend to make their policy rigid and
inflexible.

, 6. On this point we think that the analogy between the proposed declaration on
Korea and the one on Germany which has already been made is dangerous. Ger-
many is of such extreme importance strategically that we are right to threaten a
general war if Western Germany is attacked. Korea is of such minor importance,
strategically, that it might well be,unwise to promise in advance that if Southern
Korea is attacked we would conduct a general war against China regardless of the
strategic situation which might exist in other parts of the world at the time of the
attack. We should also keep in mind the point which Mr. Schuman made in Rome
that a guarantee to Southern Korea might conceivably be interpreted by the Chi-
nese Communists as a signal that it would be safe for them to go ahead in Indo
China.

7., While on the whole, therefore, I am sceptical of the wisdom of the proposed
declaration, I feel I should mention some points in its favour. First; it may be a
convenient device by which the U.S. Administration can sell the armistice more
effectively to the U.S. public and, at the same time, muzzle the opposition which
Will be always ready to cry appeasement. It will also make it easier for those gov-



them informed of our thinking on the whole question.,

ernments with troops in Korea to proceed with withdrawal at a comparatively early
, • . .: . , .

stage.
8. Since we"were first_informed of the U.S. views on this matter by the U. K. High

Commissioner's Office here, I trust that you would have no objection if p

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 2179.
Reference: Your EX-2321; of December 4th.t

1. I have discusse t e su s
Hickerson, who is the senior officer now at the StateDepartment working on the
armistice negotiations. His comments follow on each paragraph using the same par-

agraph numbers. ;
2. He pointed out that there can be nô such thing as one hundred percent inspec-

tion even if the full-United Nations military'desiderata were'met by the Commu-
nists. The most obviôus illustration is that'the armistice can in no way prevent or
limit Communist ground and air build-up in Manchuria, and also that it would be
impossible with the most complete inspection we'could contemplate to prevent sub-
stantial infiltration of men and supplies across the Yalu.

3. He assured me, as indeed seems evident from paragraph 7'of Mr. Eden's report
repeâted'in your EX-2309 of December ^ 1 st, that the present proposals related only
to the action to be taken in the eventôf â majo'r attack on United Nations forces. He

addëd that if during the • 'armistice there • 'was convincing evidence through build-up

in Manchuria (or indeed in Korea)" that an attack was imminent, counter
,

measures

might'. have, to be taken, `but this possibility ' wâs , not included ' in the current
^• .. .

negotiations.
4: The State Department is not willing at this stage'to bring up the questions at

issue at the regular meetings of representatives of governments with forces in
Korea for fear of a leak. They would also later on not be prepared to discuss in that
forum • the military measures which might be taken in the event` of-an attack,
althpugh they are prepared to discuss â"warning declaratlon. During thelaât ^ât
days the situation about neutral observers has changed, and it is reported today
the' Communists have suggésted as possible countries of origin Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Switzerland, Sweden and Denmark.

Ambassador in United States

KOREAN CONILICT

DEA/50069-A-40

au secrétâire d'État aux Affaires . extérieures
L'crmbasscid eu r aux États- Un is

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.1 KOREA ;

Washington, December 5, 1951

d h b tance of the Miriister's telegram 130 from Paris with
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= 5. The State Department has in mind that the declaration on conclusion of the
armistice should preferably be made collectively by the sixteen countries with com-
batant troops in Korea, and the United States Ambassador in London was
instructed last night so to inform Mr. Eden: They favour the association in some
way or other of the United Nations with a declaration on these lines, but believe
that the initiative, must be taken by the sixteen countries. They think that Ridgway's
report on the conclusion of an armistice should go both to the General Assembly
and to the Security Council, and that the Assembly at least might in receiving it
endorse the substance of the declaration on consequences of a breach. They realize
that to secure- without elaborate negotiations an agreed text of the declaration even
among the sixteen countries will mean that it must be concise and general in its
terms. There is thus no difference between their view and ours of the desirability of
associating the United Nations, and they are giving thought to the best means of
doing it.

6: Hickerson sees difficulties in the way of giving a general warning to the Chi-
nese and North Koreans only in the course of the armistice discussions. This would
lack the weight of a joint declaration by the governments concerned and would also
introduced an element of chance in the publicity it would receive. I emphasized that
Mr. Pearson would be anxious to avoid making a separate statement of this sort on
behalf of the: Canadian Government. .

7. Hickerson commented that a major attack in violation of the armistice would
in effect constitute a new war. It is impossible to agree in âdvance on the extent of
the military action that might have to be taken by the United Nations forces, as the
prime necessity would be to protect their security. All that can be discussed at this
stage is the initial action following such an attack. The.United States government
continues to favqur both bombing beyond the Yalu and a naval blockade. (I think
that Hickerson himself has doubts about the value of the naval blockade, at any rate
as an initial step.) As to air action, what they have in mind here is attacking Chi-
nese, air bases wherever this would be most likely to damage their use of air power
and also 'communications and supply' depots. The}% are seeking agreement with the
United Kingdom now only on the minimum steps initially required.

g. With reference to Mr. Pearson's message No. 126 of December 3rd repeated in
your, EX-2322, the position as stated by Hickerson is that they. feel it necessary 'to
work out a general understanding with the United Kingdom before taking into their
,confidence•all the other countries with combat forces in Korea. He readily assured
me, howéver, that the State Department would keep the Embassy directly informed
of developments.' Certainly Mr. Acheson did not consider that Canada was being
indirectly consulted as a result of his discussion with Mr. Eden in Rome. Indeed,
d1ey are mildly plaintive here that the British promptly informed "the old Domin-
ions", although they are quite ready to givé Canada special treatment. They wish to
keep the discussions` at present on a very secret basis until. they are sufficiently
advanced to bring in the French in particular and others as well. They will not,
however, discuss with all the countries withlorces in Korea possible future opera-
tiôns in the event of a breach of ân armistice for fear of dangerous leaks.

911 shall send further comments 'tômorrow. ., ., . . . . . , ,
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Paris, December 6, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeât London No. 269:
Reference: Our telegram No., 130 of December 3.

KOREA talk last
Mr. ' 'Pearson and two members of the delegation had an

Ûb

houes
ect of Korea

evening
Atten-

':with Gross and Ross of the United States delegationof negotiations in Korea and action
. tion was given to both the immediate problem
in the United Nations in the post-armistice period. It was an^ nafco ô a ln ^é United

Pearson advanced a number of ideas ^peh^lbeen made below to set out in some
Nations with respect to Korea. An a p
logical sequence the main points made in the conversation. It will be appreciated
, that the conversation did not proceed in this orderly fashinand that no attempt
was made to exhaust the possibilities of any single suggestion.
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1 e
ch ef.de la délégatiôn à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

L Affaires extérieuresaux .,au secrétaire d; 'État .

Chairman, -Delegation; to ! United Nations Genera^sAssembly,
to Secretary of 501c, for External A.^`^a

Present Negotiations in Korea en in
ir made it clear that Mr. Acheson's consultations with Mr. ^other2.TheM

Rome were not to be thought of as adequate consultation the State Depatt-
members of the Commonwealth and said that we point. Some of the sugges-
ment through Wrong. Gross seemed to appreciate the pt ecial

tions made in our telegram underi reference were reId bepeated de to have any decla-evereinphasis was laid on the idea thatade w athin the framework of the United Nations
ration along the proposed lmes m
'insofar as that was possible. We'gofthe general impression that United States
thinking on the proposed declaration was neither as firm or as extreme as was at

` first suggested in Mr. Eden's telegrams.
3.,We agreed that every effort should be made to achieve inspection Prédufes

as sâtisfactory, as possible,to the Unified Command. Whate
proc

e ,̂it was agreed that^ some warn . ing of the consequences of a maco Pe^
"mi ght b son,
of the armistice would have 't6 be.giv t11 out the specific consequences of a
argued that any such declaration should not spe mak

h but rathér 'should be genéral in character. He urged the good sensâ Gen eraibreac
ing the`declaration here and the further value of its being contain

ed in
nor was

Assembly resolution. There was no opposition offered to the suggestion uestion-
theïe any expression of warm agreement by Gross: I`^ States^does ^not envisaSe
ing, Gross left us with the impression that the Un litical roblems of the
admitting any discussion of the future of Korea or'ôf the po P

!
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Far East under Item 5 (Recommendations to Governments) of the immediate
agenda in Korea: In his opinion such a development would reintroduce the old
controversy (on which in his opinion our side had now won its point) as to whether
a cease-fre should precede or follow negotiations on the future status.of Korea and
related Far Eastern problems.

Action in the United Nations
4. Gross made it a point to tell us that he had obtained specific clearance from

Washington to" talk on this subject with Mr. Pearson before the latter's'depârture
from Paris. He said he had not discussed the question with any other delegations,
including the United Kingdom on French delegations. After this introduction, the
substance of his remarks was somewhat disappointing; although an opportunity
was afforded for Mr. Pearson to make a number of informal suggestions as to pos-
sible future courses of action.
- 5. Gross said that United States views on action in the United Nations in the post-
armistice period were not yet firm and that the State Department and the Pentagon
were discussing the problem as a matter with urgent priority. We understood from
his words, however, that the United States considered a thorough airing of the sub-
ject in the United Nations to be desirable. The United States envisaged a report by
Ridgway to the Security Council along the lines already, familiar to us; i.e., a report
indicating that in the interests of achieving an armistice the Unified Command had
accepted inspection procedures. which were not completely satisfactory to it. An
anodyne resolution might then be introduced which would merely note the report
with satisfaction. There was some division of opinion within the State' Department
as to whèther such a resolution should reaffirm earlier Security Council and Gen-
eral Assembly resolutions on the subject of Korea. Gross believed that, in the inter-
ests of preventing a Soviet veto, reference to these earlier resolutions might be
omitted. He thought this view might prevail..

6. There could be no question of the Security Council in this resolution relin-
quishing its interest in the subject, nor should the resolution have anything to say
concerning the future of the Unified Command. (This approach is similar to that
which was . discussed in • parallel informal Commonwealth talks which are being
reported separately.) A second resolution' might be introduced in the Security
Council which would transfer consideration of the post-armistice settlement in
Korea to the General Assembly. Gross believed that if the Soviet Union was inter-
ested in stopping the fighting in Xorea it might not use its veto to prevent the
passage of such a resolution. Gross was of the opinion that the discussion of the
Present Korean 'item should be delayed for the time being, and in addition that
some decision should be taken to prevent discussion of Korea (at present it would
be discussed not only under Item 17 but also under Item 67, the Soviet item on the
agenda) until a cease-fire agreement had been reached in Korea.

7. It was apparent that beyond this point, United States thinking is not Grm, and
Gross was anxious to have Mr. Pearson's views: From what Gross said, it seemed
liké1y,`,hôwever, that the United States:

(a) Wôuld be unwilling to agree to any machinery which would involve a confer-
ence'ôf;`spokesmen of governments in formal session, since this would raise not
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the Communist Chinese. Govern-

Korean Government, and the Chlnese a

(b)
Would find it difficult, if there were to be a mediator, to entrust the role to any

non-American; commission
(c) Considered it important to have all the Big Four powers on any

which might, be established; ;

(d)
Would not regard the prolongation of negotiations over a long period with any

. , .
concern;

(

might be passed
e) Would insist that any General `Assembly resolut ion

reaffirm the important
concerning the future politicâl settlement m^ Korea
resolutions on Korea which had already been passed^^e function of any future

in
(f) Would be wary of the concept of "neutrals"

no
similarly in the

eutrals in the Un tedUnited Nations negotiations with the CommunistsC(and
tion of inspection teams) since there are theoretl y

Nations insofar as the Korean issue is concerned. be most
8. The discussion then céntered on the type of machinery which might

acceptable and effective. Gross suggested four Possibilities., They did not seem to
us to be mutually exclusive, nor did Gross explain in any detai ^^ s^ ÿ

diff
ereer-

ences s among them or the priority assigned in his
er l as a s ép^até organization or

(a)' A commission with advisory functions either
linked with" a United Nations mediator;

only the United States problem ; with respect to
t but also the problems of, the position of the R.O.K. Government, the .,North

men rT tionallst Government;

(b) A commission with good offices functons,

(c) A negotiating commission;

9. Mr. Pearson offered several more concrete s gg
stressed first the importance of the quality of the members of lnU1Nabody

tions
Commission which might be set up, and the desirability of its being a small tent

A three-man commission with the United States ,
the advan ^ge of smalesize

member, who might perhaps be an Indian, would have five-power group might
but would put tremendous pressure on th e

^f the United States,- . thelUSSR, two
reduce this pressure if it were to consis
friendly: but responsible members; possibly representing 8onérc^^ons derati on might
in Korea, and one "free-wheeler' i

The d1n Isthe Un ited Kingdom or France, since
be given to the desirability of no
the great-power nature of the group might lead to additional difficulties. Finally, he, care as
examined the possibility of a United Nations mediator, chosens io

great
n of undeter-

man of expérience, tact, and patience who might report to a co ht be con-mig
mined size. The work of Bunche in Palestine or Graham in

would have to go not only
sidered as examples.- It would ^e clear oewhich the mediator would report
toaKorea but also to Peking. the Assembly the
might sit in New York and would be responsible for reporting toparties. The Minister
existence or non-existence of a basis of agreement among the p which might
erriphasized . the' desirability .of inviting India to sit on any, body.
.

(d)A single United Natlons medator.: , ; , . U estions for consideration. He
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emerge, not only because of its contacts in Peking but also for the experience it
twould gain in the difficulties of negotiations with Far-Eastern Communists. He
indicated in addition that while Canada would certainly not Press' for a place on any
United Nations commission, which might be set up, we might be willing to serve if
our assistance were requested..

10. It was generally implied, although not spelled out in any detail, that the terms
of reference of any United Nations commission set up would be based on the prin-
ciple of a free, unified Korea with a government elected by democratic processes.
Further, its terms of reference would be limited to settlement of the Korean prob-
lem with no mandate given it to discuss Chinese representation, Formosa, or other
Far Eastern problems. The commission would have a mandate to discuss the
Korean settlement with all interested powers.

11. Gross thanked the Minister for his suggestions, and expressed the hope that
we might put any further thoughts we had on paper and give them soon, not only to
Washington but to the delegation here. Mr. Pearson said we would do so as soon as
'possible. For that reason, we would be grateful to have an early expression of views
Ironi the department on:
''J a) The procedure which might be followed in bringing the post-armistice prob-
lem of Korea before the General Assembly;

(b) The typé of resolution which might serve as a useful base for debate in the
General Assembly;

(c) The United Nations machinery which might be set'up to carry on considera-
tion of long-term political settlement in Korea.
The Minister has indicated that even the preliminary views of. departmental offi-
cials, along these lines would be useful to, him in his London talks, and has
expressed the hope that it might be possible for some such expression of views to
be 'sent to him in London within the next few days. We shall continue to canvass
'the views of other delegations here. Ends.. , . ,

163.;

, L'amlxrssadeur aux Étais-Unis ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Exteriral Affairs

'TELEGRAM WA-4153

Reference: My WA-4149 of December 5th.

DEA/50069-A-40

Washington, December 6, 1951

Repeat London" No. 2184 (important); Candel Paris No. 120.

TOP SECRET, IMMEDIATG

KOREA
1. This message is a summary of my own impressions of the armistice negotia-

tions. It seems more likely than not that an armistice will be concluded. The United
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the risk of a general war. ° ,S-
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6. Surely,: the main accomplishment of the .United Nations in Korea has been to
warn the Communist hierarchy that they cannot undertake military aggression with-
out the risk of grave consequences, including the possibility of general war. The
.military intervention of the United Nations forces_itself constituted such a warning
in the most compelling terms. It would seem logical,.therefore, that. if hostilities
were brought to an end by : an armistice arrangement, this :warning should be
repeated by or on behalf of the United Nations. Indeed, it would seem to me that a
declaration of this type might be regarded as essential in order to preserve the force
,and integrity of the United Nations position in resisting aggression.

7. With regard to paragraph 6. of EX-2331, it should not be overlooked that
United Nations military intervention in Korea was a specific application of the gen-
eral principle of deterring Communist aggression, the effects of which might not be
confined to Korea alone. It does not follow that those countries that undertook to
commit forces in support of this principle in Korea, by issuing or supporting the
proposed declaration, commit themselves to full-scale war against China in the
event of the breaking of the armistice agreement. In the exchanges which have
taken place it is clear that there are to be consultations on what specific military
measures might have to be undertaken in such an event.

'164. DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2339 Ottawa, December 7, 1951

Repeat London No. 2191; Candel Paris No. 122.
Reference: Your WA-4153 of December 6.

ARMISTICE IN KOREA: PROPOSED DECLARATION

,Following from the Acting Under-Secretary.
1. The problem is so complex and difficult that I would not want it to be confused

by any misunderstanding by you of the Departmental position as set forth in our
telegram No: 115 of December 5 to Paris for Mr. Pearson, repeated to you as EX-
2331 and to London as 2174.

2. I agree with the point made in your paragraph 5 that the other side should
'understand that if they deliberately resume fighting after an armistice, the conse-
quencés to them would be very grave. It does not however follow from this that
there shëûld be a declaration of the kind suggested by the Americans. Instead of a
declaration, the position of our side could, as the Minister suggested, be made clear
to the*other side in the course of the cease fire talks.
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'th the point you make in paragraph 5 of your telegram that
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DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affalon1

to High ' Commissioner in United Kt g

Ottawa, December 7, 1951
TE,EGttAM 2199 .

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE..

2, The United States appears to want to draw a
nese cannot cross because they will be deterred by the threat of dire conse-

the Chi

^
States appears to want.. hne in East Asia beyond mhich

views concerning a declaras on of. an armistice: as now become so compl
, to be taken following the conclus i of what the United
rated that it would perhaps be well to begin by. a general

Repeat Washington EX-2343; Paris No. 124 .

in
for the Minister. from Acting Under-Seçretary, Begins: The exchange of

F llow g in Korea and the steps
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quences on the analogy of the deterring of Soviet aggression in Berlin and Western
Germany., It is proposed that this line be drawn by; a general statement to the effect
that "a breach of the armistice by the Communist forces would be a very serious
matter and would make impossible the localization of, the subsequent. conflict".
This declaration, in the view of the United States, should preferably be made col-
lectively by the 16 governments with troops in Korea, although the United States
appears to be willing to have the declaration embodied in or approved by a resolu-
tion of the General Assembly.

3. The initial purpose'of the declaration is stated to be that of deterring a breach
of the armistice by Communist forces. It appears to be assumed that these forces
act by some central and, possibly single direction. As far as can be deduced this
central direction in Korea is considered to be vested in the Central People's Gov-
ernment of China though it is obviously assumed that the Soviet Union is in com-
pleté accord with China on the Korean question: There is, a good deal of evidence
in our opinion to support this view, though the evidence is by no means conclusive
and it might therefore be dangerous to base policy too firmly on the belief that the
Soviet Union, China and North Korea are as unanimous on the implementation of
Communist doctrine as they are on their belief in that doctrine.

4. The declaration once made, in the view of the United States, must be capable
of being implemented 'in case of need through military action. Such action, ini-
tially, should include a naval blockade of China and the bombing of air bases, sup-
ply centres and communications centres not only in Manchuria but in the rest of
China as well. The United States has informed us that such action would be the
result of a"major attack on the forces of the United Nations". The United States
has also informed us that the action to be taken in the case of "convincing évidence
through build-up in Manchuria (or indeed in Korea) that an attack was imminent"
is not included in'the present negotiations. This, so it seems' to us, is not satisfac-
toryin that it is obviously a contingency which should be faced. It is probably safe
to assume that in the event of such convincing evidence the United States would
ask for a further declaration that a build-up would justify active opposition. The
United States has said that it will not discuss the ultimate limitsof military mea-
sures in the event of a breach of the armistice at all and that it will not discuss
immediate militâry+ measures in the meeting of ambassadors in Washington.

General Bradley has said that it is his opinion that the Chinese have had
enough in Korea and would be "unlikely to 'violate the armistice". It seems to me
that if the Chinese violate the armistice they must realize that they are likely to
provoke a large-scale war and that they will do so because they are willing to
accept this risk. For this purposé a declaration is not needed. In these circum-
stances, it is perhaps admissible to consider the motives behind the United States
desire for a declaration. Undoubtedly, the desire to make it clear beyond all ques-
tion'that they will tolerate no breach of the armistice comes foremost but there are
Probably subsidiary motives as well. For example, it will be easier for the Adminis=
tratiori in the United States to meet its critics if it can point out that in accepting a
less than ideal armistice it has taken steps to try to rectify the lack of perfection.
Also, the United States Administration may think that it will be easier to withdraw
a largé proportion of their troops from Korea if there is in existence some explicit
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threat that the troops will . returnif 'advantage is taken'of their withdrawal. Thirdly,
the United States government might be 'hoping that by means of a declaration' it
will -commit its present allies to further activity in Korea in case of nee . ma y

6.'The post-armistice prôcedure the United States appears to envisage y
., ,

outlined as follows:' •
(a) A report fromGeneral Ridgway.to the Security.Council indicating that in the

interests of securing - an armistice, the armistice has been accepted without "com-
pletely, satisfactory", inspection procedures but that an armistice has been concluded

and that firing has ceased; . -
(b) The Security Council would then note with satisfaction General Ridgway 's

report. Some officers in the State Department appear to-want to' include a reference
to the earlièr resolutions by the Security Council and the General Assembly dealing
with -Korea but they appear to realize that the inclusion of. such references might
endanger the' plan by provoking a Soviet veto. As the United States plan appears
acceptable in its broad outline, it would seem to us to be wise to support those in
the State Department Who favour the omission of any reference to the earlier reso-
lutions. A resolution confining itself to noting with satisfaction would not involve
the Security Council in any relinquishment of its interest in Korea and would not
tamper with'the Unified Command in any way. The continued existence of the
Unified Command is apparently a strong consideration with the United States gov-
ernment, and one which we would certainly wish to support;

to invite;(c).A second resolution might be introduced into the Security Council
the General Assembly to consider a post=armistice settlement in Korea. It is our
view, however, that such a resolution is unnecessary and might well prove unwise.
It'is` unnecessary because,the General Assembly can debate such a subject if an
apprôpriate item is put on its agenda; it does not have to depend on the Security
Council to put the item there: Such a resolution might be unwise for several rea-
sons. 'One is that there would be 'a 'greât temptation, to. refer io earlier, resolutions
and to include statements of principle. Tlie inclusion of references to'earlier resolu-
tions 'might transform the resolution from a procedüral into a substantive one. The"
inclusion of statements of principle might provoke a Soviet veto for, the reason that
the Soviet'Union has hitherto taken the position that the future of, Korea,was a
matter not for the ^General Assembly, nor for the Security Council but for the Big
Four. ;They ^might' also object to referring the matter to a body where, the Central
People's Government of China is not represented although it is barely possible that
they might 'acquiesce if the initiati ve were taken by the General Assembly;

(d) The United States is anxioûs to avoid any discussion of Korea in the Gerieral
Assembly' until an armistice has been signed. There are two `items, numbers 17 and
67, which deal with Korea. This United States suggestion is well taken.

..-^T . The United States apparently has not yet formulated definite views on the way
in which the General Assembly could tackle its problem., It has considered four
methods: (1) an advisory commission, possibly linked with a mediator, (2) a good
offices commission; (3) a negotiating commission; and (4) a United Nations media-
tor `acting alone. Any of these, four bodies should, in the view of the United States,
be instructed to proceed on;the basis of a,free, unified Korea with a government
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elected by democratic processes,^ and there would be no,, latitude to includé other
subjects such as the future of Formosa and the Chinese seat in the United Nations.
With this position,we should agree. . .^. . .

8. The following are the terms on which the United States is willing to proceed to
a political settlement. - I comment on these in , the order in which they are given in
paragraph .7 of telegram No... 152 of December. 6 from the Canadian Delegation in
Paris: • . .. ..; , •. .

(a) The -United States will not agree to any system in which spokesmen of the
United States government and the -governments of North Korea and China would
have to meet 'together as 'representatives of governments. This is obviously con-
nected with the question of recognition and therefore we may have to accept United
States insistence on this point for the time being. In consequence the only methods

,open for the negotiation of a political settlement in Korea are the four types of
sommissions named in paragraph ;7.

(b) Preference for a mediator who is an American (we assume this to mean a U.S.
citizen) if maintained would rule out the possibility of a single mediator. While
Americans such as, for example, Bunche and Graham appear to us to be dispassion-
ate and impartial, it is ; unlikely that they would appear so to the Chinese or the
Russians.. After all, if the Americans can trust nobody but an American, it is hardly

A o be expected that the Chinese or the Russians could trust an American. If the
United States could be persuaded to modify its views on this point, a neutral media-
tor, might be found.• As .the reasons for favouring an American mediator are not
given; it is impossible to. assess whether such a change is possible.

(c) The inclusion of all four of the Big Four powers on a commission presumably
refers to the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and the Soviet Union and,
therefore, excludes the question of Chinese representation. But the presence, of
these four powers must lead to a large commission if there -are to be on it any
powers not directly concerned in the war. A commission of seven would appear to
be almost mandatory unless the United States can be persuaded to give up this
Preference. It might be worth while to urge the Five Power group, excluding the
United Kingdom and France, as you have suggested.

(d) The lack of concern in the United States Government over the prolongation of
post-armistice negotiations has âlready been made plain to us by Mr. Rusk in a
conversation with Mr. Wrong in Washington. Internal evidence, noticeably desider-
ata (b) and (é) in this list, give the impression that prolongation of the negotiations
might even be considered advantageous.

(e) Insistence on reaffirming existing General Assembly and Security, Council
resolutions on Korea in any new General Assembly resolution might well lead to
the failure of the whole plan. Reaffirmation of the past resolutions will add nothing
and might lead to failure to secure the necessary degree of co-operation from the
Soviet Union and Communist China. All the present "neutrals" would probably
çensidér â resolution containing such reaffirmations as a propaganda device.

(I) We'do not read this desideratum as meaning that in actual practice the United
States will oppose the use of representatives of countries commonly spoken of as
neùtrals.
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9. Taking the foregoing considerations into account; ^ I think that a brief outline of. • .• .
the most desirable plan to be followed is as set forth below: -

(a) The Security Council should note with approval the report of General Ridg-

way that an armistice has been concluded.
(b) The First Committée of the General Assembly should' consider a resolution

noting the conclusion of the armistice with approval, the Soviet Union does
Korea under a democratically-elected government (provided
not object too strongly to this) and setting up a-sub-committee consisting of five
: individuals (one the Chairman of the First Committee and four members to be cho-
sen by him from the United States, the Soviet Union, India, and one other state).

(c) The terms of reference of the sub-committee of the Korean problem ^We
in trying to reach a long-term political settlement
would interpret this to mean that the sub-committee would meet' with representa-
tives of the People's Republic of China and the North

Korean authorities on the
United States and

one hand and with representatives of the governments of the U
South Korea on the other. hand. It would. not be necessary for all members of the
sub-committee to meet with the representatives of any given government.

the
10. In coming to these, conclusions, we have been influenceramWA-4153 of

consideration outlined in paragraph 6 of Mr. Wrong s teleg
December 6 that "the main accomplishment of the'United Nations in Korea has
been to warn the Communist hierarchy that they could not ûndertake military
aggression without the risk of grave consequences, including the possibility of gen-
eral war" but also by the action of the Chinese in the fa113 1950 0 oclearly

f ideology) that
(and this appears to be an historical axiom, not merely
China will not accept a hostile regime in Korea: that so long C^an att empt

llensure that
to unify, all of Korea under a government hostile to China,

KOREAN CONF[.ICT

L'ambassadeur aux États=Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs .

,Top SECRET. IMMEDIATE:

Washington, December 12, 1951

KOREA --- UNITED STATES UNITED KINGDOM NEGOTIATIONS
.......r r% m nnCA!`t7 'nR ARMISTICE ETC.

UN 11C%,LHnn IL ivl I v.. .,........-- -

^ Following for the Under-Secretary , 'Begins: We have )earned ôn, a most personaorted
and confidential basis that Australian High Commissioner in London has reP otia

` in telegrams to Casey in Washington that the United States attitude is that neg
'tions"on the Korean' settlement should 'be kept at ' present on a'bilatcral basis
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between the United States and the .United Kingdom and should not be. communi-
cated to the Commonwealth Governments mentioned in paragraph 9 of EX-2308 of
December 1 st (this view was apparently made, known . to the Foreign. Office by
means of a memorandum from the United States Ambassador in London). High
Commissioner reported that the Foreign Office: and, Commonwealth Relations
Office were pressing for the ban to be lifted and hoped that Mr. Eden would soon
be able to telegraph the United Kingdom Embassy.in Washington to this effect. The
Australian messages further stated that Commonwealth Relations Office will very,
shortly be 'communicating with Commonwealth Governments mentioned above, to
the following effect:

(1) The United Kingdom will insist that these Commonwealth Governments be
taken into confidence,

(2) The United Kingdom believes that if inspection terms were satisfactory or
even relatively satisfactory, warning declaration would be unduly provocative and
might harden Chinese opposition,

(3) The United Kingdom is inclined to interpret the establishment of a neutral
inspecting organ as "relatively satisfactory". Ends.

167. DEA/50069-A-40,. . ....,-; . , _ , , .
- Message personnel du secrétaire d'État des Relations du Commonwealth du;

Royaume-Uni
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Personal Message from Secretaryof State for Commonwealth Relations of
United Kingdorn

to Secretary of State for External Affairs : - ,:.. , ._t'

Top SECRET [London], December 13, 1951
High Commissioner will convey to you information as to the further approach

which Mr.,; Acheson has made to Foreign Secretary regarding warnings which
might be given to Communists in regard to major infractions of any armistice
terms, including arrangements for supervision. Our High Commissioner will also
give you the terms of the reply which Foreign Secretary is making.65

This exchange of,views does not, of course, take the place of the consultations
which; at thè appropriate stage, will have to take place with the various Govern-
ments with forces in Korea. The exchange is nothing more than a means' of ensur-
ing,that the views of the Unite&Kingdom and United States are not widely
divergent when definite proposals have to be formulated. You will also see that in
fact we and the United States are by no means yet in line with each other in our
thinking on the subject.

I have thought it only right that even at this very preliminary stage you should
be kept informed, but it would I think be helpful if you would keep the informationtA

-%,•y 11mrow circ ►e, in c:anaaa, as is

^ Voir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume Vil, pp. 1238-9, 1249-50,1317-19.
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- There has ` been no communication at all as yet on the subject between the
United States and the foreign countries concerned. The United Kingdom cannot, of

course, speak for another Commonwealth country at any time unless requested to
do so and, on this occasion, were in any case precluded from doing so by United
States insistence on informal and bilateral consultation, to which they wish to con-

fine present United Kingdom/United States exchange of views. - But we have
insisted with United States on necessity of our keeping you informed. In spite of

these difficûlties, we here shall naturally be very glad to have any views which you
may feel able to express in the light of this personal exchange between Mr. Ache-
son and the Foreign Secretary.

168.
DEA/50069-A-40

Message personnel du secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État des Relations du Commonwealth du Royaume-Uni

Personal Message from Secretary of State for. External Affairs

to Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations of United Kingdom

TOP SECRET
Ottawa, December 14, 1951

Thank you- for your personal message of December 13 concerning the recent

exchanges of views . between Mr. Eden and Mr. Acheson on a warning statement
which might be made of the consequences of a major breach of the armistice which

we all hope will soon be concluded in Korea.
2. I am making sure that the information which you have been good enough to

pass to me is safeguarded by being made known to a very narrow circle in Canada.
3. I am in substantial agreement with Mr. Eden's comments on the United States

proposals and I am particularly pleased that Mr. Eden has emphasized the need to
have a positive plan for action in the event of the armistice being concluded and
loyally observed. There are two points on which I should like to comment.
: 4. Mr. Eden's revision of the last paragraph of the State Department's draft decla-

ration is, in my opinion, a great improvement over the original. Mr. Eden, however,
has retained in his revision the term "aggression" which appears . in the State

Department draft: - The effect of this is to relate the warning to "another act of
aggression" and not to a major breach of the armistice. It seems to me essential to
restrict the, warning to the consequences of a major breach of the armistice. Other-

wise the ,warning could be interpreted to involve a special commitment of indefi-
nite duration to defend against aggression whatever permanent settlement in Korea
may. emerge from the discussions, which we hope will take place after the conclu-
sion of an armistice. : ; .

5. This interpretation could not be given if the last two sentences of the p%f the
declaration were to read as follows:. "We affirm that if there is a breach
armistice which challenges again the principles of the United. Nations, we should
again be united and prompt to resist. The consequences of such a breach of the
armistice would be so grave that it might then prove impossible to confine hosnli-

ties within the frontiers of Korea".

I
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6: I noté that the conclusion of the State Departmènt is that "a collective state-
ment by the United Nations is 'not practicable". I am not convincèd that this conclu-
sion is justified. In order to secure an overwhelming majority in the United Nations
it would, of course, be 'necessary to tone down any statement about the conse-
quences'of a major• breach of,the armistice., The • farthest `that the United Nations
General Assembly might be prepared to go might be to state that the consequences
of â major breach of the armistice would be grave.,It seems to me, however, that
the advantages of action through the United Nations outweigh the disadvantages of
toning down the, warning.. -: - 11 .

169. . . , I t . . ; - . . • . , . DEA/

,• . ; L'ambassadeur aux LEtats-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affairesj`'aires extérieures

Ambassador. in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM, WA-4241

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT

50069-A-40

Reference: ^ My WA-4204 of December 12th.

PROPOSED DECLARATION CONCERNING BREACH OF A KOREAN ARMISTICE

1. I saw Hickerson at his request this afternoon. He had with him Raynor and
Alexis Johnson. The purpose was to bring me up-to-date on the proposal for a dec-
laration,in the event of an armistice by the governments with forces in Korea. He
is seeing also the Australian, New Zealand, and South African chiefs of mission,
but as yet no other governments except the United Kingdom are being consulted.

2. He said that the considered view here is•that the major sanction against a Com-
munist breach of the armistice must be the fear of the consequences and that there-
fore something would have to be done to make clear the consequences, even if the
Communists agreed to satisfactory inspection procedures. Tt was quite apparent,
however, that they would not'agree to such procedures ' and that the armistice, if
concluded, would fall short of adequate inspectiôn arrangements.

3. He also said that the settled view was that the parties to the declaration should,
if pôssible, include the sixteen governments with combat forces in Korea. Theystood in ,â special position among the United Nations and their forces would have
to face the consequences of renewed fighting. The declaration should be issued
withiri 48 hours of the signature of the armistice. The United States Government is
satisfi^ that it would be impossible to negotiate a satisfactory declaration in the
Gene`ra1'Assembly, but they would hope that the General Assembly would note'
With approval the declaration in a resôlution on Korea which would have to come
before it after the armistice was concluded.

4. A draft declaration was submitted 1 t k, h1as wee to t e Bntish Government. The
first sen'tence, which was acceptable in' London,' declared the intention of the gov-`. , . . . ,. .
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concerned fully to observe the terms.of the armistice and to â
ft wasp o theernments

ful settlement in Korea. The second sent ence
was committed in Korea, the coun-

effect that, in the event that renewed agg hic limitations,-without
tries responsible would receive. the full

uTheBb ^sh have objecgtedg to this sentence as
which they would so richly deserv
too strong and have proposed an alternative which is regardi enot be posslible
is to the effect that, in the event of a renewal of aggresslon,

might

to confine the hostilities to Korea. preparing an alternative draft less
5. The United States Government but more sopthan the British counter-propo-

emphatic than their original propo • of this alternative as soon as it
sal. Hickerson said that he would give me a copy He told
was ready for presentation to. London, probably tomorrow or wede ^ons

day .
from the

me that they were most anxious to receive ornments
^ o assure you that full

Canadian Government as soon possible a
consideration would be given to the Canadian point of view. very

6. He also asked that these discussions should con tinue
o the other

treated
con-

secret, since they did not wish to broach the subject t

cerned until' they- had ` gôt somewhere in their discussions
like to makBprogressuas

selves, and the three other "old dominions' - They would
at issue in the armistice

rapidly as possible in the hope that the remaining po
negotiations, difficult though they are, may be settled by Decembbeâ

.
reë g to this

7. 1 said that one of the major difficultie s ^a ^^that
letting thémselves in for an unlim-was

unlim-
statement, the governments concerned might

^

which
ited war in the Far East at the discretion of the Unified Commlé renewal of fight-
Government of the United Sta^eihe Un fiedZCommandazmust be free . to take steps
ing in Korea would mean tha
necess

for the security of the forces, but that there were very' i
of °henhostilitiesary

as well: as military considerations involved in any extension action waslitary
outside Korea. Could he throw any further ligh voâ

th itthe ue
of
se of air power against

contemplated?. He answered that the view here int of. view,
any targets in China which were worth . attacking from a military. Poick and use-

such as communications centres in additiOé
Son rinaKorea^UThCommunists had

ful counter-stroke against renewed agg p lies
some 800,000 men in Korea itself, and it,was thou

ahied their 1 nes of ommunica-
sufficient for a 20 day general offensive. If they rep ^,ould be
tion from Manchuria during an armistice as they Wuration without adding to their
able to maintain a sustained offensive of longer ...
forces. This Possibility could be to some degree reduced if on theaouu Sra^^°y f

ur
sa e

-
-tChinese

therr f ghting there was:a widespsa han^n of using g ôùrid forces on the Asiatic

mful alnland
; point. No one;

I
he added, g

outside Korea. A. naval , blockade, however,, excluding Port h^ Wôuld
.

Dairen, continued to be favoured by the Unified Çommand, even thoug recise
not bring quick results. He did not ask for agreementon that theS Çommunnst would
military. plan of action, but to the . general proposition

to pay heavily'for it in some way or other if they resumed fighting and should
be'ïnade to understand this" as soon as the armistice was concluded.
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8. I pointed out that it might conceivably be part of general Communist strategy
to draw as much of the air and land forces of the United Nations as possible into
the Korean area without the Soviet Government having committed itself deeply, in
order to help clear the way for Soviet invasion of Western Europe. He said that
they were certainly alive to this : possibility and that the decision on what to do
could only be taken at the time the crisis arose. Certainly if war began in Europe,
the governments concerned would not be in any way committed to keeping.their
forces in Korea at all. There would obviously have to be consultations as the situa-
tion developed, and. he recognized that the. issues involved were by no means
purely military. Much would depend on the degree to which the Soviet Government
committed itself in any renewal of fighting in Korea.

9. Hickerson also said that the State Department would be consulting us soon on
the steps to be taken following an armistice towards the achievement of a political
settlement in Korea. . .

170. DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-4246 . Washington, December 18, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your,EX-2391 of December 18th. fi.
. . _ . ,,..F. • ,

PROPOSED DECLARATION CONCERNING BREACH OF A KOREAN ARMISTICE

1. We were handed bÿ the State Department late this afternoon the re-draft
referred to in paragraph 5 of my WA-4241 of December 17th. This draft is being
given today to the -British, Australians, New Zealanders, and South Africans for
comment. The last two sentences follow closely the revision proposed by the
United Kingdom, although the intimation that a renewal of fighting in Korea would
involve retaliation outside Korea is in somewhat stronger language. You will note
that the draft includes the change suggested by the British, 'conveying in effect a
pledge to resist aggression anywhere. I should be glad to have your instructions as
soon as possible.

2. The text of the new draft is as follows: Text begins:
Wé the nations participating in the Korean action support the decision of the

Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations Command to conclude an armistice
agreement. We hereby affirm our determination fully and faithfully to carry out the
terms of tha4armistice: We expect that the other parties to the agreement will like-
wise scrupulôusly observe its terms. -

The task ahead is not an easy one. We will support the efforts of the United
Nations to bring about an equitable settlement in Korea based on the principles
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which have ^ long been established by the United Nations, and which ; call for a
united, independent and democratic Korea. We will support. the United Nations in
its efforts to assist the people of Korea in repairing the ravages of war:

We declare again our faith in the principles and purposes of the United Nations,
our consciousness of 'Our condnuing responsibilities in Korea, and our determina-
tion in good faith to seek a settlement of the Korean problem. We affirm that if
another act of aggression were to challenge again the principles of the United
Nations we should again be united and prompt to resist.-Should aggression be com-
mitted again in Korea the consequences would be, so • grave that it would, in all
probability, not be possible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea. Text

171.:. ,

to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

.;,• . - . .
Ambassador in United States

, , au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

TELEGRAM WA-4263 I Washington, December 20, 1951

TOP SECRET

Reference: My WA-4246 of December 18th.

PROPOSED DECLARATION CONCERNING BREACH OF A KOREAN ARMISTICE

1. I have now received your despatch Y-3565 of December 15tht covering the
messages exchanged with Lord Ismay on the original. United States draft and
related issues. I share the view expressed in paragraph 4 of your message to Lord
Ismay of December 15th that the declaration should relate to a major breach of the
armistice rather than to aggression, in general.

2: An additional comment relates to the sentence in Mr: Eden's revision (which is
incorporated in the State Department's 're-draft) beginning "we affirm that if
another act of aggression .:."This sentence could be read as implying a promiseresy
the governments party to the declaration to resist promptly "another act of aggres-

sion" anywhere - in the world . and not . merely in Korea. I doubt whether su ch
aiinterpretation was meant by the Foreign Office; it certainly would be an inapp p-

ate and unwise undertaking for sixteen governments to make. Your own revision
would look after this.

3.tThe State Department, wants I something rather more positive than either ^N
; Eden's or your wording for the last sentence, as is evident from my, talk with Hk.
erson and from the language ; used in . their revision. The question is whether we
should be prepared to go as far as this language if reference to a serious ba^ght
the arcnistice is substituted for the word "aggression". I- suggest that you

, consider the following alternative wording for the last two sentences:. - ,
F .•^;- . , , , .. .. , • •

I
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"We affirni. that if the armistice should be broken by another act of aggression
which challenges the principles'of the United Nations we should again be united
and prompt to resist., The consequences of such a breach of the armistice would be
sô grave that, in ` all probability, it would not be possible to confine hostilides '
within the frontiers of Korea: '

4. I doubt that we will get anywhere by pursuing the suggestion that the declara-
tion should be made by the United Nations rather than by the governments contrib-
uting forces in Korea. The State Department and the Foreign Office agree that this
course is not practicable and that the most that could be attained would be to have
the declaration later noted with approval by the Assembly. The timing, which is of
considerable importance, could not be controlled if the matter were thrown into the
Assembly for debate. I think also that any statement which could secure the desira-
ble large majority in the Assembly would have to be so watered down that it would
mean

172.

au secrétaire. d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

TELEGRAM WA-4268

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
. Ambass^dor in 'United States

DEA/50069-A=40

Washington, December 20, 1951

Top SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference:' My WA-4263 of December 20th:

PROPOSED DECLARATION AfTER A KOREAN ARMISTICE

1 Hickerson asked me to see him 'again this afternoon on this matter.'I told him
that I had not received your comments on my discussion with him on December'
17th (my WA-4241) or on the United States redraft given us on December '18th
(MY WA-4246). I knew, however, that if a declaration were agreed on you would
wish the last two sentences to refer to a breach of the armistice instead of to aggres-.
sion generally, 'and I mentioned the terms of the revision which I suggested to you
in pamgraph 3 of my WA-4263. He appeared to think that a revision on these lines
would probably be acceptable here.

2• He told me that last night telegrams had been despatched to the United States
Ambassadors in France, Greece, Turkey, Belgium and the Netherlands instructing
theiri to'submit the proposed declaration to those governments. The Belgians were
to be asked to inform the Luxembourg Government, as the Luxembourg contingent
is part of the Belgian battalion in Korea: This left the governments of Thailand, the
Philippines; Colombia and Ethiopia still to be consulted. They are putting this off
for the moment because of their great anxiety to maintain complete secrecy: He
asked that we should not in Ottawa or here indicate to any of the missions of the
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Australia,
countries consulted, other than those of the.United Kintgdncture earlierveW ^a
land and South Africa, that we had been brought- into the p

3: He read me a telegram sent last night by Mr. Gifford. stating b^^ t^ Wo had

told him that the last.United States draf^h acceptable to
proposed to ,do at. the.'earliest

have to secure Cabinet concurrence,
opportunity.

4. He went on to say that his special reason for seeing mea tod ay to
testerday, atStaff at, a long

whichviews he and
expressed by

Johnson
the Joint C

represente^a f^e State Department. This, left him with the• pro
strong impression that agreement on the issuance of a d^1 le ^ohtonaké .tlt^ie differ-
posed as soon as possible after the signatu re

have not yet approved thee Joint Chiefsence in getting an armistice at all. (Th
draft, but have not raised objections to it.) The Joint Ceconstruction in

c
Koreaonat

cerned over the danger of airfield construction and
points which would permit jet fighters to operate efficientlbyu ltg, but are not now
Nations ground forces. Three such

infl
fields

by bombing. It seems fairly certain that
operational because of the dam g ploy
the Communists will refuse to accept a commitment agains t the . repair and

would be policed by
ment of airfields in Korea as part of the arrlusttic^e

`

Joint Chiefs were only inclined
the stationing of observer teams at the airpo s
to give in on this if a solemn warning of the consequences of violating the armi-

stice were issued. a
5. He also referred again to the Joint Chiefs' concern aboutand forces to IKoreaf if

sudden attack without the movement ^é =dd^lWays and roads during' an armistice.
the Communists were able to repair
The latest estimate of Far East Command is -that there aresiv^e. If they we e
troops in Korea with adequate supplies for a 26-day major offen
able to move supplies in quantity from Manchuria over repairedlie^ s o^ ô^^éce-
cations,;they could continue an offensive for a considerably longer

the Joint Chiefs thought that for this military reason also a grave warning must

be issued.
6. In addition he mentioned the problem of morale in South Korea: If the S Û h

stice endured for some time and the United Nations fo ^eé UnUnited Nations and the
Koreans might .feel that they were being deserted by
way would be opened for Communist subversion and infiltration. -A solemn assur-

ance,would help to meet this risk.
7. I told him that you continue to see advantages in aiming at a declaration by s

General Assembly rather than by the sixteen countrihehhad previously given
reinforced by the'views of the Joint Chiefs, the argument
me. These are, first, that the declaration must be made almost immedia^t,ele ^a,on^y

signing of the armistice, secondly, that any re ^ so diluted in substance as not to
could be secured in the United Nations would
meet the requirements.
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8. I hope that you will be able to send me your comments very shortly. We are
having a discussion within a day or two with the State Department on the means of
proceeding towards a settlement after. an armistice comes into effect.

DEA/50069-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
'to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2406

-TOP SECRET

, Repeat London No. 2261.
Reference your telegram WA-4246 'of December 18.

Ottawa, December 20, 1951

PROPOSED DECLARATION ON KOREA

The' fresh draft of the declaration, as you say, includes the changes suggested by
thé British with the addition of stronger language in the last'sentence. I think, how-
ever, that there may have been a misinterpretation of British motives and that it was
not Mr. Eden's intention'that this " déclaration should be a pledge. to 'resist aggres-
sion wherever it might occur. Our conversations with Earnscliffe lead us to beliéve

'that Mr. Eden was confining himself to Korea:
2.` Even if it was the British intention to give a pledge agairist aggression 'any-

where this does not meet my views, which'have been outlined in EX-2391 ' of
December 18t and ' in the exchange of 'personal messages with Lord Ismay which
you will by now have received.' I would prefer that any declaration should be con-
fined to the consequences of a major breach of the armistice and should not àppear
to give a blanket pledge against aggression in general or to give a timeless guaran-
tee in Korea. These limitations as to time and place are taken care of in the redraft
of the last two sentences of the declaration which I sent to you yesterda}►:

We affirm that if there is â breach of the armistice which challenges again the
principles of the United Nations, we should again be united and prompt to resist.
The consequences of such a breach of the armistice would be so grave that it might
then prove impossible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea"

3. In communicating my views on what a declaration could suitably contain, I
should like you to let it be understood that I am not necessarily at this time agreeing
to subscribe to a declaration made outside the United Nations. I am not convinced
that the possibility of giving an adequate warning through the United Nations has
yet been thoroughly explored. I realize that a declaration made through the United
Nations might have to be somewhat milder iii language than that proposed by the
United States but this might be advantageous rather than disadvantageous, provid-
ing that the modification did not remove all warning significance from the
declazation.
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DEA/50069-A-40
174. - . . . : : . .^ ..

du' secrétaire d'État dés Relations du Commonwealth du
'Message personnel

RoyaumeUni
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Personal Message from Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations of

United Kingdôm

in' Korea.

now revised, and secondly to the Pubs. y
ing to an undesirable split vote in the ^lssembly; and probislaiso theg assbil ty of
nious discussion of the whole Korean issue there. There , Poof hostilitiescertain States abstaining on a resolution implying risk of an extensione ed down to
to ôther parts of Asia. We might therefore find any resolution so `
secure the necessary majority as to become unacceptable to the

osUn
ite

d ica
States

l solut^on
ernment. In all the circumstances our own feeling is that : practical

be for statement to be addressed to the ^lssembly by the powers with forces

KOREAN CONI' ICT

[London], December 22, 1951

KOREA ARMISTICE TALKS Sec-
Your personal message of December 15th has been discussed them United

retary and was considered by Cabinet yesterday when they had before
States suggestions for further amendments of the draft statement. t

As our High Commissioner will inform you we have told the United Stateit
we are prepared to accept their amended text but have at the same time made
clear that this is subject to further discussion between e United

Governments
Kingdom, Canadian, Australian, New Zealand and South
and thât in particular we think there is much force in your criticism (which we have
not ascribed to you by, name) about the.use of the term "aggression". I assume that
you will now, have yourself put this point to the Unitéd States Government and we
should be very glad to learn of their reactions from you.,

With reference to paragraph 6 of your message we have also told
the Americans

if i is
that we agree with you that action by the United Nations would be preferable
practicable. But is it? We should be, môst-grateful fo'r ryour. ébl r of the draft^as
point having regard first to the general acceptability to the Ass sition lead-

'b'1't of Soviet ôr Egyp6an opPo
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Afj`'airs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2430 Ottawa, December 22, .1951

TOP SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference your WA-4268 of December 20.

PROPOSED DECLARATION AFfER A KOREAN ARMISTICE

1. I regret, that my. message, to you, EX-2406, of December 20 containing my
_ redraft of the last two sentences of the declaration and setting forth my views on
how to bring the declaration within the United Nations, did not reach you in time to
be of, assistance to,you in your interview with Hickerson on Thursday, afternoon.

2. On December 20 i répeated to London my telegram EX-2406. I also requested
our: High Commissioners in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa to inform
these three Governments of the amendment which I had suggested of the last two
sentences of the declaration, and the views set forth in paragraph 3 of my telegram
to you No. EX-2406..

3. It appears; liowever, that your compromise draft of the last two sentences has
been forwarded to London and, according to a message which I have just received
from Lord Ismay, accepted by the Cabinet there. This puts us in somewhat of a
difficulty. The last sentence of your compromise we are now prepared to accept,
though I still think that our original wording is preferable. However, in the revision
you suggest to the first sentence, you refer to the possibility of the armistice being
broken by "another act of. aggression". The use of this language might be inter-
preted to mean that the Security, Council or the General Assembly would have to
declare that another act of aggression had taken place before action was possible.
Our draft, on the other hand, regarded any breach of the armistice which constituted
a challenge to the principles of the United Nations as a continuation of the old
aggression. For this reason, we prefer our original draft of this first sentence and
hope that the State Department will agree to it. I have informed Clutterbuck, who
called on me this, morning, to this effect.

4. So far as the relationship of the declaration to the United Nations is concerned,
We will not press, for any U.N. resolution embodying its terms. We would hope,
however, that the U.N. could endorse the declaration in some way, or at least that it
could be brought formally to its attention. In the note which Clutterbuck left with
me from his Secretary of State, he suggests that the most practical solution would
be for the declaration to be addressed to the Assembly by the powers with forces in
Korea, though he does not indicate how this should be done.
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DEA/50069-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ' '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA=4290
Washington; December 26, 1951

176.

TOP SECRET
Reference: Your EX-2433 of December 24tht (received December 26th).

PROPOSED DECLARATION AFTER A KOREAN ARMISTICE
December 24th. I

1. I left a memorandum with Alexis Johnson on the
an y fficûltyhere in substitut-

ing

from what he said that there is unl Y to be
y ression" used in the

ing reference to a breach of the armistice - for 'the term "agg used
State Department's draft. Johnson said that the word "aggeventof a renewal of the
make it clear that the warning would apply only in the
war in Korea in violation of the armistice, and not to incidents short

ourhlroposed
him that we should certainly have

such
objections tor 1"ser'ous" before the words

redraft a qualifying adJective, suc J
"breach of the armistice". He and Hickerson have both told me d béntesa as
in our comment that if, the word aggression were used it co

interpreted

requiring a finding by the Security. Council or General Assembly before action

,. could be taken.
. ^

2. I also have had a word with the Secretary of State on limiting this part of the
declaration to a violation of the armistice, and he appeared to agree.

e 30-
3. I asked Johnson whether they were contemplating an ext ^ hthe army

limit for agreement on the line of contact under item 2 of the génda for

talks. He said that as the battle-line had not changed duringDthe 30 days it
ecember 27th

would not be necessary to secure an extension,
at issue

but
mightr resolved within a briefresolved

it looked, as though the remaining points be
an extension to a specific date might help to secure the completion of the

p . ., , . . .
negotiations.

'the r'nemorandum left with Johnson varied in some minor detailsss
frorn
a e4. S^nce

the version given in ; your ,EX-24 i, I^ ce but if you are giving
inmy' following S

the memoran-
,'None of the differences is of any po

`durim
wider circulation it will be well to use the exact` text handed' to the State

j Department.
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.. _. ;
L'an:bassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État'aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs,

CONFLIT CORÉEN

TELEGRAM WA-4291,

TOP SECRET

Reference: My immediately preceding teletype.

DEA/50069-A-40

Washington, December 26, 1951

PROPOSED DECLARATION AFTER A KOREAN ARMISTICE

The text of the memorandum given the State Department on December 24th is
as follows:

1. If an armistice is concluded in Korea, the government of Canada is prepared to
concur in the publication of a warning declaration by the governments with combat
forces in Korea, provided that a change is made in the last two sentences of the
draft submitted to the Canadian Embassy by the Department of State on December
18th and that the Department of State is in agreement with the understandings set
forth below.

2. On the text of the declaration, the Canadian Government considers that the
warning in the last paragraph should be restricted to Korea and should refer to a
serious breach of. the armistice rather than to an act of aggression. The purpose of
the declaration is to seek to ensure the faithful observance of the armistice by the
Communists until a political settlement can be achieved. Furthermore, the use of a
term "another act ôf aggression" instead : of "breach !of the anmistice", might be
interpreted to mean that the Security Council or General Assembly would have to
find that a new, act of aggression had taken place before action was possible. The
adoption of the following language in these sentences would meet this point:

"We affirm that if there is a breach of the armistice which challenges again the
Principles of the United Nations we should again be united and prompt to resist.
The consequences of such a breach of the armistice would be so grave that, in all
probability, it would not be possible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of
Korea", . , . ^

3• The Canadian Government would prefer that the warning of the consequences
in the final sentence of the declaration should be in less specific language such as:
The consequences of such a breach of the armistice would.be so grave . that it
roight then prove impossible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea". It
is, however, prepared to accept the stronger language suggested by the Department
of State if the other governments concerned consider that this would be acceptable.

k, F
declaration does not commit the parties to any particular form of sanctions if a
majôrbreach' of the armistice takes place.

4. It is'the understanding of the Canadian Government that artici ation in the
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'5: It would be preferable for the declaration to be made by the United Nations
rather than by the sixteen governments ,with forces in, Korea, but the serious diffi-
culties in the way of. embodying a satisfactory. declaration in a resolution of the
United Nations are recognized. The Canadian Government, however, is firmly of
the opinion that the declaration should, ' if possible, be endorsed *in some way by
United Nations' action, or at the very least brought formally to the attention of the

United Nations.
6. Adearly expression of the views of the Department of Stâte on these sugges-

tions would be welcomed.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis,

DEA/50069-A-40

. au, secrétaire. d'État aux Affaires extérieures
;^: . . •

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-4296 Washington, December. 26, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

th` th r ints mâde in ouf Menlo-

Reference: My messages WA-4290 and WA-4291 of today.
. . , . • ^

PROPOSED DECLARATION AFfER 'A KOREAN ARMISTICE
the last

1. The State Department has this afternoon given us a new wording fo
r

two sentences of the draft declaration; which has been prepared in order to meet
ntsboth the Canadian criticism and criticism" made by some other governme. Their

new draft reads as follows:,"We affirm; in the interests of world peace, that if there
is a renewal of the armed !Mac k; challenging again the principles of the United
Nations, we should again be united and prompt to resist. The consequences of such
a breach of the armistice would be so grave that, in all probability, it would not be
possible to confine hostilities within the frontiers of Korea .
- 2. They are most anxious to get the concurrence of the governments consulted bysion of

Friday at latest, a main reason being that the negotiations about the s`o p be lable to
the armistice'are making no real progress " and they therefore want
inform Ridgway that he can rely on the publication of the declaration. This would
enable the United Nations negotiators to make some concessions which they other-
wise 'are not prepared to propose.

3: The "new langùage is designed to make clear the following points:*

"(a)' That the pledgeapplies to Koréa ônly;

(b) That it would be effective only during thë period of the armistice;
(c) That,counter-action against a renewed attack would be undertaken without

seeking new authority from the United Nâtions.

4. We were also given verbal comments on e o e po

randum of December 24th. On our suggestion in paragraph 3 that the Canadian
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Government would prefer less specific language in the final sentence of the decla-
ration, their view is that the language proposed is as. unprovocative as can be
devised if the necessities of the situation are to be met; no other government has
proposed less specific language, except thè British Government which has now
agreed to the stronger version. On paragraph 4, the State Department agrees that the
declaration does not commit the parties to any particular form of sanctions, com-
menting that the action required in the event of a renewal of the war must depend
on the military situation at the time. On paragraph 5, they certainly hope it will
prove possible to secure an endorsement of the declaration by the General Assem-
bly and will work to this end.

5. Of the governments already consulted, the United Kingdom, Turkey and
Greece have definitely,- accepted the United States proposals; Belgium and the
Nethérlands are prepared to go along with whatever the United Kingdom approves;
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand do not seem to have approved specifi-
cally as yet; no word has been received from the French Government. They have
not extended the consultations yet to include.Thailand, the Philippines, Ethiopia
and Colombia, presumably on the ground that they wish, to get an agreed text
between the 12 other governments before approaching them.

179. ' , , . DEA/50069
; Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à. l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .

Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2441

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE. -

Repeat London No. 2298.
Reference: Your WA-4296 of December 26.

Ottawa, December 27,.1951

PROPOSED DECLARATION AiTER A KOREAN ^ ARMISTICE

Following from Under-Secretary, Begins: We have examined the text of the last
two sentences submitted by the State Department and consider that, although there
is still room for improvement, we need not press for any further revisions, in view
of the attitude of the United States and other governments with forces in Korea.

2• The revised text meetsour essential requirements as stated by the Minister and
discûssed by him with the Prime Minister. For this reason, I do not propose to
consult the Minister again before authorizing you to tell the State Department that
we now givé our agreement to the wording of the declaration on the understanding,
already: settled,, that agreement to it does not 'commit the parties 'to any particular
form of' sanction. You are accordingly authorized to communicate to the State
DePaztmént the agreement of the Canadian Government-Ends.
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

: pour le Cabinet

United States 162.50 :

United Kingdom 28•^
- Canada 7.50

Thailand 4.37

Australia
Philippines
Brazil . 5 1 .1, 2.70

2 14

of State for External Affairs.
Memorandum from Secreta

to Ca
rybet

Ottawa, Fébruary 20, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION N AND PALFS7'1NE RELIEF '
PROGRAMMES FOR KOREA

A. Korean Relief
On November 22, 1950, Cabinet authorized the Canadian Dio P^llâmentary

General Assembly to agree that the Canadi Na
Government,

ôns Relief
subject

Rehabilitation Pro-
approval, would contribute to the United 1, 1951 toeriod January
gramme in Korea 3.2% of the total funds req ir ôn^^ ^ôn should not exceed $8
early 1952, subject to the condition that the

Feb-million.
2. The Report of the United Nations Negotiating Committee made public ^

iu

been

ary , 1, 1951, indicates that a total sum of approximately $225 mil
l ion

offered, the largest offers being as follows:
Millions of $ U.S.

stable situation for.both immediate an g{
•a Preliminary éver silice

, ,, has been ^ appointed and is ^ now makingKorean ; Re greater
Korea. The Unified Command states that the need s^c ion is greater: large n°m-
the country has been thrice fought over, physical de ncent
bers of destitute refugees crowd the area held by the United Nations

1

islands; and the Chinese Army is carrying typhus to the civilian population.

Uruguay ,, . , . , - . .

continue to control all South Korea, mean the creation of•a éneital for
n ôf the Unified Command to remain in Koréa, and the likelihoodely3. The decisio

that it will co d lon term planning. An Agent G n
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B. Palestine Relief
4. On June 12, 1950, Cabinet, after authorizing a Canadian contribution of.

$750,000, to the United Nations Relief and.Works Agency for Palestine Refugees,
directed that the head of the Agency be informed that:

"If the initial sum of $750,000 has been fully used up or earmarked for program-
med purchases in Canada by December 31,1950, and if he requires more funds,'
the Canadian Government would give sympathetic consideration to a request for
a further $750,000."

5. In .a telegram datéd January 2, 1951, the Director of the Agency, General How-
ard Kennedy, urgently requested a further contribution of $750,000 for the period
January to June 1951. As of this date the original contribution has all been used or
earmarked for programmed purchases in Canada.

6. It is recomménded that Cabinet authorize, subject to Parliamentary approval,
the contribution by, the Canadian Government of $7.2 million to the United Nations
Relief and' Rehabilitation Programme in Korea, and of $750,000 to the United
Nations Relief.and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees, the total sum of $7.95
million to be voted in the final supplementary estimates for 1950-51.66

IL.B. PEARSON] .

DEA/8508-40

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisions

Extrait du procès-terGal de la réunion des chefs de direction

SECRET Ottawa,.March 19, 1951

KOREAN RELIEF
(cf. Heads of Division Meeting No. 10 of March 12, 1951)

39. Mr. Mclnnes: J. Donald Kingsley, Agent-General for Korean Relief, recently
returned to`Genéva 'from Korea, visiting New York en route to communicate his
findings to the United Nations Secretariat. It was his opinion (subsequently ampli-
fied by a Press Conference which he gave in Geneva and which was fully reported
in the New. York Times of March 11) that UNKRA would have to be "completely
integrated" with the Unified Command.

40. Our Delegation to the United Nations was instructed to enquire whether
Kingsley's views represented those of the United Nations, and also to express our
belief that such an arrangement would not be acceptable to the contributing nations.
Meanwhile protests had been received by the Secretariat from a number of delega-
tions; and Cordier informed CPDUN that he was "not happy" about the situation.
CPDUN then approached the ^ United States Mission which, though apparently
reluctant to discuss the matter, admitted that the question of the status of UNKRA
was very,much a subject of concern to the State Department and the Unified Com-

^ APProuv6 par le Cabinet, Ic 21 et 22 février I951 JApprovcd by C.abinct. Fcbruary 21 and 22, 1951.
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mand. The United States Mission emphasized that no final or definite arrangements

had yet been made.
41. We also expressed concern over Kingsley's proposal to operate Korean

wrelief
ould be

from Geneva as Director-General of IRO .
`d assumed that since RO was windingcarrying on both jobs simultaneously; we ha

up this year,. Kingsley would be, able to devote moésentlentiron
Korean relief.

send his
Such is apparently not the case, and Kingsley is p resently proposing delega-
deputy, Rucker, to Korea and to remain himself iû Gbut in definite
tion in New York to look into the matter and to s ggest informally,
language, that :we do not regard Kingsley's absentee Agent-Generalship with
favour and that we feel, in any case, that he should not have assumed this position
nor made his Geneva statement without a prior meeting of _ the Advisory Commit-arrange-
tee. The United Nations Secretariat is also dissatisfied W â,tas proposed

with t e
ments, to have the headquarters of UNKRA in Gene ,,
relationship between UNKRA- and the Unified Command, and is'ânxious that the

Advisory Committee be called.
42. It does not appear that anything final can be done until after the meeting of

meeting will
of Kingsleythe General Council of the IRO in Geneva on Ari o l ^This

not only IRO problems, but also the confirmation appointment

as Agent-General for Korean relief. If, as is expected, it confirms his appointment,
he can then appear before the Advisory Committee.,

DEA/8254-G-40
182.

Le représentant permanent par intéri a Pr^téndes
éures

Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'^tat aux Affa ires
Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
. . ; , . . ';

..Y -. ' . ' . . . . , .. . . . - t ' .. . 951New York, Apri16, 1
DESPATCH 302.

' I:, . r , ^ ^ ,t•
^ 4 ^ ; •;

SECRET

Réference: My teletype No. 364 of April '3; 1951,t and previous communications

AGENT-GENERAL FOR KOREAN RELIEF , . . °

1: We have acquired from inembers of the Secretariat and other delegations a
certain'amount of additional information concerning the position o f Mr.

madelh^sill
and of UNKRA. We understand that immediately after Mr.` Kingsley General an
timed definition of policy in Geneva, he was ` sent by the Secretary-
extremely strong repinmand: -To this reprimand Mr.4 Kingsley replied with an

equally strong retort. We are not awaïe`of the exact contents of either of these com-

munications, but we are told that Mr. Kingsley took a somewhat high handed atti-
f h S retanat to interfere

tude to the United Nations and any efforts on the part o t e ec nted
in the work of himself or the Unified Command.`Apparently, however, he repe
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in a short time and sent an apology. Colonel Katzin was then despatched to.Geneva
to tell Mr. Kingsley that he was not to issue statements on policy and also to tell
him of the serious concern held by some -1 governments regarding the status of
UNKRA. Colonel Katzin came back to New York on. Wednesday, April 4, and
Crepault had a. talk with him yesterday concerning the results of his negotiation.

2. According to Colonel Katzin, he was able to convince Mr. Kingsley that it
would be disastrous to the whole Korean relief operation if care wasn't taken to
assure UNKRA's autonomy. It was pointed out to Mr. Kingsley that for him to try
to sweep asidé political considerations in a venture of this nature would certainly
undermine the confidence of those governments which had assented to his appoint-
ment and might jeopardize the whole financial basis of the operation. Colonel Kat-
zin was confident that Kingsley finally appreciated the well-founded necessity of
this approach, and agreed to inform Unified Command immediately of his "conver-
sion". You will find as an annext to this despatch the text of the telegram which
Mr. Kingsley subsequently sent to the United Command and which was shown to
us by Colonel Katzin in strict confidence.

3. It will be seen by this communication that Mr. Kingsley has modified to some
extent his original position, and that he now seems prepared to adopt a more sensi-
ble course of action. This so-called declaration of intentions has not yet, of course,
been concurred in by MacArthur, but the Secretariat have confidence that the State
Department and the Army, who have already agreed apparently to this arrange-
ment, will succeed in making the General.understand. You might wish to let us
know of.your own reaction to this communication by Mr. Kingsley to the Unified
Command. . . .

4. We may add that some of the strong feeling in the Secretariat had not only
been' due to what Mr. Kingsley had said in public, but to private information con-
cerning the agreement reached between General MacArthur and Mr. Kingsley,in
Tokyo. Colonel Katzin, on the occasion of a visit to Hickerson of the State Depart-
ment, was able to see a telegram which General MacArthur had sent to Washing-
ton; describing the agreement and expressing his complete confidence in Mr.
Kingsley's understanding of the facts of life.

5. The fact that Kingsley started off badly was, of course, unfortunate. He had
two strikes on him to begin with because of the way in which he had been spon-
sored for various positions by President Truman; and his disregard of UNKRA and
his press releases have created a gulf between him and the Secretariat which might
delay genuine cooperation. Strangely enough, some members of the, Secretariat
seemed to have enjoyed the difference of opinion and showed a tendency to mag-
nify Mr. Kingsley's offences. This was particularly untimely_ when a sense of pro-
Portion was necessary.

6• There obviously, cannot be established in Korea a relief agency which is
entirely independent of military facilities. What seems to be required is a workable
arrangement by which military facilities will be used to the best advantage, while
the United Nations maintains control over the general political aspects of policy. To
judge from his talk with Mr. Berlis as reported in your despatch No. V-587 of
March 28,t Mr. Kingsley himself had tended to obscure the issue. By implying that
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those who differed from him were advôcating an unrealistic separation, he almost

ridiculed those who advocated a mo e Ïn o^lview his recent change of heart, if
ignoring the exigencies of the situation. difbasic,

o accepted by all, should do niuch towards elimin i^ gwhole incide tf to a closef
approach and should help considerably in bringing

7. You will recall that in my teletype under reference I mentioned that Sir Arthur

Rucker will be passing through New York on hi â^waû a month in Korea famil-
iarize further that Sir Arthur will probably need
iarize himself with the problems at hand and to ho1^K• necessary

^ return to New
with the Korean authorities and the members of UNCURK.
York he will then officially meet with the members of the Advisory Committee and
Mr: Kingsley will also come to New York for the occasion. Colonel Katzin was,
however, unable to confirm whether Mr.'- Kingsley would remain in. New York
afterwards or. whether he would abide by his originatbelief that the Korean relief
operation could be run as efficiently from Geneva. We were actually given the

this is a matter. which should beimpression that, in the opinion of the Secretariat,
dealt with between Mr. Kingsley himself and the Advisory,Committee. It may be
now,. in view of Sir Arthur's appointment, that Mr. Kingsley'.s residence either in
New.York or in Washington might not be as essential as before. You might wish to
give further consideration to this problem and to let us know at should establish
whether, we should still continue. to insist that the Agent-General
his headquarters in some place other than Geneva.

8. Mention might be made in'conclusion of two very unfortunate recent.develop
ments in the field of Korean relief. Both the Thai contribution in rice and the New
Zealand contribution in wheat were spoiled and.totally inedible on arrival in Korea.
Both contributions were reported: to have been dumped, in the, sen. It is not too
surprising that facilities for shipment in,Thailand were not good, but such careless-
nessfon the part of the New Zealanders is somewhat harder to understand.
- 9. I am âlso enclosing in duplicate some material on Korea which has be^nip ihat
made available to us by the Australian Mission to the. United Nations.
this documentation provides some useful and interesting supplementary informa-
tion on the subject discussed in this despatch.

Secretary of State for External AJj^airs ,:
to Acting Permanent Representative to, United Nations , .

.E. .
DESPATCH V-722

SECRET.

Reference: Your despatch No. 302 of April 6, 195 1:

-r Le secrétaire d'État aux An ires extérieures

au, représentant pernianént par intérim auprès des Nations Unies

. , Ottawa, April 18, 1951
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AGENT-GENERAL- FOR KOREAN RELIEF.'

We have noted with considerable gratification the attitude which Mr. Kingsley is
apparently prepared to adopt in regard to the status of UNKRA vis-à-vis the Uni-
fied Command. If 'he can succeed in having the military authorities agree to an
equitable division of responsibility for relief operations in Korea along the lines
proposed in his telegram of March 30,t I should think that most of the causes of
our own dissatisfaction and that of other contributing countries would have been
removed.

. , , , i . . , . ' . , . . . . , .

2. As you. know, we have not been disposed to challenge the authority of the
Unified Command to exercise control over, certain phases of relief activities in
Korea, so long as active military operations were being conducted in that country.
At the same time, we could see no justification for the complete integration of all
,relief. and rehabilitation agencies under the military command as implied in Mr.
A Kingsley's statement to the New York Times representative on March 10. The pro-
posals now outlined by Mr. Kingsley in his telegram to the Unified Command
would, you will agree, go a long way toward meeting our point of view. It would
seem particularly desirable to us that certain functions, such as the provision of
technical advice and assistance to the Korean Government and the initiation of
rehabilitation activities in areas not now the scene of military operations, be
assumed by UNKRA at this stage, so that the Agency,might be well established in

.the field as and when the military situation permits a transition from military to
civilian control. This, - you will recall, figured prominently among the desiderata
outlined by Mr. Plimsoll, the Australian representative on UNCURK, the substance
of whose views was transmitted to you under cover of our despatch No. V-601 of

. March 30.t

3., In view of -Mr. Kingsley's intention to have his Deputy, Sir Arthur Rucker,
establish his headquarters in Korea and assume overall and direct responsibility for

, all phases of relief and rehabilitation operations in which the interests of the mili-
, tary authorities would not appear to be directly involved, I doubt if, for the time
being, we should continue to insist too emphatically that Mr. Kingsley establish his
operational headquarters in some place other than Geneva. With a competent Dep-
uty in Koiréa and what we assume will be a 'more propitious atmosphere in Tokyo,
there would no longer séem to be the same urgency for Mr. Kingsley's presence in
either Korea or the United States until UNKRA can assume complete responsibility
for the relief and rehabilitation programme in Korea.

4, In the light of these considerations, there is probably no immediate need to
press' for a meeting, of the Advisory Committee to discuss the questions of (a) the
relationship between UNKRA and the Unified Command, and (b) the proposed
headquarters'of the Agent-General. Nevertheless, there would be no harm in raising
these questions if, as intimated in your teletype No. 364 of April 3,t an informal
meeting is held during Sir Arthur Rucker's stay in New York. The firm support of
the members *of the Advisory Committee for Mr. Kingsley's latest proposals to the
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'
well be required to ensure the acceptance and eventual

United Command might
osals.implementation of these proposals. A.D.P.pHEENEY

Following from Under-Secretary, Beglns. We un as already g iven you the
mittee of UNKRA is meeting on May 23 and that ôn1i^ pgent-General's proposed
preliminary, views of the Department of Finance
programme for the twelve-month period ending June 30, in5his dual capacity as

2. As you know, Kingsley visited Ottawa on May _

Director-General of IRO and Agent-General for KoreanRelief. é salie nt points:

(
vieaw)

with the Minister from which'the following emerged
He 'expressed warm appreciation for the Canadian contributionhe $f 1 5..his

lion which, as the only cash contribution atodôdate,
our

p^Sé^ta^ôns,have made our
confirms your view that our contribution and
voice one which is listened to in UNKRA councils; ';'•, t • General Ridg-

(b)- Kingsley outlined a fresh "agreement iecentcompletet independence in the

technical

way. Under its terms, UNKRA is to function with
assistance field, but will continue to distribute supplies under UNCAC

, .
[sic].'

Kingsley regarded this, as a realistic compromi^^whnl^ing tting that the
situation was difficult because of the presence of an y

ramme to go into effect on JuIY I.

He

fly outlined the
%

twelve-month pcog
^, need

(c) He brie
^

that the emphasis was on reconstruction rather than on relief, b^é need
} stressed
that the programme could be' put` forward from "quarter to qu ^ee^ n the
arose;'thereby`" inferring that its implementation was heavily de pendent upo

`changing phases of the Korean W=
^'slé PjroPo sed shortly to `establish a procurement officefor UNKRA in,;(d) KmgY .. , , ,
-Canada;`

PROPOSED -de-stand that the Advisory Con'
PROGRAMME FOR UNKRA

Ottawa, May 23, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference your Despatch No. 469 of May 16.t

DEA/8254-G-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation permanente auprès des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affâirs
to Permanent Delegation to United Nations

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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-(e)Kingsley hopes to secure the assistance of the Department in obtaining the
services of a Canadian as Assistant Agent-General for Korean relief (i.e., the num-
ber three man) with headquarters probably in New York.'.

3. The-total impression received from the interview, despite the outlines of. fresh
agreements and programmes, was that Kingsley was to some extent whistling in the
dark. There appeared to be an undercurrent of slightly cynical fatigue running
through his talk, as if in acknowledgment of the difficulties of implementing his
plans with any success so long as the present phase of the Korean war continues. (It
is possible that the Minister may wish to add to or modify this summary of the
interview, and ' any comments which he may have to make will be sent to you
immediately by telegram.)

4. We would suggest that, at the meeting,of the Advisory Committee, you make
the following points:

(a) The desirability of the maximum independence of UNKRA from the Unified
Command which may be consistent with' the military situation;

(b) The hope that the Cânadian contribution will be used for procurement rather
than administrative costs, and that,'though the gift is untied, some proportion of it
may be•spent on Canadian commodities;

(c) While we cannot criticize in detail the Agent-General's programme, it seems
to us that, as a matter of broad principle, there is a danger of too much emphasis
being placed at this time. on long-range rather than short-term projects.

5. I believe you 'are aware that Finance attaches particular importance to the
necessity for co-ordination in the field and the avoidance of duplication of effort
amongst the various agencies working in Korea.
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Le représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
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Acting Pennanent Representative to United Nations

DESPATCN "500

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: My despatch No. 491 of May, 22, 1951,t and previous correspondence.

to Secretary of State for Extenurl Affairs

New York, May 24, 1951

_ . ^. . . ^ , . „

to complete its examination of the financial regulations for UNKRA, and to con-
sider the Proposed Programme and Plan of Expenditure of UNKRA, as outlined by
the Agent-General in his document of May 11, 1951.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO UNKRA

1. The Advisory Committee to UNKRA met again yesterday to elect a chairman,

'I'2• Following receipt of your teletype No. 370 of May 22,t we explained to the
U.K., and U.S. representatives our inability to accept the chairmanship of the Com-
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mittee. Mr. Corley Smith, of the U.K. agreed with Dr. Lubin that it was doubtful
whether Uruguay could be a suitable chairman for such a Committee; they thought,
on the other hand, that the'election of India to the post could easily prove embar-
rassing, since she had so far found it impossible to contribute to the Korean pro-
gramme; and secondly, in..view of India's general attitude towards the Korean
question. In the light of this situation the U.S. representative withdrew his objection
to having the : representative of a great power as chairman of the Committee, and
Mr. Corley Smith was unanimously elected chairman.

3. The Committee then considered the text of the financial regulations asrevised
at its meeting of Monday, May 21. The Committee confirmed the decision reached
at its previous meeting that these draft regulations were now. effective on a provi-

sional basis, subject to final concurrence by the Secretary-General and the Advi-
sory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. A copy of the revised
financial regulationst is attached for your information.

4. The Proposed Programme and Plan of Expenditure of UNKRA was introduced
by.Mr. Kingsley. We had previously. been told, on a,confidentialbasis, that this
Programme had been prepared mainly for the purpose of convincing the U.S. Con-
gress of the urgent need for funds for UNKRA, and of ,the magnitude of the task
ahead. This explained the emphasis in the Programme on long-term*projects and its
somewhat unrealistic approach in the light of the present, situation in Korea. The
U.K. authorities had, in fact, been disturbed by the scale and the lavishness of the
Plan outlined in this document of May 11, 1951, prepared by MrAingsley, and
Mr. Corley Smith had been instructed to 'explain at the meeting of the Advisory
Committee the misgivings of his government about such a Plan. Mr: Kingsley's
introductory remarks, however, succeeded in dissipating -whatever apprehensions
the members of the Committee might have had about the scope of the proposed
Programme. Mr. Kingsley made it clear that the Plan had been drafted on the
assumption that it would ultimately be possible to carry out in Korea a full pro-
gramme of relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. He pointed out that the imple-
mentation of such a plan at the moment was, of course, impossible, and that this
document should be looked upon only as a maximum framework within which the
Agency might, at a later date,- be called upon to operate. For the time being, the
activities of the Agency would be limited, and probably confined to technical assis-
tance and 'to such emergency relief as might be of assistance to the military

authorities.
5. The organization of the Agency's administrative services would, therefore,

proceed only on a scale appropriate to the tasks which may be implemented now.
There will be an office in Pusan under the direction of General Lloyd from Austra-
lia; a liaison office would be established'in Tokyo under the direction of a retired
Major General from,the U.S. Army. Other liaison and procurement offices would
be set up as the need arose.-There would, of course,, be an immediate need for an
office in New York, one in Washington and one in Geneva, where accounts would
be handled, since Mr. Kingsley himself would be remaining in, Geneva for some
time to come. Mr. Kingsley estimated that the setting up of the required, administra
tive; machinery,, including the purchasing of a certain number of trucks and jeeps,
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and the construction of a suitable house in Pusan, would cost approximately
between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000.

6. Mr. Kingsley's remarks about the nature of the future activities of the Agency
and about its relationship with the Unified Command would appear to have been
similar to those which he made in Ottawa on the'occasion of his recent visit. He
seemed well convinced 'now of the necessity! of having.an Agency 'independent
from the Unified Command, to the extent that it does not conflict with the military
operations; he mentioned the agreement which was recently worked out between
Sir Arthur Rucker and General Ridgway, the text of which is at present under con-
sideration in Washington by the officials of the Unified Command. He did not hide
the fact that the operations of the Agency in Korea would have to be handled very
carefully so long as the military campaign continued. It was natural, he said, for the
Unified Command to insist that the operations of the Agency should not interfere
in any way with the conduct of the war. ,.

7. After various comments by the members of the Committee it was agreed that
the Proposed Programme and Plan of Expenditure, as submitted by Mr. Kingsley in
the document dated May 11, 1951, would be placed "on ice", and that the Agency
would actually be operating on the basis of periodical programmes approved by the
Committee, and which will have: been submitted by the Agent-General as their
implementation appeared practicable. Attached for your information are two copies
of the textt of the resolution which the Committee approved unanimously, and
which will now enable the Agency to begin operating. This resolution met the
wishes of the, Agent-General satisfactorily, and at the same time, we thought, safe-
guarded the right of the Advisory Committee to,exercise a closed control over the
"quarter to quarter" programmes on which the Agency would actually be operating
in, Korrea.

8. In the course of the discussion on the Proposed Programme, the U.K. represen-
tative made a statement concerning the U.K. contribution which was, we thought, a
little disturbing. We are reporting on this point in a separate communication.

9. Upon adjourning, the Committee agreed that the next meeting of the Commit-
tee should be tentatively scheduled to be held in Geneva, either during or shortly
after the Thirteenth Session of ECOSOC..It was pointed out that the activities of
UNKRA would be on the agenda of ECOSOC, and that all the members of the
Committee were members of the Council.

.10. I might add that in the course of the general debate, I made the various points
. outlined in paragraphs 4 and 5 of your teletype no. 371 of May 22. As indicated in
° previous communications to you, these various points had already been mentioned
informally to the'Secretariat, as well as to Sir Arthur Rucker. In order to make
point B of paragraph 4 of your teletype, I thought it best to generalize the comment
to a request, that quite apart from the question of spending contributions made in
soft currency, it was desirable that the agency would spread its procurement of
supplies as broadly as possible. I made it clear that what we had in mind was the

,spending of, the Canadian contribution as much as possible in Canada, but in view
of the fact that the Advisory Committee is so very small and is intended to act as
trustee for all the United Nations, I hesitated to state what might have been looked
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request

bad example by using it as a forum in which to put` f
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X c lyupon as a overnment. Mr. Kingsley said tha
purely on behalf of our own gI was driving at and would endeavour to see that this request was carrie
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rting in a separate despatch1 on the openings which might

. ble in ;UNKRA for.. Canadian nationals.
JoHN W., HOLMES

11. I am repo
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intérim auprès des Nations Unies
^, Le représentant permanent par extérieures , .

au sous-secrétaire, d'Étllt aux ' Affaires

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs ,

LErrER No. 502

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: My despatch No. 500 of May 24, 1951.

New York, May 24, 1951

CONTRIBUTIONS TO KOREAN RELIEF

1.
There was one aspect of yesterday's meeting of the United Nations No i50U,

Cominittee on UNKRA which was not included in our report in despatch

as I wished to deal with it separately: ':- mdual
2. In outlining his short term intentions,

Mr. Kingsley's emphasi ^ias on He wastte
expansion, on a more or less ad h^^â he did not intend to spend all the funds
anxious to' indicate to the- Committe

'availa'
ble as soon as possible in a grandiose establishment which mig noa In ou

ded
tlint

a later stage but which was not appropriate ^r ms ib esto make
inter

idraw
m

from gov-
• ing this approach; he implied that it mightrPo , ;

ernment contributions by stages.
sle was up by the United Kingdom Rep-

^' 3. This point made by Mr. K^ng Y picked . ' lanation

resentative,
Mr. Corley Smith, who was under instructionsto make an io he prin-

about the United Kingdom contribution: Mr. Corley Smith, h^é United Kingdonl
ciple enunciated by the Agent General, said ma of ten million pounds as
Government intended to proceed with the appropriation ..he would release
promised, they would not release the full amountcould notmake^the full contribution

' a certain amount for the intenm program the long range plans

for post-hostilities

available until they, had an opportunity > to study and approve
'•es operations and consider the circumstances in which these would

.., . . -,
be implemented.

time I had heard of these intentions on the part of the Ud'outthe first tiThis was
° Kingdom;^ and it seemed to me they had ^ disturbinm ih^is on graduale

inte
xpansion

thërefore that although I likedn ees g^ °detenninedenevertheless the situation was
r and the use of funds only as Y
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`thereby complicated for countries which had already made their full contributions. I
., thought it necessary to point out that the size of our contribution, like that of all
: countries, was determined by the calculation of what seemed our fair. share in rela-
, tion to contributions promised by other countries. If a general principle were to be
established by, which subsequent contributions were to be in stages; with the possi-
ble implication that they might not eventually be paid in full, then the early contrib-
utors,would have paid more than their share. It seemed to me furthermore that the
establishment of such a principle would have a demoralizing effect on contributors.
We,would probably have hesitated ourselves to pay the full amount at the begin-
ning. Nevertheless the Canadian contribution, coming at the time when it did, had
been of crucial importance ; to the Agency. It seemed to me that the Agency, if it
,were to make any rational plans for operation, would need quickly further contribu-
tions in full from other governments..

5. Mr. Corley Smith, who was, I think, somewhat embarrassed by his instruc-
tions, proceeded to go into a further explanation of the intentions of the United
Kingdom. I was anxious not to be drawn into a bilateral argument with the United
Kingdom Representative on the policy of his government in a forum of this kind,
and I emphasized therefore that my intention was not to criticise one member but to
oppose the recognition of a general principle of contributions in stages, at least
without further consideration.,The United States Representative, who seemed
somewhat- embarrassed 'by this discussion, concluded by pointing out that the
prompt Canadian contribution in full had not only been important to the Agency
but had also had a strong moral effect. In particular it was of very great value to the
United. States Administration - in securing an appropriation from Congress. He
touched on a vital point when he referred to the faith in the Agency which had been
shown by the Canadian Government.

6. After the meeting Mr. Crepault and I discussed this subject further with Mr.
Corley Smith. Mr. Corley Smith recognized our difficult position, and I think that
he was not very happy about his instructions, but he indicated that there was noth-
ing he could do about them. He said frankly that the reason for this policy was that
the United Kingdom did not wish to be committed to a large contribution until they
had seen a feasible plan of which they approved. Their attitude seems to be condi-
tioned by considerable skepticism 'about proposals which Mr. Kingsley might
make. Frankly he. said, that they were adopting this policy as a means of putting
pressure on the Agency to be sensible. He did not think, however, that we had any
serious reason to be disturbed, because we knew that the United Kingdom always
fulfilled her obligations and that the money would be paid. I said that this was not
really the point. The United Kingdom in fact was claiming a right which other
countries did not claim. If they did not approve of the Agency's plans, they had a
right to express their views and attempt to alter these plans in the Advisory Com-
mittee. What was unwarranted, however, was to attach financial pressure and to
presume to influence the policy of the Agency by withholding funds. Although this
rnight seem to be a reasonable principle when only one government was concerned,. .
^t was : a principle which would make international activities of this kind^:.,..,..
ln? possible. : : F . . . '
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7. I should be grateful for ÿour . views on this subject. 'If ÿou consider that the
view which I adopted was unnecessary; I could easily explain our position, as I
. made it ^ clear that I was expressing only personal and preliminary views. ` I was
particularly anxious to challenge the U.K. policy in`view of your instruction to ask
that the Canadian contribution be spent for procurement rather than on administra-

tion costs. While presumably a certain proportion of all contributions must be spent
on administration; the acceptance of the U.K.; principle might well mean that the
Canadian contribution would to a large extent be used. for initial administration
costs. If you agree that the United Kingdom attitude is unsound, you may wish to
consider discussing this subject in London. My impression is that the policy deci-
sion was taken in London without an •appreciation of the effects of such a policy on
ourselves in particular and on the general work of ô^eAgency.

Treasu( We have gone,
and Sir Arthur Rucker implied that it was the work Treasury.)
I think, about as far as we can in the Advisory Committee by questioning this prin-
ciple. From the comments of Mr. Lubin and Mr. -Kingsley, I am sure they will do

:..what they cari to discourage the general adoption
nplKingsley and thefunds. The matter had, I think, been thrashed out between Mr.

United Kingdom authorities when he was in London; and his general comments on
this subject were intended to imply his perfunctory, acceptance of what the United
Kingdom were determined to do. Neither the Advisory Committee nor the Negoti-
ating Committee could presumably interfere with the right of the United Kingdom
to make a contribution in whatever form it wishes. Nevertheless, if the second most
important contributor does adopt this attitude, the effect on other contributors could
be unfortunate. The effect might also be felt in subsequent programs of a similar
nature. I should think it ' might very well inhibit the Canadian Government from
making prompt payments in the future.

187. - '.

JOHN W. HOLMES

DEA/5475-EP-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires^extérieures =,.
au haut-commissaire au Royaume- Uni

airsffSecretary of State for External A
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

1951Ottawa, August 29,
DESPATCH V-2964 '

. , • ; . ^,

CONFIDENTIAL

' Reference: Your Despatch No.' 2526 of June 16,,1951-t

,^. UNKRA AND THE FINANCING OF INTERNATIONAL RELIEF AGENCIES

you will recall that in mÿ Despatch No. V-2202 of May 30, 1951,fi I drew YO^

attention to the propôsal made by the United Kingdom representative atoaVe nmen^

''Of the United Nations Korean ^Advisory Committee on May 23 that his G

release its contribution to UNKRA by stages, dependent upon study and apôf o^
of the long-range plans for the rehabilitation of Korea. We informed you
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misgivings concerning the United Kingdom attitude, including the likelihood that it
would make other governments reluctant to furnish prompt payments in the future,
and we asked you to secure the views of the United Kingdom authorities. '

2. In your despatch tinder reference you informed us of talks which you had had
with Williams of the United Kingdom Treasury and Scopes of the United Nations
(Economic and Social) Department of the Foreign Office, who explained that their
proposal to withhold contributions to. UNKRA did not represent the initiation of a
general policy towards international organizations and agencies, but arose out of
the particular situation in Korea. These officials also expressed "some surprise" at
our interpretation of their policy and you yourself suggested that the United King-
dom did not, in fact, intend to exert financial pressure on UNKRA but was rather
exercising extreme caution in view of the uncertainty surrounding the future of the
Agency's operations.

3. In the light of your despatch we were not wholly satisfied that the United
Kingdom authorities had foreseen all the implications of such an attitude. It appears
to us that while they might think UNKRA a special case, the position taken by
them would inevitably be used as an excuse by other governments when the ques-
tion of contributions to other agencies arose. The Department of Finance shares our
views, and its misgivings as to the prospects for the successful financing of interna-
tional agencies have, of course, been greatly reinforced by the recent action of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee of the United States Congress in reducing the
United States contribution to UNKRA by $101,250,000. We should therefore be
grateful if you would re-open the matter with the United Kingdom authorities on a
more formal basis, reporting our doubts and seeking, if possible, some reassurance
as to their long-term plans in this field.

4. Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of both the United Kingdom and United
States attitudes is that they depart from the spirit in which contributions were
pledged in the Negotiating Committee, and may thus.make future international
cooperation in this and related fields very difficult. In the case of the United King-
dom, their intermittent payment of contributions, even though they have indicated
that they will ultimately honour their pledge, opens the way to serious difficulties.
We can;'of course, agree with their desire for the development of a sound and eco-
nomical programme and we have already stressed the necessity for such a pro-
gramme' in ECOSOC, the General Assembly and the Korean Advisory Committee,
but it seems to us that if each'goverriment were to decide to set its own standards of
Performance before releasing its contribution, it would lead to a situation in which
the Agency would be unable to rely,ôn a regular flow of funds without direct con-
sultation`with each large contributor involving, no doubt, undesirable pressures.

5. Will you please make *these views known to the United Kingdom authorities.,
In doing so, you should point out that the United Kingdom, through its membership
in ECOSOC, , the General Assembly and the Korean Advisory Comniittee, is well
able ..'to' ezert a direct and continuing influence on the development of the pro-
gramme. By refusing to make full use of these appropriate forces and by making an
individual decision to curtail the flow of funds, the United Kingdom's action may
well lead other governments to withhold, payment of their contributions. You will
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the responsibility for financing such
readily understand that 'if this were to occur,
essential relief opèrations'would fall 'directly `on' th üs thatd the lin betweeno`exer-
provided the funds: in this 'case, Canada. It I seems to
cising extreme caution", and the actual withholding of funds is a very thin one

indeed. n
It will of course, be amply evident to you that if the United States contrib lto if

6. I ,
is in fact finally rèdücéd by the amount mentioned, thev value t Canàda of par-

ticipation

impossible, to convince Cabinet -and Parliament of
ticipadon in future projects of this nature.

We are therefore inclined to attach

importance to the attitude of the United Kingdom.61
A.D.P. HEENEY

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs '

DEA/5475-EP-40
188. . . :

L'antbassadeuraux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, September 7, 1951

2. During the initial Hearings before the House Foreign Affairs
Administration witnesses admitted that it was' unlikely that any,thing like the total

,., . .

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your Despatch V-2823 of August 29, 1951.j'

UNKRA •AND THE FINANCING OF INTERNATIONAL RELIEF AGENCIES
utUa1

1.
As you know, the U.S. Administration included in their proposed 1vI

Securit
Program for the fiscal year '1952, which was'presented to the Congress, a

y e U.S.
request that $112.5 million be authorized and appropriated to 1 e iplation clontem-
contribution pledged, to UNKRA• In addition, the

uspr âPo riated for economic
plated, authority to use unexpended funds, p v Y PPro P
assistance to _Korea to the Economic Cooperation Administration^ot ldallet the
million. The total of these sums, if authoriied and appropriated, :
United ' States commitment of $162.5 million for approximately the • firsti year ofcing
UNKRA` operations in Korea. It is, however, significant to note that in pen
their proposals,` the Executive Brânch pointed out that U.S: contributionsbeen reached that
amounts would be ' foithcoming only when agreement h
UNKRA should assume full responsibility for relief and rehabilitatiôn operations in

Kocea. Committee,

' 6U dépêche semblable, numéro V-2823, â été envoyée à Washington le 29 ' 800t 1951.

A similar despatch, numbered V-2823, was sent to Washington on August
29, 1951.



amount requested from, Congress as the U.S. contribution would be spent by
UNKRA in the current fiscal year. Subsequently, the House, following a recom-
mendation of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, voted that authority be granted
to the -Administration to utilize $11,250,000 of, new funds in addition to the
unexpended funds appropriated to E.C.A. for economic assistance to Korea. It was
recognized that the pipeline of U.S. supplies which would be in existence when

. UNKRA took over the relief and economic assistance operations in Korea would

. also be available. The House Committee and the House as a whole recognized that

. this sum represented only a downpayment and the House Committee report specifi-
cally pointed out that "the United States has responsibilities in this area and is pre-
pared• to consider further action at the appropriate time".
-:3. The Senate, in considering the Mutual Security Act, had before it a recommen-
dation of its joint Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees to the effect
that $75,750,000 should be authorized in the fiscal year.1951-52 as a U.S. contribu-
tion to UNKRA. In addition, the Senate, Committees recommended that authority
be granted to transfer the $50 million previously authorized for E.C.A. purposes in
.Korea to help meet the UNKRA commitment of the United States. In this respect,
the Senate Committees' report makes the following comment: "Since there will be
.a substantial carry-over of unexpended funds already appropriated for economic
assistance to. Korea by E.C.A. and from the pipeline of United States financed
relief, it is believed that the authorization herein provided (i.e. $75,750,000) will be
sufficient to meet the United States share in the United Nations program."

4. In acting on the Senate Committees' report the Senate as a whole, as an econ-
omy,measure, voted a$6 'million reduction in the funds to be appropriated to
Korea. Thus, a House-Senate Conference Committee will convene about mid-Sep-
tember to iron out. the differences between the House and Senate version of the
Mutual Security Act, the House having recommended that not • more than
$11,250,000 of new funds be contributed to UNKRA, and the Senate not more than
$69,750,000. Both the House and Senate agree that the $50 million formerly appro-
priated to E.C.A. for its Korean operations could be transferred to UNKRA. It is, of
course, obvious that the Conference Committee cannot recommend as a U.S. con-
tribution to UNKRA in the current fiscal year an amount greater than that approved
by the Senate. It is also significant to note that in presenting the joint Senate Com-
mittees' report to the Senate, Senator Connally, the Chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, pointed out that the joint Committees had approved the
authorization "with the thought that an appropriation will probably not be necessary
at. this'session of Congress".

5•' With this background information in mind, we discussed the problems raised
in Your despatch under reference with Joseph Carwell of the Far Eastern Affairs
Sectiôn in the State Department. We pointed out that in the first place, the Admin-
istration itself, in its presentation to Congress, in effect, had recommended that the
major part of the U.S. contribution should not be made to UNKRA until the agency
Was in a position to assume full responsibility for relief and rehabilitation opera-
tions in Korea. Moreover, the cuts imposed by the House and Senate in the author-
izing legislation, and the possibility that no new appropriations will be available,
Might be interpreted by foreign observers as a lessening of the U.S. interest in the
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proposed operations of UNKRA. In any event, the fact that the major contributormultilateral
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its full contribution, a contribution which would now be out of proportion to the
total amounts which might be contributed in the near future.

8. Carwell stressed that the full Canadian contributiôn had been a great help to
the Administration in appearing before Congressional committees: He said that our
full contribution, in. addition to the representations with which he. fully- sympa--
thized, would be of assistance to the Administration in the : Hearings before the
appropriation committees.

W.D. MÂTTHEWS
for Ambassador

189. DEA/5475-EP-40

Le haut-conzmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in' United Kingdom
to Secretâry of State for External Affairs. , , ,. .

DESPATCH 13826

CONFIDENTIAL 1

London, September 13; 1951

Reference: Your Despatch No. V-2964 of August 29th, 1951.

UNKRA AND THE FINANCING OF INTERNATIONAL RELIEF AGENCIES

In accordance with your instructions we re-opened on a more formal basis the
question"of United Kingdom policy, concerning contributions to UNKRA and wrote
the 'United . Nations (Economic and Social) Department of the Foreign Office'
expressing the views contained in your despatch'under reference. We have now had
a talk with Dudley, Head 'of this Department of the, Foreign Office, and can report
with 'greater precision'the United Kingdom positio.

2. Dudley bégan by saying that he had a good deal of sympathy for the point of
view expressed in our approach to the Foreign Office, and recognized that the prob-
lem of contributions.to UNKRA was of importance to us both because of its gen-
eral implications and because Canada had promptly paid its pledged contribution at
the outset. But he felt that it was important, in understanding the United Kingdom
position,` to 'recall both the history of events in Korea and the background of the
negotiations whlch'had taken place between UNKRA and the Unified Command.
He recalled that the General Assembly Resolution had been passed at a time when
United Nations forces were pushing the Communist forces up the peninsula, and
whën the end of hostilities in Korea appeared to be in sight, with the prospect of the
ealy implementation of relief and reconstruction measures applicable to Korea as a
Whole.` These hopes were subsequently belied by military developments and the
scope and character of the relief programme originally envisaged was affected as a
result:'

3'From Dûdley's subsequent exposition of the United Kingdom attitude there
aPPear to be two main reasons for the caution which the United Kingdom has been,.. .
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The most important one is
exércising with respect to its contribution

tl of^th^e,Agency's actual programme
the uncertainty surrounding the

question

of oPerations in Korea. Dudley has pointed out that there w é c a d^d ^e coconclusion
between the General Assemblyfied command allowing the Agency to commence
of. an , agreement with the . Um
work in Korea. Even then that.agreement constituted only a partial authorizationKorea
for limited purposes and provided for a form of technicalwork ori

assist
a nally envisaged by

rather than for the full-scale r elief
lKoreaa It is

reconstruction
Mr. Kings ey contends that the

the Assembly for the whole
approval which the Korean Advisory Committee gave to his report of $250 2m 1

constituted full authorizatio^éer^thip contention ris withou^foundation since the
lion. In Dudley's view, however, ive such authorization and since
Advisory Committee did not have the power fo g
the total amount of this programme had never received formal approval (as is
reflected in the fact that the United Kingdom contribution was pledged on a sliding
scale: £10 million for a total programme of $250 million and £8 million for a totalthe
of $200 million). In any case conditions in Korea itself renderrtaint 1 att^endant on the
moment to draw up long-term relief plans, due. to the^e relief eventually required
truce negotiations. If large-sc^e^ fighting renewed,

On the other hand, it is likely
will probably be greater than originally planned.

that such relief will be confined to South Korea and m B^ause of the di be u^ s
restricted than was envisaged in the original resolution .

the general programme
resolutionreferred to above, UNKRA had not been able to carry out

covering the period up to'early 1952 envisaged by the Asse blvised longer-te^i^me
current need was therefore to arrive at the formulation of the
Programme for Korea, and this would, have to be tackled at the ` next Assembly.

, uncertain cir
4. The ,United Kingdom authorities *therefore argue that in ^able as the m n Y

cumstances it is not unreasonableof the full amount pledged until a full-scale relief
can be spent, reserving payment
plan can be drawn up and approved.' In the meantime they f^her MONO of the
available and have pointed out tô the Agent-General that na ^.ending March 31st,
total of £10 million authorized by Parliament United Nations, which the Secre-
1952 is in the form of a direct contribution
tary=General can spend at any time.

not been ex ressed in so many words
5: A second reason for caution, which hias P

but seems to, underlie the 'United Kingdom attitude, is a certain concernadmini ^
the

Agent-General might use funds available now to b's work can be clearly seen.
tive machinery before the eventual shape of UN
The United Kingdôm 'authorities'feel that Mr., Kingsley is in any case too nu to pu^,
ble to the attractions of a large establishment fo d^é 1 a^ted nteeds of lthi s nterim
more temptation in'his way than is necessary
périod._ .

6.
We drew Dudley;s attention'to our concern that the cautious policy the Unitedartlcular

Kingdom has been following because of the special circ^é successfulhfinâncing of
case might tiâve disturbing implications :with respect to iven a cate
internationâl agencies if it were given general application. Dudley has g
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gorical assurance, however, that it is not their intention to apply such a policy to
other operations in this general field. Further, in the case of Korean relief, when it
becomes possible to formulate a long-term relief programme in Korea, the United
Kingdom will not be backward in providing its fair share of the contributions
required.

7. Although they both have disturbing aspects for us, I think you.will agree that it
is necessary to 'draw a distinction between the matter of the United Kingdom con-
tribution and the difficulties which have arisen in connection with the United States
contribution. In the. latter casé the question involved is the total amount of the
United States contribution and, if the recent reduction made by the House Foreign
Affairs Committee of Congress is not restored, the United States will not be able to
contribute the amount promised by the Administration. In the case of the United
Kingdom, however, the amount promised has already been approved by Parliament
and the only question is the rate at which it is to be spent.

8. You may also be interested to know that Dudley has been giving some prelimi-
nary thought to the discussion of Korean relief at the forthcoming session of the
General Assembly. In his view one of the most important questions with which the
Assembly will have to deal is the relation of UNCURK with UNKRA. He believes
that, when conditions in Korea allow a full-scale relief programme to be under-
taken, it will be both desirable and necessary that there bé only one United Nations
body in Korea to deal with it. This might be accomplished by making UNKRA the
operating Agency in Korea and by withdrawing UNCURK from Korea and per-
haps merging it with the Advisory Committee. Dudley emphasized, however, that
these were not more than personal thoughts at this stage.

SAUL RAE
for High Commissioner

190._1 DEA/8254-G-40

La délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux A, flaires extérieures. , . .. , ,

Permanent Delegation to European Office of United Nations
to; Secretary of State for External Affairs

Geneva, September 20, 1951

ADVISORY COMMiTTEE OF UNKRA

During the 13th Session of the Economic and Social Council (September 1951)
the Advisory Committee, United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency, met in
Geneva under the chairmanship of Mr. G.T. Corley, Smith of the United Kingdom.
The'United States' was represented by Mr. Isador Lubin, Head of the U.S.A. Dele-
gation tô ECOSOC. Delegates from India and Uruguay attended, and Canada was
represented by Mr. James Sinclair, M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of
Finance, Miss B.M. Meagher of the Department of External Affairs, and Mr.
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N.F.H. Berlis of the Canadian -Permanent Delegation to the United Nations,

Geneva. the Agent
2. At ^a preliminary meeting held for purely informational purposes,

General, Mr. Kingsley who had recently ` returned from a trip to Kore made
taaand very impressive statement describing conditions there, the present

tus of UNKRA operations, and possible, long-term projects. He painted a most
depressing picture of the situation in : Korea and informed the Committee that,

his personal estimate was
while,valid statistics were next to impossible to obtain,
that South Korea has suffered about a two billion dollar loss in capital goods. He
emphasized the fact that no loss of this magnitude would be made up directly by
international assistance and urged that we should not merely attempt in Korea "a
dreary. task of relief' but that "we must so develop our programme and so utilize
our. resources that the Korean people themselves experience a sort of renaissance
with all of the cultural, social and economic creativity implied in, the term". Two
copies of the text of Mr. Kingsley's statement are attached as Annex I t to this

despatch. .
; 3. One of the most important items on the agenda was the question o^i i^é lâi s

range programmes which might be undertaken by UNKRA. The programmes

cussed were the following:
(1) Teaching hôspital and revival of medical education

1 .1. . (2) Draught cattle proiéct
. ; (3) Coastal vessel programme

(4) Vocational training centres
(5) Medical rehabilitation
(6) Housing rojects

It was explained by the Agent General that no approval for any of these p

had yet been given by the military authorities, but he was anéu only not
advice of the Committee so that negotiations could proceed . Y
included in the original $250,.million programme v^+as that relating to coastal ves-the
sels, as it wasoriginally thôught that it would be necessary to`u the draus^htlc ttle
military pipe line. The Agent Géneral indicated that in his vie wu
project and the coastal vessel programme are particularl}r important.

4. With respect to medical education; the Agent Minera[ expla ^ e n coo ae ation
grated and comprehensive health programme is bemg develope P.
with WHO, but that arising out of a proposal of the Danish Government a narrow'erin Seoul
project is being considered to establish a Scandinavian Teaching HospXaécted that

in connection with the Faculty of Medicine of Seoul Univers^ty. It is e p
this project would be financed partly,by contributions from the Scandinavian Gov-
ernments, partly by the ROK Government, and the balance by UNKRA• Budget
estimates have not yet been worked
, : 500 working cattle

S..The draught cattle project envisages the importation of. 20 ,
and app'roximately 1,000 breeding çattle,over "a three year period.' It is hoped to

000 durin 1952 and the balance inôbtain 500 working cattle in the near future, 10, . g •
1953. Half the breeding :cattle would.be inïmpocted from Pakistan in the spring of

. . .,s . ,s ^ ^.
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"1952. A quarantine station would be rehabilitated, a new station and agricultural
- experiment center constructed,' and six smaller stations developed.

6. This progrâmme. would not cost over $100,000 in 1951; but is expected to
exceed two million dollars in 1952 and again in 1953.

7. To assist in expanding the Korean merchant marine, the Agent General is anx-
ious to obtain five coastal, cargo; vessels (type CI-MAV-I) to be operated by the
Korean Shipping Company.,These ships would be of about 5,000 deadweight tons
and carry up to 5,000 tons of cargo. They would be of shallow draft to permit use
in small Korean harbours, and although they would be. too small for use in trans-

: Pacific'runs, thëy would, according to shipping experts, be ideal for trips between
Korea and Japan or even between Korea and the Philippines. The total cost of this
project would be between three and four million dollars.

8. The Agent General pointed out that implementation of the coastal vessel pro-
gramme would assist the reconstruction of the Korean economy, would impress the
Korean officials and people, and would be a source of revenue for the Korean Gov-
ernment. This project would also permit the import of consumer goods and
UNKRA supplies"independent of military channels.;,. .

9. With respect to vocational training, the Agent General explained that there is
not sufficient skilled manpower in Korea to carry out a large scale reconstruction
programme and a labour force must therefore be built up as, rapidly as possible.
This project is to be started immediately by the opening of two demonstration train-
ing centres to train Korean instructors and the Koreans themselves will then open
other centres for the training of the general population. At least one of the demon-
stration centres should be in operation by the beginning of 1952.

10. The Agènt 'Gcneral explained that nothing is being done at the present time
J or the medical réhabilitation of civilians, including a large number of amputees as
â result of war injuries. It is, therefore, proposed that UNKRA should begin to
provide medical rehabilitation facilities and in conjunction with this programme a
small industry for the' manufacture of artificial limbs would be developed.

11.Housing, of course," is a desperately serious problem in Korea for it is esti-
mâted that 600,000 houses have so far been destroyed and additional losses are
occurring daily: UNKRA is not yet in a position to make any substantial contribu-

^^tion to the alleviation of this situation but plans are being made to hold a design
competition for both rural and urban housing open to Korean architects and cngi-
neers: Itis hopéd that in this manner Korean talent may be developed and greater
interest in the project aroused which will be of long term value.

12. In connection withtthis problem, Mr. Kingsley mentioned the need for emer-
gene^► housing for the lârge number of unaccompanied children among the refu-

-ge-es. Of the' estimated total of 100,000 such children, an undetermined number of
whôm'are orphans, approximately 50% are being sheltered in orphanages and other
institûtions and plans are being discussed for the importation, in collaboration with

,UNICEP, of prefabricated housing from Yugoslavia. This matter is still in the ini-
tlâ,plânning stage'and'nô definite project was put forward by the Agent General at11
this meéting -of the Advisory Committee. .
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13. There was general agreement in the Committee that all projects mentioned by
the Agent General would be of value although the United States Delegate had some
reservations concerning the coastal vessel scheme and requested more details to be
presented to the next meeting of the Committee. The. Indian. Delegate did not have
instructions from his Government with respect to the coastal vessel project and he
too suggested tithat a decision on this matter be postponed'until the next meeting.
The Agent General will continue to give the matter consideration and will provide
the Committee with more detailed information ' at a future date.

the Cana-14. During the course of discussion concerning long range programmes
dian Delegate expressed the view that the draught cattle project and medical reha-
bilitation might be given highest priority as they appeared to be ,the• easiest projects
to begin and would have an immediate impact on the Korean people.

15. Having provided this guidance for the Agent General with respect to long
range. programmes, the Committee then considered personnel and administrative
problems. The Agent General presented a gloomy picture with respect to personnel
recruitment, for out of 50 persons presently employed with • the Civil Assistance
Command 40 contracts will expire before the end of the year and the other 10 soon
alter that time. Indications are that more than half of these persons will wish to
'leave Korea and within the next few months UNKRA will need from 50 to 75
persons, including medical officers, supplies'officers and sanitary experts. There is
a particular need for top level people and as an example of the difficulties encoun-
tered, the Agent General explained that he was looking for a first class economic
expert to lead economic programming;,but out of 50 names so far supplied no one
had accepted the position.'Attempts are being made to recruit through specialized
agencies and by direct approaches to governments but so far: the'results are very

,:.^
.

disappointing.
16. The Agent General explained that recruiting for service in Korea is difficult

because of the depressing conditions in that country including lack of housing and
sanitation and'the impossibility, of being accompanied by dependents. :

ov-
17. The representative of the .United States wondered whether an appeal to g

ernments' in the form of a resolution by the Advisory Committee might be helpful.
The Canadian Delegate expressed the view, however, that direct approaches to
àppropriate governments by the Agent General might be as effective as a resolution
and `it was eventually agreed tliat'a resolution should not be adopted. Members of
the Committee undertook to bring'to the attention of their respective governments
the seriousness of thé;problem faced by;the Agent General in the hope that sincere
efforts will be made to make avâilable to him ,the names of appropriate persons

who might be prepared ` to I accept employment with UNKRA.
distribution by18. Under this item of the agenda, the Committee considered the dis

nationality of international personnel employéd by UNKRA and it was learned that

out'of a total ' of 67 persons, 22 come from the U.S.A., 15 from Denmark, 14 from

• "the. United Kingdom; 5 from Canada and smaller numbers from other countries. It
waspointed out that there was â 'shortâge, of Asians and South Americans but the

Canadian Delegate expressed ` the view that,• although the' figures were of interest,
rtance so

the question of distribution by nationality must remain of secondary impo
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lông as recruiting difficulties were as serioûs as had been described by the Agent
General.

19. Of the administrative problems; the chief one concerned the location of
UNKRA headquarters.'The United States; supported by the United Kingdom, sug-
gested that the Agent General should make public a statement of intention to trans-
fer, the headquarters to ' Korea as soon as practicable. The Canadian ^ Delegaté.
informed the Committee that Canada was also anxious that the headquarters should,
be established in Korea and he welcomed • any suggestion which - would indicate
progress towards that end.

20. The Agent General, however, pointed out certain practical difficulties which'
had to be faced with respeçt to this problem. The points which he mentioned were
the following:

(1) The Agent General could not 'spend. full time or even most of his time in
Korea for he was required at meetings in New York, Geneva and elsewhere, and
must travel extensively to visit governments;

(2) The United Nations High Command will not provide facilities for staff, and
the' persons. who. must 'be in, Korea are living in insufferably crowded and
unhygienic quârters;

_ - ^ •:•
:(3) An announcement.which 'implied that all UNKRA staff would be located in

Korea woûld seriously'affect recruiting which is already a difficult problem;
(4) The Korean economy and supply lines are already strained and it would not

be sensible to aggravate that situation by unnecessarily creating conditions which
would require additional housing, schools, commissary services, etc.
.(5) The Agent General appreciated the political problems involved, but in view of

the practical difficulties he was reluctant to use his organization as "a political front
for something we won't be able to carry out".

21. The Agent General also claimed that he did not fully understand what govern-
ments meant by the term "headquarters". If headquarters were in the place where
most of the staff were located, he could point out that out of a total personnel of 67
persons; 41 are located at Pusan. If headquarters were in the country where the
most senior officials were located, out of the six highest ranking UNKRA officials,
four are in Korea full time ând the deputy Agent General has full authority to deal
with the Korean Government. If headquarters are where the, Agent General is, the
Agent General has spent a third of his time in Korea during the past year.

22. The * Canadian Repre sentative said that the figures provided by the. Agent
General were of great interest and suggested that UNKRA headquarters were in
fâct already located in Korea. He wondered therefore why. the Agent General
should'not sây so publicly, it being understood that in view of the practical difficul-
ties' irivolved the Advisory Committee could not expect that every. UNKRA

ployee shoùld move immediately to Korea. In fact, the move of further person-
nel transfer of additional operations to Korea might be discussed at future
meetings,of:the Committee in the light of changing circumstances.
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23. Though a lengthy discussion took place with respect to this matter no firm
decision was reached. The Agent General, however, stated that he understood the
feeling of the Committee and that he .would always take the Committee's advice.

24. The Advisory Committee also considered financial questions, and uthis
item of the agenda discussion took place with respect to the revised Financial Reg
ulations. ,The matter was fast raised tentatively at the preliminary meeting of theoppor-
Advisory Committee and at that time, the Canadian Rep ^sstate that thet Canadian
tunity, in accordance with instructions from Ottawa,
Government approved the Financial Regulations as revised by the Advisory Com-
mittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. took place at the

25. During the more detailed discussion on this point ao^ made the following
final meeting of the Advisory Committee, the United King
comments, with respect to the financial regulations:

year is to be, submitted for
Article 3.1 A plan of expenditure for each financial y
approval to the Advisory Committee and in the view of the United Kingdom, it
should be stipulated that this document should be submitted to members of the
Committee well in advance of the meeting at which it is t^itteenth

sidered.. The
at plan of

Agent General agreed to this suggestion and informed the Co
expenditure would be submitted prior to the next meeting.,

a very plan of
ever, that under the present conditions, it is difficult to prepare ry

expenditure.
Article 4.1 This article provides that the Agent General may make transfers that
extent authorized by the Advisory Committee. The United Kingdom suggested
transfers should, not be made between operatiônal and administrative items and the
Agent' Géneral said that he was not opposed to this suggestion although he pre-
ferred the'widest possible flexibility.

the United
26. The Canadian representative agreed with the proposals ma de

cons dera-
Kingdom on the understanding that revised articles would be draftedr

tion at, the Committee's next meeting.
27. As* the representative` of India was without instructions on, this item of the

agenda, the Committee agreed that tentative âpproval might be given ce with those
cial Regulations and that the Agent General mlght operate in ac
regillations on ,the understânding that the Committee will consider the matter of
final approval at its. next meeting.

28. ;The Committee also had before it financial statements fo r ending
June 30,` 1951 (Annex 2t to this despatch) including statements of
out in appendices I and II to the document., With respect to contributions, the Cana-
dian Representative stated that planning {could be much more e ffective

should
pledged to UNKRA were made available He emphasized that contributions ^
not be withheld until suitable projects might be 'developed but that pled

ges shou ld
be hônou'red "and funds made available now so that the UNKRA work could pr
ceed on a realistic basis. This statement was welcoméd bÿ' the Agent General who, the
pointed out that if governments followed the example of the United Kingdom
agency, would be quite unable to operate. With respect to contributions in kind, the
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Agent General expressed the view that cash contributions would be much more
satisfactory and he wished that other countries might follow the Canadian example.

29. Thé United States representative said that his country would continue to make
contributions to direct relief in Korea through the Unified Command. He'said that
the U.S. Administration will continue to press for a contribution of $162 million to
UNKRA for. the first year. 'A limited appropriation of $69 million has been
approved and it is expected that Congress will provide the balance.

30: Budget 'allocations and projections for the first and second quarters 1951/52
were presented to the Committee in a document attached as Annex 3t to this des-
patch. Although reference was made to particular items in this document during the
course of discussion on other subjects; there was no discussion with respect to the
document itself.

31. The Agent General requésted advice concerning circulation. of Advisory
Committee summary records and UNKRA papers, and the Committee agreed that it
would be inadvisable to give general distribution to such papers. It is obvious that
to do so would have the effect of restricting discussions and the free expression of
views, and would thus lessen the value of the advice which the Committee might
give to the Agent General.

32. The United States suggested that all papers might be considered confidential,
but that the Committee's decisions be announced, and the Chairman wondered
whether it could be left to the Agent General to draw up for general distribution a
report on each session. The Canadian Delegate asked whether the Agent General
would be 'satisfied to undertake the 'work and the responsibility involved in the
suggested procedure, and in reply the Agent General said that the Secretary of the
Committee might prepare a summary of decisions which could be âpproved by the
Chainman prior tô distribution. This procedure will be followed for the session of
the Committee just concluded and will be continued if it is found to be satisfactory.

33. The Agent General said that UNCURK had asked for UNKRA papers, and he
suggested that they be provided with the public record. If that should not prove
sati sfactory the question of providing additional documentation might be discussed
by a'subsequent meeting of the Committee.

34. In respect of the question of coordination with the United Nations Technical
Assistance Administration, the Agént General, in reply, to a question from the
Canadian representative, maintained. that there was close cooperation between
UNKRA and UNTAA and that the latter had loaned them a representative who was
now stationed in Korea. He also stated that he worked through UNTAA in recruit-
ing technical assistance experts for Korea but that because of the delays which
often occunred in locating such experts, he found it advisable 'for UNKRA itself to
operate independently and simultaneously in the search for appropriate experts. His
explanation was not entirely satisfactory but he insisted that experts could be found
more easily and more speedily if both UNKRA and UNTAA channels were used
Simultaneously.

35. The final item considered by the Committee was the time and plan of the next
meedng: The Agent General expressed the wish for another, meeting before Christ-
mas and he suggested that this might take place in Paris about December 10. This



wish to raise points not covered by, documentation because o p

situation in Korea.
F I-l: BERLIS

was agreed, and the Agent-General promised that basic papers would be circulated
to members two weeks in advance, although it was always possible that he might

f the ra idly changing

LETrER NO. 460
'Geneva; October 31, 1951,

KOREAN CON[LICf

.N..
. . Secretary. : .. .

La délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen 'des Nations Unies
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Delegation to European Office of United Nations
to Under-Secretary.of State for External Affairs

191. .

U.N. KOREAN RECONSTRUCTION AGENCY

In a brief conversation with Sir Arthur Ruckèr, Deputy Agent ' General of
UNKRA, I learned that the chief purpose of Sir Arthur's return to Geneva and his
forthcoming visit to the United States with the Agent General, is to report complete
frustration with respect to the Agency's work.

2.'Sir Arthur claims that the High Command is not implementing the terms of the
agreement with UNKRA entered into some months ago and that UNKRA is able to
do virtually nothing in Korea. Both Sir Arthur and Mr. Kingsley, the Agent Gen-
eral, are greatly concerned about this situation and are leaving today for'the United
States 'where , they hope to reach a satisfactory'understanding: côncerning the rela-
tionship between, the Agency and the High Command:

N.F.H. BERLIS
Secretary. . , . .• . , , ,

^^. :., . . , . ,

DEA/8254-G-40
^ ., . . , ,

t Le représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'

Z
at aux Affaires extérieures

'Acting Permanent Representative; Io United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs, . ^ . . ..

RepeatWaslungton No. 555.

TELEGRAM 784,
x:T ♦ ^•. •^. . .,. .. " .., .

•` CONFIDENTIAI:. IMPORTANT.
1 ^ ); - ; 3 - " -11

UNKRA AND THE UNIFIED COMMAND

the transfer to UNKRA of even hmited responsi i y
. ^ • i )i . . a . . . ^ . . . . • . l. .., . ^ - ' .i. ...^ ... . . . . ^^ . i. .+'.. .. ^

1. Prospects âre'not good that the military authoritiesin Washirigton will agree to
'' b ht for rélief and rehabilitation
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; work, in Korea. This. was the gist of information received at. the Secretariat this
morning from Kingsley, who is to meet tomorrow with the heads of the Defence
and . State Departments in an attempt to çonvince them that assumption, by. the
agency_ of responsibility for specific projects in specified areas need . not interfere
unduly with the Unified Command. ; : .

2. Kingsley's deputy in Korea, Sir: Arthur Rucker, told me today that Kingsley
has already had informal, talks with officials of the Pentagon and the State Depart-
ment; and as a result now is inclined to.believe that the army will not consider a

-transfer of authority in Korea.so long as hostilities continue. Even if a cease-fire is
negotiated, it is doubtful whether the Unified Command would be willing to relin-
quish its control over relief operations until there is strong evidence that a perma-
nent political settlement is in sight. Kingsley had originally thought , that the basic
opposition to UNKRA did not come from the top echelon in the Department of
Defence but was largely confined to an "empire building',' group of senior officers
in Pusan and Tokyo which is anxious that responsibility. for. relief activities should
remain in their hands. Since arriving in Washington, however, he has gained the
impression that the views of this group are shared by the top brass in the Pentagon.

;,While the State Department would like to see the army divorced from relief activi-
ties as soon, as possible,-. it is doubtful whether their opinions will carry great
weight:'

3. Sir Arthur is procèeding'to Washington on Wednesday and has promised to
keep us informed of developments.'He made many interesting comments about the
agency and its relationships with the Unified Command, the Korean Government
and UNCURK, on which I shall report separately in a despatch.t

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État,âux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/8254-G-40
'

Washington, November 6, 1951

TONFIDENTWC
^,• ^.^. , , .

Repeat Permdel No. 476. 1 •
Reference: Permdel New York's, No. 555 to Washington (No. 784 to Ottawa).

I UNKRA AND THE UNICIED COMMAND

Contrary ^tof the views, expressed by UNKRA officials in New York,. there
aPpears to be no disagreement between the, State Department and the Department
of Defence as to when UNKRA should assume full responsibility for relief and
rehabilitation activities in Korea. It is true that the Unified Command would not be
.willing to transfer full authority to UNKRA while hostilities continue. It would,
moreover, seem difficult to advance logical arguments for such a transfer.
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s will
2: The United States. Department of Defence, on the basisn ofwork nnKorea in the

" be prôviding some $200 mil lion
million, of r

elief
which hasebeen lspecifically authorized "for

cûrrent ^ fiscal year, $100 nv assum
emergéncy relief for the civilian population of Korea7. •

a^the moment' do soe
full responsibilities in this field, and it is equipped

further expenditures ^ for' civilian relief . in •.Korea by. n etDeP^ me
nt'

ea^will not be
could not be made. As these Defence Department expe

- considered as a part of the United States contribution to UNKRA ,
nderehabilt

would be a smaller overall United States contribution for Korean relief
rehabil-

itation. Whén UNKRA is in a position to assume futllespo ^ aclcounting offic
ment of Defence will no longer be able to ,lustify. to the ge
continued expenditures for civilian relief in Korea.

3. I would be grateful to receive your general views on, this' subject. -I é b
•
meantime, " I think we must accept with some reservatio t he ttitude of the State

ort to mterp

the

h' h u
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Department. . , ; ; • .
.UNKRA officials in New York w ic p Jrr^ -, . . 'I j", I. ..; t ... .^.,- ... „

Le représentant permanent par intérini auprès des Nations unies

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures,

Acting Permanent Representative to United Nations
1A 's ..`

TELEGRAM 786

to Secretary of State for Externa ,f,^air

New York, November 7, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL
• . . . . J . . . . • _ .. ,

Repeat Washington No. 559. ; :.. t

Reference: Washington teletype WA-3914 of November 6.
, .. ..•.

UNKRA * AND THE UNIFIED COMMAND
res onsibility

1.
While conceding •the point has not yet been reached when full p olitical

'for Korean civilian relief should pass to UNKRA, I think'coâ whole if UNKRA
damage will be done to the agency and to the United Nations as in
has to be placed in cold storage as the result of the discussions now 'going on
Washington between Mr. Kingsley and the Department of Defence.

2: Thëre can be littlé complaint if the Pentagon,
through the Unifiéd

has complete control overmilitary operations in Korea.` Furthermore, there would
be no advantage to the army's ceasing its relief activities I until a political settlement
is' reached. However, I"would suggest there are•tserious objections: teo éV nnW^ le

' Unified. Commând play 'a completely lone
to niv é

in the' relief pictur,
co c usive évidence thatJrelief

-hostilities continue. If, we wish to conti g 'of the
ôPerations in,Korea have the support • of the great majority of the -mem ^ function

-'United Nations, it is important that ^e m
nmakers

Nations
in Washington than the Uni,

which is less directly responsible to policy.



fied; Command. Otherwise it becomes, increasingly difficult, to answer effectively.
Soviet charges . that the United -Nations.' action is. primarily : another aspect of the.,
operation of United States foreign 'policy in Asia.
- 3. Admittedly UNKRA cannot now implement more than a small portion of the!

ambitious programme it had originally planned. However,. it can assume responsi-
bility for specific projects which the army's Civilian Assistance Command (whose
hands are admittedly full already) cannot handle.

4. There are also practical reasons why UNKRA should not have to suspend oper-
ations: If the Unified Command wants to "go it alone" on relief and rehabilitation
work, there should be no surprise in Washington that other members of the United
Nations are reluctant, to help the United States taxpayers finance relief operations
over .which they have no control.

195. DEA/8254-G-40

Note, de la Direction des Nations Unies
pour, le sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from United Nations Division
to Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs .

CONFIDENTIAL , [Ottawa], November 19, 1951.

UNKRA

At my request, Mr. McInnes has reviewed our policy towards UNKRA in the
light of Washington's WA-3914 of November 6, and PERMDEL's No. 786 of Nov-
ember.7 (attached), and we have jointly prepared for your signature, if you concur,
the attached telegram to 'Washington in reply:
, 2, A useful. suggestion has been made by Thurrott, concerning which we should
welcome your opinion, but we think it is too early to incorporate it in the, telegram
to Washington. It concerns 'a possible relationship between UNKRA and the Tech-
nical Assistance Programmes, and particularly the part which might,be played by
Cavell's office.
3.. As you know, UNKRA is at present operating about 90% on Canadian money.

If, at the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, when the UNKRA item comes up
for debate, it becomes apparent that, owing to the failure to obtain a cease-fire,
contribùting nations are unwilling to honour their pledges to UNKRA, the Agency
will be left with. comparatively little that it can do, with a very modest sum of
money,with which to do it, and the great bulk of that money having been supplied;
by Canada. . . . ,. .

4. It is suggested that we explore the possibility of returning some of this money
to Canada in the, form of an UNKRA-financed programme of training in useful
technicalaccomplishments, at Canadian institutions, of Korean students and,
Fellows.

5. If, for example, UNKRA were able to place 100 young Koreans in Canada in
the fields of vocational training, social welfare, medicine, bridge-building, etc., it
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could ' inâke `a .very real and 4 specific contribution to.. the rehabilitation ` of Korea, •
whïch ' should have the 'advantage of -costing very little; and 'also: of ' the funds .
involved being expended in Canadâ. Such a scheme would also have the advantage
of enabling , UNKRA to keep up the appearance of being - usefully busy at a time
when, in fact; it is not really. going to be able to perform any major activities. By
the time the trainees had received their instructions, the political and military situa-
tion in Korea might have improved to the point where* the Agent-General's more
ambitious programme can be started.

6.^ If you think there is any merit in the suggestion, it. could •be explored with

Cavell's office.
S. MORLEY SCOTT... _ ,

. .. . .:^ ` , _^. .. ..

[PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSUREI

Projet d'un télégramme du secrétaire' d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis^ -. . .

Draft Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs'•
to Ambassador in United States- °

. ^ . .^

CONFIDENTIAL

Repéat Permdel.
Reference: Your WA-3914 of November.6, and Permdel's 786 of November 7.

UNKRA AND THE UNIFIED COMMAND

1. We have consistently discounted optimistic views expressed by UNKRA'offi-
cials and our instructions to the Canadian Delégation to the Sixth Sessibn of the
General Assembly of the United Nations (copy of which was 'sent to you under
cover of Letter No.-.V-321 I of October 31 fi), are confined to' a request that every-
thing ; be done to persuadé' other nations ` to honoûr the pledges 'which they have
made' to UNKRA. The' Policy Guidance Section (para.l6)' points` up the essential
dilemma'of UNKRA, which has now bëen reinforced by^ lus t^` é^ 06 of rNov-
ence, by Permdel's 786 of November 7, and by Perm
ember 6t (also referred to you), describing'a conversation`with Sir Arthur Rucker.

2. The lact is Ahat work , on the Agent-General's programme, announced to the
Committee at its meeting in May,' 195 remains dependent upon the implementa-
tion'of the ' agreemént 'reached between•'Mr: Kingsley and General Ridgway on
Aügûst` 13; ,1951: This agreement stated that^ the Unified Command would not
transfer any âuthority to UNKRA (the question of UNKRA assuming full responsi-

bility was never at issue) until such time as hostilities ceased.. •.
3. Nevertheléss,° we' I think that ^ there is still a" useful aria' of `âctivity open to

UNKRA (see pari. 5.below); ând we agrée with Pérmdel that there are grave polltl-
cal"ôbjecdons to"UNKRA's ceasing operations. In addition to the arguments out-
lined in paras. 2 and 3 of Permdel's No. 786 of November 7, there is the by no

, . . . .. . . . .. . . „ . R. . . .. t . . . . . . . i o r . . . . . .

rv ..,..,.. .. ^ . . . . .'; ^..^F ..-.^^. , . . . , . . ^ . ^

^ Cc télégramme n'a pas été envoyé.lfhis telegram was not sent.



_,means negligible point that, the closing up of. the Agency would have domestic
repercussions in Canada, both in governmental circles, and among church and wel-
fare,groups, which have taken the existence of UNKRA, and Canada's participation
in it, as an earnest- of our concern over the humanitarian aspects of thé.Korean,war.

4.;We• think that severe damage would be done to the prestige of United Nations
if UNKRA were to suspend operations. It would be a confession of failure on the
part of the Free World. It, would, be a denial of our often-expressed humanitarian
aims. It would lend strength to. the contention, made on both sides of the Iron Cur-
tain, that the only result of the Korean war has been to strip, batter and impoverish
the country and people of Korea. It seems to us that the one positive achievement

,.which can come out of Korea, pending,a. successful outcome of hostilities, is a
measure of rehabilitation work to be undertaken by UNKRA.

5. As to the area of activity open to UNKRA, we have in mind the specific and
practical projects outlined by the Agent-General before the -Advisory Committee's
Meeting in Geneva on September 10, e.g., establishment of a teaching hospital;
draught cattle project; coastal vessel programme; vocational training centres; medi-
cal 'rehabilitation and -housing. We are also' considering, at the : official. level,
whether•UNKRA might use part of its .funds to take advantage of facilities offered
to the United Nations expanded programme of Technical Assistance. We may com-
municate later with you on this. point. . -. . , , „ ,
- 6. I should be grateful ifyou would present this point of view to the State Depart-

ment and express the hope that the State and Defence Departments will take it into
account in considering the Agent-General's assessment of the possible activities of
UNKRA in the immediate or near future. r-

7. It remains our opinion thav contributing nations should be asked to honour
their pledges so that UNKRA may carry on such work as is possible in the immedi-
ate future, and plan with some confidence its later programme.

. . . . . :fi . 1
19

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Arnbassador in. United States

L'antbassadeur aux LEtats-Unis

to. Secretary of State for External Af,j`'airs..1

Washington, November 21, 1951

Repeat Permdel No. 504.

6. DA/8254-G-40

Reference: Reid-Campbell telephone conversation, November 21st.

^'^'`'^^ ,^,ii î^ ^ ^ ^. • ^ ^ UNKRA

lMe were asked this afternoon to discuss the question of possible postponement
of the, special meeting of the agency's Advisory Committee, scheduled for Decem-
ber IUth; with ^ William Sanders, = Acting Assistant -Secretary of State for United
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Nations Affairs; Graham Hall, Special Assistant for Korean Relief and Rehabilita-

tion and Ward Allen of Hickerson's:staff. `
ct confidence; that Kingsley

2: The State Department wished to mform us, in strict
had'signified his intention to resign from UNKRA: I s ts°U neméntof the sper
rnight influence our decision with, regard to the proposed po Po

cial meeting of the Advisory Committee, since it would ad,headlesscstate.
sion for the committee - to meet . with UNKRA in ar almost
Furthermore, thé' State Department' pointed out -that' the agreement between
UNKRA . and the Unified Command is now in the delica te

the committee is
negoti a

at
tions. Apprehensions are felt that if a special mm .or even upset conclusion of
this juncture, things might be said which might pede sever-
the agreement. The State Department believes that King sley,.

d scuss with the committee
ing his connection with UNKRA, would not be like y a
in a satisfactory manner plans for implementation of the agreement.,, urgesthe
danger that if committee members, anxious to critic ize Kingsley,
espousal of elaborate plans by UNKRA, the Unified Command might.be frightened
off altogether when just at the point'of reaching.an understanding with UNKRA.

'3., As stated In our WA-3914 of November 6th, it ap ^ Deha^e t of Defen e
stantial disagreement between m becom activel in Korea. The State Depart-
as to when and how UNKRA should
ment considers the agreement presently under negotiation to be a good one, as pro-
viding a practical basis for the initiation, of. operations by • UNKRA,., despite the
limitations which must inevitably apply to the operation of cwith acnfidential basis
theatre of war. They have provided us in.advance and on a
draft of the, proposed , memorandum , of understanding between the Unified C é e-

_ mand and the. UNKRA. The full text follows in my immediatelyt following
type,i' but the essential paragraph reads, as follows:.
QUOTE (d) To such extent as may be mutually agreed; UN KRAdd

will
itionai t

ert
oathe

from time -to time, relief and rehabilitation projects in Kore a,

United Nations Command program. Proposals for such projects will be initiate
by

UNKRA through the Joint Committeein Tokyo; and arrangements for the opera-
tion of agreed projects will be determined by the Joint Cômmittees in Korea, Tokyo
or Washington, as may be appropriate. UNQUOTE.

4. The State Department officials explained that the United Statou ^
take the initiative themselves in obtaining postponement of the Advisory Comm'

'tee meeting because the United States had in the first instance proposed the cicam-
of such a meeting some months a go, sewhen

rved. tFuore the United States, to a
stances that a useful purpose would to the agreement at present
large extent, might be considered' as a party principal
under negotiation. the

-5. They recalled that when this special meeting had been fi rst
out theested, diffi-

Canadian Government had not ben enthusiastic about it. We pointed
culties in-the way of the Canadian Government undertaking to initiate postP°
ment' of. the, Advisory # - Committee's, special : meeting. . The State Departmentsal for
indicated it might^ not be necessary for anygovernment to initiate a propo



postponement formally..The main thing is whether.governments concerned:would
be prepared to agree to postponement and to so instruct their representatives; if that
could be done, the postponement might be, brought about merely by means of dis-,
cussions between representatives in New York or in Paris.; There would then be no
question of any one country in particular having taken the initiative.

6. The State, Department officials offered the suggestion that if the special meet-
ing-of the Advisory Committee scheduled for December J 0th, were, postponed, it,
might be advisable-to schedule the next regular.mëeting of the committee for, th e
early part of January, in order to avoid giving the. Impression of indefinite shelving
of the question of UNKRA's commencing active operations. It is also thought
likel}i that by'that time the agreement between UNKRA and the Unified Command
would have been concluded and therefore the Advisory Committee would be able
to embark upon a practical discussion of projects.
17. The State Department requested us to convey their views to you immediately
and they would appreciate receiving your.decision as soon as possible. If postpone-
ment can be arranged,'the State Department would be glad to know before Sunday,
in the interest of economy, ,since it would then be possible to cancel reservations
for air passage to Europe of certain officials concerned with the Advisory Commit-
tee'meeting.who .would have to leave the'United States in advance.

197. ,;

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in: United States

. . I r. . ^ _ ' .. ^ ...

TELEGRAM EX-2258

}
11 .

SECRET.IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Permdel No. 646. r
Reference: ; Your WA-4051 , and 4052t o
phone conversation of the same date.

DEA/8254-G-40

Ottawa, November, 23, 1951

November 21.and Reid-Campbell, tele-

UNKRA^ ,. . . .

postponement of the meeting of the Agency's Advisory Committee provisionally
scheduled for December 10, provided that other members of.the Committee are in
accord, and that postponement is to a definite date not later than the end of the
Paris Part of the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, in order to permit, inter
alia, a review of the finances and spending policy of the Agency.

2. We think that the reasons for the desired postponement should be fully
explained by the State Department to India and Uruguay, as well as to the United
Kingdom.

1: In the, light of your telegrams under reference, we are prepared to agree to a
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3. We are not expressing at this time any views on theproâ nota
greement
know whetherch

we have not examined for this particular purpose, as w e
andrepresents a proposal unilaterally' put forward by the Unifie d d ^^ble s ttlement

United . States Administration, or'-whether ' it represen

agreed to by UNKRA.

4: The- 'request ' made to Olivier by Hall and reported to us in Permdel'sbee
n 794 of

nowNovember 17,i' that we initiate postponem e` but arenw 1 ng to abide' by the
drawn.- We therefore propose to take no action
wishes of the majority ' of the members' of the Committee.

the State De artment
5. I'should be grateful if youwould transmit these views to P

and inform us as soon as possible of their reaction, in order that we may keep the

Delegation at Paris informed.

z. ^...
Le secrétaire d'État aux .^`^ai^n^raleextérieures

des Nations Unies
c délégation à l'Assembl g

Secretàry of State for Ezternwl Affairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly -

CONFIDENTtAL

i 4. We are re-
events. Despatch follows.

. . - ^f ` . . . . .

examining commentary for Item 27 in the Ig

KOREAN CONIZ.ICr

Ottawa, November 27, 1951

UNKRA ADVISORY COMMITTEE e
1. You may already have learned that the next session thAd 10solry Cnor^tteen

of UNKRA, which Was to have been held in Pans on December
postponed until January' 10:

2.
At the request of the United States State Department, we concurred in this

decision, the initiative in which was, however, taken by Kingsley himself.
,3. Chief reasons given by State Department for urging postponement were immi- f

nent'résignation of Kingsley as Agent-General of UNKRA, and ini ^`ea betweén
Advisory Committee meeting while fresh" agreement was being nego
UNKRA and the Unified Command regarding the former's status in Korea, and its

ability to start operations in the near future.
1• ht of these and other
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UNITED NATIONS

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

SIXIÈME SESSION DE L'ASSEMBLÉE GÉNÉRALE A PARIS,
" PREMIÈRE 'PARTIE, ,6 NOVEMBRE-21 DÉCEMBRE 1951
SIXTH SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN PARIS,

FIRST PART,'NOVEMBER 6-DECEMBER 21, 1951, . .,. . .
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SECTION A

INSTRUCTIONS J1 LA DÉLÉGATION CANADIENNE
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANADIAN DELEGATION

, ^.. . . . , .

DEA/5475-DW-15-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
aux chefs de poste à l'étranger

Under-Secretary of State for Exter^Wl Affairs
to Heads of Posts Abroad

CIRCULAR DOCUMENT NO.' A. 79/51.
_ .,. . . _ . ^..

SECRET

Ottawa, October 31; 1951

PAPERS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATION

TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

attach copies of three papers ^which were prepared for the guidance of the
Canadian Delegation to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly in Paris and
which were approved by Cabinet on October 23, 4951.

The papers are:
i(1)`Generâl Instructions for the Guidance of the Canadian Delegation.
(2) Asian Question before the General Assembly.
(3) Draft International Covenant on Human Rights.

S. MORLEY SCOTT

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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(PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]

Déclaration générale pour la gôuverne: de'la délégation canadienne

Soviet Union also accepts dus plan. The democracie
1946 in which the

unanimous resolution of the General Assembly of December, ,

Assembly recognized the necessity of an early general regulation and
the reduction

^h lming
of armaments and armed forces. In view, however, of the present OVe

Disa►mament and Atomic EnergyJ
4. The ï Western Powers are publicly committed to accepting unconditionally a

plan for the international control of atomic energy which was approved by
a large

the
majority of the Members of the United Nations some time ago, provided to thes are also co

- 3. In view of its composition and its cumbersome mechanism, e n jor
is clearly not the' appropriate body to direct actual inlilitary 'operatiohs

f such a lwar broke
war. Yet the United Nations could not remain purely pass
oût and, still retain any' real moral authority: In! the, event a ncefor securing
United Nations should be used 'by the Western Powers as an agey t^
the maximum support from statés not-directly and initially Naiüons in a major
operations. It follows from this that the role of the United
should be at least as active as has been its participation in the Korean

és Cômmittee the
debates at the Assembly on the report of the Collective Measur
Delegation should be guided by these principles.

General Statement for the Guidance, Of the Canadian Delegation
. . - r.

[Ottawa], October 17, 1951

GENERAL maximum
1. While the various organs of the United Nations should be used to should be

extent possible for strengthening the unity of the Free World, no support
given to action in the United Nations which would force the ,withdrâwal , from the
organization of the Soviet Union or which would give the VUdes o. ortu

a
ties for

pretext for such a withdrawal. The United Nations still propp
contact between the Cominform World and the Free WordâanW eowi nda ÿalv of
the Soviet Union would only lead to breakingoff this contact
altering the present balance of power-in, the world,,- Moreover, if the Western
democracies act in a manner, which forces the U.S.S.R, to leave the organization,

this
might well be followed by the withdrawal of such "neutralist" states as India

and Indonesia, with the consequent decline in United Nations' prestige in Asian
territories where its influence is of great importance to the West.

, . . ..,. . . x _. . ... . . , .

POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUESTIONS,

Collective Measures Committee , :..:
2. The Collective Measures Committee, which was established has` Uc uâ â^n

Peace" Resolution adopted by the Assembly on November 3, 1950,
its report a number of recommendations and guiding principles for military, eco-
nomic and political sanctions which might be taken by the United Nations against a

future aggressor.
th U ited Nations

SECRET
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superiority of, the Soviet Union . in conventional armaments and, in' particular, in
numbers of trained troops, the' real position of the democracies is not quite so
straightforward.

5. Debate on these 'questions at the Assembly will' probably centre'around the
report of the Committee of Twelve, which recommended that a single commission
,should be established to take over the functions of the present Atomic Energy Com-
mission and . the Commission for Conventional Armaments. While it is unlikely that
the establishment of à single commission will have the . effect'of modifying.the
declâred policies of either the United States or the Soviet Union, the Delegation
should support its establishment since it would at least provide the opportunity for
a fresh start:'The Delegation shoûld guard against any precipitate rejection of pro-
posals in this field which ma}► ' be advanced by the Cominform states, particularly
since such rejection out of hand would offend such influential states as India and

such a: reference, there is little chance of the present deadlock being broken. -

for . Etl»opiâ,,rather than for Greece,`which is also a candidate, as the election of

Yugoslavia:

Treatment of Indians

6. The Assembly will also discuss again the perennial question of the treatment of
people of Indian origin in the Union of South Africa. Primarily because of the
South African Government's refusal to agree to any United Nations intervention in
this matter, negotiations for a round-table conference between India, Pakistan and
South Africa have now broken down. It seems evident that the present impasse will
continue,i and a fruitless and acrimonious debate take place at each Assembly,

'unless and until an advisory opinion is obtained from the , International Court of
= Justice regarding the competence of the United Nations to intervene in this'ques-
tion: As long ago as November 25, 1946, the Canadian Delegation supported the
view that ^ an- opinion 'on this . matter should be obtained from the Court. To date,

,however; India has objected to this, on the grounds that the question is essentially
political, not legal: :The Delegation might do anything it could to persuade the Indi-

'ans to modify their opposition to a reference to the Court, pointing out that, without

•,. ^ ^
ELECfIONS

.^ ;+ l.l'. . . . ,-'^ • . . ^ fi. . . . . . . , . .. . i , . . ^ , . . , .

; Securitj, Council .

7. The Delegation should support Pakistan and Chile for the seats now occupied,
by India and Ecuador. The arguments against electing a Cominform state to replace
Yugoslaviâ are not ,convincing, but the Delegation should not suppôrt the
Cominfornicandïdate (probably Czechoslovakia) if both the United States and the
United'Kingdôm oppose its election. In the latter event the Delegation should vote

Grre.ece wôuld gY , ive the' Council too strong a NATO complexion.,.
Econonüccind Social Council

8•1 The Délëgation ^ should support the re-election of China, France and Belgium
(on the undérstanding that the Netherlands is not a candidate). For the seats now
filled by: Chile and Peru the Canadian Delegation should support the two states
whichare'the choices of the Latin American bloc, with the exception that the Dcle-
gation should not support Argentina in view of the repressive actions taken against
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freedom of the press by its present regime. For the sixth seat the D elegation
since India

support India for re-election, even though Australia is also a candidate
has exercised a moderating influence on some of the other under-developed states

,been pledged, less than $8,000,000 (U.S.) has sô far been received in cash. The

.and Canada is supporting Pakistan for the Security . Council. . ..

, , , ; . : ^ ., ., ,;•
Internationul ' Côurt'of Justice ' ` •

9
of Judges Green H: Hackwoorth

. The Delegation should vote for the re-election
of the United States; Charles de Visscher of Belgium and Helge Klaestad o f

way.' The Soviet candidate to replace the retiring Judge Krylov will probably be
Professor Golumsky and the Delegation shoüld suppo

of Indi^a in Tlaceof the
tion shôuld also support the election of Sir BenegalRau P

retiring Mexican incumbent (Judge Alfaro): Apart, from Sir Benegal's own personal

âbilities," his election to the Courtwould have the desirable effe oecas oned
representation of Asia and of common law systems. In the by elen

the
by the death last May of the Brazilian member of the Court, Judge Azevedo

,n of
Canadian Delegation should support, for the remainder of ,

the Brazilian candidate, Dr. Levy Carneiro.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS
.: ï. .. . , ,•,, . ,.,< •

Economic Development
10. The main economic item on the agenda of the Assembly concernln e^cular

aspects .of the economic development of under-developed countries, p

the methods of financing such development, the provision of technical assistance
and the promotion of land reforms. The Delegation mightex^onomic dnSocial
,the principles. formulated by. the thirteenth session of the
Council on -these -subjects.. It should, however, oppose proposals which Chile'is
expected to make for the creation at this time of new international machinery or of

..a special :.international fund for,the purpose ; of making "outright • grants to under-
r developed , countries to finance their. development programmes. :The Delegation
should commend the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies for the p og.
made and the results so far achieved in their various programmes of technical assis-
tance. The Delegation should also emphasize that the principle of foeff-sip^besto
to the successful operation of all United Nations programmes
under-developed countries. , . , . . . : ,

. R ;,..,e }ç . ,wr ..e, .. .r , t . . . t . .. . .,il, . .; . .

,Koré^ân Relief . . ,.+
11.' The twelve-month rehabilitation programme proposed by the,M ^^t-General

received
~ for ` the .United Nations Korean Reconstruction : Agency (UNKRA)

.
'general approval from UNKRA s Advisory Committc^o i^

^ much beyond the
``sented.• It seems unlikely, however, that the Agency , p
planning and procurement stage so long 'as hostilities continue

r nations•.to honour• ernment is particularly concerned over the fallure of inembe 000(U S) has
^ their pledges to UNKRA's Contributions Fund. Though .$205,000,

Delegation should therefore press hard for the honouring; of all outstand1nS

pledges• ..t
â t ^^! j^ ;t . ^ ^^ •ï ^ •. . . - ... •
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12. This perennial problem is probably the most important item in the field of
trusteeship and non-self-governing territories on the Assembly's agenda. On this
subject: the Committéé of , Five, established by a resolution of the Assembly :1ast
December, has formulated a number of, compromise proposals designed to' imple-
ment the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice and yet to take into
account the arguments made by the representatives of the Union of South Africa.
The South African Government has now rejected the proposals of the Committee of.
Fivé and the lâtter, will be submitting a report of failure to the General Assembly..
There is littlé• doubt that the proposals developed by the Committee of Five were
very moderate, pârticularly in that they tried to overcome South Africa's objections
by suggesting a plan which adhered very closely to the procedures of the League of
Nations.* - South rejection of these proposals will make it difficult for coun-
tries like Canada not to take a stand against her. By refusing to agree to the find-.
ings of the Court or to perform the obligations which the Court found still to exist,
the South African Government has acted in a way which will undoubtedly provoke
a hostile reaction' in the General Assembly. Nevertheless; the Delegation should not
support condemnatory resolutions' phrased' in intemperate language because the
adoption of such resolutions would make the South African Government even more
intransigent.,The Delegation might support a resolution regretting the South Afri-
can Government's unwillingness to'comply with the International Court's advisory
opinion and its unwillingness to submit a report on the administration of the terri-
tory. Such a position is in accordance with the previous Canadian support for' the ..
advisory opinion of the Court.

Participation of Italy in the Trusteeship Council

113.'At present, under the rules of procedure of the Trusteeship Council, Italy has
the right . to participate without vote. in the Council when the latter discusses the
reports on Italian Somaliland, for which Italy is -the administering authority. As
Italy is not a Member of . the United Nations it seems clear. that Italy has already
received the maximum consideration which is possible at the present time. The
Delegation should therefore take the position that, while we would like to see Italy
a Member of the United Nations, we believe that until it has obtainéd such mem-
bership it cartnot have a vote in the Trusteeship Council, without violating the pro-
visions of the Charter (in particular, Article 86).

ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY QUESTIONS
r' -

The Budget . .,
'14. The Secretary-General has submitted budget estimates for the year 1952 total-
P9 ,$46,568,300. The Advisory Committee on administrative and budgetary ques-

tions has recommended reductions in these estimates amounting to $2,035,400. The
Delegation should, as in previous years, support proposals, including those of the
Advisory Committee, designed to ensure the efficient and economical administra-
tion : of , the United Nations without impairing essential services. It should also

^I' • . ^ . . ^ . . .
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encourage efforts to achievé greater co-ordination and the elimination • of overlap-
ping and duplication between the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies.

Scale of Contributions
.15. In'direct response to objections raised^by Canada and other countries at the

Fifth Session of. the General Assembly, the Contributions Committee has recom-
mended a substantial increase (totalling - 3.72%) in the : contributions of the
Cominform states, in order to reflect more closely their true capacity to pay.' How-
ever, a further reduction. in the United States contribution (from 38.92 to 36.90
percent) - in partial implementation of the principle of! a 33 1/3 percent ceiling
accepted by the Assembly in 1948, together with a significant improvement in Çan-
ada's economic position, has resulted in a recommendation for a small increase of
.05% (from 3.30 to 3.35 percent) in Canada 's contribution for 1952.. The Delega-

tion may support the Committeé's recommendations providéd that the Canadian
increase does not exceed ..05% and that the. principle of, a,per capita ceiling is

maintained. It should emphasize that:reducdons in the contribution of the. United
States toward the 33 1/3 percent ceiling should be accompanied,by.,compensating
increases in its contributions to other United Nations agencies _where it pays less
than this ceiling. The Delegation should also insist that further progress, toward the
elimination of the maladjustments still remaining in the scale, •particularly: in the
contribution of the U.S.S.R., should be made during the next year: _::;.:

IPIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21 • • ; , ^,

uéstions relatives à l'Asie étudiées' lors de la sixième sessionlde l'Assemblée
générale

Asian Questions Before the Sixth Session of the 'Generâl Assembly
. . ., . ..

[Ottawa], October 18, 1951
SECRET' .

During the past year the gap between the North Atlantic Treaty powers and the
countries of Asia has widened. China has adopted an attitude of hostility toward
western world which will take many^ years of patience and goodwill to break down.
Its alignment with the Soviet Union is ' more definite, the identification of their
interests is 'firmer, and the potential differences between them havé receded for the
time béing into the background. Sôme' of the minor countries of Asia have been
irritated by the favour shown to'Japan in an effort to 'gain the support of that coun-
try for the west. A large and growing ' area' of misunderstanding and distrust has
arisen . between Asian countries, led by India and ,'some members of the United
Nations led by the United States, over relations with China and the course to be
followed in trying to, bring the Korean war to an end.

If the'differénces between the'west and the Asianstates ledrby India shn ltds
bécome`more prônoûncéd,1 the result could be'extremely serious; especially

effects on Western attémpts to •restrain the expansionism of the Soviet Union.
Cânâdian effort at thé Sixth 'Session 'of the General Assembly*should therefore be
directed 'toward helping to éliminate inisunderstânding, and;• where possible,, to
bridge I the gaps between the policies ôf the United Statesgovernment and those of
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the Asian governments. This will be 'no easy task in view of the 'inflexibility of
United States policy as a result of the difficulties created for the Administration by
'the dismissal of-General MacArthur and the Republican attack on the Administra-
tion's Far Eastern policies,, and as a result of the tendency in the United States to
place opposition'to Communism above all other "considerations.
3. Chinese representation and the position of Formosa are almost certain to come

before the ' Assembly in some form while the situation in Korea and Chinese
. Nationalist charges of, Soviet. intervention in Chinese affairs are already on the
^np.,rl.'

-. . . . . .r
.+b..,.^.a^. .

Chinese Representation
4. A change in Chinese representation in the Assembly is most improbable during

the Sixth Session. The United States, 'United Kingdom and Canadian governments
are on record as opposing 'admission of the Central People's Government to the
United Nations, the former apparently without limit and the latter two until China

,, shall have ceased tô aid aggression in Korea. It is unlikely that any motion for a
change in"representation would receive substantial support. The Canadian delega-
tion would be consistent if it voted against a change of representation. Any state-

sment against changing Chinese representation should, to bé realistic, avoid any
suggestion that the change is opposed from any admiration for the Nationalist Gov-
ernment or from any conviction that it represents the Chinese people. It should be
related solely to China's intervention in Korea. An opportunity may arise to defer a
decision on Chinese representation on procedural grounds:. a proposal in such terms
would avoid the -substantive question of which government should represent China,
and would be preferable from the Canadian point of view. The United Kingdom
would support such a procedural resolution, and probably the United States would
also. The special committee set up by the Fifth Session to study Chinese represen-
tation has proved abortive; it would. probably, therefore, be as well to avoid sup-
porting any extension of its life. ;r:;

;Formosa

5. The Cairo Declaration by the representatives of the United States, the United
Kingdom and China in 1943 prromised the restoration of Formosa . to the Chinese

-state. This promise .was confirmed in the Potsdam Proclamation by the United
States, thé United Kingdom and China, subsequently adhered to by the Union of
'Soviet Socialist Republics in 1945. The Japanese Instrument of Surrender, also
sigried in 1945, was' based on the Potsdam Proclamation and provide&that the
terlns'of the Proclamation should be carried out. Canada signed the Instrument of
Surrender. De facto administration of Formosa by the Chinese.Nationalist Govern-
ment has been acquiesced in by the Canadian government through the acceptance
of a note from the * Nationalist Government in 1946 stating that Formosa was
restored to Chinese sovereignty and that Formosans had regained their Chinese cit-
izenship; through agreement that the commercial modus vivendi with China should
cover Formosa; and through various administrative actions. While it is true that
eircumstances have now changed in that China is ruled by a government which we
do not like, it is open to doubt whether it is wise to repudiate a wartime agreement.
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6. The Canadian delegation should try to prevent the question of the disposition of
-,

.
Formosa from being raised as a substantive question andshouhd edi n

eavour
KKorea

to have
Any

.the question left open, until ! after , a rift ^between the orient andbound to widen the
been

debate on the substantive questioni firm position
the occident, and to force the United States to take ^^m ^^Ys.
. from which it, will have difficulty : m retreatiing_ , , . . ; .

Koreâ
7. The situation in Korea is so ûnpredictable that only general instructions 'c â be

machinery of an
agreed truce, it

additional would

^

given before the Assembly meets.
advisàble, if possible, to maintai present
cômmittee of the General Assembly, where recommendationn^ nb âs o^aln t^

'.This procedure has advantages over consideration of n d

o

Additional Measures
first instance by the Political , Committee. Our aim 1, he

th ffective go

well be to try tu avoid the imposition of additional military, dip-
, Çommittee might better p rtunithave had
lomatic or,economic sanctions until present measureto avoid an undue risk of
to demonstrate their worth. In this way it will be possible
_driving China more firmly into the arms of,the Soviet,Union•nitedNations Com-

8. If. an armistice is concluded it is to be expected that,the U
S if nsthe

ble fo the-'mander will submit a report to. that effect to the United Nations
made to the General Assembly, the problem arises who is to be

po

next obvious step, political negotiations aimed at a larger settlheme^^ supply ttgt^e
for: the United Nations, the group of countries which toge

,.forces in Korea would probably. be adequate provided I^ ashould be to achieve
; ambulance unit but no fighting ^t even though this would be difficult in view of
a general settlement in the Far
the attitude of the United States- towards. the, seating of Co^at an I body set up

- United Nations and the disposition of WÔ ld be able tolapp ach the problem of a
by the General Assembly at this session

general settlement in the Far East during the lifetime of the Sixth Session of the

Assem{ bly.
. '1 i •.,t r .. ,_

.. 1 1 . : S i . .. . '
. .

-Nationalist Chinese Charges Against the Soviet Union
-9.1t is difficult to deal realistically, with the charges laid by the National ^n^os s

withernment because even the countries which maintain relationsnt o Ch na. aThe most
(recognixe that in tact they are not: e e
desirable line to pursue at the Sixth Session of the.General Assemthe

bly c^^ ^ore^-

I fore bé one leading to the adoption.of a course which
w wl

v

which would continue
Id be to support any move

along the : lines of the resolution passn on •

-left in"abeyance. One solu^on wou
: this problem in the Interim Committee 'rather than in the General Assembly proper,

December 1 1950.

Z ^^. .. ^^^C *,'^+;. , _ ^.., ,4:^^`^•
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(PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 31

Pacte international provisoire sur les droits de l'homme

Draft International Covenant on Hunan Rights

305

CONFIDEIVTIAL [Ottawa], October 12, 1951

-The General Assembly of the United Nations, at its Sixth Session opening on
November 6th, will "reconsider" the decision taken last year in Resolution 421(V)E
to include in one covenant articles on ecônomic, social and cultural tights, together
; with articles on civil and political rights. This is in consequence of a recommenda-
tion made to it by the Thirteenth Session of the Economic and Social Council,
which concluded its 'meetings on September 21st.
2. It has been 'the consistent Canadian view that the Commission on Human

Rights should first concentrate on drafting, a covenant restricted, to the traditional
civil and political liberties. This,view has been expressed, or is at least implicit, in
Cabinet Memoranda of March 14th and July 30th, 1951, has been communicated to
the Secretary General of the United Nations, and was the basis of instruction given
to the Canadian Delegation to the Thirteenth Session of the Economic and Social
Council.
^ 3. At the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, therefore, the formulation of

-economic, social and cultural rights, either as a part of the "first" covenant or as a
separate covenant, will be an item on the Agenda.
4. A study of the articles relating to economic, social and cultural rights, as drafted

by the latest (Seventh) Session of the Commission on Human Rights, shows that
the best covenant that could be hoped for would comprise no more than a series of
commendable objectives, provisions for the implementation of which would
amount merely to a reporting procedure. These objectives are already adequately

=covered, at least for the time being, in the present Universal Declaration on Human
Rights. The. re porting procedure envisaged in the present draft covenant. would
appear to be unnecessary in the light of the arrangements already established for
annual reports from member states on developments in the field of human rights
submitted for inclusion in the United Nations Year Book on Human Rights.
.5: It is recommended that the following instructions regarding the formulation of
economic, social and cultural rights be given to the Canadian Delegation to the
Sixth Session of the General Assembly:
(a) The Delegation should maintain the position that it is impractical to combine

economic, social and cultural with civil and political rights in a single covenant;
(b) Should it be proposed to formulate a separate covenant. on economic, social

and culturafrights, the Delegation should oppose the proposnl for the reasons set
fortlï âbove and especially on the ground that the precise formulation of such rights
in an international legally binding instrument is impracticable, and that legal reine-

"dies foc'the violation of such rights would be unworkable.
.'+^"K 01' t;i: ^ . . . ^^ ^ - .

• , , ,



SUBDIVISION USUB-SECTION I

POLITIQUE

POLICY

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,

Memorandum front Undér-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External A,f,^airs
' a ;rt.; ,., _ . :

CONFIDENTIAL

by clearly indlcating our support or speci c 0 nsible
where such influence may be required to ensure the election of the most respo

and best qualified candidate.

p secret bâllot,^ candidates are, as a rule, fairly certain as to the quarters atti-
theÿ. may expect support or opposition. The net result of, our iradition' ally coyInightude, therefore, is.probably that we succeed neither in winning friendsWe

P etf ' r. andldates nor in influencing Pe0

,somewhat precarious in nature.- Whlle e ections f m which
^3. On :closer conslderation, howeer, l a

1 ' the 'United Nations are held by
t eems to me that these advantages

-. had perhaps come for us to reconslder our Increasing y unrea I p
ing to pledge advance support for candidates and confining:ourselves to an assur-
ance of "sympathetic consideration". . . ^

2. There are, of course, certain advantages in the policy we have followed in ôr
past. ' Coupled as it has been with a reluctance formally to canvass support for

candidates we. are either ünable or unwilling to support.

UNITED NATIONS

own ^ candidatures, it has kept us from becoming involved . in the; more flagrant
horse-trading that inevitably -occurs in the, context of -elections to the principal

,organs : and committees- of the ^ United . Nations. Secondly, our refusal to make
advance commitments has left our hands comparatively free, and has enabled us to
,support the election ôf countries whose candidature ,was not deGnitely announced
until the final stages of -the electoral campaign. Finally, by, responding to the
approaches of all prospective candidates in uniformly neutral terms, we have per-
haps succeeded in creating a minimum of disappointment and resentment arnong

[Ottawa], April 10,, 1951

ELECI7ONS TO THE PRINCIPAL ORGANS AND COMMITfEES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

I attach for your consideration a copy of a memorandum of August 28t on the
subject of Turkey's candidature for one of the non-permanent seats on the Security
Council. In a marginal comment on this memorandum you suggested that the time

1 l'stic olicy of refus-
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'4. As an illustration of the political advantages which might be derived from an
unequivocal advance pledge of; support, it would suffice to. recall , the case of
Egypt's recent candidature for election to the Economic and Social Council when
we did, in, fact, decide to assure the Egyptian Consul-General of our proposed sup-
port. Since 1947, when Canada came out in favour of the partition of Palestine, our
relations with the Arab world have, been cool, if not strained. The'Arab thesis has
been that Canada 'was inexorably committed to the policy followed by' the major
Western powers in. the Middle East and a basis' of mutual understanding between
Canada and the Arab world was thereby precluded from being established. In the
light of this slightly exaggerated persecution complex we should perhaps avail our-
selves of every opportunity of responding to reasonable overtures on the part of the
Arabs, insofar as such a response does not conflict with the general objectives of
Canadian policy. Egypt's request that we support its candidature for a seat on the
Economic and Social Council presented a good opportunity for creating a more
favourable atmosphere in Canadian-Arab relations, and the disadvantages inherent
in an advance pledge of support in such a case would seem to be offset by tangible
political advantages.

5. Once we have reached a considered decision to support a country for election to
one of the principal organs • or, committees of the United Nations, we, should,- I.
think, be prepared to assist our candidate? in securing election. The difficulties
experienced by Turkey in gaining a sufficient majority for its recent election to the
Security Council provide, I believe, a case in point. Canada was strongly convinced
that Turkey could play a far more effective role in the Council than the Lebanon,
and active Canadian support for Turkey's,election might well have succeeded in
persuading wavering delegations, where United States efforts to swing the balance
in favour of Turkey could be resented as a form of pressure.
6. In the light of these considerations, I believe that we might henceforth abandon

the cautious and, in the final analysis,'unrealistic attitude we have adopted in the
past. Once the field of potential candidates has emerged clearly and we are in a
position to reach a definite and final decision, the only sensible course of action
would seem to be for us to give explicit assurances to the candidates we propose to
support, and.to exert some effort in seeing to it that they are elected. This would
not, of couise,',preclude us from confining our response to an assurance of "sympa-
thetic_ consideration" in cases whereit would be politically unwise to make an
advancé'conimitment or where we were genuinely uncertain as to our eventual line
of action. , .. ^ :

a corollary of this policy we should be justified, I think, in pressing our own
candidature for office in the organs and committees'of the United Nations with
more'vigoû'r than we have displayed on previous occasions., It is, of course, gratify-
ing for us to be elected on the initiative of others rather than an a result of a system-
aticand formal campaign of canvassing votes on our part, but I doubt if such an
approach is likely to increase our chances of election in the immediate future. The
delicate restraint, which characterized our recent bid for a vice-presidency in theGen . .eral Assembly, lost for us the votes of many friendly delegations which, until
^^,Ye 'ry last moment, were uncertain as to the definiteness of our intentions. There



[Ottawa], September 22, 1951

PRE-ASSEMBLY.TALKS

bl talks are four-cornered - the United King-

UNITED NATIONS

can be little doubt that a formal request for support at an early stage in the electoral
campaign would have assured Canada's election by a substantial margin.

8. I do nôt believe that a change in our polic} ►,, along the lines indicated in this
memorandum; would necessarily have to involve' us in electoral hôrse•trading. It
should be'quite possible for us to be more forthright in regard to our ôwn candida-
ture for office without, at the same time, deviating frôm our previous , practice of

supporting other candidates for office solely on the basis of individual merit.'

A..P H[EENEY]

SUBDIVISION 11/SUB-SECTION 11 e

'CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ >

SECURITY COUNCIL

DEA/5475-DW-14-40
. . . . . ., ..,. . ^ . . . _ f t .. : .

.. . . , . .

Extrait d'une note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant auxé Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affa ►res extérr ,

Extract' rom Memorandum from Deputy Under-Seeretary of State for External

f Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

week, September 25-26.

dom, the.Umted States, rance a •
New York and another will probably. take place on Tuesday or Wednesday of next

This year the annual pre-Assem y
F nd Canada - One talk has already taken place in

3. The continuing non-permanent members are the Netherlands, Turkey an
ziL The retiring members are India, Ecuador. and Yugoslavia. We have pronused
our, support tor Pakistan _ to replace India.. We have been informed that the Latin
American states are considering Chile or El Salvador as a replacement for El Sa1va^
I think we should use whatever influence we can against the candidacy of
dor, which obviously doés not meet the primary requirement of Article 23?

the election

Elections to the Security, Côuncil : ^
d Bra-

1.4. The main difficulty in elections to the Security Council will be over
of the successor to Yugoslavia. The State Department appears to be deterrni{ned not

1 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
et les çondi-1 agree with the conclusions reached above..Thecompositionemsdu Conseil d e sécurité

i:2 L'article 23 de la Charte des Nations Unies décrit la
tions d'admissibilité. , „: . ^ ^ r.: : , e ? -
Article 23 of the United Nations Chaitér describes the composition of the Secwity Council and e

bility of inembership.

vi
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to support, any candidate from a Cominform state. At first they thought of. Greece
as a possible successor to Yugoslavia and later on of Ethiopia.,:

5. I am not myself impressed by the arguments against electing a Soviet satellite.3
It seems to me that one serious disadvantage of not electing a Soviet satellite, par-
ticularly as long as the Peking Government is not represented at the Security Coun-
cil,' is: that the Security, Council is obviously'being packed against the Russians.
This, like the votes at the San Francisco Japanese Peace Conference, tends to mis-
lead opinion, in oûr own countries about the comparative strength of the Soviet and
the non-Soviet ` worlds. It seems to me that the only argument against electing a
Soviet satellite; such as Poland, is that it increases the difficulty of mustering the
necessary seven votes in the Council. I do not see, however, why this should be
particularly difficult,'except on.very rare occasions. If the three Western Powers in
the Council are agreed, they will have no difficulty in getting the two Latin Ameri-
can votes and the votes of the Netherlands and Turkey. This will give them seven
votes. As long' as Nationalist Chinâ is on the, council, they can usually get the Chi-
nese vote, and on most issuès they ought to be• able to' get the Pakistani vote. About
the only time when they will face difficulties will be on votes on Asian questions,
sûchàs Kashmir and Palestine.

6. If the Assembly decides against electing a non-Cominform state to succeed
Yugoslavia, I suggest that the successor should come from that great part of the
world which lies between Pakistan and the Pacific coast of the Americas which
would *ôtherwise be unrepresented on the Council, except by the puppet regime in
Formosa. Indonesia might be the best but we could not have three Muslim states on
the Council at the same time (Turkey, Pakistan and Indonesia). The choice would
therefore seem to lie between Burina and Ethiopia.4. . ï ; .

DEA/5475-CX-1-40
$ 1 Note de la Direction des Nations Unies

..,,.pour le conseiller de la délégation permanente auprès des Nations Unies

Meniorandum from United Nations Division
to Advisor, Permanent Delegation to 'United Nations

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], October •2, 1951

ELECTIONS TO SECURITY COUNCIL '

âsked Mr. Pearson to amplify his views on the seat to be vâcâted by Yugoslâ-v^^
1•4• a 1G 5

3Note marginale :/Marginal note:
1 agree [L.I3. Pearsonl

Probably the better of two unsatisfactory candidates L.I3.P[earsonl

44 Ministre a fait valoir le cas de l'Éthiopie et a ajouté la note marginale suivante :lrhe,Minister
:; underlined Ethiopia and added the following marginal note:
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(1) His first 'prèference was for a Soviet-satellite state.
We should therefore, in

pre-Assembly talks, continue to advocate this.
vote for a satellite state if the U.S.

'(2) However, we should not; at the Assembly,
and U.K. were suppoi-ting a non-Communist state.

the sea Mr. Pearson's pref-
^
erenc
(3)è'Among the non-Commu é^blstates

talks' cléared the atmosphere further, was for
'at least unttl pre-Ass y

Ethiopia because of her contributions to the United Nations `efforts
S. MORLEY SÇOTT.

Le représentant permanent par intérim auprès des Nations 'Unies

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affiaires extérieures

Acting Permanent Representative to^ United Natiôns

Io Secretary of State for External Affatrs ,.

TELEGRAM 717

t CONFIDENTIAL

Repeat Washington No. 506.
Reference: Our letter No. 1055 of September 20t and our teletype 14o.

.714 of Octo-

' ber 4. 1 , . .

SA had
1. At yesterday's pre-Assembly talks, Gross said that the State Dvour d Gre ce

been reviewing their policy' for Security Council elections and still fa
as a candidate for Yugoslavia's seat. arguments

2, Wlien'the rest of us said that we were not greatly impressed by the
against electing a satellite, Gross said that they still had an open mi n f

concernin
or a atei

possible compromise candidates but theywould not contemplate vo g
that

lite. If the Korean fighting continued, he said, he thought it iovernmentl to con-
satellite would be élected. He therefore urged us to ask, our g among us
sider second choice candidates. If there was no prior understanding
whatever, there would, be great confusion in a free for all election in Paris•Gross said

L '3. We then discusséd possible second choices in a very tentative way.
that Romulo had told him in confidence that the Philippines might run for Yugosla-
via's, seat and would, if, elected, withdraw from ECOSOC: The United ^

ri^°em

and French 'said they thought that the Philippines had already had mo tWeen
share of United Nations offices and proposed Thailand. We said that as be

-PRE=ASSEMBLY TALKS --. SECURITY .COUNCIL' ELECTIONS

" TELL1TE SEAT"

5 Note marginale-:/Marginal note:
Mr. Reid: This is an obiter dictum
sador. S.M.S[coul. , '

mbas
from'the Minister following his talk with

the Chilean A
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Burma and Ethiopia, you would prefer the latter, particularly in view of their
Korean contribution,:although you were not much impressed with either candidate.
4. The United States are still thinking ofLebanon as aI possibility (seé our-letter.

No. 1055) as, unless an Arab were already on the Council,. they would oppose
Greece as a replacement for .Turkey next year. United Kingdom do not want an
Arab.

204.

au secrétaire d'État -aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/5475-CX-1-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

TELEGRAM -76

CONFIDENTIAL

SECURITY COUNCIL ELECTIONS.

^ <^ft•n^. ^r^-:i. , ^ ,-. ^ . . .. . ^ ^ , . . , . ^ • , .. -

2., As regards the Yugoslavia seat, only Greece and the Philippines are in the run-
ning, and the Philippines hardly,qualify, as -"Eastern European" -, a tradition it
might be well to maintain. Ethiopia has expressed desire to be on the Council.and
has abstained on almost everything so far. I think we shall vote for Greece.
3. Some of the reasons which have led me to favour Greece are given in a memo-

randum which will. be forwarded to you in the next bag.

Assembly, Pakistan and Chile are virtually assured of election. We shall vote for
both. Chile is the choice of the Latin-American caucus which has picked Salvador
for the Trusteeship Council.

1. When -the Security Council elections take place -at the next plenary.of 'thè

205. '

Le cl:ef de 1 délé d l'A b ^

311 ,

Paris, November 21, 1951:

DEA/5475-CX-1-40
a gat^ort ssem lée générale des Nations Unies. ... , .

Chairman, Delegation. to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs : , '

au secrétaire d État aux Affaires extérieures

DdPATCH 47 Paris, November 21, 1951

CONFI DE^AL

Reference: My+ telegram No. 76 of November 21, 1951.



being,vacated by Yugoslavia.

SECURTTY, COUNCIL. ELECI7ONS
ivin some of the

of a memorandumof November 14th g g
I am enclosing a copy

reasons which led me to decide to support. Greece for the Security Council seat

UNITED NATIONS

for Chairman

[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Note du représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Permanent Representative Ato United Nations
to Secretary of State for External .^

[Paris], November 14, 1951
CONFIDENTIAL

SECURiTY COUNCIL ELECI'IONS - YUGOSLAV SEAT

From what you said at the meeting this morning, I gather you have not yet made
up your mind as to whether to vote for a satellite or Greece. Ethiopia ûâ has expressed
no desire to be on the Security Côuncil, and the Philippines y Q Y as

ern European".
2. There is still a good deal of obscurity, in my mind at least,' as to the nature of

the understanding between the Great Powers on the "Eastern Ee Americans 'do not
have your own recollections to draw'on, but, as you know, th
admit that there ever was an understanding to give the "Eastern hed in London in

First Assembly, the Western Powers would not
1946
the ,Soviet n

which recog
omineemeve

zed ry'that, for Some,
oppose a Soviet nominee, thus giving the communists a second ^ e^t betextendedlin
Council. Perhaps the implication of W^O W^ â p^ÿ ô^é agreement reached in
fûture years,6 but Sir Gladwyn Jebb,
London, does not challenge the American interpretation that it applied only to the

fast Session of the Assembly.
3. Not onlY do the Americans now deny that the agreement was intended to cover

`
future years, but they argue ttiat even " when the `agreement was mâ statewas

and at
stood as a prëcedent applying to the election of an Eastern Europe
that time Czechoslovakla was not a communis é^er made to the Russians to vote

4. If we accept the thesis that no promises wer • well-
for their nominee for the Security Coûncil, all we now haverto Eu go on is

roean th
e,

established precedent that, a Council seat goes to an ^te
int ôf view of the

Greece, like Yugoslavia, qualifies under this heading. From the point

'
Union, the provocation was certain]y greater in electing Yugoslavia last year

Soviet , P
than it would be if Greece were elected this year.

6 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
This was certainly the implication generally drawn [L.D. Pearson]-
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IU Grèce â été élue au Conseil de sécurité le 20 décembre 1951 au dix-neuvième tour de scrutin.

7. There is some discussion in the commentary of the.undesirability of "packing"
the, Security Council with N.A.T.O. countries, especially, while the Nationalists
continue to represent China. This is certainly not a point to be lightly dismissed., On
the other hand, an analysis of the vôting in the Security Council in recent months,
and notably'the example of the Anglo-Iranian dispute, shows how difficult it is
even now, with Yugoslavia rather than a satellite on the Council, to secure seven
affirmative votes. Abstentions are increasingly in vogue. Further, with the strong
possibility that there will be a cease-fire in Korea and the perhaps more remote'
chance that this might lead to -a change in Chinese representation, in the United
Nations within the next year, it seems to me gratuitous to give away a seat on the
Council. Three Soviet votes would better reflect the real balance of power in the
world but would . tend to. make it still more difficult for the Council to agree on
anything, but the. weakest and lowest common denominator in any situation.

6. So far as we know at present, the only delegation with which we are closely
associated which is still thinking seriously of voting for a satellite is the Australian
delegation, and they are not definite.

5. The Greeks themselves have been using a further argument with delegations
such as ours who are known to favour the tradition of electing a. satellite from that
part of the world. They say that this year the effective choice is between Greece and
the Philippines - now that the United Kingdom has decided not to vote for a satel-
lite. While there might be much to be said for not limiting the chances of election
of states in other parts of the world by maintaining the tradition of an Eastern Euro-
pean seat, the Greeks argue that if we wish the tradition to be kept alive, we would
do better to vote for them than for the Philippines, so that,' if there should be an
easing of the tension between East and West, we might again elect a Soviet nomi-
nee without too much inconsistency.

8. The difficulty of getting seven affirmative votes in the Security Council might
be of very considerable importance to Canada in the field of collective security. We
want the U.N. to be able to act in this vital field. We have supported the "Uniting
for Peace" resolution and the Collective Measures Committee. We now have means
of circumventing a Soviet veto in the Council. But we have no way of getting U.N.`
action' without seven affirmative votes in the CounciL'

DAVID , M.,

Greece waselected to the Security Council on December 20, 1951 on the ninetecnth ballot.
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polele secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum fronz Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairi

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa], October 27, 1951

^; ^...

THE NEW U.S. PROPOSALS ON REDUCI7ON OF ARMAMEN'i'S ,

relate to the
The two attached telegrams .from Wron ^d(WA-3825 an

d uction?of all armed8forces and arma-ments U.S. position on the regulation and
ments including atomic weapons. This new position is set out in a paper which has

been approved by Mr. Truman, Mr. Acheson and •Mr., Lovett; the text, appears in

WA-3825.8 The paper, is regarded as so secret that it has not yet been given to the
U.S. Permanent Delegation to the U.N.; and among foreign

f that the Uf S.been shown only to. the U.K. and ourselves. It is expected, however,
Ambassador in Paris will very shortly discuss it with Mr: Schuman in an effort to

obtain French support - for joint-action by : the Big . Three at the opening of the

Assembly. : _ .

We have not yet had time to' prepare a well=rounded and detailed commentary on
the new U.S: proposals, and 'these notes are made- up of preliminary remarks on
particular aspects of the subject The attached telegram to Wrong, for your signa-
ture if you approve, prescribes'a course of action which appears tô meet the imme-

diate circumstances.,

A..New Features. , . . . ----- ^^_,.....,....,.e.i in the U.S. paper;
There appear,to oe two Mal,y 11-r

outside of these and some prôpaganda material, it does not differ notably from e
terms of the General Assembly resolution of 1946 on disarmament.9 t

The first new point is the express willingness of the U.S. Government f ^ation
acce

pf
as afirst step "a progressive system for international disclosure and

all armed forces and armaments on a continuing basis. This means revealingice

pro
lice

appropriate stages all arméd forces - including para-military, security, and Po

forces - and all armaments, including atomic, and providingfor cr
thisan or-

gressive inteinational inspection to verify the adequacy and accuracy of ons.
mation:" Hitherto the U.S. has not been prepared to disclose atomic weap

< , ,. . . . ....

/See United States, Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS),
1951,

-,Volume 2, Washington: United States Government Printing office. 1979, pp. 559-562.

^ Voir/See Volume 12, pp., 801 •21. R ' .. ' ::• % r'' ^r
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The second new point is' the list of critéria, terméd' "examples which could be
suggested for consideration in ' the 'course' of detailed negotiations' on - the pro-
gramme" for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of all armed forces

,.and armaments: This schedule of criteria is something' which ` has not been
attempted sincé the debates on disarmament in the League of Nations; it appears to
lead to proposals of the. same general type of those put forward in the League,
although we have not yet had time to work out in detail the implications of the
. criteria listed. This point is discussed in the attached telegram to Wrong.

B. A Genuine Offer?
We now know that the U.S. refusal in 1946 to disclose the number of atomic

weapons which it held arose, from the fact that the number was very small. This is
no longer the case, and perhaps the U.S. would rather like to make public the

...figures. on the respective atomic' capabilities of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. now,
,when the disparity is greater proportionally as it is ever likely to be again. If so, the
U.S.'may in this proposal be making a genuine offer to the U.S.S.R. in the hope
that the latter will accept, and not be putting forward a proposal they do not them-
selves believe in, in the expectation that the Russians will reject it. At any rate,
considered as'a geriuine offer, the paper 'appears to' us to be a good proposal; it is
the first U.S. overture which gives any appearance of being a real effort at horse-
trading , and in this light it appears both realistic and enlightened.

C. ,Propaganda Aspects
, It may be that there is no expectation in the U.S. that the U.S.S.R. will nibble. In

this case; presumably, the proposal is being put forward as a propaganda exercise.
Âs,such, it is from the U.S. point of view a good manoeuvre, for it will help to
reduce the doubts of the countries of Western Europe that the U.S. is honestly will-
ing to seek for a real accommodation with the Russians and is not hell-bent for a
show-down. Unless the Russians . come out with something even better at . the
Assémbl this . . . ,y, ., proposal should also capture the pro paganda initiative for the West
for the. sweeping references to reduction of international tensions, easing of the

.b
,
rdenof armamets, cessation of fighting in Korea and reduction of the danger of

; W1Ç are supported by at least one concrete and significant concession on atomic
, energ}►, t , :
D. Tactics

The U.S hopes that the U.K. and France will support it in sponsoring this pro-
posal in'thé Assembly, but is likely to go ahead on its own if necessary. We are told

" that thése new proposals, having been approved at the very top level, are not sub-
Ject t6'ïnodification for bargaining purposes but represent a firm position. On most
of the points covered, this is probably justifiable, but there is one item' which we
think might be of value as a bargaining counter should the U.S.S.R. show any inter-
est., This point is the reference to the Majority Plan for atomic energy which in the
çontext appeazs to us superfluous; it is not a necessary safeguard, and it is possible
that a skilful approach on our part might persuade the U.S. that this reference could
be deleted if genuine -negotiations should develop.

• ,,,, .. . .. . .
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: It is intended that Mr.' Acheson shall put, forward the new proposals in his open-
ing speech, but it is unlikely that any real answer can be given by the U.S.S.R. until
a good deal of, time is spent in examining the, terms. The Americans. wish to have

; their proposal - considered, as a separate new ^ item on the agenda. iVsteoad of being
considered in the, débates _on the report of the Çommittee.of Twel e.

A T D LIIrGNRV1 !• .! + t

`'DEA/50271-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur cux^États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs '
to Ambassador. in United States

^°, . ^ ., . , .; ,. ..

TELEGRAM EX-2096
Ottawa, October 27, 1951

' , ^ . . , . . . ^ . , . . . ^ . . ^ . . . . . . ^ ^ . , : ^ , .

TOP SECRET,

, Your *messages WA-3825 of October 25t and WA, 3827 of October 27.t.

NEW U.S. PROPOSAIS ON REDUCTION° OF ARMÂMENTS.

Following for Wrong from Pearson: In our immediately following teletype we are
giving the text of a preliminary note prepared in the Department on the con

tents
take.

your messages. In this message 'l shall outline certain steps which you might
2: It seems to me that there are certain' significant gaps in our information on this

subject From paragraph 3 of your message WA-3827 I judge that Franks and Ach-
eson have been discussing this matter for some time. -It would be most valuable if
you would talk to Franks, explaining our interest in `thë proposals which have justent
been made known to us and admitting frankly that we :are not sure.to ^ently tthe
this is a genuine offer and to what extent 4 propaganda exercise. App
original initiative lay with the U.K:, but the project appears now to have been taken

^ üp vigorously by the U.S. It seems that in the course of this development then ral
"'ject has changed in`character. ("The U.K. Government had 'pressëd for a g

program of disarmament and said that the U.S. proposals might
nsiderat nein the

falling short of the U.K. desiderata." "The most important co
.view of the State Department is thât the Western Powers --,4,-r the U.S. leadershiP

^ should take the initiatiye at the outset of the General Assembly meeting in the gen-1. 1
eral . debate on the issue of `peâce' Any light wch Franks can throw on the

background of these proposals _would be useful, Iand I should 1;1-p particularlY to

:. knôw. what U.K. 'desiderata the _ U.S. has refüsed. to, incorporate.
^.. , . . ^•-j°, : ^ ,. . ^ ^ ^

sec Canada, Department of External Affaus, Canada and the Unitcd Nations, 19S1-S2, 00113:

bréf
Au sujet des ôrigines dû;Comité des 12, voir le volume 16; pp. S 14-538; pour un,

résûmé de ses
10

travaux, voir Canada, mmistère des Affaires extériéures; Lc Canadci ct les Nations Unies, 1951-52,

Ottawa, Imprimeur de la reine,' 1952; p. I l. ; ^ `. ,' ;' ; " • ,

On the origins of the Committee of 12, aee. Volume 16, pp. 514-38; for a brief account of its W0^`'

Queen's Printer, 1952, p. 11.
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3. Other points on which I should be glad to have fuller information arise from the
actual text of the V.S. paper. . Does the U.S. Government • envisage . a timetable.
according to which agreement concerning the procedures for disclosure and verifi-
cation - would be , reached, the ; disclosures , made,' and , the., necessary,-; inspection
machinery, then established, or is it intended that the inspection teams should actu-.
ally. be in existence and ready to function prior to any significant disclosures. being •
made? I am doubtful whether the U.S.S.R. would be, willing to accept the latter
alternative, while there might . be very serious risks , for us in the former; the U.S.,
paper appears ambiguous on,the question of which scheme should apply.

4. Another point on which I am concerned is the criterion set out in para. 4C (2) of
WA-3825 to determine the, magnitude of permissible defence spending. Surely to
use national product alone is to weight the scale so. much against the highly-popu-
lated have-not countries that it could not be taken seriously by them. A more realis-
tic criterion, I should judge, would be one incorporating in a single formula two
variables such as national product and per capita defence expenditure. J notice;
however, that these criteria are put forward as "examples which could be suggested
for discussion", so I presume that they do not fall under the ban in para. 5 of WA-
3827, ("The U.S. representatives would not be in a position to go any furtherthan
the position set out in the'U.S. paper:'), . ; ,

5: While, as indicated above, we recognize the difficulties of working out this
proposal and how much remains to be done to fill in the details, you should be sure.,
to make clear to the State Department that we welcome this initiative and agree
with the general principles which underlie the proposal.
6. These and other questions could perhaps be discussed with Matthews. I think,

however,'that you should wait' until we have had an opportunity to. digest what
information you may be able to get from Franks, and to give more thought here to
the particular aspects of the U.S. paper which you might go into with Matthews,
before approaching him.

208.,

Referénce: ^Your EX-2096 of October 27th and EX-2097 of October 29th.t

-Washington, October 30, 1951

T6P SECRET. IMPORTANT.

^.4.4y ^ _ . ^ . ..
• . ^ ^ ' . . . . . . ^ . . i . . . ^ ' . . . . . . . - ^ . .

'-"''NEW UNITED STATES PROPOSACS ON REDUCTION OF ARMAILIENTS

L'As a first stage in filling the gaps in our information referred to in your mes-
sage,'I obtained from the British Embassy some informatiôn on the background of

,. DEA/50271-40

Lâmbassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'Éiat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs



ers --- the United Kmg om, I power ant in m^ ►
posais apparently envisaged that there shoull^n for the east. Fach of the five
manpower of 3 million for the west and 3 1 1n rcent of its population
would be permitted to have roughly 1 percent to pe or one and one

`^ ed inits armed forces with an absolute ceiling of one million ne and onei
half

ncluid * if PA n ceiling of say

318:

sals including the. nature^ of the - United - Kingdom
desiderata on this

these propo ; . . . , ,

was also

. r^.. ...'..^ ^, . . . . .

subject. arentl
nsideration of new proposals' on the reduction of armaments app YCouncile2.'The co

'ginated : from discussions' which took place in the Depâ of-
on enda for a` meeting of
Foreign Ministers when they were

.working on a possible g
the Deputies of the 3In their talks in Paris, resentForeign Ministers earlier , this year.

t o
of the release from

n of disarmament. pWestern Foreign Ministërs agreéd that any discussion
internadonal tensions would have to include the qu Wem were frus-

3. When efforts at convening the Fo

trated, United` States and ' United ^ Kingdo
reignmM

officiais continued informal consulta-

n^this Question-in Washington. Apparontly about'two months ago it wasof newtions o pro
decided that preparations should be made for ae^n dô 1O^d United Stâ es

sals in
offi-

the United Nations and it w^é rrob
lemtandlwork out separate schemes on which

^
cials séparately would study P • .; ^ , , ^ •, : ; ; . -

ey would then consult.
entl were confined to United States and United Kin^ é k

s4.' These talks appar Y
officials on the "working lever'. Franks had °nvolved^ün^substantive

some

agô' on this question; but they have not been
The United Kingdom and United States studies, 'although conducted separately,

were based on a similar premise, namely, that the main obéd Na o
the

n e It r
assumed

gain initiative in the propaganda for peace in the Un
d that there is no contradiction between the making of aelnu1inrop ^^da

the, regulation and reduction of arrnamenwe
from a propaganda poinpof view, it

exercise..It was recognized that to be effec all nations
was necessary to put forward a scheme which could be implemented by the Soviet

concerned (in the unlikely event it were accepted in good faith by

Government). m hasis on the
5. The United Kingdom officials in their scheme, placed f mmarY emanp°wer and

need for specific criteria which would govern the ^ ineffective compared with
aimàinents.' General language, they though , the Soviet
the specific percentage cut proposed . on more. than one occasion by

The United Kingdom scheme also refén^ed primanlY to the rive great pow
Union..

• d` Unitëd States U.S.S.R:, France and China.
Their pro-

' l'tary

United Kingdom plan also sugges • n inchiding procedures of ven

and fifty thousand each. t was quantities indicated above•
: would be worked out in relation to the manpower

. ted that there should be a more concrete
time `bâ

h m 1. n
million each; this ceiling would be balanced by Perrrutung the hundred
and one-half,milh•on effectives and France and the United Kingdom seven am ^ents

I envisaged that limitations on the level of arrn

alf '.ll'on Russia and China would be permi U ited States Or-

goy erning*the ,various stages, of implementauo ,
tion and disclosure.

rNA

d
.î
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1'6.- The British Embassy emphasized that these United, Kingdom proposals never
had any ministerial clearance. Since the change of government in London,- it is
doubtful whether they will be submitted for the consideration of ministers, since
they differ markedly in conception from the more general but limited proposals
which have now been approved by President Truman, and Messrs. Acheson and
Lovett.

7. Apparently on the United States side, objections were raised to including spe-
cific percentages or other figures on.the grounds that this kind of detail should be
left to subsequent negotiation, after it had been clearly established whether the
Soviet Union was willing to co-operate to the extent of negotiating on the basis of a
plan which provides for safeguards, including complete disclosure of existing
armaments and armed forces accompanied by international verification.

8. Having in mind the record of the Soviet attitude in the discussions on the regu-
lation and reduction of armaments, the more cautious United States attitude seems
to be justifiable.-It was, of course, acknowledged in the bilateral consultations in

the American Association for the United Nations yesterday to the United States

Washington, that there was a distinct possibility that the Russians might make the
gesture of accepting the proposals on the reduction of armaments for their propa-
ganda effect and then stall the' detailed negotiations which would presumably have
to follow.
9. The British Embassy has not received any'new instructions on this matter since

the change of government in London. It was thought not unlikely that the United
Kingdom Government would agree to associate themselves with the sponsorship of
the*new proposals. The British Embassy realizes that there is a strong current of
opinion in the ' United States, expressed in Congress as well as in organizations
such as.the American Association for the United Nations, which favors the United

'States tâking the initiative in new proposals for disarmament. They referred to the
` rësolutions submitted by Senator McMahon, "as well as other Senators in the 82nd
Session of Congress, on this question; as well as to the memorandum submitted by

delegation to the General Assembly urging the United States Government to "put
forward bold proposals" at the General Assembly for disarmament.
10:.Wé'Were also told by the' British Embassy that the United Kingdom Govern-

ment hâs- now obtained the consent of the United States . Government to inform
certain'other Commonwealth Governments, namely, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africâ through the High Commissioners in London, of the discussions which
have`been going on. The French Government has been informed by the United
States' Government. •
11: Ï think that in your message tome and in the memorandum given to the minis-

ter a^false antithesis is included in describing the United States proposal as either "a
8enüine offer" or as "a propaganda exercise". I feel sure that the proposals are both
genuine'and désigned for propaganda employment, and surely the best propaganda
Isbaséd on a statement of intentions which one is ready to carry out if agreement is
secu^ I also think that it would be very difficult to persuade the State Department
to eliiiiinate all reference to the United Nations plan for control of atomic energy ,



.sion for. pushing their. own alternatives.,-.
since if this is not mentioned the Russians might use the proposal as another, occa-

. The information in your message gives us a much clearer picture of the back-
ground of the new proposals. For our part, we have today been given by the U.K.
High Commissioner's Office three telegrams, from the C.R.O. including the text of
the U.S. proposals and certain U.K. comments on them. The only new information
thus obtained is given in the following quotation:``However, with a view to launch-
ing their programme to the greatest advantage, United States Government propose
that shortly before the opening of the Assembly, the United Kingdom and French
Prime Ministers should join with the President of the. United States in issuing a
tripartite statement foreshadowing the disarmament programme." With this,,in

mind, and with our earlier comments_ as general guidance, you might now, have a
talk with Matthews about the subject,land perhaps sound him out on whether such a

Repeat If
Reference: Our EX-2096 of October 27 and your WA-3860 of October 30.

NEW UNITED STATES PROPOSALS ON REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS

Ottawa, October 30, 1951

.Lo don Mn 1936- Candel Paris No. I.

Secretary, of State. for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States, .

Top SECRET. IMPORTANT.

UNTTLD NATIONS

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

TELEGRAM EX-2112

2. Incidental y, we agree wi po
graph 11 of your message WA-3860. Indeed, the false antithesis to which you refer
was introduced inadvertently and arose, from our uncertainty as to whether or not

,'the United States really is ready. to carry out the terms of the new proposal if agree-

1 'th the int made in the first two sentences of para-statement is likely.

,;ment should be secured.
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

" ,-'Anibassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3878 Washington, November 1, 1951
. ° .',. .. ,

'.TOP'SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. EX-2112 of October 30th.:

NEW UNITED STATES PROPOSALS ON RtiDUCI'lON OF ARMAMENTS

Department rathe'r than Matthews) he provided a good deal of further information
today about the background and nature of the United States proposal and also about
the way in which it is to be presented.
2. In outlining the philosophy behind the proposal Hickerson stressed two points.

He emphasized first that,'in the State Department's view, if there were to be an

1. In conversation with Hickerson (who is handling this subject in the State

he asserted that it had béen very carefully considered and that the'United States
would be prepared to live with it if by any lucky chance it did prove acceptable.
Secondly, Hickerson explained'that it was believed in the State Department that
prôgress towards disarmament could be made only if the problem of inspection
could be solved. For that reason, they had put at the forefront of the United States
proposal the necessity of "a progressive system for international disclosure and
verification",
'3 In tracing, the history of the proposal, he said that the consultations with the

_British had grown both out of the meetings of the Deputies of the Council of For-
eign Ministers (as I reportéd in my telegram No. 3860 of October 30tht) and also
out of exchanges between the United States and United Kingdom representatives
on the United Nations Committee of Twelve. Sir Pierson Dickson had discussed
this subject with Hickerson when he was in Washington in September with Mr.
Momson. Early in October, a Foreign Office official had come to Washington and

.'had worked on*an early United States draft with officials in the State Department.
As a`,result of this cooperation a joint (United States-United Kingdom) paper was

^ prodnced' about the middle of ' October, which had not, however, secured the
approval of either government.
. ',4, The chief difference between the carlier joint paper and the memorandum sent
you,under cover of our despatch No. 3825 of October 25th" was that in the earlier

initiative of this general kind, it must be an honest initiative. It must be a proposal
that the United States would be glad to see accepted. ' Although Hickerson, from
past experience, was not sanguine that the Soviet Union would accept this proposal,
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draft illustrative figures were included for sub-paragraPhs 1 and 2 of paragraph 4Ch 1 should read:
of the present paper. At that time it was intended that sub-parags Purit and police

"Limiting the size of armed forces including p^- blu•to a ceiling for
forces to a fixed percent.of population, say one percen t, subject

any country of an agreed maximum figure, say one nrillion:"

The
of national product proposed,'in a similarly tentative way, as the

percentage
ceiling in sub-paragraph 2 would have been five percent. .;, I

5. The Pentagon were unconvinced of the wisdom of incl uding il lustrative
figures at this early stage in the initiative, although they velope
to see these figures used, if in fact negotiations with the Soviet Union

wasethe Pres-
Mr. Acheson also was doubtful whether figures should be included. It
ident himself who took the decision to omit them. Those he ° disae worked e^ sithis
project, in the State Department are inclined to regret t,

PPe aran

concrete figures, they think, might have added considerably to the propaganda
effectiveness of the initiative. They are anxious, however, United States cantgo
papér you have received represents the very farthest that
now; and I think you will agree that it shows a very considerable advance.

6. One other point worried Mr. Acheson. He was concerned, lest the la^e g'dengarden
this proposal should lead the public here and in other countries p

path" and give them the impression that there had been some ement, ^n hsr opin ont
in the international situation. There can be no such imp
until the Soviet 'Union has shown some willingness to negotiateIt the to mee t h is

n

political ^ issues which now embitter its relations ,with the
point of Mr. Acheson's that paragraph 6 of the present memorandumwas i^é ^ro-
P.

7. Hickerson provided a good deal of clarific ation o
eif it were ever accepted

pôsed, system of disclosure and verification would operate t agreement on-
and put into practice. He said categorically that it should bëareached andccaat
cerning the procedures for disclosure and verification
inspection teams should actually be in existence "

a
any, disclosures

forre
made.

'He also threw• some light on what is meant by a progressive sy

tional disclosüre ând verification". The idea would be to start with the ea c^pstor
gories' first. For example, it might be agreed that the number of training
the size of police forces should . be the first data _ to be di scled^o ld m an that

ÿwoûld proceed according to an ascending scale of sensitiviy. This : - late
information concerning atomicweapons would be disclosed at afnâ Pt g 1 In eed,
stage` âlthougli it would not necessarily be reserved for the v ry umber
information about nuclear activity; would in all probability be spread overa nut and

It. miht`be ro sed for example, that mformation
abo ihen

out

informa{ ôf stages. Itg. P P° •
^reserves"of fissionable materials should be disclosëd relatively early; Nh_

g p y g d so on until, ultimately, si8r,tion about refinin ca acit mi ht be asked fo an

^" t fi ûrès for the capacity ôf, the various çountries tô produce nïiclear fu ân nouldcan g"I be âvailable: The' counting of bombs by themselves woûld' h ^ the,tUnited-Nations
8. In discussing the reference in paragraph 4D of the paper t • firmlY that, insa^dplan for the international control of atomic energy, Hickerson lan can be

spite of the phrase "unless and until a dbetter and more effective p
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devised", the United States Government has no other plan in mind. No decision has
yet been taken as to what course should be pursued if the Soviet Union seemed
inclined to accept all - the other facets of the proposal with the exception of the ^
United Nations plan for the control of atomic energy.
9. In your telegram No. 2096 of October'27th; you suggested that the use of-

national product alone as a criterion for setting a ceiling on permissible^ defence
spending was unrealistic. Some explanations of sub-paragraph 4 (2) that Hickerson
provided may help to remove this stumbling-block. He pointed out that, since it
was proposed that production for military purposes should be restricted, so that it
bore a direct relation to the amount needed for the armed forces, a cross rate, as it
were, would be established between manpower and defence expenditure and this
would provide an additional,ceiling on defence spending. If this ceiling in the case
of the United States, for example, were lower than the ceiling reached by taking a
percentage of the national product of this country, the lower ceiling would prevail.
He was unwilling, however, to have the formula proposed in the United States
memorandum diluted by adding present per capita defence expenditure as a further
criterion. Any such step would tend to freeze the relative state of military prepared-
ness of the Soviet Union and the west in its present disequilibrium.

10. Preliminary soundings in Paris show that the French will probably be willing
to join in sponsoring this proposal before the United Nations. No hint has yet been
received from London of the British reaction. The State Department are anxious to
have both French and British support, but will proceed without it if necessary. If it
proves impossible for the British to associate themselves with the proposal, the
State Department would prefer to launch it themselves rather than to be supported
merely by the French. It is still hoped, however, that it may be possible for Truman,
Churchill and Pleven to issue identical statements presenting the proposal about
noon on November 7th. This statement would be, as it were, a précis of the paper
which you have already received.
J1. After that, it is intended that the following steps should be taken:
(a) Truman would deliver a "fireside chat" on the night of November 7th; and it is

thought that Churchill and Pleven might make similar broadcasts.
(b) The next day Acheson; at an early stage in the general debate in the Assembly,

would make â much fuller statement in which the whole of the memorandum which
you have seen would be incorporated. He would also ask that this be placed on the
agenda of the Assembly as a new and separate item.

(c) The British and French representatives would support Acheson before the
Assembly, if they were by then in a position to do so.
(d) The Géneral Committee would be asked to 'approve the United States request

that this be placed as a new item on the agenda and to assign it to whichever of the
Assembly committees is to bc responsible for considering the report of the Com-
mittee of Twelve, i.e. either to the Political Committee or to the Ad Hoc
Connittee.
;(e) In 'one or other of these committees this new proposal would be considered
tngether with thé report of the Committee of Twelve.,. I , ...
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(f)
When the report, of the Committee of Twelve has been approved and when aa

new commission has been established in accordan^is United States proposal,to
formal resolution would then be introduced to refer
the new commission. At every stage in. the procedu^^e the up a

Nations
posposition

effort would be made to draw out the Russians and
towards the, proposal.
:12.^ Hickerson concluded that he very much hoped they could count on Canadianbeen

support. In reply, he was merely told that this United States initiative

warmly welcomed in Ottawa:
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Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

UNITED NATIONS

Paris, November 15, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 7 of 2 November.t

TELEGRAM 38

UNTTED STATES DISARMAMENT PROPOSAL AND REPORT OF COMMITTEE
OF TWELVE,

paragraph 4 of United States draft for twice yearly reports to
General Assembly or member governments, as they think that these reports would
,4.,The United Kingdom delegation n is also mcllned LU

eP Security Council and

examp es o . ,. -. .- population of EgYPt•éxâmple, Israel wonry ing about much larger pd ^te the provision in. • •

debate inside. the : Commission., I understand at •
sûltéâ much in advance, are concerned pârticularly; at their dwindling population
relâtive,to Germany. The United Kingdom feels that there would be many other

^ 1 f concern which would be .brought out in the general debate - for

ted

3. The main reservation of United Kingdom and French delegauo
advisability of highlighting detailed criteria to relate si ze, of,

details should be lef for
lations. United Kingdom delegation thus far feel that these

th the french who were not con-

The first committee will probably MOU a u y
ôn order in which items will be taken up. As soon as ^thisis sett^éntûs expected
that "disarmament" and "Committee of Twelve report will be p

This may begin Monday, 19 November.

2. My immediately following telegram gives text, as it stands at presen^t,sof nsolred

States draft for resolution on both items. It is ^^e, but thë delegations^have not
jointly by United States, United Kingdom, and
yet agreed on a text. The text has therefore not yet been shown to other delegÛnited
and we have only foday been given this text in . special . confidence" by

States delegation. : . .
' ns concerns the

S t Mnrmorning 17 November to agree

to Secretary of State for External Affa^rs
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. merely. be statements of Soviet obstructions, and would . lead to unnecessary and

repetitious poisoning of atmosphere.

212.. DEA/50271-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
.- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assemblÿ,
to Secretary of State for External AJfairs

' TËt,EGRAM 39 Paris, November 15, 1951
^.t'.^.f^

^., .. . , . ,
. " .

. . , ^ . . . . .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.

.Reference: My immediately preceding telegram.

DISARMAMENT AND REPORT OF COMMITCEE OF TWELVE

Following is tentative text of draft resolution: Text Begins: .

;The General Assembly
Desiring to lift from the peoples of the world the burden of increasing arma-

menti and the fear of war; and to liberate new energies and resources for positive
-programs of reconstruction and development,

, Believing that the necessary means to this end is the development by the United
Nations of, comprehensive and coordinated plans, under international control, for
the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction to levels adequate for defense but
`not for aggression of all armed forces and all armaments, and for the effective
^ international côntrol of atomic energy to ensure the prohibition of atomic weapons
and the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes only,.

Recognizing that a genuine system for disarmament must include all kinds of
armed forces and armaments, must be accepted by all nations having substantial
armed forces, and must include safeguards that will ensure the compliance of all
such nations,

Noting the report of the Committee of Twelve established by resolution 496(v),
and especially its recommendation that the General Assembly establish a new com-
.mission to carry forward the tasks originally assigned to the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the Commission for Conventional Armaments,

"1: Establishes an Arms Reduction Commission under the Security Council, hav-
ing the same membership as the Atomic Energy Commission and the Commission
for Conventional Armaments;

2. Dissolves the Atomic Energy Commission and recommends to the Security
., Council that it dissolve the Commission for Conventional Armaments;

3: Directs the Arms Reduction Commission to prepare a draft of a treaty (or trea-
cies) for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of all armed forces and

, all armaments. The Commission shall be guided by the following principles:
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'(a) In a system ofguaranteed disarmament, there must be progressive disclosure
and verification on a continuing basis of all armed forces - including para-mili-

tary, security and police forces - and all armaments, including atomic.

(b) There must be effective international inspection to verify the adequacy and
accuracy of the informâtion disclosed.

(c) In working out plans for the regulation, limitation, and balanced reduction of
all armed forces, and all armaments, the Commission should seek to formulate cri-
teria of general 'application,. which could be simply: and clearlÿ stated. The Com-
mission might consider, among other criteria, whether in the case of armed forces
the size of such forces should be related to population, and whether in the case of
armaménts the amount of such armaments should to

arrnameuction,subject to maximum national figures for both armed forces
(d) After formulating limits and restrictions for all armed forces and all arma-

ments, and within these limits and restrictions, the Commission should consider
methods of developing mutually-agreed national programs concerning the armed
forces and armaments that each country would maintain.

(e) In formulating the draft treaty (or treaties) referred to' abôve, the Commission
should include provisions for the international control of atomie energy which
would be no less effective than the United Nations plan in ensuring the prohibition

-.of atomic weapons and the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes only.

(f) There must be an adequate system of safeguards ^etection of violations while
disarmament program, so as to provide for the prompt
,at the same time causing the minimum degree of interference in the internal life of11 11 .
each country: ^ .. ^ . ,

The treaty (or treaties) should be open to all States for adherence and must be
(g)ratified by at least those States whose military resources are so substantial that their

absence from the program would endanger it.
f m

° f h such ex rte staff an a

• of the. Commission shall have progressed to a potnt w ere in ^ g
Commission any part of its program is ready for submission to governments.

• d f cilities as

!; 5.-Requests the Secretary-General LU 16,V11111
sider any draft treaty (or treaties) prepared by the Commission as soon as the work

h ' the 'ud ment of the

ne' a conference of all States to c
fwhen the General Assembly is not in session;

on-

' Council and to the General Assernb y, or to

4.` Directs the Commission to comme
the adoption of this resolution and to report at least twice a year to the Security

1 the members of the -United Nations

nce its work not later man thlrty days ro

A°g 61 Requests the Secretary General LU urn^s pe • •

.z ttie Commission may consider necessary for the effective accomplishmcnt of the
purposes of the present resolution. Text ends. . ..

^:^ ; ... : ^`
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213. DEA/50271-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, au chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies -

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairnuzn; Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

TELEGRAM 50 Ottawa, November 16, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 2067.
Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 38 and 39 of November 15.

- . . J . . . . . ' . . .

U.S. DISARMAMENT RESOLUTION

^ We havenot yet had time to obtain the views of National Defence on the U.S.
text, given in your telegram No. 39. As the subject may come up for discussion,
before we have an opportunity to do so, we are sending you now our own prelimi-
nary views. "
,2. We are favourably impressed by the United States draft resolution. It seems to
us that the language and tone are such as to make it difficult for the Russians to
reject the'resolution and that the resolution can therefore be represented as a serious
effort to launch disarmament discussions. This makes it good propaganda.

3. We suggest that,'in debate, stress should be laid on the point that there is noth-
ing in the resolution which.conflicts with the terms of the disarmament resolution
of December 14, 1946, which the Russians and all other members of the Assembly
accepted. So far as we can see, the only substantial differences are the inclusion of
a specific provision for the disclosure of atomic weapons and the suggestion of
possible criteria to be applied in the regulation of national armaments and armed
forces. The Russians have always wanted the disclosure of atomic weapons and the
criteria mentioned are only suggestions and do not appear to be loaded against the
Russians.

4. Some of the points made in the resolution of December 14, 1946, are omitted
from the new U.S. resolution but we assume that if the Russians want these points
inclûded, the Western Powers would be willing to include them.

5• We 'aré not impressed by the arguments against mentioning the criteria which
are^ set forth in paragraph 3 of your telegram No. 38. If the criteria are not men-
tiôned, meresolution will not constitute a very great advance over the resolution of
December '1946.

6• ,Jbe possible French and Israeli objections to the criteria would apply to any
reasônable disarmament proposal and in effect represent opposition to any realistic
disa 'nn^ent scheme.

7. We note that the second criterion is now related to "the amount of armaments"
rather than to "the portion of national production which could be used for military
p^4!s"..We are inclined to prefer the earlier wording. Presumably, it has been
amended because of the fact that the United States spends much more per soldier ini



8. The unequivocal application of an upper, limit DOW to t e size o
and the amount of expenditure is an improvement over the previous proposal.

9. The language, in Paragraph 3(e) on atomic energy is well chosen since it gives

the Russians no valid reason for objecting.
E 10. ,The language of paragraph 3(g) needs some tightening up. Instead of "must be

ratified" it should read "should come into force when ratified".

11.
We suspect that the provision that the Commission should report at least twiceactive b

a year is designed to indicate that the Commission is expected ssimistic concernng
A mere provision for an annual report might easily app pe

the progress of the work which'the Committee is i n
undertake .

of your tle gram

warrant'.'.

328

recognize the force of the U.K. argument outlined p g P 4
b

No. 38. Accordingly, we consider that the Commission General A sembly;tandad
mit an annual report to the Security Council and to the ...
make such other reports to the members of the United Nations as its progress shall

the maintenance of its armed forces (as distinct from armaments) than most of the

other countries. h fnrmed forces

UNITED NATIONS
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, Extrait d'une note du représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Extract front Mémorandum front Permanent Representative to United Nations

Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

liked the relative flexibility of the earner draft, an Is
orit plan

in his memorandum of October 27 whether specific reference to the d safe uards.
might not be superfluous in acontext stressing adequate inspection an

g
Y i .. ^ Yk A .>>> -

(i)'Paragraph 3(d) refers in a much more ng^,
for atomic controls,*which it'directs "shôuld continue toserve as De ^artment had
and until a better and no less effective system candbe de H^ The

had evén wondered

ing: -Attached is a copy of ihis revised tex .
earlier draft are: : ^ .

j• 'd anner to the United Nations plan

fMeanwhile the United States, n^ g
t Tbe formally subm itted

agreëd on a revised text,'which^will probably nt changes from thethemost s g

' • U'ted Km dom and Frenc e g.

" In telegram Ao. 50 0 0-1
comments on the United States draft: Copy attached. ,,

D le ations have

f N mber 16 the Department sent us ^ pThere have been a number of developments since en.
^ ' reliminary

DISARMAMENT..,:

In mY' memorandum of November 15 I gave you the United States o ffUn ed

then stood, of,the disarmament resolution,- together with an indication
Kingdom and French views, and a few comments of our own.

TOP SECRET
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(ii) The explicit reference to criteria of percentages of population and national
income, to which the United Kingdom and French had taken exception, has been
dropped from the new text. The Department had welcomed this reference; as mark-
ing a realistic advance over the 1946 resolution.

DAVID M.`10IiNSON '

215. DEA/50271-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 62

CONFIDENTIAL

Paris, November 20, 1951

COMMITTEE 1 - DISARMAMENT DEBATE

1. In opening the discussion of the three-power disarmament proposals yesterday
morning, Acheson was at his best. In contrast to his statement in plenary, he
refrained from so much as mentioning the Soviet Union and simply presented a
thoroughly lucid exposition of the western proposals.
2. The only other delegate ready to speak was Moch who said little beyond recal-

ling earlier French proposals for an arms census as a preliminary step towards
reduction of armaments.

3. As .the three power resolution was not circulated to delegations until Sunday
evening, it is hardly snrprising the debate had to be adjourned yesterday because no
other speakers were ready. The smaller countries also want to hear first what the
great powers have to say but neither Vyshinsky nor Selwyn Lloyd (United King-
dom) want to speak early in the debate. As I shall be leaving for Rome tomorrow
afternoon, I shall speak tomorrow morning after the Czech representative. The rep-
resentatives of Brazil, Peru, Haiti, and Iran spoke this morning after which the
committee adjourned for lack of further speakers.
4. I expect Vyshinsky will bide his lime until next week when he can point to the

empty places' of the NATO Foreign Ministers and say that they have left the dis-
armament discussion in the hands of their deputies, giving first place to their re-
armament plans in Rome. At any rate, if his performance last Friday is any indica-
tion, Vyshinsky will not make the mistake of laughing at western proposals again.
5. I shall, in my statement, explain that there is no inconsistency between NATO

defence plans on the one hand, and sincere western disarmament proposals on the
other. . . '
.6• Both Acheson and Vyshinsky have spoken of the problem of stages and I shall
k sâying something about this too. In effect, western proposals in their present
form ^ght be interpreted as calling on the U.S.S.R. to disclose secret information



simultaneously our confidence in each other, will grow.
8. I am, of course, giving strong 'support to the three"power proposals.

in the early stages in return only -for information,, most of which is already pub-
lished in the,west, about,military establishments,' etc.. Vyshinsky made effective
play on this point, and opposed the whole concept of stages.

7. I am, in my statement, going to emphasize that acceptance of the principle of
stages, as well as of the principle of effective international verification and control,
is a test of any delegation's sincerity.12 It is obviously ridiculous to propose, (as
Vyshinsky did) that all information on all armaments, bombs and bases should be
disclosed in one month, without time for verification. As Acheson said yesterday,
no government should be asked to risk its national security upon the unsupported
affirmation of another government. I shall add that on the particular details of each
stage, our delegation's view is of course not rigid, and that if the Soviet delegation
is seriously interested in disarmament we would be glad to consider carefully any
sincere proposals on such details which they may care to put forward. I think it
essential that the stages should provide at each step an equitable balance of risks
and safeguards on both sides, so that at each step both sides should make disclo-
sures of real and equivalent value. Thus by the mutual acceptance of limited and
balanced risks, each sides' confidence in the agreed procedures and safeguards, and

,. : , .
DEA/50271-40

216.
Extrait d'une lettre de là délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

à la I lle Direction de liaison avec la, Défense
•-•r : , ^.
Extract from Letter from Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

to Defence Liaison (1) Division

,profound discouragement,of most people here, who have, ha anyt ng

u
with in Paris. Perhaps the prevailing cynicism is only a reflection of the more

d W. to do with

the Amencans an get em o
explaining the Three Power proposals.: pr. Jessup and Harding Bancroft are, of
course, easily,convinced of this kind of approach, and so I believe is Mr. Acheson,
b t President Truman's inept launching of the proposals has been hard to catch up

in the Mmister s speec All
d th t take a much more flexible line in interpreting and

' h' Committee One and also behind the scenes to loosen up

,., .. , .
The disarmament debate is really depressing.13 I think we helped to some extent

_See Canada, Department of Extemal Affasn, Statcmcnts pcec , . •
il Pôur un résumé du débat qui suivit, dans lequel le Canada n'a joué qu'un petit r91e, voir Le Canada

..^..{ :!^. ' ^ -. ., . . , • . ,.,. ,,

',-12 Voir Canada, ministtre dess Atfaircâ extérieures. Dfclarations et discours, 1951, N° 47.
and S her 1951 No 47.

UNITED NATIONS

i t: rf; ; : '3..`t ..c..:

et les Nations Unies. 1951-52, pp. 12-13 et 164-165. ,; ' •'
K For an account of the subsequent debate, in which Canada played only a small part, sec Canada and

"the Unitëd Nations, 19S1=32, pp. 12-13 and 137•158. ' "
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the subject. If Vyshinsky shows the slightest sign of loosening up on his - side, I
think it would be possible for the Three Powers to go a good deal further than they
have until now, but in the more or less private Four Power talks now being held
^ nothing at all seems to be happening behind stonewall positions on both sides. If
anyone in Ottawa has any. ideas - official or unofficial - I wish you could let me
know.

Yours sincerely,

11M GEORGE

SECTION D

AFRIQUE DU SUD-OUEST

217. '

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

DEA/5475-N-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Chairnuin, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 40 Paris, November 20, 1951

ÇONFIDENTIAL

Reference Our telegram No. 46 of November 17t and United Nations documents
A/C 4/R-201-4, A/C 4/187, A/C 4/189 and A/C 4/190.

TRUSTEESHIP COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Before the opening of the present session of the Assembly we had informal indi-
cations from United Kingdom sources here that at least some of the critical non-
administering countries might be persuaded to adopt a more moderate line towards
the administering authorities. Unfortunately, in its first four meetings, the Trustee-
ship Committee became involved in a series of procedural arguments which can
have given little comfort to the "colonial" powers.

From the standpoint of the great majority of the Committee, South Africa is, of
course, the villain of the piece. When the South African Delegation requested at the
first meeting on November 14 that the item on South-West Africa be given second
place` in the Committee's agenda, this was a signal for a preliminary attack, led by
the iCtiban and Guatemalan representatives, on the South African position. It
seemed to us that the South African request - based on Dr. Donges' desire to
retuin early in December to his Cabinet duties in South Africa - was a reasonable
one to which the Fourth Committee might well have acceded. But so unpopular are
the South `Africans in United Nations circles that it is futile for them to expect to
have a favour granted without conceding some quid pro quo. In this case the critics
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,used the South African request as an occasion for raising the question on granting
hearings to representatives of the Hereros and other elements of the indigenous
population of South-West Africa. This the South Africans bitterly opposed, and for
a time it •appeared , that their request for the early consideration of this item would
be rejected. The adjotirnment 'of the first ineeting, however, enabled the United
Kingdom Delegation to arrange a compromise whereby, in return for agreeing to
the South African request, the Committee would resolve to treat the matter of
grânting hearings as a prior question, to be taken up before. the first item on the
Committee's agenda. This compromise was approved, and the Committee there-
upon agreed without difficulty on the arrangement of the rest of its agenda (our

telegram No. 46 of November 17).
3. The Committee then turned to the prio ûquesôoulationsei(U N. s

hould
documents

ch pa
opulationshearings to representatives of indigen ous

representa-from certain representa-
A/C.4/SR.202, 203 and 204). A request g
tives of the Ewe peoples was readily approved, after the United Kingdom Delega-
tion had stated its willingness that they should proceed to Paris and be heard as
petitioners from a trust territory. A request for a hearing from representatives of the
Hereros and other South-West African tribes, however, gave rise to heated contro-
versy. The discussion centred on a nine-power draft resolution (U.N. document
A/C4/190) introduced by Guatemala, proposing that meFourth

ish that the South Afri-

can

hearings to these representatives, and expressing the
can Government would facilitate their "prompt travel" from South-West Africa to

Paris.
4. Sir Alan Burns, the United Kingdom Representative, pointed out that the Char-

ter provided only for hearing and discussing petitions relating to trust territories;
since South-West Africa was not a trust territory there was no provision wherebY
petitions from that territory could be heard by. the United Nations.

5. This argument was subsequently developed by the South African Representa-
tive, Dr. Donges; who gave four reasons for opposing the nine-power draft resolu-

tion. ^In .essence these, were:
(a) that it substituted another- authority (the Fourth Committee) for the AddHoc

disre-
. Committee set up by the General'Assembly to consider the matter, and that
garded the specific instructions in •resolution 449 (V) of the General Assembly as to
`how petitions from South-West'. Africa should be dealt with, •

sals

the Committee's report was still to be considered; and that the adoption of the reso-

(b) that the Ad Hoc Committee 1-11 submitted in de report a number of propo

'regarding the appropriate body to deal with petitions from South-West Africa; that

Jtition might endanger the success of the Ad Hoc Committee's work;
dvisory'^(c) that the draft resolution eonflicted with the Couct's a

opinion as to the

^ rocedures which `should be •employed with • regard to reports and petitions from
P._.Soutti=West Africa, and if passed wôuld be a slap in the face" to the Court, the
'General Assembly, the Ad HocCommitteé, and to South Africa itsel ,

t 4 11#19 fn South, S. . • ,. , ... . i . ; . • ,

'(d) the passage of the draft resolution would be `an "unwarranted slig
`Africa.
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6. Strong as the South African argument appeared to be from the legal point of
view, it had little effect on the Committee, most of whose members did not attempt
to refute the argument adduced by Dr. Donges and by the United Kingdom and
Australian representatives, who spoke in his support. Judge Ingles (Philippines),
however, claimed that therewas a difference between,^ on the one hand, a petition
to air grievances such as that provided for under Article 87 of the Charter and, on
the other, an oral hearing such as that now requested by the representatives of
South-West Africa; and that the Committee was entitled to consult all sources of
information so as to form a fair opinion. Other delegations pointed to the precedent
of the hearings on the Palestine question, and implied that the Committee would
not be going beyond its authority in hearing representatives from South-West
Africa.

7. On the whole, however, the argument in favour of granting the hearings was an
emotional one, derived not so much from logic as from an active distrust of South
African motives. When the vote was taken 37 delegations supported the resolution;
only,7 countries (Australia, Belgium, France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, South
Africa and the United Kingdom) opposed the resolution; while 7 more (Canada,
China, Denmark, Israel, Norway, Peru and the United States) abstained.
', 8. The Canadian Delegation did not take part in the debate. The Canadian absten-

tion, which was cast on the Minister's instructions, was based principally on the
beliéf that at this early stage in the Committee's proceedings it would be impolitic
for Canada to appear to stand firmly in the camp of the administering authorities on
this issue. Moreover, although the legal case against the adoption of the resolution
was strong, the Delegation considered that certain factors existed which weakened
the South African position. For one thing, the Assembly had in the Palestine case
granted hearings• to representatives of a, former mandated area, and had in 1949
granted a hearing to the Reverend Michael Scott, the designated representative of
the South-West African peoples. For another, as the Philippine representative
pointed out, the resolution, by proposing that a hearing be granted and by omitting
mention of a petition, appeared to avoid the objection that it would be contrary to
the Charter for the Committee to receive representatives from South-West Africa.
Thirdly, 'there seemed to be `some substance in the contention that since South
Africa had shown no inclination to accept that part of the International Court's
opinion dealing with petitions and annual reports,'the Assembly was morally justi-
fièd in consulting representatives from that territory as a means of obtaining fuller
infôrïnation on local conditions.

9. Our general conclusion from this proccdural debate is that the South African
Goveinment has shown no signs of giving ground at this Session on the South-West
African issue. Indeed, there are rumours current here, mainly in press circles, that
the Malan Government will be so stung by the Fourth Committee's invitation to the
S01116-West African chieftains as'to walk out of the United Nations, or at least to
rep^^ its

. ,
• 1949.boycott of the Fourth Committee.

.M1-f^,..4< . .. . ... . i . . .

DAVt) M. JotINSON
for Chairman
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Lé chef de la délégation à lAssemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation Io United Nations General Assembly,,
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs.

TELmttAM 104 ; Paris, November 27, 1951

Repeat London No. 252.

CONFIDF.NTIAL

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

without success for ideas as to now the commlttee cou roug
tendency towards unconstltutlonallty in the Fourth Commlttee

ld be "b ht to its senses".

*4. Dr. Donges •atutude was one of qule I f the
to point out that the South West' Africa problem was only, one symptom o ealedand he app

+ t f rmness an assurance. e
côuld not say what South Africa: would do.

d H was careful

admitted that even if the matter we
â favôurable outcome. If the'Assembly reiterated the invitation to the Hereros, he

whether the Presldent wou In ac
to imply that he was not greatly concerned whether the President did so or no t. orre reviewed South Africa could hardly hop

might not, vote as they had in the Comnu
ld ' f t act to have the matter reviewed, and he seemed

ttee He had ha no m %."t VIA
of the major administering powers took a strong llne n p enary so

d " I. 'A: however

3. Asked how South A nca ope „
tee resolution reviewed by the Assembly, Dr. Donges replied that if the "big guns

' 1 me of the critics

ssary to go a step further, they wou s y

f' h d to 1--no-fit by having the recent Fourth Commit-

HIS governmen
Reverend Michael Scott had been granted a hearing. This time they had felt it nec-

1d ta ' out üntil the question was reviewed.

t had walked out of the Fourth Comrnlttee m

2. Dr. Donges escn e
highest authority" and as "throwing the onus on the President ^of the Assembly".

1949 but only after

d b d this letter as "indicting the Fourth Committee before the

"withdraw from further participation in the work o e co Jr
review of the constitutionality of the resolution by the General Assembly".

objections to the resolution and had stated that the Sou can g
+ • f th mrnittee " ending

had forced his hand. In his letter to the Presldent he a revle
th Afn' del- ation would

Dr. onges apo g
advance warning of South Africa's intention to defy the recent Fourth Committee
resolution inviting the Hereros to appear before it. The French walkout on Friday

h d ' wed South Africa's

D In ized for not giving the members of the old Commonwea
air bag.) 64 1th„

South African delegation, elaborated on the letterT wluch ne sent on Satur ay to
President of the Assembly regarding South West Africa. (Text of letter follows by

At a mee ng
Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, Dr. Donges, 'Chainna of the

ti which we attended yesterday togetherwith representatives fromthe

UNITED NATIONS
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DEA/5431-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of Stàte for External Afj`'airs'

TELEGRAM 137 Paris, December 4, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 264.

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

1. My immediately following telegram contains present text of draft resolution on
South-West Africa which is being privately discussed among delegations of Cuba,
Ecuador, India, Pakistan, Thailand and the United States. This text, which is in a
very preliminary stage; has been shown to us in strict confidence by United States
delegation. Although it has not yet been tried out on South Africa, it now appears
likely to be principal basis of discussion in coming debate on South-West Africa.
United . Kingdom are not participating in actual discussions at this. stage but are
active behind the scenes in preserving the'moderate terms of this draft, on which
however they would probably abstain.

2. It is too early to assess degree of support which this resolution may win. Pre-
sent sponsors however represent influential cross section of Fourth Committee.
United Kingdom and United States hope that by bringing in Cuba and Ecuador
they ivill forestall some of the more militant Latin American criticism of South
Africa. Asian support is virtuallÿ assured'by inclusion of India and Pakistan in
'addition to Thailand whose representative,'Prince Wan, was Chairman of ad hoc
Conunittee on South-West Africa.^ Arab attitude is not yet known but one or more
Arab delegations will probably be invited to attend meetings called by sponsors in
next few days.

^;'3.'Donges is absent from Paris at the moment and no developments in South
African position can be expected until his return,later this week. It is, therefore,
ifnpossible to predict whether South Africans will take part in the Fourth Commit-
tee's discussion of this item or whether they will maintain position taken in their
letter,to Nervo (my telegram No. 104, of November 27). This letter, incidentally,
has still not been officially released and Chairman of Fourth Committee has refused
to be drawn into discussing it. It is now an open secret, however, that Hereros will
not be permitted to come to Paris and this may precipitate a further argument at
oPening of debate.

Our preliminary reaction to substance of draft resolution is that it is probably
the, most feasible solution. It avoids violent condemnation of South Africa and
gives Malin Government an opportunity to reconsider its attitude towards the very
reasonable proposals of the ad hoc Committee. If you have any comments, we
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should appreciate them as promptly as possible, as draft resolution may be intro-
duced in next day or two. .

220.
DEA/5431-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assémblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

Chairman,' Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 138 Paris, December 4, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 2 6 5 . ' . SOUTH-WEST AFRICA . ; :

Following is text of draft resolution on South-West Africa referred to in my imme-
diately preceding telegram. Text begins:

"The General Assembly,
BELIEVING that an agreed solution of the vexed question of South-West Africa

would not only bring greater peace and harmony to the' continent of Africa, but
would contribute significantly to the relieving of tensions in wider areas of the
world;

2. CONSIDERING that the general acceptance of the advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice of l l July 1950 would greatly strengthen the rule of
law and reason in international affairs and thus the defenses of the United Nations;

3. HAVING by • Resolution 449(V) of 13 December, ,1950 accepted the advisory
opinion of the International Court of Justice with respect to South-West Africa;
- 4. HAVING established a committee of five consisting of the representatives of
Denmark, Syria, Thailand, the United States of America and Uruguay to confer
; with the Union of South Africa concerning the procedural measures necessary for
implementing the, advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice;

5.• HAVING 'authorized this committee, as an interim measure, to examine the
report on . the administration of the territory of South-West Africa covering the
. period since the last report, as well as petitions and any other matters relating to the
iterritory that may be transmitted to the Secretary-General;

6., HAVING received the report of the ad hoc Committee on South-West Africa
,(A/1901, A/1901/Add.1, A/1901/Add.2,' ,A/1901/Add.3);

7. NOTING that.the Union of South Africa submitted to the ad hoc Conunittee on
South-West Africa a proposal - which the- ad hoc Committee found unacceptable
becâuse it did not allow for an adequate implémentation of the advisory opinion of
the` International Court of Justice and because the proposal made no provision for
the supervision "of the administration of the territory of South-West Africa by the
United Nations;
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^,. 8. NOTING that the ad hoc Committee submitted to the Union of South Africa a
counter-proposal based on the existing Mandates Agreement and providing;for a
procedure for the supervision of the administration of the territory of South-West
Africa by the United Nations as nearly as possible analogous to.that which existed
under the League of Nations, and to the extent practicable, involving international
obligations no more extensive or onerous, than those existing under the League of
Nations; ' ' . , .. . . . , .

9. NOTING that the Union'of South'Africa, in reply to the ad hoc Committee's
counter-proposal,, was willing to resume negotiations only on the basis of its own
proposal, and informed the committee that the Union of South Africa was unable to
accept the principle of submission of reports on the administration of the territory;

10. NOTING with concern that the ad hoc Committee was unable to comply with
the resolution of the General Assembly to examine the report on the administration
of the territory of South-West Africa because no report was received and that no
petitions were transmitted by the Union of South Africa;

-11. RECALLING, that the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice
with respect to the territory of South-West Africa sets forth, inter alia, that

(a) The territory of South West Africa is a territory under the international man-
date assumed by the Union of South Africa on 17 December 1920;

(b) The Union of South Africa, acting.alone, has not the competence to modify
the international status of the territory of South-West Africa, and that the compe-
tence to determine and modify the international status of the territory rests with the
Union of South Africa acting with 'the consent of the United Nations;

(c) The Union' of South Africa continues to have the international obligations
stated in Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations and in the mandate
for South West Africâ as well as the obligation to transmit petitions from the inhab-
itants of that territory, the supervisory functions to be exercised, by the United
Nations, to which the annual reports and the petitions are to be submitted;

12. COMMENDS the ad hoc Committee on South-West Africa for its earnest and
constructive efforts to find a reasonable basis of agreement;

13. ENDORSES, in principle, as a minimum, the. proposal of the committee,
appended hereto; (see document A/1901 of October 8, 1951);

14. DEPLORES the fact that the Union of South Africa, in the course of. the
negotiations with the committee, while prepared to negotiate on the basis of certain
àrticles 6f .the mandate, indicated its unwillingness to give adequate expression to
its international obligations with respect to South West Africa, and in particular
wich` regard to the supervisory. responsibility of the United Nations toward this
territory;

.15. DECLARES that since the Union Government cannot escape its international
Obligations by unilâterâl action; the United Nations cannot recognise as valid any
measures taken unilaterally by the Union of South Africa, which would modify the
internâtional status of the territory of South West Africa; '

16. APPEALS solemnly to the. Government of the Union of South Africa to
recônsider` its position, and urges it to rèsume negotiations on the basis of the ad.' ,^. . , .



may be tratismitted to the Secretary-General;
19. `REQUESTS the ad hoc Committee to submit a report on its activities to the

bl " Text ends J

hoc Committee's proposal, for the purpose of concluding an agreement providing
for the full implementation of the advisory opinion of the International -Court of
Justice; and urges it further to submit reports on the administration of the territory
of South-West Africa and to transmit petitions from communities or sections of the
population, of the territory to the United Nations;

17:' CONTINUES until the next regular' session of the General Assembly the ad
hoc Committee on South-West Africa, established by Resolution 449(V), and
requests it to continue to confer with the Union of South Africa concerning means
of implementing the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice;

18. AUTHORISES the ad hoc Committee on South-West Africa, 'as an interim
méasure, and pending the complétion of the negotiations with the Union of South
'Africâ; and as far. as possible in accordance with the procedure of the former man-
;dates system, to examine reports on the administration of the territory of South-
Vest, Africâ as well as petitions and any other matters relating to the territory that

next regular session of the General Assem y. •

221.
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UNITED NATIONS

DEA/5431-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures •
au chef de la'délégation d l'Assemblée générale 'dès' Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External A,Dairs
to Chairman, Delegation to United Nations Gene '

ral Assembly
. , . ,.

TELEGRAM 121

under the , Mandate s system. an g g
•. , : , • ., , .

opinion. ^ . ' .^;i•,.. .
4. You might suggéstthesé two drafting amendménts.' However, even

if they are

not âccepted, it seems' to us `that the Delegation might'vote for the resolution.

#'° °` •" ' d thus oin beyond the Internationa
since it could be construed, as, establishing o^ga io ,

Coun s
^ :3: The phrasé•"and any, other matters'' in paragraph 18 rtught well

bl' { t ns transcending those existing

tion may give sausfaction to
sion would cause more bittérness'while its deletion would not weaken the objective
'of the resolution." Up deleted,

Ottawa, Décember 6, 1951

^SECRET. IMPORTANT:;.. ,. • . .- ,; , ` ^ ' .: , ,

Reference: Your Telegrams Nos. 137 .,and 138 of December 4. ,.-
,_ , . . .

. ; , .

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

Following from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: ,The moderate terms of this dr^e

resolution are indeed surprising cônsidering the sharp tone of the debate up to

présént time h 14.
'2. We would prefer the word "regrets" rather. than "deplores" in paragrap

The interjection of this rather sharp word in an otherwise moderate but firm resolu-
itsmilitant critics of South Africâ. However, inclu-

"• th
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DEA/5431-40
Le chef de la'délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures" ,•, . . "
Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

' TELEGRAM 172 Paris, December 8, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Addressed London No. 281:
Reference: My telegram to London No. 265 of December 4th (No. 138 to Ottawa):

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

Following for Mr. Pearson, Begins: We understand from United Kingdom delega-
tion that the Commonwealth Relations Office may approach you in London regard-
ing the Assembly's discussion of South-West Africa. You may therefore wish to
have our assessment of the situation.

2: A number of minor changes have been made in text of draft resolution on
South-West Africa quoted in my telegram under reference. The more significant of
these changes are:

(a) Paragraph 14 - "Deplores" has been dropped in favour of "regrets", as I we
had suggested;

(b) Paragraph 17 -'the first half of the paragraph now reads: "Reconstitutes until
the next regular session of the General Assembly an ad hoc committee on South-
West Africa consisting of the following members and requests, etc."' This
change is due to Denmark's announced intention not to continue serving on Ad
Hoc Committee, and to possible other changes in its membership. -
' 3. The text as amended has now been tabled under the joint sponsorship of Cuba,

Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Iraq, Philippines, Thailand, and the United States. The
debate on this resolution began this morning., Indications are that some forty to
forty-five delegations will support the joint draft if the present text remains sub-
stantially unchanged. The United Kingdom delegation, however, have received
instructions to vote against paragraphs 13 and 15, to abstain on paragraphs 14 and
18 and to abstain on the resolution as a whole. Paragraph 13 is unacceptable to
them because of. the words "as a minimum", a phrase which in their view
introduces an ûnnecessary restrictive element and might be. prejudicial to the suc-
cess of any future negotiations between the Ad Hoc Committee and South Africa.
We share these misgivings, but we are less impressed with the other United King-
donl objections which are primarily aimed at softening the tone of the Resolution.

4: Australian delegation will in all probability abstain for much the same reasons
as the United Kingdom. New Zealanders are undecided but are closer to voting in
favour than to abstaining. Another probable abstaining delegation is Belgium, but
Netherlands has spoken in support of joint draft.
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Cliairman, Delegation to? United Nations General Assembly,

:5. While we regret the inclusion of the words "as a minimum" in paragraph 13,

we are inclined nevertheless to vote in favour of the resolution as a whole and, if it
is voted on paragraph by paragraph, to abstain rather.than to vote against Para-

graph 13. We have explored the possibilities of removing the words in question but
have been informed by the United Stâtes delegation that any"such proposed amend-
ment would be almost certain to annoy certain of the sponsors who have been
restrained with difficulty from making the resolution considerably harder than it is
on South Africa. The words "as a minimum" were inserted as a compromise in
return for the omission of four very objectionable paragraphs which some of the
sponsors originally wanted. Moreover, it seems likely that further amendments in
South Africa's favour would be unlikely to command sufficient support in the
Committee, and indeed would probably open the flood-gates to amendments in the

opposite direction.

• 6. We consider it desirable that the largest possible majority should be marshalled
for the resolution. Moreover, despite absence of unanimity among older Common-
wealth countries, we feel it would be regrettable if Commonwealth votes were split
entirely on colour lines, with only India and Pakistan supporting the resolution.
Another factor inclining us to vote in favour relates to the role which we tradition-
ally play in attempting to exercise a moderating influence on. the drafting of resolu-
tions.on subjects - of this nature. This resolution, while. firm, : is surprisingly
moderate. If now we nevertheless do not support it, our future bargaining power in
matters of this kind will presumably be. weakened.

7. If, therefore, the joint draft resolution is put to the vote in its present tolrms we
propose to vote in favour, as suggested in a recent message from.Ottawa,
receive instructions from you to : the, contrary. If a paragraph by paragraph vote
were"requested, we should favour abstaining on Paragraph 13.

8: The vote may possibly be taken on Monday but will more likely be postponed

until Tuesday or later. Ends.14

to Seeretary of State for External Affairs ••
. ,.. .

CONF7DENTIAL. IMMEDIA7E.
. _,; . . . .

Repeat London No. 284.

Paris, cDecember * 10, 1951

1' Note marginale :/Marginal note. Wy e[A IN Irelandl

UNITED NATIONS

Le chef dé la délégation à l'Asseniblée générale des Nations Unies

Mr Reid said no reply was needed - see paralgmPhl .19 e ogre ..
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. SOUTH-WEST AFRICA. . li, '.'_ .. ; . '

My immediately following telegram gives text of additional draft resolution on
South-West Africa sponsored by: Cuba; Ecuador, Egypt;. India and the Philippines.
You will note that this draft refers to previous occasions on which the Assembly
has expressed itself, in favour of a trusteeship agreement for South-West Africa.
.,:!2. Although the commentary suggests that we should oppose a resolution similar
to 449 B (V), we are inclined to think that the present draft is so worded as to be

ïdifficult to oppose. Instead of directly reiterating previous resolutions urging South
,Africa to conclude a trusteeship agreement, it simply reasserts.that such an agree-
ment would be the "normal" way of modifying the international status of the terri-
4617Y. In our view this proposition is tenable if not realistic. Moreover, it is not
entïrely incompatible with the court's opinion that South Africa is not legally
obliged to place South-West Africa under the trusteeship system.,

3. On the other hand, while we do not feel that we should be justified in opposing
the resolution, we are unwilling to support it for various reasons. For one thing our
favourable vote might be. wrongly construed as support for the thesis that South-
West Africa should be placed under the trusteeship system. For another there would
appear to be no potential profit in reasserting the sense of resolution 449 B (V)
which is of course still valid. Thirdly, it might be prejudicial to the success of any
future negotiations to draw attention to the trusteeship aspect of the problem on
which South Africa has repeatedly shown itself to be adamant.

- 4. For reasons given above, we propose to abstain on the draft resolution when it
is put to the vote unless we receive other instructions from you. Vote is likely to be
taken on Wednesday.

5. We understand that United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, France and
Netherlands intend to abstain. United States attitude is not known* definitely but
their choice appears tô be between abstention and support for the resolution.

DEA/5431-40
Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Chairnutn, Delegation to Unitéd Nations General Assembly,

• to Secretary ôf Staté fôr'External Af, jrairs ,

Paris, December 10, 1951

RESTRICTCD. IM M EDIATE.

Repeat London No. 286.
The fôllowing is text of additional draft resolution on South West Africa referred to
in, roy, immediately preceding message:
The General Assembly ,

;Naving by its resolution 449 B(V) of 13. December 1950 reiterated its resolu-
uons 65 (1) of 14 December 1946, 141(II) of 1 November 1947, 227(111) of 26r, ,.
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November 1948 and 337(IV) of 6 December 1949, to the effect that the territory of
South West Africa be placed under the international trusteeship system,

Having accepted the advisory opinion of 11 July 1950 of the International Court
of Justice concerning South West Africa, which states inter alia that: •

(a) The provisions of Chapter XII of the Charter are applsc bablWhi hthe therterritory
South West Africa in the sense that they provide a me^y
-may be brôught, under the trusteeship system,

erdo not impose on the Union of
(b) The provisions of Chapter XII of the Ch^

South Africa a1egal obligation to place the territory under the trusteeship system,
the

(c) The Union of South Africa acting alone has not the comp cdl
international status of the térritory of South West Afnca, and that the competenceri -he with the
to rydetermine and modify the international status of t
Union of South ^Africa acting with the consent of the UnitèdNatio

Reassérts its'position, expressed in resolution 449,B (V)f ^e13
territorythat the `normal way of modifying the international status o

rY would

-t6' place it under the international trusteeship system b XII af thef Charter
a

agreement in accordance with the provisions of Chapter

DEA/5431-40

Pretoria, December 11, 1951

SECRET
{Refereincé: ; My telegram No. 38 of December 10th.t

UNTfED NATIONS

,!2U secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures _,

High Commissioner in South Africa

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SOUTN AFRICA AND UNITED NATIONS ,

Saw Forsyth this morning. He regards situation as very serious. Soo^uô Africa's
final decision on relations with United Nations will lunge on react

Assembl to indictment ôf Fourth Cômmittee's unconstitutional
procement this isy

Donges is preparing to submit.lf in the j^^ nable acceptance by the Assem-
`nôt; répeat nôt; given reasonable hearing t at least, for this
bly, South Africa will withdraS^ ^d unanimous, and indicat ôns at the moment
session. Temper of Cabinet roused of
are that the government 'is not, repeat not, unduly concerned at the P Pe

rbréak with the Unicea cm auum. -- .. .
.} . ct ôf satisfactory out-

; .Whatever the outcome of the Assembly debate, the prospe
come of negotiations on the South African proposals to the ad hoc Committee,

bleak " :which at one time seemed fairly,good, is now very
+^1 ♦ E s 5^

!)_i.,._',/! i`., f.._ . ^.1 t [t,.f` ^/r^ - . t•i ^ .
^, 4: Ir.Çf; ^ ^

.. . . . - .
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I gather that the issue of travel documents to Herero Chiefs by the Government
is improbable.

226. DEA/5431-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblde générale, des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairmcin, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 192 Paris, December 13, 1951

CONFI DENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No. 291.
Reference: My telegrams Nos. 138 of December 4 and 172 of December 8 (Nos.
265 and 281 to London) ,".

SOlTfll-WEST AFRICA

^'By a vote of 39 (including Canada) to 5 (the Cominform bloc) with 8 absten-
tions (Australia, Belgium, Guatemala, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, United King=
dom and Yugoslavia) the Fourth Committee adopted on December 11 an amended
version of the draft resolution on South-West Africa'.s quoted in my telegram No.
138. Text of resolution as adopted by committee is given in my immediately fol-
lowing telegram.t You will note that in addition to changes noted in my message
No. 172 the following amendments were made:

'(a) The whole of paragraph 13 is'deleted;
(b) The words "on the basis of the ad hoc committee's proposal" in original para-.1 1

,

gcaph 16 are deleted and replaced by words "with the ad hoc committee" after
"negotiations";
•` (c).Pâragraph 11 is inserted between paragraphs 3 and 4 of original draft.
2. While - voting in favour of resolution as a whole, we abstained on new para-

graph 14 on'ground that it seemed to carry, implication that South Africa might act
in bad faith. ;. ^. .

3., Membership of re-constituted committee has not yet been determined. Den-
mark will réquire replacement, Syria may be replaced by another Arab, state, but we
-understand Thailand, United States and Uruguay will probably accept re-appoint-
ment. Until membership is determined committee's resolution will not be sent to
plenaryo; Furtheu details follow.

;!s Cette résolûtion a été adoptée par la Quatrième Commission le 11 décembre 1951 par un vote de 33
pour, auctin' côntre ct 17 abstentions (dont le Canada).
This resolution was adopted by the Fourth Committee on December 11, 1951 by a vote of 33 in
Javour, none against and 17 abstentions (including Canada).
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DEA/5431-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

1-,^ ;;
Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Paris, December 13, 1951

S011111-WFST AFRICA

There were some interesting sidelights to the approval by the Fourth Committee
of the resolution on South-West Africa quoted in my telegram No. 193 of Decem-
ber"13 (No. 292 to London). The deletion of theÏoriginal paragraph 13 in particular
was achieved by a curious coincidence of conflicting motives. Those delegations,
including Canada, which were anxious to keep the resolution as moderate as possi-
ble regretted the paragraph in question because of their fear that the phrase "as a
minimum" would preclude the new ad hoc committee from considering any pro-
posals more favourable to South Africa than those which the Union Government
found unacceptable in 1951. It seemed unwise, however, to suggest removal of the
words in question in view of the generally (group corrupt) attitude of the Fourth
Committee towards South Africa. It came as a surprise, therefore , when just before
the vote was taken the Dominican Republic and other delegations, for reasons dia-
metrically opposed to ours, persuaded the sponsors to delete the whole paragraph.
Underlying this move was., the feeling that the Assembly would be making too
much of a concession to South Africa if it were to endorse in' principle the mcder-
ate' prôpôsals bf the ad hoc committée.

2. As a result of this deledon and of the subsequent dropping, on i3razilian initia-
tive, of the words "on±the basis of the ad hoc committee's propôsals" in paragraph
16, the resolution has been, in'oür.view, somewhat stiffened. We thought it desira-
b1e Chat thé Assemblyyshôûld somewhat endorse the proposals of the ad hoc com-
mittee and for this : reason we opposed the Brazilian motion. On a close vote,

however, the'committee `agreed to the additional deletion with the result that there
is nôw no obligation on the new ad hoc committee to take its predecessor's propos-
als as `a"point 'of departure or as a minimum basis in any future negotiations. The

membership of the 'new;committee may thus be of considerable importance and

efforts are being e made by the Americans and other fnendly delegations to ensu re

that a satisfactory replacement for Denmark is found. It is, however, a good
that Prince Wan of Thailand will almost certainly continue as chairman ^m that wthil

United States is willing to serve again. Whether or not the Union Goveuestion, the
agree to resume;negotiations with the ad hoc committee is another q
answer to which`doubtless depends on the resul(of Dr: Donges' tforthcoming con-

versations in South Afriça.
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DEA/5431-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Under-Secretary of State for Extental Affairs
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

SEcpzr [Ottawa], December 15, 1951
In the absence of the High Commissioner for South Africa who is in Montreal

on a short visit, the Secretary of his Office, Mr. Endemann called to enquire
whether you would wish to receive Mr. Roberts on Monday, December 17, to dis-
cuss'with him the question of the temporary withdrawal from the General Assem-
bly of South Africa, as a result of recent developments in the Fourth Committee.
Mr. Endemann was told that since it was likely that the Session might not be over
by Monday, you would probably be very busy. He said that he was sure Mr. Rob-
erts would be happy if I were to receive him in your stead.

2: You might consider it profitable that I see Mr. Roberts at this stage. It would
possibly be advantageous to clarify with him our position on the matter. It seems to
me that' South Africa should be told, in a friendly way, that we cannot see what
they 'can gain by burning their bridges and that they are placing their friends in a
verÿ'awkward position. The problem of South West Africa is bound to cemain on
the Agenda and this withdrawal, even if only temporary, does not solve anything
but rather embitters those who have'been critical of South Africa's attitude.

3. I`coitld point out that as far as Canada' is concerned we have exercised great
restraint at the Assembly and will certainly be willing to continue to do so; our
role, however, is being made much more difficult by the intransigent attitude of the
Malan`Government. Because of our Commonwealth connections, we hope that the
South'African Government will not take any step which would make it more diffi-
cult for them eventually to reach an amicable settlement of the South West African
problern:! r .

genéralienor, of the debate at the Assembly this year clearly indicates the
uneasinéss of many Members towards colonial problems. It is only by a very cau-
tiôü's pôlicy on the part of those countries less directly concerned that such issues
can eventually be solved without serious consequences. Any division between the
Western' nations on those problems weakens * the Western World generally and
strengthens°correspondingly the Communist line.

s5' éI^'séems that the only bit of constructive advice which can be given at this
g. to Mr; Rob^ris is'to let him know that we hope very much that the South

Afri^ Govecnmenfwill find its way clcar to maintaining its Delegation at the
Unitéd Nations Assembly after the Christmas recess, at least to participate in the
w ,. .,ork of all other Committees of the Assembly but the Fourth.

. I;âin âttâching a copy of Dr. Malan's maternent on South Africa's withdrawal16



you."
7. I., shall, not make an appointment with Mr. Roberts until I have heard from

TELEGRAM 243

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

DEA/5431-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chairman, Delegatiori to United Nations General Assembly,''
to Secretary of State for External Affairs , `

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

other members (Syria, Thailand, United States and Uruguay) should be

matter can be cleared up before Christmas there will be less likelihood of other
undesirable changes later. Chairman of Fourth Committee is therefore considering
proposing that Norway . should replace Denmark on ad hoc Committee, and that

Committee and additional changes have been rumoured. Secretariat feels that if this

Africa may be taken up tomorrow when Fourth Committee, will hold its last meet-
ing before Christmas. As you know, Denmark has already withdrawn from ad hoc

UNITED NATIONS

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

. , „
Paris, December 20, 1951

.„ Question of membership of reconstituted ad hoc Committee on South-West

-reappointed.

,
Secrëtariat to drop membership question until {after Christmas. If Chairman insists

4 FolJowin this conversation Americans were undecided whether or not to as'
?nation unless we had speciGc instructions from you.,,,
-row's'meeting and'addéd that if the mâtter arrose Fwé shoûld have to decline nomt-
also pointed out that'we*could hardly expect to receive your.views before to-mor-
.instructions would be' changed we would refer the matter, to you for deciston. e
us ; to accept membership but that while. we had no reason to think that these

W

lavailablé "as a'second line of defence", if France is unwilling or unacceptable.,,

i? 3. In reply to this approach we said that our present instructions would not permit

European 'member. We have accordingly been asked,whether Canada would
regacdéd as unlikely,' Fourth Conimitiee would probably not agreé to a second, r be

drâwal Americans reâlize however that even if French were willing, which ls
asked French if they would be willing to fill vacancy caused by United States with-.

would have no new ideas to put forward. United States delegation has therefore

States delegation, however, , is under instructions to make it known that.United
States will be unable to accept re-appointment. Reason given, is that United States
has made as much of a contribution as it can to settlement of: the dispute and that it

2 This would obviously be the best solution if it could be pushed through. United

` i' Note marginale :/Marginal note:
See Under-sec[retaryJ now Minister later [A.D.P. HeeneyJ.
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,on proposing list of members including United, States, United States delegation
,may reserve until after Christmas its decision on accepting re-appointment. In this
case we might'again be approached, possibly through our Embassy in Washington.
Our impression is that if no other suitable candidate can be ùnearthed United States
will probably agree in the end to serve again.`

5. As Americans are anxious to have our final views on this'question, we should
appreciate earliest possible confirmation or otherwise of previous instructions to
the effect that Canada cannot ^ accept appointment to ad hoc Committee. In the
meantime we shall, of course, undertake no, repeat no, commitments.

6. Our'own view is that we should not, repeat not, accept nomination. You might
even wish to urge the United States, through Washington,: to continue, since if the
United States washes its ^ hands of the problem, the possibility of a solution will
become more remote.

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference your Telegram No. 243 of December 20.

SOUTN WEST AFRICA

We do not, repeat not, wish to accept membership on reconstituted ad hoc com-
Inittee on South West Africa. Because of the experience of the United States on this
committee and also because of contribution which it has already made in trying to
bring about a satisfactory compromise we would hope that the United States' inter-
est , in the problem would continue and that it would again accept re-appointment.

_ i'. .. . . . , w .

Ottawa, December 21, 1951

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

DEA/5431-40

à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Note du chef de la Direction du Comn:onwealth

Meniorandum by Head, Commonwealtft Division

DEA/5431-40

CONFIDENT[AL • [Ottawa], December 21, 1951

.THE UNDER-SECRETARY'S INTERVIEW WITIi THE HIGH COMMISSIONER

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

At the request of the High,Commissioner for the Union of South Africa, he was
recéived by the Under-Secretary at 4:00 p.m., December 17. The Head of the Com-
monwealth Division (C.A. Ronning) was present at the interview.
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2. The High '.Commissioner , stated' he did not expect any official information

regarding.the .attitude of the Government of Canada with
United Nations.

re to the situationspect
hopedUhow-

that had developed between South Africa and the
ever, that there :would ; be no objections to an unofficial. discussion as he had
received a telegram instructing him to wire his Government concerning the reac-
tion of. the Canadian Government and the reaction of the Canadian public to this

development.
3. The Under-Secretary replied that he was certainly willing to have an unofficial

discussion about the whole matter. He had no hesitation, however, in informing the
High, Commissioner,. on an official basis,. that the, Canadian. Government was
deeply concerned about the matter. He expressed the, hope that the Union of South
Africa would take no irrevocable steps, which would result in any permanent with-
drawal from the United Nations and would see its way clear, in view of the tense
international situation, to return as soon as possible to participate in the activities of

the United Nations.
4. The High Commissioner explained that, while he had not had time to give

study to all of the information which he had just received from his Government, he
was of the impression that the withdrawal • was temporary - and was of a limited

nature.
5. It was pointed out to the High Commissioner that Dr. Malan's statement indi-

cated that the withdrawal was from all discussions, with the exception of disarma-
ment and the Korean Armistice talks. Upon re-reading the section of Dr. Malan's
statement dealing with this subject the High Commissioner agreed that this was the
situation. The Under-Secretary thereupon suggested that it would have been prefer-
able to have decided to continue discussions on all subjects with the exception of
the South West African question in Committee Four if the Union of South Africa
desired to indicate its disapproval of the resolutions passed by that Committee.

5. The High Commissioner brought with him a clipping, copy of which is
attached, of an editorial published in The Ottawa Citizen of December 17. He was

,very;much disturbed at the tone of this editorial which he said had completely dis-
.torted the facts. He had been prepared to report to his Government that the attitude
of the. Canadian press and ; public opinion : were friendly and favourable to South
Africa until he read this editorial which was evidently prejudiced and weighted
,against South Africa's position and was most disturbing. The High Commissioner
then went on to a report of the liberal and friendly policy which the South African
Government had adopted to the natives of South-West Afrlca and explained that the
attitude of the Hereros was due to the cruel treatment which had been administered
to them by the Germans prior to 1918.

6. The High Commissioner expressed the surprise of his Government that the
Canadian Delegation to the United Nations had changed its attitude to South Africa
in view of the very friendly and sympathetic attitude expressed by Mr. Pearson on a

, number of occasions.' ^ tion had
=`> 7. It was 'ezplained to the High Commissioner thât the Canadian Delega
not changed its position. They had been concerned about the increasing unfriendli-
ness to South Africa and had attempted to restrain membërs` ôf the Comrnittee who
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had been demanding censure in strong and offensive terms. The Canadian Delega-
tion had felfthat the stiffening of the attitude of the Malan Government was mak-
ing this role more difficult to carry out. The Canadian Delegation had participated
in the toning down of the resolution which `.`regrets" the unwillingness of South
Africa to give adequate expression to its international obligations with respect to
South-West Africa. The Canadian Delegation had been instrumental in substituting
the word "regrets". for the original term "deplores". After having obtained this
modification the Delegation supported the resolution as a whole. The Delegation
had abstained on paragraph 14 of this resolution since this paragraph seemed to
carry the implication that South Africa might act in bad faith. The Canadian Dele-
gation was aware of the complexities of the situation that existed in South Africa
and was most anxious that a friendly relationship should exist between South
Africa and other members of the Commonwealth and the United Nations..

8. The High Commissioner continued his discussion with Ronning after the inter-
view'with the Under-Secretary had been concluded. In this discussion, the High
Commissioner described in detail the successful treatment of the natives of South-
West Africa by the Union of South Africa. He stated that the great majority of the
natives were not only satisfied but enthusiastic about the type of treatment they had
received. The Hereros, as a result of the treatment by their former masters, the
Germans, had developed a hatred for all white people and their attitude was an
exception to the general rule. He said that he was privately of the opinion that the
representatives of the Hereros should have been sent to Paris and that they should
have been accompanied by a delegation of representatives from the satisfied tribes.
He was certain that if this had been done the members of the Fourth Committee
would have received a good impression of the policy of the South African Govern-
ment in dealing,with the natives of South-West Africa.,

9. The High Commissioner said that his Government had been "shocked" by
what they considered to be a drastic change in the attitude of the Canadian Delega-
tion. His Government accepted the opposition and criticism of the ' many member
nations of the United Nations which had made little or no contribution to the activ-
ity of the United Nations and was not disturbed or concerned about their attitude.
When nations like Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand; the Scan-
dinavian countries and Holland voted against South Africa, however, it was most
disturbing. His Government had received a "rude shock" when the Canadian Dele-
gation had voted in favour of the resolution which "regrets" South Africa's
unwillingness to give adequate expression to its international obligâtions".

10 . When it ^was suggested to the High Commissioner that the vote of the Cana-
dian Delegâtiôn prevented the accusation that in issues of this sort a colour line is
drawn across'the Cômmonwealth, he replied that such resolutions served chiefly to
antagonize South Africa and to arouse doubts as to the desirability of remaining in
the United Nations. When it was asked if South Africa thought that the annoyance
whlch it felt over resolutions dealing with a local situation warranted the serious
conseqùences of withdrawal from' the United Nations, the High Commissioner
agreed that South `Africa could not afford to withdraw. He added, however, that
these provocative resolutions made it very difficult to control the strong emotions
which had been aroused in South Africa. As long as such resolutions were sup-
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ported only, by the nations whose opinions South Africa did not regard highly, it
was not a matter, of too great concern but when countries liké Canada supported
these nations his Government was indeed greatly disturbed.- ,: '

that he was
^ 11:-The following day the High Commissioner telephoned to say t

reporting to his Government that the interview Wô ld inform
afternn

Governmaent that
fed his understanding of Canada s attitude. He
in "reading between the lines". of his I notes on'the interview, he had received the
impression that, while Canada considers the Union of South Africa to be important
to the United Nations, it was even more important during this period of interna-
tional tension to "close ranks" and not play into the hands of those who predict and
work for "the disintegration" of the free nations. The Canadian Government, there-
fore, • is concerned that South Africa should not take any irrevocable action that
would lead to the Union's withdrawal from the United Nations. The Canadian Del-
egation had not,changed its attitude to South Africa. It had been instrumental in-
toning down a resolution which was supported

Afrie asshould take no action tomise might be found. Canada is anzious that South
weaken the United Nations, especially during this period of cris;-q.

C.A. RONNING .

SECTION E, . . ^, . ,
AIDE FINANCIÈRE POUR LES PAYS SOUS-DtVELOPPt.S

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

DEA/1 1423-40
232. -

1 au secrétaire d État aux Ajja^res ex

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

M 201
Paris, December 13, 1951

TELEGRAM

CONFIDENTIAL '
. . .7 .

'
, J . . '. . .

tAPMENT OF UNDER-DEVELOPED AREAS^s

bly ^at its seventh regular session a deta^led p an o • te^ lo^s
stances per=4 a special fund for grants-in-aid:and for low-interest long- ust, to

. llh nt their req

"RËQUFSTS the Economic and Social Council to submlt to the en
J ,'` , 1 f r éstablishing as soon as circum

lution is as follows: -al Assem-
tiôns of Burma, Chile, Cuba, Egypt and Yugoslavia. The opera rv P

At this morning s session of Comml CT

votes for, 20 against and 10 abstaining, a joint resolution submitted by the delega
t é art of this reso-

FINANCING OF ECONOMIC DEVE
•• '' ' tt Two the committeé adopted, with 28

tourider•developed countries for the purpose of helping em

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
• p térieures
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accelerate their economic development and to finance non-self-liquidating projects
- which are basic for their economic development;

FURTHER requests the Economic 'and Social Council, in implementing para-
graph 11, to prepare for consideration by the General Assembly at its seventh regu-
lar session a series of recommendations concerning:

(a) The size, composition and administration of the fund and, with respect to
administration, keeping in mind that the creation of a new international organiza-
tion should be considered only if a careful examination of the functions of existing
organizations proves that the required functions cannot be carried out by them;

(b) The manner in which,the contributions to the fund will be collected, keeping
in mind the desirability of universal participation and the utilization of any savings

: that may accrue from any programme of disarmament, as one of the sources of
contributions;

(c) The character of the contributions of states members of the. United Nations
and of those which are not members;

(d) The policies, conditions and methods to be followed in the making of grants
and loans from the special fund to under-developed countries;
.(e) The principles which countries receiving grants and loans from the special
fund should observe;

., 13. REQUESTS the Secretary-General to assist the council in carrying out the
responsibilities placed upon it by this resolution;

14. INVITES governments to make suggestions to the Economic and Social
Council with respect to the recommendations mentioned in paragraph 12, above."

2. This resolution calls for the Economic and Social Council to prepare for the
next session of'the General Assembly recommendations concerning the establish-
ment of an international developmental authority. You are already in possession of
a statement made before Committee Two by Mr. Bourget on November 27th. In
this general debate, and in'subsequent interventions, we made it clear that Canada
did not favour the éstablishment of such an organization at this time and that our
commitments were such that we would not be in a position to contribute funds.
Together with the United States and some of the Western European delegations we
tried to induce the under-developed areas to accept an alternative resolution from
Brazil and Greece calling for approval of the action taken at the last session of
ECOSOC and instructing the SecretaryGeneral to carry out certain additional stud-
ies concerning the financing of economic development. This resolution was also
passed, but the adoption of the joint resolution referred to above renders it largely
ineffective.

3. The states supporting the joint resolution came largely from the Latin Ameri-
can, Arab and Far Eastern blocs. Those opposing, in addition to ourselves and the
United States, were the Western European states, the other Commonwealth coun-
tries (with the exception of India and Pakistan) and Brazil, Turkey, Israel, Greece,
Liberia and Iceland. The Soviet bloc and certain of the Central American Republics
abstained.
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4. There has been a long and active discussion of this question in Committee Two
at this assembly. Prior to the vote this morning Cong ressman Mansfield, the United

in Committee Two,
States delegate, • in one of the frankest. speeches
made it absolutely clear that his country was not pr Pé ^ate not to risk the United
to any such project at this time and he,appealed to 0t
Nations integrity by adopting an unrealistic and. illusory ^S lu^^, C^ Was ableeto

Dr. Santa Cruz of Chile, who is the dnving force behind P,

ràlly. a substantial majority*,for the resolution.
for tworeasons. Firstly, it opens

5. This resolution appears to us to be significant fo
the door for the establishment of an international developmental

said tltiey apprech
we are opposed in principle at this time. Although the ponso

f ated the fact thàt no funds would be forthcoming for the p the industrialized
that it will not be long before they press for contributions from

the resolution was adopted.without the support of any
nations. In the second place, other
of ' the major 'powers and with" all of the North Atlantic,

and a
and

responsible powers in opposition. At previous meetings of ECO OS C ^ from the
ous assemblies' the• under-developed areas areal^sm in considering this question.
industrialized nations to exercise restraint and much

'6. .The' congressional members of the United States delegation are very
upset at this turn of events. They feel it will further antagon ize public

coun-

tries
• United States and seriously r ô^ Cone réss.prospects

willf also
e nde

debase the cuprrency of
tries receiving aid in the future f rom
United Nations resolutions. With the above considera-
-7. This resolution is subject to ' approval by plenary.

tions in mind,the United States, in plenary, will try to invoke article 18, sub-para-

graph 2, of the charter so as to have this resolution require ainuence certain delet
.the plenary stage. In addition, the United States will seek to
gations to withdraw their support by making representations here haveand S^e t d^he
capitals. In this latter connection the.United States delegation gg

-possibility that Canada might reinforce their representations. We would appreciate
your comments on both aspects of this strategy.

..
, DEA/11423-40^,. . ,. . . ,

Le chef de la délégatiôn'd lAssémblée générâle des Nations Unies
ausecrétairé d'État,aux A,f^aires extérieures

Chairnuin, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
I to Secretary of State for Ezternal Aijairs

TELEGRAM 229.. .t
Paris, December 18, 1951

CONFIDENTtAL No. 145 of

; Reference: Our, telegram No. 201 of December 13, and your telegram N

` December 15.t
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FINANCING OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF UNDER-DEVELOPED AREAS '..

Johnson went to see the Secretary-General yesterday to point out the Canadian
concern about the over-all implications for the United Nations of the decision taken
in Committee Two to establish an 'international developmental authority. He
stressed that Canada was looking at this from the point of view of the future of the
organization rather than from a strictly national point of view. He pointed out that
he felt Mr. Lie and the whole Secretariat would share Canada's desire to avoid any
possibility of compromising the United Nations' reputation or debasing the cur-
rency of its resolutions. He also pointed out that the United Nations should take a
reasonable approach to the use of the majority principle, and that states supporting
decisions should always bear in mind the possible impact of such decisions on the
minority. This is particularly important in those fields where decisions can only be
translated into action by the financial support of all governments.

2. Johnson ^did not,suggest that the Secretariat should depart from its traditional
course of impartiality; but many of the under-developed countries, lacking suffi-
cient staff and background, may not be entirely aware of the far-reaching conse-
quences of this 'decision. , The Secretariat in the past has always been in close
contact with all delegations and they have always been helpful in supplying factual
.advice wherever necessary. Johnson stressed his hope that in any discussions, pri-
vate or otherwise, concerning the establishment of an international developmental
authority, the members of the Secretariat would give full recognition to the conse-
quences that may be involved for the United Nations if this program is approved in
plenary.

` 3: We have been in part prompted to approach Mr. Lie because we have good
reason to believe that some members of the Secretariat are actively campaigning in
favour of establishing an IDA.

4.'Mr. Lie was sympathetic, but of course made no commitment other than to
speak along a very general line to the Secretariat. He also confirmed our hope that
this item would 'not appear on the plenary agenda until after Christmas.

5. Mr. Lie express ed the opinion that he did not think that the President of the
Assembly, because of Latin American support for this resolution, would rule that it
was a decision. which would require a two-thirds majority in plenary.

6. In addition to the advice requested in Paragraph 7 of our telegram No. 201, we
should also like to know what will be Canada's attitude at the next meeting of
ECOSOC if this resolution is adopted by the General Assembly? There seems to be
a split in opinion at the present in the United States delegation as to whether they
should agree in such circumstances to serve on any working party at ECOSOC.
The United Kingdom have not made up their minds on this point as yet either.
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234.
.. . DEA/ 11423-40

Lé chef de la Dirèction économique
au directeur'de la Direction des Relations économiques internationales

to Director, International Economic Relations Division,

Department of Finance

CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa], December 19, 1951

Dear Mr. Deutsch,
I attach a copy of a draft telegram addressed to the Canadian Delegation to the

General Assembly, in reply to their telegram No. 201 of December;13th on financ-
ing of economic development. As you will see, we are pretty strongly opposed to
the manoeuvre which the U.S. intends to try by invoking Article 1819 of the Char-
ter. It seems to us that there are really no convincing arguments for calling this
resolution important within the meaning of Article 18; an attempt to do so would
be an obvious trick; and in any event there is not much reason to think that any of
the twenty-eight countries which supported the resolution in Committee will vote
in favour of the application of Article 18 knowing that the requiremént of a two-
thirds majority will almost certainly kill the resolution.

We have discussed the Committee's resolution and the telegram from the Dele-
gation, and the view of this Department is that we ought to do no more than is
outlined in paragraph 3 & 4 of the attached draft reply.

We do not know yet when this question is coming up in Plenary, but I should be
grateful if you could look over.our draft reply and let me know as soon as you can

,whether you have any comments to make or revisions to suggest. Perhaps you
would telephone Margaret Meagher or myself when you have considered the draft.

Head, Economic Division, .

du ministère des Finances

Yours sincerely,

B.M. MEAGHER
for. A.F.W. Plumptre

"L'article 18 de la Charte des Nations Unies décrit les conditions dans lesquelles l'As.sembléeésont

ale peut désigner une résolution comme une « question importante ». Les décisions à cet égard

' votées à la majorité des deux tiers des membres.
Article 18 of the United Nations Charter describes the conditions under which the General

Assembly

can designate a resolution an "important question". A two-thirds majority is required to pass-

UNITED NATIONS
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[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE] .1

Projet d'un télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Draft Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to United Nations General Assembly

355

[Ottawa], December 19, 1951

Reference: Your telegram No. 201 of December 13.

FINANCING OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

1. We are concerned over the U.S. intention to invoke Article 18 of the Charter in
relation to the draft resolution on financing of economic development. In its present
form the resolution calls only for a paper plan to be drafted by ECOSOC, and while
we are strongly opposed to this, it would in our view be extremely difficult to jus-
tify the position that resolutions of this type should be regarded as important within
the meaning of Article 18. In our opinion the constitutional integrity of this article
should be carefully guarded, and we are reluctant to see it used for tactical pur-
poses. We have been unable to find any precedent for invoking Article 18 on eco-
nomic questions and while we do not know the arguments which the U.S. have in
mind it seems unlikely to us that they can make a convincing case. Unless they can
do so it is our present opinion that you should vote against the procedural motion.

2. We are disturbed over the adoption of the economic development resolution in
Committee II, and would of course be pleased to see it defeated in Plenary. In the
light of the clear statements of Canadian pôlicy given on several occasions and
most recently by Mr. Bourget in Committee II and Mr. Stone in the joint Second
and Fifth Committees, we are doubtful if any further action we take will be of
much avail. It must be assumed that the leaders of the under-developed countries
have taken up their positions in the full knowledge of the objections held by the
industrialized and potentially contributing countries. While we appreciate that this
sort of high pressure resolution can further antagonize public opinion in the U.S.
we are also conscious of the. fact that the governments of the under-developed
countries are equally sensitive to public opinion in their own territories. With this
in mind they would naturally find it extremely difficult to back down at this stage.

3. For the reasons given above we would not be willing to try to bring any pres-
sure on governments through diplomatic channels. There are, however, two lines of
action open to us which might possibly accomplish some good and which would, in
any event, do no harm. .The first is for you to continue to try to persuade some of
the delegations concerned, of their lack of wisdom in pushing through this rjesolu-
tion by force of votes. Secondly we propose to telegraph our missions in certain
under-developed countries to explain to governments the Canadian policy in regard
to economic development and the reasons for our opposition to the present resolu-
tion: We do not intend to urge these governments to change their votes but they
tn►ght be influenced by a full explanation of our position. Moreover this action



tâkë part in the "debate.

might help to offset any ill will resulting from our negative vote on the resolution
now before the Assembly.

.4. We have been considering the attitude we should take at ECOSOC if this reso-
lution carries. Since we•are opposed to the establishment of the plan,,for the rea-
sons you ha4àlready explained, our present intention is todecline to participate in
any steps from now on, except to explain" our attitude in the general debate in the
Committee and to support any move to ask the General Assembly to reconsider its
decision."We would not act on any subsidiary body appointed to draft the plan, and
we would abstain on all votes connected with its formulation. If all the potential
contributors were to follow the same line, it would of course effectively demon-
strate the impracticability of the whole scheme. You might discuss this with the
U.S. delegation and if you think wise, you might also hint to the under-developed
countries that we might well • be forced, regretfully, to follow a policy of non-

participation.'
5: Shôuld the discussion on economic development be reopened in Plenary at this

Session of the Assembly, we think it would be preferable• if Canada'were not to

rI . Le chej de la Direction 1conomique =, °
tonales

DEMI 1423-•t0
235. :

UNiTED NAT1oNS

. au directeur de la Direction des Relahons économiques ^nterna i
d F' cesau nun131 è1e es ^nan . , . .

• ,
Head, Economic Division,

to Director, International Econoniic Relations'Division,.

CONFIDENTIAL

intention to pursue â policy of non-participation should the resolution be a p

to tale part m a ^scuss^on, s o ^
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^ To meet your first objection I would suggest that the second part of paragraph 2
be revised to read as follows: •

"We appreciate that this sort of high pressure resolution can further antagonize
public opinion in the U.S., but we doubt whether the governments of the under-
developed countries having gone so far, and being also sensitive to public opin-
ion in their own territories, are likely to back down at this stage".

We think it useful to make this point in order to remind the Delegation that the
power of public opinion is an important factor with the delegations of the under-
developed countries as well as with the U.S. and that the Delegation should not lose
sight of this particular difficulty.

I am inclined to agree with your suggestion to delete the final paragraph so that
the Delegation may be free to join with others, if they think it useful, in a final
attempt to kill the resolution. As you know, the advice to the Delegation to refrain
from further statements was included tentatively, and we intended to draw this

-point to the particular attention of the Minister. It is a suggestion from Mr. Lesage,
who" has pointed out that there has been a good deal of adverse comment in the

Trench language press on the Canadian statement given in Committee .2. I gather
that the burden of the argument is that we have much too great an unbalance
between our defence expenditures and our foreign economic aid programmes. We
must, of course, bring Mr. Lesage's suggestion to Mr. Pearson's attention but this
can be done in a covering memorandum, and the present paragraph of our draft
telegram deleted for the moment.

I do not think our Delegation ought to say in a formal statement at this stage that
we intend to pursue a policy of non-participation if the majority forces this resolu-
tion upon us. The danger here is that we do not yet know whether the U.S., U.K.
and others arc prepared to go this far, we do not have time to discuss the merits of
this plan of action with Washington and London, and we would not care to be the
only country to take this line. Apart from any other objection, it would not be a
Particûlarly effective threat if it came from Canada alone. I hope that your point can
be met by adding the following to the end of the present paragraph 4 of our draft
letter. `

"Unless other countries in ou' position, including the U.S. and the U.K. are pre-
Pâred ût this stage to announce similar intentions, you should not go on record in

:-the, Assembly with a firm statement of our proposed policy. However, if you
..,think it would be useful you could indicate that adoption of the present resolu-

tion might have such results."

Yours sincerely,
A.F.W. Pt.UNtrrne
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: For this reason, we believe that the Canadian Delegation should co-operate fully
with the United States, the United Kingdom, and other delegations of like mind in
any effort which is likely to prove effective in defeating this resolution?3

Yours very truly,

JOHN J. DEUTSCH

237. DEA/11423-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Secretary of State for Eztental Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], December 28, 1951

FINANCIN(3 OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

As you know, the Second Committee of the General Assembly has adopted a
resolution calling upon ECOSOC to draw up a detailed plan for the establishment
of an international development authority to finance 'economic development. The
vote was 28 in favour, 20 against and 10 abstentions. The Delegation in telegram
No., 201' of December 13th (copy attached) has asked for instructions, particularly
on a United States request that we support them in an attempt to have the résolution
voted upon in Plenary under Article 18 of the Charter (requiring a two-thirds
majority) and that we make representations through diplomatic channels to govern-
ments of the sponsors and supporters of the resolution.

^ I attach for. your signature, if you approve, a telegram to the Delegation in reply
to theii request for guidance?' This telegram has been cleared with the Department
of Finance and the Bank of Canada.

I'should point out that Mr. Lesage has informed us that there has been consider-
able adverse criticism in the French language press on the stand taken by Canada in
Committee 2, on the grounds that Canadian defence expenditures are greatly out of
balance with our contributions towards foreign economic assistance programmes.
Mr. Lesage was of the opinion that in the light of the attitude taken by certain
Quebec newspapers, we should advise the Delegation not to make any further state-
ments in the General Assembly in opposition to this resolution. The Department of
Finance,feels very strongly that the Delegation should be left frcé, and indeed
should be encouraged, to cooperate with other like-minded delegations in putting
up a coinmon front against the resolution, in the hope that it can still be killed. We

uNOté 'mârginale :/Marginal note:
ueutsch phoned me on the morning of Doc. 26. At that time he expressed particular concern
over a sentence in the draft which seem altogether too solicitous of irresponsible public opinion
in the underdeveloped countries. After consultation with Scott this was removed from our draft,
and was not in the final telegram.

.'' 4hen Deutsch apoke to me he did not. as I recall, emphasiu or even mention his dissatisfaction
^`Vg. with
j

ith the general tone of the telegram. A.F.W.P1lumptrel. Doc. 28/51
°"I 1^ dvcument 239JSee Document 239.



the countries listed in the Aide-Mémoire.

share the views of the Department of Finance in this respect,' and think that it might
give• rise to' à false impression if Canada were to remain silent in a Plenary discus-
sion in which - the^ United States and other countries in our position were to
participate.
' In paragraph 2 of the attached draft telegram reference is made to our intention
to explain our position to certain governments. Attached for your consideration is
an Aide-Mémoire which, if you agree, we shall send by telegram to our Missions in

same position, and that serious doubts exist whether the proposa s w i
ity of the Committee have endorsed would in practice be the best means of promot-
ing economic development in under-developed countries.
.._ . ._ . : . . . . , .

(PIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSUREI

Aide-mémoire' ' '

Aide-Mémoire

Nations cannot support the resolution on financing the economic development o
under-developed countries adopted on December 13, 1951 by the Economic and
Financial Committee. ;

2. "The Government of Canada has, in many practical ways, supported the aspi-
rations and efforts of the under-developed countries in raising their production and
the standard of living of their people. It has contributed, both financially and in
othert ways, ; to the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance of the United
Nations. It has. given similar support to the Colombo Plan for Co-operative Devel-
opment in South and South-east Asia. It has been an active supporter of the Interna-
tional Bank, both in the shaping of policy and in the provision of capital. These
practical steps have been taken despite the growing burden of defence expenditures
in this country.

3,°I'he defence obligations assumed by the Government ofCanada are absorbing
about.half of a greatly increased national budget. They are interfering with the nor-
mal operation of the , Canadian economy and : are producing difficulties for the
Canadian people.'Accordingly it would not be possible for the Canadian Govern-
ment at present to contemplate opening up a broad new field of assistance to under-
developed countries. The debate in the United Nations Committee seems to indi-
cate very clearly, that other possible contributing countries find themselves in the

' 1 h'ch the major-

UNTTED NATIONS

A.D.P. H(EENEYJ

Ottawa, December [n.d.], 1951

The Government of Canada wishes to convey to the Government of (x)5 the
reasons why the Canadian Delegation to the. General Assembly of the United

Yougoslavie. . . t : . : 1. .11
This aide-mémoire was destined for Chile. Cuba, India, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru and Yugosia`''a

'•23 Cet aide-mémoire était destiné au Chili, à Cuba, à l'Inde, au Mexique, au Pakistan, au Pérou et à 1a
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4. "In these circumstances, the Government of Canada believes that the recom-
mendation of the Economic and Financial Committee, requesting the Economic
and Social Council to prepare during 1952 a detailed plan for the eventual estab-
lishment of a special fund for grants-in-aid and low-interest, long-term loans to
under-developed countries, and to lay down specific provisions concerning the
size, composition and administration of the fund, is unrealistic and unwise. Such
action would raise false hopes and cause misunderstandings among the peoples of
advanced and under-developed countries alike. The Canadian Government believes
that such misunderstandings can go far to undo much 'of the good that has been
done by agreed and constructive programmes in the past,' and may jeopardize the

, 5. `The Government of Canada trusts that the Government of (x) recognizes the
validity of the reasons for its attitude. It has given the most careful consideration to
the resolution recommended by. the Economic and Financial Committee but finds
itself unable to. modify its position. The Canadian Delegation is therefore being
instructed to vote against the resolution when it comes before the plenary meeting
of the Assembly."

238. DEA/11423-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

possibility of agreement and constructive action in the future.

CoNF7DENTIAt. [Ottawa], January 2, 1952

FINANCING OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES26

In accordance with your request, I have reviewed the question of whether we
should ask our Heads of Mission in certain under-developed countries to give to the
local Governments an explanation of why Canada cannot support the resolution
now before the United Nations for financing the economic development of under-
developed countries.

2. The United States is bringing pressure to bear on Governments which have
suppon6d this resolution to persuade them to withdraw this support. They are doing
this through their Missions in the capitals concerned. The suggestion' was made that
We should assist the United States by likewise bringing pressure to bear through
our Missions.27 The feeling in the Department was that this would be unwise and
that the farthest we should go would be to explain to these Governments why Can-
ada could not support the resolution.

36 Note marginale :/Marginal note:

2'^
Mr Reid See Minister's decision &"implement" please A.D.P.H(ceney]. Jan 4

NOW marginale :/Marginal note:
't!See telegram from Paris which suggests that most of the pressure is in Paris (LB. Pearson]



, 5. ,The attached papers a so
Assembly in Paris. The Department of Finance considers that this instruction is not
tongh enough but it seems to me that their criticism is unjustiGed..

Cy

à 3. If the"Governments of thesé 'under-developed countries refuse to give way to
United States pressure, this will show that they attach very considerable importance
to the resolution now before the Assembly and that they would consider it courte-
ous on our part to inform them in advance of why we cannot support the resolution.

4. Conseqtiently I suggest that we sénd a telegram to our Missions in India, Paki-
a-

stan, Mexico, Yugoslavia,- Chile; Cuba and Peru, reading somewhat as follows:

your United States co eag
Government still intends to support the resolution, you should give the Foreign
Minister the aide mémoire contained, in my immediately': following telegram?g
ibis, aide mémoire sets forth The Yreasons why Canada cannot support the

resolution?'
1 contnin an instruction to our Delegation to the

will shortly come be ore a p "&.I
11 ue If he' has received such instructions and if the

for the resolution on the financang o, ec
December 13 by the Economic Committee of the General Assembly and which

len session of the Assembly. Please consult with

tion to the Gene y
have been instructed totry'to persuade the Government to withdraw its support

f y onomic development adopted on

Financing of Economic p •
-1 Assembl in Paris that the United States Ambassador may

Develo ment We have been informed uy our e eg

A.D.P. H(CEN 1

UNITED NATIONS

DEA/ 11423-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux A,Qraires extérieures
à'là délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

+ ._ _ : y. a. . ,• ... .
! ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to 'United Nations General Assembly

r^.^ ^^.Ri►M 1820 F `s Ottawa, January 4, 1952
1 G^.CA7 J . . _ , .

CONFIDFMIAL' IMPORTANT.

Reference„Your gram •• tele No ; o em .'^ R . I- ' 201 I f Dec ber, 13
Ré t f t Washington EX-19; Londôn No. 20.

light of the clear statements of Canadian policy; gtven on,
^ most recently by. Mr. Boûrget inÿ Committee II and Mr. Stone in the joint second

Committee II, and would of course be pleasedto see tt, ewveral occasions and
d feated in Ple ary

*•''T; .6 t -
!: #.i, < ..,t1, , , , .:;, . ., ,: r.

Î ^ ^ FINANCING
;s:We are disturbed over the adoption of the economic developmcnt r

esolution i n
OF ECONOMIC DEVEIAPMENT

. .,

!The final teait of the aide-mEnudre is substantially tha urne as cuc

OK LD.P(eaMnl. e, i ' . ; - , .
1^ jointe au document 237•

^* Le libellé final de 1•aide mEmoirc est en bonne pautie k mime que -W' ce
to l)ocument 237.

X Nde nn2f6inale :/MarEitut note:
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^ and' Fifth Committees, we are doubtful if any further action we take will. be of
much avail. It must be assumed that the leaders of the under-developed countries
have taken up their'positions -in the full 'knowledge of the objections held by the
industrialized and potentially contributing countries:
-=2. We would not be willing to try to bring pressure on governments through dip-
lomatic channels. There are, however, two lines of action open to us which might

, possibly accomplish some good and which would, in any event, do no harm. The
'fust is `for you to continue to try to persuade the delegations concerned, of their
lack of wisdom in pushing through this resolution by force of votes. Secondly we
propose to telegraph our missions in certain under-developed countries that, if the
United States Ambassador has approached the Government and failed to influence
its vote, our representative should explain to the Foreign Office the Canadian pol-
icy in regard to economic development and the reasons why we cannot support the
present resolution.

3. We have been considcring the attitude we should take at ECOSOC if this reso-
lution carried. Our present intention would be to refrain from participating in any
''steps from then on, except to explain our attitude in the general debate in ECOSOC
and to support any move there to ask the General Assembly to reconsider its deci-
sion. We ,would not act on any subsidiary body appointed to draft the proposed
plan; and we would abstain on all votes connected with its formulation. If all the
potential 'contributors were to follow the same line, it would of course effectively
demonstrate the impracticability of the whole scheme.

4. bYou` might discuss'these tactics with the U.S. and other like-minded delega-
'tiôns and if you think wise, you might also hint to the under-developed countries
that we might well be forced, regretfully, to follow a policy of non-participation.

5. Unless other countries in our position. including the U.S. and the U.K., are
P1epared'nt this stage to announce similar intentions, you should not go on record
in thë`Assembly with a firm statement of our proposed policy. However, if you
think'it would be useful you could indicate that adoption of the present resolution
might have such results.

6Me are concerned over the U.S. intention to invoke Article 18 of the Charter in
relation to the draft resolution on financing of economic development. In its present
f0rm tkresolution calls only for a paper plan to be drafted by ECOSOC, and while
We are strongly opposed to this, it.would in our view be extremely difficult to jus-

Ym position that resolutions of this type should be regarded as important within
eaning of Article 18. In our opinion the constitutional integrity of this article

should be, carefully guarded, and we arc reluctant to sec it used for tactical pur-
Poses: We have been unable to find any precedent for invoking Article 18 on eco-
nomic questions and while we do not know the arguments which the U.S. have in
mind it seems unlikely to us that they can make a convincing case. Unless they can
Ô fso,;we hope they will agree to abandon this procedural manoeuvre. If not, it is

. Présent opinion that you should vote against the motion.
:y,;



[Ottawa], January 11, '1952

GENERAL ASSEMBLY INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

J 7 we instructed our Missions in India, Pakistan, Chile, Cuba, Mex-

UNTTED NATIONS

Note'du sous-secrétaire d.'État aux Affaires extérieures '
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

,, ; ,. ..
CONFIDENTIAL

. declared his -personal approval of an mternationa poo or
`armament".:I do not think that this should prevent the action proposed above 31

AD.P H EENEYI

. ico, Peru - an ug
,mémoire setting, forth the reasons wh

y Co
Canada

mmitteeof
support the resolution

Assembly foradopted on December 13 by the Second
the establishment of an international development authority. This instruction was to
be carried out only if effôrts of the United States Ambassadors to persuade the
Governments to withdraw their support for the resolution had been unsuccessful. A
copy of the aide mémoire is attached for your convenience. ,.. .

2. We have now been informed that the United States, Ambassadors in the coun-

tries mentioned above have not been instructed to approach, the Governments.
Accordingly, the aide mémoire was not presented. Copies of the telegramst from
the Canadian Missions in those countries are attached.

3. In his telegram dated January, 9,1' the High Commissioner in, India asks
whether he should proceed independently. I think that it might be desirable to do so
in the case of India and Pakistan, in view of their special relation with Canada as
members of the Commonwealth and co-participants in the Colombo Plan.

4. I therefore attach for your consideration proposed telegramst to the High Com-
missioners. in India and Pakistan asking , them to explain orally . to the Foreign

.Offices, along the lines of the, aide mémoire, the attitude of the Canadian Govern-

• ment in this matter.30
5. I should like, however, to bring to your attention the attached telegram (No. 4

of JanuarY10)t from New Delhi. The United States: Ambassador has publicly`
• 1 1 f assistance "after dis-

On anuary
d Y oslavia to give the Foreign Offices. in those countries an aide

30 ALJ.» mureinair '/M9rOiflat note: . . _ . t , ^ . .' t

31 Le 12 janvier 1952,1Assemblée générale a adopté une -A-- I ut ion au
APproved A.D.P.Hleeneyl. Jan` 12 ment

' r un fonds de développ^

économique par un vote 30 pour. 16 contre (dont le Canada) et 11 abstentwns. ent
On January 12, 1952 the General Assembly adopted the nsolution on an economic develoQm
fund by a.vote of 30 in favour, 16 against (including Canada) and i l abstentions.

to Secretary of State for External, Affaira
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SECTION F

ÉVALUATION ^
ASSESSMENT

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Châirman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,
to Secretary of Stâte for External An jirs

_. .. . . ,

TELEGRAM 125

CONFIDENTIAL IMPORTANT. `

DEA/5475-DW-14-40

Paris, December 3, 1951

Reference: Your. telegram' No. 82 of November 27, 1951. f

•4• While there was little,expectation everl before the disarmament debate began
that the 'Soviet would agree at this stage to serious negotiations, nevertheless the
Westernoffer is a sincere one, and the principles involved have been formulated
prttisufficient care that the United States and other western governments would be
,,,P^ared,to live with the system, should it later be accepted by the Russians..,..

ANALYSIS AND APPRAISAL OF ACTIVITIES AND ATMOSPHERE OF ASSEMBLY
1. The United Nations General Assembly has met this year in a rather sober but

not unrealistic mood. , Some of the newspapermen, contrasting the atmosphere with
the'tense but expectant air which pervaded last year's Assembly during the most
critical months of the Korean campaign, are inclined to draw cynical comparisons
and depressing conclusions of futility: but I am not sure that this is sound.

r,.

2. In', any case, it is much too early to try to forecast the value of this year's
session. Meanwhile it is worth recalling that the mood of the Assembly is in effect
a synthesis 'of the mood of sixty governments, not that of an organization: so that
attempts to assess by the feel of an Assembly the real value of the United Nations,
rather than the general psychological and political atmosphere of the international
community, are apt to be misleading.

3. The most prominent feature of the session to date has, of course, been the offer
of the' United States, United Kingdom and French delegations to negotiate a dis-
armament agreement on certain stated principles. This offer has coincided with the'
Rome meeting of the North Atlantic Council; a point which .Vyshinsky has natu-
ra11y attempted to exploit for propaganda, and also a fact which has tended to make
certain western delegates and newspapermen cynical regarding the sincerity of the
west inigeneral and of Washington in particular. This cynicism seems to be, exag=
gerâted, if not mistaken. In view of the danger of assuming that a conflict is`inevi-
table;,there is, I think, real value in the serious effort by the west to formulate and
publicise the principles on which it will be prepared to "negotiate from strength", if
theFSoviet Government should ever wish to call the armaments race off.,•. . . ,
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5. The course of the debate, thus far, has removed any illusions there may have
been that the USSR would be prepared to negotiate now. It is, however, not incon-
ceivable that as western rearmament momentum and relative strength increase, the
Soviet Government may later seriously 'examine the possibilities for negotiation:
and if that time comes,' the western offers put on the record in the present debate
may prove of substantive value.

6. In , the meantime, the western disarmament initiative has,' I think, already
proved of real propaganda use; in tending to

in Western Europe and else-where the Russians and to reduce the widespread
where that the United States may become so inflexible as to make eventual war
almost unavoidable. The echoes, in European socialist parties, to Bevan's criticisms
of; this summer, have been appreciable: and the present United States initiative
should go some distance to counteract the resultant division in western opinion.

1. The tone of the debate, thus far, has re-enforced this propaganda, value, most
western statements being moderate and reasonably flexible as well as firm: while
the Soviet statements have been stale and vituperative. Vyshinsky's original asser-
tion in the Assembly that he stayed up all night laughing at the western disarma-
ment ôffer, was a bad error - already picked up by poster cartoonists on the streets

of Paris. While the Soviet delegation, apparently on instructions from Moscow,
have tried to correct this first mistake, they are very much on the defensive in the
propaganda battle, and their counter-attacks, on the old lines of 1947 to 1950, tend

to fall flat.
g. The disarmament issue has now bëen 'referred to a sub-committee of the Big

Four: This move was initiated by Pakistan and two other Moslem states, with wide
small-natiôn support, as an appeal to the colossi to reach some compromise among
themselves and thus to let the smaller nations live in peace, however, unless the
Great Powers should reach' agreement, which is most unlikely, the disarmament
debate will be resumed in a week's time.

States and'^ other western support behind the United Kingdom. It is ton early to

; 9. .The, aggressiveness of Arab nationalism has been an interesting feature of this
frst^few weeks of thisAssembly. There are a few recent signs, however, that

niaÿ become more moderate. A week ago, the Egyptian spokesman on disarma-
ment virtually aligned, his' government completely with Cominform policy: This

week, the Egyptian `delegation has been backtracking energetically. It is uncertain
hôw,lông the new Egyptian moderation will last, but it appears to have been moti-

vated in'; part by notes of caution ' froin other Arab = delegations and in part by a

belated` recognition that; the earlier extremism tended to consolidate
the Unit

hcy,here, the recent coup d'état in
assess what ,̂ f any effect; on Arab I.eague po
5ÿriâ` will have:

10
tendency

. _Similarly, in the Assembly's Trusteeship ,Committee, an earlier
Aainông someNôf the Middle-East'and Latin American delegations (but significantly

critically and excessively in thenot Indiâjor otherAsian'delegations) to intervene
6o1onial affairs of the leading Western European nations, has abruptly given way to

o' ` moderation This change appears to have beensudden, and perhalys., emporary, • when
recipitated by a French delegation walk-out from the Fourth Committee (
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certain delegations insisted on discussing Morocco, which was not on the agenda),
and by instructions to the United Kingdom and certain other delegations to with-
draw from the committee if certain anti-colonial resolutions were passed. These
western instructions leaked, and as a result of this threat the extreme anti-colonial
resolutions. were withdrawn. It is very fortunate that no general West-European
walk=out took place, as it would have created the worst possible impression in the
United States and among non-European peoples - it would have been too reminis-
cent of the Soviet walkout of 1950, which not only won world-wide disapproval,
but, as Korea showed, became a notorious flop. Naturally, the Canadian delegation
did what it could to discourage a western walk-out on trusteeship questions and to
induce some moderation among the critics.'

11: One tendency at this session has been the increasing propensity of the United
Kingdom, the United States and the French delegations to consult among them-
selves in an effort to reach full agreement prior to any discussions with other dele-
gations: Through our own efforts we usually manage to keep in the picture better
than other delegations which are often not fully briefed until the final stages of Big
Three plans: but we are less frequently consulted than in previous years. The Big
Three concert on a wide number of issues is more marked than at previous session:
and' probably results in part from habits contracted among the Standing Group
members in NATO. The fact that three important agenda items - disarmament,
collective measures and German elections - are of particular interest to these three
powers ^= is, of course, another factor re-enforcing this tendency to Big Th=
exclusiveness.

12. The efforts by under-devcloped countriés led by Chile and India'- to
develop grandiose schemes for international economic assistance to backward
regions - are â feature of this as of all recent sessions. In some ways the pressure
at present is more extreme than hitherto: India is spear-heading a move to link
international financial assistance to disarmament by proposing the creation of an
.international development fund into which a, proportion of the savings from
reduced defense expenditures are to be funnelled. These tendencies will take care-
fu1, watching. Fortunately many of the under-developed countries are cautious
about the^more extreme demands. Naturally, this caution springs not . from lack of
appetite but from a more restrained and realistic tactical sense. Our delegation is of
course-attempting to encourage this realism by emphasizing that further commit-
ments are quite impracticable at the present time.

13. Thëre'ar^e a number of important special programmes which depend on volun-
tary contributions by member states: notably Korean reconstruction, Palestine refu-
gees^ and the' expanded programme for technical assistance. The total requirements
are now about four hundred million dollars for the next financial period. Hitherto
P1411y'goveinments have given vigorous voting support to these programmes but
have not made any contributions. A serious move has therefore been launched by
thé United States and United Kingdom delegations with our support to try to cor-
w bope^that thiso magthe e nand committee" technique first used last year.

4', may bring wider d more equitably shared contributions.
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14: An interesting situation is developing in the Fifth (Budget) Committee. Thestrong
United States representative is a Republican Congressman from Ohio, i his obvious
supporter. The officials on the United States delegation the
tendency to take his policy guidance not from the S^ctee Depaitmfromr a brief
;feelings-of his fellow-Republicans in Congress. He

y returned
ntl re-

visit to the Council of Europe ; at Strasbourg with his obduracy app^y
enforced by his meetings with other Congressmen there. miso^r^eannt33t1^3 percent
.inform thé Assembly that the United States will not pay consid
of next year's United Nations budget, whatever its assesn^dbuU PR Committee too
ers the figure of. 36 percent, recommended by the Co ations, and
high. Our delegation, in common with most weste rn

to con^nue the presentstrend of
^bers of the United States delegation, are determ con
increasing the Soviet assessment and decreasing that of the United n 'atle s W^ch we
sequently, that of Canada, in view of the maximum per capita p p

have managed to get accepted). But there is some concern Committee has
-States decision to go faster in this direction than the Contributions
recommended or the Assembly will vote, by ref n contributions into
could create serious confusion and throw the wholeo question
,the uncertainties of log-rolling with the wealthier countries in a small minority.

15. In minor political fields, some progress has been made. The United eNh^o ^

-Balkan Commission has been wound up after Communist states has been success-
task of discouraging border incidents from the
fully accomplished. The last three days in the ad hoc Committee have been é devoted1e
to a Yugoslav. complaint relating to its Cominform neighbours;
timé-consuming, has probably served to improve morale inside Y ngoslavia, which
got, fiftyvotes for its resolution with, only the Soviet bloc .oppos . g

f the r---.t of us the tone of the

^U 17 ` Thus far at least there has been virtually no interest shown at
.seems to be losing its old touch.. ! 1 '.

m's Assembly in

-hile vituperative give the impression of havmg •

ists rom •. "A6. On issues which divide the Commun
sÂssémbly has been reasonably mild, with the exception of Soviet speeches

fallen flat Soviet p P

. j :Far Eastern issues. ' '

L The Assembly will adjourn today for Chnstmas, an w^

Paris, December 21, 195

'SCJbnEr; .<^

d ai reconvene on Janu

ary 2nd.

DEA/5475•DW-14-40

Le chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée génErale des éatio?^s Unies
-'' au secrétaire d'État aux Auaires eztfneu

Chairman, Delegation to United Nations General Assembly,

: F to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Disarmament Offer .
' 2: The approval in the First Committee, by 44 votes, of the Western disarmament
proposals is a useful if not spectacular accomplishment. The disarmament debate
did not register much advance in bringing together the attitudes of the Western and
Soviet worlds, but at least there was no apparent widening of the gap. The four-
power talks in sub-committee produced some clarification of views on both sides, if
no agreement on substance; and the Russians have at least agreed to keep on talk-
ing (by sitting on the new commission). The increasing Western military strength,
coupled with the three-power diplomatic initiative, have effectively prevented a
deterioration and have checked the Soviet peace campaign.
^;. 3. Moreover the value of the United, Nations decision to merge the Atomic
Energy and the Conventional Armament's Commission into a new Joint Disarma-
ment Commission should not be under-estimated. Previously the Western world
was in a somewhat unrealistic and perhaps vulnerable position, since we were on
.record in favour of atômic disarmament (providing there were effective control)
irrespective of any, simultaneous agreement to, disarm in conventional fields in
which the USSR is predominant. This earlier Western policy had of course been
fomiulated in 1945 and 1948, before the military implications of Soviet post-war
policy had been fully recognized. Our political position is now therefore'more real-
istic, and safer.

4. It'is impossible to say whether the Russians may later decide to use the new

Substantive sense. Similarly, the new Disarmament Commission has been given

machinery for serious disarmament negotiations. In any case the door is opened.
5. Meanwhile the propaganda value of this Western initiative in the peace cam-

paign is probably substantial.

Propaganda , . . I

6..Propaganda is a necessary activity in a cold war, and on the German question,
as well as on disarmament, the political committees of the United Nations have at
this session proved useful for this purpose. The recent establishment of a United
Nations commission to examine on the spot the practicability of free elections in
the Soviet and Western zones of Germany should help to drive home to the German
People which side it is that blocks their unity. The commission, established this
weelc, will presumably be able to sustain and repeat this propaganda pressure at
various times during the coming year. 1.

7:=The daman Election Commission was established despite statements by rep-
resentatives of a Communist German People's Republic before the ad hoc commit-
tft,',which made it clear that they do not intend to give the commission access to
theic:Zone. It is probable therefore that the commission will never function in a

instructions, based on the Western desire for verification and watertight inspection,
which the Soviet union has repeatedly declared that it will not accept. In both the.-^...
ma►n political items dealt with thus far in this session, therefore, considerable time

^has'béén"'spent in adopting resolutions and setting up machinery which it is
expated that Soviet obstruction will prevent from at least any early achievement of^::..... F
^e"purpose:A similar point can be made about the resolution on Yugoslav-
^o^nforin^ relations adopted earlier in the session. Another example of the propa-
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rest there. ;
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ganda function achieved by apparently futile resolutions is the resolution from the
Trusteeship Committee adopted by plenary. on December.7th asking the Security
Council ;to reconsider, Italy's application for United Nations membership on the
ground that her position as trustee for. Somaliland makes this necessary. This is
expected to draw a Soviet veto. The Italian Government has considered the exercise
worthwhile, though they are not satisfied to have the Western Powers let the matter

Kingdom reluctance to use United Nations maciunery for controve
• th difGcult time

12. There has been a sigmGcant difference of approac twe

dom and the United States on many issues, which seems to boil down to a United
, , . rsial issues. This

Unuc ^ng om cga i .... ,.< v. a. d. s , nited King.. ,. h be e

^..".# ,s^., ..^ ^. Y t^ ., , a . ... . =p ;._, ;• .... ^.^ '^ •- . ^ .^• a ^

d K' d N t'vism
n the i

versus United States Posihticsnt

^. • .trio.
•strations of Big Three exclusiveness, than do caner of the wea er me

^ s 11. Meanw e e
dangers ' of eneouraging irritation and neutralism from other delegations, by demon-

• k mbers of the

h'i1 th U•mted States delegation seems more realistically aware o
consumed and deadlines are approached. f the

States habits of demanding what seem unnecessanly rapld decisions ro

ners:lwhile the United States delègâtion has often to*clear its views with so manY
^ interested offices and departments before there is what.côuld be called a United
Stâtes Government line for discussion with the United Kingdom, that much time is

often brought in only near e as m^
United Kingdom, for its part, is 'apt to feel a slight similar resentment at United

f m ;t-. pan-

moves - a no p
with Norway, Denmark, Iceland and the Netherlands in =submitting amendments
which caused withdrawal of a Latin American W

^â^W^ ofs a Swedish neutralistthe occupying powers, and contributed to the
resolution, making it possible for the "Assembly,with backing from an impressive
majority of members (45), to meet Adenauer's desire for ' a United Nations

. r ;. ,
commission.

Great Power Tendencies
10. The new tendency to Big Three exclusiveness on the part of the United States,'

United Kingdom, and French delegations has continued, and is beginning to irritate
several other delegations. Within the Big Three, the French delegation seems to feel

.'and,résent a United States --United Kingdom inner partnership, with the French
th 1 t'nute to co•sponsor a tripartite resolution. The

9. On occaslon ,
table exam le being the Germanelection issue,'where Canada joined

the Canadian delegation has helped to head off such neutrallst

8. Nevertheless the futility; except for propaganda (the importance of w111ch Is
often under-rated), of most of this session's political items handled to date produces
a certain restiveness and â tendency on the part of some Middle East, Latin Ameri-
can and Asian delegations to put forward "compromise': proposals which if adopted
would be not only impractical but ideologically cônfusing. This represents wishful
thinking, on the assumption that a clever form of words can in some magical way
eliminate vital differences of principle.

Restiveness an eu pd Ar; tral Coin romises

apparent distrust of, the United Nations may, spring in pan from e
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the United Kingdom, like other Imperial Powers; has had on colonial questions in
the Fourth Committee. Be this as it may, the relatively negative attitude seems to be
sublimated into a British view that the= United Nations , should somehow. - stand
above and outside serious conflicts and clashes in the world. This is of course con-
trary to United States view. Members of the United Kingdom delegation often sug-
gest that United Nations participation in controversial issues will tend to weaken
the United Nations - though the opposite thesis seems to many people,equally or
more tenable. In any case the United Kingdom usually, though not always, tends to
swing around eventually to the United States view by the time public positions are
tâken.

11h few ' of many examples which could be given of this difference between
basic United Kingdom and United States initial attitudes are:
;(a) The United Kingdom were reluctant to meet the wishes of Adenauer and the

United States for a United Nations commission on all-German elections, but even-
tually swung round and co-sponsored the resolution;

(b) The United Kingdom delegation did not wish representatives of Western and
Eastern Germany to be invited to speak in the committee, but here too eventually
swung around;

' (c) United Kingdom reluctance contrasted with the United States desire to refer,
guardedly but pointedly enough, to such vital real facts as the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization in the text of the draft resolution on collective measures (United
Nations collective security machinery) which is being sponsored jointly by the
United States, United Kingdom, France, Canada and certain other countries.

Latin American Restiveness

.14. `At this session there has been a greater tendency than in previous years for
Latin American and other small countries to disregard United States views (e.g., in
Security Council elections, in the debate on financing development, and in other
fields). ,. .
Moslem Unrest

15.. A feature: of this session has been Middle East criticism of the West. The
entiréAoslem world (except Turkey, the strongest Moslem nation) is restive. The
EBYPtian'delegation has been extreme. In addition to spear-heading the effort to
support Moroccan nationalists against France, the Egyptians in the Political Com-
mittee have on many issues taken up pro-Communist positions, and a few days ago
introduced a motion for immediate unconditional prohibition of the use of the
atocnic bomb. {

16;,Ibc Pakistan position is perhaps even more significant. Zafrullah Khan, Paki-
stan Foreign Minister, is playing a very active role at this session (in contrast with
Sir Benegal Rau of India). He announced recently that he would abstain on all '
^o^s on disarmament issues bctwecn the Soviet and Western points of view: and

,.,more important, he said recently, when Morocco was being discussed in plenary,
^.t ugh the West talks a lot about liberal values, whenever there are votes oni^^l^ ^.,

. P menting liberal policies the people of Asia note that the Cominform delegates
Vo'^eWi/{: . s

.
V/i hem, and the western dclegations vote against. He expressed his humble
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gratitude to the Soviet bloc. This tacit warning by Pakistan'that the West must not
take their support too much for granted has given great concern to the .United States
delegation: One factor in Zafrullah's mind is of course the unresolved Kashmir
dispute. But against the 'present disturbing background of general restiveness, Mos-
lem politicians tend to vie with each other for leadership in criticising the West: and
Pakistan _seeks Moslem leaderslup. •

Walk-ou ts an es ern
17.,This session has brought the long-standing difficulty betwëén South Africa

' ed N ti closé to a head What seems to be the contradiction between

d W t Petulance
.^ .,

and the Umt a ons
the trend of Dr. Malan's racial policies and at least the spirit of the United Nations
Charter, coupled with the difficult question of South-West Africa, has made some
friction almost inevitable: The Fourth Committee's decisions to invite representa-
tives of South-West African natives for a hearing,'and the subsequent'approval of a
resolution regretting South Africa's refusal to negotiate on the basis'of the United
Nations committee's moderate proposals for the league-mandated territory, and
appealing for reconsideration, have had the expected but tragic 'result of hardening
South African opinion. The South African delegation is not now- attending plenary
sessions of the Assembly or the Fourth Committee: and a complete withdrawal
from the United Nations is apparently not excluded. From here it is hard to feel that
the United Nations majority has been seriously at fault in this difficult situation. It
takes two sides for successful compromise. Most responsible delegations here do, I
think, genuinely appreciate the difficulty of South Africa's position: But there is
little evidence from the attitude of South :Africa; which did after all sign the Char-
ter, of moderation or a conciliatory spirit on its side. This naturally makes the posi-
tion of South Africa's friends in the United Nations singularly difficult.

18. The limited South Âfrican walk-out is merely the most extreme of several
pétulant reactions by important white countries at this session. For example, the
motives of the Egyptian delegation in pressing fôr discussion of the Moroccan situ-
ation are undoubtedly open to question. Nevertheless the refusal by the Western
countries dictated by the expediency of conciliating France's obduracy to allow the
matter even to be put on the agenda, has undoubtedly created a bad impression. The
French delegation, which a few weeks earlier. had walked out of the Fourth Corn-
mittee, were sériously considering walking out of the Assembly if it had been put
on the agenda: though they did fortunately decide to drop this idea even before the
Assembly by a small but unexpected majority [whtch] refused to consider the item.
The United Kingdom had instructions earlier, in the session to walk out of the Trus-
teeship Committee in certain circumstances, which happily : did not arise. The
Netherlands delegation has told us that not walking out when Indonesia was first
discussed some years ago, is now recognized by, them to,have been a disastrous

The Problem of Irresponstbi ity

19. While considerâtion` will have to be given to finding some effective methc^d of

restraining too many, irresponsible chârges frôm rep=resentatives of backward coun-

tries , walking out or threatening to do so maj^ not be the wiseSt course. It i8 incvita-

ble that , there are' some 'times apparent contradictions' between some of the
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advanced moral principles written into the United Nations Charter, and occasional
policies of even the most advanced democratic governments. Some of the less
responsible of the Middle East, Latin American, and Asian countries - where
these contradictions, between moral.theory and economic or political fact are most
extreme - do not always consider their own vulnerability before playing on the
sensitive points of others.

20. It may, be that something like a "coming-into-court-with-clean-hands" doc-
trine - ("people who live in glass houses should not throw stones") - would be a
useful development in United Nations traditions. Frank counter charges about
social or political conditions in certain backward countries with irresponsible dele-
gations, may eventually have to be threatened by leading Western nations, perhaps
in the capitals concerned, as a means of keeping them in check. This course, while
unpalatable, might at least not be so incompatible with the prestige and strength of
the United Nations as petulant walk-outs from leading representatives of our west-
ern civilization. Surely on balance our civilization gains much more than it loses,
strategically and morally, from this framework for an orderly world.

The Poor Against the Rich
21: It is not only in supporting nationalist movements of non-white peoples, that

the attitudes of certain delegations from backward countries has been giving con-
cern.'Aristotle pointed out long ago that once a democratic political constitution is

..set up, it is made inevitable that sooner or later the poor will use their voting power
to secure economic, as well as political benefits. The welfare state developments of
recent years illustrate this thesis nationally: the drive in the United Nations for
assistance in economic development suggests that even a very loose international
constitution is unlikely to prove any exception to the general law. Few Christians or
liberals would consider this inevitable tendency wholly bad, even apart from the
(significance and advantages?) of such measures as the Technical Assistance Pro-
gramme and the Colombo Plan. Of course the highly industrialized countries can-
not under present circumstances increase expenditures for foreign assistance, 'and it
is important to say so frankly. The question of pace and extent is important, and if
the poorer majority try to push too fast or too far, the chief result must be merely to
weaken or destroy the constitutional framework. This would help neither side.

22. The problem is to make a majority of the "under-developed" governments see
this point or, at least, vote as if they saw it.

23. In the Third Committee debates at this session on the proposed Human Rights
Covenant, it has become clear that the backward nations - which are spear-head-
ing the drive to include economic and social rights - consider that once minimum
economic and social rights are internationally recognized, it will be difficult for the
industrialized nations to refuse contributions to international funds which aim at
implementing these rights (e.g. health and schooling opportunities for all).

24. In the Second Committee debates on financing economic de'velopment, Santa
Cruz of Chile, has now carried a stage further his long campaign for the creation of
an international development fund. The intransigence of under-developed coun-
tries, in'voting for a resolution asking for detailed plans to be made for the estab-
lishmenfôf such a fund, despite the clear opposition of the United States, Canada
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and the West European countries who would be expecied to contribute to it, was
more apparent than in previous years. The under-developed majority was, however,
far from solid, and was based to a considerable extent on personal ambitions and on
an uneasy coalition between rival groups. The Indians contributed to Santa Cruz'
idea by securing unrealistic approval for this' sweeping thesis that money saved in
the future when defence budgets can be reduced should be paid into. the fund.

25. The battle }to defeat this wildly ambitious project is far from lost. If, however,
the fund is established next year; the probable effect would merely be to debase the
'currency of United Nations resolutions and machinery. Nevertheless, the intransi-
gence and what would seem to the delegations of richer countries the irresponsibil-
ity: of the majority have tended to create a certain cynicism.

h t th United Kingdom and France are at heart

243. } D,
. ^ . _ ^ : ., •l . , • , . { .

0 A/5475-DW-14-40

^^i 29. We are conscious that this telegram has been, in many ways,^ rather crltlca .
is but appropriate in conclusion to point out that irresponsibility, intransigence, pet-
ulance,,and, other disturbing features are weaknesses not of the. United Nations as
such but of the governments and'societies of the planet on which we.live.

C o n c usron - - . . I _ . .. . . ; . I It

effect an improvement.

M. it is nowever not certam t a he
strongly opposed to this project - which, presumably in the unlikely event that the
United States Congress implemented it even slightly, would contribute to solving

their dollar-gap problem.
27. The tactics of the United States delegation, in this debate on development,

have not shown up to best advantage, and their last ditch-stand against the fund
came unfortunately late. The most direct opposition was probably that of Canada,
Australia and Belgium., Naturally, the Soviet delegation did not pass up the oppor-
tunity to play in. the muddied waters of Committee Two on this. issue, but their
amused toleration of the discussion suggests that even they are making less effort
than previously to cover-up their own cynicism..

The:International Civil Service
28. There have been certain signs of politicking and empire building in certain

sections'of the United Nations Secretariat., Some of this is probably inevitable in an
international civil service of this sort. It would be misleading and unfair to stress

--this criticism strongly although unquestionably, stronger leadership at the top could

``A Note du `soüs-secrEtaire d'État adjoint aux AJ,^aires extErieures

pour le soûs secrétaire d'État suppléant aux AJfaires extérieures
„ , ,r, airs
Men:orandum front Assistant Under-Secretary of State for F.xternal AJf

to Depury Under-Secretary. of St-te for Farternal Affairs

tntmu;nl necember 28, 1951
^^t,x»r .- •

t the
r; I read the attached telegram No. o cem

YUnited Nations Assembly with a great deal of interest. Thereare two main points
252 ` f De bér` 21 from our Delegatlon a
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on which I would like to comment, one celated to the alleged progress made on the
propaganda front and the second on the "holier than thou" *attitude which our Dele-
gation seems to be developing.

2:I was rather puzzled by the general implication that the West had made some
progress on the propaganda front during the present Assembly, as a result of the
Western disarmament proposals, the merging of the Atomic Energy 'and the Con-
véntional *Armaments Commission, and the establishment of the German Election
Commission. There seems to be a general feeling that a propaganda move satisfac-
tory to,Western Europe and North America is welcome in all parts of the world. It
seems to. me that a distinction has to be kept in mind whereby, on the multiple
propaganda front, different publics or regions can vary differently., Public opinion
in Western countries has to be marshalled by some sort of propaganda if the goals
now set for the purposes of consolidating our defence efforts are to be attained, but
I must say that we would have made little progress generally if, in the process, we
would have lost the propaganda battle in all other regions of the world. Personally,
I feel that there is a direct link between the alleged progress made on the propa-
ganda front as expressed in paras. 6 and 7 of the telegrams under reference and the
restiveness and neutral compromises referred to in paras. 8 and 9. These last two
paragraphs could very well be taken as an indication that the propaganda battle is
not going so well after all and that we can no longer think that we have made
progress in the war of nerves if we have only convinced our own peoples of the
necessity of taking this or that action?2

3. To my mind, the United Nations is far from being an ideal forum for too
obvious propaganda maneuverings by the West: the Communist Governments, par-
ticularly that of the U.S.S.R., are always in a position to prevent the Western
themes of propaganda from reaching their own peoples. The net result is that we
are only preaching to converts and neutrals. If we lose the neutrals, we will have
lost the battle. One of the most significant developments of the present Assembly,
in my estimation, is the position taken by Pakistan as referred to in para. 16. Zafrul-
lah Khan has probably touched one of the most complex and vital' issues with
whichthe United Nations will have to live for years to come. The West is in a
quandary: if it does not champion liberal policies it will, slowly but surely, lose the
support of many countries; if it does, a certain amount of chaos will ensue. There
are great dangers in both courses of action but the second course in my estimation
is less dangerous in the long run than the first 31

4. This 'does not seem to be the opinion of our Delegation in Paris and I was
somewhàt surprised to see the line adopted in paras. 19 and 20, dealing with "the
problem of irresponsibility". I am not particularly attracted by the theme "come-
into-court•with-clean-hands". It is relatively easy to have clean hands when you
can afford to buy some soap. Would it be that only those countries enjoying a

^. ,
^ Note marginale :/Marginal note:'

' What is more important; to convince your own people or the neutralsl?l It is bocoming increas-
ingly difficult to do both lL.©. Pearson).33

Nae marginale -Ma i: . .I .Ya rgma note.
I 'h^hat about the short run? 1L.t3. Pearson)
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higher standard of living would have clean hands? I doubt that any problems can be
solved among nations if we subscribe to such a doctrine. I am sure,. on the other
hand, that there will be a lot of mud-slinging if we adopt it.34

5. There is a problem of irresponsibility at the United Nations and I would agree
that it comes mostly from countries of the Middle East, Latin América and Asia. To

try to solve it - by_ "counter charges about social or political conditions in certain
backward countries with irresponsible delegations" is the worst possible approach.

^ 6. What seems to be required here is that closer cooperation with under-devel-
oped countries be established, and that they be given some guidance and an assur-
ance that, once we will be sure of our own defence against the Communist menace,
we will gladly participate in the solving of their economic ills 3s `

J ULES LEGER

^ Note marginale JMarginal note: not of violatin8
. On the other hand it is a shade itritating to have a siave-holding atate accuse Jr

human rights because Morocco is not independent! LI3.Plearsonl.
^ Note marginale :/Marginal Me: ^^on1•

I agree with this paragraph - but would prefer to change the last few words a bit L.f3•Pl
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TWELFTH SESSION, FEBRUARY 20-MARCH 21, 1951

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of Statè for External Affairs
to Cabinet

377

PCO

Ottawa, February 10, 1951

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE TWELFTIi

SESSION OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL, SANTIAGO, CHILE,
• FEBRUARY 20 TO MARCH 20, 195V6

easily completed within the four weeks period estimated by the Secretary-General.
There may be a tendency on the part of the Latin American members to prolong a
meeting being held in their own territory, and the Cominform • delegations will
undoubtedly contribute to this end by using the Council as a propaganda. forum.
The Delegation should resist attempts to draw out the session longer than is genu-
inely necessary to deal with its agenda thoroughly, and efficiently.
` 2• The'three Cominform members of the Council, the Soviet Union, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, can be expected to make the most of their opportunities for propa-
ganda at the Santiago Session. The fact that Chile has broken diplomatic relations
With these Governments may be an additional incentive for them to use the Council
as a medium of propaganda in that area. It is to be hoped that the non-Communist
members of the Council will refuse to be drawn into lengthy and futile propaganda
debates, and the Delegation should do what it can towards this end.

3• The Council will review the progress made in setting up the United Nations
Korean R'e'construction Agency. Canada has endorsed the United Nations pro-
grarnme of relief and rehabilitation in Korea both in the Council and in the General
Assembly, and the Government has pledged financial support of the programme

;,,The, agenda for the Twelfth Session of ECOSOC is relatively light and should be

General

Le chef de la ddlégàdon Etait John Kearney, ambassadcur en Argentine.
The Canadian delegation was led by John Kearney, Ambassador in Argentina.
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(Cabinet decision of November 23, ^ 1950). The Delegation should support United
Nâtions action in helping the Korean people to repair the ravages of war in their

country.
4. The Delegation should continue to maintain a close scrutiny of all proposals,

and to assess the various plans submitted with a,view to ensuring that the limited
resources of funds and facilities are put to the best purpose.

Economic Questions

5. The principal `economic items are those relating to technical assistance and
economic development of under-developed countries. The general Canadian posi-
tion on these questions has been clearly defined at previous sessions of the Council
and of the General Assembly, and the Delegation should continue to be guided by
the instructions approved for earlier sessions. Canadian support of the principles
and objectives of the Technical Assistance Programme could be stressed, and the
Delegation should'continue to press for effective co-ordination 'and' careful selec-
tion of projects of practical value.

6. The under-developed countries will undoubtedly exert heavy pressure on the
Côuncil to approve measures designed to stimulate the flow of investment capital
for economic development and the location of the Session in Latin America, with
the consequent increase in local press publicity, will probably encourage these
delegations to press their claims with added vigour. The desire of the less advanced
countries to improve their economic conditions and the standard of living of their
people is valid, and the Delegation should be . most careful to avoid giving any
impression that Canada is unsympathetic to legitimate aspirations. However, as
Canadian delegations, have stressed in the past, before the governments of under-
developed countries 'can expect substantial increase of investment from,abroad

many of them will have to try to create a political, economïc and social atmosphere
that is fnendly rather than hostile to such investment and to the measure of outside
concern in their affairs that necessarily goes'with it. Moreover, the Economic and
Social Council itself is not, nor is it likely to become,'a suitable channel for arrang-
ing' or facilitâting inter,governmental Gnancing: The Internâtionâl Bank can^d
does provide loans ' to under-developed countries where the 'chances of repaYm
are reasonably good; in the sphere of other capital assistance, such as grants, most
countries in a position to provide it will prefer to do so under bilateral arrangements
rathec than through a U.N: agency: This is the present position'of the Canadian
Government; it is also the position of other. governments as indicated by the Mar-

shall Plan and the Colombo Plan.
.., ;

Social Questions
7.. The ; most difGcult item ôn the agenda in the ; soci al field' is that concerning
^,,forcéd labour; and measures for; its abolition. A^ oint U.S.-U.K. resolution calling

fo'rJthe'éstablishim ént of `a: U.N-1 L.O:'commiss on'of inquiry ' was tabled afo ^a

Eleventh Session dnd will come' before the Council at, the Twelfth Session col-
décision. The proposed inquiry ' is intended to serve propaganda purposes by
lecting evidence on forced labour in the Soviet Union and other Cominform coun-
tries. As such an inquiry could not benefit the victims of forced labour, and as the
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I propaganda value of the undertaking is doubtful, it would be preferable if some
, alternative course of action could be agreed upon which would meet the U.S. and
-U.K. position without involving the U.N. in a risky propaganda venture:, If a satis-
factory compromise is impossible and the U.S.-U.K. proposal stands, the Delega-
tion should support it. In that event; all necessary facilities should be provided to
,the Commission to ensure a first-class inquiry.37

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/5475-DS-13-40

Note de. la Direction des Nations Unies
pour le chef de la Direction économique

Memorandum from United Nations Division
- to Head, Economic Division

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], April 19, 1951

TWELFTH SESSION OF ECOSOC

I attach for your information a copy of a memorandum containing a general
survey of the Twelfth Session of ECOSOC..I drafted this memorandum shortly
after, mÿ return from Santiago but did not circulate it before this as I wanted to have
Mr.- Parkinson approve the economic sections or revise them if he saw fit. Mr. Par-
kinson has now informed me that he saw. no reason to make any alterations in the
text and that he approved the entire memorandum. This general survey will form
the introduction to the delegation's report, a copy of which will be sent to you
when available..In the meantime I thought you might be interested in reading this
general account of the atmosphere and trends apparent at the Twelfth Session of the
Council. , . .. .

MARGARET MEAGHER

(PIÈCE IOINTEIENCLOSUREI _

Note

Memorandum

[n.d.]

GENERAL SURVEY OF TNE TWELfT11 SESSION OF ECOSOC

Soviet bloc to go to even greater lengths than usual, not only to sell their own ideas,

propaganda campaign waged by the Communist Delegations who used every
oPPortunity, and indeed created opportunities, to divert discussion from the practi-
cal, and for the most part, routine items on the agenda to political and highly con-
tentious debate. There is no doubt that the locale of the Session in Chile incited the

The outstanding'feature of the Twelfth Session of the Council was the all-out

^.. .

APP^uvé par le Cabinet, le 13 février 1951lApiroved by Cabinet. Ccbruary 13, 1951.
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but to discredit the United States in Latin America. It was clear from the outset that
the objective of their offensive was to be the United States, and from the beginning
to the end. of the Session they were never distracted from their target. A few pass-
ing references were made to United Kingdom policy and the capitalist system was,
of course,,condemned'in every major statement, but the villain in the piece was the
United States Government which had made dupes of us all for its own sinister
ends, specifically, economic domination, political hegemony and World War III.

2. For the first half of the Session the United States Delegation was seriously
worried over the possible effects of the Communist propaganda drive and, because
the United States was just as anxious to protect its position in Latin America as the
Soviet bloc was to undermine it, the United States Delegation felt obliged to take
up the challenge by defending themselves against these Communist charges of
imperialism, war mongering and economic domination and by making counter
charges against the Soviet bloc and the Communist system. As a result, much of the

main p nists
Session was devoted to heated political debate reduced t mthe role ofrspec^ato s^
'while the majority of the Council members were

3. The Communist Delegations, led by Katz-Suchy of Poland, relied heavily on
outrageous distortion of facts, generalizations based on individual expressions of
opinion drawn from an inexhaustible supply of press clippings, and fragmentary
quotations out of context, to support their charges against the United States, and on
interminable and repetitious speeches, often completely irrelevant to the agenda
item under discussion, to prove by contrast the ideal living condition prevailing in
Eastern-Europe under peace-loving governments whose only concern was the wel-
fare of their own people. The Communist propaganda `attacks on the United States
and on capitalist countries in general were so extremeand their tactics so obvious
that the only effect on the Council itself was to bring about a united front of opp
tion and to drive below' the surface the honest - differences of opinion which in a
more normal atmosphere, such as prevailed at. the Eleventh Session, would uba^c
been freely discussed and probably reconciled. The effect upon n^e Council Ses-
was more difficult to estimate. Tremendous publicity was glve
sion by, the local press and scattered comments made to the Delegation seemed to

se of
indicate that among the more intelligent and thoughtful peoPsuffered.UThe U^ e
munism and the prestige of the United Nations had both ^st
States Delegation was convinced that before the end of the Session the Commu
delegations by their heavy-handed methods had done more harm to their own cause
than to the United States position in Latin America. This is probably tm con^dered
certain correspondents, including Frei of the Christian Science Monitor,

that the honours were about even in a situation in which al Wh c^ lthe Comm nst
'lay 'with !the Western democracies. Apart from the effect .t

there is
offensive may have had on the United States reputation in Latin America,

spectacle,
^° little doubt that the United Nations itself suffered a loss of prestige by the
or as the local. newspapers occasionally described it, the "circus", put on by the
Council. The same routine was followed with- almost -every subject, all thei^usual

Of

of the Communist Delegations taking the offensive, resorting t o
irritating tricks, goading the United States and even the United Kingdom rep
tative into replies, and, in the end reducing the discussion to an undignified verbal. : ,
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brawl., The local Chileans who were ihterested enough and knowledgeable enough
to attend the Sessions or' read the press accounts"intelligently were considerably ;
disillusioned and felt that not only were the proceedings below the dignity'of an ;
organization such as the United Nations, but that little if anything of practical value
was accomplished in the four weeks. -This;' latter, criticism is not altogether valid,
because the agenda of the Twelfth Session was composed for the most part of fairly :
routine items or progress reports and it was not expected 'that the Session would
produce much in the way of positive action. It was, however, a natural reaction on,
the'part of the local Chileans to weigh the results against the four weeks' violent
and aggressive debating.
'k On the more important economic issues the under-developed countries seized

every opportunity to put forward their claims for economic assistance in develop-
ing their resources. They were clearly worried over the possible detrimental effects
on their own economy of the accelerated defence programmes of the more
advanced countries. This was - particularly noticeable when the Council discussed
the >'world : economic situation and the question of ' financing of economic
development.

5. However, while the delegations of the under-developed countries took advan-
tage of. the general debates to make long statements explaining their position and
their requirements and urging thât effective measures be applied tô protect their
interests, they 1 showed a willingness to compromise on ' final resolutions and
refrained from 'publicly placing industrialized countries in a difficult `situation.
There were`several contributing causes to this comparatively reasonable attitude
including, as mentioned above, a disinclination to play into the hands of the Soviet
bloc by showing an open split in the ranks of the non-Communist countries. Other'
factors were the moderating influence of Sir ^ Ramaswami Mudaliar, the sympa-
thetic tinderstanding shown by the delegations of the United States and other indus-
trialized countries, of the real problems of the under-developed areas r and the
realization by the representatives of these countries that in the present international
political climate it was not the part of wisdom to press their claims with too much
vigour. None of these considerations prevented the Latin American and Asian
Delegations from tabling extreme draft resolutions and exerting heavy pressure in'
private discussions, but after considerable behind-the-scenes negotiating, divergent
views.were reconciled and the final resolutions on the two major economic items,
namely; the world economic situation and the financing of economic development,
represented a reasonable compromise which was generally acceptable.

6. The resolution on the financing Of economic development does little more than
again postpone the issue, but it may be that this is the last occasion when it will be
possible to satisfy the under•developed countries without some positive action. It
appeared that'the'particular insistence at this Session for new machinery to expand
the fnancing of economic development was in large part due to the various 'reports,
reaching Santiago from the United States regarding the recommendations of the
United 'Stâtes Adviso ^ Board on International Development.• From the' point of
view of the' potentiat capital exporting countries on the Council, the Rockefeller
Report Was'made public at an inopportune time and the tremendous publicity given
to the Report in the Chilean press did not ease the situation.
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7. The Twelfth Session of the Council was the first occasion when the U.N. organ
had met outside of New York or.Geneva.. Fears had been expressed in some
quarters that the holding of the Session in Santiago,would create technical difficul-
ties for the Secretariat -which would prevent them from operating efficiently. It
must be stated in all fairness that the Chilean authorities co-operated splendidly and
there.were no complaints about the working arrangements. The meetings were held
in the Carrera Hotel and the rooms assigned for the plenary and committee m.eet
ings . were quite. adequate. The documentation was carried out smoothly, the inter-

pretation facilities, which were installed by U.N. technical personnel, operated
perfectly and no inconvenience was experienced by delegatiôns or Secretariat. All
delegations except the United Kingdom Delegation and most of the Secretariat
lived in the same hotel where the meetings were,held. Members of the Santiago
Police Force (Carabineros) were stationed on every floor of the hotel as well as
outside the building. Special car parking facilities were provided and the surround-
ing streets were declared to be a silence zone for the duration of the session.

8.ï The disadvantages of holding the Session in Santiago were due not to any
carelessness or lack of co-operation on the part of the Chilean authorities, but were
attributable to the distances which delegations had to travel and the transportation
expenses involved and, as a result of these two factors, the small size of most dele-
gations. There was also, for many delegations, ,,the difficulty of communication
with their home governments. Many basic documents were distributed after the
Session opened in Santiago and delegations who required instructions on the basis
of these documents found it necessary either to airmail them home or send long
telegrams explaining the. problem. Apart from 'the practical disadvantages, the
Council itself suffered by the attempts of the Communist Delegations to use the
Session as a forum for propaganda in Latin America.

.9. Partly because of the nature of the agenda, and partly because several delega-
tions were too few in number to cover more than two meetings operating simulta-
neously, most of the items were dealt with entirely in plenary^W ^^ gs and
Committee was fairly busy, but the Social Committee held very lace andthose on minor items. No meetings of the Coordination Committee took p
the items on coordination were dealt with in the plenary.
;,10: =The level of representation of. most delegations at the Twelfth Session was

below the usual standard. The United States Delegation was numerous than su Û^lt
Representative and Deputy Representative and, although less
was considerably larger than necessary. The United Kingdom Delega cen^ was s a m-
inally headed by their resident Ambassador who gave two or three p p
ments but otherwisé took no part in the discussions.

The full-time working

members, of the United Kingdom Delegation consisted of three officers from the

Permanent Delegation in New York who wereiassisted part-t;me by two members
of the staff of the local Embassy. The leader of the Soviet bloc was Katz-ef f^e
Poland who was indeed the only strong, member . o â ae^11 ^ other members of
U.S.S.R.t Delegation, Cherneshev, was just average
his Delegation were definitely below,average both in intelligence and effectâtion in
The Czechoslovak Delegation consisted of Nosek of their Permanent DelegThe only one
New York, and the Czech Ambassadors to Buenos Aires and Mexico.
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of these three who entered with any zest into the propaganda debates was the
Ambassador to Mexico. With the exception of this No. 3 Czech and Katz-Suchy, all
members of the three Communist Delegations, while adhering strictly to the party
line and contributing to the propaganda attacks and usual delaying tactics, never-
theless conducted themselves in a reasonably courteous and civilized manner. The
three newly-elected Members, Uruguay, Sweden and the Philippines, were répre-
sented by Delegations which 'contributed very little to the work of the Session.
Sweden took almost no part in the debates and Uruguay did little more. The Philip-
pines, on the other hand, participated far more than they should have with the par-
ticular Delegation in attendance. Their interventions were for the most part useless
and irritating. The Canadian Delegation compared favourably with most of the
Delegations in the calibre of its members, but with only four officers, experienced
some difficulty in covering the meetings, carrying on private discussions and nego-
tiations, keeping up with the flood of documentation and preparing reports.

11. The agenda for the Twelfth Session consisted mainly either of routine items
or items dealing with problems of a continuing nature,: and it was not to be
expected that very much in the way of positive achievements would result from this
Session. The most important positive action was probably the establishment of a
joint UN-ILO Commission of Enquiry which, it is hoped, will determine the nature
and extent of large-scale forced labour systems in the Soviet Union and other East-
ern European countries. While the Commission is not to be restricted in its survey
to any particular geographical area, the evidence so far brought before the Council
indicates that it is only behind the Iron Curtain that forced labour camps, sponsored
by governments, and forming an important element in the economy of the countries
concerned, are,in.fact in operation.

12. The principal achievements on the economic aide were the two resolutions
arising out of the items on the world economic situation and the financing of eco-
nomic development. The first of these recommends to member governments that
they take certain measures aimed at counteracting the difficulties being encoun-
tered by under-developed countries with regard to shortages of needed imports,
lower levels of investment, scarcity of capital goods, and new inflationary pres-
sures resulting from the present international situation. The second resolution
makes no specific recommendations, but as a concession to under-developed coun-
tries recognizes their insistence that special emphasis be given to the problem of
financing of economic development and, to this end, provides for the Economic
Conmittee of the Council'to meet a week in advance of the opening of the Thir-
teenth Session and requests the Economic, Employment and Development Com-
mission to give priority at its forthcoming session to the, consideration of this
problem...

13.'Before leaving Santiago, the Council decided, in the light of the deferment
until Novembér of the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, to postpone its next
session in Geneva until approximately August 1. The tentative agenda for the Thir-
teenth` Session already numbers over fifty items and the Secretary-General esti-
mates'that'7 to 8 weeks will be needed to complete the business of the summer
ession. i
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Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, pour le Cabinet

Memorandunï from Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 60-51

RESTRICTED

DRAFT COVENANT ON NUMAN RIGHTS: CANADIAN STATEMENT

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

X 'rePort by an interdepartmental committee which has been examining ^e
Canadian attitude to the draft covenant on human rights being drawn up by

United Nations is submitted herewith. It considers the Canadian positionbe senthto
project and has attached to it a draft statement which, if approved, r govern-
the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The observations

requested.
ments of the United Nations on the draft cove nant

It 'is recommended that Cabinet approve the transmission to the United Nations
of the statement, the nature of which is summarized in'paragraphs 12 to 15 of the

committee's report.
L.B.'PEARSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11

Rapport du Comité interministériel;
sur le Pacte provisoire, sur les droits de l'homme

Report of Interdepartmental Conunittee
on Draft Covenant on Human Rights

[Ottawa], February 12, 1951
.,.

CANADIAN STATEMENT.TO THE UNITED NATIONS

The recent session of the General Assembly of the United Nations passed a reso

lution requesting governments to submit their observations on the dmf^ ^ons de ed
human rights. by,February, 15, 1951. The views of governments will
by the Commission on Human Rights in revising the draft covenant. Wh1950ee

- ing in the SocialCommittee of the General Assembly on October ^unity w^eh
Canadian representative said, that Canada would welcome the oppo their vlews
would be given to governments at a later date of submitting in writing
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on the draft covenant. The attached statement, which would be sent to the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations, if approved, has been drafted for this purpose.

2. On September 12, 1950, Cabinet considered instructions to the Canadian dele-
gation to the General Assembly on the draft covenant and agreed that the Canadian
delegation state that the present text was not satisfactory and would require sub-
stantial revision before Canada would be in a position to vote for its adoption. This
attitude was expressed by our representatives.

3. As a party to the Charter of the United Nations, Canada contracted certain
general obligations to promote and encourage respect for human rights and funda-
mental freedoms. Each State signatory to the Charter has accepted the obligations
on human rights which are set forth in the preamble, Articles 1 (3), 13, 55, 56, 62
and 68. The extent of the obligations has never been determined in exact terms.
The nature of the commitments made under the Charter is described as follows by
Professor Lauterpacht:

"'The question of the observance of fundamental human rights has, as the result
of the Charter, ceased to be one of exclusive domestic jurisdiction of States and,
though not involving a right of direct intervention on the part of the United
Nations, has become a matter of legitimate concern to its' members and to the
Organisation as a whole. Though imperfect from the point of view of enforcement,
the relevant provisions of the Charter constitute legal obligations of the members of

,the United Nations and of the Organisation as a whole. The fundamental human
rights and freedoms acknowledged by the Charter must henceforth be regarded as
legal rights recognised by International Law: Their enforcement, subject to the lim-
itations of the Charter, must be regarded as a paramount object of the. United
Nations".

4. When speaking in the Political Committee of the Assembly on November 25,
1946, when the question of the treatment of Indians in South Africa was under
discussion, Mr. St. Laurent, as Secretary of State for External Affairs, said:

"It is worthy of note also that Article 1 of the Charter states in clear terms that it
is a purpose of the United Nations to promote international co-operation in `pro-
moting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion'. This is an unqualified
obligation which rests upon each Member of the. United Nations. The Canadian
delegation, in common with all other delegations, regards the promotion of interna-

'tional action in the field of human rights and freedoms as of the utmost importance
in the establishment and maintenance of a just and lasting peace."
Mr. St. Laurent in a speech in Montreal on February 24, 1947, said:

"Each Member of the United Nations has, by signing the Charter which contains
these declarations on human rights contracted by treaty a solemn obligation to pro-
mote and encourage respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all,
without distinction of race, sex, language or religion. Each national government
has;- in the name of its people, accepted this obligation knowing the difficulties
likely to be encountered in honouring it to the full. The Members of the United
Nations have pledged themselves to act together in overcoming these difficulties;i

4'^.i ^lr
. ....

.. . , 1 . . .
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main forms of civilization and of the principal legal systems of the states parties to
the covenant.

9. It is conceivable that accession to the Covenant on Human Rights might, at
some future date, mean that action contemplated or taken by the Canadian Parlia-
ment would be in conflict with our international. obligations. Our accession to an.
international convention would not, however, render any national legislation ultra'
vires or prevent Parliament from passing legislation at some future date which
might be in conflict with our international obligations. These obligations do not,
moreover, go further than the principles we recognize in ordinary practice and do
not depart from except in emergencies. To cover such cases there are emergency
provisions in the proposed covenant. Our freedom of action in the national sphere
thus would not be interfered with from a strictly legal point of view, though in fact
treaty obligations of this nature, as of many other kinds, may place limitations on
internal policies.

10. Our adherence to the covenant might result in increased public pressure for a
domestic Bill of Rights, though this is not certain, but the covenant provides an
answer to such a demand as it gives the government an opportunity to explain that
it has assumed these obligations to protect human rights in an international treaty as
a matter of public policy and that this is not inconsistent with its policy in respect to
domestic legislation for promoting the observance of human rights. It could be
added that while the government relies on the traditional legal methods of protect-
ing human*rights in Canada, it considers that the covenant will be helpful interna-
tionally in promoting respect for these rights and in psychological warfare against
the Soviet world.

11.'Considerable public interest has been shown in this project for a multilateral
convention 'On human rights and it is likely that'questions may be asked in Parlia-
ment on the Canadian Government's attitude towards it. The attached statement
has, therefore, been drafted not only to meet the United Nations request, but also to
be of use in Parliament should it be required for this purpose.
-12. At the outset the statement indicates the constitutional and legal difficulties

raised by the draft covenant. On the first eighteen articles of the draft covenant
which derine the human rights and freedoms with which it is concerned, the view is
expressed that the scope or content of the draft text is generally satisfactory, though
one or two secondary provisions might be deleted, but that the form or quality of
drafting reqtiires substantial revision. A number of examples is given of the draft-
ing changes that appear to be called for.

13. On the proposal to include a federal state clause in the covenant, under which
the legal obligations would, in the case of federal states, be limited to those matters
colning"'within federal jurisdiction, it is stated that, in the absence of a satisfactory
federal clause,, Canada could not become a party to the covenant..The text for a
federal clause suggested by India appears satisfactory. The statemerit also supports
the inclusion of a colonial application clause under which a state with dependent
telritories would be able to adhere to the covenant without automatically and
lmmediatefy binding these territories.1 9- 1.
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14. The statement presents some of the arguments against the inclusion of clauses
on economic, social and cultural rights in the first covenant.covenant contended

- 15: On the measures for implementing or enforcing thovenant the right of laÿ ng
that 'it 'would be wise to limit to states parties to the c
complaints against other states parties to it and that the and non-governmental
for the receipt and examination of petitions from individuals

organizations:
16. It is recommended that approval bë sought for the transmission to the United

_ - • - 7ent attached., ESCOTT REID
Chairmân

(PIÈCE JOINTE 2JENCLOSURE 21

Déclaration canadienne sur le Pacte provisoire sur les droits de l'homme

Canadian Statement on Draft Covenant on Numan Rights

February [n•d•], 1951

the Canadian constitutional and legal system, human rights and freed^anUnder
have been protected by judgments of the courts and

ôfc ric
statutes

Indeed, tit would
by general declarations, statements of pnncfac all the rights setts.forth in the draft
appear that residents of Canada enjoy i in the event
covenant on human rights, apart from the provision for nadcompensation e rights have

Inof a miscairiage of justice, dealt with in Article 10 (3).
beenobserved and enforced on a rather different basis than in some other cou

ntries.
.:2:.The.existence of different methods and proced ures for

o
defining

the draft
human rights has inevitably given nse to some d ivergence the
covenant, as expressed by the representatives of various countries econiud that
Assembly: and other organs of. the United Nations. It must thus be r g a eneral
ihere are many difficulties and obstacles to be ^ ^rcdealinn w

reaching
ith human rights.

understanding on an international treaty or agree• L_^__.. .^ r.a.,ornt Assembly
^1^3. No useful purpose would be servea in vi niviia ••c•m•w -••_

of the United Nations for adoption a revised text of the draft coven ând re sresen-
frâmed in a way to meet with wide and speed ^ip^uic that,fufull recognitionpion berestative group of the nations of the free world. This c e9 ndent
given;to the çonstitutional difficulties of federal states(ndstihe covenant in the

territories. Canada, . for its part, could not become a party to Pro-
absence ofg a satisfactory, federal clause. Furthermore, it is cons^'^^ é comp]e ^
posed attempt to include economic and social rights will ieopar
and coming into force of the covenant.
- , ..

The'First E
,
^ hteen Articles if the Drais CoWenant
g

4. The content or scope of the first eighteen articles of the present draft test éSSene
covenant appears to be generally satisfactory, in the sense that they cover add at

• t bc wise to attempt to
tial or fundamental civil nghts. It would not appeau o
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this 'stage to the basic principles embodied in these articles, as any endeavour to do
this might well result in lengthy delays in establishing the text of the covenant and
limit substantially the number of states prepared to ratify it.

5. Indeed, it might be advisable to'consider the deletion of certain rather more
secondary provisions in the first eighteen articles, such as the provision in para-
graph 2, sub-section (b) of Article 10 to grant free legal aid, and the provisions in
paragraph 6 of Article 6 and paragraph 3 of Article 10, to accord compensation in
the case of unlawful arrest or a miscarriage of justice in the courts. Other countries
interested in the formulation of the covenant have pointed out that these provisions
have extensive administrative and financial implications. It might therefore be
advisable not to include them at thé present stage.

6. As regards the form or quality of drafting the first eighteen articles, the present
draft text requires substantial revision. The articles are very unevenly formed.
Some contain very detailed provisions while others are expressed in terms of gen-
eral principles. The criticisms made of the text by different governments have been
of a conflicting nature, as some have wished to have more detailed provisions with
lengthy enumerations of exceptions to, or limitations on, the basic rights as defined
in the covenarit, while other governments have expressed a desire to confine the
text to general provisions without spelling out restrictions and exceptions in detail.
Since it is necessary for the purpose of a general international convention to find
some common ground between the various legal systems in existence in the free
world, technical terms and detailed provisions should be eliminated as far as possi-
ble, and the definitions of rights in the covenant should be expressed in general
terms, while at the same time avoiding ambiguity or vagueness as far as possible.

7. In an annex to this statement some comments are made on a few articles to
illustrate the unsatisfactory form of the first eighteen articles.

Federal State Clause
.8. The comprehensive resolution of the General Assembly of December 4, 1950,

concerning the future work of the Commission on Human Rights contains a refer-
ence to the federal state clause and provides that the Commission shall make rec-
ommendations for the purpose of securing the maximum extension of the covenant
to the constituent units of federal states, and meeting the constitutional problems of
federal states. The inclusion of a federal clause recognizing the special position of
federal states in the covenant is of the greatest importance to Canada. Indeed, in the
absence of â satisfactory federal clause, Canada, because of the nature of its consti-
tution, Whichdistributes legislative powers over the field of human rights between
the, national pârliament and the provincial legislatures, could not become a party to
the covenant. ,

9. Several proposals and texts have been advanced to meet the constitutional dif-
ficulties of federal states. Of these the text proposed by India at the Fifth Session of
the Commission on Human Rights appears to be the most satisfactory.

a) In respect of ttny articles of the Covenant, the implementation of which is,
un der the constitution of, the federation, wholly or in part within federal jurisdic-
tion; ^eïobligations of the Federal Government shall, to that extent, be the same as
those of parties which are not federal states.
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(b) In respect of any articles of this Covenant, the, impWl^nt^ ^uri^c^on of

under the constitution of the federation, wholly or i^^ces, cantons, autonomous
the constituent units (whether described as states, p
regions, or by any other name), the Federal Government shall bring such provisions
with favourable recommendations to the notice of the appropriate authorities of the

units:'

Colonial Application Clause . ,
10. On December "4, the General Assembly also adopted â separate 'resolution

concerned with the application of the covenant to depe^nd aentlic
territories.

ation clausé in the
only records a decislori against,tfoa l^lu° le which wouldr equire that the provi-
covenant, but presents the text :
Mons of the covenant apply automatically and immediately to all dependent territo-delegati
ries of metropolitan states which become parties to the covenant. d rihts underthe
voted in favour of this resolution inro the olon althapet

The majority decision is,
'covenant should not be withheld f
tiowever, regrettable since, if it is 'maintained, it will nnself-b overnin^ territories

ber of states with no g
difficult, if not imposslble for a num r# 1 ^, delays.

. .^ .,

Ecônomic Sociâl"and Cultural Rrg, Is, _...., , ind cultural righ^

- prôpriate for inclusion in the covenant.
human ng' hts and fundamental freedoms as a co e

sQCfiartér of the United.Nations >^^s• his of the
owevecg, notesormûchaa matter of individu^

determination and independen ► -1 1
11 ctive right and is thcrefore inap-

thë' drâft covenant: The pnnciple 01 self-deternuna rne right of self-

.would ensure the nght pe
.^'olution does not specifically state thât articles for this purpose are to o ni edan the

• • tion whlch is re g

12: The principal resolution adopted by inc Assem y on

`Iwhereby{the Commission is to be requested to study ways and means which
part'art 1e^ and nations to self-determination, though the res

ernment enioyed by co on g

Self•determination of Peoples and Nations
bl , December 4 contains a

11. Under a colonial application I. ause,
ventiôn, the provisions of the covenant would not ^m le

b inding
the inter-

overseas territories atthe time of ratification, but the state res ppnsb
notifi-

national relations of the.territories in question would ôr ^11 of theseltern ories. In
cation to extend the application of the covenant to any covenant
a social and humanitarian convention of the character of the draft ould be included

' concerns many matters of local legislative jurisdiction, a clause sh Uentl
to facilitate the adherence of states with dependenciesôeir territories and as
have constitutional difficulties in applying conventions

, the y
great importance to respecting the autonomy and measure of self-gov-

y 1'al overnments and legislatures.

to become parties. to the covenant,
such as Article 12 of the Genocide Con-

even a er eng ,

this decision. °
' ^ tiïe `draft covenant. It is to bè hôped ^ , . , ^

13 The General Assembly decided to mc ►uae ecv^^^^^^^•., ^rovsion for them
in tlie conant;^and the Commission is t^be^ë Generâl Assemb y will reconsider
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14. The advancement of economic, social and cultural rights is a matter of great
importance. The traditional civil liberties cannot be fully exercised in the modern
world, unless economic and social rights are also promoted and enjoyed. There is
therefore a close relationship between the two categories of rights. Generally, .
speaking, however, economic and social rights cannot be protected and encouraged
in thé same way as civil and political rights.. The latter involve limitations on the
powers of governments and legislatures to interfere with the rights of the individ-
ual. Economic, social and cultural rights, on'the other hand, are not so much indi-
vidual rights as responsibilities of the state in the field of economic policy and
social welfare which usually require for their effective implementation detailed
social legislation and the creation of appropriate administrative machinery. There is
thus a fundamental difference in the nature of the two categories of rights.

15. An attempt to include economic and social rights in the first covenant will
jeopardize, if not make impossible, its completion. It will be extremely difficult to
reach anÿ general agreement, at least without lengthy delays, on the formulation of
these rights in a way that will give rise to workable and enforceable legal remedies.

Measures of Implententation
16. The resolution of the General Assembly under consideration did not, unfortu-

nately, deal adequately with the part of the draft covenant which concerns the mea-
sures of implementation. The resolution is limited to a request that consideration be .
given to the insertion, in the draft covenant or in separate protocols, of provisions
for the receipt and examination of petitions from individuals and organizations
with respect to alleged violations of the covenant, in addition to the existing provi-
sions for the laying of complaints by signatory governments.

17. There are certain obvious difficulties to be overcome in giving satisfactory
effect to the right of petition from individuals or non-governmental organizations.
Some machinerywould have to be devised, for example, to eliminate frivolous and
irresponsible petitions, many of which might be made without any previous attempt
to utilize available and adequate local remedies, or might be submitted for purely
propaganda, political, malicious,or abusive purposes. The machinery for determin-
ing the receivability and best methods of examining and giving effect to private
Petitions should be studied carefully before extending the measures of implementa-
tion in the'covenant beyond the laying of complaints by one state party to the cove-
nant against another state which is also a party. It may be noted that only states can
at,present be parties in cases before the International Court of Justice. The draft
covenant fas it now stands would appear to contain adequate provisions on
implementation: •

18.' Complaints between I statcs would, under the draft covenant, be investigated
by a ' Human Rights Committee of seven members who shall be persons of high
standing and of recognized experience in the field of human rights. The covenant
inight usefully provide that the Committee should, like the judges of the Interna-
tional Court, be representative of the main forms of civilization and of the principal
legal systems of the states parties to the covenant. Consideration might again be
given 'bÿ' the 'Commission to including paragraphs designed to reduce or avoid
overlapping between the activities of the Human Rights Committee and those of
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other organs of the United Nations, and also to provide for a more effective and
closer relationship between the functions of the International Court and the

Committee.

AmendProvisions for ment
19. A minor modification ofthe final article of the draft covenant, which deals

with the process of amendment, might be desirable. In its present form it gives
power to a third plus one of the members of the General Assembly to veto a pro-
posed amendment to the côvenant..This group might well be comprised entirely of
states not parties to the covenant. In order to avoid such a situation the states parties
to the covenant should be given more control over the aménment of the instru-
ment. This could be done by re-drafting the last sentence of paragraph 1 of Article
45 and paragraph 2, to read as follows:,

".::Any amendment recommended by a two-thirds majority of the States present
and. voting shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General to the Members of the
United Nations and to other States Parties to the Covenant.

2. Unless the General Assembly within twelve months expresses its disapproval
of a proposed amendment by a two-thirds majority of the Members present and
voting the amendment shall come into force when ratified in accordance with their
respective constitutional 'processes by two-thirds of the States Parties to the

Covenant.7"

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 31 , ' `
..

sur le Pacte prôvisoire sur les droits de l'homme
Annexe à la déclaration canadienne

. . ^ ,^
. Annex to Canadian Statement

on Draft Covenant on Human Rights,

MMENTS ONSOME OP THE F7RST EIGEfiTEEN ARTICLES

.1, Paragraph 1 of Article 1 reads as follows. "Fach State party hereto undertalcss
to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its j
diction the rights recognized in this Covenant, without distinction of any kind. such
as race; colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property; birth or other status:'; ;while Article 1-7, r--da: ,All are equal
before the law: all shall be accorded equal protection of the law without d^' oI ô er
tion on any ground such as race, colour, sex. language, religion, po rovisions
opinion, national or social origin, property,' birth or other status:' These p
are expressed in similar language but are apparently intended

to convey different

this should be made,clear by the use of more precise language inmeanings. If so,
each•acticle.,, i Ji :;" °, •; ^y ,_ : ; ^ : . ..F

-2. Artïcle 4 of the present draft now reads: "No one shall be subjected to
no

tort one

or, to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. In parttcular,
shall be subjected against his will to medical or scientific experimentatié 1thnYThe
ing risk, where such is not required by his state of physical or mental h
second . sentence suggests, particularly in the final phrase, a dangerous

excepüon
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which might be abused, although without this exception the sentence might be
interpreted to stand in the way of genuine medical progress. The first sentence of
the Article appears to cover adequately the subject of prohibition of torture or cruel
punishment.-The second sentence should thèréfore be deleted. With this change the
article would be similar to Article 3 of the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights drawn up by the Council of Europe.

3. Article 8 reads:
"1. Subject to any general law, consistent with the rights recognized in this

Covenant:
(a) Everyone legally within the territory of a State shall, within that territory,
have the right.to (1) liberty of movement and (2) freedom to choose his
residence;
(b) Everyone shall be free to leave any country including his own.
2. (a) No one shall be subjected to arbitrary exile.
(b) Subject to the preceding sub-paragraph anyone shall be free to enter the

,,,country of which he is a national."
This constitutes a satisfactory definition of freedom of movement, but it is intro-
duçed by,the vague phrase "Subject to any general law, consistent with the rights
recognized in this Covenant". While such a proviso is necessary, it should be more
precisely formulated as the phrase has already given rise to different
interpretations.

4. Articles 13, 14, 15 and 16 contain formulas providing for limitations on free-
dom of thought, religion and expression and the rights of assembly and association
defined therein, but the formula employed is not uniform and in the interests of
good drafting and case of interpretation, the limitation clause should be expressed
in the same way in the four articles, except where a difference in substance . is
intended. Furthermore, the rights defined in Articles 15 and 16 are expressed in a
less direct way than the rights in Articles 13 and 14. It would be'better if the form
of the first two were followed throughout. The comparable articles in the Council
of Europe Convention, namely 9, 10, and 11, appear in some respects to be better
drafted and might serve as models for the revision work of the Commission on
Human Rights.

5. Several phrases arc used in various articles which may be given different
meanings under different legal systems or when expressed in different languages.
These include the terms, in the English text, "self-defence" in paragraph 2 of Arti-
cle 3,`"arbitrary arrëst" in paragraph 1 of Article 6, and "order" or "public order" in
Articles 13, 14, 15 and 16. These expressions should be avoided, and the concepts
involved stated in other terminology.-"

APPrOuvé par le Cabinct. le 14 mars 1951lApprovod by Cabinct. March 14, 1951.
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CONFIDENTIAL

has from the outset received full Cana tan' ppo___ _r .uA n,%„4•, Pffnrts without
ment was set up, for the• express p rpo .

d' su rt While Canada would welcome

intemational machtnery., The Internauona an
se of Gnancing economic development and

rate of progress a p
(c) No convincing argûments' have been adduced to justify the creation of new

1 B k for Reconstruction and Develop-

GENERAL 1NSTRUCt1ONS TO THE CANADIAN DELEGATION TO T11E

THIRTEENTH SESSION OF ECOSOC GENEVA, ]ULY 30 - SEPTEMBER 2139

Economic Questions
1. In the debate on the financing of economic development the Delegation might

be guided by the following considerations: ital
(a) The first requirement for any substantial increase in th e foreign

to under-developed countries is the creation by them of a
political climate and of a suitable institutional framework for mobilizing and chan-
nelling their domestic resources and effectively utilizing such assistance as may be
given. These are requirements which can only be met through vigorous and con-

structive action on the part of the governments concerned.
(b) The current scarcity of certain materials and equipment essential to an accel-

erated programme of economic development constitutes a limiting factor on the
t the resent time.

development as part of any an'angement w ere __ .,nt e,.,^iiable throu8h

Canada does not concede the destta t t
the "u1d-be rccipients are able to

Bank's established facilltles or to detract rom t nts for
b'l't or necessity for providing gm

nôt ^fâvoûr plans for the creatlon of new instu ton
f 's future potentialities. Above all,

jeopardizing the essential soundness an prac y
• 1. t' which tend to duplicate the

süggestions which would leaa to greater e^^^u^^^^W^ ^• M•^ ------ -
• d ticabilit of its operations, we would

canarrangements under whlch agreement tn8. :_...:.. .^s „a. enntrol over the tim^

; the,Bânk,' Canada; like the United States, prefeMat Is g,
standards

• be reached on specifc aims,

eicércise undue influence in tnelr own ^a^^ul. IL-1j, ^n,•^•--- -•--- ---bilateral
th' sta e in rely on

; extErievres. • ^I
' ' to the Secretary of

The Canadian delegatwn was^ led by Jean Lesage, Parüamentary 5ecrctuY

Le chef de la délégation était leu Lesage,

.,the extent and nature of the assistance grven. o .

u^taire parlementaire au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

envisage the establishment of an international agency unless there
were advance

and methods, and wnere aonur3ctui ,."u.,•._•.• MM ..------•
it would be unrealistic toM reover

for External' Affain.

/
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assurance that the principal countries, such as the United States, which might be
expected to provide financial backing, were prepared ço make the necessary capital
available. ^ '

2. Canadian participation in the Colombo Plan and in the Expanded Programme
for Technical Assistance provides evidence of a genuine desire to give practical
support to economic development, and the Delegation might use the particular
example of the programme for economic development in South and South-East
'Asia to illustrate the interest and co-operation of the more industrialized countries.

3. It is important to convince the under-developed countries of the sympathy and
good-will of the more advanced countries of the free world, and the Delegation
should do what it can towards this end. Therefore, without committing the Cana-
dian Government to any scheme of international financing of economic develop-
ment or encouraging the establishment of new international machinery, the
Delegâtion could support reasonable resolutions which would keep the issue under
review and would provide for examination of specific proposals by governments
and appropriate bodies, particularly the International Bank and the International
Monetary Fund. ,

4. The item on restrictive business practices was placed on the agenda by the U.S.
which is anxious to have the United Nations initiate measures for international co-
operation in the field of monopolies, cartels and restrictive business practices gen-
erally. It is understood that the U.S. will propose that ECOSOC convene a special
conference to examine this problem and draft a convention. The Delegation might
support the principle of the assumption by ECOSOC of responsibility for initiating
international action in this field and may vote in favour of convening a special
conference to draft a convention. However, if the introduction of the U.S. resolu-
tion appears likely to lcad to the opening of the whole question of amendments to
the GATT at the Sixth Session of the contracting parties, the Delegation should
seek further'instructions from Ottawa.

Miscellaneous
.5. ECOSOC will take action at its summer session on the series of recommenda-

tions submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Organization and Operation of
the Council and its Commissions. These recommendations are aimed at simplifying
the complex structure of the Council and at organizing its work on a more efficient
basis. Some functional commissions and sub-commissions would be discontinued,
while others would remain in their present form but would meet only -when con-
vened by ECOSOC on the recommendation of the Secretary-General. The Council
itself would meet three times a year instead of twice and would deal at each session
With 'a smaller agenda of related items. All recommendations of the Ad Hoc Com-
mlttee'are based on a two-year trial period. The Ad Hoc Committee's rccommenda-
tions'inight be supported by the Delegation on the understanding that the entire
Question of ECOSOC organization will be reviewed after a period of two to three
Years expenence under the changed system of operations.

L.B. PLARSON
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CONFIDFNi7AL .
,. ^;.

spealung, however, econonuc an soco
in the same way as, civil and political rights. The; latter i nvolve limitations on the- . I ,

governments and legislatures to interfere with the nghts
of the individ-

uâ1: Fconomic, social and cultural rights, on the other hand, arc not so much indi-
lic and

'• • • •;vtdüal nghtse as responsibilities ; of the state in ,the field of economic po Y
a11 for their effective implcmcntation detailed

importance. The tra on c^
rld unless economic and social rights are also promoted and enjoyed. ^ern is

therefore a close relationship between the two categories of rights. GencrallY

"• • d 'a1 rights cannot be protected and encouraged

s; ^,`.The advancement of econom^c, soc ,,, 3 f.. . . . '.1 •d al v libert,es cannot be fully ezerciscd in the modern
ial and culturai nghts is a mattcr o g

!covenant. In sûpport of thispôsitiôn, the'memorandum states:
f reat

^sider"ând reverse its decision to include economic, social and cu tura

^ ; 3. ;The memoran u FF
to the SecretaryGeneral expresses the hope that the General Asscmbly will re-con-

• ' 1 1 ri hts in the

d a roved by Cabinet on March 14, 19 , o

considered in ECOSOC. i . .

Fconomic, Social and Cultural Rights
S1 f r transmission

2.1t is recommende at e m
given'to the Delegation on the various aspects of the draft covenant which may be

covenant, as submitted by the Commission
Social Council, is attached!°

'`• d th th ' structions set forth in the following paragraphs be

DRAFT INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON HUMAN RIGIITS

The Economic and Social Council at its Thirteenth Session, opening in Geneva
on July 30, will again consider the draft international covenant on human rights. In
accordance with the directives given it by the General Assembly, the Commission
on Human Rights has now included in the draft covenant a section on economic,
social and cultural rights. The Commission has also revised the original articles on
implementation and has added a new section on.implementation intended to apply

t to the economic, social and cultural provisions: It deferred action on the revision of
the fust,eighteen articles dealing with civii rights, on the drafting of recommenda-
tions concerning a federal state clause, and on the question of petitions from indi-
viduals and non•governmental organizations. A copy of the latest draft of the

n Human Rights to the Economic and

octal welfare whrch usu y 1"w 4%, .

40 Voit/See United Stjktes, [k'partment of St=e. BMlltt►n. Volume XXIV, No. 626, June 25,195 11 PP•

=1003 ff. `
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social legislation and the creation of appropriate administrative machinery. There is
thus a fundamental difference in the nature of the two categories of rights.`

"An attempt to include economic and social rights in the first covenant will
jeopardize, if not make impossible, its completion. It will be extremely difficult to
reach any general agreemenat least without lengthy delays, on the formulation of
these 'rights in a: way that will give rise to workable and enforceable legal
remedies: '

These views have been confirmed by the results obtained by the Commission on
Human-Rights at its Seventh Session in its efforts to draft articles on economic,
social and cultural rights and measures for their implementation (Part III and Part V
of the revised draft covenant).

4. The United States Delegation to ECOSOC will agree to the inclusion of eco-
nomic, social and cultural rights unless assured of a majority vote in favour of their
deletion. If these rights remain in the covenant, the United States Delegation is
authorized to vote for the covenant but will, in that event, read into the records a
declaration of understanding of the term "rights" as employed in the economic,
social and cultural provisions in contrast to the use of the term "rights" in the civil
and political provisions. The gist of this declaration will be that the United States
interprets the economic, social and cultural rights included in the covenant as
objectives towards which states adhering to the covenant will, within their
resources, undertake to strive, by the creation of conditions which will be condu-
cive' to the':ezercise of private as well as public action, for their progressive
achievement.

5. The Canadian Delegation to ECOSOC should support any proposal to exclude
economic, social and cultural rights from the first covenant on human rights and to
deal with ^these problems separatcly. Should the majority, favour the retention of
econôcnic, social and cultural rights in the covenant, the Dclegation should support
a Proposal, which the French delegation is expected to make, to consider the pre-
sent„draft ôf these articles as a progress report from the Commission and to defer
detailéd discussionuntil the Commission submits a complete draft of the covenant.
In theevent that the Council decides to examine the text of the section containing
ecônomic;°social. and cultural rights, the Delegation should not participate in the
debate,on this section and should abstain on all votes.

ImPIe.m. entdtion of Economic, Social and Cultural Riglcts
°1 6:PartV of the revised draft covenant contains additional articles on implementa-
tion;^intended as measures of implementation of the economic, social and cultural
nghts inctuded in the present draft. The Delegation should adopt the same position
on this section as on the section containing the economic, social and cultural rights
themselves and abstain on any votes taken on individual articles...^,_'

Revcsed Articles on Incplcmentatiort

)-yThe Commission on Human Rights, in accordance with General Assembly
d^hv^. % t^econsidered the earlier articles on implcmcntation and made several

Q1
The revised text of these implementation articles is to be found in Part IV

11of I s^
pfesent draft covenant. It is understood that this section on implementation
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will apply to the first eighteen articles of the covenant, and on that understanding
the Delegation could indicate general approval of the Commission's revisions. The
most important of these aim at avoiding overlapping between the activities of the

Human Rights Committee- and those of other organs of C^ttee and the In-

national

between the functions of the Human Rights
national Court of Justice and are in line,with suggestions conGeneraln the Canadian
statement on the draft covenant submitted to the Secretary

8. In regard to any othér aspects of the draft covenanontainedbn the Canadian
ECOSOC, the Delegation should be guided by the v iews

statement of March 14, 1951, on the draft covenant."
LB. PEARSONB.

Note du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l7nunigration,

du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures et du ministre du Travail
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Citizenship and lnunigration,

Secretary of State for External Affairs and Minister of Labour

to Cabinet

INTERNATIONAL 171NANCING OF EUROPEAN EMIGRATION

This is one of the main subjects on the agenda of the 13th Session of ECOSOC.
It is-a particularly topical one,' because the problem of population surpluses in.
Western Europe has recently , been considered by a Tripartite Conference of

and by the
Ezperts, by the Council of Europe, by the International Labour Office
U.N. Secretariat. I.R.O. is scheduled to terminate operations shortlye,dnd the hhOt

^is preparing détailed plans for entering theooperational il^on Confcrence to be
hopes to obtain the agreement of govern
held in Naples this coming October. the

2. The Interdepartmental Advisory Committee has immigration
d

has considered
certain conclusions onat,matter of, European migration generally,

which a Canâdian policy might be based. In brief, it recognizes tha t due tO
well

the war and its aftermath there exists in W^teÎ is
in Canada'sown practical inter-

lt is`a general problem of population surp such sourcesas
est to increase its population by encouraging immigration from

also in ; Canada's political interest to help prevent the spread
of Communism by

3 ,. , a .. . ,

1;-^_^ -e•- ; . . . . ^ .
été
. .. ,

le cabinet le 2

;,•! La recommandations figurant dans la documents 247 et 248 ont approuvées par

1951.so0t 1951. , Cabinct. August 29
^'^ Thé recommendations iri Uocuments 247 and 248 were approved by
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cooperating in any practical measures designed to help solve that overpopulation
problem.

3. One difficulty is that the character of the present I.L.O. approach to the prob-
lem is largely a statistical and demographic one which, while presently restricted to
Europe,' would, in' principle at least have : equal application to over-population
problems in other parts of the world. Asian countries are members of I.L.O. and if
this - organization were placed in charge of migration work along the lines sug-
gested, this might possibly give rise in the future to embarrassing representations
by these countries. Canada's position would be particularly difficult if such repre-
sentations were made by Asian members of the Commonwealth. Canada is presum-
ably not, prepared to alter its -present immigration policy and consequently the
Canadian delegation'should oppose the acceptance of an approach along purely sta-
tistical and demographic lines.

4. Insofar as any operational functions to be discharged by an international organ-
ization are concerned, it would seem desirable to ensure that,

(a) in the first instance they are limited to the residue of the refugee problem in
Europe with possible extension to the emergency surplus population problem in
Western European countries with war-torn economies; and

(b) it is clearly understood that the operational services would be simply facilities
available at the request of countries of emigration and immigration in carrying out
theifown migration policies and would not be an instrument for the execution of
large=scale international migration programmes which might enter into conflict
with the national policies of the countries directly concerned.

Consequently the Committee recommends that Canada should be prepared to
consider proposals for the creation of new or extended international migration
arrangements'of an operational character only if it has been demonstrated that they
are,urgently required to meet a need such as that referred to in (a), which can only
be met`éfficiently and 'economically through international action, or if the opera-
tionâl facilities are clearly intended simply to be available for the assistance, on
reqiiest, of governments of countries of emigration or immigration. In any event,
Canada would be unwilling to participate in an operational migration agency unless
.it made specifïc- provision for the right of Canadian selection of immigrants in
accordance with Canadian standards and absorptive capacity, and for limitation on
the life of thé organization and the area or regions it is to cover.

5. The Committee recommends that, while adopting a cautious attitude to interna-
tional plans of an operational character, Canada should co-operate in efforts to meet
migration problems through the improvement and extension of national or bilateral
facilities and the continuation of technical and advisory services now provided
internationall}r.

6. At the 13th Session of ECOSOC, the Canadian Delegation should be guided,
in general; by the above considerations, and should carefully avoid any new com-
Initment in the field of migration which runs counter to Canadian policy or prac-
tice. It should support any move to defer any decision which might, by implication
or otherw,ise, encourage the I.L.O., or any other international organization to
embazk upon an operational programme in the field of migration. It should reserve
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Canada's position* on any matter which might involve a^^nldetail, and in tilne
should also stress the importance of submitting all ppo
for careful_study by each government before any decision

the
is taken. ^. ; : . .

7. Concerning the specific recommendations made in r als whilch
report;' the Canadian Delegation might • support any reasonable propos

encourage the development of national and bilateral
countries

action
rconcerned to

migration, and any proposals which encourage th
primarily

make use of the existing technical assistance facilit ë Înt
of international

ernational Bank.rExperi-
tions, such as the I.L.O., and the loan facilities of th
ence has shown that some of these facilities have nottbe ë^^ the full in the

of their
past,^ whereas others have been too recently developed to p
full practical value. that international mea-

8. On the recommendation made by the Secretary General
sures concerning migration should be co -ordinated by single

that a
international decision

zation (presumably I.L.O.), the Canadian Delegation should suggest the
in this matter be postponed until the next session of

is
cootrd

felt
ination of

Secretary , General's report demonstrates any necessity f or estab
existing migration services by a single agency, nor does it

the need
been tak n

lishing additional operational machinery. Until prior dec isions
of activi-

côncerning such matters, and until a clearer picture W
ou
obtained

ld seemf p
the
remat^ure for the

ties which might be, undertaken in the, future,
Council to designate an agency responsible for the co-ordination of such activities.

9. The Secretary General also recommends that - should a co-ordin^nternational

be established - it might be equipped to assume responsibility for the
ri^easures required for the financing of migration, including the establishment of an-
international revolving fund. Decision in this , matter should befunctions

as st

would imply that there should be a CO"
I financed

agency
internationally. The need for

sàrily limited to Europe, and that it should be
this should first be demonstrated. Furthermore, it is unrealisticso sep

s d giving
national revolving fund without knowing whether.the United fund,
it adequate financial support, and without knowing the details of the proposed ration
such as its probable size, how it will be administered, andhowm1 t ms ssion of
countries, such as . Canada, will be expected to contnbute o it. The

p

1 d

les this
the Council will také place after the I.L.O. 1Viigrau° at^ng nf governrrlents will have

artic^coming October. By that time, the Counci an p p
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had an opportunity to review the whole problem in the light of the more definite
plans and proposals to be submitted to the Naples: conference ai 43

W.E. HARRIS'
Minister of Citizenship and Immigration

L.B. PEARSON
Minister of External Affairs

M.F. GREGG
-Minister of Labour

DEA/5475-DS-16-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
aux chefs'de poste à l'étranger

Acting Secretary of State for Ezten:al Affairs
to Heads of Posts Abroad

CIRCULAR DOCUMENT, No. A 83/51 Ottawa, November 12, 1951

THE TIIIRTEENTII SESSION OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

You will probably by now have received a copy of the Report of the Canadian
Delegation to the Thirteenth Session of the Economic and Social Council, held in
Geneva July 30-September 22, 1951.t I now enclose a copy of a separate memo-
randum which contains a general survey and appreciation of the work of the Thir-
teenth Session. While this document was prepared by one member of the
Delegation, it carries the general concurrence of the Delegation as a whole, includ-
ing the senior members.

S. MORLEY SCOTT
for Acting Secretary of State '

for External Affairs

lP1ÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSUREj

Note

Memorandum

[Ottawa], November 5, 1951

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE THIRTL'ENTII SESSION

OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
GENEVA, JULY 30-SEPTEMBER 22, 1951 ;

- Any attempt at an appreciation of a session of ECOSOC must be made against
the background of the prevailing political atmosphere, and the work of the Council
must be evaluated in relation to the political and ideological conflicts which have

' Vôrles'documents 277 et 2781See Documents 277 and 278.
'''"Apprùuvé par le Cabinet, le 15 ao0t 1951./Approved by Cabinet, August 15, 1951.
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now come to influence virtuallÿ all its deliberations andsession
decisions.

^(Feb-March
the stormy return of the Soviet bloc Û the éd

United over the Chinese representa-
1951), following their boycott of the closely
tion issue, most delegations at the Thirteenth Session inl heihe Cominform mem-
during the first few days for an indication of, the line éazed to be in an unusually
bers would be likely to' adopt. At sh^ ^^a perhaps at this session the Council
conciliatory mood and the hope p

cohort
nstructive

could proceed expeditiously with its business and accomplishpl^o some

work, relatively unhampered by propaganda warfare. Pe w

attacks
were

however, and after a few days of comparative harmand
old

The
drawn and the two sides settled down to the usual attacks
late arrival of Dr. Katz-Suchy of Poland may have accounbt ^ for ^e S^^1âgo, he
opening of the propaganda offensive by teffective sf o for the Cominform
was the principal and certainly the most

p°kesman
opportunities were lost for

Delegates) but, in any event, after the deba ts eThere was nothing novel or inter-

esting

political controversy into
esting in,the Soviet propaganda which was the standard ^ ^ t^o gering policies

speeches am frequently heard in e

of violent charges directed agains ûnd Ude ^eloped

1

countries. The only noticeable
and its economic exploitation of in re
change On the part of the Cominform Delegates since Santiag n^ of order petty

tactics. At the Santiago Session, the constant interruptions, po impo,
bickering and personal insults created an atmosphere in`wé c discarded atthe wr-
sible to carry on an orderly discussion. These tactics
teenth Session in favour of lengthy repetitive and extremely tiresome discourses
which resulted in an appalling waste of time but which permi

tted
Czechoslo^

conduct its 'debates on a reasonably dignified and civi l ized
continued, as it had done

vak Delegation, while religiously Cé11`o w^ S^ ne with commendable breviry• Dr.
m, Santiago,,to express. adheren
Nosek,', the,, Head of the Czechoslovak Delegation and his Delegation c an be
ECOSOC, is a man of very few `hë d °a anda debates. In private conversation
held responsible for the length of proP g
he expressed his strong disapproval of the interminable and oftoeWn irrelevant

th Counc^l, andin the light of his

ance, his sincerity should perhaps not be dou
the U.S.S.R. and Poland were certainly responsible,

!;;i"

espcciSi^

2• While tes, and
, ,. ^. ., .earher part of the Session; for initiating propaganda debates, the United

to a lesser extent, the United Kingdom and France, showed no reÎn consequeoiningnce, a
battle and on more than one occasion, launched , an offensive. by four
considerable proportion of ftie time^of the Thirteenth Session ôn ÿ ei t peS ed in

or rive member-s,.,,for poii^^ ^^uton of economic^and sôcial problems, was
^^cing some progress towardstators'`The chief Indian Delegate pointed this ouDelega
forced to stand Dy .as spec tion
stage ân^ `expcessed in strong terms the irritation anf frustra

er reaso
is

han to listen
tion which, he maintained, had come to the Session

hting their , ideological battles on the floor of d1e Com^ÿ
fto the Big Powers ig

DesPite the attitude of ,the Indian Delegation,I.which is , probably.
shared by

. ,.
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other middle and small powers on the ECOSOC, it seems inevitable that the Coun-
cil will continue to operate in a strong political atmosphere and it would be unreal-
istic in the' present international climate to expect otherwise: The, President of
ECOSOC expressed this point of view rather well when, in a private argument with
Mr.. Arkadiev (the U.S.S.R. Delegate), concerning the proper subject matter for
ECOSOC debate,• he was overheard to say that all. discussions at this particular
session could well have been conducted under a single, all-embracing item entitled
"Communism versus Capitalism".

3. The other major conflict of interests, that is between developed and under-
developed countries, continued unabated. The alignment of delegations was, except
for the occasional defection, the same as in the past and again India, in spite of the
absence of Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar,- played a useful role by exercising a moderat-
ing influence on the more extreme delegations in the camp of the under-developed
countries.

4. One aspect of the conflict between developed and under-developed countries
which seems to be emerging is the tendency on the part of the under-developed
countries to air their complaints and grievances and demands frankly and forcefully
in spite of the presence of the Cominform delegations and the use they might make
of discord in the ranks of the non-communist world. At the Thirteenth Session the
attempts of the Cominform Delegations to play up the differences and drive a
wedge between the developed and under-developed countries failed, largely
because of the effective handling given them by the delegations of the under-devel-
oped countries themselves. Too much weight should not perhaps be attached to this
development on the basis of one session's experience but it may indicate that in
future the under-developed countries will insist upon bringing differences and dis-
agreements into the open and discussing them fully and frankly and that they will
not pull any punches for fear of providing the Soviet bloc with handy ammunition
for propaganda warfare.

5: In the light of the conflict between the Soviet Union and the Western democra-
cies and considering the very lengthy agenda (58 items) including many items of
major importance and of a highly controversial character, the results of the Thir-
teenth Session of the Council, while not inspiring, are not too discouraging. Certain
long-term problems were brought a little nearer to solution, some problems were
attacked for the first time and a few projects were recognized as unattainable in the
immediate fûture. Furthermore, certain international economic problems formerly
dealt with outside the framework of ECOSOC were given serious attention at this
Session"and, as a result of action taken, one or two of these issues may be handled
in future by international machinery operated in some kind of loose relationship
with the Council.

6: Most of the major items on the agenda of the Thirteenth Session were eco-
noinie in character and a detailed account of the discussions held and decisions
taken is tô be found in the Report of the Delegation. In the present general survey
Of, the''Session's achievements in the economic field, special mention might be
nide of the items dealing with economic development, technical assistance, land
refoml, eommodity arrangements and restrictive business practices.
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7. The economic development ofunder=developed countries is undoubtedly the

e
Council

conomicmost important, and the t most, difficult : of ^ the economicifitems e on

agenda, partly because of. the magnitude of the prob ,
point of view, and partly bl-cause of the important political implications. The Presi-
dent 1 of the Council, in his closing speech, underlined the political aspect when,
paraphrasing Lincoln, he said: "There cannot be a peaceful world, half prosperous

and half destitute".
As was to be expected, the Council devoted a great deal of time both in t

he
8.

preliminary meeting of the Economic Committee and in the Plenary meetings of

the Council to discussions on economic developmentadvanced â ndustnal-
ment of delegations with the representatives of the more bear
ised countries holding their positions against the st%gd Latinpressure n^^h^°e final

upon them by the under-developed countnes of Asia resolu-
resolution adopted by the Council follows the general

t of al to the
tions on this item with the important addition that it gives a nod

Pprova

idea that an International Finance Corporation should oans^without government
financing of productive private enterprise either through
guarantee or through equity investments. This was one of the recommendations of
the groupof experts established by the 1950 to

The In^e na
unemployment and under-employment in under ped countr

tional Bank is asked under the resolution to study this matter further and to report

to the Fourteenth Session of the Council.,.
Ë9. The United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance whichssis-

now well under way was given detailed and thorough study by the Technfor
tance Committee and, as a result, the administrative and financial arrangements
its operation were placed on a sounder and more effective basis.rclt^ç athsed ^ p

inter alia;-to establish a reserve fund of $3000,000Technical Assistance Board would
propor-

tion of the Technical Assistance Fund wh ich
be responsible for allocating. This means'that instead of automatically allocatingd
almost all the contributions received to.the participating ag encies

f nanci 1
o
n r

a
iod
fix

ea sub-
centage,:,basis as is done under, the-

overro^^provisions for
anticipated Fund, will be held for

stantial.sum,amountings to well generalain
Generalallocation. by the -Technical Assistance Board in ac â ^ ro^^^ of rth

e

principles. t-;These new financial arrangements require approval

Assembly but it is unlikely. that there will beaany i mportant opposition.

10.-Jhe tremendous problem of land reform was discussed at the ^ibe
y the ^en-

siôn^for the first time as a direct consequef the Poliresh^Delegationp Like economic
eral `'Assembly in' 1950 on the initiative o
develoPment,with which it is closely related, the issue of land reformh equ ^a â
social and political implications and the successful handling of this item of the
nicebaiance of vigour and tact on,the part of the leading western mem Ô â^nda

Council.; The United States . regarded the subiect as oÂW n from the Cominform
importance and was anxious to take the principal Û 1 t^ S tes and subsequcntly. •
Delegâtions. A draft resolution submttted by, the n^ and conuo-
amended by various delegations was eventually adoptedted

^wemenstof sound land
versial i debate. It is accepted on all sides that
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reforms will be a slow and gradual process and that different methods of imple-
mentation will be applicable to different countries. The Council's resolution, there-
fore, does not urge immediate radical changes but it does recognize the need for
reform in the systems of land tenure prevailing in many parts of the world and it
does set forth the various fields in which action can be taken toward this end by the
governments concerned. The resolution also recognizes that in many countries
appropriate measures of land reform must be regarded as a necessaiy precondition
for economic development. Thus, a start has been made toward. the solution of a
widespread and basic economic problem; it is unquestionably a long-term project
but any progress made towards its implementation.will, like the technical assistance
programme, help to lay a firm foundation for sound economic development. The
acceptance by the under-developed countries themselves of the importance of tech-
nical assistance and of land reform can perhaps be interpreted as a healthy tendency
towards recognition of the fact that real economic development cannot be measured
in terms of increased industrialization alone.

11. The Council's resolution on procedures for inter-governmental consultation
on problems of primary commodities is not in itself of particular importance since
it maintains on a temporary basis the Interim Co-ordinating Committee on Interna-
tional Commodity Arrangements (with a new procedure for the appointment of a
chairman) ` and postpones until 1952 detailed consideration of permanent proce-
dures for convening international commodity conferences. The real significance of
this item lies in the desire of the United States to work out arrangements whereby
the, Secretariat of GATT would be integrated into the United Nations. This is a
manoeuvre of the United States Administration to avoid the necessity of seeking
the specific approval of Congress for the United States share of the GATT budget, a
request which they.fear would be turned 'down in the light of the Congressional
attitude. towards the ITO. Should the Council agree to the proposal which the
United States Delegation is expected to submit to the next session, GATT will con-
tinue to operate independently but some kind of formal relationship with ECOSOC
will. have to be established and to that extent, it will be brought into association
with the United Nations.

12.`Another economic problem which was brought before the Council for the first
time at the Thirteenth Session was the question of international action to prevent
restrictivé ibusiness practices. The United States, which placed this item on the
agenda; ^ wants an international convention to prohibit international- cartels. The
Coûncil dealt with this issue at the Thirteenth Session by setting up an ad'hoc com-
mittee onlrestrictive business practices consisting of 10 Member States, including
Canada,' which is directed to study the problem and submit proposals to the Council
not later than March, 1953, on methods to be adopted by international agreement to
prevent restrictive business practices in international trade.

13 . MëSt of the social items on the agenda of the Thirteenth Session were of
relatrvêly'ininor importance or concerned problems of a continuing nature which
reqûlrëd'little'discussion. In the field of human rights, however, the agenda
included° two °major and highly controversial subjects, the Draft Convention on
Freedom of Information and the Draft Covenant on Human Rights.
^^^..^^J ., : ^ - , ^ y , . , ^ •
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14. In 1948, r. an ^ international conference on freedom of information, held in
Geneva, prepared a draft convention on freedom of information, which was submit-
ted to the General Assembly. Action on the draft convention was twice deferred by
the General Assembly in the light of the wide divergence of views on the subject,
and at its 1950 Session, the Assembly established an ad hoc Committee to draw up
a new text for submission to ECOSOC at its Thirteenth Session. The Council was
directed to consider the draft convention and decide whether a plenipotentiary con-
ference should be convened to frame and sign the final convention. The Canadian
Government, after full consultation with press associations and other information

"n-ify-gs ta and t in
agencies in Canada, decided that the draft convent via Jr

Nations shouldl not proceedthe present international political climate, the United
with the attempt to establish a convention in this field.

ous debate. Eventually,ject in the Council gave rise to a prolonged and cont
however, the Canadian view, supported by other like-minded delegations, prevailed
and the Council decided against the calling of a plenipôtentiary conference.

15. The Draft Covenant on Human Rights, which has been in the process of a
aration for the past two years, was revised by the Commission on Human Rights
its 1951 spring session and submitted to the Thirteenth Session of the Council. The
Commission was unable to complete the full revision of the Draft Covenant but, in
accordance with directives given it by the General Assembly, it drafted articles
providing for economic, social and cultural rights, as well as special provisions for
the implementation of these rights. Since the Draft Covenant was still incomplete,
there was no inclination on the part of the Council to undertake a detailed study of
the text and the debate centred upon the two new sections de^Here also mthe
social and cultural rights and measures for their implementation.
Council avoided examination of the individual articles and be included^n
to the:preliminary question whether this category of rights should

-the. first international covenant: position
16: The Canadian Delegation, in accordance with the previous Canadian po

toward the merging of economic, social and cultural rights with civil nd én it by
itical

rights in a single covenant, and in accord ^é General Assembly to
instructions

econsider the
Cabinet, urged that the Council : request
decision taken last year to combine all these rights in one instrument. ^'tan

.`practical and logical arguments put forward by the Canadian Deleg
^on

against
in

attempt to include in a single covenant two categories of rights so differ
ent ^nsisted

their
natur'e., many, délegations stoutly maintained their previous pos^t^on 1it-

s that economic, social and cultural rights could not be separated from civil and po er-
1ca1 rights and that the latter were useless to a man who was dewnevCe ed of dp ^éd innt^e

,,'A few delegations, however, though they shared these views, ubmitphe question to

17. It is discouraging . that the action , taken by E sitive. On ^e
major human rights problems before it could not have been more po

g the inclus visy
• COSOC in reg

Lwhichrequests the Çornmission on Human R^ghts o P

°^ns andwhich requests theGèneral Assembly, to reconsider its decision concern-

• ' f noïn^c social and cultural rights in. the first covenant.

'Jace`of the arguments put forward by Canada and others to res

^ the; General Assembly. 1n the,end, a resolution was adopted by a smaished,bus',
• • t com letc its unGn

N

0
if
c,
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other hand, the ^ decisions taken reflect> a realistic appreciation" of, the difficulties
involved and in that sense, can perhaps be regarded as demonstrating a more practi-
cal approach to international problems.

18. The problem of coordination was again given prolonged and detailed consid-
eration at the Thirteenth Session, with the United States taking the lead in urging
more positive action by ECOSOC in this field. Although no new measures of coor-
dination were adopted by the Council at this Session, the United States Delegation
sérved notice of its intention to introduce at the next Session a resolution 'setting
fôrth certain broad programmes or fields of work which ECOSOC might recognize
to be of major importance, and might recommend to specialized agencies for their
guidance. While there may be some merit in this proposal, the woolly arguments
advïinced by the United States Delegation' and its confused explanation of the con=
cept of priorities which it was advocating, give rise to the fear that the "broad
programmes" to be presented to the next Session may be so broad as to defeat the
aim of coordination, that is concentration of effort:

19. The Coordination Committee attempted to, examine the programmes of the
specialized agencies and of the commissions of the Council in the light of the crite-
ria for establishing priorities adopted at the Eleventh Session and subsequently
approved by the General Assembly in 1950. The examination of programmes was,
necessarily, perfunctory, and did not result in a single recommendation for the
deletion of a single project. So far as specialized agencies are concerned, it is
apparent that coordination can be achieved more'effectively by the Administrative
Committee on Coordination (a standing body composed of the Secretary General of
the U.N. and the Directors General of all the specialized agencies), by day-to-day
contacts between the secretariats of the U.N. and the agencies, and by governments
themselves on a national level, rather than by the Council. The practical role of the
Council is to apply, continuous pressure to prevent overlapping, duplication and
proliferation. So far as the commissions of the Council are concerned, the Council
can and should exercise more control. This can be done by reviewing carefully the
tasks assigned to the commissions, and by having the commissions themselves, in
drafting their programmes, indicate the relative. importance of individual projects.

20. The item on the re-organization of the Council and its commissions was dis-
cussed in detail both in the Coordination Committee and at plenary meetings of the
Council. There was a wide divergence of views on almost every aspect of this ques-
tion and as a result it was impossible to reach general agreement on any radical
changes in organization or structure. The Council's final decisions fall far short of
basic reorganization but they do provide for elimination of some of the subsidiary
bodies and ! for less frequent sessions of others and they should bring about more
business-like, methods in the operation of the Council itself. The Economic
EmPloyment and Development Commission, the Sub-Commissions on Freedom of
Information, on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities and on
Stwstieal Sampling are to be discontinued. All other commissions except Human
Ri 8^ts and Narcotic Drugs, are to meet, normally, evcry second year instead of
-nnually. as hitherto.
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21. During the discussion on this item, a good deal of time, was devoted to the
problem of the waste - of time caused by unnecessary duplication

Du le aandt subseequestion arose out of a, proposal submitted by the Canadia gate

quently withdrawn in the face of strong opposition, to limit the length of statements
for the final period of the Session. The issue was referred to the Coordination Com-
mittee to consider in. relation to, the whole problem of the re-organization of the
Council. Various, suggestions were made, aimed at restricting repetition of debate,
but ; although the final text of the resolution submitted to the vote was mild and
reasonable, it was defeated both in Committee and in the Council by a very close
vote. Several of the delegations which opposed the motion made it clear that they
were sympathetic to the objective but that they could not support the proposed pro-
cedure which they interpreted to impose limitations on freedom of speech. The fail-
ure of this attempt to reduce by even a small percentage the fruitless and time-
consuming repetition of debate in the Council was discouraging. It is, of course,
possible that the very discussion of the matter and the strong stand taken by the

leading Western countries may persuade the more verbose non-communist mem-
bers to exercise self-discipline but it would be the height of optimism to expect

much along tins line.
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DEA/10170-C-40

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
- au représentant permanent auprès des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs '
to Permanent Representative to United Nations

#'c . .. ^ ^ ^ ^. . , - . . - 1 a ,. • . .. . .
-- netxvl
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CONFIDENTIAL

11 ID LES REFUGIÉS DE PALF.STINE
OFFICE DE SECOURS ET DE TRAVAUX DES NATIONS UNIES

PO
UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE

ONS RELIE-11 AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE RCit1GE
re

UNïIF.D . NATI
Following for Mr. Pearson frrom Heeney, Begins: Reference paragraph 2 of teletype
No.`3 of Januâry 3,'1951,t from the Permanent Representative regarding the Nega
tiating" Committee on Contributions" to Korean Relief and Palestine Refugees.

1: Youwill recall that on December 9, 1950; you decided to delay thesuP^lé t^ne
of the Meinoiraiidum to Cabinet ôn a further Canadianu contribution for
refugees ûntil a paper'on general external air policy could be presented. We have in
the meantime been carrying on discussions with the ` Department of Finance.nd on

infom^al 'discussions members of the Department have had with Deutsch

I
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lock there was tentative agreement on the terms of a Memorandum to Cabinet
requesting a contribution of $750,000 for the period of January 1, 1951 to June 30,
1951, and $1,250,000 for the period of July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952, the larger
part of.this latter sum to be contributed solely to the Re-integration Fund for per-,
manent resettlement. Clark, (quite rightly I think) is inclined to take a cautious
view, particularly in'the absence of his Minister. He points out that, in face of the
large additional requirements for defence and under federal-provincial agreements,:
Ministers are bound to look narrowly at appeals for relief and assistance abroad. He
welcomes, however, the approach to the general problem by means of an estimate
of external aid in general. He is interested in the "community chest" principle.

2. We are pressing forward consideration of a general external aid policy, but
there are far-reaching considerations involved and it is unlikely that a satisfactory
memorandum on this subject could be ready for Cabinet in the next week or two. I
think, therefore, that we should probably put forward the Palestine relief question
separately and as soon as convenient to you. We should give an answer as soon as
possible to the Negotiating Committee, which has for some weeks been consulting
membér states on their contributions and pressing them for firm commitments. In
all fairness to Kennedy we should assist in giving him at an early date an indication
of the amount which he will have at his disposal if we are to expect him to plan the
long-range programmes which we have urged.
1.1T1e'general memorandum will be concerned with laying down a system of

priorities on contributions Canada may be called upon to make in the future. The
Palestine memorandum;,on the other hand, will deal with a specific request to
which Canada is partially committed through the Government's decision of June
12,1950, to consider sympathetically a further request for $750,000 for the period
of January 1, 1951, to June 30, 1951.
.4. I am sending this by teletype in case you have to remain in New York over the

week-end.- If you return tomorrow I shall not of course expect a reply until I see
you. Ends.

DEA/10170-C-40

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandwn front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
to Secretary of State for F.zternal Afjairs '

[Ottawa], January 18, 1951

, ..
UNITED NATIONS RELIEP AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REIUGEES

r I refer to our conversation of January. 15 on the above subject, and have set forth
below^ as requested, the pros and cons of having Palestine relief dealt with sepa-ratl `! 6

Y by, Cabinet, or alternatively, of having it considered as part of the general
Paper on Canadian external assistance now in preparation in the Department.
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Reasons Why the Question'Should be Dealt With Separately by Cabinet

1. Dealing with it separately would mean dealing with it sooner, and by Cabinet
paper will not be ready for your consideration for another ys
for some time'after this. Speed would be an advantage in view of our commitments

(see below para 3).
Parliainent meets on January 30. If the matter is dealt with now, it'would porobbe-2.

ably bépossible to consider it more objectively an^ai extranë os.domestic politi-
discussed after the session had started, It is possible
cal considerations might affect the •discussion. finding addi-

3. The Canadian Government is already at least half committed to
tional funds because of the following: sum of

(a) *The Cabinet decision of July 12 which statés that i f
General ^Kennedy

$750,000 has been used up by December 31, 1950, and
requires more funds "the Canadian Governmentwould give sympathetic considera-

tion to a request for a further sum of :$750,000 .
(b) General Kennedy has already made such a request in a telegram of January 2,

1951.t ,
4. General Kennedy is a Canadian, and it would perhaps bè regarded as unfortu

nate if Canada appeared to be unduly hesitant in supporting his requ s
5. The bulk of the money will be spent in Canada for the purchase of Canadian

,, , ,.., ..
goods.

6. Canada is a member of the Negotiating Committee for Korea andt P`oestwe

refugees. Since this,committee is engaged ^^d ^sélf sethan early example in this
funds, it might be thought that Canada sho ^.^,.
regard.

7: Ear1y and sympathetic consideration of General Kennedy's request wou^dt^ts
gesture that would gain for us the goodwill of the.l 45 million, and its strategic
seven members of the United Nations, its population of
position on the "marches" of the Western world. • a

1 , `8.
The Depârtment of Finance has already agreed informally to Sp0ut0 fo ô^dhe

tentative scheme asking Cabinet to authori ^ ôf $1,250,000tfor the period July 1'
period January 1,:1951 to June 30, 1951; an
1951 to June 30, 1952, subject tu certain reservations.

,•,:, ;:.
: t

û . .. , .., .. i ; .. r ' F • . <. .

Reasons Why the Question Should be Dealt With as Part of the General aPer on

Canadian External Assistance since
' ` L Having Cabinet deal piecemeal with individual requests is unsatisfactory,produce in
the intermittent recurrence of items similar to Palestine relief mightrS e^n d^ nCe is

Cabinet a sense of exasperation, especially at a time when an ie

paramount. ^
f2, The presentation o

part of a general program of Cana
tiref Palestine relief as one ut the en

dianexternal assistance would, in the long run, enable Cabinet to Per and lower
question on a stable financial and policy basis. It would set both upper

^ _ . . ,.
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limits to Canadian contributions which would probably not be disturbed for a full
year, with resultant advantages to both the donor and the recipient country.

3. If Palestine 'relief is discussed while Parliament is in session, a more accurate
assessment of public and House. support, for this kind of contribution would be
forthcoming. Action might then be taken on a somewhat more realistic basis:

4. Since at this: time .almost all expenditures which do not bear directly on the
defence effort are likely to be viewed askance, there might be an advantage in dis-
cussing the whole question of international relief in relation to our defence commit-
ments. A corollary to such discussion would be that once a specific overall
contribution were agreed to, it would not be a target for criticism.

5. No funds are at the moment available, and supplementary estimates would
have to be passed if Palestine relief were carried as a separate item.

6. Having Cabinet deal piecemeal with individual requests puts an unfair burden
of responsibility on this Department.

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

253.

[Ottawa], February 3, 1951

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES

,. ; I refer to my memorandum'of January 18 setting forth the` pros and cons of
,hâving Palestine Relief dealt with separately by Cabinet or deferred and considered

,.as part of the general programme on external assistance, .a paper on which has
recently been prepared in the Department!'

2. We are reminded by the Finance Division that the item of $750,000 for use in
the period January 1 to June 30, 1951 must, if it is to be voted, be included in the
.supplementary estimates for 1950-51.

3. We are also reminded that the item of $1,250,000 for use in the period July 1,
1951 to June 30, 1952, must be included in the final estimates for 1951-52, which

, will shortly be closed.

4. In the light of the above considerations I should be grateful for your decision as
ï to whether Palestine relief should be considered now as a separate item, in order
that the necessary financial submissions may be made.'s

DEA/10170-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Uiuler-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
Io Secretary of State for Extenurl Affairs

A.U.P. H[EENEY]

4' Voir le docûment 273./See Document 273.
"Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Minister to take up [in] Cabinet Wednesday, Feb 7 A.D.P.Il[eeneyl Feb 5.
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures
'au directeur de l'Off:ce dé secours et de travaux
- des Nations Unies pour les'refugiés de Palestine, ., . .

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to, Director, United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees, ,

Ottawa, March 9, 1951

Dear General Kennedy,"
I should like to acknowledge your letter of February 14t as well as your subse-

quent telegram of March 8t in which you emphasized the difficulties your Agency
would experience in initiating even a modest reintegration programme, unless the
contributions pledged on a conditional basis for the period of January 1 to June 30,
1951 were . made available to you, either in cash or kind, at the earliest possible

date.
2. You will be glad to learn that Cabinet, on February21; agreed to a further

Canadian appropriation 'of $750,000 for the Relief and Works Agency.46 This
appreciation will be submitted to Parliament before the end of the current fiscal
year as part of the final supplementary estimates for 1950-51. It is our intention, as
soon as parliamentary approval of the Canadian contribution to UNRWAPR has
been secured, to transfer the funds appropriated to the Canadian Commercial Cor-
poration for the account of your Agency.

3. I am not in a position, at the moment, to indicate what contribution the Cana-
dian Government 'might decide to make to the reintegration programme authorized
by the General Assembly on December 2, 1950. The Government is, of course,
aware of the extent to which a restoration of political stability in the Middle East
depends upon a spéedy and permanent solution of the refugee problem. It has also
noted with satisfaction the recent decision of the Arab League calling upon member
governments to co-operate with the appropriate United Nations agencies in dealing
with this problem and to consider the resettlement of the Palestine refugees in the
Arab countries as a matter of urgency. In view of these'developments I agree that it
would be- unfortunate if, - for lack of financial resources, no more than a shadow
programme could be undertaken at this stage. °

4. At the same time, you will appreciate the fact that any decision reached by the
Government in respect of a further contribution to the Relief and Works Agaency
will have to be made in the light of. the total funds which Canada may be
upon to provide for external relief and development: Moreover we shall, no doubt,
have to take into consideration the response of other countries in a position some-
what similar to that of Canada. If these countries can be persuaded to assume a
substantial share of the financial responsibilittes entailed by the reintegration Pro,

46 Voir le document 180JSee Document 180.-
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gramme, and if the total.pledged contributions are sufficient to guarantee the suc-
cessful initiation. of such a programme, the Canadian Government would be in a.
better position to give : sympathetic consideration , to submitting to : Parliament, ,
before the end of the present Session, an appropriation for a reasonable Canadian
contribution. . . . - , .

Yours sincerely,
A.D.P.' HEENEY •

255. DEA/10170-C-40

CONFIDENTIAL

Vote du chef par intérim de la, Direction des Nations Unies .
pour le sous-secrétaire, d'État aux'Aeaires extérieures

Mémorandum front Acting Head, United Nations Division,
Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

., [Ottawa], April 29, 1951
.;. , . . .. . ,. .

FOR. PALESTINE REFUGEES

'-You will; recall that, on December 2,;1950, the General Assembly adopted a
resolution authorizing UNRWAPR to set up a $20,000,000 fund for the contribu-
tion of direct relief for the period July 1, 1951 to June 30, 1952, and a reintegration
fund of $30,000,000 for the permanent re-establishment of the refugees and their
consequent removal from relief. The Canadian Delegation supported this resolution
on the distinct understanding that the extension of. further international assistance
to the Aiab refugees would be designed to facilitate their final transition to perma-
nent reintegration in the economy of the area, whether this be achieved by resettle-
ment in the Arab countries or by .repatriation to the territory'now under the
jurisdiction of Israel.

2. There can be little doubt that the restoration of political and economic stability
in the Middle East depends, to a substantial degree, on a final solution of the Arab
refugee problem. The solution of this problem might, in due course, pave the way
for a, reconciliation between the Arab States and Israel. For the moment, however,
the provision of international aid for the reintegration of the refugees would at least
have the effect of ensuring the progressive elimination of a problem for the genesis
of which, in the view of the Arab States, the Western democracies bear a major
responsibility, and which has, to some degree, stood in the way of an effective
alignment of the Arab States with the other free nations of the world.

The political outlook for a settlement of the Arab refugee question is exceed-
ingly favourable at the moment. During the course of its meetings in the early part
of this. year, the . Political, Committee of the Arab League decided. to call upon
member governments of the League to co-operate with the appropriate agencies of
the United Nations in dealing with the refugee problem, and to regard the resettle-
ment of the refuge es, in the Arab countries as a matter of urgency. The Government
of Israel, for its part, has reaffirmed its willingness to pay fair compensation for

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTION TO RELIEF AND;WORKS AGENCY
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lands abandoned by ' the refugees. In these circumstances it would be particularly
unfortunate if, for lack of funds with which to implement reasonable reintegration
projects, the Relief and Works Agency should be precluded from taking advantage
of the broad acceptance of the principle of refugee reintegration.

4. The Agency is, in fact, proceeding with its plans for agreements with a number
of Arab governments on the assumption that the necessary funds will be forthcom-
ing to finance various reintegration projects which are f É Pr

Egypt,s Jordan and J Syria.
discussions between the Agency and the governments
These projects include the resettlement of approximately 50,000 refugees in the
Sinai Peninsula on the basis of proposals submitted by the Egyptian Government,
as well as a large housing construction programme at Amman, the capital of Jor-
dan. The Agency is also exploring the possibility ôf resettling some'of the refugees
in Libya, and the French authorities in North Afrah^fuareeof in
accept for repatriation and, care for several hundred refugees

origin.
`5: The Canadian Government has not thus far indicated to the Negotiating Com-contribu-

mittee on Contributions to Programmes of Relief and Rehabi litation
and

tion, if any, it might bë prepared to consider for
reintegration programme for Palestinian Arab refugees. As y.oUé will ^ca^âChed us
Kennedy, the State Department and the Foreign Office have eC

y approached
in

to ascertain the probable level of our contribution. Mr. Bevin, in fact, suggestedonment
his letter of January 24t that, on the basis of our assessment for the appo
of United Nations expenses, an appropriation of $1,650,000 might not represent an

unreasonable share for Canada to assume.
'6. In replying to these approaches we have pointed out that any further Canadian1) the

contribution to 'thë'Relief and Works `Agency would be'contingent
up(to the

continued co-operation * of the Arab States and (2) a broader response
Agency's appeal for funds on the part of countries in a position comparable with
that of Canada. In this latter respect the prospects are not encouraging. The report
of the Negotiating Committee, dated January 26, shows that, apart froi^shec ^Ve^
Statés and United Kingdom pledges of $25,000,000 and $8,000,000 pe aggre-
twelve other member states of the United Nations promiedStates and the United
gate total of $882,000. We understand that both the Un ite

d Kingdom would now, be prepared to consider increasing ô n^ein i tial
the f 1

vided that a more generous respônse on the part of other c

realization of the Agency's goal of $SO,OOO,OOO.f lmed'abo ve a
nd more espeCially

7.1 In the light of thë political cons ideration' tentl
laeed in the General Assem

in view of the emphasis' which we have cons y p ht not
bly upon a final solution of the -Arab refugee problem, I wo,neder̂ ie i ^on r bution
now submit to Cabinet a recommendatlon For n Canadian

Ifrn concur in MIS
to` the Relief and Works- Agencÿ's 1951-1952 programme.

you

course of action, I assume that the necessary memorandum to the
Cabinefod^e

drâwn up in time for this item to be^ included in the supplementary estim
ates

t f'scal eâr which I understand, will come up for consideration
by Parlia-

curren
ment some time in the middle of June.
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;: 8. An equitable Canadian contribution to the $50,000,000 programme might be
related to Canada's share in the .regular budget of the United Nations, which is
3.3%. Although this percentage would point; to a contribution of $1,650,000, we
might recommend that, in view, of, our increasing commitments for similar
programmes in other parts of the world, the Canadian contribution be tentatively
.set at a maximum of $1,250,000 in Canadian funds. This figure, which would
represent approximately 3.3% of the total contributions to the programme pledged
to date, was provisionally agreed to by Messrs. Deutsch and Pollock of the Depart-
mént of Finance last December, when a member'of this, Division discussed the pro-
pôsed level of a Canadian contribution to the 1951-52 relief and reintegration
programme with them. Despite the General Assembly's decision to the effect that
the $50,000,000, programme be divided between reintegration and relief in the ratio
of 60:40, Messrs., Deutsch and Pollock insisted that our contribution should be allo-
câted to the Relief and Works Agency in the ratio of 80:20. They considered that
stich a division of funds would be no ^ more than appropriate in the light of our
firmly 'expressed and frequently reiterated view that the relief functions of the
Agency should be progressively reduced and that international assistance should be
applied to the permanent re-establishment of the refugees.

9. If you agree with the substance of these recommendations, you may wish this
Division to prepare a memorandum to the Cabinet in consultation with the Eco-
nomic, European and Finance Divisions and the Department of Finance.

G.C. McINNEs

256. :: r DEA/10170-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Extenurl Affairs

SECRE'I', [Ottawa], May 30, 1951

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE REINTEGRATION FUND OF UNRWAPR, ,

FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1951 TO JUNE 30, 1952

The attached draft of a submission to Cabinet for a Canadian contribution to the
Reintegration Fund of UNRWAPR, for the coming operating year, July 1, 1951 to
June 30, 1952, 1s submitted for: your consideration and comments.

You may perhaps think that the figure of $250,000 which we suggest is too low
and that we should set our sights higher. Our reasons for suggesting the low figure
are as follows:

(a) the reluctance of the Department of Finance to concur in our second contribu-
tion of $750,000 to UNRWAPR relief, and their statement that "Cabinet's authori-
zation for this contribution ought to be conditional upon the Agency securing
contributions from others, as well as the relatively few, countries which have
already contributed, and that what we contribute for the whole year ending next



[Ottawa], May 30, 1951
SECRET

June should not be disproportionate to actual collections, as well as to the general
plan of contributiôns that was originally considered."

(b) the poor showing to 'date in pledged contributions to the Reintegration Fund
of countries other than the United Kingdom, the United States, France and Israel,
who have no direct interest in this problem; i.e. countries comparable to Canada.

The suggested sum of $250,000 would be more than twice'as great as 'the next
largest contribution of $110,000, from Mexico, and it would be more than half of
the total contributions of the countries mentioned in paragraph 2(b) above. How-
ever, should you"consider,that the climaté is now'more favourable for seeking Cab-
inet approval of a larger contribution, I should be grateful for your comments in
order that we may redraft this submission accordingly 47

A.D.P. H[EENEYI

P.S. I think myself that you are not in a very strong position to recommend any
further contribution because of the failure of other governments to come forward
and because of our relatively large contributions previously - unless further. con-
tribution from us is made conditional on comparable contributions from others.

A.D.P. H[EENEYI

[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Projet de soumission pour le Cabinet

Draft Submission to Cabinet

- of UNRWAPR. He `characterizes the programme as an a

United Nattons in a note at ay , • e
contribution from Canada is most urgently needed for the reintegration programin

&& cute emergency

Dunng the past year the Cana tan o General of the(Candn) to,UNRWAPR for purposes of direct relief. The Secretary
d ed M 21 1951 now informs the government that a

UNITED NATIONS

RE CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONTO THE REINTEGRATION FUND O^G^^

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTIN
FOR TNE PERIOD JULY 1, 1951 TO JUNE 30, 1952

d' vécnment 'has contributed $1,500,000

operation. . ï ; . . - . , have no
f those nations which like Canada,

' direct interest in me problem of Pa1estnan in. g;, ___,,•_M^ r,,.,r^^hutions ln
2.1fie response, in the past year, o

fu ées to the anpeal of the Director-
• '

General of UNRWAPR for contrit)uuons, nas veGll WpuFt•v&&A•&&•6• --- 1951,
-'U .S, 'dollars,' promised by governrnents for the përiod ending

June 30,

'aïnôunted to $37,927,600. $27,450,000 wâs contributed by the United States,nd of the balance of

,.;.,^ . . .,< , ...

;$6,160,000 by the United Kingdom, $2,856,000 by France a,
$1,461,600, $690,000 was contributed by Canada. Contributions in kind for the. . . f{

"Note margiale' :/Marginal note':
U.N. DivlisionJ where are we being pressed?

by whom? & ".-i Memo for h1inistcr please

returning this one with it A.D.P.H[eeneyl. lune 2.
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same ^ period amounted to $921,441.00, , of which flour and : dried codfish to the
value of $735,000 were provided by Canada. Direct âid: and services to
UNRWAPR, anticipated from Middle East governments, for the, same period,
amounted to $1,127,876.

3. Although substantial progress has been made in the past three years in alleviat-
ing the plight of Arab refugees in Palestine, their situation remains deplorable.
Apart from obvious humanitarian "considerations, unless positive action is taken to
integrate the lives of these unfortunate people into the surrounding Arab states, a
situation will continue to exist which can only lead to anarchy and confusion in this
strategic area.

4. The present outlook for a settlement of the Arab refugee question appears more
hopeful than it has in the past. During the course of its meetings in the early part of
this year, the political committee of the Arab League decided to call upon member
governments of the League to co-operate with the appropriate agencies of the
United Nations in dealing with the refugee problem, and to regard a settlement of
the refugees in the Arab countries as a matter of urgency. The Government of
Israel, for its part, has re-affirmed its willingness to pay fair compensation for lands
abandoned by the refugees. In these circumstances, it would be unfortunate if, for
lack of funds with which to implement reasonable reintegration projects, the Relief
and Works Agency should be precluded from taking advantage of the broad accept-
ance of the principle of refugee reintegration.

5. The agency is now proceeding with its plans for agreements with a number of
-Arab governments on the assumption that the necessary funds will be forthcoming
to finance the various reintegration projects.

'6.* The United States and the United Kingdom, the two largest contributors, have
indicated that they would donate a minimun: of $25,000,000 and $8,000,000
respectively. The Canadian High Commissioner in London informs us that the
United Kingdom is prepared to - increase its contribution from $8,000,000 to
$9,000,000, provided that the United States Government is prepared to increase its
contribution from $25,000,000 to $27,000,000. The United Kingdom government
; further states that it is also prepared to make an additional increase to bring its
.contribution up'to $10,000,000 provided that:

(a) the United States increase their contribution to $30,000,000;
(b) the major contributors (apart from'the United Kingdom and the United States)

improve on their last jrear's contribution; and

(c) some other governments which have not so far contributed make offers.
The Canadian ambassador in Washington has been informed by the State Depart-
ment that the United States is now prepared to include in its Economic Assistance
Bill an amount of $50,000,000 as the United States contribution to UNRWAPR.
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7. Contributions 'by member states, other than the United States and the United

Kingdom are as follows

Member States

;,...,Denmark . > $ 53,000

EBYPt
-390,000

2,856,000
France 50,000
Greece 2,500
Honduras ; 30,000
Indonesia 50,000
Israel 33,000
Lebanôn " 2,000
Luxembourg 110,000
Mexico '14,000
Norway 90,000
Pakistan 10,000
Philippines 115,000Saudi Arabia 20,000° Sweden 60,000S
Vénezuela

20,000

Yemen (large quantity of cereal)

Southern Rhodesia. 19,600

8. ,The total contributions offered to date thus amount to $36,925,100. When theand
United States contribution is raised from $25,000,000 ^°n$50,000000f,925,10U

, ,United Kingdom from $8,000,000 to $10,000,000 the res ulting

will be, considerably more than the Agency, goal of, $50,000,000.

9. In the'light of these considerations; it is recommended that,

(1) Pàrliamentary approval be sought for an initial contribution in C n^ JUlÿol,
lârs of $250,000 for the reintegration fund of UNRWAPR, for the pe

11951 to June 30, 1952; Committee
" `` be ted to info^ the United Nations Negotiating

that

(2) authonty 9=- , ---,._ .__...,.:.° ios^ rnr :^ further approP
Cabinetwill seek Yariiamentary a^^^^V4U ,AA ^^^--^• -^-- of countries
tion provided that, ' dûring the • intervening period the contributions

1 show a reason-

to $3,000,000, Canada will give another $250,000; f $4,000,0^^

^ other than the United Kingdod ^éUon, contributionsfrom such countries amount
ablé increase. If this occurs, *. another

f $5 000 OOOr another $750,000. At the $5,000•000 level our total contri-

bü^nwoûld be $ 1,000,000. y' ,` , µ "; ! yt " I I .
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DEA/10170-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

[Ottawa], June 11, 1951

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE RELIEF AND REINTEGRATION PROGRAMME
OF UNRWAPR

I return, as requested, my memorandum to you of May 30. You will recall that,
when we discussed this memorandum, you asked me to let you know where we
were being préssed, by whom, and how.

2. In a note dated May 21, 1951,t the Secretary General of the United Nations
has reminded the Government that the operational year of UNRWAPR will begin
on July 1, 1951. He states that it is most urgent that our contribution be made avail-
able "at the earliest possible date", and he expresses the hope that appropriate legis-
lative action by the Government will "make such -éarly payment feasible". He
characterizes the programmes of both UNKRA and UNRWAPR as "acute emer-
gency operations".

3. As you know, the Government has already contributed $1 1/2 million to the
current Relief and Works Programme of UNRWAPR, which will terminate on June
30 of this year. Response to this programme from countries comparable to Canada,
and with no direct interest in the problem of Palestine refugees, was disappointing
and, in, fact, the, Canadian contribution equalled the total contributions of these
countries.

.4 .You will recall the reluctance of the Department of Finance to concur in our
second contribution of $750,000 to : UNRWAPR. -They stated that "'Cabinet's
authorization for this contribution ought to be conditional upon the agency securing
contributions from others, as well as the relatively few countries which have
already, contributed, and that what we contribute for the whole year ending next
June should not be disproportionate to actual collections, as well as to the general
Plan of contributions that was originally considered" (Letter from Mr. R.B. Bryce,
Depaitment of Finance, dated December 9, 1950).

5. To date the showing in pledged contributions to the Relief and Reintegration
Programme of countries other than the United Kingdom, the United States and
France, has been poor. I am therefore inclined to doubt whether we are in a strong
position to,recommend any further contribution, both because of the failure of the
governments of countries comparable to Canada to come forward, and because of
our Previous relatively large contributions.

6. I therefore attach for your comments or approval a draft of a note to the Secre-
tary General in reply to his note of May 21, 1951: Our reply states that, while wea •
PPreciate the urgency of his request, he is no doubt aware of our previous contri-
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the
butions, which are equal to those of all other countri es

of
United

Seqtû table
United Kingdom and France. We further state tha t ement
distribution of the financial tiurdens which will be be^irredon any declsion aa

tion
to a

of the forthcoming programme will have a definite g
further contribution which may be I reached by`the` Canadian Government. inet

7. On the other hand,'should you consider that the timI should be grabeful
for a contribution to the Relief and Reintegration Programme,
for your instructiôns.,Oûr previous suggestion, as set forth in the draft memoran-

dum to Cabinet of May 30, was that we give $250,000 C^ada were toi ncrease
between now and January 1952, countries comparable
their contributions, our own contribution might be increased on`a Ÿrro rata basis.

A.D.P. H^tE

,DEA/10170-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :
au secrétaire général des Nations _ Unies

Secretary• of Stale for External Affairs

to Secretary General of United Nations
; . _. . . . .

^tt No. 35
Ottawa,'June 20, 1951

L

Sir.
I have the honour to acknowledge your note SD 34/2/01' of May 21 C1o9n5^ 1m,1^t e

which you bring to my attention the report (A/1601) of the Negotiating
on contributions to programmes of Relief and Rehabilitation in Korea and Relief
and Reintegration of Palestine Refugees. I note that this report reflectse

p for
status of fund raising efforts for the two programmes, and I am grateful to youGov-
drawing my attention to the fact that the report notes the confitAge cY^
ernment of Canada's offer to the United Nations Korean Reconstruction
and to the fact that the funds have already.been deposited to the special account

under your jurisdiction.

for Palestine refugees is under consideration by the Government of Canada, orks

made to the Relief and Works Progr•amm;' oé^inateUn ited

th

)2;`
'ndicate.that it is your understanding that thematter of continued supportYou i

W
ou inform`me that, as the operational year of the United Nations Relief a

nd
enc t1 ^t ay

Agency-for Palèstine Refugees will begin on July, 1, 1951, it is most g

Canadian contribution be made available at the earliest possible date.

1-3: 'As - yôu are aware, a-^Canadian contribution of $1,500,000 helief and Works

on June
Nations

30. At the same time,
Agéncy for Palestine Refugees, which will for the
the Government of Canada has been disappointed

d
the Iac.k,

Staté o
f,

United King-
current programme from countries other an I of 500,000
dom and France. You will have noted that the Canadian contribution

of the Uaited
exceeds the total contributions from all other countries, exclusive
States, .the United Kingdom and France.
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4. Before considering a contribution to the Relief and Reintegration Programme
for the year 1951-52, the Government of Canada is strongly of the opinion that a
more equitable distribution of the financial burdens which will be incurred in its
implementation should be assured. The Government of Canada's disposition to
continue its support of this great humanitarian enterprise, can hardly be divorced
from its concern at the lack of equivalent support from countries with an interest in
the Reintegration Programme comparable to that of Canada. I therefore note with
particular satisfaction that you yourself, as Secretary General, will continue to press
for universality of participation and speed in coming to the support of this
programme.

5. As you are aware, any expenditure of public monies requires the approval of
Parliament. When Parliament meets again in October I assure you that the question
of a Canadian contribution to the Relief and Reintegration Programme will receive
sympathetic examination. May I venture to add that the considerations outlined in
my previous paragraph will undoubtedly weigh heavily with the Government of
Canada in determining its decision in the matter.

6.Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
A.D.P. HEENEY

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

41 PARTIE/PART 4

DEA/11038-11-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires .extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mentorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

PROGRAMME ÉLARGI D'ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE DES NATIONS
UNIES

UNITED NATIONS EXPANDED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

CONF7pENTIALLL [Ottawa], October 24, 1951

CONTRIBUTIONS faOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES

;,I •should be grateful if you could bring this matter to the attention of your col-
leagues fôr their consideration at the Cabinet meeting tomorrow morning. The text
of the memorandum has been shown to Mr. Deutsch of the Department of Finance
who will acquaint Mr. Abbott with its contents before the Cabinet meeting.

If the memorandum meets with your approval I shall have mimeographed copies
done for Cabinet.

E. RIEIDI
for A.D.P. H[eeney]
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[PIÈCE" JOINTFIENCLOSURE]

Projet de Note pour.le Cabinet

Draft Memorandum to. Cabinet
, . , . . :, _.

CoNFIDENTt^►L
Ottawa, October 25, 1951

^ . , . ,. .

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES
to

On June 12, 1950, Cabinet approved a contribution by Canada of $850,000
the United Nations Expanded Programme for Tech>^i 3 951Assistance

At theosame time
fnancial period of eighteen months ending Decembe 31,
. Cabinet approved a contribution of $400,000 for the first twmeond

the
the

the operation of the Colombo Programme for Technical Co-operation,
understanding that the greatest effort should be made

between
the activities

the Colombo and the United Nations programmes and to
of the two programmes. bein

2. Canadian participation in both the technical assistance programm^üon Div^
co-ordinated by the new International Economic

Mr.
Techn ical

R.G. Nik Cavell. This
sion in the Department of Trade and
Division receives direction from the Interdepartmental Group ented

Technical Assis-

tance on which the various Departments concerned are repre
ioe ^â é3. In order to plan Canadian participation in the Colombo Programme for

cal Co-operation beyond the end of present fiscal
^t fiscal year,will be included in theforassurance . now that a contribution

main estimates for next year.

4. % The Secretary General of the United Nations has requested that the deleg
ations

-of member states to the forthcoming General Assembly be prepared to p
ledge con

ttributions for the year 1952 for the United Nations Expan ^e^e ope that in
Programme. The Economic and S ocial

diture for the year 1952 it would be reasonable
the light of the estimates for expne
to ask Governments to contribute for the year 1952 amoûnts equal to or greater
than the contributions which they made for the previous eighteen month pe 1od

6. .r . t .

• ^ a " r • '• '

5. I therefore recommend. be author-
.,` 1 that the Canadian Delegation to the forthcoming Genera

`izéd to

l Assembioy the United
, ^) Ç. pledgé an arn°`ount up to $850,000 as the Canadian contribution

Nations rogramme.for,
the year 1952. The extent of the CanadianCÔnt^he^hér

in an
d

should depend on the amounts whlch other countries are pledg g,the DExpanded
is' fully satisGed with the nature of the United Nations. .

Tectinical Assi"stance Programmeg for 1952,. . , , _ _. ,
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amount to be inserted in the main estimates, for the fiscal year 1952-53.48

.(2) that approval be given- in principle to a second contribution of $400,000
towards the operation of the Colombo Programme for Technical Co-operation, this

FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES *POUR L'ENFANCE
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND -

260. PCO

Note du, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for Ezten:al Affairs
to Cabinet

. . , •,_ , . . ,

CABINET DOCUMENT NO. 100-51 Ottawa, April, 11, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS
INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND

I had not intended to bring this proposed contribution before Cabinet .at the pre-
sent time. However, I am informed by the Minister of Fisheries that the Fisheries
Prices Support Board is anxious to dispose of a balance of 27,000 quintals of Lab-

5` PARTIE/PART 5

... .
2. An enquiry of UNICEF indicates that that agency can dispose of 460 short tons

immediately for Yugoslavia and/or Greece and possibly 340 additional short tons at
a later date (a total of 800 tons, or approximately 14,286 quintals). UNICEF hopes
to be able to arrange shipping on April 17 for 460 tons if the gift is approved. The
460 tons have a cost under the price guarantee of approximately $120,000, dried,
packed, and ready for shipping f.a.s. dockside St. John's. The further 340 tons
Would cost approximately $90,000, or a total of $210,000.

3. Under these circumstances I think it may perhaps be wise to consider, in con-
junction:.with.the gift of fish, what other gift in cash the Canadian Government
might appropriately make to UNICEF during the current fiscal year.

4. The General Assembly, at its Fifth Session, decided to extend the life of
UNICEF for a further three-year period. Although there is to be an increasing shift
of emphasis in the activities of the Fund towards technical assistance to national
governments to help them develop and maintain their own programmes of child

rador fish.

48
Note marginale :/Marginal note:

U.N. Div(isionl The Cabinet secretariat inform me that Cabinet concurred yesterday in the
tecommendadons. We ahould inform the committee at its next meeting. I have told Mr Cavcll &
Mr Heasman E. R(eid] Oct 26/51.



countnes,
, might be $500,000.

welfare; there remains a need for supplies of foodstuffs to carry out supplementary
feeding programmes in certain areas.

5. The most recent Canadian Government contribution to UNICEF was in April
1950, when dried fish to the value of $600,000 ($546,000 U.S.) was donated to the

Fund.
6. During the calendar year;1950 a total of $4,171,000 was given by a total of

thirty countries,: excluding the United States. Mâjor, ccontributions. were as follows:

U.S.

Àustralia 560,000
Canada 546,000
Germany 120,000
Japan 150,000
Thailand 313,000
The United States, during the same year, contributed the sum of $4,754000b
Since the beginning of the calendar year 1951 contributions have been made by

the following countries:

'VAn appropriate Canadian Government con
in terms of the proposed United States contribution and in relation to those of other

buuon from the United States app P
#r41%ution to UNICEF for 1951, both

expires at the end of their fiscal year, June 30, 17 , an ^

bution will not only be useful in itself, but will probably ensure a matching contri-

, ro riation

Yugoslavia 200,000
Moreover, the Supplementar}i Relief Bill recently submitted to the United States
Congress includes an item of $12.5 million for UNICEF. This amount has been cut
to $5 million,by the House, but may later be restored by the Senate to the original
figure: The Bill provides for the funds to'be used on the same matching basis as the
former United States contribution, namely, $72 (U.S.) for each $28 from other gov-
ernments. It is possible that Congress will limit its appropriation to the total neces-
sary to match othér contributions received or guaranteed up to the date on which
Congress approves the Bill: Since the authorization for a United States contribution

51 'mmediate Canadian contri-

France * 500,000
United Kingdom 280,000

Estimates for 1951-52 for a Canadian Government con
$500,000, this amount to include a maximum of $210,000 for the purchase of Lab-

#; 8: It is recommended that Parhamentary appro val ou sought ^n PP
tribution to UNICEF of

,. .% : . I the Su em

UNTTL'D NATIONS

,,., "I ' ' . . .

Ré 'cominendâtion ; . ^ ^ ^ . ; 1 entarY

rador fish!'
LB. PEARSON
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6e PARTIE/PARTi6, , - •

RESTRICTED

PCO

Ottawa, June 14, 1951

On July 18; 1950, Cabinet authorized the Canadian Delegation to the Economic
and Social Council to support, in general terms, the United Nations draft Conven-
tiori on Refugees and the Protocol on 'Stateless Persons. Since that time, the Con-
vention and the Protocol have been -examined further by both the Economic and
Social Council and the General Assembly. At its Fifth Session, the General Assem-
bly decided to convene a Conference of Plenipotentiaries to complete the drafting
of and to. sign both the Convention and the Protocol. This Conference will take
place in Geneva commencing on July 2 and it is the purpose of this memorandum
to seek Cabinet approval of Canadian participation in the Conference including the

• signing of. the resultant Convention and Protocol on behalf of the Canadian
Government.

2. The •purpose of the Convention is to guarantee to refugees the enjoyment of
fundamental rights and freedoms without discrimination. The Protocol on Stateless
Persons `extends these rights to persons who are stateless, but who are not refugees.

3. .The Convention,-as it is drafted at the present time, has been examined care-
fullyby;the* competent officials of my Department and of the Departments of Citi-
zenship and Immigration, of Labour, and of National Health and Welfare. As a
result of this examination, it appears to be possible for Canada to sign and subse-
quëntlyratify'the refugee convention and protocol without making any changes in
Canadian law. As a United Nations project designed to assist •refugees and stateless
Persons to overcome the handicaps which they have suffered as a result of their
Prisent' stâtus -which, in most cases, was brought about through no fault of their
°wn,,I believe that Canada should, if at all possible, sign the Convention and Proto-
col. This would be further evidence of Canada's support of the worthwhile humani-
tadan activities being carried out by the United Nations.

4. There are certain articles in the Convention which deal with public education,
public relief, and social security. As these subjects are primarily the concern of the
provinces of Canada, it is, of course, essential that the Convention include a federal

PERSONS

CONVENTION DES NATIONS UNIES SUR LE STATUT DES RÉFUGIÉS•
x • ET DES APATRIDES • .

^ UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND STATELESS

to Cabinet
Memorandum from Secretary of State for Eztental Affairs

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ' extérieures
1 pour le Cabinet

CABINET DocuMENT No. 178-51
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state clause before Canada côuld sign if. This matter will be under discussion at the

July : Conference.
a clause5. The Convention includes concerning the expulsion of refugees which

makes it mandatory, that states shall not expel, a refugee ,"save on grounds of
national security or public order". Because of the provisions of Sections 40 and Al
of the Immigration Act which provide for deportation of any person other than a
Canadian citizen, or. person having Canadian domicile, on a number of grounds,
and a similar mandatory provision in the Narcotics and Drugs Act, it is believed
that the Canadian Representative may have to make a reservation on this article at
the time he signs the Convention unless the wording has been changed, or there is a
clear understanding that "national security or public order" includes all of the
grounds on which refugees may be deported from Canada in accordance with

Canadian law.
6. The present draft of the Convention includes a clause stating that it shall not

apply to a person who is recognized by the competent authorities of the country in
which he has taken residence as having the rights and obligations which are

attached to possession of the nationality of that country. The Canadian Representa-

tive might,endeavour to secure agreement on an interpretation of this clause that
would exempt Canada's landed immigrants from the application of the Convention.

Canada accords refugees who come here for permanent residence the great major-
ity of civic rights which are enjoyed by citizens and other residents..It would be

desirable but not essential to have this agreement as, in any event, the signing of
the Convention and Protocol would not necessitate any change in Canadian law or

practice. :. ,
7. It is recommended therefore:

^(a) That a Canadian Representative attend the Conference of Plenipotentiaries
and be given authority to sign the Convention and the Protocol on behalf of the

. . . .. . ,

Canadian Government:
(b) That the Convention should not be' signed unless it contains a satisfactory

federal state clause.
(c) That â resecvation bé entered in respect to Article 27; para. 1, concerning ths

expulsion of . refugees, unless the wording is clarified, or an understandmg
reached that this will not affect Çanadian,law or prâctice;

(d) That the Cânadian Represéntâtive' ëndeavour to sécure agreement on an inter-

'pcetatiôn of Article 1(D) that would exempt Canada's landed immigrants from the

application of the Convention.
a

fun-.
(e) Thatthe Canadian Representative should séek further instructiois ope for

damental changes are made in the text of ,the Convention before it pe

signâture.
L.B. P11 ►RSON
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[P1ÈCE *JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note
,;Memorandum

,:.
RESTRICTED [Ottawa, n.d.]

,UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE OF PLENIPOTENTIARIES ON THE STATUS

OF REFUGEES AND STATELESS . PERSONS

During its Fifth Session, the General Assembly decided to convene, in Geneva,
-a Conference of Plenipotentiaries to complete the drafting of and to sign both the
convention relating to the status of refugees and the protocol relating to the status
I of stateless persons. This Conference will take place in Geneva commencing July
1. Mr.'Leslie Chance, Head of the Consular- Division, will, be the Canadian repre-
sentative and he will be assisted by an officer from the Canadian Permanent Dele-
gation in Geneva.

' 2. The convention which this Conference will consider was drafted in the first
instance by an ad hoc committee of the Economic and Social Council. This com-
mittee held its first session at Lake Success in January and February 1950 under the
chairmanship of Mr. Chance. It held its second session in Geneva in August 1950
and reported to the Fifth Session of the General Assembly. The Economic, and
Social Council, at its summer session in, 1950, only discussed the clause determin-
ing what categories of refugees would come under the scope of the convention. The
Generâl Assembly also discussed this definition clause and recommended a com-
promise definition for the consideration of the Conference. The other clauses of the
convention were not considered by the Assembly.

3. The refuge convention was designed to guarantee to refugees the enjoyment
of fundamental rights and freedoms without discrimination. The purpose of the pro-
tocol on stateless persons is to extend the rights covered by the convention to per-
sons who are stateless, but who are not refugees. The draft convention, as it now
stands; 'covers a considerable number of rights which will be extended to refugees
by those countries which decide to adhere to it.1'laere are general articles such as
the one on discrimination which states that no contracting state shall discriminate
against a refugee within its territory on' account of his race, religion, or country of
origin, or.because he is a refugee. There are other more specific clauses which, in
some cases,, call upon, contracting states to grant refugees similar rights to those
given tolheir-own nationals, and in other cases, rights similar to those given to
other aliens: Examples of these rights are those concerning the acquisition of prop-
erty and leases and other contracts relating to property; rights concerning the pro-
tection of industrial property such as inventions, industrial designs, trademarks and
trade names; rights of association; the right of free access to the courts of law; and
the right to engage in wage earning employment and self-employment. Contracting
states are asked to grant refugees the same rationing privileges as nationals and to
treat them not less favourably than aliens in matters pertaining to housing. There
are other clauses dealing with such matters as public education, public relief, labour



legislation and social security, freedom of ' movement, identity papers and travel
documents.

4. The definition of refugee which the Assembly approved and which the Confer-
ence is free to accept, modify, or reject, represents a compromise reached by those
;countries'which preferred a narrow category type definition and those which pre-
ferred a broad definition. Canada is in the latter category. In brief, the definition
recommended ` by the Assembly, ' if adopted, would cover any. person who, as a
result of events occurring before January 1, 1951,' is outside the country of his
. nationality or former habitual residence because of "well-founded fear of being
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, or political opinions" and who
is unable, or unwilling, to return to or to accept the protection of his former gov-
ernment. Among those excluded are persons having the rights and obligations of
citizens in their countries of residence; those benefitting from other United Nations
.Agencies such as the Palestine refugees; war criminals; and persons guilty of non-
political offences or acts contrary to United Nations principles.

, 5. The Canadian Delegation to the 1950 summer session of ECOSOC, on instruc-
tions which were approved by Cabinet, gave its general approval to the convention
as it was then drafted. It is essential, from Canada's point of view, that a federal
state clause be included because of the provisions of Articles 17 to 19 concerning

,,public education, public relief and social security, which are primarily provincial
matters..The federal aspects of social security have, of course, been examined by
.the Department of. National Health and Welfare and there would not appear to be
any conflict between them and the provisions of the Convention.

Thë Cabinet, after'discussiôn;`âgréed that ,
definite decision were taken or instructions sent concerning the Cana ^an P°

toppôrtunity to examine the convention himself and would like to do so be. . • d' sition.
"V C'0' hi and Immi ratron pointed out that he had not had an

- &. 'I ntster of c ►tens P 8 fore any

. appear poto be other mts of substance that new cause concern.

t 1951, sMd j t wou es^ra e
be on possible deportation cases such^ as that - of, de BernonvilleS0 There did 110t

• ^• x,1.; The Minister of Justice, refemng to iscu
• ld be d ' sa t., consider what the effect of the convention would

} •• ' d ss^on at the mecung o
. ,,i:. s . , . . , f Lune 20th ,

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions ,

UNITED NATIONS; CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND PROTOCOL
ON STATELESS PERSONS

.s ,._ :t•o ::,^zÉ, ^,^ . ,. .. i i .`e.. . . - .,

M Voir/See Volume 14, Documents 783-788.
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(a) Canada be represented at the conference to be held in Geneva beginning July
2nd,.1951, to complete,the drafting of the Convention on Refugees and the Protocol
on Stateless Persons; and,

(b) decision be deferred concerning instructions to be sent to the delegation pend-
ing further consideration • of the Convention and -Protocol by the Minister of
Citizenship and Immigration.

263.i PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet,, .
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa), June. 29, 1951 ,

auprès dc 1 Mice europceen des Nations unies
au secrétaire de la délégation pennancnte

, . .
Secretary of State for Ezten:al AJjirs

2. The Cabinet, after discussion, deferred decision on instructions to the'Canadian
delegation to the United Nations conference on refugees and stateless persons and
agreed that a memorandum setting forth the views of the Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration with respect to articles 26, 27 and 28 of the draft Convention on
Refugees be communicated to the Department of External Affairs forthwith.

gees, legally or illegally admitted, and also prohibited the expulsion to territories
where the life or freedom of refugees was threatened on grounds of race, religion,
nationality or political opinion.

UNITED NATIONS; CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND PROTOCOL

ON STATELESS PERSONS; CANADIAN PARTICIPATION

1.; The Minister of Citizenship and lnunigration, referring to discussion at the
meeting of June 26th, 1951, thought it would be inadvisable for Canada to accept
in their 'present fôrm, articles 26, 27 and 28 of the draft Convention on Refugees.
These articles prescribed certain automatic rights which were to be granted to refu-

_.
264. ^1 .•; DEA/5475-EA-40

.,, z. , - ï to secrétaire d'État aux A,Jj''aires extEricures;,,....a., . ,

;to Secretary, Permanent Delcgation to European O^ce of United Nations,,..,..

LEGRÂM 60 Ottawa, June 30, 1951

Reference our; despatch No.. 252 of June 22, 1951.t

Co `^.` ^.,; • ^ : . . ,
N^^EIVTIAL

A^.",-5^ ^âfS.^ ^xr1 r v . . . . ^ . . .. ' •
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CONFERENCE ON REFUGEES ' AND STATELESS PERSONS

Following for Chance from'Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: Cabinet has*approved
Canadian participation in the Conference, but has not yet approved signature of the
Convention and : Protocql on behalf of the Canadian Government: You will be
receiving : further instructions, probably in one . week's time, which might include
proposing amendments to Articles 26, 27 and 28,or making reservations on them.
Articles 26 and 28 are worrying us, particularly as a reservation cannot be made on
Article 28 unless Article 36 is amended.

2.< For the time being, you should not give any indication that Canada will sign
the Convention. At the same time, you should of course make it clear that the Con-
vention must include a federal state clause. We hope to send you some guidance on
this point next week. We have been told that Warren, the United States Representa-
tive, will not have authority to sign the Convention and might propose that the
signing of the Convention by any country be delayed until next January. This
would be satisfactory from our point of view.

3. If any important changes to Articles 1, 26, 27 and 28 or 36 are contemplated by
other delegations, we would like to know about them immediately.

265. °, DEA/5475•EA-40

Le, représentant permanent auprès de l'Oifice européen des Nations Unies
au secrétaire*d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. . . .
Permanent Representative to European Office of United Nations

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

might create very unhappy situation. we have been regarded ug
forward attitude, somewhat in contrast to that of the United States, concerning

may s ort y a e
^ 11011Vconvention subject to amendment or reservation. Any turning back on'our part

• • mro hout as taking

môdifèatiôn of Article 28 will undoubtedly be necessary. I hope, however,
the

h 1 be bl to tell me that the Cabinet will approve of the signing
of

J . trus u p ^ Some
me soon as conference will be discussing article by article (in readiness .)•

that you

3 I • t f rthèr ïnstrûctiôns romised your telegram under reference may rea

but I doubt that he could succeed in carrying out a proposal to delay signature
January. ,.

ch

Austria and Germany, intend to sign. Iy learn that Warren has no authority to signuntil

UNITED NATIONS

Geneva, July 3, 1951

CONFERENCE ON REFUGEES AND STATELESS PERSONS

Following for the Acting Under-Secretary from Chance, Begins: In view of your
paragraph one I judged it wise to resist strong pressure to accept the chair. Den-
mark was, on my nomination, elected.

2 26 countries have delegates. Mÿ impression is that most of them, including
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whose signature there has always been doubt and in consequence some little under-
current of feeling among other delegations. It would in addition, in my -opinion,
weaken seriously the job of the High Commissioner for Refugees with whom I
hope to have some discussion tomonrow. •' :.:.
^ 4. It is yet too early to reply to your paragraph 3 though the United Kingdom has

definite anxieties on Clause 28.
5. No delegate has submitted a draft federal clause.* You are •doilbtless familiar

with previous efforts of the secretariat in this'connection: I am discussing draft.with
Robinson of •Israel who is the expert. Ends.

266. DEA/5475•EA-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par, iintérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], July 4, 1951

As you know, at its meeting today, Cabinet will be considering again the United
Nations Convention on Refugees and Stateless Persons. You will recall that Mr.
Harris expressed some concern about several points in it at the last meeting s'

• Colonel Fortier came to see me yesterday afternoon and on the basis of our
discussion, we have drafted the attached telegram to Geneva which Colonel Fortier
will be discussing with Mr. Harris, with a view to having it approved by Cabinet. A
copy of m}► letter to Colonel Fortier is attached for your information.

E. R[EIDI

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]

Projet d'un télégramme d'instructions
pour M. Chance à Genève

Draft Telegram of Instructions
to Mr. Chance in Geneva

[n.d.]

. CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND STATELESS PERSONS

The matter has been further considered by Cabinet. Cabinet is not willing at this
tune'to give you authority to sign the Convention.

1Night include 4 cases of U.S. sentenced to jail and not yet picked up if escaped to Can[ada?]
Note marginale :/Marginal note:

[G.K. Grande]
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2. Under Article 28 as at present worded; it appears that Canada would be under-
taking an obligation not to expel a communist, for example, to a country which has
declared the Communist party illegal or which has passed a statute similar to the
Smitli Act under which-leading United States communists have recently been sen-
tenced to imprisonment.,Canada is not willing to undertake such an obligation. In
order that the Convention should not grant rights'to communists or_to other persons
who believe in the destruction of fundamental human rights and freedoms, you
should press forI an amendment of Article I, Fparâgraph E, sub-paragraph (b) ► by

adding after "Article 14, paragraph 2". the words "or Article 30".
3.'On Article 27, paragraph 1, you should endeavour to secure clarification of the

:wording "national security or public order" or an understanding that this language
will not affect Canadian law or practice.

4. You should endeavour to have the Convention amended in such a. way that it
will not apply to landed immigrants in Canada. This might be done by amending

Article I, paragraph D.
5. We are not certain of the meaning of the word "penalties" in paragrap of

Article 26. If the word "penalties" includes deportation, we would probably have
make a reservation to this Article since, as you know, we do issue deportation
orders on the ground of illegal entry when it is impossible for us to produce the.,,..
security evidence which is the real basis for deportation.

; 1PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Le sous-secrétaire'd'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures'
ad sous-ministre de la Citoyenneté et,de l'Immigration

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration

CONFIDENTIAL

ever, if Mr. Chance is not to be given authonty y af t

- t 4. Our draft telegram suggests a e g
'26; paragraph 1, should be ascertained; presumably if this is meant to cover depor'
tations we would have to make a reservation before signing the Convention: How-

• • * I b' C binet to-day to sign the

^n Anlth t th meanin of the word "penalties„

[Ottawa], July 4, 1951

Dear o one
Following our meeting of yesterday afternoon, we have prepared a draft tele-

gram to Mr. Chance in Geneva, which, if you agree, might be submitted to Cabinet
for its approval. This is attached.
`'t2.^ The difficulty about deporting United States communists would, I think, be
overcome if Article I(E) (b) were amended by the addition of the words "or Article
30", after the words "Article 14, paragraph 2". Article 30 of the Declaration of
Human Rights is attached for your information. ,

3., Çases like that of de Bernonville would, I think, be covered by Article 6 of the
Charter of the International MilitaryTribunal. A copy of this is attached for your
information. . • Ail

Tt..... C 1 1 Fortier
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Convention, it would -not seem to be necessaryto give him more definite instruc-
tions on this point for the present.

5. I am sending a copy of this letter, together with a copy of the draft telegram to
our, Acting Minister and to Mr.'Norman Robertson. I enclose an extra copy for
your Minister.

6. I enclose a copy of telegram No. 60 of June 30 to Geneva giving Mr. Chance
intérim instructions,' together with a copy of his reply (telegram No. 43 of July 3).
You will note that Mr. Chance hopes that Cabinet will shortly give him authority to
sign subject to amendment or reservation. Perhaps your Minister would wish to
suggest to Cabinet that he be authorized in the light of developments at the Confer-
ence to give Mr. Chance authority to sign subject to necessary reservations.

Yours sincerely,
E. RE1D1

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions • .

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], July 5, 1951

UNITED NATIONS; "CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND PROTOCOL ON

STATELGSS PERSONS
4• The Minister of Citizeiuhip and Immigration, referring to " discussion at the

meeting of June 29th, 1951, read a draft telegram of instructions to the Canadian
representative at thé U.N: conference now taking place on refugees and statéless
persons. These indicated that authority could not be given to sign the Convention in
its present form and outlined the objections there were felt'to be, particularly to
articles 26, 27 and 28.

(Memorândum, ' Acting • Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, with
attached " letter to the Deptity Minister of Citizenship and Immigration and draft
telegram; July 4, 1951.)

A'point to consider was that the Convention, if signed, would almost certainly
givé rise to 3misunderstanding as to its consequences. As it stood, the Convention
Was between the countries that were parties and did not confer any rights on indi-
viduals:`There would, however, almost certainly be a general feeling that it did
confer individual rights or, alternatively, that legislation should be passed giving
Parallel individual rights •undcr domestic law.

5••Thé Prime Minister pointed out that there were currently four leading United
States comrnunists who had not turned up to begin serving sentences against them.
It Was conceivablë that they could have taken refuge in Canada. The government
côuld '`'' ` •not place itself in a position where it would be obliged to allow such persons
to remain in the country. In view of the improbability that modifications to the
Convéndon could be secured at the present stage that would make it acceptable, it



cated by_ the Prime-,N nister.

might be preferable to have the instructions to the delegate revised so as to set forth
the objections to the present Convention without - instructi ng him to press for

amendments.
6. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, noted the report of the Minister of

Citizenship and Immigration and agreed that the draft telegram of instructions to
the Canadian delegate to the United Nations conference considering the Conven-
tion on Refugees and Protocol on Stateless Persons be revised along the lines indi-

Le secrétaire d'État aux An ires extérieures

à la délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to European Ofl"Ice of United Nations

TELEGRAM 61

tionin its present form is not accep ..I, : # - It it .1pvP1nnq that amendments are

Canadian position, youshould indicate, e reaso
^• •• table to Canada without pressing for the amend-

be approved. In. the circums , I ne wh it is felt that the Conven-

amendments could be secured that.wou pu
tances the Cabinet has directedthat, in explaining the

net. The Cabinet is not prep to au
present form.,It is also doubtful whether at this stage there is any likelihood that

Id t the Convention in a form that could

Following for Chance, Begins. The ma et
^d thorize signature of the Convention in its

CONVE

tt has been further considered by the Cabi-

UNITED NATIONS

Ottawa, July 5, 1951

CONFIDEN77AL. IMPORTANT

Reference: My telegram No. 60 of June 30.

NTION ON RCFUGECS AND STATELESS PERSONS

'involvéd in the present Convention the question ,of . signature cou
agreed' on that would remove the embarrassments e Id then be
ments mai wouiu uC ^ ►^^^^^^^ U, .•-Z -1^ Cabinet considers to ue

the Convention should not g ran.t •nghts tocommun2 ^
^A ^,^Adnms. If ^ere's

imprisonïnént. Canada is not willing to undertake suc an g • rsons who• to or to other pe

un der whichleading United States communists av hfC, bli ation It is felt that
Coinmunist party illegal or which has passed a htatu e éntl been sentenced to
taking not to expel a communist, for example, to a country

• t similar to the Smith Act

reconsiaerea.
?The Cabinet considers that there is serious objection to th^dpa present

be under2. d
Article 28 [now33(1)]. As it now stands, it appears that Canada

• which has declared the

bélievé in the destruction 'Ot runaamentai îwu.aî. ..g•.•^ •u•^ --___-.^ . ._L. I.,: i shed bY an

"Article 14, paragraph 2 of the wo soç •

any general agreement to this efiect, tne moaiicauvn jiubaa w" -CO..

âmendment of Article I, paragrâph E, sub•paragraph (b) through the addition after
„ -# to prtocle 30
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-3. Article 27, paragraph 1 is considered objectionable because of doubt as to the
meaning of the words "national security or public order" and para 2 is considered
objectionable because it gives a refugee the right to be represented in the hearing of
his appeal against deportation. The Cabinet would wish to be sure before authoriz-
ing signature that this language would not affect Canadian law, or practice.=
;4. The Cabinet considers that the Convention should not apply to landed immi-
grants in Canada. The view is that the Convention should apply only to persons;
who are refugees in the sense that they have not been accorded admission on a
permanent basis to a country. Once a refugee, has, been granted landing in Canada
with immigrant status, it is felt that he should be subject to the normal provisions
concerning immigrants. The limitation could presumably be effected by amending
Article .I, paragraph D.

5. The Cabinet is uncertain as to the meaning of the word "penalties" in paragraph
1 of Article 26. If it includes deportation, the Cabinet does not consider the provi-
sion acceptable, since in Canada deportation orders are issued on the ground of
illegal entry when it is impossible to produce the security evidence that is the real
basis for deportation.

6. The above are the principal objections to the Convention, as it now stands, apart
from those, that have already been indicated to you. They are set forth for your
guidance in any statement you may make but, as stated in paragraph 1, it is not
desired that you should press for the specific amendments that are indicated. Ends.

269. DEA/5475-EA-40, . >
Le représentant permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies

• au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Permanent Representative to European Ofl"Ice of United Nations
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELMRAM 47 Geneva, July 7, 1951

CONFIDENTIqL .

Reference: Your telegram No. 61.
Following from Chance.

1• I trust that I may exercise discretion as to timing of any further general state-
ments of Canadian position. I do not think that such is necessary or even desirable
at this stage. Conference is already fully aware of our hesitation. It is now clear
moreovei that only rive countries charged, namely, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Norway^and Denmark are here with power to sign.

2•:Debating so far has indicated that convention bristles with difficulty for all
countries., problems cited your telegram are generally those of countries of final
settlemeAt.4. But countries of primary and secondary class also have serious
difficulties: .. ^

3•'Doubtsof Cabinet on Articles 26, 27, 28 are certainly sharcd by some other
countries,notably, the United Kingdom who will press strongly for amendments. I



Reference: Your telegram No. 47 of July 7.

have some' hopes that the final text of these Articles may prove acceptable to

Canada. ^. ;
4.' Proposition of your paragrdph '4 is more delicate. Great numbers 'of , refugees

have been admitted to some European coun'tries, notably, France, on a permanent
basis. There is obviously danger of playing into

sthe door step of immigratingsee present conference fail and then put the blame on
countries like.United States, Australia and ourselves:

5. I judge' attitude of Cabinet` to be that convention is not particularly important
from the Canadian standpoint. They might even prefer not to become party to any
convention of this nature. Nevertheless as a further indication of Canada's contri-
bution to general humanitarian work of United Nations they would be prepared to
consider signature if objectionable aspect of text can be removed in discussions.

6. If line expressed in 4 above is right I shall without any great vigour seek either
on my own initiative or in collaboration with others to'secure amendments which
would remove embarrassment. If such amendments do not meet with acceptance I
shâll'not press them unduly but will make a further and more specific* statement of
Canadian position if instrument is opened for signature at close of conference. I am
now,beginning to doubt last contingency.

7. I should be grateful for short telegram indicating whether or not I have gauged
the Cabinet position and interpreted my instructions correctly

CONFI DENTIA L. IMPORTANT.

DEA/5475-EA-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
»au secrétaire de la délégation pernurnente

auprès 'de l'Office'européen des Nations Unies

-:. Secretary of State for External Af^airs
to Secretary, Permanent Delegation to Eüropean Office of United Nations

.' -
''Et.EGRAM 62'

Ottawa, July 10, 1951

ugees in Canada would not receive any substantlal a iuona ^ihc

time, the Government would be restricted in its freedom of action on the sp
• ' 1d f r that Canada not become

°2:^YourJudgment of Cabinet s atLtu e as exp
degree. Cabinet is not preparedto'accept the restrictions on its freedom of action
,•ch would be f imposed by the present Convention. From Canada's point of viewwh^
becàuse permanent landings are granted to immigrant refugees, the majority of ref.

• ' dd' ' 1 benefits. At the same

` dl - •° ' • 1 , • d ressed ^n your para. ^s

UNITGD NATIONS

} CONVENTION ON REFUGEES AND STATELESS PERSONS

Following for Chance, Begins: You may use. your discretion as to the timing of any
general statement on Canada's position. 5. en cd to a

:ady mentioned..Therefore, Cabinet wou pre e
.. _ t . . . .
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a party to a convention of this: nature, but they are prepared to reconsider the con-
vention later if thé changes to meet their objections are incorporated in it.
.13. Cabinet would not wish you to take any initiative in attempting to secure such
âlnendments as long as our position is made clear. The initiative should be left to
other members. Therefore, you should not take even the limited initiative outlined

Y
in your para. 6. Of course, if our views are sought there would be no objection to
mir offerirty .v.,.,rr,..v4.,+o e .... ........:...... rT_a_

271. DEA/5475-EA-40

Rapport du chef de la Direction des Affaires consulaires

Report by Head, Consular Division

SECREt - [Ott., S bwa), eptem er 20, 1951

the General Assembly had, however, considered little more than the definition,
Article I. : . .1 . 1

.REPORT OF CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE TO CONFERENCE OF
PLENIPOTENTIARIES ON THE STATUS OF REFUGEES AND

STATELESS PERSONS HELD AT GENEVA '1ULY 2-25, 1951

Geneial . ' •
1. The Conference assembled at the Palais des Nations on the morning of July 2,

1951. In all, 26 states were represented (See Annex It). The Conference was sched-
uled to complete its business by July 20, 1951. It had before it a draft Convention
on the Status of Refugees and a draft Protocol 'relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons. These draft instruments had been the subject of some eighteen months of
study. They had been originally prepared by an ad hoc Committee set up under the
auspices of the Economic and'Social Council, which sat at Lake Success for five
weeks in January and February, 1950. The drafts had subsequently been considered
and revised by the Economic and Social Council, by a second session of the ad hoc
Coinmittee and by the General Assembly. The Economic and Social Council and

2^ The time,allotted to the Conference of Plenipotentiaries seemcd at the outset
ample: J It early became apparent, however, that the Conference was less one of
plenipotentiaries in the usually accepted sense than a further meeting of experts -
an enlarged ad hoc committee. It was apparent too that radical changes would be
made in the text. In the end the Conference did not finish its work until the night of
July 25, 1951.

3. The Conference rejected the Protocol on the Status of Stateless Persons on the
ground that it was premature, that the whole question of the study of the status of
stateless persons was still under consideration by the International Law Commis-
Slon•'and that if action were later to be taken it should be as the result of deeper
examinauon by a Conference set up especially for the purpose.
on,,On'July 28,° 1951, at Geneva, twelve states (see Annex IIt) signed a Convention

the`Status of Refugees (see Annex lilt). The instrument will remain open forsignature
at the 1-ieadquarters of the United Nations until December 31, 1952.
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an acceptable federal state clause (or aruc e
or ratification, apart altogether from any other problems which the Convention

_: 5.; The position of the Canadian Representative to ^ this Conference was a little
embarrassing. As Chairman of the ad hoc committee which had drafted the instru-
ments under consideration by the Conference he had taken a, somewhat prominent
part. In subsequent discussions other Canadian representatives had played equally
active roles. On his arrival in Géneva on July 1, 1951, he received written instruc-
tions which, subject to Cabinet approval, confirmed his previous understanding that
the Government of Canada was favourably inclined towards, signature of the Con-

vention subject to some reservations. On the morning adopt
l attitude. A

,received telegraphic instructions which caused him
a cautious

week later a further telegram stated that the Cabinet had certain specific objections
to the Convention as it then stood but instructed him 'not to press for amendments.

The Objections of the Government of Canada '•
6. The objections of the Government of Canada as expressed in telegrams Nos. 60

of Jurie 30, 1951 and No. 61 of July 5, 1951 centred principally about Articles 26,
27 and 28 of the original text. Further, the view was exprcssed that "landed immi-
grants" in Canada should be excluded from the, ténns of, the . Convention.

did not include
moreover, from the outset been understood that a convention which

' 1) could not receive Canadian signature

might raise.

,
n. ....,,t:.%:, uanrPCentative stated:

Art' le 26
. 7• q-he insuUCUVns u, u,qu-, .,^ ............ .._r---- , :

1 1.
`°Tlie Cabinet is uncertain as tô the meaning of thé word `penal not consider the

, l. Of. Article 26. If it includes deportation, the Cabinet does
provision âcceptable,. since in Canada deportation orders are issued on the
grround of illegal entry when it is ^mpossible in produce the security evidence

Article 31. It reads as follows. unt of their illegal1

that. is, the reai Dasis wr uU^,•auVA •. ra h 1 of
£ 8. paragraph ; l of Article 26'appears in the final instrument as Parag p

• ^ ,a

`°I'he, contracting states shall not impose pena ^es, on acco where their
entry or presence, on rcfugees who, coming directly from a territory present in
life or freedom was threatened,in the sense of Article I, n`t^ ^Séives without

delay to the au onties ,•. _L ,_:_ .....,,,e.,,a.,^ with the pro-

their territory,without authonzation, provided they PC- „
ch '• and show gond cause for their illegal entry or presence.

position that a state by virtue of this arttc e wou
refugees whon had : illegally, entered its territory. TheReprcsentative of IIelgium

9: In debate the Canadian Representative sougn< to uuwun ab•v--M••' ht to expel
• ' 1 ld not forfeit its rig

stated categoncaity;.% icle 26 as• --. .^_.r....• ....M^rhnh nf,Art
"that ihis Government couta not inrerpreL u11- AIL-1 c^Me•--r•- ian territory
. restricting its. right to send back a refugee who had entered Belgian

h 1 was to rcvent refugees from having
illegally. The purpose of paragrap P they
suffer penalties imposed,for the unlawful crossing,of boundaries P lained their
presented themselves of their own free will to,the authorities and exp
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case to them. The Government nevertheless retained its right to 'expel any alien
who had entered its territory illegally:'

The United Kingdom Representative endorsed the Belgian Representative's inter-
pretation of Paragraph 1; - he said:'

"The right of asylum:in his delegation's view , was only a right belonging to the
state to grant a refugee asylum, not a right belonging to the individual to insist
upon its being extended to him. Article 26therefore has nothing to do ' with the
question of the right of asylum. The Belgian, Canadian and United Kingdom
delegations interpreted the word `penalties' in paragraph 1 as referring to penal-
ties to be imposed by law on ' a charge of illegal entry and as being in no way
concerned with the right of the state to grant a refugee asylum. He hoped that
that view would be confirmed by the Conference; otherwise his Government
might not be able to support the Article."

There •was"no dissent from this view.
10. Later in the debate on the Article the President of the. Conference pointed out:

'.`that subject to whatever international conventions they had signed, states were
^, sovereign as far as their own legislation was concerned. Article 26 only referred

to cases of unlawful entry and provided for certain commitments in that connec-
tion on the part of states.. If his interpretation of the Article was correct, delega-
tions which had felt some concernabout the , scope" of the objectives in the
Article could rest assured the interests of the countries which they represented
were safe-guarded:'
It. While this declaration by the President is not conclusive it is only possible to

report that there was no sign of disagreement with it. On the contrary it was clearly
the consensus 6f the Conference that the interpretation of the Belgian, United King-
dom, and Canadian Representatives was correct. The Canadian Representative
the'refore concluded that he might with some assurance report that the word "penal-
ties" as"used in the Article does not include deportation'on grounds of illegal entry.
If, however, any doubt remains the position could perhaps be covered by a suitable
statement at time of signature..; :
Article 27 a , .

12 "Article '27 of the original , text (Article 32 of the final instrument) deals with
the,expûlsion of refugees lawfully in the territory of a contracting state. The
instiuctions of, the Canadian Representative stated:

"Article 27, paragraph 1 is considered objectionable because of doubt as to the
meanmg of the words `national security or public order'. The Cabinet would
wish to, be sure before authorizing signature that this language would not affect
Canadian law or practice. Paragraph 2 is considered objectionable because it
gives,a refugee the right to be represented in the hearing of his appeal against
deportation:...: z . .

Subject to correction by legal authorities it is suggested that the expression "public
order'¢, presents difficulties of interpretation in so-called common law countries
w^ch dô not arise around the expression "ordre publique" in European countries. It
is understood that this particular difficulty has been encountered on previous occa-
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sions. Even in Europe, however, there appears to be a good deal of elasticity in
interpretation which undoubtedly varies somewhat from country to country. Cana-
dian law and practice in this respect were. fully, exposed at the,Conference and it
was apparent that except for deportation of a refugee as. deGned by this Convention
on the grounds of indigency, alone,. our law and practice would not be in conflict
with

.this article. It would be presumptuous for a layman to pass an opinion as to
whether Canadian, signature of the Çonvention might .involve any change in Cana-

dian law. It may, however, be observed thât'many countries including the United
Kingdom and the Scandinavian group have laws on their statute books which are
similarto the Canadian law which permits deportation on the grounds of becoming
a public charge. These countries, which have signed the Convention, stated through
their: representatives that they did novinterid to change their laws. They merely

proposed to refrain from invoking them against refugees.

13. As to paragraph 2 of Article 26, there was complete agreement that existing
Canadian practice on deportation appeals was in full consonance with the terms of
the Article. Consequently, no change would be'nécessary in that respect. However,
other countries apprehended the same difficulty as did the Government of Canada

regarding security evidence and the text of paragraph 2 of Article 31 of the final

instrument provides for this situation. It now reads:
`"The expulsion of such a refugee shall be only in pursuance of a decision
reached in accordance with ' due ' process ' of law:* Except where reasons of
national'security otherwise requirè the refugee-shall be^allowéd to submit evi-
dence to clear himself and to appeal to and be represented for the purpose before
the competent authority or a person or, persôns specially designated by the com-

petent authority:' .

Article 28
.14. Article, 28 of the original text (Article 33 of the final instrument) prohibited

the expulsion of a refugee to territories where , his.life or freedom was threatened.
The instructions of the Canadian Representative stated: ,

The Cabinet considers that there is serious ôbjection to the present wording of
Article 28. As it now stands it appears that Canada would be undertaking not to
expel a Communist, for example, to,a countrywhich has declared the Commu-
nist` party illegal or which has passed a statute similar to the Smith Act under

-whlch leading United States Communists have recently been sentenced to
prisonment. Canada is not willing to undertake such an obligation. It is felt

im
•= that the Convention should not grant rights to Communists or to other persons

^-; who believe in the destruction of fundamental human rights and freedoms. If

-=; there is an general agreement to this effect the modification might be accom-
plished byyan amendmén of Article 1, paragraph E, sub-paragraph (b) !,h;^°U$h

V the addition after 'Article 14, paragraph 2. of the words 'or Article 30 .

1S. Debate at the Conference on this Article showed at once that almost every

country sharede the views of the Government of Canada in varying degrees• it was
apparent that no unqualiGed obligation such as that imposed by the ong^nal text

• • 1 deal with the
would be accepted.` It was not, however, considered to be desirab e to
matter by reference to the Declaration of Human Rights in the Definition

Article I
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but to face it squarely in Article 28. In consequence a paragraph was inserted which
appears in the final instrument as paragraph 2 of Article 33 which reads as follows:

`.`The benefit of the present Article may not, however, be claimed by a refugee
whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of
the country in which he is, or who having been convicted by a final judgment on
a particularly serious. crime constitutes a danger to the community of that
country.,,

16.' The specific anxiety of the Government of Canada in this respect would
appear to have been covered by the above provision since the decision as to
whether an individual refugee in Canada did, in fact, constitute a "danger to the
security of the country in which he is" ,would rest with Canada. If, however, legal
opinion is in conflict with this view possible embarrassment arising from a fugitive
United States Communist claiming the benefit of the Convention in Canada might
be modified by Canadian adherence to the Convention only insofar as it would
apply to refugees from Europe. This possibility is provided by the alternative which
is discussed hereunder in paragraphs 26 et seq which deal with Article 1- the
Definition Article.

The` Status of "Landed Inunigrants"

17. The instructions to the Canadian Representative on this subject stated:
°The Cabinet considers that the Convention should not apply to landed immi-
grants in Canada. The view is that the Convention should apply only to persons
who are refugees in the sense that they , have not been accorded admission on a
permanent basis to a country. Once a refugee has been granted landing in Can-
ada with immigrant status it is felt that he should be subject to the normal provi-
sions concerning immigrants. ,The limitation could presumably be effected by
amending Article 1, paragraph (D)."'

18: The view expressed by the preceding ' paragraph was put to the Conference in
terms in which the undesirable psychological effects of making a special class of
one particular group of immigrants was strongly emphasized. There was in the
Conference a certain sympathy but no positive support for the proposal, and since
the Canadian Representative was under instructions not to move for amendment the
matter could not be carried any further. The suggestion that the situation could be
met b}► amendment to Article 1, paragraph (D) received no support, it being pointed
out, that the paragraph had been inserted at the General Assembly to provide for the
particular position of Volkesdeutches who had returned to Western Germany and
under the law, of that country had been granted national status.

19. "This-situation is illustrative of the undoubted difficulties ofdrafting an all-
embracing convention which would cover in one instrument the diverse particular
problems of countries of primary asylum and ultimate resettlemcnt, and of unitary
and federal states possessing a wide variety of legal concepts and practices.
2U•1 In any event it is only possible here to report that though the views of the

Government of Canada were strongly put to the Conference, they were not
acceptcu and the final instrument does not make any provision for them.
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The Federal State Clause: 'Article 41 of the Final Instrument
21. By telegram No. 64 of July" 14, 1951 the Canadian Representative received the

text of a draft federal state clause which had been prepared by the Department of
Justice. This was clearly the fast choice for the wording of such a text. He was,
however, 'not initialli to propose it but might show it to interested federal states
who might support it. An alternative text based on a United States proposal for the
Convention on Prostitution might be supported if it were put forward. The Cana-
dian Representative might further support a proposal of the United Kingdom for a
clause which would obligate federal states to report, upon request, the state of their
law and the implementation of the convention with regard to any particular Article.

22. There were represented at the Conference a number of federal states (Austria,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Switzerland; United States of America, Yugo-
slavia); Discussion in the lobbies, however, developed the fact that of these only
Australia, United States of America and Canada had much interest. The rest of the
federal states were disinterested because under their constitutions the conduct of
foreign affairs is vested in the federal authorities. The instructions of the Austra-
lian, United States and Canadian representatives were identical in one respect; they

the same time that it was not necessarily the first choice of the Canadian delegation.

might support a federal state article but were not to initiate any particular text.
23. Such was the situation when the President of the Conference reminded federal

states of the necessity of filing proposals* with' the Secretariat within forty-eight
hours. Discussion between Australian, United States and Canadian Representatives
developed that agreement could most probably be reached on the United States text
previously mentioned with the insertion of the words "legislative" to meet the par-
ticular Canadian constitutional position. Accordingly, all three delegations asked
by telegram for authority to co-sponsor such a text. In due course all received
affirmative replies. Unfortunately, none did so in; time for the calling of the item on
the agenda. In the event the Representative of Israel proposed the same text as that
which had been telegraphed to the three governments; he encountered immediate
objection from the Representative 'of France who spoké strongly on the inequalities
of obligation assumed by unitary and federal states." The Representative of Den-
mark proposed that constituént states, provinces, cantons, etc., should enter into the
convention as sovereign in respect of those articles which lie within their legislative
authority. The Canadian Representative supported the Israeli proposal intimating at

The United Kingdom Representative supported the insertion of a federal article, but
was unhappy about the drafting.' He proposed as an amendment that the reporting
clause already mentioned should be added to the, draft. He had previously been
privately shôwn the Canadian Department of Justice draft which he preferred and
in -the course of his remarks he suggested that the Canadian Representative might

read . it for the information of • the Conference: The latter did so, and later the

Department-of Justice draft was circulated as a possible suggested alternative.

.24,`After some debate in which the United Kingdom Representative supponed the

.. Department of Justice draft, the Israeli Representative withdrew his proposal and

the President- asked if, in the circumstances, the Canadian Representative would
tions

sponsor the Department of Justice text. Feeling that he had fulfilled his instruc
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by not initiating the text, the Canadian Representative agreed. The proposal carried:
in favOur: 12; against: 2; abstentions: -7, but at the second reading it was adopted by
,19 votes to one with only 4 abstentions.
r'.25. It will be noted that as finally approved paragraph (b) of the Department of
Justice draft was altered. by inserting after the words "provinces or cantons" the
following words "which are not under the constitutional systems of the federation
bound to take legislative action." This was done to meet the particular position of
the Austrian Representative who was anxious to insure that the text gave no colour
of support to the idea that the constituent states or cantons of Austria had any
,authority in international affairs.

Article I = The Defcnition'Article
26. As had been generally anticipâted there was much debate on the definition

article. It will be recalled that the General Assembly had removed from paragraph 1
(b) of the original text the words "in Europe" from the phrase "as the result of
events occurring in Europe before 1 January 1951". This was done against French
opposition at the General Assembly. Canada, however, had supported the deletion
of the,words. At Geneva France strove to re-instate the words "in Europe". In this
they were supported by the United States, whose representative took the line that it
.is better to make haste slowly, to deal with a known problem, and to make provi-
sion for new ones as they arise.
27: As on previous occasions the case for the "universalists", was led by the

United Kingdom Delegation which was supported somewhat nervously at the start,
but more firmly as the debate progressed by the Scandinavian and Benelux groups.
They had further the doubtful asset of Egyptian and Iraqi support and somewhat
capricious assi&tance from Yugoslavia. On the French side, besides the United
States of America, were the L.atin-American countries represented by the Consuls
of Venezuela, Colombia and Brazil, Italy which had throughout gone along gener-
ally with the French position, and Monaco. A vote which everyone wished to avoid
would probably have resulted in a close defeat for the French-United States combi-
nation and conceivably might have meant French defection altogether.
28. After two days of debate in which the Canadian Representative took no part a

compromise was evolved, by'arrangement advanced by the Holy See, and unani-
mously approved. In short, as will be seen, from the final instrument, this compro-
.mise enables the contracting states to make a choice by which they may apply the
Convention;` either

(a) to refugees from Europe only, or
(b) to refugees from Europe and the rest of the world.

C6 tons
29:=g.y telegram No. 62 dated July 10.- 1951 the Canadian Representative was

adviséd ^âs follows:

"Cabinet is"not prepared to accept the restrictions on its freedom of action which
would be imposed by the present Convention. From Canada's point of view
^use permanent landings are granted to immigrant refugees the majority of
-, gees in Canada would not receive any substantial additional benefits. At the
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same time.the Government would be restricted in its freedom of action on the
specific points already mentioned. Therefore, Cabinet would prefer that Canada
not become a party to a Convention of this nature but are prepared to reconsider
the Convention later if the changes to meet their objections are incorporated in

it."
30. A parallel study paragraph by paragraph of the draft Convention as it was

presented both to the Cabinet and the Conference against the instrument which was
finally adopted will show that the latter exhibits many changes and a much more
cautious attitude'than the former. It may perhaps be thought that the changes incor-
porated in it have gone a long way to meet objections. It is proper, nevertheless, to
observe that the difficulties about "landed immigrants" and deportation on the
grounds of indigéncy alone, have not been removed.

Reeommendation
31. It is recommended that copies of the final instrument be distributed to inter-

t d D artments to ether with any extracts from this report which may be con-

to Cabinet for the signature of the Ministers concerned.

V i zens p 1 •
Privy Council '.Office, and External Affairs with a view to concerting a submission

s2

es e ep g
sidered suitable. After an adequate period for consideration a study of the
instrument might be undertaken by an inter-departmental group consisting possibly

f Cti hi and Immigration Justice Labour, National Health and Welfare,
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, ln partlcular those relating to the tole .• g P Y
to the peace timepreparations for such a cole. Difficulties have been encountered
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Canada did not sign the Convention on the Status of Refugees untfl June 4, 1 -
22 Le Canada n'a 'sigé la Convention sur le statut des réfugiés que le 4 juin 1 969.
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activities of the various sub-committees because these activities are advancing into
a field in which no definitive Canadian policy has been enunciated. These difficul-
ties have arisen particularly in connection with proposals 'to equip the,U.N. with
machinery specifically designed for pôssible action in time of war. .
2. The memorandum examines three general positions which the Canadian Gov-

ernment might take. Of these, two may be regarded as extreme positions, and the
third, which is considered the most desirable, represents a middle course between
these two extremes.

3. The first position in essence is to accept the, principle of converting the U.N.
into a military alliance against the Cominform states; this would involve accepting
the idea that the U.N. should provide or at least designate the central agency for the
highei direction of a major war, and might result in the early withdrawal from the
U.N. of the Soviet,bloc. The second extreme position would consist in attempting
to preserve the universal character of the U.N. in the hope that it might survive as a
useful organization foi the post bellum period; this position .would :rest on the
assumption that the U.N. could avoid bécoming actively identified with'Either side
in thé event of a world war. The middle course, as presented in the memorandum,
involves the rejection of these two extreme views and assumes (a) that the U.N. is
nôt the âppropriate body to direct a major war and (b) that the U.N., could not
remain neutral in the event of such a war.
4: In a positive sense, therefore,'this middle course consists in preparing the U.N.

to assist the Western Powers, in the event of war through its moral backing and its.
facilities * for èncouraging and co-ordinating the support of those countries which
might not take a full and active role in the war. At the same time an effort would be
made to maintain as far as possible the universal and non-partisan nature of the
U.N. on which' its moral prestige rests. .
5. It is recognized that this policy, generally desirable though it probably is, is

somewhat broad and indefinite, but it is not considered possible at present to be
more precise. Do you agree that we should attempt to follow this line in instructing
the Delegation?33

We can distinguish between the responsibility of U.N., as such, and the 'Western Powers' in such

gamst an aggressor, and in accordance with our obligations under U.N. I don't see, then, how
think that we must start from the assumption that any war in which we are engaged will be one8 .

a11 e ,/Marginal note:

445

A.D.P. H(ECNEYI

s' Note mar+

a war. Surely we must hope that U.N. will therefore be as active, nt least, in such a war as it is in
. Korea taday. Subjat to this l a e with course 1 as a neral uide - but not as a course

ewer obligations than others. L.t3.P(earsonl.

0- CP- C)which recognites in advance that some mcmbcrs of U.N. have I s responsibitity in war and
`f
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Note du sôüs-secrétaire d'État âi^x Affaires extérieures

.

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for. External Affairs.

SECRET
[Ottawa], August 22, 1951

'ROLE OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN A GENERAL WAR

The present stage of work in the various subordinate groups of the Coll ective
ofMeasures Committee seems to raise, as a matter of some urgency, the question

the géneral position we should adopt towards the role of the United.Nations in the
event of a general war. In particular, the activities of the Collective Measures Com-
mittee appear to make essential some clarification of our thinking regarding the
respective roles of NATO and the United Nations, both in the military conduct of
such a war, and in the actual direction of economic ;warfare measures against an

aggressor.
2. In the various fields covered by the CMC, the most rapid progress has been

made by the Sub-Committee on Economic and Financial Measures which has now
submitted its report to the full Committee. This report is drafted in such general
langûage that it lends itself to several different interpretations regarding the role to
be'assumed by the U.N. in co-ordinating economie sanctions against an aggressor.
Generally'speaking the report is useful as a study in the field of economic warfare.
It also describes possible measures of assistance to a state suffering from aggres-

sion, and offers a number of "guiding principles" and recommendations for consid-
eration by the General Assembly or the Security Council in 'the application of
economic sanctions. However, on the fundâmental point of the degree to which the

U.N. 'should 'assume operational responsibility for applying such measures, the
report is by no means clear. One of the "guiding principles" reads as follows: "In
the application of economic and financial measures under the auspices of the
United Nations there is a-wide area in which the United Nations should assume
responsibility for co-ordination, for which purpose an appropriate body should be
established." Again, one of the recommendations of the sub-committee reads as
follows: "In the event that the Security Council or the General Assembly decides
upon or recommends the application 'of collective measures against an offending

• at. co•ordination of

within the framework of the United Nations. Th^s mterpre

economic measures by those states which are not parmc^paung racticable
sures, such a principle would seem to be quite unobjectionable, and also p

1 . i • • ' ' tation would, however,

on the other nana, the correct hnterpre io . . should co-ordinate
economic measures by member states wluch are actua y at war. If,

, , • h' f1' t with rocedure under NATO.
11 If thls is

state, a committee (should) be designated ad hoc for e necessary

- 3. The recommendations quoted above seem to be open to t e
the U.N. should set up machinery and exercise control over the implement`he co Of

the measures:'
h interpretation that

to Secretary, of State for External Affairs
' ..+
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probably require some modification of the wording of the "guiding principle"
quoted above. The debate which has now been begun in the CMC itself will no
doubt clear up the question of which of these two interpretations is the correct one.
Nevertheless, it is already quite apparent. that this report, of the Economic Sub-
Committee raises, inferentially at least, an important problem of policy.
4. On the military side, the problem'of the participation of the U.N. in a general

war is also raised implicitly by the question of the directive which should be given
to the Panel of Military Experts. There is a genuine danger that, if too broad a
directive for this Panel is, drawn up, the latter may become an agency through
which the U.N. is drawn into such fields as operational planning and the standardi-
zation of military equipment, which would appear to be quite outside its proper
sphere. Also in this field, the CMC has, under United States leadership, set up a
Sub-Committee on Military Measures, which has now agreed on an agenda includ-
ing a study of the question of,"initial" and "further" steps to be taken in preparing
collective military, measures. On the question of "initial" steps, the U.S. Delegation
has produced a draft paper recommending that, on the decision of the General
Assembly or the Security Council that collective measures should be undertaken, a
State or group of States should be designated as "the executive military authority"
for conducting the military operations. (The term "executive military authority" is
apparently considered more appropriate than "Unified Command", although,there
is no explicit consideration given in the U.S. paper to the distinction between a
general and a limited war.)

5. This U.S. working paper deals at some length with the relationship between the
proposed "executive military authority" and the U.N. The paper makes clear that
full responsibility for strategy and tactics would be in the hands of the executive
military authority; but adds that "the Security Council or General Assembly should
define United Nations objectives" and that "in the event of the failure of the execu-
tive military authority to carry out its responsibilities to the satisfaction of the
United Nations, the Security Council or General Assembly should be in a position
to revoke its authôrity". It is still too early to assess the proper importance of the
Proposal contained in this U.S. working paper. If it is merely intended as a device
for assigning authority to NATO from the United Nations, in the event of general
waz, the proposal would seem to be quite unobjectionable. If, on the other hand, the
intent of this paper is that the military conduct of the war by NATO (or by any
alternative "executive military authority" which might be designated), should be
subjeCt to constant scrutiny and debate by a committee of the U.N., many important
problerns are obviously raised. The attached teletype WA-3096 of August 13t from
°ur Embassy, in Washington quotes Mr. Hickerson as saying that, in the U.S. view,
the "entire responsibility for the operational conduct of such a general war" would
be, in,the hands of NATO and that the U.N. would not be allowed to "get in the
Way".^ Déspite . this assurance, however, it is evident that the precise relationship
betweén;the ,"executive military authority" (e.g. NATO) and the U.N. will need
"If ^arefu1 examination.

6• In view of the above, it seems evident that, in drafting instructions to our Dele-
gatiOQ in, New York on the economic and military aspects of CMC's work, we
should pr^^ from some definite basic assum tion as tn the de t hi h thp gree o w c e
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U.N. should participate in a general war, and also concerning the degree to which
:public preparations for the U.N.'s wartime role, should be carried out. Generally
speaking; there would seem to be three possible alternative concepts:

(A) We'znight frankly'accept thé idea 'that the United Nations should be used as
the basis for a military alliance against thé Cominform 'states. This would involve
accepting the principle that' the U.N. should be the .central agency for operational
control In wartime: It would also, of course, mean a frank abandonment of the
U.N.'s present pretentions to universality. If such a course is followed, the almost
inevitable Soviet withdrawal from the organization might well be followed by the
withdrawal of such "neutralist" states as India, Indonesia and Pakistan, with the
consequent decline in the U.N.'s prestige in the Asian territories, where its influ-
ence is of great importance to us.

Moreover, it must be recognized that the constitution of the United Nations, and
the distribution of voting strength, is such that it would inevitably be a very cum-
brous and inefficient mechanism for securing strategic and operational decisions in
`wartime. Again, any attempt to give the U.N. ^on11oYfocle 103 of the Charter
would seem to require a very careful examin
which states that: "In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Mem-
bérs; of the United Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under
any other"international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall
prevail." In other words, if the U.N.'were turned into an anti-Cominform alliance,
there would be a serious possibility of redundant and confl icting obl igations for

underthesuch states as Canada, on the one hand under NATO, and on
U.N. For these various reasons, it seems that we should reject the idea of using

the U.N. as the basis for an anti-Cominform military, alliance.

(B) A more practicable alternative would seem to be acceptance on our part of the
position that the U.N. and NATO have complementary roles to play in the event of
a general war. Such a basic assumption would mean that we would accept the prin-
ciple that the actual operational direction of activities against an aggressor would

` be in the hands of NATO, in the case of a general war originating in the NATO
marea,I or, alternatively, in the case of a general war originating outside NATO t s

tory,`inthe hands of some other executive authority established under the ausp
ices

of the U.N. 1his would mean that, while the U.N. would not concern
itself with the

actual direction of economic and itary measures imposcd by the stattheé a^âtest

engaged in the war, it would be used as a mechanism'for obtaining €

possible co-operation from member states which were not actually paniciPating.
q(Thë attached•message from Washington indicates that the United States

Govern-

ment now generally accept this basic assumption regarding the U.N.'s wartime

role.) advantages
If such a 'middle policy were adopted, it might !611 provide the main hten

^ to be hoped for by U.N. Participation in a war against aggression, withoutr'n such

ing off the neutralist states whose moral (and, possibly, economic) Support
a war is obviously of great importance to us. The political advantages to the res-
wôrld of obtaining the U.N.'s blessing for collective military action against agghe wanime role
sion are obvioûsly of the first importance. Moreover, by l^m^t^ng t

. . . -3 : ..
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of the U.N. in this manner, we should be able to .maintain the organization in a
position where it would be able to resume its essential role of a peace-preserving
agency, when the fighting ceases. Even in wartime it is most important to preserve
some symbol of the world community and to take account of the post-war period.

, If we accept the principle of limited U.N. participation, careful consideration
will obviously have to be given of the degree to which the activities of the CMC
should be continued and of the publicity which these activities should be given.
Nevertheless, it seems desirable to continue some, at least, of these studies, even if
the U.N.'s role is limited to securing the maximum support from states not directly
participating in the war. Great care will obviously have to be taken to ensure that,
in the continuation of these studies, projects are not adopted which have the effect
of assigning to the U.N. any actual operational responsibility in a general war. On
the other hand, it is quite possible that from these studies there might emerge,
among other things, a more clear conception of the sanctions which the U.N. can
employ in any remaining peripheral disputes which do not directly involve a head-
on clash between the Soviet Union and the West. The continuation of studies of this
nature would also not seem to afford any valid pretext for Soviet withdrawal from
the U.N. Unless the activities of the CMC have the effect of causing the General
Assembly to establish some bodies with direct military and economic operational
responsibility in wartime, the U.S.S.R. cannot very well present a convincing case
for leaving the organization, and it seems unlikely that they would do so.
(C) The last alternative position which might be considered is to try to keep the

U.N. in "cold storage" if a general war breaks out, in the hope that the U.N.
machinery would remain fully intact for the post-war period. It could be argued
that participation by the U.N. - even somewhat indirect participation - would
destroy the essential character of the organization as a peace-making body. Never-
theless, Article l, which calls on the U.N. to take collective measures for the sup-
pression of acts of aggression, cannot be ignored. Moreover, in view of the Korean
experience and the adoption of the "Uniting for Peace" resolution, it seems quite
unrealistic to expect the U.N. to remain on the sidelines in the event of a war. The
Korean crisis has shown that the United States Government (and, probably, the
UNted Kingdom) will go to the greatest possible lengths to secure U.N. sanction
for any hostilities in which it engages. It now seems very unlikely indeed that the
leading democracies would enter a general war without securing the U.N.'s moral
support: -

Moreover,` if the U.N. were kept in "cold storage" during any future war, it
would be'very difficult to obtain public support for reviving the organization once

....the fighticïg had ceased. This would, no doubt, be particularly true so far as public
oPlmon"in the United States is concerned. It would not be easy to convince the
public that an organization which had played a purely passive role during a general
waz Was âdorganization with any real moral validity. In view of these reasons it
appeali unrealistic to expect the U.N. to be a complete "non-participatoc"if a warbreV. ". - ,

out,^ attractive though such an ideal may be, from several standpoints.7, ^.^ ...:
rom the above it seems that the only practicable course for us to follow is to

accept the basic position outlined above in alternative (B). If this general position is
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: accepted, we can then proceed to give more explicit instructions to our Delegation
in New York regarding the stand they should take on the military and economic

• aspects of the CMC's work..
1 8. I would; therefore; appreciate your guidance as to whether alternative (B) is a
correct reflection of our position on this matter, and whether we should instruct our
Delegation in New York in accordance with this general position. Do you agree?

7 '
. A.D.P. MEFNEYI

8" PARTIE/PART 8
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POLITIQUE SUR L'AIDE EXTÉRIEURE

au sous-ministre des Finances

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of Finance -

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, January29, 1951
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.^ By ^ 1950 the picture had begun to change, largely owing to the fact that the siz.e
of the international problem to be met was growing at an alarmingly rapid pace. In .
the feld of defence, points of view. and orders of magnitude have been changing
very quickly. Present Canadian plans call for very large outlays and overseas assis-
tance of a military type will no doubt have to be increased substantially. Although
NATO has turned out to be in some respects a more cumbersome body than we had
hoped, it has the possibility of becoming, and I think is becoming, an orderly body <
from which wè can get a clear and sensible picture of our defence responsibilities.
Plans, objectives and resulting obligations are, I am satisfied, competently handled
at all stages.

On the non-military external aid side, however, the picture at times seems to be
just about the opposite. Almost every time anyone goes to an international meeting
anywhere, he is likely to come back with a bill: Sometimes it is a small percentage
of a large bill, sometimes a physical contribution is called for, at other times the
nature and size of the obligation are indeterminate and woolly - wc are to give
what we feel like giving and, understandably enough, wc seldom feel like giving
anything away with thc exception of the odd bothersome surplus. Onc theoretical
result is that wc arc at timcs callcd u n to make apo perccntage contribution to some
remote activity over which we have litlle control, and in which it may be hard to
find a clear direct Canadian intcrest. On the other hand, we may pass up useful
activities where, along with a few other countries, wc might make a clear and con-
structive construction.

We would very much likc to bring a good dcal morc order into this situation and
develop a sound Canadian attitudc. Accordingly, we have been putting togcther our
thoughts on how the question of Canadian contributions to extcrnal rclief and
development could best be approached within thc Governmcnt and within this
DepaïtmenL,Tl^^e thoughts are set out in the enclosed memorandum. No casy
answer is offered as to exactly what wc should or should not do, or what we should
or should, not contribute. The draft programme we have suggested is not dcsigned
t^,rnmote new expcnditures. Rathcr it is an attcmpt to regularize and rationalizc

ada's position in regard to external assistance. I hope that you will Gnd yourself
'n. gen^al agreement with our suggested approach and I shall look forward to
recei`ving your views.,

Yours sinccncly, '
A.D.P. Nr.cNt:Y

IriCC^: ^otN1r•irlvCt.osuRCa

Notc

11lcnrornndun:

(Ottawa), January 27, 1951

^^AN CONTRIt3UT10NS TO CXTIiRNAL RCLtt^^ AND DCVCLOPMCNT

l^ Contributfons Past and Prescnt

,^ ^^. . ^ ^ . .
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envia-
1. During and immediately after the Second Canada

the woa Canada became able reputation amongst the other, free countries
leader in mapping out postwar: policies -- in the establishment of UNRRA, the
Bank and the Fund, the.United Nations itself, FAO, ICAO, and other specialized
agencies. Further, : Canadian . leadership - in the . field of international policy was
strongly backed up in the field of international finance. In UNRRA, the Bank, and
the Fund, an appropriate Canadian contribution was readily forthcoming, and Cana-
dian reconstruction, loans to the United Kingdom and other countries in 1946 far
outstripped, on any basis of comparison, similar programmes in the United States

or any other country.
2: Since 1946 the position has been rather different. While Canada's wealth and

national income has gone on growing at an unprecedented rate the amount availa-
ble for external aid has shrunk. The course of events is shown in a detailed table atcontribu-
the end of this memorandum. In summary, the table

on and mutual aid during the
tions (credits and grants) to external relief, deve p
past six fiscal years have been:

Millions of Dollars

1945-46 $ 244.8* .

1946-47 907.4

1947-48 523.0

1948-49 112.9

1949-50 126.9

1950-51 24.7
1939.7

*. Note: in 1945-46 Canadian Mutual Aid amounted to $766.9 millions. and will

known and3. Canadian military commitments at home and abroad are now heavy a
become heavier. This means that external Aid for other purposes,
unknown, will have to be scrutinized with special care. Moreover, experience in the
past five years provides the basis for such scrutiny. The time seems ripe for a rather
more orderly approach` to the matter than has been possible in the past.

4. At the same time we must recognize that the successes of communism in Asiathe under-
makes it necessary for us to act vigorously. The prevalent view'among
privileged is that Technical `Assistance and other programmes for the under-devel-

are too small to have muchpractical effect. If we are to create an impression,oped
and what is more, if we are really to do what we profess, we must in some direc-
tions maintain and even increase our efforts and expenditures on external relief ad
development. This argument is obvious and would probably be gveé will âbandon it
the danger, however, is that although we accept it in principle,
in practice. Because our budgets for military expenditure will rise, we ^nldbeocl^
posed to cut down, or even cut out, our expenditures for economic

ro grammes abroad: Because we will have increased need for techni ^i ^ountriee •
p ood men for othedefence programme, we will be reluctant to spare g ^d to give some
We,- like the United States,and United Kingdom, must be prep
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priority to the men, materials, and money needed for relief and : development
overseas. . ; - . _ .. ,

II. Growing Requests in the United Nations and Elsewhere
5. Canada has contributed to a large number of very useful international program-

mes since the war.^ Some of these have been of an emergency relief character: IRO,
UNICEF and Palestine Refugees. In addition, in various United Nations bodies, we
have âpproved the expenditure of money on many special studies and special assis-
tance programmes. Most of this money has been well spent considering all the cir-
cûmstances; noI apologies are due to anyone. We must go on using the United
Nations for helping the less fortunate countries.
6. On the'other hand we should recognize that there is increasing pressure from

the under-developed countries to put up. money through U.N. for their develop-
ment. The Technical Assistance Programme may be considered as the transition
between,'on the one hand, money spent on research and special projects within the
United Nations and its specialized agencies and, on the other hand, money for capi-
tal devélopment: Technical Assistance lies half-way between. Once the bridge has
been` built it will be difficult not to cross it. In the Commonwealth programme,
developed during 1950, capital assistance followed logically and only a few months
after technical assistance. And capital assistance means big money.
7. So far the United States and ourselves and certain other countries have resisted

demands for capital assistance through United Nations channels. We have said that
the International Bank represented the most that could be done in this field. ; The
Bank makes loans that really are loans - with a reasonable expectation of repay-
ment. When one goes beyond this into the field of grants-in-aid or gifts we claim
that the United Nations is not a proper body to administer the money (by which we
meân that the under-developed countries could out-vote us). We may be able to
maintain this position for a time, perhaps indefnitely. However, we would be wise
to arniourselves with a pretty clear and consistent policy because we are sure to be
attacked on all sides and in a number of international forums.
8. In, the United Nations, apart from the Bank and Fund, each country has one

vote. .The under-developed countries have an ôverwhelming majority. There is a
danger that they may vote programmes in their own favour. Moreover they can anddo play ba,1l with each other in getting the contributing countries to put up the max-
lmum àmount of money for all assistance programmes. When a programme has
been âpproved, a few contributing countries feel bound to accept it; these countries
include the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and a very few
Others. Most other countries are not in a position to give verymuch, but it must be
admitted that some countries in a position to help have not apparently felt bound to
accept thé^ decisions, of the United Nations.

9- 'What policies are we following, or might we follow, on the United Nationsfront
whén over-ambitious programmes for international aid are put forward?

(a)At"'
ble S^ Present we fight each project on an ad hoc basis, getting it into as reasona-
sonabl ^^ possible - and then we pay. our share of the bill. This has been rea-
^e y satisfactory in the past. There is a danger that it will not be satisfactory in

Nture as the programmes of more amb't dg I lous an more expenslve.
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(b) As an alternative we might simply
really wantset

other
bill.countries and refuse to pay our share of the agreed

Canada in this position.
(c) Another possibility under consideration is that the United Nations should work

out a new scale ôf., contributions for use solely in connection. with international
assistance programmes: Under it the United States might pay something like 60%
of the total instead of a little more than 30% under the ordinary United Nations
assessments..If such a scale of contributions were adopted, and contributions were

; then made compulsory instead. of voluntary, it would at least enable the virtuous
countries to point the finger of scorn at the others which refused to pay up. How-
ever, there is not much hope of our getting a majority of countries in U.N. to accept
the principle^ of compulsory contributions and without it the new scale of contribu-
tions is not much use. Moreover, if the system really worked, the under-developed
countries could work it very effectively to their own advantage.

(d) Most recently, at the last Assembly of the United Nations, the Canadian Dele-
gation agreed to the establishment of a Negotiating Committee which would do an
arm-twisting job on possible contributors. We only accepted this suggestion after
other proposals had failed. It may prove a useful device in getting others to give.
However, it does not solve the basic question: how much should Canada give and

.in what directions?

III. Changing Canadian Attitudes: An International Community Chest
it

. 10. 'In the past Canadian authorities have considered each project on its merits as
for-ward in the United Nations or elsewhere. Looking back - and also looking

ward - this procedure seems to suffer from three defects:

(a) We' leave ourselves wide open.tô back-scratching and log-%lnii tg ô heghande
' tinder-developed countries. They can and do gang up on us. We,
have'no clear line of resistance, no logical place at which we dig in our heels and

. . . • . . 4.' . . ... _. .
.,.

sây No.
(b) We cannot use our contributions to,best'advantage, having in mind both the

general worldwide interest and also any special Canadian interests. We cannot con-
sider effectively either the right timing or the right placing of our contributions.

(c) We' are liable to become commied positively schempe^is put forward; our
merely by beginning a negative argument. g

'représentatives oppose it by 'taking a moderate and sensible position; a general
wrârigle takes place; a compromise is reached, the compromise is far better than the
,original, proposal p'artly, perhaps largely, as 'a result of Canadian inti llontdollars•million
and then - bingo! - the Canadian taxpayer is asked to put un a

di
11. Ideally the remedy for this situation is quite simpte. The Canaa e^s This

ment should work out an annual programme of funds avai ^ matés.oWi^1° the
"would go up for parliamentary approval along with the annual es

b Pament there'would be a certain limited amount of
discrmod

total approved
allowed to the'Govérnmënt; while most money would be earmarked a ce in the

' be Âdd'ional monéy would only be asked in any yearest amount would not 1 -
c;^ °^.^ ; , , ^ . •,} . . x ^ ^a. ^^ . ., . ,
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face of a very grave and unpredictable situation; Korean relief is perhaps an
example.

.12. It is suggested above that each year's programme should include a modest
amount that. is not earmarked for any particular project. The proposal is that this
amount would be put, by Parliament at the disposal of the Government to meet
needs that could not be foreseen when the programme was placed before Parlia-
ment but that had to be met before the next annual programme. was presented. This
proposal is certainly not one that will commend itself, without explanation, to the
Government or to Parliament. Nevertheless, it is important. Two of the main pur-
poses of. the proposed arrangements are (i) to promote orderly and consolidated
consideration of external aid proposals and (ii) to provide for, emergencies. Neither
of these will be achieved if there is no elasticity within each annual programme and
if piecemeal consideration of additional items is still needed. The bulk of the pro-
gramme would be earmarked; but a certain amount, small in relation to the total,
would not be. Certain broad 'restrictions would, of course, be•placed by Parliament
on the use of this amount, but it would not be tied to a particular purpose.
13. In working out annual programmes over a period of years two sorts of deci-

sion would be needed: decisions regarding the total sum to be made available and
decisions regarding the individual programmes. These decisions would, of course,
be inter-related.

14. Decisions would have to be reached,on the projects that should be met in full,
the projects that should be met in part, and the projects in which Canada ought not
to participate at all. In short, over a period of time, we would have to try to work
out some system of priorities in our international aid programmes. Priorities would
have to be based chiefly on the four following factors and decisions between them

,would have to be made by Ministers;

(a) General programmes in which all members of the United Nations should share
according to some recognized scale - e.g. UNRRA, UNICEF and IRO. "
(b) Items for which Canada had in the past incurred special commitments.
(c) Items for-which Canada had special responsibility.

(d)' Items under which Canadian political and commercial interests might be
advanced by contributions.

15.
Decisions on individual projects .would also be influenced by the total to be

madéâvailable each year. The sum woûld, presumably, bear some relationship to
whàt'seemed desirable (or even respectable) in the international world we live in.
In shôrt,- a Canadian contribution to an International Community Chest would be
under, consideration. We would have to pay attention to the• needs, to our own
capacities, and to the behaviour of other contributing countries.

16•
The four preceding paragraphs sketch an ideal system. It is neat and logical.

Unfortunately it cannot work out quite so neatly and logically in practice. It is not
certain how far the Government or Parliament will really accept the theory of an"Interriational

Community Chest". It is also not certain whether, granted this the-
°ry, the Government will be willing to ask Parliament to grant any elasticity withinthe total Sum

to be made avallable. However, despite these difficulties and disad-
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vantages,' it is 'submitted ' that, the genéral policy outlined in the foregoing
paragraphs is the one which should be pursued. interna-

17. If this policy is adopted the posi tion
The totalavai able f moCanada will be

tional discussions will be greatly changed.
known to all in advance.=If one under-developed ^group succeeds in getting larger
amounts from Canada it will be at the expense of others; they will compete instead
of gang up. Our representatives will not feel bound to fight each item separately -
and get committed to contributions in the course of the battle. '

18.^ It would help the Canadian Government, both in its relations with Parliament
and its ^ relations abroad, if other important - "contributing" countries adopted the
same sort of approach. The United States is feeling

a the overall^rate atpolicies suggested above. The Gordon Gray Report suggests
which United States external'assistance should be provided and gives advice as to
the division of the assistance. This Report comes pretty close to being the policy of
the United States Administration. Last year, for the first time, U.S. foreign aid
programmes were consolidated beforé they were presented to Congress; this year
the'same policy is being followed. If the Canadian Government decides to adopt
the same line it may be desirable to explore the outlook with the United States
authorities and also, perhaps, with the United Kingdom and Australian authorities.

19. One further word should be said about the risk of sliding into financial com-
mitments. (See paragraph 10(c) above). This risk is not confined to financial ques-
tions.' It arises in matters that appear at first sight to be purely political. An active
foreign policy costs money, even if the policy is apparently confined to purely

political affairs.

IV. The Programme for 1950/51
20. The basic programme for 1950/51 has been approved by Parliament. Cabinet

may be asked to approve an additional item (fuither funds for Palestine Refugees).
To date, therefore, the programme is as fôllows:

U.N. Technical Assistance
850,000

0()D
Commonwealth Technical Assistance

400,
2,1009000

I.R.O. 750,000
Palestine Refugees . ^ . , , 00
PRefugees (Possible further contribution)

750,000

TOTAL 55,150,000

Cabinet has aproved a further sum not to exceed $8,000,000 for Korean relief, butP ^
it is doubtful whether this will, in fact be used.. .

.. . , . ,;

.<, ,.^
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V. Sketch of a Programme for 1951/52
21. The programme for the coming year might include the following items.

U.N. Technical Assistance Uncertain
Commonwealth Technical Assistance 400,000
UNICEF 750,000
Palestine Refugees 1,250,000 (?)
IRO 2,000,000 (?)
Colombo Plan Uncertain
Unallocated amount (say) 2,500,000

VI. Future Steps
22. If progress is to be made along the line suggested here other Departments

concerned must be consulted. Most important is the Department of Finance. After
consultation with that Department a more general consideration might take place in'
the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy.
23. After the necessary consideration by officials has taken place the whole ques-

tion would have to be referred to Cabinet. It appears that approval should be sought
for:

(a) The general programming approach involved in the concept of an International
Community Chest (paragraphs 11-15 above).

(b) Consultation with other Governments in regard to the same approach (para-
graph 18 above).

(c) Residual items in the programme for 1950/51 (paragraph 20 above).
(d) A programme for 1951/52 (paragraph 21-22 above).

tasr OP CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS m r•.xrtxw ►t. Rta.tt:p AND o[:̂ vtx.ortitt:rrr 1945-1951

For fiscal years April 1945 to March 1951
(figures in millions of dollars)

1945-46 1946-47 194748 1948-49 1949-50 1930-51 Total
CReurtg

Advances to foreign governments
under Cxp(it'
Credit Agreements 67.4 267.4 132.6 701 537.6
Advances under loan to U.K. " 640.0 :168.0 37.0 120.0 20.0 11165.0

TOTAL CRCDITS . 67.4 907.4 500.6 107.2 120.0 20.0GwANTS : 11722.6

UNRRA
142.9 142.9 .

Military Relie[
343 ' 34.5

Mutual Aid
16.9 .3 17.2

Post-UNRRA Relief , ` .85 .85U.N. Tôchrireal Assistance

COmmon"alth Technical Assistance .4
IR'0'

.4
5S 5.4 5.8 2.1 18.8

U.N.I.C.L,I?
Arab Rctugees

1.1 .6 1.7
.75 .75

TOTAL GRAM 177.4 22.4 3.7 6.9 4.7 217.1
TOTAL CR[;D]M AND GRAPriS 244.811 907.4 523.0 112.9 126.9 24.7 1.939.7

In this Year Mutual Aid amounted to $766.9 millions.
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DEA/11856-40

Note du chef de la` Direction 'économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures

Memorandum front Head, Economic Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], June 16, 1951

COMMUNITY CHESTS - NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL

On January 29th you sent our memorandum on the International Community
Chest to Dr. Clark. On April 25th I-asked you whether you wished to follow the
matter up, sincewe had not heard from the Department of Finance. You replied that
we should give it about a month's hoist.

2. Mr., Reid and I had a talk with Mr. Bryce on this matter yesterday morning.

Various points emerged:
(a) If we are going to get Canadian contributions to international assistance on a

regular basis there may, be something to be said for making that basis statutory.
Therefore we might ask the Minister to consider the'introduction of a bill into Par-
liament in 1952 providing for regular contributions. The most 'effective way of
achieving this result would probably be to set up `a "revolving fund". A certain
amount of money would be set aside and the general purpose laid down in the
legislation. Each year subsequently the Government would seek an annual vote to
bring the fund back to its original value and at that time would explain and defend
all expenditures made out of it in the interim.

(b) The Department of Finance (Messrs. Bryce and Pollock) are doubtful whether
it is safe for the Canadian Government to set up such a national fund unless and
until the United Nations itself sets up an international fund on a similar basis. They
are afraid that if there is Canadian money "lying about" the pressures on the Go
ernment to make it available will be irresistible. There is some strength in this point
although I personally would not want to make Canadian action dependent upon
United Nations action in the parallel field. The danger of pressure on an interna-
tional community chest held and administered by the United Nations might well be
even more serious than the dangers to a national Canadian chest. These, however,
are matters which may be explored further.

3. There is probably not much point, just at the beginning of the summer holidaas
season, in pushing the Department of Finance to a formal reply to our*enquiry
January. The matter might well be taken up with them in September. Meanwhile
we ourselves could make some progress along two lines, if you agree:
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(a). Our representative at the Economic and Social.Council this summer might
discuss informally with the United States and United Kingdom representatives
what their views are on the proposals we have in mind.-54
(b) We might ask our Legal Division to make a rough draft of legislation designed

to set up a Canadian international community chest on a revolving fund principle.
Such a draft might be submitted to the Department of Finance when we approach
them, in Septemberss sb

A.F.W. P[LUMPTRE]

275. DEA/11856-40

Note du 'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], January 14, 1952

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO EXTERNAL RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT

You will recall that about this time last year, on your instructions, a memoran-
dùm was prepared on the subject of Canadian'contributions to foreign aid program-
mes, The memorandum 'outlined the various international relief and economic
assistance programmes to which Canada contributes, 'or is asked to contribute, and
emphasized 'the difficulties and embarrassments 'arising out of the absence of 'a
clear cut Canadian policy in respect of international assistance programmes. As one
means of bringing'about a more orderly method of dealing with this growing prob-
lem and in an attempt to rationalize Canada's position in regard to external aid, the
memorandum suggested a "community chest" approach to the whole field of inter-
national relief and development. This would have entailed anannual parliamentary
vote to cover all projects and to include a modest amount not earmarked for any
Particular, purpose but to be used, at the Government's discretion, for unforeseen
needs which might require immediate action.
(ln subsequent discussion a rather different proposal was put forward: Parliament
woûld pass permanent legislation to set up a fund from which the Government
^. ,

s' Its deux notes marginales suivantes ont été inscrites à côté de ce paragraphe :Me following two
marginal notes were written beside this paragraph:
The US delegates probably could not speak with much authority but they might have some useful
Personal observations. [N. Moran)
OK [A.D.P. }leeney]ss
Les deux notes marginales suivantes ont été inscrites à côté de cc paragraphe :Me following two
marginal notes were wriuen beside this paragraph:
We should not take too much initiative at the present time I1.M[oran].
00t Yet IA.D.P. Ileeney]

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr MoraNMr Plumptrc I think we should let this stand over until the autumn except for 3(a) p. 2
A.D.P.N[eeney]. June 19
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would make expenditures; and each year,' when the fund had to be replenished, the
Government would defend ^ the expenditures it had made during the preceding

year).
2. In late January of•last year, I sent a copy of this memorandum to Dr. Clark and

asked him for his views. We have had no reply from Clark and have refrained from
pressing him, because of his pre-occupation with other matters and his illness in the
early summer and because other officers of his Department expressed the opinion
that, in view of the lack of enthusiasm exhibited in Cabinet for the Colombo Plan,
it was doubtful whether the time was ripe for a more comprehensive proposal.

` 3.-In view of the continuing heavy burden of defence expenditures for the coming
fiscal year, I would doubt that this is an opportune time to raise in Cabinet the
question of a general programme of foreign aid. My . feeling is that the scheme
-should be set aside until a more favourable climate prevails.

4. A more modest proposal, which you may think worth considering, would be to
try to group together in the estimates all the items for international relief and eco-
nomic assistance and to add a small item to cover unforeseen emergency calls.
-What I have in mind is a small amount, say not less than $100,000 and not more
than $500 000 which could be drawn upon, with the approval of Cabinet, for emer-

rele, ee q ,
,requests received last year from the Secretary-General for emergency supplies for
Korean refugees. and civilians. (Do yoù think that "food for Yugoslavia" should.,,

' 1' f th arth üaké in Ecûador the Po River Valley flood, and the, severa

ence o e i y y
orandum could illustrate the sort of situation envisaged, bÿ: reference to Gree 1
d ` C d, des'rabilit of a readil available reserve fund of this kinds' The mem-
Cabinet explaining the proposal for the small additional item with supporting e
5. If you think this idea has merit, I shall have4 a draft memorandum prepared for

vi-

. end of January and held for the first supplementary estimates).

votes for the Colombo Technical Cooperation Programme and for PICME are at
present included in the main estimates, but could be removed any time before the

'gramme of Technical Assistance; UNICEF; Palestine Refugees; and Provisional
Intergovernmental Committee for the Movement of Migrants from Europe. (The

-rnentary estimates. The other items with which it would be associated are: Colombo
pianthe Colombo Technical Cooperation Programme; the U.N. Expanded Pro-

under "terminable services": this vote should, i suggest, be put in the first supp
gency relief needs which we might want to assist. It would.be an additional item

le-

'a]so be used as an illustration?)"

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Pray do! L.B.P[earson].

" -! Note marginale :/Marginal note-
NoNo [LB. Pearson]

A.D.P. H(EENEYI
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ORGANISATIONS ET CONFÉRENCES INTERNATIONALES
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS . AND CONFERENCES .

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

INSTITUTIONS SPÉCIALISÉES DES NATIONS UNIES
UNITED NATIONS SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

SECTION A

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL

,INTERNATIONAL LABOUR. ORGANIZATION.

276. PCO
Note du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l'Inunigrâtion et du ministre du Travail

pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Citizenship and Immigration and Minister of
Labour

to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 219-51 Ottawa, August 27, 1951

REPLY TO THE I.L.O. MEMORANDUM ON "THE BEST FORM OF
t, - INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION TO FURTHER EUROPEAN MIGRATION"

1. In January 1951, the International Labour Office circulated a memorandumt in,
the form of a questionnaire requesting member governments to give "their consid-
ered views as to the best forms of international co-operation to further European
migration in relation to world economic opportunities and manpower needs, with
full appreciation of the financial and other implications of questions raised in this
mernorandum".

2. The Interdepartmental Advisory Committee on Immigration felt that a formu-
lation in general terms of Canadian policy was desirable before it attempted to
ansWerthe specific questions raised by the I.L.O. memorandum.

3^ A general formulation of Canadian migration policy having been proposed by
a sub-committee and approved by the committee, it became apparent that most
questions,were too complex to be dealt with in the framework of the I.L.O. ques-
tionnairë;'^nd that detailed answers could only be provided if Canada were willing,
- either to appear selfish and uncooperative by answering negatively or evasively,

ôrtô risk eventual embarrassment and financial commitment by taking a posi-
tive stan'd on semi-h th ti 1 I„;. . Ypo e ca proposa s.



attached.

4. Moreover, it is understood the I.L.O. will be submitting shortly specific pro-
posals for enlarged international action _.in the field of European migration,
designed for discussion at the migration conference to be held under I.L.O. aus-
pices in Naples, Italy;- in October 1951

5. The undersigned are of the opinion thàt` there is no obligation to answer this
type of questionnaire by specific replies to the questions as framed, and recom-
mends that Canada's reply be limited to a general statement along the lines of the

numbers of immigrants, and by participation in and contnbutions to exis g
national agencies.

5. As an immigration country,t Canada is interested in continued immigration
from Western Europe within the limits ôf the âbsorptivc capacity of the Canadian
economy tas determined from'time to time by the Canadian Government. of itsf ..- ., : . . .- ; ,:Ë

' 6. Canada rs' makung sustained efforts to rmprove'the nature and scope
aeA. t

•
. . . . . M

a . is f
_' . }' . + .

C .M. + :

imrrvgrâtton'servlces. eloped

4. Canada co-opera ^ phas
solutions to surplus population problems through reception and placement of large

• ' tin inter-

large scale displacements of people,by the disruption of national econo ,

by the interruption of normal emigration.

: t 3.` However, some . of the pressure caused by refugees has been successfully
relieved by the International Réfugee Organization. ''

"a ted 'n ëfforts to rovide both short term and continuing

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND COMERENC(S

W.E. HARRIS
.

M.F. GREGG

[PIÈCE 101NTFIENCLOSURE]

Note du ministre du Travail
pour le directeur général de l'Organisation international du Traiail

Note from Minister of Labour
to Director General, International Labour Organization. .,,, . . ,, . . , ,

Ottawa, August 20, 1951

CANADIAN REPLY TO THE I.L.O. MEMORANDUM ON THE BEST FORM OF
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION TO FURTiIER EUROPEAN MIGRATION

1. The Minister of Labour of Canada presents his. compliments to, the Director-
General of the International Labour Office and has the honour to convey to him
Canada's reply to the Memorandum on The Best Form of International Co-opera-
tion to Further European Migration.

2. Canada recognizes that mainly due to the war and its aftermath, there exists in
several countries of Western 'Europe a problem of population surpluses created by

• mies and

V -a3: Canâda recôgnizes the ;value of the technical and advisory services
by existing international organizations, such as the developmcnt of aRangem éâtn
for the systematic exchange of information; periodical enquiries

into Europ
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manpower surpluses and into the needs of immigration countries; the development
of international clearance procedures; the establishment of basic standards for
occupational examination; the establishment of uniform standard descriptions
regarding the qualifications of the various categories of workers; the promotion of
the status and welfare of migrants; surveys of the causes, trends, and consequences
of migration; and technical assistance in general including the loan facilities of the
International Bank.

8. It is, however, difficult at this time to assess the full extent of the practical
value of a number of the services which have been but recently developed or are
still in process of development. Before lending support to the development of addi-
tional services, Canada would have to be convinced that the existing ones are insuf-
ficient to meet actual needs:

9. Canada does not consider the assumption of operational activities in the field
of migration by an international agency to be imperative for Canadian purposes.
However, this shall not preclude the further consideration of detailed plans which
may be advanced later.

10. The! Canadian Government is of the opinion that its reply to the questionnaire
included in the I.L.O. Memorandum should be limited to the foregoing statement,
and considers that any attempt to provide detailed answers would be premature.
Many questions relate to activities of specific international organizations or agen-
cies and it is considered that such questions can be more properly considered as
they arise at meetings of each organization or agency. For instance, items relating
to international financing of European emigration are on the agenda of the present
Session of the Economic and Social Council. Other.questions of a general nature
concenling participation in international activities are not capable of intelligent dis-
cussion or reply éxcept in relation to specific and concrete proposals. If such are
n?ade, Canada is willing to discuss them with the appropriate bodies, subject to
certain basic reservations: for instance, Canada would not wish to consider any
proposal which did not recognize the right of Canadian selection of immigrants in
accord with Canadian standards.,

M.F. GREGG

^ APProuvE par le Cabinet, le 5 septembre 1951 JAriroved by Cabinet, Sclxcmbcr 5, 1951.
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Note du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l'Immigration
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Minister of Citizenship and Immigration
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 252-51 ; Ottawa, September 25, 1951

Naples on October 2, to consider a plan which it has put forward for the establish-
The International Labour Organization has called a Conference, to open at

CONFIDENTIAL

MIGRATION CONFERENCE CALLED BY THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR

ORGANIZATION

ment of an ILO Migration Administration?

.2. This plan has been carefully considered by the Inter-Departmental Advisory

Committee on Immigration, in the light of.
(a) The approaching dissolution of the International -Refugee Organization on

December 31, 1951;
-(b) The extent to which the Canadian Government might favour the continuance
of all or part of IRO's work by some form of international body;

(c) The views of the United States Administration and Congress, which are cru-

cial to the success of any international migration organization.
" ' 3.'According to the best information which our Embassy in Washington has been
'able to obtain, the Unitéd States Administration, after studying the ILO proposals,
considered that these needed sùbstantial modification. However, as the Senate
House Conference Committee has made the granting of up to $10 million to assist
migration, contingent on its not being used by any organization which includes in

its membership Communist-dominated nations (i.e., the ILO), the Administration's

plans regarding the ILO proposals have had to be abandoned, at least for this year.
d not therefore consider it possible for the United StatesThe State Department oes

Delegation at Naples to discuss the organization that should be established to deal
with migration or to support the establishment of any organization. The United

States Delegation may be able, however, to discuss the general nature of a long-
term migration programme.

4. Therefore, since the United States Administration does not feel in a position to
support the ILO proposals, and since the IRO will cease activities on December 31,
1951, the U.S. State Department considers it essential to establish an ad hoc interim
organization to carry on operations during the coming year, and having as its mem-

bers both immigration and emigration officials of other interested countries. The

State Department expects that it will be necessary to call a special conference on

3 Le chef de la délégation était le directeur de l'Immigration, C.I3.S. Smith.
' The Canadian delegation was led 4 C.E.S: Smith, Director of Immigration.
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this subject. This conference,' which could arrange to take over the ships and other
physical facilities at present operated by IRO, would probably take place in •Wash-
ington some time 'in the latter part of November.

5. While the Committee considered that- Canada, in relation to other overseas
countries interested in European migration, was well equipped to handle immigra-
tion under bilateral agreements and without the assistance of an international
agency, it nevertheless recognized that since shipping facilities might continue to
present difficulties for some time ahead, Canada should be prepared to consider the
proposal made by the U.S. Government to set•up an ad hoc intérim inter•govern-
mental agency.

6. Accordingly, it is recon:mended that the Canadian Delegation to the ILO
Migration Conference•ait Naples be issued with the following instructions:

(i) It should neither initiate nor support, in the first instance, any proposal for an
international migration organization of an operational character,

(ii) It should stress:

(a) that so far as Canada's own immigration activities are concerned, Canada
does not consider there is any need for a permanent international organization in
the field of migration;
(b) that in any circumstances, 'and regardless of the nature of the organization,
Canada will retain complete control in respect of selection, standards, and num-
bers of immigrants;

(iii) It should not support the ILO proposals, and should support any move which
develops to have the ILO proposals deferred for future consideration.

(iv) Since the United States Delegation will not be able at this meeting to discuss
the organization' which should be established to deal with migration or to support
the establishment of any organization, either long-term or short-term, but will be
confined to discussing the general nature of a long-term migration programme, the
Canadian Delegation should confine itself to joining in such general discussion as
may develop. In this connection it should:

(a) emphasize the necessity for limiting the scope of any proposed operational
activities in order to, avoid duplication with those provided by existing
organizations;

(b) oppose extensiôn of the scope of the current technical assistance being
offered by the ILO, pending greater opportunity for appraisal of these activities;
0 ' examine the •validity of ILO estimates of the annual European immigration
i*ement'and the capacity of interested immigration and emigration facilities,
includingassisted passage, so'as to permit proper appraisal of any proposals to

blish in international European migration agency.
(v) Sincé ` this conference will be followed on October 18 and 22 by the annual

g^,of theé IRO Executive Committee and General Council in Geneva, and
son^ time in November by the proposed Washington Conference, the Canadian
DelegaUon should examine any recommendations that may be made by the Naples
Conference in the light of their possible effect on the two succeeding conferences...^-. . .
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(vi) : In the event that alternative proposals to the ILO plan are put forward, the
Canadian Delegation should examine them in the light of the foregoing principles
and refer to Canada for further instructions if a point is reached where a decision
has to be taken on the merits of any, particular plan .3

W.E. HARRIS

278.
DEA/74-V-40

-'^ Le secrétaire de la délégation permanente auprès de l'Office européen des
Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Permanent Delegation to European Office 'of United Nations,
lA
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CONFIDENTIAL

least the early ts o t e p po migration
,ernments had,been received. The recommendatiôn •of the Preliminary
;Cônference, therefore, that the I.L:O. drâw up its proposals "aftcr consulttsé r ia

the Governments concecned" was apparently not taken too seriously by the

,view,of - the replies from Governments to e. .4
draf f h` ro sais were prepared long before replies from Gov-

,Administrator who would report, to,the Director-General o•••

.
in

an arguable point, ' but mY'own impression is that this projëct was hardly justified,, - #L' Ii i uestionnairc• and in fact, at

;^ The proposals, w ic e... mtlon
plans; for an elaborate Migration Administration to, be directed by a Mig

f I L O It is of course,

h' h th I L Osubmitted to the Naples confcrence
posals for submission to them at a,subsequent meeting.

;ncluded

. , , pr
(2) draw up, after consultation with the Governments concerned, app roPnate

.so . ,.
• (1) suggest the best form of co-operation on the international level with a view to

the achievement of the aims set forth in the resolution; and. . . . o-

I L O h uld• ^ .

2. It will be recal e at e re ary
from Apri125th to May 9th, 1950, recommended in its general resolution that the

1 d th th P limin Migration Confcrencc e

to Secretary of State for Ezterna ffarrs

[Geneva], October 25, 1951

ILO MIGRATION CONFERENCE, NAPLES ;

In my letters to Mr. Heeney dated October 3rd,t 8th ,t , 10th .fi and 15th,1' I

attempted to describe proceedings at the Migration Conference, convened by the
International Labour Organization, which was held Ô^padded tl o those October
2nd to 16th. There is perhaps, not much of interest
accounts, but it may be useful if I record in one despatch the main facts concerning
the Conference, my observations with iespect to the proceedings, and the results of
our deliberations.

• h ld in Geneva

.f .`.:^
^^_.^1 •.^.^. ,-^^ ^ • ;. ^ ? ... . .

mbcr 26,
par le Cabinet, le 26 septembre 19S 1 JApproved by Cabinet, Scptc, I951•
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riat, and as a result it is questionable whether the proposals submitted t6the Naples
Conference were in reality "appropriate".

- 4. However, it may, be wrong to criticize the Secretariat for having tieen imagina-
tive; and it would be a harsh accusation to suggest ambitions for empire-building
- though certainly whispers to that effect have been current. The sincerity of the
Secretariat, and its reliability as an international civil service, was tested after rather
than prior to the opening of the Conference, for it became clear during,the early
meetings that the I.L.O. proposals had no chance of success: At that stage honest
civil servants and sincere humanitanans should have abandoned unrealistic ideals
and co-operated with the representatives of Governments to seek other solutions for
the problems of European surplus population. The I.L.O.- Secretariat, however, or
more specifically, Mr. Jef Rens, Assistant Director-General and senior official at
the Conference, and Mr. C.W. Hepler, Chief of the Manpower Division, did not
meet these tests: rather, after some minor and ineffectual scheming, they relapsed
into sulks broken by occasional shows of thinly disguised temper.

5At was the United States which struck the first blow to the I.L.O. aspirations by
stating that they were not at this time prepared to discuss the establishment of an
international operational agency in the migration field. Australia also shared this
view,`althoûgh they indicated that they would be prepared to'consider closer inter-
governmental co-operation along more modest and more practical lines than envis-
aged by the I.L.O. Argentina expressed itself as against any international migration
organization or any expansion of migration activities of existing agencies, and Ven-
ezuela stated that they did not agree with the conclusions Of the I.L.O. that a new
international agency was necessary. The Canadian Delegation joined its voice to
others which felt that the need for international operational machinery had not been
established, and the Canadian position was summarized in the following words by
the Head of our delegation at the conclusion of a statement made to a plenary ses-
sion of the Conference:

"Although we are not able to accept the specific proposals put forward by the
I.L.O., we shall continue to give sympathetic consideration to the migration
problems of other countries and to co-operate willingly in seeking solutions for

'those problems which can be clearly demonstrated to us."

6• This was a formidable expression of opinion on the part of immigration coun-
tries against the I.L.O. proposals, and it was obvious that plans for a-Migration
Adlninistration'could not succeed. Yet the United Kingdom persisted in,urging, and
was 'v`Irtually alone in so doing, that the I.L.O. proposals should be considered in
detail by the Conference.' Of course, as I explained in earlier letters to Mr. Hceney,
this Was largely the Ministry of Labour viewpoint, apparently not shared by the
Foreign-Office and Treasury Officers on the United Kingdom Delegation who
believed thafthe Labour people had acted much too independently and had not
invited `adequate consultation on 'a sufficiently high levél before drawing up their

r . .ownanstructions for the Naples Conference. '

7 : Thk French Delegation studiously avoided all reference to the main problems
during the early stages of the Conference, and in a statement during the generaldebate in 1

F enary they dealt only with conditions in France with nary a reference to
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the I.L.O.
Subsequently, however, no doubt influenced by implications of support

for a modest form of inter-governmental body, the French, with support from the

Belgians and Italians, became the main proponents of what eventually emerged as a
proposal, for.. the establishment of aConsultative Council on European Migration.

With
no lack of modesty the French reminded the Conference of their efforts to

prestige of the individuals concerned, was a disservice to the organization which

achieve this concrete proposal and. of the concessions" on their part which it
implied; and although they could not accept the I.L.O. plans for a Migration
Administration, they deplored the criticism of I.L.O. which had been expressed by
others. In point of.. fact, no one I else had said any more^ than the French at that
moment admitted, i.e. thatI the I.L.O. proposals were unacceptable; and there was a
smack of hypocrisy in the French position which many delegations, including our

own, found unpalatable.
8. This impression was not dissipated by a statement delivered towards the end of

the Conference by Mr. Ramadier, French chairman of the
Ve whichl had urged

pointed a finger at the United States by saying it was that country
I.L.O. not to go on making conventions, but to take action; and as a resul or
injunction, Mr. Ramadier added, the Director-General produced proposals
action in the migration field "and immediately doubts were expressed by those very
people" who had called for action. I am given to understan d that

text, R he hadrbeen
ences to the United States were even more rude in an earlier but

persuaded to tone them down. Yet this was the man who sat in the French chair at
the budget session of the Governing Body and took'the lead in insisting that the
Director-General pare his budget estimates to the bone.

9. Another significant statement made towards the end of the odiscussion, and
of Mr. Rens, Assistant Director-General, who replied to the gene ral

Mr.
took that opportunity for a rather petulant apology, for , the I.L.O. proposals.

Rens said, "What threatens the plans of the Internatio nal O ffice
which I w'11

sdtutional objections or technical objections. It is for reasons on
refrain from commenting that attempts have been made in some quarters to restrict

our activities:'
10. In other words, the Secretariat clearly adopted a"bloodY but loweri

unbowed" g atti'
the

tude which was of no assistance to the Conference, and. which, by

P...,g
theyY P resenta
;. I 1. The, only, other group opinion which I need mention was that ef^ ^n Body,

tives of organized labour, namely the workers : members
of Christian Trade Ûnions

and the spokesmen for the International Confed not
and of Free Trade Unions. From those speakers we heard pleas for ac é Freé Trade
being satisfied with the work of the Conference the representative of th
Unions threatene&in a burst of oratory that if the Governments did not w^ch
workers would act themselves.;There-was no mention, ohfow^vons admitted to coun-
organized labour has played in restricting the numbe persons

tries of immigration, a fact which has influenced some governcnents to aPP

migration problems with caution.. £ ,• ^
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12. Such was the temper of the Conference. What emerged; despite the confused
background, were reportst of two committees; one on ^ medical selection of
migrants and one on programme.^ With' certain reservations these reports and the
draft resolutions attached thereto were adopted by the Conference. Copies of thesé
reports were forwarded with earlier letters but to provide a complete record I shall
attach to this despatch three additional copies of each report.

13.^The committee on medical selection ^sought to establish basic.principles and
criteria for medical examination of migrants. Resolution No: 1 attached to the
report of that committee sets out general principles and criteria for examination,
and the resolution was "adopted ^unanimously subject to a reservation of Canada
with respect to paragraph 13: Canada could not accept the provision that medical
files of rejected candidates should be 'returned to the medical authorities of the
countries of emigration.

' 14. Resôlutioris 2, 3 and 4 were adopted without reservations. No. 2^recommends
studies aiméd at the adoption of more detailed uniform criteria. No. 3 recommends
that groups of expëits study the problem'of inedical criteria for migrants seeking
employment which requires special physical ability. The final resolution, No. 4,
recommends that committees of experts study the difficulties with respect to apply-
ing the general principles oûtlined in resolution No. 1 when candidates suffer from
certain diseases such as tuberculosis, venereal disease or trachoma.

15. The most important resolution to emerge from the programnie committee is
that'attached as annex 1 to the,committee's report: The operative part of that resolu-
tion recommends "the establishment of a Consultative Council on European Migra-
tion^ for such period as may be necessary to consider questions of policy in
cônnection with migration from Europe:' The ^functions of the Council are made
more precise in sections ^ (a) to (f) of paragraph 1 of the operative section, but any
s^ggestion that operational functions be perfor^med has purposely been omitted: in
fact, paragraph 3 specifically states that "the Council should not undertake opera-
tional functions: '

16. The Council is to be composed of representatives of governments and is to
repon'only to those governments. It is also provided that from among the members
of thé Council an Executive Committee should be established, and that a secretariat
re appointed "which might be made available from the technical staffs of the Inter-
nadonal Labour Office and other international organizations:' The reference to
1L•^•'secretariat is permissive, and it is clear that the Council is intended to have
no org^ic connection with the United Nations or any specialized agency.
'.17: Par^graph 9 of the^ resolution further recommends that governments "consider
most urgently making such arrangements among themselves as may be necessary to
d^l,with difficulties in the field of the transport of migrants:' This recommenda-
t10Q will presumâbly be implemented when the United States in the near future
calls^^ar arranges to have called, a special conference to consider the maintenance
of the s^pping division and certain other technical ser^•ices of the I.R.O.

18^ This resolution was adopted by the Conference, but with numerous rescrva-
t10ns, including recorded abstentions by the United States, Australia and Canada.^ .

° AuStralian representative had originally intended to support the resolution,^: , :^-
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subject to confirmation by. his Government; but he was so antagonized by the atti-
tude of 'Mr. Rens towards his delegation that he decided to abstain; and at the last
moment he received a message from Canberra instructing him to take that course.
The Australian abstention, however, was not applied to paragraph 9 dealing with
transport of migrants. Argentina also reserved its position; Brazil, Chile, Peru and
Venezuela reserved their positions with respect to the inclusion of a reference to
refugees in paragraph 9; and at the Committee stage the United Kingdom, Brazil,
Chile, The Netherlands, and Germany reserved their positions with respect to

financial commitments - though most of these reservations were subsequently
dropped after an assurance that no financial commitment was impliéd at this stage,
and paragraph 10 of the report contains a statement to that effect..

19. Although Canada reserved its position pending an opportunity for further
study, it may well be that we shall eventually participate in the work of the Coun-
cil, if it is established. As an important country of immigration we might be able to
contribute from our experience something of value to other countries; and although
it is unlikely that we should gain much for ourselves, the rather mild form of inter-
governmental consultation which is envisaged can hardly hinder, and might help,
even us. However, this is a matter which will have to be studied in the light of

. subsequent developments.
20. The other annexes to the programme committee's report involved much less

discussion. Annex 2 is attached only for information. Annex 3 is a resolution on
advisory and operational services, and the United States and Canada stated that
they wished to vote against paragraphs 5 and 6 in the absence of adequate evidence
; to justify the expansion of I.L.O. activities mentioned therein. Canada recorded an
abstention.on this resolution as a,whole in view of our objection to the particular
paragraphs. Peru also reserved its position with respect to this resolution.

that
21., Annex 4 contains conclusions with respect to transport. It was agreed

.international financial assistance would "to a definite though limited extent" permit
increased iinigration; that Governments should make arrangements among them-
: selves to solve transport difficulties; and that a committee of experts should con-
sider the. need for international standards for the accommodation and welfare of
migrants on board ship. These conclusions were approved with a reservation by the

D elegate• of Peru., of experts
22: Annex 5 is a resolution requesting the I.L.O. to convene a meeting

to eonsider accommodation and welfare of migrants on board ship, and to consult
. . _-i _.L.. .....,r.,..ry1re interna-

;with the Internationai trvii Av,auun v^giu«rauvi. W•^ ^^•^- -rjr--,- air . The
tional bodies concerning the safety and.welfare of migrants transported by
position of the Peruvian Government was also reserved with respect to this resolu-
tion, ,which was otherwise adopted unanimously. „
;:; 23.Final Conference, documents have not yet been issued, but copies will be
,forwarded tto you as soon' as they are available.

N.F.H. BcRUs
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SECTION B

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LES RII-FUGIÉ,S
INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION

279. DEA/5475-T 40
, Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures *

au chef de la délégation au Comité exécutif et. Conseil général
- de l'Organisation internationale pour les réfugiés

Secretary of State for'Extenral AfJ`'airs
10 ,Head, Delegation to Ezecuti ►,e Conunittee and General Council

of International Refugee Organization

CONFIDENTIAL

I am happy to learn that you will be' willing to head the Canadian delegation to
the Ninth Session of the Executive Committee and the Seventh Session of the Gen-
eral Council of the International Refugee Organization which will take place in
Geneva commencing April 4 and April 9 respectively.' The other members of the
delegation will be Mr. Berlis,''who has attended a number of IRO meetings and is
well acquainted with the background of the subjects to be disctïssed, Mr. Boucher
of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, who will be in a position to
cônvey to you detailed views of the interested Departments in Ottawa, and a repre-"
sentative of the Department of labour, who has not as yet been named but who will
probably come from one of the European Missions.

? The "most important subject which is likely to come up for consideration is the
contintiance of IRO operations beyond September 30, 1951,'the cut-off date previ-
ouslÿ established by the General Council. The reason for the proposal to continue
operations beyond this date is that the movement of eligible refugees to the United
States has been much slower than anticipated because of administrative difficulties
undeï,the newly amended United States 'Displaced Persons Act and the United
States Internal Security Act. According to the Director-Gencral "the United States
progian^fie.would fall 'at least 30,000 short on June 30, 1951, of the number for
Whomvisas are authorized". Increased resettlement of IRO refugees in Canada will
Probâbly off-set this decrease to some extent, but by no means altogether. A further
difficülty is that the provisions of the United States Displaced Persons Act lapse on
June 30,,195 I'We have been given to understand by the United States Embassy
that Congress may advànce the date of expiration of the Act from June 30, 1951 to
JaIiuarŸ';l:or July I,° 1952, "in order to give more time for*processing the full num-
bers"adrnissible u`nder the Act. For this reason the United States Government
favo^s ^ction' at the forthcoming meeting of the IRO General Council in April
1951; contInûing IRO operations after September 30, 1951, until such date as one
44 -

khèt de la délégation était Victor Doris, ministre en Suisse.Thé. Canadian delegation was led by Victor Dord, Minister in Switurland. '
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continuance of IRO's activities will ensure the resettlement of sufficlent num ers
of additional eligible IRO refugees to justify the cost of retaining the administrative
services of the Orgânization. The delegation should not : support any proposal to
include additional classes of refugees within the mandate of IRO unless the Direc-
tor-General gives assurances that their inclusion can be financed from the Organi-
zation's present resources. In any event, IRO should cease operations as soon as it
has expended the funds which are available at the present time.

4. Another question which will probably be considered during the Geneva meet-
ings in the disposition of the so-called institutional "hârd core", the persons under
IRO care who because of old age or disability must be treated in institutions and
cannot therefore qualify for immigration under normal schemes. We have recently
been approached by the representative of the IRO in Canada to ask us to consider a
proposal for contributing to solving the "hard core" problem.- The details of this
proposal, which would cost approximately $1,500,000, areunder consideration in
Ottawa. If necessary, you may say that the Canadian Government is considering the
problem, but you should be very careful to make no commitment nor even to imply
that there are reasonable grounds to expect that Canada will accept this proposal. I
will not in this despatch outline the details of this problem or, the contribution we
have been asked to make; as Mr. Berlis has been kept fully osted. If any further
dëcisions on this matter are taken,before the Council meeting in Geneva, we shall
of course let you know.

5. Another question with.which the Executive Committee,will be asked to deal is
the appointment of -Mr. Kingsley, the Director-General of, IRO, as Agent-General
for Korean relief. Mr. Kingsley accepted the appointment as ; Agent-General for
Korean relief several months ago, subject to the approval of the Executive Commit-
tee of the International Refugee Organiz,ation. The, Executive.Committee therefore
will be asked to say in fact that it has no objection from the point of view of IRO to
Mr. Kingsley's accepting the other appointment while still carrying on as Director-
General of IRO. We have had considerable doubt as to the wisdom of this double
appôintment, primarily because we did not think that so difficult an operation as
Korean relief could well be directed from Geneva during the next few months. Our
principal objection has been due to our„ concern over the administration of Korean
relief rather than our concern over the direction of the IRO, and it might therefore
be more appropriate to register our objections in those bodies in which Korean
relief is considered. Nevertheless, you should, during the meetings, seek an oppor'
tunity of querying the feasibility of, Mr. Kingsley's carrying both jobs. I do eCt
suggest, unless you receive further instructions, that you should press these obj

INTCRNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONCGRCNCES

of the following conditions may arise which would necessitate final closing of IRO
operations: (a) that all^ refugees, in Europe available_ for resettlement have been
resettled; (b) that receiving governments are no longer able, or willing, to accept
further refugees; (c) that IRO funds have been exhausted".

3. The Canadian delegation may vote in favour of an extension of IRO's activities
beyond 'September 30, 1951, provided that a reasonable case for doing so is
presented by, the Director-General and no further contributions, will be required
from member governments to finance the additional period of operations. In partic-
ular, the Director-General should be asked to provide satisfactory evidence that the
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tions to the point ^ of opposing Mr. Kingsley's appointment as 'Agent-General for
Korean relief, but you should press your enquiries 'until you have received assur-
ances that the two positions can be held simultaneously without harmful effects on
the operations of either programme. You should insist, in any case, that the ques-
tion of whether Mr. Kingsley should carry on as Director-General of IRO should be
examined again at the next IRO meeting, which will presumably take place in Sep-,
tember, after we know whether IRO will extend its operations beyond September
30, and after a six months' "trial period", has elapsed during which Mr. Kingsley
will have held both positions. You will find that on this subject as well Mr. Berlis
has been kept* fully posted and has at our request discussed the question with offi-
cials of the IRO.

6. If any further' instructions should prove necessary, we shall send them by tele-
gram to the Geneva office.

A.D.P. HEENEY
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

280. DEA/5475-T-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à ,la délégation pennanente auprès de l'OBice européen des Nations. Unies^. . . . . . .z

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Permanent Delegation to European Office of United Nations

TEi.EGRAM 27 Ottawa, April 11,1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Follôwing for Doré, Head of Canadian Delegation^to IRO.
At 'an, interdepartmental meeting on Monday, April 9, attended by 'tlie Deputy

Ministers of Labour and of Citizenship and Immigration, keen disappointment was
expressed over the failure of IRO to live up to its promise to fill certain specified
labour quotas' for the month of March. Prospects for April are no brighter. As a
result, other sources of supply, particularly of farm labourers, are being canvassed
at considerable' inconvenience.

2•' Davïrsôn "of Labour informs us that Lamarre and Berlis are fully 'acquainted
With the situation. The main reason given at the meeting for IRO's failure was poor
org^^tion. Other reasons advanced were a desire on the part of many IRO off-
cials to pro-long théir jobs and thus to delay movements, and disinterest on the part
of many refugees on IRO rolls to leave their present homes. While it may be too
late for' IRO to undertake a^reorganization of its methods and techniques, the meet-
ing was•Sn.ongly of the opinion that we should take some steps to bring our dissat-
isfactiôn officially to the attention of the Director-General in the hope that he might
be able to make more labourers available of the types which we have requested.

3^ I`shôuldp be`grateful if you would consult with Lamarre and Berlis and then
approach the Director-General,'ôr one of his senior assistants; to register our disap-
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I pointment and to - impress; upon ,him our desire that the labour quotas which our
Labour officials and : IRO officials previously agreed upon are as nearly filled 'as
possible.

281. DEA/5475-T-40

Le chef de la délégation au Comité exécutif et Conseil général
de l'Organisation internationale pour les réfugiés
au sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Head, Delegation to Executive Comntittee and General CounciV
of International Refugee Organization,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

LETTER No. 167 [Geneva], April 17, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your telegram No. 27 of April 11 th, 1951 to Canadian Delegation,

Geneva.•

I.R.O. LABOUR QUOTAS

Upon receipt of your telegram I arrâriged to see Mr. Kingsley, Director-General
of I.R.O., and Mr. Jacobsen, Assistant Director-General in charge of operations. I
was accompanied at this meeting by Mr. Lamarre of the Department of Labour, Mr.
Boucher of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration and Mr. Berlis of our
Permanent Delegation in Geneva. The information given in your telegram was
transmitted verbally to Messrs. Kingsley and Jacobsen and as a matter of record I
handed to them a memorandumt explaining the reasons for the dissatisfaction of
the Canadian Government ,with ! respect to the failure of the I.R.O. to fill labour.
quotas and expressing the hope.that these quotas might be filled as nearly as possi-

ble. A copy of my memorandum is attached fôr your information.
2. In reply, Mr. Jacobsen . pointed out - that when agreement was reached last

autumn with respect to Canadian labour quotas, the.I.R.O. understood that arrange-
ments,would be made for families to accompany.workers and it was also believed
that Canadian selection would take place in outlying areas, such as Greece, and
would include newly arrived refugees. Although Mr. Jacobsen said.that he under-

well the reasons why it had not been possible to permit families to enu-. stood very
grate with workers, he did feel that at this late date in I.R.O. operations and in view
of the tense international situation the fact that immigrants were required to leave
their. families in Èurope deterred a large number from accepting the Canadian
schemes. Moreover, although he could not question our security precautions, he
believed that the,best candidates were now available among newly arrived refugees
in outlying areas and so long as these groups were not considered. for CanadiaY

►

selection, our quotas must necessarily be reduced.
3; As an additional reason for failure to meet the Canadian quotas, Mr. Jacobsen

mentioned the large number of persoris tied up in the United States programme and
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he claimed that I.R.O. officials were doing everything possible to counsel refugees
to apply for Canadian selection. I was. also tôld that the I.R.O. was experiencing
some difficulty in popularizing the Canadian programmes at this date after: the
intensive publicity which had been given to the Australian programme . over a
. period of years. As Mr. Jacobsen explained,,- "it is difficult to persuade, refugees
overnight that Canada is the best country. in the world when we have been telling
them for the past few years that Australia was the best country; in the world".

4. Mr. Kingsley and Mr. •Jacobsen maintained that they, too, were most dissatis-
fied with the results of their efforts : to meet Canadian labour quotas and they
assured me that they would do everything possible to improve this situation. The
I.R.O..efforts at improvement, I understand, will include more intensive counsel-
ling and a thorough examination of I.R.O. field machinery. A study is also being
made. of the advisability of applying sanctions against refugees pre-selected for
labour schemes who do not respond to calls for visa action.

5. Despite efforts at improvement, however, it is anticipated that I.R.O. will fail
to meet Canadian quotas by a number between 4,000 to 8,000 workers. I empha-
sized that this was a most unsatisfactory situation, and I believe that Mr. Kingsley
and Mr: Jacobsen appreciate the reasons for our concern. It is my hope that in view
of, my representations all possible. steps will be taken to obtain better results in
future,

6.• A memorandumt . prepared by the I.R.O. and summarizing their reply to my
representations is attached for your information.-

VICTOR DORE' .. _ .

-282. PCO

Noté du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l'Imn:igration
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum front Minuter of Citizenship and Inunigration
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 173-51 Ottawa, May 21, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

IRO "HARD-CORE" CASES

The International Refugee Organization has proposed that Canada guarantee the
admission as immigrants of 1,000 T.B. "hard-core" cases after cure in Europe. The
total cost of cure is estimated at $2,500 per person and the IRO has set aside $1,000
per case. Canada would bë expected to contribute the additional $1,500 required.
The IRO has requested that Canada accept, cured T.B. cases as soon as released
from liospital or reduce the waiting period after cure. r

Under the Canadian Immigration Act it would not be possible to make a prior
commitment for the admission of Displaced Persons now suffering from tuberculo-
sis. If the present two-year waiting period after release from hospital is eliminated
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approximately forty per cent of. the cases may be expected to suffer a relapse and
.would require institutional care in Canada. In addition, it.would be difficult to rec-
oncile the Canadian standards for cure with those which obtain in Europe.

The following alternative proposals have been'discussed by the Interdepartmen-

'tal Committee on,Irxmigration with 'representatives of the Privy Council Office,
'External Affairs, National Health and Welfare, Finance, Labour, Agriculture, Citi-
zenship and Immigration in attendance:

(1) A special Immigration team would interview. IRO "hard-core" cases with a
view to the selection of workers who could be placed or established in Canada.
Workers selected by this special team would be admitted to Canada with their fami-
lies even if one (or more) of the dependents are certifiable under' Section 3 (c) of

-the Immigration Act. In su ch cases the worker would be required to 'agree to pre-
cede his'dependents to Canada.,As soon as suitable arrangements for the reception
of the family unit are* made by the head of the family or working members;the
Aependents would be allowed to proceed to Canada. The IRO would provide funds
-for transportation.

(2) The Canadian Government would accept 125 T.B. cases. This group would be
selected by a special Immigration team in Europe and allowed entry to Canada as
non-immigrants for treatment in the Department of National Health and Welfare
Hospital at Rockhead, Halifax, N.S. The IRO would contribute the $1,000 already
allotted for the cure of T.B. "hard-core" cases and the Canadian Government would
bear the remaining cost of cure which it is estimated would be approximately $500
per case. It is anticipated that with proper medical supervision in Canada carefully
selected cases could be cured rapidly at considerably less cost than that which
would be occasioned by providing for such treatment in Europe. After cure, these
persons would be granted a landing in Canada. Careful attention in selection would
be given to those family units which are prevented from coming forward to Canada
because a member of the family is `suffering from tuberculosis. The family unit
would be allowed to come forward to Canada but in some cases this may require
the head of the family or working members to come forward in advance of depen-
dents in order that suitable arrangements for the reception of the family may be
;made:

(3) The Provincial Governments in Canada would be canvassed to asCettain
whether a numbér of IRO T.B. "hard-core" cases would be accepted by Provincial

-sanatoria`on the basis of a per capita payment of $1,000 by IRO.
(4) In the case of aged persons within the "hard-core" group it is felt that possibly

some provision could be made for care 'and maintenance in Canada through relig-

ioûs'or, otlier! interested organizations.
•^+k .,-,. <. ^

The, Director-Gëneral of IRO has indicated 'that the above proposals would be
satisfactoryto his Organization and it is;' therefore,* recommended that they be

i.x
do

,.°,•..apted as Canada's contribution to theInternational Refugee Organization "har -
core'' problem.

, . . >. ^

g s â^ , t d^ t.
W.E. HARRIS

-r;i^, -+:,. : .; . , . _, • , .. • , ,



I concur
L.B: PEARSON .

Minister of External ' Affairs,
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au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Permanent Delegation to European Office of United Nations
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

. . . . , , .
LmER NO. 185 Geneva, April 28, 1951

Reference: My letter No. 167 of April 17th, 1951.

I.R.O. LABOUR QUOTAS.

-Since our discussion with LR.O: officials on the subject of Canadian labour quo-
tas a few weeks ago; I have continued to keep in touch with the Secretariat in the
hope that some solution might be found to the problem which is of concern both to
the Canadian Government and to the I.R.O. As a result of these continued discus-
sions, I am now enclosing an aide-mémoiret prepared by the I.R.O. which refers to
a specific proposal for a publicity campaign which it is hoped will assist the I.R.O.
in meeting our labour quotas in a more satisfactory manner than has appeared prob-
able during recent weeks.

2. The aide-mémoire is not satisfactorily drafted and I have, questioned the
responsible officials with respect to, certain parts of the document. However, it
seems advisable to avoid further delay in bringing this matter to your attention and
it is my hope that some additional explanation may clarify several ambiguous refer-
ences in the document. ; '

3• The thought behind the proposal for a publicity campaign is that the Australian
and United States programmes have been so widely publicized that many suitable
persons within the I.R.O. mandate are aware of those schemes but know nothing of
the attractive possibilities in Canada. Despite I.R.O. efforts to overcome this situa-
tion through normal counselling, there seems to be no way of reaching • the large
nuinber of refugees not living in camps and it is this group which the I.R.O. would
Particulârly hope to reach through a concentrated publicity campaign. 1

4. At the same time the I.R.O. is reluctant to embark on such an enterprise with-
out the assurance that the Canadian Departments of Government concerned would
approve of this procedure for some informal conversations held sometime ago led
the LR,O. to believe that the Canadian authorities might not favour such a pro-
gramme. The Canadian objection would presumably be based on the theory that
refugees if they are to become good citizens should be sufficiently interested in
Canada to apply for visas without being persuaded by propaganda. The answer to

La délégation permanente auprès de l'OjTice européen des Nâtions Unies
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this objection obviously is that refugees will never express interest in a country
about which they know.little or nothing and the purpose of the campaign is merely
to overcome lack of knowledge. ..i i^

5.' This background will explain the final sentence of the first paragraph in the
aide-mémoire which -relates to the unenthusiastic response which I.R.O. officials
apparéntly recèivéd when the possibility of a publicity campaign was mentioned
informally to Canadian officials in Geneva sometime ago. It is my own belief that
cônditions have changed sufficiently so that any hesitation felt a year ago might no
longer - be. justified now that the Canadian immigration programme has been so
greatly enlarged.

6. With respect to the 5th paragraph of the aide-mémoire, I questioned the possi-
bility of obtaining information material from Canada in sufficient time to make
possible an effective publicity campaign such as the I.R.O. now envisages. I was
assured, however, that the programme will not depend on supplies of information
material which would have to be obtained from Canada but that it would be chiefly
conducted through advertisement in appropriate. newspapers and periodicals as well
as through radio networks and newsreels. At the same time, however, the campaign
could only be effective if the I.R.O. could enjoy the full cooperation of Canadian
Labour, and Immigration officials in Europe and the. Organization would be reluc-
tant to undertake a publicity campaign without being assured in advance of such
cooperation.

7. These same comments will serve to explain the meaning of the 6th paragraph
of the aide-mémoire.

8., The 7th and 8th paragraphs of thé document suggest that Canada might agree
to'share the cost of the publicity campaign and I pointed out the obvious objections
to such a proposal. I explained that when labour quotas were established last
autumn, there was no question of any additional financial contribution by the Cana-
dian Government and there seemed to be no reason why Canada should now con-
tribute additional funds in order to enable the I.R.O. to live'up to its promises when
presumably our manpower needs might have been obtained through other channels
if we had been made aware at an earlier date that the I.R.O. could not do what it
had agreed to do. It was pointed out further that the question of financial assistance
would require lengthy negotiation and consideration which would make it impossi-
ble to undertake a publicity campaign at a time.when it-might be effective for the
specif^ic purpose of ineeting Canadian labour quotas.:.

ay t9. On this question of finances I was assured that it was not intended to del
he

publicity câmpâign merely to'obtain a Canadian contribûtiôn towards its cost. The
I.R.O. feels that as a matter'of record the Canadian Government should be invited
to participate in meeting the cost of the programme but it is my understanding that
the I.R.O. will still be prepared to undertake; a publicity campaign even without
financial assistance from the Canadian Government: It does appear, therefore that
the question of-whether or not such a campaign is appropriate might be discussed
by the interested, authorities, in Ottawa ,without answering immediately the invita-
tion of the IRO: for financial assistance.,,
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A0. The final paragraph of the I.R.O. document suggests that a publicity cam-
paign if it is to be effective should begin not later than May 7th. It is quite obvious
that there would, be some delay in seeing any results from the campaign envisaged
and as its specific purpose will, be to assist in meeting labour quotas urgently
required, the campaign should begin as soon as possible. At the same time, I
pointed out that there must necessarily be some discussion of this proposal in
Ottawa and as rather more explanation is required than would be possible by tele-
graphic communication, it seems unlikely that the dateline of May 7th can be met.
This objection was appreciated and I was informed that the date of May 7th had
been inserted merely to, indicate the urgency, which the I.R.O. attaches to the
problem.

11. On more general lines I have been given to understand that the I.R.O.'s chief
concern is that the record should show that the Canadian Government has agreed
that a publicity campaign should be conducted so that other states members of the
Organization will be less likely to suggest that more favourable treatment is being
given to Canada than to other countries. Plans have already been prepared for this
publicity campaign and it can begin immediately in Germany,• Austria- and Italy if
the Canadian Government will indicate its wish to have such a campaign conducted
and its assurance that the I.R.O. will have the collaboration of appropriate Canadian
officials in the field. If it is considered that the proposed publicity campaign would
be of value, you might wish to inform me by telegram in order that the campaign
may be instituted, without delay.

12. To provide you with fuither information concerning this matter, I am attach-
ing a copy of a letter dated April 27tht from Mr. Pryor, Director of Public Informa-
tion in - I.R.O., who has furnished certain explanatory notes as a -result of our
conversations. . ^ , , . .. -

N.F.H. BERt.tS
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
; à la délégation pennanente auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies

Secretary of State for External •Afjrairs
to Permanent Delegation to European Office 'of United Nations

TELEGRAM 46 Ottawa, May 26, 1951

RFSTRICTED. IMPORTANT.

Your letter No. 185 of April 28 - IRO publicity campaign.
1JB0th the Departments of Labour and of Citizenship and Immigration have

agreed that IRO might carry out the proposed campaign in Germany, Austria andItaly.
When informing the IRO officials you might explain that the publicity should

be appropriate and that great care should of course be taken to avoid making any
Statements which could be interpreted later as not being in accordance with the
facts or any promises which could not be fulGlled. Further, we think that the cost of
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the campaign should be borne entirely by IRO. Canadian Labour and Immigration
officials in Europe' are being asked to cooperate with IRO officials in this matter.

2: We regret the delay in replying:' It does not mean that the' Departments con-
cerned are not in favôur of the campaign, which should be I undertaken as soon as
poŝsible.

285 PCO

-Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], June 15, 1951

• INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION; `HARD-CORE' CASES

18. The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration reported that the International
Refugee Organization had asked if Canada could guarantee the admission as immi-
grants of 1,000 T.B. `hard-core' cases after cure in Europe. The average cost of
cure was estimated at $2,500 per person for which I.R.O. had set aside $1,000 and
Canada had been asked whether it coûld contribute the additional $1,500 required.
The Organization had requested that Canada accept cured T.B. cases as soon as
released from hospitals or that the normal two year waiting period after cure be
reduced.

The Interdepartmental Committee on Immigration,' after reviewing the sugges-
tion, had submitted the following proposals, for consideration. The first involved
selection by special immigration teams of workers who could be placed in Canada
and whose family included one or more T.B. cases. After selection, the worker
would be required to precede his dependents here on the understanding that his
family, including those members presently inadmissible, would be brought forward

as soon as suitable arrangements had been made for their reception. I.R.O. would

provide funds for transportation. The second was that the government agree to
accept 125 T.B. cases for treatment in the National Health and Welfare Hospital at
Rockhead, Halifax, N.S. on the understanding that LR.O. would contribute $1,000
per individual..The Canadian government would assume the remaining cost which

was estimated to be approximately $500 per case. After cure, which would likely

be more rapid in Canada, these persons would be granted landing. The third alter-
native entailed approaching provincial governments with a view to ascertaining
whether. a number of I.R.O. T.B. cases,would be accepted in provincial sanatoria
on the basis of a per capita contribution of $1,000 by LR.O.

, Therë proposals had been concurred in by the Secretary of State for External
Affairs and the Minister of National Health}and Welfare.

An explanatory note had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, May 21; 1951 Cab. Doc. 173-51.)
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19. The Prime Minister said that, as the allies had a^ joint moral obligation in
respect of I.R.O.` problems, each participating country should bear an appropriate
share of the burden arising out of the winding up of the Orgànizatiori. .

20. The Minister of National Health and Welfare voiced some, doubt as to the
advisability of admitting uncured T.B. cases to Canada.

21. The Minister of National Revenue pointed out that active T.B. cases admitted
to Canada might be carriers of new strains of tuberculosis against.which the Cana-
dian population had not built up a resistance and it was possible that any new type
of tuberculosis might spread rapidly. In the circumstances, it might be preferable
for Canada to incur the heavier expenditures involved in effecting cures in Euro-
pean rather than in Canadian sanatoria.

22. The Cabinet, after considerable further discussion, deferred decision on the
proposals submitted by the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration with respect to
the admission of a certain number of International Refugee Organization `hard-
core' :T.B. cases.

286. DEA/5475-T-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorcindum frôm Under-Secretâry of State for External Af,)`'àirs
to Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs '

CotvFlnElv rtAL [Ottawa], October 16, 1951

TENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND EIGHTH SESSION OF'
THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION

At its meeting on Monday,- October 15 Cabinet approved the instructions con-
tained in the attached memorandum subject to your concurrence. The memorandum
was submitted by the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration after ithad been
drafted by the Interdepartmental Advisory Committee on Immigration.

In brief, the Delegation is instructed to use its influence to see that I.R.O. tèrmi-
nates its operations as scheduled on December 31, 1951 and that Canada is not
comrnitted to contributing to any fund for the emergency needs of refugees without
further consideration in Ottawa (in point of fact it appears likely that the General
Assembl}► will be asked to consider the establishment of such a fund). In addition,
the Delegation is'asked to bear in mind the possible advantages of keeping in oper-
ation the I.R.O. fleet of ships and movement personnel after the Organization
winds up. The United States is considering taking the initiative in calling a confer-
ence next month, either in Washington or in France, to decide on making an ad hoc
temporary arrangement along these lines. , I , . ,



mence on Thursday, October 18.-5 '. '

I should be grateful if you would indicate whether or not-you approve of these
instructions, so that the Delegation in Geneva may be notified. The meetings com-

resist 'this move. . . , ; i

,ernlnents+have informed us that they.ae procee tng R.O. mandate the
event: that other governments should seek a renewal :of the I.

Canadian - Delegation should assist the United States and the United Kingdom to

Naples.?, : , ^ ; • ..
, ,

^ a ii It'should base its position on the assumption that I.R.O. will in fact terminate( ) in the
-its. operations on December 31,1951. There is no evidence to the contrary
Director•General's report, and both the United States^and United Kingdom Gov-

d' on this assumption. In the

were issued to the Canadian Delegauon to the I.L.O. Igra

INTERNATIONAI.ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFGRENCiS

Ottawa, October 12, 1951

TENTH SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITI'EE AND EIGNTN SESSION OF
THE GENERAL COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION

1. The Tenth Session of the Executive Committee of the International Refugee
Organization will open on October 18; the Eighth Session of the General Council
of the same body will open on October 22. Both meetings will take place in

Geneva.
2. Cabinet approval was granted on October 5, 1951, to the composition of ine

Canadian Delegation to the above conferences - which, in view of the approaching
termination . of the International Refugee Organization's activities, will be the last

to be held 6
;-,34 It is expected that the conferences will be principally concerned with winding
up the operations of the International Refugee Organization. They will also proba-
bly be concerned with any proposals arising out of the Naples Conference of the
International Labour Organization. ;

Accordingly It is recommended that the Canadian Delegation to the two I.R.O.
conferénces at Geneva'be issued with the following Instructions:

(i) It shôuld follow closely the instructions s-already approved by Cabinet which
• M' tion Conference at

$ Note marginale :/Marginal note:
, Yes L.B P[earsonl•

* Voir le document 277JSee Document 277.
The Canadian delegation was led by G.L. Magann, Amb •

• Le chef de la délégation a été G.L. Magann, ambassadeur en Grèce.
assador In Greece

IPIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSUREI

Note 'du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l'Immigration
.. . ; ., '. . -pour le Cabinet'

Memorandcim from Ministerof Citizenship and Immigration
to Cabinet , ,
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(iii) It should examine critically plans for utilizing the rémaining,funds of I.R.O.
and emphasize the necessity for making the best possible use of the available
resources. This will involve a detailed examination of the Director-General's plans,
including any operations contemplated during 1952. The Delegation should dis-
courage any proposed activities which might be better carried on by other United
Nations bodies such as the Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees.

(iv) It should bear in mind the possible advantages of maintaining programmes
that would keep in operation' the I.R.O. movement personnel and fleet until the
United States has reached a conclusion covering the use of these facilities in any
European migration scheme.

(v) It should carefully avoid 'committing the Government to support any propos-
als for further contributions to I.R.O. for assistance to refugees. The Director-Gen-
eral of I.R.O. has already suggested the establishment of an international fund "to
be used to meet the emergency needs of refugees as they arise." In the unlikely
event that suggestions of this nature receive support from major contributors, par-
ticularly the United States, the Delegation should request further guidance from
Ottawa.

W.E. HARRIS

PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], October 25, 1951

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION; "HARD-CORE" CASES ;
9. The Minister of Citizenship and Inunigration, referring to discussion at the

meeting of June 15th, 1951, said that a decision would have to be reached at an
eazly'date on the request put forward some time ago by the International Refugee
Organizacion for Canadian assistance in disposing of the remaining "hard-core"
problem. ^ . :

l0. The Secretary of State for External Affairs pointed out that, of the 46,711
"hard-coré'f cases. (including the blind, the tubercular, etc.) which had already been
settled,,26,675 had been accepted for permanent
remainder reséttled' by other means. Thereremain d a tot

various
al of 5,613

coun tries
hardn ore"

cases still to be disposed of before the Organization concluded its operation at the
end of this year. The total of 26,675 "hard-core" cases accepted for permanent care
could be broken down as follows:



hospital without any apparent resulting difGculty.

Israel._

tuted a real problem at that time, all these cases had now n

','He added that, although the discovery o
Polish soldiers admitted to Canada at the termination of World Wâisc

11
har ed frombee g

spreading as a result of these adrrussons.
f 80 active tubercular cases amongst

carefully considered and that there did not appear o Y
ances by the medical authonties o 1 p t^ an danger of infection

12. The Minister of National Health an f

sonally inclined to share the views held by Dr.,McCann, he had been given assur
f h's -de artment that the matter had been

adWelaresai a,agreed number of these cases in Europe.
.d lthough he was per-

think it preferable for Canada to contnbute funds to I. ..
of tuberculosis hitherto unknown in this country. n n O for the treatment of an
ance on a wide scale of LR.O. Ill.. ,_ ar

I the circumstances he would
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Western Germany
France 7,354

467

Denmark ^ . . ^ ^ 310

Netherlands 282

United States 1,637

Austria-, . 902

259.,Sweden
Belgium 235

Australia 224

Switzerland, .. 207

United Kingdorim . ' 183 ,

Canada : .160 (all T.B.),
290orner countnes , ;

11. The Minister of National Revenue again voiced his apprehension lest accept-
"h d-core cases might introduce new strains

information be secured on the 160
.13. The Prime Minister suggested that more ermanent

T.B. "hard-core" - cases, for, which Canada had allegedly assumed p
responsibility,. before reaching a final decision as to , what further, aid might be
extended to I.R.O.. towards the: solution of , the remaining hard-core" problem.

. • . • J -- ...^n l,.v th- M;nicter of Citizenship
14. The Cabinet, atter arscuss ►u,,, IIV« U111 •^r^--^ -j, --- - ro os

and immigration and the Secretary of State for External Affairs respeçting p d

als for Canadian participation, in the disposition of the rem gin ocmation as
core" problem ând deferred decision pending subcrosyion of fu Canada in this
to the extent and nature of-the responsibility alread assumed by

respect.
^^^► ^ ^ ^
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Le chef de la délégation au Comité exécutif et Conseil général

de l'Organisation internationale pour les« réfugiés "
.au sous-secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures .,

Head; Delegation to Executive Comn:ittee and General Council
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RESTRICTED

to, Under-Secretarry of State for External Affairs
of International Refugee Organization,

[Geneva], October, 29, 1951

Rèference: Your telegrams No. 137t of October 18th and No: 141 t of October 20,
1951.

.^,
10M SESSION OF I.R.O. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND 8TH SESSION

• OF I.R.O. GENERAL COUNCIL

The 10th Session of the Executive Committee of the International Refugee
Organization opened at Geneva on October 18th and the 8th Session of the General
Council. began on October 22nd. Both sessions were concluded on October 27th.

2. Thère would appear to be no. necessity for me to report specifically on the
work of the Exécutive Committee as the discussions which took place in that body
were repeated and expanded at subsequent meetings of the General Council. It is
therefore my intention to explain the principal decisions which were reached and to
refer to some of the more important views expressed during our debates without
attempting to specify whether the discussions took place in the Executive Commit-
tee or the General Council.

3. During a discussion on the annual report of the Director-General for the period
1 July.1950 to 30 June 1951 (Document G.C./227),t particular attention was paidto Chapter 3 dealing with institutional hard-core cases and the Director-General
was able to report that at the time of meeting, there remained only 477 institutional
hard-core cases. within the` I:R.O. mandate for whom reasonably satisfactory
arrangements had not been made or were not in progress: This is, of course, a sub-
Stantial achievement, and although the residual figure includes a large number of
'Persons in Shanghai for whom it appears virtually impossible to provide any satis-
factory; relief, the administration still -hopes that some additional means may be
found for reducing the remaining number of institutional cases still further. In fact,
during this discussion, the representative of the Netherlands informed the Council
that in the spirit of the humanitarian appeal which Her Majesty the Queen of the
Netherlands had addressed to President Truman on the subject of refugees, and thereply

Which was received from the President, the Netherlands Government had
cided to grant admittance to a group of between 100 and 200 residual cases and

urged.othef governments to adopt similar measures.
4 With respect to the financial statements, it was apparent from the documents

before us and from the explanations given by the Director-General that the I.R.O. is
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in a very desirable liquid position with almost I all contributions received and with
very few outstanding accounts of any importance. There are two principal items
which aré'still the "subjéct of 'negotiation and these involve settlement of the food
credit account in Germany and an agreement with the I Aûstralian Government con-
cerning contributions 'towards transportation costs to that country.

5. The revised p1an,of expenditure for the supplemèntary period (Document
G.CJ239)t which, was approved by this Session of the' Council, provides for the
resettlement of 9,000 additional refugees for $1,300,0001ess than the plan adopted
at the previous session. The Director-General explained, however, that this plan
was based on a combinatio'ri of favourable circumstances which it was hoped would
continue, such as satisfactory use of shipping facilities and the likelihood of mak-
ing provision for institutional hard-core cases for a smaller figure than previously
anticipated thereby, releasing $3,000,000 to * be applied to other .'parts of the

programme.
6. The revised plan of expenditure was adopted by the Council with the clear

understanding that the Director-General would, during the closure period, exercise
the utmost caution to ensure, that obligations' would only be assumed within the
limit of available funds so that the I.R.O. might eventually bé liquidated in a busi-

' ness-like manner without any. outstanding debts.

7: With respect to outstanding claims, the Council adopted a resolution to be
.transmitted to the Allied High Commission for Germâny and to other interested
. authorities or Governments, urging that all possible measures be taken to bring
negotiations to an early conclusion and thus make. assets available for utilization
during the limited remainder of the lifetime aof the I.R.O. Although this resolution
refers specifically to the Food Credit Account in Germany, it is understood that its
general clauses are also, intended to refer to negotiations with, the Government of

Australia.
1.: 8. The plans of the Director-General for the termination of I.R.O. operations and
for the liquidation of the Organization are set out in Document GC/242,fi which

1 was approved with minor amendments. It is expected that operations will have
been substantially completed by December 31; , 1951, and that available

h onwevernthat ol•

- staffs in the United States and Canada, mlght be retame

December. 31st: dual opera• } • 1 ith any resi

possible, it is proposed that the`embarkatlon centre at Bremen, an riod afterA for a brief pe

, posed that an effort should be made to move Is g p
ment during . the, frst' month 1 or two '. of 1952. If these final operations become

• d small recepuon

negotiations with the' Australlan Government, of from sales P^ for resettle
th' rou which is readY

^will be visaed for resettlement, chlefly ^n t e nI • from
-become available, either, from the Food Replacemcnt,Account in Gcrmany,f rty it is pro-

•also be exhausted by that time. The Dlrector-General anuclpates, o ho
-December 31st there, will remain about 10,000 persons; mostly' in GermanY, w

h U'ted States To the extent that funds

i : A Liquidation wlll, however, proceed slmultaneous y w oing
tions, and-in fact liquidation of the Organization's staff and assets has been g
on forsometime.:

°^^
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-10.• No matter when final operations are completed, it is anticipated that liquida='
tion will be achieved six months later. If operations cease on December 31, there=
fore, liquidation will be substantially completed by June 30, 1952. Although June
30 is being taken as a target date for the completion of the liquidation programme,
it must be understood that if operations continue for a month or two during the year
1952, final liquidation will be delayed by that, length of time.,

11. Even in the face of.uncertainties such as the amount of available funds and
the numbers who .will be ready for resettlement at the end of the year, the Director-
General believes that a liquidator, should be appointed about January 1 st , on the
understanding that he will operâte "as a staff officer until the conclusion of opera- .
tiôns and assume formally his functions as liquidator when operations have been
concluded. .

12." As other delegations, including those of, the' Unitéd States and the United
Kingdom, gave their approval to the Director-General's proposals for the termina- '
60 operations and liquidation of the Organization, the Canadian Delegation did
not, object to the possibility of residual, operations being carried over into the first
months of 1952. This position seems the more reasonable when it is noted that the
fûnds which might finance residual operations are . not yet available; and if the ter-
mination'date of December 31 st' were to be adhered to too strictly, the pôssibility
woûld`arise of having unused funds left over and a substantial number of refugees
ready for resettlement who would not be able to benefit from the availability of
such funds.

13. The most lengthy discussion, both }at the Executive Committee and at the
General Council, concerned the treatment to be afforded residual problems for
which funds are not at present available and for which no provision has therefore.
been made in the revised Plan of Expenditurè for 'the supplementary period. In
addition to` the movement after December 31 st of refugees fully visaed and ready to
move to the United States and other countries, no provision has been made for the
Permanent, care of, institutional hard-core cases in Shanghai, or a remaining group
of iéfugees in Samar. Nor has it been possible to provide for terminal grants to
voluntary societies and refugee service conimittees which will be carrying on
programmes for refugees eligible for I.R.O. assistance.

14.
Some pressure was advanced for further efforts to 'assist the refugees in

Shan ghai;,but no, practical suggestions , were 'made. As the Director-General11
explained that despite all efforts it had not been'possible to make any arrangements
for âssistancé to this group after the termination of, I.R.O., the Council had to becontent with â géneral assurance that no effort would be spared to seek a solution to
this'particulâr problem. ;

15: Pressure was also exerted by the Italian Delegation, supported warmly by theFrench,
and with some encouragement from Switzerland, on behalf of the refugees

in,Trieste,who are a burden on the Italian Government. This discussion demon-
s^*à clearly the Affculty of trying to establish any firm criteria for assistance to
rèsldualc^eS as the circumstances which will exist some months hence cannot beezactlÿ f

oreseen, nor can,the amount of funds likel} ► to be available on termiof n nation
normal opemtions be estimated with any certainty. In these circumstances, the
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Director-General proposed that he be authorized to. employ any additional miscella-
neous income received between now and the next meeting of the Council in accor-
dance with the following general priorities:
1st priority-Material assistance to persons who would otherwise be in danger of

. their lives, and to remaining institutional cases;

2nd priority-Continuance; of resettlèment;

3rd priority^Material assistance for the non-institutional residual group.
16. The Council agreed that, in view of all uncertainties, it would not be possible

at this`stage to bind the Director-General by more strict priorities, and it was agreed
that his suggestions should provide'the basis for,operations until the next meeting

., .
of the Council.
:,17. ,With respect to residual problems, the Council also approved a form of com-

municâtion to the General Assemblÿ of the United, Nations, which is not intended
to constitute a final report of theI.R.O. but is meant to supply, immediately infor-
matiôn which may be of value to the 'Assembly in its examination of the problem of
assistance to refugees. The document refers to the situation existing , in se^^eral
European countries, the Middle and Far East, and in the Philippines, pointing out
that groups of refugees in need of assistance are likely to remain in those areas. The
communication makes no attempt to submit recommendations to the General
Assembly, but aims only at a statement of facts., Having approved the text of this
communication, the Council also adopted a resolution requesting the Director-Gen-
eral to transmit the document to the General Assembly for consideration at its Sixth

Session.
18. It is interesting to note that during this discussion the United States and the

United Kingdom expressed reluctance to include in the document any explicit ref-
erence to Germany and Austria, arguing that such reference might reflect upon the
câpacity,of those countries to provide adequate relief facilities. It was, of course,
pointed out that the same argument might be advanced against the specific mention
of any countries or areas, but that the result^of omitting precise references would be
tô `make the document so general in;character that it would not adequately reflect

the* 6ncern of the' Council, nor would it appropriately, describe the conditions on
which such concern is based.

19. It is thought that the reluctance of the United States and the United Kingdom
â^^eto emphasize residual refugee prôblems in' Gcrmany and Austria might have

dùe 'to their concern` lest any detailed description of conditions encourage
Assembly proposals ` for ` the establishment of new ` ôperational machinery. The

Fcench, on the othër hand, who took the initiative in seeking to make the communi-

cation to the United Nations as detailed and as dramatlc as possible, do ns'^ou d be
fâct that, in their opinion, a'successor organization to the 1.R.0

E ,., ♦.1. .. . . a , s-i

established.
"20: DesPite these`diffe^ring viewpoints, discussions W th:- Conterence were eno

sûccessfully litnited ' to= operations within the I.R.O. . mandate, and w er
possibilitÿ of further international action on behalfnoe âéie

to include the ezpandëd
gees' after the` termination of I.R ^O: This latter'possibility was feared by so

C -? kC zlj.'J r . . t
. x .. r .C : . . 9. -.r^ ^ , x .. x r i.^ . . .. .
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gations, but it is assumed that efforts to promote the idea of a successor
organization have been reserved for the General Assembly.

21. It was agreed that, for the orderly termination of I.R.O. activities, it will be
necessary to hold another meeting of the General Council and perhaps of the Exec-
utive Committee. Among the problems to be settled by the Council will be: dispo-
sal of any residual funds, the appointment of a liquidator, and disposal of records.
The Director-General believes that the next meeting should be late enough to per-
mit the administration to present exact facts and figures with respect to the remain-
ing problems, and it was suggested that such a meeting could perhaps be held early
in January. The Executive Committee agreed that its chairman might call a further
meeting in consultation with the Director-General, and the Council agreed that its
Ninth Session might similarly be convened by the Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittée in consultation with the Director-General.

22. I wasassisted at this Conference by Mr. J. Boucher, representing the Depart-
ment of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr. S. H. McLaren, representing the Depart-
mènt'of Labour; and Mr. N.F.H. Berlis of our Permanent Delegation to the
European Office of the United Nations. The experience and advice of these mem-
bers'of the delegation were very helpful.

G.L. MAGANN

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SEaET ' [Ottawa]; October 31, 1951

IMMIGRATION; I.R.O. "HARD-CORE" CASES
24•7he Minister of Citizenship and Inunigration, rcfcrring to discussion at the

meeting of October 25th, 1951, said he had ascertained that the report under discus-
sion at that time was incorrect and that no T.B. cases had arrived in Canada. 160
l'sons, otherwise handicapped physically, however, had been acccptcd. The qucs-
Gon nowwas the admission, as suggested, of 125 T.B. cases. Of these, 35 were
Persons still under the care of I.R.O. and were also dcpcndcnts of persons in
Canada.,.,

^ The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed that:
(a) thé International Rcfugcc Organization be informed that the Canadian govcrn-

ment wâs"not prepared to accept 125 T.B. cases as proposed, but that an individual
exacn* . _don would be made of 35 of the persons involved who were dependents of
resldents of Canada to ascertain whcthcr their admission might be granted; and,

• . .^^mediat^ •e
b

cons^dcration bc given to othcr contributions that might be made?' ^anada toward settlement of the "hard-core" cases.
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DEA/5475-T-40
290.

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-ministré de là Citoyenneté, et de l'Imn:igration

Memorandum front Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

• to Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Inunigration

Ottawa, November 27, 1951

1RO.INSTITUi70NAL "HARD CORE" PROIILEAI

We have considered your letter of November 10tconcerning Cabinet's decision
of October 31 on the above subject. Under the circumstances, we are inclined to
agree with you that we might wait for the IRO to make the next move. We should
not, however, wish to defer too long consideration of the Cabinet decision that
"immediate consideration be given to other contributions that might be made by
Canada toward settlement of the `hard core' cases".

2. Perhaps you may wish to explain to Mr. Allard that we are not proposing to
take any initiative at this time, as Canada's policy on the broader subject of "assis-
tance to refugees" has yet to be determined in the light of developments at the Sixth
Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations.

3. As you know, `The Problems of Assistance to Refugees" is on the Assembly's
agenda and the General Council of IRO approved the text of a communication on
this subject to the Assembly at its recent meetings in Geneva. This communication,
of course, refers to the "hard core" refugees as part of the problem which will
remain after the IRO suspends operations.
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SECTION C

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ÉDUCATION, LA SCIENCE ET LA CULTURE

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

DEA/5582-AK-4-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], May 29, 1951

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

GENERAL iNSTRUCTIONS I*UR TNE CANADIAN DELEGATIONa

:,The instructions for the Canadian delegation to the Paris Conference are now
being prepared in the form of a commentary. Considerations underlying them are
as' follows:

Administrative Effilciency

2; In the field of organization and finance the Organization faces a serious situa-
tion in the cash deficit caused by the non-payment of contributions by some
Member States. A draft amendment to paragraph C.8.b. of Article IV of the Consti-
tution, intended to remedy the situation, will accordingly come before the Proce-
dure Committee of the General Conference for consideration. The Canadian

' délegation will be instructed to support this amendment.
1On , the other hand, the accounts and estimates have been presented by the

Secretariat vti+ith; grcat care, and the administrative management and budgeting staff
of the'Organization may be commended in this respect for their diligence, effi-
ciencj►. and accuracy.f ._
Economy in the Operations of UNESCO

4. The eztent to which the Secretariat of UNESCO is exercising the administra-
tive economies called for by the General Confercnce is satisfactory. The Pro-
gramme of UNESCO is approved by the General Conference, and once it goes to
^e secretâriât for implementation, the sum placed at the disposal of UNESCO for
each Itein of the Programme is usually properly expended. It is therefore not in the
ézecûtion of the 'Programme as much as in its preparation that savings could be
effected, 1'he Canadian delegation will accordingly be instructed to stress the

,^ Ortance .of limiting the expansion of UNESCO operations in new fields, in

Memorandum from Under-Secretary, of State for External Affairs

SIXTH SESSION OP THE GENERAL CONFERENCE OF UNESCO,
JUNE 18-1ULY 11, 1951

er t^a^ more attention may be devoted to the projects alrcady under way. In this

^^ld^E de ij dElégation Etait Victor Doré, ministre en Suisse.^.^nad^an dclegation was Icd by Victor Dort, Minister in Switurtand.
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connection, the Canadian delegation will âlso be instructed to bear in mind that the
establishment by the General Conference of a budget ceiling for the ensuing year
would considerably reduce this risk of dispersion and diffuseness noticeable in the
Programme. Substantial saving may be effected moreover through a more adequate
use of the facilities of well-established, private, international agencies which are
pursuing aims similar to those of UNESCO.

Concentration of Purpose
5. From UNESCO's inception, the annual programme has been.open to Canadian

criticisms on the ground that the resources of the Organization were spread over a
relatively large number of activities instead of being-concentrated on a few projects
of major importance. Progress is now being made in setting programme priorities,

• in, such a way that attention is focused on essential projects and emphasis may be
shifted from year to year according to the urgency of particular items.

6.-You will recall that the Canadian delegation at the Fifth Session introduced a
proposal on "the selection of central -UNESCO themes" which was designed to
invest the Director-General with authority to determine an order of priorities
among the various projects singled for discussion. It is therefore,of interest to note
the inclusion on the Agenda of the Programme. and the Official and External Rela-
tions Committees of the General Conference, - of an item respecting the criteria

Nations for the estab-Unitedlishment by the Economic and Social Council of the
lishment of priorities in the programmes of the United Nations and the Specialized
Agencies. The Canadian delegation will be. instructed to press for the adoption of

these criteria.
Cô-ordination with the United Nations and the Spécialized Agencies

7. During 1950, stress was again given by the• Genëral Assembly and by the

Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, . to the proper co-ordination of

the activities of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. A perusal of the

- working documents prepared on this subject by the Secretariat of UNESCO show

that some encouraging steps in the right direction * have already been taken by the

Organization. The Canadian delègation wlll therefore be instructed to support mea-
sues intended to ensure at all times the fullest collaboration of UNESCO with the
United Nations and its Specialized Agencies in the-elaboration or clarification of its

Programme.

UNESCO and the Threat to Péace
8. It will be récalled'that at'the. Fifth',Session of the General Conference, the

United States delegation raised the quesdon of the extent to which UNESCO's pro-
eace.

the furtherancé of world pgramme activities could contribute more directly to d
The impression was gained by. several delegations that the United States

wishe to

see UNESCO become the propagandâ arm of. the United Nations. unist

,; 9. Subs uentl unis question was, given rominence as a result of comm
aggression in Korea. The United States ep esentative- on the Executive

hesu

Board,

lt of the United
ns

August 1950, put forward the suggestion that, as It rovide
decision to take military action : in Korea, UNESCO should be asked to p
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relief and, reconstruction facilities in that country, and also to justify. the United
Nations action in Korea against the,âggressor.
.10. In any discussion which may arise on this subject I would suggest, if you

approve, that the Canadian delegation be guided in their attitude by the following
remarks which I addressed to the Canadian Minister in Berne on August 25, 1950:

You will have seen, I imagine, the perceptive article on.`Theory and Practice of
UNESCO' by Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr,'which appeared. in the February issue of
International Organization. After praising a great number of the projects which
UNESCO had undertaken, Dr. Niebuhr argued that `the error of UNESCO lies
in its claim that its various forms of cultural co-operation are of immediate polit-
ical significance in resolving overt conflicts in the world community'. We are
inclined to agree with him that UNESCO must find its justification in the contri-
bution it makes to the gradual integration of the emergent world community
rather than its supposed, but usually illusory contributions to `peace'.

'"It would be wrong, of course, for UNESCO to attempt to divorce itself from'
the present political circumstances in which its activities must be, conducted. In
particular, I think, it would be, mistaken for our participation in UNESCO to
result in any weakening of our resistance, both in the 'realms of action and of
doctrine, to the programme of Soviet Communism. On the other hand, it is of

'Importance that there should be bodies primarily concerned with such meàsures
as may be taken to ease the adjustments which are necessary between the vari-
ous civilizations in the world today. UNESCO is one such body; and its useful-
ness in the long'run might be seriously jeopardized if it were to be harnessed too
closely now'to the action which the United States and other countries are taking
in Korea under the auspices of the United Nations. Under present circumstances'
total diplomacy is no doubt a necessity. But you would agree, I imagine, that we
should take care to see that it'stops short of totalitarianism.
"You , mvght like to consider whether it would not be wise for the Executive
Committee in a matter of this importance to postpone a decision until the United
States proposals could be studied by national governments:'
11. This attitude finds support in the words of one of the founders of UNESCO;

Archibald MacLeish, spoken before the United States National 'Commission for'
UNESCO on May 10, 1951: . . ,

"It is not the provincé, of the Organization to act as a propaganda agency of the
West in the currént East-West conflict. ... Peace is not won by emphasis on a
Split world: '

It is fu
. . , .

rther borne out by, the following remarks made by the United Kingdom dele-,
gation in its report on the Fifth Session of the General Conference:

It is true that some educational, scientific and cultural activities can have some
imcnediaté bearing upon political affairs but most of them . have not, for they
deperid for their effective realization upon the free growth of the human mind.
Any question of their employment for political ends would therefore call for the
most careful consideration first of all on political grounds by the United Nations
before they were considered by UNESCO. Attempts upon totalitarian lines to
indoctrinate whole peoples rapidly according to preconceived political patterns,
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howevér worthy in themselves; are not ônly contrary to the spirit of UNESCO's
Constitution, but strike at the very. root of the concept of the intrinsic worth of
the' individual and of 'a• free • society which was the inspiration of that Constitu-
tion itself." ;;-

12. I should be grateful if you would indicate whether you apprôve of instructions
being prepared for our Delegation to the forthcoming session of the General Con-
ference of UNESCO `on- the basis of the abovementioned considerations?

Ottawa, July 16, 1951

UNESCO SIXTH SESSION OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

17. Mr. Day. The Sixth Session which opened in Paris on June 18 concluded on
July 11. This Session was mainly concerned with administrative and financial mat-
ters and a number of changes have been made which were supported and reçom-
mended by the Canâdian delegation. It was agreed that after 1952 the Conference
would assemble everysecond year. The. budget. has been held to the figure sug-
gested by the Director General, a figure only slightly higher than the one recom-
ménded by the Canadian and other delegations. - It was also agreed that as an
economy measure the Seventh Session in . 1952 would be held in, Paris rather than
in Montevideo as planned: this will mean a saving of, some $400,000.

18. Some success has been achieved by those• delegations including the Canadian,
which have long'urged that UNESCO.confine its activities to its general terms of
reference. Thus, for example, a proposal that UNESCO request ECOSOC to sum-
mon a comprehensive . conference on newsprint , production and distribution was
amended, and it is now proposed to leave . this matter. largely to the International
Mâterials 'Conference of ECOSOC. During the coming, year the resources of
UNESCO will be increasingly concentrated on fundamental needs, although care
will be given to regional requirements. A second centre of fundamental education
will be created, but the establishment of four additional centrés is to be postponed
and. UNESCO's programme will pay close attention to the U.N. Programme of
Technical Assistance. UNESCO assistance is now being offered in six major fields,
including fundamental education" and scientific advisory services.- Other UNESCO
projects for 1952 include* the ' preparatinn of an. international covenant to protect
histôric monuments in the event of war, a universal copyright convention on which
an international conference. will be held next year; the spreading of knowledge

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

DEA/8508-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion dés chefs de direction

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisions :
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through the translation of the world's classics, and the extension of the. system of
book, gift and scientific coupons.

19. The total 'membership of. UNESCO is now 64, since the German Federal
Republic, the Kingdom of Laos, the Kingdom of Cambodia, the State of Viet Nam,
and Japan have completed requirements for membership. Sir John Maud, delegate
of thé United Kingdom, paid a warm tribute to Mr. Victor Doré who is now retiring
from the Executlve Board. (UNCLASSIFIED)

293. ^ DEA/5582-AK-4-40

,. Note de la délégation à la sixième Session
, de la Conférence générale de l'Organisation des Nations Unies

. pour l'éducation,, la science et la culture
' pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

:-Memorandum from Delegation to Sixth Session of General Conference of
, . UNESCO ;
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

created to be the sport of circumstances. In the words of the Director General,
UNESCO was and is meant to be the adjunct of the United Nations themselves, in
consolidating international peace by means of cooperation between peoples in edu-
cational, scientific and cultural matters.

Looking over the instructions to Canadian Delegations to past sessions of
UNESCO I wonder, in this connection, if perhaps we have not been too concerned
With matters of financial import for what the Organization could offer or strove to

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, September 15, 1951
I am enclosing, for your consideration, the confidential report of the Canadian

Delegation to the 6th Session of the General Conference of UNESCO held in Paris
from June 18 to July 12, ,1951. t

In transmitting this repoit, to which has been attached copy of the resolutions
adopted by the General Conference, I would ask leave to bring to your attention
certain recommendations endorsed by the Delegation with respect to Canadian rep-
resentation to future sessions of the Organization.

First and foremost, I think, is the question of Canada's interest in the pro-
gramme of- UNESCO. The pressure ' of growing defence expenditure and other
national budgetary demands naturally forces the Government to call for economies,
concentration of purposes, greater administrative efficiency and clear cut priorities
in all the' programmes of the international agencies in which the country partici-
pates. What must not be forgotten, however, is that these organizations were not
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achieve through its programme. The implementation of the Massey Repôrt's'° rec-
ommendations with regard to the establishment in' Canada of a National Commis-
sion for UNESCO may provide us with the answer to this problem. By drawing
members of future delegations from the ranks of the body (National Commission or
Canadian Council) Canada would be in a position to offer something constructive
with regard to the different projects which come annually for consideration before
the General Conference. As matters stand, however well we choose our delegates,
our role is confined to holding what is at best a watching brief. This situation will
continue to obtain as long as there exist no proper means to consult with Canadian
Organizations interested in UNESCO's cultural, scientific and educational ven-
tures. It is only through continual consultation that instructions to Canadian delega-
tions can and will be all embracing and permit our representatives in turn to prove
to the nations of the world that Canada, although young, has 'developed culturally
as well as materially.

Without further investigation into the reasons which have forced us to adjourn
the creation of a National Commission, the fact remains that, until its inception, we
will continue to be ignored in the formation of the Commissions and Committees
as we have experienced at the Sixth Session. It is perhaps unnecessary to recall that
the General conference comprises six Committees (General or Steering Commit-
tee), composed of the President, the Vice-Presidents of the Conference, together

,with the Chairmen of. its various Commissions and that in the case of the Commis-
sions, not only, is a Chairman appointed, but also a Vice-Chairman and a rap-
porteur, and that Canada, one of the largest contributors to UNESCO, was not
chosen for nomination to any of these posts at the Sixth Session of the General

Conference.
It may be argued that a certain amount of lobbying would ensure this. The

ànswer to this, I fear, is rather that, unless the delegates are more conversant with
what I would describe as the routine of General Conferences and that Canada as a
Member State shows more interest in the, programme proper, this state of affairs
,will continue to obtain.

This brings us to consider the necessity for continuity as regards Canadian dele-
gâtions to UNESCO. Part of the answer to this question might be possibly supplied
by the nomination as Adviser on the Delegation to next year's session of the Gen-
eral Conference of a departmental officer who served in the past as Secretary to one
Canadian Delegation to UNESCO, preferably the last. This would considerably
reduce the handicap experienced by delegates through their unfamiliaritY with
UNESCO meetings and afford to the Junior Officer on the delegation the invalua-
-ble benefit of experience in the handling of his secretarial duties.

La Commission royale sur le développement des arts. des lettres et des sciences a été mise sur piedr:; a
en avril 1949 pour se pencher sur l'éducation, la culture et les grands moyens de communü ni1951,

juinCanada. Elle était présidée par Vincent Massey. Le rapport de la commission, pu lié en
annonçait une nouvelle ère d'intervention gouvernementale dans la culture canadienne. inted in
The Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences was app° Vincent
April 1949 to explore education, culture and the mass media in Canada. Its, chairman wô^ernment
Massey. The commission's report, published in June 1951, heralded a new cra of 8
involvement in Canadian culture.
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If at all possible, especially when sessions are held in Paris, there should also be
added to the Delegation as Adviser, the Information Officer of the Embassy who
normally acts as unofficial Liaison Officer between the Government and UNESCO.
The information gleaned by such an officer during the intervals between sessions
might well offset the delays experienced by the Department in awaiting the des-
patch by UNESCO of the provisional agenda of forthcoming Conferences. It would
by the same token afford the Department longer time in the preparation of the offi-
cial instructions.

It will be within the knowledge of the Department that 22 Member States,
including the United Kingdom and the United States of America, have permanent
delegates to UNESCO, some of them with offices at UNESCO House. The infor-
mation which they obtain on the spot and through admission to the public meetings
of the Executive Board permits these Member States to be informed often in
advance of the official communication of the work proposed or accomplished by
the, Organization. The personal contacts which our Information Officer in Paris
might establish with the Secretariat, if allowed to, take on these additional duties,
would also permit the Department to be appraised of any openings calling' for
experts or specialists in one of UNESCO's several fields of action. You will recall,
of course, 'that since the expiry of Mr. Doré's term of office on the Executive
,Board, no more link exists between the Department and UNESCO.

One final consideration has to do with the composition of Canadian Delegations
to forthcoming sessions of the General Conference. Because delegates are in
increasing measure called to attend most, if not all, the meetings of the Commis-
sions and Committees of the General Conference as well as of the several working
parties appointed to consider the programme, it is felt that a Canadian Delegation to
UNESCO, to'be in any way, competent must, besides being composed of hard-
working people, be of sufficient members' to cover all of the work accomplished at
the Conference. The ideal delegation would, therefore, comprise 3 delegates,
assisted by the same number of alternate delegates, one of whom might be the
Infonnation Officer at the Embassy dealing with UNESCO matters. To these would
be added a Financial Adviser, the Secretary of a previous delegation'as technical
adviser'; and finally a junior officer from the Department who would act as Secre-
'taiY to the groûp.`

J.E. T111I3AULT
Secretary'and Adviser
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6. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agns„ed that.
probable that changes in dlreçt measures of assstance w

5. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thought th p
likely to prove of much assistance. If anything effective was to be done it was

• • ould be necessary.
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made if, as seemed probable, costs continued to nse.
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for premium sales seemed to be the one mat shou a op •

, subsidy payments would be only the first of many increases that would have to be
= 4. Mr. Abbott felt that, If some asslstance w
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(Minister's memorandum, undated and attached appendix - Cab. D^• 46_
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An explanatory document was clrcu a. 1)+

,or less permanent basis. The U.S. Treasurywas Interested In p
wished to be sure there would be discussion with them before any decisions were

taken. . ^ ' . 11 1
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SECTION D

FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], February 13, 1951

GOLD; FURTHER EXTENSION OF AID TO MINES

3. The Minister of Finance said that recent requests from the gold mining indus-
try for additional help had taken two forms:,(a) that the government permit the
export sale of gold at premium prices under a'scheme analogous to that now in
effect in South Africa and (b) that assistance under the Emergency Gold Mining

-Assistance Act be calculated on production in excess of 45 or 50 per cent of base
}iear'production instead of in excess of 66 2/3 per'cent as at present.

FundSales at premium prices would be of concern to the International Monetary
but it would be difficult for the Fund to refuse permission as long as the arrange-
ment was allowed for South Africa. There was strong: evidence that a large part of
South African sales went 'into the "hoardirig" markets. The Fund's' objection to
such sales were principally that they involved a loss of gold to central monetary
reserves where the gold could meet the needs of legitimate trade and secondly, that
they were in effect exchange transactions at rates different from the agreed parities
and cônstituted a threat to exehange stability. Thère was doubt as to how much gold
could be soldat the premium rates. ments

The Fund would also be interested in'any plan for an increase in direct pay
to the gold mines since this would suggest that aid was béing established on a more

both roposals and
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:Ja). the Assistant to the Governor of the Bank of Canada (Mr. Rasminsky) be
authorized to ascertain from the International Monetary Fund whether there would
be opposition to action by Canada to permit export sales of gold at premium prices _
under^a scheme analogous to that-in effect in South Africa;

(b) he should at 'the same time inform the U.S. Treasury of the approach the
government had in mind ,making to the International Monetary Fund; and,
;•(c) further consideration of the desirability of altering the basis of assistance

under the Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act be deferred pending information
âsto the position of the Fund on premium sales..

DEA/6000-H-40
Note de l'adjoint éxécutff du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada

Meinorandunt by Executive Assistant to Governor of Batik of Canada

[Ottawa], February 19, 1951

GOLD SALES AT PREMIUh1 PRICES ,

:'aon bÿ most other producers (though not themselves) and partly because

REPORT OP WASHINGTON DISCUSSIONS FE3RUARY 15-16, 1951
1. Discussions with U.S

I met with the U.S. group on .Thursday morning, February 15th. Those present
on the U.S. side were Willis, Eddy, Smith, Howard and Blaser
and Tamagna (Federal Reserve Board), Corbett and McDiarmid (State) and ooker(Fund).

I informed them of the decision'of the Canadian Government to allow Canadian
gold Producers access to premium gold markets on the same terms as South African
Producers and outlined the details of the proposed plan. I reminded them that we
had consistently warned that it would be impossible for Canada to resist strong
Pressure from the industry to be permitted to do whatever the Fund allowed South
Africa to do and explained the reasons why this pressure had recently become
extremely intense.

There was no disposition on the U.S. side to assert any moral right on the part of
the Fund to deny to Canada what was permitted to South Africa, but they made it
clear that they viewed the proposed Canadian action with great distaste and that
^ û ind greatly prefer to see our government meet the industry's difficulties

g^ creased subsidies. They felt that our action would raise more difficult
problecns. for them than the South African, partly because it would be followed by

uch action by Canada, a contiguous country with the same general standards as
their ô^`tand which had in the past cooperated very closely wlth the U.S. in theseatteri;rwouldan have a much greater psychological impact than similar action b

y o ther country 'Tit y
and r %,y were concerned with the long-run effects on world trade

naneial stability of the diversion of current gold production away from central
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reserves into private hoards..They felt that this Canadian action would give strong
support - to ,the movement away from paper currencies into gold;. among other
things, it would certainly lead to a revival of the demand for internal circulation of
gold in the U.S. Coming at this particular time when the ,U.S. was gearing up. its
economy for defence purposes, our action. would almost . inevitably result in
unfavourable publicity for Canada in the United States. In particular it would be
said that this industry, according to U.S. standards a non-essential one, was being
given under the new Canadian arrangements special assistance both 'throûgh a sub-
sidy and premium sales. Problems might arise if Canada sought to buy gold from
the U.S. monetary authorities at the official price while we were permitted sales at
premium prices. They were particularly concerned at what the public reaction to
our action would be and feared that no matter how carefully we explained it, it
would'be seiied upon by interested parties, including Mr. Havenga, as evidence
that Canada had now joined the ranks of South Africa in rejecting the falsity of the
official price ôf gold, in recognizing the legitimacy of the private demands, etc. etc.

The U.S. side made it clear that they would not be in favour of the Fund aban-
doning its gold policy and authorizing free-for-all' access to premium markets.

2. Joint Discussions with U.K. and U.S
This joint discussion took place in the afternoon of February 15th as a result of a

U.S. initiative. The U.K. side was represented by Caine, Rowe-Dutton, Christelow
and Crick.

The U.K. too would prefer to see us meet the problem' through subsidies' and
maintained that we could give more effective help to the • industry in . this way.

In the course of these discussions, I kept coming back to the point that no one
had the right to ask Canada to refrain from action which the Fund agreed to or
acquiesced in for South Africa. In the afternoon the discussion between the U.S.
and U.K. was largely centred on the question whether there should be any change
in the arrangements regarding South Africa. They seemed to agree that there was
no real hope of getting South Africa to change her actions and they discussed the
possibility of the Fund repudiating the agreement with South Africa and declaric g
that the present South African practice was not in accordance with Fund poY•
They wished to know whether.the Canadian Government would persist in its pro
posai if this were done. I said I was unable to reply as the Canadian decision had
been based on the existing situation which was that the Fund acquiesced in what
South Africa was doing; action along the line indicated would create a new situa-
tion which our Government would have to. consider.

3. Discussion with U.K. and other Cori:ntonwecilth
roducers

The U.K. said 'privately that they thought most ` of , the sterling area P
would sell their. current output in premium markets if we did. Southern Rhodesia
hâd just'asked Whitehall to take this up with the Fund on their behalf and the Co1o-
nial office was pressing for similar facilities for the African Colonies.•Australia and
New Zealand were desçribed as "champing". The U.K. were concerned W1Souhh
fate .of their arrangements under which sterling area gold production (ex
Africa) was sold to them and would need time to work out substitute arrangements.
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The South Africa gold sales at premium prices had recently been so large that the
agreed gold payments to the U.K. were being made in U.S. dollars...

I told Garland, the Australian alternate director, what was intended and author-
ized him to inform the South Africans privately. I also told Joshi,' the Indian direc-
:tor, who wished to know,whether we would give the same undertaking as the South
Africans had given to "scrutinize all sales and exercise discretion having in mind
the quantities and the direction of the sales". He indicated that while he thought the
Fund could not deny us what was granted to South Africa, the terms would have to
be exactly the'same. When.the U.S. raised the same question, I replied that I was
sure we would find no difficulty in agreeing to exercise the same degree of discre-
tion as South Africa.. Joshi, however, seemed to regard this as far from satisfactory.
4. Discussions with Fund Stafffj`'

These discussions, on February 16th, covered much the same ground as those
with the U.S. and U.K: They realize that the Fund is in a mess on this gold policy
and that its acquiescence in the South African arrangement is largely responsible.
They. have no hope of changing South African actions but are now tempted to
-improve the Fund's position by withdrawing their acquiescence.

.., They believe that if our. Government's concern is to help the industry, the
method selected is not an effective one. The gold in premium markets .passes
through so many hands before coming to rest that only a portion of the apparent
premium reaches the pocket of the producer. For example, they quoted from the
Annual Report of Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa Ltd. to the effect that
the average premium on the 1,500,000 ounces of South African gold sold in the
Year ended June 30th, 1950 was $3.50 per ounce. The bulk of these sales took place
in the latter half of 1949 when the premium over the official price of gold ranged
from $5 to $15 per ounce. The report says that demand diminished in the first half
of 1950 and increased again in the three months to September 30th "but at a sub-
stantially lower premium".

The view of the staff is that, a general break-down of the Fund's policy will
result not only in newly mined gold going into hoards but also substantial amounts
out of official reserves, with seriôus consequences for the future.,^ .

I undertook to communicate to the Canadian Government the views that had
been eXpressed. The U.K. and U.S. requested that Fund consideration be deferred
until Friday^ February 23rd, and I reluctantly agreed to this delay. The Fund staff is
awaiting word from me before placing the matter formally on the agenda and circu-lating..a .pape'r•

[Louis RASMINSKYJ
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[Ottawa], March 30, 1951

GOLD SALES AT PREMIUM. PRICES
1951

U.S. administration that we would find it possible to continue to keep our gold

REPORT OF WASHINGTON DISCUSSIONS FE BRUARY 21-MARCH 9,

1. This note should be-'read in conjunction with the memorandum of February 19,
1951 reporting the Washington discussions of February 15

2. At the conclusion of those discussions Mr. Martin, then Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury, phoned the Minister of Finance and reiterated the strong hope of the

M Abbott-said he was waiting for my report

296.

W. 19) and z, id that the Staff would exp( e. Ï •He phoned me iatcr that 4.Y
^ fôllowing vrews 'when }our proposed action was considered by the Board:

The Fund old cy is still in existence and the Staff cannot recommend any
(a) g poli

,action inconsistent with it. L,,,,,, ,,,,nrdttent With

'4:,Overby'requested time for the Staff to conslder the sI ress the
r ^;' ' , • tuatlon I agree

production out of premium markets. r.
and would have the U.S. difficulties in mind when deciding what action to take.

3. When the report was considered, the Minister came to the conclusion that how-
ever. valid might be the misgivings expressed regarding the effect of our proposed
action on Fund policy and on U.S. and U.K. interests, the points which had been
raised did not enable him to face the Canadian gold-mining industry and explain to
them why they should be denied facilities which South African producers enjoyed
with the apparent approval of the Fund. Accordingly, he instructed me to place the

` matter on the Fund agenda. I phoned Overby and told him that the Minister contin-the
ued to attach great importance to the Fund and was prepared to

with
fact

Fund in enforcing its policies in every practical way. However in
= that we were proposing to do no more than the Fund was acquiescing in in the case
of South'Africa, he did not feel that this question arose. I therefore requested him to
communicate the following to the Executive Board: "The Canadian Government
has informed the Fund that it wishes to consult with it regarding its desire to allowand
Canadian gold producers access to the premium markets , for semi-p roceS

byfully manufactured gold on the same terms and conditions as those applied
South Africa pursuant to its arrangement with the Fund". I also req ô^ of Gold

Overbyt

to circulate to the Executive Board the outline of a Plan for the Exp
Premium Prices, copytof which is annexed hereto. d to this.

examining the working of the arrangement. Negouatlons have n of the
opened because it is only recently that the Fund has had official knowledge
great 'ncrease in South African sales. In any case the Staff could not recommend^

(b) The Staff believes that Soutn Aincan pracucw mu•%, ^^^• ^^--- - ^eSS of re-
the spirit and clear intention of the Fund policy and has been iôpr yet been re-

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONM-RCNCGS

Note de l'adjôint• éxécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada

rnorandum by Exécutive Assistant to Governor of Bank of c;anacta
, _ . , ,
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that minimal compliance in its policies by one member should set the standard for
all members.

(c) The Staff feels that agreement with the Canadian proposal would be tanta-
mount to undermining the Fund 'policy. It'would become even more difficult to
enforce the policy. Therefore the Staff would 'not recommend agreement to the
Board even if 'the Canadian' proposal were in every respect similar to the South
African.

.(d) If the Board is in any case disposéd to accept the Canadian proposal, the Staff
must point out that this will nullify the Fund's gold policy and Canada and all other
members should realize the implications.

(e) Acceptance of the Canadian proposal would be tantamount to approval of the
South African practices. Hitherto the Fund has not acquiesced in these.

(f) Since the problem raised is to make the Fund policy more effective in practice,
the Board should conside(arranging ameeting of 'the main producers and
importers.

(g) Inviéw of the foregoing it is suggested that Canada defer its proposed action.
5. Overby went on to request that we should not proceed with the proposed con-

sultation with the Fund at least until the Staff had an opportunity to place the South
African situation before the Board; he indicated that the Staff would propose to the
Board that they find that the South African practices were not 'consistent with the
Fund's gold policy. After consulting the Minister, I phoned Overby and reminded
him of our past record of co-operation in this matter, and said we were still willing
to co-operate if the Fund really meant business and was not merely looking for
delay in the hope that the pressures would wear down. The Fund would have, to
give,a real lead and not get bogged down in delays'and technicalities. If the Fund
really"was prepared to act realistically and come to a clear-cut decision we would
accede to his request and not place the matter on the agenda for the time being. We
would of course expect that a finding by the Fund that South African practices were
not in accord with Fund policy would be followed by a serious effort on the part of
the Fund towork out an enforceable policy.

.6• On my return to Washington discussions with U.S. and U.K. officials were
resumed,lbése now centred around the 'action that would be taken in the Fund.
Theré emerged a proposal for a three point resolution which would (1) re-affirm the
Fund's gold policy,'(2) appeal to members for cooperation and instruct the Staff to
trj► toi ' . 1 -114work out with members a more effective policy and one which commanded
more general compliance, and (3) find that South African practices were inconsis-
tent "wim the Fund's policy. In the course of these discussions I took the position
that I would cooperate in drafting points ( 1) and (2) and would support these parts
of the césolution in the Board, but that I would take no part in drafting point (3) and
that I would abstain in any vote on this in the Board. My reason for this was that I
did nut wish to place Canada in the ' position of appearing to be asking for a Fund
condémnâtiôn of South Africa as the price for our not following her example. I also
made it clear throughout that we were vitally concerned with the substantive action
that the Fund and the'important members of the Fund who were keen on the policy

.'>.,. .
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(U.S. and U.K.) were going to take to work out a more effective gold policy. The
following draft resolution was worked out for submission to the Board.

The International Monetary Fund's policy on international premium gold trans-
actions . was established in June, 1947. At that time the Fund found that such
transactions tended to.undermine exchange stâbility.and"to involve an undesir-
able loss to monetary reserves by division to Boards. The Fund statement of
policy issued at that time strongly deprecated international transactions in gold
at premium prices and recommended that all of its members take effective action
to prevent such transactions in gold with other countries or with the naiionals of
other countries. The Fund policy was reviewed and reaffirmed by the Executive

Board in April, 1950.
It is the firm belief of the Executive Board that In the present conditions of
world uncertainty there is even greater need to conserve gold for official mone-
tary reserves. Therefore, the Fund àppeals. to all members to cooperate in the
pursuit of the objectives of the policy announced in June, '1947.
The Executive Board of the . International Monetary Fund has completed a
review of international gold transactions. It has been determined that in the last

thère has been' a large increase inyear, particularly in the second half of 1950,
the volume of international transactions in gold at premium prices and a related
decline in the net amount of world gold production entering into official mone-
tary reserves. In view of this the Managing Director of the Fund is authorized to
consult urgently with member countries with a view to making the Fund's pol-

icy more effective.
In this connection it will be recalled that in May, 1949, the Fund decided to raise
no, objection to proposals by South Africa for the sale of semi-processed gold
. abroad for industrial and artistic uses at prices in excess of monetary paritY, it
being understood that discretion would be exercised with respect to the quanu-
ties and direction of such sales. The Fund at the time reserved the right to reopen
discussion" of this matter if the amôunts involved appeared to be excessive.
According 'to , recent information sales of gold by South Africa at premiUm
prices in the latter months of. 1950 amount to between 40% and 50% of its new

gold' production. The Board considers that sales on this scale clearly exceed

` whatis required for the arts and industries and can no longer be regarded as
bëing within the spirit and purpose of the understanding reached by the F ôld
with South . Africa in May; 1949, or as being consonant' with the Funds g
policy. In these circumstances the Fund regrets that it can no longer maie Execue
attitude that it took to the South African arrangements in May, 1949. Th

tive Board. accordingly requests the, Managing Director, to consult with S with

rd ce with the général direction to enter into cons ultat^on

At the conclusion of these discussions I was tnstructed by Ottawa

U.S. and U.K. that we would support all parts of the resolution in the Board and

any,.vote on it in the Board. to inform the

, member countries in a previous paragrap s o
As indicated above I refused to participate in the drafting of the section â s^ri in
Africa or to comment on it and informed the U.S. and U.K. that I would

Afnca m acco an
h f this resolution. `
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that if the resolution was passed the Minister would not proceed with the plan to
allow Canadian gold_ producers access to premium markets. It was made clear. that
this, decision was postulated on the expectation that a serious attempt would
urgently be made to develop an effective Fund policy which is generally adhered
to. We of course reserved our right to do what is ultimately permitted by the Fund
to any, other member under; such a policy. If, after a reasonable period of time
(which, under questioning, I said would have to be measured. in terms of weeks
rather than months) it became apparent that an effective gold policy was not being
developed, ,we reserved our right to reconsider our whole position. I also was
instructed to indicate that it was not intended to increase the subsidy for the time
being; but that the silbsidy would probably be increased if, after a period of time it
became apparent that good progress was being made to implement Fund policy on
premium sales or if, notwithstanding the failure to make such progress, Canada
decided to continue to stand behind the Fund policy.

7., The discussions in the, Fund Board were, from our point of view, not very
satisfactory., It must be recalled that the Fund's policy, deprecating international
gold transactions at premium prices is not supported by all the Executive Directors
-,many of the European directors disapprove of the policy and some of them as
well-as the Latin American directors represent countries which more or less openly
flout the policy. Moreover the legal basis of the policy has never been clarified: the
policy itself is only an expression of views and an appeal for: cooperation, but Fund ,
officials have frequently talked and acted as though. the transactions in question
were specifically -prohibited in the Articles of Agreement and this has aroused
resentment on the part of the Directors who disagree with the'policy.

In the Fund discussions the U.S. and U.K. displayed much less force and enthu-
siasm, than they had brought to bear in persuading us not to go in for premium
sales. The U.S. was weakly represented by their Alternate Director in the, absence
of Southard, and the U.K. clearly had no taste for the task of condemning South
Africa (though in fairness it should be stated that . they gave a 'more effective
account of themselves than the U.S.). For my pact, I did not wish, for obvious rea-
sons, to take a leading part in the discussion. (Annexed hereto are . the Board min-
utes of . my principal , observations.) In consequences theré was a notable
discrepancy between the strength of the resolution put forward by the U.S. and the
weakness of the case made to support it. On the other hand, the Australian Melville
made a .very able statement on behalf of South Africa, which did not lose in effec-
tiveness'so far as the Board was concerned by the fact that it failed to address itself
to the main question whether the South African practices were or were not consis-
tent with the Fund's gold policy. Many of the other directors were genuinely reluc-
tant to "nari^e'• South Africa in terms as direct as those used in the draft resolution;
solne, of course, took this position because they disliked the policy or merely
wished to create émbarrassment.'

The upshot of this situation was an amendment to the U.S. resolution moved by
Sa^d, the Egyptian' director, to substitute for the whole of the resolution the
following•
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"Since the amount of sales and purchases- in the world markets of gold for jew-
elry and other artistic and iridustrial, purposes has recently been increasing at a
^ great rate; indicating that at least • a part of it finds ` its way to private hoards,
côntrary to"the policy of the -Fund, the Board considers the existing arrange-
ments and prâctices of several countries, inclûding the South African arrange-
ments are no longer a satisfactory basis to implement the Fund's gold policy and
requests'the staffto elaborate, after consultation 'with the countries concerned,
more effective methods than the existing ^ ones:

The Saad amendment was defeated, but the only countries opposing it were the
U.S., U.K:, and Canada. India and China abstained, and support came from Egypt,
Mexico, Brazil, France, Netherlands, Belgiilm; Italy; Yugoslavia and Australia. I
then asked for an adjournment to enable me to return to Ottawa for consultation; I
was disturbed not only by the narrowness of the opposition to the Saad amendment
but by the danger that it might be 'claimed that -Canada ` was insisting on strong
language with regard to South Africa as the price for ôur own good behavior. Here
we considered with the Minister the various alternatives and it was decided that in
all the circumstances the best course was to support the Saad resolution. The U.S.
and U.K.` were informed of this decision and agreed with it; they were also
informed of our intention to increase the gold subsidy.

Saad re-introduced his resolution, with the grammar somewhat improved, and I
made a statement which is reported in the Board minutes as' follows:

rnncid-
"Mr. RasminsKy sala ne appreclateu uie Buiuu a winu^^b^-C^3 •^ r^^•r^••-

eration for a short time. At the earlier meetings he had been disturbed at what
had appeared, to be conne misunderstanding of Canada's position in the present
discussions. He stated again the position he'had outlined at EB Mtg. 642 (Item
2,3/ , 1150- He added that Canada had no'special interest in seeing any particular
form of words, but did believe that the Fund 'would want to make its position
sufficiently clear to let members know whether certain actions were or were not

"in conformity with the Fûnd's gold , policy He had also been particularly dis-
turbed at the narrow basis on which Mr. Saad's amendment had been defeated at
EB Mtg: 643 - (Itém '1,i 3/3/51). Canada had always felt that the Fund should

strive to avoid decisionsnôt having broad support and situations where weighted

voting strength was used to override the strong and ancerely held convictions of
important .minrities. Accordingly, î since the earliër vote had shown that the
majority, of, Directors preferred a form ôf, language along the lines which Mr-
Saad had advanced, he was prepare d to support Mr. Saad's proposal now before

„ «. •,.^ . ^, -
th n ard

ing. The resolution was then âdopted, with only Fonce opposing. It the

.. This statement was recerve • quite warm, y y .
tors echoed thisentiments regarding decis ions based exclusively on weighted vot

e o .
b' the Board and several of the direc-

of the Government not to proceéd, for the time being at ^east, w^th the proj

8. A couplé of days; later ,the Board approved without great dlfficu y, .
increase.inour gold subsidy. On this occasion I informed the Board of the deeCt of

authorizing the Canadian gold industry to make gold sales at premium
prices.
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.9. In the course of the various conversations with U.S. officials, including one
with Martin, I made it clear that the problem we were discussing would remain a
source of frustration and vexation until the premium on gold was eliminated. I
expressed the personal view. that this could only be accomplished through a radical
approach, i.e. make the U.S. dollar convertible by'satisfying the hoarding demand
at the official price and/or raising the official price to a level where official demand
can compete effectively.with private demand. The U.S. officials were not disposed
to dispute this observation but they showed no inclination to follow either of the
courses of action indicated. They were. opposed to the first, the reasons adduced
being. partly unwillingness to lose, the gold, partly a belief that the distinction
beween the, monetary and non-monetary use of gold was vital to maintain public
'support for a gold-buying policy, partly an unwillingness to have Congressional
hearings.that would focus public attention on the problem of inflation and the lack
,of confidence in thé U.S. dollar. This last 'reason was also the principal one men-
tioned for being unwilling to raise the official price of gold, though the case was
also made Chat this would be inflationary. in the U.S. and abroad at a time when
deflationary. policies are called for.

, [LOUIS RAS111INSKYj .

IANNEXGANNEX]

Extrait du procès-verbal de la Conunission executive
du Fonds monétaire international, le 1er mars 1951

Extract from Minutes of Executive Board
of International Monetary Fund, March 1, 1951

FUND GOLD POLICY AND SALES OF SEMI-PROCESSED GOLD
• •

Position of Canada

Mr. Rasminsky said that he could -agree with much of what Mr. Melville had
said in'his statement at EB Mtg. 641 (Item 1, 2/28/51) on the policy of the Fund in
developing world circumstances. He could agree that no satisfactory solutions for
the long run would probably be found except through either satisfying the private

- demand at.the official price or enabling official purchasing to compete on a price
basis With private hoarding demand. He also agreed that a policy which threw vary-
ing degrees of burden on different members, depending on their willingness to co-
operate, was unsatisfactory. It was clear that the real burden of any enforcement
had fallen and would continue to fall mainly on those gold producing members
which observed'the Fund's policy. Canada had so far scrupulously adhered to that
line, bût it had given clear warning that the Fund could not expect compliance bySom.. .

e member countries if others did not comply. The statement of the representa-
tive of Canada at EII Mtg. 432 (Items 2, 5/6/49) set forth that position fully. Cana-
d'an rePresentatives had, he believed, made it amply clear that Canada would have
no speC1al basis for denying its miners access to premium markets on grounds of
Fund policy if other important producers were permitted access to these markets. In
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this respect there were reasons for giving special attention to the practices of South
Africa. As the major producer of gold in the world, its actions were naturally of a
different order of importance than those of small producers. Moreover, and more

' important,`South Africa was the only country selling gold at premium prices under
a special arrangement with the Fund. In consequence it was inevitable that South

` African practices should be regarded by the gold mining industry of other countries
as being acceptable to the Fund. No country could reasonably be expected, as a
matter of co-operation with the Fund, to prevent its industry from engaging in prac-
tices which the Fund itself found acceptable.

In those circumstances, Canada had concluded in recent weeks that its gold pro-
ducers should have the right to sell in premium markets the same as South Africa's.
He had been askëd to begin consultations with the Fund.The Management of the
Fund had expressed disturbance at the developing scope of premium sales and indi-
cated that recent information on South African sales made it questionable whether
that country's action could be regarded as being consistent with Fund policy. In
those circumstances the Management had asked that Canada hold off its decision in
order to permit bringing the question of South Africa to the Executive Board. Can-
ada had agreed. The question before the Board was whether recent South African
practices were in accord with the Fund's gold policy. The Fund would, of course,
have to generalize any conclusions reached. As South Africa was, according to the
staff, selling 40 to 50 per cent of its current production in premium markets, the
question was whether it was consistent with the Fund's policy for this proportion of
new gold production to go into premium markets. A proposal along these lines had
been put forward by South Africa last year and defeated. In conclusion, he
remarked that a policy having widely varying degrees of compliance would neces-
sarily remain a source of great difficulty. If the Fund should decide to reaffïrm its
policy and seek greater compliance, then he believed the staff and Fund members
should regard it as a matter of utmost urgency to consult members and try to work
out an effective policy for general compliance.

j There was agreement the discussion would be continued the following day.
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DEA/5050-AF-40

Rome, December 11, 1951

Dear Wyriné [Plumptre],

.Thank you for your note. I too am sorry we did not meet in Rome. I tried to
phone you a couple of times but "Plumptre" proved too large and unfamiliar a
mouthful for the operator - and as I knew you were very much pre-occupied with
NATO problems and people I did not wait at your doorstep.

My stay in Rome has, I think, been quite useful. The items I had to look after on
the agenda - concerning constitutional and legal matters - were not overly
important, but I have had a chance to look over the organization here and reform or
reaffirm my opinions about it and the Canadian interest in it.
` About the usefulness of the FAO in general there can be no doubt at all. The

need for it is obvious and I am convinced that it is doing really important practical
work in a large number of countries. I am equally certain that the efficiency or
usefulness of the work is not uniform but a sure indication of its. value is the keen
interest which delegations of underdeveloped countries are showing in the activi-
ties of the Organization and their desire to become members of the Council. The
significant fact is that countries for whom something of real practical importance
has already been done are the most interested. I am attaching a copy of "The Work
of FAO 1950-51" - The Director General's Report.f This year the report is excep-
tionally good and gives a fairly broad but specific description of the work of the
Organ1zaHon. I think it should be distributed as widely as possible.

.On the hegative side I should mention the Organization's long and inefficient
Administrative Tail. It is reported to be slightly better than some of the other Agen-
cies, but it is certainly using funds which could better be employed in the technical
divisions: Likewise in talking to the Personnel of the Secretariat I was very much
impressed (particularly but not entirely in the lower grades) with their preoccupa-
cion with their salaries and allowances which are much above the Roman Standard.
Many of them have no sympathy with or feeling for the people they are devoting
their lives to help. As a general principle I think this is bad and shows a lack on
somebody's part in the Organization.

It is of course impossible for me to judge how much money is wasted by the
Organization. In the Budget Committee, Alan Hockin did very good work in sys-
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tematically questioning large and small items (and I must admit the representative
of the D.G. had goôd answers at,his finger tips). I suspect, nowever that there is a
good deal of water and waste in many of the figures. ^;.:..

Out of all this comes the general impression of an organization which, after five
years of gestation, is on the point of doing increasingly useful work on a relatively
small Budget ,($5,250,000). Its senior officials seem relatively competent and its
general administration not much worse than might be expected and better than
some similar Organizations.

The FAO Conference normally functions in 'three Commissions. The first con-
siders the world outlook for Agriculture, etc. and points up general programs; the
second, composed of technical people, studies the individual projects in the pro-
gram of work for the next two years; the third discusses the Budget and other finan-
cial; legal and constitutional issues.

I have given a good deal of thought to the size and composition of our delega-
tion, and this of course raises the question of the Government's.interest in the
Organization. Canada receives practically no material services from FAO except
the'usual statistical information. Consequently we have little to gain materially
from ôur 'contribution or from large representation' at Conferences. On the other
hand, I cannot express too strongly the feeling of good will for Canada that is felt
by all delegations and, I think; the Secretariat. This is 'due very largely to Dr. Bar-
ton and of course in the past to Mr. Pearson. Dr. Barton is extremely well liked and
his judgment is ^ highly valued. It is certain that his retirement will leave a very
noticeable gap in the Council and, Conference and an even greater one on the Cana-
dian Delegation. In! addition,, Alan Hockin. has done an exceptionally able and
respected job in the Budget Committee and in Commission III and is one of the
outstanding representatives on those bodies. A recognition of this is his appoint-
ment by the Council to the FAO Committee on Financial Control. Also Dr. Pett has
taken a very useful and active part in the Nutrition Panel. In addition we have pro-
vided some very,good people to the Secretariat, i.e. Dr. Finn and Dr. Archibald.

This element of good will and respect for Canada is well worth maintaining, and
in my opinion the only way to maintain it is to send first rate delegates to FAO
meetings. This brings up the question'of the size of the* Delegation to the Confer-
ence: As a general principle - in view of the foregoing - my opinion is that the
size of the delegation should be directly proportional. to'its quality. If first class
people are available and can be spared, then it,is certainly worth sending a
delegation. If some. of our good representatives ^ are well known and their ability
âppreciated in FAO, then they are certain to have extra duties given to them. If our
broad interests in the objectives of FAO, are accepted Ithink it is well worth the
expense involved to send such people to Rome every two years. On the other hand
if. mediocre people are sent -- people.who take little or ineffective part in the
debates and who make no great effort to appreciate the problems of the Organiza-
tion and who do not make a point of getting to know the secretariat, then it is rea11Y

not worth sending them.
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The. minimum requirement for full representation is as follows:.
Commission I.
Commission II

Head of Delegation
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Agriculture Panel One technical expert
Forestry Panel One technical expert
Nutrition Panel One technical ' expert
Economics & Statistics Panel -'One technical 'expert

' ' Second week of cônference ` `

One delegaté'

Fisheries Panel One technical expert
Commission III One delegate

This gives a total of eight, of whichfour are really needed only in the second week
when the Panels are sitting. In addition it is useful to have a secretary - but it is
not important to have a stenographer as services can always be had from the Secre-
tariat or from the Embassy, and indeed they 'are not required in quantity. The secre-
tary should be able to take some part in the meetings and might be a junior in
training for FAO work.

The problem of sending a delegation to a Conference will not arise again until
November ^ 1953, but at the moment it is difficult to think of an adequate replace-
ment for Dr. Barton. I do not think either Hudson or Trueman will ever be capable
of filling his shoes, but there does not seem to be anyone else on the horizon in the
Department of Agriculture at present.

The more urgent question is - who will represent us on the Council? I do not
think either Hudson or Trueman will be able to make much of a contribution but I
have heard no other names mentioned. Dr. Barton will probably speak to you about
this when he gets back.

I might say a word or two about the Organization for the Conference. As you
may know this is the first yeâr that there has been any attempt at coordinating and
approving instructions and, even so, the task was done inadequately. For example,
the Department of Fisheries, which did not send a representative to the Delegation,
sent only a paragraph of instructions and Shirley MacDonald, who represented us
on the Fisheries Panel, was consequently able to make a less valuable contribution
than he might otherwise have done. I have suggested, and Dr. Barton agreed, that a
report should be prepared on the Conference and he instructed all delegates to pre-
Paze short reports on the parts of the agenda with which they were concerned.
Unfortunately all except Dr. Pett have'left the Conference without providing the
Secretary with these reports - but they may be- forthcoming in Ottawa. (I have
sent you a number of despatches on the Legal and Constitutional issues and Dr.
Barton has copies of these). You may wish to have someone follow this up in order
to establish the precedent,

1 am convinced that the lack of Reports in the past, while annoying, has not
affected our representation because of the abilities of Dr. Barton and Alan Hockin.
In future, however, I think we should keep a much closer watch on FAO matters.

I have'had several talks with Dr. Barton and Claude Hudson about the FAOcotntnittee in
Ottawa and, I think, have impressed them with the desirability of
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keeping closer contact with External Affairs and of organizing and administering
the committee more efficiently. Unfortunately however I am afraid they lack a feel-
ing for the separation of tasks and,. the administrative responsibilities of their
Department. I have inade them well aware of our difficulties: staffing, etc. But I
wonder whether it would not be possible for the Head of the U.N. Division or some
senior person to made a point of seeing Hudson, or whoever is chairman of the
FAO Committee, before Council meetings (or better still - every few months) and
. take a closer interest in what he is doing.

Another point.. Dr. Barton has told me that he has • had some useful talks on
technical assistance with the Indians and other delegations from underdeveloped
areas. I suggested that our UNTA people would be very interested to talk to him
about it. Perhaps you might like to suggest that they call him, when he gets back to
Ottawa. I was surprised to hear that Mr. Cavell had not seen him.

uséful to
I am sorry this has been such a long

er eember. me okindly to Beryl and all in theyou as a personal impression. Pleas
Division. Best wishes for a good Christmas Season.

FRANK HOOTON.

P.S. Thank you also for your messages from Paris and Cambridge.' I I should like to
go to C. and will certainly look him up.
P.P.S. I have told Dr. Barton about this letter and about my impressions of most of
the subjects I have mentioned.

on External Trade Polccy -

11 Non retrouvés./Not located.

2° PARTIE/PART 2

AUTRES ORGANISATIONS
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

SECTION A . • :

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE DES PRODUITS DE BASE
INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY CONFERENCE

PCONoI• 194

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
. sur la politique du commerce extérieur

'Eztract from Minutes.-of Meeting of Intërdepartriiental Committee
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Present
Mr. N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, -
Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada,

'Mr. J.G. Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture
Mr. D. Sim, Deputy Minister'of National Revenue,
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office (Secretary).

Also present:
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance,
Mr. T.N. Beaupré, Department of Trade and Commerce. •
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III: RAWI MATERIALS; '1NTERNATIONAL DISCUSSIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS

8.Mr. Beaupré said that plans for international discussions on raw materials were
still obscure and somewhat confusing. Both O.E.E.C. and N.A.T.O. had concerned
themselves originally with raw materials but their discussions and plans had been
süpèrseded by the arrangement made between Mr. Truman and Mr. Attlee in Wash-
ington-The plan for a central body on raw materials was also somewhat uncertain.
The'iJnited Kingdom favoured tripartite membership (the United States, United
Kingdom and France) while the United States favoured a rather larger membership.
The Deputy Ministerof Trade and Commerce had indicated, informally, that he
thought Canada was inclined to favour the U.K. approach since any enlargement of
the central body would make it véry difficult to place a limit'oti membership and
alsô since any attempt at "area" representation by one or two countries from any
given area would be unrealistic. It was understood that under the plan the central
body should be responsible for selecting the commodities to be considered and for
determining the countries that should be invited to participate in each commodity
discussion. There had already been an invitation to' participaté in a discussion on
rubbër. Determination of countries to participate in commodity discussion 'might
give rise to difficult}i. It was understood that Canada was not on thé list of coûntries
to discûss molybdenum,'cobalt, wood and tin although we had an interest in each.
Canada was on the list of countries to participate in discussions on' copper and
sulphur. Word had been sent to the'Embassy in Washington that Canada'would
wish to be represented in discussions on all commodities of which' it was an
ilnporter:

It,'was not at all clear how the commodity discussions would proceed, including
that odrubber. Therè' wâs some indication that the United States would like an
arrangement which would keep rubber from the U.S.S.R. and'satellite countries.' It
was not clear, however, what adequate inducement to the producing countries there
would be. Possible proposals in relation to rubber were of special concern since it
was the first commodity to be dealt with and might provide a pattern for future
arrangements. '- t

9' ne Chairnrnransaid that it seemed doubtful whether a commodity discussion on
rubbe'r'enâbled the right approach in existing 'circumstances. Because of the charac-ter and 1 .ocatlon of the principal producing countries major questions of East-Westp°licy; which were now in a state of precarious balance, would be to a large extent
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involved. If one hope was that an arrangement might be concluded which would
keep rubber from going to the U.S.S.R.* and satellite countries, it had to be consid-

b h- l'ti .311 and

h U agni States

slons simply, for consultatlon. They mIg pro

tton machmery i worlung. ' • : , ., : cases be
12. The Governor of the Bank of,Canada, said that it would not in

aacting

re
more coherent arrangements under which individual countries', contracts

for futu

I`supplies could be ïéntered into. It was difficult, however, to see any specific alloca-
^ , , .

difficult it would be to reach an arrangement.
I 1. The Deputy Minister of Finance said there might be some value in the discus-

• ht vide a means by which there could be

materials but as to, allocation the outcome.of ,the un con erence

ered that the producing countries were in a very weak posltion ot po I c y
economically. If the economic interest of the producers were clear they would still
have to hedge because of political considerations. However, it was not at all certain
that they would consider their economic interests best served by, an overall plan that
in part aimed at holding down the price of rubber:

It did not look as though it would be possible to achieve a plan for international
allocation along the lines of the Wheat Agreement. It might be possible to do some-
thing if the approach were rather similar to the wartime arrangement for sugar -
that is, if the United States and United Kingdom or either took up the bulk of the
exportable surplus ,with arrangements for resale. If there were plans for bulk con-
tracts of fairly long duration there might be' a real incentive to the producing

countries.
It'was possible that the plans should bé looked at in' relation. to the Colombo,

Plan for economic development. The primaryobjective of the Plan.was political
to keep the countries from going to pieces in the.nezt few years. It might be sensi-
blé to have a plan for rubber under which there wôuld be bulk purchasing com-
binéd with assurances that consumer goods and capital 'equipment would be made
available to the producing countries. They did not wish to accumulate sterling nb^e

onances and some guarantee of a flow of actual goods would be necessary.
other hand it might make action under the Colômbo Plan easier for the contributing
countries if it could be linked into a specific and immediate interest of the kind that
would be apparent if there were a tie to raw material delivéries from the Asian

countries.
10. Mr. Beaupré said it was difficult to see how any attempt at international allo-

cation machinery through the commodity,discussions could be made to work.. With
restricted membership in the `discussions, many countries would feel badly left out
and there was likely to be quite a, bit of ill feeling. It might be possible to get
participating countries. to work toward comparable restrictions on their own use of

f had shown how

satisfactory, for Canada to have the .United, iGngdom and t e n dom was con-
togëther or separately as principal buyers.^ So far as, the United King dom

it appeared that its present position had been made no ^ di
fficu l t

build f

U.K. P

uation too long of. restnctions on raw, material purchases
and dollar balances. In effect, the United Kingdôm had run down its of cigold m•

ity. reserves in an effort to improve its. Gnancial reserves. In the change o olicy
stances, it was the commodity -reserve that was the more, important.
. .__ , . ,^ . .
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should have changed over in June and failure to make the alteration had cost the
United Kingdom very dearly. •,

13. The Committee noted the report on international arrangements and discus-
sions concerning raw materials.

, DEA/11307=40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGttANt WA-415 Washington, February 1, 1951

Following for M.W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and Com-
merce,^ Ottawa, Canada, from John H. English, Begins: Please pass a copy to Mr.
Plumptre, reference our form despatch 310, of January 24th.t

2. Further to my confidential letter of January 23rd,t reference Raw Materials
Committees, I was informed at `a meeting this morning by John Evans of State
Department that, contrary to I our original impression, State Department is proceed=
ing with the idea of enlarging the international raw materials group of three
although no agreement to do so has yet been reached with the British or the French.
When we mentioned to State Department that the enlargement of the Central Com-
mittee was completely contrary to the impression we had gained in Thorp's office,
and in our opinion would only tend to complicate the problem and make it more
difficult, Evans said that he regretted there had been a misunderstanding and that
while it is correct that the United States had agreed to restrict the Central Commit-
tee to three, this was an interim measure for the purpose of meeting British objec-
tion" "of getting the commodity committee operating at as early 'a date as
possible. He said that the United States had never given up the idea that the Main
Committee should not be enlarged and he further added that they had been strongly
pressed in this view by a large number of requests from small countries wishing
representation on the central group. These countries apparently feel that it is impor-
tant to be'represented on the'Central Committee in order to exert their influence
respecting The commodities to be •studied and to ensure adequate and appropriate
consideration by the commodity committees themselves. It is evident from a subse-
quent conversation with Rowan of the British Embassy that the British are by no
means sold'on this question of enlargement of the Central Committee and in his
oWn words."they have not and would not agree". Meanwhile the United States are
apparently undecided whether individual countries should be invited to join the
central group or whether representation should be arranged through international
organizations such as O.E.E.C. for the smaller European countries. and so on.
AkeadY the Latin American countries have taken the matter in their own hands and
(Without being invited to do so) have nominated one representative for that group.
Evans expressed the hope that South East Asia and the British Commonwealth
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might similàrly be ' able to have group representatives although he recognized the
problem, especially with respect to South East Asia.

3: We reiterated the Canadian . view. that a small Central Committee of three is
much to be desired and that we thought that any enlargement would simply lead to
an unwieldy committée and would increase the overall problems without giving

âny.important advantage.

4.: As'regards the Central Committee, Evans said that agreement has now been
reached respecting the commodity committees to be set up immediately, and those
countries to be invited to serve on these committees. He said the'list was not being
published at the presènt time but had been given to us for our confidential advice.
The agreed commodities and those to be invited to 'serve on them dre as follows:

. ,, . , . .

CoMtitODtnr CcxtNTRIrs

Copper ainc-lead U.S., U.K., France, Canada, Chile, Belgium, Germany, Mexico, Australia,
'$ • i -

Peru, Italy, Notway

U.S.; U.K.. France, India, Belgium: Neth., Bolivia, Indonesia, and Thailand
. . , ^

U.S.. U.K., France, Germany, Australia, NZ, So.Africa, Argentina, Belgi-

um, Italy, Uruguay
.. . . .

. . .• . P - , ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .

Cotton
,. . - .. .

.
. .

C(including linters U.S., U.K., France, Canada, Brazil, Mexico, India. Pakistan, Belgium, Ger

and long staple) many, Italy, Egypt, and Peru

cidnhur U.S., U.K., France, Canada, Australia, NZ, Belgium, Italy, Brazil, Switzer-

land. So. Africa ; . .

U.S.: U.K., France,^ Sô. Africa. Cuba, Gcrmany. Bclgium, Canada, India,

U.S. U.K., France, Portugal, I3olivia, Swedcn, Burma, Australia, Brazil,

.-Spain, Chile, Germany . . . _ ^

Brazil, Norway.

5. The TinCommittee is pot being called at present until it is determined what
attitude Indonesia displays, at the Rubber Committee which is shortly to meet in

London. committee
;. 6: It is proposed to send out invitations this week to all commoditY
members and to request answers within ten days. The first committees are to be

convened in Washington about. three weeks thereafter, say about the end of
^.Febru

. ' . ,
.^`-.. ...-ï, i #.^.. ^.. .^.'t.. ♦: ^^^ . / ' . ^1. ...^ .

7: In the commodity cômmittees it is proposedto,limit attendance at mrnattegWho

' one' delegate representing each member country, together wlth an alt sen
would presumably bé*a commoditÿ. techntcian.• The alternate or technical

repon
^the

tative might,'of course, be different at each commodity meeting, depending

nature 'of the agenda:' , com
K^ 8 :`As you are aware,'Canada is being invited to become a mcmber in

the

lad; cotton; sulphur, and nickel-cobalt-
modity committees to study coppec-zinc-e, ,,.
tnanganese. With réspect`to the nickel-cobalt-manganese,• State Dep

artment would
to offer

appreciate having from us immediately (A) Any comments we may care

^ • . ^ . . ^.'"^^...^^... - . , r^ , ^, .. ^. ... ^ ^. . . . ^, ... . .
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respecting the countries to be invited as' members • of this committee, and : (B)
Whether we will be prepared to accept membership on the committee. Ends. .

300: '. DEA/1130740

au conseiller commercial de l'anibassade aci.r Étàts-Urzis
. ..^ ï .. ^ . . . . . . ^ .. ^ ^. . . . .. . , .

^, L'adjoint exécutif du sous-ministre du Commerce

Executive Assistant to Deputy Alinister of Trade and Commerce
to Commercial Counsellor, Entbassy in United States

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], February , 1951

Dear Mr. English:
1

Thank you for your letter of January 23rdt concerning U.S. thinking in connec-
tion with the proposed international commodity groups. There appears to be con-
siderable confusion in this particular field at the present time. For example, a
month or six weeks ago a representative from the U.S. Embassy called on Wynne
Plumptre to ask whether or not Canada would be prepared to accept an invitation to
a rubber conference. I was with Wynne during these discussions and we agreed that
we would be prepared to accept such an invitation.* At the same time Kilcoin, who
was the representative from the U.S. Embassy, gave us a list of countries that they
proposed to invite.

A week or ten days ago, however, we received an invitation from the British
asking us; to attend a rubber meeting in London on February 5th and they also
advised us Of the other countries being invited. We found that the U.K. list varies
from the U.S. list.

'Finally, in the attachment to •your letter under reference, the Americans indicate
the.countries, that they felt should be invited to a rubber conference and, behold,
Canada is not included despite the fact that we are in the process of briefing ourteam for the London meetings next• Monday '" ,

In examining the other tentative recommendations for representation on com-
modity committees we note the committees on which we were included and we are
prepared to accept invitations if and when invited. On the other hand, forgetting the
rubber` committee we find that we have not been included on 'the tungsten andmolybdénum corimmit
cl tee, the tin committee' and the wool committee. Naturally as

airriaütsof these commodities'our first reaction is to agitate for mémbership on
these cômmittees.

On the other hand, we realize that if these c^mmodity groups are going to be
giveri t^ y`chance for success (and it is my personal belief that such chances are
lunited)itis obviouslj+ desirable to keep the number of countries participating to a

mûro?Howévér I do not think that we can afford to be boy scouts in this effort
Ind I think that we should request membership on those committees in which we
haVenôt béen included and let the central rou be res nsible for rovin to us
Why Wé'should not receive su g p

po
p gc ^nv^tations.^.1.^.. ^. f•.,;. j: '

.. . . .
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I might say. that I have discussed this subject in general terms with the Minister
and it'is his feeling that at least for the non-ferrous metals commodity discussions
we should look to George Bateman as our representative. So far we have not
approached him officially in this regard but I expect that there is little question that
he will take on the job if Mr. Howe requests it.

I might also mention. that Hampshrre of the U.K. High Commissioner's Office
here in Ottawa has approached Wynne Plumptre s Division. in . order to ascertain
whether or not we are intérested in participating in certain commodity committees.
We are not quite sure of the intentions `of our various suitors, but are doing our best

to be prudent.

T.N. BEAUPRÉ

Note du chef de la Direction économique -
pour le sous-secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Meniorandum from Head, .Economic Division,'

Io Undér-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL

Pm Y
expert adviser would be different for different commodities. ,

„_ .^.,.. ^ t,:,. hPen named by

more than two, men. a genera po lcy rou s, the
sumabl represent his' country on most'or `âll of the commodity g, P^

[Ottawa), February 19, 1951

RAW MATERIALS - MEETINGS IN WASHINGTON,

You may wish to havé a' word with Mr:, Wrong on this' subject while he is here.12
:,.^

2. The'Central Group under United Stat es, "and France
otheras togetting going although final agreement has not yet been reached

shall bé added.

3. Despite this disagreément,invitations have been issued to many countr^é In
-attend half a dozen meetings on different commodities.These, meetings Wllin four
early in March and go on "indefnitely". Canada _ Is accepting membership

. ,• . .
^uPs. . , . , . • ^ here) put

A. The invitation thâtwe received (from the 'United States Embassy
forward the rules that were. to govern the gioups. Amongst other things it was pnot

sed that each côuntry shôuld be iépresented on .each *commodity group Y
^'' 1 l' man and 'an expert adviser. The former would

Mackenzie as the general policy, man. ,Carson, an asslstant o erson of this
ton,,will be availâble tô'altemate for Allen as policy , man if a sécond p

. 5. Stanley, Allen ot ; l-raue ana ..... ...... .._ .___
t En lish in Washing'

•^ _ - . ^^ ^ . : . . . . . ^

.l -^ ^ ^- .. . , ^•^ ,^^ .

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
.

Miss Rae Please see that Mr. Wrong sees this. We can have a
word about it later

A.D.P.I1[eeneyl. Feb 21

Yours sincerely,
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typé is needéd.-In addition experts in particular commodities will be sent to Wash.:.
ington as they are needed.

6. This is fine - except "thâfour Department has avéry activé' interest in these
matters. The raw materials under consideration come from different sorts of coun-
tries all over the world; all -sorts of political 'issues 'are raised = indeed they are
likely often to be dominant. In the case of rubber a meeting has already been started
in London and it has bogged down as much on political issues as on economic. In
this case Trade. and Commerce suggested that [A.E.] Ritchie of our 'Depaitrriént
should work with their man in London, Guy Smith, who is Canada's chief repre-
sentative. This arrangement has, I think, worked very well.

•7. Unfortunately we cannot make the same arrangements in Washington partly
because we have not gôt anyone like Ritchie on the staff of our Embassy there and
partly because the proposed rules for'the commodity meetings allow for only one
policy man and one ; expert.

8 Allen has asked me jto attend a`meeting with him later this week to discuss the
whole situation and 'I have welcomed an opportunity of doing so: I have great con-
fidence in his, good judgment and sense of cooperation.

9. My chief worry in the present situation is that Allén'will be taking his instruc-
tions primarily from Denis, Harvey. I am not sure that' any political guidance we
may have, to offer will get' through in the'.form in which we put it forward. Denis
has 4habit of seeing things through a glass darkly.13 Further; he is at present rather
prone to be the' "little Canadian",- lôoking after our commercial interests pretty
carefully and tossing aside proposals for international control or regûlation as com-
pletely, visionary and impractical.

10.` Hence I.would rather liké to be able to'establish, through our Embassy in
Washington', a direct contact with Allen. Coilld we 'so 'arrange. things that on broad
matters of policy,'Allen took his instructions from Mr. Wrông, or will Mr. Wrong be
too busy'to concern himself with these matters?

11. I feel pretty sure that Allen. himself would : welcome the suggestion I have
made above, but would Mr. Wrong?14

Mr. Plumptre I understood Wrong spoke to you. He seems to think he can work [this] out OK
A.D.P.N[eeney]. Feb 22

A.F.W. P[LUMPTREI

unie Wrong]
"No^ marginale */Marginal note:

Very tNe (N .
13ivOte,lp

. ..^ i; ^., ^...
arginale :/Marginal n

,
ote::
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DEA/ 11303-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux AD ires extérieures
.^, . I

au sous-ministre dû Commerce
^ •^4^r^^^^IF^ .

...^. ^ . . . ^.

Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal A,fJirs
to Deputy, Minister of Trade and Commerce .

CONFIDENTIAL

unhappy one. It is difficult to be optimistic about any arrang
which might originate from the Central Group (U.S: U.K.-France) recently estab

Dear Mr. Mackenzie:
,',There are growing evidences of shortages of newsprint in. various parts of the

world. , In recent months we have had, I am sure, nearly a dozeri enquiries from
various governments about the possibilit}i 'of Canadian Government assistance in
supplying newsprint. No doubt you have had many more, enquiries. The Govern-
ment of France is now officially on record as favouring international measures to
deal with the pulp and paper situation and the British Government is on record as
., _.. , • . . .

supporting them:
2. Newsprint is of special interest to this`, Department because of its political

. , , . . . ,
significance.

3. ,There is, I fear, a good 'deal of resentmént building up in various parts of the
world and this resentment. is all, too 'likel^ ► , to focus on*, Canada as the largest
éxpôrtér of newsprint in the'world. We can of course try to shift the responsibility
or blame,to the UnitedStâtes; if bnly the United States publishers wouldtbel^es
greedy or if only the United States Government would check their appee'
Canadian newsprint industry would have more supplies to meet needs elsewhere.
While there,is a good deal of truth • in this line `of, argument I do not think it is a
complete défence. Our Government canscarcely avoid some 'responsibility in the
matter and, while Canadiancommercial interests may lie in the direction of selling
every possible ton of newsprint in 'the United States, Canadian political interests
(and I would add Canadian defence interests) lie in ensuring reasonably adequate
supplies in countries that are our friends and allies.

4. My first réaction to proposals for any sort of international intervent
ion

i dustry
field of newsprint is to shy away from them. The Canadian newsprint
would, I imagine, resist vigorously. The attempt of the Production and Resources
Board to deal with newsprint problems during the last war was a singularlY

• • • ements in this field

lished in Washington. ing
5. Nevertheless I believe we should think very carefully before Üslôr other

obstructing any positive, proposals that may come from the Central G^d ng neWS

sources. If Canada refuses to discuss international arrangements rcg otherthe
print the whole weight of criticism all around the world falls on us . Dih t e m n

hand, if we inake it clear that we are willing to enter into discussions We shift Part,
producers and consumers (including, of course, the United States) .

onto the United.States
indeed perhaps most, of.the weight ïwhere it belongs: X.
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6. Judging from difficulties and recriminations that arose during the last war
regarding newsprint allocations and restrictions in the United States, I believe the
United States authorities will be most reluctant to introduce them again under pre-
sent conditions. I do not believe they will do so until the newsprint situati on. around
the world is pretty desperate., And at such a time, when the United States Govern-
ment is willing to face up to the embattled U.S. publishers, I believe our Govern-
ment could and should face up to the embattled Canadian newsprint producers. Our
Government should then be willing to introduce whatever system of controls or
allocations the situation may warrant.

7. I do not mean, for a moment, that we should carry on a campaign in favour of
international allocations, or that the Canadian Government should, on its own initi-
ative, cut down our exports of newsprint to the United States; either action would
ûnnecessarily incite the United States press to attacks on Canada and the Canadian
Government. The very fact that the Central Group exists, and that it has assumed
responsibility for initiating whatever international action is needed in the field of
raw materials, means that we are fully justified in taking no initiative. On the other
hand we should, I believe, be scrupulously careful not to resist or obstruct interna-
tional discussions if they are proposed by the Central Group.

8. I would much appreciate your views on the suggestions in this letter.
Yours sincerely,

A.D.P. HEENEY

MO. ' F - I DEA/11303 40

Le sous=n:inistre du Commerce
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Conunerce
o Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs ^,,,,

p.: tunk, a more positive approach is called for at this time and, in fact, it
^g ht bè, advisable to do what we can unofficially to get such discussions under

prnnt situation, I think our stand on this matter should be one of supporting any
action the Central Group takes to initiate discussions on the international allocation
of newsprint.

I agee with you that we should not take any action on our own initiative to cut
down on our exports to the United States or to make-them feel that we are discrimi-
nating against-them.'At the same time, I feel that international allocations deter-
nuned by the major producers and consumers, including the United States, is the
only solution to this problem of supplying pulp and paper to countries other than
the United States. I would certainly not be in favour of any action that would resist
or obstruct an
Grou ' II y international discussions that might be proposed bÿ the Central

DeariMr. Heeney:

In reply to your letter of February 21 st on the political implications of the news-

CoNFtDE"qL Ottawa, February 24, 1951
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way as soon as possible: On the other hand,:I do not think it is necessary, at this
stage, for. Canada to go officially on record in support of international measures to
deal with the pulp and paper situation.

" I think you will find that the newsprint^âssociation is.n.iore or less in agreement
with this line `of action, and you might be interested in séeing a letter, dated Febru-
ary 9th,f which Bob Fowler sent to E.A. Holmes, deputy paper controller for the
British' in 'the last wâr. A copy of this letter was I senfto Norman Robertson and is
available in his files:

304.' DEA/ 11307-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States'
cretary of State for EzternaC Affairs

l Washington, March 2, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL.

Following for M.W. Mackenzie, Trade and Commerce, (Attention T.N. Beaupré)

copy to A.W.F. Plumptre and J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance, from S.V.

Allen, Begins: Reference International Materials Conference. Reference circular
telegram B. ,18 of February 26tht frôm I.ondon, initial United States reaction to the

United Kingdom suggestion is that the Commonwealth should not have more than

three representatives on 'the central group. It is now fairly certain that the central
group will be enlarged by additional representation of O.E.E.C. and O.A.S. as
groups and as a result our attitude concerning Canadian participation in the central
group needs definition. There has been no indication so far as to what direct effect,
if any, the central group's activities will have on the work of the individual com-

. -._ _ ,.c .,^.v rnmmodity
mlttees nui conuot over we se<;,GUUML wIU u.^. W.......^.....^... --.
'committees; and their ^ mémbërship,will be a part of its functions. Althoughle,

of the central group to include O.E.E.C. representation, for examp
might have the effect of relieving pressures on us from individual countries for raw
materials, of which we are excess roui-ers it seems to me that our position in
respect of items for which we are claimants might be weakened by non-participa"
tion;- especially in the case of those committees where we have no direct representa
tion,' for example, wool. Early comments on this point would be appreciated.

` 2. We expect we shall be requested to participate actively in the central group

secretariat by the assignment of a"body". Charles W.' Jeffers, chief of the industry
division of E.C.A.; is to be the exécutive secretary of the secretariat,

ppointed J.H.",

and the United

Penson'Attaché at the Embassy, as assistant execu-Kingdom have a
tive secretary: Although` the channelling of information to the various committees
in the'case of non-members has not been'clarified; the secretariat might become the
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official channel, and for that reason Canadian participation would be -a useful
means of keeping track of the work of the committees where we are not repre-
sented. So far, committee papers are only being distributed to members.

3. Our views on the nomination and election of Canadian nationals as permanent
chairmen and vice•chairmen of the Commodity Committees are still being sought.
Fred Winant who is now special assistant to Gibson of DPA, raised the matter with
English yesterday, when he was assured that we had no strong views on the subject,
but that it would be preferable for large producing countries not to chair commit-
tees if suitably qualified individuals from other countries could be found. Winant
mentioned Bateman as a possible ideal chairman for the Copper, Lead, Zinc Com-
mittee. Of the six committees now planned, this is the most likely one for which we
might be asked to supply the chairman. It is impossible to estimate what time
would have to be devoted to the work but some United States officials think the
committees should meet for a month now, recess and convene again when desira-
ble. The United States is anxious to avoid the prolonged operation of the commit-
tees with temporary chairmen of United States nationality but it will be necessary
for such arrangements to continue for two or three weeks until members become
better. acquainted.

4.1here has been some suggestion of a budget for the I.M.C.'but no indication
yet of United States thinking as to a formula or the forum for discussing it. Ends.

305.

le secrétaire d'État aux'Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for Ezternal AJfairs.
to Ambassador in United States

.,, 'EX-484

SECRET

DEA/11307-40

Ottawa, March 5, 1951

Reference your telegrams WA-794 and WA-813t concerning enlargement of cen-

ollo.win
IMC.

g for S.V.-Allen from T.N. Beaupré, Begins: We remain convinced that
neither the. central group's terms of reference nor membership should be enlarged
°Pon. However,.we recognize that if the membership is increased it is quite likely
that the central group will take on additional powers. Under these circumstances we
frel that if the central group is to be enlarged to seven we should make a strong
c^e^for,Ganadian representation. Furthermore, we think that any plans to further

central group to eleven should be resistcd.
believe that in our telephone conversations we have covered the other points

r4sed ln Your WA.794: We are now considering possible representation on the cen-
alal ^Up.,'and its secretariat if we are appointed to the central body. We note that,
t^s°Ugh.thé;United States is not anxious to continue the operation of the commit-tees t .

emporary chalrmen, they are. resigned to the necessity of carrying on
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such arrangements for another two : or three weeks. We agree . with this plan, and
will be prepared to discuss the possibility of Canada's providing chairmen at the
end of this period if there remains some demand for Canadian chairmen. Ends.

.. ,
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

DEA

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures._. , , . ..
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGRANt WA-896
Washington, March 9, 1951

SECRET
Reference Allen's message to Mackenzie WA-868 of March 7th.t Central Group,

International Materials Conference.
1. I saw Willard Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State, this morning at his request.

He said that agreement had been reached yesterday afternoon between the British,
American and French representatives to support the enlargement of the Central
Group to ten members to include four from the Western Hemisphere, four from
Europe and two from Asia to the Far East. Speaking for the three governments he
then extended an invitation to Canada to become a member of the group. He added
that he was not at liberty,to tell me which other countries were being invited to

that if the original membership of three was to be changed (which we d Co^^ st

join; it would be embarrassing to pass this information around until their accept-
ance had been secured. The membership, however, would include the present three
and representatives of O.E.E.C. and the Organization of American States.

2. This means that the four Western Hemisphere members would be the United
States, O.A.S., Canada and one Latin American country. The four European mem-
be'rs 'would be the United Kingdom, France, O.E.E.C. and one other, and the
remaining two would presumably be India and Australia.

3. He asked me to let him have a reply by Monday, as it is desired to make an
announcement as soon as possible and to preserve secrecy in the meantime. I told
him_ I was sure that the Canadian Government would accept, since our view was

= so that the Central Group became more fully representatrve of the non

° world; the Canadian interest as producer 'and, consumer of raw materials made
Canadian membership necessary. _uA.,# ,i,P work of the

I took the opportunity ot raising some uumi ymwa..^- M^^--- ---
`conference: About therole of the Central Group he said that its main functions

as the need arose c^^tteésrwere to see that cômmodity committees were set U11
representative basis, to do the supporting work for the commod ity

it, to see that
such as provision of the secretariat and other services, and, as he p ht Was the
"the area was well ôccupied" which ought to be filled. The last he thought
most important duty. The Conference was an expenmental organization and no -

' tled pattern of operations should be adopted as yet.
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. 5.'I asked him about pressures to establish new commodity committees. He said
that he thought the, pressures were currently greatest for a committee on pulp and
paper, there is also some demand for a committee on hides and skins and among
some of the Latin Americans for à committee on tin-plate. He thought that the
newsprint issue would have to be tackled because of its pressing importance, and
he readily recognized that this must involve some restriction on consumption in the
United States.

6.I also âskèd him about a question which has arisen in some of the commodity
committees - the admission of non-members as observers. He said that this was
not settled and that the United States view was that it should be left for considera-
tion by the enlarged Central Group. He agreed that once the admission of observers
started it would.be difficult to control.

7. Will it be possible for you to give me by Monday morning an official reply to
the invitation to Canada to join the Central Group? Please pass copies immediately
to Messrs.. Plumptre, Deutsch and Beatipré.'s

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .

525

DEA/11307-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

Ambassador in United States'

r

"IÀ Canàda confirma sa décision d'adhérer au Groupe central dans le télégramme EX-516 du 9 mari
19S1t d'Ottawa à Washington.

516a^'s decision to accept membership in the Central Croup was confirmed in Telegram No. EX-
M h

to Secretary of State for Ezteriurl A,Jj`'airs

TELGRAM WA-1012,^.
.. . ^ ^;,

SECRET. IMMEDIA''E,
-^. ... .„^. .

Washington, March 19, 1951'

RE INTERNATIONAL I•1A7ERIALS CONfTRENCE
Following for M.W. Mackenzie, Department ^ of Trade 'and Commerce, repeat to
Plurnptre and Deutsch, attention Beaupré, from S.V. Allen, Begins: The initial cen-
tral group members have now agreed to set up an IMC Pulp and Paper Committee
and invitations are to, be issued shortly after agreement on : membership has been
reached,^ No. other new committees are presently under serious consideration and
previous suggestions concerning groups to deal with hides and skins and fats and
oils have now been shelved.

2: Understand that the Union of South Africa is making representations concern-ing
membership . on enlarged central group. As the new membership has been

announced the position of new members presumably will have to be dealt with by
the larger, group ^ and it would therefore be appropriate for the Embassy to be
lMwcted.on what attitude we should adopt here. Ends.

► arc 9, 193I t Horn Ottawa to Washington.
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308. DEA/9245-C-40

_ Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à ' l'ambassade en France

,:.. . . .
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Embassy in France . , : .,

LErrER No. E 438

RESTRICTED .,

6. The Canadian newspnnt industry has been deve oped o
market rather than the Canadian market. The Canadian mills have contracts with

an no y e
' 1 t serve the Americand t b th Canadian Government or the Canadlan newspnnt ln

United States consumption it should be undertaken by the United States au
dustry

from Canada under a^ regime of controls. If there was to be any cutung a,orities
Canadian newspnnt mdustry, or both, for any s ortages o PP back of

publishers would seize any oppo y h f su ly of newsprint

• S. Experiences in the ast wax a s o
rtun to blame the Canadian Government or the

t
1 h d h wn a11 too clearly that many United States

tries and others.
number of countries, including India, Egypt, Yugoslavia, South Amencan co

. e ana i po
- told that Canada was facing requests for additional supplies of newsprint

for a large
un-

• 4 Th C dan sition was explained in some `detail to Mr. Queuille. He was
before an election.

trol ; t11e situation an p
French publishers : but this was an undesirable type of action , particularly shortly

seem LU ave
A s read the - available newsprint around thinly among the

increase and (although this 'was not quite clear) supplies from certam sou
ed h boers cut off recently The French Government could of course con-

3. e more irrlme p
coming elections which would take place in a few months. The demand would

rces

Th A;'ate roblem was a shortage of newsprint in the face of the
offered).

8 P P
Zone of Western Germany were no longer forthcoming. (I rather gathered that the
French had taken a good hack at the German forests as long as the opportunity

field of newsprint and wood pulp. There was a long term problem arising from a

16 -t- e of ul wood for the French mills. Supplies of pulp wood from the French

Mr Queuille said that France was confronted by two separate problems in the
and he did so yesterday.
Queuille was invited to call on the Department to discuss the subject in some detail
Canada and wondered whether this increase might not be available to France. Mr.
He had heard that there was likely to be a slight'increase in newsprint production in
Robertson and others 16 Shortly afterwards Mr. Queuille wrote to Mr. Ro ertson.

When Mr. Pleven was here Mr. Alphand raised this question with Mr. Norman
^ b

Ottawa, March 21, 1951

NEWSPRINT SHORTAGE IN FRANCE

','Voir aussi le document 890JSee also Document 890.
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their American customers. These contracts have in them clauses under which the
Canadian mills undertake to meet the "requirements" of their customers^ in the
United States. Thus any increase in Canadian production is already "spoken for" at
a time (like the present) when American demand for newsprint is strong. There is
no surplus automatically available to be sent to other countries:'

7A t may be admitted that the legal position 'of thesé "requirements contracts"
might be challenged in a court of law. The hold which the American customers
have over their Canadian suppliers stems not so much from the terms of the con-
tracts as from the general power of the press in the United States. The "require-
ments contracts" can always be used as an argument if Canadian supplies which are
wanted in the United States get 'diverted elsewhere.

8. It was pointed out to Mr. Queuille that under these circumstances it would be
very difficùlt indeed for the Canadian Government (let alone the Canadian news-
print industry) to set aside even small amounts for overseas countries. The best
hope of these countries, if they felt themselves short of newsprint, was to use the
facilities of the International Materials Conference in Washington. It was'not up to
'Canada, as the world's chief supplier, to press for action there; this was the respon-
sibility of the countries feeling shortages. Nevertheless it was the intention of the
Canadian authorities'to facilitate -international consultation in Washington and, if
this proved to be necessary, international action.

9. Mr. Queuille said that he would transmit this information to the authorities in
France.

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DEA/11307-F-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis : . -

Secretary 'of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-988

CONFIDEN'f1Aj;, IMPORTANT. '

Repeat.London No. 765; Paris No. 167.

Ottawa, May 5, 1951

INTFRNATI(1NA1 fUATRDIAI C nn*tcr.nckinr

1• We would be grateful if you would give this matter your attention first thing. Monda
Monday, morning. There is a meeting of the Copper-Lead-Zinc Committee on

terda y at which important precedents may be set. The matter was discussed yes-
y(Fridaÿ) between Messrs. Beaupré, Harvey, Deutsch, Hewett, Monture and

Plumptre.' Beaupré éxpected that Mackenzie would raise these matters with Mr.
Howe and that instructions would be telephoned to Allen.
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2.` The Copper-Lead-Zinc Committee is the, f ïrst . to get its statistics together and

grapple : with the problem of, re-distribution of supplies. It formed a statistical sub-
committee some weeks ago.-The report of this committee, which is to be consid-
ered,on Monday, does not merely set out the facts of the problem but suggests
certain simple formulae for re-distribution of supplies of copper. Apparently the
subcommittee agreed that each country ought to get its stated military requirements
without question. Stockpiling would get next priority , but there was some difference

of view in the subcommittee about how this should be handled. The residue should
be divided between the countries of the world in proportion to their use in some

recent period - 1949,1950; or both. This residue is, described.in the statistics as
"essential civilian". Allen has taken part in the, statistical subcommittee, but, like
others, he was, we understand, acting as an expert and not representing his Govern-

ment in this exercise. The result . of the exercise suggests cutbacks of "essential
civilian" use in all participating countries of not less than 15 per cent and not more
thân 25 per cent, depending upon how much is allowed for stockpiling.

3. Beaupré, who convened ÿesterday's meeting, began by pointing out that Cana-
dian officials have recently been prone to "pass the buck" to IMC when approached

. by 'representatives of countries who wanted metals, newsprint, etc. It was impor-
tant, therefore, that officials should try to ensure that the, recommendations pro-
duced in IMC were reasonably acceptable to Ministers. He doubted whether the
formula described above would be acceptable. Ministers might well be willing to
meet real emergencies as they `arose amongst our allies and for this purpose might
envisage restriction of. Canadian supplies, pockets of unemployment, etc., but they
would not face up to such situations merely to implement a statistical formula.
Hence, even though Allen, as an expert, had accepted the report of the subcommit-
tee it seemed 'desirable to make different proposals when the Committee met on
Monday.

4. Beaupré suggested that the Committee should set up a "Ways and Means Sub-
committee" and other members of . the group elaborated the suggestion. It would
seem desirable, now that the. basic statistics have been set up and the order of mag-
nitude of the deficiency of copper indicated (statistically 20 per cent of supply of
which about half may be "water'), that the main supplying countries should offer to
try to meet the situation by. a judicious re-distribution of supplies in response to
established needs and emergency requirements. This "Ways and Means Subcom-
mittee" 'might consist of the main suppliers - Canada, the United States, Peru,
Chile, Rhodesia and Belgian Congo. The supplying countries would naturally Want
to satisfy themselves of the validity of the,demands being made both by each other
and also by other countries before accepting reductions in the supplies made

oMMit-ble to their own people. Hence this 'avenue should be explored before the
tee even * considered arbitrâry 'cutbacks: Asimilar first - approach to emergency

'situations is already being tried out in the field of - newsprint.
ùirements

5.'Héwett emphasized that he imagined most countries had put in req
which were inflated by 10 or 15 per cent. He suggested that it would not be t0o

'difficult to sqûeeze'down Canâdiân usage by something likè 10 per cent but beyond
that there would be'a real difficulty and he would certainly be going well

Y,

the present instructions of his Minister.
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- 6. Plumptre emphasized that noacdon should be taken by Canada which would
,cause, a breakdown of the Copper Committee., United Kingdom and ; European
countries were getting to a most precarious position in relationto the high prices
and short supplies of scarce materials. The resignation of Mr. Bevan was signifi-
cant., The apparent success of MacArthur, in the United States caused further distur-
bance to European confidence, economic and political. While Plumptre agreed with
Beaupré that a new approach was desirable by the Copper Committee, the matter
would have to be handled with the greatest skill and tact. All the other members of
the group warmly supported these views.

7 . Harvey considèred that the."ways and means" approach was much more satis-
factory than the crude statistical approach'and that it would probably work satisfac-
torily in Committees where Canada was a consumer as well as those in which
Canada was a main producer.

8. Deutsch in particular supported the political points that Plumptre had raised
but also felt strongly that Ministers would not accept cutbacks based on arbitrary
worldwide' formulae.

9. It was felt that it might be necessary to obtain a postponement of the Commit-
tee discussion of the Statistical Subcommittee. General agreement, however,
seemed to be.. reached on the following points:

(a) A simple crude formula would not work satisfactorily. If a formula approach
were to be adopted at all it would have to be much more refined. In particular it
would have to take account of varying degrees of civilian essentiality. (So far the
Sub-Committee has shied away completely from this. problem).

(b) An attempt should be made in the Copper Committee to get the "ways and
means" approach at least tried out before resorting to a formula. The chief respon-
sibility would fall on the supplying countries and within this group.the leadership
would obviously be taken by,U.S., U.K. and Canada. It was agreed that, while this
proposition could be explored behind the scenes in advance, it could not work con-
'tinuously, behind the scenes without becoming known and causing grave suspicion.

DEA/6750-40

, . Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire , d'État aux Affaires extérieures • '

Memoranduin front Head, Economic Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIpF-^MAL [Ottawa], May 10, 1951

PRICES OF BASIC MATERIAL EXPORTS

I attach a copy of a summary of a meeting held on this subject yesterday in the
DePartment of Defence Production. A lot of very interesting and important ground
was covered, some of it rather contentious.

2. I found myself talking rather more than usual and in retrospect I am not quite
sure whether you will entirely agree with what I said, particularly my suggestion. .,., ., , . .
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that the Government should not force Canadian `exporters to sell at low (North
American) prices when their oûtput'is, being diverted to higher priced (protected)
markets abroad., Fam sure that these matters will be discussed again and would
aPPreciate your guidance.

3.* I am sending copies of my "memorandum to Wrong, Wilgress, and Couillard,
inviting their comments and suggestions.

4. I was very glad that Max Mackenzie called this meeting together. I feel that
now'he is divested of his responsibilities for Trade and Commerce he is becoming
much more concerned about Canada's responsibilities in the material (and price)
field not merely towards the United States but also to'NATO allies and other coun-
tries. ^ This attitude will naturally spread out to others in his Department.

5. I am not sure whether you will want to show all this rather detailed material to

the Minister."

for a 27 1/2 cent pnce?
Canadian sales in the United States. Should Canadtan firms imme .a y

(c) Canadian exports o,. copper o
ceiling price of 24 1/2 cents. This opens an escape clause in the contracts covering

d tel negoaate

f t e% Unlted States are made at nl
to e an p° U'ted Statesth r adian ex rter accepting the order and the Untted lung o p

g p ul at a
(b) A United Kingdom finn wants to order a small quantity of sulphite p p

price nearly double the North American but about equal to Swedish prices. Sweden
is the chief source of, this material for the United Kingdom. Is there any objection

d m rice?

Kin dom at resent but the Japanese pnce is very tempting.

(a) A small shipment of zmc , was o ere p,
SCAP, at double the normal price. Zinc is in particularly short supply in the United

o er q .
• rd d from > T,% an apparently approved by

#1k uestions These mclude:

. e po ^
raised some interesting questions and have asked for guidance. Officials foresee

_ . ,

eaup ,
Canadian rters of base metals wood pulps, and newsprint, have already

n ré Hewett Sharp and myself.

Max- Mackenzie called this meeting together. Those present: George Bateman
and Bob Fowler, as well as Ottawa officials: Towers, Beattie, Taylor, Deutsch,

[Ottawa], May 10, 1951
CONFIDENTIAL

A.F.W. P(t.UMPTREI

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note d'une réunion du ministère de. production pour la Défense

Notes on Meeting in Department of Defence Production
, .., ., . . •

11 Note marginale :/Marginal note: , our inc
Mr. Plumptre this is very interesting - dc will become more $o 1 suspect! In general y

seems to make sense but I fancy US pressure & othen -- will develop Pre t^Y ^p'diy Wh12

new price tags go on Perhaps a note for the Minister at a later stage
A.D.P.t1[eeney] May
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(d) The price of Canadian nickel has been relatively stable and profits moderate
in the recent past. Increases in cost of production are causing problems. Is there any,
objection to an increase in price?

(e) What is true of nickel is also apparently true of newsprint. The pulps going '
into newsprint could actually be sold profitably in their existing state. Is there any.,
objection to increased price of newsprint?

(f) If allocations of one sort or another are worked by the International Materials
Conference what price should apply? For instance Canadian newsprint sells at
$100.U0 a ton in North America and Canadian contracts with the United Kingdom*
are on a basis of $112.00 to make allowances for certain extra costs connected with
overseas shipments. However, if Canadian newsprint is allocated to certain sterling
area destinations (India, Egypt, etc.) it will sell alongside paper from soft currency
sources which is fetching $300.00 or more a ton. What price should the Canadian
mills charge for the paper; diverted to these markets?

3. The meeting was not, of,course, considering any general attempt to control
export prices of Canadian basic materials. The great bulk of the Canadian product
is already contracted for in the United States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
There is no intention that the Canadian authorities should attempt to intervene or
take control., - I , . . .

4. However, producers were raising 'particular problems and would raise more.
Mackenzie said that he felt that the Government could not ignore these problems.
(He himself had refused an export permit on the high priced zinc to Japan - much
to Bateman's disgust). He suggested that Canada had a special responsibility not to
gouge the United States by means of high prices. United States ceilings covered
exports to Canada and other countries; in so far as the ceilings held we were bene-
fifing from them.• Sharp and Taylor who had recently talked with price people in
Washington supported this view.

5. Towers questioned the refusal to send zinc to SCAP at high prices and raised
the question whether Canadian responsibilities did not extend into the field of sup-
Ply and distribution of materials rather than their prices.

6: I said that,'while we might have a special relationship with the U.S:, we cer-
tainly should not merely keep prices down on this continent and let the rest of the
world gô hang. Our NATO allies, and others in the free world, were already very
suspicious that North America was looking after itself and letting the devil take thehindmost.

Witness the resignation of Bevan. Hence our interest had to extend well
beyond prices of sales to U.S.A. I went on to emphasize Towers' point - that we
should keep our eye on the ball which was supplies. If we fulfilled our responsibili-
ties in this regard we would ease price situations where they were most harmful;
but that was incidental to relieving the shortage itself.

7•' It was pointed out, from several angles, that if Canadian suppliers did not
ehazge prevailing prices in markets abroad (e.g. zinc in Japan, pulps in U.K.) they
would simply be handing a fat profit to some middleman or producer abroad.

8-..T6wers emphasized that,, in part, the problem arose because the prices we
ehazged the,U.S.A, were often over a longC^a^a , period, uneconomically low. Sometimes

n Producers did not pass on costs of depletion (e.g. Canadian forests); U.S.



domestic producers got tariff pro tection, subsidies when needed, and other advan-
,tages from time to time (e.g. copper); the brunt of any decline in demand always

Id stif 'char ing higherféll on the foreigners; for these and other reasons one cou u y g
prices to U.S: than their own producers were receiving at home. Incidentally, high
prices on U.S.- sales improved our dollar position. Nevertheless, there were political
and other difficulties in pursuing this line.

9: Fowler said that the price of newsprint would have to rise soon, that many U.S.
publishers recognized this, but that he feared objection from the U.S. authorities.
(He is obviously angling for Canadian government. backing on newsprint price
increases. Such backing was given in the last war and led to a good deal of acri-
mony between government representatives.)

10:" Mackenzie asked if the genéral level of our export prices were raised (news-
print; copper, etc) this should apply`to Canadian , producers? Fowler thought that
Canadian mills could drag their feet before applying higher prices in Canada. Bate-
man thought the prices at home and in the U.S. should be the same and so did most
of the meeting. It was specially difficult to sell to U.S.A. at prices above our own

domestic as' long as .we get the protection of their ceilings on.exports to Canada.

I 1.'Theposition of copper
Iwas agreed to be peculiar. It seemed unfair that the

U.S. should pay higher prices for Chilean copper than Canada. On the other hand it
seemed undesirable for Canadians to make life difficult for the U.S. price authori-
ties unless there was very strong justification for them doing so in terms of rising
costs and shrinking profits (which would not appear to be the case).^ It was gener-
ally agreed that domestic producers of copper in the United States were likely to

protest against the higher price being paid to Chile. It would be desirable for these
producers to "make the running" on behalf of -higher prices for ,.imports from

Canada. .
12. In regard to the problem arising from allocations, I suggested that, « i c^d

Canadian producers were willing to charge North American prices on these fo
so much the better, but that I did not seesales", in.remote and uncertain markets,

why the government should force them to accept - less than the "generally ruling
price" in the country to which the forced sale was made. I repeated my emphasis on
getting supplies to where they were, needed, rather than controlling prices as such.
The others present âgreed that this was,a good prinçiple but a number of points
emerged in the discussion:
s; (a) Countries with shortages would no doubt hope and expect to buy, at North

' American prices - and would scream if they were charged more.

_' `(b) ' On the other ' hand, additional supplies from North America would soften

prices abroad.
(c)'A'8ood deal of the "steam" behind demands for allocations might disappear if

.-, R: ^ •North' American prices did not apply., f
'(d) The` fact that dollars, not soft currencies; were involved would further curtail

requests for our supplies. if prevail'ing
I
prices were' charged.

' ^
(e) 'In ^ ome cases (néwspri `nt may be" one) producers may be. quite willing tO

accépt North ''American prices, ° especially` if, theri* is any likelihood
of the new

. . . . , . .. . . . , r^
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"forced" markets becoming permanent. This might be one way of getting back into
some sterling markets lost during the period of acute dollar scarcity.

13. Out of all these and many more considerations it seemed possible to distil
thesé; principles: to guide Ottawa officials when price problems were raised by
exporters:

(a) Exporters should not be discouraged from accepting ruling prices in foreign
countriès merely because Canadian prices are lower. However, they should be dis-
couraged from "upsetting apple carts" abroad - from "making the running" on
price increases.

-(b) In some cases, where Canadian exports dominated certain foreign markets
(newsprint in U.S.A., nickel), Çanadians could not help "making the running"; and
in these cases price increases would have to be justified in relation to increasing
costs in Canada., '

:j c) In general, Canada's chief responsibility to NATO partners and other free
countries must be conceived in terms of supplies - meeting demonstrable and
harmful shortages - rather than in terms of attempting to police price situations all

A.F.W. P([.UMMEl

DEA/11307-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ' •
au secrétaire d'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TÈLEGRAM WA- 1963 Washington, May 10, 1951

around the world.

CONFIDENTIAL'

Your EX-988 'of May 5th re International Materials Conférence
1. It is quite apparent that the Canadian position should be urgently reconsidered,

as if we further pursue the line suggested we could become the one country respon-
sible for blocking effective action by the conference. There is no sympathy for our
proposals: in . the light of . possible acceptance by the United States of formulae
Which in the case of sulphur and molybdenum will cut availabilities to them for
civilian^ production to less than 1950 consumption. Other excess producers also
favour. the generally-accepted method. of approach, and our position is therefore
untenable, unless we can consider it as a method to meet immediate hardship needs,
rather than a principle 'which we support for application to the work of all commit-
tees for, a longer period.

2''Y6ur. message was discussed early Monday by Matthews, English, Montureallid
Allen'.in•relation to the copper-lead-zinc sub-committee draft report. It was

bgereed that postponement of discussion in the main committee would not be possi-
and therefore the issue would probably have to be faced at Monday's meeting.This

was felt' desirable because since Allen's return from Ottawa he had
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endeavoured without success to, convince committee members in line with the sug-
gestions made in your paragraph 9 (b) that the approach of the sub-committee in
our.opinion would not produce effective results in the time necessary.

3: At the Copper-I;ead-Zinc Committee meeting each representative in turn was
asked what views his government had concerning the draft report and the approach
to allocation being studied. , Allen accordingly adopted a bold.but logical line indiate
presenting our proposals on the grounds that our me oodld be the case on th ebasis
urgent supply problems being dealt with sooner than
of the formula under consideration which in the end might produce a neat and tidy
table of figures but a totally unworkable method of allocation. He stressed that it
would take weeks to reach agreement on the details of the allocation scheme envis-
aged and meanwhile urgent needs which should be met would have been given no

attention. Allen's argument was strengthened by the fact that the committee had
practically agreed that allocation before the end of this year would be impossible in
any event. He therefore had reason to hope that our proposal would strike a respon-

sive note in some quarters.
4. There was only a limited amount of sympathy for our thesis. France admitted

that a similar and partially successful approach in OEEC had shown that temporary
supply problems could be dealt with if there was a will to make the necessary
adjustments. The United Kingdom favoured the adoption of our proposal if it could
be considered purely a temporary measure pending a formal allocation scheme.
The United States representative felt that the basic question was "whether a formal
allocation system was necessary;" if so, he felt that Canadian view represented a
drastic change in the method of approach from that generally accepted by members
of the conference. Moreover, the Canadian proposal was merely a method for deal-
ing with export tonnages by producers without proper consideration of their own
consumption levels. Allen took the line that we accepted the findings of the sub-
committee on the need for action but that we differed on the method of approach to
redistribution being studied. He stressed that a more realistic attitude was not
inconsistent with the general objectives of the conference. The Italian and Norwe-
gian representatives also favoured our scheme providing it set against our
operative only for 1951. The Australian representative was dead
suggestion if it•was not more than an interim scheme (in spite of the fact he prl-
vately disclosed later, that Canberra had views similar to our ownbeuof copp r)^
would subscribe to the general approach if they were given a stockp'i -
and argued for a well documented statistical basis to. which a suol reach alloca-

= modifed in special cases if necessary - would be applied in order
tions which would be "fair and equitable". The end result was that t^ncorr^tteeug-
continued discussion of the sub-committee working paper without ta king our

-gestions seriously.. : _ '. e
nganese-Nickel-Cobalt Sub-Committee which is involved in thesal o,, S. The Ma n

sort of exercise which has not reached the' report stage,' discussed our propo

.-Tuesday. They want us to table a paper for consideration
along with the report to

-the main committee at an early date. '
t i • s ` . , ..

^
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6:.The informal Commonwealth Committee met Wednesday at the' British
Embassy with Lord Knollys as chairman. Allen briefly. outlined the proposition'
which he had presented to the two committees and the reaction on the whole was
even less favourable. Knollys felt that the pattern of the conference would be set by
the.United States in terms of the quantities of materials of which it was an excess
producer which it would be prepared to share with other countries;'he added that
there was a fair chance of the United States accepting large cutbacks, in order to
make the: conference a success. He ; felt. that the problem before the, conference
mvolved three main considerations

(a) The acceptance of a general principle that there should be formal allocation
schemes,

(b) the working out of suitable formulae to make the schemes effective with spe-
cial provision for departure from strict statistical bases in cases where this was
necessary,

(c) some method of dealing on an interim basis with urgent problems probably
along the lines of our scheme. (He asked. pointedly whether this proposal was one
which we favoured for the whole period of possible allocation).

7. The lack of producer-country interest is particularly noticeable. India, however,
in the

Manganese-Nickel-Cobalt Sub-committee is anxious to ensure adequate
readjustment of any formula to take care of increased civilian needs of manganese,
but no criticism of the approach to a formula based on past consumption has beenlodged.

8. Following are specific comments on the work of other committees:
(a) Sulphur: because this committee's work is most advanced your attention, is,

directed to Document 32 -Sulphur Report No. 2 of May 2ndt which might well
become the pattern for the final copper-lead-zinc and other committee reports.
Although it is fully anticipated this report may not meet long term conditions and is
subject to amendment, it is likely the United States will agree to cutting its 1951
sulphur consumption to the 93 percent of 1950 consumption recommended. United
States acceptance of the principle (which they have not opposed during two months
work at the sub-committee level) will establish a principle to which we would be
forced to conform in its broad aspects. You will note however, that the tentative
allocations of sulphur to certain countries e.g. Brazil, Sweden, Germany, New Zea-
land and Switzerland have been increased to take account of industrial or economic
growth as reflected in the past trend of consumption.

(b) Tungsten-molybdenum - the United States were extremel anxious to
1951 requirements used as a basis for a formula; y have
1950; ,

the result to date has been a compromise which underdthe most fav
favoured

ourablec"cumstances
would give the United States 58 percent of 1951 molybdenum

rc9uirements for essential civilian production. In this case there is no stockpiling
issue and 'the defence needs have been given first priority under all formulae con-sidered, As in
defe ' all other committees the idea of special priority- requirements for

_ nce supponing activities has been abandoned because of the diffcult of Gnd-
I°g ^ acceptable definition. Although the subject is temporarily deadlocked at
sub-commlttee level the United States is faced with the prospect of receiving much



Le secrétaire commercial de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

au sous-ministre du Commerce

Commercial Secretary, Embassy in United States,
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. . ^,

less molybdenum for essential civilian use including defence supporting activities
in 1951 Ï than they used in ;1950.

(c) Pulp and 'paper - because of special circumstances we can hardly argue that
the newsprint approach is the one that can be used in other cases. It is already
generally accepted that no formula of equitable distribution based on past con-
sumption would be workable and that for the most part the committee's best field
of operations will be to deal 'with spot problems.

9. Tô sum, up,the United States members, in all -committees, and at other levels
consulted to date favour the adoption of an approach to allocation based on past
patterns of consumption which would give priority to defence (and stockpiling
needs) and distribute the balance for civilian consumption to claimant countries on
an agreed formula with certain adjustments to meet special conditions. Our efforts
could be best devoted to establishing a case for special treatment. Secondly, the
United States representatives on committees strongly expound the theory of a for-
mal allocation scheme which will distribute supplies as equitably as possible for an
agreed period.,They feel that any other approach will not satisfy most countries and
that the larger producers and consumers would not be relieved of the individual
pressures to which they have been subject,up to now by anything less than a com-

prehensive scheme.

10. Monture, who attended both the Monday and Tuesday meetings will be able
to report first hand on his return to Ottawa at the end of the, week, on the presenta-
tion Allen made and the reaction of the committees to it. Ends.

312.
11303-40

.

CONFIDENTIAL
Washington, May 15, 1951

Committee was set up comprising representatrves o na a, •
happen to be the Chairman: This Committee's frst task was to consider what acû en
should be taken to meet the' needs of countries who (a) had very small reqm domestic Proments, (b) côuld,notmeet a portion of their own requirements fro

fAthe first meeting of the Committee â spec^al Emergency Newsp
.. • fr d U S and Sweden• I

re being received for oewspnnt in Ottawa. rint Supp1Y.

A.35/51 of May •7th,t and to bnng you up to date t e o g affect the
. activides' of the Pulp-Paper Committee' ofy IMC insofar ' as they may

,

in'the 'same'mail as Department of External A ars t ort on theL C AI win is a rep

# Your letter of May 9tht concerning newspnnt or g
ff ' Crcular Document No*

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONItiRIiNCCS

. RE NEWSPRINT
'' ' f Ju oslavia and India amved

f - I
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duction and (c) whose immediate needs from a political point of view were urgent
because of their location on the periphery of the Iron Curtain or where they had a
newsprint problem in meeting the needs of a free press. It was agreed that the total
emergency shipments within the next two or three months should not exceed a total
of seven to ten thôusand tons to all the countries concerned.

After four meetings. the Committee turned in a report, of which a copy is
attached.t This report was the best that could done in the limited time and since the
last meeting of the Pulp-Paper Committee; telegrams have been sent to the coun-
tries çoncerned in order toobtain data upon which to base a more accurate assess-
ment of emergency needs. Ceylon and Pakistan have been added to the countries
concerned and their emergency needs, if any, will have to be taken care of out of
the total of ten thousand tons. This figure represents the maximum amount which
the U.S. authorities concerned (State Department and NFA) feel that publishers in
the U.S. would be willing to forego for this special purpose. Incidentally, there is, I
understand, informal agreement on the part of the publishers that such an operation
is desirable. providing the requirements are screened and the necessary arrange-
ments can be made for shipping, etc. We expect to have the necessary data availa-
ble within three weeks at the outside when the Subcommittee will rephrase its
report to the Main Pulp-Paper Committee for recommendation to the Governments
on that Committee. You will note that the requirements of India and Yugoslavia
have been taken into account and you could inform them that their needs are under
consideration even though it would be inappropriate to refer to any tonnage figures.
The report is of such a preliminary nature that we must not prejudge what the atti-,
tude of the.Main Committee or of the Governments to be consulted ,may be.

Since the Emergency Supply Committee report on the needs of the "peripheral
countries" was considered, the Main Committee has asked the Subcommittee to
look into the needs of certain countries in Europe. This has now been done but you
can take it for granted that the report to the Main Committee is-g,oing to be a nega-
tive one for the simple reason that U.S. publishers are not likely to forego any
further newsprint from Canada in the immediate future and that a further request at
this.timeë may jeopardize the more urgent needs of the countries whose require-
ments will be met from the ten thousand tons. The countries to be covered by the
second report will be the U.K., France, Germany and Italy, but everyone here has
agreed that apart from the difficulty mentioned above, any special treatment ren-
dered such countries at this time would result in pressures from other countries
whose needs , might be just as urgent, which would entail continued emergency
treatment of all requests. The only possible way in which the needs of all countries
can be^.dealt with is by a longer term operation through which,complete data is
made availâblé to the Committee for proper assessment of the requirements of one
country`;n^ te^ of all. others. This will be very disappointing to France and the
s^i^ p^ia11y,+ but there is marked resistance here on the part of the U.S. to any

treatment and with that further point we must concur:
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In-accordance with our usual practice of distributing documents direct from here
to those in Ottawa who may be. concerned, a copy of this letter: is being sent to
those listed below.

DEA/9245-C-40

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures "

Âmbassadôr in United States
to Secretary of State for External A,f,)`'airs
. ; . , . , r+. .

TELEGRAM WA-2124 •'

11 an overriding political considerauon with wiuch, however,
requests until complete statlstlcal data for ali countes are ft" e IMC PuIP-Paper, . . .

the subcommlttee that It is•Impossible for the committee
vailable. They may be

committee I personally, expressed my sympa y or p° kesman for
(and the other countries) but have consistently adopted the line as spo

• • t d al with emergency

sumpuon agarnst a ee g
` • '` f' • th f the sition of France

w s usa e in e c• • k' th ase of the o er two coun •

thely delegate in ih^s tnatter. n a s s' con-
only'slightly, worse `than that of 'Germany and Ita1y, i.e., three or four days'

tries

3. it is apparent ihe renc ave
Committee to solve this "problem and that very strong instructions have been given

•• • '' O trict statistical basis their stock position may be

1- .1Ir- Pe k • . I 1 Paner
'' '

F. I
h h^•' ut considerable faith in the IMC Pu F_

1D.,1 • Pa r Committee will grant. -','' .

French claim is needed to take carre o ep on &%.41 %A • e^e IMC
the tonnage for immediate use and to replace 'it b y the allocation they hop

ômmendation:=The amount , requested is'a scaled 'down requirement w lc
f 1 ' 'réments They intend to borroW

to the ma,n commI ee
ment of the statistical criteria used as a basis for the subcorrimittee's negative rec-h: h the

between 2,500 an , o p • -
tt 's sense of duty on political grounds and suggested abandond 3 000 t ns of news rint 1-le pulled out ail the stops in appe

>- 2. The French delegate was p c y
subcommittee ` to recommend immediate action on his case' for the shipment of

aling

arti u1ar1 exercised by ^ the unwillingness of the
be assessed in terms of supply and each others needs.

commlttee s report is w c
ture was completed in about six weeks' time and the position of all countries could

Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom in the light of emergency ne p
' We h`no action was recommended until the statistical pic-

- ing consi era on g
ws rint sub-

Following for Beaupré, repeat to Plumptre, from Allen, Begins: At May 18th meet-
'd to was ' iven to "special emergency needs of newsprint for France,

"RE PULP-PAPER COMMfTTEE (IMC) : ,

, _ , . •

CONFIDENTIAL. IM PORTANT:

Washington, May 19, 1951

Yours faithfully,^,... . ^ .
S.V. ALLEN

Canadian Represéntative
-Pulp-Paper Committee,- (I.M.C.)

. . ^^ ' . .'10 ' . ^ , •
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Committee ,would find it difficult to deal. If the committee is expected to make
decisions solely on political grounds unrelated to the statistical facts and practical
possibilities it would have to`establish . priorities for'political reasons and would
thereby jeopardize the ultimate chance of deserving countries receiving more news-
print than they may now be getting.

5. At yesterday's meeting I stated that if the main committee did not wish to
accept the subcommittee's repôrt this was their prerogative but that I would have to
vote against any proposal to give the French special consideration as it was our
view that we couldn't assess the special needs of ône claimant until we had more
complete data; alsô that in the interest of all countries and especially the United
States publishers who would have : to sacrifice tonnage on a substantial ^ scale,
patience was required. Norwegian and Swedish delegates supported my views as
did also the other claimants, Germany and Italy. I pointed out that if the main com-
mittee were to make a special recommendation covering France the concurrence of
our, governments would have to be sought before implementation. It was quite
apparent that Italy and Germany.would be reluctant to abandon their claims for
special treatment. The United Kingdom representative (who is now the permanent
chairman of the main committee) officially withdrew the United Kingdom request
for favourable emergency treatment and urged that,special consideration be given
to Frarice. Ticoulat of NPA (United States representative and vice chairman)
adopted a strictly, correct attitude in committee under extremely heavy pressure to
see that something is done for France and is privately very sympathetic.. State
Department's representative on the subcommittee however, has consistently
opposed a special operation of this character but I am unable to establish today if
this is still the State Department's attitude. Ticoulat however feels that our fear of
further pressure on the committee for emergency treatment may be exaggerated and
that if our opposition were withdrawn the other dissenters would fall into line.

6. Dunng the week I was in close touch with Fowler regarding this matter but
during the meeting ftelephoned him to report on, the French attitude and to estab-
lish,wliether ôr, nnot we should change our viewpoint in the main committee. Subse-
quent tô ; myl, conversation with Fowler I learned that the French delegate had
telephened his *Embassy 'here suggesting they contact their Embassy in Ottawa in
order that the matter could be raised with External Affairs. The above report may
be helpful in any, discussiôns with the French who may tend to disregard the facts
that

(a) He [Allen] was also speaking as chairman, of the subcommittee,
(b) Others at 'the table opposed special emergency treatment.
7.

A further meeting of the main pulp-paper committee has been set for the after-
noon of May 22 to reach final conclusions on die. French request before adjourn-
ment until July and it would therefore be useful if I had new instructions as to the
sttitude'Ishould adopt. I shall report by telephone Monday morning on the State
DeP^tments current thinking.

g. Please ensure this message is relayed to Fowler. The text of the subcommittee
conclusinns,is,contained in my immediately following message.t Ends.



TOP SECRET,

Extrait des conclusions 'du' Cabinet
.. r. 1. .

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], May 21, 1951

NEWSPRINT; EMERGENCY ALLOCATION TO FRANCE

11 The Minister of Trade and Commerce reported that the French government

. Canadian representative on allocation of newsprint at the Internationa

I
4: Thé Cabinet, after discussion,, approved the general po icy

Minister of Trade and Commerce with respect to the position to be tak Ma er ^s
1

' (Depatmen o ra •
11 , The Secretary ôf Staté for Externat A,fj`'airs felt it would be politically desira-

ble if^two or three thousand tons could be'allocated to France as
an emergency

measure.
The Prime 'Minister wasof opinion that the general policy outlined by ^.

Howe was sound and that the`working out of the'actual details relating to the em

gency request from France might be left to his discretion.
~• l' as outlined by the

t`' f T de'and' Commërce memorandum undated.)t

were pressing for a special emergency allocation of newsprint. The matter was now
before the Pulp and Paper Committee of the International Materials Conference in
Washington.

An emergency Newsprint Sub-committee had been established to consider vari-
ous claims and had recommended that 10,000 tons of newsprint be set aside to look
after the immediate requirements of eight countries bordering the Iron Curtain but
not including France.

In addition to the French request, the' Sùb-committeé had examined others from
Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom which, together with France, would mean
diversion of some 30,000 tons: The difficulty of assessing the various claims for
newsprint on a'political basis was becoming increasingly clear. Total claims might
well run into several hundred thousand tons of newsprint which, if taken away from
North American supply, would necessitate domestic rationing. It was believed that
up to 100,000 tons could bë tâken away from, North American supply without
involving detailed rationing on this continent and the Canadian objective had been
to find some solution that would avoid the political difficulties of rationing.

The issue was further confused by current wide price'differentials. The prices of
Scandinavian, United , Kingdom and Canadian pulp delivered at London were

respectively £72, £60 and L45 a ton: If Canadian production was to be ' allocated

under I.M.C. auspices, it was thought that Canadian newsprint should be sold at thets by
prices prevalent - in the receiving country in order to prevent windfall p rof

receiving governments or dealers. It was recommendéd that the Canadian represen-
tâtivé be instructed to make a stâtement along ttiese lines when the matter of the
French request was further discussed in the Newsprint Sub•committee of the Inter-
national Materials Conference.
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Conference; it being, understood : that the working, out of the details relating, to
France's request for an emergency, allocation be left to the Minister's discretion.

L'ambassadeur •aux États- Unis ', *
au secrc4taire d'État ciux Affaires eiterieures

Ambassador in United States ^
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEt.EGRAM WA-2177 Washington, May 23, 1951

• ; PULP-PAPER COMMITTEE (IMC) .

Following for Beaupré from Allen, copy to Plumptre, Begins: At yesterday's meet-
ingof the main committee I clarified our position in regard to the emergency news-
print requirements of France and copies of my statementt are being mailed to you,
Fowler and Plumptre. .

2. Since Monday afternoon our greatest concern has been to ensure that the
United States would not be embarrassed by our support of any favourable recom-
mendation which the cominittee may make: Prior to the meeting there was not time
for them to reverse the position within the State Department wheré they were still
against, the proposal to do anything more in the matter of emergency needs prior to
completion of the first statistical exercise. As a result they proposed postponement
of final discussion' of this matter until Thursday afternoon.

3. The United States reaction to our price policy is distinctly unfavourable. They
fear that in the discussions with publishers which they consider necessary in order
to be able to support proposals ,which in the long run may mean less•newsprint for
the United Stàtes, the publishers will adopt the attitude that Canada should be will-
ing to sell nevi►sprint which they regard as a"sacrifice" at the prices which they, the
publishers,` would have paid if the newsprint had come to the United States. The
United States feel that the publishers here would give us a lot of adverse publicity
W^ch apparently the government departments here arc not prepared to counter. If,
therefore, thé immediate operation concerning 2500-3000 tons of newsprint can be
considered as being Canadian tonnage only, i.e. no appreciable effect on United
States publishers, there would be no objection to the allocation to France at Thurs-
day's meeUng. In that event, the United States would not consider it necessary to
discuss the matter with the United States publishers insofar as this operation is con-
cerned and I wonder if it would not be possible for us to "pull the newsprint out of
the corners"'and make it a straight question of Canadian supply of 2500 tons if the
United States will supply 500 from their own mills. The committee would concur Iam surè:"<,^#^,,;; -. . , ,

•^ .
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4. Although the Scandinavian coûntries are not too sympathetic I think they will
play along as they are assuming that we are prepared to assist France mainly for
political reasons. From their point of view of course, our pricing policy is entirely
satisfactory. At the moment the United States proposes to request a secret ballot
Thursday on the allocation to France (and possibly to Germany and Italy as well)
which in my opinion should be avoided if at all possible. State Department are also
considering requesting France to withdraw its request on the grounds (if they can
be substantiated) that recent arrangements with Scandinavia for more newsprint
will solve the immediate problem. Ends.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

.
extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for Eztérnàl Affairs

, , , •. :• {

DEA/9245-C-40

TELEGRAM WA-2198 Washington, May 23, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

2 Matthews agreed that it was politically important for France to recerve a suffi-

NEWSPRINT FOR FRANCE
Following for Heeney from Wrong, Begins: As you requested in your telephone
conversation with Matthews this morning, I have discussed , the question of an
emergency allocation with, the State Department. I saw the Deputy Under-Secre-
tary, Freeman Matthews; he had with him a tcchnical officer familiar with the pro-
ceedings in the I.M.C., and Allen accompanied, me. .

the contract prnce to e nI a p 9 roundinainly diverted. Matthews based his resistance to the proposal partly on the g
that the higher.p'rice would in fact be paid in part by the United States taxpayer
bécause of the receipt by France of assistance from E.C.A., and argued that there-
fore it would be quite impossible to secure the concurrence of the United States

emergency allocation if the. newsprint is to be sold to France at a hlgher pn
th U'téd St tes ublishers from whose supplies it would be

objections, which I think,will prove insuperable, to the Unltcd States suppo g
, ce than

cient supply of newspcint during the election campaign. There are, however, strong
rtin an

in the case of both cotton and sulphur and was charging only t e n
when supplies are diverted to countries with a higher domestic price level.

normal markets shoul be ma e ut e omes c p
in pv articular. that in this case French publishers should not get North

American

nevsprint at a lower price than that paid to French mills which are their normal

sources of supply. It was stated that the United States had adopted a different policy
. h ormal pnces

d d th d ti rice in the recipient countnes

^-3::We expla^ned the reasons w Ic
in general that payment for materials diverted through international allocation fro^md

' h h have lcd the Canadlan Governm
publishers.

' ^ ^ ^ ent to decide
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4. The French this morning offered to withdraw their request for an emergency
allocation provided that they are promised that when the Pulp and Paper Committee
has completed its statistical studies'they will receive an allocation of not less than
2500 tons. Apparently they can borrow newsprint from the Swiss on the basis of
such an assurance. This is, however, unlikely to be acceptable and it would be a
dangerous precedent for the committee to give such a promise.

5. I told Matthews that Mr. Howe would be arriving here this evening and that we
would talk over the matter with him, and we had to leave it at that. The French have
not been applying political pressure at senior levels in the State Department. The
French Ambassador has had one telephone conversation on thesubject with Thorp,
but has not taken the issue up with the senior political officers. Canada seems to
have been singled out for special attention. Ends.

DEA/9245-C-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le chef de la Direction économique

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Head, Economic Division

. [Ottawa], May 24, 1951

RE NEWSPRINT FOR [RANCE

You will have seen message No. WA-2198 of May 23rd. I spoke to the Minister
about it this' morning and he told me that if the United States were taking the atti-
tude described, Canada should take no further steps; if the French fail to get their
newsprint it would [be] the responsibility of the United States. Mr. Pearson found
the U.S. attitude on price very odd.

Subsequently I'phoned Wrong and found that Mr. Howe in fact had already
instructed Allen that as a single exception and solely because of the French political
situation we should agree to sel12,500 tons at the North American price. It was too
late to have the matter reconsidered as Allen had already gone to the U.S. authori-
ties to, urge.them,to support an emergency allocation for France, on this basis.

A.D.P. HiEENEYj
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DEA/9245-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
i au secrétaire d'État aux A&res extJrieures :

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^ . ., . , .;.<:,. .
TELEGRAM WA-2227 Washington, May 25, 1951

PULP-PAPER COMMITTF.L (IMC)

Following for Mackenzie from Allen, Begins: This is to confirm that the Commit-

tee unanimously agreed yesterday to recommend to member governments the allo-

cation to France of 3000 short tons of newsprint of which 2500 is to come from
Canadian mills and 500 from United States mills. I shall report in further detail on

this meeting after arrival in Ottawa. Ends.

DEA/11307-40

Le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

j^. ^ . .
TELEGRAM EX-1182 Ottawa, May 31, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

Repeat London by bag; O.E.E.C. Paris by bag.

IMC EXPORT ALLOCATIONS - PRICGS
I. Plumptre talked to Beaupré about this yesterday and Beaupré will be talking to

,Allen while in Ottawa;
2. Plumptre said he believed that this Department still thought that the prlcing

policy earlier_ agreedt upon (i.e. to sell export allocations at prices prevailing in

recipient markets) was the most economical and sensible one. If allocated products

wereavailable cheap the demands for allocations would inevitably be inflated and

the strains on the IMC machinery greatly increased. Nowever, this Department cer-
tainly could not "make the running~ in Ottawa in favour of charging high prices on

,allocations to foreign countries. Further, and more serious, it looked as if, once

again, Canada would be in a position of isolation vis-à-vis all
other members of

IMC; if the weight 'of the United States were thrown in favour of the reciPient
'countries it is doubtful if any others would fQ11ow our lead.

3. Beaupré said he thought that, having once supplied a country 11ke Fraie in he
newsprint at North American prices, our battle was lôuntries were the Cec'Pi
feld of newsprint. He pointed out that if India and poorer c
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ents of the next allocations it would be very difficult to explain why we should be
charging such countries as India more than France. There was some possibility of
applying our principle in other fields where considerations were different. Plumptre
said it was a pity that the matter could not be brought to a head in regard to some of
those other commodities. The attitude of the United States publishers, in insisting
that newsprint diverted from them should not bë sold at higher prices, was entirély
unreasonable and the United States'officials were, as usual, weak-kneed'vis-à-vis
their own publishers. There was more substance, however, to the point that U.S.
supplies to overseas countries in many cases would be financed by ECA and there-
fore should be disposed of at North American prices. Incidentally; if our allocations
of newsprint have to be bought by the Government and re-sold to other countries
(as seems 'likely), there might well be difficulties here in charging high prices to
those countries.`

320. PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract front Cabinet Conclusions. . . ..

'NEWSPRINT; REQUEST FOR INCREASE IN PRICE
3. The Minister of Defence Production reported that the Abitibi Power and PaperCompany United, one of the larger newsprint producers, had'recently indicated

that it wished to raise the price of newsprint by $10 a ton. When newsprint was
aeclared an essential material under the Defence Production Act the industry was
told that no increases in prices should be made until the matter had bcen discussed
With his ^'depactment. Furthermore, by an informal agreement with, the United
States, information about pending price increases of newsprint should be commu-
nicated to the' Director of the Office of Price Stabilization.

It was noted that the' demand for newsprint was now far in excess of supply,
both in North America and throughout the world. Furthermore, the pulp content of
a ton of newsprint could be sold in the United States for more than' thc newsprintitself,

witho^t taking into account finishing and packaging costs: The present price
of newsprint, was insufficient to attract capital into the industry. This was clearly
demonstrated'by the fact that of the ten new pulp and paper mills constructed orrebuilt '

in Canada since the last war none produced newsprint. Furthermore,
bauSe of the anous price situation in respect of pulp and newsprint, there
^^a possibility that more pulp might be divertcd from newsprint production into

profitable channels.

Trad^sproblem had been referred to the Interdepartmcntal Committee on External
e,Policy'for consideration, and the Committee had recommended that the gov-

ernment'shoûldénot~at this stage exercise its power to interfere with the proposed
increase in Canadf I. . -4 Pu P Puces. , .
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(Minutes'of Interdepartmental Committee' on External Trade Policy meeting,
May 23; 1951:)t'

4: `The Minister of Finance said that, last month, Canada had had a $93 million
'deficit on `its merchândise. account with the `United 'States. In view of this very
unfavoûrable trade balance; it would seem inadvisable to prevent, by governmental
action; any reasonable increase in the' price of pulp, which was one of Canada's, •
biggest producers of U.S. dollars .''

5. The Secretary of State for Exten:al Af,)`'airs thought that the provisions of the
Combines Investigation Act might be applicable in the event all Canadian produc-
ers increased their newsprint prices by the same amount'and at the same time.

6. The Minister of Justice pointed, out that, under the terms of the Combines
Investigation Act, it had to be established that prior agreement as to price fixing
had been reached by the various manufacturers concerned before any prosecution
could be instituted. In the present instance, in order to avoid any suspicion that
there was infringement of the combines legislation, it was suggested that it might
be preferable for the government, under its emergency powers, to approve directly
of a general increase in newsprint; prices.

7. The Prime Minister suggested that it might be possible to issue an order to the
effect that pulp, normally destined to the newsprint industry, should not be diverted
to other channels, and, in order that the pulp and newsprint industries be not unduly
penalized, that the government would have no objection to a reasonable adjustment
in the price of newsprint.

;:. = An alternative method might be to indicate that newsprint had been declared an
t essential commodity under the Defence Production Act in order that, if necessary,
i production could be allocated under an international allocation system and not for
, any internal purpose such as price control and that, in the circumstances, the gov-
ernment,could only, take note of the proposed price increase without either approv-
ing or disapproving it. If this latter course of action were followed, and in order to

y-avoid any, suspicion that. the :provisions of the Combines Investigation Act were
being violated, it was further suggested that the Abitibi Power and Paper Company
alone be notified of the government's decision not to interfere and that simultane-
ously, the Direct or of the Washington Office of the Department of Defence Produc-
tion.leave with the U.S. Office of Price Stabilization an aide-m1'moire setting out

, ,.the.Cânadiân position in the matter.

read: ,, ,

,of the Washington Office of the Department of Defence Production.

tb) simultaneously, an afde-mémoire respecung e propos the pirector
lduring^ the disctission, be given the•U.S.'Price Stabilization Office by

, •` m cd increase, as revl

that the Department,of Defence Production did not propose to Interfere ln
'in'^ the 'matter'and;' , . ' 'st ed

7' •b., . d. P C Limited bec;.. (a) the Abtti i Power an aper ompany
^tion'respecting a'proposed increase in'the'price of newsprint had been received and

' any way

INTLNATONAL ORGANI7ATIONS ANDCON(ERENCIS

ng Canadian newsprint prices was suoIjU«I-

8.' Thé Cabinet, after considerable further discussion, agreed that:
otifica-^^

i• nformed that (ts n
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DEA/11303-40,
L'ambassadeur aux États=Unis - i. , -

au secrétaire d'État aux"Affaires'extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to ,Secretary,of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA' 2333 . ,, Washingtôn, May 31, 1951 `,

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London and OEEC, Paris.
Reference:Your EX-1168t.and subsequent EX-1173t and EX-1175.t

PROJECTED NEWSPRINT PRICE INCREASE
Following for M.W. Mackenzie from S.D. Pierce, Begins: George Browne and I
called on office of price stabilization this morning and told Zimmerman Director in .
temporary out-of-town absence of,Disalle and Phelps, that Abitibi proposed to
increase prices. Also present were Walter Damtoft, Assistant Director, Forest Prod-
ucts Division, and Rufus Worrell, Chief of Divisions Pulp Paper and Paperboard
&anch. .'' , • ', . .

2. We made the department's position' clear and left Zimmerman the aide-
mémoire, text as furnished in your EX-1173. We made it clear that the Canadian
Government had gone this far and no further. When Zimmerman asked us what
was the basis of the proposed increase we said we could give him only, industry's
views, as industry's views, on the general, cost and price position. We followed the
line that Fowler did in his letter,t and referred Zimmerman to details of industrÿ's
side of the case given in "newsprint data - 1950", Fowler's pamphlet, copies of
which, were`given to OPS last November and which has been distributed to news-
print users here.

3. Zimmerman said he didn't know much about the problem since he only took
over last Week. `He could say that the increase would be very troublesome for OPS
since newsprint was a crisis commodity for OPS. It had the most explosive political
implications involving press support for Disalle and his office.

4.
Z^nerman did ask what would happen if OPS imposed a ceiling price onnewsprint imports.

We didn't know what to say to this one, but the division repre-
sentatives relieved the situation by saying that the flow of newsprint between Can-
ada and the United States meant too much to both countries and could not beunpeded.`

5.
we gathered the impression they fcel some price increase cannot be âvoided.TheY
told'us they felt they would have to increase - the prices the are allowingthey gthi nk .Producers under the provisions in ceiling price regulation 22. They didn'tthey `

don, wouÎd have to allow domestic producers as much as $10.00, but they
t yet know` how much because no domestic manufacturer has et filed" ' I , y led his

P^^e relief, complete with the complicated calculations required forclai^"of.Cost:
rease• mmerman and Damtoft wondered whethcr Amcrican
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mills were nota little fearful that grounds for rollbacks might be uncovered. I don't
think this is a serious point - as it ', is. inconsistent with their statement that they

expected to have to increase domestic prices.

6. My impression is.that their real concern is that the Canadian price increase will
be greater than the price increase they can justify, for domestic producers. Here
Worrell asked whether since Abitibi werè going to ask for $10.00 more would they
be satisfied with $5.00. Countered with the suggestion that some mills might feel

they have a case to make for $15.00, Worrell came up with probably the significant
suggestion of the interview. Assuming it were possible to allow an increase to
domestic producers, he asked would it be possible to persuade Cânadian industry to
hold its general price increase to the same figure. He'mentioned,-perhaps only for

the sake of example; the figure of seven-fifty ($7.50) pointing out difficult position
for both OPS and Canadian mills if American mills generally agreed to such a
figure and Canadian mills could not meet it, subject to appropriate adjustment. We
replied that what price Canadian industry accepted in this transaction was in indus-
try's hands since the Canadian Government'had decided not to invoke its emer-
gency powers in this commercial decision. It is our guess that OPS will explore this

line. , ; .

7. They appj^ciâted our giving them notice as agreed, but they were somewhat
wary over the shortness of notice. We told them that Abitibi could probably not
wait beyond Friday, but I know it would sit better if Abitibicould hold out a few
days longer. ^

8. Although it made 'ôur task'easier, I was disappointed that we could not see
Disalle: I 'am 'sure we would have had a far different réaction from him since he was
sô recently `quoted in the press as dismissing as an unfounded rumour the possibil-
ity" of a $9.00 increase.

I am afraid the best we can say about the meeting is thât`we discharged our

obligation •to advise •theni whe'n we heard of any coming price increase. Ends.

. . ^

.:. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Ambassador in United States

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

TFI.EGRAM WA-2339

DEA/11303-40

Washington, June 1, 1951

t : 1 ; ^ ; „• PULP-PAPER COMMITTC.E (IMC)

Following for Beaupré repeat to Plumptre from Allen, Begins: Since returning 1
. _. .,--._-, rPiireJentative

nave learnea irom uu a[a[e licpanmentuuv,ma w ►.^^ %j-•^^ --.--.__ -,
on^^ this committee that they have. asked their embassy in Ottawa to conGrm our

newsprint pricing policy^ for shipments diverted from United States publishers to
^ . ^ , ,_
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other countries under IMC recommendations. A total tonnage figure of 120,000
may have been mentioned.

2. It is obvious that the State Department views as conveyed in the Ambassador's
telegram WA-2198 of May 23rd are unchanged and that they would welcome early
assurance that the policy to be followed.in the case of France would also govern
newsprint prices. fôr shipments to other countries. Specifically a sub-committee
meeting is scheduled for June 4th to consider the division of 10,000 tons for the
periphery countries and the United States is anxious to have this point clarified in
advance of the meeting to ensure that the question of price does not need discussion
by the sub or main committee.

3. ,As we would greatly appreciate knowing what information has been or is
being given to the United States Embassy in Ottawa, your early comments would
be appreciated.

Le secrétaire *d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Étais-Unis

Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM *EX-1204

CONFlDENTIAL._

DEA/11307-F-40

Ottawa, June 2, 1951

Repeat London No. 940; O.E.E.C. Paris No. 42.

L Since despatch of our teletype EX-988 of May 5th and receipt of your WA-
1963 of May.10th, furthçr interdepartmental consideration has been given to the
questions raised by the Copper, Lead, Zinc Committee of the IMC concerning cop-
per and zinc. We have also had discussions with Allen and Carson. The following
is our appraisal of the situation.

2.
We -nôw"ûnderstand from Allen that it was not the Committee's intention to

recommend to governments the results of the initial application of the simple
formula calling for the priority allocation of direct defence requirements with the
remainder. being "equitably" distributed in accordance with "apparent" past con-
sumpUon figures; but that these figures were merely to be the starting point from
which'a` nûmber of refinements could be developed.
3 We w

,. ..ere glad to jet this information because officials here believe there is
ex^^nUe lIkelihoôd that the' Canadian Government, (or probably any other net

ggovernment), would look favourably upon the `crude application of any
simple formûla designed to effect cquitable international distribution of a commod-
lty of w^ch it is a net exporter, if it meant further restriction of its domestic con-
ûumPtion of that commodity, unless thcre' was a satisfactory definition of the terrn
e9°1tablé": âccôm anied b y

assurance that conservation and r^estriction mea-suresW
^ ^ing gorouslÿ carried out by the claimant countries, to ens^até8`` ^ , sure that^c matenals are used essentially for defence and defence supporting projects.
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4. It is our belief that the committee should, first, scrutinize critically the'statisti-
cal data submitted by each country; secondly, develop and define the various fac-

r tors involved in the formula e.g.; defence requirements, consumption, etc.; thirdly,
seek out some. way- of establishing priorities for, defence supporting industries
including increased production of essential materials before residual allocations for
civilian use are computed.,We are now preparing a paper which will indicate our

°_ "defence-supporting„ position:

.5. We believe thât the Committee must give full consideration to movement of
'semi-fabs; and cannot isolate international trade in virgin metals.

6. If all these factors are properly considered, (and we believe that they must be),
we 'realize that the development of an acceptable formula will be a time consuming

^ ezercise and even in the end such a formula could only serve as an internationally
acceptable point of reference from which a number of countries will inevitably seek
adjustments in order to satisfy "special considerations".

7. Our ad hoc approach aimed at giving relatively early short-term assistance to
particularly critical needs. In making this suggestion we did not wish to imply that
we would not continue to co-operate in a search for a more formalized approach to
effective distribution and, as we have emphasized, we do not want to appear
obstructive. On the other hand, if increased production, conservation, more effec-
tive utilization, ad hoc adjustments and changing world conditions resulted in a
situation in which an urgent need for international allocations could no longer be
`demonstrated, 'we would naturally want to avoid them.

Â' ^ •^ iNCREASL' 1N PR1CP- OF CANADIAN NEWSPRINT
F I3u11. Trade and Commerce,Following fo^ M.W. Mackenzte,.copies tôi W.. l, it was

'.F.W.` Plumptre; External Alfairâ from J.N. English, IIcgins: Althoug .

robâbl` cârried i n the Canadian it seems desirable to draw to your attention

Aâ" Unitéd Presu despâtchï^hich'âp^pearcd on page 51 of today's New York Ti»1e
he,,,s ,t . .. z , . , , ,, , . intion, as say g that h

^1ûs quotes DiSalle; Director ôf the Office of Price Stabia cancel,,.^ ., , . .
intends to wnt

.
e

,
a'PeF^ d^nal letter to Fowler requesting Canada to. , the

f. ., ^ ,^ . _ e
ânnounced in etéasé"of $10 In Canadian newsprint. '

t^r4; , , ;, .^ ,. I1 0 , ,,, t

,.;Today:Zimmetman of I)iSalle's office lias confrmed that DiSalle has already

written, Fowler pointing ôut that he'does not consider that Canada cxactlyWla Heintofvle
` ,y

,u ^'.. + .•# time pocnck^t m, tiûâ fl. pârt^cular - inst"ncx, ^specially . from the

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ,
au sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONI•l:RGNCIS

,• ,
,,Ambrrssador, in United States . j -

'r to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, June 5, 1951

`r^^^^' ^ _ • . ...^^j 4 .
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referred to the understanding between DiSalle and Fowler regarding price increases .
and rollbacks and to the agreement that due notice of any change would be given
on eithern side. He was therefore more than surprised at the extremely short notice .
which was given, commenting that he was informed by us about noon one day and
read in the papers the next morning the announcement of the price increase. He
thought that this aspect of the whole problem was far more important than the
actual increase itself. Ends.

. . .; ^ ^ r325. DEA/1 1307-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^
au sous-nrinistre de production pour la Défense :'

Under-Secretary of State for Erten:al Affairs
to Deputy Atinister of Defence Production

CoNFlDENt'tAL Ottawa, June 9, 1951^^ti • .,.^ , ^ , . . , .

Dear Max [Mackenzie]:-,,'_. . , . . . .

' SCARCE MATERIALS - POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS iN TIIE DIVERSION
OF CANADIAN SUPPLIES

An incident arose in the trade talks with the French Delegation last week which'
has some general implications." One of your men was present at the meeting with
the French ôn' Wédnesday afternoon when scarce materials were under considera=
tion and, as' a iesult of his suggestion, one or two of theirofficials visited your'
Metals Control the next morning. The following afternoon they came back to the'
general meeting and reported no progress whatever. no zinc, no cadmium, no sele-
nium and, worst of all, no increased supply of copper despite the. fact that France
has in the past bought substantial quantities of copper from Canada and current
supplies are much reduced.

2: Our metals people had explained that our controls were in a very embryonic
state, their present purpose was simply to ensure that the Canadian defence produc-
tion Programme got its minimum essential supplies, and that the French officials
should be appealing, not to Canadian Government officials, but to the private pro-
ducers of thoe scarce metals. The French officials understood the situation but nat-
urally, they.,wero not greatly cheered, particularly because the French interests
concerned had already been trying hard to get more Canadian copper. I,^ter in the
IneetingsI;

when the Canadian side went on to discuss the possibilities of getting
addiuonal supplies of steel from France, the French officials explained that theywere quite,,willin toob^ • g grant the necessary export permits, but that our difGcultics in
found^g ^French steel arose from the tight situation in which French producers

themselves and that, as government officials, they could scarcely exercise
Inuch'presSure on ;the French steel interests unless they felt that the Canadian °authorities

were taking a similarly solicitous attitude regarding French requests for
' ;itt

° rtleydociiment 891lSea Documen t 891. ,
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copper and other scarce metâls from Canadâ."The tone of the meeting was; I under-
stand, perfectly sweet and reasonable but there is no doubt that the French felt a bit
disappointed in the reception they have received on this* particular point: I believe
that•Mr. Bull intends to•explore the matter further with your Department.
^ 3. It is not my businéss, nor the business of this' Department, to worry over

whether it 'is worthwhlleI to give the 'French a bit of extra help in the field of base
metals in the hope of getting a bit of extra help from the French authorities in the
field of steel. However, I did feel after the meeting that we in this Department may
have been'a bit at fault in not giving you a bit more guidance than we have in the
past in relation to international political factors which may from time to time arise
in connection with the diversion of Canada's exports of scarce materials, whether
those diversions take the form of formal allocations or informal assistance.

4. The general pattern of Canada's exports is well established. Fortunately com-
mercial, political, and military considérations usually all point in the same direc-
tion. This means, broadly speaking, that the United States and the United Kingdom
hàve first call on Canadian supplies and other traditional markets have the second
call. It is only the rather marginal cases, and rather occasional cases, that political
interests become important. The recent instance of a tiny allocation of newsprint to
France was a perfect example.

5. Naturally, since there are few occasions in which political considerations con-

flict with the other normal criteria; it is difGcult.to lay down any universal rules
regarding them. Particular political interests,will emerge from time to time in rela-
tion to particular countries and particular Canadian products. However, I have been
wondering whether we cannot at this stage give you some general ideas for the
preliminary guidance,of yourself and other officials in this field.

- 6.- Setting aside the specially, ppreferred position , of the United States and the
United Kingdom, I think that the next preference goes to those NATO allies which

are themselves doing, or preparing to do, a really serious job of increased defence

production. We cannot lump all NATO countries together. Iceland, for example, has

no military.forces and no defence production. Nevertheless membership in and sup-
port,of NATO is a cardinal element in Canadian foreign policy and it is particularlY
important, . I think, that the governments and officials of NATO countries should

always have the feeling that Canada is their partner and is sincerely trying to help
thern wherever we can.
^ 7: Amongst the Continental .NATO countries France has a special place. This is

so for several reasons.: First, there are the historic connections between our two

countries ,- connections of language and race. Second, we sympathize with and

support the efforts of France to assumeé leadership in Continental ' Europe and to
consolidate Europe, including Western Germany, against the menace from the East•
Third,° there is a greater threat of Communism inside France and Italy than in any

other European country outside the Iron Curtain.` Fourth, and of special interest at
this x dme,,there are many straws in the wind suggesting that France is takin8, a
special interest in Canada andwe are most anxious to reciprocate this interest; it Is,
we believe, reflected in recent appointments to the French mission in Ottawa^ t

in the
, .. A nt a nuite diffe

rrcent visits of the French Pa ment and Pnme Mlnlster, an ,.
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level, in the strength of the team which the French sent to last week's trade talks -
a strength which is certainly not justified merely, by the.volume of trade between
the two countries.

8. At the present time, when the supply situation all over the world is dominated
by defence considerations, we must naturally. give first preference to our allies; par-
ticularly those which are. actively rearming. Nevertheless we cannot neglect our
broader political interests, and particularly our interests in maintaining the strength
of Commonwealth countries. In this sphere the most important new development
bearing on scarce supplies is the Colombo Plan. This Plan implies for Canada the
maintenance of close and sympathetic relations with India and Pakistan: It is
throûgh these relationships that Canada can play its most important part in holding
the Eastern and Western halves of the free world together. Here again it is of great
importance that the governments and officials of India and Pakistan should get the
feeling that we Canadians are doing our best to help them. This feeling is perhaps
even more important than the amount of scarce materials we may be able to send
them; however, we cannot expect to maintain the feeling if we do not send any
materials!, And I. know .that we are going to run into difficulties in this field.
Throùgh discussions relating to the Colombo Plan I am already beginning to learn
how touchy and ilifficult (to our way of thinking) these people are. It is clear that
we are all going to have to exercise a great deal of restraint and patience. Neverthe-
less the political objectives are most important for us.

9. 1 Am sending you this letter in the hope that it may be useful to you. I am also
sending a copy to Mr.- Bull, who may also be interested. I would greatly appreciate
any comments you. would like to make_ .

Yours sincerely,
A.D.P. Ht:c.Nt:Y

DEA/11303-40

,. au secrétaire coi»mcrcial à l'ambassade aux États-Unis
L'adjoint spécial du sous-ministre de production pour la Défense

to Commercial Secretary, Embassy in United States
Special Assistant to Deputy lttinistcr of Dcfcncc Production

[Ottawa], June 11, 1951

ear Stan [Allen]:
TWs ^s to confirm and possibly enlarge upon our telcphone conversation of June

arising from your W.A. 2339 of June lst on the Pulp and Paper Committee of

'IilenWebb of the State Department, was in Ottawa last week the U.S. Ambas-
sador'ana gliss,'their Minister of Embassy, had a dinner party for him and amongthe

^^^aWere the Deputy Minister, Mr. Heeney and Mr. Abbott. Mr. Mackenzie
^s nPPonunity to start a discussion on the Canadian ideas of pricing policies.



Mr. Mackenzie went over all of the stock Canadian arguments and was ably sup-
ported by Mr. Abbott and Mr.. Heèney; however,, I do not know how many con-
verts, if any, were made.

The following morning however, Willoughby who is, as you know, the Counsel-
lor at U.S. Embassy, came undér instruction to see Mr. Howe and to state that it
was United States Government's hope that we would be able to agree with them on
a pricing policy.which, of course, means that they would wish us to make our com-
modities available to other markets at the same approximate price as we are selling
them in the United States. I understand that the main comment that he got from Mr.
Howe was a statement that it would go a long way to ease the position if there
could be some assurance that our selling commodities in various markets at a price
.well below the prevailing price would not result in windfall profits for middlemen

or. others:
'Following his meeting with the Minister, Willoughby had a long discussion with

me and I did no more than review the various aspects of the argument. However,
one thing was apparent to me in my discussion with Willoughby and that was his
apparent confusion regarding his major 'argument. At one stage he seemed to claim
that the U.S. position was based particularly on the fact that U.S..publishers would
be horrified at the thought of Canadian producers holding back.newsprint supplies
and selling them at a higher price, however, as soon as I began to pursue this line of
argument he immediately switched to his other argument which was, that the
United States Congress would object to seeing their Foreign Aid Funds used for the
purchase of these high-priced commodities. We then got in to' a discussion of the
psychological effects of the different pricing policies and Willoughby developed
the very logical argument that if we were to sell this newsprint in Europe or Asia
for approximately $300 a ton the various countries so effected would probably say
that the rich North Americans were taking advantage of countries who are down
and,out and appealing for assistance. I am sure that if we did sell newsprint at
higher prices, this argument would be used against us but I am equally certain that
in the absence of any other criteria, if we do not have at least the sanction of prices,
it is going to be most difficult to resist heavy demands for newsprint

when your

I.M.C. Committee settles down to do the broader allocation job.
on the

I would suspect that when we add up an the requests that will be made up
I.M.C. Committee, they will total something like three hundred or four hundred

thonsa tons: On the other hand, our American friends have indicated to us that
they would not be prepared to go after their publishers for more than something in
. the neighborhood of one hundred and twenty-five thousand tons. Indeed, we our
selves are anxious to keep the demand 'ôn North American supplies

to the mi^-

•inûm: It is, as you know, our thinking that we- could cut back approximately two

.,per cent without getting into any major difficulty in this country but a reduction of

more than this amount might well necessitate domestic rationing of
newsprint and

f, I I would think, there-
# thai is, a, headache,which obviously none of us wish, to have. ossible to limit the
fore, ,that it is extremely important : that ; we, do everything p 1 can
demands which will be made on North American supplies and quite honestly,
think,of no, other sanction, than that of price.
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Willoughby was anxious to know what our continuing attitude would be on this
pricing question in the I.M.C. Pulp and Paper Committee. I told him that we, were
anxious to continue, to explore this question with the American Authorities but that
because : of the precedent established for the emergency allocation to France we
would not raise the price issue for the other emergency allocations i.e.; the ten thou-
sand tons to the eight periphery countries. I did say, however, that we would hope
that before the overall allocations were discussed in Committee that we could come
to some sort of agreement with the, Americans but, that if we did not, we would of
course, not use this issue to upset the whole I.M.C. As you•know, Bob Fowler was
exploring this situation with some of his opposite numbers in the United States, and
I think that the best you can do is to continue your examination of the problem in
Washington and be guided accordingly.
,,I might mention that, Willoughby told me that he would report the gist of his
conversations with the, Minister and, with myself to Washington and suggést to
them that the proper channels for continuing this discussion would be through the
I.M.C. Representatives in Washington. Consequently you may expect to hear from
Ticolat on this subject. I will, of course, keep you informed of any new develop-
ments here and I presume you will keep in touch with Bob Fowler.

Yours sincerely,

T.N. BEAUPRÉ

327. DEA/11303-40^ . ^ .. • . •
Le ministre du Commerce

[Ottawa], June 12, 1951

Dear Mr.a [C.E.] Wilson:
appreciate your telephone call of this morning, and as I promised, I am enclos-

ing a copy of a letter which has been sent to Mr. DiSalle in reply to hie letter to Mr.
Fowler of Jtine 4th.t

This letter do es not deal with the matter of cost increases to the newsprint mills,
because, as we are not operating in Canada any overall system of price control, I do
not want to convey the impression that we have given specific approval.to the exact
amount'of the price increase. I can tell you, however, that from my own study of
the situation ,1 am satisfied that the mills have been exposed to very definite cost
increases which have occurred since December of last year. The last price advance
was made'. in.November 1950, and came after 2 1/4 years without any change in the
newsprint price.-It was an increase.of $6.00, and I do not believe that it did more
than cover the actual cost increases up to that time:

ati directeur de mobilisation économique des États-Unis

Minister of Trade and Conunerce
to Director of Econoinic Mobilization of United States
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Apart from actual increases which the mills have experienced in the last five or

' course of action in this matter will commend itself to you.
our emergency powers tô" interfere with this commercial decision. I hope that our

While the Canadian government did not base its decision on the precise calcula-
tion' of increased costs I am satisfied that it was a wise decision for us not to use

any increase in production., .
.

'

y
newsprint, be a distinct possibility of a reduction, and certainly little possibility of

I have beeri particularly impressed with the importance of maintaining and
increasing -production, and it'seems to me that with the present prices established
ûnder mir ceilings for pulps tliere would, in the âbsënce of a price increase in

unions operate.,
in pulp ^ and paper mills in the United States; where the same international labour
hour week in Canada to the 40-hour week which have been in force for many years
tlie " progressive reduction in the length of the • work week from ihe prevai ing -
six months in the materials they have to buy, their costs are very largely affected by

'l' 48

nwhich set forth your understanding of the arrangement betwcen •
•used practlcally the same words as appear in the second paragraph of your letter of

+Juné 4th. This paragraph contains an accurate report of my telephone conversation
:`early: in May with Mr. Diskin of your office and reads in part as follows:n (of an

ply with the a>{rangements we had made for advrsing you o e p of May,
newsprint price situation. When matters came to a head in the closing day s

lI°had before me a newspaper report of your lettcr to Senator Johnson
of Colorado

us This'statement

. I regret i ere as y
,Department, and regret even more that you seem to feel that we did not fully com-

f d velo ments in the

•f th h been an misunderstanding between your office an

; . . , ^^ .... , .
to'your letter. , , dtwis
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Montreal, June 12, 1951

Dear Mr. DiSalle:
Your letter of June 4th was delayed somewhat in reaching me as it was not

ceceived in Ottawa until June 8th and had to be forwarded to me here: I sent you a
• telegram on Friday last to tell you of this delay and promised to send an early reply

"You further stated that when and if you should receive such notificatmo
rint price)

Yours sincerely,. , ,.
C.D. HOwc

1PIÈCE JOINiFJENCLOSURCI

Le directeur de la Direction des pâles et papier
t, du ministère de production pour la Défense

au directeur de l'OBice de la stabilisation des prix des États-Unis

Director, Pulp and Paper Division, Departnrent of Defence production,

individual Canadian mill's desire and intention to increase its newsp

to Director, Off"ice of Price Stabilization of United States
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you would examine the situation to determine whether it was an individual case
or an industry problem, that if the proposed increase seemed justified the matter.
would be taken up with the Canadian government and that we would be advised
before any increases were put into.effect:'
The present newsprint price increase announced by Abitibi goes into effect on.

July,lst, 1951. The notice to your office was given by the Department's representa-
tive in Washington on May 31st, and thus you, had, not twenty-four hours' notice,
but a full month's notice for study of the situation "before any, increases were put
into effect";

Thope ydu will believe me when I say that this is not a technical, play with
words. We felt here that you would_want to know, as early as possible, what was in
the wind and what the Canadian government's decision was on this question. I have
been repeatedly told by U.S. publishers that in thé case of past price. advances they
objected particularly to the shortness of time between the date of the announcement
and the effective date of the price increase, which gave them no opportunity to
adjust their economies to the price change. This time greater advance notice of the
price rise was given, and i felt that the essential step was to have the situation clear
and publicly known as soon as possible"after yoûr office had been notified, rather
than to have 'a protracted period of speculation and rumour.

The steps,outlined in the sentence from your letter, quoted above, were taken
exactiy. as I'told Mr. Diskin they would be., taken. I had asked in April each Cana-
dian newsprint manufacturer not to change his prices without first discussing the
proposed change and the reasons therefor with the, Department. At the time of our
conversation I knew that there had been recent substantial increases in manufâctur-
ing costs and I told your office there was considerable grumbling about present
prices. Shortly. afterwards I received from the -Abitibi Power & Paper Co. Ltd.,
which is one of the larger Canadian manufacturers,. a request for discussion of a
price increase which seemed to that company to be necessary. We met and I was
given information as to the factors affecting the maintenance and expansion of
newsprint.production. Then to see if the problem 'was peculiar to' the applicant or
general throughout 'the industry,'I inquired from a number of other manufacturers
asking for their individual views and intentions. These companies produce over 50
percent of the newsprint made' in Canada and are representative of the whole indus-t►y. It was quite clear'that the problem was not peculiar to the applicant company
but was"a general problem affecting the whole Canadian industry.

Thë information thus obtained was submitted to the Ministcr 'of Defence Pro-
duction; It was studied by hisadvisers and theirrccommendation was placed before
the Canàdiân Cabinet The Canadian'government, which it should be pointed out is
notoperntingàny'overall system of pricecontrols, dccided that it would not use its
emergency='powers to' intcrfere with the commercial decision being taken by the
Abitibi Power & Paper Co. Ltd. This decision was taken on Wednesday, the 30th of
May; 4fid Was immediately transmitted to your office by this Department's repre-
sentati^e in Washington during the morning of May 31st. I was authorized to com-
mUnicate this decision to the Abitibi Company and to give similar advice to any
other newsprint manufacturer who proposes an increase in the price of newsprint
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not out of line with the amôunt of the- increase proposed by Abitibi; and I have
done so.

Perhaps it may assist you and the membérs of your various committees if I list
some of the facts that I reported to the Canadian government before it reached its
decision. ; . ,.

(1) The pulp content of a ton of newsprint could be sold in' the U.S. for more than
the newsprint' itself, withôut 'any -provision'for finishing or packaging costs.

(2). Newsprint depends ôn the'same raw material- pulpwood - as other pulp
and paper products. Since the termination of World War II price controls, newsprint
prices in the U.S. had advanced 26.2%. By comparison, since the end of controls in
the'U.S. book paper prices have advanced' 54.3%; kraft wrapping papers 63.1%;
pape>•board 91.2% and tissue'papeis 93.4%.* If the price 'ôf newsprint had risen
since decontrol as much as the U.S. government pulp and paper index; the news-
print price would now be $143 per,ton. If it had risen as much as the weighted
average increase shown by the four named major grades the price would now be
$145 per ton.

(3) Newsprint has not apparently been attractive to new risk capital. Since the last
war there have been ten pulp and paper mills constructed or rebuilt in Canada and
not one of them is producing newsprint. Together these mills consume annually
aboiit• 1,250,000,cords of pulpwood, which would be sufficient to produce over a
million tons of newsprint. Had even a third of this new capacity gone into news-
print; it would have been sufficient 'to have met 'all apparent shortages in North
America and to have relieved most of the serious situations of newsprint shortage
throughout the world.

(4) Despite the fact that newsprint supply. for the U.S. in 1951 will reach a new
record of nearly six million tons, thereis still demand in excess of supply This
1951. total compares with 3,480,000 tons in 1945 which was the last full year of
government rationing. This is an increase in supplÿ of over 2 1/2 million tons or
72°b 'in a period of six years. Most of this' increase came from Canada, whose
exports to the . U.S. rose from 2,666,000, in 1945 to an estimated 4,775,000 tons in
1951 -- an increase of over 79%., ..r,.,... . ,.
'(5) . I ., expressed my own viewin my report to the Minister of Defence ProductEOn

in these words: "Me most serious problem in newsprint today is production -
mai,ntenance of present levels and increased production wherever possible."

;,. I have written Ott some length because , I am anxious that you should know the

facts in this case as placed before the' Canadian government, when it made its deci-

sion not to initiate positive price control action under its stand-by emergency legis-

lation, by interfacing with the commercial decision made by the Abitibi CompanY

I'agree completely with you as to, the importance of the trade in newsprint to both

countries; you need our newsprint and Canada néeds and wants your market.

;-.I hope that, after study and.reflection, you will agree that the Canadian govern-

ment's decision was a wise one.
Yours sincerely,

- R.M. FOWLER
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DEA/11303-40
Le secrétaire commercial de l'ambassade aux États-Unis ' *

à ladjoint spécial du sous-ministre de production pour la Défense
Commercial Secretary, Embassy in United States,

to Speçial Assistant to Deputy Minister of Defence Production

Washington, June,15, 1951

RE NEWSPRINT

Thank you for your very complete letter of June 11th concerning the newsprint
pricing problem in the IMC context.

T note that you feel that the proper channel for continuing this discussion is
through the IMC representatives here and I will do what I can to assist in furthering
our aims. I might mention, however, that as a result of conversations I have had
withadvisers to Mr. Ticoulat, I find that there is a distinct feeling in the State
Department that the pricing policy concerns a much wider field than newsprint,
consequently there may be new pressures lor us to get together with them on the
whole question of the pricing policy to govern third country transactions. I have
carefully avoided assuming the whole burden of such a problem and in fact have
endeavoured up to now to confine the matter entirely to newsprint.

Although you have covered most of the U.S. arguments rather fully, I have sum-
marized them along with a number of additional points which have occurred to the
U.S. in the past week or ten days. The complete argument now seems to be along
the following lines:

The success of the IMC Pulp-Paper Committee's operation would be endan-
gered if, Canada insists on charging world market prices for newsprint supplied
from the 120,000 tons relinquished by U.S. and Canadian publishers who have con-
tracted for the newsprint at North American prices.

2.- U.S. publishers have agreed to cooperate without thoughtof profit and accept-
ance of the loss of revenue which` relinquishment of the newsprint entailed. pIt
would be impossible for the U.S. Government to justify that Canadian producersshould

make a large additional profit. on this operation to assist the free press in
friendly, countries of the world.}..., o..

3. Since the United States is assisting financially many countries of the world
which are in the most critical situation vis-à-vis newsprint, Canadian sales of news-
Print relinquished by American publishers at world prices would mean that the U.S.
taxpaYer,would be paying world market prices for newsprint which had been relin-
Qu'sh^ at the North American price. This would be impossible to explain to Con-8ress or;,the

U.S: public and might result in unfavorable publicity which bothGoveroinents

ORGANISATIONS ET CON[ÉRCNCES INTE:RNATIONALIS

,would be anxlous to avoid.
, t .:^ . . . . ^
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.4: Since, the Canadian Government has agreed to make available newsprint to
France and the countries on the periphery of the Soviet Bloc at the North American
price under the IMC allocation; it would be very difficult to justify a different treat-
ment to others receiving part of the tonnage relinquished by U.S. publishers at a

higher price.
5. The Soviet Union hassupplied newsprint to Syria, Egypt and India at prices

considerably, lower than the Scandinavian price, thus obtaining a measure of good-
will from the press "of those countries.

6. Canadian insistence on a higher price to the press of overseas countries would
lessen the psychological value which would result if the newsprint relinquished by
the U.S. publishers were sold to the press of the free world at the same price for
which U.S. and Canadian domestic publishers obtain it.

7. The U.S. Government is allocâting certain scarce domestic materials such as
sulphur and cotton to foreign purchasers at the U.S. domestic price. Any. newsprint
which would be made available from U.S. producers in implementing the Pulp, and

Y am Committee's recommendations would also be made available at domestic
;prices. Since inflation is one of the greatest dangers for the free world, the U.S.
believes thafthis policy is an important contribution, for the defense of the free
world.

. F~ Our two arguments seem to fall under two headings:

(a),Fear of black market operations
'(b) ^ Fear that the lower price will generate a flood of requests for emergency

assistance.
: The U.S. counter argument with regard to (a) is as follows:

The Pulp-Paper Committee has alreâdy adopted as policy a request that recipi-
'ents'give assurance that none of the"newsprint supplied through the Committee's
recommendation would leave the importing country. In addition, Canada and the
United States, in implementing the recommendations of the Pulp-Paper Committee,
could insist on an additional guarantee`and could also insist that the recipient coun-
trytake measures" to see that the newsprint supplied is sold to newspapers at the
price at which it is furnished in order to avoid any windfall profits to middlemént
Also, , the. U.S. and Canada can urge, that'the " newspaper publishers in recip
kcountries establish a joint organization to police the operation in order to see that
,the distribution is made equitably., . , ...

s s 5 ,a . f .

€^.YWith regard to the pricing problemr the-argument would be roughly as follows:

► i t,The United States has been allocating certain scarce .materials to various free

:countries of the world at prices considerably below the world market
price. This

operation bas at times resulted in artificially high rcquésts; but as long as
the alloca-

rtions' are made on` an equitable' basis the , United, States foresees no difficulties in

-administering the program: Furthermore, most publishers abroad arc
aware that the

,ope ration of the Pul Pa r Comnmittee is made possible through rclinquishment Of
^ ^ ^ • 1 • lmited As long°supplies by U.S. and Canadian publishers and that the supp y ts t uitable man

the Pulp-Paper Committee makes its recommended allocations in an eq
North

ner, the U.S. does not believe that sales of the newsprint relinquished by
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American publishers at the North American market price will engender ill-will. As
yôu know, the Committee is screening requests for newsprint supply assistance to
meet bonaCde emergency situations and is not making allocations on the basis of
supplying newsprint at lower prices when a supply is available from an applicant
country's normal source of supply. It is assumed that should supplies increase to
the point where the demand can be taken care of, no further, operations will be
undertaken.

We have endeavoured to deal with the possibility of middlemen making undue
profits out of newsprint allocation in the third Subcommittee report which I hope to
send you by the same mail. In my teletypet on the same subject today I suggested
that we.might point out to the Indian Government that some form of satisfactory
distribution arrangements should be made as any windfall profits to middlemen
would endanger their future possibilities of getting newsprint from North America.
Another method, of course, is to give as wide publicity as possible to the operation
including mention of the price. I realize that there is a possibility that we would not
like to take'such a line with the Indian Government by ourselves, but I am quite
certain the,U.S. will do so in the case of the Philippines, for example. In any event,
such action would be supplementary to what the IMC might do.

As to the second argument, I think this has a great deal of merit. The difference,
of course, is that the U.S. has a system of price control and Canada has not, espe-
cially with regard to commôdlties exported.

Althôugti I doubt if this letter 'contains much that is new, it may be a useful,, .
summary of the arguments, pro and con. My own feeling is that we are going to
have great difGculty in maintaining a position on the price for the large newsprint
operation, as the U.S. strongly feel that without agreement that the North American
Price should apply 'we should not get into the allocation at all.

Yours sincerely,
S.V. At.1.r.N

DEA/11307-40
' L'âdjoint spécial du sous-ministre - de production pour la Défense

CONF7l) ENi1qt

Dear Mr.' Heeney

Ottawa, June 21, 1951

. ,, ^{. •
Belore'leaving on holidays Mr. Mackenzie asked me if I would acknowledgeyow léité'r`}ôf June 9t1 in which you outlined some of the political considerations

involvéd in thé diversion of Canadian supplies.

think that in'general officials in the Dc artment are aware of the sial nof Q P pec ccds
NATO and other allies. Indeed a large number of specialists who have been

drawn fro m indpstry to serve in 'this Department are spending a considerable por-

au sous-secrétaire d 'Er!)t fur Aliinirwe ,..^,cr:,..,.,...

Spècial Assistant to Dcpury Minister of Defence Production
toy Under-Sccrctary of State for External Affairs
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tion of their time at the International Materials Conference discussions in Washing-
ton and as you know the main purpose of these meetings is not inconsistent with
the objectives which you outline.

You will remember that from the outset we were opposed to the idea of a large
number of coùntries being called into conference in order to attempt to work out
`international allocations. Nevertheless since the International Materials Conference
has become a functioning group I think that we need not be ashamed of the contri-
bution which we are making.

In the Pulp and Paper Committee we pressed for an emergency newsprint sub-
'committee and accepted its chairmanship. As you will :remember we prevailed
against the United States in order to get an emergency allocation of newsprint for
France. In a statement which Mr. Howe made in the House of Commons on June
14th, he said in part: ' • '

"I think that no one will quarrel with the desirability of North America assuring
that our allies have at least minimum amounts of newsprint available in order to
combat the claims of communism."

Then referring to the probable further diversions that would be recommended by
I.M.C. he said:

"It is obvious that North American consumers whô are by far the heaviest con-
sumers must expect some cut-back in order to providé this tonnage."

In the Non-Ferrous Metals field, when we saw that the various countries were
•bogging down in discussions our representatives tried to establish a small "ways
and means committee" the objective,of which, would have been to provide ad hoc
'assistance to individual countries, , whose requirements were particularly urgent.
Also in this field, we have accepted the'chairmanship ofthe Utilization and Conser-
vation Committee.

I would hesitate to suggest that this Department, or indeed the Canadian Gov-
ernment should, on its own, attempt to formally appraise the relative merits of the
large number of requests that are being put before us daily by rcpresentatives of

1 having

are, rn an Jn rma as lon, rmg^ng o I "Y le of
ity of diverting as much of their supplies as possible to our allies. As an examp
this I, would like to, quote a paragraph of a letter addressed to the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Company of Canada, by the Director of our Non-Fe^ous
• knowl-

, an a verse e ect on , elr e e ppo g p g •
r- 1 f h' b' ' t Canad'an indus 's attention the desirabil-d ff th ' d f nce su rtin ro rammes On me other an

,'friendly countries, all of them claiming that the lack of strategic materla s ls. h d we

Metals Division, and I might say that when he wrote this letter he had no
`edge of your letter under reference.

N b' C nsolidated from enter-

„mg Inc Japanese market at compmUve pnces Y^ Fi r the limit that. .

Your reference to the Canadian Government amng o
' ' hardl ms a ropriate. Already

400 tons has been approved for export there, which is not necessan y
.will te`approved. The view here is that in this present period of metal stringency,

exports should be continuously under review to obtain a reasonable
balance

between^ continuing trade considerations and the supply of scarce
raw mate rials to

friendlycountries involved'in mutual Defence programs:'
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- I could quote other examples of how we have through informal representations
to Canadian industry influenced the direction of our exports. Our efforts on behalf
of the British are well known and have proven reasonably fruitful. Just recently we
arranged for a shipment of nickel to Luxembourg. This country is not, only in the
NATO group but is an important supplier of steel to Canada.

In your letter you make particular reference to the disappointment of-certain
French officials, as a result of their visit to the Non-Ferrous Metals Division.

As you may know, this particular meeting was called at the request of the
French. They met with four representatives of the Non-Ferrous Metals Division
including Dr. Monture, who has probably had more experience with international
metal discussions than anyone else in Ottawa. Mr. Manion, our commercial secre-
tary in Paris, who has been closely associated with these problems for over two
years, was also present.

I am advised that the meeting was quite lengthy, that our representatives
reviewed the overall position of each of the metals in which the French showed an
interest; we explained that, with the exception of countries in the Russian orbit,
there was nothing discriminatory about our export permit policy. We assured the
French of our sympathy and expressed a willingness to use our good offices but
explained that for the present' actual arrangements for shipments have to be
resolved with due regard to established contractual commitments of private
companies.

The French had made a special case of copper at one of the regular meetings of
the Franco-Canadian'Trade Committee, noting that this year's receipts were likely
to be a good deal less than their purchases of last year. This is actually the case but
the reason is that Noranda, one of their suppliers has had to supply extra copper to
their new brass mill and is also making heavier deliveries to Canadian Wire and
Cable Company, both of which units produce items important in our defence sup-
Porting industries.

Anything surplus to our own screened requirements will of course be exported
and it appears desirable that we permit the development of finishing capacity in
Canada so that an ever increasing quantity of our natural resources is processed in
this country rather than have everything exported in the primary form.

At the conclusion of the meeting in'the Non-Fenrous Metals Division the French
repr^nta6ves expressed themselves as being grateful for the information, but it is
our impression that we were not successful, nor apparently were our representatives
at the Fmnco-Canadiân Trade talks, in making the French understand that this Gov-
ftent is not yet determining quotas of exports for certain designated markets.

In ÿou r letter you remarked that although we did not give the French any mate-
rial assistance in securing non-ferrous metals, we went on to discuss the ssibili-tiés of Po

getting additional steel from France.
I don't

11

believe that there was anything inappropriate in our a roach. We do
exercise discriminatory control over our exports but the French Government does.
U French'imponers can place orders in Canada for a share of our exportable su
plies Of noq•ferrous metals we would not interfere with the exports, but if a Canadian

bporter w' his es to secure surplus steel from France he could only do so if he
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were able to get a portion of a Canadian allocation - established by the French

will keep in mind the information contained in your letter.
the governments' interests in the field of strategic materials and in this connection

19

On the other hand we will continué to advise our producer-exporters concerning
are acceptable to the government.
of the Russian dominated countries ' or to implement I.M.C. recommendations that
direction over our exports, other than to ensure that they do not get into the hands
` In conclusion, I do not believe that at the present time we should assume formal
Government.,

CONFIDENTIAL

to Under-Secretary of State for External Afjirs

Yours faithfully,
T.N. BEAUPRÉ'

DEA/ 11307-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce , •
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, June 21, 1951

Dear Arnold [Heeney]:
With reference to your.letter, of June 9, with which you enclosed a copy of a

letter addressed to Max Mackenzie on the question of allocating scarce materials, I
did not have a chance to discuss this with Max prior to his departure on a week's
fishing trip. I understand he briefed Beaupré before he left and I have discussed the
question with Beaup. I have also talked this matter over with Harvey and Mitchell
Sharp.

. ^- . ^ ^ ^^ -• , . .^ ^ ^^ .^-. ^Italy and a fractional horsepower motor manufacturer in any other country.

trol over the direction of our scarce commodities, such as newsprint, pulpe coPPer,

o1 e: c atms. w g g
straightforward procedure, but, under present conditions, where most

of our mater l-

alsarestill being used for normal civilian purposes or for stockpiling,
it becomes

very difficult to choose between a^ fractional horsepower motor inanufact Atr^e

164 zinc, ^ nickel, aluminum and asbestos.. We were not in favour of I.M.C. when
-

this agency was originally established, but we are changing our minds and, dep
end

ing^ on performance, we believe that • I.M.C. can do . a very valuable service in

screening requests for scarce materials. It is obvious that Canada cannot tmûs^ go
of,the:demands from all our friends for the above materials. Somebody

short,and•we'would hesitate to accept the responsibility of judging the essentiality

f th 1' If e tuera en a ed in all out war this would be a comparative.,

^Insofar as this Department is concerned, we are anxious to maintain some con-

,!' Note marginale' :/MarEinal note: -P Moran and Ritchie
° Mr. Pfûmptre this reply seems to me to justify our writing. any commcnts
should see this exchange A.D.P.N jteneyj.lune 22 :
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moment we are using the I.M.C. as a defense and we refer most of our inquirers to
this agency. On the other hand, we would like to have enough autonomy over the
distribution and export of our strategic materials to enable us to take care of fair
and reasonable requests from our friends. Up to date, we have been able to do this
by persuasion rather than by directives, and I believe this is the best policy for the
present period.

We have had considerable success along these lines. For example, Sir John
Henry Woods was, I believe, able to negotiate for some 2,500 tons of copper for
shipment to the United Kingdom, through the efforts of George Bateman. In the
same way, we recently have arranged for some nickel for Luxembourg and we are
hopeful that we will be able to take care of the residual requirements of copper for
New Zealand after Mr. Bowden has explored the possibility of obtaining supplies
from the United States and the United Kingdom.

We were disappointed that we were unable to take care of the French copper
requirements. I`still think something can be done for the French, as our own
demands may taper off as a result of the slowing down of Canadian business and
the effect of the Canadian Order Approval system. I propose to follow this matter
up with Mr. Bateman on his next visit to Ottawa. I also propose to have a talk with
Max on his return to duty next week.

Yours sincerely,
WM. FREDERICK BUI.L

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary ojState for External Affairs
Io Ambassador in United States

TRMiU►M EX-1320

SECkhT.,
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DEA/11307-40

Ottawa, June 25, 1951

Follôwing for Mr, S.D. Pierce, Director, Department of Defcncc Production, 2001
Corinecticut'Avenue, Washington, D.C. from T.N. Beaupr6, Special Assistant to the
DePut}► Minister, Department of Defence Production. Begins: The following is abrief `outline of the discussions which were hcld yesterday (June 22nd) with the^ ` "Oncâns;

n the Canadian side were Mr. Howe, Bull, Sharp, Mackenzie and myself, with
Newën and Fowler sitting in on the afternoon session. The U.S. side included Eric
Johis^n: iCenneth Clark, his assistant, Griffith Johnson, his Economic Adviser andBliss*Wi :U,S,

Minister of the Embassy.

^e Johnston opened the discussions, which were immediately classed as bein gnili1 â
refé

^ndf̂̂ ^^nk+by outlining the U.S. stabilization programmc. In doing so he
Ori to ^ee main fields: commodity prices, wages and imported raw materials.th Johnsons.._ revlcwed thc same ficlds in somewhat greater dctail and appeared

...^.:. ^ . ^ .
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reasonably hopeful that the credit controls and tax bill which they were asking Con-
gress to authorize would in addition to the direct controls make a significant contri-
bution to stabilized economy.

Eric Johnston however 'admitted quite frankly that he did not believe that the
' present Congress' was prepared to do the necessary and for this reason, and also
because of the growing size of the defence programme, he felt that there was bound
: to be considerable inflationary pressure this year, 1951-1952. Sharp, noting that all
American planning appeared to be based on a firm conviction of the severe infla-
tionary pressures, asked the Americans for the basis of their conviction. He sug-
gested that much of the current inflationary atmosphere might be attributed to the
-alarmists' reports that were being released by the U.S. administration. They

the ^ inain purpose of his visit his trip had been successful:,

referred to some factors which were no doubt pertinent but seemed to admit reason-
ably freely that they had to keep shouting wolf if there was to be any hope of
Congress stiffening its back.

They then spoke of their concern of rising Canadian prices. Mr. Howe pointed
out that in the price field Canada only dominated nickel and newsprint and he sug-
gested that there was little likelihood of any further increases in either of these
commodities during the coming year. When Johnston referred to•increases in the
other non-ferrous metals Mr. Howe pointed out that Canadians took their prices
from the U.S. Metal Exchange and suggested that Johnston might consider closing
the Exchange.

As the discussion proceeded however it became apparent that Johnston's visit
,was primarily to discuss pricing in the Non-Ferrous Metals field. He pointed out
that because Chile found it possible to secure better prices for a significant portion
of its exports they had forced the Americans into a 271h¢ price as opposed to the
previous 240 price. He also notëd that Canada immediately increased its price to
27 iQ, although he argued that there was no necessity for Canadian producers seek-
ing higher prices. He admitted however that this was now history but that already

eCand hehe S.-Il reports that the British were paying 29,& and 30Q for Chilean copp
felt; confident that in a very few months Chile would be back at the U.S. for a

higher price. He felt that if they were forced to pay a higher price and the Canadian
price allowed to meet it, and England again offered O10 or 020 more in order to get
supplies, that there would be no termination to the price spiral. He admitted

that the

I.M.C. was working in this field but did not appear optimistic, that they would
re ared to

achiéve any significant successand usked whethec oc not we would be p P

sit'downswith the Americans and British in order to seek some solution to supplY

and rice', roblems , ^cularl in the Non- Ferrous Metals field. We suggested that
the solutiôn to this pprob em rested in the hands of the two main purchasers i.e., the

United'Kingdom and the United States, butthat if they wished us to join ^em
'disci^ssiôns we would be prepared to do so. Johnston noted that he had not yet

apprôached the British on the subject but would do so and advise us further John-

ston'seemed well satisfied with this answer and made it apparent
that as this was

erë' was of coütse` some reference to the price of ncwsprint but Johnston did

notàppearanicious to make an issue of this subject.
-^t,^'S^1 J^E'icAx . 4^.:s . .. ^ . . .. ^ . ' . • ..f0
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. , We referred to our anxiety concerning the price of beef and Johnston pointed out
that although they were anxious to get as much of our beef as possible he did not
wish to duly embarrass us and indicated that the American side would be prepared
to explore the situation further. We did not think however that any action was nec-
essary at the present time.

Griffith Johnson explained that as a result of the coming into effect of the manu-
facturers pricing order there would be a great many,changes in prices of individual
items, some going up some going down. If strange things seemed to be happening
to prices of U.S. goods imported into Canada we were not to be alarmed.

'Johnston.'asked whether or not we felt that the present machinery for keeping
each other informed was satisfactory and it was agreed that there was no necessity
for anything further although Johnston suggested that our people in Washington
who were particularly interested in this subject should avail themselves of the
opportunity of dropping in on Griffith Johnson any time they wished.

Mr. Howe also told Eric Johnston that he would like you to call in on him and
Eric Johnston assured Mr. Howe that he would be glad to meet you.

Pleaserepeat to John H. English. Ends.

DEA/11307-F-40
Note du chef de la Direction éco^wmique

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

!tlentorandunt from Head, Economic Division 9 ,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for Erternal Affairs

[Ottawa], July 3, 1951

INTERNATIONAL MATERIAtS CONfERENCi3 - COPPER

are going']ntô the development of Canadian resources that arc dcfencc-support n,g

our troubles in connection with the International Materials Conference are con-
tinuing and at present seem to be more active in the Copper Committee. I attended
aMeeting on this subject on Friday morning. Others present included Beaupré,

• y
KarveY, Wolfson (for Deutsch), Hooton, and Stan Allen himself from Washington.
W^c^ur ceprésentatives in Washington have been resisting a cut-and-dricd formula

gives the various countries concerned whatever copper they may need for
defence and part of what they need for stockpiling and then divides the remainder
np on.the basis of consumption in 1950. Our people say, not without reason, that
the C^afiadian economy is developing very rapidly, that large quantities of copper

^^e•^t sense (iron ore, titanium, oil, hydro electricity, etc), and that this sort of
g ôught to be taken into account by IMC either in the formula used or as an

adjus*nt to the formula. The United States position is unfortunately confused. It
neverquite sure whether the U.S.lower, t^^1 ôff 1 will accept a strict formula (which their

ic^a s usually want) or whether at the last moment they would insist
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on all sorts of escape clauses with themselves. This at any rate is the position in

copper.
3. The logic of our position is, I think, strong. Unfortunately it emerged in Fri-

day's meeting that the Department of Defence Production have not done, indeed
have not attempted to do, their statistical homework. They talk in broad terms
about.our need for copper for_development and defence-supporting purposes but
have no notion how much copper is in fact going into these uses or likely to go
there. Thus they seem to me to be in an extremely* weak bargaining position.

4. Current discussion in the Copper Committee focuses on the first allocation
period, i.e. the fourth quarter of 1951. Canada has put in a "requirement" of 31,000

tons. Our people are willing to reduce this "requirement" to 28,000 tons not
because they feel ready to reduce actual consumption to the extent of the difference
but because there, are inventories which could be used up without cutting into
actual consumption. On the other hand the Committee is offering us 24,275 tons
and even this is above what we are actually entitled to on the basis of the formula
which is probably going to be used; it would only give, us about 23,000 tons. I get
the impression that on the basis of the bffer" of the Committee we are being
treated more generously than the United States or the United Kingdom.

5. The gap to be bridged is of course the difference between the 28,000 tons that
our people feel willing to accept and the 24,275 tons that the Committee has
offered. Beaupré will be raising this question with Mr. Howe who might possibly
(althoûgh not probably) take it up in Cabinet.

has done their homework and6. I have told Beaupré that, until his Department
produced actual figures for the use ofcopper, in defence-supporting industries in
Canada, I can see no basis of judgment as to whether our "requirements" of 31,U04
tons or 28,000 tons are defensible20 In the meanwhile I do not see how we can
defend any figure higher than that which the Committee has offered us. (Allen
thinks we might be able to get something between this and 28,000 tons by haggling
and bargaining). Meanwhile Beaupré (who, I am sure, fully agrees with my Point
of view), is putting his research division to work on the problem in conjunction
with his Metals Division., . . I . I `

A.F.W. P(LUM"Rr-I
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333. DEA/11303-40, , . . , .
Noie du sous-secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures , .

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, Memorandunt from Uiuler-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Af,)irs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], September 12, 1951
•; .

ALLOCATIONS OF NEWSPRINT, - INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS
CONFERENCE (WASIi1NGTON)

This is to confirm the decision which you reached when I discussed this matter
with you;recently and also to warn you of a possible implication.
. 2. You will recall that two opposing principles have been put forward in the

Washington Committee. Some countries, led by the United Kingdom and France,
wish,to see the Committee bring about a substantial re-distribution of newsprint
amongst major countries - to correct a world-wide "maldistribution" of supplies.
The representatives of the United States and Canada have, however,. argued that
such a general re-distribution is impracticable both because there is no accepted or
acceptable basis for bringing it about and also because it would involve a degree of,
government interference in newsprint sales'on the North American continent which
would not be acceptable either to producers or consumers.

1The immediate issue arises over whether there should be a second emergency
allocation, 'amounting to some 18,000 tons, or whether something much more
ambitious should be attempted, involving more than ten times this amount. (You
will remember that the first allocation, which took place early in July, involved
10,000 tons). 'I understand that you feel that allocations should be kept on an emer-
gency basis, rather than a general redistribution basis, and our representative in
Washington on the Pulp and Paper Committee has been so informed. The same
view is, of course, held by Mr. M.W. Mackenzie and Mr. R.M. Fowler.

4. The implication about which I wanted to warn you is as follows. It involvesFrance. , -
5. Almost all of the first allocation of 10,000 tons and the greater part of the

propo^ed second allocation of 18,000 tons would be destined to go to countries that
were relatively weak commercially and where, for some reason or another, news-
Print supplies were threatening to fall substantially below the level of the recent
pas^ Producing a real emergency. Most of these countries happen to be around the
edge of the iron curtain - running from the Philippines to Yugoslavia. Germany
has been included because of the specially disturbed conditions there; the proposed
40646n to bermany is 5,000 tons.

6' Y0u will recall that shortly before the French elections last June the French
authonpC4 made very strong representations to gct an emergency allocation and in
the end obtained 3,000 tons before any allocation had been given to any othercountryU• nder the proposed second allocation the French would get some 2,000additional tons (5,000 tons in all). Even this involves a serious stretch of the "cmer-
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gency" principle on which the Committee is working. According to Mr. Fowler the
French stocks of newsprint are indeed very low at present (this is the only justifica-
tion of a further allocation) but they will stay low as long`as the French authorities
do not take reasonable steps to maintain reasonable stocks and distribution.

7. The French representative at the Washington Committee is insisting on a sub-
stantially'larger allocation --- something like 8,500 tons., Our representatives on the
Committee feel that this is quite unreasonable in relationship to all the other alloca-
tions. They anticipâte that the French authorities are likely to try to exert the same
pressure that they did last June outside the Committee in order to get their alloca-
tion increased. It seems to me quite possible that the matter may be raised infor-
mally during the coming week when French Ministèrs and high French officials are
in Ottawa for the coming North Atlantic Council meeting.

8. Our representatives in Washington hope very much that we will back up the
stand they have taken which they already consider to' be specially favourable to
France. 1f the French were always able to get additional allocations by bringing
pressure to bear in Ottawa, Washington, and other quarters, the work of the alloca-
tion Committee would be undermined:

Prime Minister.21
P.S. I attach an extra "copy of this memorandum in case you wish to send it to the

DEA/11307-40

for A.D.P. H[éeney]

formal arrangements and hoped that, as far as the chtef Cana an po

doubted whether a large organlzation including many cou
he , were ^ stron 1 in' favour of far less

fui results under present circumstances.. T. y •, g Y
d• eX rts were con-

offcials chiefly concerned (in the Department of Trade and Comme
roduce use-• ntries could p

You Will remember that the proposa
came.up when Mr. Attlee was visiting Mr. Truman last December.

At that time our
rce) very much

, - Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memôrcindunt front Head, Economic Division,

` to Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal AJJ`'airs,..,,. , , .. , , . .

' E. R(CtD1

[Ottawa], October 9, 1951

INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS CONFERENCE .;

,I,have n°cently,had a chance to reyiew the position and prospects of IMC With
Sydney Pierce, George Bateman and,Tom Beaupré and, before my. probable depar-
ture for overseas, I want to make this general report to you.

1 F--* an International Materials Conference

aeptembre 19S1JCopyisent to Prime Minister on Septem
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cérned, informal agreement could be reached between U.S., U.K. and Canada. It
should be added, in defence of the position that we were taking at that time, that the

.United Kingdom representatives claimed they were faced with disaster unless they
got additional supplies of certain scarce materials within a few weeks, or at most a
few, months, and it seemed to us quite impossible that elaborate international

-arrangements could meet their needs.

3. I am sure it would still be the view of our officials chiefly concerned (now in
the Department of Defence Production) that emergency requirements would have
to be met on, an ad hoc bi-lateral or tri-lateral basis. Never-the-less the IMC is
achieving a degree of success beyond our expectations. An international allocation
of copper has been agreed upon for the fourth quarter of 1951. Two emergency
allocations of newsprint have been agreed upon (in addition to the special alloca-
tion to France last June) and, while the work of the Conference has bogged down in
some fields (e.g. wool), it.seems to be making reasonable, if slow, progress in
others.

4. As a result of these modest successes and others that may come along, the
Canadian attitude towards the Conference will no doubt undergo a gradual change.
The Conference will assume increased importance. It may be expected to exercise
an increasing influence over sôme of our most important exports (base metals and
Pulp ând paper) and over a few of our'important imports. This is a matter of signifi-
cance to Canada both economically and politically. :•

?. Theréfore, I had been planning to take an increasing interest in IMC and possi-
bly, on occasion, to take some initiative. The only initiative this Department has
ever taken has been on one or two 'occasions 'in relation to newsprint: During the
past few months the Division has suffered from a shortage of staff and we have
been able to do little but act as a Post Office, scarcely glancing at the voluminous
material. on the subject. Very recently,, however, I was able to appoint, a junior
officer (Reynolds) to give a good deal of his time to the subject in the hope that he
would be able to brief me and keep me abreast of important developments.

6. 1, am afraid these plans will have to be set aside for the time being, if I go
overseas. Griffin will ^ be too occupied with a host of other things during my
absence and,•unfortunately, this is one of the fields where I have special personal
advantages. Not only did I work on allocation matters during the last war but, in the
course of that work, had a lot to do with most of the officials in the Department of
Defence,,Pr6duction who happen to be specially concerned to-day: Mackenzie,
Pierce, English Allen, Fowler, Hewett, Monture and Sissons. If our Department is
going to exercise any influence in the field it will, I believe, have to be largely on a
personal basis. Having myself served with a temporary specialist organization
("),, I know how ready such an organization is to resist and resent intrusions
by the diplomats l

7• I have fi-6m time to time urged Allen to come up to Ottawa fairly frequently.
His visits can easily become occasions on which there is a general interdepartmen-
ta1 discussion of IMC issues and problems. I know that Allen himself welcomes
these opponnnities, feeling that most of his instructions come from highly special-
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ized sources such as Fowler in the field of pulp and paper and Hewett in the field of
metals, and that broader.views may not always. be taken into account.

8. Allen is planning another of his visits in a few weeks time, during my absence.
I have told him that I will, of course, expect him to come to this Department to see
Griffin and Reynolds.*I have- also taken the, liberty of suggesting that he might get
in touch with you to see if you would like to have a talk with him. I think it might
be useful if you could manage, to do so.

9. It is possible you might wish to show this memorandum to the Minister.22
A.F.W. P(LUM1rrRE)

335.
Note de la Direction économique .

Mémorandum by Econontic Division

DEA/11307-40

INTERNATIONAL MATERIALS CONI;FRENÇE

On October.'23rd M.W. Mackenzie called a meeting to, discuss general IMC
matters with Stan Allen, who is visiting Ottawa, this week. Beaupré, Harvey,
Weeks, Deutsch and a number of others including technical people were present as
well as Griffin and Reynolds. Mackenzie. stressed the fact that although we did not
want IMC, ,we- now had it and should strive to make it work.

2. The main !subjects discussed were:
(1) The problem of incentive production - Will it be possible to retain part of

any production of commodities entered into on an uneconomic basis in the light of
critical shortages or will IMC allocations be reduced in amount according to the
production retained from this subsidized production? If the latter is the case, the
country concerned would be merely exchanging a cheap product for an expe
one. It was agreed that this penalty should not be imposed and that some formula
for partial retention of the lower cost allocation should be worked out.

(2) The possibility of putting the Central' Group on a more realistic basis as a
general sounding board. No decision was reached but it was generally agreed, as a
preliminary step,t that discussion with the British, French and Americans might take
place in Washington on an Ambassadorial or Ministerial level. It was felt that such
discussion was vital since the work in the Committees was being done largelY by
technical experts.,-

3) It was agreed that Canada should accept chairmanship of one of the Cotnmié,
( r Commt

tees, preferably either copper or nickel. Allen favoured the Coppe
, . . .. }

23 Note marginale :/Marginal note: ^ Allen when he
Mr. Plumptre Thanks -1 am glad to have this report & will be happy to in touch

Id t to kecp
comes up I have sent a copy of this to the Minister we shou rY

A.D.P.H(eeneyj. Oct 10
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Hewett, , however, favoured nickel, stressing that since we are the great producer it
is in our interest to, get unanimity, and if the Canadian member were chairman he
would be in a position to strive for agreement: In the Copper Committee, where we
will need to stress our own interest,'Hewett felt that for the Canadian member to be
chairman would be'rather awkward. The whole question is to be discussed with Mr.
Howe. Allen pointed out that while we are almost sure of being offered the copper
chairmanship, he did not know whether the nickel chairmanship would be offered
to US .13

(4) The question of Canada contributing personnel to the Secretariat. It was
decided that we should make every effort to do so.24

^ R.E. REYNOLDS

Note de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Eçonontic Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Afj''airs

[Ottawa], November 14, 1951

INTERNATIONAL` MATERIALS CONFERENCB

One of the questions raised in IMC has been Canada's acceptance of the chair-
manship of one of the Commodity Committees. Recently M.W. Mackenzie called
an interdepartmental meeting to discuss general IMC matters with Allen. Beaupré,
Haivey, Weeks, Deutsch and a number of technical people were present as well as,
myself and Reynolds. The meeting recommended that Canada should accept the
chairmanship of one of the less controversial of the committees, preferably nickel,it

being favoured since, as chairman,-our delegate would be able to strive for the
unanimity vital to Canada's interest as the dominant producer.

Mr. Howe has agreed to this recommendation and Allen has been instructed to'
accept the chairmanship of the Nickel Committee if it is formally offered to him.

A.G.S. G1RIFTlN]

NoZ3
temar^
N^ckeÎcha ^m^an hip c^ and accc cd. Scc Allcn's tclctypcfile. pt No 4003 of Nov ISt on nickel

R•13-R(eynolds)
Note marginale :/Marginal note:NOted. A.F.W.P[lumptrel Dec. 10151
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DEA/11303-40,.. _ . , .

Nôte- du sous-seerétaire d'État'aux A aires extérieures.^
I ^ pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ëxtérieures

Memorandum from U.nder-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to. Secretary of State for.,,External Affiairs

. • ,. .:..,. :^ • ^.^ ^.
[Ottawa], December 26, 1951

CANADIAN PLAN FOR NEWSPRINT ALLOCATION IN IMC

Discussion in the Pulp and Paper Committee of IMC has of late tended to centre
on whether the Committee should restrict itself in 1952 to emergency allocations,
or whether it'should undertake to recommend an equitable redistribution of the
world's supply of newsprint. A.number of countries, including the United King-
dom and France, intimated that . their continuing membership in . the Committee
depended upon an increase in the scope of allocations made by the Committee. The
United States, on the other hand, would never accept redistribution of the world's
supply. A compromise solution appeared necessaryif- the divergent views of the
members of the Committee were to be reconciled. .

2: The Canadian ^mémber of the Committee recently formulated a plan which
should go a long way towards providing a solution. He proposed that during the
next, allocation period, covering the fast six months of 1952, allocations should
take two forms:

(a) strictly emergency as in the past and,
(b) allocations of less than emergency character to a limited number of countries

to which, in the opinion of the Committee, it is internationally desirable that alloca-

tions should go.
Category (b) allocations would be fulfilled on a contractual basis with prices in line

with newsprint prices in the country making the purchase: Category (a) allocations
would be much less in tonnage than category,(b) allocations which for the six
month period will total 50,000 tons (compared with a total allocation of 28,800 tons
in:loci ). , , r .,,. 1 1, .. . ,I ^ 4

3.'A country. seeking an allocation of newsprint would apply to the Committlde•^e

the application were accepted the Committee would decide whether It shou
dealt with under category (a) or category (b). Allocations approved by the Comfnit-

tee .would be passed on to the Pulp and Paper Division of Defence Production

which would ensure that the Canadian mills take on commercial contracts consis-

tënt.with the category (b) recommendations. The incentive of firm contracts and

good prices should ensure the cooperation of the mills. However, mills which
ionrefused to conclude contracts would be directed by Defence Product to provide

category (a) tonnages. The implementation of (a) tonnages would be made
possible

by these Government directives and also through purchases by the Canadian Gov-

ernment on behalf of thé country of allocation.

1
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4. All members of the Committee have now approved the scheme in principle,
and the plan in final form will shortly be submitted to each member government
for approval. United States approval seems assured since the plan, without attempt-
ing to redistribute the newsprint supply of the world, would reduce criticism of the
United States based on its disproportionate use of newsprint. The plan should hold
out sufficient inducement to ensure United Kingdom and French support. Norway
and Sweden were invited to participate in the scheme as producers but as yet have
not responded to the offer..

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

SECTION B

ACCORD GÉNÉRAL SUR LES TARIFS DOUANIERS ET LE COMMERCE

,GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

TORQUAY, 28 SEPTEMBRE 1950-21 AVRIL 1951
TORQUAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1950-APRIL 21, 1951

PCONoI. 194

Extrait du procès-verbal'de la réunion du Comité interministériel
-. sur la politique du commerce extérieur . ,

Extract fron:'Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartn:ental Conunittee
on Ezternal Trade Policy

ICETP-82
[Ottawa], April 27, 1951

SECRET

Present.

Mr. N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr. A.D.P. Neeney, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance,
Mr.1.G. Taggart, peputy,Minister of Agriculture,
Mr. D. Sim; Deputy Minister of National Revenue,
Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada,
Mr•

WF. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board.

Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office, (Secretary).

Also present:

The DePuty_ Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, (Col. Fortier),Mr.
U. DeUsch. Department of Hnance,

Mr' A'F'W: PlumPtre. Department of External Affairs,
Mr. G.B. Urquhart, Department of National Revenue,
Mr: C,M,' Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce.
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III. TORQUAY: DISCUSSIONS; REPORT

9. The Chairman of the Tariff Board said the discussions at Torquay had differed
substantially from those . at Geneva : and ' Annecy in three . respects: the Geneva
Schedules had been due to expire in'January ^ 1951 and their extension had to be
discussed; there were' a" number of countries wishing to accede, of which the most
important was Western Germany, and the total number of countries involved was
considerably greater.

So far as the Geneva Schedules were concerned, the position before January was
that it was permissible for any country to withdraw a concession if it had found it
too onerous. It had been agreed in advance that Canada would not withdraw any
but it was found that a very large number of items were being withdrawn by many
countries, including the United Kingdom and France. Several items were of sub-
stantial importance to Canada although in the end the only item of any real concern
was the South African concession of silk stockings. In general it proved possible to
renegotiate the schedules and adequate compensation had been secured for the
items withdrawn. In some instances, the compensation had been better than the
original concession.

Of the 38 countries that accepted invitations to Torquay, two did not turn up and
two took no part in tariff negotiations. With another 14 it was felt that no substan-
tial basis for negotiation by Canada existed. As a result, Canada carried on negotia-

' tions with 20 countries. An earnest effort was made to get an agreement with the
Benelux countries,.which negotiated as a unit. The Canadian offer included as its
principal item a reduction on window glass. At Geneva, the M.F.N. rate had been
cut from 15% to 10% and the offer, was 7 1/2%. .The principal items on which
compensation was sought in return were flour, and salmon. Benelux, however,
wanted to get the rate cut to 59,Y on window glass and were not prepared to make an
offer that appeared to be adequate. As a result, it was not possible to conclude a

. new agreement. h initial

to extricate itself from bulk purchasing u

- tion for tour items they were going to wlthdraw, an e s

arrangements. It seemed probable that there ,would be renewe - overn ment
Cuba at the end of the 3-year period and that it would be hard for the g

a 3-year period. :The agreement for the allocated purchase was outside tltieG withA dlfficu

' d th chedule was r
,,the basis of an allocated purchase of 75,000 tons. Cuba accepte , g elleed for

g were broken off. It was felt in Ottawa that the consequences of a a^
any, understanding with Cuba would be so serious that a new effort was made onA;,,;,,, compensa-.

k suggested a tanff quota on raw sugar y, otiations
an, allocated bulk purchase, Cuba,, ôffered no , real concessions, and neg

f 'lure to reach

concessions. When e e ega on
and finall a bulk purchase. In discussions on

margins on sugar, molasses, rum, cigars and other items they wou w

th d 1 to declined to negotiate on that basis, Cuba next

move was ma e on ep • 9 reference
February. Their indication then was that unless, Canada withdrew its p

ld ithdraw their

With Cuba, It had been hoped to negoUate on q
A S tember 28 Nothing was however, heard from Cuba until

u te a broad scale and t e

23 Voir le document 978JSee Document 978.
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With 16 countries, negotiations' were successfully. concluded. The countries
were: Austria, Denmark, the Dominican Republic, France, Germany, Haiti, Indone-
sia, India, 'Italy, Korea, the Philippines,; Peru, Sweden, Turkey and the United
States. Of the agreements the most interesting were those with the United States,
France, Germany, the Dominican Republic and Peru.

The delegation had been particularly anxious to make a new agreement with the
U.S.A., partly because it was felt that this would be the last opportunity under the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements' Act.^ After some preliminary skirmishes and six
weeks of informal discussions, formal talks began of a fairly substantial character.
Idall previous tariff 'arrangements between Canada and the United States, four
items had figured: potatoes, cattle, timber and base metals. It had been felt that
there was no chance of getting any new concession on potatoes. So far as cattle
were concerned, no particûlar effortwas made on the advice of the Department of
Agriculture. In the 'case of base metals, it was thought that something might be
secured but not aluminum. It had been doubted whether anything would be possible
on 'dairy products and they, had felt there was no real prospect in connection with
flleted fish: The delegation considered, however, that it was worth while making a
good effort and it was indicated that very substantial concessions would be offered
if the United States made. new provisions for potatoes, cheese, douglas fir plywood,
birch plywood and aluminum. After reference to Washington, the United States
delegation indicated that potatoes, cheese and aluminum were out; that something
might be possible on douglas fir plywood but not on birch plywood. It was also
indicated that substantial concessions would have to be forthcoming from Canada.
After protracted discussion, and without having to concede much more than had
been intended, the arrangement with the United States finally included a conces-
sion on fish, a full 50% reduction on douglas fir plywood, and a reduction on birch
PlYwood that was'greater than had originally been sought. Both Canada and the
United States came down to 15%'on canned salmon, which would operate on bal-
ance to the advantage of Canada. Altogether a very large schedule resulted. On a
number of chemicals the full 50% reduction was arranged and in the entire indus-
trial list there were many cuts. It had not been possible to reach an}' arrangement on
Paper, For fnâit and vegetables, the only arrangement of interest applied to apples.
Our duty was dropped from 37 l/20 to 18 3/4¢ and the United States duty to
12 1^2¢.` Altogether it was felt that the U.S. barrcl had been scraped pretty well
clean ôf iterns; of consequence to Canada.

Of the agreeinents with other countries, particularly good ones had been made
With France and Germany. The whole range of the fifteen agreements affected farm
prodûcts, Processed farm products, fishery products, forest products and metals.

10.111r, McKini:on said that, on British preferences, the United Kingdom had
been more rigid at Torquay than at Geneva. The President of the Board of Trade
had gone to Torquay twice and had urged that no margins of preference be givenUp, either de facto margins or bound margins. The Commonwealth countries other
than Canada had tried to maintain a solid front on this. Mr. Wilson had made
efforts to have the Canadian delegation instructed to take a similar position but the
delegauon remained out of the Commonwealth meetings. It was indicated that Can-ada Would

not refusc to give up any margin of preference if it would help in the
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conclusion of an agreement.'. In substance the line was that the delegation had gone
to Torquay to negotiate with other countries and that the negotiations had to con-
template the possibilitÿ of impairing.the British margins. The United States had
. offered Australia the full 50% reduction on wool and it had been thought that Aus-

tralia would not be ablè to resist the attraction of an agreement with such an item
included. However, in thé event no agreements were negotiated with the United

States by the .United Kingdom, Australia or South Africa. The old schedules were

simply continued. In the case of the : United Kingdom, the United States had
presented.a list of concessions that was so sweeping that the United Kingdom had
decided there was no possibility that they could give adequate compensation. It had
. to be recognized that the Labour Party in the United Kingdom was in many ways
quite as strongly attached to protection as was the Conservative Party. Importance
was attached not only to protection in the U.K. market but also to protection of the
preferred position of British producers in other Commonwealth markets. .

In the discussions at Torquay, one of the limiting factors had been the U.S.

• method of operation. The U.S. Trade Agreements.Committee was present at Tor-
quay but it did not enter into any negotiations or discussions. The U.S. negotiating
teams carried on the discussions with the interested countries and then took the
proposals to the Trade Agreements Committee. In not a few instances this meant
that, while the Canadian negotiators might be able to convince the U.S. negotiating
team and conceivably might have been able to convince. the Trade Agreements

' Committee, the U.S. negotiating team was the one that had to attempt to persuade
the Committee to acceptance of the Canadian proposal. Arrangements that might
have been quite acceptable and advantageous often fell at this hurdle. The Trade

-Agreements Committee was established by statute and consisted of about 12 per-
sons representing various departments of the U.S. government. The members voted

as representatives of their departments and acted more or less as a jury or a judicial

board.
The agreements would be open for signature at the U.N. Headquarters on May 7

and would bé published on May 9. They would become operative on June 6.
It seemed probable that this represented the last round of multilateral discussions

under GATT. From this point forward, it was probable that discussions
would be

bilateral. The,accomplishment of the sessions under GATT had been quite substan-

rtical:-Very great reductions had been effected in the tariffs of countries which repre-
sented about 95% of world trade. Moreover, the reductions were bound

for three
, , .. ,

ears.Y, . . ; , .
<. , tx

-' "11. The Co,nmittee; after considerable discussion, noted the report of the Chair-

,, man of the Tariff Board . concerning trade discussions at Torquay.

/
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SUBDIVISION IUSUB-SECTION 11,

SIXIÈME SESSION DES PARTIES CONTRACTANTES
SIXTH SESSION OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

Le haut-conunissaire au Royaume-Uni
au chef de la Direction économique'

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
Io Head, Economic Division

DEA/9100-AJ-40

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
London, June 20, 1951

Dear Wynne [Plumptre]:

I duly received your despatch No. E.2285 f of June 1 l th, with regard to the pro-
posed meeting of Canadian and United States officials to discuss matters coming
up at the Sixth Session of the Contracting Parties to GATT, which is opening in
Geneva on September 17th.

The only one of the topics for discussion on which I think it would be useful for
you to have my comments is that pertaining to the future of GATT. In this connec-
tion I recently had occasion to iet out my views in a personal and confidential letter
to

Mr. Eric Wyndham White, Executive Secretary, ICITO. I am therefore enclosing
for your information copy of the personal and confidential letter which I received
from Mr. Wyndham White, dated May 17th, and copy of my personal and confi-
dential rep)y of May 24th. You'will note that Mr. Wyndham White raised the ques-
tions relating to the future of GATT, and that I replied giving him my views as to
what I thôught should be the position taken in the interests not of any one country
but of GATT as a whole.

I
would ask you to ignore the particular references to` the conflicting ideologies

prevai)ing in Europe and North America, since I know that your own predilections
are distinctly in favour of the European school. What I want to do is to keep ideolo-
gies out of GATT and to make it an increasingly useful international instrument. I
am sure that you yourself will be the first to agree that in our approach to commer-
cial policy questions, our general position should be closer to that of the United
States thanôf any of the European côuntries. This I think is more important than
the adherence to any particular theory concerning international trade.

hoPe that this exchange of correspondence will be of some use to you. I lave
had to mark this letter "Personal and Confidential" on account of the nature of my
exchangeof views with Wyndham White, but I thought it desirable that you should
knowwhafhas been passing through both our minds.

With kindest regards and best wishes., .,

Yours sincerely,

DANA IWILGRESS)
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]

Le secrétaire exécutif de la- Commission intérimaire
pour l'Organisation internationale-du commerce

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Executive Secretary, Interini Commission
for the International Trade Organization,
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Geneva, May 17, 1951

Dear. Dana [Wilgress],
Although it is clear that the present unsettled state of âffairs makes it very diffi-

cult to envisage what changes there may be in the attitudes of governments
between now and the Sixth Session towards the General Agreement, I have,been
giving some thought to what sort of proposals might.form the basis of discussion at
the Sixth Session on the future arrangements for the administration of the General
Agrecment.

These arrangements can, it seems to me, be considered apart from the question
as to whether 'governments intend to proceed to put the Agreement into definitive
application. Moreovér, I think that arrangements can be worked out which would
not drastically differ from the present set-up but would provide a solid basis for the
existing; structure and a basis` for further expansion later if that became desirable.

.The first fruits of my consideration of the problem are contained in the attached,
paper. It seems to me that from a legal point ofview it would be quite' feasible to
proceed by waÿ of a simple decision of the.Contracting Parties., This would have
the advantage of not involving the drafting of â legal instrument. which be

required to be ratified and the entry into force of which would also involve y

and possibly some legal complications. As regards the substance of the proposal,
you will sée, that it 'does not entail any change, in the attributions or procedures of
the Contracting •Parties except that I have inserted the proposal for the establish-
ment of' a Standing Committee. This particular proposal could be omitted if the
decision 'of the Contracting Parties were unfavourable to, the establishment of such
a Committeé. The decision would only' require minor amendment if this were the
case. 'It follows' from this approach that no, âmendment of the General Agreement
would be necessary. to give effect to the decision

As regards ôther amendments to the Agreement,', I'should have 1hought that it
would be desirable, at this `point to, do' as little as possible. However, it might be
feasible to meet the point 'of view, of those contracting parties who feel that the
Agreement in its` present form' is sômewhat'unbalanced if some general language
on the question of economic` development and full employment is not inserted•
What I have specifically in mind is the insertion in•an'appropriate place, perhaps as
an addition to Article,XXII, of provision for consultation between the Contracting
Parties, upon the. initiative of any one or more of them, with a view to appropriate
measures being taken by contracting parties against the international spread of a
decline in employment, production or demand. As regards economic development,

^
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there might be introduced into the Agreement a general provision on the lines of-
paragraph 1 of Article 10 of the Havana Charter.

I should be grateful to have your views on these various suggestions since it
seems to me that it will be in the interests of all concerned if the discussions in
September on these questions could be directed to specific and limited proposals
rather than ranging over a broad and .indefinite field. .

Yours ever,
ERIC [WYNDHAM WHITEI

P.S: I have not sent this to Ottawa; ' I thought perhaps you might ' like to have a
chance to comment on it first.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Le haut-coanmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire exécutif de la Commission intérimaire

pour l'Organisation internationale du commerce

High Conunissioner in United Kingdom
to Executive Secretary, Interint Commission
for the International Trade Organization

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL London, May 24, 1951

Dear Eric [Wyndham White]:

I have read over with interest your personal and confidential letter of 17th May,
Particularly the draft decision relating to the administration of the General Agree-
ment which was enclosed with your, letter.

You are very wise to be giving early attention to the sort of proposals which
-might form the basis of discussion at the Sixth Session in September on the future
arrangements for the administration of the General Agreement. I think the experi-
ence of the last session shows the need for careful preparation before each step istaken.,

I have no comments on the draft decision which you enclosed. It seems to meet
the requirements very well, and I like' the idea of setting forth the international
administration as a whole. This serves to place the proposed Standing Committee
in pmpef pèrspective, and gives the desired standing to aTermanent Secretariat
which is one of the chief objects we wish to achieve.

I hm'glad you have come to the conclusion that from a legal point of view it is
pôssible,to'proceed by way of a simpledecision of the Contracting Parties. This
will'save'a lot 'of trouble, since anything requiring ratification or anything in the
nature ôUan amendment to the Agreement would have unduly complicated thewhole ^..,.. .4

. approach to what is after all really a consolidation of developments over thepast few Ye , .ars. . .

now come. to the more important question of substantive amendments to the
Agreement.' In ri^y view the whole future of the General Agreement depends upon;^ ,
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the manner. in which this difficult question is approached, and that is why I think
the Sixth Session will be so important in the historyof GATT.

I quite agree that the administrative arrangements can be considered apart from
the question of whether governments intend to proceed to put the'General Agree-
ment into definitive application. 'On the other. hand, the standing of the General
Agreement and its future as a recognized international instrument depends, in my
view, on keeping ever before governments'the prospect that the Agreement will
eventually be, definitively applied. For this reason it is almost vital that the United
States Government should continue, to declare their intention of applying the
Agreement definitively whenever it is possible to"havé Congress pass the Customs
,Simplification Bill and other consequential legislation.

We must learn from the mistakes of the past. It is quite clear that continued
United States support for GATT will not be forthcoming if we incorporate into the
General Agreement provisions of the Havana ^ Charter which are repugnant to
American opinion. Among such provisions I would cite the full employment provi-
sions, paragraph 4(b) of Article 21 (the domestic policy provision), the more spe-
cific provisions relating to subsidies, and the chapter on commodity agreements.

These provisions have a particular appeal • to the countries of Western Europe
who have been most influenced by the ideas of the late Lord Keynes. What we
have to realize is that these ideas have not secured anywhere near the same foot-
hold on the North American continent, and in fact are anathema to the liberal
school of thought often designated by the term "free enterprise". We hear a lot of
talk about American free enterprise being opposed to European socialism, but the
clash in reality is between economic liberalism and managed economies. What we
have' to do in GATT is to try to steer a middle course between the two and not
become involved too much one way or the other.

The provisions I have cited as appealing particularly to the managed economy
school of thought also appeal to the under•developed countries, whose pet provi-
sions of the Havana Charter are those concerning economic development. It is easy
to obtain a majority in support of the inclusion of many of the provisions dear to
ihe managed economy school by throwing in also the economic development

pro-

visions. The result would be in the end a General Agreement as repugnant to the
iUnitéd States opinion as the Havana Charter. I would have no great objection to an
addition to Article XXII of a provision for consultation in case of a. decline in

employment, production or demand, nor would I have any strong objection to the
inclusion' of such a general : and rather; meaningless provision as paragraph 1 of
Article .10 of the Havana Charter. I fear, however, that if at an early stage of the

, Sixth Session there was 'a proposal to include such provisions, it would merely
whet the appetite of many of the Contracting Parties for more, and the rot would set

,. ;in w^th fâtal•results to the,whole causé we have at heart. In my view, siIch proPos'
,als should only come at a stage somewhat similar to that which was represented by

the''Coordinating Committee at Havana, nnmely " as a last attempt to reach a

compromise. . . , ♦ ^ ^ ^ k
The United States Delegation

.
^s going to have a difficult time to resist aâ dO f the

to thé• General Agreement. The only support they'can rely on would be th
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Canadian Delegation. Since one.cannot always be sure of the quality of the United
States representation, it may , be necessary for you at times to step out of your role
as Executive Secretary and give the United States Delegation friendly advice as
coming from one who has the interests of the General Agreement so much at heart..

I would think that the proper tactics to adopt are to take a firm stand against any
additions to the General Agreement. It could be argued that we have got along very
well with the Agreement as it now stands; that we have been successful because we
have not been attempting to do as much as was envisaged for the ITO; that if we
add on to our organization functions originally intended for an ambitious organiza-
tion like the ITO, we may break the back of a small organization based on the
administration of an instrument which is now only receiving provisional
application.

From this one could go on to argue that there is no need to add the provisions of
the Genéral Agreement, because most of the other provisions of the Havana Charter
are being administered by other international bodies. For instance, the Economic
and Social Council has been giving active attention to full employment. Economic
development is also being dealt with by the same body and by other organizations.
An organization is in process of development in Washington for dealing with com-
modities. It is true this organization is at present only concerned with raw materi-
als, but it would be a simple matter to have it later on deal with basic foodstuffs.,
There only remains restrictive business practices, but this chapter of the Havana
Charter was the special pet of North America and the North American delegations
are willing to forego the addition of this chapter if other countries will forego the
addition of provisions of the Havana Charter which are of special interest to them.

In my view, the General Agreement has succeeded because there is great need
for a code of conduct regulating international tradé. It is when we endeavour to go
beyond the administration of that code of conduct to give effect to more positive
provisions that wewill land in trouble, simply because then we run up against the
irreconcilable differences between opposing schools of economic thought.:

Coômbs argued very effectively at London, Geneva, and Havana, that the origi-
nal United States proposals were too negative. They consisted merely of a series of"don'ts":

He urged, therefore that we include some positive provisions so that the
Havana Charter contained a series of "shalls". It is too much to expect the United
States, repre;enting as it does one-half of the world's economy, to, swallow thisseries of "shalls" as the price of having the other countries swallow the "don'ts".

We have achieved in GATT an instrument which I believe will in course of time
be acceptable to American opinion. We must not jeopardize this chance by pursu-
ing What experience has proved to be wrong. The chief fallacy*of Coombs was that
it is often difficult to combine positive with negative functions. No one would think
of condemning the Criminal Code because it is entirely negative in character , nor
would one think of fastening on to Courts of Justice responsible for administering
the Criminal Code the additional burden of running institutions desi ned to remove
the causes of crime. The latter more positive functions rightly belong to other bod-ies. 4t us,

therefore, leave to ECOSOC and other international organizations the
positive functions Coombs had in mind, and keep alive what already has proved torr



be a code of conduct which the important trading nations of the world can accept.
There would not be 38 Contracting Parties to the GATT if this was ^ not the case.

'I hope you will excuse this rather lengthy letter, but I did want to make clear to
yôu how I feel about these important matters. - A great deal will depend upon how
you youiself approach these problems during the coming months.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONFERENCES

Yours'sincerely,
L.D. WILGRE.SS ,

P.S. It is important also to bear in .mind that the United Kingdom are anxious to
have the General Agreement thrown open for amendment so that they can attempt
to have removed the ban on increases in preferences.

present time the GATT ties the three economlc systems together an

area and : Western Europe really continued to share common oj
international economic policies. Consequently he suggested that

a public reaffirma-

tion of the principles that underlie the ITO and the GATT might be desirable. At the
d should be Put

agreements at :Torquay with the Commonwea co
among other factors opened the question of whether North America, the sterling

b'ectives in their

4. Mr.` Leddy said that the demise of the ITO, and the failure of the U.S. to rea

lth un tries other than Canada, had

of.the GATT might best be sustained and carried for'ward..,
ch

3. The main- question considered at the opening meeting was how the prlnclples

took place at rlleetmgs o e n. ep
Policy. Some of the salient points which arose; during the discussions are bri

record in this letter.

Reference.Our Despatch No. 2217 of June' 11, 1951.t

DISCUSSIONS IN OTTAWA WITH U.S. OFFICIAIS CONCERNING NEXT

SESSION OF CONTRACTING PARTIES TO GATT.,,.
These informal discussions, suggested by the U.S., were held in Ottawa on June

25th and. 26th..On the U.S. side the following officials participated; Mr. John M.
Leddy, Mr. Carl Course, Mr. W.T.M. Beal, all of the State Department; Mr. Wood-
bury Willoughby ând Mr. A.E.. Frank of the U.S. Embassy.

To open the discussions a meeting ^ of , the Interdepartmental Conlmittee on
External Trade Policy had been arranged. More detailed discussions subsequently

ntal Subcommittee on External Tradef th I t rd artme efly

CONFIDENTIAL

DEA/9100-AJ-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for. External Affairs,
to Embassy in United States

L13-17TER No.. E-2551 Ottawa, July 16, 1951
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on a continuing and more effective basis.-The difficult question arose as to whether
the September session was a propitious time to raise substantive issues of this kind.

5. It was clear from the ensuing discussions that careful consideration had to be
given to the probable response of the U.K. to any steps which might be taken.
Action, at this time, intended to strengthen the GATT might, in fact, have the oppo-'
site effect by precipitating a move to loosen basic provisions concerning prefer-
ences, quantative restrictions and non-discrimination. If the present uncertain
political balance in the U.K. still existed during the next session, it would no doubt
impose, at best, a negative role on the U.K. delegation.

6. Mr. Leddy expressed the view that arrangements for the continuing administra-
tion of the GATT could be made without opening up basic issues of a controversial
nature:

7. Mr.* N.A. Robertson; who was in the Chair, 'suggested toward the end of the
meeting that, in the present circumstances, there was a real risk that a move for
public reaffirmation of economic objectives might instgad lead to repudiation; the
present appeared to be a period for consolidation in which the important thing was
to see that there was no backsliding.

Continuing Administration ,of the General Agreement
8. The objective here is to put the GATT on a firmer basis in the absence of an

,T0. The U.S. have formulated a proposal that would have the effect of grafting the
GATT Secretariat on to the U.N. Secretariat. To carry it out three steps are neces-
sary: (1) agreement- by the, C.P. and .'a consequential, recommendation to the'
ECOSOC; (2) a• recommendation by ECOSOC to the General Assembly and, (3)
approval of the proposed arrangement by the General Assembly. While the timeta-
ble would be tight, it may be possible to complete these steps in time for the
arrangement to take effect early next year. Otherwise the present interim arrange-
ments for financing the GATT would have to be carried over until next autumn.

9. Under this proposâl the'GATT budget would be paid out of U.N. funds. But it
is intended that contracting parties who are not members of the U.N. would con-
tribute their share.° It is also intended that the GATT will continue to enjoy a high
degreeôf autonomy. • ., .

10. It is thought that the GATT would be more secure under the umbrella of the
United Nations than in the U.S. legislative mill; if the GATT were submitted to the
U•S. Congress for definitive acceptance at this time it might meet substantial oppo-
s'fion. In spite of the obvious disadvantages and difficulties of an association of this
sort the Canadian group was inclined to support the proposed arrangement as the
best available alternative in the circumstances.

Quantitative Restrictions

b^anT^^e possible alternatives with regard to the'Review of Q.R. maintained for
ce of payment reasons were discussed. The Report could consist: (a) of a

purely factual presentation or, (b) it could, in addition, come to certain general con-
clusions'abôüt` the justification for the continued maintenance of Q.R. or, (c) it
could go a stage further and make detailed recommendations with respect to indi-
vidual countries.
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12. During the discussion of this subject Mr.' Rasminsky expressed the view that
the most- effective assistance would -be 'forthcoming : from the ^ I.M.F. if the C.P.
established definite terms : of. refèrence for the association of the, Fund in the
Review. In this regard Mr. Deutsch suggested that there were the following alterna-
tives; (a) the C.P. could tell the Fund what to do, (b) the Fund could; as in the past,
participate with conclusions arrived at in advance of the Review by the C.P., (c) the
Fund representative could participate in the Review, as it progressed, on a verbal
basis.- Mr. Deutsch favoured the latter approach. For institutional reasons, however,
this arrangement might not be : favoured by the Fund.

13. On the question of the Report which would emerge,- while it might appear
desirable to press for conclusions of a positive nature; . it ' was -suggested by the
Canadian group that the question should be approached with caution. Given the
composition and voting arrangements in the GATT there was a real danger that the
"wrong" conclusions might emerge. It was difficult to secure conclusions unless
they,were specifically required.by the GATT. It might, therefore, be better to wait
for, the March 1952 Review.when justification for the continuation of discrimina-
tory practices is required.

14. It was also suggested that the difficulty of reaching appropriate conclusions is
complicated at present by defence pro grammes. Only tentative views on the matter

,were possible at this stage. The attitude tô be adopted at the Sixth Session would
have todepend to a large extent on the situatiôn` as it developed there. There might,
however, be some, advantage in advance consultations with the U.K. with a view to

15 The U.S., side expressed the view that as there seems to be no prospect of

, . . . . ,
New Zealand and Special Exchange Agreement

acceptable to the U.K.
the kind in that Report which does not refer to any, particular country nught be

reaching agreement prior to the session on a' conclusion similar to that contained in
the second Report of the Fund on Exchange Restrictions: A general conclusion of

Y" N.Z. joining the Fund or entering into aSpecial Exchange Agreement this peren-
nial, question has,become a"blind alley". It was suggested by the Canadian group
that the best way out might be to obtain an undertaking by New Zealand at the next
Session to the effect that New Zealand will conduct her exchange policies in such a

. ^.., F.'. 1 . . . .... _.... ^ . F .. o -. e... r ^ . ^. . . . . . . . ..

Restrictive Business Practices
16: The U.S. has placed this item on the agenda. With the lapse of the

TO, there

way I as' not to frustraté the principles of the Fund at 'the GATT.

is' no U.N. activity in the field of monopoly,` cartels and restrictive business prac-
''tices generally. The U.S. resolution recommends to U.N. member governments the

the drafting of a. convention on - restrictive business practices to be subinitted

bli hmentadoption of a general policy on restrictive business practices and the estas
of an ad hoc committee of the Council. This committee would be responsible for

diréctlÿ, to governments. It would also work out appropriate organizational ^^ge"
V^.; ments within 'the U.N. for ^ giving effect to the undertakings of the convent i in

. ^.. . ^ f ► .. ^ ^ .. . ,. . . . . . . -. ^
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17-The recommendations contained in the U.S. resolution follow the wording of
Article.46 ( 1) of Chapter 5 of the Havana Charter.which was found acceptable by
Canada at the Havana Conference.

18. It was indicated at the meeting that the Canadian Delegation would probably
support the draft resolution. , It was also agreed that this matter should be dealt with
in the ECOSOC forum rather than by the GATT.

concessions frorri Czechoslovakia. This raises the question of the interest of other

in Plan Waiver

19. Becau'se Schuman Plan countries will grânt more favourable tariff treatment
on coal and steel to each other than to other GATT countries a waiver of the MFN
obligation in the GATT is required. It was considered important that the general
incidence of. the tariffs on coal and steel against the outside world should not be
increased as a consequence of the Plan. ; .,

20. Mr. Plumptre said that the Canadian Government had indicated active support
for a waiver specifically. aimed at this particular operation. He suggested that it
might be better to tie the waiver to the volume of goods moving instead of trying to
devise some formula to measure the average incidence of tariffs. It was also sug-
gested that the right to object about the operation of the Plan should not be forfeited
in the waiver,^In addition the point was made that the reasons for the waiver in the
case of coal and steel should be spelled out in such a way as to prevent its use as a
precedent for similar waivers for schemes in fields where they would not. be
justified.

Conuttodity Pôlicy

21. Like the item Restrictive Business Practices this subject arises out of the lapse
of the ITO. As recommended by ECOSOC the Secretary General has prepared a
study on appropriaie procedures to be adopted for convening study groups and
international commodity conferences. It is understood that the U.N. Secretariat has
prepâred â draft resolution récommending that Governments follow a set of princi-
ples and procedures implementing the substance of Chapter 6 of the Havana Char-
ter and other closely related articles of the Charter, and creating a permanent three
man Commodity Coordinating Committee. Chapter 6 of the Havana Charter having
been foùnd acceptable to. Canada it was indicated that we are prepared to give gen-
eral support to the proposed action.

22. It was suggèsted in the course of the discussions that in the U.K. officials
would favour having this subject considered in relation to GATT amendments. The
U.S. and Canadian officials,* however, agreed that it would be preferable to deal
with ^ommodity agreements in the ECOSOC forum.
Czechoslovakia

23.
The 'U S: Administration had been directed in the RTAA to withdraw tariff

countries in the concessions which are to be dropped. When China withdrew from.
the GATT, the U.S, retained the existing rates on items in which other countries
had a substantial interest and dropped them on the remaining items.
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24.' Mr. Isbister expressed the view that other countries should not be placed in
the position where they would have to'make new concessions in order to retain the
advantages they had gained under the Czechoslovakia-U.S: Agreement. Mr: Reis-
man pointed out that the China case is not parallel in that Czechoslovakia is not
withdrawing from the GATT whereas China did. ; The Czechoslovak items are
bound and it was possible that the C.P's. might not grant a waiver.

25. Mr. Leddy said it appeared advisable for the U.S. to seek -a waiver before
withdrawing the concessions from Czechoslovakia rather than take unilateral action
'in this matter. ... . ..

. , . . 4 . .. . . 1 . . " . . .

'Arrangements for Tariff Negotiations under the GATT
26. The U.S. is intending to seek agreement at the Sixth Session on arrangements,

in the absence of new general tariff conferences under the GATT, to allow the
undertaking and conclusion within the GATT framework of tariff, negotiations (a)
between existing contracting parties and non GATT countries for the accession of
the latter to the GATT and (b) among existing contracting parties for the further
reduction of tariff barriers among them.

= 27. The role, of • the proposed Standing Committee in connection with such
arrangements was discussed - particularly with reference to securing an advance
indication of whether the accession of a new country was likely to secure the neces-
sary approval by 2/3 of the C.P's.
1 28. It was agreed that consideration should be given to arrangements for the tariff
negotiations in the absence of general conferences such as had been held at
Geneva, Annecy and Torquay.

Problem of Disparities in the Level of European' Tariffs

29. The low tariff countries in Europe are pressing for action on this problem
which arises primarily out of the 'inadequate operation of the principle that, the
binding of a low tariff constitutes `a quid pro quo for the reduction'of a high one.
The inter -sessional study`of the problem arranged at Torquay has apparently not
progressed very far.

30A t was agreed that a non-discriminatory. solution to thei problem should be

addition of other responsibilities which could better be dealt with by other interna-

sought. In this connection it was pointed out that payment for such a solution might
well include further tariff concessions by the U.S. and Canada.

x... , .. . t ,:... . .
Arnendments to the GA7T

31. It was generally agreed that the introduction at the next session of the conten
tiôus question of substantive amendments to the GATT should be avoided. In this
general connection Mr. Plumptre said that Mr. Wilgress was of the view that the

-GATT should be preserved as the international instrument in the field of commer-
`cial policy and that its ilsefulness and effectiveness would be undermined by the

..,_ .
• tional bodies:,.,. .
RTAA

32. Mr. Leddy expressed the view that the only real setback in the new RTAA
was in relation to agriculture. Prior to 1947, Section 22 of the AAA made provi-
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sions for fees quotas etc., when . agricultural imports' prejudice the operation of
domestic agricultural price-support programmes. After GATT was entered into, the
Administration had succeeded in getting Congress to alter Section 22 in such a way
as to establish that the obligations under .GATT took. precedence. That provision
had now been removed and the position reverted to that of 1947. Notwithstanding
this setback the Administration felt that the. RTAA was workable and that it might
be possible to administer the revised Section 22, in such a way as not, to conflict
with GATT obligations. . . :

. . .

A.G.S. GRIFFIN
. for Acting, Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs .
Note: A copy, of this letter is being sent to Mr. Willoughby of the United States
Embassy here.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
' à l'ambassade aux États-Unis ' *

Under-Secretary, of State for External Affairs .
to Embassy in United States

LETTER NO. E-2774 . .. .. :_ Ottawa Au ust 20 1951

DEA/9100-AJ-40

11 g ,
. ,. : z . . . . ,

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference Our letter No. E-2551 of July 16.

SIXTH SESSION OFTHE CONTRACTING PARTIES TO THE GENERAL.,... , .
AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

Mr:'John M. Leddy of the United States State Départment return ed to Ottawa on
Augûst:16 to discuss with Canadian officials the results of the talks which he had
with the British, ' French, Belgians, Dutch and Norwegians regarding the principalissu

es which are likely to be raised at' the forthcoming session of the. Contracting
Parties. The following is a brief outline of the main points which emerged from our
discussions with' Leddy:'

Restrictive Business Practices

2. Leddy reported that the United Kingdom had been the only country thus far to
oPPôse the'United States proposal to have this subject discussed at the current ses-
sion of the Economic and Social Council. United Kingdom officials considered that
restrictive business practices were closely related to the broader aspects of commer-
cIal policy and ought, therefore, to be dealt with under the GATT rather. than by
COSOC. Apart from these formal' considerations, the. United Kingdom position

Was that action in this field should only be taken in conjunction with amendments
to the GAZ-I. in its present form by having ECOSOC assume responsibility for the
implementàtion of individual articles of the Havana Charter was not acceptable to
the United Kingdom. Finally, it was suggested that the United Kingdom authorities
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would find it politically difficult to deal with the cartel question at this juncture and
that they would much prefer to avoid taking action for the time being.

3. Leddy made it 'clear, however, that the United States proposal did not envisage
anything in the nature of concrete or definitive action at this time, but merely called
for the setting up of â working party by ECOSOC to consider the implications of
this 'question , and, to recommend action which inight 'appropriately be taken by
intergovernmental agreemént. Inasmuch as Canada had taken an active part in the
framing of Article 5 of the Havana Charter and was therefore, in a sense, commit-
ted to the principles embodied in it, he hoped that Canada would find it possible to
support the United States proposal in: the Economic and Social Council. In the
absence of Canadian support, he suggested, it might be difficult to enlist the sup-
port'of the Western Europeans .who.were chronically reluctant to take measures
against cartels.

4. We told Leddy that the feeling of Canadian officials seemed generally sympa-
thetic to the United States proposal. However, when Cabinet approved the General
Instructions to the Canadian Delegation to ECOSOC, it had done so subject to the
condition that any specific proposal relating to 'a conference or convention on
restrictive business practices should be referred to Ottawalor direction. The Cana-
dian Delegation had accordingly been instructed to refrain from actively supporting
the principle of the assumption by ECOSOC of responsibility for initiating interna-
tional action in this field, and to keep Ottawa fully informed of any relevant pro-
posals -which might be submitted to the Council. Now that the United States
proposal had been informally circulated at Geneva, it would be referred to
Ministers.

Basic Amendments to the GATT
5. It now appears that the United Kingdom, will not propose any substantive

amendments to the GATT at the coming session of the Contracting Parties. The
United Kingdom authorities are prepared to see the GATT applied in its present
form as long as it is understood that the Agreement will continue to be regarded as
no more than provisional: As for the French and Belgians, they, expressed the view
that no basic amendments' were, in fact, required and that they would be ready to
accept the GATT definitively in its present form."

6. The Norwegiâns, on the other: hand, are evidently determined to press for the
inclusion of Articles 3, 4 and 6 of the Havana Charter, or something like them, at
the forthcoming Geneva session. In this connection Leddy pointed out that Article
3, dealing with full employment, : had no significance for anyone as long as the
GATT .was 'merely on a provisional basis. This could, of course, not -be said for

'Articles 4 and 6 which might be considered on their merits. He thought that, partlY
for domestic political reasons, the Norwegians -would go ahead with the inclusion
of=theic proposed amendments in the agenda, of,the Sixth Session, though he was
unable ;to say how far they,were prepared to.'press their,case.

Côntinuing AdminFstration of the GATT
7 Witti` the exception of the French none of th-

w
European countries appe^ed to

elcome the United States 'suggestion thât responsibility for the financing of the
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GATT Secretariat be transferred to the United Nations. United Kingdom officials
feared that: this would lead to undue interference by ECOSOC -in the activities of
the.Contracting Parties, and this fear was shared by the Belgians,and the Dutch.
The United Kingdom and Norway also thought that, the integration of. the GATT
Secretariat in the framework of the United Nations carried with it an implication of
permanence which they were not prepared to endorse.

8. In"reply to these objections, Leddy pointed out that the Contracting Parties
would, in any case; spell out their autonomy in addressing their recommendations
to ECOSOC. Integration in the United Nations should entail no more than the sub-
mission of an annual report to ECOSOC. This report would of course be debated in
the Council but such a debate could not have been avoided even if the I.T.O. had
been set. up. Leddy saw no . alternative to the United States proposal since the
Administration in Washington is more than reluctant to submit the GATT to Con-
gress. He hoped that United. Kingdom support might, in the end, be forthcoming
for the integration proposal, if only as a pis aller.

Arrangements for Tarifj`'Negotiations under the GATT

9. -All 'of the countries" consulted appeared to be agreeable to the setting up of
some mechanism for the initiation of negotiations between the regular sessions of
the Contracting* Parties. The relevant United States proposal. was, however,
regarded as too general in nature and Leddy intimated that a revised paper would
shortly be circulated by the United States.

10. As you will recall, the United States proposal regarding the procedure to be
adopted for interces'sional tariff negotiations were based, in part at least, on the
assumption that there would be no objection to the creation of a Standing Commit-
tee which could function as a central co-ordinating body. It was felt that the exis-
tence of such aCommittee would shorten the regular sessions even if it did not
reduce their number, and by shortening the sessions would probably ensure high-
level representation on the part of the Contracting Parties. At the same time, it was
clearly realized that the present mood of the Contracting Parties would not favour
the shifting of substantive issues to a Standing Committee and that, if such a Com-
mittee were created, its terms of reference would have to be rigidly delimited.

11.
Leddy told us that the United Kingdom was the only country which had

raised objections to the creation. of a Standing' Committee, mainly on the grounds
that such a step would imply the permanence of the GATT. He suggested, however,that

United Kingdom agreement could probably be secured if some more- innocu-
ous nàiné were adopted for the Committee, and if it were made clear that the Com-mittee

would function only between one session and the next. It was generally
agreed that, as' long 'as the'GATT remained provisional, the headquarters of the
Coinmttee'shonld be at Geneva; it had positive advantages and alternative sitesraised too many problems.

Quantitative Restrictions

12. The consensus of opinion among the countries -consulted was that the Execu-Gve SeCre
Mone ^ of ^e GATT should draw up, in consultation with the International

tary Fund, a single report covering both the review of restrictions provided
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for under Article XII-4(b) and the second report on discrimination under Article

XIV-1(g). This report would be submitted without conclusions, and the Contracting
Parties would then work out general conclusions as a result of their review in which
the Fund representative would participate on the same basis as national representa-
tives. The Fund representative would be free to agree or disagree with the - conclu-
sions reached, but it, was considered unsatisfactory for the Fund to submit a
separate report with conclusions which had been formulated prior to the review and
thus rendered the position . of the Fund representative unnecessarily inflexible.

13. The United Kingdom had no jurisdictional objections to a general review with
general conclusions, and Leddy indicated that the United States was inclined to
agreé with this'procedure. The Contracting Parties would,'in any case, have to pro-
duce justification for continued deviations from the rules of non-discrimination in
March 1952.

14. There was èvidently no disposition on the part of any of the `countries visited
by Leddy to support the Australian proposal to settle relations between the GATT
and the Fund definitively and in great detail at this session. It would appear, moreo-
ver, that the Australian themselves are prepared not to press for action at the pre-
sent juncture.

Schuman Plan Waiver
15. Inasmuch as there appeared to be little likelihood of the Plan's being ratified

before the end of the year, the question of a waiver would probably not come up at
the forthcoming session of the Contracting Parties. Leddy thought that the formula-
tion of an appropriate waiver might be one of the subjects which the proposed
Standing Committee could be asked to consider.

16. As a result of his conversations with some of the Western Europeans Leddy
had gathered the impression that there might bé some pressure to have the waiver
drafted in such a form that it could be regarded as creating a precedent rather than
as a unique document to apply to a very special intergovernmental arrangement.
We agreed with Leddy that this ôught to be avoided and that the Schuman Plan
waiver should not be regarded as automatically paving the way for future intra-
European arrangements of a similar nature.

. ,.. ; ._
Czechoslovakia

17. Leddy, outlined the dilemma in . which the United States had found itself in
connection with this-issue. If the United States Government had decided to con-
front the Contracting Parties with'a fail accompli be abrogating its present obliga-
tions toward, Czechoslovakia before obtaining a waiver, such action on the part of
the United States would obviously have created an undesirable precedent. At the
same time, however, in taking such a step the United States would have assumed
the entire responsibilit}i without involving other Contracting Parties in what will no
doubt be a delicate decision. Furthermore, if the United States request for a waiver
were rejected at the Sixth Session of the GATT, Washington would be compelled to
renounce its obligations, unilaterall in contravention ^ of a, decision by the Con

• y ho restige of thetracting Parties, and this would probably be more detrimental to t p
^ . , , . . . . '
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GATT. than if such action had been taken without prior consultation with the Con-
tracting Parties.

''18. As for the basis on which the United States might seek â waiver of its obliga-
tions toward Czechoslovakia, United Kingdom officials felt that the waiver should
be in such general terms that other countries could subsequently avail themselves
of it, if they so wished (Leddy was not able to give reasons for the United Kingdom
position). The reaction among the continental Western Europeans, on the other
hand, was precisely the opposite. These countries are anxious not to have political
issues brought into the GATT and would be most reluctant to be put in a position
where they might have tôpronounce themselves on the more general questions of
East-West trade or the implications of the political tension between the Soviet bloc
and the countries of the free world 'for the continuation of normal economic
relations:

19. We `tôld Leddy that it would probably also be much easier for Canada to
support a waiver on a purely bilateral basis in which other countries would not be
directly implicated. Ministers might well agree, on 'the basis of newspaper reports,
that the United States had a good case in its complaint against Czechoslovakia.
They would probably not, on the other hand, wish Canada to be involved in the
waiver, since we had no spectacular commercial grievances against Czechoslovakia
ourselves, and would be reluctant to have the GATT step out of the commercial
sphere.

,...:
20. We gathered,that the United States has no wish to put other countries in a

diffïcult political position and that there is no disposition in Washington to take any
action designed to drive the Czechs out of the GATT. It would, of course, be virtu-
allY impossible in any case to secure Western European support for the waiver 'on
such a basis.

21. It is our impression that, under the proposed waiver, the United States will
seek the severance of all its contractual obligations toward Czechoslovakia under
the GATT, including, of course, tariff concessions originally negotiated by the
United States with Czechoslovakia. In 'order, however, to minimize the effects ofthe

waiver upon the multilateral structure of . the GATT, we understand that the
authorities in Washington are planning to maintain these tariff concessions in
respect of all other Contracting Parties which are affected by them.,

22 . lncidentally, Leddy added that United States representatives at Geneva will
ro^e,it clear that the fur-felt-hat complaint will be regarded as continuing because
of its interest to other Contracting Parties. The United States is anxious to avoid
creating the impression that the waiver is being used as a means of shelving an
obviousl}i'embar'rassing complaint.

Problem ofDisparities'in the Level of European Tariff's
23•

No final-report has yet been submitted by the inter-sessional working party
whichwas set up *at Torquay to consider this problem. The Dutch, however, have
put forward a proposal involving a comprehensive.list of all items of intra-Euro-
pean trade in which there is any disparity. Under their proposal the disparity
between the highest and lowest European tariff would be calculated and provisionmade for its red • Pucuon on a percentage basis over a number of year.



24. Leddy told us that the Benelux and Scandinâvian' countries are planning to
meet on August 20 to discuss the Dutch proposal. If they reach a substantial mea-
sure of agreement,- it will then be necessary for them to sell the proposal to the
reluctant French who have already advanced a series of counter-proposals. As for
the United Kingdom, it would probably not agree to any automatic formula as
envisaged in the Dutch proposal., The United Kingdom would prefer to have the
reductions initially confined to the Continent and to compensate at a later stage on

necton s u g
pensate for this departure from the principles embodied in the GATT.

W PLUh1PTRB

,,29. In general, it was icit that any actlon en y
ho ld be desi ried to restore the original concession rather than to com-

• tak b the Unlted States In

µform'in` which it could be made pubhc, might be most influent
# tion reopened the issue with Congress. • • this con-

the

had un der conslderatlon a mthat the Office of Defence Ivlo za on
`^° Act during the present session of Congress. The view wasDefence Production

>> i

4ez,'réssed that a strong formal representation by the Canadian Government, in a
p • • 'al if the Administra

t

28. Leddy admitted that the import contro ame p
turc even from the provisional application of 'the GATT. It was his understanding

• odification of

xporters have a substantial interest. ,
ndinent re resented a clear depar-

impair these concessions and (in reply to further questions) t at, m
event of such nullification or impairment, executive action only would be required
for retaliatory measures and it would not be necessary to call a special session of

Parliament.
27.. Quite apart, however, from the speciGc , question . at issue, Congressional

endorsement of the import control am' endment would tend to reinforce the impres-
sion that anything we negotiate with the United States cannot, in the final analysis,
be regarded as firm and that'what happened to us in respect of cheese exports today
tmight happen to us at any time in respect ^of other products in which Canadian

t INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CONI1:Rt;NCES

United States Quotas and Embargoes on Agrieultural ` Imports ("Andresen

Amendment ")
.25. We discussed in some detail the United States House of Representatives

amendment to Title 1 of the Defence Production Act of 1950 which not only con-
travenes the obligations assumed by the United States under the GATT but, with
specific reference to Canada, would have the practical effect of reducing the value
of an existing concession by cutting substantially our exports of cheese and
processed milks to the United States.

26. We indicatedto Leddy that, during the last session of the Canadian Parlia-
ment, Members had insistently,questioned officials in Committee in regard to the
permanence of the concessions extended to Canada by the United States at Tor-
quay. In response to these questions officials had gone a long'way towards assuring
Members that it would be almost inconceivable for the United States to nullify or

h ' the unlikely

a selective basis.

for Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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PCO
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour, le. Cabinet

Mentorandum front Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL "

SiXT}i SESSION OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES TO THE GENERAL

Delegation

It is recommended that the Canadian Delegation to the forthcoming session of
the Contracting Parties to the GATT, which opens at Geneva on September 17, be
cômposed âs,follows:
Chairman

C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce
Parliamentary Ad►iser

James Sinclair, M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Finance
Delegates

L. Couillard, Department of Cxternal Affairs
W.J. Callaghan. Department of finance
S. Reisman, Department of Finance
M. Schwarzmann, Department of Trade and Commerce

Secretary

K. Goldschlag, Department of External Affairs

General Instructions

2. In view of the successful tariff negotiations under the GATT by which tariffs
accoundng for a large proportion of the world's trade have been reduced and bound
against subsequent increase, the Delegation is instructed, in general, to support
measures which will strengthen the GATT and add prestige and continuity to its
functions. On the other hand, it should oppose measures which, by expanding the
scope of the existing activities of the Contracting Parties, might diversify their
objectives and possibly diminish their"effectiveness in the field of tariffs and trade.

3. At the coming session consideration will be given to proposals for establishing
some form of inter-sessional organization to render the regular sessions of the Con-
tracting Parties

more fruitful and less protracted with a view to ensuring a high
level of representation at such sessions. The Delegation should continue to sponsor
Proposals aimed at improving in this way the effectiveness of the administration of
the General Agreement.

4• As a result of the continued deterioration of commercial relations between the
United States and Czechoslovakia, and recent legislation in the United States which
re9uues the withdrawal of tariff concessions from countries under Soviet domina-

AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
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tion, the United States has given notice that it will seek from the Contracting Par-
ties a waiver of its obligations toward Czechoslovakia.

5. It is understood that this waiver. will be sought, not on broad political grounds,
which would provoke unnecessary political debate and controversy, but on the
grounds that the Czechs have already defaulted in their general obligations under
the GATT towards the United States by their persecution and intimidation of per-
sons trading with the United States and by their unwillingness to allow Americans
to visit and trade fréely in their country.

6. It is further understood that the proposed United States action will be designed
to avoid injury to the interests of other Contracting Parties and, furthermore, that
the United States will not request other Contracting Parties to follow her lead in
withdrawing tariff concessions from Czechoslovakia. On this understanding the
Delegation should support the waiver of obligations requested by the United States.

7. Now that the United States has indicated that it will not ratify the Havana
Charter for an International Trade Organization, the GATT remains the only multi-
lateral instrument under which negotiations can be arranged to'deal with tariffs and
related questions. In the consideration which is to be given to the continuing
administration of the General Agreement, the Delegation should, therefore, support
measures designed to ensure the stability of the GATT 'organization and the provi-
sion of the necessary financial support.26

L.B. PEARSON
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343.
PCOlVoI. 194

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comitiinterministériel ' -
sur la politique du commerce extérieur

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee
on External.Trade Policy

ICETP-89 [Ottawa], November 12, 1951

SECRET

Present: .
Mr. N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman)
Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board
McI.E. Coyne, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada
Mr. M.W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
Mr. LW. Pearsall, Department of Agriculture
Mr, G.B. Urquhart, Department of National Revenue
Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, Department of External Affairs

It
was apparent that events since 1947 had not enabled fulflment of the expecta-

tions when the General Agreement was signed. It had been thought then that importrestrictions
would gradually be eliminated. Instead there were at present 23 coun-tries

with such restrictions for balance of payments reasons. Balance of payments
difficulties had been the normal instead of the exception since 1947. Notwithstand-
ing tNs discrepancy between present conditions and those for which GATT was
'design^; ihe Geneva meeting indicated a surprising vitality and interest in theorgatiz

iation. A statément by Mr. Shawcross had been interpreted as notice of U.K.
intention to withdraw from GATT but it had been misinterpreted. What he haddone was to 'point out that GATT had been intended as a transitional compromise to
apPly until the International Trade Organization was established. With I.T.O. dead,
the status of GATT was altered and the U.K. wished to make it clear that they werenot satisfied

with its present provisions and were looking toward the review that
Was provided for by Article XXIX. The major reason for U.K. dissatisfaction wasthe lackif d

I. G.A.T.T.; REPORT'ON GENEVA MEETING
' 1• MrIsbister said that consideration of the Geneva meeting of the parties toGATT afforded an appropriate opportunity to examine the position of GATT at thisstage.

Mr. L. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada
Mr. JJ. Deutsch, Department of Hnance
Mr. C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce
Dr. A.E. Richards, Department of Agriculture
Miss M. Meagher, Department of External Affairs
Mr. S.S. Reisman, Department of Hnance

Also Present: •

I

a equate elbow room for British preferences. Their emphasis on the



' importance of a general renegotiation led them at the present time to discourage
proposals for interim adjustments and partial changes.

Almost all major countries expressed some dissatisfaction with GATT. Usually

it was directed at one or the other of the opposite sides of the same point. Soft
currency countries complained thât the United States was a high tariff country and
that under GATT it had no need to scale down its tariffs and was under no compul-
sion to carry out its real obligations as a creditor country. On the other hand, they
claimed they, had to justify any quantitative restrictions they found they had to
impose. The Agreement was balanced against them. On the other side, the hard
,currency countries usually took,the position that under GATf they had reduced
their tariffs and opened their markets but that they could get no real compensation
because quantitative restrictions kept them out'of the soft currency markets. In the
face of such complaints, it seemed rash to predict that any renegotiation under Arti-

cle XXIX would produce a balance very different from that now provided in

GATT. :..

At the Geneva meeting, the Canadian delegationfound itself with grievances
against the three principal Canadian customers - the United Kingdom, the United
Statesr and IIelgium?s In the case of the United Kingdom, the problem was the
adaptation of their utility programme to meet complaints about adverse treatment of
imported items. There was some debate but the United Kingdom indicated it was

{^r Copies of the resolution had been circulated.

'sëllëd gôvérnments, without p^cjudice _ to thcir nghts, to givc t e
>^ reisônable periôds to rectify, the situation.

. the meaning of ftrücle XXIII an al.• and coun-
ôvernments was taking action for repccle XI;,noted that the U.S. g h Unitcd States a

'tiie c:oncessions granted by the_ United States had been nu i i
-* ""y'"' ' ÿ" ' d that the restrictions•were an infringement of Atti-

ct.,The result was u resolution that WV no e o p
11'fed or impaired w'thin

k t f the com laints recogn

could appear to menace several different pom
^,..... . •
number of U.S. interests. Actual retaliat^on.would have specific and moreZ^^ ^at

not yet in a position to correct the situauon.
The problem with the U.S. was that of the restrictions on dairy products. Canada

and eight other countries all said that they were contrary to GATT and had caused

injury. At the end of the meeting, as Congressional action in the United States was

still incomplete, the problem had been to decide what action should be taken. It fé

w tdesired to have recognition that retaliatory steps would be justified but it

,undesirable to give speçiGc authorization for them unless some countries were pre-

pared to` act. Moreover, it was felt that it would be more helpful to the U.S. admin-

istration in securing Congressional action if there was a threat of retaliation in the

background rather than specific measures of retaliation actually in effect. A threat

•° - ts and thus would give concern to a

(LC.E.T.P. Document No. 99W t"^
^ 4.. t^ • . i s € .ï.^ "! 7 °t4^ d f >^ ^ ^r ^ ^« ^ ^ # .^.`^^^ ' » r^.

} _'•

'i
Il Voit k docïrment 819JSee Docuacnt 819.

,.x Voir k document 887JUe Document W.
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2. The Committee, after discûssion, noted the report concerning the meeting of
the contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and matters
under discussion there.

SECTION C

LA CONFÉRENCE DE BRUXELLES SUR LES MIGRATIONS,

26 NOVEMBRE-4 DÉCEMBRE 1951
BRUSSELS CONFERENCE ON MIGRATION, NOVEMBER 26-DECF.INBER 4, 1951

' Immigration, to Cabinet *

PCO

Ottawa, November 21, 1951

, -" .. , .

Memorandum from Chairnutn, Interdepartrnental Committee on

g rganiZauon js expectcd to wind up its operations
on December 31" 1951. Unless arrangements are made 'to the contrary, the twelve
converted ships which have been used by IRO for the transport of migrants will be
returned to their owners and will likely be lost for international migration purposes.
The United States State Department has circulated a draft plan for an interim oper-
afing agency to facilitate ` the migration of surplus populations from countries of
Western Eurôpe and Grcece to countries affording re-settlement opportunities over-
S^•' The Belgium government has issued invitations to interested countries to
attend a`cônference in Briissels, commencing on November 26, at which the United
States plân will be discussed.30

2• Thémainpu r = ,
rpose of the United States plan, which is intended to be on an ad

hoc basis and renewable from year to year, is to provide a means whereby available
IRO facilitiés pazticûlatly the ships, can continue to be used for moving emigrants
rom Europe • The proposed facilities include location, selection, documentation,

moveïnen"t, reception, transportation and medical assistance services for migrants,
including new`ariivals from Eastern Europe. However, these proposed ancillary

pour le Cabinet
Note du chef du Comité interministériel sur l'Immigration

TO 71{E
CANADIAN DELEGATION29

BRUSSELS CpNFERENCE ON AfIGRATiON• INSTRUCI70NS

1. The International Refu ee O '' ' •

P0^ ka
^ ,,

EvEaeâpn y ^n^ ^.^r le document 277JFor earliet de^^elopments, sœ Document^; ^ ,

y c-, us Durrtor of Immigraaon.

U c^g
^4.^Egaeion était 'CILS. Smith, le directeur de l'Immigration.

1be Cân^^ deleaatioâ was 1m b CES S'



Germany 55,000
Italy and Trieste 35,000
Austria 15,000
Netherlands 6,000'
Greece, Portugal 4,000

facilities, over and above transportation, will be subject to negotiation and agree-
ment at the Brussels conference. The potential movement objective for. one year of
operations is assumed to be approximately 115,000 migrants and refugees with ori-
gins and destinations tentatively established as follows:

FROM TO

p sir, i p5., in view of the above an "
immigration requirements, the Interdepartmental Committee recommends:'+ ç d k •n mind ressent and prospectlve

form it provided for ancillary services wluch would dup Ica
services, ^anadian

tk other hand, the Commlttee felt that the proposal put orw resent
Department was perhaps conceived on too elaborate a scale and that in i ^anadian

• 1' te existing

icaili earmarked byCongre.
ss for migratlon scheme on an i"M t,,, the U S State
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Canada 40,000
United States 25,000
Australia 25,000
Latin America, . 23,000
New Zealand 2,000

Total 115,000 Total 115,000

3. It is estimated that the movement of approximately 115,000 migrants and refu-
gees during a year of operations, following generally the distribution given above,

$34 millionA generalcould be accomplished at an over-all cost of approxim,^ls^s
planbreak-down of this overall budget envisaged by the

Administration $ 3,060,300

- Operations
Shipping $19,765,000
Processing, etc. 11,118,700 30,883,700

Total $ 33,944,000

The United States had a $10 million congressional appropriation to get the planon
under.way,'over and above the contributions they would make to the Organl
as reimbursements for actual services rendered in the movement of the U.S. quota
of 25,000 migrânts for the first year's operations. Out of this $10 million, the
United States propose to contribute $1 million towards administration costs and $9
million towards a proposed Operating Fund of from $12 to $14 million. Other par-
ticipating countries would contribute towards the. Administrative Budget and the
Operating Fund on a basis to be negotiated at Brussels. The Operating Fund f oices
finance, operations pending reimbursement by member. governments for
rendered, and also provide subsidies to special migration projects and to the move-
ment of refugees from iron-curtain countries.

4--The Interdepartmental Advisory Committee on Immigration, after considering
the.,various implications of the plan, felt that the scheme generally would be of
bënefit,to Canada since it would allow the continuance in operation for European
migra on purposes of the twelve ships now operated by IRO and would furt f
permit good use to be made of the $10 million appropriation which has been sp

• • 'nternational basis. On



;(a) that; Canada participate in the forthcoming Brussels Conference on
Immigration;

(b) that the Canadian delegation make it clear that, in any circumstances and
regardless of the nature of the organization, Canada will retain complete control in
respect of selection standards and numbers of immigrants;
'(c) that Canada would probably wish to use only the embarkation and shipping

facilities of the organization and that Canada would not be' prepared to have
inclûded in the project additional services and facilities unless there is clear. evi-
dence that such services are essential to the success of a practical scheme;

(d) that the delegation make every effort to obtain a substantial reduction in the
administrative budget by the adoption of more economical policies, particularly in
respect of personnel and salaries - (the delegation should aim at a reduction of
50% or more);

(e) that the delegation should urge that, in assessing the administrative budget of
the organization, full account be taken of the contributions member governments
are already making toward the solution of the European migration problem;

(f) that Canada'should be prepared to make an advance contribution to the Oper-
ating Fûnd in order to help get the plan under way. This advance payment would be
drawn upon as required to pay on a cost basis for services rendered by the organi-
zation to Canada, on the understanding that the Canadian government would
recover all or part of such expenditures from the immigrants after landing. In addi-
tion, Canada should agree to make a reasonable non-recoverable contribution to the
Operating Fund for practical measures to facilitate the emigration of refugees from
Eastern Europe, provided that other countries make a proportionate contribution;
and

(g) that the delegation be authorized to commit Canada in principle to joining the
proposed organization, provided that the principles set above were met.

6. The Committee wish to point out, with reference to the recommendations out-
lined above, that.the refugee problem, which is included in the proposed scheme, is
one that can hardly be treated in the same manner as the normal Western European
immigration movements that are to be carried out undcr the plan. Insofar as the
movement of nationals from Western European countries is concerned, the new
scheme will, in essence, be an extension on an international plane of the revolving
fund principle-now in operation in Canada on a national basis. It shoûld therefore
be possible to recover from the immigrants, once they have landed in Canada, a
good Portion if not all of the monies expended on their behalf out of Canada's
contribution = to ^ the international Operating - Fund. In respect of refugees, the
amounts recoverable will be substantially smaller and in many cases recovery may
be impossible. It is for this reason that, in paragraph (f) above, it is suggested that a
speclal Canadian contribution to the Operating Fund should be earmarked for the
movementof refugees. The exact amount of this special refugee credit should be
determined in advance to ensure that Canada is not committed to a liability dispro-
portionately greater than that which other countries are willing to assume on thisscore. The Conunittee suggests, for the delegation's guidance, that Canada's initialrecov

e1able contribution to the Fund might be $500,000 subject to review and
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renewal when éxhailsted. It should be made clear, however,^ that the Canadian con-
tribution to the Fund in respect of refugees for one year's operations should not be
more than is required to move a pre-determined percentage of; Canada's total quota
which has tentatively been fixed at 40,000. Based on,this . year's total intake of
immigrants, including refugees; into Canada, an acceptable percentage might be 8,
10 or 12% depending on what other receiving countries are prepared to do in this
respeçt., ï

7. The Committee also felt that the present draft of the U.S. plan stressed unduly
the fact that the scheme was designed to relief the "surplus population" problem in
Western European countries. The Canadian delegation to the Brussels conference
might usefully be instructed to. underplay the "surplus population" theme and to
suggest that the U.S. proposal is primarily designed to salvage IRO shipping facili-
ties for the, purpose of continuing and concluding, on an ad hoc and somewhat
expanded basis, the resettlement job necessitated by the last war. An international
migration scheme based on premises of this character would be much more accept-
able t& ,Canada and, no doubt,'to many other participating countries.

8. The Committee recommends that instructions based on the above recommen-
"dations, if approved, be forwarded immediately to the Canadian delegation to the
Brussels'conference on migration 31

LAVAL FORTIER

345. . DEA/74-V-40

-TELEGRAM 170•' Brussels, December 1, 1951

XONF1DENfIAL. IMMEDIATE.
9 ' > h . . .. t • . . . ' . • . . , r , . . , .

r.^:.g . . .. .,t. ,1 ,.r '. . . . . . .. . -;. i.
'.

Repeat Çandel Pâris No. 98; London No. 2152.
Reference:My telegram No. 168 of November, 27th.t

t..., :x .t, . , . .

t ^ ^``fMk y ' ' MIGRATION CONFERENCE

Following from Smith, Begins. ; ,

1: Following general debate in,which most speakers approved the main feaCe in
of the United. States proposal it was agreed (largely due to Canadian insisten
private,conversations with,Warren) that resolution agreeing to constitute the Migra
tion Coinmittee would only _be considered after some detailed discussion.

2.` Subsequently a cotnmittee, on shipping, was set up in which Canada took the
' lead in urging that commercial shipping is insufficient to handle our requiremen •, , ^ ^ç •

S4f '^^^^ ?♦ . .. '
r..^..

e

L'ambassadeur en Belgique , ,

" Approuvé par le Cabine^ le 22 novembre 1951 JApprovcd by Cabinet. Novcmber 22, 1951-

au secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Bel$ium
to Secretary of State for External A,/,)`'airs
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Committeé will, therefore, report to Conference that ships additional to commercial
ships are required. :., .. , . . ..

3. Conference has had general debate on administrative budget and Canada, Italy,
Germany, Australia, Netherlands and Greece called for substantial reductions. Emi-
gration countries said embarkation staff and processing staff will be unnecessary.
Canada took the lead in insisting on'number of international staff and salary levels
be reduced. Subcommittee consisting of the United States, Italy, Germany, and
Canada was appointed to revise estimates appearing in appendice B 1 to United
States proposal.

4. In the revised administrative budget approved by the sub-committee, provi-
sions for embarkation and processing staff have been deleted and as a result the
number of liaison officers 'increased. Number of international staff has been
reduced from 154 to 114 and costs, including réserves; reduced from 1,509,400 to
866,400. Local staff has been reduced from 186 to 178, though total cost increased
slightly. Reductions result in total of 2,459,060 instead of 3,060,300.

5. Warren was not, repeat not, ' helpful in obtaining reductions, although ' he
invoked as argument only generalizations about riecessity of having adequate com-
petent staff to do the job: Although he eventually agreed to revised figures it was
apparent that 'despite effort of other members of subcommittee further reductions
could not, repeat not, be obtained.

6. Revised administrative budget was approved unanimously by the conference
without vote, subject to the subsequent approval by Migration Committee when
established, and on clear understanding that governments are not, repeat not, in any
way committed by this conference decision.

7. Gôvernments expected to participate in the organization are now attempting to
devise basis for contributions to administrative budget. When agreement is reached
on this matter, resolution referred to in paragraph 8 of my telegram No. 168 will be
submitted to conference. It is possible the resolution will be put to vote at meeting
today, December I st.

8. Canada and Australia have proposed to the United States amendments to reso-
lution deleting references to surplus population. It is also understood United States
will agree to include in resolution a statement that any country voting for resolution
does so subject to later confirmation by government of that country after constitu-
tional, processes have been completed.

9. As detailed discussion at recent meetings has enabled Canadian delegation to
make clear pôints set out in paragraph (b) and (c) of our instructions (your telegram
No. 148 of November 23rd)t and as we have made efforts requested in paragraph
(d)> although with less success than we had hoped for, I believe, I am now, justified
under, pa^gmph (g) in voting for resolution, provided that preliminary decisions
with. regard to assessments for,administering budget are satisfactory.

10. ple4se provide Immigration with copy of this telegram.
F,
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DEA/74-V-40

.- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'd l'ambassadeur en Belgique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Belgium

TELEGRAM 157 Ottawa, December 1, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington EX-2312.
Following for the Head of the Canadian Delegation to the Brussels Migration Con-
ference, Begins: Reference your No. 170 of December 1.

1. We believe that a vote on Monday on the resolution would be premature. The
Canadian Delegation should seek a deferment on such a vote until there has been
adequate opportunity for a full discussion. Please inform U.S. and other friendly
delegations that if resolution is put to a vote on Monday, you will have to abstain
but that if vote is postponed to Wednesday or Thursday and action is taken by
conference along lines set out in paragraphs 3 and 4 below, you expect to be able to
vote in favour of the resolution.

2. We shall submit matter to Cabinet on Tuesday. Please send us Monday night
latest information available.

3. In particular we wish to emphasize the following points: We wish to confum
our message No. 155 of November 30th.t We believe very strongly that it is essen-
tial that at least the main principles and some of the more important details should
be agreed to by the Conference before the Provisional Committee is set up.

4. Agreement on the following is required:
(a) Canada will retain complete control in respect of selection, standards an

number of immigrants.
(b) A further reduction in the administrative budget. While the revised budget is a

step in the right direction it does not go far enough. For example the salaries of the

international staff still average over seven thousand [dollars] and seem unduly high.
^- Moreover there has been no reduction in administrative costs and motor transpo

to parallel the reduction in the number of international staff.
(c) That the Canadian contribution to the Operating Fund should be considered as

advance payment for services, to be rendered to Canada except for that portion
.=agreed to by Canada which is to be used for the movcment of Eastern European

Refugees.
"(d)'Assessments to the administrative bud et We note that prcliminary discus-

sions on the basis for contributions have been held. We hope that Canadian assess

" ment.will take into consideration para.-2(e) of your instructions.
` 5. We are asking our Embassy in Washington to take up with the State Dep^•

ment urgently, and on a high level, the question of further substantial reductions In
the administrative budget. The refusal of Warren to agrce to cut off more than 20
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per cent seems to us to indicate that the U.S: is 'not willing to resist efforts by the
I.R.O. officials to load the Organization with [illegible] cost I.R.O. deadwood. We
are also asking our Missions in Italy, Germany, Australia, the Netherlands, United
Kingdom and Greece, to enlist the sympathetic support of their Governments in our ;
further efforts in this direction.. This is a further reason why the vote should be
postponed; therefore you may wish to take up these points with these delegations at
Brussels.

DEA/74-V-40.

TEt.EGxAM 171

Ambassador in Belgium
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

L'ambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Brussels, December 2, 1951

CON FI DFMI A L. I M I►1 ED I ATE.

Repeat Candel Paris No. 103; London No. •2158.
Reference: Your telegrams No. 157 of December I st.
Following-from Head of Delegation, Migration Conference.

1. Your paragraph I and paragraph 2. It would be embarrassing for the Canadian
delegation to seek deferment of the vote on the resolution. Discussion of the resolu-
tion will begin Monday, December 3rd, and it is possible that the discussion will be
completed.by Monday evening; although submission of numerous amendments
rflaÿ delay completion of discussion until Tuesday. We shall wire latest information
Monday evening but sincerely hope permission may be granted to vote for the res-
olution without awaiting Cabinet meeting in view of the information below.

2• Your paragraph 4(a). It has repeatedly been made clear lhat each country will
retain complete control of selection standards and the numbers of immigrants.

3. Your paragraph 4(b). We *agree that the administrative budget has not been
sufficiecitly reduced but it has been made clear that the total of 2,459,060 is merely
aceiling'1sufFciently high to ensure competent administration. Once the resolution
has been âPPcoved those countries voting for the resolution will meet and examine
the budget in detail. At that time each post, each salary and every other item will
have to be jusuficd before acceptance. It is hoped that Pollock will be able to,attend
those meetings and we are getting in touch with him. Other responsible delegations
share our views that budget has not yet been sufficiently reduced but they have
agreed that discussion in further details will be more effective when only interested
COUn^^' participate, i.e., after resolution is voted and general conference is for-
M4y ended.

4. Average sa1ary for international staff is now 5,600, not, rcpcat not, over 7,000
as you suggest. You have included staff reserves, the amount for which has been
Ad^^ from400,000 to 228,000, i.e., from 2,597 per person to 2,000 per person..

tratlve costs for headquarters have been reduced from 590,000 to 360,000
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and conference costs, from' 100,000 to. 90,000. Administrative costs for liaison
offices increased from 175,000 to, 350,000 to take account of additional duties in
view of deletion of processing and embarkation of staff but it was emphasized that
this figure would be examined very carefully before Provisional Committee adopts
budget. Contingency -reserve increased from 150,000 to 250,000 pending later
study:

5. Your paragraph 4(c). This has been agreed to.
6. Your paragraph 4(d). It has been agreed provisionally that the administrative

budget should be allocated as follows:
Three ninths to the United States;
Two ninths to emigration countries;
Two ninths to immigration countries;
Two ninths to interested countries such as France, Belgium and Switzerland.
Allocation to countries within these groups will not be made until those coun-

tries voting for the resolution meet following the close of the General Conference
and again I hope Pollock will be able to take part in the meetings when allocations
are discussed further.

7. As other countries are now prepared to deal with the resolution; as principles
outlined November 26th, paragraph, 4, have been met in the manner described
above; as it has been made abundantly clear that countries voting for the resolution
will then have an opportunity to examine the whole project and budget in further
detail and make appropriate revisions; as Canadian delegation might not, repeat
not,^be able to participate in the subsequent meetings and would certainly not be
able to vote in such meetings if we abstained on the resolution; as Canada would
benefit from the use of shipping services under the new organization; and as it does
not,appear possible, after consultation with other delegations to prolong the formal
conference after the discussion on the resolution to begin Monday, it is hoped fur-
ther instructions may be forwarded by immediate telegram authorizing me to vote
in favour.

8.,With regard to the text of the resolution, amendment suggested in paragraph 7
of.your telegram No. 155,of November 30tht would not, repeat not, be appropriate
as there will be nô linal Act of Conference apart from the resolution. In my view,
words "in principle" included in your amendment are covered by an additional par-
âgraph 3 of the operative part which reads "in accordance with the required govern-
mental processes " °
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DEAl74-V-40

L'ambassadeur en Belgique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Belgiunt
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 174 Brussels, December 3, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE. '

Reference: Our telegram No. 171 of December 2 and No. 173 of December 3rd. j-

. MIGRATION CONFERENCE

Following from Head of Delegation, Migration Conference, Begins: Due to atmos-
pheric conditions telephone calls not possible.

2. Bécause our private request that some delay be afforded it was agreed to set up
drafting group to consider the resolution. Drafting group consisting of the United
States, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Brazil and Can-
ada met all afternoon of December 3 and will meet Tuesday morning, December 4.
If the drafting group completes work in morning and its report considered satisfae-
tory, resolution will be put to vote in afternoon. .

3. We are attempting to have resolution amended to include terms of reference for
new organization and general principles under which it will operate. We shall try to
include Al-points côntained in our instructions. We are also trying to have para-
graph 3 of the operative part changed to read "that membership in the committee
shall be open to governments with a demonstrated interest in principles of the free
movement of persons and which undertake, subject to approval by proper constitu-
tional authorities, to make a financial contribution to the Committee, the amount of
which will be agreed to by governments concerned: " These amendments have not,
repeat not, yet been reached by drafting group.

4. Thirteen countries are apparently prepared to vote for the resolution now and
will then constitute provisional committee to review proposed operations, budget
and allocations in detail. Our fear is that if we abstain on resolution we will not,
repeit not, be able to take part in subsequent discussions. We would, therefore,
appreciate"fuither instructions to reach us by Tuesday afternoon, Brussels time.Bnds.
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349. DEAi14-V-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-4134 Washington, December 4, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegram No. 2314 of December 2.t

BRUSSELS MIGRATION CONFERENCE

Matthews and LePan saw Hickerson at the State : Department this morning to
urge that the United States delëgation at the Brussels Conference be instructed to
agree to a further substantial reduction in the proposed administrative budget.

2. Matthews pointed out that, since it was possible that the organization which
was now being planned would continue in existence for some years, it was impor-
tant that it should be on sound and modest lines. Once the organization had been
created, it would be difficult almost to the point of impossibility to pare its admin-
istrative budget. In spite of the reductions which had been agreed to in Brussels, the
proposed . administrative budget still seemed to officials in Ottawa to be greatly
overinflated. -The number of officials which it was proposed to employ and the
scalé of salaries which they were to receive both seemed too lavish. Moreover, it
would seem that reductions in administrative costs could be made to parallel the
reduction in the number of international staff. The Canadian authorities also ques-
tioned the need for expensive liaison missions in receiving countries. There would
seem to be no necessity for such a mission in Canada, for example. Unless the
proposed administrative budget could be - further reduced, the Canadian Govern-
ment might not be able to participate in the proposed scheme. .-

3. Hickerson said that he would despatch a message to Warren at once bringing
these.views to' his attention. He also said that they would be considered without
delayI in the State Department..It was apparent that some of the possible ways of
saving money, . which were suggested in, your telegram No. 2312t of the 2nd of
December had not hitherto been carefully,examined by the United States officials
who have been dealing with this matter.

4. Hickerson made no promise that instructions would be issued to Warren to
accept a further reduction in the administrative budget. But he was very sympa-
thetic to the points we made and whatever message he sends to Warren is likely to
assist in the softening-up process.
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PCO
` Note du ministre de la Citoyenneté et de l'Ini, migration

pour le Cabinet

Memorandunt from Minister of CitiZenship and Immigration
to Cabinet

SECRET

CABINET DOCUMENT NO. 313-51 Ottawa, December 4, 1951

BRUSSELS CONFERENCE ON MIGRATION; INSTRUCTIONS TO THE
CANADIAN DELEGATION

The information from Brussels reveals that the Brussels Conference on Migra-
tion has reached the following stage.

1. A general debate took place in which the main principles of the proposed
organization were discussed. In the course of these discussions agreement was
reached on the following:

(1) Each immigration country will retain complete control of selection standards
and the numbers of immigrants.

(2) The contribution made by Canada to the Operating 'Fund would be drawn
upon as required to pay on a cost basis for services rendered by the organization to
Canada. The question of a non-recoverable contribution to the Operating Fund for
practical measures'to facilitate the emigration of Eastern European refugees will be
considered at a later date once the organization is established.

(3) Largely at Canadian insistence, the Conference agreed to a reduction in the
administrative budget of not less than a half million dollars. As compared to the
proposed administrative budget of three million, the Conference has now agréed
that the administrative budget should not exceed 2.5 `million.

(4) The administrative budget will be 'allocated as follows:
3/9, to the United States
2/9 to emigration countries
2/9 to immigration countries
2/9 to other interested countries.

Allocations to countries within these groups will not be made until the organization
is set up, ,

(5) The Conference decided that the organization will not provide selection or
erobarkation.facilities. •

2•'A resolution has now been put before the Conference which, if adopted, will
establish an orgânization to be called "Provisional Committee for the Movement of
European'Migrants". The Provisional Committee will deal with the plan of opera-
tions, the budget, and the terms and conditions under which available funds will be
spent.lVlembership in the Committee will be drawn from countries voting for the
resolution, and will be open to countries which undertake to make an agreed finan-
cial contribution to the Committee. It is the understanding of our Delegation that
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'only Acountries voting for the resolution will have an opportunity to examine the
whole project and budget in further detail and make appropriate revisions.

3. When the Cabinet last considered this matter on November 21st, 1951, the
Delegation was authorized to commit Canada in principle to joining the proposed
organization provided that certain principles were met. These principles have now
been met, with the exception of:

(1) The administrative budget has not been sufficiently curtailed (the agreed cut is
between 15% and 20% of the proposed budget. The Canadian Delegation was

pressing for a 50% cut).
(2) Assessments on individual countries have not yet been established.
(3) Contributions to the Operating Fund to facilitate the emigration of refugees

from Eastern Europe have not been determined.
It is understood that these matters will be considered in detail by the Provisional
Committee and that final decisions will be subject to agreement by the individual
countries concerned.
- 4. It is recommended that the Delegation be authorized to support the resolution
establishing the Provisional Committee subject to the clear understanding that the
Delegation will continue to press strongly for further reductions in the administra-
tive budget, and that any assessment on Canada will be subject to approval by the
Canadian Government.32

W.E. HARRIS

351.

- DESPATCH 7

to Secretary of State for External A,,Birs

CONFIDENTIAL

Brussels, December 10, 1951

BRUSSEIS MIGRATION CONFERENCB

x^. , .
e the United States and Venezuela: . ::
, Netherlands` Norway Peru, Sweden, SwitZerland, Turkey, the n

na, Australia, Austna, Belgum, i i ,Argenti
bia, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Israel,

Italy, Luxembourg,
U ;t,-,i Kingdom,

B l' Braz.l Canada, Ctu e,
-^December 4. The following ^ countriés were represented: •1 Colum-

The Migration Conference opened in IIrussels on November 26 and ended on

DEA/74-V-40

Le secrétaire de la délégation permanente
auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Permanent Delegation to European Office of United Nations,



The representatives of Argentina,' Denmark, Guatemala,' Israel, Norway, Peru and
Sweden attended in the capacity of observers. Official observers werealso presenu
from the Holy See, the Council ' of Europe, the Organization for European Eco-
nomic Cooperation, the International Confederation of Free Trade Union, the
United Nations, the International Labour Office, the Office of the High' Commis-
sioner. for Refugees, the International Refugee Organization; the International
Social Services, the International Confederation of Christian Trade Unions and the
Standing Conference of Voluntary Agencies.

2. Mr. ^ C.E.S. Smith, . Director 'of Immigration, Department of Citizenship' and
Immigration, 'was Head of the Canadian Delegation and will no doubt report
directly to his own Department on the accomplishments of the Brussels Confer-
ence. I am therefore reporting only as the representative of the Department of
External Affairs on the Canadian Delegation and Mr. Smith has not had an oppor-
tunity to see this despatch.

3. Mr. P.W. Bird, Chief of the 'Canadian Government Immigration Mission in
Gennany, âand Austria, and Mr. R. Lamarre, Senior Labour Representative at the
Canadian Government Immigration Mission in Germany, were members of the
Canadian Delegation and were present throughout the conference. Mr. S.'Pollock,
International Economic Relations Division of the Department of Finance, spent one
day with the delegation prior to the opening of the Conference and returned for a
day and a half later when financial items were discussed.

4. The final action of the Migration Conference was to adopt a resolution estab-
lishing a Prrovisionâl Inter-governmental Committee for the Movement of Migrants
from' Europe. Those countries which voted for the resolution, and thus •agreed in
principle to become members of the Committee, met from December 5th to 8th in
the first session of the Committee.

5. The United Kingdom abstained when the resolution to establish the Committee
was put to the vote because the United Kingdom Government has not yet decided
to pamoipate in the Committee's work. However, as an indication of the interest
which the United Kingdom is showing in this project, the delegation of that country
attended the first session of the Committee and took an active part in discussions,
although they abstained when votes were taken.

6• 'Althôugh Austria voted for the resolution establishing the Committee and
stated that they âre anxious 'to participate in the Committee's work, the delegation
of that country was unable to be present at the first session. Turkey also voted for
the resolution and is expected to be a member, but was not represented at the firstsession.'

7.
The countries • represented at the first session of the Committee were thefollowing:

Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Germany, Greece,
Ita]Y. ' Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the
United States.

8' Mr• Franz Leemans, Head of the Belgian Delegation, was unanimously electedch,
alrman of the Conference and subsequently of the Committee. As the work of the

Conference and of the Committee were closely linked, I shall not report separately
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on each,' and this repôrt will ôutline the decisions both of the Conference and of the
Migration Committee.

. .:;. .. . :^ ,^ . ..
Establishment of Provisional Committee:

9, Among the documents circulated prior to the Conference was included a draft
resolution to establish a Provisional Committee fôr the Movement of Migrants
from Europè.:Accôrding,toA the original text of this draft resolution, the govern-
ments adopting the resolution would agree `.`to constitute a Provisional Committee
for the Movement of .European Migrants".- The original text also provided "that
membership in the Committee shall be open to governments with a demonstrated
interest in the principle' of the free môvement' of persons and which undertake to
make an agreed financial contribution to the Committeë:'

10.,The United States Delegation had intended that the Conference would begin
with'a general discussion to be followed immediately by a vote on the draft resolu-
tion. This procedure was not satisfactory to - the Canadian.'Delegation and we
insisted that further detailed discussion would be _ necessary before we could
express an opinion with respect to the resolution. As a result of our efforts, it was
agreed that financial problems and shipping questions should be given further
attention by the Conference before calling for a vote on the resolution. Appropriate
sub-committees were therefore established for this purpose..

11. When the sub-committees had completed theirwork, we were still not satis-
fied that the Conference had decided in sufficient detail, the nature, scope, and
méthods of financing of the proposed new organization. To take account of our
répresentations,'therefore, it was agreed that a drafting sub-committee should be set
tip to'examine carefully the text of. the draft resolution:

12.In1^ the drafting sub-committeé the Canadian, Delegation took the initiative in
insisting that the purpose of the new organization should be clearly set out, in the
resolution; that the principles to guide its activities should also be clearly stated;
that there should be an unequivocal statement that âny'undertaking to make a Gnan-
cial `contribution would be subject'to approval by the government concerned; and
that the,'emphasis on relieving problems of "surplus population" in certain Euro-
péan'countries should be removed.

13: Details concerning the text of the resolution as it finally emerged from the
drafting sub-committee were reported in my letter No.'5 of December 8,t and I am
satisfied that the final text*of the resolution is a substantial improvement over ear-
lier drafts. Attached as Annexe 1 fto this despatch is a copy of the resolution which
was approved by a'vote of sixteen in favour (including Canada), none against and
one abstention (United Kingdom).

Rules'of Procedure:
^ure for the,:.

14. I am attaching, as Annex 2t of this despatch, the Rules of Proc of the
Commttee- which were. adopted by, a resolution of. the final meeting
Committee.

I

I

I

4



Shipping:

'15. A working party of experts on shipping'met throughout the Conference and
agreed that a technical inter-governmental sub-committee for the coordination of
transport should be established by the Migration Committee. At meetings of the
working party the Canadian Delegation was almost the only delegation able to pro-
duce statistical evidence to show, that shipping services are required beyond those
available through commercial services.

Financial Regulations:

16: I am attaching as Annex 3t to this despatch the Financial Regulations which
were adopted by a resolution of the Committee at its final meeting.

Budget and Plan of Erpenditure:

17. The original estimates for the administrative part of the budget for the Migra-
tion Committee amounted to $3,060,300. Largely as a result of the efforts of the
Canadian Delegation during a preliminary review of the budget during the Confer-
ence, this total was, reduced to $2,459,060. During subsequent examination of
budget estimâtes by the. Committee, the Canadian Delegation was almost alone in
pressing' for fûrther ieductions. Our proposals were resisted by Mr. Warren, Head
of thé United States Delegation, who maintained that it would not be safe to reduce
the estimates further'pending`detailed submissions by the Director at the next ses-
sion of the Committee when reliable figures concerning staff, office requirements,
and other details could be presented.

18. As reported in our telegram No. 181 of December 8th,t we were successful in
private conversations with members of the United States Delegation in obtaining a
further reduction of $100,000 in the estimates, the cuts to, be distributed among
various portions of the budget as the Director may see fit. It was also agreed that
the, eontingency reserve fund of $250,000. should be frozen until such time as the
Committee may decide that the release of a part or all of this fund can be justified.
The final estimates for the administrative part of the budget, therefore, amount to
$2,359,060, of which $250,000 is for the time being frozen.

^ 19. The possible contributions ,of member countries to the operating part of the
budget were not discussed during the Brussels meetings except for a statement by
the United States representative that the balance of their $10,000,000 appropriation
will go to the operating fund after deduction of the United States share of adminis-
trative expénses. Contributions of other countries to the operating fund will be
alTanged in the near future by negotiation between the Director and the govern-
ments concerned.

20•j;arn attaching as Annexes 4tand 5t to this despatch the approved budget
estimates 'for, one year of operations and the proposed plan of expenditure for the
saine heriod•, Appendix C attached to the Plan of Expenditure was slightly revised
prior to its adoption to provide for details concerning estimated movements to indi-
vidual Latin American countries, but unfortunately this amendment has not yet
been eirculated.

b u21- With respect to the contingency reserve fund in the administrative part of the
g titis 1 •c early stated in the resolution adopting the plan of expenditure "that
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the contingency reserve .:. shall remain intact until such time as the Committee
,approves, its use on the basis of a submission to be made by the Director, and sub-
ject to the further provision that, pending such approval, the proportion of the con-
tingency reserve contributed by each member government shall remain at the
disposal of -that government until otherwise decided by the Committee."

Allocations:
22.1 am attaching as Annex 6t to this despatch the scale of percéntage contribu-

tions to the administrative part of the budget recommended by the Committee sub-
; ject to approval; by each. of the governments concerned. Our telegram No. 182 of
December 9tht explained the basis on which agreement was reached with respect
to allocations, and unfortunately your telegram No. 164 of December 8thT on the
same subject was not received in Brussels until the day following the conclusion of

- the Committee session. It is hoped, however, that you will agree that a percentage
contribution of 8.4% for Canada is the best result that could be achieved at this

- Conference.
23. The Canadian Delegation fought vigorouslÿ for a pércentage allocation lower

than that of France, the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy, and we advanced all
possible arguments to justify our position. The chief opposition came from those
countries who consider themselves "sympathizers" and maintain that their interest

'in 'the, Migration Committee is largely of a humanitarian nature. As they will not
-benéfit directly from the migration movements to be effectcd by the Committee,
their governments are reluctant to contribute large amounts to mect administrative

E expenses and they are anxious to make their contributions to the operating part of
the budget larger by reducing their contributions to the administrative part. Opposi-

tion to our proposals came chiefly from the French delegate who also argued that in
the group of "other interested" countries, France and the United Kingdom are alto-
'cated the largest percentage; but as the United King dom Government has not yet

,committed itself in principle to participate in the work of the organization, France
Â is fearful lest its share will eventually have to be increased if the United Kingdom
should not participate.
-24: It was only with reluctance that Franceagreed to the compromise proposal of

dithe- United States that the highest contributor in any group of countries, exclung
I the United States, should'not pay more than the highest contributor in any other

group.: By accepting` this prineiple ` the Canadian contribution was reduced from
emA096'to , 8.496 and the contributions'of France and the United Kingdom W

increased from 7.7% to' 8.496.
2S. The Canadian Delegation agreed to the final scale of contributions as the bhât

solution which could be reached at the present time, but w made it very clear

weihâd no authority to accept 8.496 and that the most we could do would be to

lrecommend this percentage to the Canadlan Government. It is understood that the

percentage contributions listed in Annex 6 are to serve as a basis for ncgouations

Â by the Diriector with each of the governments concerned.
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Appointment of Director:

26. This item on the agenda of the Migration Committee caused a great deal of
difficulty because of political pressures originating in the United States. Mr. War-
ren, Head of the United States Delegation, had always assumed that Mr. Donald
Kingsley, Director-General of I.R.O., would be the most suitable person to serve as
Director of the 'new Migration Committee. It is ' understood that . Kingsley would
welcome 'this appointment, for he had only, ,reluctantly accepted the position of
Agent General for Koreân'Relief and is known to be frustrated in the performance
of his duties with UNKRA.

..21. Some time before the United States Delegation left for Brussels, unfavourable
stôries.about Kingsley, began circulating in. Washington and eventually it was
decided that,an organized "smear" campaign was being conducted in order to dis-
crédit Kingsley. This campaign is said to have been traced back to the political
group in the United States headed by Senator MacCarran. At first it was thought
that MacCarran had personal reasons for disliking Kingsley, and as MacCarran is
Châirman'of the Senate sub-committee which deals with 'certain appropriations
(including, appropriations for migration activities) it was realized that there would
be small hope of obtaining any further appropriations for the new migration organi-
zation if Kingsley were appointed Director contrary to MacCarran's wishes. The
situation changed hour by hour, but the latest rumours indicate that MacCarran
himself is not strongly against Kingsley but has been influenced by other members
of 8his politicâl group who have been responsible for the anti-Kingsley campaign.

At the beginning of the Conference, the name of 11Zr. E.M. O'Connor, Com-
missioner, United States Displaced Persons Commission, was suggested as a rival
candidate for the position of Director. O'Connor carried 'on a vigorous one-man
campâign in Brussels with the support of the MacCarran group in the United
States.

As O'Connor was a member of the United States Delegation, Mr.Varren
found himself 'seriously embarrassed. However, as O'Connor did not create a good
impression his name was eventually eliminated from the list of possible candidates.i ï;+ i 3 iis . . ,

29. However, ânti-Kingslejr feeling had reached such a pitch in the United Statesthat
Mr. W^n was not able to obtain authority to support Kingsley's candidature,

and eventually he was instructed to propose the name of General Gross, an Ameri-
can on military duty in Germany. A compromise candidate might have had some
chance 'of success, but representatives of Euro pean countries were strongly against
thésPPûintment of an army man to head the new organization.

30.;Whén thë Committee reached this item on its agenda, a private meeting of
,,heââs ôf °

delegâtions took place which lasted until far into the night. Mr. Warren
Was ln côntâct by telephone with Washington almost hourly and in the end he iss^d.tô hivé `rëfûsed to nominate Gross in the face of strong European opposition.k. ^a>
31s it was not . : .

out
possible

^nd e sceneswhereby h ^ I.eema seChairm n of the Committee, workedWarren, tce, and Mr.
n, agreed to serve as co-directors'of the new organization until such time as asuccessor

u°anjmou lŸ I^is ,ûnd .
^t^ ^lâution embodying this compromise was adopted

, ^:. . ,. , . .4- t Mr. Warrcn, who has already returned to the
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United States, will seek approval for the appointment of Kingsley as Director at the
next session of the Committee.

Headquartèrs::

date.

,. 33. It has been agreed that the second session of the Migration Committee will be
convened in Geneva at the call of the chairman in approximately two months' time.
If :the chairman deems it necessary, he may convene the Committee at an earlier

expense and without loss of time; and it was also suggested that Geneva was a
more appropriate conference centre. F Evéntually a resolution ` was unanimously
adopted providing that Geneva should be the site of the "provisional" headquarters
until such time as the Committee is able to reach a definite decision in the light of a
report to be submitted by the Director.

Next Session of the Committee:

32. The question of wherethé headquarters -of the new organization should be
established also'involved lengthy discussion. Italy supported strongly the establish-
ment of headquarters in Paris and thé French Delegation supported this proposal.
Most other delegations thought that it would be more practical to establish head-
quarters in Geneva where assets of I.R.O. could be taken over without unnecessary

1371 Ttieré has not béen'sufficient• time to provide a more dctailcd analysEs of

problëinswhicti arosét during the Brussels meetings. However, it is hoped that this

Dê^paitnxnts of' Government, it does no tappear necessary for me to comment on
these'matters in this •report. 3 • the

to`eââblé ttïé"Committee to function. Details concerning Canadian financlal CO-
0

butiôns`ând the movement'of mgrants to Canada will, of course, need to be negoti
aied with•care but as thëse`are technical roblems involving for the most pan otner

were, on e w o e, sa s ac ory..^
ml

. 3 . •. . • .
lited;4the` pnnclplés to gu ide

.
^ts operat,ons have bcen satisfactorily establishe ,

and thère is an assured membership of a sufficient number of responsible countries
tri-

th h 1 #.* f t The functions 'of the new Commlttee are clear y

meëtings.'
k36. Despitè the vague method of procedure and dependence on one man for.gui-

dancë,' it was the feeling of our Delegation that the results of the Brussels meetings

tiously and showed an obvious desire tô •achieve satisfactory results. Nerves
became somewhat frayed towards the end because regular night meetings meant
that everyone was suffering from fatigue.

35. Among all delegations there was sincere admiration for the manner in which
Mr. Warren guided the meetings and cooperated with delegations in order to solve
their special problems. However, there is no doubt that Mr. Warren assumed far
more responsibility than any normal man could reasonably be expected to bear, for
the"whole procedure of the Conference and leadership in each discussion became
the rëspônsibility of Mr. Warren. It was becausé of this situation that the procedure

• was "not `always'satisfactory and there was. no clear'plan for the conduct of our

34. 'Generally speaking, the Conference and the Committee worked conscien-
-------------------
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summary may be of some interest and I shall be glad to furnish additional particu-
lars on any point which you may wish to have clarified.

38. I regret that it has not been possible to obtain additional copies of the
enclôsed documents as the distribution office closed immediately after the Commit-
tee ended its session. ' . '

N.F.H. BERLIS



PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

POLITIQUE DE DÉFENSE ET D'AIDE MUTUELLE
DEFENCE AND MUTUAL AID POLICY" ,

352.' DEA/50030-L-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdon:

, t .'{1 .
. . , . . .

'CHAPITRE. V/CHAPTER , V

: ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ D& L'ATLANTIQUE NORD
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

sentatives of inember. countries interested in the offer.e . _ ..

a detailed list of the equipment offered, for the information of the accredited repre-
3. National Defence will be making available to A/V/M Campbell in Washungtonill-

` the offer to NATO of a second division's equipment may be regarded as firm•
equipment are progressing satisfactorily and should no unforeseen difficulties arise,

the case of the first division, for a recommendation as to which country or countries
should receive it.

2. Arrangements for replacement from the United States of the first division's

equipment for a second division. Could you ask the Deputies, as you did before in

CANADIAN MU'I1)AL AID EQUIPMENT

1. National Defence are now prepared to release the armament and ancillarY



353. DEA/50030-L-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Af,j`'aires extérieures

.pour le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretarry of State for External Affairs
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, January 12, 1951

NORTH`ATLAN77C TREATY ORGANIZATION AND MUTUAL AID PROCEDURES

I am, as you suggested, sending copies of your memorandum of January l ltht
to Mr. Wilgress, Mr. Wrong, and Mr. Pierce.

2. We had already begun to follow up the Prime Minister's suggestion that mutual
aid should be allocated by NATO on the basis of a recommendation by the Supreme
Commander, so that both Mr. Wilgress and Mr. Wrong will already be familiar
with the problem.. In 'my telegram No. 35 of January 5tht to Mr. Wilgress, I told
him of the Prime Minister's proposal and said that the Prime Minister might wish
to discuss these matters with him while he was in London. We also asked Mr. Wil-
gress for his views as to how the Prime Minister's suggestion could be worked out
in practice. These we have not yet received, as Mr. Wilgress has replied that he first
wished to discuss the whole problem with Mr. Robertson. We shall probably
receive Mr. Wilgress' comments in a few days and, in the meantime, he will have
Your inemorandum.

3. As you say, theré are three types of mutual aid, each of which requires a some-
what different procedure for handling it. The procedure will also vary with the
quantity and strategic importance of the offer.

4. In the case of existing equipment, our practice has been to make our offer in
one of two ways.a If we are offering something of considerable strategic importance,
such as the equipment for one division, our offer is made formally in the Deputies
by Mr. Wilgress, and the Deputies thereupon request the Standing Group to make a
recommendation as to which country or countries should receive the equipment.
The Standing Group recommendation is then passed back to the Deputies who for-
Ward it with their approval for the consideration of the Canadian Government. This
is the Way in which our offers of equipment of divisional scale have been handled.
With smallerlots of equipment from stocks or from production, (i.e., where strate-
gic considerations are not directly involved), we have simply used the Military Pro-
duction and Supply Board or its Permanent Working Staff. Our Representative,
Mr, 0ill, has tabled with the Board, for example, our offer of 300 radar sets. If the
MPSBthinkthé
S

y requine,a Standing Group recommendation, they pass it to the
^^ng • Group, but in most cases of this type, the recommendation as to allocation

De. . y.the MPSB to the Government concerned, either directly or through the
PutieS. Now that the MPSB has gone out of existence, these functions will, ofcou^Se^

^i^^I.onTied by the new Defence Production Board.
5• Before questions of allocation can be dealt with by NATO, it is necessary for

either the S^ding Group or the Military Production and Supply Board, or both
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(depending on the degree of importance of the equipment offered) to confirm that a
requirement for the equipment offered exists. It is also necessary for the Standing
Group to have approved the type of equipment offered as military acceptable, in the
case of equipment which it is proposed should be produced for NATO. Transfers of
equipment from existing military. stocks in relatively small quantities normally
require only the approval of the Military Production and Supply Board.

6. There is in practice a good deal of flexibility in the procedures used by various
countries and by NATO for handling various types of equipment. The pattern has
not yet become fixed. We therefore have an opportunity of working out procedures
along the lines of the Prime Minister's suggestion. In fact, the Defence Production
Bôard, at its first meeting yesterday, was expected to recommend the appointment
of a Co-ordinator of Defence Production, and according to press reports, the Board
did recommend that a leading American industrialist should be appointed. We have
heard from Mr. Wilgress that Mr. Reid Harod, President of the International Gen-
eral Electric Company, has been approached, but has not yet accepted. The Co-
ôrdinator will have a similar status in dealing with the production problems of the
European' members as General Eisenhower will have as Supreme Commander of
the integrated force. As Mr. Acheson said at Brussels, they want a production man
to stand beside General Eisenhower. I wonder if the Co-ordinator's recommenda-
tiôns' put forward to Governments, perhaps in the name of the Supreme Corn-
mander, would not meet the Prime Minister's point?

7: So far, I have been considering mutual aid offers of equipment, old and new. It
may be more difficult to fit offers of services, such as air training, into the same
pattern. In the case of an offer to train aircrew, for example, we have, as you know,

° been consulting the Standing Group directly and have asked them for a recommen-
dation. As the terms of reference of the Supreme Commander's appointment state

ahat he will be responsible for training forces committed to his command and for
negotiating with member governments concerning the training of forces that are to
be committed to his command, it may be possible to have him make a recommen-
dation as to what military services of this sort member governments should under-
take, so that here again there may be a way of following up the prime Minister's
suggestion. •.

"8. These are my preliminary thoughts ^on the matter. I hope that we shall shortlY
nbe hearing from Mr. Wilgress, Mr., Wrong, and Mr. Pierce on the points you have
^ râised and that we shall be'ab1e,, together with officials of your Departmenwt, itto

dvelop morespecGcproposals in time for you to discuss them, if you wish,
General Eisenhower when he visits Ottawa.
" f•_,. ^ ,. .

` 9. `As regards your comments on.,the future allôcation of the Deputies and the

Defénce Production Board. we have alrëady had Mr. Wilgress' comments. In ►us

Ntelegram Nô: 67V January 9th,t Mr. Wilgress strongly menas for reasons

that appear to me to be sound,' that the Deputies themsclves should not be moved
from London, although' he is in favôur of developing closer, working relations
between NATO and O.I? I:.C: onthe'ecônomic side.
,^_•^^ ^^^a` .:. . . , :j :; ! ^ ^^. ^^'^

e:. . . . t^ d .1. .:r! . ., . ^ , ^ .^ a . A.D.P. HEr•.rvt;Y
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London, January 16, 1951

SECREr.- IMMEDIATTE.

Reference your telegrams No. 35 of January 8tht and No. 125 of January 13th,t
Canadian mutual aid procedures.

1. As I had an opportunity to discuss these matters with Mr. Robertson, and as the
Defence Production - Board have met, and the joint meeting of the Deputies with
General Eisenhower was held this morning, I am now able to make some general
observations on our procedures for aiding other NAT countries.

Endôrsation by Supreme Commander of Proposals for Canadian Aid
2. I think that it may be practical to arrange that major proposals to Canada from

NAT âgencies (or major offers by Canada through NAT agencies) are submitted to
Eisenhower for endorsation. It is clear from the first meeting of the Defence Pro-
duction Board that some relationship between the Coordinator of North Atlantic
Production and the Supreme Commander is contemplated. It is also clear from
Eisenhower's s statement to ' the Deputies this morning that the Chairman of the
Council Deputies will have direct access to the Supreme Commander. Such rela=
tionship`s are, however, quite likely to be informal in character and I think that we,
as sponsors of the simplified NAT structure, should be cautious about putting for-
Ward prôpôsals which will complicate procedures. 1n other words, we should not
seek to have procedures adopted which would require formal reference of our pro-
posals tô. Eisenhower but should rely on informal contacts. In practice, too, I
believe that we should not seek to secure an Eisenhower endorsation for all propos-
als but stiould reserve this for important matters and then only for an expression of
°P1m°n `on''the principle, e.g., the importance or priority he attaches to a given
Project. r ;

3. It shouldbéjborne in mind that the Production Coordinator will not take over
b!s duties until February 15 and that there will probably be some delay before he
can ^n^e, use of a direct channel with the Supreme Commander. It is cônccivablethat

Eisenhower, uftcr his tour of European member countries, would be able toexpress an' opinion as to the general usefulness of some of the projects we now
have under consideration (F86 aircraft and air training facilities) and I suggest that
We lnvlte him to comment on these when he is in Ottawa..
M`"tary Production for NAT Countries.

' I^^k that our inclination to encourage specific requests from NAT, countries
°! f roro NAT ngenciés is open to objections. On the basis that deficiencies are large
and vad ed'and that any offer we make is likely to be oversubscribed I think that
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we, support the division of responsibility for allocation in the manner set out

ment to this effect in Deputies explaining that details of the vacancies available
have been communicated to the Standing Group and that those countries interested
in taking advantage of the offer.should obtain details and make bids through their
accredited representatives and that in the case of bids exceeding vacancies availa-
ble, the Standing Group would be asked to recommend allocations.

7.= Which agency we should use to process the offer depends on its nature. Major
quantifies of military equipment, such as divisional equipment, F86 aircraft, etc.,
should, in my opinion, be processed through the Standing Group as the executive
agency of the Military Representatives Committee, and they would recommend
allocation :on the basis of strategic need. Offersof surpluses or of individual items
of military equipment such as AA No. 4 MK VI radar sets, artillery weapons, etc.,
should be processed through the Defence Production Board who will be asked to
recômmend allocations withi'n general principles laid down by the Standing Group.
In either case, the recommendations of the Military or Production Agency would be
communicated direct to the Canadian authorities without referring the matter back
to the Deputies.

8: In my telegram No. 31 of January 5tht I indicated that the question of responsi-
bility_ for allocation was likely to be the subject of early discussions in the standing
Grvup and other NAT agencies I should like to urge that in any such discussions

instance, if we decide to offer training facilities for aircrew I would make a state-

wheréver practicable. it is in the Canadian interest to come forward with offers of
mutual aid as we did in the cases of divisional equipment and training facilities -
both of which met with favourable responses. In the field of equipment, we should
strive for a coordinated production programme - for our own fighting forces, for
United States and other accounts and for aid to our NAT partners. If these three
requirements are considered jointly and production plans made accordingly then
the Canadian Government can decide what equipment they can make available
under mutual aid and ensure that this fits into the Canadian production programme.
5. With regard to the mechanics of offering, my view is that we should follow the

following procedures:
6. Offers of mutual aid should be made initially through the appropriate Ministe-

rial Committee or when they are not in session, the Council Deputies in order that
they may -be brought to the attention of other Governments and NAT agencies.
Such offers would be accompanied by a statement as to the NAT agency which
would be responsible* for processing the offer and recommending allocations. For

above.l.^'. , ._

gram on January 18, 195 1.

1 contenues danro ce tflEgamme le 15 Janvier 193 1. out in this tele-
The Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence approved the rccommcndations set

1 Le ornité :ur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense a approuvé Ies rccommandanons
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[Ottawa],'January 24, 1951

(B) SERVICE PROGRAMMES AND MUTUAL AID
50. Mr. Claxton reported that the object of the defence programme under consid-

eration was to permit all reasonable measures required to strengthen the defence of
Canada; to meet:United Nations obligations in Korea and North Atlantic Treaty
requireménts in the Western European and North Atlantic Ocean areas; to build up
the organization, training facilities, and equipment so that mobilization, if required,
might be accomplished efficiently; and to obtain equipment, clothing, stores, arms
and ammunition needed by the forces in the first year of a war. While the cost of
the programme would be high, . it represented the scale of effort necessary if thesituation was to be taken seriously and was about all that could be done by July,
1954, without a modified manpower policy and a complete war economy. The
country appeared to recognize the need for a greater defence effort. The United
States was making preparations against a war in a year or two. It would be hard to
accelerate further the manpower,• equipment and construction elements of the pro-
gramme. It would be difficult to meet the manpower targets of the programme but
it was hoped that, With;a vigourous recruiting campaign, this might be done.

The principal eleïnents of the four-year programme (including measures alreadyauthorized) were:.^„ .
Navÿ'

(1) maintenance in present commission of 17 ships, as well as auxilinry •vessels;
comrnissioning from reserve of 14 ships as men became available; continuation of
the approved programme'of building 21 ships, I Arctic ice-breaker and 5 gate ves-
sels; building an additional 7 destroycr-escorts, 1 controlled minelayer, 8 seaward
defèncé'pâti,ol craft and 38 harbour craR; repurch
B^ ase and reftting of 25 frigates and

gors held in strategic reserve; procurement of necessary aircraft; and provision
of tooling for the authorized naval construction programme and to provide some
capacity to meet wartime deficiencies;

(2) raisingôf ceilings to: active force-20,450; reserve force - 12,300, including
5^ Women; civilian employees-11,500;

(3) provision of increased accommodation and training facilities, seaward
defences ât St. John's, Halifax and Esquimalt, magazine facilities in Newfoundland
Md on më:Pacific Coast, and additional storage for R.C.N. aircraft; and replace-
ment of construction at certain naval divisions;(4)^=

Itarmi.
.

ng of 9 destroyers with 3" 50 guns; provision of armament for addi-uonal ship.
in ''• s and training facilities; and stockpiling of ammunition to provide train-

g^ 1^^a1 ôutfits for all ships, and one outfit per ship in reserve;

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions



(5) provision of naval stores for the expanded force and fleet and of mobilization
stocks of barrack, camp and hospital _ equipment and clothing to outfit a navy of
55,000 in the first year of a war:

Anny

rangé transport ' sqûadron; 'and 1- four-engine long-range area reconnaissance

(1) conversion of the Mobile Striking Force (3,500) to U.S.-type equipment and
completion ôf its Arctic equipment; reorganization of the Canadian Army Special
Force to make up I battalion for U.N. service, I regimental combat team for the
European Integrated Force, and replacement units for rotation in the Integrated
Force; reorganization of anti-aircraft defences to provide 4 active force composite

• batteries, 18 reserve heavy A/A regiments and 10 reserve light A/A regiments, with
conversion to U.S. 90 mm. guns and fire control; limited expansion of R.C.E.M.E.,
Ordnance and other administrative units in view of increased strengths, the station-

. ing of units abroad and conversion to U.S.-type equipment; and limited increase of
training establishments to provide conversion training and additional instructors for
the first year, of mobilization;

(2) raising of ceilings to: active force-49,700; reserve force - 67,850, including
8,850 women; civilian employees-12,400;
(3) provision of additional permanent accommodation and prefabricated huts for

the expanded force and for mobilization purposes;
(4) continuation of the conversion of the whole army to U.S: typé equipment; pro-

curement in Canada of U.S.-type light. military vehicles, including first-year
requirements on mobilization; provision of clothing, equipment and barrack stores
required to equip initially an army of 150,000 in the first year of a war.

Air Force
(1) development, for the defence of Canada, of: 9 regular and 10 reserve fighter-

interceptor squadrons each with 18 CF-100 aircraft; a'31-station radar network
(with U.S. collaboration); 2 reserve tactical fighter squadrons, each to be re-
equipped with 18 CF 100's; 3'tnaritime squadrons with a total of 40 Lancasters
(partly for North -Atlantic Ocean requirements); 1 medium transport squadron with
16 , Dakota's;.2troop-carrier squadrons each with 16 C-119's; 1 four-engine long

squadron; •
., _
. , , . : ,,.. ,

(2) development;'for the Integrated Force, of 7 fighter-bomber squadrons, each
with 16 CF 100's (equipped with F-86's until .1954-55); 1 fighter-reconnaissance

6'-sqûa."dron with'16 CF 100's; 3 fighter-interceptor squadrons each with 25 1?-gs

• and an air material base overseas;
g' (3) p11 rôvision'of 3 additional schools to gradtiâte 1200 NATO pilots and navigators
ânnually, and of 3 additional -âir training schools and expanded ground training
facilides for the° R:C.Â.F.; `I

wen; reserve(4) raising of ceilings to. active force-43,240, including 5,000

.force=25,000; including 2,500 wômen; civilian employecs-9,169;
-V ° -^ . . , .,. I -,. . , 0 f r the expanded(S) provision of additional storage and maintenance facilitics o
force, with greater use of civilian'contractors;



-(6) provision of the following operational and training aircraft, additional to pre-
sent holdings: 790 F-86's, 728 CF-100's, 900 Harvards, 345 T-33's (dual jets), 320
Expeditors, 68 troop, heavy and medium transport aircraft, 3 helicopters, and 26
Chipmunks;

(7)'provision of-a mobilization reserve of clothing, ammunition, bombs, barrack
equipment, motor transport and prefabricated emergency accommodation for an air
force of 100,000 in the first year of a war..

-Deféncé Research Board. , . ,_
Expansion of research and development facilities.

The financial requirements for 1951-52 would be about $1,689 million, made up
approximately as follows:'Navy-$279 million; Army-$525 million; Air Force $703
million; administration (including the married quarters programme and some provi-
sion for civilian defence) $122 million; D.R.B.-$37 million; miscellaneous votes-
$23 million. These estimates included the expenditure in 1951-52 of some $308
million on construction, $87 million on clothing and $56 million on ammunition.
The total financial requirements of the programme in each of the subsequent three
Years;' while very difficult to forecast,' would be on something like the same order
of magnitude.' • ,

Thesé estimâtes did not allow for the transfer to NATO countries of certain
T.K.:type NA, signals 'and Field Force equipment, and their replacement by U.S.-
type equipment at a cost of $240.2 million; the training of 1200 NATO aircrew at a
cost of $174 million; or the transfer to NATO of 392 F-86 airframes, at a cost of
$81 million. It was proposed that these costs be charged, over a four-year period, to
mutual aid funds, with the possibility of some $312 million being required for these
iteins in 1951-52. The•military programme and these mutual aid items for 1951-52
therefore totalled some $2 billion.

Thenew service ceilings, which it is hoped to realize by 1951-52, would involve
a total average monthly intake of about 175 officers and 1200 men.

An explanatory mcmorandum.was circulated. •
(Minister's memorandûm, jan. 22, 1951 - (15 sheets) - Cab.Doc. D273.)t
°The proposed 'ceiling of 12,000 for the R.C.N. reserve would have to be cut to

about;7,500,owing to training difficulties. Purchases of mobilization reserves of
clothing°, for •d1e three services proposed for 1951-52 would probably have to be
reduced as they might not be obtainable without something like a full war econ-
°mY" Similarly, expenditures on construction proposed for 1951-52 might have to
be,reduced in,order to avoid undue dislocation of the civilian programme. As
regardsA/A defence, to meet the force requirements only 4 new reserve regiments

sû° re9u^e organization. Bringing the A/A regiments up to strength could con-
ch of the reserve army manpower and it was planned, therefore, to use

°lder min 'as well as womcn' as far as possible. Expansion of the R.C.A.F. was the
laz gest pârt of the programme and was made necessary by the air defence needs of
Westërn Europe and Canada. As the R.C.A.F.'s resources would be stretched to themaxi"`' '

murn, lt could not undertake a more ambitious NATO air training scheme than
that énvisagëd • -1. .is e programme without considerable assistance from the United
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. Kingdom.. Great care hâd been taken, in preparing the programme, to exclude non-
essential items:

While 'the whole $300 million mutual :aid fund provided under the Defence
Appropriation Act had not yet been spent, it had been earmarked. Therefore, the
transfer of U.K: type armament to NATO and its replacement, the provision of F-86
airframes to the United Kingdom and the NATO air training programme, which
were being explored, would require additional mutual aid funds.

51. The Minister of Finance pointed out that the combined defence and mutual aid
programme for 1951-52 of about $2 billion would represent some 10 per cent of the
gross national product, or 12 per cent of the national 'income.
52:' The Minister of National Health and Welfare wondered if the proposed

defence and mutual aid programmes were not set too high.
53. The Prime Minister said he understood that the United Kingdom could be

expeçted to spend about 12 per cent of its national income on defence in 1951-52.
,This would come close to the scale of the U.S. defence effort this year, although the
latter was likely to be considerably greater in 1952. A Canadian programme of $2

.,billion would be comparable to the expected U.K. programme for 1951 on the basis
of national income - although not on the basis of manpower, as there would be
1.75 per cent of the population in the U.K. forces.. The United Kingdom was
expanding its current programme despite the fact that it was not yet receiving much
aid to its defence outlay from the United States. F Disturbing as the cost of the pro-
posed Canadian programme was, other NATO countries were having to make simi-

^ lar efforts; an effort of the order suggested was probably not more than Canada's
, fair. share of the general defence burden. ,
e. 54. Mr. Claxton said, with regard to Canadian force allocations under the Medium
Term Plans, that Canada could shortly meet its Army allocation of one-third of a
division for the Integrated Force. On the basis of presently-planned U.S. ArmY con-
tributions to this Force, this shôuld constitute for some time a fair contribution. The
Navy allocation `under the plans was reasonable, although it •could not be met
before 1954. The Air Force allocation, including 11 'squadrons for the Integrated
Force, was going to be hard to meet even by 1954.' At Brussels, the North Atlantic

rTreaty Council had adopted aresolution urging member governments to consider
It rapidly completing the proposed contributions to the Integrated Force and making
° additional contributions. In the circumstances; General Eisenhower was likely to
press for accelerated Canadian'contributions to the Integrated Force.

SS. SMr.* Abbott suggestéd that à would be` desirable to dccide on a figure for the

Aefence` programme and then' let the` services recommend how it could best be
spent.°.This figute,` addedF co a` sizeable civilian btidget, would necessitate

heavier

taxes should bewhich would nôt be welcome. He thought, therefore, that an effort
made to keep the' military and mutual aid programme7 for 1951-52 within a total of

S16 billion which should include any portion of the $300 million vote not used in
^ current fiscal year.'Né did not want to'see contributions to the Integrated Force
thë£`reconstruction'of the Navy, or ^ othéc 'essenU'al projects curtailed, but thought that

d lvrogramme` includedsome items; such as permanent-type buildings anSe
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amounts of clothing for mobilization purposes, which could, be- reduced ' without
prejudice to the adequate development of the armed forces.'
56. The Minister of Citizenship and Inunigration, referring to the plan to have two

armÿ divisions ready and two in training by the end of the first year of a war, said
that he had doubts about the advisability of planning for a large Canadian Army.
He thought that the question of the division of manpower between the three ser-
vices deserved careful review before the armed forces were greatly expanded.
57. The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the new four-year defence pro-

gramme proposed by the Minister of National Defence, it being understood that
Mr, Claxton, before the matter was considered further, intended to examine, in con-
junction with the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of Finance, the
possibiGty of keeping the financial requirements for defence and mutual aid for
1951-52 within the limit of $1.6 billion, including any portion of the $300 million
vote provided under the Defence Appropriation Act that was not used during the
current fiscal year.

DEA/50030-L-40
Le haut-conrn:issaire au Royaume-Uni

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conm:issioner in Unitcd Kingdonc
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

• ,
London, January 25, 1951

NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL DEPUTIES: OITER OF A SECOND DIVISION'S
EQUIPMENT. By THE CANADIAN GOVERNMCNT. D-D(51)18.t

1• In Presenting my memorandumt on the offer of second division's e ui ment b ythe
Canadiân Government, I drew the 'attention of the deputies to paragraph 3,

emphasizing that this offer could be cônsidered firm providing the Canadian Gov-
emmént,was able to make a satisfactory arrangement for replacing this equipment
by purchase from the United States Government.

2.
The'Danish Deputy suggested that the last paragraph of my memorandum

should be amended to state that the Military Representatives Committee would rec-
omménd the allocation of equipmcnt. I explained to him that not all the countries
would be interested in bidding for the Canadian equipment and it was for that rea-
û^ ^hat I sûggeSted the Standing Group should recommend its allocation. I pointed

^aibefore making its allocation the Standing Group would undoubtedl call in
^o^,COUntries which were interested in bidding for all or part of the c ûipment.

Achilles said that the free transfer of two divisions of e ui ment was a very
sigtif^t and commendable action on the part of the Canadian Government and
Â^11 hoped that they would not be too modest to give it full ublicit. I assuredp y^ that we w 1,1ou do so.



4. The Standing Group are being asked to recommend allocation of the equipment
on the basis of strategic need.

, DEA/50030-L-7-40

Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- ^ au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ^ ^

Secretary of State for External Affairs
tô High Commissioner in United Kingdom
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^,..w.,....
advance, we shall send youlhe text as soon as we can aitcr c ann
Mi 'Claxton •rnay mâke nn •announcement at any time. If we cannot let yoouncement.

know in advance wnen the announcement will,be ma e ere, u knôw in
d h butitis

ties had expressed the hope at ... ,.
publiçity to the offer of the Second Division s eqwpmen . that

. •.• . t We shall try to let you

4. In your telegram No. 228, you reported that t e c ng ive suitable
' th the Canadian •Government would g

morm p . ^. '
° ' ' h '' A ti Chairman of the DePu

' Z. , the De utiës and ask for. their messine on the action ta cn.

Standmg Group. e po .
announcement of the offer tomorrow and ÿôti might thcrcforekat the same time,

mendaUon w L. us o y
Th sition now is that Mr. Clazton, expects to make an

opportunity, explainmg the spec, circums
hi h led t deal directl with the Luxembourg Government and the

3- yVould you p A, , .
" " • • • 'a1 ' tnnces of Gencral Eisenhower 's recom-

ease m e s ex os ac o.
s ou o

^ 1° ° â1c f thi t f t ` offer in the Deputies at the first
h ld ffer Luxembourg 24 25-nounder guns.

sard that, as e uxem g
ment, their only immèdiate recommendation was that the Canadian Government

th L bour forces are now largey equIpped WIUI U. •-tYpe

LeGallais in Was ngton o
same time, General Gruenther had the matter raised in the Standing Group who

S equip-

NATO countnes. A. r. "J%
immcdiately on *General Eisenhower's recommendation, Mr. Wrong advised

hi f the offer which he telephoned his Government. At the

made available to Luxembourg under the Canadian ' Mutual Aid Programme to
A IVi Cl ton was most anxious that action should be taken

g
2 Mr Claxton thereupôn undertook to see whether some equipment could not be

shorta e of equipment which was hampering their efforts.

g
much impressed by the efforts being made by Luxembourg to raise the maximum
number of men for their armed forces: He said, howevér, that there was an acute

1Durin his visit to Ottawa, General Eisenhower told Mr. Claxton that he was

Ottawa, January 30, 1951

OFFER OF GUNS TO LUXEMBOURG UNDER NATO MUTUAL AID

SECREI'. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat Washington EX-223.
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Note du ministre de la Défense nationale

pour le Cabinet

Mentorandunt from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet

Top SECRET [Ottawa], January 31, 1951

CANADIAN MRCE CONTRIBUTIONS -
NATO MEDIUM TERM DEFENCE PLANS - 1954

1. The NATO Council passed a resolution on 18 September, 1950, which read:
The Council "recommends that Member Governments, upon being advised by the
Council` Of the provisions of the revised Medium Term Defence Plan and the
respective contributions required thereby, consider as a matter of urgency the
acceptance of the Plan and the taking of such measures as may be necessary as
rapidly as possible to meet the contributions required of them, on the assumption
that the necessary' complementary action in the fields of production and finance
will be taken to provide the equipment required".

2. On 23 October, 1950, the Military Committee of NATO approved the NATO
Medium Term Defence Plan as submitted by the Standing Group, but in view of the
NATO Council resolution and the fact that the Canadian Government had not yet
been informed about nor had authorized the allocation of Canadian forces as called
for in the Plan, the Canadian representative reserved the Canadian position. The
Medium Term Plan was approved shortly afterwards by the NATO Defence Com-
mittee bût still with the reservations qualifying the forces earmarked as Canadian
contributions.,

3. The NATO Deputies have since requested that all member countries should
rflake known by 10 January, 1951, what they were prepared to do in supplying
forces for the Western European Integrated Force. This was in order that studies
might proceed and proposals be circulated by 1 February, 1951, on steps which
should be taken to close the gap between the sum of national force contributions
and of NATO defence requirements as called for in the Medium Term Plan-1954.
4. The Canadian Defence Programme, as considered by Cabinet at its meeting on

24 January,* 1951; provides for sufficient forces to meet the force allotments
requested from Canada in the Medium Term Defence Plans-1954.
5. Attached is the text of a letter, for which Cabinet approval is recommended,

authorizing the Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington to table with
the Standing Group a Canadian undertaking (subject to the approval of Parliament)
to provide the forces, as shown, for the NATO Medium Term Plan-1954.' '^^'• ,:.

I13. Cu►xPONI
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hereunder.
-on providing forces for the NATO Medium Term Plans-1954, as set out
approval is expected during the current session), the Canadian Government counts
approval of Parliament, required for the sending of forces outside Canada (which

1:You are hereby authorized to inform the Standing Group that, subject to the

NATO MEDIUM TERM DEFENCE PLANS.- 1954

FORCE CONTRIBUTIONS

;TOP SECRET , [n.d.]

•., , _ 1 ; _ [PIÈCE lOINTF/ENCLOSUREI

- . - Le, ministre de la Défense nationale. ,
au président, état-major du Canada aux États-Unis

Minister of National Defence
to Chairman, Canadian Joint Staff in United States

Light Fleet Carrier
Cruiser
Ocean Escort
Carrier Borne`Aircraft

Infantry Division

Day lnterceptor Squadron

= F'ighter Bomber Squadron

Fighter Reconnaissance Squadron

.'_• >^'^ .

2. The forces requi r V. nce o e
those listed above; and have not been included pending joint review and confirma^

tion of Canada-U.S. Regional plans?

'red r_ d r_ f th Canada-1T S Region are addltton

Integrated Force

TOTAL

1954
D-Day

Maritime Squadron NAORPO 3 ni too

NAVY _ 1954

Regional Planning Group D_Day D+180

NAORPG 1

NAORPG 2

NAORPG 24 42

NAORPG 40.. . , 40

ARMY 1954

Regional Planning Group D.Day D+30 D+90

Western European
. Integrated ï'.orce 1 /3 1 /3

; AIRIORCfi
Regional Planning Group

- , . . -
Western European
Integrated Force

'Western European
lntegrated Force

- , Western European
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DEA/50030-L-2-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
' à l'antbassadeur en Belgique -

Secretary of Staté for Extenuzl Affairs
to Ambassador in - Belgium

TELEGRAM 10 Ottawa, February 7, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 26; Washington EX-294.

We have justtbeen advised that the Standing Group have decided to recommend
that the•Canadian, mutual aid offer of equipment for a second division should be
allocated to Belgiûm. The Deputies should no doubt formally convey this recom-,
mendation to the Canadian 'Government,. but Mr. Claxton feels 'it is desirable to
make an announcement to the House tomorrow afternoon. Would you therefore
inform the Belgian Government officially as soon as possible that the Canadian
Government, on the reconimendation of the Standing Group, have decided to offer

• eW
shall be advising the Belgian Ambassador in Ottawa.•}.

2. Lists of the equipment have already been made available to the Belgian Gov-
ernment through their military representatives in Washington:
3. It is expected that, in accordance with the procedure followed in the case of the,

equipment for one division given last November to The Netherlands Govérnment,3
the Canadian Government will be responsible for. delivering equipment for the Bel-
gian Government to seaboard, either at Halifax or Saint John, and that arrange-
ments for onward shipment will be the responsibility of the Belgian'Government.
The majority of the equipment is already packed and ready in Montreal, and an
early reply would be appreciated.
4• If the

Belgian Government wish to make an announcement, Mr. Claxton would'be grateful . if their , . statement could be issued in Brussels to coincide with the
announcement he* wishes to make in Parliament at 3:00 P.M. our time Thursday,
Februmy g^ We shall, if possible, send you the text of Mr. Claxton's statementtomorrOW morning,
m or in ' any case immediately after he has made the announce-

ent in the House'for any additional publicity you may be able to obtain.S 4 . ,

equipment for one division to Belgium.

' Voir/See Volume
16, Documents 563, 566.

'V04 Canada, Chambre des Communcs,Commns Debates,
Débats, 1951, volume, 1, p. 183JSce Canada, House of+ 1951, Volume 1, p. 177.
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L'état-major. du Canada aux bats-Unis -,
au Comité des chefs d'état-ntajor

Canadian Joint Staff in United States
to Chiefs,of Staff Committee

TELEGRAM CJS(W) 154 .. Washington, February 8, 1951

MUTUAL A1D PROGRAMME

Since the commencement of our Mutual Aid Programme we have used both the
Lôndon and Washington agencies to advise NATO members of the availability of
such aid. In each case the Standing Group has been'responsible in the final analysis
for making the recommendation to Canada for its, allocatüon.

2. Through these two Canadian agencies we have explored the possibility of No. 4
MK VI radar being.classified militarily acceptable NATO equipment. We then
declared 100 sets available. We followed it up with another '200 sets making a total
of 300. We have made anmy equipment available in 'two stages with a third issue
coming up. We have obtained the Standing Group's recommendation on the alloca-
tion of F86 airframes. We have given artillery to Luxembourg. In the handling
these projects our procedures have not been consistent' and the Standing Group
have asked informally what procedure we are following.

3. In ôrder.tô`clarify and simplify the 4méthôd 'of handling Canadian mutual aid
equipment or facilities such as training it is recommended that the following pr^e-
dure be followed.

(a) The Canadian Deputy should announce in the Council of Deputies giving full
particulars that certain equipment or facilities are being made available by Canada
and that; any'nation that is interested in receiving an allocation of same should
advise their military representative in Washington to make thcir application to the
Stânding' Group.

►
.-^.

(b);At the same time thé Chiefs of Staff Corqmittee would advise the Military

Répresentative in Washington of the 'availability of 'équipment or allocation of
facilities and ask for a Standing Group's fecommendation on distribution.

(c) The channel to the Deputies on Mutual Aid would be for the information o
Governments and the action channel would be through the National Military RePre-

sentatives who in turn would deal with the Standing Group which organization has
• f ilitary inves-

5. Whilst in London I discussed MIS a ocauon pro 1_111 it
of the opinion that small quantities could be handled on a"Shopping List basis.

;

11 M with Evan Gill an
simplify, the action procedures. A he was

to make the recommendation. To do so requires a certain amount o m
tigation and requires day-to-day information to assist them.

4,,The- foregoing procedure would have the effect-of letting the member nations
know on the highest level the aid that Canada is providing and would shorten and

, .
I

t



Le haut-çommissaire au 'Royaun:e-Uni `
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conunissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

633

These small quantities could be disposed of on information that is available in the
Defense Production Board. To this I think you have agreed. This seemed to be a
practical method of allocating small amounts of equipment and I do not suggest,
that any change should be made in this procedure for small quantities. We should
ensure however that what we allocate on this basis should be done on the basis of
information available to our representative on the DPB and if he is not in a position
to finalize it it should be referred back to Ottawa and handled in line with the
suggested procedure in para 2.

6. If you agree to the foregoing we should advise the NATO Agencies in London
and Washington of our intended procedure s

DEA/50030-L-40

TELEGRAM 376
London, February 15, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE. ;

Repeat Washington EX-349.
Reference your telegram No. 298 of February 13th, NATO procedures for
allocation.

1. We give you below some additional general comments on the subject of alloca-
tion and some specific comments on Campbell's message CJS(W)154.

2. Responsibility for advising on allocation of military equipment being a military'
one, the Standing Groûp is naturally the appropriate agency to perform this func-
tion. In'doing so they will no doubt on occasions rely on SHAPE or the Supreme
Comnisnder"s organizations for guidance as the latter will know the state of train-
ing and mobilization of the various elements of the integrated force. It should per-haps

beborne in mind that allocation of items scheduled. for long-term delivery
Inight Possibly be subject to change in the light of developments, e.g. the Canadian
No.4 Mk: VI radar sets, and that what is needed initially is.a tentative allocation
which should be subject to review before deliveries are madé:
3 If the Standing Group feel disposed to use the services of the Defence Produc-

fionBoard'andgive.the board general guidance under whichait.could allocate, wehold
the view (as` previously expressed in telegrams Nos.. 2394, of'Décember 6th

and 133 of January, 16th)t that the Defence Production Board'could perfbrm a use-
fulservice ;n this field: This view is based mainly on practical' considerations, e.g.
the lociuoncomposition and related activities of the board. Furthermore; the board
will on occasions be making recommendations on allocation- of production tasks

envoyé
s ^wardà ^^' N^ 298, 13 février 1951.

ed to l,ondon as No. 298 of rcbruary 13, 1951.
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and it may be desirable on such occasions to suggest allocation of the end products.
Rather than-refer all'such questions, to the Standing Group it•seems to us sensible
that the board 'should where possible recommend such allocations on the basis of
general principles enunciated by the Standing Group. We do not favour a procedure
which would involve processing such matters through thè two North Atlantic
agencies.

4. Actually the' cases`calling for advice on 'allocatiôn' are not numerous now and
the majority are Canadian offers as we are the only country whose policy it is to
seek, such advice. The United States* make their offers of end item aid outside
NATO and the United Kingdom who have offered a 'fair amount of surplus stock
invite bids through the Defence Production Board and then decide allocation them-
selves.:.The only other major transaction was the 30 dollars million worth of OMA
stocks offered by Belgium which was handled through the MPSB with military
advice being sought on competitive items'through the United States military advi-
sory group (JAMAG).
5. In general, therefore, we reaffirm the view previously expressed that it is pre-

mature to consider the establishment of a new military agency for allocation pur-
poses and we believe it would be unwise for the Standing Group to take a firm
stand that all allocation must be done by them. We question whether it is necessary
to take a hard and fast decision at this time and we think it would be better to

. proceed on an ad hoc basis for the time being with the Standing Group recom-
mendinQ allocations when they are. asked to do so and the Defence Production
Board recommending allocations when they are asked to do so or when called tor
in connection with their production programming, on the understanding of course
that they would operate under the guidance of the Standing Group and they would
refer to the Standing Group in cases of doubt. This is the type of arrangement that

. wë hoped would be concluded between the Standing Group and the board but no
prôgréss has yet been made The present position as we reported in telegram No.

will shortly send representativés to London'to discuss the matter with representa-
302 of. February 6tht is, that the Standing Group are formulating their pollcy an

tives of. the Defence Production Board. . `..:, .
,,As regards Campbell's recommendations, we think it important that detailed

supply additional information regarding specifcadons, conditions, etc., of the

offers„ of any„equipment should be made throughr the agency which will advise on
r,?allocation. In practice it sometimes happens that the offering country is asked to

equipment offered. By,the same token, the bidding countries must be asked to sup
plycertain'information in support of their bids. .The type of information needed

b eing made inmight, vary. For administrative reasons we do not favour an offer
i` détail throu one a enc ^^ and the rocessin of the offer in another agency. ^le

..: gh . S Y P. ,,
offers

g,
D

,
so as to bring them to theI shâll'continue to announce Cânadian is eputies.. ^ . . , . . , , . ..

attention of.other governments, I do not',wish'to make these in sufficient detail or
coüntrips' to submit their bids. In the offers I have, made to date I. have usua11Y

indicâtcd the NATO agency which Is handling the matter.
^^,: .,
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7. To summarize:: . . ; . ,.
(a) Offers of mutual aid should be made in Deputies in general terms only to bring

them'to the notice of other governments.

(b) Details of the offer with full particulars'regarding the terms,' delivery, condi-
tion, quantities, should be made through one NATO agency, which would process
the offer from the first step which is to notify countries of the details and invite bids
to the final step which' is to recomménd allocations.
(c)'Pending the, outcome of the* forthcoming discussions between representatives

of the Standing Group and the Defence Production Board all Canadian offers
should be processed through the Standing Group.

362.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

DEFENCE PROGRAMME; NATO DEVELOPMENTS

14. The Minister of Finance, referring to discussions at the meetings of January
24th and February 5th, 1951, said that there seemed to be some uncertainty as to
what was included in the $1.6 billion defence programme for 1951-52. It would be
recalled that $300 million had been appropriated by Parliament at the previous ses-
sion for mutual aid purposes under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. -It was
not expected that müch more than one third of this appropriation would have been
used by the end of the fiscal year. It was his understanding that what was left in this
vote would be included in the total of $1.6 billion for 1951-52.

15. The Minister of National Defence said he had been under the impression that
the remaining portion of the $300 million voted last year could be carried forward
and used for mutual aid purposes in addition to the $1.6 billion. However, it would
be desirable to have this point clarified in order that conflicting undertakings were
not given-to NATO members.
16-'-The prime Minister-pointed out that it had been understood that $1.6 billion

Would constitute the total cost of our defence effort in 1951-52. In the circum-stances, it
was suggested that it should be made clear to NATO members that the

U^e ô an defence programme for the year 1951-52 would involve a total expendi-
$1.6 billion and that this total included all mutual aid for the years 1950-51

and 1951-52 except that portion of the $300 million vote against which actual
charges had been made during the year 1950-51.

17. Ur., Clazton reported that the United States were exerting considerable pres-
sure on NATO countries, particularly the European members, to increase theirdefence effortss

At the present time, the Standing Group were cndeavouring to
dé visé some means of measuring the various national contributions in more generalnns.



The Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee and the Chief of the General
Staff would shortly discuss with U.S. military authorities the future disposition of
that portion of the Canadian Special Force still at Fort Lewis. If the Unified Com-
mand indicated clearly that these men were not required in Korea, it would be
desirable to ascertain' whether they should be 'sent to Europe at a reasonably early
date. • , ~: .

18. The Secretary of State for. External Affairs suggested that, in discussing with
the Americans the disposition to be made of Canadian forces presently at Fort
Lewis, every care should be taken not to leave an impression which would permit
the assertion at some future date that Canadian soldiers had not been sent to Korea
because Canada had requested that they be dispatched to Europe.

19. Mr. Claxton reported that the United Kingdom had not at the present time any
aircraft capable of competing successfully with the Soviet M-15. A request had
been received for the supply to the United Kingdom of 392 F-86 jet fighters. It was
suggested that the United Kingdom should be informed that, if they could negotiate
direct with the United States for the engines and other components required, Can-

•'ada would consider building the 392 airframes and completing assembly. In this
connection, it should be.noted that some difficulty was being experienced in
obtaining from the United States sufficient engines to meet production require-
ments for Canada.

20. Mr. Claxton further reported that the United Kingdom had inquired whether
Canada would consider providing training facilities for a substantially larger num-
ber of aircrew than at present. Existing facilities would not permit any significant
increase in the number of U.K. aircrew trainees. Furthermore, Canada was at the
present time providing very substantial aid to NATO members and pardcularly to

Prime Minister, the Minister of National Defence and the Minister of Finance on

defence appropriations for the coming fiscal year and on North Atlantic Treaty

22:rThe.Cabinet after considerable further discussion, noted the remarks of the

the. United Kingdom. It might therefore usefully be suggested to the United King-
,dom at this time that some arrangements be made for a measure of reciprocation.

21. Mr. St-Laurent suggésted that arrangements might be made under which each
,NATO country would agree to assume financial responsibility for all or a substan-
tial portion of whatever NATO undertakings were conducted within the confines of

: that country.

'. Orgai
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Extrait du procès-tierbal,de la 'réunion du Contité
-sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense

• •• .
Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Panel

on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions

TOP SECRET. [Ottawa], February 15 & 19, 1951

Present: ,
Mr. N.A.'Robertson, in the Chair, (Sccretary to the Cabinet),
Dr. W.C. Clark,0 ► (Deputy Minister of Finance),
Mr. A.D.P. Heeneyp) (Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs),
Mr: C.M. Drury, (Deputy Minister of National Defence),
Lieutenant-General Charles Foulkes,U') (Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee),
Mr. M.W. Mackenzie, (Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce),
Mr.1.E, Coyne, (Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada),
Dr. O.M. Solandt, (Chairman, Defence Research Board).

Also. Present:. . , . , . , .
Mr. H.H. WrongP (Canadian Ambassador to the United States),
Mr. D.B. Mansur,fl) (President, Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation
Mr ).1. Deutsch, (Department of Finance),
Mr. T.N. Beaupré,
Mr. S.V. Allen,O) (Department of Trade and Commerce),
Mr. R.A. MacKay; ')
Mr. Â.F.W. Plumptre,
Mr. J.R. [Hurray,(Departmentlof External Affairs).'

Secretaricwt

Mr. C.C. Eb^rts (Privy Council Office),
Mr. James George (Department of External Affairs).

Present February 15th. ~ -(=) Prescrit F'̂ ebruary 19th.

,

y. CANADIAN MUTUAL AID PROGRAMME. . , . . , ^ ,

24• A general discussion of the Canadian mutual aid programme for North Atlan-
tic countries toôk•place tôuching, on the tentative programme; the need for proce-
dures for ' interdepartmental clearance and the pricing of items to be charged to
Canadiaii mutual aid funds; allocation procedures; and possible Canadian produc-
tion nrdeis in NATO countries.

25.
The Deputy Minister of Trade and Conu»erce said that his department had

prepared a consolidation of the tentative Canadian mutual aid programme, com-
menting on the status of each major part of the programme and showing what had
been approved by ^e government, ,what, was under consideration, and. approxi-
mâtely hoW m^ch would have to be spent during the next fiscal year, and duringfuture years,"if all items ' ' ere to be approvcd.

Two•explanatory memoranda were circulated.

(Memoranda; Dept. of Trade and Commerce, Feb. 15, 1951 - Panel Documents
ED-35A and ED-3513.)t ,
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26: Mr.-Beaupré pointed out that the estimated cash requirements for 1951-52 for
mutual aid, assuming the whole programme were to be approved, were approxi-
mately $286 million. On the assumption that $243 million would be carried over
under Section 3 of the Defence Appropriation Act, 1950, authority for the expendi-
ture of an additional $43 million ' would have to be obtained. This was, therefore,
the sum which his department was proposing should be included, in respect of
mutual aid, in the estimates for the new Defence Production Department.

The consolidation had perhaps not succeeded in entirely eliminating all "double
entries", i.e., charges which might at present stand not only against the National
Defence estimates, but also against the estimates for the new Defence Production
Department. For example, that part of the $57 million, which would have to be
earmarked for the Department of National Defence for its replacement programme
of the equipment for the second division being offered to Belgium, might also
appear in the $108 million which Cabinet had approved as an encumbrance to be
charged to Section 3 of the Defence Appropriation 'Act for the manufacture in Can-
ada of U.S.-type arms and ammunition for the Army's replacement programme.

27. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, said that the Chiefs of Staff were
now hoping that the United States Government would be able to sell replacement
equipment for another division "off the shelf"so that it might not be necessary to
rely on Canadian manufacture for the second division's equipment to be given to
Belgium. If this hope were realized, it might be possible for the government to
consider offering equipment for a third division to NATO. Under present plans, the
replacement equipment for the first division could be expected by June of this year,
with the exception of tanks. The equipment for Belgium would probably be shipped
next month, and it would be possible for, the equipment for a third division, if
offered, to be shipped by the end of this year.

28. Mr. Beaupré referred to the recommendations of the North Atlantic Task
Forces which had been considered at the January 19th meeting. A request had been
received from the Defence Production Board for all NATO countries to table their
industrial capacity in certain sectors related to defence, 'such as shipbuilding. He
énqtûred whether the Panel thought that his department should table Canadlan
capacity as requested which would clearly, he thought,'imply that the government
was, prepared to consider,a recommendation that, this capacity be used by
expandmg the Canadian NATO mutual aid programme. He wondered whether it
was out of the question for a charge to be made for capacity so used, or whether it

was the fixed policy of ,the government that anything offered to NATO would be

given away.^
29: The Chairnwn recalled his suggestion at an earlier meeting that a pricing

forniula`»might serve toarrive at a more realistic appraisal of relative needs of

{ NATO countries than the present system,whereby Canada offered equipment with-
out any definite idea as to the specific needs of interested countries, and had there-
fore to rely on a Standing Group or Defence Production Board recommendation as
to where the equipment should be sent: He thought that there might be some merit
in the suggestion that additional Canadian capacity might be put to worheigo ng
sectors and the product offered to NATO at an arbitrary figure based on
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European price, the difference (if any), including capital charges, being absorbed
by Canada: In principle, he saw no objection to a proportion of Canadian defence
production being paid for by interested NATO countries.

30.. Mr.' MacKay agreed that there was nothing to prevent the government from
combining a mutual aid programme, part of which would be offered as a gift and
part offered for sale. In addition, there was the possibility, which had been raised
by Mr. Gill, of spending some mutual aid funds to place orders for production in
European countries for the Canadian forces or for mutual aid.,
31. Mr. Beaupré observed that no specific requests had been received from indi-

vidual North Atlantic countries for anything from Canadian production and he sug-
gested that Canadian representatives, instead of seeing what Canada might usefully
give away, should wait for definite requests.
32. Mr. Robertson doubted that Canada's allies would wish to ask directly for

individual gifts and felt that such a policy would have a paralysing effect on the
Canadian mutual aid programme. He did not believe that the $300 million appropri-
ation already voted necessarily exhausted the government's intentions in regard to
mutual aid. A supplementary programme might be conceived using, as he had sug-
gested, some pricing formula which might help Canada to utilize its maximum
capacity in priority items, with U.S. help where necessary, as in the case of the F-
86 programme in which any expansion was contingent on the supply of U.S.
engines.

33. Mr. Heeney reported that the High Commissioner in London had recom-
mended that, pending discussion of allocation procedures by representatives of the
Standing Group and the Defence Production Board, recommendations for alloca-
tion ôf all Canadian offers of mutual aid should be processed through the Standing
Group, as sôon as the offer had becn made to the, Deputies.

Explanatory documents had been circulated.
(Memorandum, Dept. of External Affairs, Feb. 14, 1951 - Panel Document

ED-34;t and Telegram No. 376 of February 15th from the High Commissioner,
London.)

34. M,; Robertson pointed out that the refusal of the United States to furnish com-
ponents for thé' Canadian production of F-86 aircraft for the United Kingdom was
based on the U.S.A.F.'s plan for building up 100% reserves. This raised the impor-
tant general question of how to ensure that the resources of NATO countries were
allaated in such a way as to ensure that they would attain the maximum overall
suength• While the government would not favour an agency with powers to allo-
cate the national resources of NATO countries, a question like that of the appropri-
ate allocation of U.S. resources of F-86 components could usefully be taken up
with the U.S. authorities on a bilateral basis or, possibly, in co-operation with the
United V.I ngdom.
35.Dr, Clark

proposed the establishment of a sub-committee or panel to considerand make
r"ommendations on matters going before the Panel.
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36. The Panel, after further discussion, agreed that:
(a) a sub-panel should be set up to give preliminary consideration to the questions

that had been discussed under the heading of "Canadian Mutual Aid Programme"
and to other North Atlantic and defence matters coming before the Panel; the sub-
panel to consist• of representatives of the Departments of Trade and Commerce,
National Defence, Finance and External Affairs, to meét as required and to work
under the general direction of the Chairman of the Panel;

(b) the terms of reference of the Panel, togethér with this minute, could be taken
as sufficient terms of reference for the sub-panel for the time being;

(c) the amount of the appropriation for mutual aid should be specified in the esti-
mâtes,of one department and should be administered by that department;

(d)' pending discussion of allocation procedures' by the Standing Group and the
Defence Production Board, all further Canadian offers of mutual aid should be
processed through the Standing Group and the Deputies; the Standing Group being
-asked to make a recommendation as to the allocation of the offer at the same time
as the Deputies were informed of the offer.

VI. MUTUAL OFFSET OF MILITARY. EXPENSES BY NATO COUNTRIES AND CANADA

37. The Deputy Minister of National Defence suggested that the time had come to
consider the possibility of recovering from countries assisted by Canada some
return in goods, training facilities and services. The first step in the direction of
such reciprocal mutual aid might take the form of an approach to the United King-
dom Government for assistance in meeting the expenses of the R.C.A.F. squadrons
at present attached, and shortly to be attached, to the R.A.F. for advanced training
in thé United Kingdom. It would be difficult to treat'in a similar way the expenses
incurred as a result of the Canadian contribution to the Integrated Force, as the
United States Government would probably be asked, on a repayment basis, to move
the Canadian component of the Integrated Force, and the expenses that Canadian

.'units would incur in travelling through Holland'or Belgium on their way to the U.S.
-zone of Germany would be negligible.

posted in the United Kingdom for training; and
E' ;(b) agreed that the question of possible additional forms of reciprocal aid be given
consideradon. by, the.Sub-PaneL

R.A.F. be asked by,his department. to meet the expenses of R.C.A.F. squadrons

38. The Panel:
(a areed to the sûggestion of the Depûty Minister of National Defence that the
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[Ottawa], February 20, 1951

VL AIR FORCE DEVELOPb1ENTS

21. The Minister of National Defence, referring to the discussions in Cabinet on
December 28th, 1950 and January 24th, 1951, said that the Chief of the Air Staff
had been in Washington on February 16th for discussions on aircràft procurement
with General Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, United States Air Force. It would be use-
ful to have a report on these talks.
22.1he Chief of the Air Stafjexplained that his conversations with General Van-

denberg had been chiefly concerned with jet engines, two-seater jet trainers and
Harvards.

Jet Engines for F-86's

The R.C.A.F. had previously indicated to the U.S.A.F. a requirement of 35 sets
of government-furnished property, including jet engines, per month for the Cana-
dhan F-86 production. programme for, the R.C.A.F.' In addition, the R.A.F. had
requested the U.S.A.F. to furnish 15 sets per month in connection with the proposal
that Canada produce 392 F-86 airframes for. the R.A.F. When the R.A.F. had been
informed by the U.S.A.F. that the 15 jet engines a month could not be made availa-
ble, the Chief of the Air Staff, R.A.F.,• had enquircd whether Canada could make
some complete F-86's available to the United Kingdom and had been told that none
could be spared. The Chief of the Air Staff, R.A.F., had since indicated that he was
endeavouring to re-allocate Avon engines from other projects in the hope that they
could be adapted to the F-86 airframes."This might permit resumption of considera-
tion of the proposal to make these airframes in Canada- for the R.A.F.

During the discussions lie had had on February 16th, General Vandenberg had at
füst indicated'to him that, as the shortage of jet engines for the F-86 was critical, it
,would flot bé possible to raise Canada's allocation from 11 to 35 a month. After
corisiderâble'discussion, he had âgrecd to instruct his staff to make a total ôf 20 per
month âvailable to Canada. While this would not meet the whole programme for
the developrrient'of R.C.A.F. squadrons between now and the summcr of 1952, the
increased rate of availability of engines expected after'August, 1952, would result
in the programme not being far behind schedule by the end of that year. In the
meantirne, squadrons would be built up but with, at the start, less aircraft than the25 planned. "

23• The 111tnister of Trade and Commerce said that he saw no means of improving
for ^ePlanned rate of production of the Canadian Orenda jet engine - intended

CF'100 aircraft programme. About 100 would be produced in 1951 and



be necessary to- bonrow some 200 Harvards on these terms.

'substantially more in 1952, but there would be none to spare for the F-86 aircraft

programme.

Two-Seater and Twin-F.rtgine Trainers

24. Air Marshall Ccirtis had been informed in Washington that there was also a

great shortage of American T•33 two-seater jet trainers (required for training F-86

pilots) and that, as U.S.A.F. requirements were so great, none could be spared to

meet the R.C.A.F.: requirement of 345 by the end of 1952. Eventually, General

Vandenberg had agreed to release 20 of these aircraft or Canada. This would enable

the R.C.A.F. to start advanced flying schools in the autumn and, in the meantime,

to ^ revi`ew the situation and determine what other arrangements could be made to

obtain aircraft of this type. The T-33 airframes were in shorter supply in the United

States'than the jet engines required for this type of aircraft. It might be necessary to

manufacture thé airframes in Canada. Again, it might be possible to obtain some

U.S. F-80's, as a substitute, shoûld the fighting end soon in Korea.

The situation with regard to twin-engine trainers was bad but Canadair, which

was interested in this type of aircraft, wassubmitting plans and specifications to the

U.S.A.F. in the hope of building a twin-engine trainer that would be of use to both

Canada and the United States.

Han•ards

aircraft, which woutd necessitate improvisation in the trarnEng prograrnme, r g

U.S.A.F. wou en ese surrra . ••
vided theywere returned to the U.S.A.F. In view of the shortage of other types

ht

arrc aao p ,
'As a result !of 's discussions in Washington, however, he believed that the

1d I d th '' ft to the R CÂ F for a pcriod of two years, pro-

' raft t 1 w rice it had roved impossible for it to carry out this arrangement.
° While some time ago the U.S.A.F: had agrecd to sell to Canada 100 Harvard
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. • d other staff

-.L! h``'%' be' ` tabl' hcd ' Canada for tramEn an addEuonal 1 l

January 24,1951 and February,l5, 1951, sai t, ^n a
the Right Honourable Arthur< Henderson, Secretary of State for Air in the United

,Kingdom, had indicated the. hope, on various grounds, that the entire
facilities

. . p0 NATO air-

, 25. aMr. Clazton, rcfemng tu the dtscusstons m 1951,t'd OS." ' Icttcr of February 6,

,.., . _,. ....,r -
' ' ' ' Cabinet on December 28, 19

rorn^ng,o •. y x n6Aircrew tir NATO , _

He had drafted a reply to Mr. Henderson indEcat,ng. inter aua, t,
ttada's position as a member of NATO, it was fclt that there was no alternative to

vacancies lortheââdïtionall140 NATO aircrew a year being allocated on the^ . , R .
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advice of, the Standing Group; that there were a number of factors, such as the
ability of the R.A.F. to provide fighter aircraft for its men as soon as they had been
trained in Canada, that would doubtless influence the advice given by the Standing
Group; that there were several real difficulties in the way of offering still further
training facilities for NATO aircrew at present; and that it would be mutually
advantageous if a group of Service and financial experts of the two countries were
to meet in the near future to consider how* far the , U.K. Services might provide
reciprocal mutual aid.

He recommended approval of a reply to Mr. Henderson along these lines.
26. AirMarslurl Curtis said that the Standing Group Sub-Committee on Air Train-

ing had met in Washington and had indicated that NATO requests for air training
facilities in North America far exceeded present facilities in the United States and
Canada. The Sub-Committee was considering the matter further and would be mak-
ing recommendations in about two months' time.
27: The Conunittce, after further discussion:

(a) noted the report of the Chief of the Air Staff on the present position with
regard to the availability of jet engines for F-86 aircraft and of two-seater, twin-
engine ind. Harvard trainers;

(b) noted the report of the Minister of National Defence that the Secretary of State
for Air in the United Kingdom had requested allocation to the R.A.F. of the entire
facilities being established in Canada for the training of an additional 1100 NATO
aircreW a year, and that the United Kingdom would be applying to the Standing
Group for further, facilities for R.A.F. trainees; and approved the recommendation
of the Minister of National Defence that he reply to the effect that allocation of the
1100,vacancieS would have to be subject to the advice of the Standing Group; that
thero.were obstacles to offering further vacancies for NATO aircrew trainees at
present; and that it would be advantageous for Service and financial experts of the
two countries to, hold an early meeting to discuss the possibilities of the United
Kingdom Services providing reciprocal mutual aid.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

F.xtract jrom Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa), February 21 & 22, 1951

:+ .
DEJ^TNCC CSTIMATCS AN

he h er ojNahonal Dejcnce rccallcd that, at the meeting of January 24th,^
^ t forward estimates for a four-year defence programme, including married

r^u^ ^9uarters civil defence and'some'capltal assistance. In those estimates the financial
^...,11xnts for the year 1951-52 were shown as $1,689 million plus some $312,

42. 77^ Mtn;.t 1,. 4 D f'ROGRAMAiC
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million which would be required for mutual aid to North Atlantic Treaty countries,
or a total of some $2 billion.'

In accordance with the decision at that time, these financial requirements had
been- re-exâmined to determine whethèr theycould be brought within a figure of
$L6 billion. New istimates had now been, prepared contemplating commitment
authority for 1951=52 of $2,166 million, covering defence requirements proper,
housing, civil , defence, mutual aid and capital aisistancé (including an additional
$50.8 million capital 'assistance to come under the proposed Department of Defence
Production). As payments totalling about $300 million were not expected to come
due in 1951-52, the actual disbursements anticipated in that year amounted to some
$1,866 million. If cash . credits of about $120.5 million, derived from mutual aid
funds during 1950-51, were deducted from this sum, the revised estimates for
1951-52 would require, therefore,. a cash. appropriation of approximately $1,746
million.

An explanatory memorandum was circulated..
_.(Minister's memorandum,."Defence Summary", with attached analysis of

charges. to mutual aid funds.)t.
. If an additional 300 Canadian 3.7 inch anti-aircraft guns were transferred to

NATO and replaced, in the'current fiscal year, by United States 90 mm. guns, the
figure for cash disbursements for 1951-52 could be reduced by a further $50 mil-
lion: If $100 million that the army appeared unlikely to be able to spend on equip-
ment in 1951-52 was also deducted, expected : cash disbursements for that year
would be reduced to : about $1.7 billion. .This would. permit execution of a pro-
gramme that appeared to be generally recognized as necessary.
43. The Minister of Trade and Commerce, noting that it was proposed to spend

something like $100 million on U.S.-type A/A'guns with T-33 tracking devices,
suggested that, as present Canadian A/A equipment would be almost as effective in
keeping aircraft at a high altitude and away from targets, a calculated risk should be
taken and current equipment retained 'so -as• to effect a reduction in the defence
programme.

44. Mr. Claxton said that the range of Canadian 3.7 inch A/A guns was limited
and,` as they were operated by hand, they were only effective against relatively slow
aircraft. In due course there would be available more'efGcient anti-aircraft rockets
with homing devices' and these 'would require the trackers it was proposed to

purchase: The military authorities considered it important to have the US•-tyPe

A/A equipment. Use of Canâdian equipmcnt for any length of time by the reserve

forces would 'lead to public criticism of the inadequacy of Canadian anrcraft
defences.
45. The Minister of Finance suggested that purchase of U.S. anti-aircraft equiP

ment, or some other items;'wôuld ha"vé to be postponed so as to permit reduction of

the'defence estimates for, 1951-52 to the figure of $1,650 million.
46. The M;nistér of Natronirl Defence pomted out.that, some months ago, a pr

gr.ïmriie of modernizing'Canadian 33 inch A/A guns`at an eatimated cost of some
he United

$75 trillion had béën` approved. Subsequently, the army had found that t
States could furnish some 90 mm guns which were better, required less modern,
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zation and would cost about $50,000 a unit. On December 28th, 1950, approval had
been given by Cabinet for the purchase of 100 of these guns and for the transfer of
100 Canadian guns to the North Atlantic. Treaty Organization. Accordingly,
arrangements had at once been made with U.S. authori ties looking to delivery of
10090 mm. guns and the 100 Canadian guns had been offered to NATO.
47. Mr. Abbott thought that' decisions to proceed with individual defence items

should not have a cumulative effect but, rather, that all items should come> within a
figure agreed as appropriate for the defence programme for a given year, with the
defence authorities determining priorities for expenditures within that figure.
Under the revised estimates, it was planned to transfer more equipment to NATO in
1950-51, and to defer certain expenditures until 1952-53, but the estimates did not
contemplate any reduction in the four-year programme. Deferment of expenditures
amounting to $400 million, including $100 million for equipment that the army
was not now expected to buy in 1951-52, would be reflected in the estimates for
1952-53. Postponement of the purchase of U.S. A/A guns was suggested and the
façt that some aircraft equipment would not be available in 1951-52 should be rec-
ognized because it would not be possible to pitch the defence programme too high
for that year and calculated risks would have to be taken. A defence programme of
$1,650 million`for 1951-52 would compare favourably with the defence efforts of
all NATO countries except the United States, the United Kingdom and France.
48. The Minister of Trade and Commerce said that he would like to have the

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, present to him the case for the purchase of
90 mm; A/A guns before it was decided to include them in 'the defence programme.
49. Thé'Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs suggested that expenditure of $100

million on strengthening some part of the North Atlantic Treaty area against known
dangëcs`would be• preferable to devoting it to A/A guns to provide protection
against an indeterminate air threat.
50. The Prime Minister felt that a delay in purchasing 90 mm. A/A guns might be

regretted in the long nun but that, if a homing anti-aircraft rocket were produced, it
might so change the character of warfare as to render the U.S. gun useless. He
would be prepared to agree to the 90 mm. gun programme should General Foulkes
be able to satisfy the Minister of Trade and Commerce on its merits.
51. 77ie Deputy'Minfster of National Defence reported that, since January 24th,

Officials of the Departments of Finance and Trade and Commerce had collaborated
with his depar^ent in reviewing the defence programme and re-assessing its fnan-

requirements. The estimates under consideration, while representing the origi-
nal four-year programme, contemplated deferment of some expenditures on
clothing; ; housing and construction in general. A/A guns excepted, any major
reduction of the total programme could only be effected by a reduction of Canadian
commïtments to NATO. ^ ..
52. Mr.°Abbott felt that, as the proposed programme would entail a sizeable drain

on dollar tesen,es a large pail of the army equipment to be purchased in the United
States 111ight possibly be left in U.S. stocks for the present.
53: Mr,Tbu .

^obiu^^on ^N Sthat only a portion of this army equipment was required for
Equipment for an equivalent of three divisions was needed



immediately for two brigade groups, the balance of the active units, training
. schools and the reserve -forces. If U.S.'stocks required were not purchased soon,
theÿ would be shipped to Europe;^and have to be bought from new production at
higher prices.- Now that a start -had been made on conversion to U.S.-type army
equipment,'it was, from the technical point of view, important to complete the pro-
cess as rapidly, as possible so as to avoid the confusion that would arise if a war

jound the army in the.midst of conversion.
-,54. Mr.'Howe believed it desirable to purchase in 1951-52 sufficient U.S. army
stocks for two` divisions.
55. The Prime Minister suggested that, if there were an emergency, the govern-

ment would want to feel that it was no fault of its own if conversion had not been
completed. It therefore'appeared desirable to press on with the conversion pro-
gramme as 'rapidly as possible:

56. Mr. Abbott did not think. that equipment for âs manÿ as five divisions should
be ordered.
57..Mr Claxtôn'said that five divisions of equipment would be required by 1954.

58. Mr. Abbott suggested that, as it was now known that it would be impossible,
owing to supply difficulties in the United States, to accomplish in 1951-52 some of
the aircraft programme originally contemplated,'there could, be a proportionate
reduction in the estimates of expenditures for that year.

59. Mr. Drury pointed out that it was very difficult to estimate expenditures on
items required from U.S. sources. There could be some reduction in the estimates
of expenditures for the air force in 1951-52 as, with fewer aircraft available, there
would . be smaller squadrons. He' suggested,' however, that to defer to 1952-53
expenditures on a significant range of service items would merely increase the bur-
den of defence expenditures in that year, partly because prices would be higher at

that time, particularly in the United States.
^- - ' ' ' ' ' ' ' the possibility of an improvement in

the ^situation, he felt that that risk might be run.
Ur-fi, respect to the new headquarters building, ^ he thought mat the proposed

expenditure of $25 million would provide unnecessarily large accommodation.
There might be criticism if any plan of extensive building were announced.

61. Mr. Claxton said that, while the, new buildings had been conceived as a long-
term; project, he thought that it would be useful to have the buildings available in

V,1 V, of a war.
,; 62. Mr Drury pointed out that his department was at present occupying 1-1/2

million gross square feet of space: The cost of the proposed building would be $14

^ per square: foot.
63. Mr. St-Laurent said that, while such a building might be desirable, it was a

question whether it was possible to have it as well as all the other items required.

64., The Minister of Public Works considered that`a decision on these buildings

should be made reasonably soon' as there would be a space shortage in due eC^rse.

He'suggested,- as a desirable solution, proceeding with one unit of the pml
J.:,^ ^ > .
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65. Mr.^ Abbott thought this a reasonable plan. He pointed out that the defence
programme proposed would impose an appreciable strain on the economy. On the
basis of national' income, it would be of the'same order as` the programme of the
United Kingdom, which planned to 'devôte some 10.5 per cent to defence in 1951-
52. It would therefore represent a very respectable * contribution, to the common
effort. The whole of the proposed programme could, of course, be accomplished if
drastic steps were taken to reduce personal consumption and private investment,
but there would be'opposition to far-reaching measures of this nature at this time:

He thought that it had been generally agreed that the defence estimates for 1951-
52 should be reduced to $1.6 million plus $50 million for the capital assistance to
be provided by the new Department of-Defence Production, which had been added
since the programme was considered in January.
66. Mr. St-Laurent felfit would be unwise for Canada to aim at too large a pro-

gramme at this stage. It was preferable for this country to keep some potential in
reserve as it would be under frequent pressure to make additional contributions'.
Moreover, he did not wish to have to ask Parliament for any more money than
could in fact be spent.

He' suggésted that there be agreement on a figure of $1,650 million for the
defence programme for 1951-52, on the understandin 'that necessaryg readjustments
to reduce the estimates to that figure would be discussed between the Departments
of National Defence, Finance and Trade and 'Commerce.
67. ?he Cabinet, after further discussiôn:

(a) approved the recommendation of, the Minister of Finance that cash appropria-
tions for* 1951-52 for defence purposes, including housing, civil defence, capital
assistance and mutual'aid, should total $1,650 mullion, and that appropriate adjust-
ments should be made to bring the defence programme for, 1951-52 within thatfigure; .... ; ,

(b) approved the physical programme, to be accomplished in four years, that had
been,recommended by the Minister of National Defence on January 24th, 1951,
subject to further consideration being given to the inclusion in that programme of
acquisition of United States-type anti-aircraft; equipment; a new National Defence
Headqu^e^ building'; the recruitment of women; the manufacture of F-86 air-
frames for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization; and to further review of the
6r*g of the Canadian army contribution to the Integrated Force in Europe;'and,
(c) agreed that it would be desirable to press on with the conversion of the army

from United Ki d,,, ng vin to Unlted States-type equipment as rapidly as possible.
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366. DEA/50030-L-30

JNote du sous-sécrétairè d'État aux Affaires àtériéures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

• Memorandum from Under•Secretary of State for External Affairs :
' 1 to Seeretary' of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL, •. [Ottawa], February 28, 1951

CANADIAN DIVISIONAL EQUIPMENT POR ITALY .

whole vote in this way is not what we onginally expected as mutual ai ,
â good deal to be said for it and the fact is that the equipment given is good value.

If the offer is made on Cabinet approval, I take it that we would be satisfied to h^e

thë"ëquipment go to Italy. National Defence are inclined to prefer Italy to

Netherlands, partly at least because the Netherlands' press reaction
to the transfer

of the frst division's equipment has been rather grudging.

NATO has been established and, although the using up of substantially a m
•• •d" there is

policy; ôf replacing from the $300,000,000 vote divisional equipment offered to
1 ost the

advance, the operation can be conducted much more quickly, provided ar= , _ . . .. - x . .
approve.

S-I dô not think that there is anythin ` mûch we can or should do about this. The

A few minutes 'ago, I spoke to Drury and ; said that we were mystified and dis-
turbed to find that General Marras of Italy had sent thank you messages to Mr.
Claxton and General Foulkes for a third division's equipment which, Marras was
evidently under the impression, had been offered to NATO and allocated by the
Stânding Group to Italy.

2..Drury explained that Marras was ahead of the game. Apparently the Standing
Group had "got hold or' a complete list of available Canadian equipment and had
proceeded to discuss and decide to what countries'such equipment should go or
rather to what coùntries the Standing Group would recommend that the Canadian
Government send it. In this way, the Standing Group had decided to recommend
that the third division's equipment should be given to Italy or the Netherlands (the
decision between them to be made by the Canadian Government).

3. Drury said that, although authority to offer a third division's equipment had not
yet, been sought' by National Defence, fiscal provision had been made for
$50,000,000 which would énable. them to dispose of this equipment.to NATO and
replace it (largel}r,• I assume, from United States sources). National Defence would
shortly be recommending that this third division's equipment be offered to NATO
through the Deputies and allocated in accordance with the recommendations of the
Standing Group.

4.r What has happened ;is that the cart has gôneI well ahead of the horse - in fact,
is atthe. 'bottom`of 'the hill with the horse` still motionless at the top. National
Defence are not very,worried about this because they are anxious to get on with the
offer and ^ replacement and, now that they have the Standing Group's views in

° C binet

A.D.P. 1-11ECNEYI
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DEA/50030-Ir40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-contmissaire au Royaume-Uni

. I 1 . . t. 1

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

DfiSPATCH 1274

CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, March 13, 1951

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID AND CANADIAN DEFENCC PRODUCTION

On March 6 we had the first meeting of the Sub-Panel on the Economic Aspects
of Defence (Plumptre, Chairmân, Deutsch, Beaupré, R.G. Robertson, and Nolan,
National Defence). One of the thoughts which the Main Panel had in mind when it
created the Sub-Panel was that a smaller group at the working level could be help-
ful in clearing interdepartmentally and getting action taken on many of the tangled
economic, financial and production problems in the military field which arise daily
from every side.

2. The plans for our own defence efforts over the next few years are known. The
new Department of Defence Production will soon get underway. With the size of
our military programme determined and with the new Department assuming large
sPecific responsibilities it should be possible to bring more clarity to ourselves and
to our NATO partners on what Canada's defence production and mutual aid role
will be.

.3• In.the developrrient of a mutual aid programme within our overall programme
for defènce there are several points to be cleared up and policics to be decided.
Some`of these are:

OjAe $.300 million mutual aid vote - what has happened to it and whatren,,,i--

Netherl^n =§ sututions of parucular weapons (probably to
dsorItal

e fiscal year 1950-51:
Arnament and pt^unition for a Division to the Netherlands $56,750,000
Armament and pmmunition for a Division to Belgium $56,750,000
F.C.l^ ^^Guns' and Ammunition approved by Ordcr-in-Council $31,245,000

942 dated March 2, 1951
24'25 pôûndec guns to Luxcmbourg approved by Ordcr-in- $672,216Council P.C. 797'' February 13, 1951
Annarmnt and Ancillary Stores including ammunition with $50,000,000some t^nor sûb

The positiôn as of today for this fiscal year and the prospects for the next fiscalYear follow: `= r ► ^ ^ `

Mutual Aid Fiscal Year 1950-51
Cabinet has a ^
vote in th pprov^ the following transfers to be charged against the mutual aid

TOTAL $195,417,216



(amount expected to be charged this year is given; charged for
future years given in brackets)

This'year, the mutual aid monies have been supervised by the Department of
Trade and Commerce. As National Defence makes the $195,000,000 of equipment
available to mutual aid,'., monies from ' the $300 million vote are paid over to
National Defence and placed in a suspense account. The suspense account fund will
be used to pay for United' States type equipment as it is received either from the
United States or from Canadian production. In the next fiscal year it is planned to
put the remaining mutual aid money into the estimates of National Defence to be

NATO aircrew training in Canada $55,806,164
Direct Aid Items

commitments.

ure was made up of the items listed below. It should be emphasized that apart from
the air training scheme and the 300 No. 4 Mark VI Radar, sets these are not fum

$165,965,892 to be charged as mutual aid during the fiscal year 1951-52. This fig-
Provision has been made in Department of National Defence estimates for.

used as explained below.

Mutual Aid Fiscal Year 1951-52

Anti-Aircraft.Guns, Signals and Balance of Field Equipment $77,179,728

Walkie Talkies ($ 8,220,000) $ 5,480,000
Artillery., :z . , - ($ 6,500,000) $ 2,500,000

NORTII ATLANTIC TRL'ATY ORGANIZATION

(Future Years)
300 radar sets s . . ($15,000,000) $25,000,000

,,;,. . . , .
TOTAL $165,965,892

,., , , • .
r Important policy questions in this field have not yet been tackled. The pattern of
(b) , New,Canadian defence production - sales to custonters or gifts to partners.

51.
, 52 plus $104,582,784 which is the residue of the $300 millions re-voted from 1950-,

Tlïis figure of $165,965,892 is made up of $61,483,108 "new money" for,1951-

s m nun are no simp y W. i erence in
` dian l treasur y between a gift and a sale. There is also'the consideration that the
results for NATO as a whole may often have more relation to genuine needs if price

. ,A.x:. a . , .1 1

Consideration ' ' d t' 1 th d'ff ' direct cost to the Cana
of embârrassment in trying to set right. ' -

'amongst our European partnersf in^ NATO that Canadian defence production Is
going to`turn into a give-away programme. This could be misleading and a source

to bë given 'to financial and economic questions whichdo not arise in the same
degrëe when existing stocks are trnnsferred or training facilities in Canada are pro-

`vided. Until`these questions-are resolved we do not want the impression to grow

(ii) NATO training in Canada
has been established. When it comes to new production, careful consideration has

. . .. . f ^ . , .
(i) the transfer of existing military stocks, and

using mutual aid funds to cover
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tags are attached. Viewing NATO as a whole,' a cost clearly falls at some point in
tenns of materials and manpower for all items produced, but if some are thought of
as "free" by recipient countries there may be a distortion of programmes away from
what a strict regard for relative essentiality would indicate. '

When our mutual aid programme was undertaken it was understood that we
would be making available equipment for two divisions. The doubling of this fig-
ure has made a major change in the availability of the $300 million for financing
new defence production under mutual aid. Moreover, there. is no longer the same
incentive to use the mutual aid vote for "pump-priming" defence production. The
expanded Canadian defence programme has made pump-priming academic in most
fields.

4. The method of presenting our mutual aid operations used in para 3(a) does not
show the actual physical and financial impact on our economy. It is an accounting
presentation and not one which shows the period in which the real burden will fall.
Most, of the impact which one would assume from looking at the figures would
occur in 1950-51 will not in fact arise until 1951-52. Existing stocks have been
shipped but only some $4 million have been actually spent on replacements. The
presentation of.what might be called our "Military Balance of Payments" in the
forthcoming Burden-Sharing studies will bring this point out clearly.

A.D.P. HEENEY
for Secretary of State for

External Affairs

368.
DEA/50030-L-3-40

L'ambassadeur en Italie
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Italy
to Secretary of State for Exterrral Affairs

SECRET
Rome, March 10, 1951

Dear Mr. Pearson,

Yesterday afternoon, Count Zoppi, the Secretary General of the Foreign Minis-try,
who I met by chance, told me that he had received word from the Italian

Embassy in Ottawa that tlie arms and equipment for one division had been assigned
to Italy by Canada. He made no reference to the misunderstanding a week ago
about this matter. I replied that so far [as] I knew the news was premature.

I fully 1ealize that it is not ' possible for the Department to keep Missions
'nf0nned of the detailed negotiations which are taking place in Washington about
these'matters. It is perhaps also reasonable to expect that recommendations of the
Standing Group affecting the allocation of Canadian arms will be known to the
governinents concerned before the Canadian missions are informed. But I am sure
you will agree that decisions of the Canadian Government on such recommenda-
u0°s should not be first brought to the attention of the Canadian representatives in
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be very much more satisfactorythan bargaining over each individual clzum and
resort to conciliation. The Italians have not rejected the principle of such a settle-
ment; they have merely been unwilling to make an offer which bore any reasonable
relationship to the size of our valid claims. I have been pressing them for ten weeks
so far without success, for a reply to our latest proposal, which is for a sum approx-

, imately equivalent to one and a quarter million dollars.
If the Government is disposed to give to the Italians military equipment to the

;value of more than fifty million dollars, would it not be possible to delay the
announcement for a few weeks in the hope that+they will be encouraged to put an
end to their delaying tactics over these questions arising out of the last war?' It
seems to me that a final settlement of all such questions between the two countries,
together with the allocation of this equipment, which is eagerly anticipated, would
place Canadian-Italian relations on an entirely new footing.10

the countries concerned either by the governments to which they are accredited or
° through the press? If Count Zoppi's information in this particular instance was pre
mature, I hope that the Department will let me know at once when a decision is
reached. •
ï.. For other and more substantial reasons I hope that the information in this case
. was premâture.

As you know, the implementation of the agreement on civilian relief and the
release of Italian assets in Canada have both been held up by failure to reach agree-
ment on' the question of Canadian claims for war damage .$ It has always been the
view of the Canadian negotiators that a lump-sum settlement`of these claims would

Yours sincerely,
JEAN DCSY

We havé kept D(Esy1 informed (A.D.P. lleeneyl
7 Note m^rtinsle :/Mattinsi note:

Il Note taanituàle :/Marzinat Nate:
! Voir le document 902l5ee Document 902. ,.'-:`

Nate mUVaak JINwgnal nott:M
. ^' . . . ; ., too tare .-- the bird tns tKen relessea in.o.P. tteeneyt

Mt. R1kMt to we ' nf our daims.
Air- MaeKoy for dispoUtioll; pieM se! Moru1 ab= rcugroo mu":" n..._. h1ar
We'shoold Wœ any sdvsetste we an of M =enervsitr Dralt nOy fcx mc Please

/1.d.P.N(eeneyt
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DEA/50030-Lr40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-conunissaire au Royaume-Uni

Under-Secretary of State for Extenral Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, March 20, 1951

gettiog ^,.. ^ may be hclpful in generating greater intcrest in certain quarters in
da to assume a mutual aid role comparable in firmness and zest,

present position of Canadian mutual aid and outlining some of the problems con-
cerning'the future of Canadian mutual aid. As far as the future of mutual aid is
concerned, you may have gathered the impression that the problems bulk larger
than the programme. I thought it would be uscful, therefore, to let you know for
your own information something of our thinking in the Department on this
question. .

2. N6 one knew precisely how Canada's mutual aid programme would develop
when it was announced last'summcr. However, I think it is fair to say that none of
us would have expected so much of the $300 million to be used in covering the
transfer of existing militarÿ stocks. Most of us expected a larger part to be used for
financing new defence production. I do not want to under-estimate the importance
and reality of the contribution which Canada has made to date in transferring good, .
equipment for two divisions; I only wish to emphasize that the mutual aid vote was
0°g'nallY expected to play a large role in transfcrring newly produced supplies to
other countries and in priming the pump for production of such supplies.

3. The giving away of existing stocks will soon be coming to an end and we will
be faced with the" problcm of determining the future of mutual aid, and how itshould be tied'into the gxeatly expanded defencè production in Canada. For sound
p°l'fic^ reâsons; which you are well aware of, this Department is concerned in
se"Ing that 'Canada's 'mutual aid programme is respectable. However, I think it is
not an Opportune time to raise intcrdcpartmentally the broad outlines of a mutual
^!4 pro,gramrne over the next three years.

.Out hesitation to take initiative at the present time can be summarized under
^^ . . ' • .pomts^ ,̂ ; .

I

(1) Intécnâtionpal production planning is still confuscd. Thcrc has been no counter-
^yetindefence production planning to the NATO military planning which madeit possiblé to'dra-cc w up clear plans for our armed services over the next three years..^^^ s t,.- t

tion̂2^ ^ °!rn organization to handle production is just coming into being. Produc-
^^^^ ^ving` daily at No. 3 Temporary
aztmentt to take up their tasks in the new

Mr.i H.R. 11iacl^tillan's survey of the production programmes in•rop he^e:

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID

By now you should have received Despatch No. E.1274 of March 13 giving the
J ;- . .
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although not in size, to our role ten years ago. The initiative in drawing up a mutual
aid programme for production items must, I think, lie with the Department of
Defence Production: ^,,,•;.

(3) With the 1951-52 estimates tabled in Parliament only a few days ago and the
Department of Finance struggling with the budget, the atmosphere is not propitious
for broaching a long range mutual `aid programme which may entail additional
commitments for future years and possibly for this year. In a couple of months the
picture may well be different and I hope it will be possible to give this important
question the attention it deserves.

5. I should be grateful for any suggestions you may wish to make.
Yours sincerely,

A.D.P. HEENEY

Draft Letter front Executive Assistant to Deputy Minister of Trade and
Commerce

to Counsellor, High Commission in United Kingdom

PERSONAL AND SECRET [Ottawa, March 20, 1951]

DEA/50030-1140

Projet d'une lettre de l'adjoint exécutif du sous-ministre du Commerce

' au conseiller du haut-commissariat 'au Royaume-Uni

appropnauon. As a consequence, vcry care u co ht Is
to the fnancial implications of any new offers to NATO. A grrat deal of thoug
cuïrently being devoted to'this problem but decisions cannot be rrached overmght.

k : . cial angles

The pressure ofevents has been suc t pIecemca ilion
and contemplaçed, âgainst our mutual aid vote• have far outstripped the $300 mi ,1.1

r a ' nsidcration will have to be glven

L at.. 0 1 commitments, bot
reâching decisions regârding new production in Canada.

frro

and to consider the problems, it seems unwise for the non-experts to m

welcoming daily into mis Department production cxpcrts in e var
military interest. Until these men have had a chance to take off their hats an^e faats

r

to*INATO côuntries. x ^ . , .. .. '
Such is nôt quite the case, however, and the stage reached now is merely one of

• • • • • ' ^ ious fields of

some Ume a ut ^mpen ng p
feld,=you have gained the impression that the machinery exists for giving full and
éâily consideration to the production aspects of projected offers of Canadian goods

xfi.. y
' bô ' di develo m

,
cnts in the Canadian industrial mobilization

Ti ma be that, viewcd from the distance of London and naving lie-tu no

Dear Evan [Gill]:
With so many current developments in the NATO production field and with ouf

own involvement and interest increasing daily as the birth of a new Department of

Defence Production ,âpproâches,p I J thought the time might be appropriate to drOP

you a personal note to explain some"of our problems at this, cnd.
d w for

t An illustration of some of these problems, although wlth some si-
of thenvolved, ` is the 45,000 one=mile portable radio sets. Technical expert'
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A.B.C. group are working towards standardization, and indications are that this will
result in large scale manufacture being initiated simultaneously in all three coun-
tries. According to your advice, the Netherlands are interested in manufacture and
there niay, be : others. As a consequence, some people are beginning to wonder
whether any high purpose is going to be served by our offering to mutual aid these
sets to NATO. (This does not alter the fact of course that one of our prime purposes,
that of establishing industrial capacity in the sub miniature electronic components
field will have been achieved.) Under these circumstances, it would seem prudent
to go slow on this one until we've had time for full consideration at this end.

It would be helpful to us if the pressure to put forth new Canadian offers could
be eased a little during the present transitionary period, when new personalities are
arriving on the scene and when areas of responsibility are being defined. This does
not detract in any manner from the job which is currently being done for Canada on
the Defence Production Board of NATO. Furthermore, we are very cognizant of the
fact that you in London are sitting in the hot seat when it comes to answering for
Canada's part in the international effort.

I thôüght, however, that by dropping you this personal note, it might help to put
you in the picture regarding the present atmosphere and thinking in Ottawa. It may
well be that a little time gained now, which will enable more thorough considera-
tion of the problems, will result in Canada's industrial contribution to North'Atlan-
tic defence being more effective in the long run."

d l'ambassadeur en Italie

Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in Italy

Ottawa, March 24, 1951

Dear Mr.'Désy.

In Î1^; Pearson's absence I am answering your letter of March 10 re ardin the
S^pment of ^ g g., ms and equipment to Italy.

You suggest that this shipment might be held up pending further discussion with
the Itallan Government regarding the settlement of outstanding Canadian claims forwar daifii, 8^• It was not, however, feasible to do so. In announcing to the Council
DePuUeS`and the Standing Group that equipment for a third infantry division was

1. 478 du 21 mars 1951. D[^JVSOO3o-t,iU.-r-1

With kindest personal regards,
Sincerely,

T.N. BEAUPRt

DEA/50030-L-3-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. 415 of March 21. 1951. DLW50030-tr40.



available we had attached no condition except that arrangements for replacement
would have to be made before the equipment would be released. After the Standing
Group had recommended that the equipment go to Italy we could not, therefore,
very well bring pressure on. Italy to settle before releasing the equipment. However,
in later discussions with the Italian Government for the settlement of war claims it
may be useful to remind them of the military equipment we are :giving them.

Yours sincerely,
A.D.P. HEENEY

PCONoI. 204

Presént:

Procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité
sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense

Minutes of Meeting of Panel-
onon Economic Aspects of Defence Questions,

;TOP: SECRET [Ottawa], April 6, 1951

Mr.N.A. Robertson, in the Chair, (Secretary to the Cabinet),
Dr. W.C. Clark. (Deputy Minister of finance),

.Mr. A.D.P.1leeney, (Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs),
Mr. C.M. Drury, (Deputy Minister of National Defence),
Mr. M.W. Mackenzie, (Deputy Minister of Defence Production),
Mr. J.E. Coyne, (Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada),
Dr. O.M. Solandt, (Chairman, Defence Research Board).

Also Present:.

iinstructions to be' given to Mr. H.R. t MacMtllan, who was about
¢duties as Canadian member of the NATO Defence Production Board. The memo-

pared a memotandum destgned to place ore tne q
^t

icy with regard to Canadian mutual aid. A Cabinet decision would in turn pe
to take up his

:'- 1. The Deputy 11linister of Defence Productron sai a -
bef Cab' t the uestion of future Po l

' 'd th t the Sub-Panel had p-
1)rVTURE CANADTAN POUCY REGARDiNG MITfUAL AID

Mr. James George (Department of External Affairs).
Mr. C.C. Eberts (Privy Council Office),

$eC►etarfQt: . • ^ I . .

Mr. J.J. Deutsch, (Department of Finance),
Mr. T.N. E3eauprd, (Department of Defence Production),; . ,
Mr. R.A. MacKay,

, Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, (Department of Externat Affain),
Mr. A.E. Nolan, (Department of National Defence).

. . . " illowing main points:
R ... ° p . . . . .
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(1) The $300 million. appropriated under Section 3 of the Defence Appropriation
Act, 1950, and the $61.3 million for similar purposes in the Defence estimates for
1951-52, were fully committed as follows:

1950-51
Transfers of Army équipment to NATO - $195.4 million
1951-52
NATO aircrew training - 55.8 million
Aid from new production - 32.9 million
Transfers of remaining Army equipment to NATO - 77.2 million

$361.3 million
(2) An àdditional $81 million would be required if the F-86 airframe programme

for NATO were proceeded with and further appropriations would in any case be
needed after 1951-52 to complete the financing of NATO aircrew training and of
already approved aid from new production.

(3) Contrary to original expectations, Canadian aid had consisted predominantly
of transfers of U.K: type equipment.

'(4) In connection with any D.P.B. suggestions for additional aid from production,
it'would have ' to be borne in mind that^ Canadian industry was relatively fully
employed,t manpower problems were increasing, basic materials were very short,
and Canada's production should be concentratcd on types of equipment used by its
forces.jt should be: made clear that stocks of replacement parts for U.K.-type
equipment transferrcd to NATO would not be generally available in Canada, and
that standby production facilities in Canada for U.K.-type equipment was not
planned.
-(5) The policy for the future that it appeared desirable to recommend to Cabinet

was that, should the D.P.B. propose additional Canadian aid from production, it
should be informed that (a) the impact of the 1951-52 programme would be such
that additional Canadian aid in that year was very unlikely; (b) Canada would con-
sider proposals for additional aid if deliveries and major costs would not occur until
1952-53 - assuming a government decision now to provide the necessary funds in
that Year; and (c) the government would assist NATO countries in purchasing mili-
tarY equipment in Canada.

(6). While, the possibility of Canadian purchases in Europe should not be prc-
cluded,^ Canadian standardization on U.S: type equipment meant that Canada's
roain interest in European production was the procurement of specialized produc-
tion equipment.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Sub=Pnne1'memorandum,• "Canadian participation in the NATO Defence Pro-

ducrjo° K-"0gramnW„ -= Panel Document ED-36)t
• Aé Deputy Go,cn:or oJ t/ 13 ^ C suggcstcd that, since the dcfcnccpro^^nitie involved

c n of a^rc_ J_

purchases in the United States totalling possibly $300 million'4 tw°"yeâts; ' and as these purchases would consist mainly of Army equipment^.r€t. . n . , .
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required because of the transfers of U.K: type equipment to NATO, reciprocal aid
by those countries appeared desirable.

3. Mr. Mackenzie thought that the U.S.-dollar content of the defence programme
was not too serious a matter as the United States was placing significant compen-
sating orders in Canâda and would be spending sizeable sums in connection with
U.S. military installations in Canada.

4. Mr. Deutsch said that a recent study indicated that the U.S. dollar content of
the defence programme in the calendar year 1951 would be $225-$250 million. As
regards the balance of payments position, Canada's deficit overall on current
account had been $300 million for 1950 and was expectéd to rise to $479 million
for 1951. Defence purchases in the United States were the main factor contributing
to this rise. Other important factors were higher U.S. prices and the U.S. dollar
drain represented by Canadian tourist travel. - . . ; . - • .

5. Mr. Coyne wondered whether, if the remaining transfers of Army equipment to
NATO were not carried out, replacement expenses in the United States could be
cut. From an exchange point of view it was, of course, preferable for Canada to
purchase defence equipment in the United Kingdom.

6. The Deputy Minister of National Defence explained that conversion of the
whole Army to U.S.-type equipment represented government policy. Also, a large
part of the Army equipment had already been transferred, and it was not feasible to
consider operating half the Army on U.S. and half on U.K.-type equipment.

duce
7. The Chairntan thought'that, as and when Western Europe began to pro

U.S.-type equipment, Canada should consider placing' some orders there for its
forces. Western European progress in getting into production of such equipment
was slow largely because of a lack of firm orders.

8.'Mr. Drury pointed out the Sub-Panel's comment on this question (para. 8), as
outlined in para. 1(6) above. He added that, for some time at least, Europe's output
of U.S.-type equipment would be inadequate for its own needs; Europe would not
be producing the really expensive items, such as tanks; ansmwdh^'tbhoe^^ Can-
berra. bomber and Venom fighter had now been accepted as
,not required by Canada, at present and the Venom was very similar to the F-86
being produced in Canada.

9. Mr. Mackenzie said that Europe would not be able to produce many of Can-

ada's requirements soon enough: ï,
10. Mr. Drury said - on the question of whether, under the Army conversion

programme, it was necessary to maintain mobilization reserves of U.S: type equip-

ment on the scale of the reserves now bcing transferred to NATO - that in the next

^ two years it was only hoped to obtain U.S.-type equipment
for the Active Force,

>:Reserve Force training, and mobilization reserves for two divisions.
There would

thus be smaller reserves than had been held prior to , the transfer of equipment to

NATO. ..
d h t would have to be made

,11. Mr. Robertson said that what had happened an w a
clearer- to Cabinet was that; . under the provisions of Section

3 of the Defence

Appropriation Act, 1950, Canada had been carrying out what was primarilY a major
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programme, of. conversion of its own army component, rather than one of aid to
NATO countries. As the Sub-Panel's list of aid commitments showed, this process
was nearly at an end and it was now a question of what sort of aid programme
Canada, might embark. upon. In the summer of 1950 it had been thought that Can-
ada could make its best contribution to NATO by increasing its productive capacity,
rather than by raising substantial military forces. A new position had now been
reâched,' however, since Canada had been committed to a pretty sizeable military
progrâinme for itself and its defence production programme was geared to this mil-
itary programme.

12. The Deputy Minister of Finance thought that, as expenditures on some items
in the defence programme were being deferred to 1952-53, and total expenditures
on the programme would therefore be higher in that year, it was doubtful that, as
suggested in para. 7(b) of the Sub-Panel.s paper, it would be feasible for the gov-
ernment to undertake at this stage to consider additional production expenditures on
behalf of NATO in 1952-53.'

13: The Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs pointed out that this would
mean that Mr. MacMillan would have to tell his European colleagues on the D.P.B.
that, they must in future pay for all their additional requirements from Canada.

14. Mr. Coyne suggested that, as the United States appeared more likely to make
"off-shore". purchases than purchases for its own forces, in Canada, it would be
undesirable for Mr. MacMillan to take too firmly the line, suggested in para. 6(a)
of the Sub-Panel's memorandum, that Canadian industry is now fully employed.

15. Mr. Drury said that the United States was very unlikely to make appreciable
"off shore" military purchases in Canada, unless it was satisfied that Canada was
carrying its full share of aid to Europe.

16. The Chaf,rnraii, Defence Research Board pointed out that it would be unneces-
sary to indicate to NATO countries, as suggested in para. 7(a) of the Sub-Panel's
paper, that additional Cânadian production aid in 1951-52 was unlikely. If NATO
orders wereplaced now, they would not have an appreciable impact until 1952-53.

17• Mr. 'Robertson suggested that para. 6 of the Sub-Panel's memorandum should
include an additional sub-paragraph pointing out Canada's increasing U.S. dollar
difficulties. -

18• Mr.-Coyne suggested that para. 6 begin with two points: (a) the Canadian aid
prograinmé for 1951-52 is now fixed; (b) there will be further charges in 1952-53
(air training and completion of approved production aid) and additional production
Q will be affected by the exchange position.

19,"Mr; Robertson thought that it would be undesirable either to refuse all addi-
a0nal PrOduction or to ask for a fixed sum now for such aid. It should be explained
to Cabinet that, so far,. Canadian "aid" had, for the most part, really been Army
conversion. it might be asked to approve a general policy of extending additional
production aid where NATO orders happened to fit in with Canadian production
Plans; It °^ ght also be suggested that, in suitable cases, a pricing formula, like that
pro^ ^d âti the lâst meeting, could be applied to such orders and that, in other
cases, `sûch*F-86 airframe production for the United Kingdom, triangular
^ngéinénts could apply
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- 20. Mr. Drury said that it was important to decide what should bè produced for
the Canadian forces'as a basis for consideratiôn of D.P.II: suggestions of additional
production aid.

21: Mr' Beaupré pointed out that, in NATO, the emphasis had been on making
the maximum use of Western European production facilities.

22. Mr. Robertson, referring to para. 6(c) of the Sub-Pane1's paper, said that as a
general policy it seemed sensible for Canada to concentrate on U.S.-type produc-
tion, but that there appeared to be arguments for the strategic dispersal of capacity
to produce U.K.-type equipment, against the possibility of Western Europe's facto-
ries suffering more than. its forces in a war.

23. Dr Solandt pointed out, thatequipmént made in Canada for the Canadian
forces was not be any meàns in all cases usable by forces of other countries which
had the same types of equipment made elsewhere than in,Canada.

24. The Panel, after further discussion, noted the Sub7Pane1's draft memorandum
to Cabinet on the future of mutual aid and agreed that the Sub-Panel revise it, in the
light of the discussion, for consideration by the Panel. at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
April 10th.

II. RECIPROCAL MUTUAL AID

2& Mr. Deutsch said that the question of reciprocal mutual aid had been dis-
cussed in a preliminary way in the Sub-Panel and that a revised paper on the sub-
ject had then been prepared in the Department of External Affairs.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(External Affairs memorandum, "Reciprocal Mutual Aid", April 6, 1951 -

Panel Document ED-37)t
He distinguished two problems for the consideration of the Panel:

(a) ,the policy question of whether the Canadian Government would wish to
âccept the, principle of receiving reciprocal mutual aid in "'certain cases; and,

(b) the procedural question as to how, if the Government agreed in principle,
such a programme would be operated.

26: The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada spoke in favour of reciprochf

mutual aid on the grounds of Canada's foreign exchange position. Also, he tho g
that this factor affected Cânada's direct=mutual aid programme, as, it might be better
policÿ.to do more for NATO'in Cânada (e.g.,'air training) than to undertake assis-
tance in forms mat put a direct burden on Canada s foreign exchange position.

I 27. The Deputy Minister of Finance agreed that the , foreign exchange position

was bicoming 'an important factor in so far as Canadian dealings with the United

States were concerned, but he did not believe that the Canadian forcign exchange
position was likely to become serious vls-d-vis Europe,`where the reciprocal mutual
aid pro gramme would operate.

à" Tlû^ R ' i D ? Pe duction thôu ht that rcciprocal mutual aidM28.` , Deputy rn ster of efence ro g training In
made sense if it meant trading "like for Iike". i.e., expanding'R.A•, F.

Canada ât3Canadian expense in retûrn`for the U.K. Government accepting malnte-

nance ând training charges for Canadian squadrons posted in the United Kingdom
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He did not, however, believe that goods should be offset against services, as had
been proposed in the case of the request to the United Kingdom for Bailey bridges.

29. The Deputy Minister of National Defence remarked that there would, of
course, be no question of Canada making a profit from any country on a reciprocal
programme; that it would be applied only as an offset to countries receiving mutual
aid from Canada; and that, apart from the United Kingdom, it seemed likely that
there would be no offsets with the exception of small service charges that might be
applied in France and Belgium.

30. Mr. MacKay added that he understood that most of the expenses of Canadian
forces'would be incurred in Western Germany and that it would not be possible to
apply a reciprocal programme there.

He thought there were two principal points of policy to consider.
(a) It might be embarrassing and even invidious for the Canadian Government to

ask countries.to whom it had given mutual aid without strings, whether they would
be prepared to reciprocate, especially if they were asked to do so retroactively.
Announcements of the Canadian mutual aid programme by government spokesmen
had been made in Ottawa and in NATO agencies, emphasizing the NATO character
of our programme. It would be difficult to go back, now, on a bilateral basis, to
certain governments with the proposal that certain offsetting charges should be
taken into account

(b) The Canadian Government would be under pressure to make greater defence
efforts and every offsetting charge would decrease the net amount of Canadian
defence'spending (if mutual aid is included) at a time when it might be more practi-
cal for the Canadian Government to raise dollars (even U.S. dollars) than men.

31. Mr. Deutsch thought Canada should pay its way, as it had been doing with the
United States, and retain complete' freedom to decide for itself what and when it
might give to other countries as mutual aid, without the complication of cumbering
'tselfWith ôffsetting'charges which might lead directly to requests for more aid.

32• The Chairman thought that, in any case, reciprocal mutual aid should not be
reluired as an offset charge against Canadian transfers of equipment from military
stocks: If a policy of reciprocal mutual aid were to be adopted, he thought that it
should be applied in such fields as air training.

33,-, The after further discussion, agreed that it would be neces sary to dis-
cuss tlïe question of reciprocal mutual aid again at the next meeting of the Panelbefore ^mm

endations for the government could be satisfactorily formulated.

CHRtsrorttr.tt EacRrs
Secretary

JAMES GEORGE
Assistant Secretary
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DEA/50030-Ir40

Le hazit-commissaire au Royaunie-Uni
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Nigh Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Under-Secretaryof State for External Affairs

, PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL London, April 7, 1951

."
Government would transfer to a European member of the North Atlantic Treaty

r; # Organizadon that share of the Canadian production allocated to that country on
f the Canadian

'"W t'thin the limits of the appropriations approved by Parliament, the Cana ian
August 24th last, the last paragraph of which contained the following sentence.d.
ment which I was authorized to submit to the North Atlantic Council Deputies on

We have been taking here as a basis of Canadian Government policy the state-

CANADIAN MUTUAL AID

I thank you for your personal and confidential letter of March 20th, and greatly
appreciate your further explanation of the situation pertaining to Canadian mutual
aid which was outlined in despatch No. E.1274 of March 13th.

I can quite appreciate that under present circumstances the Department of Exter-
nal Affairs cannot very well take the initiative in pressing for further consideration
of the problems relating to Canadian mutual aid. It is certainly a disappointment to
find that, with a ceiling set on defence expenditures in this fiscal year of $1,600
ïnillion, no provision has been made for an additional amount to cover the possible
transfer free of charge of end items of military equipment not already more or less
committed.

when our partners in NATO might be expecting us to increas

. provision for mutual aid in the form o en Items
be to all intents and purposes a falling off in Canadian mutua l aid téff

efforts in tim
e

e mir

used for the transfer of existing mi itary stoc - s y po
giving away of existing stocks will soon be coming to an end and if therethe e will

•• '' f d from new produ io

It is true no one expected that so large a proporuon o e letter, the
1' ks A ou *nt out in your

. • f th $300 million
giving us concern. ' ` • would be

amount would be appropnated for the sam p rpo .
1priatiôn'(apârt from the extra $61 million already accounted for) is what is now
^ e u se e ac oTh 1 k f ny further appro'

the basis that the Canadian Government would bear the cost o
'content entering into the end-product ànd the other North Atlantic Govern^ucs

would bear the cost of the content côntributed by their countries to the p
tiôn of the end=product:'1=
We further assumed that the special appropriation of $300 million was for the

pûrsé of of priming, and that when that appropriation was exhausted a furth

1= V oidSee Volume 16. Document 539.
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connection..They will be left with the unfortunate impression that our mutual aid
offer was actuated by the desire to find a means of disposing of equipment we no
longer wanted. -

-In this connection, I think it most important, in determining our attitude towards:
further mutual aid, to maintain a distinction between:

(a) the cost of re-equipping our own forces with United States type equipment;
and

(b) the value of the 'United Kingdom type equipment released to the European
NAT countries.

The re-equipment of our own forces is only partly due to the fact that some of
01 ur United Kingdom type equipment is being given to ôthers. It is also due, how-
ever, to adeliberate policy decision to standardize on United States types. Isn't it
somewhat unfair, therefore, to attribute the bulk of the cost to mutual aid? Clearly
the cost of replacement has to be covered somewhere in our defence estimates (as
part of our defence effort), at the price of the comparable United States types with
which'we are in' fact re-equipping, but those figures surely do not give a true mea-
sure ,of the extent of our mutual aid.., •

While the'European countries have been most grateful for our assistance so far
(as re-emphasized in the April. 4th radio' speeches of van Zeeland, Drees and Stik-
kér), I wonder whether they, or the United States, would accept such figures as
representing'our contribution to mutual aid. While we dô not have all the details on
which to calculate the value of this equipment to the recipients; we would think that
on the basis of United States and United Kingdom precedents (where the original
value o(the equipment has normally been discounted considerably) they would
regard the value `of,this aid as very substantiall}± less• than the cost of United States'
W replacements.

Even if one" takes ordinary United Kingdom divisional prices (adjusted for theabsence ' of vehicles from our equipment), the figures are only a fraction of the
amounts indicated in the Ottawa tables. Very roughly, we would calculate that thebenefit to'thé cecipients of all our mutual aid so far programmed (excluding the air
tr^ting scheme) would normally be regarded as less than $100 million.

.11

I'eanksee from your l etter tha
the_continuation of the mutual aid programme and for it being of respectable

for t you appreciate fully, the sound political reasons
size.

We must, of course, avoid the impression that our efforts in NATO are being
concentrâted.on furnishing equipment to be used at the risk of the lives Of othersthan

Wadians. At the same time we have a problem in Canada regarding the ro-
vision of rnanpower for the active forces. One way to sec that this problem doe not
react âgalnst' our international position is to have our other partners in NATO
appreçiauvé ôf the assistance we are rendering them in other directions.

We have definitely. indicated to our NATO partners that we are prepared to fur-Rish the1n wim end item
Pan s of military equipment under mutual aid. So far the greater

of Oûr tnutual aid has taken the form of the transfer of existing stocks of m' '-'a'y
*pment -or in air training facilities. If, when the transfer of existing stockscomes to

^ end, there is no large flow of end items of military equipment to take
its plam we shall h . . .ave one less mitigating factor to be offset against our inability
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to recruit as much manpower for. the armed services as countries with national ser-
vice. Furthermore, about that 'time the results'of the'burden-sharing exercise will
have become known. If,there appears to be a falling off in the flow of mutual aid
from. Canada to Europe, we; may, be faced with embarrassing proposals for. the pro-
vision of funds to enable the European member countries to purchase from Canada
raw materials and such end items of military equipment as they must buy in
Canada.

It may be that there is a feeling in Ottawa that the European. countries are
besieging us with requests for equipment free of charge. This'is most certainly not
the case, since, except possibly for the United Kingdom suggestion that we supply
F-86 aircraft, no European country has specifically çome for-.yard with a request for
Canadian equipment. All the commitments which have been made so far have been
either the result of Canadian offers from existing stocks or action taken on the rec-'
ommèndation of an End Item Task Force, an exercise due largely to Canadian
initiative.

Another possible misapprehension, in which I think the.Department shares, is
that we can get a great deal of help from NATO in planning what we should pro-
duce for our partners in the Organization. For instance, in paragraph 4 (1) of your
letter, you state that there has been no counterpart yet in defence production plan-
ning to the NATO militaryplanning. This is certainly sô, and the reasons for it are
not hard to find. Firstly, it was necessary for countries to develop military plans
before their requirements of military equipment could be determined. This has now
been done, and plans to équip the national forces to be raised under the medium
terin plan can now be tackled with vigour. The Defence Production Board, how-
ever, has taken the stand that the major responsibility for production programmes
must necessarily rest with the countries themselves and that the role of the Board is
limited to coordinating national plans in the general NATO interest, to helping
countries overcome difficulties in implementing their programmes, etc., etc.

So far as we can see, the Defence Production Board is likely to concentrate its
efforts on increasing production in the continental European countries of NATO.
The United States and the United Kingdom certainly are not looking to the Board
for very much help or guidance in their production planning: Although our position
is different, I doubt whether much guidance will 'lie' forthcoming for us. I do not
think, therefore, you should expect too. much from what Mr. MacMillan will be
able to accomplish in this field. Our opportunities for coordinating production are
mainly with the United States and; to a much more limited extent, with the United
Kingdom.

In view of this, I think we' must not rely too much on NATO to help us plan our
defence production. Our best course is to plan our defence production programmes
based on the rgquirements of our own services, orders from the United States, and
perhaps in a few special categories* orders from the United Kingdom. Whenever we
are in a good position to supply NATO deficiencies, we should add to these fuln
orders additional qûantities to,be furnished to othér NATO countries'as mutual aid,
and in this way reduce the over-all unit cost of the' equipment: This we should do
on our own initiative.--',.-

/
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Since production for the European member countries of NATO is for all practi-
cal purposes a"give-away" programme, this should be recognized and mutual aid
should be regarded as an inherent part of our defence production'planning. This is
what I underStood to be the policy laid down in the statement which I was author-
ized to submit to the Deputies on August 24th last, and I sincerely trust that there
will be no reversal of this policy. I am looking forward to the visit of Mr. C.S.A.
Ritchie next week because this will givé 'me the opportunity of discussing these
problems fully with him and learning more about the situation in Ottawa. In the
meantime I am very grateful to you for your.letter.13

We must clearly realize once and for all that there are no prospects whatsoever '
of effecting commercial sales of military equipment to, any of the European
member countries of NATO, except possibly on a very limited scale to the United
Kingdom. The'balânce of paÿments. position of all these countries is such that they
simply could not afford (from their own financial resources) to place commercial
orders for military equipment in Canada. As you know, they are having enough
difficulty in buying even our traditional civilian exports. Any insistence on our part
would simply result in pressure through the Financial and Economic Board for the
provision of funds to enable such equipment to be purchased (if no provision for
the supply of such equipment under mutual aid is available). This would even apply
to the ^ United Kingdom if we were to look to the sale of any large quantity of
military equipment to this country,

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. MacKay/Mr Plumptre this I think should be given some circulation to members ofEcon[omic] Def[énce] Panel - a good letter A.D.P.H[eéney]. Apr 10

Yours sincerely,
L.D. WILGRESS
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Eztract from Minutes of Meeting of Panel

on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions

Treaty Organization ' from its productive capactty. It wou good its offers
`shock to NATO if it had to be informed that Canada could not make g.• uip-
becausé it had spent most of its mutual aid funds on conversion` of its armY eq

of 1950 that Canada planned to mare important con nb
ld therefore come as a

1.- 3. The Under-Secretary of State for Externa ffacrs I

' with government policy, several clear indications had been given since the summer

t'utions to the North Atlantic

I A ' recalled that in acc

Mr. N.A. Robertson, in the Chair, (Secretary to the Cabinet),
Dr. W.C. Clark, (Deputy Minister of Finance),
Mr. A.D.P. Heeney, (Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs),,
Mr. C.M. Drury, (Deputy Minister of National Defence),
^.ieutenant-LieutenantCharles Foulk^; (Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee),
Mr. M.W.^ Mackenzie, (Deputy Minister of Defence Production),
Mr., J.E. Coyne, (Deputy Governor of the Bank of,Canada), : .;; .
Dr. O.M. Solandt, (Chairman, Defénce Research Board):

Also Present:
Mr. JJ. Deutsch, (Department of Finance),,
Mr. T.N. Beaupré, (Department of Defence Production),
Mr. R.A. MacKay,
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre,
Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, (Department of External Affairs),
Mr. A.E. Nolan, (Department of National Defence).

Secretariat:
Mr. C.C. Eberts (Privy Council Office),
Mr. James George (Department of External Affairs).

I. FUTURE POLICY REGARDING CANADIAN MUTUAL AID

1. The Chairman said that, as a result of the discussion of future policy regarding
Canadian mutual aid at the meeting on April 6th, a revised draft memorandum to
Cabinet Defence Committee had been prepared.

A document was circulated.

(Draft memorandum, April 10, 1951 -"Future Policy regarding Canadian
.Mutual Aid")t
^.' 2.'The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada said that, while para. 6 o^ehé

' memorandum might indicate that industry was fairly fully employed and that
were industrial manpower and shortages of basic materials, it should not give the
impression that Canada would not undertake additional production for United
States dollars. He also thought that para. 10(a) should bring out the fact that the
foreign exchange impact of the defence programme was an important factor limit- •

f ing further expansion of the defence programme (including mutual aid) in 1951-52.
ordance

TOP SECREf.,

Present:

Extratt u pro-
sur les cis,^ects économiques des questions de la défense
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ment and that it. might have to attach a price to additional aid. -He- wondered
whether the Canadian economy could not stand thé expenditure I of an,additional
$300 million 'On mutual aid.

4. Mr.:Plumptre said that the position was that the government considered that it
could pot - go beyond the defence' expénditures presently' authorized for' 1951-52
without introducing• extensive controls. This did not mean that it was not possible,
in economic terms, to spend "an additional $300 million "in Canada *on mutual aid.

5. Mr. Robertson 'suggested that, since the matter was already under discussion
with the United States and the United Kingdom, the memorandum be'amended so
that Canadian representatives in NATO bodies would not be asked to resist propos-
als for Canadian production of F-86 airframes for the United Kingdom in 1951-52.

6 The 'Deputy Minister of National Defence said that, should the government
decide to make thesé airframes for NATO, they could probably be financed tempo-
rarilÿ by postponing'the 'conversion of some of the army equipment.

7. The Panel, after further,discussion, approved the draft memorandum to the
Cabinet Defence Committee on future policy regarding Canadian mutual aid, sub-
ject to the foregoing comments and certain other minor changes.
II. "RECIPROCAL" MUTUAL AID '

8: Mr. Plumptre said that, in consequence' of the discussion at the meeting on
April 6th, he had prepared, as a basis for discussion, a rough draft of principles
regarding reciprocal mutual aid that might be recommended to Cabinet Defence
Committee. These principles were:

(1) Generally, Câriada should pay for all equipment, services, etc., required for its
forces from other countries, and continue to refuse to accept lend-lease or mutual
aid; • .

(2) Any exceptiôns to this policy should not put Canada in'the position of a net
recipient of mutual aid, from any country =least of,all the United States;

(3).Thevfollôwing'rules might be adopted:
(a) unless Cabinet established broad classes of transactions in which reciprocity
woûld be'accèptable, every proposal, for reciprocity should be considered inter-
dePartmentally at the official level and submitted to Cabinet;.
(b) all reciprocal mutual aid accepted should be of an "offsetting" character, i.e.
(i) like services should be set off against each other, (ii) the same country should
be involved in the aid and the reciprocity and (iii) the reciprocity should nor-
mallY be less than the aid in each fiscal year;
(c) it should,be for Cabinet to decide in each case how the financial benefits of
reciProçity would be,allocated;.
(d) reciprocity should not be "retroactive".
(4) 'These rules should not prevent the Canadian forces from exchanging with

others small quantities of equipment of approximately equal value.
A document was circulated.

(Mr. Plumptre's -memorandum, April 10, 1951, "Reciprocal Mutual Aid")t



9. The Deputy Minister of Finance expressed opposition to the idea of any recip-
rocal mutual ^id. • He thought that Canada should continue to decide on general
grounds what aid it was going to give and avoid involvement in reciprocal transac-
tions whick.weré bound to be nebulous. Some of his objections to reciprocity were
that its incidence as'between other NATO countries would be accidental, depend-
ing, for instance, on where Canadian forces happened to be stationed; as Canadian
aid benefitted : the whole. NATO area, it was impossible to say which countries
should reciprocate and any attempt to do so would lead to controversies which
would not be worth the very small amoûnts of reciprocity that would be available
from Europe; the ieasonableness of a reciprocal transaction.would not remain con-
stant - R.C.A.F. squadrons might be multiplied in the United Kingdom and then
moved to the continent; under reciprocal arrangements Canadian units in other
NATO countries might be inclined to obtain from the local authorities more facili-
ties than they really required; and, from the point of view of balance of payments,
reciprocitywould only be significant if it were applied to the United States, but this
was not possible as the government had consistently refused to accept lend-lease

• from the United States.
10. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee said that he was opposed to reci-

procity in the - case of the United States. Arrangements . were being made for the
.- U.S. Army. and the U.S.A.F. to meet certain Canadian Army and, Air Force
expenses in Germany, on a reimbursable basis. There was no question at present of

reciprocity by, Germany.
11. The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada thought it wrong that Canada be

in,the position of paying U.S. dollars to maintain troops in Germany.

:12. The Chàirman thought that it would be unwise to recommend to Ministers the
= first and second principles in the draft memorandum. If the first were carried to its

logical conclusion and the United States were expected to furnish all its own mili-
tary requirements in Canada, without any Canadian participation or control in con-
nection with its projets, there would be objections on sovereignty grounds. Again,
by providing certain military installations in Canada, the United States was in
effect giving, mutual aid, since some of these installations served the defence of

.° Canada as well as of the United States. Thus, to accept the principle that Canada
should refuse all mutual aid would mean that it should provide all military instal(a-

tions required in Canada, which would be'a heavy additional burden. Finally, as the

,United States was operating or` contributing to a number of installations in this
4country, Canada was perhaps already in the position of a net recipient of mutual ^d

''- su far as the United States was concerned.
11 . The government would fnd it helpful, fromthe point of view of public opinion,
to beable to show that there was some reciprocity by NATO countries.Éuropuld
therefor^e be unwise to insist that Canada "pay rent for the trenches" in e'

possible to argue that
13.^The Deputy Minister of National Defence thought it was

installations, that the United States was now establishing in Canada were nht^e
., k^; _ . . , .. . . . . . , - , ro er,ts w•°cexception to the policy of refusing lend-lease since they were p J

.Unite&States had been rmitted to out at its own request.PC carry ,
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The proposed rules might include the proviso that an offsetting service must be
clearly for the benefit of the country. suggesting reciprocity.

Statistical comparisons of the estimated financial and economic burdens of the
NATO countries were under preparation and, if Canada accepted reciprocal aid, its
relative position, in the general picture would be poorer, and it would be: in a
weaker position to resist proposals for increased defence efforts.

The three R.C.A.F. squadrons which were to'be in the United Kingdom and
whose expenses it was proposed to offset against Canada's expenses in training
R.A.F., aircrew, would be serving the defence^of the United Kingdom, rather than
Western Europe in general, and this question of reciprocity could therefore be sepa-
rated from. the general question of reciprocity for Canadian aid to NATO.

14. The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs wondered if it would not be
preferable to deal with the R.C.A.F.-R.A.F. case by itself. A policy of reciprocity
or offsetting charges was not likely to amount to much, and he therefore doubted
the need for placing the question of policy before Ministers at this stage.

15. Mr. Deutsch said that the proposal to submit the general question to Cabinet
Defence Committee had arisen from a request to the Panel by the Minister of
National Defence for recommendations on ,the subject, and from the fact that it
appeared desirable to have agreement on general principles before individual cases
were settled.

1b. 7"he Panel,'. after further discussion, agreed that the Sub-Panel should prepare
a memnrandüm foi' Cabinet Defence Committee on the question of reciprocal
mutual aid, taking into, account the foregoing comments, explaining the pros and
cons of a policjr of accepting reciprocity and requesting guidance in the matter.

PCO

- Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

^ Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

[Ottawa], April 11, 1951

CANADIAN ARMY AND AIR taORCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO WESTERN EUROPE0 ,4
AND KOREA

3• The Afin 151er of National Defence, referring to discussion at the meeting of
Apnl l0ch, ;1951; said that.there was no undertaking as to when Canada would
dischârget}1e°°commitment to provide a brigade group (113 of a division) to the
Integrated Foi^i by Ju1

1954, although some indications had been given that thisfor^
'don wôuld ^ mad•e available in 1951.,. <.i r, ,1, ,. -
To fu^ll the a,rmy programme submitted at the meeting on January 24th, 1951,

(including a brigade group for Europe but only a battalion of 1,000 mcn in Korea)
and also to'mamtain a full brigade group in Korea would require a further increase
of apprôximately, 10,000 mcn. During the first quarter of 1951 there had been a net
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>,An explanatory memorandum was,circulated.

tries, could aliocate in the immediate future, to the Integrat with
circumstances ând •also in 'the evënt of, a general, war. ,A draft reply, dealing
Canadian army and air force contributions had been prepared for consideration and

he recommended . its approval. ,

Y115 ued what forces mem: The North Atlanuc Treaty an^zatlon a enqu resented Force under p

ich a force ,was being undertaken.
• ber coun-

e reco y , g
the army in order to provide for-the contribution of a brigade group of about 6,000
men to the, Integrated Force and for the men required as reinforcements and for
rotation in Europe and Korea; that the target for sending this group be set as Octo-
ber or November, 1951, and that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization be
informed accordingly; that no announcement, or definite international commit'
ment, be made regarding any fixed date; and that a statement in general terms be
made during the debate on the National Defence estimates that the establishment of

H mmended that authorit hé iven tn iaise as many men as possible 'or

available at present;
`(2) development of a 'brigade group of approximately 6,000 ready for despatch to

Europe by the end of October, 1951;
(3) provision, for this group, of replacements to méet non-battle wastage esti-

mated at 8% a year;
(4) provision of 'men for rotation' in Korea and *Europe it certain dates; and,

:(5) the build-up of forces in ' Canada.

It would be desirable to try to recruit, at about the same time, both the manpower
equivalent of a brigade group for. Europe and the numbers required as reinforce-
ments' and for rotation in Korea and Europe. Some 10,000 men recruited immedi-
ately, with a continuous intake at the current rate, would méet all five priorities,
including 500 reinforcements a month for Kôrea. A brigade group should, how-
ever, not be sent to Europe unless the reinforcements that might be required in
Korea were in hand. -

`. The additional cost of providing a brigade group for Europe and reinforcements
was estimated at $36 million for this year. This would be met by deferring the
purchase of some U.S. tanks and certain mobilization stores.

(1) provision of replacements for the brigade group in Korea, some 3,330 being

increase of just over 2,100. Iv was hoped that something like this rate could be
maintained and that, apart from this, a special appeal.would raise several thousand

. . i; : , . ... . ,^additional men
Should it be decided to send a brigade group to Europe, the aim should be to

provide,` in October or November, :1951, a group of about 6,000 officers and men,
including a minimum of administrative and supply personnel, ready for advanced
training. In Europe, the group should be associated with the U.S. forces for reasons
of economy.

If, these ; plans were accepted, the army,would have -to ; adopt the following
priorities:

,(Minister's memorandum, April 10, .1951; -- Cab. Doc. 97-51)t
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4. Mr. Claxton stated 'that the method of obtaining - the equivalent of a brigade
group for Europe and 'the men required for reinforcements and for rotation would
be the formation of additional active units to be raised by reserve units. It would be
possible to designate certain reserve units - say, an infantry unit in the Maritimes,
an artillery unit in Quebec, a rifle unit in Ontario; and a highland unit in British
Columbia - and appeal to all like reserve units for support in, the raising of the
active units. It was expected that the reserve associations would give enthusiastic
support to such a scheme. An alternative under consideration was the formation of
three new active regiments - highland, fusilier and rifle - and an appeal to like
reserve units to provide companies for these regiments.

A "special force" would not be formed for Europe. It would be announced that
the army was to be further expanded and, as at present, the appeal would be for
recruits to assist in meeting Canada's United Nations and North Atlantic Treaty
obligations.

5. The Minister of Labour thought that the reserve army might raise objections to
the formation of new regiments. As an alternative, reserve brigades might be made
responsible for raising the necessary sub-units.

6. The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration suggested that formation of three
new regiments might lead to the difficulty that, if the Korean war ended after their
formation, Canada would, in effect, have two fairly large forces, -one of. which
might be unemployed.

7. The Prime Minister said that it would be undesirable to make a definite com-
mitment for the simultaneous maintenance of a brigade group in Korea and one in
Europe in present circumstances. Otherwise, if insufficient recruits came forward,
it would be necessary to consider a new manpower policy which would raise seri-
ous difficulties except in a general emergency. At the same time, an indication that
Canada would not make any army contribution to the Integrated Force before the
commicment in Korea was discharged would have an adverse effect on the develop-
ment of that force. It might be desirable to recruit 6,000 men now without any
defnite,commitment regarding Europe, so as to avoid possible embarrassment in
maintaining two brigade groups. Even if. the Korean war continued, however, it
appeared essential to contribute some token force to the Integrated Force by the end
of thé, year.

It was understood with the Americans that, if purchase of some tanks were
deferred,'they wùûld nevertheless be available for Canada at a later date.

8. Mr.Abbott âgrëedthât there should be no firm commitment regarding Europe
for the Present and considered the plan to recruit 6,000 men reasonable, partly in
view of the fact that some members of the Special Force would only be serving for
a totalof éighteenmonths.

9jhe'Secretarytof Stcïte for Extenral Affairs pointed out that, while there was an
undertaking to have â Canadian force available for Korea or elsewhere in the inter-ests of the United_ Nations, there was no firm commitment to allocate a Canadian
^Y formation to the Integrated Force before July, 1954. Difficulties lay ahead.
Cne Was *that` NATO was considering the question of expediting allocations of
forces to the Integrated Force. Again, once a start was made on recruiting new

I



units, it would be considered that these were being raised for Europe. There would,
*therefore, be pressure for statements as to progress in developing an army forma-
tion for Europe. This could lead to serious embarrassment as he was not too opti-
mistic about, the possibility of raising by present methods all the men now
proposed.

He agreed that it was necessary to send at least a token force to Europe before
the end of the year and considered that the 25th Infantry Brigade should be with-
drawn from Korea just as soon as this proved feasible. If the war ended in Korea, it
shoul& not , be réquired to remain there during the period of reorganization. It
should, rather, be the responsibility of the eastern countries, to provide forces dur-
ing that period..

10. Mr. Harris believed that, in the interests, of obtaining as many recruits as
possible, it would be preferable to enlist the additional men proposed by the Minis-
ter^ of National Defence for a period of eighteen months rather than the normal
three years.

11. 77:'e' Cabinet, after further discussion, noting the proposals of the Minister of
National Defence regarding Canadian army and air force contributions to the Inte-
grated Force and Korea, agreed that:

(a) the Department of National Defence take steps to raise for the army as many
men as possible, through the reserves, in order to provide an additional brigade
, group or regimental combat team of about 6,000 officers and men, together with
the officers and men required, as reinforcements and for rotation in Korea and

end

(f) the proposed rep y to e o t an ^c y g rated
ing .the timing of allocations or, army and air force contributions to the Integ

` , .
Force was satisfactory provided: section ( 1)(a) were amended to indicate that pro"

vision of a brigade group to the Integrated Force wotild de pend on events in Korea;

`section ( 1)(b) were revised to indicate that the first three Canadian squddrons in the

1 th N rth Ï11 t' Treat Or anization enqulry reg

*^..- .. . .•. ...,W^ . .^ ^ at^ ♦... ^.^ i. . .

circumstances permit, ard-

for the preparation and despatch of an army formation to the Integrated Force;

(e) an announcement would be made in the Ho use of Commons that it was pro-

posed further to expand the army by the formation of additional units and
that there

was still the intention to contnbute â brigade group t to the Integrated Force when

r November, 1951 to permit its despatch to the Integrat orc ,

(d) no announcement or cômmitment should be made regarding any definite date

•• ed F e if desired;
'' (c) the aim should be tn have thé brigade groûp sufficicntly prcpared by October
ered further at the appropriate time;" =` r

.Europe, against the possibility of the government deciding at a future date to s
an army formation to the Integrated Force; the department to bear in mind the pos-
sible desirability of eighteen-month enlistments to facilitate. recruitment of these
men;

(b) it would be desirable to contribute at least'a token army formation to the
Jntegrated Force by the end of 1951; the feasibility of such a course to be consid-

3
•a^:>.y. s. e ^ . r . . . . . . . . . . .
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United Kingdom would be available for the Integrated Force in 1953 rather than
1952; and the last sentence of section (2)(a), referring to four divisions in training
during the year following D-Day, were deleted; and,

(g) it would be desirable for the 25th Infantry Brigade to be withdrawn fron:_
Korea at the earliest suitable opportunity.

PCO

Note du président du Comité sur les aspects économiques des questions de la
f défense :

pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense
,

Memorandum front Cluzirman, Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence
A . Questions,

to Cabinet Defence Committec

CABINBf DOCUMENT D-279 [Ottawa], April 11, 1951

SECRET

I - FUTURE POLICY REGARDING CANADIAN MUTUAL AID
1. As Canadian mutual aid funds have now been fully earmarked or committed, a

stage has been reached where there is a general need for consideration of future
Canadian policy regarding mutual aid. Moreover, as Mr. H.R. MacMillan will next
week be taking up his duties as Canadian member of the NATO Defence Produc-
tion Board, there i$ an urgent need for decisions to serve as a basis for instructions
to him regarding Canadian participation in the defence production programme of
that Board. In the circumstances, the Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Ques-
tions has been giving- consideration to these matters.

2: Under the Defence Appropriation Act of September, 1950, $300 million were
appropriated for the following purposes:

"(a) The production, acquisition, repair and provision of equipment, services,
supplies and facilities for the naval, army and air Services of the Canadian forces
and the armed forces of anyparty to the North Atlantic Treaty, and the construc-
tion, improvement and repair of facilities, and the "acquisition, processing and stor-
age of mâterials, supplies and equipment, required to produce or'othcrwise make
availâble`as, where and when required, any such equipment, supplies, services orfacilities. ^ ^ `:...

(h) The transfer of Défcnec equipment or supplies and the provision of services
or facilities for defence purposes, by Canada to any of the parties to the North
Aflanuc,T^tY The estimated present value of such equipment or supplies shall be
chazged t0 his appropriation and a corresponding amount shall be paid into a spe-
cial accoûnt in the Cônsolidated Revenue Fund which may be used at any time topurchase'eq
servi uipment or supplies for the naval, army or air services of the Canadian

ceS.• ^.,.,i.?t.;



^, 3. A further $61,383,108 have been included in the National Defence estimatés
for 1951-52 to be used for similar purposes.

4. These funds, totalling $361,383,108,° have been earmarked or committed as
follows: ^

Direct Aid Items from existing stocks

Armàment and ammunition for a division to the Netherlands $56,750,000
Armament and 'ammunition for a divisionto Belgium 56.750,000

Armament and ancillarystôres including mmunition,
with some minor substitutes of particular weapons, to Italy 50,000,000

100 AA Guns, ammunition, etc. (P.C.942 of March 2, 1951) 31,245,000

24 25-pounder guns to Luxembourg (P.G 797 of february 13, . 672,216

1951)
TOTAL $195,417,216

1951-52

Aircrew training . 55,806,164

Direct Aid Items from new production

1. 300 radar sets (P.C 203 and 204 of January 12, 1951) 25,000.000

2. Artillery* 2,500,000
(600 4.2" Chemical mortars

,2400 3.5' rocket launchers
- 180 155 mm. Nowitzers with cartiages) :. f
3. Walkie-Talkies•-45,000 sets 5•480•000

3.` Balance of Field Cquipment• 111
eif coM R92

Transjers jrom existing stocks

1.300 3.7' AA guns (Cabinet, March 21, 1951)
2: Signals equipment•

United State's: In any case ,,, a" further surri of about $29.7 million will and
,the years after 1951-52 to complete the financing of the above radar, artillery

Oro up will rccommxnd ^ âdditional NATO airrrt:w training in Ca^ ^quired in

engines and other componcnts'and• the Standing Group rccommended a oc
,the airfraïnes t6 the United Kingdom. Should it prove feasible and desirable to pro

- ceéd with the- production of these ^ airframes, an additional $81 million will beaning
requined ovetâï period of about two years. Again, it is not unlikcly that cae St

. ndathe

n orm at tan o p
questiong further consideration, provided they arranged 5to • furnish the necessary

p ation of

; ÿ f" ed th "'the' Canad' • G vérnn>Cnt would be rcpared to cive thts ,mpo

^PF
for `some months with the Unitéd Kingdom und the United States, who rt^^

5. Thcre as us no ^nanci provlslon or any
1951=52 beyond thât âln-ady planned: At the same time, the possibility of Canada

Miôdue`n 392 P-86 airframes for the United Kingdom has been under discussion

^l .?. f furthcr amatirai aid to NATO during
was approved on i`̂ cbruary 22, 1931.
of signals equipment and the balance of the field e^quipment when the Nur Ycar Ikfcnce Programme

5361.383.108GRAND TOTAL
t9-- l Cabind 4 1 was won to the 0"111 • and walkie-talkie programmcs and to the ransfer
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walkie-talkie production programme, as well as a further estimated $118 million to
complete the financing of the NATO aircrew training programme between April 1,
1952 and.March:31, 1955.,

6. The following additional factors are relevant to the consideration of the provi-
sion of Canadian mutual aid beyond that already planned:

(â) while, in'the summer of 1950, it was thought that Canada could contribute
most effectively to NATO by increasing its defence production capacity, the coun-
try is now committed to a fairly. sizeable military programme and its defence pro-
duction'programme is geared to this military programme;

(b) the U.S. dollar content of Cânadian defence production is of increasing
importance since Canada's deficit overall on current account was about $300 mil-
lion for the calendar year 1950 and may increase to something like $480 million for
1951: Any additional production may therefore have to be devoted to earning U.S.
dollars; ,,

(c)`.Canadian •industry is fairly fully employed;
(d)'^;manpower problems are becoming more acute in special fields;,
(e) bâsic rn'atèrials such as steel, certain ferro-alloys, etc., are in short supply;
(f) in general, it is desirable for Canadian industry to concentrate on producing

types of equipment being used by the Canadian forces;
(8) the fiscal impact of the defence programme is such that the Government con-

siders ^ that there would be difficulties in expanding the programme in 1951-52
unless there were some new urgency;

(h) the.fiscal,• manpower• and material requirements of the defence programme
(aPart from mutual aid) are likely to be greater in 1952-53.

7. There' are," however, certain other factors that have to be taken into account.
Fust, as a result of the decisions reached by the Government last summer, Minis-
ters and also Canadian representatives in NATO agencies gave definite indications
that $300 million had been appropriated for the primary purpose of enabling Can-
ada to make appreciable contributions from its productive capacity to the security
of the NATO area. It would therefore come as a distinct surprise to other NATO
countries if it were now indicated that Canada was abandoning this sort of policy
for the future.

8. Again; it will be notéd that, contrary to original expectations, the major portion
of Canadiari mutual aid funds has been spent on replacement of equipment and that
What hâs ixcnrred is that, under the provisions of Section 3 of the Defence Appro-
priation qct,`, 19509 Canada has carried out what is primarily a major programme of
conversion of its° own Army equipment, and had only devoted some 9% of theprogram

,meup=to the end of 1951-52 to mutual aid from production.
Bo' ^na11Y,the NATO countries have recently established the Defence Production

ud whose^function is to co-ordinate the production effort of member countries
With a'viewto'obtainin8as efficiently and ra ^dl as ssible, therequ^ ^« y • pi dl po equipment

arm the deterrent forces. It is not improbable that, from time to time -
Pan1Y inview of the indications that have been given of Canadian policy - the$oard,will ` '

' w^sb to make proposals for further Canadian production assistance
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(including possibly prroposals for standby 'production for U.K.-type equipment in
Canada* and the United States). In the circumstances, it would clearly be difficult
for Mr. MacMillan simply to take the stand that hencefortli no such recommenda-
tions should be made:to Canada because all available Canadian funds are now com-
mitted. Canadian representatives : on 'the Council Deputies and other NATO
agencies will beëin the same position .with regard to proposals for these and other
forms of Canadian mutual aid.

It would therefore appear undesirable for Canada to refuse to give considera-
tion to proposals for additional mutual aid: At the same time, it should not be nec-
essary for; Canada in, all cases to assume ^ the full -cost of additional aid from
Canadian production. For instance, there might be cases like that of the proposed F-
86 production programme, in which Canada, the United Kingdom and the United
States could possibly share the costs, Canada providing the airframes, the United
Kingdom the engines and the United States other components. There may also be
cases in which it would be reasonable to attach some price to additional aid from
production. For example, the going Eùropeancost could be charged and the differ-
ence between that and the Canadian cost might be absorbed by Canada. Alterna-
tively, arrangements could be made whereby the additionâl costs of producing for
NATO countries an item under, production, for the, Canadian forces could be
charged to NATO recipients.

11. In the light of the foregoing considerations, the,Panel on Economic Aspects
of Defence Questions recommends that Mr. H.R; MacMillan and other Canadian
representatives in NATO agencies be informed that:'
`(a) The Canadian funds approved specifically for mutual aid in 1951-52 are either

earmarked or committed; as regards production, even if Canada placed additional
mutual aid orders now, they would yield little additional production before 1952-
53; and the foreign exchange, and fiscal impact of the current Canadian defence
programme (including mutual aid) is such that it would be difficult to expand the
programme for 1951-52, unless, of course, some. new situation arose calling for a
still greater sense of urgency. Except in the case of the F-86 airframe project which
is; already under discussion with the United Kingdom and the United States, theY
should, therefore, discourage proposals for additional mutual aid to be provided in
1951-52.

(b) They, may indicate,,when proposals 'are made for additional Canadian mutual
aid, that the government is prepared to consider proposals for the provision of addi
tional mutual aid in 1952-53 (without implying any undertaking as to its decisions)
inclûding in particular - on the pioduction side - proposals that would fit in with
the. Canadian . defence production programme. ^ - In view of the time required to

accomplish pioduction, , proposals . for production in 1952-53 would have to be

received at an early, date.
x(c) hey.should indicate at the same•time that there maywell be cases in which,

rnment will con-
owing top the impact of the current defence programme, the Gove
sider it necessary to attach a priee covering at least a proportion

of the cost of such

additional aid.
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-- (d). They should ; make it clear to recipients of Canadian stocks of U.K.-type
equipment that production of replacement parts will not generally be available in
Canada and that they should look to U.K. production as the source for their normal
, requirements of spare parts;, and that Canada does not contemplate establishing
standby. production capacity for U.K.-type equipment, although the Government
would be prepared to give further consideration to this matter in the event of com-
petent NATO agencies deciding that there was a strategic need for such capacity.

(e) They may. indicate that the Canadian Government will be glad to provide
facilities to NATO countries wishing, to purchase additional military equipment in
Canada, including the placing of any direct government orders with Canadian
industry. . . ;.; ;

12. The question of payment for services and equipment provided to Canadian
forces by other NATO countries is dealt with in a separate paper.

NA. ROBERTSON

PCO
Note du ministère des An ires extérieures
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense'

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs
to Cabinet Defence Conunittee

CABINET DOCUMENT D-280 Ottawa, April 16, 1951

PAYMENT FOR FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED MR CANADIAN
ARMED FORCES BY ffTI1ER NATn rnt ►nrrdrr.c. ......,

1. A separate memorandum deals with the future of Canadian "mutual aid" - i.e.
the equipment and facilities provided by Canada for the use of other NATO forces.
This paper deals with the provision by other NATO countries of equipment or facil-
ities for the use of the Canadian armed forces.

2. This question may be dealt with inI two parts. The first is provision of facilities
for the integrated forces stationed in Europe, of which Canadian forces will form a
Part, and the second is the provision • of actual equipment.

3. It would be quite unrealistic to expect that European countries will be shipping
ams across, the^ Atlantic to North America when Europe is in the front line of
attack:`since all NATO countries are pooling their efforts in the common defence it
becômes impossible to say which country benefits most when one country "gives"
^s °r ^e use of defence facilities to the troops of another. Canadian forces over-
f
seas ^^^e,use of facilities provided by other NATO countries; but these will

most partabe provided through a system of pooling, rather than in the formofc^ .
^. g^fts; or. mutual aid" to Canada.

4• The NATÔ military commands, of which that under General Eisenhower willbe much th
F- most important, will have to make heavy expenditures on the Conti-
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nent on central and regional heâdquarters, on military communications, on military
" air' fields;, on spécial' transportation facilities, and the like - expenditures which
have recently come 'to be known -as "infrastructure" for the Forces.

5. While the 'proposal is' that there will be pooling of the costs of some of these
items among all NATO countries, France and Belgiuni and'other countries where
these facilities are erectéd;`may well be expectéd to put, up'extra money for them
becausé of theifpéacetiméièsidual value. Canada will, of course, be expected to
contribute to infrastructure on some basis yet to be agreed, but the Canadian contri-
bution will be a very small part of the total.

6. Thus,'although the concept of infrastructure and its financing has not yet been
fully worked out, it seems likely that when Canadian armed forces go to the Conti-
nent some of their facilities will be provided through NATO (though never, of
course, running costs such as pay and allowances, food, etc.). On the Continent,
certain operational airfields, harbour facilities, intra.allied communication systems
may be made available through infrastructure to Canadian armed forces. No ques-
tion will arise about Canadian payment for these facilities apart from the Canadian
contribution toward general NATO infrastructure, with the probable exception of
some additional facilities which may be built forthe exclusive use of Canadian

'forces.
7. Are the Canadian forces likely to obtain any equipment from Continental Euro-

pean countries? It seems unlikely that they will obtain much equipment from this
source. Our forces will probably be stationed principally in Germany. All of
Europe's production of arms is badly needed within Europe. Moreover, the Cana-
dian forces are turning over to U.S.-type equipment and are likely to look to the
United States rather than overseas for their needs.

8. If, nevertheless, small quantities of equipment, or parts or assemblies for it, are
needed from Europe, it would seem advisable for Canada to paÿ for them,.rather
than accept them as gifts, even if they were offered. A strong case can be made out
against accepting any "aid" from abroad. During World War II Canada was scrupu-

' lously careful to avoid any obligation to the United States which might result from
lend-lease aid. Canada kept purchases ^nd sales` of equipment of a cash

accepting
` basis with the United States; and equipment • is more likely to be properly valued

r ând used if it is paid 'for; 'rather than accepted as' a gift. As for Canada's present

"relations with other NATO cotintries, statistical comparisons of the estimated finan-

, cial and economic "burdéns": of the various countries are already being pCePared,

and if Canada accepts "aid"• from abroad its showing in such comparisons will be

s pôorer: Further, the efforts that Canada is making will become blurred.

i' 9: What has been said aboût" a in for facilities and equipmént obtained in Con-v
'countries for Canâdian forces applies in general in the case. of the United

`Kingdom; `It would secm that any equipment obtained from the United Kingdom
1`should be paid foc (except in the case 'Of nunor éxchângés of equipment betWeen

in
^'the' armed forces of the two countries).' However, exceptional cases maY arise

services.
which the United Kingdom may be willing to provide some facllltles an ut up

Canadian forces may make use of barracks,• airfields, etc., which
have been p

by the United Kingdom for their own defence, and which are not
part of the NATO



"infrastructure". The United Kingdom mayhfrom time to time be willing to provide,
these without charge, and it would in general seem desirable to accept them. It is
suggested, however, that Cabinet Defence Committee would wish to review each `
proposal of this sort on its own merits before it is accepted.

10. It is assumed that, as in the past, all transactions with the United States
regarding equipment and use of facilities should as far as possible be conducted on
a cash basis.'s

DEAI50030-Lr40

Note du sous-sccrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandcan front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Exter►ral Affairs

Ottawa, April 16, 1951

CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE - APRIL 17
FUTURE CANADIAN MUTUAL AID POLICY

The principal intention of the attached paper16 is to place our present position•
before Cabinet and seek guidance as to future intentions, particularly for the benefit
of Mr.,H,R, MacMillan, who will shortly be leaving for London to take up his•
position âs Canadian Representative on the Defence Production Board. The fact is
that the cupboard is almost bare. Mutual aid is running dry before a production
programme has got more than well started, because ` the Canadian Army's pro-
gramme of converting from U.K. to U.S. type equipment has been speeded up and
extended°so that most of the'mutual aid appropriations have, in effect, gone to
finance replacements of U.S. type equipment for the Canadian Army. The urgency
of getting arms to Europe was great and the pricing policy can be justified by the
precédent of the U.S. mutual aid programme which has taken replacement value as
the Yardstick for estimating the value of equipment given away, but it has, as you
will see from a personal letter from Mr. Wilgress of April 7 to me, attached, led to
some doubts being raised as to whether the equipment given away has been fairly
evaluated .(Mr. Vilgress' letter has, of course, not been circulated to Cabinet
Defence Committee). In the circumstances, public statements about Canada being
"the arsenal of democracy",should perhaps be soft-peddled unless the Government
is going to? extend the mutual aid programme. Certainly we may expect further
pressure frônj our allies to make greater efforts and if money is •easier to mise in
Canada than men an additional mutual aid programme may be one way of meeting
this sort ofy pressure.
r The policÿ'recommendations of the Panel are contained on page 5 of the memo-

m;. They are not particularly inspiring; it was only after a good deal of argu-
^^_

,ales
reçommandations ont été approuvées par le Comité du Cabinet sur 12 détcnse le 17 avril 19S 1

16
recommendations were approvod by the Cabinet Dctcnce Committee on April 17, 1951.Document 376.



ment, however; ^ that we were able to make the paper as positive as it now is. The
paper was originally drafted in the Department of Defence Production and presum-
ably Mr: Howe will introduce the discussion •under this item:

H(EENEY]
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mutual aid funds were earmarked, no further recommen a io .
Canada for mutual aid.

NATO Defence Production IIoard wou ^ e y
Canadian production assistance. It would, therefore, be difficult for Canadian repre-
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sentatives in NATO agencies simply to take the position that, as p
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there would be difficulties in increasing the programme in 1951-52.
I

There were, however, other factors. As Canâda had been on record since

August, 1950, as planning appreciable contributions to NATO from its productive

câpacity, an indication of abandonment of this sort of policy for the future ,would
• • ' d out as "mutual aid„

mong se g
of the $361 million already earmarked, were the considerations that Canadian pro-

duction was now geared to' a fairly sizeable defence programme; that, with an

increasing U.S. dollar problem, any additional Canadian production might have to

11 • d th t the fiscal im art of the defence pro

''A verni limitin factors relevant to the question of possible aid in exce

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

I.TUIURE POLICY REGARDING CANADIAN MUTUAL AID

1. The Minister of Trade and Commerce said that the Panel on Economic Aspects

of Defence Questions had made a report on the question of future policy regarding

Canadian mutual aid. Funds for mutual aid totalling $361,383,108 had been fully

earmarked or committed for expenditure by the end of 1951-52 as follows: trans-
fers of stocks of U.K.-type equipment - $272,596,944; aircrew , training -

$55,806,164; and aid from new, production - $32,980,000. While there was no

financial provision for any additional - aid in 1951-52, it might prove necessary to

consider production of F-86 airframes . for the United Kingdom at a cost of $81
million over 2 years; the Standing Group might recommend additional NATO air-

créw training in North America; and, in any case, ; between April .1, 1952 and

March 31,, 1955 an estimated $147.7 million would be required to complete the
above approved aircrew training and production programmes. , !-

ss
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In the circumstances, the Panel had recommended that Canadian representatives
on NATO bodies be informed of the following points, inter alia:

(a) they should discourage proposals for additional Canadian ' mutual aid to be
provided in 1951-52 - except in the case of the F-86 airframe project; '...

(b) theÿ may indicate, when proposals for additional aid are made, that the gov-
ernment would consider proposals for 'the provision of such aid in 1952-53; that
such proposals relating to production should be received soon; and that there may
be cases in which the government will consider it necessary to attach some price to
additional aid;

(c) théy should indicate that production of replacement parts for U.K.-type equip-
ment stocks transferred by Canada will not be generally available and that, for the
present at least, Canada is not planning standby production capacity for such
equipment;

(d) ttiey may indicate that the government would provide facilities to NATO
countries wishing to purchase additional equipment in Canada.

'An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Pânel.Chairman's memorandum, April 11, 1951 - Cabinet Document D-279)

?. The Secretary.of State for, External Affairs wondered what should be the next
step in'view of the fact that all mutual aid funds were earmarked, that requests
might be received for F-86 airframe production for the United Kingdom, increased
NATO aircrew training and other aid, and that funds would anyway be required in
future years to continue the approved aircrew training and production programmes.
Canadian representatives in NATO agencies would be in some difficulties in view
of the fact that, while theré had been statements that Canada would serve as an
arsenâl, of democracy, only, 9% of the aid programme was being devoted to aid
from production.

3. The Minister of Finance said that, during 1951-52, any additional mutual aid
would hâve 'to come out ' of the $1,875 million approved for expenditures on
defence and mutual aid in that year. In subsequent years, there would presumably
again be ân overall ceiling, within which there would be funds for mutual aid. In
the

meantime,`there was ample time to consider what proportion of a ceiling figure
should be devoted to mutual aid in future yéars.

4• The Prime Minister said that Canadian representatives in NATO agencies
should tâlce the position that Canadian resources and mutual aid funds were com-
mitted :up to the end of 1951-52; that this did not mean that Canada was aban-
doning a pplicy of âid,' but rather that it had been willing to plan its aid programme
right up to the end ôf tthe, fiscal year now only beginning; that Canada would be
willing to consider proposals for additional mutual aid in the light of conditions at
the time thekwére received; and that additional aid expenditures in 1951-52 were
most unlikely, although' there might be some possibility of making re-adjustmentswithin t}t ' -e aPProved financial ceiling.

5. The Chai : ; .
With , rntân;` Chicfs ôf Staff Comnmittee said that the Chief of the Air Staff,

his uppôsite numbérs from the United Kingdom, the United States and France,
would shortly be attending meetings in Washington, at which the main topics of



discussion would be increased aircraft production and aircrew training facilities. It
would be helpful for Air Marshal Curtis to have an indication of the government's
position on these. two questions.,,. , ;

6. The Acting Chief of the Air Staffsaid that at these meetings the Chief of the Air
Staff, R.A.F., might ask the Chief of Staff, U.S.A.F., to defer the build-up of some
of his squadrons and thereby release engines and. components, . so that the R.A.F.
might obtain F-86's under the proposed arrangement whereby Canada would pro-

duce F-86 airframes.
7. Mr. Howe thought that, in view of the discussions that had been held with the

United Kingdom and United States authorities regarding Çanadian production of
392 F-86 airframes for the United Kingdom, it would probably be desirable to find
the funds to carry out this project if these countries could arrange to provide the
necessary engines and components. Most of the expenditures involved would fall
in. 1952-53.Any cash required in 1951-52 would, of course, have to come out of
the $1,875 million approved for expenditures on the defence and mutual aid pro-
gramme for the year. Possibly , some of the airframes being made for the R.C.A.F.

could be given to the United Kingdom.
8. The Minister of National Defence; while agreeing that some part of the

defence-mutual aid programme for 1951-52 might have to be deferred to permit
initial 'expenditures-on airframes for the United Kingdom, said that, in view of the.
importance of the build-up of the R.C.A.F., this deferment would have to take some
form other than that of a transfer, to the R.A.F. of airframes on order for the
R.C.A.F.

It should be made clear that the resources of the R.C.A.F. were too heavily com-
mitted•to permit acceptance of any pro posals for additional NATO aircrew training

iri Canada in the near future, unless either (a) other countries were prepared to pro-
vide the manpower, equipment and other resources that would be required in Can-
ada for such additional training, or (b) there was a'corresponding reduction in some
other part of the programme:

9Mr. St-Laurent agreed that it should be' indicated that the R.C.A.F.'s training

facilities and funds weré fullÿ committed but that, if other countries wanted to pro
-vide the requirements of â larger training scheme in Canada, the government would
be prepared to discuss the matter. ,.

'`.10. The Secretaryto the Cabinet suggested that the problem of additional NATO

tô
f the relative priorities that should be attachndaürrew training raised the question o

` the projects now contemplated in the defence-mutual aid programme as agai
such possible projects as additional NATO aircrew training: It might well be deter-
m^ned that it would'be useful' for Canada to undertake additional training and to
defer some other portion 'of the. programme.^ There should, therefore, perhaps be,a
réâdiness to consider proposals' for alternativé Canadian efforts. ,

, ^,^ ^^^ ^^ ^ . ^ ^ . •
I

htthat'A^
.# 1 I. Mr. St•Laurent sa.d that, in v

,
iew of tlus fcons^deratlon, lie thoug

Marshal Curtis might indicate a willingness on theY part of the government to

exammë Rproposals for additi onal
.
air train

,
ng, without .any undertaking to^ implying

accept'such proposals: _,
-*,r . .
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12. Mr. Abbott said that purchases of army equipment in the United States would
account for a large part of the increased U.S. dollar deficit expected in 1951-52.
The U.S. dollar content of the defence-mutual aid programme for that year was
likely to total some $350 million. While standardization on U.S.-type equipment
was desirable, it was likely * to mean a continuing drain on Canada's U.S. dollar
resources since U.S. rather than Canadian production would continue to be the eco-
nomical source for Canadian purchases of many items of U.S.-type 'équipment.
There' was théreforea need for substantially increased U.S. defence purchases in
Canada.

13. Mr. Howe said that several U.S. defence orders were being placed in Canada
and that there were grounds for hope that such orders would increase to the point of
compensating for a substantial proportion of the U.S. dollar content of the Cana-
dian defence-mutual aid programme.

14 The' Con:nïittée, after further discussion:
(1) approved the draft instructions on Canadian policy regarding mutual aid, pré-

pared by the Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions, on the understand-
ing that Canadian representatives on NATO agencies would be asked to bear in
mind; in connection with instruction (a), that the government would not refuse to
consider proposals for alternative forms of aid in 1951-52, or proposâls for addi-
tional aid in 1951-52 which could be accommodated within the approved defence
programme;

(2) âgréed'that, in his forthcoming discussions in Washington, the Chief of the
Air Staff should indicate that

(a) resources and funds for the 1951-52 defence and mutual aid programme are

. putf forward on this question.

11
States and the United Kingdom could arrange to provide the eng ines and other
components (provided such plans could be fitted into the approved defence-
miitual'aid programme);

(c) it appeared most unlikely that Canada , could undertake in the near future any
NATO aircrew training beyond that now planned, unless either (a) other coun-
tries were prepared to provide the means required for such additional training, or
(b) there was a corresponding reduction in some other part of the programme -
although the government would not refuse to consider such proposals as might

683

(b) the government would be prepared to consider•proposals for the initiation in
1951-52 of production of F-86 aircraft for the United Kingdom if the United

now fully earmarked;
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DEA/50030-D-40

- I Lè• haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London,. May 8, 1951

I

CANADIAN DEFENCE PRODUCTION FOR NATO

Following for the Right Honourable C.D. Howe from MacMillan, Begins: For your
general information, and subject to unforeseen opinions from other NAT countries,
the position respecting Canadian defence production for NATO in main categories
of 'military equipment seems to be:

. (a) 155mm Howitzers
DPB is assessing genuine need. The United States delegation in commenting on

DPB proposals for 155mm howitzers have said they concur in Canada producing
United States types to help meet European deficiencies (DPB Sec. Memo 114 of
Apri126th, copy of which is being sent by airbag).t Acting under authority of your
telegram No. 773 of May 5th,t we will accept board's recommendation for refer-
ence to you, if one is forthcoming. We hope to be able to report within a few days.

(b) F86 Airframes
We will âwait any instructions yoû may wish to give re raising question with the

United Kingdom after Washington meeting of Air Chiefs.. . " , . ,
(c) AA No. '4 Mark VI Radar ,

_ :As soon as you confirm the allocation of 300 sets as recommended to you by the
Standing Group (telegram CSC1430 from Secretary CSC Ottawa of April,12th
refers)t we will notify Defence Production Board. Once the allocation is decided
there will remain to be settled the apportionment. of deliveries to recipients., Will
this be done through Standing'Grôup or Defence Production Board machinery?
Purchase of additional sets is now under consideration by United Kingdom and
answer is expected shortly. Valuè of and need for this item mâlces it suitable pros-
pect for aid in 1952-1953 if ÿou are interested. Further information on the radar

% position in . NATO is 'expected to 'emeige from recent group of experts meeting
which Colonel Waldock attended as Canadian représentative. We shall report on
this later.

(d) Walkie Talkies
Apparently there is considerable deficiency in several NAT countries for this

item, for aid or perhaps some sale, but awaits demonstration and acceptanCe.
Therefore, it is advisable to expedite clearance for demonstration. Canadian Joint
Staff, London, are now working on this. After demonstration, if any countries oug
these sets we suggest that discussions re supply as aid or sale be discussed
this board in order to avoid confusion.

/
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(e) Military Vehicles
Estimated deficiencies of continental,European members 'of NATO are:'

DEFICIENCIES

Country
Belgium '
Denmark •
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway . ^

i l .

United Kingdom

Jeeps 3/4-1 Ton Trucks

7290 ^, 5058
1123 : 941

50521 ' : ' ^. 44982 , '
- '123 .: - . , : . ' : 2183 = : -
185 361

685'

2^fi-3 Ton Trucks '.

,8371 --
499.

77937
16388

. . . 330
10170
10073 -

74495 '62213 123768

9192 2852.•
6061 4609

1227

There is idle câpàcity in Italy and France but various fàctors, such as financial
limitations and type. acceptâbility will probably cause delays in bringing these into
use.Quite large quantities of United States vehicles have been given to Europe and
spare parts supply is being arranged. Our three prôposed types probably are suitable
for military use in, deficient countries, particularly if our spare parts are inter-
changeable. United States are expected to swing emphasis from end-item aid in this
category to material and tool aid in order to help increase production in Europe: If
You are interested these 'items might be suitable for future aid:

(t) Naval Craft

There is idle; production capacity in Europe which could be 'utilized to meet their,
requireménts of minesweepers and destroyer escorts, and DPB is at present investi-'
gating Possibilities ôf expanding production. We are not aware if it might suit Can-
ada to supply items in ship-building category, and if so, for what years of delivery.
The question 'of utilizing Canadian productive capacity to meet 'defciencies of
European membér countries might arise in the future, 'particularly if plans to' utilize
EüroPean capacity are not fulfilled.

2. In considering the question of additional and future mutual âid from military
production to NAT countries we are assuming that the following conditions should
applY.. . < . .

(a) That aid should bein the form of fighting equipment.
(b) That United States dollar content should be at a minimum.
(c) That we should.assist in meeting serious deficiencies in European membercountries

which cannot ordinarily be met from European production.
(d) That manufactured equipment should come from Canadian production lines

set up to meet the needs of Canadian armed forces.
(e) That if possible, it is preferable that the product should be typicallyCanadian,'

(1)
That Canadian aid should be coordinated with the end-item aid programme of

the United States.
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3. If Canada contemplates aid in the next or following fiscal years, we consider
that in the. field of military, equipment, air, craft, electronics, cargo vehicles, and
possibly shipbuilding, come closer than others to meeting the conditions above.
Should we concentrate our attention on these'categories? In aircraft and electronics
there are serious deficiencies and inadequate production capacity (for radar in the
electronics field) in European member countries. In vehicles and shipbuilding . there
are serious deficiencies and also adequate ultimate capacities in European member
countries but the capacities cannot be brought into production soon enough to meet
the need within three years. As has.been reported previously, the board is working
now to step up production in Europe but there will be inevitable delays in setting
up new production lines and capacities will not in all cases be fully utilized.

4. I have not mentioned gunsbecause we do not'yet see that need is critical
excepting the howitzers now under consideration, and do not know if you are inter-
ested for the next two years. ^

5. Generally speaking, it appears unlikely that any NAT country will pay full cost
or any, substantial part of the cost of any items, the reason being the scarcity of
dollars and the fact that the main limitation on their defence'programmes is finan-
cial: The only possible exceptions are the United Kingdom and Belgium which, in
our opinion, mighfmake some payment for some special items.

6. I believe that the DPB are unlikely to recommend what Canada should do in
the way of supplying end-item aid to other NAT countries, and that they are leaving
it to us to make suggestions as to what we would be prepared to do. This gives us
an opportunity to work out proposals which will fully or partially meet the condi-
tions set out in para 2 above, and at the same time serve the Canadian interest.

,7..I have learned with some surprise that the board is not kept informed of United
States policies, and plans for aid. Since this is the biggest factor in rearming Europe
and stepping up European production, the wôrk'of 'the board is handicapped and is
iri'a distinctly subsidiary position. Mr. Herod has, I think, impressed on the United
States delegation the importance he attaches to the United States bringing their aid
programme into closer relationship with the board and its functions.

8. The foregoing, if the opinions and conclusions âre well founded, narrows the
field and influences the policy of future aid. This message is sent as a preliminary
and tentative' assessment, of the situation following 'upon , study of the Cabinet
Defence Committee's'instructions to me. To accomplish the objective of the
medium term defence plan deliveries within two years are more important than
subsequent. deliveries, on the assumption that'Eurôpean and American production

should then be established: Before exploring further these possibilities we would

appreciate your corrections; comments, or instructions: Ends.
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au:haut-commissair'e'au Royaume-Uni , '

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

TELEGRAM 859

,; ,

- Ottawa, May 21, 1951

SECRET,

Following for H.R. MacMillan from Right Honourable C.D. Howe, Begins: Your
Telegrarn No. 1135 .Canadian Defence Production for NATO.

Thank you for your helpful summary. Our present thinking with respect to the
categories of equipment which you mention is as follows:

(a) '155 mni. Howitzers. We are awaiting the recommendation of the DPB con-
cerning Canadian production.

(b) F86 Airframes. At the recent Washington meeting of the Chiefs of Air Staff a
statement was made by the Canadian delegation that our airframe capacity could be
built up to 'a monthly production rate of '120 by October, 1953. The use of this
airframe capacity for NATO is dependent 'upon suitable arrangements being made
for financing extra production and upon the provision of GFP's including engines
by the United States. A further meeting is being held in June with Eisenhower at
Paris. Wé expect that this will result in an increased allocation of GFP's to Canada.
. However, the needs of the R.C.A.F. even in relation to anticipated increases in
GFP's are such that no aircraft would be available for NATO in the current fiscal
year. Any proposals for mutual aid with respect to 392 F86 airframes for the U.K.
could be dealt with on the basis of existing -policy, as 'laid down. in the Cabinet
Defence Committee Memorandum of April -11th. However, for any quantities in
excess of this,, the matter would have to be given entirely new consideration by
Cabinet. . .

(c) AA : No. 4: Mark V1 Radar. A decision from Cabinet regarding the recom-
mended allocatiôn of 300 radar sets is expected shortly. Whilst we hold no very
strong views our thinking here is that the Standing Group should apportion deliv-eries.

Howeyer, before making any statement to this effect in the Defence Produc-tion
Board we suggest you consult Wilgress. We are very much interested in

Producing additional sets for sale to the United Kingdom (see telegram 620 April14th), fi
We await with interest the report on heavy AA radar requirements. Enqui-

ries have been received from friendly non-NATO countries for these radars and
replies are delayed pending examination of the report. With regard to the possibility
of Offering this item as mutual aid in 1952/53, so far we are only prepared to offer
the 300, and as you are aware, this will involve some expenditures in 1952/53.
However, if the DPB recommends that Canada supply more of this equipment in
future years, we will of course give such recommendations full attention when con-
sidering any further aid programme.

-, to High Commissioner in United Kingdom :
Secretary of State for External Affairs :-



. (d). Walkie Talkies. We are tooling up for 50,000 sets and deliveries are expected
to commence in March or Apri1 1952. The first 5,000 are required by the Canadian
Army. A statement regarding European requirements for this set together with your
comments on the prospects for sale would be useful. The presently estimated cost is
$300 per set but the figure may rùn considerably, higher due to increasing costs. We
agree that discussions leading up to a decision to produce the sets for aid purposes
should be cleared through the Board. The distribution of the sets however, would
be a matter to be handled by the Standing Group.

(e) Military Vehicles. The estimated American dollar content of the three types of
vehicles is between 60 and 70%. On this account, together with the fact that the
Transport Vehicles Task'Force Report indicated that there was ample capacity in
Europe, we do not think that military vehicles can be , consideréd for future aid to
Europe at this time. This holds as long as the production of military vehicles is on a
small scale and is therefore largely an assembly proposition with only partial manu-

-facture involved in Canada. If circumstances altered this, we would be prepared to
take another look at production for Europe.

(f) Naval Craft. Are we correct in assuming that the DPB will come forward with
a proposal that we produce up to 36 minesweepers and 1 destroyer escort (in accor-
dance with the Task Force recommendations), once the Standing Group has clari-
fied the status of the unassigned deficit in ships? A number of fundamental points

:are raised in such a proposal which would require interdepartmental clearance.
However, we do not wish to initiate any study, of the problems involved unless you
. can give us some indication that we are likely to be asked to produce these ships.

2. Naval Guns. You mention our possible interest in 'supplying guns other than
the howitzers. Surplus Canadian productive capacity over and above present U.S.
and Canadian naval requirements exists for the 3 "50 caliber naval gun. We could

' offer up to 8 per month for sale to the U.K. or other interested NAT countries. If
any expressions of interest are received we can supply further details.

3. In paragraphs (2), (3)'and (6), you raise' a number of points concerning the
nature and scope of our future mutual aid programme, with which I am in general
agreement. I am, however, asking the Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence
Questions to examine these problems ; in more detail, and a fuller report will go

- forward to you shortly.
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[Ottawa], May 29, 1951

rcraft. Their preliminary estimate was that the Canadian navigator train-

1. PRELIMINARY PROPOSALS FOR FILLING .THE GAP IN NATO AIR FORCES FOR EUROPE
1. The Minister of National Defence recalled that General Eisenhower had sug-

gested that the Chiefs of the Air Staffs of the United Kingdom, France, the United
States and Canada consider and report on the additional national efforts that would
be necessary to, close the gap between air forces required in Europe by July, 1954
under the approved NATO Medium Term Defence Plan and those that. member
governments had so far undertaken to provide. In this connection, on April 17th,
1951, Cabinet. Defence Committee had agreed that, in, considering this question
with the three other Air Chiefs, Air Marshal Curtis would indicate that, as resources
and funds for the Canadian 1951-52 defence and mutual aid programme were fully
earmarked, he was not authorized to make any commitments, although the govern-
ment would be prepared to consider the longstanding proposal for *Canadian- pro-
duction of 392 F86 airframes for the United Kingdom and would not refuse to
consider such proposals for air training as might be put forward. The four Air
Chiefs hâd met in Washington from April 30th to May 3rd and had produced a
preliminary report on means of closing the gap. They would be meeting in Paris on
June 6th to prepare a final report and discuss it 'with General Eisenhower. -

In their preliminary report the Air Chiefs had agreed that NATO air forces in
Europe comprising 9,212 first-line aircraft - already approved by NATO as the
requirement under the Medium Term Defence Plan - were the absolute minimum
required. Since the deficiency amounted to some 3,459 first-line aircraft, they con-
sidered that, without major changes in national policies, there was no possibility of
producing the approved minimum forces. They had emphasized that, unless the
necessary air support were provided, NATO land forces in Europe would be unable
to fulfill their role; had pointed out that to operate the approved minimum air forces
would involve a large organization. of command structures, supply and mainte-
nance units, fuel and ammunition supplies, airfields, depots and signals communi-
cations (the infrastructure requirements would be set down at the Paris meeting);
and had indicated that the additional first-line aircraft and supporting units needed
to close the gap would require an intake of an additional 10,810 pilots between July
lst; 1951 and June 30th, 1953, and the provision of at least an additional 2,410
training aircraft and 28,000 military personnel, together with corresponding
schools: The'additional pilots would probably have to undergo their combat train-
ing in 'operational squadrons owing to difficulties in producing sufficient first-linetraining az



ing ! programme would be adequate to meet all requirements for navigators, if con-
tinued to the end of 1954. .. ,; .

As, during the Washington discussions,- none of the Air Chiefs had offered to
increase national commitments, Lieutenant-General Norstad, Commander-in-Chief,
Central European Air Force, had, tabled tentative proposals for a division of respon-
sibilities between NATO countries 'for. filling the gap, based on U.S. estimates of
each country's productive and manpower capabilities and on a study made by the
Joint American Military Advisory Group. These proposals, which envisaged
increased responsibilities for all member countries except Luxembourg, Portugal
and Iceland, had been accepted by the four Air Chiefs simply as a basis for study at
the Paris meeting.

Acceptance of the Norstad proposals for filling the gap would entail for Canada:
(1) The allocation to the Integrated Force of 12 fighter squadrons with 300 first-

'line aircraft and 490 aircraft for reserve; etc.;^ of 12 light bomber squadrons with
192 first-line aircraft and 172 aircraft for reserve etc.; and of 1 long-range transport
squadron with - 16 North Stars, to be stationed 'in Canada '- as . against'Canada's
present commitment of 11 fighter squadrons with 203 front-line and 587 reserve

aircraft;
(2) An intake of an additiona1300 NATO student pilots in 1952-53 and an addi-

tional 1,000 in 1953-54 - the present commitment being an intake of 743 for each
of these years;

(3) The production for NATO countries of 140 F86's in 1952; 450 F86's and 48
CF100's, in 1953; 1,220, F86's and 58 CF100's in 1954; no fighter production
excépt for the R .C.A.F. being presently approved;

(4) The production and/or procurement for the R.C.A.F. of:
;(a) 364 light, bombers, including ;192, first-line bombers; no bombers being

if included in presently-approved plans; and
-, (b) 400 Harvard trainers, 217 T33 jet trainers and 16 long-range transports, All

additional to those in presently-approved plans. . I

(5) The opening:
a b the autumn o f 1952 , of two additional basic flying training schools annll
O Y
advanced school, these and already-approved Canadian schools training^mc
Canadian pilots up to the end of 1952, ` witti most of their intake capacity
ing' available for additional NATO trainees in 1953;1 11

F(b)' of one'light-bômber operational training""unit for Canadian aircrew, no

,' ,' bomber training units being presently approved. total
(6) An increase of 14,120 in R.CA.F, manpower requirements, bringing,, , f , . resent

jR.C.A F. requirements to 58,320, and necessitating maintenance of the p

recruiting rate of 400 offcers a month until . April, 1953 ,(200 a month th re1954

and of ' the present rate of 1 ,000 , aitn and : women a mon
th until April,

3,557. of the additional personnel required being employed initially in training
. Canadian and NATO aircrew; .., endi-.,,,.._, .. , ,... . _ .

(7)' In addition to expenditures on presently-approved plans, R.C.A.F. eX l.

turcs of $272.79 million in 1952-53, $358.99 million in 1953-54 and $101.16 mi
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lion in, the . three months ending - June ; 30th, 1954, plus a share, as yet to, bedetermined, of the infrastructure required by the R.C.A.F. squadrons in Europe.The Canadian Chiefs of Staff had considered the implications of these proposals for
increased Canadian air contributions and had agreed that, as there were also gaps to,
be filled in the NATO ground and sea forces, and present information as to costs -
particularly those of infrastructure - was inadequate, it was impossible to make.
recommendations regarding . the proposals at this time.

It was desirable to consider what position Air Marshal Curtis might take at theParis meeting.
An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's: memorandum, May 25, .1951, "Acceleration of NATO Air ForceProgrammes", and annex ( 12 pages) - Cabinet Document D284)t

2. The Chief of the -Air Staff said that during the Washington meeting it had
become apparent that most of the additional air training facilities required by Euro-
pean NATO members should be provided in' North America. Training in Morocco
could only be built up to an intake of 450 by 1953. The R.A.F. was having to build
additional flying schools in the United Kingdom, Northern Ireland and Rhodesia,
despite the fact that training in these areas presented serious difficulties and that,
most training units in the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland would have to be
moved to North America in the event of -a war.

The U.S. authorities counted on having to supply the majority of the 725 addi-,
tional first-line aircraft which, under the preliminary Norstad proposals, would be
manned by NATO countries other than those represented at the Washington meet-ing, as well as many of the 1,137 additional fust-line aircraft which France would
man under these proposals. The United States would also have to provide trainingfacilities for an additional 2,060 NATO aircrew in the year ending June 30th, 1952
and for an additional 6,050 in the year ending June 30th, 1953, as against their
present commitment of 900 for each of these years.

3. Mr: Claxton said that one of the most serious obstacles to increased R.C.A.F.efforts
would.be the difficulty of obtaining sufficient trained technicians and train-

ing 'personnel, of whom there were already shortages in connection ' with theapproved programme of trebling the R.C.A.F. The manpower implications of the
Norstad Proposals were serious since they would entail maintenance: of a total ofsome

14,000 R.C.A.F. personnel overseas in addition to a brigade group. .
It had been indicated at the Washington meeting that the R.A.F. and U.S.A.F.were

hoping ihat'Canada would produce F86 airframes for the United Kingdom as
originally pLoposed ^ although at a later date. As the defence budget for 1951-52
was now full conunitted, it appeared improbable that any of these airframes couldbl Produced ûuring the current fiscal year even if U.S. com ne durin Y po ents became availa-

g that period. Only a minor increase in Canada's NATO aircrew training
programme could be accomplished within the presently-approved defenceprogramme: ; , .a

As Canada was devoting approximately 48% of its defence budget - apropomon
than that of any other NATO country - to the Air Force^it was dif

greater
ficult



to 'see how it could undertâke additional air commitments for 1951=52 - at least

unless more funds were provided .

4. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Cônunittée said thatthé Chiefs of Staff consid-

erèd that there could be no changes or deferments ' in the various elements of the

preséntl}►=âpproved defence programme, in view of financial and manpower limita-

tions and as the programme represented commitments made to NATO.

As there was a serious gap in' NATO land forces and a not insignificant gap in
naval forces; which would have to be considered in dué' coursé, the question of
filling the air gap could be more usefully examined when, later in the summer, the
Standing Group made recommendations, which it was now preparing, on the over-
all problem. A difficulty that might arise if the four Air Chiefs submitted a solution
for filling the air gap to General Eisenhower was that he was likely to accept the
proposals:and it might then be difficult for Canada not to comply with them. The

machinery that had been established for consideration of such matters was consul-
tation by the. Standing , Group with ° the Military Representatives Committee in

Washington. : ,.

ï-The U.S. authorities seemed to be delaying offers to contribute towards closing
the gap in the hope that other countries would offer substantial contributions. Under
the Norstad proposals, for instance, the United States would provide only an addi-
tiona1396 manned first-line aircraft, while Canada would be expected to provide an
additional 289..

♦ 5. The Secretary of State for External Affairs considered the Standing Grop^d
competent authority to prepare recommendations. of the type in question
thought that consideration of possible contributions to close the air gap should be
deferred pending examination of the Standing Group's recommendations later in
the summer.

1 '6. Air. Marshal Curtis said that General Eisenhower had wanted the current âvea
to be made by the Standing Group. It had, however, been felt desirable to h
representative of the one non-Standing Group country that had significant potenti-
alities on the air side participate in the study and that the Standing Group could not
invitel such Canadian participation withoa also inviting representatives of NATO
countries which were of far less importance on the air side. It appeared to the right
and duty of the Supreme Commander, under his terms of reference, to make recom-
mendations to the Standing Group with regard to his force requirements, and to be
in order for him,to ask the four Air Chiefs to make a report in this connection. The
reason why, the study had been undertaken in this way was that General Eise ^Oduce
had become very concerned at the failure of the Standing Group to date to p

. any , recomrmndations on means of closing the gap in air forces.

: a The Norstad proposals would entail little, if any, additional expend;tu^e ^ri°^
1952•53 and under them most of the R.C.A.F. programme would Y

pe& in 1954.
It a the reason why the United States was holding back offers of

appeared th t NATO
increased contributions was that it was afraid that,, otherwise, the other

f the gap•
countries would leave it to the United States to make good most 11
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7. The Secretary to the Cabinet pointed out that, having complained at not being
consulted in the preparation of the Medium.Term Plan force requirements, Canada
.would be in an awkward position in objecting to being asked to participate in pre-
liminary discussions of. means of closing the air gap.
:8. The Prinie Minister thought the main problem that would arise from an addi-

tional contribution of the scope : envisaged by General Norstad would be, that of
implementation. It had previously been agreed that, in approving the defence pro-
gramme for 1951-52, Canadian resources were being stretched as far as possible
under present conditions. Again, it would be some time before there would be suffi-
cient infrastructure available in Europe for the expanded air forces envisaged by
General.Norstad.

9. The Minister of Defence Production thought that Air Marshal Curtis should
indicate in Paris that the Canadian defence programme was frozen for a year, after
which Canada would consider what it was in a position to do. He did not see how
the country would be able to increase its contribution on the industrial side in the
meantime. If there were new shifts in emphasis in the defence programme, consid-
erably`less would be accomplished in 1951-52 than originally planned.

10. The Minister of Finance said that, if Canada were to order an increased num-
ber of:U.S. aeroengines, the exchange problem, which was serious, would be fur-
ther aggravated. This was a consideration that , had . to be borne in mind. in
connection with any proposals for an increased Canadian military effort. -
A 1:Wr. Robertson suggested that the fact that General Norstad had proposed

doubling the air component of the Canadian contribution to the Integrated Force
introduced an important new consideration, making it desirable to review the ques-
tion of the forms that Canada's overall contribution should take. It might therefore
be well. to take the position that Canada would be prepared to examine proposals
for an increased air contribution, provided its land and sea contributions were simi-
larly open to review.

The Standing Group was likely to propose that Canada increase its Army contri-
bution to the Integrated Force from one-third of a division to one division. Such a
course, he felt, was more likely to impose severe strains on the system of voluntary
recruitment than some increase in air contributions, especially if the 25th InfantryBrigade continued to be committed to Korea for 'some time.

12• Mr. Peârson pointed out that there was some danger of the report of the Paris
meeting and of Canada's association with it being made public. There was also thedifficulty

that the report would suggest increased allocations for several countries
Which had not partlcipated in its preparation and, at the same time, increased allo-
cations for Canada which the government was not prepared to support. In the cir-
s nmestances, it appeared undesirable for Air Marshal Curtis to sign the Paris report

his association with it would merely serve to further identify Canada with the
current study, iVloreover, he should presumably not allow the Paris meeting to have
any illusions as to Canada's ability to accept an allocation of the size sugested byGeneral Norstàd

13, Or, St-I,aurent, while'pointing out that it would be difficult for Air Marshal
Cunis not,to attend the Paris meeting, agreed that he should indicate that no d di



butions by other countries.

tionâl 'commitments could be undertaken in' 1951-52 - assuming that Canada was

(b) he could, within the authorized financial and manpower programme, explores. _
.the possibility of.making adjustments within the existing programme in the sense
'recommended at the preliminary meeting of the four Chiefs of Air Staff; and

(c) as Canada was not a. member ôf the Standing Group, it would not be proper
for him to participaté in âny report ôr"récommendations involving increased contri-

not relieved of any of its present- commitments. It'should also be indicated that the
government *considered that the Canadian defence effort was as large a one as the
country would support, short of a situation requiring an' all-out effort, and that it
would not be. prepared to consider increased : commitments.. for the period after
1951752,' at least until the ; recommendations of the Standing Group were put
forward."=

14.', The C6mmitteè consideréd that it would have been preferable for the exami-
nation of `the position of the air forces to have been made by the Standing Group
aftér consultation with the Military Representatives Committee, taking into account
not only the position of the air forces but also that of land and sea forces, but that,
since he had attended, the - Washington meeting, which had been adjourned, the
Chief of the Air Staff should attend the Paris, meeting.

15: The Conimittee, 'after considerable further discussion regarding the position to
be taken by Air Marshal Curtis at the Paris meeting, agreed that:'

(â) he should indicate that the Cariadian government was not able to accept addi-
tional overall defence commitments for 1951-52,, and coùld not at present consider
additional commitments for subséquent years pénding further experience regarding
Canada's ability to carry' out'the already substantial programme on which it was
now embarked, and re-examination of the ,position of land and sea as well as air
forces; ; . - : . . .

^>t"s., ... .

TOP SECRET

"^16: The Mincster of National Defence recalled at a In , osition to
f C 'ttee as to the p

^ . ^ # THE DAP, CANADIA

th C b' et I on May 30th, 1951,.
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NATO;'AIR FORCES FOR EUROPE; REVIEW OF PROPOSALS FOR FILLING

N POSITION ' .

=to`inform Air Marshal Curtis of ihese-mstructlons. e,

had approved the decislon of the Cabinet De ence, omml meeting In
bé'taken by the Chief of the Air Staff in,reviewing, at a^ forthcoming
Paris, a draft report to General Eisenhower on means of closing the gap in air con-

'tributions to the European Integratéd Force. He proposed taking immediate action
• • v-#', r' ;as a result of subse-

^ , ,. _. . - . .
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions'

I
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quent.discussions in his department, it was considered _ that it ; would be. desirable
and consistent with the approved instructions to have Air Marshal Curtis explore,
during the Paris meeting, the feasibility, within the agreed manpower, and ^fnancial '
ceilings, of the Canadian squadrons assigned to the Integrated Force` béing of,one .
type and of the R.C.A.F. producing what would appear to be a larger air contribu-
tion by reducing the reserves originally plannPd for each squadron.

17. The Cabinet noted with approval the report of the Minister of National
Defence on the instructions he proposed to, send to the Chief of the Air Staff as to
the position to ' be taken,, during the current meeting in Paris with certain othér,
Chiefs of Staff,'in reviewing proposals for increased air contributions to the Inte-
grated Force.

384.
DEA/50030-AG-40

Note du ministre de la Défense nationale
pour le Comité du: Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet Defence Committee

CABINET DOCUMENT D-288 ; [Ottawa),, June 26, 1951

Top SECRET.

• , :ti -. ,
, CONSIDERATION OF THE PARIS PLAN AND THE RELATED REPLY TO

GENERAL EISENHOWER'S MESSAGE OF 15 JUNE, 1951i'

Terni Plan. The
D .C. Group considered that the national force contributions in

1• D.C. 28, Medium Term Plan Force Requirements, was prepared by the Stand-
'ng Group on , the basis of an analysis of, the Revised -Regional Medium TermPlans.t The total requiren:ents in D.C. 28 were considered by the Standing Groupas likely , to prove the minimum necessary . to permit the accomplishment of
Regionâl Tâsks outlined'in D.C. 13,*North Atlantic Treaty Organization Medium.

C28 represented first, urgent ' interim national targets of the NATO nations
towards meeting the total requirements. There remains a force deficiency or "gap"in

D.C. 28 between' the recommended national force contributions and the totalrequirements.

2. In approving D.C. 28 on, 28 October; 1950, the Defence Committee inter alia
*ected the Standing Group "to report what contributions they consider govern-ments should make to close these gaps. Member nations and the Supreme Com-roander, should supply the information uponreco which to base thesenmendations". (Vide Appendix "A" - Defence Committee and North Atlan-
tic Council 4ppmval of D.C.28)t

3• Subsequentl} the Standing Group• requested the Supreme Allied CommanderEurope to su 1 the,

ence, Wi^' such information,crnâ
Standing framework of his terms of refer-

Y comments and/or recommendations as he consid-
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eréd might be helpful to they Standing Group on the ways and -means of closing the
gap in D.C: 28. ` :

4. In hie -reply "to the ^ Standing Group, General Eisenhower recommended that
nâtiônal * governments individually should séek to isolate and identify the primary
obstacles to furtlïer progréss in -increasing their respective force contributions for
filling the gap, and thereafter collective efforts be devoted towards the,' removal of
such` ôbstacles.

5.^ Arisirig out of these récommendâtions and at the request of the Standing Group
for all nations to comply with General Eisenhower's suggestions.- the Chiefs of
Staff examined the individual 'service programmes to determine:

(a) if any further expansion (over and above the 1951-54 programmes as they
now stand) is possible;

(b) if so, to what extent and by when; and
(c) in any event, what are the primary obstacles and limiting factors to further

expansion.
This examination by the Chiefs of Staff and their subsequent discussions with me
resulted in the despatch *of . special instructions to the Chairman; Canadian Joint

Staff, Washington, giving the Canadian position on closing the gap. A copy of this
message is attached as Appendix "B".

6.'Additionally at the suggestion of General Eisenhower, the Chiefs of Air Staff
of Canada, France, the United Kingdom and the United States met in Washington
from 30 April, to 3 May to determine whether D.C. 28 air force requirements could
be met and to consider what acceleration was required in national programmes to
close the gap by 1954. The conclusions arising from this meeting, together with the
implications for Canada therefrom, were considered by Cabinet Defence Commit-
tee 29 May, as a result of which instructions were given to the Chief of the Air
Staff regarding the position he was to take at the further meeting of the four Chiefs
of Air Staff in Paris which commenced 7 June. '

7. The conclusions of the Paris meeting, which are contained in the report entitled
the "Paris Plan", reach substantially the same conclusions as the py study
made - in Washington, now known as the "Pentagon Plan'.'. The main Washington
conclusions were as follows: ' . .

"(a) it is clearthat a balanced Air Force in Europe, of 9,212 front-line aircraft, is
impossible before December, 1954,' bût that a possibility exists of meeting the
front-line figure if reserves are largely depleted and all NATO production facilities
are utiliièd to the maximum possible extent.' Strenuous efforts involving changes in
national policies of manpower allotment,' production and finance, are essential if

, , .bottlenecks are to be alleviated.
"(b) Unless training facilities , are expanded and filled immediately, with W'ith

trainees in particular; unless aircraft production orders are placed now,
machine tools and raw materials supplied as required; unless air installation sites be
built or extended on the Continent and made available now; we see no possibility
of achieving the minimum goal 'of 9,212 manned aircraft at any date near DeCem-
bér, 1954:'
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8. The "Paris Plân", which deals with the air force gap in Europe, proposes the
following insofar as Canada is concerned:

(a) The allocation to the Integrated Force of a division of 12 fighter squadrons of
300 front-line aircraft and 'a division of 12 light bomber squadrons of 192 front-line
aircraft. The F86 requirements outside Europe would include 297 aircraft for opera-
tional training, squadron build-up ^ in Canada and attrition for the period 1951-54.
To this would be added the Integrated Force requiréments of 800 airciaft as con='
tained in the "Paris Plan', which - would - bring the overall F86 requirements to'a
total of 1,097 aircraft. This would include a 100% war reserve of 300 aircraft which
the "Paris Plan"- does not require to be provided until after 1954. Under this con-
cept, the current. procurement of .790 F86's is sufficient until 1954. On the same
basis the procurement of light bombers would be 514 less 192 (war reserve) or atotal of 322 unti11954.

(b) The production for.NATO countries of additional F86 airframes up to Cana-
dian capacity, estimated to be about 1,800, in addition to the aircraft mentioned in
(a)• ' . . I

(c) The establishment' and operation:

(1) by 1 September, 1951, of two additional basic flying training schools;.and by
1 September,' 1952; of 1 advanced school, to train 300 additional NATO aircrew
in 1952; and 1,000 additional NATO aircrew in 1953 over and above the pres-
ently planned trained output of 1,400 per year, and -
(2) of one light-bomber'operational training unit in 1952.

9• The abôve proposals will involve:
(a) The production and/or procurement of 322 light bombers,,400 Harvard train-ers, 217-T33 jet trainers and 16 long-range transports additional to those: in cur-

rently-approved plans.

(b) The acquisition of eight airfields, three air depot sites, three headquarters sites
and one hospital site in Europe.

(c) An increase in the RCAF of 7,638 overseas, 5,482 (this figure includes sup-
Port personnel for both operational commitment in Europe and additional training
comrnitrnent in Canada) home forces and 1,000 for training, totalling 14,120,
bringing the total RCAF establishment to 58,320 (of this number 13,316 overseas)and necessitating maintenance of the present recruiting rate until April, 1954.

(d) In addition to expenditures on currently-approved plans, RCAF expenditure
of $305 Million in 1952-53, $409 million in 1953-54 and $197 million to Decem-
ber,1954, including a share of the infrastructure required by the RCAF squadrons
in Europe: The aboyé figûres do not include the cost of production of F86 airframesfor Other NATO countries.

Â sunlmazy of the "Paris Plan" and its financial implications are attached as
ppendices "C"t and "D"1p . ,t respectively.

General Eisenhower has received the "Paris Plan" ' and has requested the fol-
loWing information from Canada, as well as from other nations, by 2 July, 1951,before decidi

ng what action he will take with regard to the "Paris Plan":
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..;"(a),What major,obstacles will have to be overcome by individual nations in
order to enable them to meefthe suggested targets set out in the "Paris Plan" and its
appendices. The major obstacles listed, should relate only,to the provision of air
forces . The , obstacles should be grouped under the . headings enumerated in the
index to the "Paris Plan" on' page I.

"(b) Will the attainment of these targets within the time stated have a major effect
on the attainment of army and navy, commitments as set,out 'in DC 28."

The complete text of General Eisenhower's, letter; is attached 'as Appendix "E".t
- 11: The Department of Defence Production has considered the aircraft production

aspect of the "Paris Plan" and has indicated that, while it has not been possible in
the time available to base their comments on detailed production studies, including
a full examination of the problems of raw materials, labour; machine tools, etc., it
is fully anticipated (with the possible exception of the Canberra light bomber) the
aircraft production targets could be met provided that an adequate supply of GFP
could be made available.

12. The Chiefs of Staff have further considered the questions mentioned above in
: paragraph 5 in relation to the "Paris Plan" and the reply to General Eisenhower, all
of..which are .concerned with closing the gap. They, have concluded that the air
force gap should not be examined in isolation but should be considered in relation
to. deficiencies which concurrently exist- in land and sea force contributions, and
accordingly recommend that a decision. concerning. the "Paris Plan" be deferred
pending the completion of the Standing Group examination and assessment of
national force contributions required to fill the gap in navy, army and air forces.
The detailed conclusions and recommendations'of the Chiefs of Staff on the above
matters are attachcd as Appendix "F". f

r .. . .. . t , . . .[B. CLAXTON]
. . . , .. . . . ' , . , . , ..

, _ . I [APPENDICE i3/APPENDIki3] ' '

Le secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au président de l'état-nrajôr du Canada auxltats- Unis

Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee,
to Clwirman,. Canadian Joint . Staff in United States

TOP SECRET
[n.d.]

, ^. . . ,

v,I refer to CJS(W) 584 concerni,ng new approach, by Standing Group in closing
the gap. . The following Canadian view of this problem is for use in verbal discus-
sion by our representative on MRC working group. It is not to be tabled as a paler.

2. In considering the general position of Canada there is a very important point to
be,.made. The meeting of the NATO Council and Defence Committee at which
instructions were given that enquiries be instigated with a view, to measures that
might be taken to close the gap took place, at Brussels on 19 December 1950.

3. The October meeting had recommended that nations proceed immediately to
incn,.ase their national forces with the object of meeting the national force targets as
rapidly as possible.
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,4: At: the Brussels meeting, it was agreed that nations should at once re-examine
their plans to see what more each one of them could do.

5. Acting in accordance with these recommendations, the government of Canada
re-examined its defence programme. Such re-examination began on the return of
the blinister of Defence from Brussels in December and continued until the new
programme was announced by him in Parliament on '5 February, 1951.

6. The extent of the changes made in the 'Canadian programme between the Brus-
sels meeting and that announced on 5 February is believed to be proportionately
greater than that made by any other nation during the corresponding period. The
defence appropriations made for the fiscal year 1950-51 were $425 millions. At the
special session of Parliament held in August the defence appropriations were
increased bÿ $145,200,000, and in addition $300 millions was provided for mutual
aid, of which relatively little would be spent in 1950-5 1. The programme put for-
ward on 5 February called for an expenditure of $5 billions in three years, and with
the unexpended portion of the vote for mutual aid and other sums voted for defence
purposes made available for defence this year the sum of $1,879,000,000. This is
$134.27 per capita, 47.5% of the national budget, 11.67% of the national income
and 9.4% of the national product. On any, basis of comparison this is believed to
constitute a larger, expenditure than any participant in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization except the United States.
!:7: The increase in the appropriation was intended to provide for an acceleration
of our programme for the defence of Canada and the provision of Navy, Army and
`Air Force units for NATO as well as to maintain whatever forces were needed to
carry out our undertakings. in Korea.'There was, however, a very substantial addi-
tion made to the programme of direct contributions to NATO itself in the offer of
additional facilities to train an additional 1,100 aircrew per year, bringing the total
to be trained for NATO and the United Kingdom to some 1,400 per year, with
1,900,for ourselves.

8. There are, however, additional factors of a general character which should be
known in order to understand the position of Canada.

9• With full emploÿment, a shortage of agricultural workers and an expected
shortage of men ' in defence industries, it would become increasingly difficult to
justify to the Canadian people our recruiting boys off the farms to send them to
build up 'the,forces in western Europe at the same time as we are. bringing out
displaced persons from Europe to provide labour on those very same, farms.

10. In the case of the other smaller nations, virtually every cent of defence expen-
ditu1e, every' man and piece of equipment employed,, every bit of construction,
meets the double purpose of building up the defences of the country against direct
attack and contributing to the forces of NATO. Canada is the only smaller country
in the Position of having to face the necessity of devoting a considerable proportion
of her total'defence effort to immediate defence and, in addition, having a separate
force in K6r6â,'7,000 miles away from our west coast, and another force in Europe
2,004.1niles away'frôm our east coast, with the coasts themselves 3,000 miles apart.

11: T6fiaintâin 'the 'third largest UN force in Korea, a brigade group and eleven
squadrons in Europe, and to build up a force 'of 100 ships, as well as to carry out
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the other activities for the immediate defence of Canada and the build-up of our
maximum potential, is a large undertaking for a country of 14,000,000 people.

.12. Regarding particularly the Air Force, the government felt than an air division
of eleven squadrons. with two hundred and three front-line aircraft would be as
much as we could undertake. It, was estimated that this would require seven hun-
dred and ninety aircraft to provide for necessary reserves and over five thousand air
force personnel overseas. In addition to 19 squadrons and extensive radar installa-
tions for the Canada-US Regional Planning Group, there were possible require-
ments for infrastructure - airfields, accommodation, ground control, etc., in
Europe: To meet this and provide for the defence of Canada and the training pro-
gramme will require a total of 3,300 new aircraft and some 44,000 personnel in the
RCAF, the strength of which will have to bé doubled . within the years 1950-53.

13. It may be remarked that over and above the NATO force tabs, Canada has
shipped the equipment for two divisions and agreed to make available the equip-
ment for a third. We are also making considerable quantities of new equipment.

, Three hundred and sixty, million dollars has been appropriated for mutual aid.

, , *14. Canada is willing to consider any and every proposal by which we can with
others -build up our combined strength. For this year, 1951-52, the defence pro-
gramme approved by the Cabinet was prepared to meet NATO force tabs as these
had been indicated in DC-28. All action necessary to put this plan into effect has
been taken. : Construction has been planned and commenced, equipment orders
placed,: recruitment and training of manpower undertaken. Consequently, any
changes proposed in objectives would have to take into account the fact that we are
already well advanced in working out this programme, which it is believed can be
carried out by or before 1954 within the limits of the five billion dollars announced
by the government to meet the three years' programme. But, of course, any sugges-
tions of modifications within the programme would be considered. '

PRIMARY. OBSTACLES AND LIMITATIONS TO INCREASED FORCE CONTRIBUTIONS

(a) Trained Manpower
15. The expansion of the Canadian armed forces from the strengths of Navy

9,248, Army 20,368 and Air Force 17,284 in July, 1950, to their present strengths
of Navy 11,970,1 Army 42,555 and Air Force 24,668 has already resulted in increas-

r ing the size of the forces sixty per cent. This large percentage expansion has Pro-
duced shortages ôf trained and experienced officers and very considerable

deficits
. . .._.^. _^_..^.. ,,,,.. t,,- PYnanded and

in technlcatly quallllea iVl,v s and ü'auG511c11. v11u1 ^..•^w,^ ...... -,- -- •

many more instructional staff trained, an increased rate in. the expansion of the

Canadian Army, Navy and Air Force is not possible.
f., . .

(b) 'Financial Limitations 1950-51
'.3 16. Canadian defence orders placed in the US duri ng the fiscal y
amounted to $128,327,300, while US defencé orders placed in Canada during the

tsame period amounted to only $35,258,189. The Canadian orders placed in the US
were largely for aircraft engines and ancillary equipment and for divisi Îri Apr l'°

` ment to replace UK-type army, equipmént being provided as mutual aid. 436,f $126 ^9this'year Canada placed defence orders in the US to the amount o°̂
f _,Y ^ .^-. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . , . F ^ . .: " , ..
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and the US placed defénce 'orders in Canada to the amount of $40,055,767.' An
estimated annual expenditure of over $300,000,000 on military equipment or com- -
ponents required from the US is creating â serious and increasing deficit in US
funds. The US is unlikely to spend anything like a corresponding amount in Can-
ada. If the US were to spend $100,000,000 on defence expenditures in Canada in
1951 (probably an outside figure), we would be spending $22.00 on defence equip-
ment in the US for each head of the Canadian population while the US would be
spending in Canada $0.66 per head of the US population, or proportionately about
1/33. If, the adverse balance of trade between Canada and the US continues at the
present rate there is,a serious possibilitythat we Will have difficulty in implement-
ing the present âccepted programme

(c) United Nations Operations in Korea

17: The Canadian contributions to the UN ground forces in Korea consist of one
Brigade Group of- approximately 7,400 men: A further force of 6,000 men is being
raised and trained to provide for rotation and replacements of. casualties occurring
in this Brigade Group. Wastage rates have been calculated on the basis of 500 men .
per month although the, accuracy. of this figure cannot be assessed until the force
has been éngaged• in operations : for some months. This commitment in Korea
amounts to the employment of 13,000 men for this year. Whatever thefuture of the
fighting in Korea, it,will be necessary for the Canadian forces to. be maintained at
strength arid at a high'degree of effciency, and this will require constant replace-
ment of trained officers, NCO's and tradesmen. The effects of this have already
been felt in 'raising the required numbers to permit the force to be committed to
operations.

18. Since Jul}►, 1950, a heavy transport squadron of twelve North Stars has been
serving on the Kôiean airlift in support of the United Nations. The Navy maintains
three destroyers (ocean escorts) in Korean waters, and it has been necessary to allo-
cate five ships in rotation for this duty. •

POSITION OF.THE ARMED FORCES IN THE PRODLEM OF FILLING THE GAP
(a).Navy

19. Canadian naval rearmament plans already entail doubling the manpower of
the RCN in three years which, if the present standard of efficiency is to be main-
tained, is considered to be an extremely rapid expansion.

20. Not only does this provide for a commitment of looking after our own coast
and seaward defences and escorting all merchant shipping in Canadian- coastal
waters; but also in the case of NAOR, taking care of ten per cent of the defensive
protection of trans.Atlantic convoys.

21.
The programme calls for a total of about 100 ships to be built or refitted andre

is fum^ by 1954. It will stretch the capacity of industry to meet this programme. It
rther noted that the completion by 1955 of an additional 7 destroyer escorts is

also being undertaken. While these ships do not constitute an increase in the Cana-
dian NATO 'contributions, theywill be. used to replace obsolescentvessels whichwill in tu •rn be invaluable for operational training purposes.



22. Trainin& is already approaching an all-out effort within -existing training of
establishments.,,, Serious i limiting factors, in -,the. expansion, of personnel over and
above the current programme are the critical shortages of both officers and techni-
cal ratings. .

23. In view of the'véry considerable Canadian naval effort outlined above, expan-
sion beyond the 1951-54 programme as it now stands does not appear to be feasible
at the present time.•^

(b) AMy
24 In addition to Fthe Kôrean force and its replacements, Canada, under DC 28,

will provide one-third ôf an infantry division (1 infantry brigade group) to the Inte-
grated Force in Europe by 1954. We expect that this will be done by 1951 or early
in 1952 at latest. This brigade group, together with' sufficient men to provide
replacements for non-battle wastage and rotation, involving a commitment of some
10,000 men, is now being raised. Approval by Parliament has yet to be obtained for
the despatch of the force to Europe but this is considered to be a question of time as
this is declared government policy.

25. On mobilization, two' infantry divisions are earmarked for assignment to
SHAPE, one at D plus 90 and the other at D plus 180, although neither of these will
be available for operations until after D plus 360:

26., Plans for the defence of the Canada-US region include 'an Army commitment
by 1954 of three infantry battalion groups for, airborne ;operations, four composite
AA- batteries, 18, , heavy AA regiments plus 1 theavy AA battery and 10 .light AA
regiments:

27. The expansion in the Army as a result of these commitments has placed a
heavÿ strain on available resources of trained officers, NCO's and tradesmen. Fur-
ther expansion does not appear to be feasible at the present time. .

(c) Air Force
28. The problem of additional Canadian contributions towards closing the NATO

gap in Air Forces has been' under recent active consideration in meetings of the
four Chiefs of Air Staff in Washington and Paris. The Cabinet Defence Comrnittee,
after discussing the Washington proposals, which were identical to those made in
Paris; concluded, when considering the position to be taken by Air Marshal Curtis
at the Paris meeting, that:

,"(a) he f should indicate that the Canadian government was not able to acceptF= I
`^4. additional overall defence "commitments for 1951-52, and could 110, at present

consider; additional commitments. for subsequent years pending furth^ ixe

• ence regarding Canada's ability to carry out the nlready substantial P g
on which it was now embarked, and re-examination of the position, of land andt: ., .
sea as Ÿ wel l as air forces; ^ and

explore
(b) he could, within the authoriZed financial'and manpower programmmé in the
the ° possibility of making adjustments within the existing prograr „

sense recommended at the preliminary meeting of the four Chiefs of Air Staff-

I
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PCO/Vol. 202
Projet d'une réponse du ministre de la. Défense nationale ;

au contntandant suprême des Forces alliées en Europe.

Draft Reply from Minister of National Defence •
to Supreme Allied Commander in Europe .

,
TOP SECRET . [n.d.]

THE ACCELERATION OF NATO AIR FORCES PROGRAMMES

National Defence for Canada, begins.
riinister of

2: 30 June , 1951. Your letter 15 June 1951, Report by the Chiefs of Air Staff of
USA, United Kingdom ' and France, on the Acceleration of NATO Air Forces
Programmes.

3. In addition to the questions raised in your letter on the Acceleration of NATO
Air Force Programmes, the Canadian Government also has under consideration the
whole'current Canadian defence programme as a result of your suggestion to the
Standing Group that national governments individually, should seek to isolate and
identify the primary obstacles to further progress in increasing their respective
force contributions for filling the gap. IT .

4. At the outset it may be noted that Canada is the only smaller country in the
position of having to face the necessity of devoting a considerable proportion of her
total defence effort 'to immediate defence at home and, in addition, having a sepa-
rate force in Korea, and another force in Europe. In the case of the other smaller
nations, virtually their entire defence effort serves the double purpose of building
up the defences of the country against direct attack and contributing to the forces of
NATO.

5. It is our opinion that the problem of closing the air forces gap cannot reasona-
bly be considered except in relation to the similar problems in NATO sea and landforces.

With this in mind we have already forwarded to our representative on theMilitâry'
Representatives Committee in Washington our preliminary views on the

Canadian position towards closing the gap in"sea, land and air forces, which views
we feel'we shôuld mention here in dealing with the air forces problem.

6• Examination o4 the cunrcnt Canadian defence'programme shows the position of
the Canadian' irr^ëd 'forces to be:
Navy

, .^.. ^ _ _ _ •, ,.

°the CN adi^ Naval re-armament plans already entail doubling the manpower
in three years. If the present standard of efficiency is to be maintained,

a more rapid expansion is not considered advisable.

8''Th'S Programme will provide for the protection of our own coastal .waters and
harbours and escorting all merchant shipping in Canadian coastal waters, and also
In respect of NAORG assuming responsibility for ten percent of the defensive pro-
t"'ction Of vans-atlantic convoys.
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9. The programme calls for a total of about 100 ships to be built or refitted and
rearmed by 1954. Although there is adequate hull capacity in Canadian shipyards,
the provision of electronics and ships machinery will strain these industries to meet
the programmé. , .. ^ .

: . k

10. Our naval training establishments are already operating at top capacity. Seri-
ous limiting factors in the' expansion of personnel over and above the current pro-
gramme are the critical shortages of both officers and technical ratings.

Ârmj►
11. In addition to the Korean Force and its replacements; Canada, under DC 28,

will provide one-third of an Infantry Division (1 Infantry Brigade Group) to the
Integrated Force in Europe by 1954. We expect that this will be done in late 1951
or, early in 1952. This Brigade Group, together with sufficient men to provide
replacements for non-battle .wastage and rotation, involving a total of some ten
thousand men, is now being ràised.

12. A further airborne group of three airborne battalions is required along with an
appropriate air forcé. component for the immediate defence, of the Canada/U.S.
region; as well as substantial AA units.

13. The expansion in the Army to meet these requirements has placed a heavy
strain on available resources of trained officers, NCO's and tradesmen. Further
expansion superimposed on top of a change-over from British to United States pat-
tern arms and equipment does not appear to be feasible at the present time.

Air'Force
114. The currently authorized Royal Canadian Air Force programme in support

NATO totals 40 squadrons of all types. Of these, one day-rghter air division of 11
squadrons comprising 203 front line aircraft has been committed to SHAPE. In
addition, the Canadian air force programme includes:
'(a) the building and manning of extensive radar installations in Canada, and,
(b) the training annually of some 1400 aircrew for other NATO nations together

with 1900 for ourselves.
Jhis requires an increase inRCAF manpower from 17,284 inJuly 1950 to more

.44,000 - an expansion of over 250% 0 - very extensive construction of air-= than
`fields, schools,'depots, communications and other infrastructure both at home and

, in Europe, and the production ,or procurement of 3,300 new aircraft.

15.Y The ability of Canada to undertake an increased commitment for the RCAF is

tempered by at least three inter-related major obstacles together with a number of
lesserones. These three major obstacles are:

, • of overnment fur-
^- (a).The difGculty of Canada obtaining an increased supply g

,nished property (aircraft engines, instruments, etc.) from United States sources in
order to meet heavily increased aircrAft production called for in the Paris Plan.

balance of trade betWeeni- Financial difficulties caused by the present a verse
Canada and the United States which ' is currently giving rise to serious strains in
implementing the present accepted programme. In this connection the limitations
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on United States military purchases in Canada is in itself an obstacle to any satis-
factôry balance being attained.

(c) The difficulty of persuading the pèoplé of Canada'to accept a higher degree of
mobilization at this time than results from the present programme which will call
for an expenditure in excess of $5 billion in the next three years when related to the
defence expenditures of other smaller countries which are more liable to direct
attack.

16. The above considerations are governing in examination of the suggestions in
the Paris Plan for increased aircraft production for front line use by other NATO
nations; for increases in Canadian front line forces abroad, particularly those
involving a new undertaking to procure or produce and to operate a light bomber
division; and for the increased aircraft production that would be necessary for
increased training of aircrew of our own and other NATO countries.

IT The measures which would be needed to overcome these obstacles in any
Canadian effort to meet the Paris Plan would have a direct and serious bearing on
Canadian'ability to attain the Canadian Naval and Army commitments as set out in
DC 28. They would necessarily have a direct impact on the availability of funds for
the present Canadian Naval and Army programmes, and would seem certain to
affect the availability of trained manpower for two Navy and Army at least, and
quite possibly for Canadian defence industry.

18. It is therefore the opinion of the Canadian government that ways and means
of closing the air force gap, at least insofar as Canada is concerned, cannot usefully
be considered in isolation but should be examined in relation to the problem of
deficiencies which concurrently exist in land and sea force contributions.

19. The Canadian. government considcrs that a decision concerning the Paris Plan
must be deferred pending completion of the Standing Group examination of
national force contributions required to fill the gap between the totals of national
Navy, ArMy and Air Force contributions set forth in DC 28 and the totals of NATO
rqukements... -
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pour le' Comité du Cabinet sur la défense '

Memorandum from ' Chairman; Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence

as a. basis for recommendations,' by the Panel on Economl offset-
Questions to Cabinet Défence Committee, as to possible arrangements

for offset-

ting such expenses that might be proposed to the United Kingdom.

expenses being met by the Canadian Services and of the nl Aspects of Defences • 'c

(d) the Department of National Defence should re are an

being incurred by the Canadian Services on behalf of the U.K. Services and oe^é
U •ted Kingdom,

than Services balance Canadian expenditures on behalf of the U. • enses
• outline of exp

countries, equipment should not be offset against services;
(c) there should be no attempt to make U.K. expenditures on behalf of the CanaK Services;

(b)twhile there might be an offsetting of equipment transferred between e

ther agreed to the following:
(a) the United Kingdom should not be asked to absorb expénses

of Canadian

forces as an offset to anything already made available to it free of charge;
411, two

t2. Cabinet Defence ommi ee co
Specifically, it ^ foünd that there was no objection to seeking arrangements under
which the United Kingdom would absorb reasonable amounts of the expenses
incurred by the Canadian forces in the United Kingdom as an offset for some of the
expenses incurred by Canada on behalf of the U.K. Services. The Committee fur-

f C tt ncurred in both th-se views on Aprll 1,

, [Ottawa], June 27th, 1951

SECRET

PAYMENT FOR SERVICES RENDERED BY THE UNITED KINGDOM TO CANADA
, _ . , i . ..1^..

Statement of Present Policy

-1. The question of payment for facilities and equipment provided for Canadian

forces by other NATO countries was recently considered by both the Panel on Eco-
nomic Aspects of. Defence Questions and Cabinet Defence Committee. The main
findings of the Panel -were:

(a) a strong case could be made for maintaining Canada's policy of not accepting
,foreign aid;

(b) while this policy was applicable in a'general way to NATO countries, it

'admitted of some modification when applied to the United Kingdom. If exceptional
cases arose in which the United Kingdom was willing to provide, without charge,
facilities and services not included in NATO infrastructure, it seemed reasonable to
accept them. 7 195

. I ^ : - Questions, '
to. Cabinet Defence Committee
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3. In consequence, the Panel has been considering data on this question provided
by the Department of National Defence.

Stâtement of Services Rendered by the United Kingdom to Canada and by Canada
to the' United Kingdom `

4. Each country sends members of its Armed Services to the other, on loan,
âttacliment and on course. In addition, small numbers of Service personnel are reg-
ularly `exchanged between the two countries. Differént financial arrangements,
reflecting the degree of benefit received; are in effect for each of these categôries.
Owing to the excess in the number of Canadian (principally R.C.N.) personnel tak-
ing courses in the ' United Kingdom over the numbers of U.K. . personnel taking
courses in Canada, there is a net recovery from Canada of approximately
$1,400,000, an nu al ly:

5. Under, lông-standing arrangements, the Admiralty issues such^ equipment and
stores and renders such services as'are required by R.C.N. ships and establishments
in the United Kingdom. The R.C.N. performs the like for R.N. ships and establish- '
ments in Canada and, in additions, repairs" and maintains U.K. armament and
ammunition stôres' in Canada. Recovery action is taken in both directions. The ,
amounts,so recovered vary'considerably from year to year but, on an average, they
are about $1,000,000 (in addition, the R.C.N. purchases equipment and stores fromthe Âdmiralty through' C.C.C.' in the amount of four or five million dollars annu-
ally) annually by.the United Kingdom from Canada and about $250,000 by Canada
from the United Kingdom.'

6. The ships Magnificent, Crescent, Crusader, and the submarine Thule (withcrew), are presently . on loan from the Admiralty to the R.C.N. The Admiralty,is
mabng no charge for the loan of these ships. ,I .,

7. It is estimated that Canada will incur capital costs in an amount of the order of
$5R,000,000 for the . training of U.K. aircrew whether the present bilateral agree-
ment is terminated or continued. The buildings and major equipment which give
rise to the capital costs, will, of course, remain the property of Canada. The esti-
mate of ôperating expenses given below contains an element for maintenance and
repair of properties that is theoretically sufGcient to keep both in a perfect state of
maintenance, and to replace major equipment lost through attrition.

8. On'thé assumption that the bilateral agreement will be terminated in July, 1952
and that. the vacancies'so created will not be filled, it is estimated that Canada willincur opemung

expenses on U.K. account in the amount of $19,300,000 for thePeriod Janûary 29,,1951 to March 31, 1953. The'continuation of the bilatéral agree-
ment would give rise to additional trainees beginning training during the period
July,'1952 to July, 1953.

9' At thé present time , one R.C.A.F. Vampire s quadron is stationed in the United
wngdoro: Under existing plans, there will be a build-up there, over the period Sep-'tember 1 ^. .

, 1951 to March 1, 1952, to three F-86 squadrons, together with a Head-
^ d^ Wing and 'a, Telecommunication Wing, which will remain in the United

g om ûntil March 31; 1953. It is possible that an R.C.A.F. Material Base will
also be required in the United Kingdom.
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10. The Vampire squadron is using aircraft supplied by the United Kingdom on
loan and is being served by U.K. motor transport. The' United Kingdom is also
providing the base and aerodrome accommodation for this squadron and will be
providing similar accommodation for the other R.C.A.F. units. There is no evi-
dence that the United Kingdom intends to make. a charge for the capital costs
incurred' forï this equipment and 'accommodation and no estimate`'of such capital
c0 sts has been possible. It is not likely that Canada would be expected to pay, with
respect to accommodation'and;major equipment, more than ôperating expenses as
defined in paragraph 7 abové: At a later date, 'the aircraft and spares for F-86
squadronswill be provided by, Canada and it is likelythat these squadrons will also
use Canadian motor transport. ;

11. It is estimated that the cost of the maintenance services provided by the
United Kingdom to R.C.A.F. units for the period April 1, 1951, to March 31, 1953,
will amount to $4,300,000 including the* cost of rations. As the United, Kingdom
has âs yet taken no récovery action and as U.K. cost datâ are not available here, this
estimate has been based on Canadian costs and is to be taken as a rough guide only.
The Vampire squadron is, at present, drawing R.A.F. rations but the R.C.A.F. hopes
to draw U.S.A. rations whenever that becomes feasible.

12. Whatever be the exact cost of the services performed by the United Kingdom
fôr, R.C.A.F. forces, in. the United Kingdom, it, is evident that it is much less in
respect of bôth operating' and capital expenses than the cost to Canada of training
U.K. aircrew.

Policy Considerations Respecting the Above Services
13. The services outlined above fall broadly into two categories:
(a) those associated with activities which continue in peace and war, whatever the

degree -of international tension; - ^ '
- (b) those associated with special defence activities undertaken as a result of the

present international tension.

It' would I seem desirable,^ as a mat'ter ôf general policy, that existing I arrangements
with respect to the former bë left undisturbed Iand that only the latter be considered
as 'possible offsets to Canadian mutual aid. , m to

mvolve In
:14, When applied to the.existing 'situation,-such a policy would mean a•

d both cases,
(a) j n spite of the fairly. substantlal amount of money

Canada would continue to : pay for^ courses taken by Canadian personnel in the

,
-United Kingdom and for stores, equipment and services rendered

to R.C.N. ships

id establishments in thea United Kingdom; .'; ,, would
from the Admiralty(b) existing arrangements respecting the ships on was

continue unchanged. The Admiralty is probablyquite satisfied to have these ships

ké'Pt in a state'of operational efficiency at no cost to the United Kingdom;
- ,, _ . , .. m exc ^oes ofidedï;(c),the only present candidate for offsetting pu-poses, apart fro

equipments of a roximatel equivalent value, is'. the group of services p

and.to be providéd = by h theyUnited, Kingdom , for ; R.C.A.F. units in the United

Kingdom.
, . . .
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:15.;While it is considered that a sufficiently strong case can be made on general
grounds for the policy outlined in paragraph , 13 above, there are a number of addi-
tional reasons for not accepting free courses and free services for Canadian ships as
"aid" from thé United Kingdom. These are:

(a) the expansion of defence activities has not yet brought about an increase in
the number of Canadian personnel on course in the United Kingdom or in the value
of the services rendered to R.C.N. ships. While - there might be . an increase in
R.C.N. and R.C.A.F. personnel on course in the United Kingdom in the next few
years, the number of Army personnel taking such courses, is likely to decline;

(b) if the United Kingdom were to provide courses without charge, vacancies on
course might not be made so readily available to Canada in future;

(c) the promptitude with which services are presently rendered to R.C.N. ships
might not be unconnected with the fact that the Admiralty is receiving payment;

(d) if the United Kingdom did not charge Canada, it might be faced with demands
by other Commonwealth countries to provide courses to personnel, and services to
ships, free of charge. Similar requests might be made of Canada by other Common-
wealth countries;

(e) in both cases, the value of services performed by the United Kingdom for
Canada exceed in value the services performed by Canada for the United Kingdom.
They'.could be offset only àgainst the, training ,of U.K. aircrew in Canada. This
would involve offsetting services provided by the R.C.A.F. with services provided
for the R.C.N.

16. If, as is môst unlikely, no further vacancies in the Canadian air training
scheme, beyond the present bilateral arrangement with the United Kingdom and the
Standing Group allocations, are allotted to the R.A.F., to propose that the United
Kingdom provide its services to R.C.A.F. squadrons free of charge, would not be
wholly'consonant with the principle that Canada should not request offsets for any-
thing already, made available to the United Kingdom without charge. However,
since the original offers were made, correspondence has been exchanged between
the Minister of National Defence and the U.K. Secretary of State for Air indicating
that the,United Kingdom would not be averse to discussing such an arrangement.
Moreôver, it now,'appears likely that the R.A.F. will'receive, as a result of Canadian
efforts, a substantial proportion of training vacancies in Canada.
Recomtitendations

17, Considering all the circumstances, the Panel recommends:
(a) that, apart from exchanges of equipments of approximately equivalent value,

offsetting arrangements be confined, for the present at least,; to services arising out
of sp^ial activities associated with the current international tension;

(b) that services provided by one of the Armed Forces of Canada be not offset by
seNiceg provided by'the'United Kingdom for, another of the Armed Forces ofCanada ,̂

(c) that the suggestion that discussions be held,'made by the Minister of National
Defence and agreed to b the SecretaryC^a^ ^^ y of State for Air, be followed up, and that

an represent tlves urge that the services provlded by the R.A.F. for R.C.A.F.



.units in' the United , Kingdom"be,offset' âgainst the services provided by the
R.C.A.F. 'in respect of air training' ôfR:A.F. personnel."

N.A. KUBEKTSUN

Note du Comité sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense

, ... . , pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense.. ^
Memorandum from Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions

. " , : to Cabinet Defence Committee

[Ottawa], June 28, 1951

CANADIAN MUiUAL AID TO'NATO IN 1952-53

3. A partial answer to these questions lies hn exisung mu
d be d 1952-53 These include
' ' tual aid commltmen

fully include.; tsto

an
dimensions of such aï programme,, and the types of items which it could most use-
`` `'s ' in connection with n mutual nid ^^programme for 1952-53 - the ge
` 2: The Panel has given preliminary cônsideration to the two main questions thaneral

in a muttial aid programme for 1952-53 if there'are to be additional Canadian offers

'of mutual aid for that year. The Panel assumes^that the government may not wish to

receive recommendations as to additional mutual aid in 1952-53 until it has

examined the recommendations that the Standing Group will be making in due
course as to means of filling the gap between forces so far committed to NATO by

`member countries and total NATO forces required by July, 1954.

' 1: On April' 17th, 1951, Cabinet Defence Committee indicated that it was pre-

paréd'to consider proposals for the provision of additional items of mutual aid in

1952-53. In'view of the time requiréd to accotnplish ' planning and production, it

ra ĝréed that; proposals for lâddidorial production in 1952-53 would have to be

received at an early date.,- -

`which on the basis of present information, would appear advantageous to include
items of inutual aid in 1952-53 to which Canâda' is -committed; and (2) other items
is simply a report, for the information of Cabinet Defence Committee, as to (1) the

This memorandum from the Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions

NATO that involve expenditures running mto an yon e^
the authorized NATO air training plan in Canada (1,400 training spaces per Y

- 300 No. 4 Mark VI radars, and 180:155 mm. howitzers, which will entail expendi'
jures, in 1952-53 estimated at $73, million, $15 million and $3 million respeC^vely,

, or aAtotal of $91 million. Cabinet has ^lso approved in principle,
subject to certain

: conditions, the inclusion of walkie-talkies in the mutual aid programme which

would entail an expenditure of $8.2 million in 1952-53.
. . . _i . ...,, ... ._ . . . .

^ ^ Cabinet Defence, • by
^ Approuvé parle Comité du Cabinet sur la défense, le 29 juin 195 1JA vcd

'Committee on lune 29, 1951. " ` ` `
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.. 4. The government agreed that the U.S. and U.K. authorities be informed that it
would be prepared to cônsider provision of F-86 airframes to the United Kingdom,
provided the Standing Group recommended their allocation to that country and the
United States furnished the necessary government-furnished property. The Stand-
ing Group has recommended "allocation of Canadian F-86 airframes to the . United
Kingdom and there are now indications that the R.A.F. desires '450 F-86's in 1953
and that, in this connection, the United States can arrange to provide up to 100 sets
of GFP per month, beginning January, ",1953. The U.K. Government has not for-
mally confirmed a requirement for these aircraft.. It is at present estimated that,
assuming delivery. of United States GFP as indicated above, the Canadian cost of
450 airframes, including 10% airframe spares, would be of the order of $80 mil-
lion, of which $47 million might be required in 1952-53 and $33 million in 1953-
54.

5. Thus, if F-86's and walkie-talkies ($8.2 million) were added to present mutual
aid, commitments ($91, million) for 1952-53, the mutual aid programme for that
year would involve the expenditure of $146.2 million.

6. It is considered that the following conditions should apply. to any additional
mutual aid from production (beyond that already mentioned) to be provided after
1951-52: . .11

(a) items chosen should fit in with the Canadian defence production programme;
(b) they should meet'NATO needs as recommended by the Defence Production'

Board; .

(c) the U.S. dollar content should be at a minimum and, where possible, arrange-
ments sliduld be' made for joint provision of items by the United States and Canada
along the lines of those proposed in the case of F-86 aircraft.

'7• There follows an analysis of items of additional mutual aid which, on the basis
of présent 'information, Canada may be asked to undertake 'after 1951-52. This
analysis takes into account the conditions just mentioned.

(a) Additiolial Na.'4'lllark V1 radar séts. On'the basis of the conditions listed
above, additional radar sets would be a suitable item of future mutual aid and Mr.
MacNlillan, Canadian representative on the NATO Defence Production 'Boârd," has
indicatéd the probability- of largely increased European demand. However, the
results of a conference of experts being held to determine the additional quantities
needed is still awaited.

(b) Naval, Ships." On February 22nd, 1951; Cabinet approved, as part of the
defence programme, the establishment of naval shipbuilding capacity in Canada in
excess of that required to meet the presently-authorized R.C.N. programme of 14
destroyer escorts and 14 coastal minesweepers. This excess capacity, while not suf-
ficient to satisfy Canadian . naval requirements for full-scale war, will provide the
neCessary, base from which Canadian industry could be expanded fairly rapidly to
foreseeable, wartime requirements.

^^nmta^Pure production point of view, there would be obvious advantages in
g use of tmineSWee he surplus capacity being established for destroyer escorts and

pets by meeung some of the NATO deficiencies in these ships. European
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shipbuilding facilities will not be able to meet all NATO deficiencies in escort ships
and ininesweepers by mid-1954. In the circumstances, the NATO Task Force report
on ' shipbuilding = indicated (if. the ^ subsequently approved ! R.C.N. building pro-,
gramme is' taken into account), that,there is a NATO requirement for immediate
construction in Canada of one destroyer escort and,36 minesweepers.

Engines and generators for minesweepers have to be obtained from the United
States at a'cost of approximately $500,000 per ship. If minesweepers were offered
to NATO, arrangements would have to be made with the `Americans for a joint
mutual aid'project under which they would provide the engines'from M.D.A.P.
funds: This would reduce to $1 million the total cost for Canada of a minesweeper,
and would avoid the necessity of spending U.S. dollars. A" destroyer escort costs
apprôximately $12 million, inclûding electronics and armament, and will be almost
entirely Canadian in content. Thus, the total cost of 36 minesweepers (at $1 million
each) and one destroyer escort would be $48 million.'

It is ' estimated that such an . additional programme for NATO could be under-
taken without any appreciable amount ôf capital assistance beyond that 'presently
authorized, and that present facilities for berths would be sufficient to handle these
ships for delivery by mid-1954 - assuming that orders ° for additional ships would
be placed in the near future.

(c) 3"50 Naval Guns. Investigations are proceeding regarding the interest of
European countries in obtaining these guns which are now being made in Canada.
Production for NATO would fit in with the Canadian defence programme. Lack of
European ability to pay for. such guns, together, with the establishment of European
requirements for them, would determine whether they should be considered in con-
nection with mutual aid.

(d)TrainingAircraft. Facilities are being established in Canada for the large-scale
manufacture of complete Harvard trainer aircraft, including engines. Some Euro-
pean countries have expressed interest in obtaining spare parts.
:: . If . negotiations for the, manufacture of a jet trainer, in Canada are successful,

there will probably,be a ,NATO interest in such production.

i,^(e) ,1SS mm.. Howitzur Ammunition. This calibre of ammunition is to be made in

Canada and its production for NATO would have the advantage of reducing the

unit costs of,Canadian army requirements: Canada will be providing howitzers as

mutual aid.' ment from
,(f) Spare Parts.,Some spare parts are being provided with the equip

^éll te^nd
new production that this country. is furnishing as mutual aid, and Canada

to ^ De, looked • ûpon . as an ^ appropriate source of supply for additional sp
p

Further, there are indications that the requirements for spares provided with new.
equipment will in some 'cases be imuch greater than originally contemplated

is clear, then, that the Canadian defence production programme ;des a
number'of items which European countries will wish to obtain

to fill gaps in their

programmes. Present information indicates that, of these countries;
probably only

thé ;United Kingdom and IIelgium might 11,00111 e instanccs be able to make some

cash payment for items, produced in ,Canada. Any ability of European lc^ ^ Un ted
pay$cash will, of course, tend to reduce the necessity to provide mutua
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States ."off-shore" purchases in Canada under the Mutual Defence Assistance Pro-
gramme would have the same effect and this possibility would bear further investi-
gation in Washington. The possibilities of payments by European countries and of
United States "off-shore" purchases would be influenced by the results of NATO
burden-sharing exercises. It is possible that, with a:view^ to ensuring. that NATO
countries only request provision of consumable stores in quantities that they really
require, it would be desirable to ask them to pay, say, 10% of the cost of any addi-
tional consumable stores, such as ammunition and spare parts, furnished to them as
mutual aid from new production. It is, however, expected that, for all practical pur-
poses, provision of military items to NATO countries (other than the United States).
will have to be on a straight, gift basis.

9. The scale of the Canadian mutual aid programme in 1950-51 and 1951-52 is.
relevant to the question of the appropriate level of aid for 1952-53. In 1950-51
mutual aid funds were encumbered to the amount of $195 million to provide for
replacement of U.K.-type equipment transferred to NATO. In 1951-52 authoriza-
tion is provided for mutual aid funds amounting to $61 million which, together
with the balance of $105 million from the original $300 million, total $165 million.
In terms of impact on the economy, expenditures connected with mutual aid will
likely be considerably higher than $165 million in the current year, since only $20
million of 1950-51 funds, amounting to $195 million, were expended (on purchases
of U.S.-type equipment),,and a number of the remaining purchases will be com-
pleted this year, At the same time, some. U..-type equipment approved for transfer
this year, may not be replaced until 1952-53. Of the total authorized for transfers to
NATO in the present year ($165 million), new production will account for approxi-
mately $33 million, aircrew training for $56 million, and transfer from existing
stocks for the remaining $76 million.

Tentative Conclusioits

10. So far there are the following'elements for a mutual aid programme for 1952-53:

lk <1.*. l,.P.- . ° ,

' , ^C"' ", . , . : , 1952-53 Expenditure
(1)NATO'Âir Training (1400 training spaces) $ 73,000,000
(2) 300 No. 4 Mark VI radars 15,000,000
(3)180-^155 mm.` howitzers 3,000,000
(4) Walkie-talkies . Q 200 000 '

Total• $ 99 200 000
F ua au programme or 1952-53,

ezp^d^ beyond $99.2 million to include such items as F-86 airframes for theUnited
wn8dom,^ naval ships and guns, training aircraft, howitzer ammunition and

sp^ p^s,'it is necëssary to bear in mind:
(a) Canâda's balance-of-payments position, particularly the balance 'of mili

^nsactions .with the United States. ^
^nUl.récéntly it was thought that, in the calendar year 1951, Canada's overallcuRentdefcit"would be on the order of $500 to $600 million. It now appears thatthis figure •

11.^In.., • , ,
considering'thé im lications of a mut 1'd f

^wght rise to about $700 million. A large portion of this deficit will be
^, r



due` to the excess of Canadian défence éxpendituré's in the United 'States over U.S.
expenditurés' in - Canada. Appéndix,,Wj' gives - récent estimates of the probable
scale of these expenditures;,_indicating that, in', 1951-52,, Canada will spend $275
million in the United States for the purchase 'of military end items, components,
parts and materials and; in' 1952-53, approximately',$400 million, and that the cor-
responding figûres for U.S. expenditures in Canada on military end items, manu-
factured components; 'and construction of defence projects, will be $60 million and
$125 million respectively., There are, however, now indications that these figures
for U:S: ' expenditures may be low and that they^ tnay be raised by a total of $100
million for thé two years.)

(b) It is not unlikely that the Standing Group will,in due course, propose, as part
of its recommendations for closing the gap in NATO land, sea and air forces, pro-
duction of 1,800 F-86 airframes in Canada for NATO countries (apart from the 450
that may be required by the United Kingdom) and an expansion of the authorized
NATO'air training'scheme in Canada to train an additiona1300 NATO aircrew in
1952 and an additional 1,000 in 1953:

`:'(Such an expansion would require, in the way 'of additional facilities and train=
ing staff, '2'basic and l advanced training . schools; 400 Harvard and 217 T.33 jet
trainers, `and some 3,000 R.C:A:F.' personnel (including' about 600 civilians). This

r ^ i . , ^ • . • ' . . . . . ^ ^ . . , . , r ^ ^ . ^ . . . . ^ .. . . . . . . _

devoted to training the additional NATO aircrew.)'a,' •

additional* plant and staff woûld be used first for additional R.C.A.F. aircrew tain-
ing' (also -expected to' be recommended by' the Standing Group) before being

,388.

`ToP.SECREr -
. ç,.

the gap in NATO air ;forçes. -:

Jhea United States, at ,which , the atter a prep
Eisenhower their final report - the "Paris Plan" - on possible means of closing

f:29th,- 1951, as to the position of the Chtef of inc Air Staf at e
dom, France and

June 6th-8th with the Chiefs of the Air Staffs of the United King
1 L A ared and transmitted . to General

1. The Muuster. of Natronal Defence reca
f#t, meeting in Paris on.. . .• lled the decis^on at e

EISENHOWERr r, of May#t, meeting

.3 ,. ..
Extrait du procès-verbal de la, réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

. Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defencé Committee

[Ottawa], June 29, 1951

4 . . , .• r

I. "PARIS PLAN"- FOR CLOSING THE GAP IN NATO AIR FORCES AND REPLY
TO GENERAL

Noté parle Comité du Cabinet sur la défense. le 29 utn 1951. Cette note de service comprenait une
1 j. _ a.: a,cr^.,CA canadien, qui n test

pas irttprimc
; aPPendix

Noted by Cabinet Defence Committee on lune 29.^1951: This memorandum
included an

i a rinted.

annexe sur la Q'drtKipdtlon Ilnancicrc üCS [:wu-vma «u ^n^g^°•°•°- -- -

on the U.S. dollar content in the Canadian detence program which 3 11 P
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The increased Canadian air effort proposed in the. Paris Plan, which was very
similar to that envisaged in the earlier version of the plan discussed ai the meeting
of May, 29th, was as, follows:

(a) The allocation to the Integrated Force of a division of 12 fighter squadrons
with 300 front-line aircraft; a division of 12 light bomber squadrons;with -192 front-
fine aircraft; and 1 long-range, transport squadron with 16 aircraft to be based in
Canada. The F-86 requirements outside Europe would include 297 aircraft for oper-
ational training, squadron build-up in Canada and attrition for the.period.1951-54.
To this would be added the Integrated Force requiréments of 800 aircraft as con-
tained in the Paris Plan, bringing F-86 requirements to a total of 1,097 aircraft,
including a;100% war reserve of 300 aircraft not required until after 1954. Thus,
the current,procurement of 790 F-86's wôuld •be sufficient unti1,1954: On the same
basis, the procurement of light bombers would be 514, less a war reserve of 192, or
a total of 322 up to 1954. (Present Canadian air. commitments to the Integrated
Force were 11^ fghter squadrons with 203 front-line aircraft: and 587 aircraft for
reserve, etc.).

(b) The production for NATO countries of F-86 airframes up to Canadian capac-
ity, estimated to be about 1,800 - apart from the. aircraft mentioned in (a) and
airframes possibly required by the United Kingdom

(c) The establishment and operation:
(1) by September 1st, '1951; of two additional basic flying training schools and,
by September lst, 1952, of, 1 advanced school, to train 300 âdditional NATO
aircrew in 1952, and 1,000 additional NATO aircrew in 1953 (beyond the pres-
ently-approved 1,400 per year); and
(2) of one light-bomber operational training unit in 1952 for R.C.A.F. aircrew.

ruer t
o enablefthéïn'to meét the su est d tar ts t t '" h P' PI d'

(d) The . production and/or, procurement by 1954 of 322 light bombers, : 400
Harvard trainers, 217 T-33 jet trainers and 16 long-range transports additional to
those in currently-approved plans.

(e) The acquisition of eight airfields, three air depot sites, three headquârters sites
and oné hospïtal=site in Europe:

A An increâse in the R.C.A.F. of 7,638 overseas, 5,482 home forces (including
support personnel for both operational commitment in Europe and additional train-
ing commitffient in Canada) and 1,000 for training, totalling 14,120 and bringing
th , e total R.C.A.F. establishment to 58;320 (of this number 13,316 overseas) and
necessitating maintenance of the present recruiting rate until April, 1954: •

(g) In addition to expenditures on currently-approved plans, R.C.A.F. expenditure
of $305 million in 4952-53, $409 million in 1953-54 and $197 million in the 9
m0nths ending December, 1954,' including a share of the infrastructure required by
the R.C.A.F. squadrons in Europe, but not the cost of production of F-86 airframes
for Other NATO countries.• ,.

On recéiving'the 'Paris Plan, General Eisenhower had asked that the NATO
Defencé^Ministers prrovide answees by July 2nd to the following questions:« ,R:^:

(a) Wli'at major obstacles' will have to be overcome by individüal nations in
gg c ge se ou ^n t e ans an an its
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appendices? -The major obstacles listed ; should relate only ^ to the provision of air

a major effectforces...."
"(b) Will the attainment of these targets within the time^stated have 28T

on` the attainment of army and navy commitments as set out in DC
Thé Dépârtment of Defence' Production ' had considered the proposals in the

Paris Plan for Canadian aircraft production and had indicated that,' while it had not
been able in the time available to base its comments on detailed production studies,

it was - fully"expected ' that - (with the possible exception of the Canberra light
bomber) the Paris- Plan production targets , could be met provided ân adequate sup-
ply of GFP were made'available.

The Chiefs of Staff had considered the Paris.Plan and the related question of
possible Canadian contributions towards closingr the'gap in NATO land and sea
forces, and had concluded that the air force gap should not be examined in isolation
but rather in relation to concurrent deficiencies in land and sea force contributions.th adtional
They had, accordingly, recommended` that a decislon regarding theecom^letion
Canadian air effort proposed in the Paris Plan be deferred pending

p

,_,of the Standing Group's study of national force contributions' required to fill the

gap in navy, army and air forces:
In the circumstances, it was recommendèd that a reply be sent to General

indicating the problems being encountered in realizing the p Y-

approved programme, pointing out difficulties that would arise inex^adnn
it,

stating that the Canadian government could not reach a decision reg g

Plan pending receipt of the Standing Group's recommendations for closing the gap

in NATO land, sea and air forces.
Two papers had been circulated.

(Minister's memorandum, June 26th, 1951, "Consideration of the Paris Plan and:.` - Cabinet
the related reply:to General Eisenhower's me ssage

the_acceleration of NATO
Document D-288; "Draft reply to General Eisenhower on

,air , programmes".) ; : . . '

2. said that, to do justice to those who had drafted the Paris Plan'^Mr. Claxton
.,was. necessary to add, that most.of the additional.Canadian effort that it propoP° ^yr
would relate to the . years,1953 and 1954 and, so far as physical and man

< factors were concerned,,could be accomplished by Canada becaus ^^n^ a subse-
; approved programme called for â- rapid build-up in 1951. and 1952.
quent levelling-off. ; ; : .; ► . ` ; .

The Prime Minister saw no reason for departing at this time from the decisionj ..3.
(.'made at the meeting of May 29th, that no additional ovfor fut^itmentsure yea^
could be, accepted for 1951-52,, and. that additional commitments

{could not yet be considered:
He suggested that there be deleted from the draft reply to General EcenW^^h

the; second : part ,of • paragraph •^ 15(b) and the, whole of paragraph. 15()
limitations on U.S. mili

urchases in- Canada and the difficu^ltYd^°â
-Preferred to ll ^►

rsuading the Canadian people to accept a higher degree of mob i â°gr ph 15(c)
Pe_ . .
tesulting from the current defence pro gramme. With the deletion of p
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it would be necessary to change the opening words of both paragraphs 15 and 16 so
as to remove any impression that the remaining factors listed in paragraph* 15 con-
stituted the major obstacles to an increased Canadian air, effort. The beginning of
paragraph 19 shotild bé revisèd * to indicate that 'the Canadiari 'goverriment consid-
ered, that, insofar as Canada was concerned, a decision regarding the Paris Plan
must be deferred pending completion of the Standing Group's study.
,4. The Chief of the Air Staff said that, during the Paris meetings, he had explained

to General Eisenhower that the Canadian defence programme was felt to be a larg'e
one for this country and that, before it could consider any additional air effort, the
government would require the Standing Group's assessment of the additional land,
sea and air forces required. General Eisenhower had said that he appreciated the
position. He had added, however, that since, in an emergency, European countries
were likely to demand the protection of their national air forces, he attached great
importance to the R.C.A.F. and U.S.A.F. components of the Integrated Force as the
only ones over which he would have undisputed operational control. He had gone
on to say that he thought that, for the next few years, Canada. the United Kingdom
and the United States should produce considerable airpower because, having been
under enemy occupation during the last war, most of the continental NATO coun-
tries had serious deficiencies in technically-trained personnel and therefore coùld
not produce the air effort required of them during the yéars immediately ahead.

General Eisenhower had stated that he believed that the United Kingdom was
doing everything of which it was capable, short of total war conditions, and that the
manpower situation in Norway was very serious since all men and women were
fully employed. Lieutenant-General Gruenther, General Eisenhower's Chief of
Staff, h'âd'questioned France's âbility'to increase its air effort by some 1100 front-
line aircraft as contemplated in the Paris Plan, without seriously affecting the build-'
up ôf its land forces. General Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S.A.F., had indicated
that the'U.S.A.F. could assume'the responsibility for`providing these additional
1100 manned aircraft, although it would require further manpower and funds for
the purpose. It was a question whether; in view of the terms of the Italian Peace
Treaty, Italy could build up its air force 'to the level contemplated in the Paris Plan.
The U.K. and Belgian Chiefs of Staff had indicated that their countries were physi-
cally capable of meeting the Paris allocations, and that they expected their govern-
ments toaccept them. It had been noted that Belgium and Italy would have to be
Prôvided with additional U.S. aircraft and funds if they were to meet their increased
allocations,

. 5.^ ^e Committee, •after further discussion, noted the report of the , Minister ofNationm Defence regarding the proposals as to means of. closing the gap in NATO.
air forces 'embodied in the "Paris Plan", and approved the general lines of the Min-ister's draft reply to General Eisenhower regarding the plan, subject to the modifi-
cations suggested by the Prime Minister.
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r ! , d è b"1 d -la récinion'du Comité

_ .,...._ ..... , ,. . . , , .TOP, S>;CRr , . , [Ottawa], September 6, 1951

;,. _ ., ... . ,. . a.
Extract from Minutes of, Meeting of Panel

on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions
_ .. ;..,. .

, Mr. C.M. Drury, (Deputy Minister of Nauonal Detence), .. ,
` Mr. M.W. Mackenzie; (Deputy Minister of Defence Production),
Mr. J..' Coyne, (Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada).^' ':

, Mr,, A.D.P. Heeney, (Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

. Mr. N.A. Robertson, in the Chair, (Secretary to the Cabinet),
Present: . .

Also Present: .
- Mr. R.A. MacKay,

Mr.'A.G.S. Griffiri; (Department of External Affairs),
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre,

Mr. H.F. Davis (Department of External Affairs).

Seeretariat:
Mr. C.C. Eberts (Privy Council Office),

, . ,Mr. R.G. Robertson, (Privy Council Office).
Mr. D.B.,- Mundy, (Department of Defence Production),
Mr. JJ. Deutsch, (Department of Finance), .

W pour se procurer une version de cette note de service, voir/f'̂ or a version of this memorandum, see

• Fortfgn Relations of the United States (FRUS), 1951, Volume 11, pp. 248ff.

(includtng $3-$4 billion for European forces needed LU 1 t e g p 30
major material requirements; and that less than $2,billion of the remaining $
billion corresponded to the forces gap. It added that the U.S. government was pre
pared}to support a continuation of the U.S. contribution to North Atlantic secudtY

PROPOSALS

16. Mr.,MacKay, said.that it,was expected that, at the Ottawa meeting of the
NATO,.Council, there would, be, preliminary, discussion of closing the- gap in the
Medium Term Defence. Plan as regards finance. and production, and that proposals
on gap-closing would be presented at the Rome meeting of,the Council and possi-
bly. discussed in a' preliminary,way, at the,Ottawa,meeting: ;;

A Joint Working Group, drawn from NATO agencies, was preparing a statistical
report on the cost of the Plan for the Ottawa meeting.-•
'^ `Also; the U.S:' government had 'circulated a memorandum indicating the hope
that decisive"action' on gap-closing woüld"be• taken in' Rome)' This stated that
Washington had made an analysis of the approximate orders of magnitude of the
total costs of the MTD Plan and of the capabilities of NATO for meeting it; that the
screened costs of European force requirements for the full Plan and essential Euro-
peannon-NATO cequirements°.were estimated at $66 billion, of which $36 billion

f 11 h a) represented the

,. . , -. • ::.^ .; ,.: ; .

Ill.. PROCEDURE FOR FORMULATING RECOMMENDATIONS ON GAP-CLOSING; U.S.

Extratt u proc s-ver a e
sur les aspects éçonomiqués dés questions de la défense
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at about the present level if the other NATO countries indicated a comparable inten-
tion to meet the full requirements of the MTD Plan and joined in making realistic
plans. ^, , . '

Appended to the , U.S. memorandum was a proposed "Programme of NATO
Action" from which it appeared that the U.S: government hoped that in Ottawa the
Council would agree to directing the Council Deputies to arrange for the recently-
established Joint Working Group, drawn from the FEB, the DPB and the Standing
Group, or for a similar body or bodies to put together in time for the Rome meeting
a comprehensive report on the various aspects of gap-closing that they have had
under consideration, indicating the additional financial,. production and force
efforts that might be made by each NATO country. The "Programme" indicated the
hope that this exercise would bring out the possibility of greater Canadian efforts.,

An explanatory memorandum had beén circulated.

(External,Affairs memorandum, August 31st, 1951 and attached U.S. Embassy
.memorandum, August 28th, 1951 - Panel Document ED-42)t

17. Mr. MacKay undertook, at the request of Mr. Drury, to enquire whether, a
copy of the U.S. screened analysis of MTD Plan costs was obtainable at this time.

18. Mr. Drury thought that the proposal that the NATO agencies prepare a report
for consideration in Rome was perhaps inescapable and not unreasonable, although
it would mean that all the additional efforts that Canada might be in a position to
make would be brought into' focus.

19. Mr. Deutsch agreed that the result would be somewhat embarrassing for Can-
ada. At the same time, if the North Atlantic countries were sincere in their desire to
close the gap, the procedure proposed might be the most effective.

20: Mr. Plunrptre wondered whether the task of preparing recommendations for
additional national efforts was a matter for experts drawn from NATO agencies or
for the Council Deputies. His understanding was that the procedure probably con-
templated,was for the agencies to prepare material for the Deputies where national
politïcal considerâtions would be introduced and 'the material weighted accordingly
prior tô sûbmissïon to the Council in Rome.

21..The Clurirman expressed concern at the possibility of experts preparing rec-
ommendations : on - national contributions towards gap-closing, since such recom-
mendations appeared to be more properly a matter for negotiation by national
representativès in a^ position, to put. forward national political considerations. A
report frôm ân eXpert group might acquire such recognition as to make it difficult
for goVemments to bring about modified proposals..

22.: T,he Depûry ,Govcrnor of the Batik of Canada thought that an expert group
Would ^not be able toproduce a report in time unless it used a U.S. analysis as the
basis for its studies. ;;

23• T{^ Under-Secrerary of State for External Affairs wondered what alternatives
selv
there

wereto- the ^procedure proposed by the United States. The Deputies them-
es would not be in.a position to undertake the detailed work on the combined

report although they could discuss recommendations put forward by the various
ezp,_ns. Should there be bilateral or multilateral negotiations and, if so, by whom?, . , ,



-24. The Deputy Minister of Defence Production thought that there might have to

be a combination of bilateral and multilateral negotiations.

25. Mr. Robertson agreed that there would probably have to be bilateral negotia-
'tions but suggested that.the results of these would have to be processed on a NATO
basis since what was involved was a* merger. of national interests. with a view to
agreement on solution of a common problem. ,..

' 26: Mr. Heeney •said that ^ his department wôuld draft'materiâl on this question,
outlining the difficulties in the U.S. -proposals; for use by the Canadian ministers
attending the Ottawa Council meeting:'

27. The Panel, after further* discussion, noted Mr: MacKay's report and agreed
that the Department of External Affairs would:

(a) endeavour to obtain an advance copy of the U.S. screened analysis of Medium
Term Defence Plan costs;

(b) draft material on the.U.S.proposal as to procedure in preparing recommenda-
tions on gap-closing for use by Canadian ministers attending the NATO Council
meeting in Ottawa.20_ . , , .„ .:,; . . .

.390:.
.Eztrait du procès-verbal de la réunion:

du Comité du Cabinet sur là défense

Extract front Minutes of Meeting ;
of Cabinet Defence, Conunittee

ToP SECRET
[Ottawa], September 12, 1951

to supply.395 airframes as mutual aid durtng the •mon p
tance Programme, had now asked for form con irm

•
The

g th eriod mentioned.

Il. U.K.` REQUEST FOR 395 F-86 AIRFRAMES

'`` 5. The Minister of Defence Production said that from Decembèr, 1950, the gov-

ernment had taken the position- that the U.K. authorities could be informed that, if
they could obtain U.S. engines and other GFP and the Standing Group made an
appropriate recommendation regarding allocation of airframes, Canada would be

-likely to accommodate them in their desire to obtain Canadian=built F-86 airframes

as mutual aid.
The`Standing Group had recommended that Canada meet the U.K request for

`aürfrâmes and the' United Kingdom had'recentl^' completéd negôtiatio^ sCa with
a the

,tUnitéd States looking to provision of U.S. components in time to permit
1953 and January, 1954. In the c^supply 395 F-86's to the R.A.F.• between June,

cumstancés; the U.K.,; government; before- making formal application to the AU s
gôvernment for provision of these components under the Mutual Defence

al f' ation of Canada's willingness

:Sur le sort de la proposition ^visant à combler l'écart, voir le document 476.
poc ent 476On the fate of the American proposal on gap-csosing. 347. um •
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aircraft would meet the requirements of 6 R.A.F. squadrons allocated to the Inte-
grated Force under the Paris Plan,

The cost of 395 airframes, with 10% spares, would be about $71 million -
representing roughly 3/5 of the total cost of the complete aircraft - of,which some
$30 million would be required in 1952-53 and $41,million in 1953-54. Present firm
commitments for mutual 'aid involved expenditures in 1952-53 of some $91, mil-
lion. Thus, with the provision of F-86 airframes, the mutual aid figure for 1952-53
would be $121 million.

As the production of 395 F-86's could be fitted into the defence production pro-
gramme, -he récommended approval for ' their inclusion in the mutual aid pro-
gramme and for the United Kingdom to be advised that they would be allocated to
the R.A.F. » . . ' : .. : - .

:Adexplânatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, September - 10th, 1951, "U.K. request for 395 F -86E

airfrâmes in 1953" 7Cabinet Document D-302)t
6. Mr. Howe added that, if there were to be any additional Canadian mutual aid

commitments for the period after 1951-52, F-86 airframes appeared to be the most
useful côntribution' to make and the one that would fit in best with the. defence
production programme. 'Present F-86 orders for the R.C.A.F. would be completed
by the time the U.S. components became available for the R.A.F.

7. The Mil 1 ' of National Defcnce said that, while the F-86 proposal had been
discussed from" time to time with the R.A.F. and U.S.A.F., his department had
merely indicated that the government "would give the matter consideration" if pro-
vision of U.S. components proved feasible. The point of view of his"department in
the matter was affected by the consideration that the Standing Group was now sug-
gesting substantial increases in the Canadian forces as a contribution towards clos-
ing the gap'in North Atlantic Treaty forces at a time when it was calculated that, in
the fust three years, the presently-approved Canadian defence programme could
not be carried out within the $5 billion forecast, and, in fact, was now considered
likely to cost something like $5.9 billion, without any allowance being made for
contributions towards gap-filling. Thus, any additional mutual aid commitments
would require'still further appropriations beyond the three-year figure forecast.

g• Thé Prin:e Minister said that, as it had proved difficult to 'get some portions of
the defence prograrürne'under way rapidly, it appeared that fairly substantial sums
appropriated might not be spent in 1951-52 which could lead to embarrassment in
maintaining present tax levels and requesting large appropriations for 1952-53. The
F-86 Preject; on the other hand, was one that Canada could be sure of carrying out
and, at `the'sarne" time, would make a substantial contribution to gap-closing. ^ It
therefoie 'deserved consideration. There was a general feeling that a productioncontrb -1 uuon to NATO appealed to the Canadian public and that, as Canadian forcescost

much more per man than European forces, employment of Canadian man-
power in the industrial field, wheré the Canadian competitive position was good,
represented efficient use of the country's resources.
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9: Mr. Clirxton said that the defence production programme was now pretty close
to its planned rate. Possibly not more than $100 million of the funds available for
1951-52 would remain unspent at the end t of the fiscal year.

Again, more than, originally 'contémplated would have to be'spent to carry out
the` 1952-53. portion of the present"programmé : In examining thë F-86 proposal it
appeared desirable to , take into account this factor as well as the consideration that
there was now mounting pressure for large additional force contributions to NATO.
The Standing'Group proposals on gap-closing were likely to be largely unchanged
;when submitted for consideration during the NATO Council meeting in Rome in
October or November when there would be a strong appeal to member countries to
, agree to provide the additional forces propose& Thé U.S. and U.K. governments
would accept their allocations since they had approved these before they were
incorporated in the Standing Group, proposals. France, Belgium and the Nether-
lands were expected to accept. something like the allocations proposed in their
cases. Thus, Canada would be in a somewhat embarrassing position if it refused to
.agree to provide some part, of the additional forces requested of it.

10. Mr. St Laurent said that, if hewere satisfied that it would be more effective
for Canada to provide airframes than , additional forces, he would not be anxious
aboiit NATO criticism. It would not be efficientI to try to make the maximum possi-
ble contribution of military manpôwer. 'There being a gap to be filled in NATO
forces, if. others had inilitarymanpower âvailable, it would be more efficient for
tanada 'to provide that manpower with equipment than to try to man a larger pro-
portion of the equipment it could produce. . , .

11. Mr., Claxton thought that, since, the Standing Group proposais would have to
be `carefullÿ examined by the government between the Ottawa 'and Rome meetings
of the NATO Council, it would be advantageous tô defer decisiôn on the airframe
question' for. 3^or 4 weeks. Âlso, shoûld it thén be decided that the airframe project
shoûld be undertaken, it could be indicated to NATO, ai the time when the pressure
X or gap=closing contributions would be grèatést, that Canada was prepared to con-
tribute the F-86 s.

12. Mr. St•Laarent ; thought that it would be desirable to approve the airfrar►?e

proposal now and, ; in due ° course, infonm NATO that such a contribution repre-

•.sented the decision of the Canadian government. It appeared wiser to make,contri-

butions that would be in the bëst interests ôf NATO as a wholé'than to try to make

the best showing ,for. Canâda by 'contributing large forces.,
r., :: f,.. ..

13. The Secretary, of State for External Affairs thought that if $71 million would

fY 1' ' NATO stren th b 395 aircraft it would be an important contri-
resu t m mcreasmg g Y, he thought
butiôn.= While there had been no firm undertaking to produce airframes,
that the discussions with the U.K. authorities could not have failed to leave them•d ration by
with the impression that the project,would, be, given,sympathetic. consl e

.the, government;if U.S. components became available.

14. Mr. Howe a with this viewland .thought that it had been: the intent of
earlier discussions in^Cabinet and Cabinet' Defence Committee to consider a form

e U.K. request sympathetically, if one were made.

I

f
f
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15. The:Deputy Minister of Finance enquired whether the airframes would have
any U.S. dollar content. Since the current account position for .1951-52 presented
difficulties and, it.was, not yet known what the U.S. content of the present Canadian
defence programme would cost i,n .1952-53,'it ,would be necessary to examine care-
fully any, prôposals involving expenditures of. U.S. dollars in the coming fiscal
year.

The defence programme was expected to cost more in 1952-53 than anticipated
earlier and the defence budget for that year appeared likely to have to allow also for
some expenditures'deferred from 1951-52. His, Minister would probably consider it
desirable in the circumstances to examine the airframe, proposal in relation to the,
expected total budgetary: position for 1951-53 rather than in isolation.,
.16.Mr.,Howe said that the U.S. content of the airframes - apart from the com-

ponents:to be provided as free U.S. aid,to the United Kingdom - would be very
small.'..

17. Mr. St-Laurent said that the government would in due course decide on an
overall figure; for the defence-mutual aid programmé for 1952-53 and would stick
to it in, the face of any. subsequent pressures for increased contributions. Mean-
while; his feéling was that the airframe project was the kind of thing that it would
be easier, to undertake than the, provision of additional manpower.

18. Mr. Claxtôn said that the deficiency of some 2700 aircraft shown-in the Paris
Plan had been the basis of. the suggestion in. the Standing Group proposals that the.
front-line strength of Canada's air contribution to the Integrated Force be increased
from 203 to 300 aircraft. If, instead of meeting some portion of the Standing Group
Proposals regarding air contributions, Canada gave aircraft to the United Kingdom,
it would not get much credit as making a contribution to gap-closing.

19.. , St-^uren't thought that the emphasis should be on doing what would
most benefit NATO as a whole rather than on seeking to obtain credit for contribut-
ing large forces.

ZU• The,Deputy Minister of National Defence said that there were some doubts as
to thé effeÇt of a Canadian contribution of F-86's. Mr. Henderson,, U.K. Secretary
Of State fôr Ahad indicated, before the U.K. formal request was received, that if
these aircraft could not be made available for 2 or 3 years, the United Kingdom
Inight have to make arrangements to use instead the F-3 that it was developing. Inproviding

F g('Stanada might,' therefore, be merely relieving the United King-
dom of the expense of resotting to aircraft that it could make itself, rather than
making an addition' `to the stréngth of the Integrated Force that could not be made
by the United Kingdom.., ..r t i

. . ^•. . .21• The Chief
ben of the Air StaJj`'said that the`position was that, in'1953, there would

o ^tcrft other than the F-86 that could deal with'the Soviet MIG-15 and that it
Was not:ezpected "tô bë possible to initiate large-scale production of the U.K. F-3,until the -earlY part''of 1954. ,
F 86;^eChâirmàn; Chie 's olStaff Committee said that the effect of provision ofA

s to. the'United Kingdom would be to ensure that six squadrons would be
equ'pled abôut4he beginning` of 1954 rather.than late in 1954.



23: Mr. Pearson suggested that the equipping of 6 squadrons a year. earlier than
would otherwi'se'be-possible would represent a useful step.,

24: Mr. -Claxton said that it would onl}i be 'possible to prôvide the airframes if the
defence budget for"the next two years were increased beyond the figure contem-
plated when it had been forecast that the defènce programme would cost $5 billion
during the first three years.

25. Mr. Peârson said that, if this position were'taken, it would probably mean that
Canada- would not provide any - mutual 'aid, beyond present commitments, after
1951-52,, and` that it was useless for further consideration to be given in NATO
agencies to what^Canada could most uisefully produce as aid.

26. The De^puty Minister of Defence Production pointed out I that,`in compliance
with the Committee's decision of April 17th, 1951, NATO had been informed that
the: government was prepared to 'consider proposals for additional aid in 1952-53
and that proposals regarding aid from production should be received at an early
date. The U.K: proposal appeared to fit into this scheme of things.

'27: Mr: St-Laurent said that, if provision of airframes would merely compete with
other possible Canadian measures for closing the' gap, it would be satisfactory, but
that it would be another matter if it -competed for funds with existing commitments
to NATO represented by the present defence -plans. He did not think it wôuld be
difficult to inform NATO that Canada was not going to inerease its manpower con-
tribution. This was a position 'that it could defend and which would be supported bÿ
the Canadian public.

28. Mr. Claxton said that, unless the F-86 prôjéct were classed as, a separate
mutual aid item and a vote provided for it over and above the funds required for the
present defence programme, it would compete' with the latter.

; 29: Mr. Howé thought that it would be a shock to the U.K. and U.S. authorities if
Canada failed to provide F-86's after the lengthy discussions and negotiations that
had taken plâce.

30.'Mr.'Claztonsaid that he' had recently told Mr. Henderson that Çanada might
riot be able to providè F-86's. While Mr. Hendèrson had been surprised, he did noW. ,., .
know'that the airframes might not be forthcoming.

^' 31: Mr. Péârs'on suggested that, if the' F, 86 proposal were rejected, Canada
should inform^other NATO countries that they should not expect.any further mutual
aid frôm Canadian production beÿônd present"commitri^ents; since, as a

result'of

earliér`public statements, NATO had the impression' tlint Canada planned to make a
.

siïbstanUal contribution by means of production. ossi-
32. Dr. Clark said that while, earlier, it had been expected ^thâtwould be p

ble to
possible that the

_^ provide a dditional 'mutual aid after 1951-52,.it was I now p
present'defence- programme would costso much in 195253 that Canada could not
affôrd to turnish additional aid:

33. Mr. St-Laurent thought that it would be undesirable to recommen
d

niste ofthat, ., 'th the Nframe, projecttoCabinet without its being first,examined aga 11 w^ ecting the
Financé'présent: On` the other ' hand; he would not be in favour of re3

^ „ .. ,
project, forthwith.
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'34.. The Committee, after further discussion, noted the recommendation of the
Minister of Defence Production that Canada provide 395 F-86 airframes to the
United Kingdom as mutual aid in 1953, and agreed to defer decision until the mat-
ter could be discussed again at an early date with the Minister of Finance present
and on the basis of a tabulation, to be prepared by the Department of National
Defence; of the estimated cost after 1951-52 of presently-approved defence plans.

III. STANDING GROUP PROPOSALS ON GAP-CLOSING; REPORT

35. The Minister of National Defence gave â report on proposals of the Standing
Grôup: for, gap-closing, now before the North Atlantic Military Representatives
Committee; since these would be very much in the minds of those attending the
NATO Council meeting beginning in Ottawa on September 15th.

The proposals, prepared with mainly military considerations in mind, would
give rise.to problems of finance, manpower and production. They were based on
the total force requirements and national commitments originally set forth in the
Medium Term Defence Plan. Since formulating its proposals, the Standing Group
had received General Eisenhower's estimate of major force requirements for the
defence of Western Europe, based on'a "forward strategy" and a target date of July
lst,:1954. In general, these requirements were of the same order of magnitude as
those in the MTD Plan, although they showed the land and naval forces as required
sooner after D-Day than was suggested by the Standing Group.

The'additional Canadian contributions proposed by the Standing Group were:
(a) Sea-6 escorts, 22 ocean minesweepers and 4 coastal minesweepers for the

North Atlantic Ocean Region - together requiring capital expenditures of $148
million between April 1st, 1952 and March 31st, 1956, recurring expenditures of
$40.5 million, and 7,800 personnel.

(b) Land-^1 2/3 divisions in Europe by D plus 30 requiring (i) before D-Day, a
full division in Europe with the equipment for a second, and one fully-traincd divi-
sion in Canada; and (ii) assuming the Korean commitment ended, 46,500 personnel
and recurring expenditures of $140.5 million (for two infantry divisions), or 24,500
Personnel, capital 'expenditures of $114.8 million and recurring expenditures of
$86.1 million (for two armoured divisions).

W Air-for the Integrated Force, an increase of 97 aircraft in the first-line
stren8th: of the R.C.A.F. Gghter division, a bomber division of 192 first-line air-
craft; and one supporting long-range transport squadron; and, for NATO, facilities
and aircraft. to ,permit the training of 300 pupils in 1952 and 1,000 in ' 1953 -
together, fequiring, expenditures of $709.6 million between April 1st, 1952 and
March 31st, 1955 and 14,120 personnel (without provision for. infrastructure, war
reserve aircraft orwâr stockpiling of POL and ammunition).

111é Stanâing Group had asked the NATO Chiefs of Staff for comments on its
proposals by September 12th. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff had made a preliminary
reply,'on the proposals affecting Canada, which, besides offering certain criticisms
and p01nUng out obstacles to realization of some of the proposals, indicated that theShort,

^ available did not permit formulation of a conclusion, although the matterwas un de ' •
w,ugent examination. The Chiefs of Staff had now prepared analyses indi-



ember, it' was'süggested that ' Cabinet Defence ; Committee examine the Standing
Group proposals after the Ottawa meeting of the Coûncil.

An explanatory memorandum had been . circulated.

^. .. (Minister's memorandum, September , , 11 th, 1951, "NATO Medium Term Plan
force requirements; national contributions to close the gâp; report",,. Cabinet Doc-

üment D-301)fi
-; . 36: The Committee noted the report of the Minister of National Defence regard-
ing the Standing Group proposals on gap-closing and appreciations of these pro-
posals prepared by the Chiefs of Staff, and agreed to examine the question after the

'Ottawa meeting.of the North Atlantic Council. c. :

-cating the implications of accepting,the full proposals,- together with alternative
.,p roposals for. considération should the government be prepared to increase present

commitments.: Canada was, of course, not in a position to undertake all of the addi-
tional commitments suggested.: : ..; `

' While the' Standing Group proposals were not on the agenda' for the Ottawa
meeting of the NATO Côuncil, the Standing Group would be comnienting on the
problem in its report to that meeting. As a fuller reply would have to be given to
the Standing Group and the Canadian position would have, to be clarified before the
meetirigs'of the Military Committee and thé Côüncilin Rome in October or Nov-

TOP, SECRET

had emphasized that when propos s or nation" orce
drafted ` in the Standing Group ï organization ' all ' member governments; and not

. merelÿ - those of the Standing ` Group countries,` should be fully consulted at all
,stages through their military, represéntatives:,The Standing Group had agreed that
its paper on gap-closing was merely a' working ^ paper and was open to discussion
and change before.being reported to the Military Committee or the 12-nation Min-

At the recent North Atlantic ounci meeting a
al f ' 1 f contributions were beingC C nadian and other delegau

CHAIRMAN, CHIEFS OF. STAFF COMMITTEE

1. Tfie Minister of National Defence recalled the report he had given at the meet-
ing of September 12th, 1951; regarding the proposals on gap-closing placed by the
-Standing Group before the Military Représentatives Committee and the preliminary
'comments ^" communicated to the Standing Group , through the Canadian
representative

G . . :' . 1 ^ ^
.

.. 'ons
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Extrait du procès-verbàl de la réunion
du comité du Cabinet sur la défense'

.. $
Extract front Minutes of Meeting
ôf Cabinet Defence Committee

1. STANDING GROUP PROPOSALS ON GAP CLOSING; POSITION TO BE TAKEN BY
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isterial Committee concerned with gap-closing: It was prepared to discuss immedi= -
ately with'the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee the proposals affecting Canada.,

It appeared desirable for General Foulkes to have a discussion with the Standing
Group béfore any further written comments were made on its proposals. He might
again explain ' to the Standing: Group the Canadian -position with regard to man-
power, production and finance, neither firmly réjecting, nor committing Canâda to, '
the Standing^ Group proposals; and indicating that the government was prepared to
consider any adaptations of its'defence plans not requiring any additional men or
money for the present. :

As regards the Standing Group proposals that Canada provide 22 ocean mine-
sweepers and an additional 6 escorts and 4 coastal minesweepers, the reference to
the ocean minesweepers was a mistake that should be corrected . and General
Foulkes might . say that construction of the additional escorts and coastal mine-
sweepers, would depend on' how , the present Naval , construction programme
progressed, but, that additional ships could .not be completed by July 1st; 1954.

With regard to the proposal that Canada provide an additional one and two-
thirds Army divisions in Europe by D plus 30, he might indicate that this was not
practical but that, if the Korean commitment were ended, Canada might be able to
provide an additional two-thirds of a division in Europe by D plus the time required
to move this formation overseas, and should be able to provide a second division
some time after D plus 180. When the Korean commitment came to an end, there '
should be enough men and equipment available to provide the additional two-thirds
of a division in Europe ^ in the manner outlined, although this would deplete,
reserves. Preliminary discussion indicated * that the Standing Group was likely to
consider these revised'Army proposals as realistic.

The Standing Group had proposed that Canada provide 12 fighter squadrons,
each with 25 âircraft, instead of 11 squadrons with 16 aircraft; a light bomber divi-sion;J° a'long-range transport, squadron; and facilities to train an additional 300
NATO aircrew in 1952 and an additional 1,000 in 1953. This would mean that, by,
D-Day, Canada would be expected to have in'Eürope about one-third as much air
strength as the United States. This was utterly unrealistic. He suggested that Gen- '
eral Foulkes 'might say that it might be possible to increase the fighter squadrons to
12 and raise the number of aircraft in'each squâdron somewhat beyond the 16 now
planned;'that.â light bomber division could not be provided; that Canada would
have a heavy transport sqûadron âvailable for use where most appropriate;, and thatit

was prépar.ed to traidas many additional NATO aircrew as possible without fur-
ther expansion 'of present training facilities. These facilities might possibly produce
100-200 additional aircrew per year.

2• Mr.Cfaxton suggested that it would be a good thing if, after the Rome meetingof the
North Atlantic Council, the nations stopped talking about "closing the gap".

Direct negotiations would produce better results. After the Rome meeting General
Eisenhower should be in a position to know what forces he could count on receiv-ing from member , countries.

indicated
Chairnan, , Chiefs of Staff Coinmittee said that the Standing Group had

ed that it hoped to reconcile force requirements and probable contributions
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within the next few days and report its conclusions to the NATO Ministerial Com-
mittee which would.be meeting in Paris on October 9th. It was therefore important
that he,meet with the Standing Group immediately and discuss its proposals with it
along the lines suggested by Mr.. Claxton .with a view to having the proposals modi-
fied in advance of the Standing Group's report to the Ministerial Committee. He
did not feel that he need discuss with the Standing Group, the provision of the sec-
ond division towards the end of the first year after,,D-Day, since the Standing
Group proposals only related to forces to be provided by D plus 90.

4. The Prime Minister remarked that the position on gap-closing suggested by
Mr..Claxton represented what.was physically possible for Canada.

5: . The Ministér of Finance considered the proposed approach to the problem a

sensible one.
6. The Committee, after further discussion; approved the recommendations of the

Minister of National Defence that, for the present at least, the Standing Group be
given no further comments in writing on its proposals on gap-closing and that, dur-,
ing his forthcoming discussion of the matter with the Standing Group; the: Chair-

, ... ,
man, Chiefs of Staff Committee should:

(a) explain the Canadian position with regard to manpower, production and
finance, neither firmly rejecting, nor committing' Canada to, the Standing Group
proposals `and indicating that •the government was prepared to consider any adapta-
tions of its defence plans not requiring additional men or mone}'r for the present;

(b) 1. state . that construction of the' prôposed âdditional 6 escort vessels and 4

coastal minesweepers would depend on how^ the present naval construction pro-
gramme progressed ' (also pointing out that the proposal for the contribution of 22
ocean minesweepers had been made in error);

divisions in
(c) as regards the proposal for an additional one and two-thirds Armÿ

Europe by D plus 30, state that 'this was not practicable but that, if the Korean
commitment were liquidated, Canada might be in a position to provide, an addi-.
tiônal two-thirds of a division in Eûrôpe within the time after- D-Day 'required to
move this formation overseas;

(d) 'as regards the Air Force proposals; state that it might be possibi nso
increase,

raise
the fighter contribution to the Integrated Force from ' 11 to 12 squadro. and

the number of aircraft in each squadron beÿond the 16 now planned; would have â
ernment could not consider providing` a light bomber division; that it
héavy. transport squadron available for use whére most appropriate; and that it w^
PrePared to train as many additional- NATO aircrew as possible without further

. . ,
expansion of planned training facilities.

. .... . , . . . , . , t ï : ; ,. ^ U.K.,.. _

111. PRODUCTION OF F-86 AIRFRAMES FOR-TIIE U.K.; PURCHASE OF TANKS INé TH
E

17. The Minister of National Defence recalled that, at the meeting of S p
12th; 1951, it had been agreed to give'further consideration

to the U.K. request for
1953 and

Canadian provision of 395 F-86 airframes as mutual aid between June,
January, • 1954. This would strengthen the Integrated Force. It was feasible from the

_, .• ^i :^;. ► .. ,
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point of view of Canadian productive capacity, but he had suggested that it would
have to be considered as part of the general 'Canadian defence programme.

' It had been found ' that the 'United States could not give ^ an undertaking as: to_
when it would be able to supply the tanks required for three divisions; that presént
U.S. types of tanks were less satisfactory, and likely to be about three times more
costly, than U.K. "Centurions"; and that the United Kingdom might be able to pro-
vide such tanks at a satisfactory rate of delivery, between .1951 and 1953. In the
circumstances, and as the 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade would be grouped with,
and maintained by, the U.K. army - in Europe, it appeared preferable to obtain the
necessary tanks in the United Kingdom rather than pursue the question of buying
them in the United States.',...

There was a possibility of criticism if the government agreed to give. a large
number of airframes to the United Kingdom and, at the same time, decided to make
a large purchase of tanks in the United Kingdom. After consulting the Prime Min-
ister, he had therefore sent a message to London suggesting exploration with the
U.K. authorities ôf the* possibility of an arrangement whereby Canada would pro-
vide the airframes,as mutual aid as requested and the United Kingdom would in
effect barter, up to 280 ."Cénturions" for military equipment to be ordered by it in
Canada. The'Canâdian High Commissioner had taken up the matter with U.K. offi-
cials 'who," while not excluding the possibility of agreeing to an offsetting arrange-
ment of the type proposed, had suggested that it would be preferable for dollars
realized on the sale of "Centurions" to Canada to be devoted to the reduction of the
sterling area's balance of payments deficit withCanada; and had enquired whether, ^
in addition to Canadian military equipment, Canadian strategic materials could be
included in the proposed offsetting arrangement.

(Telegram 2451, October Ist, 1951, to the Secretary of State for External Affairs
from the High Commissioner, London) t

18• The Minister of Defence Production and the Minister of Finance thought it
preferable tô avoid a bilateral offsetting arrangement of the type.in question.

19. Mr. Abbott also considered that the tanks should be bought in the United
Kingdom on a normal, commercial basis without reference to the provision of air-
frames. Purchasing tanks there as against the United States would conserve foreign
exchange and the United Kingdom would spend in Canada its dollar earnings from
the tanks. Since it was generally understood that North America was spending rela-
tively large sums on production aid to Western Europe instead of committing large
numbers of troops to the Integrated Force, there should be no misunderstanding if
urframes were given to the United Kingdom when tanks were being bought there.
There was the further consideration that Canada did not produce tanks and was
apparently not in a position to purchase them in the United States on satisfactoryterms

0• The Prime Minister said that, as the 27th Brigade would be grouped with
UK• forces, ^ possession of "Centurions" would be useful as facilitating mainte-
nance of the brigade's tanks.

The Fg6 ^ project 'would ` represent a tripartite contribution to the IntegratedForce....
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21. Mr. Abbott. considered F-86 ' airframes a rational -contribution for Canada to
make and noted that they would have to be paid for out of the overall figures even-
tually set for, expenditures on the general ; defence programme in the, fiscal years

, , .Canada.
ing' the airframes mentioned in (a) or U.K. purc ases o ary
would be on a normal commercial basis and not orm p

equipment inh f milit

pu ic ow g •
gress. Care would,,perhaps, have to be taken in handling publicity on this project
and on the tank purchase in order to avoid criticism that Canada was assisting the
United Kingdom but receiving nothing in return.

23. Mr.'Abbott did not believe' that the two transactions would be linked in this
way or that publicity need be given to the tank order which was merely one of a
large number being placed under the current defence programme..

24. The Committee, after further discussion, noted thé report of the Minister of

National Defence and agreed 'that:
(â) 395 F-86 airframes, with' 10% spares, be provided to the United Kingdom as

mutual aid, at a cost of about $30 million in the fiscal year 1952-53 and about $41
million in 1953-54; the U.K. government to be infôrmed 'accordingly;

é tanks
.(b) rather thàn pursue the question' ' of prôcuring from U.S. sources th s

required for three divisions, steps be taken to purchase, if pôssible, up to 280 "`Cen-
turion" tanks in the United Kingdom, on. the understanding that this purchase

f art of a transaction involv

bl' kn led e when the U S. government submitted its aid programme to Con-
22 Mr' Claxton said that, if ^ approved, the F-86 project was likely to become

1952-53 and 1953-54. . ; ;

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

DESPATCH D-3306

TOP SECRET

Ottawa, October 15, 1951

9^'^. ^^,'^. ' . .... ^ . . . ,,,' .^7.•'-^+ , .

EXCHANGE OF VIEWS WITH STANDING GROUP,ON CANADIAN FORCE

PER MRC 5/2.fi

related matters. :
At its meeting on October 2nd Càbinet Defence Committee discussed.St Îtdwag

Group paper MRC 5/2, the report of the Working Group on filling the gap
.

o-
f^tunderstood that the Standing Group intended to send their proposals to the temp

rary Committee of Twelve in Paris by October 10th without submitting them

-•^:: 1 thought that you should be kept advised of recent exc ange and other
Standing Group on force requirements and contributions to fill the gap

, CONTRIBl1TIONS .- STANDING Ur PA
h' s of views with the

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom,. ... .
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to the Military Committee. As you know, Canada objects to Standing Group pro-
posals being put forward without proper consultation, and as the Canadian Chiefs
of Staff had several objections and corrections to make in ,the pâper, it was decided
that General Foulkes; should go at once to Washington to discuss. the, matter with
the Standing: Group. For, lthe present. no further comments on .the report. will be
made in writing.

Following is an outline of the views which General Foulkes.was authorized to
express to the Standing Group: ...

(1) The Canadian position with rëgard to manpower, production and finance was
to be'discussed and, while he was neither to reject the Standing Group proposals
nor commit Canada to theiYi, General Foulkes was to indicate that the Government
is prepared to consider any adaptation of its defence plans which do not require
additional men'or. money for the present. .
'(2) Regardirig the additional -Naval contributionI suggested in MRC 5/2, General

Foulkes was to point out that the proposal for 22 ocean minesweepers must have
been made in error. The suggested additional 6 escort vessels and 4 coastâl mine-
sweepers could not be completed by 1954 and their construction, would depend on
the progress of the present Naval programme.

(3) As to the additional Army contribution, it was not practicable for Canada -to
provide an additional one and two-thirds divisions* in Europe by D plus 30. Canada
might, however, be in 'a position to provide an additional two-thirds 'of â division
should the Korean commitment be liquidated, this additional force to reach Europe
within, the time required after D-Day to move the formation overseas:

(4) As regards the 'Air Force: proposals, the Government could not consider pro-
viding a light bomber division, but it might be possible to increase the contribution
to the Integrated Force from 11 to 12 fighter squadrons and to raise the operational
strength of each squadron beyond the '16 aircraft. now , planned. A heavy transport
squadron would* be available, and the Government is prepared to train as many
additional:aircrew as 'possible without further expansion of the planned training
facilities: , . ^,^ . . . _ . .

It was stated during the discussion on the Army contribution that an additionàl
division` could be'ready by D plus 180, but it was decided that General Foulkes
should not mention this to the Standing Group, as the present'exercise did not deal
with forces that far in the future.

On the point of increasing the operational strength of the fighter squâdrons, it
was felt that they 'might be raised to 25 operational aircraft, but General Foulkes
will not suggest any specific increase to the Standing Group: •

It
was also the opinion of the Cabinet Defence Committee that the gap-closing

exercises should be considered finished after the Committee of Twelve report at the
Rome meeting and the Military Committee and Council have acted on their report.

General Foulkes saw the Standing Group on October 3rd and reported on his
discussions at the next meeting of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee. He
explained that he had had satisfactory discussions with the Standing Group at a
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meeting where the working team concerned with the preparation of the. Standing
Group paper on NATO fôrce requirements was also present.

In regard to the army contributions the Standing Group agreed that the sugges-
tion that Canada should provide a full division in Europe by D plus 30 was in error,
as it wouldbe militarily impossible for Canada to assemble ships and move a force
of this size-within thirty days after D-Day. The attention of the Standing Group was
drawn to the necessity of carefully studying all the practical aspects of its sugges-
tions before they are circulated, as errors of this kind adversely : affect the Standing

Group's . military prestige. The meeting was told that Canada was prepared to con-
sider the provision of one division as soon after D-Day as shipping became availa-
ble but that this increased commitment could not be undertaken until after October,
1952.

Regarding the suggested increase in naval force it appeared that the Standing
Group had • not been clear on the construction capability . of , Canada in respect of
escort vessels . and that the ocean. minesweepers had been added in error. This

would be corrected.
On the subject of the air force contribution, the Standing Group expressed disap-

pointment that Canada could not make the recommended increases. It would help if
the fighter air group could be increased from 203 to 300 high-level day fighters but

General Foulkes advised that this could only be accomplished by using some of the
reserve aircraft intended to back up the original force of 203..

It'appeared that no progress had been made by the Standing Group in allocating
air training space. The Standing Group found itself in a most awkward position

_ because while Canada ; was -adhering to the original . decision that the Standing

Group would allocate all NATO training spaces, it had been decided that the allot-

ment of U.S: spaces for NATO trainees would continue to be the responsibility of
.M.D.A.P. It was pointed out to the meeting . that, this problem could only be
resolved by the Standing Group.

It was learned that the Standing Group had accepted the Canadian amendment
concerning . the status of the Military Representatives' Committee and planned to
ipresent it to the Military Committee as a part of a. Standing, Group paper. This

amendment would mean that military representatives in committee or indivldually

^ could deal ,with matters on behalf of their national chiefs of staff when specifically

empowered to do so, whereas in the past some of these had been handled exclu-
sively by the Military . Committee.

It was also learned that the Standing Group had agreed that military advice to
the Council Deputies should come from the twelve nations in the Military Repre-
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sentatives' Committee instead of from the Standing Group. It was recôgnizéd 'that
this policy, should be spelled out to ensure complete clarity on ' a working level.21

-• TIE RT 2

LA CONTRIBUTION AUX FORCES MILITAIRES UNIFIÉES :
., LE 2711•GROUPE DE BRIGADE D'INFANTERIE

CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTEGRATED FORCE:
27TH INFANTRY BRIGADE GROUP

TOP, SECRET

, pour le ministre de la Défense nationale
Note du chef de l'état-major général

Memo'randum from Chief of General.Stafjr
to Minister of National Defence

, , .. . . ..

' B.C.No1., 102

Ottawa, July 16, 1951

;;,GROUPING OF CANADIAN FORCES IN EUROPE2?

The decision as to whether Canadian forces allocated to the Integrated Force in
Europe under General Eisenhower should be placed under UK or US.:command is
one havingrepercussions extending far beyond purely military considerations of
ease of maintenance.-* Major issues of national concern must be weighed along with
the factors of immediate military expediency. The decision is one which should bemade by,

the Canadian Government after most, careful consideration of all theissues. This memorandum - attempts to present those issues as the basis for' adecision .

2. It is manifestly impracticablePfor Canada to establish a se parate line of
mcatlon to maintain her forces in the European theatre either in peaceorc nnwar.
Our forces must be maintained on the lines of communication of either the US or
the UK, or a combination of the two. The choice for Canadian forces is therefore
that of being grouped under either US or UK command.

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2'
Polirr l'étude ultérieure des contributions des forces canadiennes et les mesures prises pour combler.1 16C I .

, voir les documents 492-504.

For subsequent consideration of Canadian force contributions and the gap closing exercises, see. D'Ocuments 492-504.

"Au sujet de la décision d'envoyer des troupes canadiennes en Europe, voir le document 375.On
the decision to send Canadian forces to Europe, see Document 375.

A.D.P. HEENEY
for Secretary of State

- ' for External Affairs

i
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3: In buildingresistance to the expansion of Russian,communism it is important
to foster and maintain a"balance of power" within the western democratic alliance.
Following the First World War, the term "balance of power" was represented as
inferring an obsolete and dishonest system of diplomacy, antagonistic to the princi-
ples upon which international relations should be conducted in a democratic world.
"Balance of power" is, ÿ'in fact, ' essèntial to any democratic group of persons or
nations. It implies a balancing restraint upon arbitrary unilateral, action. Its practical
application within NATO at the present time is to find ^ a counter-balance to the
disproportionate and preponderating power of the, US. If, Canada is to continue to
develop as an independent nation on the North American Continent, we should be
in the van of those interested in contributing to such. a counter-balance. This is not
intended to imply any unfriendliness to our neighbour to the south. It is merely
facing the elementary facts of our situation. The US has risen to an unprecedented
position of dominance in the modern world. She is still young in experience of
world affairs and her policies are, at times, subject to unpredictable emotional
influences. Without some balancing restraint, it is^t^CI ^ôrldito the that

debacle it
of sudden emotion, the US might carry the democ
is attempting to avoid in accepting the leadership of the US under the North Atlan-

tic Treaty - namely to a third world war.
4. Nor is there any need for the issue to sharpen. into a choice between domina-

tion by the USSR or domination by the US. The building of strength to check Com-
munism is not incompatible with the development of a proper balance within the
North Atlantic alliance.^ It is of the highest'importance to foster this balance as the
military strength of NATO increases. Many. influential political and military leaders
in the US have'doubts as to the ability of American democracy to stand up to a

really 3"long pull" - an armed truce lasting for many years accompanied by a con-
tinuous war of nerves =- once sufficient strength is available to provoke a show-

down. •

,5.' It appears from every point of view that the best interests of Canada will be
servéd by helping to provide a counter-balance to the power of the US rather
by augmenting that power. Many of the smaller NATO countries take of he lead
from Canada and if our contribution goes towards augmenting the power of
theirs will go also, and we may lead a movement which will wreck all possibility
eventually establishing a balance. rnOve

6. The question for Canâdâ to decide is whether it is in her best inte âssu e the
in a direction which may start a`land-slide towards the US camp and
complete dominance of the US, or whether her influence should be used as one of
the locking stones in building,a dam against this strong pressure.

Preservation of Canadian National Identity
itish are fully conscious of

7. As a result of cooperation in two world wars, the Br With
the importance of respecting the national identity of Canadian forces servl^es and
them.'With 'an historical and traditional background of pannehas ociation,
the growth of, understanding of the real nature of the Commonwealth
British leaders have learned to respect and even to be indulgent towards the

. , . sx . , . ...
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national wishes and peculiarities of armed 'forces of other countries serving with
them.

8. Most US leaders are still, even if, unconsciously, forcefully crusading for the
"American Way of Life", are less indulgent in accepting differences in others and,
,in fact, are : inclined to" the view. that anything different is '.wrong and should be
changed. We have hâd ample and'recent expèriénce of the tendency on the part of
US military leaders to ignore Canadian national susceptibilities in matters concèrn-
ing continental defence.

9. Canadian forces are going to'be more and more closely associated with US
forces in North American defence.. It seems desirable that outside of North
America, there should bé a counter-balance to,integration'and absorption.

Influence on OtherWembers of NATO

10. In'the US zone Canadian forces would be cooperating with US forces and
possibly on occasions with the French. The French army is extremely sensitive to
anything which savours of tutelage and it is unlikely that the presence of a Cana-
.dian element would prove any great stimulant to the tempo of French military train-
ing. ° In 'the British zone Canadian forces would be in close touch with Dutch and
Belgian forces of comparable' size âs ,wèll as with UK forces. In the course of con-
versatiôn General Eisenhower stressed the importance of stimulating morale, train-
ing and battle worthiness of the Belgian and more particularly of the Dutch forces
at the present time. The prestige of the Canadian Army stands very high,with both
the Belgians and the Dutch. Prejudices stemming from historical background rather
than from any objective consideration of present realities give rise both in Belgium
and Holland to a subtle and indefnable resistance to UK leadership. The presence
of a Canadian brigade to sét an example in vigorous militarytraining might well
SPark the Belgian and Dutch military efforts, into far greater and more realistic
activiry. This'considecatiôn alone would provide an adequate explanation to the US
a's to why we are not grouping our forces with theirs, should Canada's decision lead
to this conclusion.'

Relations with German Population and Europeans

11. The relations between the German population and occupying troops are better
in the'British zone than in the American; though in the latter zone they have lately
improved. The large influx of partially trained American troops within the next few
months is likely to result in a new deterioration. The reputation of Canadian forces
for good conduct and discipline stands at a high level throughout Western Europe
and in terms of relationships both with the Germans and with our allies it is most
desirablé that this reputation should be'. maintained. Regardless of the extent to
W^ch strictures on the discipliné of US troops, as compared to thosè of other coun-tries
natinmay ^^US^Fed, it is inevitable that as representatives of the major and domi-

g member of NATO, they will be the main target for criticism by Europeans. IfCanadian f
oneS are grouped with those of the US, Canadians will fall hcir to suchcriticism:

Having regârd to the role of stimulating European morale, in the eventthat the ;
present tension continues and related to the "long pull", it is highly impor-^,



tant that: good relations should exist both with our European allies and the
Germans.

`SIGNIFICANCE'OF THE CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION

12. In comparison- with the US forces in Europe, the Canadian contribution will
be numerically insignificant. In the event of war this disparity would become even
greater.

13. Though in terms of the peacetime strength of forces the British contribution
on the continent is comparable to the US and numerically the disparity in the Cana-
dian contribution will appear almost as great as in contrast with the US forces, in

• war the Canadian contribution would be highly - significant. The UK would defi-
nitely want the physical contribution that Canada'could make. The US attitude is
one of helpful friendliness which suggests that to the US the Canadian contribution
is not significant in a material sense but is.appreciated as a token of allied coopera-
tion and acceptance of their leadership.

Sentiment Within the Canadian Army
14. There is no doubt that the Canadian Army would prefer to be grouped under

:British command. Canadian officers and• men have confidence in the professional
capacity and skill of British commanders and feel with 'everÿ 'good reason that the
British are fully cognizant of the importance: of observing'the national identity of a
Canadian force. The decision to group the* 25 Canadian Infantry -Brigade in the
Cônmmonwealth Division in the Far East was enthusiastically received throughout
the whole Canadian Army.

15. If, Canadian forces are grouped with British forces it represents merely the
continuation of an association which has existed in two'world wars and which has
been profitable and deeply satisfying to both parties. To group with the US forces
now means severing a past connection and establishing a new. Both in UK and
among the other Commonwealthcountries, this will be interpreted as a drift from
that association` at a timé when it is in greatest need of support. Canadian stat ^he

` have reiterated on numerous occasions that it is Canadian policy to support
Commonwealth. The grouping of Canadian forces in Europe with those of the

`will certainly be widely interpreted as a change from such a policy and as imp y g
on Canada's, part some loss of confidence in the practical value of the Common-
wealth association.

Cômnwnd, Staff Training and Tactics
16. There is an eminently practical'aspect growingfout of this historical associa-

tiôn. The Canadian Army trained in the past and fought in the last war on tactics,
staff training and command procedures, for practical purposes identical

with those
'
of thte, British ArrnyXanadian Army organization is similar to the British ArmY,

;which en some senior I US officers admit is more economical and more .efficient
thantheir own. The, psy chological outlook of the Canadian officer is more akin to
`therBritish than`to the^US. It was the experience in the last war, and has been in
Korea, that US commanders, coming from a nation,with large resouices of man-

f ' + t tial i'ncline to )-.p more prodigal of both man
rig po enpower and 81M manu actu n

power and equipment in the conduct of operations. Since the First World Was, ^e
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British, have had to husband their resources, and will usually achieve the same
result .with smaller losses, making up for lack of numbers and lavish supplies of
equipment, by careful operational planning and close tactical integration of all arms
and weapons. The British economize by teaching a high standard of care and main-
tenance of equipment, and abuse or abandonment of equipment is treated with
severity. The Américans tend to, the attitude of expendability of equipment and
"there's lots more where that one came from". It is obviously to the advantage of
the Canadian Army to adhere to a tactical doctrine which stresses high operational
efficiency with a.view to economizing both in manpower and material.

17. Though since the last war much greater emphasis has been placed upon the
teachings, of US as well 'as 'British' staff and command procedures in our active
force, Canadian trained reserves represented by officers and men who served dur-
ing the last war are familiar only with British practice.... . , .
THE PROBLEM OF MAINTENANCE

18. Though the 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade which is being raised for service in
Europe is to be equipped,with US type of equipment (except for motor transport),
should an emergency arise within the next 18 months and Canada be called upon to
fulfil her commitment to provide two divisions in the first twelve months of war,
these divisions would have to proceed overseas with UK type of equipment. Our
onlyexisting mobilization plan, resting upon tripartite planning before NATO came
into being, is bâsed ûpon the grouping of Canadian Army forces under UK com-
mand, and these plans include detailed studies and tentative agreement between the
Canadian Army and the War Office as to the provision of administrative units by
each party to maintain Canadian forces-in operations. This arrangement is highly
advantageous to, Canada from the point of view of manpower overhead in rearward
echelons, and it;would take a long time and detailed international staff studies to
reach a similar arrangement with the US Army.

19. The regrouping of the Integrated Forces in Europe is under consideration at
the highest levels at the present time. At the moment the British forces, with the
Dutch and Belgians under command, are in the northern sector, extending from the
North Searoughly to a line including the Ruhr and passing north of Kassel. The
UK communications are designed in war to run from Antwerp towards Gladbach.
The central sector bounded by a line excluding the Ruhr but including Kassel in the
north to,:roughly^ the line Frankfort-Fulda in the south, is occupied by a mixture of
French and American troops, The southern sector, from the Frankfort-Fulda to the
Swiss Alps, is also occupied by a mixture of French and American troops. The
Present dispositions are based more upon available accommodation Chan upon con-
siderations of strategy, The US communications, designed to run from Bordeaux to
Metz; cut across the communications which would have to maintain the French^nies in or` .

^mtions. It is the view of the US General Staff that national forces
shouldbe regrouped to'place all the US forces in the central sector with their com-municatiôns

atiôns running from Metz up the Moselle Valley. The southern sector wouldbe thé re'spon` ` `
the co sibility of the French forces. This would result in a better alignment in

mrnunicâti ' ' '
tuall ons supporting both. If this regrouping takes place it would even-

y bnng- the communications maintaining the UK and US forces closer together



and would easé the problerim of maintaining Canadian forces regardless of the com-
mand under'whicli they were grouped.` It would be highly desirable if the arrange-
ments made permitted our forces to be served by either the UK or the US lines of
communication. At the present time, of course, UK- forces are being maintained
from Hamburg and US forces from Bremerhaven,so that no immediate obstacles
should arise in maintaining 27 Brigade in peacetime.

,Geographical Location
20. If the Canadian brigade serves under American command in the US zone of

Germany two alternative locations are offered: . .. ,-..
ù(a) In the area of Kassel on the extreme northern limit of the central sector next to
the British zone and in direct contact with the Russian zone.

(b) On the extreme southern edge of the US zone south of Munich and again in
an area nearest to the Russian zone. Either of these locations would ensure the
Canadian brigade being immediately involved should the Russians make an aggres-
sive move.

21. If located in the British zone the Canadian brigade would be positioned on the
east bank of the Rhine just north of the Ruhr available in an emergency to man a
lay back position on the .west .bank of the Rhine.,This would be a much better
operational position for the brigade and in addition it would have better access to
training areas and better training facilities than in either of the areas proposed in
the US zone.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANPOWER COMMITMENT `

22. Whatever arrangements are finally decided upon; it should be made clear that
E the maintenance of a Canadian force abroad will always entail a small administra-
-tive "tail" to ensure the timely delivery of distinctively Canadian items of supplY•
This will apply to Canadian uniforms and items of dress and in the case of 27

-Canadian Infantry Brigade will apply to motor transport. In other words, it will
'probably never be feasible to have the Canadian supply line absorbed completely
^ into that of any other country.
-• ^23. The details of the administrative arrangements for 27 Canadian Infantry Bri-
gade can, of course, not be made firm until the major decision has been taken, but it

would j appear that the supplementary -detachments and liaison sections would

require about the same numbers and types of officers an`d men whether our commu-

' -'--- --- •'----•-h British or American' chinnés ls.-------- - --- - ., ;

Maintenance ôf, Equiprment xt to the

, Canada decides to adopt the -.280, or to await more conclusive
retainthe .303 in the , interim riod, the advantage would lie in favour of being

period,. , , •^ 27 Brigade will

.bearing on the equipment problem. n ,Canada decides, to a op • S. 11
tae.would lie from the equipment point of view in grouping with

the US force
and

8 • ' tests for the •

#=124. Unless inc Amencan forces are concen
,UK,forces the maintenance of equipment would be easier if the Canadian Srha dâ
is grouped under US command. The present controversy, over small

^

P • d t the 30 the. advan'

trated in the central sector ne

uped with the British : forces. Canadian ; type vehicles w^
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remain a Canadian responsibility in any case, and will account for the greater part
of the repair work. In the longer term both the Dutch and Belgian forces are con-
verting to the US type of equipment, though they will continue to operate under.
British command. In this event the maintenance of the Canadian brigade in US type
of èquipment . whilst grouped under British command would provide no insur-
mountable obstacles.

Financiâl, Considerations

25: It is desirable that the cost of maintenance of the Canadian brigade overseas '
shoûld be' financéd by capitation rate arrangements payable to the US or UK gov-
ernment,'whichever is responsible for maintenance. The situation vis-à-vis US dol-
lar exchange would appear to favour the grouping with British forces where
payment would be' in sterling (even though the capitation rate offered by the US
may be less). :

Dependents

26. The location of dependents of soldiers serving in Europe is a most aggravat-
ing problem to both the US and UK forces. It is of particular concern to the US
forces in, the light of their policy. of maintaining married personnel abroad for a
year and single for two years. The despatch of a Canadian brigade to Europe with-
out making provision for dependents accompanying the troops will create a prece-.
dent. Apart from National Service men, UK personnel posted to Germany are sent
there for long service, many have been serving there for 6 to 7 years. The inclusion
of dependents is more justified under such conditions than it is in the US zone,
where personnel are' posted for short service only. The dependents problem is less
likely to cause us difficulties if our troops are serving in the British zone rather than
in the American 'zone where troops are serving under similar conditions but are
Permitted to have dependents with them.

THE TIME FACTOR

27•, Whether it is 'decided to group the Canadian brigade with the UK or US
forces,'4'to 6`months notice is required to the military authorities concerned with
making arrangements. An early decision is therefore required as to the date on
which the 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade is to proceed to Europe and the command
With which it is to bé grouped on its arrival there.

28• When the decision was made to raise the 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade and
the second line companies to provide rotational personnel, it was made clear that if
these troops winten.d in Canada they would fill all available winter accommoda-
tion. Should the truce in Korea materialize and a decision be taken to repatriate part
or whole of the 25 Canadian Infantry Brigade the public demand that those troops
released should be returned to Canada before Christmas is likely to become irresis-tible.

Though it might be desirable to release from the service the personnel of the
25 tranadian Infantry Brigade who arc still on a short service engagement there is a
NO Proportion which still wishes to continue serving, and accommodation may
becÔmé an acute problem this winter unless the 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade is
despatched °overseas. There is a moral commitment to make this brigade availableto the Inte

&lm,ed Forces of General Eisenhower during 1951.
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Importance of the Present Decision
'29.'It is critically important that the decision taken concerning the grouping of 27

Canadian Infantry Brigade beI a'decision which will contiriue to be valid in the
event of war when our forces in Europe can be expected to increase greatly. Once
the command and administrative machinery has liecome settled and is working
smoothly for 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade it will be relatively easy to build on that
foundation to care for a larger number of troops. It would prove difficult and proba-
bly;impossible in a sudden emergency to transpose our forces with their lengthy
communications to another command and another supply, system. Furthermore, the,.
larger, the Canadian force involved, the more administratively self-contained will it
become. For this reason, it would be wise to make the présent decision in the light
of long term possibilities as influenced by major national factors and not to permit
any immediate local administrative factors to weigh unduly in the balance.

30. It appears that when the decision was made to convert the Canadian Army to
US type equipment, it was accepted that on that account alone any Canadian forces
allocated to the Integrated Forces in Europe` should be based upon.the US, lines of
communication and be placed under US command: ' To this' end, informal
approaches were made to General Collins, Chief of Staff US 'Army to ascertain
whether the US Army would house and maintain a Canadian brigade group in the
US zone of Germany. General Collins agreed that • this 'coùld be done if Canada
wished it. From recent conversations, this agreement was only tentative and is not
irrevocable should it now be decided to change the Canadian grouping. However,
in the light of the trouble taken by the US Army to study our needs, it is entitled to
some explanation should a decision now be made to group with the British, Dutch
and Belgians. It is considered that there is an adequate explanation in the morale

aspect underlying the decision to despatch Canadian forces to Europe at this time.
Taking all factors into consideration, we can make a more useful contribution to
enhancing the morale of European allies by grouping with the British, Dutch and
Belgians, than by, association with the US and French forces, the former of which
needs no stimulant, and the latter of,which would be most unlikely,to accept it.

. . .. . . . . I .
. - • , - ♦ . , r a . ' - '

RECOMMENDATION

30.' Taking all factors into consideration it isrecomi`nended that the 27 Canadian
Infantry Brigade Group be. despatched ^ tô ' Europe ` in October 1951, that it

e be
r

grouped under. British command in Germany where it will' be serving in coop
tion with British, Dutch and Belgian troops, and that the UK and US governments
be informed of this decision fôrthwith.

G.G. SIMONDS
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DEA/50030-X-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET . ' `[Ottawa], July 31, 1951

GROUPING OF CANADIAN FORCES IN EUROPE

Attached is a.memorandum prepared by General Simonds. It is a powerfully
written document and deserves careful reading in full.

2. In very brief, the argument is that it is desirable to maintain a balance of power
within NATO; that the best way to do this is to strengthen the forces which would
be associated with the United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands; that the
Canadian association with these forces would tend to preserve this balance of
.power; that Canadian identity would be better preserved in this way than if Cana-
dian forces were associated with those of the United States, which would so greatly
overshadow the Canadian forces in numbers; that we would have more confidence
that,Canadian forces would be used more economically under British than under
American command; that, from the standpoint of supply, it would be feasible to
associate Canadian forces with the British, even if Canadian forces were using
mainly United States type equipment - in any event, Belgian and Netherlands
forces are likely to be in much the same position.

3. General s Simonds' paper raises important questions bearing upon Canada'srelations
with the United States, the Commonwealth and our NATO allies. In this

note, only these international political aspects of the paper will be considered as the
military and other factors do not. directly concern this Department. The general
Political arguments put in paragraphs 3 to 6 of General Simonds' paper are very
much in line with the development of our own thinking at the official level. Gen-
eral Simonds puts very succinctly the argument for a balance of power within the
North Atlantic Alliance. Our experience in the last year or two has shown the valueof such -'
States groupings which can from time to time influence the course of United

Policy in a way which no one country could hope to do alone in view of the
overwhelming power of the United Stàtes. This has been true of groupings within
the United Nations and within NATO. It is also an argument for the continued use-
fulness from a practical political point of view of the Commonwealth. It is not, of
course, suggested that such groupings should be designed to obstruct United Statespolicies and pu
curb u rposes. Their value, however, is increasingly apparent in acting as a
o- Pon Precipitate decision and in giving the United States Government an
pponutity, to hear and consider the points of view of its more important allies. In

the long term, there is little doubt that there cannot be a healthy organization of theWestern
World ;without. these balances to United States power. Without them the

United' States would be dealing individuall with "clients" de endenStates ^d ,
op id p t upon United

unit 'milttartly: and economically. This would be unhealthy both for the
e4. States, and the rest of the Western Allies.
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I
bein rouped wrt

reports agree , that this trend in French public opinion is on ihe mcrea : h U^ted

4. It' may be considered at first sight that these general considerations are fairly
far removed from the, concrete question of the grouping. of Canada's forces in
Europe. The 'disposition . of our forces in, Europe cannot, however, be considered
simply as a practical operâtion. Whether we wish it or not, both in the United King-
dom and -in other Commonwealth countries,' there will be some tendency to see in
our grouping with United States forces the severing'of a Commonwealth link. Yet
it would be a pity if. the realistic political argument were to become interwoven
with sentimental considerations and to raise old controversies and prejudices in the
form of a discussion as to whether we preferred the "British or American connec-
tion". (Incidentally, it is only too probable that if Mr.'Shinwell and some of his
senior service"advisers enter the discussion, they will contrive to give it this twist
and thus to obscure the real issue.) For while there is a case at this time for avoid-
ing any action which may seem to weaken the Commonwealth vis-à-vis the United

.States, this case does not rest on sentimental grounds nor is it restricted to the
Commonwealth.

5. The argument in favour of the'Canadian forces overseas being grouped with
the forces of the United Kingdom, Belgium 'and the Netherlands rather than with
those of the United States and France has a bearing'on our relations with the Conti-
nental European countries concerned. The most impoitant case is that of France.

" The French are the most sensitive of all the nations of the European Continent to
'the possibility of United States domination: Tor all théir recognition of the impor-
tance of the United States to their own survival, there is no doubt that thèir relations
with us are more cordial and that they have treated us with greater confidence in
the past than either the United Kingdom or the* United States. We have a special
position in France as is demonstrated by the reception given to the Prime Minister
when he visited Paris and by the increased importance which the Quai dOrsay
attributes to Franco-Canadian relations. The Canadian army had indeed a unique

' place in the regard of the French people. The French have since the war come to
understand the international position of Canada. The grouping of Canadian forces
with United Kingdom forces would cause no misunderstanding on this ground in
France. On the; other hand, the. grouping of Canadian troops with United States
troops would not be so readily understood. In fact,. it is to be feared that our contri-
bution'wôuld be quite submerged in the eyes of the French and of our other Euro-
pean friends in the vaster mass of the United States forces. Unfortunately also the
United States forces in Europe are very far from popular in France. Most recent

se

J 6. 1-he pohtical argument against Canadian troops g g
,States troopsis also strong so far as' Germany is concerned. United States policytoive rise
towards Germany may.- in the course of the next 'four or five years give of
considerable differences of opinion within the Allies. The tempo of rearm h^
Germany, the decision as to the restoration to Germany of her full sovereign rig é
the Possible admission of Germany to NATO,thése are all questions to which ^

'Germans are âcutely sensitive `and to which the French and other European alliesects. It is
are equally sensitive. We shall have to steer a difficult course on these subj

bypârticularly desirable that`we should"not appear to the Germans in any roeS d ch
suggests that we are "United States satellites": They are more easily imP

I
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military dispositions and more ignorant of Canadian policy and position than our
European allies. From the German point of view, if our forces grouped with those
of, the United States, they might appear as a mere minor adjunct. of the - United
States power..<

7: A, positive advantage of our grouping with the Netherlands and Belgian forces,'
would be" that it follows our natural tendency to align ourselves with these middle
powers who are so often associated with us politically and over whom we have
considerable influence. There 'is little 'doubt that the Canadian forces overseas
would have their maximum political and psychological usefulness in an association
with the forces of the Netherlands and Belgium. General Simonds' recommenda-
tion that the morale effect of our grouping with these two countries should be put
forward to the United States as the grounds for our decision seems an excellent one
and shouldappeâl to the United States who are concerned about the morale of these
countries.

8. There is no doubt that the decision as to the grouping of our forces will have a
considerable political and psychological effect on our relations with the European
peoples and governments. It is particularly important that Canada whose separate
national identity has only really, penetrated the European mind in the years since,
1939 should reappear on the Euro ean militaryp scene in a way which does not give ^
us the appearance of being a mere unit of United States power - and a small one
at that. It

may also be important from the point of view of public opinion in this
country that the many forms of United States military activity on Canadian soil for
the defence of this continent should be balanced by a decision to avoid the group-
ing of our forces in Europe with those of the United States.

, ; A.D.P. H(EENEY]

PCONoI: 202 '
Note du prcrsident du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum by Chairntan, Chiefs of Staff Conintittee

Para 2:
CGS PAPER 16 JUL 51

1. I entirely agree that it is most impractical to maintain a separate L of C.21' Even
When the CanadianArmy was at its peak of five divisions, it was maintained on theBritish Lrof C. ':

2• 1 am not in a re
surel g ement with the concept of balance of power within NATO:

y^e.Canadian position within NATO must be judged on the merits of each
case and not on any idea of acting either for or against the US. The main reason for
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US domination in NATO is because she'is the one country who can afford at this
time to assist the others.by reason of her internal strength and prosperity. It should
therefore behoove the one country who does not need US help (Canada) to always
strive in any way she can to merge and reconcile the differences of points of view
that may arise from time to time within NATO.^ This can best be achieved by not
aligning ourselves with any particular group of nations but considering and decid-
ing our course of action on each problem as it arises on its own merits. If there is a
divergence of opinion between two majoi factions, we should do our best to bring
together the two points of view. I cannot subscribe to the adoption of any other
policy in our NATO discussions.

Inf luencè of Othèr NATO Countries
3. It has been my experience that the best way to assist the other NATO countries,

especially the smaller nations, is by maintaining our entirely independent position
and not aligning ourselves with either of the higher powers.

Significance of Canadian Coritribution,
4. Surely what is to be aimed at in NATO is an integrated force under a unified

command and not a group of national forces clinging onto the US or UK y

Group. The real criterion is where can we make the greatest contribution with the
smallest expenditure of men and material.

Command - Staff Training and Tactics

5. While it is true that in'the past we have used UK command system, training
methods and tactics, we have long since realized that sooner or later we must be
capable of fighting with US forces, if Canada should be attacked. We have con-
stantly urged the adoption of a unified system of command and training. This will
likely be produced by SHAPE. There is a great deal to be said for Canadians learn-
ing more about US methods and perhaps urging the Americans to adopt certain UK
methods which we consider better than their methods.

The Problem of Maintenance •
6. This is the most important factor in this discussion. As stated, the 27th Brigade

will be équipped with US type equipment. I do not agree with the statement "except
for motor transport". The 25th Brigade is equipped with US vehicles and, as far as I
am aware, the 27th will have to be equipped with either vehicles purchased from
the US, or US type vehicles assembled in Canada. There is no thought of ever
equipping the Canadian troops with UK type.vehicles.

7. I cannot visualize a Canadian Brigade with US equipment and vehicles being
maintained on a per diem rate by a Britisht L of C. Even in the last war when We
were completely on UK types (except for clothing), it was necessary to maintain a
fairly large group of Canadian Ordnance in the UK depots to ensure the Canadian
troops were maintained. ttee,
' 8. The original concept, which was presented to the Cabinet Defence Sationed in

was for a Canadian Brigade Group or Regimental Combât Team to beas an American
Germany under US command. The US was to maintain the Group
formation, providing all facilities required in a similar manner to that provided at
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Fort Lewis. This included American Rations, use of P.X., training ammunition, and
complete maintenance on a per diem rate. The concept was that no Canadian Main-
tenance Group would be required but Canadian uniforms, etc., would be put in the
US pipeline.

9. The US would be asked to make transport arrangements at both ends similar to
that made for Korea. Our experience with such an arrangement has been quite suc-
cessful: Our troops prefer American rations to British rations which are now unac-
ceptable to Canadians.. The Canadians never liked the NAFFI in war and much
prefer the P.X. and U.S.- entertainment arrangements.

Conclusion

10. If the factors raised by the CGS are considered to outweigh the disadvantages
of trying to maintain a Canadian Brigade on US equipment in the British Zone, I
would recommend consideration be given to reversing the decision to adopt US
equipment and revert to UK types. I can see nothing but confusion and a extrava-
gant waste of manpower in attempting to maintain a force on US equipment on a
British L of C.

11. As this matter was originally discussed at CDC I would suggest that the mat-
ter should finally go to CDC for discussion .24

:^s. ^ ^ PCO
396.

^ Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense ,
Extract frori: Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Conunittee

24
Aucune mention de cette discussion initiale ne fi ure audéfense pour 1951, g procès-verbal du Comité du Cabinet sur la
There is
1951, no record of this original discussion in the minutes of the Cabinet Defence Committee for

would represent 18 times the strength of the 27th Brigade. Alto-
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[Ottawa], August 30, 1951

1•
CANADIAN ARMY AND AIR FORCE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE INTEGRATED FORCE;

GROUPING UNDER SACEUR; DESPATCIi OF 27TN BRIGADE
1. The Minister of National Defence said that it was necessary to decide whether

the 27th Canadian InfantryBrigade should be sent to Europe and, if so, when. It
had been raised to meet the Canadian commitment, under the Medium Term
Defence Plan, respecting land forces for the Integrated Force. On January 30th,
1951, ^e Speech. from the Throne had indicated that the assent of Parliament
would be sought at an early date for Canadian participation in the Integrated
Force u Action to that end had been delayed owing to the changed complexion ofthe

wâr in'Koiea resulting from Chinese intervention.
There were already 4 U.S. divisions in Europe, and 2 more would follow veryShordy. This f"

. ouse of Commons, Debatcs, 1951, Volume 1, pp. 1-2.

u S^ Canada, Chambre des communes,
Canada u Débats, 1931, volume I, pp. 1-2.



gether there would be some 250,000 U.S: Army and 60 - 70,000 U.S. Air Force
personnel in Europe. There were 2 1/2 U.K.^ divisions in the Integrated Force and a
further 1'1/2 would be added béfore the end of 1951. .

The Canadian manpower situation was good - much better than had been antic-
ipated. The 25th Brigade: in Korea had not suffered anything like the casualties
expected. There were 6,000 men in action in the Far East,' with some 1,500 rein-
forcements in the `theatre I and 3,000 , in Canada which ' alone would probably be
enough replacements for Korea for a year. There were enough men for rotation to
Korea as it was planned 'to rotate units of the Mobile Striking Force, gradually
giving the whole permanent force experience abroad. As the strength of the 27th
Brigade now stood at about 10,500, of which about 6,000 could be despatched to
Europe and 4,000 would be ready for rotation , a' ÿear later, there were enough
troops to meet the Canadian contribution to the Integrated Force, in present condi-
tions, for about 2 years. With 6,000 men in action in Korea and another 6,000 men
in Europe, there were today another 13,000 officers and men in units or schools
available for reinforcement and rotation: Further; recruiting was satisfactory except
as regards specialists.

' If the Korean war ended shortly, those of the 25th Brigade who had enlisted to
serve 18 months and had not re-engaged would be relèased. Probably more than
50% would want to stay on. This winter there would be accommodation in Canada
for only 36,000, and this only on the basis of double bunking and dispersal in small
groups. There would thus be obvious difficulties in having both the 25th and 27th
Brigades winter here.

It was considered desirable tô allocate the 27th Brigade to the Integrated Force
and to despatch it in November in view of the foregoing considerations, for reasons
of morale, to permit continuation of training in proper climatic conditions and as
NATO now expected the force to be sent as soon as possible.

An early decision was required on the grouping of the brigade, for purposes of
command, with the U.K. or U.S. components of the` Integrated Force and on
whether it should be based on U.K. `or U.S. lines of. communication.

He outlined the contents of a paper prepared on these questions.
The Paris Plan, discussed at the meeting of June 29th, 1951., had called for the

R.C.A.F. contribution to the Integrated Force to be grouped with the U.S.A.F. and
to use the U.S:A.F.'supply organization to the maximum26 Negotiations had since
been completed for the development of this arrangement.

the identitY of
Certain political factors, notably the desirability of maintaining

the Canadian land forces in Europe, made it appear desirable to group these forces
with the U.K. rather than the U.S. forces *under SACEUR. " ing

From the military point ôf view there were three alternatives for the grouP
and maintenance of the Canadian Army in Europe:.grouping under U.K. COo^ s d
with the United Kingdom responsible for maintaining the Canadian force onsible
type equipment; grouping under U.S. command with the United States resp

26 Voir le document 3841See Document 384. •
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for inaintaining the forces on such equipment; and grouping under either U.K. or
U.S: `cômmand with Canada responsible for maintaining the -force.

The advantages of grouping un der U.K. command were that thé Canadian Army
had confidence in U.K. commanders; it had used similar tactics and staff and com-
mand procedures during the war, its organization was similar to that of the United
Kingdomand was more efficient and economical than that of the United States; the
United Kingdom recognized the importance of respecting the national identity of
Canadian forces; and, in the U.K. zone of Germany, the Canadian force would
probably be just north of the Ruhr, available to man a position on the west bank of
the Rhine, would have better training facilities than in the U.S. zone and would be
adjacent to the Belgian and Netherlands forces.

;A disadvantage of such grouping was that, while the U.S.-type equipment
needed by Canadian forces could be drawn from U.S. depots in the theatre and
made.available through the,U.K. supply system, special arrangements would have
to be made for heavy. repairs of such equipment. The War Office had, however,
been asked if it could maintain the 27th Brigade in the U.K. zone.

The advantages of grouping under U.S. command were that the supply and
maintenance of U.S.-type equipment would be easier and more economical; Cana-
dian 'troops assigned to ï North` American defence would in any case have to train
and co-operate with U.S. troops; grouping with U.S. forcés in Europe would reduce
the problem of reconciling, in North American operations, differences in certain
equipment and methods; and the U.S. forces' would provide rations and amenities
of types to which Canadians were more accustomed.

A'disadvantage was that, if the 27th Brigade were in the U.S: zone, it would
Probably be in one of two positions adjacent to the Russian zone.

The alternative 'of. a purely Canadian supply line to maintain relatively smallforces
would be costly and might not be reliable in all circumstances.

Apart from the above considerations, if, in a war within 18 months, Canada car-
ried out the present plan to provide 2 divisions within the first 12 months of hostili-ties, these

might have to be despatched with U.K.-type equipment, and simplicity
of maintenance would then be achieved by grouping with the U.K. forces for which
plans had been prepared with the War Office. If there were no war within 18
months, any forces mobilized subsequently would have U.S.-type equipment, and
ease of maintenance would then suggest grouping the Canadian forces under U.S.
coMmand. Grouping with U.K. forces would, however, not pose insuperable diffi-
culties'as there would be many items of U.S.-type equipment in general use in the
Europe an theatre and these could be supplied to the Canadian Army under the thea-
tre arrangements, for distribution of such equipment:

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's

memorandum, August 27th, 1951, "Canadian Army contribution to
lntegrated Force; grouping under SACEUR; despatch of 27th Canadian InfantryBngade"

Cabinet Document D-295) t. ,. ,^;



2. Mr. Claxton, referring to a statement in the document that, if Canadian forces
were grouped with U.S. forces, ^ Europeans would identify them with such forces,
said that this might be equally true of grouping with U.K. forces.

3. The Prime Minister, stating that there were recent indications that even some
-leading European stitesmen still regarded Canada as, a dependency of the United
Kingdom, suggested that it was important not to miss any opportunity of making it
clear to Europeans that there had been important modifications in Canada's posi-

tion as a nation.
4. Mr. Claxton said that he had found that European military leaders had a clear

understanding that Canada was an independent nation.

It was now a question whether the choice on the question of grouping outlined
in his department's paper was in fact still open to the government. The question of
accommodation in Germany had been explored with both the United States and the
United Kingdom. Some time ago, the former had expressed a willingness to receive
the 27th Brigade in Germany in November. Major-General Smith had, however,
just reported from London that the War Office

6 to 8 months, but that it wouldaccommodate the brigade in Germany for time. Onbe happy to accommodate it temporarily in the United Kingdom at any
the question of maintenance, it had replied that it was prepared to maintain the
brigade, both in the United Kingdom and subsequently in Germany, and antici-
pated no insurmountable difficulties in this connection.lfius, if the brigade were to
be sent to Germany in November, the only choice open might well be to group it
with the U.S. forces. Whatever decision was taken as to grouping should be consid-
ered as subject to review from time to time. During the war forces of all nations
had been frequently re-grouped.

5. The Chief of the General Sta,fj`'said that General Handy had informed him in

Germany in June that the U.S. Army there would require 4 to 6 months' notice to

make accommodation available for the brigade. ^eneral
6. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staf j Con^iittee said that, ôn August 25th,

Marshall had intimated that General Collins might be able to arrange
for the U.S.

Army to accommodate the brigade in November.

7. Mr. St-Laurent thought that it would not be satisfactory to station the brigade
for a period in the United Kingdom in peacetime and, on the question of groupingequal
in Germany, that, if the men of the brigade did not have rations and amenities when
to ; those of the ; U.S. forces, they would be likely to spread dissatisfac forces

,rotated to Canada. In war, Canadian troops would prefer being with the U.K. h si-
. but, under present conditions in Europe, they would be more concerned with p Û S
cal comforts. If the Canadian troops were stationed for the present with the
forces, there would presumably be re-groupings in the interests of effïciency in the
event of war. , . , .

ortu
8. General Simonds said that if the Russians attacked there would be no oa ori-

nity for re-grouping until a stable front was established. In June, the U.S.

ties in Germany had offered accommodation for the brigade in the
Kassei f S^ll

This, while in direct contact with the Russian zone, would be satisfactory
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available, having the advantage of being between the U.S. and U.K. forces. The
brigade would deteriorate if it wintered in Canada.

9. Mr. St-Laurent said that, as the troops should not remain in Canada, it appeared
unlikely that there would be accommodation in the British zone before spring and
there was uncertainty as to whether there would be accommodation in November in
the Kassel area, which was considered satisfactory, the prospects of reasonably sat-
isfactory facilities in either zone should be further explored as soon as possible.

10. General Foulkes said that General Eisenhower was pressing for an indication
as to when the brigade would arrive and that there might, for reasons of accommo-
dâtion, be pressure to station the brigâde in Norway if a decision were delayed. He
hoped; therefore, that itwould be possible for the Committee to agree to inform the
Supreme Commander that the government desired to despatch the brigade in
November. ' - - - ,

11. The Secretary of State for External Affairs doubted, in, the light of existing '
information regarding accommodation, the advisability of agreeing that the brigade
be sent to either the U.K.' or U.S. zone in November if accommodation could be
found iri either.' It inight be satisfactory to send the brigade to the U.S. zone until
spring. However, the alternative of stationing the force in Northern Europe tempo-
rarily 'perhaps deserved some consideration.' It was already arranged that the
R.C.A.F. contribution be grouped with the U.S.A.F. There would be advantages in
not grouping the whole Canadian contribution to the Integrated Force with the U.S.
forces.

12. Mr. Claxton thought that, if the brigade spent the winter in the U.S. zone, it
would probably be possible to move it to the U.K. zone later.

13. General Simonds said that, an accommodation in Western Europe was heavily
colnmitted, he doubted that such re-grouping could be carried out in 1952.

14: The Committee, after further discussion, noted the recommendations of the
Minister of. National Defence regarding the despatch of the 27th Canadian Infantry
Brigade Group to the:Integrated Force and the grouping of the Canadian Army in
Europe with, and its maintenance by, the U.K. or U.S. forces in Germany, and:

(a) agreed that:

(i) the 27th Brigade be despatched to Germany in November, 1951, assuming
that'satisfactory facilities were obtained for it by that time with either the U.S.
or U.K. forces;

(Ii) sGéneral Eisenhower be informed accordingly in confidence;
(iü) whether the, brigade were grouped with the U.S. or the U.K. forces duringthe

winter, the.,question of grouping and maintenance of the Canadian Army
contribution, to the. Integrated Force would be open to review wheneverd'.f

necessary; ,

(b) noted with approval the Minister's report that arrangements had been com-
pleted for the R.C.A.F. contribution to the Integrated Force to be grouped with theU-S.A.F, .and t o: .. ,

ma e maximum use of the U.S.A.F. supply organization.



397.

[Ottawa], September 5, 1951

NATO EUROPEAN INTEGRATED FORCE; DISPATCH OF 27TH BRIGADE

23.'The Minister of National Defence said that Cabinet Defence Committee had

discussed the question of dispatching the 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade to the
NATO European Integrated Force. It appeared desirable for a number of reasons
and had so been agreed by the committee that the brigâde be dispatched to Europe

in November.
There was some difficulty, however, in reaching a decision as to whether the

brigade should be. stationed with and maintained. by U.K. or U.S. forces in Ger-
many., The're appeared . to be advantages and disadvantages. to both courses of

action.
After considering all aspects of ^ the problem, the Committee had agreed that:

(a) the 27th Brigade be dispatched to Germany in November, 1951, assurmng that
satisfactory facilities were obtained for it by thavtime with either the U.S. or U.K.

forces;
(b) General Eisenhower be informed accordingly, in confidence; and,
(c) whether the brigade were grouped 'with U.S: or U.K.' forces during the winter,

the question of grouping and maintenance of the Canadian Army contribution to
the Integrated Force would be open to review whenever necessary.

24. Mr. Claxton added that there were now approximately 13,000 men available
Brigade to be

as reinforcements for both the 25th Brigade in Korea and the 27th B
dispatched to the Integrated Force. Both the United Kingdom and the United States
would have fulfilled their obligations in respect of the Integrated Force by this
autumn. The 27th Brigade was at the present time about half trained and it would
be preferable if such training could be completed in Europe rather than

''t med dear that it would be

-25.,,7*he Minister of Finance pointed out that, whether Canadian P
`payment would have to be^m^

with U.S: or U.K.' groups, a per capita
de

tioned . • t of Canad

sergeant. troo s were sta-

dian; winter conditions. For these and other reasons, i see
advisable to dispatch the 27th Brigade'as recommended. men should serve

Insofar as rotation was concerned, it was intended that single
for two years and married men for one year before being returned to Cenadhougha^

not intended to provide married quarte Wéoé C^vidinsuch quarters for all officers
was understood that the United States P g the rank of staff
and for non-commissioned offcérs' down to and including .

either to the United States or to the United Kingdom in respec ^{erable to
tary personnel. Balance of payments considerations would make it p ^ to be a
station Canadian troops in the U.K. sector. However, this did not appe

Extra" des conclusion du* Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
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serious factor nor one which need weigh too heavily in the decision ultimately
reached.

26. The Prime Minister was of opinion that the Canadian troops would prefer to
serve under U.K. command in the event active hostilities broke out in Europe.
However, it was• to be hoped that such would not be the case for some time to come
and, in the circumstances, it might be preferable to arrange for the stationing of
Canadian personnel in one of the United States sectors in' order that Canadian
soldiers might have the benefit of U.S. rations and amenities, which were closer to
Canadian standards than those normally provided by the United Kingdom. If, as
was hoped, hostilities could be averted in Europe,- it was important that the morale
of Canadian troops be maintained at the highest level.

27. Senator Robertson thought that the married quarters privileges to be extended
to U.S. troops might cause some difficulties if similar privileges were denied Cana-
dian military personnel and the latter were stationed in U.S. sectors.
"28. Mr. Claxton suggested that it would be advantageous if General Eisenhower
could indicate his preference as to the stationing of Canadian troops on the basis of
military efficiency and requirements. =

29. The Cabinet, after considerable further discussion, agreed that:
(a) General Eisenhower be approached informally to ascertain whether he had

any views as to the stationing of Canadian troops; and,
(b) final decision as to the grouping of the 27th Brigade within ' the European

Integrated Force be taken by the Minister of National Defence in the light of the
discussion.

398. , B.C./Vol. 108

Le président de l'état-major du Canada au Royaunie-Uni
au président du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Chairman, Canadian Joint Staff in United Kingdom,
• to Cluzirman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

TELEORMt, CJS(L)M-1086 London, September 14, 1951

SECRE t IMMEDIATE.

Furtherance CJS(L)M-1075 and CSC 1605.27

Visited SACEUR today accompanied by Moncel. He and Gen Gruenther were
present during discussion.

2. SACEUR opened conversation by confirming that the move of 27 CIB did not
in any Way çonflict with presently planned build-ups. He then went on to state that
he recommended that 27 CIB should be placed in the UK Zone for the followingreasons:
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(a) The present disposition of allied forces leaves a weakness in the centre, ie, the
Frankfurt-Kassel gap. Presently planned build-ups will eventually alleviate this
position. In. the meantime any available additional forces which could be placed
north or south of this area would greatly strengthen _ those flanks. The ultimate
accommodation which will be made available for 27 CIB is well situated on the
north flank of this gap in the area Iserlohn-Soest. The accommodation which could
be provided for 27 CIB in the US Zone'is too far to the south to be of tactical
advantage re the central weakness.

(b) There is a preponderance of armour over infantry in the UK Zone where
additional infantry is required to provide a better balance.

(c) Both the temporary UK accommodation in the Hanover area as well as the
suggested permanent accommodation indicated above are ideally situated for field
training, being adjacent to the Paderborn training area. The accommodation availa-
ble in the US Zone was not satisfactory from the point of view of training areas.

(d) The locating of 27,CIB in the UK Zone would have a very great morale effect
on both Dutch and Belgian Forces.

(e) The psychological importance of the continued association of UK and Cana-
dian Forces.

(f) The very strong desire on the part of the UK to have the 27 CIB located in the
UK Zone.

3. SACEUR pointed out that his recommendation that 27 CIB should go to the
UK Zone could be used officially and publicly as might be desired by you or
Canadian Government.

4. Dependent on Canadian acceptance of SACEUR's recommendation he sug-
, gested that Ottawa should advise the Standing Group of the final Canadian deci-

sion. On • receipt of this decision at SHAPE SACEUR would officially advise
CINCLANDCENT, BAOR and EUCOM. In the meantime the following message
is being sent to these Commands:
Quote. After due consideratiôn of the factors involved, pending formal Canadian
governmental agreement, it is the decision of SACEUR that the Canadian Brigade
be deployed to the Northern Army Sector. The military representative of the Cana-
dian Government has been so informed this date. Following Canadian governmen-
tal decision; direct communication is authorized between 'represent^ the s of the

Canadian Government, CINCLANDCENT, BAOR and EUCOM, for
Purpose

of finalizing detailed arrangements. It is requested that this Headquaners be kept
informed as to the progress of such arrangements. Unquote.

commands s toAn additional paragraph is being added to, this message requesting commands
maintain security of this information until the Canadian Government decision is
announced. enda

5: He also suggested that if the Canadian Government accepted his reco
n the

tion you should feel. free to communicate at once with Field Marshal Slim
event that you might wish to express your appreciation of his offer.
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6. SACEUR felt that there was no requirement in so far as SHAPE was con-
cerned for a formal approach on the problem of locating 27 CIB as you suggested
in your, telephone , conversation.

7. He stated that he would take very personal interest in the arrival of 27 CIB and
the provision of accommodation and suggested that you might wish to make an
early visit to inspect the area and; accommodation which he had recommended.

8. With reference to the proposal to align the RCAF contribution with that of the
.USAF as outlined in the Paris Plan, SACEUR gave his whole-hearted concurrence
in these arrangements.

399.:, .: . : DEA/11381-40
L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1

Ambassador. in Federal Republic of Germany
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL ^ Bonn, September 24, 1951

Dear Arnold [Heeney],

If you look at the file on German [Canadian?] troops arriving in Germany I do
not think you will fail to notice that the Bonn Embassy is not entirely happy about
its position in this matter. The first we heard of the fact that they were coming to
the British Zone was a statement from the War Office which appeared in the
London Times of September 18. Before that I had -been given to understand that
they would be going to the U.S. Zone. This, of course, is a change of no great
consequence to us in Germany. What is of more importance, however, is that the
German authorities should first hear of this officially through the U.K. High Com-
Inissioner and that I should not have received any instructions either to associate
myself with the U.K. High Commissioner or to make a separate approach to the
German authorities.

Legally, there is no doubt that the Germans need only be informed of this by the
Occupying Powers, and that it is of no concern to them whether the troops are
Canadian or Afghanistan, but at the present stage of relations with Germany I do
not have to say how shortsighted it would be to stand upon this rapidly disappear-ing legal position.

We have only recently established diplomatic relations with the German Gov-
ernlnent, and unless the Germans are to assume that London is still conducting our
foreign affairs while allowing us to play at diplomacy, they would, I think, expect
to heaz something from me on this subject.

It is true, of course, that no official action is possible by Ottawa until such time
as the House of Commons decides that the Brigade shall go to Europe and that anyaction

which has been taken has been taken upon the Minister's statement to thepress of September 18.
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It would seem at this distance that some leak somewhere forced the Minister to
make' that statement" and thât someone' in London, either by specific instruction
from somewhere, or, relying on the Minister's statement, has instructed Sir Ivone
'Kirkpatrick to convey the 'information to the Chancellor.

I would think,thérefore; that when the time comes for an official communica-
tion it may, move straight from Ottawa'to thé German Government, either through
-us here or through the German Embassy in Ottawa?8

I think that it is highly important that the fact that Canada is a completely inde-
pendent nation and that these troops are her contribution at the moment to NATO
should be intimated by Canada and not by the United Kingdom.

We have never been consulted at all about this whole thing and being a military
and political matter, no doubt we'should not have been. However, once the deci-
sions were reached I think that it might have been well if we had been immediately
notified. To be completely in the dark in this matter of such importance could be
very embarrassing and in fact was when the British asked us about it. It was a bit
more embarrassing in relatiôn to them' when they got the answers before we did.

I- think that it would be well if we were informed as soon as possible all about
how this nnit is to function?9 Is it to become part of the British Army or what? Is it
to be paid for by Canada or on Occupation costs?

, Please have the matter looked into and drop me a note 30

:Thanks ever so much,

{ ?! Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I agree [A.D.P. Hceney] ;;

2^ Note marginale :/Marginal note:
' Yes (A.D.P. Heeneyj "

30 1 :/Ni al note•

T.C. DAVIS'

Note margma e argin
Mr. MacKay Pl[ease] consult Watkins & have reply prepared this

A.D.P.H[eeney].

Yours sincerely,

was pretty bad
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,.. DEA/11381-40:

' •au sous-secrétaire d'État ^auz Affaires extérieures"
L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allémagne '` , '

Ambassador ln Federal 'Republic of Geniuiny
to Under-Secretary 'of State for External A, f%airs

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
; ._ .; .

Dear Arnold [Heeney];, ,.

Bonn, October 2, 1951 ,

` RE MOVEMENT OF 27TH CANADIAN INFANTRY BRIGADE TO GERMANY

On the 24th * of September I wrote you a personal note on the above topic and
since then I have"received official instructions to notify the Government of Ger-
many directly in the matter.

I attach herewith copy of my'despatch No. 758 of October 2f which will bring
you up to date on developments.

Ut me say that there âre very few Englishmen over here whom I have had the
privilegé". of meeting who seeni to havé any knowledge whatsoever of the constitu-
tional changes which have taken place in Commonwealth relations in recent years.
To the most of them Canada is still a colony.* I think that perhaps this conception
may be a bit stronger in the army than elsewhere. We try to disabuse their minds of
these misconceptions when we have the opportunity to do so.

This way of thinking may have some repercussions in the, future as a result of
the movement of the Canadian Brigade toGermany because of the tendencies of
British Army personnel, unless a very close relationship is established between this
Mission and the Canâdian Brigade. "'-

i.

In this 'transactiôn it strikes me that sômeone in the Defence 'Department must
have decided that this matter was 6e 'for attention by his Department alone and,
that there was a failure to realize that the channel 'ôf communication between gov-
emments is through our Department 31 As things have developed it would seem
quite clear'that the whole thing down to the present has been handled purely on an
army basis when, besides being a military matter, it has tremendously important
Political aspects.

I think that it would be well if it were, made clear at the outset to those who will
command these forces that in matters not of a strictly military nature any' negotia-
tions*with the Government of Germany must be done after consultation with our
Dep^ment and with its help. Theré may well develop a tendency to feel that by
reason'of'the placement of our forces with the British forces, the Brigade is to be
considered completely as part thereof and function accordingly. I can well appreci-
ate that it*will be a bit difficult to make this distinction clear, but I think that when
it is thoroughly understood that this is a Canadian force created and provided for by
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Canâdâ,' it will follow that its dealings except in the field of immediate military
matters must be handled through Canadian channels.

In fact, whether we. wish it or not, I can foresee that we at this Mission will be
involved up to our ears in every kind of matter arising from the presence of the
force and that therefore our Department should have much to say about its arrange-
ments so that we may also'be' infôrmed and act according to a policy formulated

from some German official quarter.

jointly at your end.
I think that to mark the occasion and this relationship, it would be wise if I

should be on hand to officially welcome the force when it comes to Germany 32 I
happen to know Brigadier Walsh personally, and I know we can make satisfactory
arrangements on the spot. I think, however, that it would be well if it were put up to
him that verysoon after the establishment of the Brigade in Germany he and I
should 'get together and establish the contact from which will spring all later
relationship.

The RCAF is meticulously careful, through their Department, to keep us advised
of the posting to Germany of any of their senior personnel and recently , we were

advised of the fact that certain senior members of that force would,be ,coming to

Germany and I believè that they witnessed the recent British army manoeuvres.
I am afraid that the Army has not been as careful in this matter. I have reported

earlier cases to you; , the, latest in point in . my . learning after. the. British army

manoeuvres , were completed that General Kitchin (I may have his name spelled
incorrectly), head of R.M.C., had been in attendance at these manoeuvres. I had
been invited to go but could not arrange; it., It is an opportunity that I.will not,miss
next year when our force is here and is no doubt included in the manoeuvres. I
would have liked to have met ' General ' Kitcliiri; ;and I am, sure that the meeting
would have been mutually profitable. Not only did I miss this opportunity, but as
on previous occasions, it could have been embarrassing if this Mission, which did

not know of his pre` sence, ' had heard ofit through the press or through an inquiry

Regardless of what we may think or wish,'inevitably this Embassy is going to be
calléd upon to deal with innumerable problems consequent upon the coming of this
force to Germany. I théïefore think that the framing' of policy ex p lltein.^ctlyents
military matters should be done in very close contact between the two p

in Ottawa and implementation attended to in similarly close contact at this end. Our
Department and this Mission will have a great deal to do as a result of the presence
of the Canadian force in Germany. It is through ' our Department and through it
alone that the official voice of Canada spéaks'to the German Government. ^nl^ in
that'way can we speak with a single voice; and I would foresee and fe Itg ^ ►.

trouble if the Department of Defence followed its téndency to "go it alone .
. . t . " . _ . . , ' .. .

. l ': . . . . , I . . . . .. - . I , . . .. . . . ' ' \ . .. ' . .

n Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes [A.D.P. Heeney] ,
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not, and it would be our Department and this Mission which would have to attempt
to mend the fences. . -:,•:

Yours sincerely,
T.C. DAVIS

DEA/11381-40

- Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for'External Affairs
to Deputy Minister of National Defence

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 10, 1951

Dear. Mi. Drury,

The purpose of this letter is to record my understanding of the discussion with
you and General Simonds on October 4 regarding the movement of the 27th Bri-
gade to Germany.

Command Instructions and Possible "Political" Directive
2. The CGS is drafting Command Instructions for Brigadier Walsh which will

deal with purely military matters. General Simonds is not in favour of dealing with
Political matters in that document. However, he is willing' to consider recom-
mending to your Minister a second document in the nature of a letter of guidance,
which might cover the following subjects of special concern to this Department:

(a) Relations between the Commanding Offcer and the Canadian Embassy;
(b) Political aspects of the incorporation, of the Brigade in a larger United King-

dom formation;

(c) The attitude of Canada towards Germany.
3. We will prepare a first draft of such a letter and send it as soon as possible to

you and the Acting CGS. I understand that the Acting CGS will shortly be sending
me for. information ^ the draft Command Instructions.

Assignment of BRgade to General Eisenhower '.•
4 I understand that consideration will be given to the question of whether there

should be a formal document placing the Brigade at the disposal of General Eisen-
hower. I hope that we may be kept informed of developments in this regard.

4ga1 Status of the Members of the Brigade in Germany
5• The Jùdge Advocate General, in consultation with• our Legal Division, will

prepaTe an explanation of the legal position. It seems likely that we cannot avoid
the legal status of `occupation forces" until such time as the Occupation Statute is
repealed and replaced by a new contractual relationship between Germany and the
three Occupying Powers.



6: The NATO Forces Agreement is inapplicable because the German Government
is not a party to it and, of course, is not at present a consenting party to the station-
ing of the Brigade in Germany: '

Financial Arrangements
7. I gathered that, at present, the German Government bears, as "occupation

costs", a major part of the cost of maintaining the United Kingdom forces. The
CGS naturally - wishes to make a simple. arrangement with the United Kingdom
authorities whereby Canada will reimburse the United Kingdom on a fixed per cap-
ita basis for the cost of maintaining the Canadian Brigade in Germany.

8: -This gives rise to a major political question which, in my view, should be
considered by Ministers. There are, it seems, roughly three possibilities as long as
the present occupation system continues.

(a) Canada reimburses the United Kingdom on a fixed per capita basis for costs
borne by the U.K., i.e. the German Government will bear a large part of the cost of

, maintaining the Brigade. This puts us,financially in the position of a satellite
"occupying power".

(b) Canada pays to the U.K. on a fixed per capita basis the total cost of maintain-
ing the Brigade (actual U.K. disbursements plus Germany's share). This enables
,Canada to say that she is paying her way in full, but will make no impression on the

' Germans if the U.K. pockets all the money.
(c) Canada pays 'the U.K. on a fixed per çapita basis for costs borne by the U.K.,

and in addition voluntarily reimburses to the,German Government the estimated
value of goods and services which have been provided by the German Government.
This inight be politically satisfying to Canada but might also be very unsatisfactory
to the U.K. (and the other two Occupying Powers) who are now engaged in compli-
cated negotiations'with the Germans on all aspects of their relationship. A generous
gesture by Canada would no doubt be used by the Germans as a weapon in those
negotiations. ° •

9.1 am not offering an opinion at present, but I would be grateful to receive from
you, for the information of my Minister, an explanation of the present oo
costs" system. What kinds of things does the German Government provide for the
United Kingdom forces and in what manner? Roughly what proportion of BAOR
maintenance costs is borne by •Germany? In very round figures, what could be the

M financiàl-implicâtions for Canada of following course (c) above instead of course(a)?'
National Military Representative to SHAPE

10 The Representative at present is Major General Smith, Chairman of the C1S,
1 Lôndon. He personally visits - SHAPE whenever' necessary and has a full-timÎ
'^Assistant Representative ` in Paris' who ` is, I believe, a Wing Commander. ^ov-

understand it, the official channel of communication between the Canadian
4 ernment and SHAPE is througli the National'Military Representative. en^ to

11. General Simonds did not think that there is any need, at least at pres
consider stationing a higher-ranking officer in Paris for this representational task
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Leave Centres Outside Germany

12. I gather that the Canadian Army will not create such leave centres but will use
United Kingdom (and U.S.?) facilities. The CGS indicated that it would probably
be necessary to put provost detachments in some of the European capitals.

13. Although it is not an immediate. problem, I should be glad to have a little
more information about the probable leave system in so far as it may affect, and be
of interest to, the Canadian Embassies in Europe.

I am sending-a copy of this letter to the Acting CGS.

759-

Sincerely yours,

A.D.P. HEENEY

402. - _ . . B C/V U10.163

Le ministre de la Défense nationale
:. . , au président de l'état-major du Canada au Ro^^aun:e- Uni: ;,.^.; .. , .

j . : •t .Minister of National Defence
to Chairman, Canadian Joint Staff in United Kingdom

Ottawa, October 11,1951.

Following for Lieu tenant-General Guy Simonds from Honourable Brooke Claxton
to be passed to him in time for meeting understand he is having with SHAPE in
Paris Friday morning, Begins: As you know we are greatly concerned here about
the status in Western Germany our Forces will have. If it is possible by any means
we want to avoid necessity of their being regarded as Occupying Forces. Prelimi-
nary discussion here indicates possibility that Government might postpone whole
movement until occupation had ended rather than accept that status.

2. Accordingly I would be glad if you would be extremely careful to avoid any
action or discussion which would tend to indicate that we might be willing to
accept role as part of. Occupying Forces. Also in no circumstances should British

SHAPE
or IVhlitary Authorities negotiate in our behalf with Western Germany or

HAPE regarding matters such as this.
3.

We are actively exploring various possibilities here and would be obliged for
any inforriïation you might have bearing on this problem.

4• Rather than accept status of occupying powers our present disposition is to
send the Force to Germany under arrangements made with Western German Gov-
ernment either directly by U.S. or by SHAPE regarding passport, customs, andother similar

matters pending adoption of general agreement with Westeni Ger-
manY• This would mean that we would not expect Western Germany to meet costs
of m6intaining our Forces. We would anticipate'that UK civil and military authori-ties

would find serious administrative and possibly other difficulties through our
arriving at some such arrangement but serious though these might be we would still
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endeavour by every means to make such arrangement and perhaps even'retain
troops here until -Western" Germany had made a general arrangement.

5. Alternatively it might bbe possible to have Force' moved to Europe without
specific arrangement in. detail on general understanding with Western German
Government pending coming into force of general arrangement.

'6. Understand you 'are meeting SHAPE Friday morning and hope this will reach
you in time as no doubt this will be one'of matters you will be discussing. At this
stage talks should be exploratory and designed to secure strong support of SHAPE
in meeting problem. You will recall offer to facilitate arrangements made in tele-
gram of acceptance.

7. Would be obliged if you would discuss this with Mr. Abbott and General
Foulkes. Perhaps one or both might participate in discussion as matter is of greatest
urgency, importance and complexity.

8. This has not yet come before Cabinet or Prime'Minister. It may be raised in
preliminary way at Cabinet meeting Saturday morning but pending fuller informa-
tion including report by you no final decision will be taken as to action we propose
to follow.

9. You will be interested to learn that parade of 27th on Plains of Abraham was
splendid and obviously impressed their Royal Highnesses most favourably.

10. State dinner went off very well last night and your wives looked splendid.
11. Please convey greetings to Eisenhower, Gruenther and others.

12. Best regards to all. Ends. '

403.
DEA/11381-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Fédéral Republic of Germany

TELEGRAM 115 Ottawa, October 12, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

, STATIONING OF 277tt CANADIAN INFANTRY BRIGADE IN GERMANY

1. My immediately following telegram repeats a telegram from the
Chief of the

General Staff (in Paris) to, the Minister^ of National Defence received
here this

afternoon.
-2.,Whi1e I have not yet had an opportunity to consider with the Prime Minié e enr

other' colleagues the full implications of the course proposed by Simonds, th .S

eral line described in paragraph 5 of his message commends itself to me.
It will be

in'order for you to participate in the proposed meeting with Kirkpatrick,, Simonds
and the German authorities. No doubt Simonds has already been in direct touchin char•
with you about this. I assume that the meeting will have to be exploratory
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acter and that we shall have a full report for Cabinet consideration here before any
public statement is made.

3. There are at least two particular questions which may offer considerable diffi-
culty, viz., the legal ' status of the troops and financial arrangements for avoiding
any burden on the German economy. Moreover, you will appreciate the delicacy of
the relationship of any special arrangements which we make to the negotiations
presently going on between Germany and the occupying powers.
'4. Please report developments to us as soon as possible and let us have your own

views. , 1

404. = DEA/11381-B-40

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

Ottawa, October 12, 1951

STATIONING OF 27Ti1 CANADIAN INFANTRY BRIGADE IN GERMANY

Following is the text of the message referred to in my immediately preceding tele-
gram, Begins: Your'message MND-15 received just before meeting with Eisen-
hower and Gruenther. Following meeting with them had further discussions with
Abbott and Foûlkes.•

2. All agreed that postponement of move of 27 CIB would have most depressing
effect and cause considerable administrative difficulties.

3. All agree that suggestion in Para. 5 of your message offers best solution, and in
agreement with Abbott and Foulkes am now trying to arrange meeting between
Davis, self and U .K. High Commissioner in Germany or his representative with Dr.
Adenhauer [sic] to ensure no misunderstanding as to status of Canadian troops.

4.
Was given information at SHAPE clearly indicating that Adenhauer under no

misapprehension regarding status Canadian troops going to Germany and in fact in
conversation with

McCloy Adenhauer is quoted as differentiating clearly between
U'S• and.U.K. forces under occupation statute, French Belgium and Netherlandsforces as

part of Eur`opean Army and Canadian troops as part of the NATO forces.
5' 1 Propose in meeting at Bonn Saturday, Sunday or Mondây to reassure and

obtain acknowledgement. from Adenhauer in presence of Davis and U.K. High
Conmissioner:

(a) Canadian troops are arri . ving Iin Germany under NATO auspices to stren then
Western defence and will have no part in occupation duties. g(b)

That financial arrangements will ensure that cost of maintaining Canadian
Goops will be borne in full by Canada and will not in any way be a burden to

ernlan economy.



Jc) That in interests of administrative simplicity'it is desirable to follow present
-U.K. arrangements respecting passports, customs, and similar matters but these are
to, be a temporary - arrangement. pending general agreement and to be without
prejudice to status of Canadian forces as a non-occupational force.

6:. British are absolutely clear that under no circumstances will. Canadian troops
be used for any occupational duties or aid to civil power in Germany.

7. Finally, and this for British only, that services which the British provide for us,
which they in turn may obtain from the Germans under the Occupation Statute and
for which we finally pay shall be paid for in full by us and arrangements shall be
made so that the British do not profit financially at our expense.
` 8. It would be my hope that Dr. Adenhauer will understand the situation and will

be prepared to make a statement setting for the conditions surrounding the arrival
of the Canadian forces. Further that he will realize the need for grouping with the
British forces as a military and administrative convenience and that any arrange-
ment made now would be a temporary'one subject to further negotiation at the

- .. . . , . - r . . ' , . .

: appropriate time.
r 9. ,General Eisenhower has agreed to meet the fast main group of the Brigade at

Rotterdam on 21st November 1951 and to take part in an appropriate welcoming
ceremony. Further he has stated that the public relations facilities of SHAPE are at
our disposal if they can be of any assistance in making sure that the conditions
surrounding the arrival of the Brigade in ; Europe are, fully understood by all
concerned.

10., I will keep you informed of situation. Ends.

405.

au secrétaire d'État aux Af,^atres eztcrneures - •

Ambassador in Federal • Republic of Germany
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 103 Bonn, October 13, 1951

Re t London No ' 1834; Washington EX-1991; Paris No. 405 (October 14,1951).
P^?.,

Réference:; Ourtelegram ^ No. - 102 of October 12t 'and exchange of telegr^s

between the Minister of National Defence and 'General Simonds, October 12.

TOP SECRET MoST. IMMEDIATE. •:

High Commission. `. ; ^ • ^ ;

, 2. ^ Sovereign power in` GenmanY •rests with the High Commission
and defence is

reserved power under the occupation Statute.

1. General Simonds, Brigadier Moncel and I had con eren
United ' Kingdom High `Commissioner' who is presently Chairman of the Allied

STATUS OF CANADIAN TROOPS IN GERMANY
^ f ce this morning with

DEA/11381-40

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne '
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3: As'a'matter of courtesy, notification of arrival of troops was given simultane-
ously by the United Kingdom High Commissioner. and this Embassy.

4. Advent of our troops.has been used by -,the Germans as bargaining point in
present negotiations for transfer on contractual basis.

5. Germans are attempting to establish the right to say what troops shall come
here and the conditions of their coming.

6. Under no condition will this right be acknowledged and the High Commission
will insist on the retention of full power in this field under any contract.

7. If we attempt to'enter into any (word omitted) with the German Government
which implies their right so to do, we would thereby seriously prejudice Eisen-
hower's freedom to dispose of his troops. In any event, any arrangement to be legal
would require High Commission approval.

8. Legal position, therefore, is that our troops can only come here under the aus-
pices of and by arrangement with the Allied High Commission and must, depend
upon High Commission law for maintenance of their own security.

9. High Commission law is based upon four-power agreement, including Russia,
which permits former belligerents to send troops - to Germany. Any arrangement
outside of the law could be challenged by Russia.

10.4n my, opinion, imperative that these troops come as planned as delay now
might. seriously, affect present contract negotiations and would be used by the
Germans for domestic political purposes.

11. All appreciate your desire that these troops shall not be occupation troops nor
become an additional burden on the German economy.

12. Suggest joint public announcement by the Canadian Government and the
United Kingdom High Commission along these lines, Begins:

These troops have been assigned to General Eisenhower's command, and he has
placed them in Germany with the concurrence of the Allied High Commission, at
Present the competent defence authority in Germany.

So far as Canada is concerned, their activities will be limited to defence pur-
poses and their presence will not, repeat not, add to the occupation costs. Ends.

13. Tô'surn'up it is understood by all concerned that, while the legal basis for the
arrival of our troops is the Occupation Statute, yet in actuality they will have no,
repeat no, occupation duties.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

^Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambasscidor in Fédéral Republic of Germâny

.TEt,F.GRAM 122 Ottawa, October 15, 1951

3. Will -you therefore confer urgently with the Allied High Commission in order
1 rah-

statement referred to in the preceding paragraph of this telegram.

LU Ger-tomorrow), an Order in Council to authonze the despatch - of the Bngade o

many. At that time the Minister of National Defence would like to make the public

2. The Government intend to table in Parliament this week (if possible
- this course is agreeable to the powers represented on the Allied Hig on^

Fu ic an
gram No. 103 of October 13th would be satisfactory. The Government assume that

h f" ssion

bl' nouncement along the lines of that set out in paragraph 12 of your tele
The CAbinet have this morning discussed this matter and have agreed that a joint

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 1838; Washington EX-1996; Paris No. 407.
Reference your Telegram No., 103. of October 13 and previous messages.

STATUS OF CANADIAN TROOPS IN GERMANY

to obtain their agreement to immediate announcement along these lines, te eg Jr

tion: Ends.

r worked out Ut greater eng . s ues-
,but wewill be glad to have your views and those of General Simonds on this Cl

1 4. Te eems to us that this could best be don., ^
5. -.Obviously the . details of legal and financi g nT ondon,

al arran ements wi
. the course, o e • :

'll have to be
t b followed

merely informing the U.K., U.S. and French Governments through our
: leagues with him in agreeing to the action propos • Missions of

we correc i g
ed^ On this assumption we are

4. You are dealing wiui Krr patric as ai
Are t'n assumin that Kirkpatrick will carry his U.S. and French col-

g -
k ' k Ch rman of the Allied High Commission-

- in the exact text which would.be acceptable to them. ' s
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DEA/11381-40

Le 1 secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `7 ' ` ' '

Secretary of State for External Affairsj`'airs
to Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gerntany

à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne ' . '

.. . ,
TELEGRAM 124 " Ottawa, October 15, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE. `* ' ' . : • „ ,

Repeat London No. 1841; Washington EX-1999; Paris No. 409.
Reference: My telegram No. 122, October 15th.. ... ,: . . .

T, .,., .
.

STATUS OF CANADIAN BRIGADE IN GERMANY

In order to simplify your immediate consultations and to make it possible for
Mr. Claxton to make a statement in Parliament on Tuesday or Wednesday, we sug-
gest following revised text of joint public announcement:

Begins, The 27th Canadiân InfantryBrigade Group will from the time of its
amval in Europe'form part'of the integrated force under General Eisenhower and
will be placed in Germany with the concurrence of the Allied High Commission,
the present`competent defence authority inGermany.

Their activities will be limited to defence purposes under the North 'Atlantic
Treary.* End of draft.

2. This omits reference to occupation costs, which coul: d be subject of a further
statemént later` on.

^..3• Pleasé, try to telegram clearance of revised draft as quickl}► as possible:

' Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/11381-40

à .l'antbassadeur ert Rcrpublique fédérale d'Allentagrte,

to Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gernuiny ,
Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs

PERSONAL AND TOP SECRET Ottawa, October 15, 1951
Dear To'mm y [Davis],

I received your letters of September 24th and October 2nd regarding the move-
ment of the 27th Brigade to Germany, and am glad to have your frank personal
opinions at all times.

2. Dealing first with your letter of September 24th, I regret that the Embassy was
not given'notice of Mr. Claxton's press release of September 18th. The reasons forthis were:

(l)
The interested members of this Department were entirely preoccupied with$e NATO C •ouncil meeting during the week commencing September 15th, and
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°(2) The Department did not have advance notice of Mr. Claxton's release of Sep-
tember 18th, or for, that matter of the final decision to deploy, the brigade in the
U.K. Zone of Germany.

3. When the matter was discussed by Cabinet Defence Committee on August
30th, the decision was that

"(i) the 27th Brigàde be despatched to Germany in November, 1951, assuming
that satisfactory facilities were obtained for it by that time with either the U.S. or
U.K. forces;

(ii) General Eisenhower be informed accordingly in confidence;

(iii) whether the brigade were grouped with the U.S. or the U.K. forces during the
winter, the question of grouping and maintenance of the Canadian Army contribu-
tion to the Integrated Force would be open to review whenever necessary: "
This left it to the Minister of National Defence to choose between the U.K. and
U.S. Zones. (Enclosed is an extract from the minutes of Defence Committee for
August 30).

4. Also enclosed is a copy of my letter of October 10 to the Deputy Minister of
National Defence, which,discusses many of the questions that interest you. I shall
let you know what happens to the proposed "letter of guidance".on political ques-
tions mentioned in the letter to Drury. The main questions are, of course, the sub-
ject of urgent telegrams now being exchanged with you.

5. With reference to your letter of October 2, I think that General Simonds agrees
that a close relationship should exist between the Brigâde and the Embassy, and I
hope that tha.letter of guidance will put this requirement in the forefront.

6. I heartily agree that you should be on hand to welcome the Brigade officially
when it arrives in Germany. I don't think that you need any special authority for
this purpose. We will, of course, pass on to you any information we receive about
the movements of the Brigade.

7. 'We have reminded National Defence of the desirability of notifying you,
through this Department, of visits to Germany of senior Service officers.

8. I am sorry that you have had such a deluge of "immediate" telegrams during
the past few days. I realize what difficulties it. has created for your limited staff.

Yours sincerely,

A.D.P. HEENEY
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DEA/11381-40
L'anibassadeùr en République fédérale d'Allemagne
, ' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ', , . ,..

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gernuzny
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,,,

TEiEGttAM 108 ' ' Bonn, October 16, 1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegrams No. 122 of October 15th and No. 124 of October, 16th.
1. Proposed statement met.with approval of Kirkpatrick.
2. McCloy cannot be contacted until tomorrow night but Kirkpatrick assuming

responsibility for approval.

3. Poncet contacted by telephone my presence and took exception to words "lim-
ited" in second paragraph of your draft, not, repeat not, because improper use but
argues it would be seized upon by the Germans to argue all forces were limited to
defensive purposes. . .

4. Have, therefore, agreed upon following announcement, Begins: The 27th
Canadian Infantry Brigade. Group will from the time of its arrival in Europe form
part of the, integrated force under General Eisenhower and will . be sent and sta-
tioned in Germany for defence purposes under, the North Atlantic Treaty,with the
concùrrence,of Allied High Commission, the present competent defence authorityin Germany. Ends 33

DEA/11381-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sôus-ministre de la Défense nationale

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
Io Deputy Minister of National Defence

Dear Mr. Drury,

Ottawa, October 24, 1951

1 think thatlit is urgently necessary to clarify the ; Canadian position on the finan-
ciai burden of maintaining the Canadian Brigade in Germany.

2• YOu,wilfrecâll that on October. 15th Cabinet approved the draft public state-ment submitted b
y the Ambassador in Bonn (in consultation with General Simonds^x . . 4 .^., . ,. ,

"te Cabinet a
pris un décret C.P. 5598, le 18 octobre1, 1951, en vue de placer jusqu'à 12 000 membres

armée canadienne ou de l'ARC en service actif dans les forces militaires iGdes sous la direc-
tion du Commandant suprême des Forces alliées en Europe.
Cabinet Passed prder-in-Council P.C. 5598 on October 18, 1951 which placed up to 12,000 Cana.
Al
dia!

y or R.C.A.F. personnel on active service as part of the integrated force under the Supreme
Commander, Europe,
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I and the U.K. High Commissioner in Bonn) which included the phrase "their pres-
ence. (i.e. of the Brigade) will not add to occupation costs"..

3. Later on October 15th,.with the approval of Mr. Claxton, I asked the Embassy
to delete this phrase from the text of the first agreed public announcement. My
reason was to allow time for the courtesy notifications of our intentions to the Gov-
ernment of the United States and France.

4. The position at this moment is therefore that no public statement has been
made on the Canâdian position concerning occupation costs but that the three
Occupying Powers have been told of the Canadian desire not to add to occupation
costs. I am sure that they think the Canadian position to be that Canada wishes to
pay in full for the upkeep of the Brigade.

5. So far as I know, the only thing that has been said to the German Government
on this was the following statement in the U.K. High Commissioner's note of Octo-
ber 2nd to the German Government (enclosed with despatch No. 758 of October
2ndt from the Canadian Embassy):

The stationing of the Brigade in the British Zone will not result in any increase
to the Occupation account during this financial year."

We do not know why or on whose authority this statement was made, or what it is
supposed to mean 'in accounting terms.

6: There has been no unfavourable reaction from the three Occupying Govern-
ments to the Canadian wishes: Therefore, the logical step now would be for the
Canadian Embassy to tell the German Government (and to announce publicly) that
the Brigade will not add to occupation 'costs (not merely in the current financial
year but so long as the occupation costs regime exists).

7. However, we are not clear as to what is comprised in "occupation costs". In
your conversation yesterday with Mr. Wershof, you expressed doubt as to whether
the Canadian Government would wish to bear the cost of new buildings required
for the Brigade. If such constrûction,is covered by "occupation costs", there may be
difficulty in our having it both ways. Do we expect the German Government to
bear such construction costs but not to bear any other "occupation costs" relating to
the Brigade?
,.. 8. It is of _course expected that the current tripartite discussions with GermanY
will produce new"and satisfactory arrangements relating to the cost of defence in
Germany. However, it mây be several months before such arrangements

are con-

cluded and in the meantime it seems necessary for the, Canadian Government to

take a definite'position covering the interim period. ' to the
9. I should be grateful for your advice.=as to what we shôuld now saywcbon

Ambassador in Bonn.Also, if it is tex ted that ve substantial new cons
,, , , , .. :,3..
will be required dunng the next couple of months, would it be desirable tckl^a

this aspect of the problem before Cabinet Defence Committee as qu y
possible? _ ^ . ..

= Sincerely yours,. ,.
C.SA. RITCHIE

. ` ' ° - for A.D.P. Heeney, , ,
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DEA/11381-40
L'ambassadeûr, en République fédérale d'Allemagne

au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gerntany
to Secretary of Stae for External A,fj`•airs

SFCRET

Bonn, October 24, 1951

Reference: My telegram No. 109 of October 17, 1951.

27m CANADIAN 1NFANTRY.I3RIGADE TO GERMANY

I attach a copy of a lettert addressed to me by the Legal Adviser of the United
Kingdom, High Cornmissioner's Office on the status of the 27th Brigade under
Occupation Law now in force in Germany. I attach a copy of the textt of Allied
High Commission Law No. 2 defining the categories of persons and authorities
covered by Occupation Law.

2. Law No. 2 was enacted when the Allied High Commission was set up to be the
governing body acting for the Western Occupying Powers in the field of compe-
tence reserved to themselves under the Occupation Statute. The occasion was the
creation of the Federal Republic. Law No. 2 is one of a series enacted by the High
Commission under its reserved powers defining the status of the armed forces and
Occupation authorities in Germany. This included provisions to ensure the armed
forces' ability to maintain their own security, to avail themselves of certain facili-
ties and to claim certain legal immunities.

3. In previous correspondence we have, I think, made it clear that the present
Occupying powers would not be happy if we were to take any action that might
prejudice the legal basis created by these laws and on which their position in Ger-
many depends. On the other hand, I doubt if, from our point of view, we would like
to see Canadian troops in an inferior position to that occupied by the other forces in
Germany. It is. therefore clear that the 27th Brigade will have to have the same
privilegeS, immunities and facilities as the troops of the Occupying Powers. The
Problem is to see that these requirements do not conflict with our position that the
Brigade shoûld not be styled an Occupation force.

4• The+attached legal opinion, if I read it correctly, merely states that itis possible
for,a force not engaged in Occupation duties to be termed an Occupation force for
the Purposes of receiving the privileges, immunities and facilities mentioned. But
nothing in the opinion suggests that they could have these privileges, immunities
and fâcilities.v^rithout being termed an Occupation force. I do not think that the lastsentence Of

Paragraph 3 of the attached opinion is strictly correct inasmuch as from
our point of view. there may be some very practical significance, or at an rate,
p°liucal sig'tificânce if a Canadian soldier is obliged to plead immunity t y
leg^ Processes on the grounds that he is â member of the Occupation forces,

o
which

1 assume from the opinion would have to be the case. (Althou h Law No. 13 ong
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^Legal. Immunities uses the term "Allied, Forces" which is unexceptionable, that
term is defined in Law No. 2 in such a manner as to make it necessary to call the
Canadian Brigâde;an "Occupation Force" if it is to be included in the more general
term "Allied Force)..-

5. The opinion does not mention the amendment to the Charter of the Allied High
Commission quoted in my telegram No. 107 of October 15.t It seems to me that
our, position would be less equivocal if a more direct connection were made
between the revised ^lrticle 1, paragraph 3 of the Charter of the Allied High Com-
mission and Law No. 2 of the Allied High, Commission by amending the latter to
include in the term "Allied Forces" those troops stationed in Germany by virtue of
the former.,

6. I am told by Mr. Wilgress, that a representative of the Judge Advocate Gen-
eral's Branch will be coming with Mr. Alex Ross and 'others to discuss detailed
arrangements here next week. I am sending a copy of this despatch and enclosures
to London in the hope that the representative of the Judge Advocate General will
comment on it. -When the party arrives from London and a detailed agreement is
reached ; I assume that that will substitute for the note to the High Commission
referred to in my telegram under reference.

would try to'ensure that the Brigade should have all une immun^ties p
• • r a .A & 11 as such"•

I In your telegram No. 107 01 October 15 you quo
sioner 'as `saying that (with the aid of new Commission legislation if necessary) he

" resently pos'

ted the U K HIg I
LEGAL

1 Commis-
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, . 'T.C. DAVIS
:.r . .

DEA/11381-40

' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

Secretary of State for Eztenwl Affairs
to Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany

TELEGRAM 145
Ottawa, October 30, 1951

SECRET.IMPORTANT.

Repéat Lôndon' No. 1934.'
Reference: Your"despatch No. 823, October 24.

STA'iUS OF CANADIAN 13RIGADE

arrrxd forces of the Occupying Powers.'tn ouicr words, the I3 g sslon
the" Ôccûpâtion Fôn^s„ within the tneâning' of La' No. 2 and related Commi

of Ioccupation' fo'rces only because.the expression Occupation rc With„ the
ng^.'

de
.,

dm
^ ::. N

auxl
. .. •

li
, . . . •

'fined as
^

^nclu contingents of other Powers servi2 ^
^

s g ^Y d will be p^ of

, . .,.. ^ -.1 44 u- .c,, in Law No.11
sessed Dy occupation 1orUes w^u^wt MG11 w,l•6

^ 2.- From despatch No. 823, it appears that the Bngade wi • a• 1 • ` -" 41. '11 h ve all the immunities

tlG -w.x- '.I
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-: 3. This result is not what the U.K. High Commissioner forecast in your telegram
No. 107 and we are reluctant to advise the Government to acquiesce in it.

4. The Occupation Statute reserves to the Commission the subject of "Allied
Forces"; it does not say "occupation forces". It seems to follow that the Commis-
sion could, if it wished, amend Law No. 2 (and if necessary other laws) to cover a
new category of "Allied forces" which could be defined as "forces of any other
Allied Nation participating in the defence of Western Europe" etc, using the word-
ing émployed in Art. 1, paragraph 3 of the Commission Charter. If that were done,
the Brigade would have the protection of all existing laws relating to occupation
forces but would not, even as a legal technicality, be styled "Occupation Forces".

5. Unless you see some serious objection, please discuss this immediately with
U.K. High Commissioner and press for solution on lines of preceding paragraph.
We realize that Commission may be reluctant to enact amendments of laws which
may be abolished in a• few months, but 'we do not consider such reluctance as a
sufficient reason for forcing an inaccurate legal style on the Canadian Brigade even
for a few months.-•,;
. . -, . • .

413. I)EA/11381-40
L'an:bassadeur en 'REpùblique fédérale d'Allemagne

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 119
. ,, .

SECRET

Reference:,Your telegram No. 145 of October 30th.

Bonn, November 3, 1951

LE-GAL STATUS OF CANADIAN BRIGADE
1: United. Kingdom High Commissioner agrees to submit amendment to makesituation clear,

He has already given notice of the same.
2. We will check proposed amendment.
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Ottawa, Nôvember 6, 1951

COMMAND INSTRUCTIONS

General : 1 1 11 ^^ I
,I. 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group will proceed to Europe under your com-

mand for integration with the forces of the. North Atlantic Treaty Organization
assigned to Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe.

2. The Supreme Allied Commander in' Europe is placing 27th Canadian Infantry
Brigade Group under command of the Commander-in-Chief, British Army of the
Rhine, upon arrival of the Brigade Group on the Continent of Europe. The Com-
mander-in-Chief, British Army of the Rhine, will therefore be responsible for the
training, operations and administration, except for certain administrative matters as
set out in your Administrative "Instructions, of 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade
Group.

Composition
3. The general composition of 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group will be the

27th Canadian Infantry Brigade with certain supporting arms and service troops.

Details of the exact composition will be notified to you separately.

Role
4. (a) Your immediate mission 5wi11 be to completé the task of raising the standard

of efficiency of your force to that required for operations.
(b) To undertake training and operâtions with UK forces in Europe or with such

other components of the Integrated Force as may be ordered by the Supreme Allied
Commander in Euro°Pe•, '

(c) The Force under your command will not undertake any occupation duties, or
any tasks in aid of the civil power in Germany. In the event of riot or insurrection
you may take such action 'as you considernecessary for the security of your own
Force.

Status
J. An Order of Detail will U. issued, placing 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade

Group in combination with UK Forces in Europe under Section 6 of the Visiting

Forces (British Commonwealth) Act, .1933. .
ill be necessary for ou to establish a working arrangement for the exercise

6. It w y
of mutual powers of command between officers of your Force and other North
Atlantic Treaty Organization Forces in Europe.

Le chef de l'état-major général
- au 'commandant de la* 271, brigade d'infanterie

Chief of General Staff
to Commander, 27th Infantry Brigade
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7: The legal right of your Force to be stationed in the British Zone of Western
Germany is to be found in Article I, paragraph 3 (a) of the Charter of the Allied
High Commission which provides that Forces of nations; other than the Occupying
Powers, deployed in Germany for the defence of Western Europe may be stationed
in such areas of the zone of occupation as are agreed by the High Commissioner
and the Commander-in-Chief of the zone concerned.

.8. The question of the legal status, privileges and immunities of the members of
your Force is now under negotiation between the Canadian Ambassador in Gér-
many and the Allied High Commission, and a separate letter of instructions will be
issued to you as soon as possible. Guidance on political matters, including your
relationship with the Canadian Ambassador in Germany, will be detailed to you in
a separate communication. .

9. The principle of the separate entity of the Canadian Force shall at all times be
maintained.. You will ensure that this principle is brought to the attention of com-
manders of formations in which you may be serving, so that your tasks and under-
takings may be so allotted or arranged, with due regard to operational necessity and
to the size of the Canadian Force, that its Canadian entity will be preserved.

Discipline and Administration

','10. You will be the Senior Canadian Army Officer with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Forces in Europe.

11: You will be responsible for discipline and purely Canadian administration of
all Canadian troops in the European theatre, less troops in the UK under command
Canadian Joint Staff (London), and less Canadian Army Officers and Other Ranks
serving at Supreme Headquarters,. Allied Powers in Europe or attached to other
NATO forces undér exchange arrangements.

12. Details concerning your special powers with respect to discipline have been
communicated to you by separate instructions.

13.' Administration of the Force will be in accordance with existing instructions
and such other instructions as may be communicated to you from time to time.

Channels of Communication
14 .

No limitâtion is placed on your direct channel of communication 'on any mat-ter with the Chief of the General Staff....,..._ .
15 ; Yazious other matters, including the rendering of reports and war diaries and

Procedure with respect to honours and awards, will be dealt with in subsequent
administrative instructions.

16.
Channels of communication will be as fôllows:

(a) Routine administrative correspondence from Army Headquarters will be sent
direct 403 'C^adian" Administrative Unit.

(^) Correspondence other than the above will be sent to Headquarters, 27th Cana-
d'an Infantry Brigade., Copies of such correspondence from Army Headquarters,Ottawa

pviicy ww De sent to Army Member, Canadian Joint Staff,
I

G.G., SIMONDS
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(1) it assists the UKAHigh- Commissioner in carrying out the occupa
The British Army of the Rhine has a double role - non and

reduce such misunderstanding w^thout mJury y
7:

Western Germ^Y
jThe United Kingdom is one of the three Powers occu pying

• to an one s ee ^ng .
hoped that you, and the ofGcers and men under your c 9. .. ,fI•s

'ofCommander •in-Cluef; Bntish Army of the Rhme, may g^ve rise to p
..understanding among many people - Germans, British and even Canadians. It is

ommand will be able to

^° -
f Germany under co6. The deployment of the Bngade in e ne olitical mis-° • • • • • •

th 11V 74% o
Relations between the Brigade and the British Arnry of the Rhine

^,mand

:^Ambassador by the Department of External Affairs.

' Le chef de l'état-major général
au commandant de la 271, brigade d'infanterie:

j`'Chief of General Staff
to Commander, 27th Infantry Brigade

Ottawa, November 6, 1951
^ `j^ ., ` - . . .

.. . . .

SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS

1. This instruction supplements the Command Instructions issued to you 6 Nov
51: It embodies my direction to you in respect of your relations with the Canadian
Ambassador in Bonn, the British Army of the Rhine and the German Federal
Republic. This instruction has been reviewed by officials of the Department of
External Affairs and is in accord with their views..

Relations with the Canadian Embassy in'Borin
2. The Ambassador, Mr TC Davis, is the representative of the Government of

Canada to the German Government,' and is the official channel of communication
- between the Canadian Government and the German Government. As Ambassador,
he is concerned with everything, that may affect the relations of the two govern-
,ments or the opinion of Canada held by the German people.

3. The mere presence'of a Canadian Brigade in Germany is a political fact of
considerable importance. :Accordingly, it is desirable that you should keep the
Ambassador informed of any developments concerning, the Brigade which might
have an effect on political or public relations.

4: Also, although the Ambassador has no authority over the Brigade, he will natu-
rally wish; as the representative of the Government, to give you any assistance pos-
sible, in matters affecting the welfare of the members of the Brigade, as you may
desire such assistance.

5. .Without at present laying down channels or methods of communication and
discussion between yourself and the Ambassador, it is desired that you should, for
your part, endeavour to ensure the establishment of close and cordial relations in

,"the light of the ° preceding paragraphs: A'copy of this letter will be sent to the

. .{ :.
General
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(2) it has been assigned by the UK Government to General Eisenhower as part of
the Integrated Force for the defence of Western Europe created by the North Atlan-:
tic Treaty nations.

8. Canada'is a full and equal member of. NATO and shared 'in• the: decision to
establish the Integrated Force. The Government, with the approval of Parliament,
has decided to assign the 27th Brigade to the Integrated Force. On informing Gen-
eral Eisenhower of its decision to offer 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group to the
Integrated NATO Force in Europe, the Government of Canada asked his advice on
the question of the location and command grouping which would be most advanta-.
geous from the military point of view. General Eisenhower recommended that 27
Canadian,Infantry Brigade should be located in the Northern Sector of, the Western
European Defence Zone and grouped under command of British Army of the
Rhine. The fact that the Canadian Brigade is grouped under British command in no
way, affects its status as a formation of the Canadian Army.

9.' You will receive separate advice on the legal status of the Brigade under the
laws now in'force in'Germany. Whatever the technical legal position may prove to
be under the Occupation Statute, the important fact is that politically the Brigade is
not part of the occupation. .
• 10.1he basic fact,'-which should be kept to the forefront, is that Canada is con-

tributing the Brigade to a North Atlantic army under General Eisenhower, an army
which has been created to deter aggression in Western Europe against the North
Atlantic Treaty alliance. By helping to deter aggression, the Brigade will be pro-
tecting and defending Canada and serving the national interests of Canada.

Relations with Gennany
11;; At the conclusion of the tripartite meetings in Washington in September,

1951, the Foreign Ministers 'of the United Kingdom, the United States and France
announced that they had agreed to the negotiation of mutually acceptable arrange-
mentswith the German Federal Republic which would completely transform
existing relationships with Germany. The guiding principle was described as."inte-
gration on the basis of equality within a European community, itself included in a
developing 'Atlantic community" -'ii development which would be "inconsistent
with the retention in future of occupation status or of the powers to interfere in the
Federal Republic's' domestic affairs". f

12. This statement reflects the profound changes which have taken place over the
last two'ye^,•beginning with the setting up of the German Federal Republic in
September 1949, and leading, in the case of Canada, to the termination of the legal
state of.war in July. of this year,•an act which was soon followed by the establish-
ment iof normal diplomatic relations.

3^ At the s^ë time, the way has been paved for a new status on the part of the
Geman Federal Republic in the military sphere. As was noted in the final commu-
niqoe of the North Atlantic Council in Ottawa in September, 1951, the Occupying
Powers., have also welcomed the plans for a European Defence Community of
in Germa^y would form a part. Discussions of possible German participation
in this field have been going on ever since it was approved in principle by NATO in
September, 1950, and it is hoped that negotiations now in progress will result in the

(



formulation; in. the near future, of concrete measures not only for a new political
relationship' on , a contractual basis, . but also . for. a specific - German. defence
contribution.

14: In the light of the above developments, you will gather that, in spite of special
privileges and rights which may be retained for Canadian troops stationed in Ger-
many, your attitude of dealing with the German authorities should be based on the
fact that Germany is an important potential ally. It is important that this position be
understood by` all ranks under your, command and particularly by those who may
deal directly with German authorities.

'15;4n the past,'the West German Government and people have shown some
reluctance to re-arm - because of the obvious fear of seeing their country overrun
and demolishedin the event of war. More recently the West Germans have gone a
long way to overcome this defeatist attitude and the presence of your troops along
with others under the Supreme Commander will further strengthen their national
spirit and' morale. Although any people is inclined to resent the presence of large
numbers of foreign troops statione&on their soil in; time of peace, the Germans
have become adjusted to the presence of such forces and appreciate the need for
them from the point of view of their own security.

16. Nevertheless, the attitude and behavior of the forces under your command is
of extreme importance from a political point of.view, in fostering a spurt of whole-
hearted co-operation on the part of the German people with Allied aims and objec-
tives. Further, the German government has made clear that its participation in the
Western defence effort would be on the principle of complete equality and this has
now become a domestic political issue of,prime importance. It follows that any
actions on the part of our troops at this stage giving the German people the impres-
sion that they are being treated as a defeated or subordinate people will not only be
bitterly resented but' will 'do harm to the Allied +caüse. At the same time, any
impression that we are trying to"cunry favour' with the Germans would also be
harmful.

17. The very fact, however, of the special status ôf the Canadian Brigade in Ger-
many,. crentes a situation of some delicacy in maintaining a proper balance in your
relations both with the Germans'and with the forces with whom you will be associ-
aied. While it is desirable thât there should be no misunderstanding of your position
with respect to the Occupation, it is equally important that the distinction between
the'stàtus of the Canadian Forces and of those actually on occupation duty should
nôfbe used by the Germans to I embarrass the Occupying Powers in their current
négotiations with the Government of the Federal Republic in connection with the
proposed new contractüal 'rélationship and the German contribution to a European
Army. It is to be expected that the Germans will dô everything they can to improve
their bargaining power, "and there are already indications, in the form of app^ently• G rmans are not

avoid giving the Germans any opportunity to use your presence m

inspired press accounts regarding the Canadian IIngade, that the e
above seizing any opportunity to suggest that their authority in this matter is con-
siderably greater than is in fact the case: Every care should be taken, therefor astaGermanY
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means :to.divide the western Allies; whether through attempting to curry favour
with one at the expense of another or by other methods.

W ch we regard as open to the most serious objections from the point of view not
only of Canada but of every other country participating in NATO but not an occu-
Pying power. • ,

2. The first is the use of the word "attached" in the definition of the term "mem-
bers of the forces" in Article I. It does not seem to us that the force of a country
Party to the North Atlantic Treaty but not an occupying power can in any sense be
said to be "attached": Moreover, this word has an established connotation in con-
nection.with the, Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Act 1933. In this Con-
vention; which is designed 'to establish a relationship between forces stationed in
Germ^ny and the German Government, we can see no reason why reference should
be made to the relationship of the forces of one NATO power to those of any other
NATO power,

3. The second objection is that we see no reason to underline in this Convention
^e Pm-eminent position of the three present occupying powers in Germany. This is
more appropriately provided for in the proposed "Agreement on General Relations
with the Federal Republic" which will take the place of the Occupation Statute. The
Present draft Convention is apparently designed not to deal with the over-all com-
mand structure of armed forces in Western Europe, but rather to create a relation-
ép in respect of armed forces only between the Federal German Government and

governments of other NATO countries providing forces to be stationed in Ger-
many- Obviously it is undesirable to place the forces of any NATO country in a4.w G

... .z ..e. .

à l'anibassadeur en République fédérale' d'Alleniagne

Repeat London No. 2018; Washington EX-2179.
Reference Canada House despatch No. 4270 of October 16, 1951.t

DRAiT CONVENTION ON Tf1E STATUS OF FOREIGN FORCES
STATIONED IN GERMANYt

Following from Claxton for Davis and Wilgress, Begins: A copy of the draft Con-
vention enclosed with Canada House despatch under reference was sent to Bonn in
Mr. Heeney's letter of October 30, 1951.t A preliminary review of this Conven-
tiokbôth in National Defence and this Department, has disclosed certain features

hi

SECREf. IMPORTANT.

G.G. SIMONDS

^ DEA/11381-B-40
'Le 'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures' ' *

Secretary of State for External Affairs
'o Ambassador in Federal Republic, of Gernumy

777

TELEGRAM 156 Ottawa, November 9, 1951
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position subordinate to that, of any other NATO' country-, insofar as the German
.... .; ,Government is concerned.

4. It would seem tô us' that the Convention should be drafted in such a way that it
could be signed originally by the three occupying powers but its terms would pro-
vide that it could be acceded to by any other NATO government which would have
forces stationed in Germany and. that such other government, after accession,
would have rights and privileges 'to the same extent as the original signatories. This
would obviate the necéssity for the delegation mentioned in Article 2, paragraph 2,, . ,; .. . ,
of the draft Convention.

5. I should be grateful if Mr. Davis in"Bônn and Mr. Wilgress in London would
let me have their comments and if they concur immediately put these views before
the United Kingdom High Commissioner in Germany and the Foreign Office in
London respectively. We intend to ask our Embassy in Washington to present these
views to the State Department.

DEA/11381-B-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs ^
to Ambassador in United'States

Reference: My telegram EX-2179 of November 9, 1951.

SECRET
t

TEt.EGRAIvt EX-2187

^ whose forces are, in question; ^ f the Three
k^f " the case ôf the1 anmed forces of any, of the Three Powers,

(a)° in
^ . . .. . . . . , . ..

^
r. .

^ .. t . • ' • . . . ^ , . . ^ ^ . . ^ .

of contingents of other Powers attached to such forces, . In rtl
Power^ concerned" is defined to mean the Power

tiated with the German Federal Repu Ic wi a vle p
pation Statute. A copy of the draft Convention which is still in the formative stage
was received under cover of Canada House despatch'No. 4270 of October 16.t As
it'stands at present, the draft Convention takes the form of an Agreement between
the 7 tvee Occupying Powers and the Federal Republic. Article 1 defines "members
of the forces" as (in art) "(a) members of the armed forces of the Three Powers or,,,p Acle 2 the term "the

- My telegram under reference was repeat to you p
intention was to send you background material in a despatch together with copy of
EX-2179. Following is sunimary of position. '

The draft Convention'referred to is one of the four Agreements now being ne8o'
' 1.1: , 'th ' w to re lacing the present 0ccu-

ed rematurely yesterday. The

DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE STATUS OP FOREIGN FORCES STATIONED
IN GERMANY .

(b)in the casé 'of the armed forces of any'other Power, that one o
Powers to whose forces the forces in question are attached."
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Article 2 continues as follows: "However, in the case of (b) above,- the Power con-
cerned may delegate to the authority of the other Powers, whose forces are attached
to its own, any right or obligation deriving from this agreement." ':.

A copy of the draft Convention will be sent to you by air bag.',.;:.
. r ,
DEA/11381-B-40

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gennany
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEI-EGRAM 123 Bonn, November 12, 1951

SECRET.

Repeat London No. 9.
Reference: Your telegram No. 156 of 9 November.

New draft document referred to is being sent by today's bag. Believe objection
raised in paragraph two of telegram under, reference is met. ., ^

2. Propose to explore, unofficially, possibility of direct association mentioned in
Paragraph 4. However since we agree with reasoning in paragraph three, I doubt if
direct association will prove practicable,

(a)
Because agreement, as it now stands, envisages organisation of court and

administrative office not, `repeat not, practicable for so small a formation as a bri-
gade; and

(b) To divide agreement into main body to which we could accede and a Protocolfor
major powers only would require re-drafting a document'very nearly finished.

The end result might make it appear that we were obtaining all privileges in agree-
ment without accepting any responsibilities, except of course the military responsi-
bility of defence:

3• I will report . separately on results of talks with United Kingdom authorities.

418.
DEA/11381-B-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux AJjraires extérieures
l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne, .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Antbassador, in Federal Republic of Germany

TELF^RAM 161 Ottawa, November 16, 1951

SEC^- IMMEDIAT6.

Your 123 of November 12. Status of Canadian Brigade.



419., DEA/11381-B-40

Mr. - Claxton will - no doubt discuss - this matter with you when he is in Bonn.
Meanwhile we appreciate the force of the points raised in your telegram under ref
erence. Mr. Claxton would however hope that:

(a) some other term than "attached" could be used;
(b) the dèlegation might be from the three powers and not only from the United

Kingdom. ^ . '

NORTI t AT[.ANTIC TREATY ORGANI7.ATION

L'anzbassadeur en République fédérale. d'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Antbassador in Fédéral Republic of Gernuiny
to Secretary of State for External Ajjirs

TELEGRAM 126

Reference: Your telegram No.,158 of November 13th.T

Bonn, November 17, 1951

Repeat London 'No. 10.

SECRET

LEGAL STATUS OF 27TH BRIGADE IN GERMANY

mittees now meet infrequently, cannot but take some weeks.
know progress of Its discussion which, because the High o

5. Ab ove text is as subnutted by the 13 us an , o 9
amendment by the other two members of the Allied High Commission. will let you

C mmission and its com-

`' h d- f course subject to po
instructions. ssible

pie, only M11-1 LU occupa on , ir-
4..1 consider'draft amendment satisfactory as it ensures that the Canadian Brigade

will in no way be afterwards designated occupation forces. By, law it will have the

same privileges and immunities, and Article 2 above` as drafted could give it the

^ same - obligations. Solution here is in 'the' Brigade Commander's letter of

ti forces and not re t not, to allied -- •
the Brigade since many important legislative texts, Law 14 and Law

r^ es

Y jr •
3. This is to ensure that all privileges of occupation forces shall be available to

Al for exam-

allied nation participating in the defence of Western Europe and deploye

German for that urpose" I

2. c e o e y
Commission which relates to occupation forces shall also apply to forces of anY

d within

Arti 1 2 f th draft law rends "an provision of legislation of the Aille g

pating "in the defence of Western .Europe and deployed within Germany
purpose". A consequent amendment is made to sub para (d) of paragraph 3.I Bi h

1. Draft amen men m
cle 1, paragraph 3, Law No. 2, which reads "the forces of any allied nation part^^`

for

d t' Article 1 rovides for the addition of sub para (b) in Arti-
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420. DEA/11381-B-40

L'an:bcissadeur en Répùblique fédérale d'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassadôr in Federal Republie of Germany
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

, . . . . .

DPpATCH 882 Bonn, November 19, 1951

SECRET

Reference: Our Despatch No. 870 of November 14, 1951,f and our Telegram No.
126 of ^ November 17, 1951..

STATUS FOREIGN FORCES IN GERMANY

As the result of conversations reported in *despatch under reference, we have
now received from Dugald Malcolm of the U.K. High Commission personal and
secret letter dated November 16,t a copy of which is attached hereto.

2. The contents of this letter have been made known to us as the only ones
outside of the negotiating parties and therefore the secrecy thereof must be care-
fully preserved.

3. A perusal of the enclosure indicates a line of reasoning completely in line with
that contained in Mr. Wilgress' telegram No. 2762 of November 13.t '

4. Let me shortly•express my views. Sub-paragraph (A) of paragraph 2, of that
telegram states the fact:

"Mat the three occupying powers will retain supreme authority in Germany and
that the right to maintain forces in Germany is not repeat not considered a

-proper subject for inclusion in contractual arrangements:
5. As'a matter of fact this right is being tacitly reserved to the occupying powers

under the contract. Although they do not propose to leave open• to question their
right to station troops - reserved in the General Convention, - the three powers
in a self denying gesture are prepared to put in the form of a contract, freely negoti-ated,'the conditions which will apply to their forces which continue to be main-tained here.

6.
Coming riow to the question which is of chief concern to us. Canada will have

troops in Germany, and it seems that they may be here in one of two way^, namely
by virtue of an agreement reached with Germany and the occupying powers on the
one side and Canada on the other, which would make Canada a party to the con-
tract; or alternatively by Canada being accorded this right by the three powers or
one of them. It would seem to me that having reserved out this right and having it
aclrnoWledged by Germany, the three powers will wish to control conditions under
^ ch troops of other powers will be here: If we enter into a contract with Germany
hnal Party-.thereto, then we automatically acknowledge that Germany has in the

analysis the right to agree or refuse to have our troops here or state condition
of their Presence. I think that therefore it is impossible without undermining the
whole position of the three powers, for Canada to enter into a contract or agreement



with Gerrnany.` The Allies would not let us, and we would have to challenge their
position at the highest level, if we wished to pursue the proposal of a contract to
which we' and the -Germans wôuld be. parties.'.

7. Unless we are prepared to do so; the wisdom of which I would doubt, I think
we therefore must deal with the three occupying powers and receive our status
under delegation from éither one or the'thrée powers.

8. It further follows that under the circumstances there is nothing we can do about

it except to raise points of details in connection with the terms of the proposed
contracts themselves.

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 19, 1951

Dear Sir, .
This will refer to your letters of October 10th and October 24th about the finan-

cial; arrangements for the maintenance of the Canadian Brigade in Germany.
I have now been advised by Mr. Ross that the following action has been taken

resulting from discussions which he has had, with appropriate off cers at London,
Bonn'and BAOR Headquarters.

A directive has been issued to headquarters, BAOR, by the Office of the Service
Relations Adviser. to. the United Kingdom High Commissioner indicating that the
following principles have been, agreed upon provisionally:

sources through BAOR by means of requisition, procurement, assessment and pay'

-(i) The brigade has been brought into the British zone in Germany under the
terms'of Article 1.3(a) of the Revised Charter of the Allied High Commission as an
auxiliary contingent under the command of the BAOR and to be treated as such for
all purposes;

The brigade is to receive all its requirements of logistic support from Ge^an

ment procedures at present'in force in-the British zone and
to be subject to the

regulations laid down from time to time ^ by the United Kingdom High Commi

sioner Ior use of this machinery in the exercise of Allied High Commission

mandatory powers;
^I (iii) Records are to be maintained of deutschemark costs which are admitt ^^^cea
charge to the occupation costs and mandatory expenditures budget in ac co for e

with present regulations and which would not have been incurred excep

presence of the brigade in the British zone.-The arrangements
by which reimburse

be effected are subject to subsequent decision;
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'.(iv) BAOR are requested to`issue the necessary instnictions to put these princi-
ples into effect as a provisional measure so that the immediate requirements of the
brigade can be satisfied. •'

Mr. Ross has also advised that discussions have taken place at BAOR regarding
the necessity for early action to provide alternative accommodation to that now
being made available from other allotments to accommodate the 27th Brigade and
which alternative accommodation will be required in the fall of 1952. It has been
agreed that the acquisition of land and the construction of barracks and other
accommodation will be dealt with in the first instance as one of the camp areas
required by the BAOR under the existing policy and procedures, and will not be
referred to as specifically for Canadian purposes. This was considered essential,
firstly, in order that accommodation would be available when required and, sec-
ondly, to enable the United Kingdom and other countries with occupation forces to
discuss with Germany a proposed contract agreement for the future which may
influence our policy also regarding capital costs for construction.

The question of financial adjustment between Canada, the United Kingdom and
Germany remains to be'decided. On the assumption that Canada will pay the full
cost of maintenance of the 27th Brigade in Germany, the alternatives appear to be:

(a) tô'make arrangements with the'Federal German Republic to reimburse them
directly `for deutschemark costs; or

(b) to'pay to the United Kingdom the full costs of maintenance of the Brigade
including deutschemark costs on the understanding that settlement will be made
between them and the German Government in respect of the deutschemark costs.

We believe that it is preferable for Canada to reimburse the German Govern-
ment directlyfor`costs incurred by it. We are cabling Mr. Ross, suggesting that he
take the opportunity to discuss this' aspect of Ahe matter with Mr. Claxton, Mr.
Abbott and Mr. Pearson while they are in Europe.

With regardto capital costs, it does not appear to be possible at the present time
to reach âny final conclusion as to final settlement of these costs as this will depend
upon arrangements eventually made as to troop accommodation either as part of
infrastructure costs or as a contribution by Germany to the cost of maintaining
Western Defence Forces in Germany, or under bilateral arrangements.

Mr. Ross has not yet been able to furnish, us with an estimate of the deut-
scheniark and sterling costs of maintaining the 27th Brigade in Germany. Informa-
tion has been furnished by the War Office as to rates for some of the components,
but these are not complete and will be the subject of further discussion. A tentative
statement furnished by the United Kingdom on the BAOR deutschemark budget
for 1952-53 to the T.C.C. showed a cost in respect of the Canadian Brigade in the
neighboumood of 16 deutschemarks (27 shillings) per day for maintenance and 73
million deutschemarks for capital works services. This budget is being reviewed
and revised by BAOR 'and is, therefore, also the subject of further discussions.

Yours very truly,

E.B. ARMSTRONG
for Deputy Minister
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'Le secrétaire d'Étirt 'aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/11381-B-40

à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne'

Secretary of State for External Affairs
o Ambassador in Federal ,Republic of Germany

TELEGttAM,168

SECREf:

. Reference: Your telegram No. 126 of November 17.

French authorities the desire #of . the Canadian, Government, to see
procedure completed as soon as possible. ",O,

the possibi ity o a y
: has . caused some concern. In the absence of Ministers directly concerned from
Ottawa, it is'difficult to obtain guidance. In view of the length of time which has
elapsed since the United Kingdom High.Commissioner agreed in principle to the
amendment, we are not happy about the prospects of further delay. if would appear
reasonable to request the three Commissioners to hold a special meeting in order to
complete the amendment procedure if it cannot be;done in the normal course of
business for some weeks.

I should be grateful if you would consider the advisability of pressing the three
HighLLCommissioners for immediate action. I have asked Washington and paris by
telegram (repeated to London) to explain+ tô the', appropriate United States and

the amendment

LEGAL STATUS OF 27TN BRIGADE, IN GERMANY

The draft amendments described in your telegram appear to be satisfactory; but

'l' If dela of some weeks in completing the amendment procedure

423.
Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade en République fédérale d 'Alleirurgne

Ottâwa, November 27, 1951

Bonn, November 28, 19

Reference our despatch No. 882 of November,l9, 1951.

cussed with him by Mr." Da

to• Secretary of State for External AJfairs

: STATUS OF Fa0RE1GN FORCES IN GERMANY
and the

Our des atch under reference was shown to Mr. Claxton- manteCefe-
p et à thp welconu 8

rnony ai Rotterdam. -

au secrétaire d'État aux Ajjaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy ìn Federal R 'public of Gennaizy,

1. _ f: , a I ' 5 1
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` 2.Mr. Davis has reported that Mr. Claxton was prepared to agree that the Brigade
receive.its status under delegation along the lines of Article 1 of the draft agree-
ment on status of October; 30 (S.P.COM/P(51)19, 3rd revision, enclosed with our
despatch No. 862 of November 12. Mr. Claxton would, however, have expressed a
preference for a delegation from the three Powers rather than from one of them.

3. On reviewing Article 1 of the draft convention I find that sub-paragraph (i) of
paragraph 1 of Article 1 speaks of "arrangement with the three Powers or any one
of them". The choice therefore exists there.

4. Sub-paragraph (iii) also makes provision for agreement with the three Powers
when it says "that one of the three Powers designated as such by agreement
between such Power (Canada in this instance) and the three Powers".
: 5. I would assume that the immediately following proviso would not cause diffi-
cûlry. ^lt reads: "provided that the Power so designated may delegate to that other
Power to ' exercise of any right or , responsibility deriving from this Agreement
which relates to the Forces or tribunals of the latter, which shall then be deemed
"the Power concerned" to the extent of the delegation."

6. Under the text as it exists I would envisage that an agreement between Canada
and the three'Powers would arrange for the designation of the U.K., the U.K. in
turn; as it is authorized in the above text delegating to Canada the exercise of any
right or responsibility deriving from the general agreement.

7. The delegation would be from'the United Kingdom to Canada but it would be
provided for under an agreement between Canada and the three Powers. If we are
notsâtisfied with the above mechanism of delegation from one Power resulting
from agreement •with the three, we would have to request that sub-paragraph (b) be
amended for the delegation to be made directly by the three Powers, although in
fact insofar as Cânada did not establish a complete machinery,of its own it would
be borrowing the niachinery of only one of the three. In such â case the delegation
would be from threé Powers but' would apply only to the services and facilities
provided by one, of them. The whole convention is drafted not on the basis of tri-
Partite machinery` but of parallel machinery for each "Power concerned".

8. I will appreciate your early views on whether you are satisfied with the present
text of the convention as giving sufficient guarantee to us, or whether you would
wish to have it changed in order that the delegation should come directly from the
three Powers.,

• . . HAPDCt.A1NE ^
".^^... ^ L. ^ t ..

,...:.r.t, ., . . JAC
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L'ambassadeûr.'én République fidirale'd'Allemagne
au secrétaire d'État aux A,,Q`'aires'extérieûres

to, Secretary, of State for External Affairs
,f . .,i . ., . .

T'Bt.EGRÂM ^ 133 ; Bonn, December 7, 1951

SECRET^

Reference: Your telegram No. 168 of November 27th..

urgency, from our point of view but primarily their own political interests In adding
defènce troops in the definition since they have,been asserting time and again that

; I have urged ° speedy, action at political level of the three elements stressing

consider amendment to Law 2 because of political implications. French, who had
received their instructions, prepared however, to agree. to the new Law along the
lines of Article 2 (my paragraph 2 of telegram,No., 126 of. November 17th) but

. which would specifically mention Canadian troops. British and French presenting
draft to Legal Committee today along those lines. Will report directly.. ,,

their troops and additional ones were now here for defence purposes. ^

2 Special committee despite British pleading yesterday afternoon, refused to

Arribassador in Federal Republic of Germany - .

DEA/11381-B-40
.: ,' t ... •. ,

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne

TELEGRAM 136

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Federal Republic of Gennany
to Secretary of State for External AjJatrs

SECRET.` IMPORTANT. ' '
t^;^,., f. ^::^ ,^ . , . , , • : .., . ,,

Reference: My telegram No. 133 of December 7.
Th Lâw Committee met this imorning

Bonn, December 8, 1951

e
2. United Kingdom and French members agreed tonew text in two articles, frst

0 x Federal

tant and only slightly relevant. I concluded, on return to charge, (gr
legislation in each zone. Both the French and the British belleve

pooup corNpt)

the legal implications, for example, Canadian forces would becomd int unimpor..

4. Untted States element accepte e pnncip es o e subject to ional• d th ' 1 è 'j". law but raiseu o
HUM per sons m eir servc . A At 00

paUon Forces by vutue of eg^s a^on o oc p
` 3. Second paragraph of article applies the same to families, including non-Ger-

cu a ion au •thontles

CI '' '' th d f of western Europe shail en^oy,Repubhc an partic^pat^ng m e e ence
privileges and immunities and be subject to the restrictions applicable to the Occu-

99

of which reads `The Canadian forces stationed in the territory of L. vo
the rights,

I

t
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Unitéd`States that they had only raised it in order to have time to seek approval
from Washington before the Law is before the Council of the Allied High
Commission. ,. . , . . ,

5. Law will be'taken up at the next meeting of the Allied High Commission,
possibly next Thursday; likely Thursday December 20th.i

6. I see no objection to above text. Trust it is agreeable to you. At our suggestion,
and with United Kingdom help, it was changed from "Canadian brigade" to "Cana-
dian forces" and "obligations" to "restrictions". First word might imply occupation
duties, latter ensures what is meant is customs traffic and other restrictions.

7. Both French and United States would not, repeat not, agree to former text,
because of political implications on their forces, particularly on the financial side,
making an amendment to the general law with the specific "defence forces" cate-
gury. Ends.

. ., . ,.^;

426.

Le. secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allenuigne

Secretary of State for Exten:al Aff irs
to Ambassador in Federal Republic of Germany

Ottawa, December 13, 1951.

RepeatWashington EX-2372.
Reference: Your Telegram No. 137 of December l l.t

STATUS OF CANADIAN FORCES
1• Although we still prefer the general form of amendment to Allied High Com-

mission Law No. 2 set out in your telegram No. 126 of November 17, we are not
(repeat not) disposed to object to the form of amendment (set out in your telegram
No. 136 of December 8) which refers specifically to Canadian forces. You should
therefore press for whichevér amendment seems most likely to be acceptable.
2. As for the Unitéd Stâtes political adviser's request for justification of our keen-

ness to have some law or amendment, I can only repeat our original reason con-tained in
my telegram No. 145 of October 30. You have added another practical

reason in your despatch No. 881 of November 15.t

3^ At'thé same , time Chat your telegram under reference was being considered, we
learned of a State Department suggestion to our Embassy in Washington that the
amendment Procedure be abandoned and replaced by a formal statement by the
Allied High Commission. The stated reason for the suggestion was that procedure
by anîendmënt, might provide Schumacher with propaganda material. We think ade-fofae te

publicity arrangements would prevent an adverse reaction and we are there-
sti11 pressing' for an appropriate amendment.

DEA/11381-B-40



au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Ambassador in Fédéral Republic of Germany,:
Io Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

SECREf. * IMPORTANT.

^a.^!f .. ..'. .. °.n .n. .7.F. . . ,..... . . v . . .

2428.1' ' DEA/11381-401

they ceturn 'from Berlin, Friday afternoon, December 21 st. I will report

5. e concurrence o
expect enactment of law by intérim action of Allied High Commissioners when

directly.

^ f British and French expected overnight. We can reasonablY
their service

4. Article 2 applies the same to families and includes non-German persons in
States British and French forces stationed in the territory of the Federa ep -

Repu iC cu l p c^P g
privileges and immunities and be subject to restrictions applicable to the United

1 R ublic"

3. Article 1 reads "The Canadian forces stationed in the territory of the Federal

bl' ` d arti ' -tin in the defence of Western Europe shall enjoy rights;

Commission enacts as follows:". ' .

United States, United Kingdom, France and the Federal Government of Germany

on status of non-German forces in the Federal Republic; the Council of Allied High

2. Preamble reads . "Pending conclusion of agreement among governments of
ble and two articles.
that quoted in my telegram No. 136 of December 7th. New text consists of pream-

1. United States member has proposed new text which I consider improvement on

Bonn, December 20, 1951

Reference: My telegram No. 140, December 19th.t

STATUS OF CANADIAN FORCES

Le chef de l'état-mcrjür général
au commandant de la 27r brigade d'infanterie

, Chief. of General StaJj`' : -
,;,to Comnwnder, 27th Infantry Brigade

,,. .. . $1
; . < Ottawa, December 21,

CONFIDENTIAL
1951

bffnrn C ► ICAITADV 11JCii?I1i-i'1iiNC

=1:-The paragraph in question refers to your relations with the Cana ^
dor in Bonn and states, in part, that theAmbassador is the official channel of com-
munication between the Canadian and German Governments. Through an

;.; Ï 1, ,Attention is drawn to . paragraph 2 of the marginally-no e sl
warded to you under reference HQS:2001-151/27 TD 27 (CGS) dated 6 Nov •

• d'an Ambassa-

^
t d instructions tor

DEA/11381-B-40

L'ambassadeur en République fédérale d'Allemagne
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oversight; the fact was omitted that he is also the direct link between the Canadian
Government and the, Allied High Commission.

,3. In all probability it will be necessary to amend certain other paragraphs of
these instructions once current negotiations between the three Occupying Powers
and the German Government have resulted in a new political and legal relationship
with Germany. You will be advised further when the implications of this relation-
ship become more clear. . . ^ , ,

G.G: SIMONDS

• 3e PARTIE/PART 3

CONSULTATIONS POLITIQUES
POLITICAL CONSULTATIONS

429.

Ottawa, April 5, 1951

° METHODS OF POLITICAL DISCUSSION IN TIIE NATO DEPUTIES AND THEIR
POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES -' WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE

DISCUSSION OF YUGOSLAVIA
Basis 'of political Discussions in the Deputies

1.
The.Deputies were created by Council resolution No. 4/7 in May, 1950. The

resolution Gsts some particular tasks which the Council should undertake and one
of these is to "exchange views on political matters of common interest within the
scope`of the Treaty". The resolution goes on to say that Deputies shall be appointed
to enable the Councit to carry out its responsibilities. The resolution then states:•i " 9r

"In the intervals'.between meetings of Ministers, the Deputies, duly authorised
by their respective governments, will be responsible, on behalf of and in the
name of the Council, for carrying out its policies and for formulating issues

In r^lu^ng dècisions by the Member Governments."
^e Proposed new terms of reference of the Deputies, both of these tasks will be

mentioned in^ much the same terms as were used in May, 1950, i.e., the task ofexchanging .views on political matters and the task of formulating issues requiring
decisions by the Member Governments (or by the Council). ;

2•
At the Council meeting in May, 1950, Canada was in favour of the Council

and the Deputies exchanging views on political matters of common interest withinthe scoo pe of the Treaty, and there has been no suggestion since then that Canada is
Pposed to such exchanges of views..

h^• There is clearly a sharp distinction between exchanging views, on the one
d, and formulating issues for decisions, on the other hand, although exchanges

Of' iews may often lead to the formulation of issues requiring decisions.

Memorandum Gy Defence Liaison (1) Division

DEA/50030-AF-40
Note de la h^e Direction de liaison avec la Défense
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. Chronological Account of the. Discussion of Yugoslavia by the Deputies.
4. The Summary Record of the Deputies for January 15; 1951, states:
"THE CHAIRMAN recalled that general, political problems had already been
discussed,by the Deputies. This procedure seemed valuable and fruitful. He sug-
gested that at regular intervals, every week at first and later perhaps every fort-

)night; ; the Deputies might r exchange ideas on one of - the , current political
problems of a general nature. He proposed that Yugoslavia should be discussed
at the following meeting on Monday, 22nd January, 1951.
"The Deputies agreed in principle with this proposal, but stipulated that it was
important that there should be a genuine exchange of views and not a series of
unilateral statements by one or two Deputies. It would also be necessary for the
subjects to be decided in advance, in order to give every Deputy the opportunity
to obtain the views of his government and to express the official view. It would
not be necessary to keep a record of these discussions."

5. On January 22, the discussion of Yugoslavia took place. The Summary Record
does not report on the substance of the discussion. The Summary Record states:

"At the suggestion of the Canadian Deputy it was agreed that while the discus-
sion would not appear in the normalI way in the.Summary Record, it would be
desirable for the Secretary to prepare a draft agreed minute setting out the points
covered in the course of discussion. This draft agreed minute could then be con-
sidered by a working group on which would be represented all interested delega-
tions. In addition to considering the Secretary's draft the working group would
also discuss further those points mentioned in the discussion on which no gen-
eral agreement existed. Their views thereon would be consolidated and circu-
lated to the Council Deputies, who would, as necessary, seek further instructions
from their governments thereon with a view to continuing their discussion of

. them at a subsequent date:'
Iri telegrarri No. 212 of January 24,t Canada House reported on the discussion and
listed the points on which "general agreement . was reached by the Council Depu-
ties". One of these points was that "it was môst desirable that the Western Powers

^shouid'continue to give economic assistance tothe Government of Yugoslavia to
the best of their ability".

;,"+ °1 ' d H described the content

up at e next mee^ng o e epu to .
ties had beforè them the draft agreed minute and approved it with a few changes•
The Summary Record ôf^ the meeting states: • ense

Extërnal'Affairs did not send to London any comments on this draft before

th ' f th D^ t'es on Febru 12 On February 12, the Depu

6. On January 29, telegram No. 2481 11 111 Cana a ouse ^ent of
of the draft "agreed minute", prepaiëd by a'Working Group. The Dep it care

+"It was agreed that this document did not coristitute an "agreement in the

of a commitment for the 'governménts which were a party to it, but was merely
^ the consensus of, o inion' of those governments on the particular question:'

,-sion by the Deputies on February 12 and said, in part:

P
7. Telegram No. 359 of February 13t from Canada House reported on the discus-

D
ec
T
P
e;
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"In order to avoid misunderstanding and to allay the unéasiness of certain dele-
gations (which apparently included the Danish delegation), Spofford explained
that the document was not inténded to represent a formal agreement for action,
but was merely a record of the present consensus of the Deputies which might
be helpful in assisting governments to determine their attitudes towards a com-'
mon problem. The meeting agreed with Spofford's interpretation of the status of
the document.
"The Belgian Deputysuggested that, if individual governments modified their
views in. a direction different from that indicated in the document,'it might be
desirable for the deputies to be advised informally of any such change. There
was general agreement with this suggestion."

8. The "agreed minute" is Document D-D(51)29(Final). t It is in two main parts.
The first part lists points on which "generâl agreement was reached by the Council
Depûties", and one of these points is the desirability of the Western Powers giving
econômic assistance to the Gôvernment of Yugoslavia to the best of their ability.
The second part su'mmarizes an exchange of views on the question of military sup-
port in advance of any open attack; this part merely, reports views which were
expressed and dôes not purport to say that'the Deputies agreed to them. '

Subsequent Political Discussion by the Deputies
9. Following the precedent established in respect of Yugoslavia, the Deputies had

a similar, discussion on March 12 regarding the Balkan satellite states. The' Sum-
mary Record states:

"THE CHAIRMAN suggested that the procedure adopted for the exchange of
views on Yugoslavia should also be followed in this instance and that an Ad Hoc
Working Group should be instructed to prepare an agreed summary, setting out
the consensus of the views expressed in discussion, for subsequent consideration
by the Council Deputies after consultation with their respective governments.
This agreed summary would not constitute any commitment for the NAT coun-
tries 'with *régard 'to future' action. He suggested that it might help future
exchanges on political questions if the Ad Hoc Working Group could devise an
agreed outline which would consist of a numtier'of specific questions, on the
basis'of which the respective governments would be asked for instructions. The
main object of this outline would be to enable those governments whose sources
of information were more restricted than others to frame specific questions on
which they were anxious to obtain information from other NAT countries.
THE COUNCIL DEPUTIES:

(1) Instructed the Ad Hoc Working ,Group to prepare a draft agreed summary on
the.ünes Proposed by the Chairman.
(2) Instructed the Working Group to draw up an agreed outline, for transmission
to,governments, consisting of specific questions on which instructions from
governments would. be sought."

ara. Telegrain No,' 702 of March 22t from Canada House gives the text of the
a t agreed minute concerning this discussion. Most of the minute consists of an
Ppreciation of conditions in the countries. It goes on to say that there should be



further consultation in the Deputies on several questions of future policy, e.g., pol-
icy towards admission to the United Nations, and policy,regarding diplomatic rep-
resentation. The discussion of these points will take = place in April. To date,
therefore, we are not called upon to approve a draft agreed minute containing posi-
tive policy recomméndations.

Possible Objections to the'Procedùre Followed by the Deputies-
11. There has not been a clear distinction between the task of exchanging views

and the task of formulating issues for decision by Governments.
12. There has `not been a clear distinction, at least in the case of Yugoslavia,

between agreeing on an appreciation'of the present position and recommending

future policy to be followed by the NATO Governments.
13. If it is thought desirable, in certain'fields of foreign policy, to try to obtain an

âgreed policy. among NATO Members,. the recommended policy (i.e. the issue)
should be clearly formulated and segregated for decision by Governments or, in
some cases, for decision by the Council on behalf of the Governments. In the case
of the Yugoslav discussions, the final result `seems to be that we are one-quarter
committed to an economic policy, which has not been placed before the Canadian
Cabinet and which, in fact, Canada has not been following. If it is desired to obtain
an agreed NATO foreign policy on some point, all Governments should know
clearly that this is the object of.the exercise and should not imperceptibly slide
from an exchange of views into a kind of vague agreement on future policy.

14. The main criticism of the procedure followed is that the "agreed minute" is
not the best instrument for formulating an issue for decision by Governments.

Suggestions for Future Procedure in the Deputies
If there should beï agreement with the criticisms listed under the previous

heâding, the following procedure might be considered as more satisfactory:
16. The discussion itself should not be rëstricted or limited. There is everythin8 to

be said in favour of frank discussion in the Deputies of political questions which
mayaffeçt the Treaty. If any Deputy is in, position, in such a discussion, to recom-
mend a policy, on behalf of his Government, he should certainly do so.

17. The agreed minute should do two things: << -
(1) Set forth the agreed appreciation of the present position;

}' (2) Set forth` what-any named or unnamed Deputy or Government thinks the pol-

icy should be on any `pôint.`
18. The agreed minute should not be officially submitted to Governments in

advance of its approval by the Deputies. Tt should be approved by the Depuües as
an accurate record of the discussion and as nothing more and should then, of
course, be sent to Governments for their, information and consideration.
r.19: If, during the political discussion, or as a result of it, any Deputy thinks that

an issue should be formulated for decision by Governments, or for consideration by
the Council, he should formulate it in a resolution, and ample time should the" be
given to Governments to consider the resolution before it is adopted.
`,: 4;. ., .+ . .i .. : .... -iA ..yt i, . . , . . , , . .
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20. The High Commissioner in London might be asked to comment on this mem-
orandum and on the substance of the procedural suggestions listed above. He could
also be asked to give advice on the following question: If the Secretary of State for
External Affairs would be in agreement with these suggestions, what would be the
best method of bringing them before the Deputies?34
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Le haut-contmissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGR,kM 825 London, April 6,- 1951

SECRET

Following for Heeney, Begins: Your telegram No. 491,of March 22t re possible
presentation of Cànadian views in the Deputies.

I had withheld a reply to your telegram under reference because it arrived during
the recess of the Deputies and because in these last few days the Political Working
Group has been preparing suggestions for future procedure in the Deputies in con-
nection with the discussion of political questions. -

2. As you indicate in your paragraph 1, the procedure has gradually grown up
whereby on the initiative of the tripartite Deputies advance information has been
circulated to the other NATO governments through the Deputies' machinery. In
addition to the example you mention, Spofford recently circulated the text of the
memoranduln dealing with the changes in the Prohibited and Limited Industries
agreement (Germany) a day or two before its publication. (We had, however, over a
fortnight âgo received a copy of the same document through the good offices of the
Commonwealth Relations Office.) While advance information has occasionally
been; provided ' in this way, it ' has not in any sense amounted to practical
c,onsultation. ' `' .

3. As Iâm aware"hawever, from experience in Moscow, the machinery for con
sultation on questions under discussion on a tripartite or quadripartite basis is not
always satisfactory*for the reasons which you mention in your paragraph 2. I also
have in mind thepostscript No. 2 at the end of the departmental memorandum of
March ?,; dealing with the Minister's comment on the three powers' decision on
Berlin iri which, despite the existence of the NATO machinery, the advance consul-
tation'was inàdequate.'It may be that the suggestion that the Deputies' machinery
^ghtiprovide â^means of consultation in questions of this kind will prove to be a
practical and ûseful one. `

^ •,4:.^-

34
Note nârginale;/Margiéal note:
Ih

,,$nggested prcsc Ixoccdurc 01 G; rea oncs -- a.t n icat a ve -- and that the
Procedure Is sound and should remove dace dangers. L.D.t'(earsonl. .

t^nK the dangers of the - nt 1 i d' cd bo
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4. In order to explore the question further,`on a purely official level and to elicit
the views of the other NATO officials here, our representative yesterday submitted
to the Political Working Group charged with making suggestions about procedure
for discussion of political questions, an , informal outline setting forth the purposes
of the discussion of political subjects in the following terms, Begins:

` Under their terms of reference the Council Deputies are authorized to "exchange
views on`political matters of common interest within the scope of the treaty". The
Deputies' discussion,. of political questions should serve the following main
purposes:
- (a) To provide a useful means of exchanging information and points of view on
current political questions- coming within the scope of matters of concern to the
members of the NATO;

(b) Arising out of this exchange of information, to provide a summary of points
on which there are common views and points on which views differ,

(c) To provide a useful channel for inter-governmental consultation on political
questions of common concern. Such questions might either be proposed by agree-
ment of the Deputies themselves, or might be taken up at the request of one or
more of the N.A.T. governments. An example of the former type of consultation is
the Deputies' recent discussions of conditions in Yugoslavia and the satellite states.
An example of the second type is the recent request from the United States Govern-
ment for an expression of views by the other N.A.T. governments with respect to
United States assistance to Yugoslavia.

(d) To provide a means of consultation between the three' major western powers,
the 'United Kingdom, United States, and France, on the one hand, and the other

tri artite or quad-

representat,ves have also subnutt ra ts, e c le as possl
ccdure for discussion of political topics should be as flexiblé and simp to

the
blé, and there was also'a mént that as a ëneral 'rule the discussions,

contrary

ian'sugg ^estionhould seek to ensure the participation of all the DeP a
a

ties on niatters of common , conccrn;althôugh it was recognized that
on occasions

presentation by a single deputy might be a useful method of tackling
the subj

of p^uc-

6. In connectlon wlth proc ut-9 on,w c ro
'`' '` _d'A i th onsensus of vicw was that the P

'' ed hi h the United Kingdom and Norweg

suggesdon which we have put forward not as a governmen vl ,
tiôn on which we4ôuld welcome views. ;an

5. The or 11r, roup rea y p. I
express anthe Canadian working paper, although none of the officials was able to e

`opinion on paragraph (d), which, as you will see, contains the substance of your
• t'ew but as a sugges-

W ki G dil `acre, ted sections (a) (b) and (c) in the first p
on between any or all of the NATO memtîers: Ends.' ^ of

m orma on g gra Y era-
procedure does not preclude the use of other jïneans'for consultation and co-op

NATO members on the other, on questions under dlscusslon on a p
ripartité basis which. are of concern to NATO as a whole. Thus these exchanges of

mi ht duall dëvelop into consultation of a practical kind. Such a

7: The Working Group will continue its discussions to-day in inc hop- e
ing an agreed paper for the Deputies. It has been out impression that n^our Be
United, States and French representatives have been quite anxious to e
these political discussions, which . I believe most of the member countries have
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found to be of value, the UnitedKingdom representative is somewhat less sanguine
about their usefulness, and the Foreign Office would, on the whole, prefer to stick
to the regular channels of consultation rather than to lean too heavily on the Depu-
ties' machinery. My own view is that the discussion of political matters is a legiti-
mate and, useful part of the general : functions of NATO;, and that we should
welcome and encourage an extension of the previous discussions in this field from
an exchange of information to a more definitive means of consultation. This, how-
ever, is bound, to be, a gradual and empirical process.

431. DEA/50030-AF-40
: ' Le haut-conunissaire au Royaume-Uni I

'` - du secrcrtaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdon:
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELMRAM 916 ' London, April 17, 1951

Top SECRET

Yôur telegram No. 592 of April 11 It re procedure governing political discussions
in the De, puties.

2. Ihave studied,with interrst Departmental memorandum on April 5 on this
subject,' and have also discussed the background more fully with Mr. [C.S.A.]
Ritchie.

3. I fully share the view expressed in the memorandum that a clear distinction
should be made betweén summary appreciations of the present position in a partic-
ular country or region on the one hand, and on the other, the formulation of propos-
als or recommendations requiring decision by governments or specification on their
behalf by;the, Council (or Council Deputies). This procedure has been followed in
connection with recent discussions of political matters, e.g., conditions in Balkan
satellites and East Germany, which have been confined to preparing what are
essentially appreciations of current conditions and developments.

4. In the discussion-of conditions in the Balkan satellites the procedure followed
here wss as follows:

'(1) PreliminaryEDeputies discussion on March 12;

(2) Preparation by Working Group of draft agreed minute (document D-D(51)80
of March 22);t and

(3) rFûrther, `discussion in Deputies on April 11 (on basis of document D-
D(S1)80)' This draft agreed minute, which is now before you, is divided into threeparts:

(1) The general consensus of opinion expressed by Council Deputies on currcntt

^l',^Y, pôlitical and economic conditions in the four countries;
(2) A statemënt of viéws' expressed by the Italian Deputy on behalf of the Italian^ové '' `Inmen't• and
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(3) A° list' of points on which it was suggestéd that further consultation might
take place in_the Council Deputies; e.g., diplomatic, representation, breaches of
peace treaties, etc. This further consultation took place in the Deputies on April
11, following which the Working Group was requested to revise the draft agreed
minute covering the views expressed on the questions contained in section 3 of
document_D-D(51)80:

Similarly; conditions in East Germany were discussed in the Deputies on
March 19, and as a result of this discussion a draft agreed minute (document D-
D(51)90 of April 5)t was prepared. This document summarizes the views

' expressed on current conditions in East Germany, and in its section 4 simply lists,
without making any recommendations, a number.of subjects on which information
was incomplete and additional questions which might be discussed in the Deputies
at a subsequent meeting. In neither of these cases does the draft agreed minute
contain any specific 'proposals or recommendations..

6. I assume you agree that the case of the earlier consultation on Berlin security
which took place in the Deputies, in which a specific resolution was placed before
governments for consideration would fall well within the framework of the proce-
dure outlined in paragraph 19 of the Department's memorandum.

,7. The remaining question on which`the memorandum is largely based arises out
of the Deputies' earlier discussion of Yugoslavia. I agree that on its face the general
statement contained in the draft agreed minute that ,"it was most desirable that the
Western Powers 'should continue to give economic assistance to the Government of
Yugoslavia to the best of their ability" `contains an expression of opinion that for
several governments, including the Canadian Government, goes beyond the present
position. In future,' I think that, as in the case of the more recent I discussions, there
should be a clear distinction betwéen the appreciation of current conditions and
expressions of opinion by one 'or several Deputies or Governments, and sp6fiof
policy recommendations. But at the same time, as is pointed out in paragraph
the memorandum, it has been agreed by the Deputies, and stressed on several occa-
sions; that the agreed minutes do not in any sense constitute a commitment on
governments.

8. At the meeting of the Deputies on April 1.11 again raised this general question,
and the' Chairman agreed that it would be desirable to place on record once again
the agreement which had been reached at previous meetings; namely, that the
agreed minutes which were drawn up as a. result of the Deputies' discussions
merely ^ represented a consensus of the views expressed, but did not involve any
individual country in commitments. In this light my own interpretation of the sPe-
cific point raised in the memorandum in connection with Yugoslavia is that the
general stâtement referréd to.in paragraph 7. above does not in any sense comInit
the' Canadian"Government to taking specific , action to give economic assistance to
Yugoslavia. _

-,9. As you 'will have seen from our previous messages, the question of the Proce
dure to be followed in connection with the discussion of political topicsn^ the D

el)'

.`uties has been recéiving active study by the political ryor ng groupe and (d0C-
already have received the Working Group's prelimina report on this subj

P
P
P

(
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ument D-D(51)92 of Apri19).t Paragraph 2 of this paper follows closely the paper
which we put forward as indicated in my telegram No. 825 of April [6]. In the
Working Group there was a general feeling that the specific reference (sub-para-
graph (d) of my No. 825) to the United Kingdom, United States and France was
inadvisable. The point which you had in mind in your telegram No. 491 of March
22t concerning. consultation on matters under discussion on a tripartite.or quadri-
partite basis is, however, provided for in paragraph 1(c) of the Working Group's
paper of April 9. The Working Group also makes a clear distinction between
reports of informal exchanges of view on the one hand and intergovernmental con-,
sultation which may give rise to recommendations to governments. Your early
comments. on the Working Group's paper which was prepared before receipt of
your memorandûm and which has not yet been considered by the Deputies would
be most helpful.

10. One thought which has occurred to me is that we might abandon the use of
the phrase "agreed 'minute", since it is slightly misleading: The document produced
by the Working Group on : the - basis of the Deputies' discussions might simply be
described as a "summary" or "summary report" of Deputies' discussions.

11..There are two main points on which I would suggest modifications in the
views set forth in the Department's memorandum. First, with regard to the view
expressed in paragraph 18 to the effect that I the "agreed minute" (or what might in
future be called a "summary report"), should not be officially submitted to Govern-
ments in advance of its approval by the Deputies; I assume however that such
agreed minutes should,be communicated to you since as a result of the Working
Group's drafting efforts, points may arise additional to those already covered in the
Deputies' preliminary. discussion on which further background information or
expressions of view on behalf of individual governments will be required. I there-
fore think that a reference to governments of the summary at the discretion of the
Deputies will operate to place the individual Deputies in a better position to discuss:
such additionalpoints with the necessary background. I do not feel that such a^
submission to governments of the agreed minute or summary implies any,
commitment.

12. Second, there is a question when policy matters are raised whether it is appro-
Priate to proceed at all times by means of resolution. As a result of discussion of
political questions in the Deputies it may, be necessary to place proposals before
governments from time to time, although the subject matter might not warrant these
being framed in the form of a formal resolution. Possibly two types of proposals
for further action might develop, (1) Recommendations on questions of lesser
unPortancè, and (2) Resolutions on questions of major importance.

13.
The report of the political Working Group (D-D(51)92 of April 9) is to be

considered. at tomorrow's Deputies' meeting, but I do not expect that any finalacuon
will bé taken., Your early comments, therefôre, on this paper would bewelcoti^éd.



432.
Le^ haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELÉGttAM 939. London, April 19, 1951

. . . . ,.
SECRET

My telegram No. 916 of April 17 re political discussions in the Deputies.

changes of views and consultation on political questions in the Council Depu^e

With reference to NATO Document D-D(51)92, it had been our impression that
the working paper was still in draft, and would be considered at a further meeting
of the Working Group before going to the Deputies. It was, however, placed on the
agënda for yesterday. Part 3 of the document was in large part the handiwork of the
Italian chairman of the Working Group`on the basis of a French text, and certain of
the ambiguities at any rate arose from the difficulties of translation.

-2. After discussion with Ritchie, and bearing in mind the observations set forth in

the departmental memorandum, I took the ' opportunity of indicating that in our
view the oppôrtunities for, exchanging views and consultation afforded by the
forum of the Council Deputies were useful, and thattwe should like to see these
discussions continue on a regular basis: While welcoming the opportunity for com-

paring the thinking in mirrespective Foreign Offices on current political questions,
I pointed out that it was important that such discussions should proceed, as far as
possible, on an informal basis, and that the results of these discussions should not

be interpreted in any sense as a commitment on governments. In this light I sug-

gested that part ' 3 of the working paper required clarification in order to make clear

the distinction between exchanges and consultation on the one t. A9 and proposals

to governments which might occasionally arise out of such exchanges of views and

which should be separated from the reports of these discussions and placed before

governments for consideration in the form of resolutions from the Council

Deputies: ,
3. - I also indicated that the phrase hitherto used of "agreed minute" mig

ht be

slightly misleading, and juggested that the paper produced by the Worwng Group

on the basis of the Deputies' discussion might more accurately be described as a

..summary report„.
,_"A . order to clarify these ints 'further,' I submitted the following re-

part 3 for the considération of the Deputies and for reference
to the Political Work-

ing Group; Begins:
'n Group su ests mal the following procedure be pursued in theThe Workig gg

(a) Selection by Deputies of subjects for discussion; of D
(b) Where necessary, preparation by Political Working Group on basis

^h

ties' selection of a brief working paper setting forth particular points on

e
ti

t
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Deputies' discussion might focus., Such a working paper should help to provide a
framework for discussion;

(c) While preparation of this preliminary working :paper should normally be
entrusted to the Working Group; in appropriate cases, however, the Council Depu-
ties might direct one or several delegations, or one of the special assistants to the
chairman, to undertake this task;

(d) After a convenient lapse of time to enable' Deputies to receive instructions,
discussion of the subject by the Council Deputies;
(e) Preparation of a summary report of the Deputies' discussion. This task should

normally fall to the Working Group, which should work on the basis of the draft
minutes prepared by the secretariat or by one of the "special assistants". In the
preparation of this summary report the Working Group should confine itself'to
summarizing the exchanges of information showing points on which common
views exist, and those on which views differ,
(f) Further discussion where necessary, and approval by the Deputies of the sum-

mary report. It is understood that the summary report when approved by Deputies
does not imply any `commitments for governments.

If, as a result of these exchanges of views and consultation, the Deputies should
desire to formulate questions for decisions by governments, they should proceed by
resolution of the Council Deputies for submission to governments. Ends.

5. In the brief discussion which followed, the Danish, Italian and Portuguese
Depûties at once said that they could concur in our re-draft of part 3. The United
Kingdom Acting Deputy said that he, too, was in general agreement, and had had it
in mind to suggest that the Deputies' discussion should not be over-formalized and
raised the question whether it might not be sufficient as an alternative to producing
an "agreed minute" or "summary report" to simply include a record of the Depu-
ties' discussion in the`regular minutes.

6. The Netherlands Deputy stressed the importance of exchanging information
and maintaining an adequate record of the views exchanged, and, said that he
thought"that the last sentence in, part (e) of our re-draft was perhaps the central
point.

7. Spofford again emphasized that it had been stated and re-stated that the discus-
sions of the Deputies of political matters did not in any I sense imply commitments
for govemments, and indicated that in addition to straight-forward exchanges of
information (which could be exchanged by 'memorandum) the actual participation
and exchange of information by the Deputies round the table served a useful pur-
pose. In his view the discussion should embrace not only the interchange of factual
'nform?tiôn but should also serve to bring out the viewpoints and attitudes of the
governments represented on the questions under discussion.
8 This viéw was shared by the Netherlands Deputy who pointed out that govern-

ments had not' only to read reports but to act, and that it would be of continuing
interest to hâve an expression of the views of individual governments on specificprobler^s eoiWng before them.. ,

. F



9. At the conclusion of this brief discussion; and before reference of our proposed
revision of part 3 to the Working Group which meets again today, I expressed
agreement with the view, that those Deputies who may be in a position to express
. the points. of view of their, respective governments on particular questions should
do so, and pointed^out that the last paragraph of our proposed revision might pro-
vide for a separate formulation of questions arising out of our discussions which
might. require consideration by governments.

10. The preliminary reaction to, our proposed revision was quite satisfactory, and
I think that it goes a considerable way towards eliminating the difficulties referred
,to in your telegram No. 636 of April 16.t

433. DEA/50030-AF-40. . • - ,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^
au haut-commissaire au Ro^aume-Uni

`Secretary of State for External Affairs
to 'High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 681 Ottawa, April 21, 1951

SECRET

is

Your telegrams 916 of April 17 and 939 of April 19 re procedure for political dis-
cussions in the Deputies. isFollowing from Acting Under-Secretary, Begins: We are pleased to see that there

difference of ''opinion between Canada House and this Department on the
problems discussed in our memorandum of Avril 5.

2. The observations in paras. 3 and 7 of your telegram No. 916, coupled with the
revision of the procedural paper quoted in para. 4 of your telegram No. 939, meet
`all oûr points.
, . 3. With reference to para. I 1 of your telegram No. 916, the fact that your drafo

the procedurâl ` paper does not (not) require Governments to consider the d raft

minute" prior to its approval by the Deputies does not (not) mean that an

individual Deputy should' not send such drafts to his Government. He probablynt
should in most cases, but thatwill be a matter between him and his Governme
'ând will not be a formal part of the record so far as the Deputies as a group are

concerned..
^r't4: I agrèe` that "summary report" is preferable to "agreed minute". maY
:Z-5,, With reference to paragraph 12 of our tele ram No. 916 I agree that there
be • cases in which a fonnal. resolution may, no t , the best method of placing a

proposal before governments., At times it may be sufficient to say in the SummarY. ..:.ior a SuQg
Record of a Deputies meeting that governments are inviteo tv., ,

on
..s. t, , ,

; , som
. ,_.

e other means, such as a
.,recommendation" may be consid

U
more

^^ ly, ^, Group or the
ered x mo

Alternatrve
re appropriate than a fonnal resolution. If the Worlung , We

Deputies think that the last paragraph of your revised draft is too catego ^opos^s
would not object to some modification, so long as it is clear that any p
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intended to lead to governmental decisions are identified as such and are handled in
a different manner from the views and suggestions contained in the Summary
Report.

434. DEA/50030-A-40
Extrait d'un télégramme du haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures
Extract from Telegram from High Conunissioner in United Kingdom

to Secretary `of State for External Affairs

TE[,EGRAM 1068 London, April 30, 1951

SECRET ' ^

Council Deputies, 30 April. My telegram No. 1007 of Apri124.t Council Depu-
ties to-day approved document D-D(51)92 of April 9,t setting forth procedure for
political discussion in the Deputies.

2. With regard to last paragraph of the document I took the opportunity of
explaining, on the lines of paragraph 5 of your telegram No. 1681, that the minutes
of our *meeting to-day might include a brief reference to the fact that the suggestion
that the Dèputies proceed by way of resolution in placing matters before govern-
Inents for consideration should not be taken to exclude the use of less formal means
of bringing any proposals which might be made to the attention of governments. It
was genérally agreed, without making any modification in the language of the
Working Group paper, that the final paragraph should be understood in this light.



NATO REORGANIZATION

Ottawa, April 11, 1951

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COUNCIL AND COUNCIL DEPUTIES

At its meeting on October 25, 1950, Cabinet agreed to the proposal of the Min-

ister of National Defence that at the forthcoming meeting of the North Atlantic

Defence Committee in Washington he should, among other.things, seek to simplifY

the structure of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. A memorandum, drafted in

the Department of External Affairs, was subsequently circulated among the Council
and

DEA/50030-A-40

Note "du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. . , pour le Cabinet

Memorandum front Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 99-51

(The Depuues have alrrady de ^ded tha eypre r ••puties hope to be in a
4,,-, given in the Document). II Monda y, April 16, the Deputies

th r- ihc U S draft text o p

on a draft text contatned in Document D- ()( e 9
ment among the Deputies is expected to be reached within the next fay^ gr two.

,. Dunng the past few days, e puties ave rcac ree
' D 51 86 R vise) t attached. Final ag

' th De ' h hed almost complete agre

terms'of reference of the Council and Council Deputies only, the reorg
production,

the military structure of NATO and of the agencies concerned with p
r^uc

finance, economic,` and information activities are being held in abeyance for the

time being; to wait'until all details of the related and subordinate
organizations

under the Treaty have been worked out would delay acceptance of the central pro-

posals for the Council and Council Deputies and once the top structure has been

agreed, the terms of reference for the related agencies can more
readily be adoemted^

Smce that t,me, e pu es ave g
dations which have recently narrowed down to recommendations for revising the

• • • anization of

th De f., h heen discussin a series of draft recommen

Deputies in London. The objectives of the Canadian proposals for streaml^n^ng

simplifying the top structure of NATO met with a warm response from most Gov-

ernments, and at the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Brussels on Decem-

bér 19, a resolution was passed supporting the idea in principle and asking the

Deputies to formulate specific recommendations or take appropriate action as

speedily as possible. This development was noted with approval by Cabinet when
discussing the report of the Minister of National Defence on December 21, 1950.
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position to approve of the Document on behalf of their Governments 3S This will
obviate the necessity for waiting for the next meeting of the Council and would
give the seal of approval forthwith to plans which have already been fully and care-
fully discussed over a period of several months, in consultation with the Ministers
principally concerned.

To quôtelrom the memorandum explaining the Canadian proposals to the other
Deputies,

"The Canadian approach to the problem is based on two assumptions:
(a) That there is a general recognition by 'member governments' that the
increased responsibilities of the NATO now makes necessary some degree of
reorganization, and that it is timely to examine the problem as a whole;
(b) That any changes in the organization that may be necessary or advisable
should be made without alteration of the Treaty, that is by appropriate revision
of the "by-laws" of the NATO rather than by amendment to its "constitution".
(In the Canadian view, this can be accomplished by revising previous decisions
of the Council and the Defence Committee).
"Under the present structure, with three separate Committees of Ministers, a
problem of coordination arises and this problem is difficult to resolve simply
through the Council Deputies. Moreover, quick action is often impeded because
if a meeting of a Ministerial Committee is pending Governments may tend to
defer approval of proposals under consideration in the Council Deputies. With
the - accelerated : transformation from the period of planning to the period of
action, it is desirable to limit the number of Treaty bodies which meet periodi-
call}r. The changed circumstances dictate that all the subsidiary bodies of the
organization should be on a continuing basis, with only the North Atlantic
Council meeting'periodically to review progress and work of the subsidiary bod-
ies and to make decisions on higher and general policy."
The drâft terms of reference have been submitted by the Deputies for approval

by guvernments. If5approved, the terms of reference will mean the acceptance of
the central features of the Canadian proposals. After referring to the basic NATO
documents establishing the original terms of reference for the Council and Council
Deput1eS, the document proceeds to outline consolidated terms of reference for the
Council, as a Council representing Goveninrents, and for the Deputies acting con-
tinuously `ôn behnlf of the Council when the Council is not in session. Under the
proposed terms of reference, neither the Council nor their Deputies shall have
authoritÿ to,^e'decisions which shall bind Governments except on the express
authôntyof Gôvernments; their primary function is, as before, to make recommen-
dations tô' Govéfnments. But the anomaly of having three separate Ministerial com-
mittees cômpcisirig the top structure of NATO would have been eliminated by their
incorporation into`one Council, and a sound constitutional basis for co-operation
betWeen civil and military sides of the organization would have been established.

The operative paragraphs in the attached document are paragraph 4 dealing with
the Council and paragraphs 10 and 11 dealing with the Deputies.

voiNSe^ FRUS.' 193I*'Volume 111, pp. 142n.2. 150n.3, 156-59.



NATO'Military Bodies #

;; R While the Government might have preferred to have seen proposals covering the

reorganization of NATO. as a whole, including the military, economic, financial,
and information agencies under the Treaty, I think that with the acceptance of the
central features of the Canadian proposals for the Council and Council Deputies, a

major improvement will have been effected which will help to speed up and co-
ordinate effective action for building up our common strength under the Treaty. I
therefore recommend that Mr. Wilgress should be authorized by the Government to
agree to the terms of reference for the Council and Council Deputies in accordance
with Documént • D-D(51)86. (Revise):36

and France - which make up this group, carry its full expenses.
-1,(d) Standing Group. The three countries - the United States,
unies.too ear y o orecas'J I A ^ngdom', ^^^^^ 1' t f t thé size and -net of the Secretanat wluch wI s

wI Is agency or w c a p
(c) Financial and Economic Board. This agéncy is in the process of formation. It

'll -vice it.

'th th' fI hi Is se a,-te Secretanat is contemplated.

a p .

w(b) Dèfence Production Board. There will be some staff expenses in connection

ciés ^or arms of NATO 'are the following:

NATO Civilian Bodies
O "n.-#J De "fies This group maintains a small staff and Secretariat.

clvl all an mi Itary agencl . ,
pate financially in the formation and upkeep of these agencies. Apart from the

Council, for which 'no'staff is required and hence no expenses involved, the agen-

'l' d'l' 'es As a member Canada has been requested to paL"ci
1. The North Atlantic.Treaty Organization has involved the creation, of several

SECRET

FINANCING OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

CABINET DOCUMENT D-281 . [Ottawa], April 16, 1951

NOR77I ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

5` PARTIE/PART 5

BUDGET ET INFRASTRUCTURE
BUDGET AND INFRASTRUCTURE :

Note du ministère des Finances
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

1
Mémorandum from Department of Finance

to Cabinet Defence Committee

^,,• ,^- ^ .. - _ . ^ ^, ^ , : • ^ ^ ^
.. . ... ^y" , .. . ,

*Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 13 avril 1931JApproved by Cabinet, April 13, 1951.
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(e) Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters (SHAPE) and its Subordinate Regional
Commands. There will be substantial running and capital costs involved in the
organization of these Commands. Preliminary plans contemplate three Subordinate
Commands -(i) Central, (ii) North, and (iii) South European, as well as Eisen-
hower's Supreme Headquarters (see Appendix "A" for diagram of SHAPE Com-
mand structure).t - , , :

(f) SACIIANT (Headquarters Supreme Atlantic 'Comnuznd). This Command is in
the process of formation. Budgetary requirements' should be considerably lower
than SHAPE.

(g) Other Supreme Conunands. The only other Supreme Command under consid-
eration at ^ the moment is the Mediterranean Command, which has not yet been
formed. Budgetary requirements for this Command are still uncertain but they will
probably, be much the same as for SACLANT.

(h) Infrastructure. Capital and running costs of the civilian and military bodies
wilFbe -small in. relation to ; the more important item of "infrastructure" which
(under the current military conception) covers "the static items of expenditure
which are required to provide the material backing for operational plans necessary
to enable the Higher Command to function and the various forces to operate with
efficiency". In this sense infrastructure includes such installations as communica-
tion facilities, , railways, military airfields, barracks, etc. (See Appendix "B" for
wider definition).t

f7NANCIAL PROBLEMS

by the Defence Panel from Ottawa. However, these negotiations have now reached

2The' creation of this extensive and complex structure has raised difficult
problems of financing. In the early stages, essential funds were provided on the
rough principle of "let the costs fall where they lie". However, as preparations have
Proceeded and costs grown, questions of a basis for sharing financial responsibility
have'arisen. These have involved protracted negotiations in which theiCanadian
representative has participated within the framework of general guidance provided

a stage where important financial commitments may be involved. Therefore, it is
necessary to obtain Cabinet approval of appropriate future policies.

[:r•ntr.Q AI autrvricn rc

3. It has beén decided that because of differcnces in the nature of expenditures
And their overall magnitude, there should be separate budgets for the civilian bodies

4 .
The following. is a brief outline of:

of NATO and for, military expenditures.,lt has also been recognized that different
principle's may, be involved in financing current administrative expenditures (com-monly

ealled •^Npning costs") of these organizations and the capital expenditures(involved in thecreation'of lasting assets). In general, discussion of each of these
questionss has pr^^ed separately, though their basic inter-dependence is gener-
ally recôgnized,

(a) the estimated magnitude of each of these types of expenditure;
(b) the attitude taken by the Canadian representativc and others in discussions todate; and
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. (c) recommendations for future policies.

RUNNING COSTS

NATO Civilian Bodies
`5.' At this stage it is difficult to provide'accurate estimates of probable annual

running costs. However, rough preliminary estimates indicate that expenditures
will run at the annual rate of $2,500,000 (including an estimate of $1 million for
the Defence Production, Board)..

6. It has been generally agreed that these expenditures are a common responsibil-
ity and should be shared by all NATO members. A number of formulae for sharing
of costs have been suggested, but discussion has finally narrowed down to consid-
eration of scales based on:

(a) a direct comparison of relative national incomes.' On this basis the United

States would pay. almost 70%; the United Kingdom about 12.4%; Canada 3.6%;

•(b) a national income comparison with a ceiling on the United States contribu-
tion. A ceiling of 45% on the United States would entail a Canadian contribution of
almost 7%;

(c) a formula under which the United States and other members of the Standing
Group are "grouped" so as to pay the same contribution (22 1/2%). Other member

states would share `on a graduated scale. In this scale Canada would 'pay 8%.

7. Although the Canadian representative favoured the straight national income
"approach as the closest approximation to the relative "capacity to pay" of the van-
; ous,NATO members, it , was necessary to bow to insistence of the United States
,(supported by the United Kingdom and France) that the adoption of the "grouping"
formula for,sharing administrative expenditures would be particularly advanta-
geous; for the ,maintenance of good relations with the United States Congress.
Although _acceptance of the "grouping" formula will not make much difference in
° cost to Canada in respect of civilian costs, this may well establish a precedent for
the much more burdensome military phases of NATO activities.

8. It is recommended that Canadabeauthorized to al:are in the civilian c^ 6( )
NATO on the basis of the :"group.̂ ng ., formula (referred to in para8 P

above).
o

9. In order to finance theseâctivitiés pending the annual receipt
lmFUnd

contributions,^ it, has been sugge'sted that a Working Capital ( --revolving")

should be ëstablished. Member, states would make advances to this
Fund on the

`basis of the agreed scale. The size of the.Fund has not yet been déterminéd,
but it is

âgieéd that it should be established at a level appropriate to the anticipated annual

4rate, of civilian expenditures. A starting figure of between $1 million and £4O0 000

has been mentioned (to which Canada's contribution on thé basis
of an 8°1o share

would be between $80,000 and $100,000). The advances
made by member states

.would be carried to their credit. , eS to a W°rkin8
10. It is recommended that Canada be authorized to make ad ► anc

Capital Fund of reas6nable size:'these'advances to be in 'the same pr°p°^10n °S the
' = `,-regular ann'ual contributions.,
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SHAPE

11. The running costs of SHAPE (excluding the costs of military personnel which
would continue to be financed by national defence budgets) for the 'first annual
financial period are estimated to be $3 million. ,These amounts will presumably
increase considerably as the military installations and forces under General Eisen-
hower's command grow.

12. It has been generally agreed that all NATO members should contribute to the
running costs of SHAPE. The detailed discussions of a cost-sharing formula have
closely paralleled those for NATO civilian bodies. The Canadian representative has
favoured a formula based on a comparison of national incomes (with a ceiling on
the United States) as the most equitable principle for sharing these amounts. How-
ever, the United States, with some outside support, has continued to press strongly
for a "grouping" formula.

13.36, date no decisions have been reached on the scale to be applied.
14.4t 'is. recomntended that the Canadian representative continue to favour the

adoption of a scale based on a contparison of national incomes (with a ceiling of
between 40% and 50% on the United States). However, if necessary to secure gen-
eral àgre-entent, he should be 'authorized to agree to a scale based on a grouping
formula provided that the Canadian contribution does not exceed 8%.

15. He should also be authorized to indicate that Canada ►t'ould be willing to
participate in provision of interint. advances (based on this scale) if funds are
required to financece the prograntme pending the receipt of regular contributions.

Other Suprente Conintands
16. As indicated in paragraphs 1(f) and 1(g) above, it is not yet possible to fore-

cast the probable arinual running costs of these Commands.
17. It is recôntmended that the saine principles that are adopted for SHAPE

5hould be applied to the ftttancing of the Atlantic Sea Conunand and other Supreme
Comnturtds (e.g. Mediterranean Contmand).
Subordirurte Conunands

1gVëry iough,and preliminary estimates indicate an annual rate of expenditure
of some $3 million for the running expenses of the Subordinate Command
Headquihérs.

19.
As in the case of the 'Supreme Commands, it has been contended that all

NATO mémb6rs'should contribute to the running costs of these Subordinâte Com-
mands as an intégral part of the common defence structure. There have, however,
béen suggéSnons that, in sharing these costs special weight should be given to the
rater strategicintecest of the countries in the geographic area in which the

bordinate Command is located.

20• Any attempt to assess members on the basis of gcographic location and strate-
gic interest would undoubtedly require intricate and complicated financial compu-
tations: Furthermore, it is more than likely that the amounts member states would
save by redUced contributions to some Commands would, on balance, be more than
offset by increases in others.
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21. It is therefore recontntended that all countries should contribute to the run-
ning costs of all Subordinate Comrttands on the basis of the agreed cost-sharing
formula :(referred to in paragraph 14, above), and that, if necessary, interim
advanees be provided to finance these activities pending agreement on an payment
of regular annual contributions.

CAPITAL COSTS

Magnitude 'of the Problem
(a) SHAPE.
22. It is estimated that the capital requirements for the first financial period will

be: .
Approximate

Millions of Canadian
francs uivalent

New constructions, furniture 745 $2,235,000

Equipment, etc. .121 363,000

Communications :573.5 1,720,000

Underground accommodation 573.5 1,720,000

Total approximately 2,000 $6,038,000

M'' . . .. . . . : , - . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . ,

23. Thesé are now being financed by advances of 350 million francs each from

the United States and France. Other governments have also been requested to make

of organization.

interim advances.
(b) Other Commands. , :

24,. No estimates are as yet available for the Atlantic Sea Command, other
Supreme Commands or the Subordinate Commands owing to the preliminary state

25. Expenditures to date have been negligible'and have been financed nationallY•

(c) Infrastructure
26. In 1950, under the Brussels Treaty, the sum of £33 million was allocated for

infrastructure pr'ojects which were tobe completed in 1951 (and in some cases
1952). These projects (known', as the first slice of the infrastructure programme)
were recognized by the Standing Group as partof approved NATO plans.

27. 'On March 20th, 1951, the Principal Staff Officers Committee., subrnitted a
futther list of projects as a"second slice" of the infrastructure programme. These
prôjectswere submitted "as a mat terter of. urgency ... in order to ensure that opera

rogressive development of forces .
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28: The estimated funds required for these projects are summarized as follows:
Total Funds for

Total second slice £112,709,780 Approx. $330 million

Projects 1951 and 1952 Equivalent
Head uartersQ . , . . , £1,446,500
Air'Forces 50,902,450
Communications 54,282,630
Administration 6,078,200'

• . ' " . , Expenditures in Approximate dollar

29. Of thèse amounts, it is reported ?that £67,784,300 (approximately $200 mil-
lion) is required as a matter of urgency for projects which must be completed or
started in 1951. It is also reported that £44,925,480 (approximately $130 million) is
réquirèd for projects to be completed or worked on in 1952.

30. Iri order that work ôn the most urgent projects might be started without delay,
the Chiefs of Staff undertook "individually to approach national governments with
a view to`the"immediate provision of funds so that work may be begun; such provi-
sion of funds being subject to adjustment when the allocation of costs has been
determined". They also recommended "strongly" that "since negotiations for the
eventual "sharing of costs may take'some time, the Standing Group should ask the
appropriate NATO agency also to press the governments. concerned to provide the
necessary' money for preliminary work immediately without prejudice tô eventual
financial arrangement; and if this approach is, not fruitful, to seek some means
whereby work on urgent projects 'may start without delay".

31?As a'result, work has been proceeding on the projects under varying national
financial arrangements.

PROPOSED POLICIES FOR SHARING OF CAPITAL COSTS (OTIIER TiiAN INFRASTRUCTURE)
.•32• Thé various Commands form an integral part of the overall NATO defence

structure, and it is generally agreed that there is a common responsibility for provi-
sion 6f the capital installations essential to their proper functioning.

33;HoWever, by contrast with current,("running") expenditures where no lasting
assets are, created the provision of certain capital installations, particularly build-
ings ,^aycreate assets of considerable current and future value to the economy in
which they are located. It would therefore seem desirable to take this factor. fully
into àccount in arranging for financing of these installations.

34. In general, these installations can be grouped under the following categories:
,(a) buildings and other installations which may have current or future value to the

ecônômy{ôf the country orarea in which they are located. Within this cate o
further distinction might be made for installations s eciall built for the u o^se
and thbse transferred from 'other uses. p y ^^

(b) installations like SHAPE Underground, which arc primarily (or even exclu-
sivelY) of iilili„ tàry, value and have no important alternative economic use.
35. There will, of course, be many cases in which a combination of both elementsis presént.' '
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'"36.•It would seem desirable to arrange for national financing of all installations in
category (a). Foc'example, the French Government might erect the building for
SHAPE Headquarters* and other NATO members might discharge their common
responsibility by sharing an annual rental chargeable on the regular SHAPE budget.
This rental might be computed on the basis of an agreed annual rate of depreciation
or some other amortization principle.which takes into account the expected life and
value of the building.

37. Under this approach the'capital cost would be converted to a current running
cost, with, the following impôrtânt advantages:

.(a) An tau'tomatic deterrent to construction of over-ambitious, costly and unwar-
ranted installations would be provided.

11, , . . ,y ;,

(b) Sincè ultimate title would be vested in the national government concerned
(rathër than NATO), complex wind-up negotiations `should not be necessary to
establish the residual valué of the buildings in the ' event of the termination of
NATO activities.

38. ,Alternâtively, if national financing imposes too heavy bürdens on certain
mémber states, the building might ` be financed by capital advances, from all or
some NATO members. These advances could, in turn, be liquidated by annual rent-
als. This` would maintain the 'safeguard referred to in (a) above, but negotiations for
determination of compensation at wind-up would still bé required.

1,,39. for installations in category (b) with no lasting economic value, the above
approaches ,would hardly be practicable.

'40. Apart from the fact that costs of these special military installations might run
high; imposing heavy burdens on individual states, it would be extremely difficult
to arrive at an adequate, simple` and workable rental formula which would be appli-
cable to installations such as underground, telecommunications facilities, etc.

41.'In these cases all member states might be ezpected to share in cost of provid
ing'thi"t, pe of installation: This might involve direct sharing of costs or provision
of capital advances to be amortized over a, period of years. In either case member

states might share on the basis of a cost•shanng formula.
k

-.^^It istthë `refore'reconrmended that théCânüdiari representatiti^e should see the
widëst possible ` application ôf thé reniai p*rinciple. Noit•evcr, u: cases titi here the

1 111. -116
ental pnnciple is not âpplicable,' hè al:ould' be cïuthorized to agrec to conimonr
^nanciri8̀(either diréctlY or thrôü8h capital ad^^ances); member states to sluire onf^

the basis of agreed eost-slwring formula.
7ast ^ ^ 4^ - i ^ 1NFRASTRUCTURB

d head-
43:'Althôugh the distinction between'câpital costs of the various Command;..., .

quarters and other, infrastructure;installation3, s.not readlly evident, the amoun
z> ,,.. t. < • , .

nvolved in mfrastructure'âre so`great as to snouslyt,nfféct the extent and concepi
of the whole defence effort of each NATO mémbér. Furthermôre, once constructed,

. , ...'vf^4 ••, i . ^TF , , .... -^rt ? 7 «. ..4, ! 1 ., • .... ^ ,1 .

mâny of the installations, such as a^rfelds, nulitâry roads, etc. become basic to the

economyof the country or the area in which they are located. For these two man
of infrastnlcture

rr;nsons;`-it `is} considered * thatI the whole question of financing
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should be dealt with separately and in proper relationship to the other defence
expenditures of each country.

44. Discussions are now proceeding in London attempting to establish the real
distinction between "capital cost" and "infrastructure". It has been reported that as

:a matter of convenience, or because of their relative urgency, some of the items
required for-the initial installation of various headquarters are being treated as
-"capital cost", although it is possible that these, ultimately, might be regarded as
part of infrastructure.

45. It has been suggested that for the purpose of the first budget these "capital
cost" elements might be treated as current "running" costs but that if any arrange-
ment is worked out later for dealing with infrastructure, the capital costs might be
extracted (possibly on a retroactive basis) and treated as infrastructure.

46. The Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence Questions will consider this
matter and submit recommendations:

;;.. , .

437. PCO

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Contité du Cabinet sur la défense,

Extract front Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Conunittee.

[Ottawa], April 17, 1951

M. FINANCING OF NORT7t ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
22•11he'Minister of Finance said that, in the light of discussions in the Panel on

Economic Aspects of Defence Questions, his department had prepared detailed rec-
ommendations as, to the scale of Canadian contributions to the maintenance of
North Atlantic Treaty civilian and military organizations. If approved, the recom-
mendations could serve as a basis for instructions to Canadian representatives on
NATO bodies' which were negotiating the question of contributions.

' An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
`(Department of Finance memorandum, April 16, 1951 - Cabinet DocumentD281).
23,. The Secretary of State for External Affairs referred to the recommendations tothe effect that, with respect to the running expenses of SHAPE, other Supreme

Commands and Subordinate Commands, Canada should continue to favour a scale
of contributions based on a comparison of national incomes with a ceiling of40. 50%

for the United States but that, if necessary, Canada should agree to a scalebas^, .
8%, onsU e.``grouping formula" under which its contribution would not exceed
sHe; ggested that, if the grouping formula had to be accepted in order to
^^e âgreennent, such acceptance should be on the understanding that the Cana-

dian Goveminent would reserve the right to re-open the matter if the expenses inquestion ^ rose ,substantially beyond present estimates.
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24. The Prime Minister thought that the same revised formula should apply to
capital costs of SHAPE, other Supreme Commands, and ^ Subordinate Commands
. (not including "infrastructure")..-,

25. . Mr. •. Pearson suggested that,,as the High Commissioner in London . had
pointed out objections to the rental principle as a means Of financing installations
of value to the areas in which they were located, the recommendation on this ques-
tion should be so amended that Canada would seek application of the rental princi-
ple only where feasible rather than the widest possible application of this principle.

26. Mr. St-Laurent, referring to the financing of "infrastructure", saw no objec-
tion to Canada agreeing in principle to common financing of installations of com-
mon interest on a basis^to be decided upon after further negotiations. In any plan
decided upon for common financing, however,- Canada could not commit itself
beyond a straight national income basis (not including any ceiling on U.S. contri-
butions). It would be desirable for Canadian representatives on NATO bodies deal-
ing with this question to refer to Canadian expenditures on "infrastructure-type"
items in Canada, such as the NATO aircrew training plan.

27. Mr. Deutsch said that there would be budget committees to control NATO
expenses on both the civilian and * military, sides , and that the Council Deputies
would in turn control both the civilian and military budgets. It would be desirable
for Canada to press for a consolidated budget so that one annual contribution by
member Governments would cover all NATO expenses.

28. Mr. Pearson thought it important that Canada take a very active part in the
wôrk- of the budget committees in the interests of economy, and that it have really
competent senior representation for this purpose.

29. Mr. Abbott thought that it would probably be more satisfactory if the Depart-
ment of National Defence could provide a senior and experienced official familiar
with the problems of, Service finance and accounting.

30. Mr. St-Laurent considered that the. Canadian position in the budget commit-
tees should not be so much to try to limit expenses for Canada in particular, as to
,ensure that the resources °of NATO, which had limits, were used to the greatest
possible advantage.,'

He suggested that NATO military costs should be charged to the budget ofthe
,Department of National Defence and civilian costs to the Department of External
Affairs.

t;; 31.,The. Committee, after further discussion, agreed:
(1) to the recommendations of the Pânel on Economic Aspects of Defence Ques-af,

tions (Cab. Doc. D281) regarding the position to be taken by Canadian representa-
tives on bodies discussing the financing of NATO civilian and military expenses,
on, the,understanding that:
A? . (a) as regards running' expenses of SHAPE, other Supreme Commands a^

Subordinate Commands, if the "grouping formula", rather than the stralg

'i national income formula, had to be accep ed in order to obtain agreement, theses in
- government would reserve the right'to re-open the matter if the expen

question rose substantially beyond the scale' presently estimated;
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(b) as regards capital costs of SHAPE, other Supreme Commands and
Subordinate Commands (other than "infrastructure"), Canada would seek appli-
cation of therental principle only where feasible; and, in cases where this was
not feasible, if the "grouping formula" rather than the straight national income

'basis had to be accepted, the government would reserve the right to re-open the
matter if the expenses in question rose substantially beyond the scale presently
estimated;.. . , ^

(2) that, as regards "infrastructure", appropriate Canadian representatives should
indicate agreement in principle to common financing of installations of common
interest on a basis to be decided on after further study; indicate that, in any plan for
common financing,. Canada could not commit itself beyond the straight national
income basis (not including a ceiling on U.S. contributions); and, on suitable occa-
sions, make reference to Canada's expenditures on "infrastructure-type" items in
Cânada, such as the NATO aircrew training plan;
:(3) that appropriate Canadian representatives should press for a consolidated

NATO budget;

(4) that Canada should have competent senior representation on the NATO
budget committees; the Departments of Finance and National Defence to examine
the question of providing suitable representation; and

(5) that NATO militarycosts should be charged to the budget of the Department
of National Defence and civilian costs to the Department of External Affairs.

438. DEA/50030-AH-40
.. Note du Conafé sur les aspects économiques des questions de, la défense

pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense
Meniorandum from Panel on Economic'Aspects of Defence Questions

to Cabinet Defence Conunittee
'

CABINET DOCUMENT D-287 [Ottawa], June 12, 1951

FINANCING OF AIRFIELD INFRASTRUCTURE

Definitivn,of "Infrastructure"
L The'deployment of military effort under the North Atlantic Treaty requires theprovision of infrastructure (see Appendix At for wider definition of "infrastruc-ture") Which comprises airfields, communication facilities, barracks, and all the

othefkatic installations "necessary to enable the Higher Commands to function and
the vaïieus forces to operate with efficiency". Suitable national facilities are availa-ble orilÿ tô'a limited extent to meet these needs and consideration has been given to
various inethods of financing the provision of the necessary further infrastructure.
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Magnitude 'ôf the Problem
2. NATO military'plans have not yet reached the stage where it is possible to

make an accurate estimate of the total infrastructure required. However, it has been
estimatëd that at least. 120 combat and supporting airfields will be required to
accommodate the 5,800 aircraft already nationally committed to SHAPE. (If the
full . Standing Group target of 9,212 frontline aircraft is 'reached, at least 177 air-
fields (this figure, which is based on 75 aircraft per field, would rise to 277 airfields
if only 50 aircraft are based on each field) would be required.) Of the 120, perhaps
20 would be supporting type airfields.'

'3. Preliminâ'ry RCAF estimates suggest the cost of a combat airfield in Central
Europe, including accommodation, radar and point-to-point communication, would
be in the neighbourhood of $11.5 million (to Canadian standards) and the cost of a
stipporting airfield, Le., advance landing ground, about $4.0 million. Taken
together, these estimates suggest that an overall infrastructure burden of the order
of $1.25 billion will ultimately be required to meet present national commitments
for airfields alone (this figure rising to about $1.8 billion to meet the full Standing
Group target of 177 airfields). These figures do not make'provision for the air head-
quarters (64 would be required for the full target force), nor for the headquarters,
communications or other facilities required for the ground forces.

4. To keep pace with the development of operational plans, provision of infra-
structure to date has proceeded by "slices" (see Appendix Bt for summary of the
projects included in the first two infrastructure "slices'). The first "slice" involved
provision of $100 million for priority projects to be completed mainly in 1951. The
funds for,this "slice" have been provided by Western Union countries. Although
these countries have indicated that ultimately they expect these costs to be shared
'by other signatories, actual construction has not been impeded by any lack of funds.
However, for the second "slice", covering $340 million of projects to be completed
partly in 1951, but principally thereafter, the countries in which the installations are
to be located (hereinafter called host countries) have indicated that they would find
it difficult 'if not impossible to provide the necessary financing without outside
help: In this "slice", airfields are considered of particular urgency.

5. General Eisenhower has stated that it is imperative that of the airfields pro-
posed in. the second "slice", fourteen for occupancy by forces already conunitted to
Central Europe by the end of 1951 and an additional two advance landing grounds
must be completed this year: Moreover, ten existing airfields must be extended in
1951 in order to accomniodate F84 aircraft for use by United States and French
forces. The cost of these sixteen new airfields and ten extensions makes up the

amount of $56 million (£18.7 million) shown in Appendix Ct as the urgent au-

fields item.
reedto;; 6. After considerable discussion in the Deputies, host governments have ag

look after interim financing to the extent that it is needed over the next few weeks.

Unless a suitable formula for common -financing has been devised and put into
ie, further intenm financing may be requircd.
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Plans Proposed to Date
7. A number of methods have been suggested for financing infrastructure. How-

ever, in the Council Deputies and in' a Special Committee set up by the Deputies to
examine the problem discussion has mainly centred around proposals made by the
United States and the United Kingdom.

(a) United States Proposa!
8. The United States proposal, essentially one that requires payment by the user,

is, that `costs should be shared as follows:

(ij*The land and•local utilities should be contributed free by the country in which
the airfield is located.".. . . ,
(ii).The remaining construction costs and the costs of operational facilities meet-
ing a'common military standard to be defined by SHAPE should be covered by

States was unwilling to departfrom the "user" principle. Among arguments used in

the countries which are contributing units to the Air Forces Central Europe and
in proportion to the number of units so contributed.
(iii) The costs of troop accommodation and any operational or other facilities in
excess 'of the minimum standard defined by SHAPE should be borne in respect
of each airfield by the country to whose particular force the particular field is
assigned for ôperational purposes:

The United States plan also envisages the host country paying much of the local
labour costs involved. Exactly how this would be arranged has not been made clear.

(b) Original United Kingdom Proposal
9. Under the United Kingdom plan to cover all infrastructure the host countries

would be expected to appropriate the necessary funds'and proceed with construc-
tion subject to whatever method is adopted to share defence burdens. However, to
the extent that host 'countries could not raise the necessary funds, these would becontributed by all NATO signatories on the basis of:

(1) The'dégree of common use of the installations.
(ii) The peacetime or residual value of the installations to the host country.
(üi);The capacity to pay.of each member state using as a basis the criterion of

_ adjusted national income.

10. In preliminary discussion of these proposals it became clear that the United

suppon 4'6eu position they stated that United States service votes are available
onlÿ.for1expenditures on United States forces (and could not, thereforé be used
under a capaciry to pay"
fro . arrangement). The United States has had some supportM Ital" "Y. ^
^ d Portugal, and to a certain extent, from the Scandinavian countries.

poposing this view , have been certain European countries who have expressed
paY„ fo upport for the United Kingdom or some other plan. based on a "capacity to

,,,,,nnula. (For other proposals submitted during discussion see Appendix D.)t
11, I1'é4p'attempt to secure agrcement the United Kingdom, to deal only with the

sizteen *rfieldsand ten extensions, has now proposed a compromise plan, which in
lazge measure, accepts the "user" principle.

(c) United Kingdom Conrpromise



12. The requirement for the sixteen new airfields mentioned in paragraph 5 (four-
teen new airfields and two advance landing grounds) arose solely out of the addi-
tional,contributions of,aircraft offered.,sûbsequent to the, outbreak of the Korean
War by the,United Kingdom, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and the United
States. The fourteen new fields have in fact already been allotted to the above coun-
tries by the Western Region Planning Staff in rough proportion to these additional
aircraft contributions based on the figure of 50 aircraft per airfield. The two
advance landing grounds ureI expected to be used in common by the air forces of all

of 203 aircraft cornmencing late in 1952 and to be completed by Augustconsistin Jr
7 14 At resent Canada has agreed to provide to the integrated force 11 squadrons

Assessment of Canada's Interests

I should be distributed in proportion to the adjusted national income (capacity to
pay) of the seven countries contributing air forces to AAFCE. '

(iii) The cost of the ten airfield extensions should be divided among those coun-
tries contributing F84 squadrons to fly from these airfields (the United States
and France)-

forces including the cost of land should be, distnbuted among the countnes to
which they have been allocated in proportion to the additional aircraft contribu-
tions which would produce the requirement. ,' .' i

(ii) The cost of the two advance landing grounds (including the cost of land)

(i) The total cost of constructing the fourteen airfields, allocated to national

countries operating under the C. in C. Allied Air Force Central Europe (AAFCE).

13. The'compromise United Kingdom proposal is as follows: ,

g
1953. To operate these 11 squadrons and provide the backing necessary for them to
operate as an air division would require not less than four airfields for the squad-
rons and one for logistic purposes. This represents 3.4% of the front-line aircraft
agreed to for the Air Forces, Central Europe. We would thus require 3.4% of the
120 airfields already noted. (See paragraph 3.)

15 The "user" proposal of the United States would require Canada to pay NIL
towards the airfields under present discussion but ultimately the equivalent of
full cost, less land and local utilities, of 3.4% of the total number (120) to a mini-
mum standàrd defined by SHAPE, plus any excess to meet our own standards. The
"tiser" proposal of the United, Kingdom would require' Canada to pay nothing
towards the 14 airfields and ten extensions under present discussion (since we will
not be'using thëm)' and to' share the cost of the two common-use fields (advance
,landing grounds) on the basisof capacity to pay. If adopted for future construction
-i t would mean that Canada would pay the full cost of the number of fields she will
fultimately require for her own use and to share the cost of any further common'use

costs paragraphs 19 and 20) as well as of all the rest, of the fields malung
total of 120 or 170.

: 16. The straight capacty LU pay F1 pos app g of
. aâa^to share the côst ôf the 16 airfields under current discussion (see SU mm p^e

t ' 1. G . ~al lied throu hout would obligate
iirFelds on the basis of capacity to pay.

I

(I

(i
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17. Both the United States and the. United Kingdom compromise • proposals if
extended to cover all European airfields would seem to have certain advantages for
us over the pure capacity to pay formula:

(a) It would not involve us in the financing of airfields in regions where we had
no air units:

(b) For those regions where we might have only token forces (e.g. possibly the
northern region) it would require a smaller financial contribution from us than
would the'capacity to pay formula applied only to the countries with forces in the
particular region.

(c)'It would give us on the whole a better knowledge of our own ultimate finan-
clal commitments.

(d) It would possibly give us greater administrative simplicity and better control
over our own expenditures.

(e) Acceptance of the user proposal would be consistent with the principles fol-
lowed in negotiations concerning United States installations in Canada.

(t) Application of the "user" formula to Army infrastructure on the basis of pre-
sent planned contribution would probably be even more favourable to Canada.

18. There would appear to be two main disadvantages of the "user" formula:
(a) The. greater the relative individual contribution to the integrated force, the

higher the relative financial commitment for airfields.
(b) To,some extent the user principle implies a weakening in the concept of com-

mon interest and contribution.
19 . Summary of Costs to Canada of 16 Airfields and 10 Extensions under CurrentDiscussion •

(a) United States Plan

(i) Fourteen new airfields -- Nil
(ll) Ten'extensions - Nil
(W) Two common•use fields = Nil
(^) United Kingdom (Cômpromisc) Plan

(') Fourteen new airfields Nil
(fi) Ten extensiôns - Nil(u1) Tw

o çommon-use fields $150,000
(c) Straight Capâcity to Pay Plan
(i) Fourteen new airfields
(ü) Ten extensions
(w) Iwo . . , . ) $2,310,000

^mmon-use fields^...
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20. Estimate. of . Ultimate Cost Implications for Canada
:Âssuming (This assumptiôn is purely arbitrary; no estimate has been received from

SHAPE.)

'(1) SHAPE miniinum 'stândârrd 'for a combat airfield -$9.0 million

(2) SHAPE minimum standard for a common-use support- - $4.0 million

`ing airfield
'(3)'Canadian standard for a combat airfield - 11.5 Million

.,.,.. , . .. .
(a) United Stiïtes Proposal
(i) 3.4% of. 100 combat airfields, at $9 m. . I , , . = $30.6 m.

(ii) 3.4%v of 20 supporting airfields at $4 m. =$ 2.72 m.

(iii) 4 airfields for exclusive Canadian use at $2.5 m. ($11.5 =$10.0 M.

m. 'minus $9.0 m.) $43.32 in.

(b) United Kingdom (Compromise) Proposai
(i) 3.4% of 100 combat airfields at $9 m. ° = $30.6 m.

(ii) 3.9% of 20 supporting airfields at $4 m. =$ 3.12 m.

(iii),4 airfields for exclusive Canadian use at $2.5 m. ($11.5 =$10.0 M.

m. minus $9.0 m.) $43.72 in.

(c) Straight Capacity to Pay Plan
(i) 3.72% of 100 combat airfields at $9 m.
(ii) 3.72% of 20 supporting airfields at $4 m.
(iii) 4 airfields for exclusive Canadian use at $2.5 m. ($11.5
m. minus $9.0 m.)

_ $33.48 M.
_ $ 2.98 M.
= $10.0 m.

Conclusions and Recommendations
21. It would appear that the advantages of the user principle outweigh

the disad-

vantages and that Canada should therefore support it... ; A compro
22. It would also appear more reasonable to favour the United Kingom

-

mise than the United States plan because
ti

The former goes at least part of the way to meet European
objecons to the

(a)
United States proposal without sacrificing the major advantages.

(b) By applying' the `eapaeity to pay formula to common-use a' eselévenl if
advance landing grounds and rearward displacement fields) it preserv
only psychologically; the concept of common interest. re re

23. This would require, therefore; a current expenditure of abou^ n50s^^lélds

senting Our share (on the basis of capacity to pay) of the two com ,on if
divided among the seven countries contributing aircraft to

the Central Reg

extended to future construction it would involve

(a) an undertaking that Canada would meet the full cost
of airfields for exclusive

Canadian use;
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(b) acceptance of the capacity to pay formula applied to any further common-usé
airfields in regions where we arecontributing air forces.

24.The inclusion of the cost of land under the United, Kingdom compromise
proposal appears unwarranted. While Canada might agree that the residual value of
the airfields could be ignored, it seems unreasonable for the host countries which
derive the most direct security benefits from the presencé of the integrated force to '
make an actual charge for land which will ultimately revertto them, together with
the installations.

DEA/50030-AH-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, • au haut-conunissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Conunissioner in United Kingdon:

TELFra? Ant 100^
O

SECRET

ttawa, June 15, 1951

Our telègram No. 985 of June 12t -- n& o. Priority Second Slice AirfieldInfrastr^cture.
l. Cabinet Defence Committee met this morning to consider Cabinet DocumentNo. D-287 being a memorandum to the Committee from the main Panel. This doc-

ument is going forward to you in triplicate by today's air bag.
2.

The attitude of the Committee was strongly favourable to the "uscr" principlegenerally.
This principle was considered to be the more practical approach to the

problem and in the view of the Committee would be politically more acceptable inCanada:
3. Thé

Committee felt that the sort of gesture to the principle of common useW
hich is implied by the United Kingdom compromise proposal was a desirable

one; hence a prefèrence was expressed for this over the straight user proposals put
focwaid by the United States.

4• The Comn-ttée'coricÎuded that under ordinary circumstances and ûp to basic
°llniinUm standai'ds a charge by host countries for the cost of land was unwarranted

d it is felt that you should oppose this charge in the Deputies and elsewhere.
HoweVef, the Committee recognized that there might be exceptional instances of
airtïelds being constructed in areas of high economic value and in these cases, afterclose eXamination,

we might be willing to retreat somewhat from the rinci le.S. In reachin p Pbound b.' gthe above decisions it was made clear that you arc not rigidly
y them but that they are intended purely to give you general guidance and a

point fromwhich you may negotiate flexibly . Should it a
ble for ^^4 ^o take a position further towards the United Statesr lano be dcsira-p or in mod-
m^ de&ee towards the capacity to pay principle, we expect on the basis of this

rning s d'lsions to be able to give. you suitable and prompt guidance.
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. . ,. . .^

Note du ministrède la Défense nationale
_^ `pour le'Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

. ,,
Memorandum from Minister of National Defence

to Cabinet Defence Conunittee

' DEA/50030-AH-40

CABINET DOCUMENT D-305

SECOND SLICE INFRASTRUCTURE

The NATO Council Deputies have been engaged for a very considerable time in
endeavouring to agree upon a formula to recommend for, the sharing of infrastruc-
ture costs. It has not.been possible to 'find a satisfactory formula and the need for
proceeding with various construction and installations is urgent.
;, In default of any. formula or principles, negotiations were undertaken during the

recent NATO Council meetings at Ottawa with a view to sharing the cost of the
second slice, representing airfields and telecommunications amounting to 79 mil-
lion pounds, plus the cost of land. The Council Deputies, at Ottawa, agreed to rec-
ommend the following, distribution of 'costs for the second slice on the
understanding proposed by the Canadian Deputy that this sharing was without
prejudice to any future divisions of cost of infrastructure.

United States `
France
United Kingdom
Canada
Netherlands
Belgium and Luxembourg

£ 38,000,000
£ 17,000,000
£ 14,000,000

£ 3,500,000
£ 2,300,000 -
£ 4,200,000
£79,000,000

It is recommended that Canada should contribute £3,500,000 towards the co 37 of

the second slice of infrastructurë,' amôunting• to 79 million pounds, plus land.

BROOKE CLAXTON

r Noté avec l'autorisation du Comité dû Cabinet sur la défense, le 2 octobre 1951'

Noted with approval by Cabinet Defence Committee, October 2, 19 S 1 .
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6e PARTIE/PART 6, ;

VISITING FORCES'

Rapport pour le Cabinet
DEA/10548-E-40

Report to Cabinet

CABIlVE'r DOCUMENT NO. 83-51 '' tOttawa], March 19, 1951

DRAFT AGREEMENT ON STATUS OF NATO FORCES

Asa result.of Cabinet's decision of March 1, 1951, an Ad Hoc Committee rep-
resenting the Departments of Justice, National Defence, External Affairs, Citizen-
shipand Irnmigration,^ National Revenue' and Finance and the Foreign Exchange
Control Board, has met to consider a draft Agreement between the parties to the
North,Atlantic Treaty regarding the status of an armed force from one NATO
power when that force is.present within the territory of another NATO power. A
summary of the Committee's recommendations appears in para. 13'of this report.

2..
This draft Agreernent, a copy of which is attached to this report as Annex A,t

has been submitted to governments by the North Atlantic Council Deputies with a
request that governments inform the Council Deputies by March 31, 1951, whether
governlnents can, in general, accept the Agreement or wish to submit amendments
to it.

Following receipt of suggested changes, the draft will be revised in London
and will probably be presented to'governments for signature in May or June of thisyear. .. t f . . , . . , ,

3. The draft Agreement was drawn up to apply both in peace and in war, although
,its terms contemplate revision in the event of a major conflict.

4. The Committee is of the opinion that the draft Agreement deals satisfactorily
With the following topics:

(1) Reqûireinents for entry to 'and departure from a receiving state;

sta e) Validity of vehicle driving I permits of inembers of a force in the receiving,
(3) Wearing of militâry► uniforms;( '. 4 : .. , .4) Carnage of arms;

(5) Provision by, the receiving state of goods and services;,

(6) ,Applicability of foreign exchange control regulations.

dealt^e Ad,Hoc Committee is of the opinion that the following topics that arewith
in the draft Agreement require careful consideration and in some cases

acnendmént as set ôut hereunder:

STATUT LÉGAL DES FORCES ÉTRANGÈRES
DANS L'ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD

LEGAL'STATUS OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION '



(1) The jurisdiction of service courts in the receiving state (paragraph 6 of this

report);
(2) ,The settlement of claims for, damages. arising out. of the activities in the

receiving state of, forces of sending, states (paragraph 7 of this report);.
(3) Free entry privileges for goods and commodities (paragraph 8 of this report);
(4) Exemption from income and inheritance tax (paragraph 9 of this report);

`(5) Final 'articles on signature and ratification of the Agreement (paragraph 10 of
this report).

6. Jurisdiction of Service Courts,
(a) Under Article VII of the draft Agreement, members of a force from a NAT

country in Canada will be subject to Canadian criminal law, and courts with certain
exceptions. The only ôbjectionable exception appears to be that the foreign courts-
martial will virtually have exclusive jurisdiction over any member of their own
force in respect of acts "done in the performance of official duty".

(b) (i) The main consideration against this exception is: it is a major departure
.,:-'from the principle that Canadian civil courts have jurisdiction over all offences

in Canada. The only previous departure agreed to by the Canadian Government
was in the case of United States service courts during the Second World War
which had exclusive jurisdiction over United States forces in Canada.,.

s(ii) The main considerations in favour of the exception are: The exception is in
line with the generally understood principle of international law relating to visit-
ing forces, held not only by the United States but also by most of the continental
European countries. It is based on recognition of the principle that a visiting
force should have full power to maintain internal discipline. The original draft

proposed to the NATO Deputies by, the United States went very much farther•

Negotiations in London resulted in reduction to the present exception. Canada

House states of Annex A: "Any amendments suggested which are likely to upset
"the whole balance of concessions may defeat their own purpose. It shou ld be

kept in mind that we are concerned not only with allied forces in Canada, but
also with the needs of Canadians in the integrated force in Europe.; . . , .

. (c) Recommendation
,+-The Committee recommends that Article VII be accepted by Canada in view^e

the reciprocal advantages which Canadian forces will obtain abroad, but that
North Atlantic Council Deputies be told.that the Government of Canada desires to
suggestI amendments tô the Article as set forth below: ,

(i) Article VII, paragraph 3(a)(ü) should he `amended to rd:
issued by a

"(ii) any act or omission done or omitted pursuant to an order ,

• military superior of that state and carried out according to the
tenor thereof .

The effect of this amendment would be to give the ^ primary right to exercise
ce Of

jurisdiction to the courts of the' receiving state over any member wfulf manner
civilian component who carried out his supenor s order in an unla
which results in injury or damage. Certain consequential amendmen^ to o^er

articles would be suggested at the same time.
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(ii) The penalties imposed for some crimes in European countries are higher
than those normally imposed in Canada: In order to protect Canadian service-
men against injustice, an amendment should be proposed in the following terms:

"In any case where a court of the receiving state exercises jurisdiction over a
member of a force or a civilian component of a sending state, the court shall

,when passing sentence, take into account the penalty, which would normally
be imposed under the, law, of, the sending state for a similar offence".

;7. Settlement of Claims for._Dantage Arising out of the Activities of a Force front a
Sending State • . . . . .

(a) The draft Agreement provides in Article VIII in effect that:
(i) The'Contracting Parties to the Agreement waive all claims against each other
in respect of damage to property owned by them and used by their service min-
istries,` and in respect of injury to or•deâth of service personnel;
(ü) Çlaims against a sending state in respect of âcts'done by members of a force
or civilian'component in the performance of their official duties will be dealt
with by the receiving state in the same'manner as that employed by the receiving
state in respect to claims arising from the activities of its own armed forces; but
no judgment will be enforceable against thé individual member of the force con-
cerned. The amount of the settlement or judgment will in the normal case be
borne as to,75% by the sending state and as to 25% by the receiving state;
(iii) As regards tortious acts or omission not relating to the performance of offi-
cial duties, the authorities of the sending state' will normally stand behind the
members of their own force or civilian component and arrange settlement of the
claim on an ex gratia basis through the authorities of the receiving state, but the
normal jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving state is not displaced;
(iv) Contractual and other claims not specifically dealt with above will be dealt
with in the customary manner according to the laws of the receiving state.

(b) The provisions of the draft Agreement appear to provide a reasonable method
of dealing with claims. On two points, however, the 'Committee is of the opinion
that legislation in Canada will be necessary before the obligations under the Agree-
ment can be fulfilled.

(i) In âny'dispute as• to whether an act was'done in the performance of official
duty the draft Agreement provides that an arbitrator shall be appointed by the
receiving state who shall determine the question and his determination shall be
final and, conclusive.
(ü)

Where theAgreement provides that the receiving state shall settle or adjùdi-
cate clauns ag^inst a sending state in respect of tortious acts done in the per-
formance of official duties, it is provided that no proceedings for the
enforcerriént of any jpdgment given against a member of a force or a civilian
çornponent shall be entertained in the courts of the receiving state. In effect, this
means'tliat â clâimant in théreceiving state is limited to a'single means of relief:
he mÜStSècui.e his indemnity from the sending'state and not from the individualtortfeasor,

Under existing•, Canadian law the injured party always has recourse
against'the individual where the claim against the Crown is unsuccessful.
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v. (c) Recommendation
The Committee recommends that Article VIII of the draft Agreement dealing

with claims for damages arising out Of the presence of foreign forces in the receiv-
ing state be accepted on behalf of the Canadian Government. -

and Excise Privileges8: Customs'
(a) The ^draft Agreement; provides in Articles XI, XII, and XIII, for certain types

of duty-free entry. -The general rule laid down - is That members of a force and of a
civilian component as well as their dependents shall remain bound by the customs
and excise laws of the receiving state. In respect of personal importation by mem-
bers of a force or a civilian component, provision is made for free entry, of (i)
private motor , vehicles imported temporarily for, personal use, and (ii) personal
effects and fürniture imported at the time of first arrival. On the other hand, the
"authorities of a force" are entitled to the free importation of the equipment of the
force and of "reasonable quantities of provisions,' supplies and other goods for the
exclusive. use of that force". In addition, where permitted, Articles so imported may
be used by the members of a civilian component and by dependents of members of
a force and of a civilian component. .

(b) The Committee foresees two problems arising out of the arrangement:

(i) Where a"force" consists of a small number of foreign service personnel
detachment in Canada or on course, at Canadian schools of instruction, it might
produce administrative confusion and possibly abuse of privilege unless the
scattered individuals were organized as a unit for the purposes of free-entry
privileges. The.Committee believes that an attempt should be made to specify
more clearly in the draft. Agreement the designation of the "authorities of a
force" so that a single organization or individual will be responsible for certify-
ing that the importer is entitled to free-entry privileges under and according to
the Agreement.
(ii) Any scheme of free-entry privileges is likely to result in some of the d^^ -
free commodities, finding their way to the black markets of the receiving
In certain continental European countries during and since the Second World
War, this problem arose particularly in the case of cigarettes. A similar situation
might well arise out of the, draft Agreement under•consideration if it were gener-
ally adopted by•continental European countries. A partial answer to the problemstates would
might lié in the general adoption ,of a'scheme whereby sending
impose. normal'domestic duties and taxes on commodities shipped to their forces
in receiving states, there to be granted entry free of the customs duties of the
receiving state. This would tend to reduce the price differential between service-
importéd and local commodities which renders the black-market sale of the for-

nmer so attractive; and broadens the distinction existing between civiliane and
itary populations. Thé Committee believes however; that thehet still exist in
difficulties not 'met by such*a 'scheme. Substantial differences might
the price of the commodities'tô the members of different forces: Fu^hermxcise taxesisthe effect of an increase in pric'e due to the imposition of normal ee^^
might be -to lower the môrale of the members of the forces conc

. . .,,-j. . . .
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essential for the morale of the Canadian forces that, if such an arrangement is
made, it apply to the forces of all NAT countries concerned.

(c) The draft Agreement also provides that members of a force or civilian compo-
nent may at the time of first arrival in the receiving state import free of duty, for the
tenn of their, service, personal effects and furniture. The Committee, while not dis-
posed to find any objection to this arrangement, agreed that the free-entry privilege
might be more properly granted at the time of arrival of the dependents of the mem-'
bers of the force or civilian component.

(d) Recomntendatioit

The Committee recommends that Articles XI, XII and XIII of the draft Agree-
ment be accepted on behalf.of the Government of Canada, but that the Canadian
Deputy in London be authorized to request the North Atlantic Council Deputies:

(1) to provide for an exact definition of the term "authorities of a force" in Arti-
cle XI;

(2) to consider. a scheme to alleviate the demoralizing effects of black-market
sale of duty-free commodities in receiving states by the imposition of normal
domestic duties and taxes by sending states on shipments to forces in receiving
states; and

(3) , to_ amend Article XI by allowing personal effects and furniture to be
imported free into receiving states upon the occasion of the first arrival,of
dependents as well as on the occasion of the first arrival of members of a force
or of a civiliân component.

9. Exemptions from Taxation

(a) Article X of the draft agreement provides both a specific and a general exemp-
tion from taxation in the receiving State for a member of a force or civilian compo-nent,

who is in the receiving State solely, as a consequence of his membership in
the fôrce. The speçific exemption is for the salary and emoluments paid to him as a
member by the sending State. The general exemption provides that the member
shall not be cônsidered to be resident or domiciled in the receiving State for tax
Purpôses: This exemption applies to the taxation of income, gifts and successions.
An exception to the general exemption is that a member is not free from tax "with
respect'to' any profitable enterprise '(other than his employment as a member) in
Which he may engage in the receiving, State." Article X also exempts a member
from taxation by the receiving State of any tangible movable property the presence
of which in the receiving State is due solely to his temporaryThe Co. presence there.
not a ^ttee agreed that these provisions were acceptable but that there did
the' ppear to be any sufficient reason for excluding dependents from the benefits ofArticle.

(b) Réco»iinendation

The Committee recommends that Article X be accepted on behalf of the Cana-
ai^ Governrilent but that the Canadian Deputy be authorized to request the North
Atlantic Ceûncil Deputies to consider extending the exemptions of Article X to the
dependents of inembers of a force or of a civilian component.
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10. .Final - Articles: Providing) for. Signature and Ratification of the Draft

Agreement
(a) The draft Agreement provides that the: agreement shall be both signed and

ratified by the contracting parties. No mention is made of reservations to the agree-
ment. The Committee is of the opinion that delay and confusion might arise if sig-
natory states were to make reservations to the application of the agreement at the

1 menc , : :Bntish No , therefore,
(b) a law dealing with Canada s relations with other countries and, islatures.

incial

(a) a law dealing with^ `defence' and failing, therefore, under s. 9(

"I am further of opinion,subject to the comments made erea
within the ; competence of Parliament to enact legislation to give effect to the
tenns of the proposed 'Agreement in Canada.' Such legislation would be either

1 7) of the

gis a r
(a) The Committee is of the opinion that the draft agreement would require legis-

lation in order to authorize the execution of its terms in Canada as necessary. The
legislation might conceivably take one of two forms:

(i) a general act authorizing the execution of the provisions of the agreement
under regulations to be made by the Governor-in-Council;
*(ii) a detailed act setting forth specifically the provisions of law necessary for
fulfilment 6f the agreement in Canada.

In view of the. existence in the draft agreement of provisions having a profound
effect upon the administration of criminal law in Canada, the Committee is of the
opinion that the second course is more appropriate. •

(b) On the question of. the power of Parliament to pass the legislation mentioned
above, the Deput^i Minister of Justice has pro'vided the following opinion:

L fter that it is

11 Le ' l t'ôn to Implen:ent Agreement ,. f.'^+ ^'• :
made not later than the date of signature".

accepted on behalf of the Canadian Government,' but that the Canadian Deputy in
London be authorized to request the North Atlantic Council deputies to amend the
agreement by including an Article in the following form:

"The contracting parties agree that any reservations to this agreement shall be

The Committee recommends that Articles XIV to XIX inclusive, should be
(b) Recommendation

time they ratified.

a law. not coming within the classes asslgned to the legprov
VIII1 IX^ X

"Certain provisions in the proposed Agreement - Articles IV, VII,

and XI -- affect matters in relation to which the provincial legislatu res
the deci

rily have legislative jurisdiction. It must, therefore, be recognized A C 326,

slon of the Privy Council in The Labour Convention case, (1937)

raises a doubt as to whether Parliament can carry out the obligations these ^ that
J' cles would imposé on Canada. ' My view Is, however, that the reas éct matter of

case has no application at least in a case such as this where the subj

"the Treaty is defence."o
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(c) On the question of co-operation with provincial authorities the Deputy Minis-
ter of Justice said:

"I , should also mention that, insofar as the proposed Agreement provides for
administrative co-operation in Canada - e.g., Article VII - the Government of
Canada has, of course, no administrative control over provincial or municipal
authorities. It should, therefore, be borne in mind that, if the proposed Agree-
ment is to be construed as contemplating co-operation by provincial or munici-
pal authorities, this will probably have to be achieved, as a practical matter, by
arrangement with the provincial governments."

The Committee is of the opinion that any consultation with the provincial authori-
ties should take place after the Agreement.is signed.

GENERAL REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
12. The draft Agreement is the product of the work of representatives of twelve

countries with differing legal systems. It is necessarily a compromise document,
and no one country can hope to mould the agreement completely according to its
own desires. The conclusion of such ari agreement is essential for the protection of
the Canadian' members of the NATO integrated force in Europe. Suggestions for
changes in the agreement must, in order to be considered in London, be submitted
before March 31.

13. The Committee Recommends:
(1) that 'the NATO Deputies be informed that the Canadian Government is

favourable to"the draft agreement as a whole;

(2) that.ttïe Canadian Deputy be instructed to try to obtain the amendments sug-
gested in this report;

(3) that the revised draft Agreement be resubmitted to Cabinet prior to signature.^ , .
Respectfully submitted,

R.A. MACKAY
Department of External Affairs,.

and
W.J. LAWSON, BRIGADIER
Judge Advocate General,

Joint Chairmen.
E.R. RértiE

Department of External Affaics,
Sec,retary.

PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], March 21, 1951
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AGREEMENT REGARDING STATUS OF VISITING NORTH ATLANTIC" "°

TREATY FORCES

.,'34. 1 The. Minister. of National Defence, referring to discussion at the' meeting on
March Ist,- 1951, said that an ad hoc interdepartmental committee had now made a
report on the draft submitted by the North Atlantic Council Deputies on an agree-
ment' between North Atlantic Treaty governments regarding the status of armed

4orces and associated civilians of one NATO country in the territory of another. The
Deputies-had requested an indication by March 31st as to whether, in general, the
text was acceptable, together with any necessary comments.

The committee had suggested that the draft 'was generally satisfactory. It was
considered, however, that certain Articles required careful consideration by Cabinet
and certain amendments were proposed. The Articles in question were those relat-
ing to the jurisdiction of visiting service courts in host states; the settlement of
claims for damages by visiting forces; customs and 'excise privileges; taxation priv-
ileges; and signature and ratification.

An explanatory memorandumhad been circulated.
(Ad hoc Committee report,^March 19, .1951 - Cab. Doc. 83-51).

35. Mr. Claxton pointed out that, as the agreement would not come into effect for

several months, it was not expected that enabling legislation would have to be
introduced during the current session of Parliament.

Cabinet Defence Committee, which had considered the matter on March 20th,
was of the opinion that current arrangements relating to the status of United States
forces in Canada, including the proposed agreement regarding U.S. forces in New-
foundland, should be retained when the NATO agreement went into effect•

.36. The Prime Minister. thought that, in view of the importance of Canadian
courts-martial in Europe having adequate rights of jurisdiction, it would be desira-
ble to accept Article VII of the agreement, subject to the amendments proposed by
the ad hoc committee.

As, regârds`Article XI, since,'during the I war, Canadian forces in Europe had
receivd cigarettes without payment of Canadian excise taxes, it appeared prefera-
ble not to adopt the suggestion of the ad hoc committee that, in order to alleviate
the black-market problem, states impose their domestic duties and taxes on com-
modities shipped to their forces in host

be consulted prior to ht be nosignature of
risk of

the
criticism from the provinces, they should
agreement regarding the provision under which service vehicles wouldb ^

exempti
ould be

from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles on the roads. Th osI-
done with an indication that the federal government, nevertheless, reserved its p
tdon on matters of defence.

37. Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the report of the Ministen^The
National Defence regarding the recommendations of the, ad hoc interdepanme

visitin
committee which had studied the draft agreement concerning the status Of agr ed
armed forces and associated civilians of North Atlantic Treaty countrnes
that:
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, (a) the present-text of the draft agreement was acceptable, subject to the amend-
ments proposed by the ad hoc committee, except that relating to the imposition by
states of domestic duties. and taxes on shipments to their forces in host countries;
the North Atlantic Council Deputies to be informed accordingly;

(b) prior to signature of the agreement, the provinces should be consulted regard-
ing the provision, in the agreement, exempting service vehicles from taxes payable
in respeçt of the use of vehicles on the roads; and,

(c) as proposed by, Cabinet Defence Committee, signature of the agreement
should be without prejudice to current arrangements relating to the status of United
States forces in Canada, including the proposed agreement regarding such forces in
Newfoundland.

DEA/8508-40
'Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion des ^chefs de direction

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Heads of Divisions

SECRU' ° [Ottawa], April 23 and May 7; 1951

LEGAL

Status of NATO Armed Forces
32. Mr. Burbridge. The Working Group of the Council Deputies in London has

commenced redrafting the Agreement on the status of NATO Forces as a result of
comrnents on the original draft by various governments. These comments indicate
that no government is disposed to suggest radical changes in the outline of the
Agreement,,but because of the more or less novel ideas in the Agreement it is
expected . that the , relatively minor . amendments proposed by'. governments willrequiJTe careful consideration. No indication - has yet been received of when the
redrafdng by the Working Group will be completed. (CONFIDENTIAL)

. .. .
Status of NATO Armed Forces(cf.

Heads of Division Meeting, No., 16, of April 23, 1951).29• Mr:,Burbridge. The Working Group in London last week concluded its re-
drafting of the proposed agreement on the status of the NATO Armed Forces. It is
understood that the 'Group's final report was to be sent to the Council Deputies last
Week with the suggestion that the Deputiès defer consideration of the Report for
two or three weeks to nllow Governments time to forward instructions. The general
outline of the* Agreement remains the same but a number of minor changes were
made. These were: I

(a) application of agreement to all political sub-divisions of contracting parties;



(b) a clearer definition of "responsibility" of a state in connection with third party

(c) specific extension of claims provisions to claims arising out of the unautho-
rized use of service vehicles;

`(d) the elimination of contractual claims from the scope of the agreement; and
(e) the insertion 'of a colonial clause' in the agreement.
30. The Canadian amendments (cf.'Heads of Division Meeting of April 9, 1951,

para: 16)t were only _accepted in` part. The principal amendment relating to the
jurisdiction of service courts was not accepted but certain examples of limitation
were recorded in the minutes'of the Drafting Committee which, it is hoped, will
render the application of the jurisdictional provisions acceptable to Canada. The
Canadian suggestion for the extension of taxation exemptions to dependents was
rejected but the proposal to allow free importation of personal effects and furniture
at the time of first entry of dependents proved generally acceptable. The Canadian
suggestion for more explicit machinery to deal with free entry privileges for goods
and commodities met with partial success but the proposal for limiting reservations
to the agreement was"rejected. The principal Canadian difficulty in approaching
this agreement is to reconcile it with the existing bilateral arrangements with the
United States. A new clause in the agreement provides that any two contracting
parties may agree that certain units or formations shall not be regarded as constitut-
ing or included in a"force" for the purpose of the present agreement.

(CONFIDENTIAL)

claims;, ^, . ^ . ' .. , .

to Secretary of State for External Af,^acrs

CONFIDENTIAL

on the possibility that.United States Forces would be trca e comments mi8ht
other NATO Forces in Canada. In view ofthis fact, the following
be appropriate.

ment should be without prejudice, to current arrangements rela^ng ch
United States Forces-in Canada. The Ad Hoc Interdepartmental Commit^^ us^on

reported to Cabinet on the agreement did not include in their report any from any
t d differently

[Ottawa], May 19, 195

NATO FORCES AGREEMENT - APPLICATION TO UNITED STATES FORCES

IN CANADA

1. You will recall that when Cabinet considered recommendations on the ade^

agreement on the status of NATO Forces, it was decided that signat to of the
Staros of

2. The Cabinet decision could be given effect in one of two way

DEA/10548-E-40

Note du soûs-secrétaire d'État aax Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

' Memorandum from `Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

I
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(a) by concluding a simple bi-lateral agreement with the United States which
would except the United States Forces in Canada from the application of the agree-
ment; or ,

(b)"by making reservâtion to the same effect when Canada signs the NATO
Agreement.

In eithér case it would be desirable to consult with the U.S. Government in
advance. The most likely result of course would be that the United States Govern-
ment would'stipulate that the NATO Agreement should not apply to Canadian
Fôrcés' in the United States.

3. In view of this probable reactiôn it might be desirable before approaching the
United States Government to consider some of the arguments for and against such
a partial application of the NATO Forces Agreement.

4. In the first place; as suggested above, one serious result would be that Canada
would probably forego the opportunity to have a treaty basis for the'privileges and
rights which may be necessary for Canadian Forces in the United States.

5: Anôther point 'of importance is that potential United States rights and privi-
leges under, the NATO Agreement would not be greater as a whole than those
which the United States Forces now exercise in Canada under the Leased Bases
Agreement on the 'Island 'of Newfoundland.38 In fact with respect to income tax,
postal facilities, and duty free imports, the NATO Forces Agreement is less gener-
ous than the Leased Bases Agreement. On the question of jurisdiction, it is true the
NATO Forces Agreement grants to United States service courts a primary right to
exercise jurisdiction in respect of certain acts which are offences under both the
laws of Canada and United States Military Law. While a similar right under the
Leased Bases Agreement (as modified by the PJBD recommendation of March,
1950) has been suspended for a period 'of five years, it should be noted that this
right could be revived after that period on 6 month's notice or at any time on notice
in the 'event of war or an emergency. It should also be kept in mind that the Cana-
dian Government is under an obligation to give satisfactory assurances that United
States officials in Newfoundland will have a degree of jurisdiction comparable to
that which they now in fact exercise. This means in fact that the United States is to
have a primary right to exercise jurisdiction over United States Forces in Canada in
respect of any offences under the laws of Canada which, under the NATO Agree-
ment would similarly give rise to a primary right of jurisdiction in the appropriate
United States military authorities.

6. Finally from the point of view of the administration of Canadian laws it would
be most desirable that members of all foreign visiting forces should be subject to asingle

Visiting Forces Act which would make no distinction between one NATO
country"and another: It has been assumed that if the NATO Agreement were to
come into force â general act dealing with all aspects of the agreement would have
to be psssed:' If the existing position of the United States Forces in Canada were to
be preseived;: there would be inevitable doubt and conflict in the administration of
that general act'ând'existing statutory and executive powers.

'"101f le document 676./See Document 676.



7: It is believed these comments are justified because the Ad Hoc Committee did
not place any similar considerations before Cabinet at the time Cabinet first consid-
ered the NATO Agreement. It may be that you would wish to consider whether

.,Cabinet should look at the.matter afresh with these points in mind. If so a conve-
nient opportunity will be presented some time in the week ending May 26, as the
Ad Hoc Committee will then be reporting to the Cabinet on the Agreement, as re-
drafted.in London by the Council Deputies' Working Group.

8. On the other hand if you believe that Cabinet will not wish to reopen the matter
I should be grateful if you would authorize me to initiate consultations with the
.United States Government in order to secure an agreed basis for the method by
which United States Forces will be excepted from application of the NATO Forces
Agreement in Canada.

9. In view of the character of the NATO Forces Agreement I think it might be
desirable to inform the United States Government that Canada would 'prefer the
conclusion of a bi-lateral agreement rather than the making of a reservation at the
time of signature of the Agreement. I should appreciate your guidance on this point

as well.
10. A similar memorandum is being sent to the Minister of National Defence by

the Judge Advocate General. You may wish to discuss this matter with' Mr.

Claxton. . . ; .

Extrait des conclùsions'du Cabinet
'_::,.. . . • .

Extract from,Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawaj,.May 21 and May 249 1951

NORTH ATLANTIC, TREATY. ORGANIZATION; AGREEMENT ON STATUS OF

VISITING N.A.T.O. FORCES

-- 1. _The Secretary of State for External A,fffairs,'referring to discussion at the T ^:

ing of March 21st, 1951, said that. the draft agreement on the status of

forces had been revised by the Council Deputies and resubmitted to member gov-

ernments for consideration and approval. Governments were requested to inform
1951, whether the révised agreement wasthe Çouncil Deputies. by May 23rd,

acceptable for signature on or about June l st, 1951, or whether it was intended to

`make reservations as to its application. If. it became apparent
that there would^

serious intergovernmental disagreement in the form of intended
reservationûnes.

,,,agreement would be rene otiated by, the Workin Grou of the Council DeP

:,The United States had indicated. th t it would be most desirable to have the nrthe
ment concluded as soon as possible so that it would apply to U.S. forcesc

European Integrated Force.
An explanatory note was circulated.
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(Memorandum, May 19, 1951; Ad Hôc. Interdepartmental Committee on draft
agreement on status of. NATO forces, Cab. Doc.,148-51) t . :.: r.;

2. Mr. Pearson pointed out that, although the revised agreement did not entirely
meét Canadian views on this matter, it, constituted a workable arrangement which
would be most advantageous in .so.far. as,Canadian members of the European Inte-
grated Force were concerned. There was some doubt, however,, as to whether Can-
ada should agreé to the application of thé agreement to •U.S. ! forces in Canada. In
any event, it seemed clear that the agreement could not àutomatically, be extended
in so far as United States bases in Newfoundland were concerned in view of the
special contractual agreement with the United States in this matter.

3.,The; Cabinet, after further; discussion:
(a) approved in general principle the revised draft agreement on the status of

NATO forces, subject to concurrence by the Minister of National Defence and the
Minister of Justice;-19 and,

(b) deferred decision as to whether the agreement should be made applicable to
United States,forces in Canada. .

NATO agreement and current arrangements with the United States.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION; AGREEMENT ON STATUS

OF VISITING N.A.T.O. FORCES
1. The Secretary of Stcite for External Affairs recalled that, when the draft agree-

ment on the status of visiting North Atlantic Treaty forces had been considered at
thé meeting'of May 21st, 1951, decision had been deferred as to whether the agree-
ment should be made applicable to U.S. forces in Canada. There was much to be
said in favour of this extension as it would mean that arrangements affecting visit-
ing forces would be common to all NATO countries, rather than bilatecal as at pre-
sent, and therefore more acceptable to. the Canadian public. As regards the
jurisdiction of service courts, there were not great differences between the proposed

2• The Minister of National `Defencc agreed that differences were not serious and
suggésted that ènquiries be made as to whether U.S. authorities wished the NATO
agreement or the present arrangements to apply to their forces in Canada.

1,Mr "Pearson tliôught it would be desirable to enquire whether U.S. authorities
would be a greeable to the N.A.T.O. agreement being made applicable to all U.S.
forcès in Canada,` incltiding those coming under the 1941 Newfoundlând leased
bases agreement and the new agreement regarding Goose Bay. Arrangements that
were satisfâctorÿ for, U.S. troops in Europe should be adequate for U.S. forces in
Canada and there would be advantages in uniformity of practice. Moreover, under
the N•A.T•O; agreement the United States .would improve its position except in the
province ôf.,Newfoundland. , • ; , ; .,. ^..

"

r o
°i

^ Canada. Recueil At tnaitfs, 1953. N. 13./Sce Canada, Treaty Series, 1953, Na 13. .



' 4.' The 'Càbinét;'after furtlier discûssion; nôted the comments of the Secretary of
State for External 'Affairs regarding the draft agreement on the status of visiting
North Atlantic Treaty forces and agreed that:

(a) an attempt be made to induce the U.S. authorities to accept the application of
the draft N.A.T.O. agreement to their forces in any part. of, Canada at any time
during the life of the agreement; it being understood that parallel provisions of the
1941 Newfoundland ^ leaséd bases - agreement, -and the 20-year Goose Bay lease
I agreement would again become operative if the N.A.T.O.', agreement ceased to be
"in' effect before they expired;'

(b) in the meantime, the Council Deputies could be informed that Canada did not
intend to - make any reservations to the application of the present draft of the
N.A.T.O.- agreement if the U.S. government'accepted it as applicable to U.S. forces
anywhere in Canada.

446.
DEA/10548-E-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État, aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures40

Mémorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State-for External Ajjirs40

Ottawa, June 15, 1951

, , _ ..
RE NATO FORCES AGREEMENT . .

, :,, . .

You will recall that Cabinet on May,24F agreed that:
"(a) an attempt be made to induce the U.&' authorities to accept the application

of the draft N.A.T.O. agreement to their forces in any part of Canada at any time
during the life of the agreement; it being understood that parallel provisions 1 the

;1941 Newfoundland _leased bases agreement and,,the 20-year Goose Bay.
,agreement would again become operative if the N.A.T.O. agreement ceased to be
in effect before they expired; . , ; . ; • , : ;

"(b) in the meantime, the Council, Deputies could be informed
that Canada did

^ the
not intend to ^ make any reservations to the application of the present

draft of t

N:A.T.O. agreement if the,U.S, government accepted it as applicable
to U.S. forces

t
,anywhere in Canada .!'

2. Mr; wilgress has spoken to the Deputies in the sense of (b). The Agreement is
f.#

to be signed and 'made public in London on Tuesday, lune 19•
ursuant to

Our Embassy -in,-Washington approachéd the State Department p
(a)!' No definite reply has yet been received from the State Department

but, from

Note' marginaleJMarginal note:'
For Cabinet today if at 211 possible [A. P. Neeneyl uin 1951.t

41 La position canadienne a été communiquée aux États-Unis dans une note de service du 5 J 1951.t
• ndum dated June 5,

The Canadian position was grvrn to the United States in a memora
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the tenor.of the, remarks made so far by the State Department, we expect that the
following will happen soon:

The State Department will say that'thé U.S. Government is willing to accept the
Canadian proposal on condition that the PX's in Newfoundland be allowed to
retain all their privileges under the Leased Bases Agreement (as recently modi-
fied). There may be one or two other unimportant conditions relating to existing
customs privileges.

-4: If that condition is stipulated, its significance is as follows:
Under Leased Bases Agreement (as modified) -

PX's may
import free of duty and buy locallyr free of taxes
for sale to members of the forces and civilian component and dependents.

Under NATO Fôrces Agreement -

PX's (which are not expressly mentioned) may
import free of duty:
for'sale to members of forces.

, 5. As Cabinet would like to have the NATO Forces Agreement apply to all U.S.
forces in Canada, it would be justifiable for Cabinet to agree to the expected U.S.
condition: There would be no technical difficulty in the'way of accepting the condi-,
tion on PX's ' all that is required is to say that the existing privileges for PX's and
clubs under' the Leâsed Bases Agreement, as modified, will not be suspended.'

6. If 'Cabinet is willing éo decide now (beforé the U.S. answer has, been received)
in the sense of para.. 5, it would be in order for Cabinet todayj to decide that Mr.
Wilgress shall sign the NATO Agreement on June.19 without a reservation. The
negouations with the U.S. need not be completed before June 19.

,7. If Cabinet is not in favour,of authorizing Mr. Wilgress to sign without a reser-
vation, I suggest that you make a choice today between the following courses: _
'(a) We will not sign on June,19 and will explain that we will sign as soon as
current Canada-U.S. discussions are concluded,

,. .
(b) We will sign on June 19 but expressly reserve the right to'attach, on ratifica-

tion, a reservation regarding U.S. forces in Canada.
8 •

As bétween 7(a) and 7(b), I recommend 7(b). However, my first recommenda-
tion is• that' Cabinet authorize Mr: Wilgress to sign without a reservatiori (Cabinethaving

f^t agreed to the idea of para. 5 above).42

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

ApPrOVed by Cabinet June 15 A.D.P.11[ceney]

,zN
-te marginale :/Marginal note:

ti
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DEA/10548-E-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurès
à l'ambassadeur aùx États- Unis

Secretary of State for External A, f, j`'airs

any statement reserving the nght to make a ater reserva
2. I understand that you will speak tô` the State Department today (and give them

a cônfnning Minute* or memorandum) to the fôllowing effeçt. The Canadian Gôv=
ernment hopes that the discüssions with the United States regarding the applicabil-
ity of the NATO Agreement to the Leased Bases inây soon be concluded, and that
the United States `may decide to accept the proposal made in 'our letter D-2134.of
May 3143 In the light of the views so far expres'sed by the State Department, we
have decided to sign^the'Agreement in London without a reservation and without
making any supplementary statemént aboùt. thè possibility of a reservation. How-
ever, we take it that his clearly understood by the State Department that we do in
fact reserve the right to make a reservation later owif our current discussions with
the United States shôuld not produce a satisfactory arrangement.

3.. Please report fully on your conversation -with the State Department today: l
trust that you have reminded them that it is not too late for the United States Gov-

be asked in the House about the relation between the NATO Forces Agreement

Agreement. . : ,.. : ;

ernment to reach a decision today to accept our proposal. Such a decision would
simplify matters all around.

4. In my immediately following telegramj' I am giving the text of the stashould
on:this point which the Prime Minister will. probably make tomorrow ceement and. . •

This will confirm Wershof's telephone message to Matthews this morning. In
view of the State Department's strong plea (which Wrong conveyed to me by tele-
phone this morning) that the word `"reservation" shôuld' not be mentioned' in
London tomorrow, we have telegraphed Wilgress instructing him not (not) to make

1 fion

From Heeney, Your WA-2548t : and ,my EX-1279,1' June 18, NATO Forces

to Ambassador in United States-.,,

CONFIDENTIAL. MOST IMMEDIATE.

the Leased Bases Agreement.
. ,.. ... ► `. .

'I' Le document contenait la note de service du 5 juin 1951.
This enclosed the memorandum dated June 5, 1931.'
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures

to Secretary of State for. Ezternal Affairs
Ambassador in. United States

TELEGRAM ;WA-2748'.

CONFI DENTI A L. IMPORTANT.

Reference: WA-2747 of July 6, 1951.t

.837

DEA/10548-E-40

Washington, July 6,.1951

'NATO FORCES AGREEMENT
Following is text , of - the . State 'Department memorandum of July 6th, Begins:
Memorandum.

In. its memorandum of June 5th, 1951,t the Canadian Government suggested
that the provisions of the NATO status of forces agreement be made applicable toall United States forces in Canada, including those at the leased bases and at Goose
Bay,:

In common ^ with the Government . of Canada, the United States Government
would wish the forces agreement to apply throughout Canada and on the bases. As
the Canadian Government is undoubtedly aware, however; the United States Gov-
ernment attaches great importance to maintenance of the present arrangements con-
cerning the operation for, ; the use of the United States armed forces of . post
exchanges and other similar services which are now in effect on the leased basés.
The Canadian Government will likewise recall that full agreement between the two
govemïnents I regarding the operations of such services was reached only a few
months ago as the result of detailed discussions in the Permanent Joint Board on
Defense. , , .

The Leased Bases Agreement of March 27th,.1941, as modified by the recom-
mendations of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense referred to above, is also
sâtisfactory to this government with respect to the arrangements concerning tax and
customs exemptions and exemptions from inspections. The United States Govern-
ment would.not therefore, wish to alter these arrangements.

Subject to the
Un concurrence of the Canadian Government in the foregoing, the
United States Government would be prepared to agree that provisions of the leased
bases agreement'which are inconsistent, with the provisions of the NATO forces
agreement shall be in abeyance until the NATO forces agreement is terminated
through expiration or denunciation. This government understands, as does the Gov-ern

ment of Cariada, that provisions of the leased bases agreement outside the scope
of the NATO forces agreement are unaffected.

The'United'States'Government concurs with the view of the Canadian Govern-
ment that'uniform treatment of United States forces throughout Canada would be
in the interests of both countries and would make for simplification of administra-^on• Ends ,x 10
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'L'âmbassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires,extérieures

Ambassador in United States
"to Sécretaryof State for External Affairs

Washington, July 24, 1951

NORTI I A7LANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: Your EX-1478 of July 23.fi

NATO FORCES AGREEMENT

Our memorandum of June 5 to the State Department on this subjec âis 3denticâl
with the draft memorandum contained in your despatch D-2134 of May
-2. With reference tô 'the United States memorandum contained in my WA-2748 of
July 6 you will have noted the difference in the language between the penultimate
paragraph of the United States note and the penultimate paragraph of our- note of
June 5. The United States Government agrees to suspend those provisions of the
Leased Bases Agreement which are inconsistent with the provisions

of the Leased
; Forces Agreement. Our proposal was. that the -parallel provisions
-Bases Agreement should be suspended when the, NATO Forces Agreem ent

that theinto effect. In effect, therefore, the United States memorandum suggests
provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement (for example, relating to jurisdiction)
shall be suspended only where such provisions are determined ^ to be inconsistent
,with the provisions of the NATO Forces Agreement. The United States memoran-
dum apparently suggests that where additional privileges are granted under bilateral
:.arrangements, these privileges should remain in effect even after the acceptance of
the multilateral, provided they are not inconsistent with the latter.
r :; 3. The United t States memorandum,-. we understand, represents a compromise
between the USAF and the U.S.N., the former supporting a widest application of
the NATO agreement and the latter, desiring no change in their status quo at the

- leased bases (with the exception of the recent changes approved by the PJBD•)

DEA/10548-E-40

Ottawa, I July 27, 1951

CONEIDEN71AI. d Bases
Your WA-2924, July 24, Application of NATO Forces Agreement to I.ease

to Ambassador cn United, States

sécrétaire' d'État ciûx `Affaires extEriecires
' '''à l'ambass'adeür âux' États• Unis

y of State for External AffairsSecretar
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.-1. We are astonished by the interpretation,: given in paragraph 2 of your telegram,
of the.State Department's memorandum of July 6, ,and , desire in this telegram to
explain howï matters look to us on the official ; level. ;.

2. We originally proposed to the State Department on June 5, on instructions from
Cabinet, that the NATO Forces Agreement should apply at the Leased Bases and
that, in effect, parallel provisions in the Leased Bases Agreement should be put into
cold storage so long as the NATO Forces Agreement remained in force between the
two countries. Other provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement (i.e., those dealing
with subjects not covered in the NATO Agreement) would be unaffected. The prin-
cipal subjects on which there: are parallel provisions in :^ the two agreements are
jurisdiction, security and taxation. :There are, of course, some subjects dealt with in
the Leased Bases Agreement which are not dealt with at all in the NATO Agree-
ment, and vice versa..

3. When Canada signed the NATO Agreement on June 19, you had been given to
understand by the State Department that it was likely that the Canadian proposal
would be, accepted.except with regard to PX's and possibly other customs privi-
leges. In other words, we were warned by the State Department that they would
probably not (repeat not) agree to put into storage the PX provisions and some
other customs.*provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement.

4. .When.,we read. your WA-2747t and 2748 of July 6, we did not attach any
Particular significance to the phrase "which are inconsistent" in the penultimate
Paragraph of the. State Department's memorandum. In, view of the history of the
negouation, we thought that what the United States were saying was (a) that they
would not agree to put into storage the PX provisions and the taxation provisions
generally of the,L,eased Bases Agreement, but (b) that they were willing in other
respects to accept'the Canadian proposal. Therefore, according to our interpretation
of WA-2748, at least the jurisdiction clauses of the Leased Bases Agreement would
be put in storage in'favo6r of the parallel clauses of the NATO Agreement.

5. However, the interpretation given in paragraph 2 of WA-2924 seems to us at
the moment to make the United States memorandum of July 6 almost meaningless.
I should think it would be hopeless to expect officials working in the field of juris-
diction in Newfoundland to base themselves on some sentences or clauses of the
Leased Bases Agreement at the same time as they try to work under the NATO
Agreement. The real effect therefore of the latest United States attitude seems to be
that ^ey are not (repeat not) willing to put any provision of the Leased Bases
Agreement into storage but are willing merely to accept the NATO Agreement intïelds in

which'the Leased Bases Agreement is silent. If that is the intent of the
United States, we would much prefer that it be stated clearly in their memorandum.
Jul will be'very difficult indeed to explain matters to Cabinet here on the basis of the

y 6 memorandum..

the rynen you are discussing this matter with the State Department, you might use
Occasion to clearup two relatively small points in the memorandum of July 6.

We assumethat the phrase "Post Exchanges,and other similar services" in that
menlorandurü i s . intended to mean "Post Exchanges, Ship's Service Stores, Com-
Ini ssarY Stores and Service Clubs", which are the institutions listed in the Leased
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Bases Agreement. The second point is that the third paràgraph of the July 6 memo-
randum: referred to'-"exemptions from '(Customs) inspections" in 'a way which
implied that such exemptions are a right under the Leased • Bases Agreement. In

fact,^ this particular 'exemption is not: mentioned in 1 the Leased Bases Agreement,
and our Customs people have never acknowledged that there is any right to exemp-
tions from inspections. .. ., , , , . :;. ^ ., .. ; .

'1.` We do not wish, at this moment, to discuss what actually happens in New-
foundland in the matter of "inspections". The only point we wish to make clear to
the State Department is that the matter of 'exemption from such inspections is not
mentioned in the Leased Bases Agreement and is not, (repeat not) regarded by us as

a'right under the Leased' Bases Agreement. (We are sending by bag a copy of a
lettert' from Customs and Excise which explairis the point more fully).

8. We shall not take any further action pending a detailed reply to this telegram.

Whether or not the U.S.'Government decides to adhère to the attitude reflected in
WA-2924, we think it would be helpful if the State Department's memorandum of
July 6 could be replaced by a revised version which would set forth without ambi-
guity what the United States W or is not"willing to do.

9. I need hardly add that, if we had known prior to June'19 what we now know of
the' United States attitude, it 'is almost certain that the Canadian' signature to the
NATO Agreement would have been accompanied by a formal declaration of our
right later on to annex a reservation to our signature. I am sure that the State
Department in June had no.desire to mislead but the net result is to say the least
very unsatisfactory. Message Ends:'.*

451.
= DEA/10548-E-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d.'^tat crux Affaires extérieures,,. ...... .,.

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of. State for; Ezternal Affairs

r, ^ ^. . . .,^. . . . . • :. . ^ 1
TELEGRAM WA-3898

Washington, November 5, 195

t• 4 , - .
CONFIDFM7A4 IMPORTANT.'

; R f ce• y M WA=3837 of October 26th.teeren y . , o .., - .

APPLICATION OP NATO FORCES AGREEMENT TO NCWFOUNDLAND,^ ^^, • ^ Â `y I . . s ,f . . _ . t , •

the' operation of post exchanges,''etc.; andk the provislons
Agreement concerning tax and customs " exemptions ` modiGed in accordance Wi^

subject to the continuance of arrangements under the 1-ease of the Leased Bases

C^My immediately ` following teletype contalns e
State note, dated November 5, 1951, signifying the agreement of thôialaUnited
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the rècommendations of the P.J.B.D. I hope that at an early date we.will be in a
position.to reply.to the State Department note.
` 2. We hàve informed the State Department that it is likély- that we would wish to`
make the substance of the agreement public once full agreement had béen reached.
I think you will agree that it would be unnecessary to make public the actual texts
of the exchange of notes and the memorandum of June 5th. Please indicate your
wishes on this point.

3: The State Department memorândum of July 6th, the text of which was con-'
tained in mÿ WA-2748 of the'sàme date, will not be withdrawn. It should simply be
marked for file with a notation to the'effect that it was superseded by the State
Department note of November 5th.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States - ^ `-
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/10548-E-40

TELEGRAM WA-3899 Washington, November 5, 1951
. .•^ . ^

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: My WA-3898 of November 5th.. , , .
. , . - . ^ . .

APPLICATION OF NATO FORCES AGREEMENT TO NEWFOUNDLAND

LEASED BASES

Following is the text, of the Department of State note, dated November 5th, 1951,
referred to in my teletype under reference, Begins: I have the honor to refer to the
Canadian Embassy's memorandum of June 5, 1951,t in which the Canadian Gov-
ernnent suggested that the provisions of the •North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Status'of Forces Agreement should be made applicable to all United States forces
in Cana-da including those at the leased bases and at Goose Bay, and that as a con-
sequence the provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement of March 27, 1941 whichdeal

with matters covered in the NATO Status of,Forces Agreement would be in
suspense, so .long `as the NATO Status of Forces Agreement remained.in force
between Canada and the United States.

In common'with the Government of Canada, the United 'States Government
would wish the NATO Status of Forces Agreement to apply to all United States
forces throughout Canada, including those at the leased bases, when, pursuant toArticle

18; the NATO Status of Forces Agreement has come into effect in respect of
b0th Canada and the United St-,t A th Ca d' G hever,

A. V. na ian overnment is aware, ow-
, the United States Government attaches great importance to the maintenance

of certain arrangements at the leased bases,under the Leased Bases Agreement of1941, as it ma
Y^ modified as a result of the recommendations of March 30, 1950 ,

by the Pérmanent Joint Board on Defense. These arrangements concern the opera-



tion, of institutions under government control known" as post exchanges, ships ser-
vice stores, commissary stores and service clubs for the use of the United States
forces, civilian employees;who are United States nationals employed by the United
States Government in-cônnection with the bases or members of their families resi-
dent with. them and not engaged in any. business or occupation in Canada. The
provisions _of. the'Leased Bases Agreement :concerning, tax and customs exemp-
tions, modified in -accordance with, the recommendations of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defense, would also ; be satisfactory, to this government. The United
States Government would not, therefore, .wish to alter these arrangements.

Subject to the concurrence of the Canadian Government in the foregoing, the
United States Government would be prepared to agree. that the NATO Status of
Forces Agreement should be made applicable to all United States forces in Canada,
including.those at the leased bases and at Goose Bay, it being understood that those
provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement which deal with the matters covered in
the NATO Status of Forces Agreement would be held in âbeyance until the NATO
Status of Forces Agreement is terminated'through expiration or denunciation. This
government understands, as does the Government of Canada, that the provisions of
the Leased Bases Agreement dealing with matters not covered in the NATO Status
of Forces Agreement would be unaffected. -

The United States Government concurs in the view of the Canadian Government
that uniform treatment of United States forces throughout Canada under the NATO
Status of Forces Agreement would be in the interests of both countries and would
make for simplification of administration.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. Ends.
. ... ., , ., : , , .

ing to post. exchanges, etc.,: and totax and customs matters genet YessarY to

the present arrangements (under the Leased Bases Agreemen relat-1950)
by the Permanent Joint Board on.Defence Recommendation of March,

ment be made applicable to all United States forces in Canada, inclu ing
the leased bases , and at Goose, Bay.,

2. It is noted with-satisfaction that the United States Government agrees in
princi-

ple with this suggestion. It is noted further that the United States wishes ^e ded
t of 1941

; ÿThe, Cana all overnm -
ember 5 regarding the Canadian proposal that the NATO Status of Forces Ag

ree

d those at

'° Projet 'd'u^:è note de l,'ambcissadc aux bats-Unis
pour le`département dÉtat'aux États-Unis

Draft . Memorandunt front Embassy in United States
;j ; to State Deportn:ent of United States

.. i: [n.d.]
CONFIDENTIAL ,

d' G -nt 16-ne considered the* State Department's note of Nov-

.`3: While regretting that - the United States Government considers R nec ^^lel

preserve; during the currency , of the NATO Agreement, so many of the p
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provisions of the Leased Bases Agreement,'the Canadian Government is prepared
to reach an understanding on this basis.

A; The Canadian` Government accordinglÿ concurs in the 'proposals set fôrth in
the 2nd and 3rd paragraphs of the State Department's note of November 5, 1951.44

, ,,. .
7e PARTIE/PART 7

., , . .

AFFILIATION DE LA GRÈCE ET LA TURQUIE
MEMBERSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY

DEA/50030-V-3-40
Le secrétaire'dÉtat aux Affairés extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

nanean have been under discussion in recent months:
Medite

Ottawa, April 20, 1951

g o pr. V11
the possibility of the admission of Greece and Turkey in NATO. While we have not
yet been in a position to discuss this matter with the Minister, you might be inter-
ested in our views at the 'departmental level.

2. We are rather hesitant to comment on the views expressed to you by the State
Depa^ent about the method of improving the security of the Eastern Mediterra-
nean because we feel that, apart from the possibility of the inclusion of Greece and
Turkey in NATO , the area is one in which Canadian interests are remote except in a
very general sense and we would not wish to give the impression that we are sug-
gesting to the great powers methods whereby the security.of the area under consid-
eration could be increased by further commitments on their part while, at the same
^e• Canada would be unwilling to accept further commitments itself.

3.
With these reservations in mind, you may wish to use the following views in

Your informal discussions with the State Department.

4• Four alternative methods for dealing with the security problem in the Eastern

POSSIBILITY.OF. THE ADMISSION OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

W e were greatly interested in receiving your tele ram WA-1406 f A '1 11

DESPATCH S-1662

Top SECRET

Reference: Your WA-1406 of April 11.t
.. . . .,

.,. f, ► , .

"ette note
s est terminé au printemps

tw tement
Voir Canada,IRecu dé ^ mbraitfs,11952, Nha; ^e officiel de notes

This note was delivered to the State Department on December 12, 1951. A formal exchange of notes*as concluded i n the spring of 1952. Sec Canada, Treaty Series, 1952, No. 14.

, a té remise au dé d•^t
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(a) The inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO.. This problem has already been

discussed and the reasons which were advanced, in September for ; refusing to
accede to the Turkish request for admission are, in oiir,mind, still valid today as
There is no doubt that such an, associâtion would be welcomed by both countries
for reasons of prestige and because it would give them greater security in case of
war as well as acting as a deterrent against the possibility of a Soviet attack. You

have clearly indicated yourself the pros and cons in paragraph 4 of your telegram
under reference. The cons are more convincing than the pros as far as we are con-

cerned. We should continue to bear.in mind that we have always given some prior-

ity.to the economic and social aspects of the North Atlantic Treaty. We have little

doubt that were Greece and Turkey to be accepted as NATO members those aspects
of the Treaty would receive even less consideration.than they do today. The North

Atlantic Treaty would tend more;'and more to become an instrument of defence
only and would no longer be the framework of an eventual "North Atlantic Com-

munity". On the whole we. wonder. whether such a move might not be a mistake
unless all NATO partners are already prepared for the gradual extension of NATO
to include all states desiring to prevent Soviet expansion.

(b) The conclusion of an Eastern Mediterranean pact to include Turkey, Greece

and the Arab states, or Turkey, Greece, Yugoslavia and Israel. Neither suggestion
commands much support. Turkey considers that a military alliance with the Arab

states in their present condition of weakness would cause a deterioration in its own
position: The Arab states are preoccupied with the effort to establish some degree
of unity among themselves before considering any military association with their
immediate neighbôurs. . Yugoslavia.and % Israel,, for, different reasons, are not pre-
pared to enter. into local .alliances-,with, other,"small" powers. Greece is the only
country which,, so far, has actively - attempted to.explore, the possibility of an East-

•.- ;_. .ern Mediterranean union.
(c) United States guarantee of military aid to Turkey , in case of Soviet attac nd This

no
.would probablÿ, have the advantage , ofof, helping, strategic defence planning a

single measure -which has yet been suggested would be likely to have more imme-
.diate. practical. advantages.

Od An extension of the direct responsibility already assumed in the Middle East
-by the United States, the United Kingdom; and France through individual ^e ede
ments or on a^tripartite basis:, (This would be likely to follow rather than to p
a United States commitment to come to the aid of Turkey if the latter- ikWah
,The United Kingdom and France already have a mutual assistance agreement
.T

build-
urkey, and the United States has spent a great deal of money and energy in

ing up the efficiency of.Turkish armed forces and in improving communications in
TurkeY.

The United Kingdom and the United States also. gave Greece military aidthe
for several years. In a tripartite declaration

.
of May1 25, 1950, the United St a ter by

United Kingdom and France undertook to intervene in case of threats
force existing boundaries in the area between the Eastern Mediterranean

oand n^ÿ

Persian Gulf. In May, 1950, the United States and the United Kingd .

43 Voir/See Volume 16, Document 568.

/ I
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declared their interest in the continued political independence ànd territorial integ-
rity of Iran and they have. recently confirmed their attitude in separate statements
by official spokesmen. :

5. In such a confused picture we are' inclined to feel that ad hoc arrangements for
the defence of the Middle East could be based more effectively on the foundations,
which have already been laid than on an altogether new arrangement such as an
extension of NATO responsibilities in the area. Such arrangements could be consid-
ered in the following order:

(a) That the decision already arrived at by, NATO, to associate the Turkish and
Greek Governments with the military planning of the North Atlantic Treaty Organ-
ization be, in fact, implemented., The insistence, particularly of the Turks, on being
associated with NATO might spring mainly,from the fact that those arrangements,
according to paragraph 3 of your telegram under reference have not been given a
fa•irtrial. It is natural for *the Turks to underestimate the value of such'an association
if no effort had been made to make it work.

(b) That the United States consider the possibility of making a fairly stronglÿ
worded declaration of its interests in the'continued political independence and terri-
torial integrity of Turkey, which would leave no room for speculation on the part of^._ .

(c) That the governments of the United States and United Kingdom should 'con-
tinue the efforts they are now making to compose the differences which have
become apparent in the views of their military leaders in the Eastern Mediterranean
uea, so as to present as quickly as possible a common front in their dealings with
governments of the countries "concerned. It -would ' be . particularly 'usef til if they'
could reach a decision as to which of the great powers is to assume military leader-
ship and the primary responsibility for military defence of the- area. So' long as
governmentsof the Middle East are not'sure that the United States and the United,
Kingdom; the two great powers most directly concerned, 'see, eye to eye on this,
question, the impression of rivalry and uncertainty is bound to délay preparations
for effective resistance to a possible Soviet attack. It would be reasonable toexpect
that at some stage, preferably when the United States, and the United -Kingdom
have found a•basis for composing their differences, France should be brought into;
the discussions with a view to participation' in defensive planning.

(d),That the three great powers which have direct interests in the Middle East
should discuss among themselves the possibility of a tripartite declaration on the
defence of a more extended areâ than that to which the declaration of May 25, 1950
applied.

6 Wedo not wish to convey the impression that, were it so decided after careful'
consideration in Washington, we would be unwilling to consider the àpplications-of
Greece and Turkey for acceptance in NATO.. We would then probably take the line
that if the United Kingdom, the United States and France, and other NATO powers,
are in agreement in favouring the admission of ,Turkey and Greece, Canada would
not oppose it. We do hope, however, that serious consideration will, be given to
Possible alternative courses of action such as those listed above, since we consider.



that theadmission of Turkey to. NATO is not to the best of our interests in present

circumstances. :
7. For your information,l may say that neither the Turkish nor the Greek Ambas-

sadors here has • raised ' thë problem of, the admission of their respective countries

-' : '^': i .. '`, i't ; '. • . i :with us. ,*,. * ,
. , . . . , . .

.. , .'; . , ' . • . .. .. . ! , . . . .

455: DEA/50030-V-3-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
1

au secrétaire d'État aux Affciires extérieures
. -;.^.. • ^

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET,,;+;.•
Reference your despatch S-1662 of Apri120th and your teletypes EX-926 of April

27f and;934 and 944 of April 30th.j' Possibility of the admission of Greece and

Turkey in NATO.
1. At our,weekly meeting with Raynor at the State Department, the Departmental

views set out in your despatch under reference were given to him on an informal
and, confidential basis. We. emphasized the point thatwhile; we were aware that
inter-departmental thinking in Washington was now crystallizing in favour of the
inclusion of Greece ,and Turkey in, NATO, it was hoped by those who had been
considering the matter. in Ottawa that full consideration would be given to the pos-
sible alternative courses of, action, bearing in mind the weight of the arguments
which could be brought to bear against extending NATO membership. Stress was

also placed on the point made in your 944 that these confidential Canadian views

should not be attributed to Canada in any . . conversations with Greek or Turkish

authorities. ;

Ï 2:: Raynor saidthat this indication of our departmental thinking would be most
helpful to the State Department.' Commenting on the four alternative methods for
dealing with the security prôblem in the Eastern Mediterranean, outlined in p^a-
graph 4 of your despatch;1662, he observed that alternative (b) (i.e., the conclusion
of a Mediterranean Pact •without the participation of the United States) had no orte ln
seriously, considered, since, such a suggestion would not command any supp
Turkey:or = Greece at the present time., The main alternatives, in one form or
another, to the extension of NATO membërship; which had been considered were.

1;(a),The conclusion of a Mediterranean Par-t; and, ,

^;'(b) United States guarantee'or assurance of military aid to Greece
and Turkey by

- . ,.. ,. _ _. • .
QeCiar'c^UOJI Vl UIV 1J111LGU JUiLL.J VvV%.a.u.A%. nn ^.

l!'3.''As to, the various forms ^,which ;a`Mediterranean . Pact might take, least have
agreement among United States officials that the membership wou
tô' include ^ the, United States; the United Kingdom and France,

as well as Greece

/ i 1
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and Turkey. Consideration had also been given to the inclusion of Italy. Egypt and
Spain'were mentioned as marginal cases. : .. ;;

4. As tô the possibility of giving Greece and Turkey a greater assurance of secur-
ity through a new declaration,-Raynor saidI that the considerations'outlined in your
sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) had been fully, borne in mind. In particular it was recog-
nized that a more specific commitment by the United States Government to come
to the : aid of Greece and Turkey, if the latter are attacked, would have to be an
essential feature of any new guarantee by declaration, with or without the participa-
tion of other governments.

5. Raynor was also interested in the view expressed in your despatch that "ad hoc
arrangements for the defence of the Middle East could be based more effectively on
the foundations which have already been ' laid than on an altogether new arrange-
ment such as an extension of NATO responsibilities in the area". He observed that
thé points made in paragrâph 5 of your despatch have also been taken into account
in the examination of the problem in Washington.

6. He concluded his comments by saying that he would see that our thinking
would be brought immediately' to the - attention of the interdepartmental group
working on the -problem. The question had not yet been considered at a Ministerial
level; but it was hoped to submit a memorandum to the Secretary of State shortly.
He mentioned that the Office for European Affairs had stressed throughout the dis-
cussion the opposition which would' probably be encountered among . existing
NATO members to the suggestion that Greece and Turkey should be admitted, and
observed that the Scandinavian members particularly were known to be opposed.

• q as roug t upin NATO.

7. He said that the State Department wôuld lét us know before decisions were
taken on this matter in Washington ` and at least before the uestion it, b h

-.DEA/50030-V-3-40
. , . . , ^ . . .. . ,, 1

. Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
:, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .. ..

`High Conunissioner'in United Kingdom'
to Secretary of State for'External Afhirs.^ • .

London, May 24, 1951
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INCLUSION OF GREECE AND TURKEY, IN NATO : : , .

1. It may be useful to comment briefly at this preliminary_ stage on. the United
States'proposal to include Greece and Turkey as full members of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization while this matter is receiving active consideration in Ottawa.46

.2.. The • United States memorandum 1 bases its case for' strengthening security
arrangements between the western powers and Greece and Turkey on "both politi-
cal and military considerations" (paragraph 1). My , impression of the memorandum
is that it primarily reflects the pressure of. military thinking rather than a careful
balancing of political and economic factors as well as purely military considera-
tions. Further, while it would.not be difficult to reach agreement on the proposition
that the security arrangements between Greece and Turkey and the western powers
should be strengthened, it is a considerable jump from this conclusion to the con-
.clusion in paragraph 7 that this objective can best be attained by the inclusion of
Greece and Turkey as full signatories, of

f
Atlantic Treaty

the NATO concept whichwith the consequent changes in the form and structure
such a stepwould imply.
.;3. For example, the memorandum deals only with two possibilities: (a) a Mediter-

.ranean treaty including Greece and Turkey; and (b) the. inclusion of Greece and
Turkey in NATO. It does not deal with either the possibility (listed in sub-para-
graph 4(c) of your despatch No. S.1662 of April 20) of. a direct United States guar-
antee of military assistance to Turkey in the case of Soviet attack, or of a new
tripartite guarantee (referred to in your sub-paragraph 4(d)) in which the three west-
ern great powers would participate. We feel that before reaching the conclusion that

full membership is the best solution, these two alternative possibilities should be
seriously explored, by the United States and major powers concerned. From the
Canadian point of view, the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in the treaty would, of
course, extend our legal defence commitments to the Eastern Mediterranean and

,the. Middle East. It should, however, be noted that if Greece or Turkey should be
attacked at thepresent time, the obligation of all the NAT countries (including Can-
ada) to render assistance would be powerful. There is also the fact that the present
uncertainty concerning the position of Greèce and Turkey presents a temptation to
Soviet expansionism whereas steps to.increase their present. security arrangements
,whether through inclusion in NATO or by a direct United States guarantee would
act as a deterrent in an 'area of great strategic importânce. It may also be that a
,PATO guarantee within the defensive framework of the treaty would be less pro-
vôcative at this time to the Soviet Union than a unilateral guarantee extended to
Turkey by the United States.
^^^4:.Thepolitical factors listed in,paragraph 2 of the United States mem^â^ aph

are really military factors and the considerattons to which you refer in P reat
4(a) of your despatch under reference, to which we have always United States
,importance, are passed over rather, hurriedly in paragraph 6 of consid-
paper. For many of its members the North Atlantic Treaty has always been

-- _ ; Government

«VoirlSèe United States, Departroent of State, FRUS, 1951, Volume I11, Washington:

Printing Office, 1981, pp. 520-522.
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ered not only as a defence instrument, although this is clearly, recognized as being
its primary role at the present, time, but also as having important economic and
political implications. It seems to us that the point should be emphasized that the
inclusion of Greece and Turkey as full members of the treaty would substantiàlly
alter, the basis of the North -Atlantic community which underlies the treaty itself.
Admittedly, the United States can point, as is done in the memorandum, to the, fact
that both countries are already, members of such multilateral European organiza-
tions as the Council of, Europe and the OEEC.. It will be remembered that at the
time of the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in the Council of Europe, however,
there was a good deal of opposition to their candidature based partly on the fact that
it would materially stretch the regional conception on which it was based.

5.;It is too early to give any indication from London as to the attitudes of the
other North Atlantic Treaty partners on this important issue. The French attitude
has already been indicated in the reports which you have received from our mission
in Paris,'.particularly the report copied to us in your telegram No. 90 of May 19.f
With the exception of the Italian Government, whose view is already well-known,
the attitude of the other smaller European powers is likely to range from active
opposition to passive acceptance of the United States proposal. From the indication
of official thinking both in the Foreign Office and on the service side here, it would
appear that the United Kingdom, while fully aware of the strength of the arguments
against the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO is, on this issue as on many
others, motivated primarily by, a lively desire to meet the United States on major
questions'of policy, to bring about the increased participation of the United States in
the whôle field of defence in the Middle East, and to avoid giving the impression of
"4agging their, feet". It seems unlikely that there will be any sustained opposition
to the American proposals by the United Kingdom. One other factor to be borne in
mind in the discussions to come is that no government wishes to be put in the
Position, vis-à-vis the Greek and Turkish Governments, of admitting to an attitude
of opposition.

6. It goes without saying that the Greek and Turkish Governments are eager for
an early and favourable resolution of the problem. One indication of this eagernessis

given-in the daily news bulletin issued by the Greek Information Service in
L-ondon on May .23 which stated that the Greek Government has been officially
informed . from, Washington that the United States Government has decided, in
agreement with the governments of Great Britain and France, to invite Greece and
Turkey'to participate in the Atlantic Pact. The consent of the other member-states
of the Atlantic Pact will be sought. The Manchester Guardia,:, in reporting this
premature announcement adds that "official quarters here make it clear that not
only has the British Government taken no final decision in the matter but that it is
not to be expeC1ed in the immediate future: That the question raises a number of
complicated issues which will require a thorough investigation before a decision
can bé taken"

7'The London Times yesterday carried a leader on the pros and cons of the prob-
le'n, . Without, coming to a definite conclusion. The editorial recalls the commit-
ments alfeady implicit in the Truman Doctrine, and the fact that both countries are
in fact receiving American help on a generous scale, and concludes that there is no
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fear thatI their inclusion in the treaty would mean a further diversion of arms from
' other countries;.' It goes on to déal with the importance attached by Greece and Tur-
; key to^ a frm 'guarantee` ôf their security, without which they fear that in the event
bf-â Russian (or Bulgarian) âttack the - western powers might try to isolate the war
in their countries as'they have 'done in Korea. The hesitation which has hitherto
'mârkéd the attitude of NATO countries on the question of their inclusion implies no
distrust and no disregard of their importance to western security. Even if Greece
and Turkey were not included in the North AtlanticTreaty it would still be neces-
• sary to find some other way of guaranteeing their, independence and of associating
them fully in the organization of Mediterranean defence. The Times leader dis-
misses the argument that the Eastern Mediterranean is not part of the North Atlan-
tic as a quibble. Since the treaty already covers Italy and the Algerian department
of. France there is -no logical reason why it should not be extended to Greece and
Turkey. Once it is admitted that Greece and Turkey are essential to western security
it is difficult to make any distinction between them and, say, Norway and Denmark.

8., The main difficulties which the Times sees lie in the question of the organiza-
tion of the North Atlantic Treaty, the nature of the Atlantic community and the
danger that the inclusion of Turkey in 'the pact would "give the organization an
offensive rather than defensive aspect. On the first point it is thought that the inclu-
sion of Greece and Turkey might cause 'a serious setback in the complicated plan-
ning arrangements for the Mediterranean, which are now under consideration. To
the second consideration that the North Atlantic Treaty is'more than simply a mili-
tary alliance, but' is based upon the real conception of Atlantic 'community, the
Times attaches more importance. The final' argument is that "the North Atlantic
•Treâty was founded as a deterrent âgâinst war,` and the 'signatory countries have
constantly to bear in mind the distinction between measures that are clearly seen to
be for defence and other measures'that might seem to be challenging. The distinc-
tion may at times be a subtle'oné, but that it exists no one' could reasonably deny.
Naturally, the Turkish views would have to be sought first. The Turkish Govern-
ment may wish to be included in the treaty, but, for the moment at least, ity
prefer to do withoût bases on Turkish soil. To some extent indeed it is a puelY
technical ' question: What is - the best way for. the western powers to protect and
guarantee the integrity of Greece and Turkey without at the same time altering the
manifestly defensive character of, the North Atlantic Treaty? That Greece and Tur-
key must be defended there is no shadow of doubt. Any attack on either would lead
to war..Yet in all their plans and preparations the western,powers must never lose
sight I of their essential purpose and must never give the Soviet Union the least rea-
son to think that they have any other aim but . defence: ''

. inclusion of Greece
9. The Manchester Guardian has come out editorially for the In

and Turkey in the North Atlantic Treaty, using the following arguments: ATresent NAT
(1) This step woûld not divert essential military supplies from the p

members to the Eastern Mediterranean; the call on United States assistance I âss^iy
to be much the same whether Greece and Turkey are in the pact or mer y
ated with its planning; their share could more" effectively be settled inside ramer

than outside the pact; : . . r ;11. . . : . g^: . • . ^ . .11.. _. . " . A,: .te .. . ^ 1 . ^- ;. 'i -11 - 1
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(2) The crucial question posed is."whether the NAT nations should extend their,
commitments both geographically and politically. For • the-. United Kingdom, the
commitment, already exists;•, for the United States it, would be new,, but with the
advantage that the United States would be bound to the Eastern Mediterranean as
never before;

(3) The strategic position of Turkey as a base for attacking sensitive spots in the
Caucasus is underlined; these facilities could more effectively be used if Turkey
were a NAT partner,

(4) Finally, ^ the Guardian concludes that, "in effect, the Atlantic nations are
already three-quarters of the way into an alliance with*Greece and Turkey. If either
were now to be assaulted by a Communist country the Atlantic Treaty members
could not stand aside. Through the United Nations they would be drawn to defend
the victim -of aggression.-; If they did not go to its help the moral consequences
would ; be disastrous and collective security, = which has had some reality since
Korea, would be dead.. That being the case, they would be better on the most practi-
cal grounds to make their arrangements with Greece and Turkey in advance. And
on other grounds Greece and Turkey, who are already in the European family at
Strasbourg, have a strong claim to admission to the larger Atlantic community".

457. :.. DEA/50030-V-3-40

Le secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures
au l:aut-comunissaire au Royaume-Uni

. . . ;. ^
'Secretary of State for External Affairs -

to, High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, May 28, 1951

Repeat Washington EX-1157.
Following from Heeney for Wilgress: Your telegram 1279 of May 25,' 1951. Rela-
tionship of Greece and Turkey to NATO.

L Reference your paragraph 4, we will endeavour to let you have our comments
on the various.questions, of substance involved in this issue in time for the discus-
sions liter this week. Meanwhile it might be useful for you to know of -certain
deVeiepments which have taken place here

2The question of the relationship of Greece and Turkey to NATO was brought
Up in Cabinet on May 18,"and it was felt by Ministers that it would be desirable to
ta^e such steps as might be possible to obtain deferment of a decision on the ques-
hon of admission to NATO as 'proposed by the United States in order to permit
discussion at the nezt meeting of the Council of alternative schemes for the defence
of the Eastern Mediterranean.'

3. It is ëvident that a'gôod deal more information than is at present available will
be reqaué
ex^ d 6efore' deciding what the Canadian stand is to be. We will want to1 ..ne o-tneninlitary appreciation, which, our Chiefs of Staff have been asked toi ` r.,., . .



prepare, of the advantages and disadvantagés of- the admission of Greece and Tur-
key to - NATO and pôssiblÿ the appreciation which, we understand, the Standing
Group, is preparing * a's well. - A few weeks will elapse before even the Canadian
military paper is âvailable. Since the United States Government, has itself taken the
best part of two months to formulate its views after a thorough examination of both
political and military factors, it is'only reasonable that other member governments
should be allowed an adequate period in which to give similar careful study to the
issues at stake. In any event, even if we were to reach a decision in the near future,
parliamentaryaction presumably would be required in many if not all NATO coun-
tries and if for no other reason, this fact alone will occasion considerable delay. We
are taking steps to confirm our impression that similar parliamentary action would
be required here.

4. I do not think, however, that we should attempt to, prevent a preliminary dis-
cussion of the problem of the relationship of Greece and Turkey to NATO if other
countries are agreeable. As long as it is clear that no hasty decisions are to be taken,
it would be of.considerable value in shaping our own views to have the benefit Of
the views of some of the other member states, particularly those of the three coun-
tries most directly . concerned - the United Kingdom, France and the United
States.

5.1 note from paragraph 5 of your telegram 1250 of May 22t that the Deputies
agreed to recommend that individual governments should refrain from indicating
their respective positions to the Greek and Turkish Governments. By the time your
telegram reached us the Turkish Ambassador had already called on me to remind
me of the assurance previously given by the Canadian Government to the effect
that if the NATO powers more directly concérned - the United Kingdom, United
States and France - were in favour of the admission of his country, Canada would
not 'oppose it. His Government evidently not only expected that that assurance
would still hold good but was looking to the Canadian Government to take active
steps to give Turkey its support rather than simply to follow the lead taken by the
major powers. His line of approach was that Turkey considered that there were four
great powers in the North Atlantic Alliance, of which Canada was the fourth, and
that as such Canada was expected to make its voice heard. A similar démarche was
made by the Greek Ambassador on May 26, after we had received your, telegram,
though in the latter. case Canadiart support for the admission of Greece to NATO
was sought not on the basis of the assurances given by us last September but on the
military advantages of such a course to the security of Western Europe and thÛ Neo
East. A copy of. the Notet dated May 25 left by the Greek Ambassador in pp ,
of his,Government's request is being'sent tô you by bag:

6.. Having already, spoken to the Turkish Ambassador along the lines set fohe
below, we ,had no alternative but to adopt a similar position with respect to
Greek'démarche. Both Ambassadors were orally informed that they could assure11
their governments that the Canadian Government still maintained the same friendly
policy, as outlined last September and that if other NATO members more directly
coneerned, 'viz., thé United Kingdom, United States and France, submitted a rec
ommendation to the effect that Turkey and Greece should be admitted to NATO, we
would not oppose : it: On both occasions, however, ' we did go on to add a few
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remarks with-the object of leaving the impression that this Canadian assurance was
not without certain reservations and that in the final analysis Canada would be
guided by.what was best for the West as a whole. It was pointed out to them that we
were all trying to reach the same objective and that the only problem with which
we.were confronted was how that objective could best be achieved. This could be
done in this particular instance either through full admission of Greece and Turkey
to NATO or through some other form 'of alliance, such as a Mediterranean Pact. In
no circumstances should a situation be allowed to develop in which the solidarity of
NATO would be weakened because in that event the whole fabric of Western
defence would similarly be weakened, with serious consequences for Turkey as
well as for the rest of us.

7. I am afraid that in giving this statement of the Canadian Government's views
to the Turkish and Greek Ambassadors, we have unavoidably gone beyond the
intent of the Deputies' recommendation, but I think you will agree that the state-
ment was so phrased as to leave us free to consider, in accordance with the Cabinet
conclusion, alternative forms of association of Greece and Turkey with Western
defence planning if, after an examination of all the considerations, this proves to be
a more desirable solution than admission to NATO.

8: For your own information, there are indications that the State Department may
not be irrevocably committed to admission of the two countries to NATO as the
only solution to the Eastern Mediterranean defence problem. For example,-, the
United States Embassy here has just told us that in answer to an inquiry from the
Italian Ambassador in, Washington the State. Department had replied that after
,extensive study they had reached the conclusion that of the different alternatives
open to them admission to NATO was considered the best. They. had, -however,
added that this conclusion was in no way final nor was it one which the State
Department,wished to impose on other NATO members. They looked forward to
the fullest exchange of views,within NATO with the object of achieving a solution
mutually„ satisfactory to all.

9.,This flexible approach on the part of the United States is encouraging. It seems
to indicate that there is'room for profitable discussion on the basis of the UnitedStates

memorandum which should lead to an examination of alternatives. For your
own information our initial reaction to the memorandum was that it was somewhat
unconvincing, panicularly, , from the political : point of view, and failed to give
cogent reasdns why the United States had been prompted to raise this issue now. I
Will be sending you shortly, our comments on questions of substance in this issue in
a Separate telegram. , ,
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Lé haut commissaire du Royaume Uni
au 'secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extériéures

High Commissioner in'United Kingdom '.
to Seeretary' of State for Ezternal A,fj`âirs

• •, ; ` '-London, May 29, 1951

Reference: Your telegram No. 896 of May 28th.

RELATIONSHIP OF, GREECE AND TURKEY WITH NATO

warrant the conclusion that the contribution which Greece and Turkey could make

to the common defence would justify the increased commitments involved in their

-Following fôr Heeney,'Begins: I' am glad to have the account set forth'in your
telegrâm' of the developments in Ottawa on this question. I fully share the view
expressed'in your paragraph 3 that a final decision in this matter must rest upon a
careful ând detailed examination of the military problems involved as well as the
political factors which have béen in our minds. The question of whether the North
Atlantic Treaty should be modified in such a way as to include these two countries
can only be answered in the light of a full study of the facts.•Among the questions
which must be raised -are the following.

2.- Would the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in the Treaty and the extension eof
the area defined in Article VI to include Greece and European ;and Asiatic Turkey
be' iegarded by the USSR as provocative?" Can sufficient evidence be found to

° accession to the {treaty? Would their inclusion ensure their active participation in
'the event of Soviet aggression directed against Western Europe or any portion of
the North Atlantic Treaty area as now defined. in Article VI? The United States
:memorandum does not deal with the question. of. what the attitude of the Soviet
Union might be in the event of the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in the treaty, yet
this is a question of major importance, and the'risks involved must be balanced
against: the increased strength which Greece and Turkey could bring to the coali-
.tion. I fully agree, therefore, that a military appreciation by our own Chiefs of Staff
is a prerequisite to any further study Of' the questions involved.

3: ^ Yon' will have noted that'the United Kingdom view, -as sutnmarized in mY
telegram No. 1285 of May 25th,t is that -as a first step the question should be
examined in its military aspect by the Standing Group, and I should think that this
is a proposal which we might well support when the United Kingdonm view has
been,, expressed in the Deputies.

4. ° At. the, Council Deputies meeting yesterday Spofford drew
nd

attention ooethe

agreement of the Deputies at the meeting of May 21st to recomme

41 "-iücle ut définit la zone géographique de responsabilité des parties au Traité.

Article VI defines the geographic areas of responsibility of the parties to the treaty.
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ments that their: position on the question should not be disclosed,to the:Turkish or,,
Greek Governments. He stated that at the time he had agreed to this suggestion;
which had onginally been made by the Netherlands Depûty; he had not known that,
in fact'the United States Government. had made known its own :views to the Greek:
and Turkish governments. He therefore suggested that each government might, if it,
wished, make known its own position, but not the position of other governments in
discussions with, the Turkish and Greek, Governments. Hoyer Millar echoed this
view: and pointed out that a great deal 'of pressure had been put on the Foreign
Office, particularly by the Turkish Ambassador in London, and that -itmight be
necessary, to give some indication of United. Kingdom views when these had been
formulated. The Netherlands Deputy was clearly unhappy about these suggestions
and pointed out that if each.of the NATO, governments were to make its position;
known, tô, Greece, and Turkey individually, the, two claimant governments would
seek to play off. one member against another.

5. You will see, therefore, that in practice. it.will not be possible to carry out the
suggestion made at the . meeting of May 21 st.

6. I look fôrward tô' receiving your comments on the questions of substance
involved. Ends.

459. • . :•; .^. r,., . ^^^ . ;.: ^ ^ ,.. . .
^
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TELÉGRAM 920

Le secrcrtaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-conunissaire au Royaume-Uni I

-, • .: , •
• Secretary of State for External Afj`'airs.,:
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TOP SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.,- .

Ottawa, May 30, 1951

Following for.Wilgress from I Heeney, Begins: My• telegram No. 896 of May 28,:
1951 and your telegram No. 1316 of May. 29, re relationship of Greece and Turkey
with NpTO

1• You,will have noted already that we have serious misgivings regarding the
Wisdom of extending membership to Greece and Turkey. In our estimation the
United, States memorandum fails to present a convincing political. case in this
reSPèCt,'pn the other hand, some of the. military arguments advanced in the memo-
randum are undoubtedly valid. It remains to be proven, however, that those military
azguroents'côûld'not,be taken care of by some alternative solution, such as a Medi-terrailéan:.pact. Our ôwn' Chiefs• of Staff will be looking into this matter. With
regard to'paragraph 3, of your telegram, No. 1316, I think that you might well sup-
port the United Kingdom proposal that the question should be examined in its mili-
tary,aspectby, the Standing Group.

3•Reg ardless of "an y militâry appreciatiori of the . situation, the problem of theadnlissiori'^f Greece and'nd Turkey to NATO is clearly one in which Canada 'should
not be éXCted tô play ,a prominent role. We should bear in mind the fact that all1 .'

. . . . . , . . .



the alternatives to admission to NATO, such as those set forth in my despatch No.

S.4662 of ,April 20,' for a Mediterranéan Pact aré^ of such a' nature that no direct
Canadian commitment is, involved: It would be improper for the Canadiari Govern-
mentto take a leading.part'in urging a course of action which would involve others
in éxtending ^ commitments although it is quite proper for Canada to comment on
any measure which would substantially alter the character of NATO. It seems to me
that it would be preferable, therefore, to let thosè countries more directly concerned

carry the main burden of a discussion .in the Council Deputies.- There are already

clear indications that such a process is already under way.
4: I was very much interested in your telegram No. 1316 and think consideratiôn

should be given to the question raised in paragraph 2 about the provocative aspect

NATO would assume were it exténded to Greece and Turkey. These other questions
sliould certainly bë'discussed as fully as possible. It may be that the military plan-

ners in Washington have already come to the conclusion that a Soviet attack on

Greece and/or Turkey would immediately lead to a world war. If that is one of the
premises on which they base their case for the admission of Greece and Turkey, it

becomes even more important that the provocative aspect of the admission towards
the USSR be studied.

5. There are other questions which remain unanswered, some having already been

posed by NATO Deputies, some others which will emerge during later discussions.
It seems that the atmosphere'would be clarified if the powers more directly con-

cerned were willing to submit information on:such items as:

(i) The reasons for the failure of the existing arrangements whereby Greece and

Turkey were to be associated with NATO defence , planning in the Eastern

Mediterranean;
(ii) The command arrangements in the Eastern Mediterranean on which so little

progress séenis to have been made; to
(iii) The problem of further admission to NATO once the door has been opened

Greece and Turkey. It is evident from your telegram No. 1214 of May 17t that the

United Kingdom are concerned about the, effect of a, departuré from the Atlantic

aspect of NATO on thé relationship of Australia; New Zealand and South ce
with Treaty arrangements in the Mediterranean area. The problem of the accept^
of Western'Germany will presumably become more acute if and when Greece andk
Turkey , are admitted.

. -
6:

,
It seems quite clear that irrespective of any legislative requirement for ôend

sek
ment of 66 Treaty, the Government; on political grounds alone,' would wis

h

Pârliaméntary approval if the admission of Greece and Turkey were off onstirot a^
ommended by the North Atlantic Council, since their admission would
major commitment in 'the defence of an area in which Canada has ' not hitherto be?n

involvéd.' Greatest care should therefôre be exërcised in reaching a decision on an
is'sue' which would,require action by our own Parliament. ht be

7. The timing of these discussions, as well as of any conclusion wch ^g^dc

reâched, ; is important ' and should be related to the possibility
of a North Atlantic

Côuncil ^ meeting in' thè ' not toô ' distant, füture.' It • seems to us that D f^r^e

should not attémpt to`cômë to a hasty conclusion on such an impo
rtant

/ ° / ►
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mere sake of trying to meet a given deadline. It might be' that the most satisfactory
procedure for the Deputies would be to submit a progress report to thë Council for
consideration, giving the different alternatives envisaged without making any defi-
nite recommendation; Ends. ; . , - = ; : , ,; ; . ; • ;

, ^..
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Le haut-coyitmissâire au 'Royaume- Uni ^
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in: United Kingdon:
to. Secretary of. State for External Affairs

TEiEGRANt• 1338

TOP SECRET..

Reference: Council Deputies; 31st May.

London, May 31, 1951

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

Spofford introduced this subject at to-day's meeting by. clarifying a number of
points in the United States position. As a result of their. preliminary study of the
question the United States authorities,thought 'that the inclusion of Greece and Tur-
key in the North Atlantic Treaty'would'require the amendment of Article 6, possi-
bly in the form of an addition of the phrase "any part of Turkey" after the reference
to the Algerian departments of France. The position was not so clear as to whether.
an amendment would be required to 'Article 5,48 but Spofford confirmed, in reply to
a question by Hoyer 1Vlillar, that the intention in the United States aide mémoire
was to include both `Turkey in Europe! and "Turkey in Asia".

2• The Netherlands Deputy had raised earlier the question of wtiether inodifica-
non of the, preamble would be required. The preliminary United States view was
that there was no' need ! to re-draft the existing . preamble, nor. was it felt that the
concept of the Nôrth Atlantic community would be' in any way ' impaired by theinclusion of '-Turkey , and Greece in the, treaty. Both countries qualified on the
grounds of "common heritage" providing a broad enough implication was given to
$is criterion:: Spofford reminded the Deputies of the provisions of Article 1049 of
tbe treaty and expressed the view that Turkey was in a position both to further the
principles of the treaty and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantic area.
He also referred to the fact' that Turkey and Greece were members of both the
^^r =; :, ,. ••, :. .',;. ..
'1L'amdé V oblige les Parties à lOTAN à considérer « une attaque armée contre l'une ou plusieurs

d'entre ellès'survénant en Europe ou en Amérique du Nord ... comme une attaque dirigée contre
toutes les Parties * . . , . - .
Article V

. , , , . . .. , . ,
obliges .NATO members to treat "an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe

0"1011h America ... [as] an attack against them all."49
Varticle X autorise les membres de l'OTAN à inviter tout autre État européen, par accord unanime,

accéder au Traité. . ., " . 1 .Article
; . . . ' ; , i : t ^ ^ f • . ,

X authorius
to the NATO members to invite. by unanimous consent, any European state to accede

treaty.



O.E.E.C:- and the Council of: Europe, and; that Turkey, had, in fact, been a charter
member, of the former. organization

3.'Hoyer Millar began his comments with a referencè to the reply made in answer
to a question in the House of Comnions yesterday by the Foreign Secretary on the
position of Turkey, the text of which is contained in my immediately following
telegram.t He had hoped to give. the Deputies earlier notice of the statement of
United Kingdom policy contained in Mr. Morrison's reply,, but this had not been
possible. After reading portions of the reply, HoyerMillar. indicated briefly that the
United Kingdom fully supported the desire of Turkey' andI Gréece to improve their
security position, and agreed that a closer association of Turkey and Greece with
the western defence system must be'established by some means. The real question
was how this could best be done. The United States proposal with respect to the full

and Greece in the North Atlantic Treaty was one of a numberinclusion of Turkey
of possible solutions. On the United States proposal, the United Kingdom could be
likened to the man from Missouri, who said he had to be shown. The difficulties
involved in the problems were very real and it : would be only on the basis of a
thorough and detailed appreciation of both the militaryand political implications
that the United Kingdom Government would be in a position to take a final deci-
sion. Hoyer Millar suggested that in order that a common view, on this problem
might emerge, and as a first step, the Standing Group should be invited at once to
look into the military implications of the United 'States proposal. ^

4. Alphand made a statement on rather similar lines, agreeing that it was neces-
sary to associate Greece and Turkey with the defence of the west," but insisting that
a political decision could only be taken alter the Standing Group had.completed a
careful appreciation of the military facts involved: Alphand suggested that in order
to formulate precise questions to be asked of the Standing Group, a small drafting
committee might be. set up at once., In. reply to a- query from Spofford asking
whether his position was similar to that of Hoyer Millar, Alphand indicated that his
government could not take up . any definite position.before having full information.

5. ;The ;Portuguese. Acting Deputy made a brief, statement to. the effect that his
government continued not to favour the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO.
This . implied ; no lack of esteem -for the two countries; and no under-estimation of

they could make. In the view of the Por-,the important military contribution ,the
tuguese Government, however, a preferable solution could be reached by working
out regional defence arrangements in. the ;Mediterranean'in which the principal

' interested powers would: participate.,; His government felt that the inclusion of
,.t.,Greece and Turkey in the North AtlanticTreaty would radically alter. the present

Atlantic character,of the pact; would modify its present wholly defensive character,
and might be regarded as provocative action by the U.S.S.R.; would create ai tua-
tiôn , in which local conflicts involving 'a small areâ `might rapidly become large-
scale' conflicts;• and woüld 'considerably increase the risk of war.

6: The Belgian Deputy spoke along rather the same lines as 'Alphand.
7. The Norwegian deputy stated thât hisgovernment would not wish to see a

r4 decision taken on the question until it had been thoroughly studied and carefully
cconsidered. He was'therefore in agreement with the United Kingdom proP°Sal' in
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the opinion of his government, 'the United States memorandum had ignored • the
important question of the probable reaction of the Russians to the proposed exten-
sion of the treaty. He added his personal view that theré was'considerable similarity
between the position of Turkey and that of Norway in viéw 'ôf the fact that both
countries had common land frontiers with Russia. ^ He recalléd that the entry of Nor-
way into the NAT had been the subject of a strong protest from the Russians which
the Norwegian Government had been able to counter by the assurance that no for-
eign troops would! be'stationed in Norway during peace-time. He thought that in
assessing the probable reaction of Russia it would be desirable to know whether or
not outside troops were likely to be based in Turkey. Military advice might be
sought on this point.

8. I stated that consideration of the implications of the United States proposal was
continuing in Ottawa and that I was •sure you would not wish to see a decision
taken before the - matter had been carefully studied. 'Accordingly I indicated My
agreement with Hoyer Milla'r's prôpôsal. I thought, however, that consideration of
the politicâl arïd other non-military -aspects of the question might continue in the
Deputies 'concurrently with the examination by the Standing Group. I suggested
that the eventual decision might have to be taken by the Council itself at its next
meeting. In any event, the Deputies should see that the discussion . was sufficiently
far advanced for the matter, to be, considered • by the Council if' that 'proved
necessary:

9• The Nethërlânds 'Deputy, expressed; views rather similar to mine.• ^, , {., .. .. . ,10 The Italian Deputy repeated I the support of his government for full member-
shiP.of bôth Turkey and Greece. He indicated that he would, however, be prepared
to have the Standing Group present an âppreciation of the military implications of
the Proposal if that would not delay •a decision too long.

11.
The Luxembourg Deputy dissénted from the Italian view and expressed his

agreement with+ the statement made by most of the other, deputies. '12.
At the cônclusion of the meeting it was decided thu,.

(a) The Standing Group should be asked to report on the military implications of
the United States proposal;

(b),'The Political Working Group '(with military participants): should meet
tomonow morning to draft the questions to be'put to the Standing Group, after
approval by the Deputies, in order to ensure that the latter's response would be
sufficiently, detailed;

(c) The Political Working Group should also define the non-military aspects of
the question (including the juridical • as well as -political points). and prepare an
agenda for' further'disctission of these aspects by the Deputies;

(d) The Council Deputies should resume discussion of the subject on Tuesda ,June Sth. y
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Le haut-commissaire . au Royaume-Uni .
au secrétaire d'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures

" High Commissioner in . United Kingdom :•-
to, Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, June 20, 1951
, TELEGRAM 1510 , -

COUNCIL DEPUTIES, JUNE 19TH

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY, TO NATO

General discussion tôok place yesterday on the first four of the suggested head-
-,ings for discussion of the 'political aspects (Docûmerit.D-D(51)145 of.June 2nd).1'

2: On Item I, ,I made ,the point in, paragraph '4 of your telegram No. 981 of Julie

;9th, j^ and general agreement was expressed, with the view that the desirability of

,linking Greece and Turkey with the defence of the West had already been_settled by

the Council. The United Kingdom Deputy ., also referred to the United Kingdom

Government's commitments to Turkey arising out of the Anglo-Turkish Treaty.

3. On the question of the possible reaction to be expected from the USSR or its

satellites a number of, interesting comments were made. Hoyer Millar said that the

Foreign Office view,was.that should Greece and Turkey be included in NATO there

.was every reason to expéct,I a`fairly violent Soviet propaganda câmpaign: The real

.,question was whether such a step would be seriously regarded by the USSR as a

`direct threat, and whether it would provoke a military countér-action. On this point

it, was impossible to be categorical or definite, but on the basis of available evi-
dence the Foreign Office view wâs that if, the Kremlin calculated that an attack on
Turkey would mean "a world wâr, and on the assûmption that the Soviet Union is

not ready for a world war, now, undue wëight should not be given to the
`pôssibility

of Soviet military counter-action: The Foreign Office did not feel that
the adher-

ence of Greece and Turkey to NATO would materially 'affect Soviet plans, nor did
, they feel that the fear of giving provocation to the USSR should be a decisive fac-
tor- in coming to a decision on the general question.

`4." The United States Depûty," pointing out that he had no specific instructions,

expressed the view implicit in the United States memorandum that the adherence of
;Greece and Turkey would not invoke either a local or a general

Soviet reacaon-

Such a step would merely be an extension of the present defence arrangements into
a wider field, but the emphasis would continue to be on the defensive

chas acter Of
the

the NATO Alliance. The view of the State Department Russian experts w
Soviet Union would take military measures only when there is more to gain than to
lose by so doing. It was felt that the Russians had already accepted the association
of Greece and Turkey with the West for military planning purPoses,

and already
roup-

counted those two countries as coming within the framework of the western g
ing. Propaganda measures could, however, be anticipated.
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5. The Netherlands, Norwegian and Danish Deputies took an opposite view. The-,
Netherlands Deputy said that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey in NATO'would
be considered by'the Soviet Union as an encircling movemént; and might conceiva-
bly provoke military counter-measures. In any 'event; , such. a step ' -woùld lead,
towards an intensification of the existing East-West tension, and by so.doing would
increase the existing dangers in the situation: Up to now the North Atlantic Treaty
Alliance had been composed of a group of like-minded powers, and great care had
been taken not to convey the impression that the alliance was aimed directly at the
Soviet Union: -The accession of Greece and Turkey to the treaty, however, would
point straight in'the direction of the Soviet Union.

6. The Danish. Deputy echoed this apprehension. His government felt that it was
impossible to foretell Soviet reactions, and that this in itself was an additional rea-.
son for caution:

7. The Norwegian Deputy, who was also without instructions, said that his own
view was similar to that expressed by Van Starkenborgh. He was sure that the Nor-
wegian Government would wish to know the view of the Great Powers, who were
much better placed to evaluate Soviet reactions. He felt, however, that the opinion
which had been expressed by' Hoyer Millar left out the important factor that the
Soviet Union was known to be extremely sensitive to happenings on its immediate
borders: This, in his view, was a central reason for going slowly in dealing with the'
problem 'of Greece and Tu rkey.

8. The most interesting contribution came'from Alphand. He did not dissent from
the géneral'view expressed by Hoyer Millar, but sought to 'narrow down the'frame=`
work of the discussion. According to French istimates there were 23 Soviet divi-'
Siôns now facingY Türkey, ând'important elements of the'Soviet` fleet available' for'
duty in Turkish waters.` Alphand then raised the following specific question:

(i) In the event that Turkey (and Greece) are associated with western defence in a
form as yet'undétermined, what attitude will ' the Turkish Government adopt to the
location of NATO'bases on Turkish territo ^ry•

(ü) Recalling the, pressure brought , to bear on Norway. by the Soviet Union prior
to the 1Voruwegiân'signature of the treaty, and the fact that Norway's signature of the
treaty was based.upon the understanding that foreign forces would not be located
on Norwegian territory in peace-time; would the Turkish Government adopt an atti-
tude similâr to, that of Norway as a condition of signing the treaty?

(iii) iqgcording to French information, a number of aerodromes in Turkey were
being eXpanded to accommodate B36 aircraft. So far there had been no Soviet pro-
tests, since , this, programme was the, direct responsibility of the Turkish Govern-
ment. If, however 'as a result of the inclusion of Turkey in, NATO there should be a
Soviet`ultimàtum,^what would the reaction of the Western NATO Powers be? Even
if Soviet ntilitary counter-measures need not be anticipated, might not the effect be
to retard the presént defence programme in Turkéy which was now proceedingsatisfactorily?

9• In connectionwith these specific questions, and particularly the question of the
attitude of,the Turkish Government towards the establishment of NATO bases on
Turkish territôiy, Âlphând 'rèported thât he had recently had a personal conversa=
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tion' with, the Turkish Ambassador; in London, in':which the latter had hinted
strongly that should his country.be admitted to NATO his government had not con-
sidered that this would mean that-Turkey automatically agrees to the establishment
of NATO bases on Turkish territory., , . , , ; . .. ;

10. The Lûxemboùrg Deputy reported a'conversation with the Turkish Ambassa-
dor on similar.lines. Hoyer Millar made the point that if these conversations faith-
fully ., represented the Turkish Government's attitude; the Standing Group's
calculations' with respect to Turkey's military importance to NATO would be sub-
stantially affected. It was agreed that it would be useful for the deputies to seek the
views of their governments on the specific questions -which Alphand had raised.

11.,The Italian Deputy took the opportunity of making a general statement, the
tenor of which was that since August 1950 the Italian Government had been con-
vinced that the inclusion of Turkey (and Greece) in NATO was essential. In the
view of. the Italian Government the arguments in favour of such a course were
stronger now than a. year ago. Such a course was warranted not. only by Italy's
friendly relations with Greece and Turkey, but the whole strategic position in the
Mediterranean, where the need for establishing effective defence arrangements was
urgent. ; The Italian Deputy, referred to the increasing criticism of the West in the
Turkish press, and the danger that inaction onlour.part would stimulate neutralist
tendencies in Turkey. In this connection he said that at the beginning of this year
the Italian Government had learned'that the Soviet Government,was interested in
keeping Turkey neutral in the event, of war. By stimulating neutralism, we were in
fâct serving Soviet objectives. The Italian Government was fully aware of the tech-
nical , difficulties, but felt, that on the. grounds he had indicated, and above all
because of the critical , situation in 'the'Mediterranean, the inclûsion of Greece and
Turkey in NATO was a matter of urgency. His government did not think that it was
realistic to assume that such action would be regarded by the USSR as provocative.
He'argued that the."character of the North Atlantic Alliance wôuld not be altered by
the' inclusion of these two new members; and that any aggression against Greece
and Turkey, could not, in fact, be. localized.

12. Under' Item III, on the various methods of linking Greece and Turkey with the-
defencé of the West; the discussion was lesscoherent, partly because it was recog
nized that headings ,4, 5 and 6 were éssentiâlly. , sub-headings of Item III, and tha
discussion' thereforé tended tô' ovérlap into these other points. It was broadly agr
that the discussion of alternatives might follow the framework of the

alternative

methods of associating Greece and Turkey summarized in paragraph 2 of documentGroup)
D-D(51)142'of June 5thj' (the, list` of detailed questions for the Standing ici-^ , .,". ^ : ;a;, f• t " .

13.,There was a brief discussion, ^̂ n which Hoyer'Millar and Alphand p^
pated,'onthe"shortcomings'of théèxisting Anglo-Turkish and Franco-Turkish trea-
ties; the outcome of which.wass that these treaties were inadequate insofaras theyof a
committed the; United Kingdom ^nd, France, to go to Turkey's aid in the event
Soviet attâck; 'bût did riot' imply any'reciprocal obligation. Greece was not covered
at all by. bilateral guarantees.
,:. 14. Hoyer Millar also tôok thé o ôrtunity of saying that what Turkey re^ly

wârl`téd was it United States' guaranteel, and that their inclusion in NATO was 011
1Y
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one way: of achieving this result. Spofford commented that what Turkey really
wantedwas to be included in NATO as the best means of obtaining such a
guarantee. ... ,, „ ,. .

15. The Portuguese Deputy threw some further light on the Turkish attitude by
referring to his recent conversation 'with the Turkish Ambassador (who has obvi-
ously been pretty busy in the past week)' in' which he quoted the ambassador as
saying that the Soviet Union would be likely to respect the defensive character of
the NATO Alliance, but that those countries not included in the alliance were in a
much more vulnerable position.

16. While it had been intended only to deal with the first four points, the Nether-
lands and Norwegian Depudes both commented on item V, i.e., the effect of the
inclusion of Greece and Turkey on the concept of the North Atlantic Community.
The , Netherlands Deputy stressed the regional and cultural basis of the present asso-..
ciation,. and the fact that it was more than a merely military alliance*. From an orga-
nizational point of view the problem was 'difficult enough with twelve members,
but would become infinitely more complicated with the addition of two more mem=
bers, particularly if the countries'concerned were not essentially western in 'outloôk.
Finally, he referred tô the'existing difficulties with the Standing Group; and raised
the questiôn'whether 'the inclusion of Greece and Turkey would not increase the
security,problems and difficûlties.

17; The Norwegian Deputy spoke in the same sense, and referred , to the ultimate
goals of the North Atlantic Treaty which had been interpreted in sômé qûârters as
leading towards a,.more integrated Atlantic union. His government was not
impressed with Greéce and,Tûrkey's "western" associations. While,'no, doubt the
governinent and intellectuals had a western orientation, the fact was that 80 percent
of the Turkish population weré peasants, living in Asia Minor. The modification in
the basis of the treaty association which their inclûsion would involve might make
it more difficult to obtain the support from our ^respective'public opinions for the

possible; ! . .

(2) Any côinrüents which you wish to make on the specific questions raised by
Alphand; as outlined in ' paragraph 8 above.

863

18. The Pôrtuguese Deputy took a similar liné, stressing that Turkey and Greece
were not in the- "s'=6 circle" as the, present NATO powers.

19. The discussion on Greece and Turkey continues today.
20. Action required:

as (1) Your coinments on the specific points listed in D-D(51)145 at as early a date

idea of an Atlantic Community.



TELEGRAM.1526,

SECRET

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

Council Deputiés, 20th June, relationship of Greece and Turkey to NATO.

Thë discussion was continued yesterday on non-military aspects. Hoyer Millar

comment of the Netherlands Deputy that there would be greater organizatiônal dif-

expressed aympathy with the views , which had been put forward at the previous
meeting by the, Netherlands and Norwegian Deputies under points 5 and 6, dealing
with 'the effect of the inclusion of Gre:ece, and Turkey on the concept of the North
Atlantic community and the existing. NATO structure. The inclusion of Greece and
Turkeywould, to a certain extent vitiate the original idea on which theI treaty had
been founded. The Foreign Office view was, however, that if the defence aspect of
the treaty is to be,regarded as primary, and if in the interests of NATO defence the
admission 'of Greece and Turkey is required, the effect on the North Atlantic com-
munity . concept should not be a,detërmining factor. With reference to the earlier

ficulties, Hoyer Millar was inclined to agree, but pointed out that Greece and Tur-
key,were not unused to working with other.western countries. Further, the Foreign
Office considered that Greek and Turkish military security was up to standard, and
little additional security risk from a military point ofï view would, arise from their

dinclusion.
2. I indicated that the Canadian position was broadly similar to that of the United

Kingdom. We considered that a thorough 'cxâmination 'of military considerations
•was necessary before final decisions côuld be taken, and we were therefore aw^t-
ing the Standing Group reply to ôur'qûestionnaire. I expressed the view, however,
that an extension of the treaty to include Greece 'and Turkey would radically alters

' the; original conception on which the treaty was based, and would subordinateh^s
original conception to military requirements. We had placed considerable emp
on the sï nificance and, long-term objectives of Article 2, which went beyond the
purely military aspects of the treaty, ând which would be to some extent compli-
cated by the inclusion of the two new members proposed. Our conclusion, how-
ever,' was that the military arguments had first to be carefully studied.

3. The Netherlands Deputy clung tenaciously to his earlier points that their inclu
`sion would bring in an alien element to our association. Greece was funn^enNe^in
interested in Balkan questions, while Turkey's primary interests were
East. Further, his fear was that with the enlargement of the NATO c Û d of n^rés^-
twelve to fourteen, the danger was that many important deÿisions wo step•
sity be taken within a smaller group. This would decidedl be a reUograde

DEA/50030-V-3-40

' Lé l: a ut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conunissioner ,in United Kingdom
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs
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4.: The Italian Deputy did not deny that the original. NATO. concept would be
affected, but - insisted . that the inclusion of the two countries would greatly
strengthen the military side of the association:

5. Spofford, in commenting on the Netherlands points, took the view that the
present geographical area covered by the North Atlantic Treaty. was itself far from
compact, and that there was already a wide geographical distribution within the
framework of the treaty. His view was that Turkey had both a European and a
Middle East aspect: But he pointed out that in the United States there were many
people who held the view. that primary attention should be devoted to the -Pacific
area,^ yet this did not prevent the United States from playing an active part in the
defence of Western Europe. On the question of the. workability of the new arrange-
ments, he agreed that our task would not be made easier by widening the circle, but
pointed out that many other international bodies, e.g., 'the OEEC, had a considera-
bly larger membership than that of NATO, and still managed to do effective work.
In expressing these views, Spofford made it clear that he had not had specific
instructions on these points from the State Department.

6. The discussion then turned to the juridical and parliamentary difficulties in the
way of the various forms of association, but since the other methods of association
have not yet been fully discussed, main emphasis was placed on the difficulties
which would arise in including Greece and Turkey in NATO.

7. Hoyer Millâr'expressed the view that the various possible methods of associa-
tion should be fully discussed and said that the view of the legal adviser of the
Foreign Office was that while amendments to Articles V and VI would be required,
this could be done by means of a supplementary protocol - rather than by actual
treat}► amendment. This point was not discussed in detail, although the Belgian and
Netherlands Deputies said they could see very little difference in the effect of the
two methods.

8. It was apparent from the general discussion that most governments would be
required to consult parliaments if any modification of the treaty were required. The
French Acting Deputy made it clear that the French Government was specifically
bound to bring before the Chamber of Deputies any proposal to extend the presenttreaty

membership. The United States position was that no amendment would be
required to the preamble, or to Article V, but that as indicated in para 1 of my
telegram 1338'of May 31st Article VI would need amending on the lines indicatedin

my eazlier message. The accession of Greece and Turkey to the treaty would
require ratification by the Sennte. There was a brief discussion of other parts of thetreaty

which might require modification, the Netherlands Deputy taking the view
that the preamble would probably need to be altered, and also Article X. The spe-
cific points, however, were not covered in detail.

9. In the gerieral discussion concerning Article 6 loyer Millar indicated that the
United Kingdom Government would have to reserve the position of Cyprus, which
at the moment is not included in the area covered by the treaty.
^^. On Item 8- fnancial and economic implications of the various methods -

Hoyei Millac and Spôfford thought that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey
Would not substantially affect the present financial and economic arrangements.
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.The Turks were already receiving MDAP aid.` The problems of infrastructure in
their area, Hoyer Millar suggested, would be "primarily a matter for the Greeks and
Turks themselves, while the problem of their contribution ; to SHAPE and the
subordinate commands would also have to be dealt with.

11. On Item 9, ,concerning other possible applications for. membership, the
Netherlands Deputy raised the question in general. terms by pointing out that if the
admission of Turkey was to be based on purely military considerations, such con-
siderations might also operate in the case of other countries. The Portuguese Dep-
uty was quick to seize the opportunity of pointing out that should parliaments come
to discuss the admission of Greece and Turkey,the question of Spain would likely
arise at the same time. Hoyer Millar made the interesting contribution, based on
Foreign Office estimates,' that while pressure for Spain's admission from "certain
quarters" might be expected, the United Kingdom was already used to such pres-
sure, and no new situation would be created. Yugoslavia was another possible
country whose admission might be raised, but he thought it unlikely that the Yugos-
lavs would wish to provoke Russia by seeking admission. Increased demands might
be expected from the Western German Government, but the Foreign Office felt that
this involved long-term problems which need not be taken up at present. Finally,
claims might be made by certain Middle Eastern countries such as Iraq, Jordan and
the Lebanon. The Foreign Office thought, however, that these claims were not par-
ticularly strong, and could be "ridden off'. Summarizing, Hoyer Millar said that the
Foreign Office feeling was that the fact'that other demands might be raised was not
in itself a sufficiently strong argument to deter us from going ahead on Greece and
Turkey if other considerations pointed in that direction.

12. The French Acting Deputy agreed that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey
might involve increased pressure. for admission to NATO by other Middle Eastern
countries.

13. It may be expected that, in our forthcoming discussions there will be fuller
study of the points covered in this preliminary review, with particular emphasis on

s
the alternative, methods of associating Greece and Turkey: Following MIS discu-
pion the intention is to request the Political Working Group to prepare a general
summary of the position. .

SECREr'

Ottawa, June 27, 1951
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The exchange of views reported in your. telegrams under reference has been
extremely helpful and interesting. I realize that you might have ' wished to have
more definite instructions in order to* make a better contribution to these discus=
sions but there were and still are certain definite limits imposed on our participa-,
tion, the most important ones being the assurances already given to the Greek and
Turkish Governments, the Cabinet's conclusion that we should endeavour to avoid
a hasty decision in order to permit a.thorough examination of alternatives to admis-
sion to NATO and, thirdly, the fact that any alternative to full admission to NATO
would involve direct commitments for others but not, for Canada.

2. In some respects, the Deputies' discussions have clarified the issue but nothing
could be done to redress a balance which has been upset by the United States when
they publicly committed themselves to. supporting Greece and Turkey for full
admission:' The discussion must be most irritating to the United States and appear
inordinately long to the Greeks and Turks while it is particularly distasteful to those
countries like France and Scandinavia which cannot see their way clear to
accepting a United States recommendation which has already been made public.

3. Since the Minister is in London, you will have some opportunity I am sure of
discussing this matter with him: He will tell you that'at the official level we share
many of the misgivings expressed in the Deputies and conveyed to you in earlier
telegrams.- At this stage in the negotiation, and subject to the Minister's concur-
rence, you might wish to make the following points when the discussions are
resumed:

(a) You might draw attention to the fact that virtually no consideration appears to
have been given to âny method other than full admission to NATO. As long as this
is the only method under discussion, the meetings might'well not only continue to
be inconclusive but they could also be harmful unless a way is found to reconcile
the different points of view. It may be, for example, that if consideration were
given to the possibility of a Mediterranean pact, it. would become apparent for a
variety of reasons that such a pact would be unsatisfactory to most of the countries
concerned. Full admission to 'NATO would then become much easier to accept for
those countries which cannot'see their way clear at this stage openly to accepting
the United States recommendation.

(b) Tl?e point raised by Alphand with respect to the attitude of the Government of
Turkey to the location of NATO bases on its territory raises an important issue and
no considered progress can be- made until it has been solved. It is hoped that the
Standing Group's military a P ' ^P̂reciation will deal with this and related roblems.

(c) Yoü P
point out in paragraph 10 of your telegram No. 1526 that the United

Kingdom and United States contend that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey would
not substantially` affect. present NATO financial and economic arrangements. Itseems t6,

us that the financial implications of such a move cannot be accurately
assessed.until the proposed military programme for.those two countries is worked
out in some detail. Wé pïesume that the problem of infrastructure will apply in
proP°rtion to the use which NATO 'forces will wish to make of Greek and Turkishterritoriés; , , i ,^ .. . - .1 1,



-.(d) You might let, the Depudes' know that it is now certain that - parliamentary
approval would be required in Canada if it should be decided that Greece and Tur-
key.should be accepted as full members'of^ NATO. Parliamentary approval would
probably take the form of the submission of.a resolution to both Houses of Parlia-
ment: It would be impossible to obtain such approval before the late autumn when
Parliament next assembles. ^(The session is to begin October 9).

4.You may already be aware' that the Standing Group has asked the Military
Representatives Committee to obtain their countries'• comments on D-D(51)142.t
This questionnaire was therefore' submitted to our Chiefs of Staff for their com-
ments. A copyt of their reply is being sent to you for your own information
together with this Department's comments. Ends.

Le haut-com ►nissaire au Royaume-Uni
' , ° au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. . , . .... . . . .
High Conunissioner, in United Kingdom
to Secretary, of State for Ezternal Affairs

TELEGRAM 1596 London, June 27, 1951

SECRET

Reference: Council Deputies June 25th.

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

A further general discussion took place on various possible methods by which
Greece and Turkey might be linked -with, western defence.

Extension of Existing Bilateral Arrangement'

2. The French acting deputy pointed out that with reference to the Anglo-French
Turkish agreement, the principal difficulty was that the obligation was not recipro-
eâl. Thus these existing bilateral agreements were inadequate to accomplish the
central task of linking Greece and Turkey in adequaté defence arrangements with
the western powers.

3. The United States deputy explained that the view of his government was that a
United States guarantee to, Greece • and .Turkey, through bilateral arrangements
would'run counter'to+the basic United States policy which has been developing in
recent' years; J n' which the' emphasis is plâced on regional collective security
arrangements. The United States administration would be most reluctant to modify
this'existing policy in the direction of bilateral arrangements,' which,would. be outuestions. In
of line with the broad lines of the'United States approach to security q
addition Spofford thought that , both the Greek and Turki'sh Governments would
p'refer' i collective, rather than a bilateral guarantee. The United States authorines
did not think the "solution of the prese'nt problém'côuld be found eithei in the exten-
sion of existing bilateral `arrangements on the lines of the Anglo-French Turkish
Treaty, or by an additional supplementary bilateral guarantee by the United States.
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In addition to the administration's preference for collective security arrangements,
as opposed to bilateral arrangements, in the defence field, the attitude of Congress
also had,to be borne in mind, and on this point Spofford thought the extension of
security, arrangements through a bilateral guarantee would be far more difficult to
obtain than a regional arrangement.

4. loyer Millar made the observation that from the practical point. of view, the
difference between extending bilateral arrangements and including Greece and Tur-
key in NATO was perhaps more apparent than real. In the event of a Soviet attack
on Turkey, the provisions of the Anglo-Turkish Treaty would come into play, and a
Soviet attack on the United, Kingdom could be, anticipated,', i.e., in effect it was
difficult to imagine the possibility of an isolated attack on Greece and Turkey.

5-This gave rise.to some general discussion of the nature of the obligation under
Article V, and there was general agreement,with the French acting deputy that even
if Turkey were- a full member of the North Atlantic Treaty, her belligerency in the
event of an attack in the North Atlantic area need not necessarily be taken for
granted. If Turkey were a full member of the treaty, and if it were considered that in
the 'conunon interest Turkish neutrality was'more advantageous at the outset than
belligerency, this presumably could form the subject of prior consultation by Tur-
key and the other parties'to the Treaty., Hoyer Millar added that while there was
every disadvantage in having a neutralizéd Turkey, there might possibly be certain
military advantages in a neutral Turkey (in somewhat the sense"in which she was a
"neiltral" in the last war).;

Regional Arrângements in the Eastent Meditcrrancan
6. Hoyer, Millar said that the Foreign Office was in general agreement with the

arguments.set forth in paragraph 4 of the United States memorandum of May 21st
against a Mediterranean pact. The possibility of a Mediterranean pact had not been
given, detailed or extensive study in the Foreign Office, principally because the
defence problem,with .which we were faced had to be viewed in its short-term
aspects, whereâs the Mediterranean pact was a longer-term proposition. It should
notbe forgotten, for example, that Israel and Egypt were still. technically in a state
of war. In any, event, conditions in the area did not provide a satisfactory basis for
such a regional arrangement. It was clear from his remarks that the Foreign Office
is parficularly concerned about the dangers involved in placing Egypt in a central
role. Spoffo'rd said that he had little to add to the views already expressed with
regazd to a Mediterranean pact in the original United States memorandum.

7• 1 made the comment that without having come to a firm decision at this stage
as to the relative.advantages or disadvantages of a Mediterranean or Middle East-
ern pact, we should, not dismiss the possibility that such a pact might have so real
merits, The area of the eastern Mediterranean and Middle East was still in a fluid
political state and it, was difficult to foresee at this stage what might ultimately
emerge, It was possible that some limited form of association for defence purposes
'night be developed in the area with a provision for subsequent accession by other
cOUntneS
Whi as conditions changed. A regional arrangement of this limited character,

ch Iiiight, for example embrac '11 th, ^n-t- a y e great powers as well as Greece and



Turkey; would only have to be:submitted to. the parliaments concerned rather than
to the parliaments of all 12 NATO countries. '-

8.- It was'clear from the subsequent discussion that the Norwegian; Danish and
Netherlands deputies felt that there was some merit in the idea 'of a more limited
regional association in the eastern Mediterranean and Middle East in which the
three•great powers would participate, and that this might provide a possible alterna-
tive method of covering the position of Greece and Turkey.

9. The Italian deputy did not disagree that there might be some advantages in a
Mediterranean pact, in which he indicated Italy would participate, but thought this
was a long-term proposition which would not, solve the immediate problem of
NATO defence.

10. In this general discussion it was clear that neither the United Kingdom nor the
Frénch deputies were opposed in principle to the'idea of a regional pact, but felt
that the details of such a regional arrangement might take a long time to work out
in practice:

Extension of Present Arrangements for Associating Turkey with NATO Defence

Planning
11. The Belgian acting deputy suggested that a fruitful approach to the problem

would be to consider whether or not the arrangements worked out by the council at
its last meeting might not be extended to provide in some way for associating
Greece and Turkey more formally with the North Atlantic Treaty in respect only of
its military provision. The details of this suggestion were not considered fully, but
the Belgian representative thought an arrangement might be worked out to provide
a juridical basis for associating Turkey only with the security provision of the
treaty. Spofford raised the question as to whether this would not look like "a second
class membership", but it was clear that this possibility would have to be further
explored:

12. One further point of interest (arising out of the reports of discussions with the
Turkish'Ambassador referred to in my telegram No. 1510 of June 20th) was raised
by Hoyer Millar,' who said that in conversation with the Foreign Office the Turkish
Ambassador in ` London, on 7une, 21 st, had clearly given an indication that he was
âware of the' general tenor of the discussions taking place in the Deputies. For
exâmple, with regard to the question of the establishment of NATO bases in Turk
ish territory which he understood hâd been raised by one of the deputies, the Turk-
ish Ambassador had made it clear that if Tu'rkey were to join• NATO as T

a u full

member she would accept all obligations involved, including NATO bases o
ish territory. Apart from this' specific declaration of Turkey's intentions, a number
of deputies expressed alarm at the fact that there had beeri a leak to the Turks on
our current discussions, and it was agreed that each deputy should emphasize to his
own`government the importance of preserving the security of these talks.

13. Finâlly, the Norwegian •and Netherlands de uties indicated that their govern
ïrïents had each received an official communication from the Turkish Government
to theréffect that spéedy and unreserved action to approve the United States propo-
sal would be taken as a token of friendly feelings towards Turkey.
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14. The discussion on Greece and Turkey will continue on Tuesday morning:
.^^^, . . . . ^.

DEA/50030-V-3-40
. Le haut-coinmissaire au Royaume-Uni

,au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Con:missioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE.EGRAM 1661 London, July 5, 1951
. . . ..

TOP SECRET

Council Deputies Meeting July 5, 1951.

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO
2. The Deputies consideration of this problem was considerably advanced today

principally as the result of forthright statements made by the Norwegian and Dan-
ish Deputies outlining their governments views on the best method of associating
Greece and Turkey with western defence. The Norwegian Deputy speaking on
instructions said that his government recognized the just claim of Greece and Tur-
key to security and would welcome any suitable arrangement (which would clearly'
have to be developed within the framework of the principle of collective security)
for meeting their defence needs. The Norwegian Government felt, however, that
the method of full membership in NATO proposed by the United States was not the
best possible solution. Indeed Bryn said that his government "could not be a party"
to the solution proposed in the United States memorandum of May 21 which would
change the whole basis of the North Atlantic Treaty. It was important to preserve
the regional character of NATO, a point which Bryn said had been implied in the
official United States 'reply to the request made by the Secretary-General of the
United ^ Nations as to the intentions of individual United Nations Governments
under the "Uniting for Peace" resolution. Further, his government thought that the
maintenance of the existing character of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
was 'a pre-requisite for the gradual development of that closer Atlantic union
towards which many people in the North Atlantic area aspired. Bryn drew a parallel
between the world-wide commitments'of the Great Powers and the limited commit-
ments of the other members of NATO, most of whom did not accept the Middle
East as 'a direct defence responsibility. It was important not to undermine, by over-
extending the commitments of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the public
opinion within each NATO country which was a substantial source of the organiza-
0'fn's streng^; The Norwegian Government was fully cognizant of the importance

Greece and Turkey to the defence of the west but felt that the political disadvan-tages of full
membership were overriding. As a consequence it was necessary to

epanune possible solutions other than full membership. The Standing Group had
nle to the conclusion that either full membership of NATO, or the inclusion of

Greece and Turkey in a Mediterranean or Middle East pact, would be practicable
solutions to the problem. The Norwegian Government hoped that early and careful
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consideration would be, given to this latter possible solution. -It would be well
worthwhile exploring the extent to which a basis existed for a Mediterranean or
Middle Eastern pact or defence arrangement including in its membership the three
Great Powers and such other NATO or non-NATO countries as might be willing
and able to participatein such a regional arrangement. It would clearly be of great
importance to develop adequate measures by which such a regional pact might be
linked with NATO for military planning purposes: -The general problems of the
scope of the pact and its character could, of course, only be worked out by the
governments directly interested. Bryn concluded his Statement by urging that the
Deputies should give serious consideration to this possible solution: In concluding
he expressed the view that the question of the relationship of Greece and Turkey to
NATO could only be finally dealt with by the Council itself.
- 3. The Danish Deputy followed Bryn in making a statement on behalf of his

government on similar, though less effective, lines. He made it clear that the views
of the Danish Government were not based upon any selfish fears that the inclusion
of Greece and Turkey in NATO would mean the diversion of defence forces from
Western Europe to the Eastern Mediterranean, pointing out, that his government
agreed that Greece and Turkey deserved material assistance and support in meeting
their defence requirements. The hesitations of the Danish Government were due to
the disadvantages which would follow from the extension of :the. NATO area
beyond its natural boundaries. Here the Danish Deputy referred to the views which
had recently been expressed by Mr. Pearson concerning the long-term goal of an
Atlantic community of friendly nations united by a common culture and common
traditions. His government •felt that only • military considerations of the greatest
urgency would justify diverting attention from this' goal and altering the present
character of the pact.•It was felt that the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO
would not necessarily prove a military advantage either to NATO or to Greece and
Turkey, themselves, and that the inclusion of Turkey would be regarded by the
Soviet Union-as an act of encirclement and would create increased international
tension. The admission of Greece and Turkey would increase the obligations of the
present members under Article 5 and there would be no advantages in carnrnitting
Western European countries to the, direct defence of the Middle East. Like Bry of
the Danish Deputy referred to the importance of ensuring the continued support
public opinion in our own countries.,While he made it clear that his governmentthey agreed that
had not yet taken final action on the views of the Standing Group,
the organization of the defence of the Middle East was a matter of urgent impor-
tance. At the same time they felt that the problem of the Middle East would not be
solved simply,by admitting Greece and Turkey to NATO. The Danish Government,
therefore, hoped . that the possibility of a Mediterranean - or middl

e East pact
area co ld be

embracing the countries, able and willing to join in the defence of the a
given.careful consideration. both made a

4.• These two statements, the texts of which are to be circulat io• the effect that
considerable impression. Alphand made a most useful intervention overnment,
he had been greatly il impressed by the- two statements and that his g
while not Yet in a position to take ' a final position, thought that^a Medite ^onos d

Middle East pact was "a possible solution and perhaps preferable" to that p
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in the United States memorandum. His own view was that such a pact would go a
long way to fit the facts of the position of Greece and Turkey and the security of the
Middle East area..The question remaining, and it was one of real importance, was
to find the means by which such a regional pact in the Middle East could be linked
to the NATO command structure. This could presumably. be done either by
extending the present responsibilities of the Standing Group, or by reaching techni-
cal agreements between SHAPE and the command structure which might be estab- .
lished,in the Middle East area. The final view of the French. Government on.the
proposal put forward by the Norwegian Deputy would depend in large measure on
the effectiveness of the arrangements which might be made to link the two regional
systems. .. .

5. Spofford agreed that the Norwegian and Danish statements should be given
careful study but at the same time took the opportunity of making the point that the
United States authorities had already looked at the question of a Mediterranean
treaty and had raised the objections listed in paragraph 4 of the American memo-
randum of May 21.

6. The Belgian Deputy thought that it would be useful to establish the extent to
which the Deputies were in broad agreement with the main conclusion of the
Standing Group as set forth in S.G. 80/3,t i.e: that two solutions are militarily prac-
ticable. While most Deputies were without specific instructions, the general view
expressed was that there was no substantial reason to differ from this broad conclu-
sion reached in the Standing Group's paper.

7. As a result of the Norwegian and Netherlands statements, it may be assumed
that the Deputies will now proceed to examine more fully the possibility of a Medi-
terranean or Middle East arrangement, linked in some way yet undefined with
NATO. . . . i

8. Our discussion of Greece and Turkey was concluded with a reference by Spof-
ford to one or two outstanding points on which he had recently received instruc-
tions. On.the question of possible Soviet reactions to the conclusion of a security
arrangement.with Greece and Turkey, Spofford said that the United States view
was that the Soviet Union was unlikely to precipitate a general war as an immediate
result 'of. a security arrangement associating Greece and Turkey with western
defence. The most likely possibilities were the intensification of psychological war-
faze, coupled with political 'and economic pressure on the Near East area, and possi- •
bly diplomatic action' in the United Nations and elsewhere. . .

9• Spofford also dealt with the three questions originally raised by Alphand (see
paragraph 8 of my telegram No. 1510 of June 20). On the question of the attitude of
the Turkish Government to the location of NATO bases on Turkish territory, he
said that in the view,: of the United States authorities, Turkey would grant base
rights ori the sâme basis as other NATO members in the event of their admission to
the organizatiôn. ItYwas'nôt, however, possible to forecast the nature or extent of
the additionâl progrâinme which might be required in Turkey. On the second ques-
tion as to the pressure which might be brought to bear on Turkey by the Soviet
Union, while no definitive answer was possible, the United States thinking was that
the Soviét Union had for some time been a, are of the present Turkish airfield pro-

r <l^Sd r..>ç i - d
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gramme and its transformation 'to a NATO basis would presumably not substan-

tially modify their present 'âttitude: In the event that an attempt at intimidation is
-made ; by the : Soviet Union, possibly in the -form of an ultimatum, the decision
woûld reside, in the. first instance, with Turkey which would have to decide what
policy should be adopted in the circumstances. Spofford added ^ that it might be
necessary for NATO to give due recognition to the Turkish position as an immedi-
ate neighbour of the Soviet Union. Finally, on the question of the possible effects
on the present defence programme in Turkey, the feeling was 'that there was no
reason to assume that this programme would be retarded in any way. -

10. At Alphand's suggestion it was agreed that great care should be taken in
communicating with governments the substance of these United States views, par-
ticularly with reference to the possibilities of a Soviet protest.

466. ... DEA/50030-V-3-40

Le hàut-coinniissaire au Royaunte-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High .Commissioner in United Kingdom
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1664 London, July 6, 1951

TOP SECRET

Reference: My telegram No. 1661 of July 5.

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

1. We have been giving preliminary thought to the proposal of the Norwegian
Government that the problem - of associating Greece and Turkey with western
defence should be explored on the basis of their inclusion in a regional securitY
pact in the Mediterranean-Middle East aredin which, initially, the three Standing
Group powers, and Italy, would also participate.

2. Such~ a pact need not necessarily be envisaged as an exact replica of the North
Atlantic Treat3^ Organization with its elaborate machinery of political, defence pro-
duction, and financial and economic agencies which have been established. Its pri-
mary, indeed, sole raison d'être would be: •

(a) To provide for the development of a workable military plan and the necessary
force contributions for the defence of the area (the definition of the area would, of
course, be primarily a matter for decision by the participants);

(b) To provide the necessary command structure for the' defence of the area in
which representatives of the participant states would participate; and

(c) At a subsequent stage to permit the accession of other states in the area, or
. other sta'tes

p
re ared to contribute'to the defence of the area, ôn some basis to be

determined. P . . . ,
3. . AS Mr. Alpnanu purnicu , uuL ulc ui,Yui La„i t,11,.=A, .• ___

- arrangements to link such a regional structure with NATO. In our view this cou

/ I
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be done through the Standing Group - whose members would wear "two hats". In
one capacity: they would be responsible for the direction of the higher strategy in
NATO and in the other, in the Middle East area. We would envisage the Supreme
Command in the area coming directly under the Standing Group as a parallel com-
mand to SHAPE. . :

4. It would presumably also be necessary to have a parallel agency to the Military
Representatives Committee which would include representatives of the participant
countries in the Middle East regional arrangement and which would meet with the
Standing Group quite separately from the Military Representatives Committee of
NATO., While the question of what type of political organization would also be
required is, of course, one for the participant governments, presumably on the pat-
tern of NATO, they would wish to establish some form of ministerial council to
exercise political supervision . over the regional military planning. As we see it,
however, there would be no need for an elaborate defence production setup since
this aspect could be dealtwith through existing machinery. Possibly some supply
board coming under the Supreme Command, Middle East, on the lines suggested
during the recent meeting of Commonwealth Defence Ministers by the Southern
Rhodesian Minister of Finance would be adequate to meet the regional require-
ments in this field.

5. Thus what would be required essentially would be a considerably abbreviated
pact which would not require any provision on the lines of Article 2 of the North
Atlantic Treaty, but which.would deal entirely with the reciprocal security obliga-
tions of the signatories. The practical effect of such a regional defence arrangement
in the Middle East area, in which the three Standing Group powers would partici-
pate, would be, to widen the area of Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty. ` On
Inilitary;grounds, however; it, seems that this: wider commitment is inescapable
whichever solution is finally adopted. The advantages of the solution of a règional
arrangement in the Middle East area would seem to be that it would meet the secur-
ity requirement and, at the same time, enable NATO to develop along the lines
originally contemplated.

I am repeating this telegram to the Minister in Stockholm as ' No. 12.

DEA/50030-V-3-40

Le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires, extérieures
à l'an:bassadeur . aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1392 Ottawa, July 10, 1951

Top SECRET

Reference: My Telegram 1383 of July 7, 1951.t
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RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

1". You'will have notéd that London telégram 1656t is by way of a response to the
suggestion contained in paragràph'5 of your WA-2667 of June 28, 1951,t for sug-
-gestions as to any points . which you• might profitably talk over privately with the
State Department, and that Wilgress is of the opinion that such a discussion might
concentrate on the reasons why it. should not be feasible to conclude a separate
Mediterranean or Middle East pact as an alternative to the inclusion of Greece and
Turkey as full members of NATO. Wilgress is evidently of the opinion (which is
fully borne out by the account of the'Deputies' latest discussion contained in his
telegram 1661 of July 5) that the Norwegian, Danish and, to a lesser extent, French
Governments are firmly opposed to the admission 'Of Greece and Turkey to NATO
as full members and that any further efforts to press forward with theUnited States
proposal are likely to arouse lasting resentment among. the existing members and
render a unanimous decision:on this issue impossible to achieve. For this reason
and a number of others of a technical 'nature outlined in his telegram 1566, Wil-
gress is convinced that a Mediterranean or Middle East pact has many advantages
over the United States proposal; and his telegram 1664 elaborates his personal
views as to how such a pact might be brought into being.

2. If you can see no objection, we think that there might be some value as Wil-

gress suggests in having a private discussion with State Department officials of the
possibilities of their re-examining the suggestion for a Mediterranean or Middle
East pact. You might use as a starting point for such a discussion your wish to talk
over privately with ^ them the possible ways out of the: stalemate which seems to
have developed in the Deputies as a result of the firm opposition voiced by NorwaY
and Denmark to admission of Greece'and Turkey to NATO, a situation which the
United States naturally could not have foreseen on,May 21 when it analysed the
advantages and disadvantages of a Mediterranean Pact and concluded that the latter
outweighed the' former. In short; a new situation has' arisen which suggests a re-
examination of this particular alternative which, incidentally, is- one of the two fea-
sible courses of action recommended by the Standing Group.

3. If the State Department is disposed to exchange views with you on this prob-
lem it might be well to use Wilgress' detailed suggestions with the utmost discre-
tion as we wish to avoid at all costs the impression that anything in the nature of a
"Canadian Plan" is being advocated. Although a solution along the lines of a Medi-
terranean or Middle East' pact ',would suit', our own requirements best in this
instance, it would obviously be improper for Canada to sponsor actively a proposal
which would involve commitments for others, but not for us.

. ,. .
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DEA/50030-V-3-40

TELEGRAM WA-2808

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

L'ambassâdeùr aux États-Unis

to Secretary of. State for External Affairs
Ambassador in United States

Top SECRET. IMPORTANT. .

Washington, July 11, 1951

Reference: EX-1392 of July 10 and EX-1383 of July 7.t

;• RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY WITH NATO •

1. In accordance with your suggestion, we had a further informal talk with Ridg-
way Knight, Acting Director of the European Regional Office at the State Depart-
ment, on July.11, on the basis of the points outlined in your EX-1392.

2. We referred to the stalemate which has apparently developed in the Council
Deputies'as a result of the firm opposition expressed by Norway and Denmark
(and, to a less extent, France), to the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO,
and invited informal discussion on the alternative scheme of a Mediterranean or
Middle East pact, which had been suggested in the Council Deputies and had been
mentioned by the Standing Group as a feasible 'course of action.

3. In reply; Ridgwây Knight said that the reaction of the State Department would
be that an exchange of views with us on this ' problem would, at the moment,' be
Premature. The State Department was well aware of the firm opposition expressed
by Norwegian and Danish Deputies. As a consequence, they would regard the first,
stage in the discussion of this problem in the Council Deputies as having been
concluded and that a short period would now have to follow in which the govern-
ments concerned would have to reconsider the problem in the light of that discus-
sion: Knight emphasized that he hoped this interval would be very short indeed.,
Consultations were'currently going on in the State Department on what should be
the next step and he was, therefore, not in a position to enter into any discussions
with us.'

4. He said that he would not like us to believe however that there was any indica-
tion that the United States Government would shift its position of favoûring the
outright admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. They were prepared, of course,
to reconsider the alternative course of a limited regional pact in the Mediterranean.
He observed, however, that a limited regional pact in the Mediterranean was
reg^ded by the United States authorities, both military and civil, as less desirable
on balance than the extension of NATO to Greece and Turkey. He observed that the
Standing Group had also regarded a Mediterranean pact as a less desirable alterna-
tive solution.

5 He recalled that the attitude of the United States Government proceeded from
the assumption that the security and the defence of Western Europe, extending from
Scandinaviâ to the Eastern Mediterranean, should be regarded as an indivisible

1,
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unit:. Any major attack by Soviet forces on any country in this area, including Tur-
key or Greece, would, in the opinion of the United States, start a general war. An
important question which would have to be explored, was whether a separate Medi-
terranean security treaty would i'n fact ensure that Greece and Turkey would go to
war in the event of a Soviet attack on' Western Europe, including Scandinavia. It
would seem from the position taken by the Scandinavian countries, Knight sug-
gested, that these countries wish to have the assurance of Turkish and Greek assis-
tance in the event of an attack on Western Europe, without accepting any parallel
commitment themselves and would leave it to the United States and a select group
of NATO countries to accept additional commitments in the Mediterranean area.

6. He indicated that he might be in a better position to discuss this matter further
at the beginning or middle of next week when the United States position had been
clarified. In the meantime, the 4discussion in the Council Deputies on this question,
he understood, would be suspended.
-7. Knight also offered a further clarification on the question of the attitude of the

Turkish Government to the location of NATO bases on Turkish territory., Elaborat-
ing on what Spofford was reported to have said at the Council Deputies meeting of
July 5, (according to telegram 1661 from London), Knight said that the Air Force
bases now being established in Turkey are intended only to,meet the requirements
of, the Turkish Air Force. The United States military authorities, he said, are not
entirely satisfied that the present programme of bases is sufficient to meet the needs
of Turkish defence. As to the possibility of United States requests for Turkish bases
for the needs of the Strategic Air Command, Knight said that the possible require-
ments for this purpose have not yet been defined. The reference to possible Strate-
gic Air Command requirements', in the Standing Group paper referred to
contemplated military needs, but this did not mean that the United States Govern-
ment would necessarily, expect the Turkish Government to grant these facilities.
Indeed, he reiterated the point made to us previously, (as reported in WA-2667 of
June 28f), that- if the Turkish Government found, it necessary to enter an express
reservation (similar to the Norwegian) in adhering to NATO with regard to estab-
lishment of bases in peacetime, owing to the propinquity of, the USSR to Turkey,

ect
the United States , Government would respect that position and would not -f

Turkey to provide bases, except those which would be necessary for the defence of
Turkish territory.
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DEA/50030-V-3-40

Le haut-con:n:issaire au Royaunte-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Contmissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1782 London, July 17, 1951

TOP SECRET

Reference: My telegram No. 1780 of July 17.t

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY WITH NATO.

, As you will be aware, for the reasons outlined in paragraph 1 of your telegram
No. 1089 of June 27, our position throughout the discussion of this important issue
in the Deputies had been a difficult and embarrassing one. Ample opportunity has
been, given to the Deputies to set forth their viewpoints on this issue, which is
clearly of great concern to all the members of NATO, and with the exception of
Iceland I think we are the only country which has not expressed a general view on
substance of the possible solutions which have been envisaged.

2. While I recognize the difficulties involved on our side, and particurarly the fact
that assurances in general terms were given some time ago to the Greek and Turk-
ish Governments, I cannot help but feel that on a matter of such major importance
to NATO we must ourselves look at the whole question in the light of the argu-
ments which have been presented for the two main solutions of full membership
and aMediterranean pact, on which at this stage it seems that the Deputies are
likely to settle. The argument that we should not urge a solution which would
involve direct commitments for others but not for Canada should not, I think, be
given too much weight, since after all the solution, for example, of a Mediterranean
pact would, in fact, extend Canada's defence commitments, since essential to such
a solution will, be the working out of the necessary links for mutual defence pur-
poses with the NATO structure.

3. From the discussions so far you will have noted the fact that among our West-
ern European partners the objections to the solution of full membership in NATO
are strongly held , and it is most unlikely that there will be any shift in the positions
of countries such as Norway and the Netherlands until the matter is discussed in* the
Council itself. In view of the fact that at the Council meetings we shall be required
to take a stand on the alternative solutions, I think there is every reason to formu-
late our ideas as rapidly as possible, and to give some preliminary indication in the
Depuues' as to where we stand. So far as our assurances to the Greek and Turkish
Governments are concerned; it was pointed out in your telegram No. 897 of May
28 that the statements made to their representatives in Ottawa leave us free to con-
sider alternative forms of association of Greeks and Turks with western defence
Planning'if, after examination of the considerations, this proves to be a more desir-
able solution than admission to NATO.,.,. ^ ^ ..
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TELEGRAM 1317

Atlantic Community, this process will hardly be arrested by the mer-
- economic, once really begin to move in the direction of the crea 1 fart that cer-

in some respects politically_ and culturally rom t e o and
complicate such a development. On the other hand, if powerful forces, politicalNortht'onofaN

munity? No doubt the inclusion of two countries so far remove g unit may
r__III N rth Atlantic Comm y

a determming factor with the USSR. Thirdly, wi t e a
tries hamper the development of NATO in the direction of a North Atlantic Com-

d eographically and

'il h dmission of t es

sion of Greece and,Tur 'C-,,y to c y
vocative than their adhesion to some form of Mediterranean Pact and thus increase
the dangers of wac? On the whole we think it unlikely that this distinction would beh e two coun-

Powers beyond those which exist at present. In the second place, wou
k NATQ be onsidered b the Soviet Union more pro-

Greece, ^ w e er ese coun
pact or, in all probability, if they had no treaty obligations at all with the Western

1d the admis-

the conclusion that ana a an
tainly in the event of an attack on Turkey and probably in the event of an attack on

h th th tries were members of NATO or of a Mediterranean

C d d NATO as a whole would be invo ve

qu p ,
ada's commitments? In form no doubt it will do so but in reality we cannot escape

1 d almost cer-

3. In considering this problem, we have had to bear in mind certain fundamental
estions For,exam le would the admission of these two countries extend Can-

cise over the final decision
which this agreement between the three powers most directly concerned wi ex
and Turkey. It would obviously be unrealistic to disregard the powerful influence

ll

Mn

er-

1681 of July Q 1951t) has already been agreed to by both the United ta
United Kingdom proposal (presumably the same as that outlined in your telegram

S tes

2. Now that the United Kingdom has come out in favour of both countries being
admitted to NATO, it is obviously, going to be extremely difficult for the.opponents
of ^ admission to make their viewpoint prevail. Our latest information is that the

courses fully examined.

plan" for a solution of the problem (for reasons with which you are- familiar) we
have had to limit ourselves to asking you to endeavour to have â11 ^ alternative

policy. As it has not been possible for us to offer uncompromising opposition to e
admission of Greece and Turkey and as we do not wish to put forward a "Canadian

cussion of this issue you have been placed in a difficult position as we have not

been able to - instruct you to make a clearcut. and definite statement of Canadian
th

Following from the Under-Secretary, • Begins: We realize that throughout the dis-
NATO.
Your telegram No. 1782 of July 17, '.1951 re Relations of Greece and Turkey to

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume- Uni

Secretary of State for Extenial Affairs
to High Commissioner in United 'Kingdom

Ottawa, July 24, 1951

,TOP SECRET
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tain countries which are unable or, unwilling to participate in this' development are
co-signatories . of the North , Atlantic Treaty. - Fourthly, . would insistence , on - some
other solution than NATO such as a Mediterranean Pact occasion a dangerous delay
in making arrangements for the security of this exposed flank of the North Atlantic
area? There seems to be, general agreement that it would, in fact, take some time to
work out a new pact and we are informed by our Embassy in Washington that this
might touch off another great debate in the United States entailing.a most undesir-
able re-examination of U.S. policy in Europe and the Middle East.

4. On the other hand, these very considerations indicate that the decision to admit
Greece and Turkey is,one of very,far-reaching consequence for the whole future of
the North AtlanticTreaty Organiiâtion. Not the least important consequence is that
it will constitute a précedent for extending membership further. We may certainly
anticipate a request from the German Republic, perhaps even as part of the price of
military contributions. Although the U.S. appears to have given to the U.K. assur-
ances that it does not propose to have Franco Spain included in NATO, we may
well be subject to "arm twisting" for the inclusion of Spain sooner or later. The
question arises as to whether NATO is to become a conglomerate association of
and-communist nations or whether it is to retain its original character and purpose.
It may well be that the issue of Greece and Turkey is already in fact decided, but
we are inclined to think that care should be taken to avoid any formal recommenda-
tion by the Deputies. We think rather that the issue should simply be referred to the
next Council meeting so as to enable members who have real doubts about the
matter and who are reluctant to see the nature of the North Atlantic Treaty altered
by inadvertence to go on record in the governing authority of the Treaty, not only
as to their views on the admission of Greece and Turkey but on the 'larger issues
involved. It might, indeed, prove useful to _ indicate "stop , signs" at the Council
meeting to avoid a repetition of, the tactics used over Greece and Turkey.:

5. Meanwhile, we continue , for. the reasons set out in our telegrams Nos 920 of
May 31 ' and 1089 of June 28 ' to prefer a solution which does not' involve the full
membership of Greece and Turkey in NATO. One of the weaknesses of the Medi-
terranean Pact ^ solution in the form in which it has- been put forward by Norway,
With the support of the Netherlands. and Denmark, is that it has been lacking in
sufficient details to warrant its being considered as a true alternative "proposal" Atthe

moment it, is simply a Norwegian suggestion , for a great power. Greek-Turk
alignment with no indication of how -this new grouping might be linked with
NATO, a condition which the Standing Group clearly indicated as indispensable. In
this connection the suggestion set forth in your telegram 1664 of July 6 might con-
stitute a useful elaboration of detail lacking in the Norwegian proposal. Subject to
the Minister's approval, we;would have no objection to your making a statement
along the lines of your telegram 1664 as.a contribution to the current discussions.
You tnight preface your remarks by referring to the Canadian Government's desire
to have the alternative solution of a Mediterranean Pact thoroughly explored and
indicating that the suggestions, you are , making are, by , way of an elaboration of the
Norwegian-Netherlands proposals which appeared to have a good deal of merit in
the lig ht o f thé. disadvantages of the proposal to admit the two countries to NATOas

members.'While we are anxious to 'go along with our friends the Netherlands,



< j 6.•You will, of course, discuss this subject fully with Mr. Pearson before making
any substantial further contribution to the Deputies' discussion. The above repre-
sents our own departmental thinking to date. Ends. . '

Norwegian andBelgians whose doubts about: the admission of Greece and Turkey
we share,. we' must ;not get..ourselves into"a false position by allowing them to
believe that we could maintain a position of last-ditch resistance to the admission
of. Greece and Turkey. .. '

TELEGRAM 1934

relation to the problem of the`command structure. it was recognl
inând problems were difficult, but it was also'felt that any decision on GreeEas

Turkey without' fuller clarification of plans for ,Mediterranean and Mid
dle

would be a stèp ""into ' the •unknown". In' the Norwegian
Government's

view, the twô'problems should be considered together; and it might,
well be neces

Le haut-comntissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux ffaires extérieures

High Contmissioner in United Kingdont
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

NORTII ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

London, July 31, 1951

TOP SECRET

COUNCIL DEPUTIES JULY 30. ASSOCIATION OF GREECE AND TURKEY WITH
WESTERN DEFENCE

The Deputies agreed that the draft report of the Political Working Group (Docu
ment D-D(51)152 of July 27th,t a copy of which was sent to you by air bag) pro-
vided an objective summary of the discussion thus far, and the report was adopted
without modification.
^, 2. The Norwegian Deputy raised the question of whether parts of the report might
be "be cosmicized" to permit their use subsequently, should the occasion arise, for
purposes of parliamentary hearing, etc. It was generally. agreed that this would be
most undesirable, and that the cosmic character of the document should be main-
tained. Should it be necessary to make public certain conclusions relating to this
problem, a more innocuous document could be prepared and cleared at a later date.

,: 3.+ When the document itself had been approved I then made a brief statement of
the Canadian attitude in the light of your, telegram No. 1317 of July 24th.t The text
of this statement;'which had as its•principal object to provide for a fuller explora-
tion of.the possible link which might be developed between a regional Mediterra-
nean pact` and NATO, had been cleared in advance^ with the Minister. Text is
contained ^in my immediately following telegram.
't,4.'-The Norwegian' Deputy also made a brief interim statement to the effect that
the, Norwegian Government would be ' most unsatisfied if the Council should
attempt to 'decide, ori the problem of Greece and Turkey without considering it in'zed that the com-
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sary to put additional questions to the Standing Group. For this reason the Norwe-
gian Government felt that it might be difficult, if not impossible, to have the Greek
and Turkish problem ready, for Coûncil action by mid-September.

5. The United Kingdom Deputÿ said that he too had been instructed to press for
an early decision , on the related question of the command structure, since it was
clearly not possible to judge on the political elements of the problem posed by the
association of Greece and Turkey with western defence without clarification of the
cômmand structure. He reminded the Deputies that the Standing Group had been
invited on June 17th to provide a progress report (D-D(51)171).t As was known,
the United Kingdom had put forward certain proposals regarding command struc=
ture to the Standing Group, and he suggested that the chairman should remind the
Standing Group of the importance of resolving the problem of the command struc-
ture and keeping the Deputies informed at as early a date as possible.

6. With regard to our general statement, Hoyer Millar said that the general think-
ing paralleled very closely the ideas which the United Kingdom had been formulat-,
ing. We made it clear, however, that our proposals were based upon the assumption
that it was possible and workable to develop a Mediterranean regional agreement,
and to provide for, a link through the Standing Group acting in a separate capacity,
while the United Kingdom proposals,: so far . as we understood them, were based
upon the principle that Greece and Turkey should be.included in NATO.

7. There was general agreement with Hoyer Millar's view that the, questions of
the command structure and Greece and Turkey were inextricably linked together,
and that therefore the Standing Group should be requested to provide information
on the following points:

(i) The nature of the command structure in the Mediterranean Middle East area in
the event that Greece and Turkey are included in NATO as full members;

(ii) The nature of the command structure in the case of a solution on the lines of a
Mediterranean pact;
'(iii) ,The nature of the link which would be required under (ii) between NATO and

such a Mediterranean pact including Greece and Turkey.
8. It was agreed that the Standing Group should be furnished with a côpy of the

Political Working Group's draft report on Greece and . Turkey and should be
réquéstéd to provide replies to the foregoing questions for consideration by the
Deputies not later than August 20th.

9• The French Deputy made a brief observation in which he stressed the interest
which his governmenti attached to exploring the alternative solutions provided for
in the Political Working Grôup's,report in the light of the Montreaux Convention,with a ^

iew to. determtning the precise legal obligations of Turkey vis-à-vis the
convention in the event of closer association'. with the west for defence purposes.,
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London, July 31, 1951

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram:

TEXT OF STATEMENT MADE IN COUNCIL. DEPUTIES.

Following is text of statement madeyesterday in Council Deputies, referred to in
paragraph 3 of my telegram under reference. Text, begins:

The report of the Working Group affords me an opportunity of making clear the
position" of the Canadian Government. Up to now we have not taken a definite
stand on any of the various methods of associating Greece and Turkey with western
defence because we have had an open mind with regard to all the possible methods
and we wished to see each method, thoroughly éxplored.

We now recognize, as the report makes clear, that there' are only two practical
methods of achieving the object we all have in view. Of these two alternative meth-
ods we have been inclined'to favour the Mediterranean pact solution. This does not

mean, however, that we would not accept the proposal for full membership of

Greece and Turkey in NATO if- that became clearly the most generally acceptable
solution of the problem.

We recognize the advantages and the disadvantages of the two alternative meth-
ods as set forth in the report of the Working Group. The chief disadvantage we see
in according Greece and Turkey full membership in NATO is that the inclusion of
two countries so far removed geographically from what is usually associated with
the concept of the North Atlantic area would complicate unfavourably the develop-
ment of NATO in the direction of a North Atlantic community. We are anxious that
NATO should not comé to be cegarded purely as a defensive alliance, and

that the

pôlitical,cultural, economic and social objectives of the treaty should be kept in
theas well as the military aspects. The chief disadvantage we see in e Méditer

ranean pact solution is the time it would take to give effect to this solution, and the
p public discussion which ' would ensue during the interval. On the othèr hand, we
have been impressed by the arguments whlch have bèen put r-

-A in favour of

the Mediterranean pact solution. We feel howe'ver, that there is still a serious gap 11
thé considen we have given to this solution. Before we can consider

the Medl

terranean act solution as having been fully explored more attention will have to be

given to the which would exist between the proposed pact and NATO. This

in
and

in ôur` consideration of the problem has been recogniÿ d by these in Norwegian
intervening in

other Deputies who have spoken on the subject, and m y

aü sècrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures

DEA/50030-V-3-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

^ ` .., r.. . . . ...^ . ' .. . '^.. . . .

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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the discussion today is to endeavour to advance our consideration of this particular
phase of the whole. problem. °

We récognize that each of the NATO countries and NATO as 'a whole would be
involved 'almost certainly in the event of an attack on Turkey, and probably in the
event of an attack on Greece, whether these countries were members of NATO or
of a Mediterranean pact. 'This makes if essential that if there is to be a Mediterra=
nean pact there should be a close link between that pact`and NATO.

. Às we see it, a regional security pact in the Mediterranean Middle East area
would be one in which the three Standing Group powers and Italy would pârtici-
pate as well as Greece and Turkey. Such a pact need not necessarily be envisaged
as an exact replica of NATO with its elaborate machinery of political, defence pro-
duction, and financial and economic agencies. Its primary, indeed sole,' raison
d'être would be

(a) To provide for the development of a workable military plan and the necessary
force contributions for the 'defence of the area;

(b) To provide the necessary command structure for the defence of the areâ; and
(c) At a subsequent stage, to permit the accession of other states in the area or

states outside the area prepared to contribute to its defence.
Needless to say, the definition`ôf the area would be primarily a matter for decision
by the participating statès.

In our view the link between NATO and such,a Meditérranean pact could be
effected through the Standing Group.-The members of the Standing Group in effect
would wear "two hats". In one capacity they would be responsible for the direction
of the higher strategy of NATO, and in the other capacity they would be responsible
for the direction of the higher strategy in the Middle East area. We would envisage
the Supreme Command in the Middle East area coming directly under the Standing
Group as a parallel command to SHAPE.

It would presumably also be necessary to have a parallel agency to the Military
Reprëseritatives Committee:' This would include representatives of the 'countries
participaung in the Middle East regional arrangement, and would meet with the
Standing Group quite separaéely from the Military Representative Committee of
NATO. Whilé the question of what type of political organization would also be
required is, of coursé one for the participating governments, we would assume that
on the^ pattern of NATO théy would wish to establish some form of Ministerial
Council tô éxercise political supervision over the regional military planning. As we
see it, hoWevér ' there would be no need for 'an elaborate financial and economic or
defence production set-up, since these aspects could be dealt with through existing
machinery. Possibly, ' however, some supply board coming under the Supreme
Commander Middle East would be adequate to meet the regional •requirements inthe supply field.

In 'other words, as we see the 'situation what would be'required essentially
would be â considerably abbreviated pact which would not contain any provisions
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along the lines of Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty S0 The proposed pact would
deal entirely with the reciprocal security obligations of the signatory countries. The
practical effect of such a regional defence arrangement in the Middle East area, in
.which the three Standing Group powers would participate, would be to widen the
area of Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty, but on military grounds it seems that
this wider commitment J s inescapable. whatever, solution is finally adopted.. The
advantages of the solution by means of a regional arrangement in the Middle East
area would be that it would meet the security requirements and at the same time
enable NATO to develop along the lines originally contemplated. We believe that
the', pracdcability of such a solution will become more clear when we receive the
details of the command arrangements for the Middle East area now under active
consideration by the Standing Group. •

Finally, we are of the view that the Deputies should refrain from taking a deci-
sion on this question but should advance the consideration of the whole problem
sufficiently "to enable the Ministers to come to a decision at the next meeting of the
North Atlantic Council. Ends.

473. DEA/50030-V-3-40

TELEGRAM 1484

TOP SECRET

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-coniniissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for., External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, August 21, 1951

RELATIONSHIP OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

Following from - Heéney, Begins: The question of the Canadian attitude on this

issûé was again discussed in Cabinet on August 8. In a brief review of the problem

the Minister recalled that in the beginning it had been the Canadian Government's

view that it was desirable tô'associate the,twô countries more closely with NATO

but that it was preferable, to achieve this' either by some form of United States-

United Kingdom-French guarantee or, by thé creation of some association
of Medi

terranean powers linked with NATO. The United States had, however, pressed
exception

strongly for according füll'membership, and all NATO countries with the

of,Canada and Norway now appeared to be prepared to fall in with United States

wishes. Further controvers and dela ^ would have most undesirable consequences.

The Minister, çonceded that the granting of full membership
would probably be

?0 En vertu de l'article 2 du Traité de l'Atlantique Nord, les parties
doivent renforcer leurs institutions

politiques libres et harmoniser , leurs relations économiques internationales
afin de favoriser la

stabilité et le bien-ttre." " litical institu-
Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty commits the parties to strengthening

their free po and
tions and to harmonizing their international economic relations in order to

promote stabilitY

well-being.
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exploited by the U.S.S.R. as a provocative move bût thought that the possibility' of
their representing membership as encirclement was considerably reduced now that
the United States had made it clear that the establishment of no NATO bases would
be . involved.

2. There was -general agreement in Cabinet that if. an aggression were launched
against Greece and Turkey it would likely be met by a collective effort as in Korea,
and that it was doubtful-if Canada would be more involved through having Greece
and,Turkey in NATO than by the hard facts of the present world situation. It was,
therefore, agreed that the Minister should be authorized to support the admission of
the two countries to NATO when the matter comes up at the North Atlantic Council
meeting.

3. We do not consider that there is any need for you to make a formal statement
in the Deputies as you have already indicated that the Canadian Government will
not oppose the admission of the two countries if there appears to be general agree-
ment that that is the most desirable solution.

:. ....,^,..., . . . ,
474. PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet , , . ..

Possible by the members "of the Council Deputies, duly authorized by their respec-

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

SECRET Ottawa, September 25, 1951

ACCESSION OF GREECE AND TURKEY TO NATO

Acting on the authority granted by.Cabinet on August 8, Canada supported a
resolution "ôf, the North Atlantic Council, unanimously adopted on September 20,
recômmending to the governments which are Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty:

(1) that pursuant4o Article 10 of the Treaty,each Government take whatever steps
may be necessary to enable it to agree that the Kingdom of Greece and the Repub-lic

of Turkey be, invited to accede to the North Atlantic Treaty, and thereupon
notifÿ ils agreement to. the United States of. America;

(2) thattthereafter Greece and Turkey shall become Parties to the Treaty upon the
date of the deposit of their respective instruments of accession with the Govern
ment of the United States of America;

(3) that as from the date of the deposit with the Government of the United States
of.Americâ by the Government of the Republic of Turkey of its instrument of
accession,. an appropriate modification of. Article 6 of the Treaty shall, enter intoforce.

2.
The Resolution further recommended that these purposes be achieved and the

requirements of the Treaty be met by bringing into force a Protocol in accordance
W'th the procedure outlined above and that such a Protocol be signed as soon as

governments,



3. The, North Atlantic Council also took note of a draft Protocol, prepared in the
Council Deputies, which the Council Deputies propose to sign, when duly author-

(b) It will amend Article '6 of the Treaty upon the date that the Government of
Turkey deposits its instrument of accession.

With respect to (a), Article III of the draft Protocol'provides' that'the Protocol
shall only come into force when each of the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty has
ratified its provisions. The Protocol was made subject to ratification in order to
enable governments, if they so desire, to consult their Parliaments between the time
of signature and the time of ratification. Since the authority to extend the invitation
to'the governments of Greece and Turkey is contained in Article I of the Protocol,
the United States Government cannot send the invitation to the governments of
Greece and Turkey until the Protocol has been signed and later ratified by each of
the present Parties to the Treaty, including Canada. As the accession of the two
countries is regarded by all Treaty members as urgent, the hope was expressed at
the Conference just concluded that signature of the Protocol would take place in
about two weeks' time (i.e., during the week ending October 6, 1951). As regards
ratification; it seems likely, from the information given in Ottawa, that the other
eleven member states will have ratified the Protocol by the end of November at the

Greece and Turkey;

4. The Resolution of the North Atlantic Council can therefore have no legal effect
unless supplemented by the signing of the Protocol, which, when subsequently rati-
fied, by the twelve member states, will accomplish two things: :..

(a) It will authorize the United States Government; the depository under the
Treaty of -instruments of accession, to send the invitation to the Governments of

ized to do so by, their respective governments. ;

6. As regards (b) above, the main object of the proposed amendment to Article 6
of the Treaty, is, of course, to bring Into the territory in which the Treaty .will be
operative that part of Turkey which is in `Asiâ. The present wording of Article 6
covers only "armed attack on thé territory of any of the Parties in Europe or North
America

7: Idaddition, the United Stâtes and United Kingdom consider that, inasmuch as
Article 6 must be amended to embrace the whole of Turkey, advantage should be
takén at the same time of this ôppôrttinity to define more precisely the area and
circumstances in which the provisions of the Treaty may be invoked. They there-
fore propose that two additional amendments be made'to Article 6, having nothing
to do with-Turkish territory, as follows: -

`(1) to`add to the forces protected by the Treaty, "forces, vessels or aircraft of anY
of the Parties,* when'in or over ... the Mediterranean Sea. ..." This amendmento f^e
posed by the United Kingdom Government, is incorporated in Article II(ii)
draft Protocol: r :

(2) To amend the phiase in the present Article 6"occupation forces of any o^r
in Europe" to' read "forces, vessels or aircraft of any of the Parties, when in or,
.:.''any ... area in Europe in' which occupation forces of any of the parties ws d
stationed on the date that the Treaty came into effect ..:' This amendment, propo

latest.
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by the United . States Government, is to ensure that the forces of the . Occupying
Powers in Germany will continue to be protected by the North Atlantic Treaty after
the forthcoming termination of their "occupation" status. If this amendment to Arti-
cle 6 were 'not made- now, it would have to be made later , < when the Occupation
Statute is abôlished. This amendment has also been incorporated in Article II(ii) of
the draft Protocol.

This Protocol will be submitted to this Parliament for approval later before rati-

8. The undersigned, therefore, recommends:
.(a) that an Order-in-Council in accordance with the attached Submission to
Council, be issued authorising Leolyn Dana Wilgress, the Canadian Deputy, to sign
a Protocol substantially in the form of the draft Protocol noted by the' North Atlan-'
tic Council on September 20; in accordance with the final paragraph of the Resolu-
tion adopted by the North Atlantic Council on September 20;51 and

(b) that in accordance with the decision of the Cabinet on September 21, a Reso-
lutiori be introduced'to Parliament, as soon as possible after signature of the Proto-,
col, approving the ratification of the Protocol by the Canadian Government.52

L.B.' PEARSON

475. DEA/50030-V-3-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires eztérieures,
pour le premier ministre

Memorandun: from Acting Under-Secretary of State for Extental Affairs
to Prime Minister

Top SECRET [Ottawa], December 5, 1951
As requested, i attach copies of the Resolutiont approving the acceptance of the

Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty on the accession of Greece and Turkey, the
texts of whicti Mr. Pearson has seen and approved for presentation to both Houses
during the closing days of the current Session.

2. You will recall that on October i 13 the Cabinet agreed that, because it was
unlikely that the Protocol would receive United States senatorial approval before
the next session of Congress in 1952, the Canadian Parliament should not be asked
to approve the admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO until such time as the
admission of the two countries had;been approved by the United States, United
Kingdom and France. On October 22 Mr. Pearson conveyed the substance of this
decision to the House of Commons in the following words:

fication by the Government. In this connection it might be desirable to postpone
that discussion until we see what happens in regard to ratification in other coun-

Pour un compte rendu de la discussion du Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord sur ce sujet, voir le docu-ment 476. . ^

For a report on the North Atlantic Council discussion of this subject, sec Document 476.sZ
Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 26 septembre 1951./Approved by Cabinet, September 26, 1951.
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tries which are even more directly concerned with this matter than we are - the
; United States, the United Kingdom and France".53
3. Subsequently it became' apparent that to adhere strictly to this programme

might place the Canadian Government in an awkward position. According to our
information other NATO members with the exception of the United States will
have ratified the Protocol by the end of this year and that the United States Govern-
ment itself might be in a position, to do so early in January, ' 1952, as the Senate,
whose approval is first required, is scheduled to reconvene on or about January 8.
As it would appear unlikely that the Canadian Parliament will be in session at that
time, if, the Protocol were not presented to it for approval until after the United
States had taken action, Canada might find itself in the embarrassing position of
delaying the invitation.to Greece and Turkey. Mr. Pearson therefore considers it
desirable to seek parliamentary approval in the closing days of the Session and
hopes to be able to sponsor personally a Resolution along the attached lines imme-
diately after his return to Canada, now scheduled for December 11 or 12. Having
secured parliamentary approval, he would be in a position to withhold the formal
act of ratification until it seemed appropriate.

4. When presenting the Resolution in the House, the Minister (if he is back in
Ottawa in time to deal with this matter personally) intends to explain that parlia-
mentary approval is being sought at this time in order to enable the Canadian Gov-
ernment to be in a position to concert its ratifying action with other North Atlantic
governments and also to avoid being placed in, the position of delaying the two
countries' accession, on the desirability of which Canada and all other NATO coun-
tries were in agreement. He would conclude his introductory remarks by referring
to his statement in the House on October 22 and explaining that the Canadian Gov-
ernment might not be acting immediately on the Resolution.

5. The United States Government has informally askéd that we refrain from stat-
ing publicly Canada's intention not to ratify ùntil the United States has done so.54

' ' C.S.A. RITCHIE

. for Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

53 Voir Canada, Chambre des Communes, Débats, 1951, Zil- session, volume 11, p. 261.

Sec Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 1951, 2nd Session, Volume 11, p. 250.

^ Noté avec approbation par le Cabinet, le 6 décembre 1951. Approuvé par le parlement, le
29 d2écerd-

bre, Voir Canada, Chambre des Communes, Débats, 1951, 2^ session, volume II, pp

2675 et pp. 2684-2695. Ratifié le 21 janvier 1952. Pour le texte du Protocol,
voir Canada, Recueil

des Traités, 1952, N. 8.'
Noted with approval by Cabinet, December 6, 1951. Approved by Parliament, December 29,1951-

Sœ Canada, flouse of Commons, Debates, 1951, 2nd Session, Volume II, M 2520-2536 and 2545-

2554. Ratified January 21, 1952. For the text of the protocol, see Canada, TreatySeries, 1952, N°• g-
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8e PARTIE/PART 8 -

RÉUNION DU CONSEIL DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD, OTTAWA, 15-20
SEPTEMBRE 1951

> NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL MEETING, OTTAWA, SEPTEMBER 15-20,
1951

DEA/50030=A-1-40

to Heads of Posts Abroad

Le' secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, aux chefs des postes à l'étranger.

Secretary of State for External Affairs

CIRCULAR DOCUMENT No. A85/51 Ottawa, November 15, 1951

R.A. MACKAY
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

November 1, 1951

REVIEW OF THE OTTAWA MEETING

(THE SEVENTH SESSION)
t`. OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

1. The Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council meeting in Ottawa met
from September 15-20, 1951. It is proposed in this paper to give a review, more or
less impressionistic, of the Ottawa meeting and to attempt to link it up to recent and
Prospective NATO developments.

2. The Ottawa meetings I differed substantially from previous Council meetings. In
the first place,` the Ottawa meeting was the first since the re-organization of the
committee structure of NATO along the lines proposed by Canada that the three
Ministerial Committees (Defence, Finance and Economic, and the then Council of
Foreign Ministers) . should be consolidated in one body, the Council. The advan-
tages were apparent. in the Ottawa meetings; the presence of Foreign, Defence andFinance Ministers, together with their respective advisers, on most delegationsmeant

that the Council tended to be more in the nature of a meeting of govern-
ments than a ineeting of delegates of governments. Although discussions on partic-
ular items tended to be monopolized by those Ministers who would normally deal
with it in their respective governments, the fact that a Minister in most cases had
two çolleagues at hand for consultation tended to permit of more negotiation during
the Council sessions,'land also to give a Minister's statement in Council more the
character of a matured governmental view. Although there were separate meetings
of Defence Ministers, of Foreign Ministers, and of Finance Ministers on particular
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items, these were in the nature of sub-committees which reported back to Council,
and any latent, tendency. towards re-establishing more or.less autonomous bodies of

exercise than several previous Council meetings. Although conclusions reached
were generally in line with expectations before the meeting, decisions were taken
only after due deliberation. Discussions on the whole were frank and there was
little in the way of diplomatic doubletalk. On the other hand, the size of the audi-
ence of officials on occasion tended to inhibit discussion on certain of the more
delicate issues, and "private" meetings of single Ministers with one or two advisers
from each delegation were resorted to. - . - .

4. The main issues before the Council were: the admission of Greece and Turkey;
discussion of the non-military aspects of NATO; and the establishment of proce-
dures to speed up "closing the gap" in defence:

Greece and Turkey

5. As had been widely forecast, the Council did reach a unanimous decision to
recommend the admission of Greece and Turkey, but not without prolonged discus-
sion, and behind the Council doors, the decision did not seem such a foregone con-
clusion. Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands maintained their grave doubts,
expressed previously in the Deputies, about the wisdom of offering Greece and
Turkey full membership as the best method of associating them with North Atlantic
defence. These countries, and others to a lesser degree, felt that, at least in the
short-term, the association of Greece and Turkey in full membership might weaken
the military security of Northern Europe by spreading *thin our resources, and might
tend to dilute the feeling of community of interest and background underlying the
Treaty.

6. In presenting the Canadian point of view, Mr. Pearson expressed our sympathy
and substantial agreement with the Danish 'and Norwegian positions. Canada has
recognized the need for forging a closer link between Greece and Turkey and West-
ern defence planning under NATO, but has been conscious of the possible effects
Which an* extension of inembership, might have ônthe future of NATO. Canada
therefore favôured'a ,very careful examination of the alternative methods of associ-
ating Greeceand Turkey with Westen'defence. I Our caution was induced in part by
the consideration that by Fseting a precedent for extending membership on military

rounds alone, NATO mi ht tend 'to'become a purely military alliance with the
ésult that its broader purposes might be lost sight of. Thus Canada, as the Minister
said, would have preferred some non-NATO solution, but at the same time was not
opposed to membership for Greece and Turkey if, after, an examination of all the
alternatives, this proved to be the most.desirable,solution.

7. It was, of course', clear that àny solution other than full membership would be
so politically émbârrassing as to be impossible. Moreover, it would not meet the
agreed views of the Standing Group based on military requirements. ThÛld have
States and the United Kingdom, who among present NATO countries wo
to carry the heaviest load, had committed themselves publicly in favour of inember

3. In the second place, the Ottawa meeting was perhaps less a rubber-stamping
Ministers along functional lines ,was successfully. resisted.
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ship; and the Turks and the Greeks had indicated that any other, solution would be
unacceptable. . I . . . .. . . . :
.8. Whether the Netherlands, Danish, and Norwegian 'governments really hoped to

prevent the admission of Greece and Turkey is doubtful.' The Danish representa-
tives, however, held out to the last session. But there was evident dislike for the
way -the,proposal had been handled, particularly by the United States which by
annoûncing publicly at an early stage its support had prejudiced a free decision by
other members. It was a good *opportunity to hint to the United States that it should
not happen'again - although Spain was not mentioned, some delegates no doubt
had in 'mind that Franco might be the next candidate. In reply to rather obvious
remarks from Mr. Lange and others about press "leaks", Mr. Acheson made a dis-
arming apology, and there the matter rested.

; 9. There were, however, real misgivings about the terms of admission, and in
particùlar.regarding,the, Standing Group,proposal for establishing a Middle East
Command which would include .Turkey. These proposals were not put formally
before'the Coüncil for consideration, since it was not proposed to includa the Mid-
dle East in a NATO command structure. The issue was primarily military, but it
could have a considerable bearing on the degree to which the Turks would, in fact,
be cômmitted,'under the Treaty. Those who objected to the Standing Group propo-
sal felt that Turkey was^ being offered a special type. of membership which assured
it ôf âll the advantages, but which might not carry with it all the obligations since
Turkey would apparently have only a limited military commitment area. For this
reason, the Danish Delegation took the position that command arrangements would
have to be settled in a way to ensure that Greece and Turkey would have the same
rights and the same obligations as other countries. Canada supported this view on
the ground that although Turkey could not be expected to accept second class mem-
bership, it could not be granted preferred membership.

10. Mr; Stikkér,'speâking for the Netherlands, was most anxious that discussions
regarding the command arrangements with Greece and Turkey (to be conducted by
the U.S;, the U.K. and France) should not take place without the knowledge of and
consultation with other. NATO members. Mr. Acheson, on the other hand, felt that
the Turks shôuld not be asked to accept an agreed plan in the formulation of which
they played no part. Mr. Stikker persisted but the best he could do was to bow tothe

Chairman s, compromise 'suggestion that political aspects of the command
arrangements would r"in due course" be discussed by the Deputies.

11. On, th é question 'of how the membership of Greece and. Turkey would be
brought about, the Americans had drafted a Protocol which they proposed should
be signed ; by the existing members., After. ratification, . in accordance with the
requtrements of each country's legislative practice, Greece and Turkey would be
invited, The Americans saw advantages in this procedure: uniform action would be
taken by all members; and the Protocol would include the necessary amendments to
the Treaty to provide for the extension of the territorial limits of the Treaty area.

12• The Italians, however, foresaw difficulties in their Parliament if a new docu-
ment were presented for ratification. This would give the large Italian Communist
-Opposition a full opportunity to discuss anew the whole North Atlantic Alliance,
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and for this reason' the Italians favoured an interpretive . resolution of the Council
rather than a formal Protocol. Mr. Schuman shared the Italian misgivings about re-
opening the question in the Chamber of Deputies but was prepared to support the
proposal for a Protocol in view of the opinion of his legal advisers that a formal
amendment was necéssary. After some editorial changes a Protocol, substantially
as drafted by the United States and by the Council, was later signed by the Deputies
in London. Delays in. ratification, notably by the United States Senate, will how-
ever. make impossible the formal admission of Greece and.Turkey until sometime
in the new year. It remains to be seen whether some other formula can be found to
permit their representatives to attend the Rome meeting, possibly as observers or as
"members designate".

The North Atlantic Community - The Committee of Five
13. For some months before the Council meeting there were increasing indica-

tions of a growing 'interest in the non=military aspects of NATO. The Minister had
encountered this interest in his discussions with the Foreign Ministers of Belgium,
the' Netherlands and Norway during his visit to Europe during the summer. Mr.
Stikker in particular was concerned with the strain the defence burden was putting
on European econômies.: Under his lead, OEEC produced a declaration late in the
summer calling for increased production over the coming five-year period to enable
the defence effort to be met without reduced standards of living, and it was antici-
pated that Mr. Stikker might press the Council to endorse this declaration or adopt
a similar one. Moreover, the United States for the first time was showing a real
interest in Article 2 of the Treaty, and discussions, on the initiative of United States
officials, had taken place with Mr. Wilgress in London; with the Embassy in Wash-
ington, and with the Department in Ottawa.55 On the initiative of the United States,
an item was included in the agenda for the Council meeting in Ottawa.

14. In the negotiation of the Treaty, Canada had been primarily responsible for
the inclusion of Article 2. We have felt, however, that defence must have priority
over non-military aspects of NATO, and had tended to regard Article 2 as for the
time being more in the naturé of insurance against action which would prejudice
the4elfare or free institutions of the Treaty nations rather than as a point of depar-
ture for the development of, a positive programme. The apparent desire of members
to use Article 2 as a bâsis for a positive programmé, however, altered the situation.
A hasty exploration at the official level of possibilities failed to indicate any very
concrete measures of co-operation which might be developed without tending to
make the North Atlantic Community an 'exclusive entity., A multilateral trading
area,' ; for example,' was clearly, from Canada's standpoint, preferable to a new
North' Atlantic preferential area, even if the latter could be attained without violat-
ing existing commercial agreements. Nevertheless the need to strengthen the non-
militâry ties between North Atlantic nations was evident if member nations already
feeling the • burden of defence were not to lose heart: Canada was, therefore, dis-
posed to welcome the proposal to explore the possibilities of developing NATO in
its non-military aspects.

ss Voir le document 477JSee Document 477.

;I i i
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15. Early in the Council sessions a$ub-committee to consider the problem was
set up on a motion of. Mr. ^ Acheson. This sub-committee, ,of which Canada was a
member, brought in-a report recommending a continuing Ministerial committee of
five (Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway, Italy) "to consider the further
strengthening of the North Atlantic.Community, and especially the implementation
of Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty". In particular, it is to consider and make
recommendations to the Council on (a) co-ordination and frequent consultation on
foreign policy; (b) closer economic, financial and social co-operation; and (c) ,co1-
laboration in the fields of culture and public information.,

16. Mr, Pearson, as Chairman of the Council for the present year, will be Chair-
man of this Committee. Shortly after the Ottawa meeting a working group, under
the chairmanship of Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Head of the Department's Economic
Division, began meetings in. London. The Committee was scheduled to meet in
Paris before the opening of the General Assembly of the United Nations. A prelim-
inary report of the committee is expected for the Rome meeting.

Gap Closing - Committee of Twelve
17. The immediate problem, however, still facing NATO is that of meeting the

gap bétween military requirements under the medium-term plan and military avail-
abilities. Variôus 'NATO bodies have been actively concerned with this problem:
the Standing Group has been examining the problem from the standpoint of provid-
ing the forces required; the Defence'Production Board has been concerned with the
production 'arid ^ distribution • of adequate military equipment and supplies; the
Finance and ^ Economic Board has been conducting an elabôratë investigation on
burden sharing,- which presumably would be'a useful guide for distribution of
increased defence expenditure. A Working Party representing these various bodies
had been set up by the Council Deputies to prepare for the Council meeting a pre-
liminary report which would examine the problem as 'a whole.

18. It was apparent, however, that not much progress in actual gap-filling was
resulting ` from these paper I exercises. For one reason,, various European countries
were feeling the strain of existing defence burdens and it was evident that some
govemments, notably the United Kingdom and the French, were likely to send rep-
resentatives to Ottawa with firm instructions to say that their peoples could do no
more than 'they 'were doing. The United States Government made known' to the
Canadian 'Government, and presumably to all other NATO governments, in
advance of the Ottawa meetings,that it was prepared to recommend to Congress for
1952-53 and, 1`953-54 appropriations for mutual aid similar to that for the current
yeq p
to

meet vided`there was assurance that other European members would be prepared
the remairider of the gap. The implication was that a vigorous effort to

attain this goal must be made by other governments. There was, however, a feeling
in some quarters that the requirements laid down' by the military authorities were
perhaps unnecessarily high and' might in some cases be reduced. It was apparent
also that there was substantial unused capacity for production in Europe and it was
possible that by better co-ordination 'of national procurement programmes more
efficient use could be made of productive resources throughout the NATO area.
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There 'was a feeling also in some 'quarters that certain governments were not
honouring fully their existing commitments under the medium=term plan.

19. In the light of these circumstances, the United 'States Government before the
NATO Council meeting informed the Canadian Government (and presumably other
NATO governments) that it hoped that the Ottawa meeting `would see` fit to estab-
lish. a-special committee of distinguished-persons'enjoying the full confidence of
their respective governments to prepare a special report for the next-meeting of the
. Council after Ottawa recommending ways and means of filling the gàp:-The reports
of the various NATO bodies presented in the Ottawa meeting afforded an 'opportu-
nity to put forward this proposal. It was not, however, thrown into. the Council
meeting without "private" discussions beforehand of one or two Ministers from
each delegation.

'20. The original intentions of the United States Government appear to have been
a committee of the "Big Three" with authority to make recommendations about
further contributions to defence: Canadian representatives' viewed this proposal
with considerable apprehension. It was felt that an economic and financial "Stand-
ing Group" would be quite undesirable since other governments. might be faced
with programmes about which they had not been properly consulted. It was recog-
nized of course that all NATO members might have. to do more than they had so far
promised, butit was felt that any additional burdens could 'only be accepted after
appropriate negotiation. Other non-Standing Group members of NATO were gener-
ally of much the same view. After much discussion, laigély in"private".sessions
between the Ministers concerned, a'; Committee of Twelve was ultimately, agreed
upon. This committee was to elect a Chairman and one or more Vice-Chairmen
who would togethér constitute an Executive Bureau. It was clearly understood that
when the "Executive Bureau" was examining the defence programme. of any
member of NATO that member's representative would be present. Committee rec-
ommendations applying to anytparticular member would, therefore, likely have to
have that member's prior concurrence. Moreover, the Committee was clearly
labelled "temporary"; by inference, it was to be no financial and economic Stand-
ing Group... •

and bas21. The Committeé , was promptly appointed after the Ottawa meeting,
3 been meeting ink Paris under the chairmanship of Mr. Harriman, the U.S. represen-
tative, Mr. Abbott is the Canadian mémber.. Other governments for the most part
. are represented by their Finance Ministers. It has called for statistical reports on
economics and finance from each member as well as reports on military program-
mes. Its procedure is to examine each report in the presence of the representative of
'the country concerned. After examination of the report it is anticipated that'there
will be a stage of negotiation on each country's defence programme between thee

= Executive Bureau and the Committee member of that country. It is hoped that th
Committee's report will be available for the Rome meeting.

22. In some respects,, the -Ottawa meeting marked a change in emphasis from
long-range planning to consideration of immediate readiness to meet armed agWere
sion. The lead ^was taken by Mr. Shinwell in the Session in which reports
being made on national defence programmes. Mr. Shinwell pointed to the fact that
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.while..members were concerned; and rightly. so, with programmes under.the
medium-tenm plan, there.was no very clear indication of the readiness of. NATO
members to meet aggression, either singly or collectively, in the present or immedi-
ate future. He therefore asked his colleagues for a firm and detailed statement as to
existing effectives, training programmes, and readiness for, battle. Mr. Shinwell
proposed a private session of defence ministers in which these could speak frankly
to one another -, Mr. Shinwell it was noticed could not avoid looking across the
table at his French colleague as he said this. After a preliminary discussion, Mr.
Shinwell's request was granted but with no very great increase in frankness in dis-
cussion. From -the meeting, however, there emerged a directive to the Military
Cômmittee.to prepare;for the next meeting of Council an estimate of the relative
strengths and capabilities of NATO forces and Soviet bloc forces, in being and in
the immediate future. The Coûncil Deputies were requested to provide a similar
estimate on industrial and economic resources, and the Defence Production Board
was directed to.keep careful note of arms contracts actually placed. This shift in
emphasis does not of course lessen need for meeting future requirements under the
medium-term plan. It does, however, represent a shift from consideration of paper
Programmes to consideration as well of actual readiness to resist aggression.

Miscellaneous

23. Three other matters of substantial importance discussed by Council are worth
noting: the German contribution to Western defence; the organization of the mili-
.tary side of NATO; and infrastructure.

24. As had been expected the Big Three reported on the progress they had made
in their tripartite discussions in Washington on the German situation. The Council
received official word that the Occupation Statute would be replaced by an equita-
ble contract to give greater autonomy to Germany. On the question of the European
Army, Mr. Schuman announced that the Pleven Plan had been accepted in principle
by the Germans and he hoped would shortly become a reality. Mr. Acheson gave
full United States support to the Plan, as did Mr. Morrison for the United Kingdom,
and the hope was expressed that the question of German contributions to Western
defence could now be settled at the Rome meeting of the Council.

25. At the time of the re-organization of the Council, the re-organization of the
militay side was left over for consideration by the military authorities. It was Can-
ada's 'view, 'as expressed ' in the . Canadian paper which began consideration of
Council ré organization, that effective authority on the military side should be
vested in.the, Military. Committee which is, in fact, a Committee of the Chiefs of
Staff of the-member nations. It was felt further that the Military Representatives
Committee should be in effect a Chiefs of Staff Deputies' Committee which would
be constantly; iw session or available for consultation by the Standing Group. It
followed as a corollary that any advice on military matters that might be sought by
the Council..Deputies would be given by the Military Committee, or the Military
Representatives Committee, rather than by the Standing Group. It was hoped too
that the Standing Group would develop any new proposals affecting member
nations by appropriate consultation at the working level with the country or coun-
tries con,,

erned so that member nations not on the Standing Group -would not be
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presented with plans listing for them military requirements about which they had
not been consulted. On this point, Mr. Claxton took occasion to hint broadly to
Council that the Canadian Government was not entirely happy about the existing
-practice of the Standing Group. The question of military re-organization was dis-
cussed at some length in the Council. The final result was that the Military Com-
mittee was instructed to cômment at the Rome meeting on proposals already made
for, the re-organization of the NATO military structure.

26: * With " regard • to' infrastructure, that is fixed defence facilities in Western
Enrope ` for common use, discussion on financial arrangements had been almost
deadlocked for months, the United States urging financing on the "user" principle,
and the United Kingdom on the principle of "capacity to pay". At Ottawa an agree-
ment was reached •with regard to financing the "second slice", that is airfields and
communication'_facilities' on which construction is' to begin in 1951. The plan
agreed to provides for "contributions on a more or less arbitrary basis. Canada sup-
ported this plan, which did not require very substantial increases in Canada's con-
tribution over the figure'already approved by Cabinet as an appropriate Canadian
contribution. However, the plan was declared to be without precedent for later
"slices" of infrastructure.56

Publicity
27. Publicity, as usual in international conferences of a secret nature, proved to be

a difficult problem. At the first closed session of the Council, the President sug-
gested that the agenda might be made public and the press might be kept informed,
presumably through the procedure of press conferences by the Secretariat and the
Chairman; as fully as possible of the day-to-day progress of the meetings. i He
hoped thereby to do some useful propaganda work for the Organization and to sat-
isfy the swarm of reporters who had gathered in Ottawa. Mr. Acheson took the line
that the confidential nature of the meetings should be preserved as fully as possible
and that in consequence information to the press should be confined to a final com-
muniqué. He was specifically against publication of the agenda. These views tem-
porarily prevailed. The next day, however, the agenda appeared in the

New York

Times, almost comma for comma. The NATO Secretariat, particularly the Informa-
tion Service, it is understood, took up the cause of the press, and the result was a
change in policy to permit daily briefing sessions by an Information Officer. These
were very well done, and the Press seemed reasonably satisfied. All delegations
apparently also held : briefing sessions from 'time to time.
#}28.- The result was that the press got perhaps an undue amount of information of a
highly classified nature., However, •public knowledge and support of NATO is
imperative, and there was probably more'good than harm from these developments.
Be that as it may, uidance ofat the last session there were some candid observations on public
it : and the' De uties were directed to prepare , publicity rules for the g

future meetings. The problem is twofold: that of revent ng the leakage of informa
C1.3r k ^i: .. ,^ . . . . . . .,, .. . .!.. . . . , . , .

+^.*^i ._ - '..,'.: - t.:..^. ,...; • . t .-.. , .

. s! La contribution du Canada, que le Cabinet a notée avec
approbation, le 3 octobre 1951, s'élevait

3 500000L
Canada's contnbution, which Cabinet noted with approval on October 3, 1951, totalled £3^5^^^'
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tion which might endanger military security, and that of providing sufficient pub-
licity to secure public, support of NATO and of the defence budgets which the
achievement of adequate defence entails. This suggests that the problem might bet- '
ter be solved by a re-classification of the subject matter of the'agenda rather than by
vain attempts to tighten security on everything.

Administrative Arrangements

29. Something should be said about the administrative arrangements. This was
the largest and most important international conference ever' held in.Canada, and
everything was done to assure efficiency and convenience. Without question, the
facilities provided were the most adequate, and the arrangements the most satisfac-
tory for any NATO Council meeting to date. Parliament was not sitting so it was
possible to use the Centre Block for meetings and members' rooms for office space
for the delegations. The public opening meeting was held in the Commons' Cham-
ber, and the closed sessions in the Railway Committee Room. NATO security regu-
lations and practices are very elaborate, perhaps unduly so, but there was little
choice in the matter. Security regulations -were accordingly strict, and security
guards in smart Service uniforms were everywhere. If the press found cause for
merrymaking, the visiting delegations were most favourably impressed. A loud-
speaker system, with arrangements for consecutive translation, was set up in
advance, but on the first day it became clear that if the agenda was to be completed
on time, simultaneous translation facilities, which had not been the rule at NATO
meetings, were required. The Army accordingly arranged to install a simultaneous
translation system over the weekend. Equipment was picked up at various defence
stations! across Canada, or borrowed from local radio stations. When the Council
reconvened 'on Monday morning, the system was ready for use. This contributed
enormously to speeding up proceedings, and it evoked enthusiastic compliments
from the visitors who ,were most generous in their approval of all the arrangements.
Future Meetings

I

30. The Council agreed that more frequent and more regular meetings of Council
was desirable. It was understood that the next meeting would be in Rome, in accor-
dance with the wishes of the Italian Government. Although no date was set, it was
generally agreed that a meeting before the General Assembly of the United Nations
in Paris was desirable. It subsequently developed that the Committee of Twelve
would be unable to complete a report this early, and a decision was finally taken to
hold the next Council meeting November 24.
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Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le Cômité sur les aspects économiques des questions de la défense

NORTI I A7ï.ANTIC TREATY ORGANI7ATION

. Memorandum from Head, Economic Division,
to Panel on Economie Aspects of Defence. Questions

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], August 31, 1951

THE NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

1. In a sense, the North Atlantic Economic Community already exists. The North
Atlantic countries are tied together by age-old ties of trade and finance. Something
like 80% of the world's trade takes place within, this community. North Atlantic
countries, which are entirely independent politically, are completely interdependent
economically. This does not méan, however, that the situation of each country or of
the group can be improved by putting a fence of trade preferences around the area.
On the other hand, it may • be improved ; if trade barriers within and around and
beyond the North Atlantic area can be further reduced, especially the barriers that
separate the "soft" currency countries from the "hard". This reduction would bring
further ! "integration" of the free world trading area, and more especially of the
North Atlantic area which is by far its largest element. But this integration is easier
said than done for it involves far-reaching changes in industry and trade which are
difficult enough for the countries that are strong, economically and politically, but
raise almost insuperable problems for the weaker ones who look for strength and
supporuto the stronger. rThis paper deals with the difficulties and possibilities of
further integration of the North Atlantic countries.

1. North Atlantic Concept - Competition with other Economic Concepts
2. People promoting the concept of a North Atlantic economic community dl ln

that their ideas" must compete with other concepts. These others are embodle
"going concerne"; they are older and they have deeper roots:

(a) European Economic Unity. This concept is chiefly embodied in OEEC, but it
is surrounded and buttressed economically, politically and militarily by such Pfl m_
cepts as the Council of Europe, the European Army, the Schuman Plan,
lin Plan, etc. The idea of European unity is fairly new, at least in its modem dress,
but it is gathering disciples in some parts of the Continent. is tied

(b) The British Commonwealth and the Sterling Area. This community

together economically by Imperial Preference, fairly free movement of capital, use
of London as a financial centre, and the special ties of the wartime accumulation of
sterling balances. It has deep emotional and political roots.

®
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(c) The Free World Trading Area. Most of the important trading countries in the
Free World (plus Czechoslovakia by historical accident) are members of the GATT,
and also of the Fund, and have made undertakings to each- other to eliminate dis-
crimination and promote multilateral trade and payments as far as they can. The
concept of -a Free World Trading Area is founded on the fundamental principles of
liberalism. Under these principles, members. of GATT can welcome increasing
trade not only with each other but with less favoured nations and (at least in non-
strategic goods) with countries beyond the Curtain.

II.'Canadian Ecônomic Policy Since World War ll

3. TheYweight of Canadian support has been thrown towards (c) - the Free World
Trading Area. With our worldwide trading interests,' combined with sources of eco-
nomic strength that are second only to those of the United States, we have pro-*
moted freedom of trade and exchange. We have had little to risk and almost
everything to gain. Our expeditions into bilateralism have not ended up very'suc-
cessfully, (e.g. agricultural contracts with U.K.); restrictions against U.S. imports
proved most unpopular, free multilateral trade suits us politically and economically.

4. Any proposal to establish a new economic grouping of North Atlantic coun-
tries which would give special preferences or other commercial benefits to each
other, while withholding them from the rest of the free world, would not be likely
to get a warm welcome in Ottawa. Recent policy towards existing Imperial Prefer-
ences is; not to toss them away, 'but to keep those that serve some special purpose
and to bargain the rest away in multilateral tariff negotiations.

5. We have urged our multilateral ideas on others - in the Commonwealth and in
OEEC: Admittedly many other countries have need of import controls to protect
their reserves and trade balances; nevertheless, we have hammered away against
the protectionism'which leads to maintenance of import restrictions (against Cana-
dian goods) beyond what can be justified on balance-of-payments grounds. This is
pure GATT and Fund doctrine; we have preached'it in many pulpits.

6. We have not railed blindly against all import quotas and embargoes that hurt
our exports but we have supported those people, in OEEC and the Commonwealth,
who regard special preferences and special protections as temporary supports for
econômic activities that can be strengthened rather than permanent props for funda-
mentally unsound positions. Our emphasis has always been on the ultimate reduc-
tion and elimination of discrimination and restriction. This should be to the long-
run advantage of, the countries, and areas concerned; protection breeds monopoly,
inefficiency, sloth and decay. And we have practiced what we havé preachéd.
Although We were forced to put up a fence of import restrictions in 1947 we tore it
down -- despite the protests of those interests that it favoured - as soon as our
gold and dollar reserves got back to a healthy level.
III.

PresentI Position and Prospects of the Commonwealth, European Integration
and the North Atlantic Economic Co ►n:unity7.

at is happening in the preferential areas? Are they succeeding or failing?
Consolidating or falling apart?



8., Commonwealth, Preferences . were probably never more popular in the United
Kingdom than they are today.- Perhaps it is a measure of the economic weakness of
the United Kingdom and 'its unwillingness to face North American competition.
There is also some anti-Americ ôÜ ^^x

•
The same attitude exists

and there couldtbe a revi-

val

extent in other Com monwealth countries, except Canada (and
of it here if, regardless of GATT, the United States goes on restricting imports

from Canada such as cheese and dried milk). In short, the Commonwealth and Ster-
ling Area is certainly not dead. Frequent ministerial conferences. are designed to
keep it alive; ministers concerned with finance, supply and even the Colombo Plan.

9. European economic integration does not seem to be as healthy. After a quick
and promising start, clearing away a part of the postwar underbrush of quotas and
bans, it ran into the tall timbers of strong national and commercial vested interests.
Then it slowed 'down quickly: When, last yeâc, the "trade liberalization" pro
gramme bogged down new outlets were sought for the urge towards European eco-

nomic unity:
(a) the working-party set up under GATT to explore possibilities of reducing the

higher European tariffs (France and Italy) without equivalent reductions by the
lower-tariff countries, assisted perhaps by': some tariff concessions by North

America;
(b) the so-called "sector approach", which would reduce European trade barriers

in certain specific fields such as iron and steel (Schuman Plan) or agriculture
(Pflimlin Plan) but which is open to the ever-present danger of protective cartel

arrangements in these fields;
(c) international financial arrangements to facilitate expansion of industries that

are economical and desirable from a European standpoint, and to alleviate the
impact of thé necessary contraction of other industries (the Pella, Petsch and Stik-

ker Plans). tarY
However, with the exception of the Schuman Plan. which for polita^s^e m
reasons has made good progress at least on paper, none of these programmes
to be meeting with much success. piece of

^ I0. FThe European Payments Union '(EPU) has proved to be a usefu
l

Europe
machinery. - It provides for multilateral settlement of trade balances e-and
and thereby reduces the dependence of European countries on bilateral

tra
dwas in

payments arrangements. During the last six months, when Western Gernranorts and
special difGculties, it; arranged temporary credits to finance nBut, unless the

d n the

. reduction of trade barriers, the Netherlands has a e
• f rced to grant bilateral credrts

It`is even feeling some strain because it is being called upon

limited burden arising from the Benelux integration movement. As a rThis ^s
very d ficit with Belgium

thereby, averted the possibility of,a. &-,A - the Continent. But, un

United States continues to pour new funds into it, its strength and scop ^ of theto bear a p

being financed by EPU. Belgium, instead of bemg o ld bYtl etting paid in go

kept inside the EPU.

to finance its exports to the Netherlands, is persisten y g can be
EPU and people are beginning to wonder how long Belgium (or Benelux)
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11. We, may : conclude that "integration" can ; make. some progress in 'Europe,
despite vested interests, if it is quite limited in scope and if someone comes in from
outside and picks up the chips. Benelux can go ahead up to a point if EPU picks up
the chips; European integration can go ahead up to a point if ECA picks, up the
chips or if North America can-offer. some other incentive such as unilateral tariff
reductions: . , t . x

Atlantic area, a number of conclusions seem to emerge;
he whole North

(a) ;A North- Atlantic Preference' Area, with all members substantially reducing
trade barriers against each other but retaining existing barriers against the rest of
the world, is completely impossible - politically, financially and economically. It
clashes head-on with the Commonwealth and Sterling area and with European
unity: Already the chips to be picked up by the United States as a result of a mild
measure of European integration have proved pretty expensive; the chips to be
picked up in Europe as a result of wholesale reductions of European barriers
against North American competition would be enormous. Congress (let alone the
Canadian parliament) would not pay the price even if European governments would
accept it, and a host of European interests would be up in arms with their very lives
at stake. ^ Finally a North Atlantic Preference area would split the Free World in
two: the North Atlantic countries on the one hand and all the rest on the other.

(b) The reduction of North American tariffs and other import barriers has helped
and can help other North Atlantic countries as well as the rest of the free world.
Since the most vexed tariff issues in the world are located in Europe, North Ameri-
can concessions designed to help in solving these issues would help , to bind the
North Atlantic area together economically.

(c) The most tangible evidence of a North Atlantic economic community is now,
and is likely to continue to be, the provision of direct aid across the Atlantic and, to
a lesser extent, amongst the European countries: United States aid under ECA or
Mutual Assistance; Canadian mutual aid; similar aid from the. United Kingdom to
Continental Countries and so forth.

(d) In the past aid of this sort (under Lend Lease as well as ECA) has been used
by the United States as a lever to get European countries to lower their trade barri-
ers against each other and the rest of the world. This sort of pressure can and
should continue. >

(e) From now on North American aid to Europe will be largely military.
Whatever international aid is forthcoming for economic development from the
United States, Canada, and other countries, is almost sure to go to the "under-
developed countries", This will strengthen the free world, and 'alleviate burdens that
might othérwise have to be carried by the old Colonial Powers, but it will not con-
tribute in any' dicect way to a North Atlantic economic community.

Acommunity" based on "aid" which, although it is called "mutual" always
apPears to flow in one direction, is likely to breed squabbles within itself. The rich-
relatiôn poor_relation relationship hangs over it.

13
. In short, it v^iould prôbably be a mistake to try to force the further growth and

integration of the economic community by any sort of purely economic discrimina-
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tion amongst NATO countries and against the outside world. One might almost say,
judging from nineteenth-century experience, that if the North Atlantic Treaty is a
success in paving the, way, towards- more peaceable world conditions, politically
and militarily, the economic community of the North Atlantic will grow and flour-
ish as it did a century ago when the international movement of men and money and
goods was much more free than today. However, peace seems unlikely to break out
suddenly and it is the special problems of cold war and hot peace that are the most
pressing. In the economic. field these problems consist of emergency shortages of
materials, emergency government controls,, and uneven impact of the burdens of
defence. Some of these problems, notably material shortages,. can only be
approached on'a world-wide basis, such as the International Materials Conference;
but even in the field of materials there appears to be an obligation on NATO mem-
bers, quite outside IMC, to make sure that urgent defence production is not held up
because of particular shortages at particular times and places. Thus, the, role of
NATO in promoting the development of the North Atlantic Economic Community
seems to lie in the following fields:

(a) reviewing the aid provided by some NATO countries to others in the light of
the general position and weight of defence. burdens;

(b) associating this aid with continuing pressure to reduce all sorts of trade barri-
ers, but such reduction to be as far as possible on a most-favoured-natiori basis and
as little as possible on any preferential basis;
'(c) minimizing the harm which the emergency controls in one NATO country do

to the others; '
"'(d) arranging, if - necessary, , for particular help from one 'NATO country to
another, in the fields of materials, techniques, manpower, etc., if thereby the pro-
duction of urgently needed arms can be increased.

14. The` important thing is, not to expect some new sort of North Atlantic Eco-
nomic Community to spring full-growth from a few North Atlantic Council meet-
ings, but to realize that economic structures grow gradually like coral-reefs or ant-
hills. They are produced, in our relatively free world, not so much by legislation as
by the constant economic intercourse of private businessmen and financiers. ^ The
fact that*; people of, various countries - bureaucrats and businessmen --
together for defence and for political objectives lays in itself both a political and
economic basis forfurther "economic integration" - i.e. for further trade and

finance. ry , :

IV: Comments on Some Recent Proposals and Problems

(a) NATO vs. OEEC
15. We have seen that, for some time to come, military aid is almost sure to be at

the heart of whatever may be called a North Atlantic Econonvc Community, andament, in
that there may be a good deal to be done, during the period of rapid rearm
eliminating conflicts over shortages of mâterials, over the impact of emerSency
côntrols,` over burden-shâring, etc. As far as NATO is concerned, these matters are
now focused in the Financial and Economic Board in Paris. Similar, often identical

. . ^ ^ . .' '.^ ^ . , . , . , . , . . . , . .
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problems, connected with the European Recovery Programme, were ^ focused in
OEEC.

16. Unhappily, for various reasons some of.which are obscure, FEB and OEEC
have not yet settled down together. The "larger" and "smaller". circles, hopefully
forecast, have so far been tangential instead of concentric. The membership is so
nearly the same - especially if West Germany comes into NATO - that it is most.
unsatisfactory for them to live beside each other- in splendid isolation. From the
Canadian point of view it would seem desirable that NATO (FEB), with its broader
and more immediate,concerns, should, at least during the period of rapid rearma-
ment, largely take over the staff and activities of OEEC, with its limited objectives
of European cooperation and integration. If this could be done, at least on a tempo-
rary basis, and without too mûch damage or offence to aspirations for European
unity, much would be gained. Canadian representatives have a much stronger status
in NATO than in OEEC and have always been worried by the possible Little-Euro-
pean tendencies within the latter organization. With ECA aid dwindling and
Mutual Security aid increasing, the American influence in FEB is likely to be
strorigér than in OEEC, and this influence may, in the last analysis, be counted on
to resist Little-Europeànism.

.17; However,. we must not press for. NATO to bite off a part of OEEC, even
temporarily,. without realizing some possible consequences. Canada, which has
hitherta been merely an observer of the processes of European integration, may
become a full participant in an organization which not merely calls the tune of
trade liberaliiation, on the Continent and across the Atlantic, but which also has to
PaYthe piper. In one way or another some of the costs and burdens of trade read-
justment would fall on Canada - whether through financial contributions or tariff
reductions. Further, we must not forget that OEEC is, the leading symbol of Euro-
pean economic unity and any new growth which seems to, put it in the shade will
call' forth` most vigorous opposition.

18. Against these difficulties' and disadvantages must be4eighed not only the
gain to NATO of a greatly improved staff in Paris but, in the long run more impor-
tant, the,advantages of economic' integration extended over a wider area and on a
iirnïer economic foundation. In a nut-shell, the costs to be met may be the price
which we have to pay and which we shall want to pay, for more permanent mar-
kéts for Canadian goods in Europe and for a Canadian seat at a council table where
European as well as North Atlantic^ issues are being thrashed out.

(b) Stikker's : "Phasing" Announcenrent

19.1VIr; Stikker proposes to announce that, after 1954, Europe can hope to resume
more rapid progress towards higher living standards, with 1946-50 as the recon-
struction period and 1950-54 the, rearmament period. This announcement would
have Political advantages at the present time, even though it gives hostages to the
future and to Mr., Stalin: However, it is most desirable that any statement about the«progress"^

: phase, which is the pie-in-the-sky, should be carefully thought out.
20• It should not be in terms of a"little OEEC' or consolidation of Europe. If

possible it should be in terms of an Atlantic Community within the framework of
freer trade in the free world. The emphasis should be against protection and
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restraints,' whether ^ between NATO coiantries : or - iround * their circumference, and

towards supporting (indirectly) the GATT: and the Fund rather than undermining
them. References, if any, to OEEC Schuman and Pflimlin Plans should be as steps
towards the broader strengthening of the- free world. NATO is in a military sense
the nucleus of the free world; but if a nucleus is to remain . nuclear it must not do

anything to cut itself off . from the rest , of the structure.

(c) Proposals for Financial [Plans] Devised to Promote Arms Production in

Europe
'21. During the'past ÿear NATO representatives of several European countries

have noted that there were industrial plants in Europe available to make arms and
have proposed various financial schemes to bring them into production. A recent
survey of unemployed arms capacity, carried•out by the Defence Production Board,
has given new life to old ideas, particularly to those advanced by Mr. Van Zeeland.

22: Production of arms could be speeded up in a number of European countries if,
the United States would place orders . there "off shore purchases" of anns..
Financially and economically they are not strong enough to expand arms produc-i
tion without aggravating existing inflation 'and unrest. It now appears that the
United States is going to place orders in .Europe for spare parts of U.S. equipment'
and for ammunition. Orders are limited to these two items because there would be
both political and strategic objections in the United States if complete equipment to
be produced in Europe were ordered. (It is understood that the Canadian Depart-
ment of Defence Production is willing to place orders over-seas, but in practice the
scôpe for this sort of thing appears quite`hmited: In sô far as it can be made to
work, this form of transatlantic- financing seems the most efficient and effective
means of promoting arms production in idle` Eûropean plants.

23. Some European'spokesmen (French 'and Italian a year ago; but more r 1^ms
Belgian) have suggested a "common fund" in NATO to finance addltiona
production. Up to the present the obvious disadvantages of such a fund have pre-
vénted very serious discussion. It is supposedly designed to meet an emergency.,
Yet it couldonly be set up after protracted negotiations to decide hew t?' and how
member should put into it and how much each could expect to get out of it
it would be managed and controlled, and its subsequent operation would probably
bé'cumbersome and conten'tious. ' Certainly, as long as the United States continues
to` view the propôsal askance it has no chance of adoption. oliti-

24. However, if the
I
United States changed its position, 'deciding that it was P and

cally easier to place arms orders in Europe through a pool rather than
a' pool were agreed upon then Canada would, of course, be exp

ute: It is an open question whether, in the long run,' we would provide obilateral
eneraltance through a common fund - than 1 we might otherwise provide under

mûtual aid. Certainly mutual aid seems more simple, more direct, and it in
*
will cer-

moré satisfactory. On the other hand, if a common fund does emerg ' i
tainly become a centre'bf NATO attraction and activity, with possibilities onltong"•
run polidcal importance in the development of the North Atlantic Commu Y
^t .. :... . : _ • ,

, _
^:. ^ . . . ,. _ , ..^ . . .
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(d) NATO "Watchdog Committee" of Ministers Concenied with Article 11

25. This proposal should be welcomed as long as it is not expected to produce
startling positive results quickly. Watchdogs existto bite intruders - to protect
against untoward developments.

26. The main activities of the Committee might be:, ^ . .
(i) to review from time to time the broad influence pulling NATO countriés
together and, more important, .
(ii) to keep a special vigilance on economic causes of dissention and disunity,
especially those that arise during a,disturbing period.of rearmament and infla-
tion. The Committee would be specially concerned in FEB (and OEEC); precau-
tions might have to be taken not to by-pass the Council Deputies.

(e) An Executive, Boss for NATO

27. This is probably not a very practical proposal from a political point of view.
However, anything which is successful in moving forward NATO plans for mobil-
izing and arming its forces contributes to. the fundamental health of the organiza-
tion. And, as argued above, the North Atlantic economic community is more.likely
to flourish on the basis of a NATO organization that is functioning healthily and
busilyfor its own immediate (defence) purposes, than on the basis of broad resolu-
tions ; for co-operation or. a narrow . straight jacket of new preferences and
protectionism. - : • I ,

(f) A "Declaration" Regarding Article II of the Treaty

Zg..We understand that Mr. Van Zeeland has enlisted and is receiving U.S. sup-
port for some "declaration" at the coming Council meeting affirming support for
the broad principles of social and economic co-operation set forth in Article II of
the Treaty. Such a declaration must clearly receive strong Canadian support. No
text of the proposed déclaration has been received and so detailed comments cannot
be made. However, most of the points in this memorandum will probably have
some beâring on it.

(g) NATO and East-West Trade

29•- If the United States does sponsor such a declaration, it would seem difficult
for it to attempt, at the same time, to insist on the restriction of East-West Trade in
Europe.^ If, as we have always insisted and the United States may now be going to
insist,

NATO is not merely a temporary military device but a permanent economic
and social structure, this emphasizes that NATO countries, must, as 'a long-run pol-
icy, try to soften rather than harden the iron curtain. This, surely, is the end towards
which^ we should work = ûnless we believe that World War III is imminent and
inévitable. '
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Memorandum by Embassy of United States

SECRET Ottawa, August 29, 1951
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NON-MILITARY O13lECTIVES OF NATO

This' paper represents a summary'of United States :thinking as it 'is currently
evolving with respect to the non-military aspects of NATO. These ideas have been
-discussed informally in London with Stârkenborgh; Wilgress, and Bryn, where the
immediate reaction was strongly favorable. They, aalso reflect some of the ideas
developed by Stikker with regard to the concept of a North Atlantic Community on
a long-range basis.

In our.view it is important to develop quickly our ideas as to means of strength-
ening the NATO organization and to discuss them in the NATO Council Meeting in
Ottawa in September with a view to obtaining formal approval by the Council for a
program of 'action. Consideration must be given to the problem in both its short-
term and long-term aspects if we are to counteract the growing uneasiness in
Europe regarding the manner in,which NATO is developing, as reflected in Pear-
son's observations during his recent tour of Europe.

Short-Term Objectives
For the immediate future every effort must be made to overcome the impression

that we value NATO only for purpôses ôf niilitary security, an impression which
has developed presumably because of our , concern with such current problems as
the admission of Greece and Turkey.'to NATO' and the implementation of the
Medium Term Defense Plan. Reassurance is needed thât the United States is prima-
rily interested in preventing, not winning, a war and that the 'strength of the western
nations when developed will never be used for aggressive purposes. We should also
affirm our awareness that the defense buildup and the development of economic
strength in Europe are mutually consistent and mutually necessary. The present
intensive military buildup must be regarded as an investment which, when made,
-wi11 ^ permit a resumption of the drive to develop a higher standard of living in
Europe:

'Long-Term Objectives ; of
We regard it as important to develop a 'more positive attitude on the part

European nations toward NATO, which is fundamentally a program of mutual self
help and. self-preservation requiring European leadership and drive as well as
American initiative and assistance. It is important to counteract the impression thatosing United

the United States seeks^ and we must demonstrate our AdeOsire tortake account ofStates policies upon them must be
the views of other nations in the formative stages of policy-making• of
made plain also that the United States is interested in furthering the integration
Europe equally with developing the full potentialities of NATO, in order to forestal1
fears of a Berlin-Paris-Rome axis unbalanced by a broader grouping.
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In particular,the United States is interested in the long-term objective of devel-
oping the non-military purposes implicit in Article II of the North Atlantic Treaty.
This has a certain relationship to the problem of European integration, to which the
European defense force and the Schuman plan appear to be giving genuine impe-
tus, but that relationship lies in the background of our thinking. The important
thing is that United States interest in Europe will not terminate when Europe can
stand on its own feet, militarily; we will not bring our troops home and return to the
attitude which preceded World War H. ,

Program ôf Action

Tentative ideas` have already, been developed for a program of action which we
hopewill find fultexpression in the Council Meeting in September in Ottawa. Vari-
ous possibilities are under discussion approximately as follows:

1. There is some feeling in Europe as a result of Stikker's interest in the concept
of a North Atlantic Community that a statement. might - be released, probably
through some European channel such 'as OEEC, possibly at the end of August. This
possibility has been discussed by Stikker, Katz, Marjolin, and various European
ministers at•Strasbourg. The objective would be to generate a more positive Euro-
peân leadership "and ; demonstrate the responsibility and interest of European
countries. : . : .

2;The United States has been corisidering the appropriateness of a statement by
Secretâr}i Âcheson which might be issued before the Council Meeting in Septem-
ber to reaffirm` 'the interests of the United States in the wider long-term objectives
of NATO and -propose a special Council agenda item on this subject. The State.
Department'seems to have concluded that it would be preferable for an appropriate
item to'be included on the agenda and that the Secretary make his statement before
the Council wheri the , agenda item is reached. Such a statement would take into
account the objectives of the. United States as outlined above and would propose a
definite pro'gram for carrying it out.

3 We would hope to obtain from the Council a declaration of intention sub-
scribed to by Ministers making it.clear that, without prejudice to developments in
w'der frameworks such as United Nations or OEEC, or smaller frameworks such as
the European Community, the members of NATO intend to work toward a progres-
sivél y closer long-term association between any or all of them in all fields of
endeavor. If in the meantime some statement such as suggested above has been
made in Europe the Council might give it approval. This declaration might also
include an announcement of the concrete steps to be taken.

A^ One such step would be the establishment of a sub-committee of the Council
designated as. an. advisory, committee on non-military objectives, composed of a
small group of ; Foreign Ministers. There have been various suggestions as to the
membership of such çommittee, including a proposal that its chairman might'be
Stikke1, to bring in representation from a small European country, and that the
comrnittee should include Pearson and Lange as logical members. DeGasperi might
also be included to bring in the Latin countries and the Mediterranean area as wellas active sù

Three be' inc uded^ since
European integration. It is not suggested that any of the Big

the group would then be too large if all of them, plus
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Belgium, were to participate 'in this sub-cômmittee.• Still another proposal would
include Spofford as amember ëx officio. The sub-committee's function would be
primarily. of. a steering and watchdog nature'to follow NATO activities from the
viewpoint of non-military objectives and development of the North Atlantic Com-
munity, concept. It would make recommendations from time to time to the Council,
or to. the Deputies, as appropriate.

5.'Another'proposal, which does not seem to have made"much headway; would
establish a high-level advisory committee, of which the U.S. member would be a
man of the stature of Conant or Bush and whose members, such as Jean Paul David
and Haakon Lie, would concurrently lead national advisory committees to recom-
mend hational informational programs designed to liring about a better understand-
ing of the principles on which NATO and other deinocratic institutions are founded.
These committees - would bé supported by NATIS and would set up a working
group selected from Americans and Europeans who have already demonstrated an
appreciation of and intelligent interest.in problems of intellectual and psychological
mobilization. The working group would develop concrete projects and suggestions
for consideration by NATO.

6. Therè is"considerable United States interest in . measures to obtain maximum
coordination of foreign policy in NATO. We have*the exâmple of the British Com-,
monwealth, wheré coordination is promoted in part by an extensive continuous
interchange of information among partners who nevertheless maintain their free-
dom to differ and to negotiate their differences. This idea has been supported by
botti Lange and Starkenborgh and has found some expression in the Council of
Députies, where meetings in recent months have exchanged views on foreign pol-
icy questions involving Russia and the satellites. These have been of real value in
developing a considerable degree of commôn policy toward Yugoslavia and in
increasing the coordination of political guidance through the Council and the Dep
uties. A real âdvantage of the procedure developed in London has been its infor-'
mality and the non-binding nature of the conclusions reached. We feel that this
could be part of a process to obtain substantial agreement with our partners on
spécific issues of policy which would be'helpful to the United States in reaching
sound policies which our" allies would be prepared to cooperate in carrying out
wholeheartedly. It would probably have been desirable, for example, if the ques-
tions t of the German defense contribution and the adherence of Greece and Turkey
to NATO could have been developed in this manner through day-to-day consulta-ser
tionon the formation of policy'in NATO. We think that proposals to develop clomebut
consultation along these lines should not originate with the United States
rather from the Canadians, Dutch 'or Norwegians. The objective wd ldraotice^iné
xchanges of views on foreign policy questions :a matter of accepte P of

NATO and to develop at the same time a project for expanding the inter-change
information between NATO members on a regular basis.

,,.
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478. , DEA/50105-40

L'adjoint spécial du secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dear Mr. Pearson:

Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs
,. to Secretary of State for External Affairs '

Ottawa, . September. 6, 1951

cordial support".
With all best wishes.

-;.While. you have been away, I have been doing a little thinking and agitating
about the problems of fonming the North Atlantic community. I have now put my
ideas in the form of, a memorandum to,you. Arnold read the memorandum yester-
day and said that I should sent it to you at once by registered air mail. (We are not
mentioning this to George Glazebrook!)

. Arnold was good enough to add that I could tell you the memorandum had his
{f

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Yours sincerely,
Dow [LEPANI

1. 1
[PIÈCE IOINTTIENCLOSUREI

Note de l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
r^ ;-, pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum front Special Assistant to 'Secretary of State for External Affairs
' to Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET [ ttawaj, eptember 6, 1951

may actually be realized. This development, unless it is accompanied by progress

THE NORTI{ ATLANTIC COMMUNITY
The Purpose of this memorandum is to examine the impasse that we seem to

have reached in working. towards a North Atlantic community and to suggest theg
foreneral direction-in which we should look for the way out. We have been saying

many months that we are in favour of the "integration" of Western Europe so
long as it takes place within the framework of the North Atlantic community. But
we have found:great difficulty in giving economic meaning to that latter phrase.
Consequently, the temptation is strong to say to ourselves that European integration
and the formation of a North Atlantic community are equally illusions and that we
can safely use the ï familiar formula without taking some steps to create genuine
economic co-operation within the North Atlantic community.

2: It would be highly unwise, I think, to yield to that temptation. The'degree of
sUCCess that hwalready been,attained in working out the Schuman Plan and the
Plevan Plan for a European Army suggests that the integration of Western Europe
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more or less pari passu towards co-operation in the North Atlantic area, will prove
unfortunate for Canada, I am convinced. European economic integration could very
easily mea n, the creation of new trade barriers again'st Canadian imports; and mili-
tary co-operation among " the countries of Western Europe could mean a great
growth in neutralist sentiment.'Both these possibilities would imperil the success of
the North Atlantic Treaty. They would be particularly dangerous for Canada, since
we would be left to deal with the United States on our own and almost inevitably
would sink into â policy of simple continentalism.

3. We must, therefore, exert ourselves, I think, to begin to give economic mean-
ing and content to the North Atlantic community that we have talked so much
about. The unity of Western Europe is taking on a measure of reality. We cannot
indefinitely attempt to match that movement merely by phrases. Yet it must be
admitted that it is extremely difficult to see how a beginning can be made in forg-
ing closer economic links between the countries of the North Atlantic area. That is
the impasse which, it seems to me, we have reached at present.

A. In my opinion, the difficulty arises, at least in part; because we have an inade-
quate idea of international economic co-operation. We have thought of it almost
exclusively, it seems to me, in terms of removing obstacles and of increasing the
scope of free competition. If international economic co-operation is seen in that
light, it will be virtually impossible to assign any special meaning to economic co-
operation in the North Atlantic area - or indeed in

free competition hastional economic system which is moving increasingly towards
no place for limitation or discrimination; and these are of the essence of any real
regional association:' If an attempt is made to reduce barriers within the North
Atlantic area, the arguments used in favour of such an effort can also be used in
favour, of , a world-wide reduction of barriers.

5. But the way of regarding international economic. co-operation to which we in
Canada are wedded is inadequate, I think, to deal with existing circumstances in
the world, and with existing currents of opinion. Our own domestic econo
.mixture of free competition and of a large number of deliberate arrangements
designed to protect groups and individuals frorri the consequences

of the untram-

melled play of economic forces. This is true in great or less degree of all countncs

in the North Atlantic area - even of thé United States, as their agricultural poY

abundantly illustrates. We must consciously recognize, I think, that any acceptable
". Xed, It

,for►n of international economic câoperation nowadays will be similarly
tition in order to

,.will be based on 'as, high as , possible a measure of free compe

reduce the'real costs of production. But imbedded in it will also be deliberate
nternâ o^

anisms for protecting the welfare of special areas and interests. The for
economic system which exists at present is in fact such a matrix. It

continWesour-

ézample, to be heavily dependent on massive interg
overnmental fnancing.

roviding large
^ selves, I would claim; = have ^ been both shrewd and generous in p
slices of this financing. But, for, the most part, we have regarded it as adé â â payrr
producing conditions of comparatively stable equilibrium in which of our contri-
ments could operate automatically. This attitude has persisted in sp ite

butions to the, Colombo Plan and , to the United Nations Technical AIéas.e
f assisting depressed

Programme, both of winch are essenually schemes or
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6. However, I do not want to be drawn into a long digression about the theory and
practice of Canadian international economic policy. That the two are not always
entirely consonant, and that we, like other countries, take action to protect particu-
lar Canadian interests,when they are threatened by the free play. of competition is
proved, I think, by our butter policy over the last few years. What I am disposed to
argue is that we should realize that any acceptable system of international co-opera-
tion must nowadays be a mixture of free competition and of planning, arrangement,
facilitation, call it what you will.

.7. If that is accepted as true, it becomes possible, I think, to give meaning to the
idea of economic co-operation within a region. The region will be set off from the
rest of the world not necessarily because trade within the area will be freer than
trade elsewhere, but because the governments of the countries in the area have
made deliberate,arrangements among themselves in the economic field. If we want
to foster economic. co-operation in the North Atlantic area, the question we must
ask is: In what fields. cân the governments concerned most appropriately make
mutually advantageous arrangements?

8, I have not much doubt myself that the next step is to agree that in present
circumstances the most promising field for economic co-operation in the North
Atlantic area is defence production and finance. There are two reasons for choosing
this field. In the first place, governments there have a wide spheYe of initiative.
Secôndly, most of the -economic difficulties under which countries in the North
Atlantic area are suffering arise because a heavy,defence effort has been superim-
posed on the precarious balance which had been achieved by the middle of 1950.
What is required is co-operation to ease the places where the shoe pinches.

9. Let me recall some of the difficulties. Many countries are in balance of pay-
ments difficulties and are running deficits because of an increased volume of
imports ,for defence and because of decreased exports as a result of conversion
from peacetime production. The addition of defence spending to spending for other
goods and services is also creating inflationary pressures in all of the North Atlan-
tic countries. Finally in the background, there is the rise in the prices of raw materi-
als, which is turning the terms of trade heavily against many countries, notably the
United Kingdom. What we are looking for, therefore, is some mode of planned co-
operation in the field of defence production and finance which will both ease these
lminediate problems and hold out hope of binding the countries in the North Atlan
tic âréa permanently, together.

10. ,To ; my. mirid ; the conclusion is inescapable, that we must incrtasingly be
working towards a situation where the decisions of what will be produced, where it
Will be produced and how it will be financed will be made by the corporate judge-
ment of the. partners in the alliance expressed through the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization..I am not competent to suggest either the pace at which we should
move towards this objective or the institutional form through which such decisions
should, be, made. Indeed; it may be too early to see the answers to those twoquestions.,

. , Sin ce this conclusion may seem very ambitious, let me at once ex plain a little
,What I mean by saying that it should be decided within the North Atlantic Treaty
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Organization' what should be produced, where it should be. produced and how it
should be financed. I am not thinking of any formal surrender of sovereignty. What
I have in mind is the 'development within the organization of techniques for making
authoritative recommendations on these subjects which would inevitably have great
influence with the 'national governments., It might be that in the fullness of time
these ) decision-making functions, would be. institutionalizèd into some virtually
supra-national authority:=But, in my opinion, it is far too early to be thinking yet of
such a grandiose structure. • I

12: The advantages of such a development as I have described might be listed as

11 • -
. _

bidding; could be abated.

fo ows.
(a) The co-operation which'would result would be long-la sting: We hope that by

1954 we will have broken the back of rearmament and that defence expenditures
can taper off. But it is almost inévitable that they will continue 'at a high level for a
very long period. If war'is avoided, the best that we can'hope for over the next
'fifteen or twenty years is the continuance of a state of tension between the Soviet
Union and the West. This will require a higher level of armaments than the North
'Atlantic countries have ever supported in peacetime.`. If throughout this period there

is firm co-operation in defence production and defence financing, one essential
strand of the North Atlantic community will have been woven permanently.

(b) The type of coo-operation which is contemplated is in many ways parallel to
the ' economic arrangements whicti now ' exist domestically within many of the
North Atlantic countries for shielding' groups and individuals from the naked

the South must still
impact of economic forces: In the 'United States, for example,
be considered as 'a depressed area. How'is it assisted by the Federal Government?

'In two main ways, I think: By the large transfer payments made by the A.A.A. and
other agencies to individuals; and by the location of defence plants (e.g. the atomic
energy plant at Savanah) within the Southern States. Deliberate action of somewhat
the same kind is taken in Canada to alleviate the difficulties of the Atlantic p o
inces. In the same way, the economic problems of the North Atlantic community
would be alleviated, both by the siting of. defence plants with an ey^n^ tran fer
-fnancial difficulties, as well as to strategic considerations, and by ma g

payments from one country to another.
(c) This development would be firinl} ► roôted because it` would beaWe^ee opbuy

deal with pressing difficûlties: As we all kriow, if the United; Statesition on current
more defence equipment in Canada, our balance of payments po
account would be improved and we would be able to extend more m ri thé â hoano r

partners , in Western' Europe. The same is true of other countries tes, and a
Under the proposed arrangements, large subventions by the United é 1 be ea se oto
lesser extent^by Canada would still be necessary; but they mlghiation for defence
°secure, if the whole operation were regarded as planned co-ope if defence
•rather than as `passing the' hat' or even' as .`burden sharing'. Finalincreases in
,production were really co-ordinated; it is perhaps possible to hope that cnmpentive
the prices of raw materials, which have been caused in part at least by

r . ..r ^i. ^ ..

.. . . ;^ ^ . . .:

tl
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,13: It, must be admitted that there would be objections in some quarters, both in
the United -States and Canada, to the course that' I am proposing:

(a) In Canada' it might be feared that such arrangements would result in'greater
pressure for Canadian financial assistance to its allies. But such pressure is likely in
any case to be : very great;,and it must be realized that any genuine form of eco-
nomic co-operation in the North Atlantic area under present circumstances , will
require financial assistance from the two wealthier allies on this side of the Atlan-
tic. There might also ,be some doubts, in Canada about the surrender. of sovereignty
which such a system would involve. Here again, I think, it must be understood that,
if an Atlantic coinmunity is to be formed, some surrender of sovereignty on the part
of all the allies is inescapable. W e have, already in fact surrendered part of our
sovereignty by giving to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization the right to recom-
mend what forces will be needed and which countries should supply them. Under
the prôposed arrangements we would merély be giving to the Organization similar
rights in the field of defence production and finance. In Canada's case the surrender
of the unfettered power of decision in this field would actually be easier than in the
military field, I think; since we could justly claim to sit in with the United States,
the United Kingdom and France in'making all major decisions.

(b) In the United States the Pentagon would almost certainly have reservations
about giving to any NATO body the right to determine that defence production
should be situated anywhere outside the United States. They might not take kindly
to a'state of affairs, in which other countries would be able to influence a decision
whether new aluminum -production, for example, should be located in Canada
rather than in the United States; and unless, of course, the United States were pre-
pared to accept group decisions of that kind, there would be no point in attempting
to foster the develôpment outlined in this paper. On the other hand, the'worst fears
of the'Pentagon - and of United States 'businessmen - might be stilled by the
reflection'that the United States would inevitably be in the dominant position to
influence every decision that was made, both large and small. Progress would cer=
tainly depend on United States support for the purposes of the new arrangements.
But I do not'think that we need assume at the outset that such opposition as there
would be in the United States could not be overcome. The State Department is now
showing much greater awareness than previously of the necessity of breathing real-'
itY into the , concept of the , North' Atlantic community. General Eisenhower is
keenly aWir'e of the delays involved in the present methods of stimulating defence
production' and of allocating NATO expenditures. There is a considerable body of
opinion in Congress in favour of going much further than this paper advocates in
the direction of establishing a North Atlantic federation. The prospect of securing
United States support need not therefore, I think, be considered hopeless.

14. I have not'enough experience in North Atlantic matters to suggest the precise
arrangements which* would be âdvisable if the general approach contained in this
paPer were` adopted. You will be aware that the Frénch and others have several
timeS proposed : that a common fund should be established by ' NATO to meet the
chargcs of common defence. Such a scheme would be in harmony with what I am
suggesung: But there might be other and perhaps less pretentious ways of securing
the sanie ,ends. Conceivably, for example, firm recommendations in the field of
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defence production and defence finance might be made by small executive commit-
tees of the existing Defence Production Board and Finance and Economic Board,
the executive in each case to consist of the representatives of the United States, the

.United Kingdom, France and Canada.,..
15. The best form of arrangements'would obviously require a good deal of further

thought and discussion. I would hope, however, that we could agree now on the
following points:

(a)'that it is necessary to make a start without further delay in giving,economic
meaning to the concept of the North Atlantic community;

(b) that 'progress in this direction can more readily be made by way of planned
cô-operation between the allies than by attempting within the North Atlantic area to
form some kind of free-trade bloc;

(c) that the first field to be cultivated in this way should be the field of defence
production and defence finance;

(d) that we should move as quickly as possible towards a situation in which deci-
sions of what should,be produced, where it should be produced and how it should
be financed would be taken by the corporate judgement of the North Atlantic allies
expressed through NATO.

16. If these conclusions commend themselves to you, it would remain to be con-
sidered how they could be brought before the North Atlantic Council, either at its
meeting here or in Rome. My own, preliminary view is that in your opening state-
ment here in Ottawa you might discuss this question, touching on the four points I
have listed in the paragraph above. Then possibly the Council might empower the
Sub-Committee of Ministers, which the 'Americans are thinking of proposing, to
develop these ideas further. Or alternatively, the Defence Production Board and the
Finance and Economic Board might be instructed to report at the Rome meeting on
how the objectives I have sketched could best be'achieved. Obviously this whole
question cannot be considered in isolation from the paper on force requirements,
which I understand is to be submitted to the Council when it meets in Rome. If the
Canadian Government feels it necessary to reject out of hand the recommendations
which will be made in respect to Canada in that paper, it would be difficult for you
to_ take the initiative either here in Ottawa or in Rome in proposing wider authority
for the Organization in the fields of defence production and defence finance than
exist at present. On the other hand, if , the Canadian Government is willing not to
reject the military, recommendations but merely, to ,seek t modifications in them so
far as Canada is concerned,° I do not think that you need, feel inhibited from taldng
the line. I am suggesting.

17. In any event; I should like to advise very strongly that you should not asc aPé
membership.in the kind of small sub-committee that Spofford and Achille
thinking of, unless it is reasonably clear that it will have some real substance to getht come,
its teeth into. You should not become involved in an exercise which mir,
down to considering only topics like psychological warfare. In reading some of the
recent messages from'London, I have had the feeling that some of the United ria^e
representatives, there think that a community can be built.out of :hot air.
contrary, it can only be built by meeting successfully (and with as much fairness to
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all of its members as 'is possible) practical problems as they arise. That conviction
lies 'at the basis of these suggestions.

18. You may 'remember that in September 1864 representatives of the Maritime
Provinces*were meeting at Charlottetown to consider a maritime federation when
they received word that a delegation from Canada was on its way with alternative
proposals for a wider union: The parallel cannot be pressed too far. But I think that
the process of European integration is now at a point where we must -either bring
forward wider. proposals of our own which would lay the groundwork for a North
Atlantic community, or be content to watch the creation of, a group in Western
Europe which, by becoming increasingly independent, might frustrate the wider
development we have at heart.

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

[PIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSUREJ

: Le, sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
:;. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
^ to'Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, September 6, 1951

NATO COUNCIL' OTTAWA MEETING

SECRET

en: `Ing you the original text by plane.

non-military aspects-of NATO. Owing to the cost of transmission to San Francisco
we had decided zo reduce the length of the telegram and were in the process of
doing so when we were informed that a plane would be going for you this after-
noon: Since-it was felt that the telegrâm was not of great urgency, I am therefore

d'

`Attâched is an uncoded telegram dated September 6 on the U.S. proposâls on the

D.V. LEPAN

DEA/50105-40

Noté du sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures -1 1 1

Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to. Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, September 7, ;1951

NATO COUNCIL; OTTAWA MEETING

and 2243 n rom messages WA-3269 01 August 31t from Washington
of September 4t from London that United States officials are giving a

good deal of thought to the non-military aspects of NATO which might be empha-

1• You 'will have e,-. f ^



sized at, the Ottawa, meeting. Some of their, efforts strike us, as pretty wordy and
imprecise. There is also evidence of the common American tendency to believe that
the creation of, new machinery in itself constitutes a step forward.

2. As we have always attached, publicly, and privately, a good deal of importance
to Article 2, it would be impossible, we think, for the Canadian Government to take
a merely sceptical or stalling, attitude to proposals for pressing forward with the
non-military.objectives of NATO. -

It seems to us that there is now some real danger that either the current vague1 i
proposals may result in a collection of empty platitudes or our setting out on vari-
'ous wrong tracks leading nowhere. We have therefore been giving further thought
to the lines along which we might hope to see moderate but practical ideas

developed.
4. It may prove tactically desirable for the Canadian Delegation to take some

Initiative in this matter, perhaps in your own opening address at the Council. You
might at least pose some of the problems involved, and indicate possible lines of
development. This might prove to be preferable to being put in a position of being
prompted by others.

5. These are our preliminary reactions to sonie of the suggestions which have
emerged from different quarters. They may prove of some assistance to you in your
talks in San Francisco.

(a) Economic Co-operation
It emerged pretty clearly, at our last meeting with you that this objective should

not be envisaged in terms. of an exclusive NATO: free trade area. On the other hand,
this need not imply that nothing can or should be done to give practical content to
the, provision of the treaty concerning economic co-operation. We are inclined tO
believe that one field in which some real progress might be made and which is vital
to the maintenance of a stable North Atlantic Community, is that of the stimulation
and financing of European defence production. LePan has done a very interesting
memorandum on this subject, making certain practical suggestions which I think

- well worth serious consideration, and which is being forwarded to you by airmailthe U.S.
today. Obviously proposals of this nature imply willingness on the part of
(and probably Canada) to contribute financially. It might prove however that such
an approach would be more attractive and feasible from the U.S. point of view than

rthe continued delivery of military end items. So far as we are concernedn he next
not likely be able to resist pressure for further contributions to Europe
year or two. It is for consideration whether our contribution to a sc ô écono^c
kind which might lay the foundation for practical 'and continuing NATOn f mutual ^d-

y

3 ^^éei^.. . r ^. ' ^ l1 ^•r.. • rl , ..s , . . , .
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exploring
•^;

,777: e.g. Sweden, Switzerland and Germany - might ut; as-0

,,the Swedish Foreign Minister during your trip is o vious y states
bility which you threw out of a "bifurcation of NATO" in which non-NATO

ciated would be wo^

Any consideration of NATO co-operation immediately raises t e p
1 relationshi with non-NATO countries. In this connection your conversation s ô s^

p • b• 1 relevant and P

co-operation might not be preferable to contributions in the rm
h roblem of its



Closely associated with the above is the Stikker Programme for a time-phased
approach to European rearmament. You will no doubt have occasion to discuss this
in greater detail with Stikker. Our feeling is that, on broad political grounds, some
approach of, this kind is becoming almost essential if the populations of the Euro-
pean NATO countries are to continue in the next few years to bear the increasing
burden of rearmament. The inflationary pressures caused by rearmament are per-
haps the most,serious problem which NATO countries face today and the heart of
the Alliance may be broken if ordinary people in, the NATO countries are given no
prospect of ôbtaining some improvement in their standard of living.

(b) Common Foreign, Pol icy ' . : . .

'Achilles and others now seems to be showing a tendency to switch the emphasis
of proposals for the forthcoming meeting from NATO economic co-operation to the
development of clôser co-ordination of foreign policies. It ^is a little difficult to
know just.what^ they. mean by this suggestion. If what is implied is fuller and
franker exchanges of views in the. Deputies that is all to the good. The Deputies
cannot- be empowered to reach semi-decisions which involve.their governments in
half • measure. Where decisions , are involved, there must be. clearcut resolutions
referred back to governments for decision. As you put 'it to the U.S. Ambassador
during your interview with him the other day when he referred to "a common for-
eign policy" when you pointed out to him that the ideal to be aimed at was rather.
common foreign policies','.
(c) Psychological Warfare

There seems little doubt that there will be renewed pressure from the United
States for the creation of machinery in the sphere of psychological warfare: We are
inclined to'be pretty'sceptical about the usefulness of creating élaborate machinery
for such'purposes,'however admirable. However, ideas so far advanced on this sub-
ject have not been precise enough for us to assess their possible usefulness.

(d) 'Committee of Ministers

As to the procedure for initiating and organizing these various proposals for
forwarding the non-military objectives of NATO, we find that the Americans are
increasingly favourable to the setting up of a committee of Foreign Ministers.
There are, we think, arguments for And against this proposal, but one criterion for
judging whether it could serve any useful purpose is whether the specific measures
of a non-military, character which it is designed to further have any real substance.
If the Council decide for example to follow up concrete proposals for the economic
development of NATO or in other fields, the Committee of Ministers might have a
reai job to do. If not, the Committee would be merely window-dressing.

The objections.we see to the Committee are:
(a) that it might be'a fifth wheel to the coach in that it might take away from the
authority and prestige of the Deputies;s'

(b) that in practice it is difficult to see how its members could work together
much between Council meetings;

s' Note marginale :/Marginal note:

It could operate through its 4 deputies IL.D. Pearson)
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(c) that it_ might, raise high hopes' of achieving results which would then be
disappointed.
On the other hand, if a positive programme is to be developed, then the stimulus

and prestige providéd by, the backing of a ministerial committee might be valuable.
The FEB and the DPB might be asked to work out jointly the details of such a
programme under the'direction of the ministerial committee.

'As to the composition of the cômmittee, it is clear, that the original proposal for
youiself, Stikker and Lange would have to be expanded to include a Latin country,
e.g., Italy. The àlternative wôuld be to include the'U.K.; France, and the U.S. This
might have a good deal to commend it. It would allay French suspicions and it is
evident from reports from Washington that the Americans would like to be
included, and the Committee could only achieve results if it worked -in very close
touch with the U.S. Government. But if you go this far you.end up with at least
seven of the twelve NATO countries and the argument for efficiency collapses.

6. We are,'of course, well aware that both'the United States and the European
countries have mixed motives'in advocating the furtherance of the non-military
objectives of NATO at this time. In part, the Europeans are searching for a device
which will,enable the United States to continue economic aid to Europe. The
Americans, for their part, seem actuated both by suspicion of a purely European
economic integration and by the desire to coating the pill of the inclusion of
Greece, Turkey and later Germany in NATO. On the other hand, there is doubtless
involved in these ideas a substantial element of a genuine desire to further a NATO
Community. Moreover, the economic and political difficulties which threaten
NATO countries as a result of the impact of rearmament programmes on their econ-
omies are so grave that it would be difficult for the Council to meet at this time
without advancing some proposals for their solution, or at least for an amelioration
of the situation.

>

, ^ i
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Procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité sur les d
des questions de la défense

Minutes of Meeting of Panel on Economic Aspects
of Defence Questions

Mr. R.G. Robertson (Privy Council Office).

Also Present
Mr. J.E. Coyne; (Depûty Governor of the Bank of Canada),
Mr. R.A. MacKay, (Department of External Affairs),
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, (Department of External Affairs),
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, (Department of Finance),
Dr. E.P. Weeks, (Depârtment of Defence Production),

[Ottawa], September 7, 1951 ,
Mr. N.A. Robertson, in the Chair (Secretary to the Cabinet),
Mr. A.D.P, Heeney, (Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs),
Mr. C.M. Drury, (Deputy Minister of National Defence),
Mr. G. Towers, (Governor of the Bank of Canada),
Mr. W.F. Bull, (Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce).

Present

TOP SECRET

Mr. H.F. Davis (Department of External Affairs).
Mr. C.C. Eberts (Privy Council Office),

Secretariat

DEVELOPMENT OF THEj NON-MILITARY ASPECTS OF NATO
1. The Chairman said that Mr. Plumptre had drafted, for consideration, a memo-

randum on the economic implications of development of the North Atlantic com-
munity for. the use, of Ministers in discussing item 6 of the agenda of the
forthcoming NATO Council meeting: "Future development of NATO, other than in
connection with defence plans".,

Further, a U.S. memorandum had been received, indicating the ' preliminary
thinking of the United States as to the line it might take on item 6 at the meeting.
From this and other reports it appeared that the United States at present hoped that,
in Ottawa, the Council would agree to:

(1) make a general declaration of intention to work towards the closer associa-
tion of- any. or all of, the NATO countries;

(2) establish,' on ar temporary basis at least, a Sub-Committee to consider, and
make. recommendations to the Council from time to time on, steps to promote
the closer association of the NATO countries; this body to consist of the Foreign
Ministers of Norway,- the Netherlands and Canada and, possibly, Italy, and to
draft instruments (1) and (3) and an announcement regarding its composition
and objectives; ^: , • ,

' ' -

- 1

(3) issue an endorsement of the "European Manifesto" adopted by the Council
of OEEC on August 29th, 1951.

The United States was, likely, to propose that the Sub-Committee consider, interalia,
before the Rome meeting, means of developing the maximum coordination of
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foreign policy among NATO countries, and the possibility of a programme for
bringing about a better understanding of the free institutions of member countries
in conformity with Article 2 of the North ÂtlanticTreaty. In the latter connection,
Washington had in mind the possible establishment in due course of a high-level
'NATO advisory committee,^ whose members would also head national advisory
committees, to make recommendations on national and international public infor-
mation programmes. There was also some indication that the United States might
sûggest study of the possibilities of intra-NATO cooperation in certain aspects of
investment, transportation and communications..

Two papers had been circulated.
(Memorandum, August 31st, 1951, "The North Atlantic community-economic

aspects" and annexed U.S., Embassy memorandum, August 29th, 1951 - Panel
Document ED-43)

2. Mr. Plumptre said that the essence of his paper was that, if it were desired to
further the concept of a North Atlantic economic community, thinking in terms of a
preference area would be entirely unrealistic; closer cooperation in commercial pol-
icy could only develop gradually through trade concessions which should apply to
the whole free world trading area; and the nub of intra-NATO economic relations
for'some years would be aid. Thus NATO's role in promoting the development of
an economic community appeared to be in the following fields: (1) reviewing the
aid provided by some NATO countries in the light of defence burdens; (2) associat-
ing this aid with continuing pressure to reduce trade barriers, on a non-preferential
basis; (3) minimizing the effects of the controls of one NATO country on others;
and (4) arranging, if necessary, for help by one NATO country to another in materi-
als, techniques, manpower, etc. to* increase arms production.

Except' for the section on OEEC, his paper represented generally the views of
his department. The OEEC section suggested that it' seemed desirable, from the
Canadian point of -view, that NATO (FEB), with its broader and more immediate
concerns should, at least during the period of rapid rearmament,' largely take over
the staff and activities of OEEC, with its limited objectives of European coopera-
tion and integration., The general view of his department, however, appeared to be
that, for the present, it was undesirable to discourage developments in the direction
of European integration for the sake of promoting North Atlantic economic
integration., ; . ^

3. Mr. Robertson said that his main comment on the paper was that portions of it
might mislead Ministers by oversimplification of some of the issues.'

: 4. 47ie Deputy Minister of National -Defence thought that an attempt to develop a

NATO framework ^ for. economic cooperation would go on the rocks because the
military authorities weré likely before long to press for the inclusion in the alliance
of several' Middle East countries Ahat would have no logical place in the North
Atlantic economic community. OEEC, therefore, seemed a better framework for
the development,of economic collaboration. ^.

5. Mr. Robertson said that this was one of the aspects of the admission emb rrs ôf
and;Turkey that had been causing concern to the Northern European m

;t.3:sf'-z:'sJn^^ o`- ^ i ` .•t^,.. .^i ..^ ^
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NATO.^ The United States might next propose the admission of Egypt,^after which
there would be pressure from the rest of the Middle East to enter the alliance.

6. The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada wondered if-it had not been the
original intention that NATO would become a large anti-Soviet grouping.

one alông the 'linës of Article.2 and that, while everyone was in favour of the

'7,`The Under-Secretary of State for Externial Affairs said that the original concept
of NATO had been 'that of an essentially regional organization and one that would
have a natural basis for economic development in conformity with Article 2 of the
Treaty - a type of development that the government had stressed during and since
negotiation of the North Atlantic Treaty. It was only recently that proposals had
been put forward for the addition of Greece, Turkey and other countries. -

8. Mr; Robertson thought that the argument for the development of a'North
Atlantic community was relatively simple in economic terms since the more coun-
tries that collaborated in the economic field the better. The difficulty arose when
one cônsidered the development of corporate NATO bodies that might have to
include` representation of the countries of the Middle East. Objections would be
raised, on political and social grounds, to institutions that included such representa-
tion being concerned with the formulation of policies affecting Atlantic countries.

Thus,' the problem of the future development of NATO as against OEEC
appeared to be one of political and-social rather than economic base. He 'doubted
that it was wise to try to transfer functions and staff from OEEC to NATO. There
did not'yet appear to be grounds for fearing that Europe was accomplishing a
degree of economic integration that was prejudicial to Canadian interests.

10. Mr.` Neeney'said that the idea was already developing that Turkey might have
to be left out of developments under Article 2 if they were to materialize.

While some European statesmen, like Mr.'Schuman, who were in favour of
European,integrâtion were not neutralists, it was cleaifrom Mr. Stikker's reserva-
tions about such integration that he feared that it would lead not only to French
domination but also to neutralism.

11. Mr. Robertson thought,that, while the French leaders favoured European inte-
gration in order to ensure the collaboration of Germany, he doubted that they were
Opposed to integration on a wider, North Atlantic scale.

12• Mr. Coyne enquired whether it was felt that the U.S. proposals for action onArticle 2 shôûld be opposed.
13. Mr,.Robertson thought that the position was that the Americans had now

come around to, the frequently-expressed Canadian view that something should be

déveloprrient of the Atlantic. community, in principle, it was felt that it was now
necessary to examine I more carefully what action on Article 2.would really mean.
The main aim of thé U.S. proposals seemed to be, as indicated in the U.S. memo-
randûm, to overcôme the impression in Europe that the United States valued NATO
only for purposes of militâry security and to demonstraté that it recognized that the
defence build-up and the development of economic strength in Europe are mutually
consistént and muitually, necessary.^....,
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14. Mr. Heeney felt that:it should be recognized that the United States had now
firmly embraced the objectives of Article 2. Some of its proposals, such as machin-
ery to develop a common foreign policy, common propaganda activities and an
advisory Ministerial Sub-Committee, went pretty far and contemplated something
.in the nature of corporate political institutions., One difficulty was that the United
States might create false hopes as to how much could be accomplished under Arti-
;clé2..

-15. Mr. MacKay thought that consideration might be given to the questions of
whether it would be desirable for the Council to agree to a declaration of common
policies, which would serve to assure Europe that it would be freed of its defence
burden eventually, and whether there were any specific types of action - such as
mutual aid, as suggested in Mr. Plumptre's paper - that could usefully be under-
taken in common.

16. Mr. Drury said that such proposals were based on the concept of NATO as an
Atlantic grouping. But what was it felt"that NATO should be? Militarily, there
could be advantages in a much larger membership but politically, and even eco-
nomically, the desirability of a larger grouping was not so clear. The alternatives
seemed to be a purely military alliance wider than the present one. or an attempt to
develop a North Atlantic community limited, for political reasons, to something
like the present membership.

,17. Mr. Robertson thought that it ï could be taken for granted that Greece and
Turkey would, . and that other countries might, be admitted to NATO. This factor
had made it necessary to view earlier thinking regarding political association to the
effect that there might be some political unity in the North Atlantic area. The
United States seemed to be advancing its proposals regarding Article 2 at this time
because of its pressuré for the admission of Greece and Turkey, doubtless hoping to
convince Europe that Article 2 could be given meaning despite the admission of
these countries.

18. Mr.MacKay thought that the United States was proposing action on Article 2
also bécause it genuinely favoured such a development. The hard facts of the situa-
tion now'were that the United States would propose action and Canada, as a protag-
onist of Article 2, would be in a difficult position to hold back.

y 19. 'Mr ,Drury thought that the Ministers concerned should nevertheless be
warned about looking to Article 2 as a panacea since the military authorities would
argue for the territorial extension of NATO.

=" ,2O. Mr. Heeney said that'an argument for supporting'âction on Article 21ay in
possible cônsequences `of European -integration movement which migh , for
instance, lead to an exclusive trading area: A bétter alternative might be to widen
this movement to the whole of the present North Atlantic Treaty area. On the politi-
cal side,a cômmon body had already been set up in the form of the Council Depu
ties,' who were grâdually moving towards a position of taking binding decisions.
With U .S: süpport, the FEB 'and DPB could be expected to move in the same dlrec-
ti6n.' The U.S. proposal for machinery for 'anriving at common policies seemed a
good one but the suggested common propaganda organization presented dangers.
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21. Mr. MacKay said that the declaration of the Council of OEEC indicated that
the Western European governments aimed at expanding their overall production by
25% in 5 years, in order first to strengthen their defences and, progressively, . to
have a growing surplùs available for raising living standards; that the programme
was to bë accomplished through co-operative action on the production of coal,
steel, power, raw materials, food and housing and on emigration; increasing pro-
ductivity, curbing inflation and promoting trade; and that, in this connection, the
co-operation of other countries would be required in bringing about a fair distribu-
tion of raw materials and more stabilizatiôn in their prices and in facilitating Euro-
pean emigration and exports S8

The question was whether this programme raised the possibility of a degree of
European economic integration that would be contrary to Canadian interests or
whether it would be.useful to join in the proposed endorsement of the declaration
which*might be included in the suggested declaration of intention regarding Article
2 or take the form of a separate instrument.

22. Mr. Heeney thought that the OEEC- declaration might be a bid for. North
America to participate in the raising of European living standards after completion
of the Medium Term Defence Plan in 1954:

,23. Mr. Robertson thought that Mr. Stikker's idea in promoting the OEEC Mani-
festo had been to have 1946-50 considered as the period of, recovery, 1950-54 as
that of rearmament and the period after 1954 as one in which progress towards*
higher living+, standards could be resumed on the strength of, European resources
freéd from arms production. The object was to make the current defence program-
mes of European governments more tolerable to their people. In the circumstances,
he did not see any objection to Canada endorsing OEEC's declaration.

24. Mr. Deutsch thought the proposed endorsement merely a further U.S. effort to
promote self-help in Europe.

25. The Governor of the Bank of Canada wondered how the OEEC staff would
function if taken over by FEB. OEEC had had specific responsibilities, its members
had had a common problem and there had been a clear donor-recipient relationship'
between the members and the United States, with the latter in a position to forceaction.

On the other hand, the issues in FEB might be diffuse and inexplicit and
there would not be the same donor-recipient relationship. He would be sorry to see
an early breaking'up of OEEC.

26. Mr. Plu»iptre said that, as the NATO burden-sharing exercise was similar to
work being done in OEEC, it had probably been a reasonable step to borrow some
staff temporarily from OEEC for this exercise - which, for security reasons, it had
not been possible to entrust to OEEC. Again, on the basis of his conclusion that the

in emphasis in the. coming years would be on aid and production, there was
perhaps something to be said for FEB taking over the OEEC staff for the present.`27. Mr'Heeney • . .
taken to Pointedp out that it had frequently been said that steps should be

put Surplus Eurro ^^ ean industrial capacity to work on defence production

sa
yoir/See United States, Department of State,l3ulletin, Volume XXV, No. 639, Septcmber 24, 195 t,PP. 487-488.
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and that it would be helpful if means could be found of reaching decisions as to
where various items of defence equipment should be produced. The defence pro-
duction field seemed to be one involving practical matters in which it should be
possible to make some progress in the direction of a North Atlantic community. It
would proba.bly; be necessary to have some kind of political mechanism by which

decisions could be reached.
European, arms production could, of course, be speeded up to some extent if the

United States would agree to make appreciable "off-shore" purchases.

'28. Mr. Drury said that there was , reluctance in the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada to place significant orders for equipment in Western Europe
in'view of the vulnerability of the latter.

29. Mr. Heeney wondefed if this did not mean that creation of a "common fund",
as proposed by certain Europeans, would be the only effective means of obtaining
increased production in Europe.

30. Mr. Drury said that the U.S. Congress, desiring to maintain its control over
U.S. expenditures on equipment, was likely to be opposed to such a fund.

31. Mr. Deutsch said that the Pentagon would be against allowing a NATO
agency to assume the responsibility for deciding in which countries production
should be financed from a common fund. It was unlikely that the Canadian govern-
ment'would contribute much to such a fund. A contribution of this type would be

tantamount to a'contribution towards closing the gap between' commitments and
requirements under the Medium Term Defence Plan. There would therefore be the
question of 'whether Canada could 'afford to make such a contribution, at least
unless it reduced its present defence effort proportionately. There did not seem to

be any grounds for objecting to the principle of a common fund but the government
might be reluctant to trust a NATO body to administer such a fund well.

N
32. The Panel, after further discussion, agreed that Mr. Plumptre's paper be

revised in the light of the discussion and that the Department of External
Affairs

prepare appropriate documentation on the matters raised in the U.S. memorandum
for the use of the Canadian Ministers attending the Ottawa meeting of

the NATO

Council. ; . . - .
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECEtE['.
[Ottawa], September 10, 1951

1 , DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORiN ATLAN'TIC COMMUNITY Atlantic com-

^The objective should be the progressive development in the Northmilitary and eco-
,munity of effective unity in policy and action in the political,ros erity of the free
; nomic fields for the purpose of increasing the safety and p P ineffective unity
world and strengthening its free institutions. We are developmg u^l rapld

pôlicy and action in the military field. The problem is how to secure eq
Y
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development in the political and economic field. Otherwise NATO is likely. to
become more and more distorted.

Political

2. The principal method of developing effective unity in policy and action in the
political field would be by the progressive development of a common foreign pol-
,icy.for the North Atlantic community or, if this sounds too ambitious, the "maxi-
mum co-ordination of the foreign policies" of the North Atlantic countries. This
point is 'well developed in Part 3 of Achilles' telegram of August 8.t It means, as
suggested'in paragraph 6 of the American Embassy's memorandum of August 29,
that the North Atlantic countries should follow the example of the British Com-
monwealth where co-ordination in foreign policies "is promoted in part by an
extensive continuous interchange of information among partners who nevertheless
maintain their freedom to differ and to negotiate their differences."

3. The Canadian Government has, from the outset, stressed the importance of the
maximum co-ordination of the foreign policies of the North Atlantic allies. Thus, in
his first speech as Minister for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, on September 21,
1948, said that "a sharing of risks, resourc es and obligations in a North Atlantic
security system must ... be accompanied by, and flow from a share in the control of
policy. If obligations and resources are to be shared, it is obvious that some sort of
constitutional machinery musu be established under which each participating*coun-
try will have a fair share in determining' the policies of all which affect all.'Other-
wise, without their consent, the policy of one or two or three may increase the risks
and therefore the obligations of all."

4. The establishment of machinery for consultation on foreign policy will not in
itself be sufficient. The essential thing, - as suggested by Achilles, is the develop-
ment of certain•cônventions of an unwritten North Atlantic constitution. The first of
these conventions would be that no North Atlantic government should adopt a firm
policy on a matter'of concern to the whole alliance without previous consultation
with the other'members of the alliance. A second convention which would flow
from this would be that, "after the consultation has taken place, each member gov-
ernment should, in determining its own policy,'take fully into account the views of
the other members. These two conventions are similar to the conventions set forth
in the Resolution of the Imperial Conference of 1923 on the negotiation, signature
and ratification of treaties.
Econoinic

5. The problem of promoting thé-- progressive development in the North Atlantic
cominunity of effective unity in policy and action in the economic and financial
field is not very different from the problem of promoting progressive development
in the political field. In both cases it is a question of the development of a common
policy for the North Atlantic'community or of the maximum co-ordination of the
policies of the NorthAtlantic countries. The problem in the'economic and financial
fieldis what, steps.càn'the North Atlantic countries take to develop common eco-
nomic and' financial foreign policies which would be best calculated to increase
their safety and their prosperity.
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6. The prime difficulty in tackling this problem is to decide where to begin. One
of the most promising fields, as Mr. LePan has pointed out, is the making of inter-
governmental arrangements in defence production and defence finance. I suggest
that another would be planned co-operation between the North Atlantic Allies in
the specialized agencies of the United Nations.

7. ,I have a very strong feeling thât if the North Atlantic nations were to cooperate
in strong, vigocous 'and imaginative leadership. in the specialized agencies, these
agencies could be made much more effective than they are today in promoting the
prôsperity and stability of the free world and ,increasing its feeling of, corporate
unity.

8. What is needed is for a group of leading nations to take a new look at western
.policy, in each of the specialized agencies, in order to see if they cannot reach
agreement on specific proposals which they will jointly put before those agencies
.- proposals possibly for new programmes, possibly for amendments in their con-
stitutions. The North Atlantic countries would be acting as a nuclear group. Most of
the agencies came into existence as the result of proposals made by nuclear groups.
J f an effort is now to be made to give them a more vigorous existence it is fitting
that a nuclear group should take the initiative.

; 9. For the North Atlantic countries I to act as. a nuclear group would tend to
increase their sense of community; it would give them a positive creative task to
do; it would demonstrate that they are not self-centered and regionally-minded but
are thinking in terms of the whole of the free world.

10. It would be premature to attempt to suggest the kind of new proposals which
might be put forward in the specialized agencies. The procedure might be for a
small group of ministers = perhaps the sub-committee the Americans are thinking
of,- to draw, up terms of reference for meetings of groups of experts on each of
the agencies. The important thing is that each group of experts should be given a
clear political directive to consider ab initio in the light of the present situation the
constitution, policies and programmes of a specialized agency and to make recom-
mendations to the sub-committee of,ministers on the changes which are required in
order, that that agency may, more effectively promote the prosperity, stability and
unity of the . free ,world.
^ 11: GATT should be considered for this purpose as a specialized agency, and the
North Atlantic countries might usefully constitute themselves as a nuclear group to
work out further mutual reductions in trade barriers on a most favoured nation
basis. The reduction by North Atlantic countries of trade barriers on a multilateral
basis* would being a further "integration" of the free world trading area and more
±especially of the North Atlantic area '

economic factors.
weight' is giYen by the negotiators. to political and strategic factors

`that th'rougtiout "any nuclear ; negotiations on the reductlon of, tra as well as to

ministers who would attempt to reach agreemen on to ensure is
,`political issues ûnderlÿing the tariff negotiations,The important thingde barriers full

1 " 12.- If the tariff negotiations of a North Atlantic nuclear group are m succeed, it Is
„F. . , . a meeting of
,posslble that the meetings of tariff experts should be preceded by

. " 11 c
t certain basic economi an
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:13. It may be that as a result of.a joint discussion by North Atlantic countries of
the problem of further reductions in trade barriers,, the United States and Canada
,might agree to make unilateral tariff reductions.,.

14. Since the goal of the North:Atlantic countries should be greater freedom of
movement within the North Atlantic community not only of goods and money, but
also of men, the North Atlantic countries might also study what steps they might
usefully_ take to increase freedom of migration between the North. Atlantic coun-
tries.:The arguments against a preferential North Atlantic trading system do not
apply. to a preferential North Atlantic migration system. The immigration policies
of virtually every country in the world, are based on discriminations and prefer-
ences and no Canadian Government would propose the application to international
migration of the most. favoured nation principle.

-15. Wam'tempted to suggest that the North Atlantic countries should agree that
by, say, 1961 they will establish complete freedom of migration within the North
Atlantic community. One advantage of Canada and the United States agreeing to
such an objective would be that they would have a direct and compelling interest in
supporting during the'next ten years policies which would be calculated to diminish
the desire of :Western Europeans to emigrate to North America. This means that
Canada and the United States would have an even greater and more compelling
interest than they have today in ensuring that Western Europe were defensible and
prosperous.)

-DEA/5010540

. Le conseiller de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Counsellor, Embassy in United States,

>'to'Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs^.^

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL Washington, September 10, 1951•, ,.;, „' .. -.

Dear Charles [Ritchie]:.

Since our talk on the telephone the other day about NATO Coûncil's considera-tion of "tlie future development of NATO (other than in connection with defencePlans)", I have been trying to clarify my own thinking on this subject. The conclu-
siôns which I have reached are perhaps not very clear or novel, but I think that theym

ight possibly fit into thoughts generated in your more fertile mind.
The main purpôse of the Council's discussing this item, as I understand it, is to

tty to think beyond the realization of the defence plans which are now projected or
being put into effect and to map out the broader aims towards which the members
of this alliance should strive. Recognizing that the attainment of military strength
has of necessity been given priority in the first two years of the Treaty's existence,
it is now appazently intended that an attempt should be made to chart the activitiesof NATO in

non-military fields, particularly to provide a broader and more popular
,..



basis for support among the general public: I think that there is general agreement
that the *purpose of this kind of discussion should not be to establish any new insti-
tutions until there is a clearer appreciation and closer agreement as to what should
be done.'In.other words,'we have, to proceed from the assumption that at present
there are :organs° enough and 'the problem is to provide the existing organs with
appropriate. tunes to play.;

As I méntioned in our conversation, it seems to me that the most immediate
problem requiring consideration are the consequences,of the impact on the eco-
nomic equilibrium of the democratic nations and of the NATO countries in particu-
lar of the accelerated defence programmes which are now being put into effect.
Article 2, of course, in its second sentence requires the signatories to "seek to elim-
inate conflict in their international economic policiés" and to "encourage economic
collaboration between any or all of them:"This will naturally necessitate discussion
of the problem of inflation as a matter of immediate concern. Although such a dis-
cussion may possibly have embarrassing repercussions, particularly in bringing out
the need for further transfers of economic aid to the countries of Western Europe to
meet: their more dire economic needs, this discussion could also, in my opinion,
lead to an emphasis being laid upon the necessity of increasing production, and in
particular of making better use of any idle capacity which may still exist in NATO
'countries. I am sure it will be argued that this question of inflation has already been
worried over by every NATO Government and is also being dealt with by existing
international bodies such as the International Materials Conference, the I.M.F., the
F.E.B., etc.'However, it does seem to me that people in Canada as well as in other
-NATO countries would be encouraged by a statement by the Council that a study of
the means of coping with the inflationary effects of the defence programme is to be
made a special concern of say the 'F. B. and other appropriate NATO bodies-"

The first 'portion of Article 2, as you know, requires the 'signatories to contribute
towards "the further development of peaceful and friendly international relations by
strengthening their free institutions", by bringing about a better understanding of
their principles, and "by, promoting conditions of stability and well-being". To
redefine these general objectives in more specific terms has been a difficulty which
we have had to face all along. It does seem to me, however, that the time is corning
when we have to make a real effort to define in more specific terms what the North
Atlantic Treaty stands for, as well as the things it opposes. It seems to me that what
divides us above all from the Soviet System and its present aggressive manifesta-
tions are the following:
'Ot (a) oiir sincere dèsire for peace, as against their interest in prolonged and continu-
ous conflict; and

(13 our moral conceptions, particularly our conception of freedom of the^ndivid-
ual'and of the relationship of the individual to the Community and state.

.R'^ . . . . . 4 4 . ... . .. ..r 1 . ` . • ^ . ... ...
. . ' . .

r Note marginale ,:/Marginal note: ; , . ,
^ ) eaii ,F'3 ., . : . . . . . . . • . .

li] agree with this (C.S.A. Ritchie]
° f0 Note marginale:/Marginal note: ch. Now is

1 think this is a point which should be worked in somewhere in the Minister's

the moment to give it emphasis. (C.S.A. Ritchie]
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If I were to try to choose three symbols for the things for which we stand, I would
choose peace, freedom and hope (hope of greater unity). These three symbols, in
my mind, are all interconnected ând related to our view of history and of the pur-
poses of human living.

I was very encouraged by the tone set by Mr. Acheson at the conclusion of the
San Francisco conference when he gave clear and sincere recognition to the limita-
tions under which diplomacy operates these days and referred to "the peace of God
that passeth all understanding".' Even though the North Atlantic community now
looks as if it is going to be divided more than ever, with the addition of Turkey,
between religious sects and conformities, I still believe that the moral issues should
be faced and defined in terms which appeal in their simplicity and sincerity as a
real challenge to Communist dogmas.

What I have said probably adds little or nothing to the imprecise ideas which we
are all trying to develop,'but reduced to simple political terms it seems to me that
the North ' Atlantic group of nations, having set as its first objective the develop-
ment of a defence system strong'enough to deter aggression and to keep the peace,
should go 'on to claim and exércise leadership of world opinion (or at least that part
of the world to which the democratic world still has access) in the political, eco-
noniic, social and"moral fields.

Institutionally,' the attainment of such objectives does not necessarily, in my
opinion; require'any radical departure from the present organization of interna-,
tional relations. It does require improved methods of intergovernmentâl co-opera-
tion and consultation so that the leadership of the North Atlantic Community is not
exercised by the United States Government alone but through its properly consti-
tuted bôdiés, such as the Council and its Deputies.

I do'not shârre entirely the ideas apparently held by Mr. Stikker, as reported from
London, that the "North Atlantic Community" should be developed to counter
French inspired •moves towards European unity through federation. I' think that
there is a real impetus to this movement toward unity in Western Europe based
upon^ the- necessitiesof survival. Canada, the United Kingdom and the United
States are not, at leâst at present, under the influence of a similar order of necessity
to consider political federation or something like it as an immediate objective. I
think, therefore,'that while adequate 'safeguards should be made against an undue
domination of any Western European group by a remilitarized Germany, the idea of
a"Western European Community" consisting at least of France, Italy, Benelux,
Western Germany, Norway and Denmark should be encouraged. Once this is
accomplished it would be easier. to judge what advantages would be gained from
developing a new political regrouping on a trans-Atlantic basis.

ours ever,
GEORGE JIGNATIEFFI
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NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

It may be useful to have on your files some record of the discussions of this
matter that took place in Ottawa during the recént North Atlantic Council meetings
(other than those discussions which were recorded in the meetings of the Council
itself) together with some of the working papers which were produced.61

2. The Council decided on'Monday September 17, at the suggestion of Mr. Ache-
son; to set.up immediately a Committee consisting of representatives of Belgium,
Canada, Italy, Netherlands, Norway and the Chairman of the Council Deputies.
This Committee of Ministers met briefly that evening. It had before it some notes
based on Mr. Acheson's statement and 'entitled "Suggested Membership of the
Committée proposed by Mr. Acheson'on .Item VI" (Document A attached).fi

3.-The Belgian Minister of Finance, Mr. van Houtte, took the chair (on behalf of
Mr. van Zeeland who did not come to any of the Çommittee meetings).1he other
Ministers present were Mr. Pearson (Canada), Mr., Pella (Italy), Dr. Stikker
(Netherlands), Mr. Lange (Norway). The Committee had a general discussion relat-
ing bôth" t' 'o substance and procedure and decided to set up a Subcommittee of ofii-
cials to draft a statement regarding the North Atlantic community and the
continuing terms of reference of the Committee itself.

i.,4. The Subcommittee met first at 10:00 a.m. the following morning. Baron Snoy
of Belgium : took the chair, assisted by Mr., Scheyven. The other countries Stur
represented as follows: Italy by Magistrati, and Gardini, the Netherlands by Yt

and Van der Beugel, Norway by Raeder, and Canada by Plumptre assisted at times
by Deutsch, and LePan when they could get away'from other pressing work. The
Secretary was Nielsen of the staff, of the Council Deputies. No other representative
of the Chairman of the Council Deputies came to . any, of the meetings but Mr•
Achilles made a few changes in one or two of the drafts as they flew by.

5. The Subcommittee had before it a document which had been prepared over
night by the Secretary:,"Rough Notes on Meeting of Council Committee on Item
VI, 17 September, 1951, at 9:30 p.m: '(Document B).1' After a short general dis
cussion the Chairman roséd that two members of the Committee (Plumptre and
Magistrati) should act as a drafting sub-committee. Plumptre said that [Deux lignes

111 Voir aussi le document 476./See also Document 476.
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de l'original, étaient illisibles.fI'wo. lines of original were illegible] statement. Sub-
committee readily accepted this suggestion.
..6. Accordingly, Plumptre produced his draft (Document C).t This really con-
sisted of two halves.' The first half, made up of four paragraphs, consisted of some
material which had been requested a fortnight previously. by Mr., Pearson and pre-
pared by Ritchie. It was designed to combat the "Communist peace campaign". The
previous evening Mr. Pearson had instructed Plumptre to try to work this into the
proposed statement. The second half of the draft that Plumptre produced was mate-
rial that he had hurriedly dictated earlier that morning. The difference in the tone
and texture of the two halves is clear enough! This was immediately noted by the
Subcommittee and it was âgreed that the first part of the statement should be some-
what curtailed and the latter built up. In addition the Chairman and Plumptre were
asked to draw up a draft of the proposed terms of reference.

7. The next meeting of the Subcommittee took place at 3:00 p.m. the same day. A
revision of the statement had been produced and for the first time a draft terms of
reference (Document D)J It was at this meeting that the Italian representàtive first
presented a request that the statement should include a reference to the "equal sta-
tus" and "equal footing" of all members of the community and a related reference
to the Italian Peace Treaty. At every stage from this point on this question took up
most of the discussion. It is scarcely too much to say that on this account the terms
of reference did not get any very close scrutiny at any stage. There is no doubt that
the,statement got much closer scrutiny.

8. There was a meeting of the Ministerial Committee at 6:00 p.m. on Tuesday at
which the process of cutting down the first half of the statement and expanding the
second half was carried forward. During the discussion of the Italian issue Mr.
Pearson put forward the form of words which eventually found their way into the
final statement at the end of the first paragraph: "All obstacles which hinder such
cooperation on an equal footing should be removed". Nevertheless the Italians were
not diverted from their attempts to get a specific reference to the Italian Treaty
either into the declaration itself or into an annex. Discussion of the Italian issue was
so Prolonged that the meeting had to be adjourned so that members of the Commit-
tee could go to Mr. St. Laurent's dinner. The Committee re-assembled in Dr. Stik-
ker's r^m at 11:00 p.m, and continued the discussion, chiefly on the Italian issue,
for another hour and a half. It was, however, during this meeting that a preliminary
understanding was reached, at any rate amongst some members of the. Committee,
to the effect that between the Council meetings in Ottawa and Rome a working
group should be set up to carry forward the work in London or Paris, or both.Further, the Ministers, or some of them,,appcared to agree that a further meeting of
their own Committee ought to take place in Paris just before the General Assemblyof.the

United Nations. At this meeting also the Ministers resurrected some sectionsof the
first half of the'statementwhich had by now become rather emaciated.

9. Accordin 1 ' "g y, on Wednesday, September 19, the draft Declaration, togetherwith draft
terms of reference, were submitted to Council (Council Document C 7-

D/18)•fi. The records of Council will indicate the amendments moved by various
. .1melt^be^ of.C^uncil. These amendments were then referred to the drafting Sub-
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committee for incorporation inioa final draft: The only amendment which showed
signs of causing serious difficulty was the United Kingdom proposal to include a
reference to the "purposes and principles of the United Nations": The Portuguese
called attention to the fact that they were not members of the United Nations. How-
ever,. the reference, was 'changed so that it read "the purposes and principles of the
Charterof the United Nations" to which not even the Portuguese could object since
it was ' the exact language of a part of the preamble of the 'North Atlantic Treaty.

10. Hence thé'final document was produced.' For convenience a copy is attached

A n p uPFryEY
'(Document E).62
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Note de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Memorandum 'by Ambassador in United States, , . .

-SECREI' - Washington, October 15, 1951
..r

SOME THOUGHTS ON CANADA, THE NORTH `ATLANTIC COMMUNITY,

AND ARTICLE 2 OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

that Canada was trying to divert attention from alleged deficlenctes in the service,
military contribution" to NATO, such as the absence of national nvlitary

`although I have not 'heard as yet any such suggestion.

k`t '3 1 The Secrétary of State; in . a brôadcast on October 7th, put in three sentences

the priorities which currently guide the policy of the United States as follows;
. ^ ... , , , . , ' ,'i, . i • {. .. . _ . -.. . . . . ; a . .

object of developing or integrating "the North Atlantic community" in non-military
respects. As a result, of the discussions during the meeting of the Council in
Ottawa, a ministerial committee of rive, with singularly vague terms of reference,
will shortly be faced with the task of making recommendations to the Council on
what should be done. That is the reason for this paper.

11 have long been troubled by frequent Canadian references to the need for early
action under Article 2. Although there is • support, in 'the State Department for an
attempt to develop practicable' methods, it does not seem to reach to the policy-
making level,'and I can detect no interest in the Department of Defense or in other
Departments concerned with NATO in 'one way or another. I have reason to fear
that in conseqûence the view is gaining ground here that there is a lack of propor
tion'in Canadian policy towards NATO, involving too little concentration on the
urgency of building éffective defences against the Soviet danger and the diversion
of too much timeand energy to talk about hazy ideas. This might lead to a beliefCanadian

Canada on action to "implement" Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty, wl
1. I encounter concern in Washington about the emphasis which is being laid in

'th the

640, October 1, 1951, pp. 524•325.
Non imprimé./Not printed: Voir/See United States, DcPraRment of State,l3ullèrin, Volume XX
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.'There are two necessities of the hour. which : we must keep before ourselves
with absolute clarity: one is the need for speed in building our strength so that
we can pass through this period of danger as quickly as possible. The other is the
need for unshakeable unity among the, free nations. There is general agreement
that unity is essential to freedom, and that unity is a good quality, but the tintes
call for. action, not abstraction."

4. I can speak with some authority on what was understood by Article 2 in the
course of the negotiations of the Treaty. There was initially strong resistance by the
United States to the inclusion of an article of this description and little interest on
the part of the other governments. In the outcome the article was drafted in a form
which does not require any collective action. It is primarily a pledge by the govern-
ments that in their own national policies they will give effect to the economic and
political. undertakings set forth in . the article. It was recognized also that two or
more of the parties might on occasion jointly further these undertakings, especially
those relating to economic collaboration. A reason stressed at the time in my
instructions from Ottawa was that a reference of this sort in the treaty was desirable
as a general cover , for a very broad trade agreement between Canada and the United
States, a project then under serious discussion. Throughout the negotiations there
was resistance to any suggestion that the adoption of the article would lead to the
establishment of special NATO agencies. The Secretary of State would have much
preférred that the substance of the article be included in the preamble, and it was
only, with great difficulty , that his objections were overcome to putting it in the
treaty itself. In presenting the treaty for approval by the Senate the State-Depart-.
ment emphasized that the article did not involve the creation of any new general
economic or cultural agencies.

5. I should hope that the report of the ministerial committee would recite the
difficulties ^. in, the way of collective NATO action under the article. I need not
rehearse the problems inherent in the membership of NAT countries in other inter-
national organizations charged with functions of an economic and cultural nature,
such as pEEC, GATT, ECOSOC, UNESCO, IMF, The Economic Commission for.
Europe, and so on..(One might add the British Commonwealth and the Organiza-
tion of American States to this list.) The report could also emphasize that among
the Nôrth Atlantic group the eçonomics and diplomacy of defence, their collabora-
tion in which dèpénds on Articles 3 and 5 ,of the Treaty, will for a long time domi-
nate the scene, and that , this is the' responsibility of other NATO agencies. The
colnmittee, I.think;should do' its best to kill the idea that collective action should
soon be expected or , desired to "implement" Article 2. Might not an effort be made ,
in documents and public stateinents to avoid in future references to "the imple-.mentation 'of Article 2"?.

6. It is clear that progress towards the integration of the North Atlantic countries
cannot be achieved for some time except in the context of integrating their capacity
to resist Soviet Power. The North Atlantic alliance is now getting ready to be able
to fight a total war with the Soviet Union, in the hope that adequate preparation will
prevent the waz from ever
h taking place. Our military aim is to have in being on any
Ypothetical D-daÿ a force large enough to ensure that D-day, like tomorrow, never

cornes, The preparation must be on such a scale that, if it is successful, we shall



have achieved a high degree of integration without simultaneously seeking integra-
tion of a sort'that can definitely be labelled "non-defence". When that stage is
reached, there should be the best opportunity for a thorough examination of what
more can be done to cement the North Atlantic group.
"7. Membérs of the 'alliance, however, can encourage the application in non-mili-
tary matters of the undertakings of Article 2 of thè Treaty without setting this as an
aim of NATO agencies. Thus the report of the ministerial committee might propose
that,. when questions bearing on these ; undertakings arise in other international
organizations, the members of NATO therein represented should do their best to
see that the application is furthered: The report might suggest that there should at
times be preparatory consultation between governments on such issues and also
that the delegations of NAT countries should maintain contact on them at confer-
ences. None of the international bodies before which matters of this sort are likely
to come includes all the members of NATO; those members represented in any of
them might act as guardians of the interests of absent members in connection with
the' furtherance of Article 2. This suggestion admittedly is window-dressing, but the
ministérial committee will have to come up with something positive in its"report!

- 8. A more productive bût more difficult. approach to ^ the problems before the
ministerial committee is to recognize that, while :eârly , progress cannot "now be
made towards the creation of NATO institutions with'supra-national authority, the
closer integrâtion of some countries of Western Europe is a practical possibility the
attainment of which would serve the interests'of the North Atlantic community. In
Article 2 of the Treaty the undertaking, of the parties to "encourage economic col-
laboration between any or all of them" was deliberately`inserted. The greater inte-
gration of the sub-region within the. North Atlantic area which is composed of
France, the Low Countries, Western Germany (not yet; ' of course, a part of the
North Atlantic community'in the Treaty sense),'and Italy, would be in accordance
with'the intent of the Article.
-`9.'The idea of the creation of "a political Commonwealth of the North Atlantic"

is in present circumstances so remote from attainment that to discuss it as an aim
current policy is unrealistic. In contrast; there is a real aliveness in 'the idea of a
Western European Commonwealth. It comes within the comprehension of the ordi-
nary citizen of those countries of Western Europe which have for generations been
subjected to periodic inilitary occupation and have provided the battlefields and a
large share of the casualties of many'great wars. The idea, furthermore, has the
advantagé of strong public support in the United States. In additionto its greater
realism, it fits into NATO defence plânning;^ and important moves to bring it about
ona functional basis (Schuman and Pleven plans) have already been made. .

10. This brings me to a point which may, be of great political importance. I detecttern
in some at least of the thinking in Ottawa the view that the limited aim of We
Eûro an inte ration arid the; lar er aim of North Atlantic integration are mutually
inconsistent, or at any rate in some degree confhcting. Certainly there is an iinpres-
sion in Washington that Canada is cool towards projects of European integration. If
this impression is incorrect,'steps should be taken to remove

..-+i
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11: One of our former difficulties in approaching projects for the integration' of
Western Europe has greatly diminished. It is now clearly. recognized that the United
Kingdom will not be a full participant in any such schemes, and the reasons for this
are well understood. The idea of a North Atlantic community would; in my view,
be strengthened rather than undermined by the creation in Western Europe of a new
great power, comprising roughly the territories of the Empire of Charlemagne.
Such a power, tied in a strong defensive alliance with the United States, the United
Kingdom, Canada, and the Scandinavian countries, might in time alter beneficially
the entire balance of world politics. The immediate steps towards its attainment, all
of which require action before the end of 1951, are bringing the Schuman Plan into
operation, getting agreement on the project of the European Army, and the estab-
lishment of the new relationship with Western Germany.

12. What I have said has taken me a considerable distance from the problems
directly before the ministerial committee on the North Atlantic community. My
remarks have been prompted in part by reading the departmental Policy Paper on
"Western Europe and the North Atlantic Community", with much of which I find
myself in disagreement. I hope, therefore, that several of the propositions stated in
the latter part of this paper will not guide the Canadian attitude in the ministerial
committee. If they wëre to be accepted, I think that we should find ourselves drift-
ing into a series of disagreements with the United State^, 'none of them perhaps of
much individual importance, which would have the cumulative effect of diminish=
ing our influence in Washington. We should be regarded, to use the words of the
Secretary of. State quoted above, as indulging in abstraction, not action.

13. As to the direct terms of reference of the ministerial committee, on point (a)
about co-ordination of and consultation on foreign policy, doubtless some general
formula can be devised, but it is not likely to mean much;, it would be certainly
impracticable to envisage a uniform system of consultation, applicable alike to Por-
tugal and Iceland on the one hand and the United States and United Kingdom on
the other hand. As to item (b), I have nothing to add to what I have suggested above

agreement to encourage, the application of the undertakings of Article 2 in other
international organizations, , to apply them in national policies, and to look with
favôur on economic and other forms of integration in Western Europe. As to item
(c), I have nothing to suggest that would be of value in the NATO context.

H.H. WRONG '



aOne last point, I intended, as you know, to m e
son, Towers and Clark before I left. You and I had a talk with Norman, but I fa^led

485. ^„ ^ , T DEA/50105-40

k contacts with o
at their first meeting. N rman Robert-

papers. Submissions to the group are a ma e ora y
and notes are being kept which will serve as a basis for interim reports to Ministers

} In regard to paragraph 7(b) o my noes, s o p
Group is now so organized that none of the countries are likely to wish to put In

11 d 11 (everybody welcomed this)

very strongly..Apparently when Dana was in Ottawa for t e o
was spôken to by at least two of the other Ministers directly concerned who spoke
to him pretty vigorously along lines which would indicate, in the face of newspaper
'stories which used the word "federation", that they themselves wish no part in it.1
thought I had better send you this piece of information just in case there was some
divergence of view of which our Minister was not aware, and which might emerge
to his embarrassment at Rome or subsequently.

f I h uld erhaps add that the Working

h C --cil meettng

welcome waiting for me. Ed Ritchie and. Saul Rae met me at the airport; Dana
[Wilgress]. has invited me to lunch twice this week.

.; The ;Working Group on the North Atlantic Community has _ already had two
meetings this week and will have two more. From the organizational point of view
it is starting out along exactly the sort of lines we had hoped. I am, of course, being
guided by the discussion, both of organization and substance, which took place in
the Minister's office on October 11 - two days before my departure. I have made
some notes on that meeting, and I attach two copies. I; would be grateful if you
would look them over. I want to make, sure that they are a reasonably accurate
record of what took place.
^^^ `I have talked over these notes with Dana and Saul. Dana had a number of help-
ful suggestions to make, but there is only one comment that I think I need to men-
tion to you. This refers to the last two sentences of paragraph 4(c).

^:. I put these two sentences in very deliberately because they contain the replies
which the Minister gave'to two questions that I raised with him: first, what was his
own "philosophy" of.-Article 2;,and secondly, did, he feel that other, Ministers
agreed with that philosophy.

In "spite of his reassuring answer at the time, I did not feel too certain that other
Ministers would accept' anything approaching "loose federation", (the phrase he
used) even as a long run objective;'and I now find that Dana feels the same thihe

I arrived here Sunday afternoon after a quick and pleasant trip, to find a warm

NORTI I ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

London, October 18, 1951

Dear Charles [Ritchie],

: Le' chéf de la Direction économique
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Ajfaires extérieures

Wead, Economic Division,
to Assistant Under-Secretary.of State for External Affairs
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IPIÈCE JOIN7TlENCLOSUREI

Notes du chef de la Direction économique

Notes by Head, Economic Division

CoNFIDEN^iAL [London], October 15, 1951

womes and it is better to do so immediately than to allow all sorts of dark suspi-
cions to develop. Incidentally if other Departments have any comments to make on
the attached notes, I think we should welcome them at this early stage.

to contact the other two; I was unwell when my appointment with Towers came
arôund, and Clark did not seem very anxious to discuss the matter so I did not press
it. Nevertheless I feel that for the protection of our Department *and ultimately for
our Minister, there should be some sort of information given at an early stage to the
other Departments concerned.

° I wonder whether you would consider giving copies of the âttached notes, on a
more or less personal basis, to Deutsch, Beatty and Beaupré, and possibly to some-
body in the Department of Citizenship and Immigration. If this were done it wôuld,
I think, be important to delete the last two sentences of paragraph 4(c) to which I
make reference above, and possibly one or two other deletions which you would
want to make. I would, however, feel quite disturbed if there were no inter-depart-
mental information given in advance about the current work on the North Atlantic
Community. There may be certain points which will worry people in other Depart-
ments - although not seriously I think. In any case we have got to. face up to these

ureetings to all.

1. On October 11 there was a meeting in the Minister's office to review the com-
ingwork of this Committee,'and of its Working Group which was to be set up in
London the following week, which I was to attend, and of which I;would probably
become chairman. In addition to the Minister, Mr. Heeney, Mr. Ritchie, Mr. Pick
and tnyself were present:

2. The Minister approved the proposal that the Working Group should, if possi-
ble; be conducted very informally. Scope should be given, not merely for formal
"national" presentations, but also for a pooling of any ideas on the North Atlantic
Community,which might be put forward on an individual or personal basis. All the
proposals and ideas should as far as possible be compiled, together with some notes
and commënts on them, into a report for consideration by the Ministerial Commit-
tee at its-meeting early in November. The Committee could then give some gui-
dance to the Working Group as to which lines of endeavour seemed profitable and
Which unprofitable.:

COMMITTEE ON THE NORTII ATLANTIC COMMUNITY
GENERAL PLAN OF WORK
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-.. 3. It was, of course, understood that although individual members of the Working
, Group might put ideas or even papers into the pot, the report of the Group, for
• consideration by Ministers, would not - or not necessarily - attribute these ideas
to the member or members that had produced them. The report would simply com-
pile the various proposals, some good and some bad, together with some comments
on them, for preliminary consideration, ; and for preliminary winnowing, by the
Ministers themselves. ^

4. In addition to this compilation of specific proposals and ideas the Minister
asked that the Working Group should::

(a) Make an early contact with O.E.E.C. (Marjolin).
(b) Compile a roster of chief activities of all the existing agencies in which NATO

countries were cooperating with each other - running from the Benelux operation
through to 'agencies of the U.N. Special attention might well be paid to the work
done by 'the Western Union organization in Brussels on non-mi.litary matters.

(c) Engage, perhaps at the outset of its work, in an exploratory discussion of the
philosophy or, principles underlying the idea of the North Atlantic Community and
the apparently growing interest in Article 2 of the Treaty. In this regard the Minis-
ter said that he himself was certain that,'during the next fifty years, the NATO
countries and probably other free countries as well were bound to come much
closer together, perhaps into some form of loose federation, whether by process of
gradual growth or as a result of some cataclysm, and it seemed sensible and desira-
ble to try to look ahead and foster this sort of tendency. He felt confident other
Ministers would be in sympathy with this as a long term goal, although there might
be all sorts of differences and objections about the means and pace of attaining it.

5. The Minister emphasized that he did not expect his own Committee to make a
final report at the next meeting of the Council in Rome. It would be necessary to

t rial as

U.S.A., could, consult with or . , even .inform other, countrles, reg
intentions.'4^,-.. ; butit
(iii) Use of the Council Deputies for (ii) above. Again, this was desirable,

had to be recalled that some Deputies were in a quite different
position from

` around NATO.: Finally, ^ there ; were Ilmits to whlch some ^ding their

each NATO country to all other NATO countnes on
could and would, extend , beyond that. group of countries; there was no fence

countries, notably

; cil members. Thls.was deslrable but It should not nec
the same basis. Moreover it

, (11) Increased pollucal consultatlon and exchange o In essarily be extended by

.cou
f formation amongst Cou"-

(i) More frequent and regular meetings of the Council. This recommen a
1d and should be included in the Committee's report.

(a) Pôlitical . . ,
d tion

'past, and made comments

.make an interim report at that meeting, and this should include as much ma e
practicable, but a final report would probably have to await the following meeting.
In any case, he did not wish the Working Group to be rushed.

6. In regard to the "pooling of ideas" operation, the Minister ran through a list of
most of the ideas that have been put forward from one quarter, or another in the. t - -- . . .
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others, depending on the political and constitutional practices of their countries.
The Portuguese Deputy might be in a much better position to make commit-
ments than the Deputy from the U.K. 'or the U.S.A.
(iv) Use of the Commonwealth as a pattern for NATO. It might be well to warn
other NATO, countries against hoping to learn too much from the Common-
wealth. At any international gathering, "Commonwealth Cooperation" consisted
of "one meeting and two cocktail parties" for the Commonwealth Delegations.

; Insofar as the Commonwealth countries work in harmony, it is on the basis of
the-deep common roots of their parliamentary systems and personal freedoms.
Further, it should be realized that no really controversial subject is ever touched
in a meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers; a "burden-sharing" exercise
would be out of the question! Moreover NATO has already gone far farther in
setting up centralized machinery than the Commonwealth has ever gone, or than
Canada has ever been willing for it to go. Proposals that NATO could learn
something from the Commonwealth seem to come from the U.S.A.; it would be
desirable if State Department could circulate papersI to NATO countries as

^ C.R.O. circulates them to the Commonwealth, but it is doubtful how far State
Department can go in this direction.

(b) Economic
(v) Consultation amongst NATO members in the economic field, and an attempt
to bring a"NATO point of view" increasingly into U.N. specialized agencies,
LM.C., G.A.T.T., etc: through the instructions issued to'delegations from NATO
côuntries' to these bodies. This might be a desirable objective, but if anything
were done it would have to be done with the greatest circumspéction to avoid
the suspicion, , especially amongst under-developed countries, that the NATO
(imperialist) powers were ganging-up. It might be possible for each NATO
country to review, in a new light, the behaviour, of its representatives in the
various international agencies; but this, in turn, would raise many difficulties -
organizational, inter-departmental, etc.

(vi) Some sort of extension of subsidized travel (migration) arrangements
amongst NATO countries. It was considered that there would be serious objec-
tions to any such proposals; but at any rate they were worth looking at.
(vii) Intergovernmental 'agreements covering private investments. The U.S. had
a habit of sponsoring such agreements and, if they had any,use at all, this
seemed to be in relation to relatively. irresponsible or shaky governments of the
'Latino type rather than North Atlantic governments. However, there could be no
objection to looking at any suggestion that might be put forward.,

(c). Social .
(viii)

Facilitation .of general travel (visas, etc.). This was something that might
well be examined'• but the legislative limitations. on the U.S. Administration(McCar

ran :Act) should be kept in mind: In this, as well as other fields, there
roight. be quite a good purpose in reviewing the legislation and administrative
arrangements in the various NATO countries which positively prevent the North
Atlantic community from developing.



(ix) Fellowships, scholarships and student exchanges. Before embarking on any
new arrangements for NATO purposes it would be useful, at least in the case of
Canada, to have a complete review of all existing facilities, financial and other-

:: z_wise, governmental .and non-governmental, that could be used for these pur-
poses.) This, - review. should not omit, -military training (staff-college)
arrangements.
(x) Proposals leading in the direction 'of "common citizenship" amongst some,
although not necessarily all, NATO countries. There are grave difficulties here
but, at any rate as a long-term possibility; these proposals are worth considering.

(d)lnfôrmation

(xi). Whatever was done in this field it was most important to keep in mind that
the basic objective should alwaÿs be the building up of a long-range community,
rather than a mere temporary.surgé of stréngth in the present cold-war against
the U.S.S.R.

7. Two other points arose in relation to the pooling-of-ideas activity:
(a) The minister, agreed that day-to-day; reports on the back-and-forth progress of

the Working Group's discussions would not be useful and were not expected;
(b) The Minister said that, if it seemed desirable at some stage for a Canadian

paper,to be put into the Working Group for discussion, it might well include a good
deal of the material that LePan had put into his proposed Draft Statement on item 6
on the last Council Meeting Agenda (dated September 13); however, the material
might have to be recast and, in any case, care would haveto,be taken to remove

other Departments had objected.

DEA/50105-40
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Le haut-con:missaire au Royaunte-Uni
au sous=secrétaire d'Etat adjoint aux Affaires exteneures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

, .^, . , .

the North Atlantic Community," ^and Article 2 of the North Atlantic Tr y

SECREr AND PERSONAL
London, October 30 1951

Dear Charles [Ritchie):
'°'I wïrant to thank'you for"yoür'letter of October 27th and for your kindness in

sënding mea copy of Hume's memorandum entitled "Some Thoughts éâ Canada,

I wish you would let Hume know how much I appreciate the trouble he has
It has thrown a beam of light through the fogtaken in preparing this memorandum.

surrounding this subject ever since I was invited by Ted Achilles to attend that
dinner at which he broached the subject'of the futuré of the North Atlântic Commut accuse us
nity: This was the first I heard of the whole idea, so Vashington canno
of taking the initiative.'

As you know, I have long been mystified as to what exactly was the reasonhâ é
we sponsored Article 2 of the Treaty. Ever since I became Canadian Deputy 1
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Iiot béeri able to obtain instructions as to what position I should take whenever the
question of "implementation of. Article 2". came up for discussion. I have felt
embarrassed and mystified, but Hume's memorandum serves to put the position in
a better perspective.

There is much else in 'the memorândum with which I' am in agreement. I have
never been able to take 'seriously' the proposal for closer 'integration of the North
Atlantic countries. The reasons why the European countries should integrate are (1)
the threat' of Russian aggression, and (2) their economic problems resulting from
the loss of overseas markets in manufactured goods.

Canada and the United States are threatened by the first factor, but much less
immediately than the European countries because there is either the Atlantic Ocean
or the wilderness of Siberia between them and the Red Army. While, therefore, the
stimulus for the'close integration of the European countries is powerfully present, it
is much less so in the case of the North American members of the North Atlantic
commûnity. The conception of that community is a very grand one and originated,
I believe, with Walter Lippmann, but he never envisaged it as anything more than a
close âlliance, 'which in essence it is.

It is when Hume begins to talk about integration of the continental countries of
Western Europe that I begin,to have .more doubts. The Schuman Plan and the
Pleven Plan may be considered to be' the first steps in the 'creation in Western
Europe of a great new power "comprising roughly the territories of the Empire of
Charlemâgne". However, this development is one which'is fraught with some dan-
ger. If the threat -of lussian aggression should be removed, there immediately
would arise a clash between France and Germany for the hegemony of that power
group to which Hume refers. This' could only be avoided if the United Kingdom
could take parc in this closer integration as, in the eyes 'of the French, a make-
weight to Germany. Since I have been in London, I have seen that this is impossi-
ble, because the United Kingdom has no more desire of becoming embroiled in
close integration with the countries on the Continent than Canadians are likely to
have in becoming embroiled in a closer integration of the North Atlantic countries.

I detect in the approach'of some Americans to closer'Atlantic integration a trace
of Americân imperialism. Let us have, they seem to say, a more closely-knit Atlan-
tic community because the ,United States will be dominant in that community and
can callwhat tune it likes: A more closely-knit Western Europe, however, savours
to them too 'much of athird force. ,

I shall look forward to receiving in due* course yourcomments on Hume's mem-
orandurn. In the meantime; I thank you very`much for letting me have an advance
copyof ^smost interesting document:

Yours sincerely,

DANA [WILGRESS]
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Le haut=commissaire au Royauine-Uni
'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

., 'High Çontmissioner in United Kingdom,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, October 31, 1951

COMMITTEE ON NORTN ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

while I would appreciate your advice. Ends.
, .^t _, ,^•,

and going to Rome. Of course I shall stay as long as the Minister wishes,

„ 5. If the group disbands it rrvght be use u or me Y here
after3 the Paris meeting but the`re would be no special point in my remaining,but mean-

rwar on a al y , ; .

f 1 f to cm over here afew, daYs
r- d f rl routine basis !nstead of the present 11 r- pre

relieve the dtfficulties create y e mem ers ip
not turned up yet). If, the.group were disbanded I would imagine the work would go

ssure

A b'th ' I b h• of the Belgian senator (w o

.initiative and most of the drafting and a goo many o ,
bi! too far out in frônt. Further, if_ the,Working Group were disbanded it twohas

(five or twelve as requir ). present, p in all the
ing from Achilles, the Canadians (Rae, Ritchie and myself) are supply g

d f the ideas• it is a bit risky to

:-A * At a art from a host of ideas and some

4. 1, have suggested to the Minister that the Working Group as such might
es

wound up at the Paris meeting!with further work being handled by the Deputi be
draft-

with the Minister before I started.
,the group has closely followed the lines, both in form and substance, ag .

sen ing rats o V F
rather hair-raising because so many of the items were hare-brained. The work of

reed upon

g P•
consideration to Washington which must have beenA' l' f t %,. 3

work of the rou i sec. (your 1916 of October 27) fi that Achilles must av
3. As previously agreed, we have'not been sending you reports of the detailed

h e been

at Rome. Copies will be mailed to you without delay.
for some immediate action and for the preparation of the interim committee report
considerable bulk and some substance at Paris. I believe it will lay adequate basis

2. The Working Group ' has been very busy indeed and will present a report of
would be considered.
rial meetings will be'needed until just before Romewhen a draft interim report
for committee to meet in Paris on November 3^and 5. I doubt that further ministe-
Following for. Heeney from Plumptre, Begins: Arrangements are now being made
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TELEGRAM 2673

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: My Jtelegram No. 2664 of October 31st.

London, November 2, 1951

COMMITTEE ON NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY •
Copies of Working Group's preliminary report to Ministers (Document t1G10-

D/1 of October 30th) j-. have gone forward to you by air bag. The following com-
ments may be of some value as background.

2. Section A-co-ordination and consultation on foreign policy. The main item of
importance in this part of the report is the reference to the possibility of associating
parliamentary representatives in the NATO countries in some way with appropriate
phases of the work of NATO. While none of the suggestions in the report are attrib-
uted to individual country representatives, you should know that this'suggestion
was put forward by thé Norwegian deputy. You will note that the report makes no
recommendations on this subject, and that further discussion of this point has been
left to Ministers.

3. In Section B,' dealing with economic, financial and social coopercition, per-
haps the major item is the reference on page 19 of the report to the suggestion by
one member of the Working Group" (the Italian representative) that the question •

of migration should be more fully explored. The proposal ^outlined is taken verba-
tim from"a' paper submitted by the Italian representative which, in addition to the
Points. specified under paragraphs A and B, and the additional proposal for the
establishment of a NATO labour exchange, contained the following preamble
which may be of interest -

QUOTE ,• ;
The problem of the excess of manpower confronting some NATO countries,

and Italy in particular, is one of the most important and urgent to be met in order to
promote conditions of,economic stability and well-being, both during and after the
present period of the defence effort. The solution of such a problem would elimi-
nate the main source of economic instability and social unrest and improve at the
same time both the production of essential goods and the execution of those works
of common utility which some NATO countries have difficulties in carrying out
owing to their shortage of manpower.

This situation has been recognized also by NATO in Document FEB D(51)51t
dated September 3rd, 1951 (paragraph 147 (c)).



2. This problem has already been explored again and again by international orga-
nizations. The OEEC and the Council of Europe have recently given their attention
to it but without practical results.

In December 1950 the Council of the OEEC entrusted its Manpower Committee
with the task of laying,down plans for a better utilization of the European
manpower.

3.• Last year the Assembly of the Council of Europe, after having considered this
problem, recommended to the Council of Ministers to have prepared a multilateral
agreement on social security and to consider several proposals directed to facilitate
the movement of persons and therefore a better utilization of manpower.

4. So far, practical results in this field have been only achieved by the IRO which
has settled more than a million displaced persons. ,UNQUOTE.

, 4. It may be. taken that this question will be raised by Mr., Pellnudriella at the
Ministerial meeting.

5. With regard to Section B (2)-co-operation in the social field-you will note
that the Working Group was only able to list the principal areas explored in this
field by the Brussels Treaty Organization, and+to suggest that the Ministerial Com-
mittee may wish to consider giving instructions for further study, which would

clearly have to be carried out by specialists in this field if it is decided that further

exploration is desirable.
6. Section C-(culture and public information, and part 4 - principles) are based

largely on initial drafts by Achilles. Your attention is drawn particularly to annex C

of the report, headed "possible immediate objects in the field of culture and public
information". This annex was prepared by request at the last moment by the NATO

Information Service, and if should be
.
made clear that thé Working Group did not

have an. opportünity of considering it. This'will be made clear to Ministers. Since,
however, the, suggestions made relate to one of the fields which the

Committee of

Ministers was asked to explore, it was decided to attach these suggestions as an
annex to the report.

^ ., . r.r ♦ /Cl11 NS_lln

chef de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires exteneures

Ctiairnum, Delegatiôit Io United Nations General Assembly,

to Secretary` of State for External Affairs

TEt,F,GttAM ; 3 ' ^ t -Paris, November 6, 1951
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COMMITTEE ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

Following from Plumptre, Begins: The ministers met morning and afternoon of
November 3rd and completed their review of the Working Group report. They dis-
posed of it as follows:

Section A on political coordination and consultation was generally approved.
Some minor modifications will be made in the committee's report to Rome. The
ministers spent some time discussing possibilities of associating parliamentary rep-
resentatives but agreed that in view of wide differences in the constitutions of NAT
countries and in the str'ength of Communist parties it would be difficult to find
ground for common action. The matter has been referred back to officials for fur-
ther consideration.

Section B(I) economic and financial matters. The first three sections (on com-
munity, implementation of re-armament, on worldwide responsibilities of NAT
countries, and on collaboration with other agencies) received general approval and
are to be referred to FEB for comments.

Section 4 on trade and commercial policy was criticized as lying largely outside
the scope of possible NATO action but is also being referred to FEB.

Sections 5, 6 and 7, relating to industrial production, employment, prices and
raw materials, have been referred back to officials for "later consideration" (i.e. no
further consideration until after Rome). The same disposition was made of Sections
9 and 10 on finance and long term investment.

Section 8 on migration was discussed at some length and Spofford was in a
position to give some encouragement. The matter has been referred back to offi-
cials to be followed up immediately with particular reference to a forthcoming visit
to Europe of inembers of the relevant; committee of the United States House of
Representatives. The matter will of course have to be carried forward on a basis
broader than the Committee of Five.

Section B (II) social cooperation: The ministers approved the recommendation
of the Working Group that further study be given to the work of the Brussels Treaty
Organization and Nordic group "with a view to deciding which parts of the work
which may be taken up and applied amongst any or all of the other NAT countries".

Section C7C collaboration in culture and public information. The committee
gave general approval to the rather vague principles embodied in paragraph 20(A)
Of the Working Group report. It referred back for further consideration by officials
oecreliminary proposals for "concrete measures in the cultural fields" paragraph

() including contacts between private groups, exchange of.students, professors,
journalists, et al. It also referred back the proposals of NATIS (paragraph 20(B)) for
a broad three year information programme and for some immediate projects, with
the request that these should be taken up and carefully screened in the full Council
Deputies before submission to governments.

Part IV principles.

These were given general approval but were referred back to officials to be
strengthened and tightened.

_ , _ . ^'
,.., ^ ^^•
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2. The committee in general accepted the Working Group report, and agreed that
it should be circulâted.to all members of the Council Deputies after it had been
edited so as to eliminate the mistakes and inconsistencies that had arisen due to the
speed of its preparation: The ministers also agreed that minutes of their own meet-
ings should be circulated to all deputies.

3. The committee also agreed that their Working Group should be discontinued
and, that the. work at the official level should be carried on by the five Council
Deputies and their assistants. The Deputies were asked to prepare a draft report to
the Council in Rome and the ministers plan to meet in Rome about three days
before the council meeting there to consider this draft.

4. Mr. Pearson held a press conference under the auspices of the NATO Informa-
tion Service on November 5th, and the press communiqué contained in my imme-
diately following message.t Ends.

_ . • r ..

490. DEA/50105-40

Le haut-contnassaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conmmissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Externat Affairs

' NORTII ATI.ANTICTRI'sATY ORGANIZATION

London, November 16, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

THE COMMITTEE ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

A draft of an interim report to the 'Council for consideration by Ministers has
now been agreed by the five Deputies and will be circulated shortly. I expect
the Ministers will meet in Rome on Friday morning, November 23.

2. The, report consists of the main points put forward in the report of the Working
Group'together with the directions given by Ministers on November 3 for the dis-
position of various sections of that report. The only recommendations are that the
report should be accepted by Council and that the life of the Committee should be
extended with the same terms of reference and a further report made at the next
meeting of Council.

3. There are only two points in the draft interim report that need to be called to
your attention:

(a) Some new mâterial has been introduced in the section on ,migration" now
described, as "movements of labour". } Spofford has recently been able to talk in

t • .. • .. . P r '
( . . . . .

London to membërs of the United States House of Representatives Committee con
cerned with immigration. He found them'in general sympathetic and encouraging
but sensitive on certain points.
`^` !Ttius^ the inaterial in the diaft interim report stresses movements of labour ^the
defence purposes and makes no reference to migration; it mentions som
obstacles and difficulties; and it enumerates three types of labour movement: Tem-
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porary (i.e. day-to-day), longer term (a couple of years), and permanent. Spofford
apparently hopes that if there is a movement of workers to the United States on a
"longer term" basis, ways will be found to allow them to stay permanently and
Achilles adds that he thinks this may be done outside immigration quotas.

While some of the new points in this section of the report are of no great interest
to us, I believe that it is easier for us to accept than earlier drafts. Incidentally there
is no mention of Italian proposals for, new machinery. Achilles tells us that United
States Administration hope that the forthcoming migration conference in Brussels
will produce whatever international machinery may be needed to replace IRO etc.,
but that policy initiative should be taken in, NATO.

(b) The "principles" have been relegated to an annex and, even there, their posi-
tion is insecure. Achilles is very anxious to get the principles sponsored by the
Council with a minimum of change. He says that they embody points to which Mr.
Acheson has agreed from time to time and he would like to get Mr. Acheson and
other members of the Council to approve them formally.

The Deputies of other members of the Committee are lukewarm or cold. The
Netherlands Deputy in particular says that Mr. Stikker is so disappointed with the
lack of success of his OEEC declaration for greater production that he is now very
wary of high sounding pronouncements. .,

DEA/50105-40
Le chef de la délégation auprès du » Conseil de ' l'Atlantique Nord

au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Chainnan, Delegation to North Atlantic Council,
to Secretary of State for Eztenial Affairs

TELEGRAM EXR-15
Rome, November 28, 1951

SECRET ' .

The interim report of the North Atlantic Community Committee has now been
approved 'for circulation to the Council and is to be discussed on Wednesday. It
briefly,sUmmarizes most of the main points raised in the original Working Group
report; and calls attention to the following possibilities for further activity by North
Atlantic countries:

(a) continu ing neéd for eârly consultation on political matters;
(b) Deputies .to undertake general study of NATO and its relations with other

organizations (Stikker urged this with OEEC especially in mind);

(c) defence programmes as a basis for building up spirit of North Atlanticcooperaoon;

(d) movemènts of labour;

(e) extension of social and cultural work already undertaken in Brussels Treatyand Nordic groups;



(f) fostering contacts between official bodies, private groups, and individuals con
cerned with kindred problems; exchange of students and others; measures to facili-

interim report and continue the committee.
The only définite recommendations are that the Council ' should adopt the

tate travel.

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Contntittee

10° PARTIE/PART,l0 .

COMITÉ DU CONSEIL TEMPORAIRE
TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMMITTEE

' Extrait du procès-verbal de la réûnion du Contité du Cabinet sur la défense

Top SECRET

requirements; (2) agreed national contrtbuttons; (3) propose e p
contributions; and (4) a time-phased build-up.

been forwarded to the Executive Bureau as a basis for the costing ex ,

in' four parts: (1) revised requirements as amended to suit General Eisenhower sd x anded national

Canadtan contnbuttons towards clostng e gap.
r`esentations, Standing ' Group' p^per SG 20/37,t a revision of the Medium Term

Plan incorporating General Eisenhower's views, has been amended.
This Paper had

:ercise. It was

" th 64 As a result of t s an
Côminittee; had given the Standing Group Canada s views on tts pr I-

(ll d other rep-

productton, or Lure yeas.
: Following , the meeting of ' October 2nd, 1951, the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff

o sals for

milttary personnel, operation and maintenance, cons

early date. Inc answers would e prepare y e p
and Finance: The costing questionnaire sought information under the headings of

t-,-, t;.. and procurement and

questionna,res regar, g
b d b th De artments of National Defence

dt'n national coniributtons under the Plan to be answe

orYUes could be ma e an assess w
tary field without unduè" strain .63 The Executive Bureau had submitted

red nt an

Staff to examine the cost of the Medium Term Defence Plan, determine w a
d d hat more member nations could do in the mili-

' 6.` The Minister of National Defence said that the NATO Temporary Council

Committee (TCC) had set up an Executive Bureau and a Screening and Costing
con-ha t.

TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMMITTEE
Ill. COSTING OF DEFENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMISSIONS TO EXECUTIVE BUREAU,

" Voir le document 391 JSee Document 391.
For earlier developments, see Document 476.

"Pour les événements précédents, voir le document 476.
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The agreed Canadian contributions were correctly shown as:
Navy
1 aircraft carrier •2 cruisers
42 escort vessels 25 coastal escorts
14 minesweepers 40 maritime aircraft
Army

1/3 division by D-Day
Air, Force

203 aircraft

The earlier recommendations in the paper for further Canadian naval contribu-
tions had been replaced by. a recommendation that Canada contribute 10 escorts
towards closing the residual naval gap. The Standing Group had been informed that
Canada could not complete any additional escorts by mid-1954.

The paper now showed the agreed R.C.A.F. contribution of 203 aircraft, with a
notation that Canada had indicated that, with the utmost endeavour and at the
expense of front-line reserves, it could furnish 300 aircraft.

The earlier recommendation in the paper that Canada provide in Europe (in
addition to its agreed contribution of 1/3 division by D-Day) 12/3 Army divisions
by D plus 30, had been replaced by a recommendation that Canada provide an
additional 2/3 division by D plus 30 and a further division "subsequent to D plus

withthe,comment that while, if hostilities started without warning, the time
required for transportation to Europe made it extremely difficult for North America
substantially to increase its contributions by D plus 30, if there were warning or the
movement of forces from North America were started before D-Dày, Canada (and
the United States) would be able to meet the earlier phasing proposed.

The Canadian Chiefs of Staff had advised 'the Standing broup that the additional
2/3 division shoûld •nôt be shown in SG 20/37 in the manner indicated since Gen-
eral Eisenhower could not count on its availability by D plus 30. They had recom-
mended that it be shown as available subsequent to D plus 30 with a note that, if
there were warning or the movemént of forces from North America started before
D-Day; Canada would be able to meet the éarlier phasing. The second division
could not be provided until D plus 180 at the earliest.

The appropriate approach to costing the Canadian share of the Medium Term
Plan appeared to be to assume that the whole defence budget, less war expenditures
on account of the 25th Brigade while engaged on United Nations activities, wasprimazily for NATO purposes. Since the figures to be given to the Executive
Bureau should be as close as possible to those eventually to be announced in Parlia-
ment as the defence budget, it was felt that they should have prior governmentalapproval,

^ hacommittee of senior officials Mr. Drury, General Foulkes and Mr. B ryce
had therefore been set up to make a preliminary screening of estimates so as to

ascertain as quickly as possible a reasonable figure for the fulfilment of the 1952-
53 Portion of Canada's contribution to the Medium Term Plan, and an approxima-
tion of the requirement for the two following years. This committee, which would
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continue to examine the Services' requirements, had produced a preliminary costed
plan, "Mark III", in a form suitable for the Executive Bureau.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, November 7, 1951, "Costing of defence requirements

- Medium Term Defence Plan - for submission to Temporary Council Commit-
tee" and attached "Mark III" - Cabinet Document D-31 1).

Mark III was similar to Mark V (Cabinet Document D-273t), the 4-year defence
programme which the Cabinet had considered on January 24th, 1951 and to which
it had given general approval on February 22nd, 1951.65 It consisted of a summary
of the Canadian defence programme up to March 31 st, 1955; forecasts of the
defence manpower build-up and of the average monthly intake of the active forces

the air defence squadrons in Canada;

during the period; estimates of the total annual costs of the various components of
the programme, including mutual aid; a summary of estimated costs under the pro-
gramme of military personnel, construction; major procurement and production and
operation and maintenance; and a breakdown' of the estimated major procurement
and production costs.

The main differences between Mark V and Màrk III were that the latter provided
for.

(a) under the heading of the Integrated Force (taking into account the decision to
have a full brigade group instead of a battalion in, Korea), 1/3 division in Europe,
together with the build-up in Canada of 2/3 division and a minimum of reinforce-
ments; `indicating that, of this 2/3 division, a brigade group and reinforcement
organization were temporarily employed in Korea, and that the element in Canada
would provide for the training of reinforcements and rotation for forces in Europe
and Korea;

(b) (in accordance with the change of plans made after the preparation of Mark
V), all of the 11 R.C.A.F. squadrons (203 aircraft) in Europe to be equipped with F-
86's,1nstead of partly equipped with CF-100's. The CF-100's were to be kept for

(e)'an additional operational training unit for long-range transport personnel;
a(d)i some re-shuffling of types and numbers of aircraft required, but no overall

increase in requirements;
(e) some expansion of the Defence Research Board programme;
(f) increased financial requirements for administration, largely because of the

expansion of inspection services with the increased workload, and the inclusion of
$40 million to be spent on a new Defence Headquarters up to March 31 st, 1955 -
the latter, proposal requiring consideration. as to policy in due course;

(g) inclusion, in the defence programme of the approvcd mutual aid programme

and of infrastructure costs and contributions to SHAPE and subordinate

commands;
^. (h) modifications in the forecast of the manpower build-up of the active forces

March 31st, 1955; the Navy figure for that date being down from 21,000 to 2,450

^: ;. '
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because it was not now considered possible to obtain some -500 1 of the - officers
required; the Army figure being up from 49,000 to 57,000 owing to the decision to
despatch a full brigade group to Korea; and the Air Force figure, including women,
being up from 43,240 to 44,200 as a result of the decision to man some of the
additional radar stations being built jointly with the United States.

-The forecast of the average monthly intake of the active forces in 1952-53 was
below that for 1951-52, which was higher because of the recent special campaign
to raise the 27th Infantry Brigade: The main unknown was how many of the 4,000-
odd men who had enlisted in the Army for 18 months and would be due for dis-
charge in February and March, 1952, would re-enlist. The results of the recruiting
drives for the Special Force and the 27th Brigade had shown that extra men could
be obtained for the Army by special campaigns.

7. The Deputy Minister of National Defence said that the estimates of the costs of
the defence programme for 1951-52 to 1954-55 and the summary of costs by major
catégories represented the type of information required by the Executive Bureau of
the TCC. These figures had first been screened by the Services with the Depart-
ment of Defence Production from the point of view of the possibilities of deliv-
eries. A subsequent examination by the above-mentioned committee of senior
officials, in consultation with the Services, had resulted in the elimination of items
that were not militarily, essential.

• Since there had been little time to prepare the data required by the Executive
Bureau, the figures of $2,287 'million for budgetary expenditures and $2,455 mil-
lion for cash disbursements on the defence programme in 1952-53 represented only
a first approximation of the. cost of the programme in that year. His department
would have figures that could be better justified when it submitted draft defence
estimates in Janua'ry. . . ,

Meanwhile, the present figures did give a good indication of, financial require-,
ments in 1952-53, although those for the two later years were inevitably less firm.It

was hoped that, on the understanding that it would be made clear that the figures
for 1953-54 were in no sense final, it could be agreed that the expenditures forecast
for the next three years be used as the presently estimated costs of the programme
in completing the returns to be made to the Executive Bureau and in the discus-
sions of.the Canadian programme that the Minister of Finance wôuld be having
with the Burrau on November 16th. While there were still certain unknowns, such
as the cost of some' of ,the typés of Army equipment to be ordered, the officials
concerned in the Department of Finance had agreed that the estimates of expendi-
tures fo'r thenext three"years represented the, approximate amounts that the present
defence programme would cost and'that, if less than $2,287 million were provided
for, 1952-53, ' eXpenditures would have to be deferred to the two following years,
resulting in increased financial requirements then. A number of involuntary defer-ments' durin

the cûrrent fiscal year explained in part the higher estimates thanoriginall}► forécàst'for`expenditures in 1952-53.
A 171e Minister of Defence Production wondered if the proposed expansion of the

Défence Research'Bo`ard development programme was wise. It appeared desirable
for Canada to do less devëlopment and more production in the case of the CF-100,.. :Â 3 .. 1

.
1` s . . , .

. . • .
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the Orendâ engine and other projects.- Data on new. types of equipments that it was
.desired to produce in Canada and training in preparation for the production of such
items could bd obtained in the' United , Kingdom which was devoting a very large
effort to development: ,,.

9. The ChQirman,- Defencé Research Board said that progress with production of
the CF-100 and the Orenda appeared to be a problem for Avro management.: The
company had been r good iwthe development field but poor in organizing produc-
tion., Last year the development shop at Avro had been turned over to production.
Most of the airframe and engine development contemplated in the D.R.B., pro-
gramme was not related to the CF-100 and :the Orenda but looked to types to be
produced a few years hence. -Development of the CF-100 and the Orenda did not
entail a duplication of work in other countries since a special type of interceptor
had been required for Canadian purposes.

Development work on the CF-100 and the Orenda was nearing completion and
they,would go into production fairly soon. The airframe and engine, however, had
possibilities of development as a supersonic fighter and the proposal was to provide
for a start on this project in 1952-53. Most of the proposed increase in the D.R.B.
development programme was attributable to this project.

It was not possible to do satisfactory and rapid development work on an inter-
mittent basis since the development teams became dispersed. Much of the develop-
ment programme had been undertaken as a result of allocations of responsibilities
between Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom.

,.,.10. Mr. Claxton said that the Inter-Service Committee on Development was pre-'
paring a report on the D.R.B. development programme which could be considered
in due course. : ; .

11. The Deputy Minister of Finance doubted that quite as much as the $1,465
million forecast in Mark III would be spent on defence in 1951-52.

12: Mr.'Drury said that this would 'depend largely on rates of deliveries'during the.
remainder of the fiscal year: Sorrie 70%, of defence expenditures for the year would
be=ori•`constructiôn" and, equipmént• which were handled , by other :departments.
Uriderspending^ during the, year by his department on the other portions of the pro-
gcamme would total about $100 million.'Despatch of a brigade group to Korea
would `résult in higher expenditures^on personnel than originally expected.

Maintenance `of both the brigade group in Korea and that proceeding to Europe
would be handled by.payrrient of a capitation fee which had still to be agreed upon
with the U.S. and U.K. authorltles. The U.S. authorities had only recently put for-
i^.. à 4 , `^

the United States on account of the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia
Light Infantry,and every effort would be made to arrange for payment; before next

ward ^ a figure applicable, to the 25th Bngade.but this had appeared high and the

matter'was being investigated,fûrther. Some interim payments had besn^anadian

March, "of 'amounts owed to' the United States and the United Kingdom for mainte-

nance of the two brigade groups during 1951-52. " to theceeding
' As regards, _thé maintenance of R.C.A.F, squadrons in or pro e all
f ^ 'de free of charg

United. Kingdom; the U.K. authorities had agreed to prov n^dron presently ln• , - t; ,, , , ,.,
avâilable stores for,these units, and Vampire aircraft for the sq
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the United Kingdom, as an offset against Canadian expenditures in training R.A.F.
aircrew.. The only outstanding question appeared to be which country would pay
for additional construction in the United Kingdom required by the R.C.A.F. which,
so far, needed only a depot. The former U.K. Secretary of State for Air had indi-
cated agreement to these arrangements which, however, had not been embodied in
a formal agreement as the. United Kingdom did not wish to have to extend similar
facilities to the United States. Squadrons proceeding to the United Kingdom in
future would take with them their own F-86's.

13. Thè Minister of Finance said that Mark III indicated the Navy programme to
which Canada was committed and would have to carry'ciut whatever the final esti-
mate of cost. The same was substantially true with respect to the Air Force pro-
gramme; although there, were some possibilities of modification as regards
procurement of aircraft and mobilization stocks. It was less clear whether the whole
of the'Army programme in Mark III was a commitment as the government had not
yet discussed in any detail the cost of the ultimate completion of a corps of 4 divi-
sions and 2 armoured brigades in wartime, or of the procurement of mobilization
stocks'for a force of this size (Mark III, page 2). These questions would have to be
studied, and discussed at a later meeting so as to establish firm figures for the costs
of the Army programme in future years. He had always felt that the Army pro-
gramme would have to be considered in - connection with. the large air force
contemplated.

14., Mr. Claxto,: thought^ that the Army. programme outlined, was, as 'already
agreed but recognized that the question of the extent of Army mobilization stocks
had not yet been fully discussed.

15. The Chief of the General Staff said that the mobilization stores of ammunition
contemplated in the Army programme were limited to first- and second-line ammu-
nition (e.g.^about 250 rounds per gun) for two divisions allocated to NATO, and
training : scales of ammunition for the remainder of -the infantry and armoured
forces planned. SHAPE had recently indicated that any forces allocated to the Inte-
grated Force up to D plus 90 must have reserves of ammunition for 90 days. Fur-
ther, it had been considered desirable to order ammunition in sufficient quantities
to ensure economic production runs.

16,111r qbbott said that the presently estimated National Defence cash disburse-
ments in ' 1952-53, ; totalling, $2,455, million, added to expected expenditures of
roughly $200 million on defence production, atomic energy, civil defence and other
projects in the general field of defence, represented about 13% of the anticipated
gross national product in that year and more, he felt, than the country would be
prepared to pay 'or'the economy could stand. He would, however, not object to the
Executive Bureau being informed that the present estimates of expenditures in the
next three'yeazs were initial approximations of costs that had still to undergo fur-ther screening.,

17• Mr. Claxton thought that the programme for the next three years that had been
subtnitted was physically attainable from the point of view of production, construc-
tion and manpower.
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18: Mr. Abbott felt that if the whole programme were retained, the expense would
be found high and, with deferments of expenditures, financial requirements for the
last two i years would_. be increased. ° It was quite possible that the programme out-

` lined; together with the'capital investment programme, would impose serious pres-
sures on the economy, leading to further rises. in the price level. It was estimated
that there would be à rise of 3 to 4%'during the next year, even assuming that the
.volume _ of consumption did not increase. It appeared that the maximum that the
public could be persuaded to divert from production in 1952-53 was $2.4 billion -
or about ,10% of the estimated gross national product -, including National
Defence expenditures and the estimated $200 million to be spent on other projects
in the general defence field. The impact of the defence and investment, programmes
on Canada's balance of payments position was a cause for some concern since
there would be, deficits of about $700 million this year and $500 million next year,
it being contemplated that equipment to the value of $250 million be bought in the
United States during 1952. , . ; .

49. The Prime Minister thought that, while the public would support a deterrent
Canadian Army force in Europe in peacetime and a maximum Army effort in war-
'time, it would probably not be prepared in peacetime to support the 'stockpiling of
substantial mobilization stores since this would compete with civilian supply and
might give the impression that Canada was making preparations for war rather than
to deter aggression.

20. General Simonds said that not only forces deployed in peacetime but also the
speed with which countries could mobilize in wartime had a deterrent effect on
potential aggressors.

21.The. Committee, after further discussion, noted the report of the Minister of
National Defence regarding preliminary estimates of the costs of the Canadian
defence programme during the. next three fiscal years and agreed that:

(a) the Minister of Finance and the Departments of National Defence and Finance
.use these estimates of costs in making the necessary submissions to the ):xecutiŸe
'Bureau of the Temporary Council Committee, pointing out that the figures were
tentative and subject to further screening in Canada;

(b) the Minister of Finance, in discussing the Canadian programme with the
Executive Bureau on' November 16th, indicate that at'present the government did
not expect cash disbursements in 'excess of $2.4 billion, including some $200 mil-
lion for defence production,- atomic energy,' civil defence and other projects in the
general field of defence, to be authorized for defence purposes in 1952-53; ment

c); reports be prepared on the proposed Defence Research Board ô ur ment' of
programme, and on plans for the build-up of the Army and P

relevant mobilization stores, for'consideration at a subsequent meeting.
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DEA/50030-AIr40

Le;représentant auprès de 1'Organisation européenne - `
de cooperation économique

au secrétaire dÉtât irux Affaires extérieures
^ ^ _ ^ j ( ^ . . . . . . . _ . .

Representative to Organization for European Economie Cooperation
to Secrétary of State for External Affairs

Paris, November 19, 1951

REVIEW OF THE CANADIAN PROGRAMME BY THE EXECUTIVE BUREAU

OF THE TCC
1. On Friday, Mr. Abbott met with the Executive Bureau consisting of Messrs.

Harriman, Monnet and Plowden. The morning was taken up with answers to ques-
tions preparéd by McNarney's Screening Committee on the military aspects of the
Canadian programme. The afternoon was devoted to questions concerning Can-
ada's economic situation and to a discussion of Canadian capabilities for further
economic assistance to Europe. Harriman and Monnet were not present in the
morning because they were occupied in urgent discussions with the French Gov=
ernment over the, French financial crisis. They were present, however, in the
afternoon:

2: The "discussion ^ of the military programme was centered ` primarily on
McNarney's list of questions which had been received in Ottawa shortly before ourdeparture.

Mr. Abbott explained that the physical 'aspects of the Canadian military
programme were clearly defined, that the necessary decisions have been taken and
that the'preparatiôns were in hand for the fulfilment of the physical commitments
Which have been undertaken. In the light of this position the answers to the military
questions `presented no particular difficulty. McNarney, however, added some fur-
ther observations to his original list of questions. In his `report to the Executive
Bureau he'stated "ttie ovemding factor in considering the Canadian defence contri-
bution is'the" issue of national service: Apart from financial considerations, we
believe 'that if Canada had national service, she could increase the size; or improve
the readiness of her forces". When Mr. Abbott made a brief reference: to some of
the considerâtions respecting this question in Canada,further•

McNarney also suggested that Canada should be in a position nt 1953, if
the Korean war had ended, to provide one full division for active service in Europe
instead ôf thetone-third division now committed. It was explained that this wo d,
entail, in the opinion of the Canadian authorities, 'an undesirable and unwise use of
h^nadian manpoWer from the point of view. of thé best use of the 'total 'resources of

Nerth Atlantic cômmunity. Also such a contribution by Canada would be quite
ÉuropeproPortionj to the United States commitment for the stationing of forces in

3,±,, "l''.
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i 3. The formal question concerning the Canadian economic situation were largely
mechanical and routine. There was some discussion of whether or not Canada was
devoting too màny resources to new capital invèstment ând whether it was not pos-
sible to further reduce non-essential investment. It was explained that the Canadian
investment programme was heavily 'directed to 'the' development of strategic
resources. and defence supporting industries and that a series of fiscal and other
measures had been taken to restrain non-essential -investment including housing.
The sharp reduction in the construction of new housing presented serious political
and economic difficulties: The members of the Executive Bureau were particularly
impressed with the novel device involved in the four year postponement of depreci-
ation charges. They asked for a memorandum explaining this measure for the
information of other members of the committee.

4. The formal economic questions were followed by a smaller informal meeting
where Monnet, supported to some extent by Harriman, expressed the opinion that
the present Canadian defence effort did not constitute a burden as heavy as those
being undertaken by most of. the other NATO countries and invited Mr. Abbott to
consider seriously the possibilities of increasing Canada's defence effort by enlarg-
ing its mutual aid programme. Mr: Harriman suggested in particular that Canada
might give additional mutual aid to European. countries in the form of wheat, alu-
minum and copper. He, referred to the current financial crises in France and the
United Kingdom and said that. these countries would have difficulty in financing
their imports of vital raw materials and foodstuffs and felt that Canada could help
in this respect. Harriman said that the United States was faced with the necessity of
again increasing the scale of economic assistance to Europe and he felt that;the
resumption of Canadian economic aid, in addition to aid in the military field, would
be of great help with. Congress and United States public opinion. It was suggested
that the order of magnitude of addition alCanadian mutual aid assistance might be
$200 million for, 1952, corresponding to an increase in the defence effort,
expressed as~a percentage of the gross national product, from 10 percent to approxi-
mately 12 percent. With regard to the possibility of a further increase in the Cana-
dian defence effort, Mr. Abbott said he did not think that the Canadian Government
or Parliament could be persuaded, in the présent circumstances, to commit more
than the 'maximum of $2.4, billion projected for 1952-53, and - that he woud. ot
recommend an increase. He said the Canadian Government would revlew, tpro-
po sed expenditures with a view to achieving all possible economies in carrying out
the physical programme which has been undertaken and would be prepared tô con
sider possible rearrangements which might be proposed in order to make. the best
overall contribution within the maximum figure of $2.4 billion. The Canadi^ 1^aw
resentatives stated that I the heavy outlay on expansion of production of
materials id Canada was inI many respects as important as the direct dec^ n^asffno
and imposed !^an R addidonal substantial, impact on the economyc uid not attach a
included in the direct"defence.expenditures. Consequently they Mr pbbott

mutual aidgreat deal of .weight to'simplecomparisons of perccntages of G.N.P.
emphasiZedï that, an additional Canadian ï effort b way of additional

amountin gto approximately $200 million more that the $227 million abalancerof
jected, would on account of the substantial overall Canadian current
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payments deficit, and the much larger deficit with the United States, in effect mean
that Canada would have to borrow an additional $200 million in the United States.
Because of this circumstance Canada is. clearly not, in a position to export raw
materials without the receipt of foreign exchange which she needs to meet her own
bills. Mr. Abbott,said that the Canadian public still had a clear recollection of the
over-commitments in. assistance to . European countries which Canada took upon
itself during 1946 and ,1947 and the results therefrom in objectionable restrictions
and taxation. He said it was the policy of the Canadian Government, to avoid as far
as possible, through appropriate internal as well as external policies, the recurrence
of such a situation. Mr. Harriman suggested that the Canadian balance of payments
position might be alleviated if United ' States defence purchasing in Canada could
be speeded up. The Canadian representatives said, that they would be glad to
explore the possibility of larger United States defence purchases but emphasized
that because of the inevitable time lags involved in the placing of orders, the neces-
sary technical arrangements and the development of production lines, early results
could not be expected.

;, • .,. . . . ,
494. DEA/50030-AIr40

'Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
;,, .pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,' ,.

Mernorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to, Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET Rome, November 23, 1951
Attached is a véry good memorandum which Plumptre prepared for me on the

T.C.C. operations in Paris.66Attached also 'is a copy of the telegraphic report sent
back to, Ottawa.. It seems to. me that - these proceedings are likely to have very
important repercussions in terms of Canadian policy over the next few months 67

,When I was in London,. Norman Brook asked to see me about Mr. Churchill'svisit to
Ottawa in January. It now seems likely that Mr. Churchill will arrive in

Ottawa some time after January 10th and that he will remain for about three days.
Although Brook* said that Mr. Churchill had, so far as he knew, nothing particularin

mind to raise-.vS,ith the,, Government, I feel almost certain that in one way or
another the subject of economic aid from Canada is bound to come up. Clearly this
will be the principal problem under discussion when Mr. Churchill meets Mr. Tru-
man. So far as I can find out the report that the Americans have in mind a transfer
for the benefit of the United Kingdom of some portion of the $600 million availa-
ble for economic aid is accurate. -It seems to me that we are likely to be faced in

,.., . . .
66

La notemanuscrite sûivânte était jointe à cette note •/fhe following hand-written note was attachedto this memorandum: ^
Mr. Ritchie

I suggest that a copy of the covering note go on Mr. MacKay's file on the Churchill visit
& that a copy also go to N.A.R[obertsonl to whom I have asked Plumptre to send a copy of his
memorandum of Nov. 22/51 I:.R[eid)67 Note marginale :/Marginal note:

I agree [I,,]. Pearson]



Ottawa with a demand that in some measure we do likewise. ;The grounds for such
a plea will be familiar -= the influence. of Canadian action (or inaction) on the U.S.
Congress; etc. In fact the Americans and the British are likely to be as one in this,
as hitherto.

You will 'notice that in the T.C.C. an amount of "$200 million for 1952" was
suggested as an appropriate figure for additional Canadian mutual aid to European
countries. The arguments against such an addition were advanced very strongly by
Mr. Abbott, but I think we should be prepared 'for a renewal 'of the proposal, or a
similar one, when Mr. Churchill arrives in Ottawa fresh from Washington.

A.D.P. H[EENEYI

[PIÈCE JO1NTFlENCLOSUREI •
. • • , . ^ . . ; . •

Note du chef de la Direction économique

pour lé sous-secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures68

Memorandum front Head, Economic Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs68

il .I
* T Rome, November 22, 1951TOP SECRET

REVIEW OF• CANADIAN' PROGRAMME BY EXECUT7VE BUREAU OF T.C.C.

1. I have had preliminary discussions with Ritchie and Rae in London and with
Parkinson, Couillard and Deutsch in Paris regarding the Review by T.C.C. which
was reported to Ottawa by telegram dated November 19. Discussions centred on (a)
the "suggestion "that the order of magnitude of additional Canadian mutual aid
assistance might, be $200 million. for 1952"; (b) Mr. Harriman's suggestion that
"Canada might give additional mutual aid to Europeàn countries in the forrn of
wheat, aluminium and copper"; and (c) the Canadian reply to these suggestions.

2: The essence of the Canadian • reply might be summarized as follows.'Mr.
Abbott ."did not think that the Canadian Government or Parliament could be per-
suaded, in the present circumstances, to commit more than the maximum of $2.4
millions for:1952-53, and that he would not recommend an increase". The Govern-
ment would review possible, economies and rearrangements within this total "to
make the best overall contribution". Çanada's heavy outlay on expansion .of tof
raw material production was not reflected in simple international comp of
proportions of national income devoted to defence. ^An additional $200 m^llion
mutual aid "in effect would mean that Canada.would have to borrow an additional. a heavy

.$200 million in the United States",69 because Canada was already running
= deficit, in its balance of payments and because it was "the policy of althe as Weai as
Government to avoid, as far as possible, through appropriate intern» such
external policies, the recurrence of .:. objectionable restrictions and taxation

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:; ; - + ' . Y - '•
You have no doubt seen this already? [C.S.A. Ritchie]

* Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Why? [L.i3. Pearsonl
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as had become- necessary when Canada : undertook . over=commitments to assist
European countries in 1946 and ! 1947.

-3. It would probably be impossible to' give' a reply, from the Canadian point of
view, that would seem completely convincing and satisfying to the U.K. and Conti-
nental members of NATO. All of them are floundering in'a sea of economic trou-
bles, evidenced by inflation, budgetary difficulties, and import restrictions.' None of
them is likely to be entirely sympathetic to a statement that Canada, in seeking to
assist NATO, is trying to keep clear of the same troubles. On the other hand, just
because most of the NATO countries are already in serious difficulties, economic
and political, it does not necessarily follow that NATO would be strengthened if
Canada got itself into similar difficulties. Indeed one could argue the opposite:
unless and until these other NATO'countries get their own houses in better shape,
any aid Canada can give them will be of . negligible assistance and Canada will do
well to keep. its own house in good order in the meanwhile. Unfortunately, it is
difficult if not impossible to make this argument without giving offence to our less
fortunate or less competent fellow members of the Pact, and the effect of our pol-
icy, in so far as it has an influence on the alliance, is likely to be to divisive rather
than cohesive. This would seem to be a serious matter which should be kept in
mind., .... . . , . , ,, , . . ,

4. We must also keep in mind the impact of our actions on the United States. If
and when Canada announces a military programme of the order of $2.4 billions for
the coming,fiscal. year - a substantial : increase over the present - this will. no
doubt be helpful to the U.S.I Administration. It would also be helpful if an apprecia-
ble increase ; in : mutual aid could be announced., There does not seem to be any
special virtue in the. figure of $200 millions on top of the $227 millions which is
apparently already'included for mutual aid within the $2.4 billions. (I can make no
sense of the suggestion put forward in T.C.C. that an additional.$200 millions
would raise from 10% to 12% the proportion of our gross national product devotedto

military purposes; $200 millions is far less than; 2% of our national product).
However, it is probably easy to exaggerate the effect on the U.S. Congress of any-
thing Canada may do; the Administration is prone, for its.own purposes, to exag-
gerate, our. influence.

5• It might be useful, for purposes of further consideration in.Ottawa and in view
of the continued pressure which will probably be brought to bear on us, to review
more fully than was possible in T.C.C. the possible results of an increase of $200
million in our mutual aid programme•

(a) First, there is the suggestion that the Canadian Government would meet the
added deflcit on international account by borrowing in the United States. This
seems undesirable on all counts. It would merely involve passing on to the United
States the burden of our additional effort (at. least for the time being until repay-
ment of the borrowing began). This would get us no particular credit either in Con-
gress or overseas. Nor- was Canada's last emergency effort to borrow in New York,
in 1947, a happy precedent.

(b) Another Possibility (which may have been considered already in the Depart-
ment of Finance or the Bank of Canada but was apparently not mentioned in the



T.C.C.) is some reliance on our new element of economic flexibility: the free Cana-
dian dollar. This may provide an important difference between the present and
1947; then . we were committed to . defend an existing exchange rate; now, as the
overall balance of payments tends. to move against. us, the value of the Canadian
dollar can be allowed to fall to redress the balance. The questions to be considered
are: How far is.the rate likely to fall and what readjustments will be required in the
Canadian : economy? Will U.S. private capital take. fright, or will a temporarily
cheaper rate for our dollar actually tempt more to come in? How will the rise in the
price of the U.S. dollar affect the cost of living in Canada? And so forth. :
:(c) Another possibility is that we might allow our reserves of gold and dollars to

run down by an additional $200 millions. Our present reserves - of the order of a
billion and a half - are reasonably comfortable; on the other hand their mainte-
nance is precarious. We are at present running a deficit on trade and other current
accounts of the order of half a billion a year and this is being roughly counterbal-
anced by an inflow of capital from the United States. Such an inflow is notoriously
unstable and might be sharply reduced if our reserves began to fall rapidly. Obvi-
ously we could stand a loss of $200 millions if that were all; but we are already
faced by the danger of other and larger losses. : .

(d) Finally, we might be faced by the need for renewed restrictions and controls
designed to stabilize our balance of payments. It should, perhaps, be pointed out
that these would not be needed automatically or immediately; they would only be
needed if our reserves fell dangerously or if our dollar fell to a damaging extent.
However, an extra NATO commitment of $200 millions would unquestionably
bring closer the possible need. The NATO commitments, coming last and on top of
an already unbalanced situation, would perhaps have to bear the blame for import
controls, special taxes, travel restrictions, and other unpleasant measures. Whether
it is worth while running the additional risk of these measures in order to gain the
-advantages for NATO of the additional Canadian commitment, is a question that
can only be considered on broad political grounds.

a(6) Whether or not an additional mutual aid commitment of some $200 millions

is undertaken by the Canadian Government, the actual figure included in the annual

Parliamentary Estimates for mutual aid probably should allow for some elbow-

roôm. The figure quoted above for 1952/52 ($227 millions) is apparently the exact

total,of existing commitments or 1 near-commitments. In the Estimates
the figure

should be rounded off to give something like $50 millions extra to meet
unforseen

demands which may be met during the year. As Canadian defence
production gets

rolling the possibility'and the need for such action will increase. itment,
r= 7. Before undertaking a substantially larger additional mutual

aid comm m^e

thought should probably be given to the form it would take. It is one U ena o^er to
free transfers of military equipment to allies in peace or war. It is q
''ve awaY,' free of charge in time of peace, the goods on which Canada's li fef ^ed
g ive

such as the wheat, aluminium and co r to which Mr. Haniman

The po
sition of the United States, where domestic primary producers ô f C n dâ

from that
dependent on the domestic'tnarket, is of course very different

which depends on export markets-,
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UAs Mr. Abbott pointed out to T.C.C., : not , much, weight can be attached. to
simple comparison of the percentages of. national production -devoted directly to
defence by, the various NATO countries. Nobody can say whether a figure of 10%
or 12%'or any other figure of that general size, is too high, too low, or just right for
us. The 'question which will probably assume importance is whether, as a result of
the T.C.C. exercise, there is a real increase in the -actual rearmament 'efforts (not
merely in the paper programmes) of most of the important NATO countries. Thus
the question whether we ought to give further consideration to accepting the addi-,
tional mutual aid burden suggested by T.C.C. must turn to a considerable extent on
whether.other countries are likely to increase their defence efforts, either indepen-
dently or conceivably, as a partial result of our own action, along lines which T.C.C.
is no doubt suggesting to them..

9. Our Department is obviously not competent to supply even tentative answers
to most of the questions raised in this memorandum. It might, however, be helpful,
to our Minister and possibly to others, if answers, or at least comments, could be
elicited from the Departments and agencies chiefly concerned.

A.F.W. PILUMIrrRE]

'Note dc la Direction crcononiique

Meniorandunt by Economic Division

DEA/50030-AL-40

SFCRET
' [Ottawa], December 1, 1951

EXAMINATION OF CANADIAN SUBMISSION BY THE TEMPORARY COUNCIL
COMMITI'EE OF NATO

Mr. Donald Bliss, Minister of the United States Embassy, called on Mr. Ritchie
on November 29th to discuss the examination of the Canadian submission by the
Executive'Bureau• of the TCC. Mr. Bliss had been in Paris and had apparently,
worked closely with Mr. Harriman on the Canadian replies. His account of the pro-
ceedings corresponded closely with that' contained in Telegram No. 91 of Nov-
ember 19th from the Canadian Delegation.

2.
Mr. Bliss addressed himself in particulâr to Harriman's suggestiôn that Canada

might be able' to'provide additional mutual aid to European countries in 1952, per-,
haps in the form of wheat, aluminium and copper to a value of $200 million. He
said that Harriman had recognized the validity of Mr. Abbott's argument that addi-
tional nïutual aid on this scale would imply borrowing to roughly the same extent
rom the United Stâtes?a IIliss thought, however, that Canadian balance of pay-
ments difficulties in making additional mutual aid available to European countries
could be overcoine if the United States were able to step up its defence purchasingin Canada. He was
With leadin ^^onally enthused about this possibility and had discussed it

g officials in Washington, none of whom were opposed to the idea. He

"Note marginale : /Marginal note:
^ I question this! A.E.W,P[Iumptrel.



had also talked with Mr. Howe who was confident that Canada could undertake the
additional production that might be required. Dr. Clark, on the other hand, had indi-
cated concern about the inflationary effects which ^a rapid and heavy increase in
United 'States - purchasing ^might involve. Bliss hoped that serious consideration
would be given to his proposal and that active steps would be taken to secure addi-
tional U.S. defence orders. In this 'connection, he emphasized that it would be nec-
essaryforfor, Canadian officials and businessmen concerned to seek U.S. defence
côntracts rather more `activelÿ than . heretofor.

3: Note: ' In the event that Canada finds itself in 'a position in 1952 where the
extension 'of some additional mutual aid seems necessary, it is for consideration
whether the amount of such aid might not be linked with the amount by which U.S.
defence purchases in Canada exceed an arbitrary level?'

, . ^ . 1.H.' WIARRENJ

DEA/50030-AL-40
,. . .

Le représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne
de coopération économique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative to Organiiation for European Economic Cooperation

TELEGRAM 96
^. . ^

to Secretary of State for Ezternal Af)`airs

Paris, December 10, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London -N6. ' 287.

basis of me SUS recommendations.

DRART EXECUTIVE DUREAU'S REPORTj' AND FINAL SCS REPORTt

Bureau have just been received.
The final,SCS report andtfié rdràft of the TCC report prepared by the Executive

f ', / S . , . . . .

2. The SCS report was received in time for inclusion in this morning's airbag and
the onlyt two copies obtainable were sent one to you and the other to London. We
assume London will be in touch with you. The quick check which we had time to
make of the 'text and tables in the Canadian section revealed that they were the
sânïe as were obtained last weekby Newsomé; two copies of which were given to
Déutsch.:In` addition the` section contains three tables; one of them is the projected
costing of 'the Canadian defence procurement programme in accordance with the
neVSCS : recommendations. This `costing indicates the'possibility of econom1es. , ,

nly,, nthe'feld of airc .raft product,on.
of the total

^-Another table is a costingmai
programme for Canada over the three-year period also worked out on thedefencei „ . .

Mr. Warren: See marginal note. fil speak to you about this later. •
,",Note marginale :/Marginal note: A F W.PllumptreJ

We spoke 0.11. Warrenl
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' 3: The E.B.. draft of the TCC report which will be discussed by the TCC on the
14th was received too late for inclusion in today's airbag. Couillard is taking copies
of it to London tonight for discussions with Wilgress. Copies will be airbagged to
you from London. All country sections will only be available on Thursday. Each
country received today its own country section only. We are répeating this section
to you in' our immediately following telegram.

4. You will note that although "the TCC considers that the Canadian defence
programme should be maintained about at the level now being programmed .:. it is
felt that Canada should "increase its assistance to other countries ... partly through
larger military transfers ... but largely in the form of economic assistance". The
amounts "suggested" are $200, $250 and $300 million for 1951-52, 1952-53, 1953-
54 respectively. Since we have no other country section but our own, we have no
specific information on which "suggestions" the E.B. is making to other countries.
A draft E.B. cover note to the country sections however would indicate that no
increase in the percentages of defence expenditures to G.N.P. is "suggested" either
for the United States or, the United Kingdom the figures shown for the main coun-
tries are as follows:

Defet:ce expenditures as percent of G.N.P.

.,k :
Belgium
Denmark •
France
Italy
Netherlands
Norway.
U.K.
Canada
U.S.A.

Figures "suggested" are'in brackets
1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54

3.8 5.1 ( 8.0) 6.8 (10.1) 6.6 (10.2)
1.6 2.8( 3.7) 3.2( 4.5) 3.5( 5.1)

,7.3 9.8 (10.7) ; . 10.0 (11.5) 10.5 (12.1)
4.6 5.7 ( 6.5) 6.5(,7.5). 6.2 ( 8.0)
5.7 7.8 ( 7.8) 8.2( 9.2) 7.9(.9.8),
3.7. .4.7( 5.4) 5.5( 6.8) 6.0( 7.6)
7.6 10.9(10.9) " 12.8(12.8) 13.8 (13.8)
4.8 ' 8:6(9.4) 12.0(13.4) 13.6(15.1)
6.9 I 14.4 (14.4) 17.6(17.6) " 18.4(18.4)^ . . . . . . .

5 We have beén informed that the E.B. will be available for discussions with
natiônal repiesentatives up to Thursday. It has' not been made clear what might be
expected to corne out of the`se discussions beyond correction of factual errors in the
country sections. It should be noted however that country sections will not be circu-
lated to other delegations before Thursday.
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DEA/50030-AIr40

Paris, Décember 10,. 1951

, .,
TOP SECRCT. IMPORTANT.

Reference: My immediately preceding telegram No. 96..
Following is text of draft annex on.Canada prepared by Executive Bureau. (Part
VII, Section 26 of draft TCC report).

"I. Main factors considered by the TCC
(a) Canada is undertaking a substantial defence programme relative to the size of

ofits national resources. Although its plans do not call for a large number
under arms, an increase in this aspect of its • programme would meet a difficult
political problem and would intensify the shortage of labour.

(b) Canada is projecting a large investment, programme, a significant part of
which is concentrated in areas which will increase the supplies of essential raw
materials, and which will contribute toward easing the -shortages of these materials
in the NATO countries. '

within the political and economic capabillties of Cana a. n Canada
mendation, the TCC recognized that certain action will have to be taken by

The T%-%, recommen arriving at this recom-

2.Recômmendations,
ds Fth r-11 owin defence and assistance effort as being

level and a continued sh
next few years.

de coopération économique
au-secrétaire 'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

(c) Due to the large increase of Canadian purchases in the United States for its

armed forces, and to the post-Korean rise'in import prices, Canada has a sizeable

deficit in its balance of payments with the United States.
(d),The Canadian economy has had a remarkable expansion from its pre-waz

, . . -. • - ------- --- ...^.. .., t,A ^ccnred fOr the

.as well as by other,countries along the lines indicated below.
Total

1951/52 . 1952/53 . 1953/54 1951/54

Present country plans
2,802 6,700

($ million) , 1,560 2,338 (7,128)
(Can $ million) g .; (1,660) (2,487) (2,981)

TCC recommendations 7,405
(7,878)($ million) 1,748 2,573 3,084

(3,281)
(Can $ million) (1,860) (2,737)

d ction required.

Le représéntant auprès de l'Organisation européenne _

to, Secretary of State for External Afairs

recommended programme an a
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-(a) The' TCC: considers that the Canadian defence programmé shoùld be main-
tained about at. the level now being programmed. However; in view of the ; serious
difficulties that are being, and will be, encountered by other countries; it is felt that
Canada should increase its assistance to other countries by the amounts indicated.
This increased assistance might take the form partly of larger military transfers, but
it is,conceived to be largely in the form of economic assistance. The fact that sev-
eral European countries are experiencing serious balance of payments difficulties
with the dollar area, necessitating sharp curtailments of dollar imports, makes an
additional effort by Canada in this form particularly appropriate. „

(b) In view of. the favourable economic prospects of Canada, it appears that the
additional burden recommended can be undertaken without. interfering with Can-
ada's essential investment, programme and still leave scope for increasing con-
sumption levels. .

(c) The balance of payments problem with the United States must be taken care
of. It is to be expected thafthe major part of the dollar deficit with the United States
will be covered by direct investment and by long-term financing, which is appro-
priate for a country undergoing substantial development of its basic resources. The
remaining deficit should not present a serious problem, if available means for cov-
ering it are adequately ûtilised. The most significant of these is the potential
increase in the procurement by the United States armed forces in Canada. This will
not only increase Canada's dollar earnings, but it should also facilitate the eco-
nomic production in Canada of some defence 'goods at present imported from the
United States: '

DEA/50030-AIr40

° Le haut-commissàire au Royaume-Uiri '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom.
-to Secretary of State for. Externral Affairs

London, December 11, 1951

TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATB

Repeat OEEC Paris No. 300.
Reference: Telegram No. 196 from Paris.

;t" s^_ ;;
I

EXECUT1vE I3UREAU'S RECOMh1ENDATIONS RG CANADA

the "sshall havë to maké some statement at the TCC meeting in Paris on Friday on
UggeStions" made by the Executive Bureau for an additional Canadian effort.

2•'As I see it,'therë^arè four possible alternatives open to us:

pu a) We ^ght âccept thé recommendations as they stand on the ground that they,
rTort to represent a fairlÿ"disinterested judgment of our position in comparison

W'th that of all 'the others.
• 'M^ Abbott made it quite clear and explained, during the

Canadian examinatlon and a gain at the TCC meeting on December 4, that addi-



tional Canadian aid in, the form of. economic' aid could not be expected. Further-
more, there is the absence of any increase in the United States commitments and of
any fairly ifirm -guarantee that other NATO countries. will accept the EB

r : . :.recommendations.
(b) We might reject the recommendations as not warranted by our own estimates

of our politico-economic capabilities. This could be done by entering a*reservation
explaining the Canadian position. This course could have serious consequences,
not only for the attempts to get the European countries to maintain or increase their
defence efforts but also for future cooperation'among the North Atlantic countries.
The Americans would consider it a serious loss in the psychological effect on Con-
gress which they"attach to Canadian participation in economic aid.

(c) We might enter a reservation without explanation when the report is being
considered on Friday. Alternatively, the reservation could be made on the ground
that the Canadian Government has not yet had time.to take a decision. Furthermore,
it, could be stated that no such,decision could be arrived at in the absence of a
clearer indication of the basis on which the apparent arbitrary increases for Canada
were arrived at. Such a reservation now, would merely defer the showdown or
might give rise to expectations that eventually we would come round and accept the
recommendations, at least in part.
'$(d) We might prepare a counter offer,' and prreferably inform the EB of it before
the report goes to the TCC- on Friday. Such an offer might be made conditional on
the favourable action of European countries on at least part of the recommendations
made* to them. A counter offer might note that the bureau has found the present
level of our defence effort to be about adequate and has considered that more might
reasonably be asked of us only in the field of economic aid for others. On the
assumption that our 'present end item aid programme bears a fair relation to our
supply or output of such items,'and that, (as is noted in paragraph 29, of DR/13 for
the United States) we shall also be makinj certain military establishment expendi-
tures in Europe, we might offer to contribute economic aid in abut the same propor-
tion to national income as the United States'is proposing to do. This would mean
providing something like 50 or 60 million dollars (say 1/16th or 1/17th of $1 bil-
lion) in 1951/52. We `côuld probably ,represent this as involving proportionately
more sacrifice, or risks, for us than for the United States in view of the fact that We
are already running a heavy balance of payments deficit. By this means we could
satisfy ourselvés that we were doing, at least our fair share and were not insisting
that our earlier figures must be regarded as sacrosanct and above any critical exam-
ination. In this way, we could also prevent the European countries from using our
exam le as an excuse for, entirel : re ectin the TCC recommendations respecting
them. Our relatively cooperative attitude would no doubt, also be of some, Ssio ai
enabling the. United States administration.to continue to secure congre indi-
approval for future aid programmes -- ,which are important to us, not only
rectly for our defence but also 'for thé^ maintenance of our trade with some of the
NATO 'countries in this new, period of dollar stringency.

3.'Molson is carrying with him copies of thé,EB report.,. . ,,.. •..._ . • .
,r . "^ „ _' ^ f•^^ :' . ^, .. ^ ! . ^^ ^ ^ ^' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ •
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DEA/50030-AL-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
au représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne -

Secretary of State for Extental A f)`'airs

de coopération économique ' - 1

to Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

TELEGRAM 82 Ottawa, December 13, .1951

SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Repeat tondon No. 2233.

Reference Your telegrams Nos. 96 and 97 of December 10, and 2935 from London.

EXECUTIVE DUREAU'S3REPORT FOR T.C.C. MEETING FRIDAY

Following fôr' Wilgress, Begins:'The Government have been able to give prelimi-
nary consideration only to the draft report on the basis of the above telegrams. The
report itself only arrived yesterdayj afternoon with Mr. Pearson.

2..However, because of the necessity of instructing you before tomorrow's meet-
ing, the Ministers principally,concerned have conferred and have agreed that your.
attitude at the meeting should be that set forth in the immediately following
Paragraphs of this message.

3. In the first place it will, we assume, be quite clear that the action requested of
the T.C.C. tomorrow will be merely consent to reference of the report to govern-
ments and not (repeat not) in any sense approval of the report on behalf of
governments. '

4. The Canadian Government have had no opportunity to study the report; they
are consequently in a position to give merely their preliminary reactions at thistinie. .

S..The Canadian Government hopes that the T.C.C. report will find general
acceptânce among North Atlantic countries and provide a new impetus to the com-
mon defence effort. Canada desires that its own programme should harmonize as
far as possible with the programmes of other members of NATO.,

6.
The draft report makes some specific suggestions regarding economic 'assis-

tance by Canada to other countries:^ In the current fiscal year, which in Canada endswith
March 1952, foreign assistance exceeding $200 million is being provided to

North Atlantic Allies and it is not possible for any material change to be made.With
respect to the following years, certain points should be emphasized:

(a) It would be impossible for Canada, which depends for its livelihood on sales
of basic produ

ycts', to embark on a programme of giving these products awa. There
aze in fact very special difficulties involved in 'economic assistance of this kind
Which 'do not' apply in like degree to military transfers.

(b) It is doubtful whether; for the year 1952-53 it would be practicable, even if it^
were `désirnble,- to devote to the 'Canadian defence' programme a total amount
exceedinglhe'$2.4 billion already suggested. However, as we have already stated,



the Gôvèrnmènt are prepared to consider adjustments within that programme calcu-
lated to give -greater, effect to the Canadian contribution to the joint effort. There
will of course also be a measure of flexibility for the year 1953-54.

(c) It will not be possible for the Canadian Government to undertake economic
assistance of the kind indicated in the current fiscal year nor in 1952-53 apart from
the military assistance we are planning to give. In addition, of course, there will be
the substantial Canadian expenditures in Europe on infrastructure and for the main-
tenance of Canadian forces.

7. For the reasons indicated above the Canadian Government hope that the report
can be amended to remove the references to Canadian economic assistance. If this
can not be done, you are authorized to agree that the report should be forwarded to
governments, provided our position is made clear (along the, lines of Mr. Abbott's
statement to the T.C.C.) with respect to the sections regarding economic assistance
from Canada. In other words, our agreement to, the proposal to forward the report
to governments should not be understood as constituting agreement to those
sections.

8. With respect to the military sections of the report, these appear to be generally
acceptable. The suggestion, however, that the S.C.S. report be dealt with separately
without reference to the T.C.C. seems to us contrary to the purposes of the Council
in'setting up the T.C.C. We'feel strongly that these S; C.S: conclusions should form
an' integral part of the T.C.C. exercise. Ends.

500. = • .
DEA/50030-AL-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant aup . rès de l'Organisation européenne

de coopération économique

Secretary of State for Ezternal AJ,^airs
to Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

^,

TELEGRAM 83 '

SECRET. MosT IMMEDIATE.

Repeat London No. 2235.,
Reference my telegram No. 82 of December 13th.

T EXECUTNE I3UREAU'S REPORT iaoR TCC ME9171NG FRIDAY,
^^,_•^ ^. ;,

Following Personal for Wilgress from the Under-Secretary, Begins: We have been
trÿing• to get. you on the telephone to supplement the instructions contained

you Minise
Minister's earlier telegram of today, In case we are unable to reach y
ter .wishes me to give you additional guidance in two respects.

2.
12tht that the

{ It would appear from Parkinson's telegram No. 99 of December
Representatives of other,countries will find themselves tomorrow in a position sim-e
ilâr to our own with respect to the draft report. In these circumstances thn Minlonoy ob'ections to a y P
hopes that you will not have to be among the frst to ra^se ^
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sldered fashlon than is possible under the present timetable. Ends.

,of the report. Although the Government feel strongly with respect to the sections on
economic assistances they do not (repeat not) wish the spotlight to be turned on
Canada, nor to 'give encouragement to others to • take exception to the report's
recommendations.

3. From Parkinson's telegram it would also seem possible, if not likely, that some
Representative's may propose delay on the ground that their governments have not
had adequate opportunity to study the report's proposals. This indeed is the Cana-
dian position and we do not think it reasonable that governments should be rushed
to conclusions in such important matters unless it is absolutely necessary. It seems
A o us that a little more time might achieve greater unanimity.

4. If there is a general disposition to postpone adoption of an agreed report for
despatch to governments you could, at tomorrow's meeting, confine yourself to a
brief general statement which would include reference to our objection to the sec-
tions on economic assistance, in this event you could leave it to a later meeting to
record more fully, the n..asons for our attitude, unless in the meantime the offending
sections can be deleted.

5. Finally, ;we very much hope that it will be possible to have a reasonable post-
ponement so that the report may be dealt with in a much more deliberate and con-

501: ' • DEA/50030-ALr40

Le représentant auprès de l'Orgànisation européenne
de coopération écononiique.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Represeiitative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation
to Secretary of State for Extenurl A,f j`'airs

ELEGRAM 102
Paris, December 16, 1951

SECRET

EXECUT1vC I3UREAU RCf'ORT

entirel ' • ; , g o e on r^day was occupled
Y:with questions of procedure and doubt concerning approval of the report.Several '

members said that they had had no time to read the report . so that at 1,
o'clock Harriman adjourned until Saturday morning.
^ 2 The delibérations on'Saturday morning commenced with an address b y Gen-

éral.Eisenhower who gave his full approval to the recommendations contained in
the repo^ èspeciallythe conclusions reached by the screening and costing staff.Afterano - " .

. pportunity;had been given for members to address questions to General
EisenhoWér' Harriman made an appeal for unanimous approval of the report butWithouf çomrnitrnents
He, re as to the recommendations concerning particular countries.

âd ouf asummary of the report ' which he said were the nci les which the
co^mittee woûld be asked to approve. p•np. -•.. , .. , ., . . ,_ ,

FOR T.C.C.
Following from Wilgress Begins• The meetin f th TCC F'



3. I made an -appointment with * Harriman before the afternoon session and
'explained to him our difficulties. He said it,would be out of the question to delete
the references in the report tô economic aid by Canada because this would lead to
the deletion of other sections which were causing embarrassment to other countries.
•.In ^ general this was that each of the members of the committee, except Belgium,
were willing to have the recommendations concerning their respective countries
approved by their governments. He felt that Christianson of Denmark might have
some difficulty in persuading his colleagues in the Danisti Government. This left
only Belgium and Canada as likely to stand out against the recommendations and
he hoped that we would not make it easy for the Belgians to water-down the recom-
mendations regarding their country. I made no commitments to Harriman but told
,him I would play my cards with care.

4. On the resumption after lunch it was agreed, largely because of the insistence
of the Europeans, that we should go through the report section by section. We soon
ran into difficulty when the Belgians proposed the deletion of the last two lines in
table one on page 7 of the D.R/5. I felt I had to support him and also to refer to the
references to a Canadian contribution at the end of paragraph 10. 1 proposed that
.these references in the report should be held over until we had considered the
whole report. This lead to a general discussion as to the procedure we were follow-
ing. Harriman emphasized the importance of securing approval of the general prin-
;çiples embodied in the report and said that no government would be committed to
the recommendations because this would be made clear in the foreword. He inti-
mated that the foreword had been revised since Parkinson sent you his telegram on
December 12. It was proposed that the foreword should be discussed after we had
gone through the report. I felt it desirable to say nothing at this stage in order that
we should not be the first to register disagreement; particularly as the Belgian Min-
ister was also waiting for others to make the running.

5. We made fair progress through the various sections and when we came to DR/fsta
I±spoke' aboüt the importance of the conclusions of the screening and costin ^om-
being treated as an integral part of the report, particularly when the Military
mittee were drawing up their comments. This created a good impression and was
generally approved. 17,

6. The discussion became more active when we reached D.R. 13 through
jsince the first part of the section led tô a general debate on the danger of in ôf ^e
âry pressures. Thisserved our purpose as divergencies of views on the p^
European countries were rèvealed. ara a h 29

7. The discussion will be re'sumed tomorrow and when we conne to p irirout the
ôn'page 14 of D.RJ13 through 17, I will have to make a statementfor rocpuorement and
iabsence of any rëferënce to Canadianexpenditures in'EUrope

procurement

fôr, the maintenance +of Canadian forces. I will then have to go on to
develop

^génera) objections to the récommendation _cong Canadian economic aid

rtunit of reiterating these objections Whe t he
A5. There will be a urt er oppo y

reach the section dealing with the recommendations on, Canada, buire taketo make a
Instruction in ÿoûr telegram No. 82 of December 14 'does not requ will

'reservation but simply to see that we arc fully protected in the foreword wltich
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r reports as the discussion develops. Ends.

come up for discussion after all the sections of the report have been reviewed and
approved for reference to governments. I shall endeavour to see that the foreword
not only provides that no government is committed to the country recommenda-
tions: contained in the report but also that approval of the general principles does
not imply approval of the manner in which these principles have been interpreted
in'the report with respect to any individual country.

: 9. I should have mentionéd earlier in this telegram that the general intention is to
hold a meeting of the TCC prior to Lisbon for the purpose of receiving comments
by governments on the recommendations contained in the report. The earlier sug-
gestion was that this meeting should be held in Lisbon two days prior to the meet-
ing of thé Council but Sir Edwin Plowden tells me that he will insist on the meeting
being held in Paris, probably towards the end of January because Harriman cannot
get over earlier. I told him that it would suit the convenience of Mr. Abbott if the
meeting followed the Commonwealth meeting which is due to end on January 22.

10. The genéral position therefore is likely to be that the committee will be asked
to approve the report for transmission to governments but without commitment by
any government as to the specific recommendations concerning the country, in
question. Governments however will have to submit their comments on these rec-
ommendations prior to the next meeting and a supplementary report will be drawn
up for consideration by the Council along with the report we are flow approving.

11. We hope to finish on Sunday but the meeting may go over until Monday. I
realize there is no time to secure further instructions from you but I will send you
furthe

. Le haut-commissaire au Royaunrc-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

High Commissioner in United Kingdarn
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Following from Wilgress, Begins: Further to myR telegram from Paris of December
15,,l have to report that the discussions on Sunday took a rather different turn from
what I had expected.

2. Beforë the meeting was called to order, Harriman called me aside and said that
he had been discussing procedure with a number of the Finance Ministers at a din-
ner W}uch mey'attended the'previous'e'vening. He said it was proposed that the
Executive. Bureau should see the various members of the committee who had diff-
culties"a6out the report, with 'a view to seeing what could be done to bring the

^ DEA/50030-AL-40

London, December 17, 1951

EXECUTIVu [3URLAU R

Repeat OEEC Paris No. 304.
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report , more in, line with their views. He mentioned particularly that the Belgian
Minister had to leave that afternoon, and that the Executive Bureau had arranged to
see him after lunch. I told Harriman that I too had to leave that night, whereupon he
said that the Executive Bureau could arrange to see me after the afternoon session. I
also told Harriman that I intended to make a statement when we reached paragraph
29 on page 14 of D.RJ13 through 17, since Mr: Abbott would expect me to make
his position clear. Mr. Harriman said that he hoped I could refrain from making any
statement until after I had had a talk with the Executive Bureau. I said that this
might be difficult and, it would depend largely,on the course of the discussion.

-3. When the meeting was called to order, Harriman announced that it had been
agreed that in the afternoon the 12 members of the committee would meet alone to
discuss future procedure.' He had not mentioned this to me, so I was taken some-
what by surprise, but I assumed it was also something which had been agreed at the
dinner the previous evening. We then made rapid progress through the balance of

the report. When we came to paragraph 29, referred to above, Mr. Harriman said:
"Mr.;Wilgress has a particular difficulty in connection with this paragraph, and the
Executive Bureau will be discussing with him how the wording of the paragraph
can;be adjusted to.suit the Canadian position:"I therefore contented myself with
pointing out that paragraphs 29 and 30 made no reference to Canadian expenditure
on our military establishment in Europe, and that I thought this could be taken care
of by, a sentence in paragraph 30. It was agreed that we should discuss the drafting
of-the.sentence with the Executive Bureau.

4. No great difficulty was experienced with the balance of the report until we
came to the section on organization. This took up the balance of the morning ses-
sion, and I shall be reporting to you on this in a separate telegram. As the meeting
was breaking up I reminded Harriman once again that I had to leave paris that
evening, and he said he would arrange for the Executive Bureau to have a discus-
sion with us after the meeting in the afternoon. This meeting was called for 3.45 in
order,to give the Executive Bureau time for their discussion with the Belgian

Minister.
5:.When I came to the closed executive meeting in the afternoon, Harriman told

tnë-he had agreed with the Belgian Minister that the country annexes would be
regarded as assumptions, and that all the TCC would be asked to do would be to
approve the main body of the,report but without commitments by governments as

to, the assumptions. I reminded him that I might have to make a statement, but he
said he hoped that I could refrain from doing so until after my talk with the Execu-
tive Bureau. To this I made no commitment.
-16. -When the closed meeting began, Harriman said that he had had a very satisfac-
tory talk with the Belgian; Minister and as a result it was now proposed that the
TCC agree upon the main body of the report and recommend the plan of action to

governments and to NATO aspa whole. The language of the report would bnt Ûp on
to show that the, annexes ^ were assumPtions for governments to comment,
befocë the next meeting of,the TCC. A supplementary report would be drawn uP at

vi-nt
the next meeting'of the TCC for submission to the Council. He then

of NATO o and that
, . . 1 turethat the,understanding is thatÀwe recognize the cnuca na
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each member of the committee should go back to his government to see how much
of the recommendation concerning them can be accepted. I immediately realized
that this statement of Harriman's placed us in a difficult position, and that I would
have to make a statement on our. position. This was confirmed when the Belgian
Minister delivered a long oration eulogizing Mr. Harriman for the part he ,had
played both in'European recovery and in the defence effort. He said that the proce-
dure outlined by Harriman was satisfactory to him. He was followed by Dr. Pella,
of Italy, who also eulogized Harriman and said that the procedure was satisfactory
to him. He too would go back to his government to see what could be done to
implement the recommendations of the report, but that before doing so fie wished
to discuss with the Executive Bureau the special position of Italy. The Norwegian
Minister, whom Harriman had praised for his forthcoming attitude throughout our
discussions; also said he wished to have a tallr with the Executive Bureau that
evening.

7. The situation was therefore that if I did not make a statement then, the Minis-
ters would go away believing that we were considering implementing the recom-
mendation in the report regarding economic aid. It would also appear that we too
were engagéd in some bargaining with the United States and that this was the rea-
son for our silence on the specific recommendation in the annex regarding Canada.
It was also important that the other members of the Committee should know the
reasons for any changes that might be made in the report to meet our special
position. ,

^, 8. Accordingly, I asked for permission to speak and delivered the statement for
which I had been awaiting an opportunity for two days. My statement was largely
based on your telegram to OEEC Paris, No. 82, of December. 14th. I pointed out
that like the othér Ministers we also hoped that the TCC report would find general
acceptance among North Atlantic countries and provide a new impetus for the com-
mon defence effort. Canada desired that its own programme should harmonize as
fat as possible with the programmes of other members of NATO. I then went on to
refer to the fact that it was not possible for us to provide economic aid in addition
to the other forms of assistance we had already undertaken and our general defence
effort. I referred to what Mr. Abbott had said in the meeting of the Committee on
December 4th; and emphasized the difficult problem we had in connection with the
deficit in our balance of payments.with the United States. I mentioned that unlike
other countries we were not engaged in discussions concerning our balance of pay-
ments, but were endeavouring to deal with the situation through our own policies. I
then referred to,what Harriman had said about each of. us going back to his own
government to. secure the implementation of as much of the recommendations as
possible. I referred to the fact that I was representing Mr. Abbott, who had already
explal*ned to the Committee that it was not possible for him to recommend assis-
tance in the form* of economic aid. Our position therefore was different to that of
the other ministers in that Mr. Abbott could not conscientiously recommend to the
governrrient a course which he had already explained to the Committce it was not
possible, for Caiiâda, to undertake. I concluded by stating that I felt sure that Mr.Abbott and ` . .. . hls colleaCY12pe in #t,s ,.,..._^.^__• ------2 -i --- - - -. _ _. . I

ii
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see what could be done ^ within the limits of our-present programme to adjust this
programme more to the needs of the new situation' created by the report.

9.` Mr.àrriman
11received this statement without the slightest sign of displeasure.

He paid a tribute tô wliat-Canada had already done and said that there was nothing
new in what I had said, sirice Mr.^ Abbott had made 'the position very clear. He then
suggested thât-l should wait until I had had'my talk with the Executive Bureau
when it would be ken what changes could be made in the report to meet our partic-
ular case. He then wént on to refer to the fact that Canada was meeting its deficit
with the United States partly by earning dollars from other countries by virtue of its
creditor position with these other countriés. This was 'a factor to which they might
have to give consideration. This is a point which Harriman had mentioned to me in
the discussion I had had with him the previous day, and goes 'a long way, I think, to
explaining how the precise figure of econoinic aid from Canada had been arrived
at. Parkinson and Ritchie were able to gather from those working with the Execu-
tive Bureau that the actual recommendation to Canada had been based largely on
information which had been received from the United States Embassy at Ottawa.
Someone in the Embassy, presumably Bliss, had telegraphed that we would proba-
bly consider extending assistance to our NATO partners in the form of economic
aid. I ` refrained . from pointing out to Harriman that our creditor ^ position'with
Europe was in large measure derived from the efforts we have been making to
supply our traditional customers with the essential commodities of which they are
so greatly in need.

10.,After the closed meeting broke up, we met with the Executive Bureau. I had
expécted a discussion on the general subject of our balance of payments, and had
warnèd Parkinson and Ritchie to be prepared accordingly. However, the discussion
was confined solely to seeing what adjustments could be made in the report to meet
our particular case., I took the position that :we wished all specific references to
Canadian aid to be deleted from the main body of the report. The Executive Bureau
were very forthcoming and we accomplished our purpose, although in some cases
by`the device of rather obscure language. Sir Edwin Plowden and Eric Roll were
very'helpful, particularly in.drafting some of the texts to meet out wishes. Harriman
said -that' he'did not want me to think that each member of the Committee wasrecom-
committed 'to going to his government to see what could be done about the in the
mendation in the annex concerning. his country. He had simply made the plea
closed meeting in order to have the European Ministers make every effort. He did
not think that Mr. Abbott was committed in any way by the procedure they pro-the
`posed to follow: In spite of this assurance, Harriman agreed to a refiseiÔ thé fact

^foreword,° which has now become a letter of transmittal to governmen , a
`that no individual'member of, the Committee was committed. I fheaëportoa d

separate telegram giving` the text of the changes in the main body of .

in the foreword to meet out particular case ` ` '
, at their mai n...,..v.

We were able to learn'from
r Plowden and Roll th tonuse inslns

havé an agreed report which Harrin]an can take back to W hh^^ ^ers as off shore

efforts tô`persûade Congress to be more forthcoming in suc
pûrctiases and the` manner in which economic aid can be extended. ai H^man a

great atmosphere of unreality and even of deception but it was clear th
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was being successful by endeavouring to deal with each country. separately. I do
not believe my intervention at the closed meeting upset these tactics unduly, partic-
ularly as he had already reached agreement with the Belgian Minister. Moreover,
what I said will not appear in the summary record, as it was made in the closed
meeting, but it was delivered in the hearing of all the Ministers present.

12: The position'now is that governments will have until January 15th to submit
their. comments on the recommendations appearing in the annexes relating to each
country. The time and date, of the. next meeting has not yet been fixed, but it will
probably be late in January, and at that meeting a supplementary report will be
drawn' up based on the comments received from governments. In'the meantime
active discussions will take place between United States representatives and each
govemriment concerning economic ' aid, and this process of bargaining will be
related tô the recommendations in the annexes to the report. As if to rebut what I
had said about there being no negotiations about Canada, Mr. Harriman said on
leaving that I had probably not heard that discussions were' now taking place in
Ottawa concerning the placing of larger military orders in Canada.

13: Before I left Paris, Baron Snow, who is taking the place of the Belgian Minis-
ter on the Committee, came around to the hotel to explain that the Belgian position
is very'similar to that of Canada in that they were being asked to extend grants to
other NATO countries. This they could not contemplate; although they would con-
sider 'other ways in which they could assist the general situation. He hoped that I
would be able to let the Belgian Deputy know of any developments in connection
with what we were' doing about the report. Obviously he derived some satisfaction
from our difficulties, although I do not believe that my. intervention in the afternoon
had been an important factor in determining the Belgian course, since they too will
be engaged in active negotiations with the United States.

14. I left Parkinson to be our representative at the meeting this morning. I think it
will be largely a question of confirming what has already been done and of decid-
ing upon the place and time of the next *meeting. Ends.

503.-,,
DEA/50030-AL-40

Le haut-conùrtissaire au Royaume- Uni
au . secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High,Contntissioner in Unitcd Kingdom
to Secretary of Statc for Extental Affairs

Repeat OEEC Paris No. 305.
Referencé: My telegrain No. 2984..

London, December 17, 1951
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7FJCIUAL CHANGES IN PORTIONS OF THE TCC REPORT OF PARTICULAR

I Foreword

1NTEREST TO CANADA

This section was redrâfted,by the Executive Bureau to take account of our posi-
tion. The text has sdll to be approved by the full TCC. It would seem to me that our
difficulties are covered by the pr oposed language of Paragraphs 2 and 3(a) and (b)
which makes it clear that the government is not committed to any recommendations
in the report and that the Canadian member' of the Committee is not committed to
the assumptions'made regarding Canada. The following'is the text suggested by the

action on the lines proposed by the committee will depend on acceptance an
, regârded as constituting governmental commitments. It also follows that effective

Executive Bureau, Begins:
1. In accordance with the directive of the North Atlantic Council at its meeting on

the 19 September last, the Temporary Committee of the Council transmits the fol-

lowing report.
2. In their consideration of the problems remitted to the,Committee the twelve

national representatives have regarded themselves as members of a team towards a
solution of the overall military, political and economic problems of NATO as a
whole, rather than as delegates acting on detailed instructions from their govern-
ments. It follows from this that the recommendations made in this report cannot be

implementation by individual governments.
, 3. The report has been approved by the TCC on the following understanding:

Committee accordingly requests each member governmen VI concerning
ments on the present report, including in particular the annex in Part case
action by it. These comments should be sent as soon as possible,

and in any

4. The Committee proposes to prepare a supplcmentary repo 1952. The
!by the North Atlantic Council at its meeting in Lisbon on 2 FebruarY

• t to forward its coro-

rt for consl
immediate action. 'deration

(d) Inc special attention of inember governments an
agencies is directed to Paragraph 20, Part I,' setting forth recommendations for

_,., • d North At l antic
Treaty agencies. • Treaty

Secret annex tu ^s report, as m Ica In "A"b p •
recommended for the urgent 'attention` of member countries and North Atlantlc

(c) e repo o %,10%.&'---&& i b
gth' • ' d' ted ra h I of Part IV the SCS report ls

Th rt f thg n and costinstaff of the TCC is a Cosmlc Top
mitted to member governments for, their consideration.

O -cor ing y, art con am mg annexes g
vidual member countries in relation to their politico-economic capabilities are sub-

nents or necessarily of individual members of the Committee.

' b A d' 1 P VI t'' relatin to defence efforts of indi-

major findings of the Committee are summarized in Part I. The quantitative es

mates in Parts II and III rest on a series of assumptions as regards the actions of

individual member governments which do not constitute commitments of govern-

The principles, method of approach of the recommended plan of action an
ti-

,•acceptance by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and member governments.
A the

(a) The body of the report contained in Parts I through V is recommended for
i
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not later than :15 January, 1952, to the Secretary of the Temporary Council Com-
mittee, 2 rue. de la Faisanderie, Paris XVI.

5. This report is also being referred to the Military Committee in accordance with
the decision of the North Atlantic Council at its Rome meeting. Ends.

II. Paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Section on The Process of Reconciliation (TCC-
D.V 3)

pro lems which it creates. However, some broad estimates can be made. Taking

The Executive Bureau proposes that the last sentence of. Paragraph 10 should
read:

"Against these costs there are credited the defence expenditures proposed by the
European countries, together with assumed North American financed military end-
items, whether delivered from North America' or produced in Europe under the
Unitéd States off-shore purchasës pro gramme, and certain additional contributions
submitted for the consideration of varioûs member governments:'

In Table I in Paragraph 11, the description of the next-to-last line will be changed
to read: "less 'additionâl 'ezpenditure submitted for consideration of governments",
and.the'specific'reference to Europe and Canada will be omitted.
III. Paragraph 7 of the Section on "Politico-Economic Capabilities" (TCC-DR/6)

The summary, portion of this paragraph will be redrafted and probably will be
included in the, introduction. to the country sections in order to separate it from the
main body of the report.
IV.

Paragraphs 29 and 30 of the 'Section in Part ll on the dollar balance of pay-
ments (TCC-DR113 through 17)

These two paragraphs have been redrafted by Parkinson and Lindemann, of the
United 'States delegation, on lines which I had discussed with the Executive
Bureau. The precise redraft has not yet been approved by the Bureau or by the full
TCC. The following is the text of the proposed redraft, Begins:

29. As nearly -as can be estimated at present, the TCC believes that the dollar
deficit of the European NATO countries for the three-year period ending in July,1954,

will amount to about 7 dollars billion. The means available to cover this
deficit cannot be assessed exactly , even for 1951/52-e.g. because of uncertainty as
to the division of the total United States aid between end-items and economic aid,
and as to the: portion of the latter which will be needed for non-NATO countries.
Fu^èrnïore, the,degree'to'which United States funds will be used for off-shore
procurément will have an important effect both on the size of the deficit and on the

intô account ;,-
.x;;:;,,•.:.

(a)
United States economic aid already appropriated for 1951/52;

(b) A projection of this aid for planning purposes for the next two years at aboutthe same level; ^ , . . ; .. _ , .

(c) Projected United States military, establishment purchases in Europe; and
(d) The assumptions made in the country annexes, there appears to be something

over 4 dollars billion available to meet the deficit.



-.30. This leaves an uncovered deficit to about-3 dollars billion for the three years.
While plans with respect to certain additional expenditures can occur in the follow-
ing categories: _United States off-shore procurement; United States contributions to
common infrastructure; possibly large additional receipts from United States mili-
tary establishment expenditures in Europe, if appropriate arrangements can be
made by the United States authorities'and by the European suppliers. There will
also be a Canadian contribution to common infrastructure and Canadian expendi-
tures in Europe for its military establishment. Thus, for the period as a whole, the
presently forecast deficit appears at first sight to be manageable. Ends.

V. Country Annex Relating" to Canada
I did not attempt to get this annex redrafted since the foreword made it clear that

we were not committed to it in any way and i felt that a formal request for revi-
sions in it might imply that we could be regarded as associated with it in some
degrée. If the opportunity presents itself, Parkinson will, however, try very infor-
mally to get',the analytical part of the annex improved in certain respects which I
have discussed with him, particularly with a view to bringing 'out the fact that Can-
ada has both a large United States dollar deficit and a substantial overall deficit.

Le représentant auprès de l'Organisation européenne
de coopération économique

^ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representativé to Organization for European Economie Cooperatiôn

to Secretarygof State for External AJ,^airs

TELEGRAM 103 Paris, December 18, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT..
. . . . . ' ,.. . ; #

Re
p

peat London No. 304.
Reference: Further*to telegram No: 2984.

assumptions (contained in Part .VI - country annexes) U. .1, overn-
individual member governments " which do not constitute commitments of g

11. The most substantive discussion yesterday was on the ore was afraid that
Belgian representative (not the one who attended Sunday's meeting) enoughf
the following statement in the foreword did not cover his position clearly

gh :

'The, quantitative estimates,in Parts 11 and III.(ofthe report) rests on a series ofre ards the action

ings Monday night. , The last day was devoted to the formal adopt^on
ments..of varying substantive importance and to the 1nsertion of a number of

corrigends. No major difficulties were encountered however since the major
TC^

had been agreed to in the restricted meeting held on Sunday of the
twelve

representatives:
f word to report. The

Following from Wilgress, Begins: The TCC concluded its present series of ineet-
of amend-

; TCC MCCI7NG DECEAII3ER 17
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ments:or necessarily of individual members of the Committee". His intervention
made it possible for Monnet and several other members to express their dissatisfac-
tion again with the words. "or necessarily of individual members". The Belgian
intervention was. ill-advised since the majority of the members of the Committee
was willing to undertake to recommend adoption by their governments of the
assumptions made 'with respect to their country and indeed some of them, like
Monnet, were anxious to be so bound. Harriman explained to the Belgian that the
words to which he objected had been inserted to meet the Canadian position in this
respect,.which was thé same as that of Belgium. The, Committee agreed that the
draft as quoted above fully met the Belgian position. We did not have to intervene.

3. The only change made in the text of the foreword (as contained in telegram
No. 2985 from London) was in the preamble to paragraph 3 which now reads: "the
TCC has agreed to,the report on the following basis:".

4. All the amendments of concern to Canada, as contained in telegram No. 2985
from London,*were approved yesterday precisely as given therein.

5. Of the other amendments approved perhaps the most important was that con-
cerning the section on EPU (Document TCC-DR/13 through 17). The new draft is
rather.less critical of the excessive creditor, position of Belgium.

6. With respect to amendments to the Canadian annex (see telegram No. 2985
final paragraph).we were able, by an informal approach, to get the Working Group
to agree to one minor change, but not to any others. Paragraph 1(c) of the Canadian
annex will now read: "due to the large increase of Canada's purchases in the
United States required for defence or defence production, and to the post Korean
rise in import prices, Canada has a sizeable deficit in its balance of payments with
the United *States, wbich is only,partially offset by its surpluses with other areas". It
,was not possible to gain acceptance of a change in Paragraph 3(a) to indicate that
Canada, too, has se' 'nous balance of payments difficulties As you may guess, such a
change; would, in the view of the Working Group, weakén the effect of the major
recommendation and, in their view, was covered as to the argument by the refer-
ence to the problem in Paragraph 3(c). We pointed out the unreality of the argument
used in the last part of Paragraph 3(c), having in mind the fact that additional
orders would take a long time to produce any impact on the balancè of payments.
In view of the fact that this annex is the responsibility of the Executive Bureau, to
which we clearly are not committed, and to the fact that the notion expressed in this
Paragraph is firmly held by Harriman himself, it was not possible to persuade the
Working Group to go back with proposals for a revision of this paragraph.

7• ?'he reportas revised will be issued shortly and we shall airbag copies to you.
g' Hamman' emphasized the importance of the request which -is made in the

revised 'foreword to the 'repo

a
rt that each member government should forward,befo'

re Januàry 17th, its comments on the present report, including in particular the
nnex in pail VI concerning . action by it, and also on the SCS report. He explained

that these comments would be collated b y Working Grouy Group (the Deputies) of
the Executive Bureau which would meet later in January. Comments on the SCS
report are to be handled by McNarney's staff. He suggested and it was agreed that
after consideration by the Executive Bureau,, the TCC shall meet again in Paris
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- rather than in Lisbon in view of the large staff required. No date was fixed for this
TCC meeting at-which, a supplementary report is to be prepared for Lisbon.

9. The Cômmittee agreéd to leave it to Harriman to prepare a press release cover-
ing its activities. In agreeing'to do this, he said he was anxious to consult with

release (see' Document TCC-D(22) airbagged to you on December 17th.)72 Ends.
which Eisenhower sent Harriman on December 14th was annexed to the press

i encé this môrning,' is contained in my immediately following telegram.t A letter
économie".' The press release, which Harriman issued at a two-hour press confer-
SHAPE so that "the'release would be balanced as between the military and the

I1° PARTIE/PART 11 -

YOUGOSLAVIE : AIDE MILITAIRE ET ÉCONOMIQUE
YUGOSLAVIA: MILITARY, AND ECONOMIC AID ,

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 1

Eztract fron: Cabinet' Conclusions

TOP SECRET

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE TO YUGOSLAVIA; LABRADOR FISH

23. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussions at the
`meetings' of December 28th, [sic] 195073 and April 13th, 1951," récommended
approval for the inclusion in the supplementary estimates for 1951-52 of up to
$45,000 for the purchase of some' 125 tons of Labrador fish and its shipment to

An explanatory memorandum.had been circulated.

Yugôslavia, as a gift for purposes of relief. ` Aw substantial po ion of the funds
required would have to be paid, in any event, under the present support programme

as appeared probable, the fish proved unmarketable.

(Minister's memorandum, May 18. 1951 - Cab. Doc. 154-51)t

.? 24. Mr. earson sai at e o er o
tant, to extend economic assistance to Yugoslavia in order to stabilize condiWe^e

'1 ° th h Th U ted States and the United Kingdom

P d th th th N rth Atlantic countries considered it impor-

bishop Stépinec.
idicatiôof his desire' fôr: co-operation with the democracies by releas g

there unti . Vo next arvest. nt revl-
I undertaking large relief programmes. It appeared that the political difficulties p

ously anticipated at the, meeting of December 28th, 1950, in connection with direct
: ,. s, . , . . .

Canad
,
^ân ai

. ,
d tô`.Yugoslavia, would not be serious in this case

as the shipments

woûld bésmall and there was strong évidence that Tito would shortly giviri f^ hr

,",Voir/See Volume 16, Document 1001.
" Voir le document 260JSee Document 260.

- yttn Voir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume 111, pp. 377-379.
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25. The Cabinet, after discussion, approved the recommendation of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs and agreed that up to $45,000 be included in the sup-
plementary estimates for 1951-52, for the purchase of Labrador fish and its trans-
portation to Yugoslavia as a gift for purposes of relief.

` ,. PROVISION OF ARMS TO YUGOSLAVIA

26: The Minister of National Defence, referring to the discussion at the meeting
of May 18th, 1951, reported that the, Foreign Military Aid Branch of the U.S.
Department of Defense had recently communicated to the Canadian Joint Staff,
Washington, a request that Canada provide military aid to Yugoslavia in the form
of certain of the remaining U.K.-type supplies and equipment that it was planned to
make available to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization but which were still unal-
located: The letter had indicated that the request was on behalf of the U.S. govern-
ment; the members of the Standing Group had considered that it would be desirable
for Canada to furnish a substantial portion of the equipment requested; the United
Kingdom, France and the United States were taking action to provide arms to
Yugoslavia, and, it was proposed that the Canadian equipment requested be made
available free of charge at Canadian ports for shipment at U.S. expense to a stock-
pile, being' established by the U.S. government near Yugoslavia or, if possible,
direct to Yugoslavia:

Fôr various reasons, the portion of the remaining Canadian stock of U.K.-type
equipment still available for transfer had decreased in size since communication to
the Standing Group some months ago of the list on which the U.S. authorities had
based their` request. While the matter was still under consideration, it appeared that,
if the presently-indicated requirements of NATO countries for Canadian supplies
were to be met, only a limited number of rifles and some range finders could be
provided for Yugoslavia.

(Letteraÿ 15, 1951 to the Canadian Joint Staff, Washington, from the Foreign
Military Aid Branch, U.S. Department of Defense)t

27. The Minister of Trade and Commerce pointed out that the Defence Appropria-
tion,Act, 1950, alone provided authority for the gift of equipment to other
countries.

28• The Minister of Public Works suggested that, if it were decided to provide
ar'ns to. Yugoslavia, they might be furnished as mutual aid under that Act to a
NATO country', which could then arrange for their transfer to Yugoslavia. , ;

29. The Secretary of State for External Affairs considered that the channel usedby the U.S. auihorities in raising the matter was inappropriate for the type of ques-
tiori involved.

30. The Prime Minister thought that no decision should be reached before it wasclear what contributions the United States and the United Kingdom planned to
make and until certain political ' developments in Yugoslavia were clarified.

31. The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the report of the Minister of
National Defence as to the amount of U.K.-type equipment that might be availablein Canada

to meet a request from the U.S. military authorities for the provision of
annS tO;Yugoslavia, ând agreed to,defer decision on the *matter for the present.. ...:^^__ . .



On Wednesday Griffin and I went to seé Bryce of the Department of Finance

Pearson returns from Europe rather than attempt to carry this matter into the
net without him. Accordingly, ^ as soon •as the Minister returns, a memorandum
should be put before him outlining the proposal.15

abôut this subject.
2. We told Bryce quite frankly that, although the opinion in the. Department was

unanimous that Yugoslavia must be kept afloat, we have rather mixed feelings
about the extent of any Canadian participation in economic aid. We found that
Bryce was rather more receptive to the proposal than we had anticipated. He read-
ily agreed that Yugoslavia must be supported and expressed the view that, if we are
going to offer any aid at all, it must be something more than a token "codfish"
offer. We did not discuss any amounts in detail or the type of aid which Canada
could make available but we drew the conclusion that Bryce thought it would not
be worthwhile asking for much less than a couple of million dollars in whatever
form might be appropriate.

3. It was agreed that Bryce would speak to his Minister who is expected back in
town within a few days. He would not tell Mr. Abbott that this question had been
raised officially but merely inform him that a resolution had come before the Depu-
ties and that we might expect, sooner or later, an approach either from the Yugoslav

Government or from one of the Standing Group countries to consider economic aid
to Yugoslavia in some form. ^
'4:1 am of the opinion that we should now proceed to clear this question with the

Cabinet and in this connection I believe it would be desirable to wait until Mr•
Cabi-

R.A. M(ACKAY]

n Notes marginales ;/Marginal nates•

I'm inclined to think not much hope until after the Council meeting - if then

NORTI I ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

I agree. See the Minister's telegram on this subject today (C.S.A. 1 KlitchiGl-•
R.A•M(acY].

DEA/50259-40

Note du chef de la 1re Direction de liaison avec la Défense
poùr le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Mentorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Assistarit Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

[Ottawa], July 20, 1951

ECONOMIC AID TO YUGOSLAVIA
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DEA/50004-40

Memorandum from European Division
Io Head, European Division. ,

Note de la Direction européenne "
pour le chef de la Direction européenne

[Ottawa], July 27,.1951.

ECONOMIC AID TO YUGOSLAVIA `

Récently, the three governments of the United States, United Kingdom and
France considered it advisable to develop a plan of assistance which, in cooperation
with` ôther forms of assistance,' should lead to the attainment of equilibrium on
Yugoslavia's foreign payments and enable Yugoslavia to be independent of extra-
ordinâry foreign economic aid. The'assistance planned is as follows:

1: Grant of money

2.;.: Postponement of debt payments^
3. Revision of debt repayment schedules •
4. Facilitating the procurement of goods now in short supply in Yugoslavia.

At the same time,'the three governments considered that the problem of Yugoslavia
was of concem not'only to them but to all the NATO members whose security is
involved.' Accordingly the following resolution was submitted to the Council
Deputies: ' F

"Economic assistance to Yugoslavia.

"The Council Deputies, reiterating the view expressed in their agreed minute of
January 22, 1951' (See Document D-D(51)29 Final)t that `it is most desirable that
the WesternPowers give economic assistance to the Government of Yugoslavia to
the best ofof their ability', and recognizing that on the basis of the developments
described in document D-D(51)174,t the time has now come to take concrete steps
of this kind,' recommend to member governments that, if they are approached by
the Yugoslav Government, they cooperate to the fullest extent feasible by extending
economic assistance to Yugoslavia.

"Member gôvërnménts are advised that the 'Governments of France, the United
Kingdom ^and- the United `States expect to approach each of them individually
through Ydiplomatic:'channels to ascertain what cooperative measures they can
undertake, and to cooperate with them in working out specific arrangements for the
implementadon of 'such measures."

Since the wording of the resolution could be interpreted as a guarantee of aid byall
members agreeing to it, we informed Mr. Wilgress that it was not possible for

him to accept it until the government had had adequate time to give full considera-
tiôn to the question. Mr. Wilgress thereupon informed the Department that no guar-
antee of aid was expected but that the resolution required only the reiteration of the
view expressed earlier (Doc D-D(51)29 Final)t - that it is desirable that the West-
ern Powers give economic assistance to the best of their ability, and recommend

J
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that if they are' approached by the Yugoslav Government theÿ should cooperate to
the fullest extent feasible, by extending.economic assistance to Yugoslavia.

As the Minister was at this time in 'London, the Department requested Mr. Wil-
gress to obtain his views. Mr. Pearson pointed out that he considered we should
agree to the resolution` sirice it âppeared that to do otherwise would place us in the
position of being the• only 'abstainer. However; he instructed the High Commis-
sioner to emphasise "that all we are under any obligation to do is to cooperate to
the fullest extent'possible in the consideration of any request for economic assis-
tance". He also added that he thought the High Commissioner could accept the
draft resolution without any specifïc,approval from the Cabinet although if there
were iime'the Department might put it up on these lines:^.^;. ..,. ,; .

S ince both the Minister and the Acting Minister were away, it was decided not
tô pût anything up to Cabinet on this matter at, this time.

On July 23 at the Meeting of the Political Working Group ' the United States
representative, Mr. Galloway, circulated a memorandum- referring to military
assistance to Yugoslavia. The gist of the memorandùm was a request that the

NATO members reaffirm their belief that the ability of Yugoslavia to defend itself
will contribute to the preservation of peace and security of the North Atlantic area.
The reason.for this request is that since the United States Government is contem-
plating assistance to Yugoslavia by providing military equipment and additional
economic aid, it is required by,legislation to consult with other NATO govern-

ments. The' attached Aide Mémoire is therefore in line with . our previous one of
March 28 (copyt of which is attached).

Mr. • Morgan received this Aide Mémoire yesterday, July 26.
At. this i stage, it appears necessary to -decide whether Cabinet should be

approached on the stand we should take if the Yugoslavs make a request for assis-
tance. I think that if a memorandum were to be put to Cabinet it should outline the
present; position and recommend either that we should grant aid to Yugoslavia if
apprroached .(if it is suffciently . . clear we intend so to do), or that we should be
prepared to give consideration of any request on its merits. Alternatively, it might
be preferable to refrain from submitting a memorandum to Cabinet until an actual
request is made. This has the disadvantage of uncertainty and delay both from the

Yugoslav, point of view and from the point of view of any working group in this
Department.'On . balance, therefôre, , it would seem preferable to forewarn

Cabinet

s" that wé woüld be able e tol deal more promptly, either for or against, with any

request that might be made 76 , .

;^^:
_ ,. .Pf m. ^ . . ..^ .,, . ; , ^ ^:, , . t # ^ - ••, c

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
6w -ni, Mi: Watkins said that at the meeting on this matter it was considered that we should await the

Yugoslav request. A. i3iroadbridgel. -
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; DEA/50004-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-conunissaire au'Rôyaume-Uni ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs .
o High Con:missioner' in United Kingdoni

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram 1848 of July 24.f

Ottawa, July 30, 1951

ECONOMIC, ASSISTANCE TO YUGOSLAVIA
Reference . para. ( 1), the following; is the text of the Aide Mémoire transmitted
through the United States Embassy in Ottawa on July 26:

The Canadian Government has considered the question raised in the memoran-
dumt circulated by the United States representative at the meeting of the NATO
Political Working Group on July 23, 1951, of further, provision of assistance to
Yugoslavia by the United States administration under the authority of the Mutual
Defence Assistance Act of 1949, as amended pursuant to the terms of Section 408
(cc) of that Act.

The Canadian Government reaffirms the position it has taken in this regard in its
Aide Mémoire of March 28, 1951,t to the effect that the ability of Yugoslavia to
continue as an independent nation is of great importance for the preservation of the
peace,and_ security of the North Atlantic area.

The Canadian Government, therefore, agrees that the provision of further assis-
tance to Yugôslavia will contribute to the maintenance of peace and security. Such
assistance is of importance for the defence of the North Atlantic area. in view of the
strategic location of Yugoslavia and the serious effect on the security of the North
Atlantic area which would result from the inability of the Yugoslav Government to
obtain military as well as other equipment and supplies it requires to provide for the
defence of its territôry. '

I
t•

DEA/50259-40
' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis '

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ^ '

Ambassador in United States
Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3539 Washington, September 28, 1951

TOP SECRET'.

Reference: Your EX-1300 of June 21st, 195 1.t
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`'- UNITED STATES REQUEST FOR CANADIAN MILITARY AID TO YUGOSLAVIA

1. We have been approached again by the State Department regarding the possi-
bility of obtaining Canadian military aid for Yugoslavia. The approach was infor-
mal and made at a junior, level to obtain our reactions. During a talk about other
matters with Vass, officer in charge of .1 political-military affairs in the State Depart-
,ment, we were informed that the State Department were considering how to request
the Canadian Government to furnish military equipment to Yugoslavia. The mili-
tary;sitüâtion in Yugoslavia is apparently quite critical and,the only available
existing stocks which could be readily transferred to Yugoslavia comprise some
German equipment in Norway and at least part of the unallocated United Kingdom
type equipment held by Canada. He said that no firm decisions had,' as yet, been
reached, but that the following three possible methods of approaching the Canadian
Government on this problem were under consideration:

(a) The Standing Group might mâke a recommendation to the effect that all or a
,portion of the unallocated Phase 3'equipnient offered to NATO should, in the inter-
est of North Atlantic Treaty defence, be sent to Yugoslavia;

(b) Thé United Kingdom, the United States and France might jointly approach
the Canadian" Government with the request that: tlie offer of the present Phase 3
equipment to NATO be withdrawn and the equipment or a portion of it be allocated
to Yugoslavia;

(c) The United States or the United Kingdom might make a bilateral approach to
Canada with a similar request.*He said that one difficulty with respect to a United
States bilateral approach • was that Canada might expect the United States ' to
purchase the equipment for transfer to Yugoslavia. He said there was very little
likelihood of this as present United States policy does not contemplate offshore
purchasing in Canada under the M.D.A.P.

-,2.' Vass was reminded of the recent request which had come from the United
States Department of the Army. He was also told that aside'from the question of
âvailabilities there was no certainty that the transfer tô Yugoslavia 'of this equip-
inent would bè'possible undër existing Canadian legislation.

Vass said that this'discussion could be regarded as advance warning and that
,the State Department would appreciate any comments which we might wish to
offer on the,type of approach which could be made to Canada, the likelihood that

, the equipment could be made available, and the best means, from our standpoint, of
inaking this equipment available. He mentioned that there might be possible politi-
cal 'difGculties for Yugoslavia in accepting equipment on the basis of an allocation
recommended by a North Atlantic Treaty Body.
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DEA/50259-40

à lambassadeur aux États- Unis ',

^ UNITED STATES REQUEST'FOR TRANSFER OF CANADIAN ARMS

TO YUGOSLAVIA

Ottawa, October 5, ' 19
.
51

Reference: Your ltelegram WA-3539 of September 28, 1951.

Le secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, Secrétary of State for Extenial Affairsj`'airs
to Ambassador in United States'

TELEGRAM EX-1938

TOP SECRET

Following from Under-Secretary, Begins: The questions raised by your telegram
received some discussion at Cabinet Defence Committee on October 2 in connec-
tion with the first item on the agenda,' which concerned allocation of Canadian
Army equipment to various countries.' We are sending in this message a summary
of the discussion which took place, and will let you know as soon as possible, what,
if anÿthing, you should say to the State Department.

2• The subject was raised by the Minister of National Defence, who referred to
the prelirninary consideration given ' the matter at the meeting of the Cabinet onMay 30, 1951. He reported that the U.S. authorities, considering that Yugoslavia
required arms urgently, were preparing to press for Canadian action in the matter.
The Standing Group strongly favoured the proposal and one or all of the Standing
Group countries were likely to make a formal request to Canada in the near future.
3 .,The Prime Minister wondered how public opinion would react, to Canadian

provision of equipment to Yugoslavia in view of the situation regarding Trieste.
Mr. Pearson . doubted that the two questions would be viewed as related to oneanother. He mentioned : that the Standing Group were trying to bring Italy and
Yugoslavia together on the Trieste question and there was some possibility that they
would succeed. If they,did the allied position in the area would be strengthened
and assistance to Yugoslavia would be made easier..Although in May the provision
of equipménl to Yugoslavia had been deferred in view of certain political factors, it
was tinsatisfactory that equipment should be given for example to Portugal and not
to Yugoslavia, which would put it to far more effective use, having already some
twenty-eight divisions in being.

4' Mr• St. Laurent enquired whether General Eisenhower had been brought into
the discussions on provision of arms to Yugoslavia by NATO countries. To Canadi-
ans he was the expert on what measures should be taken in Europe to prevent war.Possibly

he had already expressed views in the matter. Should he recommend the
provision of Canadian equipment to Yugoslavia with a view to strengthening West-
ern Europe, it would be helpful.

sionMr. Pearson thought that the Standing Group would not be backing the provi-
of military,lid to Yugoslavia without first having consulted General Eisen-



hower, ' and agreed that, should a formal approach be made to Canada for the
provision of equipment, General Eisenhower's views could be sought.

6. Mr. Claxton said that, while it would not be desirable to transfer to Yugoslavia
U.K.-type equipment required by NATO countries, there would be some items,
such as 25-pounder guns;'which would be very useful to Yugoslavia and were not
required in the NATO area.

7. Mr. Bryce suggested that consideration might usefully be given to the possibil-
ity of transfeiring equipment to Yugoslavia through a third party, as had been done
in the case . of Turkey during the last war.

8. After some further discussion the subject ,was dropped on the understanding
that the Committee would, upon receipt of a formal request supported by General
Eisenhower's recommendation for the provision of arms to Yugoslavia by Canada,

be prepared to consider what items of equipment not required by NATO countries

might be transferred to Yugoslavia:
r. ..,. ,,

9. Subsequent to the discussion in Cabinet Defence, we received General

Foulkes' account of, his recent conversations in'Washington, of which he has
already told you: There wâs some discussion of the general subject of provision of
arms to Yugoslavia and we are recapitulating several points of importance. Appar-
entlÿ the United States by reason of legislative restrictions , may have. difficulty in

sending any further military equipment to Yugoslavia except for a certain amount
of unimportant and obsolete material. The Pentagôn does not appear to have altered
its view'thàt'the position in Yugoslavia'is quite critical, but it is having second
thôughts about the desirability of sending further equipment to that country without

dgood deal more information than is at present available as to how effectively it

would be used. The Pentagon is anxious 'to send ' to Yugoslavia a group of eighteen
liaison officers tô make a detailed study,'which would form the basis of a judgment
as to whether or not armaments shipped to Yugoslavia might be wasted through

inefficient employment. Until some such study is available, the Pentagon is not
anxious to send further môdern equipment to Yugoslavia when it might be of more
use in countries of Western Europe where technical knowledge is more advanced
even though the number of trained troops may be smaller.'

` 10 This information ' obtained ' by - General Foulkes puts in a new light the
approach' made to you by: Vass. ' There may be some possibility that the formal
request foreseen by Vass' will not in fact materialize. We suggest that

you let the

subject lie_ fallôw'until you hear from us again?'
s .^ ,. .. ;.. . . ...., .

-!!Note marginale /Marginal note: r°r via RaYner.^tcrail F'oulkes
st . :r. For - this page I begin

___ 2_ ail r:,
fk

M. W(ershofj
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'L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States.
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-3995
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DEA/50259-40

Washington, November 15,1951

Reference: My despatch No. 3095 of October 13th.f

TOP SECRET UNITED STATES REQUEST FOR TRANSFER OF CANADIAN ARMS

TO YUGOSLAVIA
la As reported in my despatch under reference, the State Department have not

permitted this question to "lie fallow".. Yesterday, Ignatieff was asked by Haselton
to meet with the Officer-in-Charge of Balkan Affairs and the officer on the Yugo-
slav Desk, to receive what was described as "official notice" that a new approach to
the Canadian Government may be expected shortly from the governments repre-
sented on the Standing Group with a request for the provision of military aid by
Canada to Yugoslavia.

2• The State Department officials explained that this United States approach was
being made at this time because the signing of the bilateral agreement between the
United States and Yugoslavia yesterday now made it possible for the United States
Government to go ahead with its own increased programme of military aid to
Yugoslavia. ('The text of the bilateral agreement signed November 14th is contained
in my immediately following teletype en clair)78 The United Kingdom and French
Government, with • whom there has been constant consultation on this matter, will
likewise extend military assistance to Yugoslavia.

3. This formal `appcoach, it was explained, was being made so that the Canadian
Government would have definite notice that the Standing Group members intend to
raise this question again with the Canadian military representatives. It would thus
give an opponunity for the Canadian authorities to review the possibility of trans-
ferring Canadian arms to Yugoslavia on the basis of the list of unallocated military
e9uipment submitted by Canada to the Standing Group. The State Department offi-cials

were aware that there was a need by the Yugoslav forces which could not be
filled from United States, United Kingdom and French sources for field artillery,
Particularly 25'pounder guns. They also suggested that if the Canadian Government
found it difficult to make commitments now for the transfer of a number of items in
substantial quantities to Yugoslavia in the future, consideration might be given to
going ahead ôn a piecemeal basis with the transfer of one or two items of equip-
ment in small numbers, gradually extending the transfers as it became clear that the
equipmentVin question was not required by Canada or in the NATO area.•

Non imprimé./Noc printed. Voir/See United States, Department of State,l3ullerin, Volume XXV, No.
618, November 26, 1951, pp. 863-864.



4. There was some general discussion on the point raised in paragraph 2 of your
message EX-1975 of October.12th,t concerning the usefulness of such transfers of
equipment to Yugoslavia. The State Department representatives were unable to

- throw any light on the• impression referred to'that the Pentagon may have some
doübts on the efficiency of the employment of equipment by the Yugoslav forces.
All that they could say was that they were satisfied that,'as a result of the negotia-
tionsleading to the bilateral agreement just concluded, they could count upon a
miich greater degree of military co-operation with the Yugoslav forces. The Yugo-
slav Government had agreed now to a considerable addition of staff in the office of
the United States Military Attaché in Belgrade to supervise the transfers of equip-
ment. Under Article 6, paragraph 3, of the bilateral agreement, the Yugoslav Gov-
ernment agreed to "take appropriate steps to ensure the effective utilization of the
economic and , military assistance provided, by ' the Government of the United
States".

5: hThere was also some discussion on the respective role of the Standing Group
and General Eisenhower in the making of recommendations on the relative priority
to be'accorded to the NATO area and Yugoslavia in the provision of equipment.
The State Department representatives expressed the view that since Yugoslavia was
outside the NATO area, there might be difficulty in making any formal request to
General Eisenhower for a recommendation on a matter which evidently lies outside
his, area of responsibility. The Standing Group also has no direct responsibility in
regard to,Yugoslavia, ; although in the discussions which have taken place in the
Council Deputies, it has been recognized that it was desirable for NATO members

,.to keep in touch with one another on the defence problems of Yugoslavia since
these impinged in an important way on the defence of the NATO area. As far as the
new ; approach to the Canadian Government was. concerned, the Standing Group
.was involved because, the. equipment which might be transferred by Canada to
Yugoslavia was included in the list of availabilities , submitted by Caltada to the
Standing Group. It might, therefore;,be.expected,that the Standing Group could
express an-opinion, or even a recommendation to the effect that more urgent
requirements for, the. Canadian equipment in question existed outside the North
Atlantic area andthat no objection would therefore be raised to such unallocated
eqüipment being made available to Yugoslavia.

6. The discussion ended by the State Department officials being reminded again
that, apart from the uncertainty existing with regard to the availability of Canadian
equipment to Yugoslavia, there was also uncertainty as to whether.such transef S^a to
Yugoslavia would be possible.under existing Canadian legislation^o ch to us
Department officials, were not clear as to exactly ,when the new app

i ht be within the
,would be made through the Standing Group. They thought it m g
next two_ weeks. Howeyer, it does not seem probable that the question e because
raised until after the next round of NATO meetings are concluded in Ro
of the absence of, senior , officials..

^ r . i .>>.. . ..ï;. . . , . , . .
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NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL MEETING, ROME, NOVEMBER 24-28,1951
24-28 NOVEMBRE 1951

DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD, ROME,

TOP SECRET

993

[Ottawa], December 8, 1951

CIRCULAR DESPATCH ON TNE ROME MEETING

opening session ,and, in fact, did not play a.very conspicuous part in
jr;^ ^ ,
, a._ ♦ } . , f , .. . , . , . .

I should like to give you some impressions of the Rome meeting of the NATO
Council which the Press have pictured as a near failure but which, by crystallizing
important issues and pointing out the `urgent necëssity of their solution; did in fact
do:much to prepare the ground for'the next Council at Lisbon, which may be the
decisive meeting in NATO history. Admittedly there were, as the Press reported,
differences of opinion, but if these did not exist there would not be any need for
NATO meetings. These differences weré aired and the exercise'certainly did not
widen, the area of disagreement nor even reveal any unsuspected divergence' of
view'. I think-it is fair to say that as much was accomplished as could reasonably.
have been expected from the meeting when 'it was held before Ahe report of the .
Tempomiry Committee of the Council was ready; when the European defence com-
munity discussions had not yet reached any conclusion and when. the tripartite
negotiationsywith Germany were still going on. Furthermore, the new United King-
dom Government had just taken office and Mr. Churchill had not yet had his meet-
ing With President Truman, on which so many decisions of U.K. policy apparently
must wait: Taking these factors into account, it was a hopeful meeting, and we can
look to . Lisbon for progress on the analysis of the TCC report and the Medium
Term Defence Plan; on the various command questions, the standardization of
small arms and perhaps even on the new status for Germany and the'establishment
of the European defence community, although it ^ must be. recognized : that the
chances of the last two being ready. for final action are slim indeed.

There were several procedural innovations at the Rome meeting: The first was at
the public Opening meeting where, as well as the welcoming addresses by Mr. De
Gaspen,-as head of the host state and by Mr. Pearson, who was in the Chair as
President for the first time, Mr. Van Zeeland, as past President, Mr. Kraft of Den-
mark, and Mr. Eden also spoke. Thus, you see that we only heard from one of the
NATO at the opening meeting, that being Mr. Eden who was attending his first
Eise O meeting. 'Mr. Acheson, perhaps feeling that the participation of General

nhower and General Gruenther,, together with Mr. Harriman at later sessions,
Would SO emPhasize the predominance of United States influence, decided not tospeak at tl^ ,

Projet d'uize dépêche

Draft Despatch
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the Council's deliberations at this meeting. That is not to say, of course, that Amer-
ican influence behind the scenes. was, to any. extent, reduced.

In his opénirig remarks, Mr. Pearson stressed - the fact that there was nothing
b d'inconsistent in holding -the NATO meeting while Unlted Nations were usy Is-

ciissing disarmament. He said thât "our'determination to stréngthen our defences
under. the North Atlantic Pact when we have unfortunately every reason to feel that
stréngth for:defencé is necessary in the world today, and our loyalty to the princi-
ples of the United Nations Charter are two parts of the same policy". He went on to
affirm that "we have no intention of diverting from peaceful use anything like the
resources which would be needed for aggressive action, but we have every inten-

tion of securing the strength needed to defend ourselves". This is a point which was

also made by General Eisenhower later during the Council. He affirmed that the

professional soldiers in the Kremlin were well able to assess the magnitude of
NATO defensive military, preparations and to recognize, that they fall far short of
what'would be necessary if any, aggressive military,action were contemplated. Mr.
Pearson went on to say that while the meeting will be rightly concerned with the

most immediate and urgent task of strengthening our defences, NATO would not be

neglecting the lông-range purpose of building the North Atlantic community into a
closer , . association for the economic and social advancement of its peoples: This

woûld,emphasize that NATO has always been and must remain more than a mere

military alliance.
In his remarks, Mr. Kraft, the Foreign Minister of Denmark, also referred to the

similarity of purpose of U.N. and NATO. He stressed the close connection between

the,work in ^Paris and in Rome and denied the Russian propaganda that they were
theincompatible. He put it this way: "Rome represents the work of today, and Paris

work of tomorrow. In Paris we are planning for the future. Our goal is the progres-
that

sive reduction of armaments. The world of today.is so full of contradiction s
rblem

before we can reach the goal we set ourselves in Paris, we must solve the p
which are.before us in, Rome, namely, to prepare the strengthening

of defence

which is required in order: to bring about an approximate balance in the strWg hout
the East and the West. Without such balance there will be no security and
security all talk of reduction of armaments is empty: '

from Greece and Tur-
s^ At this opening meeting Mr. Pearson welcomed observers

key. Turkey had nominated its Ambassador in Rome and Greece had sent to the

meeting the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign . Affairs. Their attendance was

limited to the plenary, session of the Council.
On Saturday afternoon the Council had its first closed session and ^ ô^Ide

,
item considered draft rules to govern press relations at Council meetings to p

. "controllable
what is called; somewhat optimisdcally in Mr. Pearson s opinion, a ics on the
flow of information". The substance of the decision was that specific top

'agenda should not be discussed with the press. They should not even be rY mea^ Rome
as topics which were up for discussion-The three placed in this catego ths
were the special political topics on which reports were heard; the relativ forceSg^n
of Soviet and NATO forces and the study on the effectiveness

hould usOe his discre-
other topics it was decided that the Chairman of the Cou-cil s
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tion in giving' information to the press at briefing sessions which only he, alone or
with a Council colleague, should give.

The reports from the Military Committee were then submitted by its Chairman'
and it was decided that to expedite the Council's business the majority of these,
which were largely technical, ' should be referred to a'sub-committee of - Defence
Ministers who would report back to the 'Council at a later session.'

A progress report on the Civilian Agencies was then submitted by Mr. Spofford,
the Chairman of the Deputies. These were for information and did not call for any
action.

The meeting then heard from various Foreign Ministers on political topics of
particular'concern.` It had been decided, on the recommendation of the Deputies as
a result of a suggestion first made through the Working Group of the Committee of
Five, that the general review of world events by each Foreign Minister which had
been on the agenda of previous meetings, should be replaced by reports on selected
topics or areas of special interest.

Mr. Acheson,- somewhat reluctantly it must be recognized, began with a short
report on the Far Eastern situation. He declared that there was little information he
could add to the full reports carried by the press, but he did make several signifi-'
cant observations. He stressed the fact that the Far East was the area where actual
fighting is now taking'place - fighting which'is all communist-directéd and which
has the result of diverting NATO forces.,

He declined to forecast on the outcome of the ^ çease fire negotiations' and
insisted that while the United Nations Commander-was sincerely anxious for peace,
he was also most realistic about communist rmanoeuvres in negotiation.

Mr.`Acheson explained that, in his view, if an armistice was achieved "certain
things will flow" and conversely, if there is no armistice "other things will flow".
In elaboration he explained that following an armistice immediate action for the
reconstruction of Southern Korea should be taken but that nothing should be done,
in his opinion, in North Korea` until there is a political settlement. Nevertheless,
before 'any real help could be given to South Korea he felt strongly that the admin-
istrative procedures in the United Nations would have to be overhauled. He also
stressed thâtthere should be no illusions about a speedy withdrawal of troops after
an armistice. On the other hand, if there is no armistice, additional contributions in
tr0ops will'be necessary and assistance woiild also be required from those who
have not yet sent forces.

TUrrun g to the' Pacific area generally, he, outlined the U.S. Administration's
intentions to preseni to* Congress at the first opportunity the Pacts which form the
basis of the Pacifc security system. He described these as just a beginning "a
nucleus around which other nations can associate themselves".

There" wâs no discussion following his statement but Mr. Pearson remarked on
the importance'tô all of us to know, as far in advance as possible, when the flow ofevents,

which Mr. Acheson foresaw, is likely to begin, so as to prevent any of usfrom bein
g engulfed by it and to enable us to take our part in directing it. Mr.

Pearsôn'could see action in the United Nations by Mr. Vishinsky, as one conse-
quence'ôf the flow in either contingency. In the event of an armistice Vishinsky is



likely to insist hat. the time is now. ripe for a general discussion of_ Far Eastern
questions and it would require a good deal of prior consultation among us if we are
to açt together., .. . , :

Mr. Eden then gave a report on the situation in Egypt. His main theme was to
assure the Council that the United Kingdom would do everything possible to limit
the area of conflict to the Canal Zone. He confirmed that the United Kingdom was
both able and determined to maintain its position and rather surprised the meeting
by describing local relations with the : Egyptian. army as excellent. The British
apparently cooperate with them to the extent of facilitating the daily movement of a
supply train across the Canal. Zone to the.,Egyptian forces in he *Gaza Strip.

-:,The three main, points of U.K. policy in the area are: to maintain United King
dom. rights under he.Treaties; to prevent the conflict, spreading; and to remain
ready to. reopen discussions, with the Egyptians on the Four, Power proposals.

There was evident sympathy and support for the United Kingdom position in the
Council and there was some discussion. Mr. Stikker, the Netherlands Foreign Min-
ister, explained the difficulties which his Government had had with Egypt, when it
had become necessary, for. their new Minister to present his credentials. The Egyp-
tians had insisted on the recognition of the King as King of the Sudan and up to the.
time he spoke the credentials had been refused. He described how, necessary it
would be to form a united front; on this matter. The same situation had apparently
arisen with respect to the credentials of the, new Egyptian Minister to Lisbon, in
which '.case the, Portuguese Government, had declined to accept credentials which
varied in any way from the former description of. the King.

Mr. De Gasperi made a short, intervention in the debate pointing to the tradi-
tional Italian interest in the Middle East and to the necessity of firmness in meeting
the situation, for he insisted that it would be an error to underestimate the cônse-
quences' of the manifestations of excessive nationalism'which were evident in the
area. -

The Greek observer, at the; invitation of the President, then described the pa^ic
ular,difficulties of his country regârrding the credentials for their new Ambassador
in Cairo -- a situation which ,was made the more serious by the fact that there are.
some 120 thousand Greek citizens in Egypt who, are pressing the Greek Govern-
ment to meet the Egyptian* demand for recognition of the King's new title. He
declared, however, that the Greek Government was determined not to give way-

The meeting then heard from Mr. Lange, who described the diplomatic difficul-
ties between Norwaytand the Soviet Union arising from the latter's protest that the
placing ofSpitsbergen within the NATO area and the preparation of NATO bases in
Norwaywas a contravention of the' Noiwegian Soviet Treaty. There, had also been
objection to the Norwegian Government's action in concentrating., Soviet

é
^

graves. Mr, Lange saw that here. was a possibility, that the Soviet protest ar
from a real feac hat milit measures are under preparation in Spitsbergen as part
of North Atlantic, defence planning, and this is the interpretation which hethatdof
On the^ôther hand, the Soviet Notes might have a different motivation hat
pcëpanng the grourid for Soviet'action in this northern area, and while.feelingthat Spitsberge

Sovlet Government could not bé under any misapprehension
n,

. <. . .. . .., .
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like the rest of Norway, is part of the North Atlantic area and would benefit fully
from the protection of the Organization and thus could not believe in the possibility
of successfully pursuing any isolated aggression. Nevertheless, "recently there had
been a certain increase in the strength and number of Russian naval units and
merchant ships' under the Russian flag, in northern waters. Norway, has asked the
proper organs of the North Atlantic Organization : to make an. evaluation of this
development.

Mr. Schuman then spoke on the situation in Indo-China. He explained the sup-
poru which' the nationalists in that area were now getting from communist China
although, . as yet, there was no evidence of the participation of Chinese "volun-
teers". He: explained that over one-third of the military budget of France is used to
support the action in.Indo-China and stressed that France is thus carrying out two
engagements, the one in the Far East, and their undertakings in Western Europe -
in two places for the same end. He referred to Mr. Acheson's remarks on Korea
and saw as a possible consequence of an armistice the transfer of Chinese volun-
teers to the Indonesian front. :

He, like the others who had spoken after Mr. Eden, expressed his support for the
British position in the Suez. . . ,,

Monday was U.S. day at the Foro Italico - the day wheri General Gruenther
made his "presentation" to the Council and when General Eisenhower made' his
personal appearance before the Military Committeè and later before the Council.

General Gruenther gave a clear and informative summary I of the facts behind
medium-term defence planning and the estimate of relàtive strengths of Soviet and
NATO forces, but lie did not really add any information to that contained in the two
Standing Group documents which had been prepared on this subject. 1 here is'little
doubt, however, but that his presentation was useful, for some of the political repre-
sentatives

may have shied away from studying these figures of strengths and force
requirements in detail and he certainly made it quite clear that the forces whichwere

being requested, were the minimum required to plan any kind of a stand
against a possible Sovietattack. On the whole his tone was'encouraging and confi-
dent and he left no doubt that , even as matters stood, SHAPE was prepared to make
a stand no matter when the balloon might go up.

Mr. : Harriman, the Chairman of the TCC, - followed General , Gruenther and
reported on the work of that Committee. This was, of necessity, an interim report
as their work is still in mid-career. He mentioned specifically, howevèr, that in his
mind the failure to provide airfields on time was a critical defect in the military
preparations and that a lack of knowledge ; of requirements was one of the most
serious questions in the whole infrastructure problem.

Hé also pâid special'attentiôn to the acute shortage of coal in Europe which he
sàw to be one of the gravest'problems. He urged the highest priority and co-o ra-tiori in its solûtiôn. ^

, Regardin
Would g the final report of the Temporary Committee he explained that it

be impossible to reach agreement on all points, certainly within the time
linlit; andq'in any event,' to do so it would be necessary to water down the conclu-
sions to a degl.ee whero they would be meaningless. In any event, whether we are



to be presented with a series of recommendations, each supported by eleven votes
with one dissenting,' or - whether, we, are : to - get something more worthwhile, the
report of the TCC ,will .be ready by, the middle of December and will come before
the next meeting ^ of the Council. ;

He was followed 'by Edwin Plowden, the -U.K. Vice-Chairman of the Commit-

,tee, who made'an and scholarly review of the economic problems with which the
Committee had to wrestle and then, after a much needed seventh-inning stretch,

.came the long awaited moment and General Eisenhower appeared.

'- :"After all the build-up he had received;-it would hardly be possible not to be
disàppointed and unfortunately most were," but General Eisenhower certainly spoke
with vigour and conviction. But one felt that his remarks might have been better
suited to another audience.

He declined to açcept the validitÿ of political limitations and "remarked that "if
we allow statements of what is politically feasible to sway"us we will achieve noth-
ing». This', remark brought' ttie'reâction he, no doubt, expected and the following
day Mr. Butler, Mr. Lange and Mr. Kristensen all referred to the need to recognize
political difficulties. Mr: Butler said: "The General was good enough to tell us that
we must surmount our own political difficulties and that I assure him we will do
our best to do. To follow up again what the Defence Minister of Canada has said,
politics. is "l'art du possible" and we will do all that is possible within our own
sphere bearing in mind what I have said that I feel certain there is not only no
moral difficulty but an-inspiration from what we have heard from this meeting."
Mr. Lange, in referring to the political problems, spoke of the necessity of convinc-
ing those who hold the purse strings and suggested that it might be useful to have a
study of the situation which could be used publicly. Mr. Kristensen was thinking
^along the same line, and recommendéd a study of Soviet foreign. policy.

,. General .Eisenhower also, referred to the problem of. European unity which he
,described as his "favourite topic". He said he had come to believe that we must
have a European army in order to get:German strength without risk and without
loss to them of self-respect. This, alongside the Schuman plan, must, in his opinion,
succeed: Géneral Eisenhower, like ,General Gruenther, ended on a note of confi-
dence stressing unity as the great ascet next to troops.

The next day, as I have mentioned, there was some discussion on General Eisen-
hower's remarks. The Council then turned to consideration of the item on G`ormhe
participation in Western ;defence. The Chairman reviewed the question up

Y Ottawa meeting and then Mr. Schuman reported on the Paris discus`hé WhTlé rârew
évidently,been some considerable progress and Mr. Schuman,,on Mr. Stikker,

eared ltr, from remarks by° an . encouraging picture although it app 41e
that such important points as the composition of the supreme authoriC with NATO,

ship with the Council of Ministers, in fact the relationship of the ED

as well as the financialfconsequences of the arrangement were still far
from settled.

In, fact, some of them had not even been considered.
Mr. Schuman had stated that the"conference had never

lost sight of thh f NAT^
t- ,. - .. , . . 'n te ral part of

with S^nstant liaison
th fene?fôrce andcthat

rice force
in co s

was
na close and code e9uence
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was being maintained, and, on the other hand, the Council of Deputies was regu-
larly kept informed. 'After describing in detail the contemplated military structure
he said that on the present timetable if the necessary legislation in Germany should
come into force on the lst of April, 1952, the twelve basic units which are actually
foreseen. would be ready for use on the ,1 st of April, 1954.

He said, that in the political sphere the technical committees of the conference
were exploring the problems of the composition and powers of the various bodies
necessary to establish the functional equilibrium of the Organization. He gave no
details, however, nor any regarding the association with NATO.

He ended by stating that neither the reconstruction of the Wehrmacht nor the
neutralization of Germany'was possible. In the existing international circumstances
only the integration of Germany into Europe, according to the conditions foreseen
in Washington last September, would constitute a durable solution and he
expressed again his conviction that with the good faith of all participants it would
be possible,'within a few weeks,. to bring the project to a complete and effective
conclusion.

Mr.Acheson then discussed the tripartite talks with Germany on contractual
relations: He described the agreement on general relations, including a charter of an
arbitration tribunal which had been agreed in Paris on the 22nd November and the
four related specific agreements which were still under discussion. They are: an
agreement on Acts and certain interests of the Three Powers and the transfer of
certain responsibilities 'to the Federal Republic; an agreement on the status of for-
eign forces stationed in the Federal Republic and their protection; an agreement on
logistical and financial support; and an agreement on security safe-guards. '

Mr. Acheson explained that in the discussions it became clear that a peace set-
tlement for the whole of Germany was an essential aim of the common policy of
the Occupying Powers and the Federal Republic and that the final determination of
the boundaries of Germany must await such a settlement.

In regard to the arbitration tribunal he described the preoccupâtion of the Ger-
man Chancellor, that there should be some international body or forum to which
Germany could appeal if the state of emergency declared by the Occupying Powers
under the Agreement were'continued beyond a period which seemed reasonable to
the Germans: Although it seems most unlikely that such a situation would arise, it
was concluded ttI ât the North Atlantic Council would be the appropriate body since
it is the ageney dealing with security matters in Europe. Mr. Acheson, was most "
encouraging in his hope that all the agreements could be accepted in final form
before the end of the year and he joined General Eisenhower in exhorting all con-
cerned with the European defence community to speed it along to a successful con-
clusion by about that -same time.

To this endhe;presented a draft American resolution which, together with a
Benelux'fesolution, was turned over to the Deputies for consolidation. Mr. Stikker,
who follôwed Mr.'Acheson, introduced the second resolution which called for the
participation in thé Eurôpean defence community of all free countries in Western
Europe, In Presenting this resolution Mr. Stikker said that these would comprise "in
any case$ Great Britain.and our Scandinavian allies".
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- ^ He spoke briefly, also, of the disagreement which exists concerning the financial
consequences of a European defence. community and his remarks revealed that the
Netherlands were, having second thoughts about the EDC.

When he presented this resolution, Mr."Stikker referred particularly to the deli-
cacy of the problems it 'ràiséd•ând wondered whether it would not be possible to
have them discussed. in a more restricted Council. This point is one which came up
several times during the meeting and there is no doubt a considerable body of opin-
ion which, would favour. limiting thé 'attendance , which has now 'grown to. about
three hundred and thus destroyed the intimate confidential character of the meet-
ings of Ministers. The.Council Deputies have been instructed to study this particu-
lar question and some action may. be taken in this direction at the next meeting.79

13c PARTIE/PART 13

'LES BASES, DE L'AVIATION ROYALE DU CANADA EN FRANCE
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE BASES IN FRANCE

- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France.

Sécretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambasscïdor in France

TELEGRAM 543 Ottawa, December 29, 1951

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat London No: 2310.
1. Canada has been requested by SHAPE to enter into, negotiations with the Gov-

ernment of France for the devélopment of.the airGeld at Faulquemont for occupa-
tion by the Royat,Canâdian "Air,Forcé'by September 1, 1952. A formal invitationl'
has' been forwarded to Canada and to France through theirrespective National M^l-t

âry Representatives ât SHAPE, requesting the two countries to commence neg
tions and to advise SHAPE when 'sûch negotiations are to begin in order that a
representativé''ôf• that Heâdquarters may assist. (The text is in the hands of the
Canadian Military: Representative at SHAPE).

° rating facilities
2. Although it had been., intended originâlly that airCéld and ope

up • to ^ thê minimum 'âgrëed standards would be constructed by the host country
through arrangements to be madé by SHAPE (bilateral negotiations between coun
tries being required only, for, personnel accommodation and facilities

over and

above tüe agreed
-
minimum' standards ' and ' for the :eventual admission will n t bae

Canadiân Air Force units` to the fieldj; SHAPE has now indicated that if Will for
able to carry out the basic negotiations at this time (see section l of AC/4

. . , , . ^ r .. ^ .^ ,
.. ^ ,..:;. ,

'» Ce projet n'a pas été envoyéfrhis •draR was not sent:

r
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the original understanding and SHAPElLOG/1-121/51; LOG 6100 for the position
taken later by, SHAPE).,

3. Accordingly, you are requested to address a note immediately to the French
Government along the lines indicated below.

Outline 'of Communication to the French Governn:ent

(lj In"accôrdance with'the invitation received from SHAPE, the_Canâdian Gov-
ernment is desirous of entering into negotiations with the French Government on
the following matters, relating to an airfield in France intended for occupancy by
units of the Royal Canadian Air Force as part of the infrastructure programme cov-
ered by,the agreement reached at the Seventh Session of the North Atlantic Council
(document D-D(51)248)t

"(a) Agreement by the French Government to receive representatives of the
Canadian Government and to develop with them and with SHAPE mutually
acceptable arrangements concerning the rate and technical details of construc-

`: tion on the airfield to be occupied by units of the Royal Canadian Air Force, in
accordance with paragraph 6 of document D-D(51)290.t
(b) Confirmation that the site in the vicinity of Faulquemont recommended by

a'SHAPE, as reported in SHAPE's telegram SHAPTO 168t (copy 'available with
Canadian Military Representative to SHAPE), is suitable for the Royal Canadian
Air Force and that the French Government is prepared to make it available
within the NATO infrastructure programme.

(c) Provision of the airfield, operating facilities and basic utilities required at the
approved site up to the agreed minimum standards established by SHAPE and
the Standing Group on the financial terms specified in documents D-D(51)248
and D-D(51)290.

(d) Arrangements for the construction of any other operational facilities at this
field required by the Royal Canadian Air Force over and above those approved
by SHAPE a

a Ion at t us site in
accordance with specifications acceptable to the Royal Canadian Air Force and
to SHÂP>~

an the Standing Group as minimum standards.
e Arrangements for the construction of personnel accommod t' 1'

(2)
These negotiations are proposed by the Canadian Government in order to

facilitate the early conclusion of a part of the infrastructure programme essential to
the defèncé plans undertaken by, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. In view of
this fact, the Canadian Government considers that, as far as these negotiations con-
cern the provision of land and facilities up to the minimum standards required by
Haé E fôr operational purposes, the Canadian Government isits

m
acting for NATO in

(3) In view of the fact that the frsteunits of the Royal Canadian Air Force areexpected to
be ready to occupy the selected site by September 1, 1952, it is the

de^^sof the . Canadian Government that these negotiations should commence as
soôn as Possible.'

(4) It is nlsd the view of the Canadian Government that a re resentative of
S^PE ^ght be ass^iated with these negotiations when matters of concern to

almgs wlth the French Govern t

..,
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SHAPE are under ` discussion and thât the Frërich and Canadian, Governments
should extend an invitation to SHAPE to be represented on those occasions.

(5) To the extent that arrangements, suppleméntary to the Agreement between the
Parties to the North Atlantic. Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces, may be
required eventually to govern the entry. of Royal Canadian Air Force units into
France and their occupancy of the approved airfield, it is suggested that any neces-
sary negotiations on this subject might take place at a later stage. (End of outline of
communication to the French Government).

standards. rayment of the Canadlan share of the costs, as
agreement (D-D(51)248), will'be made on the advice of the Committee which is t0

8. With reference to point ( 1)(c), the renc o
the ^nimum

arianging to have the field and - its related ^ facilities brought up to the Ottawa
• determined by

V, L '

- .
; `

, I ^. . t I ^ .

F h r., va-ment is respons

Canadian Governments s ou agree o ,
which can probably be assumed in this case since this particular site

has been rec-

ommènded by SHAPE. 'blé for

oncernmg poi , p roval^., h 1.1 n the site subject to SHAPE s apP
7 C nt ( 1)(b) `the` resént understanding is that the French an

fûrther instructions on this subject as the negotiations proceed.

. o comm^ ,
concessions regarding the supply of raw materials from Canada. You may receive
^ 6 N 'tments should hua made ^ at Ica st at this time, to glve France spec

reporting to you:
1

ia

ôpment of such an arrangement but to leave the final settlement of this pro

until the Canadian team have had an opportunity of surveying requirements ; and

Negotiating Background
4. As indicated in paragraph 3(2) above, the Government regards these negotia-

tions as being undertaken in behalf of NATO, and considers that this point should
be made clear in the terms of the agreement that will be necessary between Canada
and France regarding the airfield. :. ,

5.Vith regard to point (1)(a), the principle of the admissibility of Canadian per-
sonnel for, inspection of the site and for consultation with the French authorities
regarding work on the airfield would appear to be established in paragraph 6 of D-
D(51)290. It would seem desirable, however, to reach a rather more detailed under-
standing with the French Government concerning the role of Canadian personnel in
examining the.site initially, in laying down precise specifications for the construc-
tion of the field within the broad performance or operational standards specified by
SHAPE and the Standing Group, and in establishing the specifications for any sup-
plementary facilities and personnel accommodation required by the Royal Cana-
dian Air. Force. The preliminary negotiations should not prejudice the method of
carrying out the construction, but should pave the way, for detailed plans to be
worked out by a team including representatives of the R.C.A.F. and of the Depart-
ment of Defence Production. The airfield might be completed more quickly and at
less cost if Canâda, rather than France, makes the contractual arrangements direct
with'French contractors. Such an arrangement would facilitate under proper control
the appropriate supply of Canadian materials and components such as prefabricated
hüts. It is desirable in the early negotiations with France not to preclude thedblem
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be established pursuant to document D-D(51)290, and in accordance with the terms
of payment specified in that document.

9. With regard to points (1)(d) and (e), it will be open to the Canadian negotiators
to urge that these costs should be shared. Particularly since the airfield in question
is one which was already in existence, it would seem fair to suggest that these
additional facilities are likely to have a significant . residual value to the French
authorities for either military or civilian purposes and that, accordingly, they
should not be unwilling to meet some part of the cost. The'Canadian Government is
willing to agree that the French Government should own the fixed.installations,
including accommodation, beyond minimum standards, although it might ask
France to make some payment if the latter takes over and uses these fixed installa-
tiôns.'Canada should, however, have user rights for the period that the airfield is
required for the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty.

10. The question of the responsibility for ordinary maintenance of the airfield has
not been included in the subjects for negotiation since this is a matter which has not
yet been discussed in more than a preliminary manner in the various NATO bodies.
On earlier occasions, the French representatives have suggested that, in return for
retention of ownership of the commonly financed facilities, their Government
would be prepared to meet the costs of the upkeep of at least those facilities
(althôûgh possibl}► , not of the facilities financed nationally by,the government
whose forces` are occupying the field). Since then the position has become some-
what confused and it is not completely clear whether the French authorities would
be prepared to accept this obligation without further payment.- During the negotia-
tions the situation may be further clarified as a result of discussion in the NATO
Infrastructure Committee, in which'event it would be appropriate for the Canadian
negotiators to discuss the question with the French authorities. For the present at
least the Canadian Government view is that it'would expect'France to provide
maintenance. The question of what services should be regarded as maintenance for,
this Purpôse; and of whether France should be expected actually to provide the
services or merely to pay for them, should be regarded as one for discussion at a
technical level if the issue should arise.

11. The question of the possible exemption from taxation by host governments of
the various expenditures (whether commonly or nationally financed) associated
with infrastructure is a matter, at present being examined in a more I general context.
Accordingly, it would seem undesirable to raise the question for discussion at pre-
sent unless the French Government should so wish. As matters develop, it may be
found appropriate to introduce this subject into the negotiations at a later stage. It is
in order, however, to inform the French Government early in the negotiations of
the ^general view of the Canadiân Government that the arrangements regarding tax-ation

which will apply to Canadian expenditures abroad arising out of the NATO
Programme should be in accord in each case with the most favourable arrange-
ments granted by the host govérnment to any other NATO government.

12: Ris suggested that you should be primarily responsible for the conduct of the
negotiations ; with the French Government on the subjects listed above. It is



assumed that you will wish to delégate a member of your staff to participate contin-

14. On the military aspects of the negotiations, it is intended that the Chairman of
also be available for consultation.

13.' It is intérided, in agreement with Mr. Wilgress, that the interests of the
^Depaitment of National Defence in these negotiations will be represented by Mr.
Alex Ross as occasion may required. Mr. Wilgress will also make Mr. A.E. Ritchie
available,- as may be necessary, to advise on any features of the general NATO
infrastructure discussions which may be relevant to these particular negotiations.

-On',any legal questions, particularly those involving interpretations of the NATO
Agreement on the Status of Armed Forces, Mr. E.A. Coté of Canada House will

uously in the detailed negotiations.

.'ers 'and experts mentioned above prior to ' the first meeting with the French

from the Department of Defence Production, to work in Paris under your supervi-
sion. (The Department of Defence Production has engaged for this purpose Mr.
'Albert Deschamps, a well-known engineer and contractor of Montreal).

'15. You may consider it desirable to have a meeting with all the Canadian advis-

ments for the provision'of Canadian technical staff, including expert representation
providing such assistance as you may require.' He will make the necessary arrange-
tary Representative to SHAPE, will be the officér responsible for advising you and

,'the Canadian Joint Staff, London, who is as you know, the Canadian National Mili-

representatives.

me a copy and keep me fully informed of developments.

.,.
16. The Council Deputies are to be infôrmed of the procedure Canada proposes to

.follow. Separate instructions are being sent*to Mr. Wilgress on this point, and are
being repeated to you. Please send Mr. Wilgress the. exact text of the note to the

_French Government as soon as it has been delivered, and of course you will send

514. DEA/5G030-AH-140

Le secrétaire d'État auxAffairès extérieures

TEt.F,GRAM 2319

J it tias decided that the Deputies should be informed of this view.

,,,. As indicated in paragraphs 3(2) and 4 of our message, t e
} érs that in entering these negotiations it is'acting on'behalf of NATO. Accordingly

au haut-conimissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary'of State for Ezten:al Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, December 29, 1951

. NEGOTIATIONS WITH IRENCE! GOVERNMENT CONCERNING
. $ .. . ..

R.GA.F. AIRFIELD
+ h Government consid
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;; 2. It wonld appear to us that there are- three, possible methods of bringing this
matter. to the attention of the Deputies. As a first preference, we suggest that it
might be âppropriate merely to circulate to the'Deputies the text of the Note to be,
transmitted by General Vanier to the French Government. If this course is to be
followed, itwill be necessary for you to consult with General Vanier as to the time,
to ensure that the Note has actually been received. by the French Government
before, being circulated in the Deputies.

1. It may be, however, that either you or General Vanier will 'see objections to this
course. If so, you are at liberty to use either of the Tollowing methods. You might
prepare a short précis of the contents of the Note, clearly indicating the particular
point'to which we have referred, and circulate it to the Deputies. Alternatively, you
might at an early meeting merely read such a précis.

You may then use your own judgment as how best to proceed.

A. Yoû will be receiving from Paris the exact text of the Note when it has been
sent,'ând "also any comments which General Vanier may wish to make âs to the
most appropriate manner of bringing the matter to the attention of the Deputies.

515. DEA/50030-AH-1-40
. Le haut-conunissaire. au RoJ-acmre-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

l

High Conuuissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Extcnua! Affairs

TELEGRAM 3080. . . London, December 31, 1951.. -
,

SECRET, IMMEDIATE.

Reference: Your telegrams Nos. 2310 and 2319 of December 29 (addressed to Parisas Nos. 543 and 548).
Repeat Paris No. 319.

a,. NEGOTIATIONS WITf1 IRENCII GOVERNMENT CONCERNING RCAE'AIRFIELD

The following are our immediate comments on your messages:. .

(a) The Special Committee on Infrastructure is to have a comprehensive discus-
sion with representatives of SHAPE and the Standing Group on January.3 on infra-
structure problems including the "scope and timing of bilateral negotiations
between potential occupying and `host' countries". In these circumstances might it
not be desirable to delay submitting our note to the French Government until the
results of this meeting are known?

(b)
The reference in paragraph 3(2) of telegram No. 2310 to the fact that the

Canadian Government regards itself "as acting for NATO in its dealing with the
French Government" might require some further explanation if it is not to be mis-understood, and
that the Possibly resented, by the French authorities, who might consider
riy are also in a sense representing NATO in these negotiations. The general
ght of NATO forces to use these fields and other multilaterally financed facilities
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wôuld seem to be established by the resolution reported in our telegram No. 3000
of De;cember 18.t , The user rights which we shall be seeking in our negotiations
will presumably relate to the RCAF and will not apply to other NATO forces which
might be assigned to the field at a later stage. The French may, therefore, find some
difficillty in understanding precisely the sense in which we feel that we are repre-
senting NATO as a whole. It is true; of course, that we are likely to have to make a
variety of, airangements which might reasonably have been considered to be the
responsibility of SHAPE but that may. not be regarded as entitling us to describe
ourselves as representing NATO, particularly since the French authorities as well
will be doing many things which SHAPE might reasonably have been expected to
do in connection with the airfield. In view of the difficulty of defining the capaci-
ties, in relation to NATO, in which we and the French Government will be taking
part in the negotiations, you might wish to consider whether the last sentence in
paragraph 3(2) could be omitted since the rest of the note appears to give satisfac-
tory matter-of-fact description of our functions, as we see them, in the negotiations.
In. order to re-emphasize the NATO, character, of - the negotiations, particularly
regarding user rights, it might be well to add the following words at the end of

the full description given by SHAPE: As indicated in our despatch No. 5 .

correct description,,: of the location , of the airfield for the RCAF is

suggested by SHAPE for the various airfields, it might be well to use in our note
160 fi e

paragraph 3(1):
"and by the general resolution of the Council Deputies regarding the availability

of infrastructure facilities to components of NAT forces (D-D51-289 Revised)"t
(c) It would seem desirable, as you suggest, that the other NATO countries should

be informed of the basis on which the negotiations between ourselves and the
French are to proceed, although it might be noted that the United States representa-
tives have taken no steps.to inform NATO on the negotiations which they are carry-.
ing Ï out with the ^ French 'and other European countries regarding similar
infrastructure facilities. If the other NATO governments are to be informed of our
negotiations it might be most satisfactory to use the special Infrastructure Commit=
tee rather than the,Council Deputies for this purpose. We assume that it would also
be desirable for us to consult with the French representatives here regarding any,
document which we might propose to circulate.

(d) In view of the confusion which has arisen in the past concerning the locations

"Grostenquin/Faulquemont".
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516.,.:

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 3

1007

' DEA/50030-AH-1-40

to High Conunissioner in United Kingdom

au haut-con:n:issaire au Royaume-Uiti '

Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 2, 1952

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Repeat Paris No. 2.

Reference: Your telegram No. 3080 of December 31, 1951.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH FRENCH GOVERNMENT FOR R.C.A.F. AIRFIELD
1. Our telegrams Nos. 2310 and 2319 of December 29 were based on a decision

reached by Cabinet Defence Committee. In the Government's view it is important
that Canada should not appear through these negotiations to be undertaking in its
own right and as an individual North American nation a programme of construction
of airfields and, in more general terms, of the development of military installations
in Europe,, which might indicate an intention on the part of Canada to maintain
forces in Europe indefinitely. The reference in paragraph 3 (2) of telegram 2310 to
the effect that the Government regards itself "as acting for NATO in its dealings
with the French Government" is an expression of this position. It is not, however,
intended that this phrase should be taken to carry any very specific legal
significance.

2• We should, Of course, have no objection if the French authorities wished to go
on record as stating their view that France is also representing NATO in these
negotiations.

3. With regard to informing the Deputies, we are prepared to accept your view
that the infrastructure committee might be the appropriate body. The main corisid-
eration is that other governments should be informed in general about the steps
being taken. We approve your suggestion that you consult with the French repre-
sentatives in London regarding, the transmission of this information, and we hope
that you may be able to explain to them the reasons for which we are taking thisaction.

4. We approve your suggestions that (a) the airfield should be described as "Gros-
tenquin-Faulquemont", and (b) there should be added at the end of para. 3 (1) of the
Note to the French Government the following words "and by the general resolution
O f the Council Deputies regarding the availability of infrastructure facilities to
comp°nents of NAT forces (D-D(51)289-Revised): "

5. With regard to your inquiry whether presentation of the Note might not be
delaÿed until after discussions in the Infrastructure Committee on January 3, we
would have no objection, provided that the discussions referred to are completedreasonably prom tl

Nye should not like the negotiations with the French Govern-
ment to be unduly delaÿed since it will be necessary to complete negotiations at a



reasonably early date if the airfield is to be constructed in time for occupation next
autumn. It may be, of course, that General. Vanier has already presented the Note,
and if so, I should think that no gréat harm will have been done. Please consult him

t Ot me Note ana iniorm us accoruingiy.



CHAPITRE VI/CHAPTER VI

RELATIONS AVEC LE COMMONWEALTH
COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1

RÉUNION DES PREMIERS MINISTRES DU COMMONWEALTH,
LONDRES, 4-12 JANVIER 1951

COMMONWEALTH PRIME MINISTERS' MEETING, LONDON,
JANUARY 4-12, 1951 -

517. R DEA/50085-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], November 21, 1950

MEETING OF CAMMONIVEALTTfi PRIME MINISTERS
LONDON,, JANUARY 19511

AGENDA
'Mr. Attlee suggested that, in the announcement about the meeting, it be said that

the Prime Ministers would "discuss questions of common concern including partic-
ularly all aspects of the present international situation". At the Prime Minister's
suggestion, the words "particularly all" were omitted since it would clearly not be
possible at a ten-day meeting to discuss all aspects of the present international situ-
afion..The Prime Minister has not yet, however, made any more specific comments
on the agenda and you might wish to discuss with him the desirability of his send-
ing some message to London on the subject.

2.
Mr. Attlee's "tentative suggestions" for an agenda which he put forward in his

communicadon of October 20 are:.
I. International Situation

(a) Russia and Communist threat to peace.
(b) United Nations* measures to preserve peace.
(c) Europe;
(1) WeStern European and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation developments.
(ii) Germany,
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(d) Middle East and defence of Africa.

(e) Asia.
(i) China
(ii) Korea

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

(iii) Formosa
(iv) Japan

(a) Implications of United Nations Organisation obligations.
(b) Role of Commonwealth countries in resisting aggression.
(c) Defence liaison arrangements.
3. I attach for your consideration a draft of a communication from the Prime

Minister to Mr. Attlee. This could be transmitted through Sir Alexander

2. Defenee . ï I t .

(v) South. East Asia (Indo-China, Indonesia).

Clutterbuck.

[PIÈCE JOINiFJENCLOSi1RE]

Projet d'une communication du premier ministre
au premier ministre du Royaume-Uni2

Draft Communication from Prime ' Minister
to Prime Minister ôf United Kingdom2

.TOP SECRET

. y:
tain'aspects`ôf the

a
policies and ON= of the Asian democratic states.

in Asian democratic states about the policies and purposes of the Western

cies Undoubtedl we in the Western democratic states likewise misunderstand cer-

3. The Commonwealth is today a most usefu n ge t^ay
states and Asian democratic states. There exist dangerous misunderstandings

democra-

1 ,L'A between Western democra

n
discussed, it seems to me that we should frst clarify our minds on the main purP°se

which meetings of Commonwealth Prime Ministers can serve at the present time.
tic

2 I order to makë â wisë selection of the aspects that might most usefully be
to select certain as ts of the international situation for discussion.

A.D.P. H[EENEY] ,

[Ottawa], November 21, 1950

AGENDA

=I have'already indicated to you, through Sir Alexander Clutterbuck, that in my
opinion it would not be possible at the meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers

to discuss all aspects of the present international situation and that it will be neces-

Tbis draft was initialled by LB. Pearson.
i Cette ébauche a été parafée par LB. Pearson.
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4. It would seem to me; therefore, that meetings of Commonwealth Prime Minis-
ters would be apt to be most useful -if the discussions at those meetings were to
concentrate on an effort to remove such misunderstandings and if the agendas were
framed with this objective in mind. The result would be that the meetings, would
provide us in the West with an opportunityto explain to our Asian colleagues those
aspects of our policies which we have reason to believe they do not entirely under-
stand. Similarly;the Prime Ministers of the Asian members of the Commonwealth
would have an opportunity to explain their respective policies to us in an effort to
remove any misunderstandings which we in the West may have of them.

5. The agenda might, for example, include an exchange of views on such items

(1) Developments in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and proposals for
closer union of the North Atlantic Community.,
(2) Developments in the Council of Europe and proposals for closer union of
Western Europe.

(3) The United Action for Peace Resolution of the General Assembly and the'
future work of the Assembly's Collective Measures Committee.
(4) Policy'towards Communist China (including questions of Korea and
Formosa).

(5) Policy towards Germany.
6., From our point of view, these might cover the main questions in which the

Asiari members of the Commonwealth may not fully. understand our motives and
actions. The Asian members could, no doubt, draw up à similar list covering sub-
lects on which they. think we may not fully understand their motives and actions.

7. An incidental âdvantage of this approach to the agenda for the Prime Minis-
ters' meeting would be that it would help to make clear that the purpose of the
meeting is to create a better understanding by each nation of the Commonwealth of
the policies of the other nations and that the purpose is not the unrealistic one of
attempting to reach a common policy or to interfere with the right and duty of each
member : of • the 'Commonwealth to take such action, either nationally or as a
member of a regional group or of a collective security group, which it considers
serves its own interests and the interests of the free world.- Unless this principle is
clearly established there is danger that, the Commonwealth link might in time con-
stitute an Impediment to positive and fruitful international initiatives by the various
mem^i states. ,

8•, I would hope that this principle of Commonwealth consultation would become
apparent at the forthcoming meeting of Prime Ministers in a discussion, for exam-
ple, Of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and of the proposals which are being
made for closer union of the North Atlantic Community. The purpose, certainly, or
ally exposition which I might make of Canadian policy in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization would be to try to remove any doubts that may exist in the minds of
the Asian Prime Ministers of our complete sincerity when we say that our objectiveis to presérveW^• I peace by'detening the aggressor and that our objective is not to wage

would also hope that the very nature of the discussion would make it clear
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that, while we confidently hope that our. motives and our policies are not being
misunderstood,.we are under an obligation to pursue these policies even though all
members of the Commonwealth may not, feel able to give them complete support.

9. Similarly, the, United Kingdom might wish to take advantage of the opportu-
nity^ to explain its policy in respect of the Council of Europe and of the proposals
which are being, made for closer union of Western European countries.

0:i Out these sûggestions before you now because of my desire that the Com-
monwealth -Prime' Ministers should reach agreement 'as soon as possible on the
agenda for their meeting. The 'sooner agreement' is reached and the more specific
the-agenda, the easier it will be for the various governments to prepare for the
discussions.
^ 11: Since India is not now, I assume, interested in the question of the King's title,

I do not suggest that this question be put on the agenda. ftrust, however, that the
meeting of the Prime Ministers in London will provide an opportunity, to discuss
this question since we desire to have an appropriate title for the King in respect of
Canada adopted, as soon as possible .3

The UIULVU I{tng U111 g
message from his Prime Minister,concerning the forthcoming meetings in London.

It concerned a proposal which Mr. Attlee is contemplating to set up some
kind of a

Commonwealth body to consult on questions of supply of mutual interest.
a'2: The proposal at this stage seems pretty vague. Clutterbuck said that a paper

was being produced and would be available in Londori;*as yet, however,
there was

yet whether to propose that it should be at the ministerial level or not;
if the former,

to Seeretary of State for F,xternal A,,^`'atrs

nothing in writing available to him.
3: Clutterbûck described the proposed body as one which would provide a forum

for discussion of problems of supply. In particular he mentioned raw materiais, an
Oil,

y
and shipping. The body would, of course, have no powers, nor apparently
permanent staff or secretariat contemplated. Clutterbuck said that it was

undecided

[Ottawa], December 26, 1950
.•, } .

PRIME MINISTERS MEETINGS; COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY BODY,

' d Hi h C mmissioner called on me Christmas Eve with a

VoidSee E. Reid, "Mernorandum for Mr. Feaver ~ November 27, 1950, D

The prime muuster vo^c g gee
declined to comment on the agenda to Attlee. vAi5nO85_40.

z'cette'ébauche, mais il a refusé de'faire des observations à M. Attlee au su^et P nbut
• MA his " rneral a ment" with this draft in a conversation with Pears,o

>, ^"*f'.^ . . • . ,

r : : _ - . 1 , .. : • , ' énéral » P°^._..:_ ; i, , = ;
Dans une conversation avec M. Pearson, le premier ministre a exprimé son « accord 8^medu rog

DEA/50085-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of Stâte for Ewenial Affairs
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meetings would 'be held from time to time but normally officials would represent
their Ministers.

4. The High Commissioner said that Mr. Attlee bespoke Mr. St. Laurent's support
for the proposal on the ground that Canada and the United Kingdom were "in on"
all major discussions and planning. Other members of the Commonwealth (I gather
the United Kingdom have in mind Australia) feel "left out", that, not being mem-
bers of NATO nor involved in OEEC they cannot have the* knowledge of plans
which would enable them to make their own dispositions most efficiently. At the
same time these Commonwealth countries allege that, in the event of war, they will
be drawn in immediately. Consequently, they should have a chance to participate in
some way in the basic preparations.

5. I gave Clutterbuck no reason to think that the Canadian Government would
support any such proposal. I reminded him of our traditional policy in relation to
central Commonwealth organs. It seemed to me that the substance of what these
other Çommonwealth Governments wanted could be better achieved by closer liai-
son between them and the "better informed" Commonwealth countries. If, on the
other hand, they were more interested in the shadow, I supposed that the proposed
body might have some appeal. In any event, I promised to pass on to you the U.K.
Govenunent's suggestion so as to let Clutterbuck have a reply, if possible, before
the Prime Minister leaves for London at the end of this week.

6. I am sending a copy of this memorandum to Mr. St. Laurent. No doubt you
will wish to discuss the matter with him so that I may bé instructed what reply to
give 4

A.D.P. H[EQVEVJ

Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Comntissioner in Pakistan
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50085-40

Karachi, December 29, 1950

PRIME MINISiERS' CONFERENCE

1 saw Pritnè Ministec Liaquat at seven this evening. The substance of his con-
versatien was as follows:

(a)
On October.27th the Security Council was to consider K.ashmir. Pakistan's

case was that, as negotiations and mediation had failed and arbitration was refusedby ^ S^^Indi
ty Council should lay down principles for implementation of agreed^ ..

'Note tnazginale :/Marginal note:

I had a word with the p[rime] M[inisterl about this and found him strongly opposed to any such
committee. L.B.P[earsonl.
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regulations. Either the United States or the United Kingdom or both were unwilling
to support a (resolution?) of that kind.

(b) There was delay and eventually a new resolution was drafted providing for
appointment of a distinguished jurist to review the position. Pakistan, though not,
repeat; not, pleased with this resolution, was willing to accept it.

(c) Zafrulla tried to, have Kashmir placed on the Security Council agenda in
; December. He was informed that the United States and United Kingdom thought it
. was an inappropriate time. Late January was suggested:

- (d) Liaquat was distressed by this decision and informed Grafftey-Smith that he
,could not, repeat not, go to London unless either the Security, Council first dis-
cussed Kashmir or Kashmir was placed on the agenda of the Prime Ministers' Con-

ference. Mr. Attlee replied that he was not, repeat not, able to put Kashmir on the
agenda but would discuss the question with Liaquat and Nehru. These informal
discussions have taken place before and were of no value.

(e) Liaquat therefore replied to Attlee that he considered it would be useless for
him to go this week. Just before I saw Liaquat, Grafftey-Smith had given him Att-
lee's latest message to the effect that Attlee's view was that it is too late to put
Kashmir on the agenda as the Prime Ministers were now leaving for London.

- 2. I then asked Liaquat if these remarks meant he was definitely not going to
London. His reply was "I am not, repeat not, `going as yet".

- 3. Liaquat stressed that he could' make nô contribution to the Conference with
Kashmir not solvéd,' as well as his political difficulties here. He ended the interview
by saying that he would be very interested in having Mr. St. Laurent's views:

will be glad to participate if that is agreeable to e m Ends .'

DEA15001540

TEIEGRAM 98
Ottawa,

I SECRET. IMMEDIATE. - , .
Your telegram No. 136 of December 29. Prime Ministers'

Conference. Follow

ing from Prime Minister for transmission to Prime Minister Liaquat. Begins.
2. I appreciate Prime Minister Liaquat's position but feel that it would

be prefera

ble that he come'to' London even if Kashmir difficulty is not on the agenda of the

full conference. It could certainly be discussed at informal meetings
in wch we

• • • • th terested partles.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Pakistan

Secretary ôf Stâte for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

December 30, 1950
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire, au Royaume-Uni ,

TaEGAHt 2015

to High Commissioner in United Kingdom
Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Ottawa, December 30, 1950

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

Your telegram No.-. 2549 of December 29.t Meeting of Commonwealth Prime
Ministers.

2: Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: The Prime Minister will not have
an opportunity before leaving Ottawa to consider carefully the various suggestions
made by United Kingdom " officials for conduct of the Prime Ministers" meetings.
However, Mr. Pearson has had a word with Mr. St. Laurent this morning and you
can. speak to Liesching and perhaps Brook, along the lines indicated below.

3. We agree it is desirable to restrict rigidly the number of those attending the
sessions,, (though we are ' hardly impressed by the proposed application to them-
selves of the United Kingdom's "self-denying ordinance.") We suggest that at all
sessions there be up to two places at the table for each delegation and up to two
seats behind for the principal advisers, (some delegations may not need four seats.)
The seats for each delegation would be allocated by each Prime Minister. (We shall
need two seats at the table since it is hoped that Mr. Pearson will be able to attend
from about January 8. on, if the situation is such that he can leave New York.) The
two United Kingdorti representatives who would sit at the table would, of course,
be in addition to Mr. Attlee who would have a seat as Chairman of the meeting and
to Brook who would have a seat as Secretary General. It would not seem necessary
for the précis writers to have seats at the table.

4. A related question is the order of seating at the conference table. There would
seern to us to be no reason why the order of seating should not be in the alphabeti-
cal order of the names of countries represented.

5. At the Colombo meeting a break was made with the old order of speaking
under which, on each item of the agenda, the representatives spoke in the old order
of precedence of their, country. Instead, at Colombo, the order of speaking varied
according to the item on the agenda. We would hope that this useful innovation
made at Colombo will be given effect to at the London meeting. On some of the
items it might be desirable, for example, that Mr. Nehru should speak first.

6. Since; Pakistan has asked to have Kashmir discussed at the Conference and
de^s^n is a Party at interest in the dispute, we feel that their request can hardly be

ed' Kashmir has been discussed by Commonwealth countries in public at many
Wh ^ngs Of the United Nations. It would therefore be difficult to persuade Pakistan

Y it should not be discussed in private at a Commonwealth meeting. You may
kn0W that. Mr. Liaquat Ali has said that he will not attend if Kashmir is notincluded. . :

^,;, •



.7.Ve are surprised by the suggestion that a discussion of the Middle East and the
defence of Africa. would necessarily give rise to, a delicate situation for India and
Pakistan because their Prime` Ministers are committed not to enter into arrange-
ménts ' for defence pacti. Surely the 'understanding ' on which all Commonwealth
discussions take place 'is that they,do not involve commitments.

8. We do not understand the reference in your paragraph 6 to the "higher direction
of the war": does Liesching mean the third world war or the present lukewarm
war?

9. Perhaps some of Liesching's worries about the discussions on defence arise out
of an assumption that it will be necessary for the Conference to agree on the usual
communiqué. The drafting of these communiqués has in the past caused much
more trouble than the resulting document was worth. It might be worth exploring
whether on this occasion there might be no final communiqué, and in its place there
be substituted a final public meeting of the Conference at which each Prime Minis-
ter would have an opportunity to make a public statement on what he considered to

be the accomplishments of the .Conference.
10. Clutterbuck has told us that the United Kingdom are contemplating a propo-

sal to set up some kind of Commonwealth body on defence supply; Mr. Attlee has
requested Mr. St. Laurent's. support on this which is evidently designed to placate
Australia. We have told Clutterbuck that the United Kingdom cannot expect our
support for, such a proposal. Ends.

DEA/5001540

^ Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan
au secrétaire d,'État aux Affaires extérieures'.

High Commissioner in Pakistan .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. , .
; Karachi, December 31, 1950

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Your telegram No. 98 of December 30th. Prime Ministers'. Conference.
;1- I saw Liaquat at noon today and. gave him the substance of Mr. St. LaHees tud

message. Liaquat asked me to thank St. Laurent, for his helpful message. ici-
he now. has assurances that St. Laurent, Attlee and Menzies are willing to p^
pate in the Kashmir discussions. He is to see Holland tonight.

2. If Hollànd;is'also agreeable to Kashmir discussions, would Liaq lltbe held
asked, _ decide to go to London. He replied that a Cabinet meeting IovisionallY
tomorrow morning when . a final decision , will be taken. He has p
booked passage on January 2nd.

3. Liaquat gave me- the impression that he will decide to attend the ConferenCe
unless Nehru refuses to participate'in Kashmir discussion.

ected. First he
:A. I asked Liaquàt if St. Laurent's message

saf that the interést 0f St.
said yes and then qualified his approval somewhat by saying
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laürent, and the other. Prime Ministers in this problem seemed more passive than
active. He thinks the Commonwealth Prime Ministers should take the initiative in
discussing Kashmir because it is an urgent problem. He has the impression that
they are only discussing it because of pressure from Pakistan. He then repeated
what he has often said before namely that as long as Kashmir issue is unsolved
Pakistan cannot make effectivé plans for containing Communists and cannot give
help if war begins.

5. The newspapers carry reports this morning that Liaquat has postponed his trip
to London pending some assurance that.Kashmir issue will be discussed.

523. DEA/5001540

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs,'
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELWRAM 18 Ottawa, January 3, 1951

SECRET.
4 i

Repeat Karachi No. 2.
Following for Norman Robertson from Heeney, Begins: Johnson has kept us fully :
and promptly informed about the attitude of Liaquat Ali Khan concerning discus-
sion of Kashmir at Prime Ministers' meetings. My immediately following telegram
contains the text of Johnson's latest message.'

2. This morning'Latif, Acting High Commissioner for Pakistan, called on me to
express the senous concern of his government and to emphasize his Prime Minis-
ter's determination that the Kashmir issue should be faced in London around a
table. The Pakistanis feel that in present circumstances Commonwealth countries
all have an almost equal interest in the solution of this problem which cripples the,capacity of

two members of the Commonwealth to assist in stemming the Commu-
'li3 tide.. ; ... ^

: Latif was concerned nt a statement attributed to, Mr. St. Laurent in Canadian
Press story from London this` morning to the effect that "there should never be any

pt to, force one particular ' item on the agenda" .6 I said that I felt sure that
anything Mr.` St. Laurent had said was not intended to preclude effective discussionof the

Kashmir problem in London. Indeed, Mr. St. Laurent had expressed his will-
ingness to Participate.

4• 1 have spoken to Mr. Pearson on the telephone this afternoon. He hopes that it
will be possible for the Prime Ministers to discuss Kashmir in such a way as to
meet Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan's minimum requirements.

^ . .. .. j . , . ..

6 ' Voir le document S22JSee Document 522.
Vair/See Montreal Cazette, January 3, 195 1.
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5:^ We would be grateful if you would keep us abréast of developments in London

on this matter.. Ends.

au secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures :

High, Commissioner. in United - Kingdom
to Secretary of State for 'External Affairs

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ..

London, January 4, 1951

RESTRICTED. IMPORTANT.
At opening session of Commonweâlth Prime Ministers Meeting this morning.

Mr. Attlee read a telegram from Liaquat Ali Khan informing him that he was not
prepared to come to the meeting since, under present conditions, he could not make
any useful contribution. Mr. Attlee said that this was extremely regrettable and that

it was a great loss to the meeting. ' and
- Later on, Mr. Menzies referred to Mr. Liaquat's absence as a calamity the

hoped that some way could be found whereby the meeting could convince
Prime Minister of Pakistan to come. He then suggested that the meeting' send a
message saying that informal discussions on Kashmir would be held by those coun-

tries wishing to participate. On the basis of this suggestion, Gordon. Walker pre-
pared draft which was read to the meeting and which .was accepted with alterations
suggested by Mr. Nehru and Mr. Menzies. ;^.

,The textt;will be sent to you later.on.-The contents of it are that the meeting
regrets the absence of the Prime Minister of Pakistan, endorses the idea that infor-
mal discussions be held about Kashmir and that several Prime Ministers, including
the Prime Minister of India,-. have indicated their willingness to take Part in such
informal discussions.

During the discussion,^ Mr. St. Laûrent pointed out that he was sure all eioful
monwealth representatives were desirous to do something which would be of
but, at the same time, that they should avoid giving the impression that any on
them .was attempting to exercise some influence in internal problems of one
more of the countries represented at the meeting. He suggested that no impression
should be given that a "super-state examination" of the problem of Kashmi
be made by the meeting. . '.
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DEA/50085-40

- "au secrétaire 'd'État aux Affaires extérieures : _ 1
. ! Lé haut-conimissaire'au Royaume-Uni,`

High Commissioner in United Kingdom ;
t, to Secretary, of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 25 L.ondon; , 7anuary 4, 1951

SECRET

Opening session of Commonwealth 'Prime Ministers meeting was held this
moniing. 3 : . . : . ,

After having disposed of item *referred, to in my telegram No: 17, Mr. Attlee
referred.to the gravity of the'world situation and expressed thë hope that this meet-
ing would 'contribute towards the settlement' of some. of the problems with,which
tne world was faced.

He emphasized the gravitÿ of 'the situation in the Far East, and in order 'of
probabilities, , saw

%
eventûal' complications arising in Indo-China, Burma, Malaya

and Indônésiâ, which, if they materialized, would engulf the whole area. '
He referred at length to his conversations with President. Truman in Washington

and did `not attempt to minimize the differences between United Kingdom and
United States policies, particularly as regards to. China. He warned his colleagues
that there was a danger of being' drawn in an 'all-out war with China and that this
would be ' disastrous, since itwould give' alree hand to Russia in Europe". He
added that he did not believe in a limited war and that a limited war soon became
unlimited. His suggestions were that, 'at ône point, in order to avôid,war,' one has to
negotiate.::

In concluding his general remarks, Mr. Attlee said that this conference of Com-
mônwealth Prime Ministers"did not supersede the' United Nations;' it could be but
béneficial to it because of the influence and experience of those members gathered

ths conclusion was that China was - not I and could never become a satellite. To
illustrate the influence. that his own country had with 'the, Chinese regime at this
preserit ' titne, ` he read the text of a telegram, he had received from the Indian,,.

11
effect that the Far East 'was now the real danger from which war could spread. He
laid great emphasis on the fact that "Chinese reality" should be recognized by all.
C^na Was â great power and those 'who ignored that reality would suffer in the end.
He emphasized the 'complete change in the balance of power which the resurgence
of China as n united State had created. He warned his colleagues that he did not see
how this newChina could ever be defeated in a war. He added that, as far as he was
côncerned the extent of Communist Russia's influence in,China I except in â philo-
scphical "sen se `made little'difference and that China,* whether Communist or not,
should still be considered a, great 'power.`

Mr. Attlee' was succeeded by Mr. Nehru whose opening remarks 'were to the
^n London to discuss world problems:
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Ambassador in Peking to whom the Foreign, Minister of China had expressed the
hope that Mr.• Nehru's "deliberations in London will ensure peace in Asia".

Mr. Nehru then made à rather unveiled attack on United States policy in the Far
East. He said that his çountry and all other Far Eastern countries wished to cooper-
ate with the United States but that they n°alized that the methods the United States
were adopting were completely wrong and that'this placed'the whole of Asia in a
most difficult.dilemma., .. .

He thën turned to the United Nations and said that many of the United Nations'
approaches to world problems recently have been more of a warlike than a peace-
like ü= nature., More specifically he said that "the , moment you named. China an
aggressor, this would lead you very close to a general war".

Prime Minister Nehru concluded his remarks with his usual theme that, although
it might be necessary further to re-arm, the democratic countries should not be led
into a position whereby, because of heavy expenditures in armaments, little, if any,
social progress could be made. In his view this would defeat the very end for which
the democracy would be fighting. He gave as an example the fact that the military
expenditures in his own country were being cut by 15 per cent. Although he did not
elabôrate on this particular point,'the whole tenor of his remarks was based on this
conception.

Mr. St-Laurent spéaking immediately after Mr. Nehru, established a distinction
between the two different aspects of what, at times, is considered as the same prob-
lem: Communistic expansion and legitimate Nationalist developments in the Far
East. He underlined the fact that we should not be looking at those two aspects, as if
they were one. He pointed out that we all wanted to conserve the best possible
relations between East and West based on, mutual respect and, as far as the West
was concerned, devoid of any military, econômic or political imperialism.

Mr. St-Laurent agreed with Mr. Nehru that the emergence of the new China ead
created an 'important.. change in the balance of power, in the East and that g

text he

beginning. After the series of usual references to the "Brnush farru

The last speaker at this morning's'meeting was the new Pnme
. •

Zealand, Mr. Holland, whose inexpenence at such gathernngs was patent,l „ f̂drom the
other

'United Natlons in tlus respect. Minister of New,. .

the war in Korea and that the Commonwealth could give some
. , , ,. . .: . . ,

éxprésséd the wish that negotiations might be possible with those r p
• assistance to the

na as an aggres , ressors.
-be pôssible' ever. to brand the United Nations forces in Korea as agg

• • es onsible for
Clu sor hOb Muas sure all tus colleagues wou r
or not,'and 'that while he hoped that there would not be an early nece

' ' ld ea1ize that it would not

should be given to the next move to be taken by e m
sized the fact that there was aggression in, Korea, whether one wished to ignore itssity to brand

which ; deserved careful consideration and that, very careful considera
th U'td Kingdom. He empha

ere were ne pesaid that in Canada it was felt at
following the decision taken on Korea, that new developments had arisen sincetion indeed

Indirectly answenng . e
• • ` ^&I. w ho s` for the United Nations

Mr N htu's attacke on the United States, Mr.. St-1.aurent
would welcome the views of Asian members of the Commonwealth.
importance should , be attached to this new development. Within the con
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remarks in the same vein, Mr. Holland gave the concrete suggestion that the meet-
ing of Prime Ministers should delegate some of its members to the United States on
a goodwill tour. He said that, were the meeting to accept his suggestiôn; he would
gladly volunteer to go to the United States himself. Mr. Holland's views leading to
this suggestion were a not-too-happy defence of the United States foreign policy.
He pointed out that the great danger was that division might come between the
"British family of nations" and the United States.

He was the last speaker on the list and it is hoped that he will be the last speaker
on his proposal.

Following message was received , last night by the. Prime Minister from our High
Commissioner in Karachi, Begins: I saw Mr. Liaquat for ten minutes last night at
dinner and asked him two questions. -.! - .1 . . . .

2. First question: "Are you still anxious to go to the conference?": He replied,
'Yes, I am keen to go".

3. Second question: "What kind of a message from Mr. Attlee would enable you
to go?", He replied as follows: ``I would go if Mr. Attlèë sent me a message to the
effect that he and all the other Prime Ministers are reâdy to participate in informal
discussions about Kashmir ! with Mr. Nehru and me and that Mr. Nehru is also
agreeable. I do not insist that South African and Southern Rhodesian;representa-
tives take part but I would like them to participate unless they object".. -

4 Is it not possible to send' Mr. Liaquat a message along these lines?.'
The Prime Minister confirmed that he expects to issue a statement'about 4 p.m.Kar
achi time today explaining why he is not going to the conference. Ends.

II.
Our immediately following telegram contains text of the Prime -Minister'sreply
to Johnson, sent to him through Commonwealth Relations Office and the

United Kingdom High Commissioner in Karachi.

TOP SECRET ' .

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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TELEUKAM 27 London, January 5, 1951
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Le haut-commissaire au-Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État âuz Affaires éxtérieures ,

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
• to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

TE[.EGRAM 28 London, January 5, 1951

TOP SECRST. IMPORTANT.

Referénce our immediately preceding telegram No. 27.
Following is text of message sent by the Prime Minister to Mr. Johnson in Karachi.
Text begins: Your message was communicated to Prime Ministers' meeting this
morning. No reply has yet been received from 'Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan to message
which Mr. Attlee sent him yesterday after a full discussion with other Prime Minis-
ters here.

2. It seems to.us here that this message fully met Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan's condi-
tions for coming. Mr. Nehru has expressed his readiness to discuss the Kashmir
problem informally with Mr. Liaquat All Khan and with other Commonwealth
Prime Ministers. Mr. Attlee, Mr. Menzies, Mr. Holland and I have all intimated our
willingness to take part in such a discussion. Mr. Senanayake said he would be
ready to take part if both parties wished him to do so. Mr. Donges of South Africa
has not refused to take part provided both parties agreed but has indicated, quite
sensibly, that he doubted whether in all the circumstances the presence of a repre-
sentative of South Africa was likely to improve the chances of agreement being
reached between India and Pakistan.
.1 No further message will fie sent by Mr. Attlee as chairman pending receipt of a

reply from Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan but it was felt that if other Commonwealth repre-
sentatives in Karachi were put in possession of;foregoing appreciation of the posi-
tion ^ as it - looks - from. London . they, r might. help to clear up any possible
misunderstanding which may be delaying Liaquat's reply.

4. I have no objection to your letting Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan know the substance of

this message. Text ends.
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DEA/50085-40
Extrait d'un télégramme 'du haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Kashnur. Mr. St. Laurent read a telegram from our High Commissioner indicating
that information as to which Prime Ministers would attend would probably decide
the issue. It was felt that no further message should go from the meeting but that
individual Prime Ministers migtit send clarifications through 'their High Commis-
sioners. Mr. St. Laurent accordingly sent a message to Mr. Johnson? -

Extract from Telegram from High. Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Âffairs ;

TEïEGxAM 48 London, January 6, 1951

SECRET

1.;Before the discussion began, at the Prime Ministersmeeting, yesterday morn-
ing there was,a brief review of the question of the attendance of the Prime Minister
of Pakistan and some suggestion that a further message might be sent indicating
precisely which Prime Ministerswould attend any informal discussions about, . .

529.

au secrétaire d'État auz'Affaires extérieures"

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

.' High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Seeretary of State for Exteinal Affairs

;1023
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TELEGttAM 49 Lo d J 6

SECRLf

n on, anuary , 1 951

My telegram' No." 48.
Yesterday afternoon's`meeting was also taken with matters relating to China, i.e.possible settl

^ ement in, Korea; ^ Formosa and representation of China at UnitedNations.

The general tenor of discussions was that no precipitate action should be taken
in Security Council at this time.

Mr: Menzies sùggested that an approach be made to United States Government
on behalf of meeting of,Commonwealth Prime Ministers to effect that any decision
be postponédlor the time béing so as to give the meeting in London time for fur-
ther consideration:

..;._ . ...

'Voir le
document S27JSee Document 527.M.

Liaquat a accepté d'assister à la réunion des premiers ministres le 6 janvier.
liaquat agreed to attend the Prime Ministers' meeting on January 6.
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Mr: St-tinrent agreed that delay was advisable but did not favour idea of joint
message to President of United States. He thought it important to avoid any action
which might suggest a division of opinion between Commonwealth and United
States. Moreover he thought it would be inexpedient to suggest that United Nations
action'should be held up pending consideration by a meeting of Commonwealth
Prime Ministers. He reminded meeting that a Committee of Three was at present
formulating a series of principles relating to Korea which were to be put before
Security Council as a basis for discussion. He thought it might be advantageous if
each of the Commonwealth countries made known, through their own representa-
tives in New York and in Washington, the anxieties which they felt on the possible
rèsults of any precipitated action. Mr. Bevin supported this suggestion and recom-
mended that each Commonwealth country invite its representatives in Washington
and New York to seek means of postponing thé discussion in Security Council.

Representative of South Africa took a similar line to that of Mr. St-Laurent and
agreed that each country' should separately* press for additional time for
consideration.

The meeting was about to adjourn rather inconclusively when the "principles"
of the Cease-Fire Committee arrived and revived the'issue.8

The general view of the meeting was that it would be unwise to be committed to
those principles without further reflection and comparison between them and the
proposals put forward by Mr. Bevin. It was then agreed to instruct Commonwealth
representatives in Washington and New York to seek to delay further discussion on
Korea by the Security Council for at least a week. I am sending you in my immedi-
ately following telegram the proposals put forward by the Foreign Secretary. It
should be pointed out that these proposals have not been fully discussed by the
meeting nor have.they been approved. Concurrently. .with the "principles" of the
Cease-Fire Committee, they are to be studied further at the next meeting on Mon-
day afternoon.

The question of recognition of China was also discussed at great length during
the meeting.

Mr. Menzies, on behalf of Australia, said that he was in "a yielding mood.
Dr. Donges said that South Africa could not at the moment agree to the

recogni-

tion of the Chinese Peoples Government or their. , representation in . the United
Nations. ' ht Well be

Mr. St-Laurent suggested that apart from any question of rights, it might
éxpedient to admit the Chinese Peoples Government to the, United Nations if this
.meant that they would accept the obligations of the Charter. to help to preserve
world 'peacè. admittance

Mr. Nehru supported this point ofview and added that the sooner the a
was made, and the more gracefully, the better would be the results.

The discussion on Formosa was inconclusive. A further discussion is to be held
Monday. .

8 Voit le document 24JSee Document 24.
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au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

TELEGRAM 50

SECRET

. nMY• Tlns force would be responsible to the United Nations Commission.

(2) Intention to support United . Nations action' in Korea in resistance to
aggression..

(3) Desire to prevent ân extension of the conflict outside Korea.
(4) A declaration that Commonwealth Governments are ready to support efforts to

bring about a free, unified and independent Korea by means of negotiation.
(5) An outline of a possible basis for negotiation.
2. Amplification of point 1 (5): Possible basis for negotiation:

I.Kôrea .

(a) A cease-fire and 'agreement to invite China to become a member of the
existing United Nations Commission, or, as an alternative, an agreement to set up a
new Commission with Chinese representation.

(b) A safety belt between the two armies supervised by military observers
appointed by the United Nations Commission.

(c) Simultaneous phased withdrawal of all non-Korean forces (i.e. Chinese on the
one side and United Nations forces on the other), thus enlarging the safety belt.
(d) The United Nations Commission to assume responsibility for the interim civil

adnunistration of the zone, which would gradually extend to the whole of Korea.
(e) Establishment of an interim Korean civil administration under the Commission

.an ,.of a Korean- police force under police officers appointed by the Commission.
(fl The disarming of North and South Korean forces by the Chinese and United

Nations forces'âs they withdraw and the formation of all-Korean police reserve
armed with light weapons to which small contingents of troops would be tempora-
nlY attached from other countries although without any large contingent from anyone coû

' Le IwUt-conimissaire au Royaume-Uni

to Secretar^ of State for Extenuil Affairs
High Conunissioner in United Kingdom

London, January 6, 1951

Repeat Pernidel No. 35.'
My immediately preceding telegram No.- 49.
Following is text of United Kingdom memorandum on Korea and ' the Far East
whicli was circulated to Commonwealth Prime Ministers, Begins: Memorandum by
the United Kingdom Government.

1. Outline of general policy:
(1) Reaffirmation of intention to àbide by the principles of the Charter.
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(g) Elections supervised by the Commission to establish a unified Government of
Korea to whom all, powers would be transferred, followed by the withdrawal of
non-Korean advisers and contingents... . , . . .
II., United Nations

Representation of the Chinese Central Peôple's Government in the United
Nations. , : ,..., .:
III.' Formosa

Acceptance of the Cairo declaration in principle and agreement to support a
United Nations resolution setting up a United Nations Commission to study the
problem of Formosa and to make recommendations for a final solution.

3. The United Kingdom Government proposes that, if the Prime Ministers think
these suggestions provide a possible basis of settlément, the United Kingdom For-
eign Secretary should consult the United States Government over the week-end. In
doing so, he would make the following points:.,.'

(i) He would make it clear that these were ideas which had been discussed at the
meeting, but that they were not necessarily to, be, taken as representing the consid-
ered views and policies of the Governments éoncerned.

(ii) It was generally felt, howéver, that new proposals were unlikely to be given
serious consideration by the Chinese unless it were known, that the United States
Government had'expressed its general sympâthj► and concurrence. For this reason,
he wished to `ascertain the views of the United States Government before discuss-
ing this approach further with the Prime Ministers of other Commonwealth coun-
tries. Ends.

531.

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

TEL GRAM 51

Le haut-eominissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/50085-40

London, January 6,1951

,, . _ . . _ .
;SECRET. MOST, IMMEDIATE. n .prime

As indicated in my telegram No. 49, it was agreed at the meeting ^ton and
isters yesterday afternoon that Commonwealth representatives in W the

New York should be instructed to seek to delay further discussion on Korea by
-Security Council for at least a week. This decision was arrived at before the l^

receipt

..
yof your:telegr, r am No. 45 of January 5th'forwarding téxt of telegram No.
Canadian Permanent, Delegate to United Nations 9 has already

Me text which was agreed upon at the Prime Mi sd te^meeting elegation in
been communicated by, the Foreign office t o the Unit ^•^following telegr
New York and is being repeated to you in m y

King

9 Voir le document 23JSee Document 23.

WWW;^^
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Since the Prime Minister, together with his colleagues, has agreed that an
approach be made to obtain a delay, of at least one week in the Security Council, it
would not be possible 'for the Canadian 'Ambassador in Washington not to take
similar action to that being taken by his Commonwealth colleagues. The Canadian
Ambassador in Washington 'should therefore be instructed to approach the State
Department and discuss with them advisability of obtaining delay about discussion
in Security Council on line of text of my immediately following telegram. Prime
Minister suggests that text also be sent to Mr. Pearson or that he be asked to obtain
copy of it from United Kingdom delegation at Security Council.

The arguments put forward by Canadian Permanent Delegate in-his telegram to
you, No. 17; about necessity of immediate action are impressive. From this end,
however, any precipitate action would lead to a most serious situation, since there
is general agreement that further delay should be given to study the matter here.
Both Messrs. Bevin and Menzies hope that at least they will be given -until Monday
afternoon, January 8th, to study the implications of the documents now submitted
for their consideradon: - You will realize, after having compared the text of the
United Kingdom's memorandum sent in my telegram No. 50 and the "principles"
of, the . Cease-Fire Committee, that the divergence in approaches is too great for
immediate and easy. solution.

Mr. St-Laurent therefore suggests that, unless there are extremely compelling
reasons,Mr, Pearson be asked to do his utmost to withhold publication of the
Cease-Fire Committee "principles". We feel confident that Mr. Nehru will be send-
ing similar, if not stronger instructions, to Sir Benegal Rau. If, however, a situation
were reached whereby the United States 'delegation were forced to withdraw its
agreement to support any intermediate stage because of, any further delay and
would urge that a resolution condemning Communist China'as aggressors be taken
up imnïediately, Mr.. Pearson, in such circumstances, might not wish to press the
point. It should' be' pointed out, however, that, were this to'be the case and were
such action taken before the end of the Prime Ministers meetings, whatever good
might have come out of these meetings by way of closer cooperation between India
and the West would have received a very serious'blow.

With particular'reference 'to paragraph 3 of your telegram No. 45, we still very ^
much hope that the United States will not proceed on a resolution condemning the'
Communist Chinese âs aggressors until there has been consultation about the steps
which would have tô be taken follôwing 'such a resolution.

It seems to us that nothing should be done which would make it âppear that the
United States were taking a stand which could not be supported by a large majority
^fid, on the other hand "the United States will not expect support by a large majorityuNess' th--, ,ose wh * * '
quence of havino suppon it know what they will be -expected to 'do as a conse-
cau do g support^ a condemnatory resolution and unless they feel they

what is. expected of them following the adoption of such resolution.. ..,
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Le haut-commissaire au RoYaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux ^ffaires extérieures

.. . n :t, . ..
High -Commissioner in United Kingdom

,:. to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TaxGxAM 63. London, January 8, 1951

SECM. MOST IMMEDtnTe. 1 1.
The PrimeMinisters meeting this afternoon at which Mr. Liaquat All Khan was

present for the first time continued with a discussion of the Far East.
2. Field Marshal Slim gave a very gloomy appreciation of the military situation in

Korea indicating that there was evidence of a lack of will to hold the line and
suggesting that evacuation might be expected within two or three months. He said
this, of course, was not the American appreciation. but that he thought it would be
unrealistic to make plans on any other basis.

- 3. The Foreign Secretary indicated that attempts to postpone action to declare
China an aggressor had been badly received in the United States and that Jebb had
been advised not to continue to canvass for. support.

' 4. Mr. Bevin indicated further that the United Kingdom proposals of last week
should not be further considered and that there seemed nothing left to consider but
the principles of the Cease Fire Committee. =

5. Mr. Nehru indicated that he had reason to bélieve that the cease fire principles
would not be âcceptâble in Peking.

6. Everyone was agreed that it would bé disastrous to have the. United States
proposal proceeded withbut therewas general agreement that every possible effort
should be made to avoidbringing Commonwealth countries into opposition to the
United States."

7.'Mr. St. Laurent urged'that, the cease fire principles or some modification ^f
them should be brought forward at ônce to provide an opportunity for represen
tion`s behind the'scene in'Wa'shington'in the'directiôn of moderation: or

pessimistic military appreciation. ,
11. Mr. St. Laurent warned of the danger of giving any pub ici y

sions to Washington as confidentially as possible. 1. .t whatever to the

mcanwhile that the Fore^gn ice comm

^ , r ..Clause S.
was.adjourned until tomonrow morning and it was dg^usa10. The discussion

Offunicate the general sense of the

Peking until thcre.was agreement to,negotiate on an other su jec .
ever also inclined to think there might be something in the approach on the b^ls Of

new approach though no conclusion was reached on this point. in
9. Mr. Nehru made it clèar that he did not think a cease fire would be accep ted

. . ,,.. , . b ts He was how-

some modification if it, if the United States would agree, rrught form. the

,-.; , . , . : , . . ., nnciples
I 'a 'greement that Clause 5 of the p bncis of a8. There seemed to be rather_ genera

.
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Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High . Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50085-40

SECRET

A meeting at which the Asian members of the Commonwealth were not repre-
sented was held at Downing Street on Monday morning to consider the higher mili-
tary direction in the event of,war.

The only interesting point which emerged was that the United Kingdom Gov-
enument apparently considered the possibility of excluding France from the higher
strategic. direction and confining it to the United Kingdom and the United States.
The Prime Minister had to leave before this point was dealt with because of his
luncheon with Mr. Nehru but he authorized Mr. Norman Robertson to indicate that
we felt it undesirable as well as unrealistic to attempt to exclude any of the three
Powers now on the NATO Standing Group and that so long as there was proper
liaison, we also felt that it would be undesirable to expand the Standing Group and
that it should become the organ of higher strategic direction if that was necessary.

There was also some complaint by the British Chiefs and Commonwealth Liai-
son Officers not being able to speak freely on so-called military matters. Needless
to say, Mr. Robertson completely reserved the Canadian position on this point.

This telegram does not attempt to give a summary of the meeting itself, which
will be available from the minutes.t

',-No report has been sent to you on the meeting of Saturday morning, January6th,
which considered the problems of the Middle East and the defence of Africa,

since the, minutest of the meeting will be reaching you very shortly.
" It seemed to us that the^ main purpose of this meeting, from 'the United Kingdom

point of view, was to try and convince Australia, New Zealand and South Africa of
the necessity of making further and more immediate contributions to the defence ofthe

Middle East. Two fairly important suggestions were made by Mr. Shinwell inthis respect;

-(a) The three Commonwealth countries mentioned above might wish to consider
the advisâbility of sending, as early`as possible, token forces in the Middle East in
peacetime. He hought there would be great moral and psychological advantage tothis;

(b) The Dèfence Ministers and Chiefs of Staff of Commonwealth countries might
méet inarmontti or two to have further discussions on the military aspects of thedefence of the East.

Mr, Shinwell ho that Canada would send an observbecause of ^ ' • P^ er
industrial e important contributions which she could make by reason of her
National D enceal'. Youf may wish to pass this information on to the Minister of
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I,é haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE[.EGttM 72 ^ ,. :'-

F Peking to discuss the Korean problem except in a con
âno rtunitof settling the question of Formosa. The words "existing intern

PP^ Y

wers , of seeking a solution of the issues in the Far East W
P^

of getting
,_. ,

;^They. have as you know rnaintained ' all along that there was no °^ ive it
text which would also g.

lhé > United Nations Charter" which would define the tas s hich threaten peace.
•words ln con y g = k tri be g^ven the b^ N• r_..' .A ah'th existin International obhgations reat
"tion'I should explain to you that the Indians attach particular lmp° rovisions of

and the p

`ecss and in Peking the kind of policy outlined in Bevm s telegra • tance to the

4. Bajpai tells me that Nehru who was unwilhng to assen rt both in Lake Suc_.
CeasaFire Committee'o draft statement would probably suppo rt

In this connec-

matlon of fightrng in the ar
•• t to 'Pau sponsoring the

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

London, January 9, 1951

TOP SECM . .
Following for Pearson from Robertson, Begins: At resumed discussion of the
Korean problem this afternoon Bevin- brought together a number of ideas which
had emerged in the course of previous meetings. He suggèsted if these ideas proved
acceptable to the United States they might form the basis of a new approach which
could be introduced in the Political Committee on Thursday. A summary of these
very provisional and tentative suggestions is going from Bevin to Franks tonight
and will be repeated to Jebb who will send you ' a copy.

'2. If this sort of approach appears to be feasible you and your colleagues in the
Cease Fire Committee inight consider making it your'own either by incorporating"it
in substitution for what has become inappropriate in your draft statement of princi-
'ples or by putting it in the form of a resolution for introduction in the Political

Committee.
3: As you will see when you get Bevin's telegram the whole preoccupadôn of the

Prime Ministers has been to find some basis on which thé United States and the
Peôples' Government of China might be willing and able to sit down and seek
agreement on major Far Eastern issues which are threatening world peace. We real-
ize the United States must find it difficult to accept an Assembly resolution At t^e
in terms designed to secure a positive and favourable response from Peking.
same time we all feel here that nothing could be much worse than war at this hme
and in that place and that a pretty desperate effort to avoid it is jusdfied. On this
reading of the world situation the people taking part in these meetings feel they are
warranted in asking the United States which is taking the greatest risks for peace
and would be the main stay of the free peoples if war should come le ad to the
about rejecting a procedure which looks more likely than another to

, . • F East. '
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tional,obligations" would presumably include the Cairo declaration and this would
they hope make it possible for them to persuade the Chinese to accept such a reso-
lution as that now under consideration. Ends.

DEA/50069-A-40
Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni ^ - -1 .1

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures "

High. Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, January 9, 1951

TOP SECRET. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Following'is 'the text of the telegram which the Foreign Office is sending to the
United Kingdom'delegation in New York as a result of the discussion at this after-
noon's meeting of Prime Ministers. Foreign Office have been'requested to ask Mr.
Jebb to pass text to Mr. Pearson in New,York. You may wish to repeat it to him as
well as to Mr. Wrong in Washington, Begins: This afternoon Prime Ministers con-
tinued discussiôn`of Korean and Far Eastern questions. Theré was unanimous
agreement that the objective is to get the United States Government and the Central
People's Government of China to a conference table, and that if we are to achieve
this the invitation must be so presented as to have the best prospects of securing the
attendance ` of both.

2. We discussed at some length how the approach should be made. In general we
consider that we should aim at the adoption of a resolution by the Assembly con-
taining (as its operative part) little more than a strong request to the Governments
of the United States of America, United Kingdom, U.S.S.R. and the People's Gov-
ernment of China to meet to consider outstanding questions in the Far East in con-
formitTwith existing international obligations and the provisions of the United
Nations Charter.

3. The resolution might start by referring to Korea and to the spirit of the Iraqui-
SYrian resolution of November 3rd,10 and go on to urge that in view of the gravity
of the Present situation in the Far East representatives of these Powers should meet
to discuss these problems and to avoid the dangers to world peace.

4.
We have not worked out a form of words and are content to leave the drafting

to our representatives in New York. They might for example look at the Cease FireCotntnit
^tee •s ^-principles" with a view to turning the fifth point into a resolution

^;. •.. . : f . -

10 La rfsolution de
l'Irak et de la Syrie demandait aux représentants des grandes puissances siégeant au

Conseil de sécurité de discuter entre eux des problèmes qui risquaient de menacer la paix internatio-nale. Elle a été r_ 1 •
The Ira i-S e^nt intégrée à la résolution sur l'union pour la paix.

q Ynan resolution called on
d representatives of the Great Powers on the Security Council to
'scuss amongst themselves problems like) to threaten internationalPart of the Uniting

peace. It eventually became
g for Peace resolution.



Ends.

536.,

recommending a' meeting of the Powers. Any such meeting -would not, repeat not,
be held in public.--

5. But it is essential that we should know at once whether the United States Gov-
ernment would cooperate in bringing about this result. It will be recalled that in this
communiqué the President and the Prime Minister announced their readiness to
seek a peaceful solution of existing issues through whatever channels were open.

6. If the United States Government' agree to the principles of such a resolution,
then we would hope that the, Cease Fire. Committee could meet at once in New
York to work out a draft cesolution, to table on ' Thursday when discussion is
resumed. We feel that there is considerable advantage in such a resolution being
tabled, under the auspices of the Cease Fire Committee though if this is not practi-
cable we would agree to some other group, preferably including non-Common-
wealth as well as Commonwealth representatives, functioning as sponsors.

7. It is important that we should know the American response to this as soon as
possible. Whilst we are convinced that in the 'present crisis in the Far East it is
imperative that talks should take place between the Powers, we are anxious to
avoid making the position of the administration more 'difficult and are willing to
consider any suggestions which they may have to make which would render pres-
entation of these proposals more acceptable to the American public provided that
we 'did not jeopardize the prospects of acceptance by the Peking Government.

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Comrnissioner'in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEi.EG1tAM 82

Truman and explained a suggestion put forward in a pape b Australia
monwealth supply organization., The proposal was received warmlY Y

bût with some reservation by all' other Prime Ministers.

=4 Z. At tius morning s meetmg the sU VJect un er
supply and the Chancellor of the Exchequer outlined the developments which were

taking place in Washington" as a'result of the meeting between Mr. Attlee of^om-
• rt for some f

part and on which there is nothing of_ interest to report. ;
d d'scussion was raw materials and

Korea on which Mr. Robertson has rea y 1,__F%1 ,
and desultory discussion on the Middle East in which our Prime Minister took no

At. yesterday s(Tuesday) afternoon s meetmg o b short
• a1 d rted there was a relatively

9 ' f llowm e iscu

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

London, January 10, 1951

SECRET'
• • ^ d' scion about

si Voit le document 298JSee Document 298.
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':: 3. '. Mr. St. Laurent put forward the view that we should first look at all the
existing arrangements for Commonwealth liaison on economic matters, supply,
production, shipping, etc:, and see if whether some of these might be expanded to
meet any new needs or if any new organization was to be set up, some of these
might be wound up. - . . .

14. After a good deal of , discussion it was decided to have'a group of officials
explore this matter and make a factual report by Friday. It was suggested by South
Africa that a meeting of Supply Ministers or their equivalents might be held to
decide whether any further liaison organization was necessary. No decision was
reached on this suggestion pending the survey by officials.

..'. f . . . . . . .. .. .. ,

537. DEA/4901-M-40

Le. haut-conimissaire au Royaunie-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conunissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 89 London, January 11, 1951

n
b

eMinisters later today or tomorrow. The text of the' draft prepared by the working
is reproduced below. It will be seen that this draft i sconsiderably less amb

tious than the original United Kingdom proposal. The Working Party's draft has
the merit that it avoids prejudging the precise form or functions of any necessary
Commonwealth machinery in this field, at least until after the shape of the com-
modity bodies in Washington becomes more apparent. The following is the text ofthe Working Party's draft:

"The meeting agreed to recommend to their governments that the functions of
the Commonwealth Liaison Committee which is already charged with consultation
on economic matters of mutual interest to Commonwealth countries should be
expanded and that their representatives on the committee should be authorized in
Particular to discuss and report on all questions of common concern having to do
With the supply and production of raw materials and manufactured goods includingcapital tequipment "

Reference our telegram No. 71,` January 9th.t Economic discussion at the Prime
Ministers' meetings.

2. The United Kingdom draft memorandum, reported in our earlier telegram, was
discussed in a preliminary manner at the Prime Ministers' meeting yesterday
(Wednesday) môrning. Following that discussion a working party of officials met
last evening to attempt to draft conclusions for furth 'd

SECRET
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^ ^ Le haut commissaire au Rô)^aiune-Uni '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, .. , ^.
High Commissioner in United Kingdom

,to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, January 11, 1951

SECRET
,The meeting of yesterday afternoon, Wednesday, was devoted to a survey of

Europe with particular reference to Soviet tactics 'and intentions and the re-arma-
ment of Western Germany.

The whole performance was rather poor and there was' no serious discussion on
the merit of the case for or against Génnan re-annament. All Commonwealth rep-
resentatives except Mr. Nehru, who remained on the fence, favoured some degree
of Gennan rearmament.

Most of the meeting consisted of a cross-examination of the three Chiefs of Staff
by Mr. Nehru, whose main theme was that, if time is to the advantage of the west,
would seem to be folly to pose an act which might lead to open aggression, either
in the Far East or in Europe. He gave as his own view that Soviet Russia could not
stand idly by while the west was rearming Western Germany (and?) that this might
be considered by them as an act of such a provocative nature as to lead them into
what they would call a preventive war.

Mr. Bevin's presentation of the case was not too impressive; he discussed, how-
ever, the problem of a possible Franco-German rapprochement with some imagina-
tion. He thought that, if such a rapprochement were possible, it would lead to an
improvement of the morale of all Western Europe. He added that the plans for eco-
nomic integration with Germany were helping to dispel French fears of GermanY•

praise
^ and

r-t: He d the leadership given by Messrs. Pleven, Moch and Schum
ended his round-up by saying that Western Europe was the key to the whole situa-
tion "of which the testing time might be during the next two or three years".

,'-,;The most interesting ° points of the meeting were made by the Chiefs of Staff

when cross-examined by Mr. Nehru.` A fair summary of their remarks will be found

in the minutest of the meeting which are being forwarded to you.
of the

^The only remarks made Dy Mr: St-Laurent were to the effect that the aim

Nôrttï-Atlantic T.reaty powers was to achieve a position of reasonable
strength from

which it would De possible to work for peace and that Canada was anxiousr s play
her proper part in this effort to deter the Soviet Union from committing agg

'Oür immediâteF réâctiôns to the discussion can be summarized
as follows:

ral Western Europe, an art^t from its strategic importance, does not appear to be a

subject of much interest for the Commonwealth as a whole;
• ' -A: -' interest taken by the

.(b) Whatever interest there is, apart from the pnmo ^Western
United Kingdom and Canada, centers around the necessity of keeping

Commonwealth
Europe in a mood which will make its defence possible and the
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secure: Little concern, if any, is shown about the survival of Western Europe as a
fount of western civilization;

(c) The knowledge of European problems.in the Commonwealth, if yesterday's
meeting is indicative, is of a scanty and, at times, biased nature.

DEA/4901-M-40

Le lurut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretciry of State for External Affairs

TMEGRAM 102 London, January 12, 1951

SECRET

Reference our telegram No. 89 of January 11 th - economic discussions at the
Primé Ministers' meetings..,.. . . , .

1. The report t, of the, Working Party was discussed at the Prime Minister's meet-
,ing yésterday (Thursday) afternoon. Liesching, as Chairman of the Working Party,
presented the report and stated that it represented the maximum upon which agree-
ment could be secured. He indicated definitely that the United Kingdom would
have*preferred the setting up of a'special body to consider supply questions. Men-
zies of Australia also was of the view that a special body should have been set up
for this purpôse: Donges of South Africa said that in his opinion the proposal of the
Working Party, was sufficient for the time being,,but that later on a meeting of
Supply Ministers should be convened to consider what further steps might be nec-
éssary. Nehru indicated that in his view the proposal was sufficient for the time
being. This was concurred in by Holland of New Zealand, who added that the
machinery might later be improved as circumstances warranted. The Prime Minis-
ters of Ceylon,. Pakistan and Southern Rhodesia agreed with the proposals of the
Working Party,

Mr.St. Laurent in a brief intervention concurred in the proposals and stated
that if later on a meeting' of Supply Ministers should be convened, arrangements
should be,made for the ministers to be represented, since with parliament shortly to
assemble it'would be difficult for the Canadian Minister responsible for supply to
attend â meeting in London.

3. Gordon-Walker pointed out that the implementation of the Working Party's
proposals depended upon the extent to which the representâtives on the Common-
wealth Liaison Committee were supported by their governments by adequate
instructions and full information regarding the supply position in their respective
countries,

4• Mr. Attlee in summing up referred to the proposal for a meeting of Supply
Ministers as being a matter for later consideration.
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6. ;The final meeting is to be held this afternoon.

scu g y PPo • •
his^,sP^h to the Canada Club and reached no conclusions whatever.". t , . . ;
The di ssion enerall su rted Mr St Laurent s reference to

^ S. The afternoon session was evot to a tscu
either in the final . conununiqué. or a declaration of the Commonwealth Pnnciples.

0 the "elephant" in

' d ed t d' ssion on what might De 111%,

143L paragrap , . v^n rai
, problems and provoked from the Prime Minister of Pakistan a long outburst about
Afghanistan and unfriendly propaganda emanating from India. -

1 ded

h Mr B' 'sed .orne uestions regarding some middle easternAfter ihe main discussion on Korea but before the incident referred to m
mptly communicated with Mr. Pearson to this effect. ,Robertson pro

the

;to P ^ e p p •
luncheon adjournment it was not clear whether this in fact would be done and Mr.

ing but had been shown to him that he must specifically authorize Sir Benegal Rau

roceed 'f th 'An.-; les were to lu- taken When the meeting broke up for the

that had 6-on made in Mr Pearson's telegram wluch had not been read to e
3. Just as the meeting was about to break up Mr. Nehru however raised the point

• th meet-

fined to (1) and (5), there seemed to be general agreement to let the Cease ue
Committee proceed with the document as it was.

London, January 12, 1951

.. : ^ - . .SECRET
At the Thursday morning's meeting of the Prime Ministers the question of

Korea was taken up immediately. Mr. Bevin indicated that there could be no agree-
ment from the United States on any resolution without a cease fire being a condi-
tion precedent but that the United States authorities were prepared for the inclusion
of the words "in conformity with existing international obligations and the provi-
sions of the United Nations Charter".

2. While the atmosphere was much better than in previous discussions there was
still some confusion about what precisely was being approved. This was largely
dispelled first by the timely arrival of Mr. Pearson's telegram containing the
revised text of paragraph (5) of the cease fire principles12 and after some question
about whether paragraphs (2), (3) and (4) could be dropped and the principles con-

Sec Gnsda. DepartaKat of Extunal Affain, Staten«nu and Sp«chc.r. 19S . •
~ u Voit Cmâd& mintstére des Affairh extErieura. pfclar,mions et ducours. 195

1 No 1.

;^: .. . .f , .^ .

p Voir 1e docutnttft 21JSee Doctuflent 24 . 1 N° 1.
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Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affiaires extérieures, ; . - , . .

Nigh Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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DEA/50015-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni '
au secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

. , .
High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary. of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 132 London, January 15, 1951.. ,, .. , . :

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

My telegram No. 131, January 15th re Kashmir.t4
1: We had a word tonight with Gardner of Commonwealth Relations Office who

added a little background to the communiqué, although admitting that information
bearing on the Prime Ministerial discussions of Kashmir was still pretty
fragmentary.

2: You'will be aware that the Prime Ministers (with exception of Prime Ministers
of Southern Rhodesia, Ceylon, and Dr. Donges of South Africa) examined the
Kashmir question on January 10th and again on January 12th. Over weekend,
Prime Ministers of India, Pakistan and Australia met with Mr. Attlee at Chequers
for a"'Third round", but as communiqué indicates "agreement has not been
reached". From the preliminary information Gardner had obtained, Liaquat had
shown himself thoroughly reasonable throughout, but Mr. Nehru had given no
signs whatever'of a willingness to compromise, and had rejected virtually every
suggestion put to him in the course of the meetings. For example, at the first meet-
ing there had been some mention of the organization of a commonwealth force to
maintain order in the area in dispute pending the completion of plebiscite arrange-
ments: This had been rejected by. Nehru on two grounds (1) that it would provoke
the Russians and Chinese Communists, and (2) that the return of British i.e. United
Kingdom forces to India would bé misinterpreted by Indian public 'opinion. Nor
had Nehru been impressed either by Menzies' alternative suggestion that Australian
forces nught be made available to do the job, or the subsequent proposal that a joint
Indian Pakistan force be formed for thts purpose.

3• There had also been some discussion of the nature of a possible plebiscite, and
the suggestion had been aired thatthree simultaneous but separate'plebiscites might
be held (aj in the vale of Kashmir, and in the areas which arc known roughly to
lean (b) towards India, and (c) towards Pakistan. Nehru was said to be equally neg-
ative on this aspect, and to have taken refuge in arguments about the constitutional
position and. responsibilities of Sheik Abdullah. Finally there had been difficultiesover: the,
ac qustion of supervision, where again Nehru had not been prepared tocepik the

6plications of the, argument that United Nations machinery would be

Pour le commi,niquE contemu dans le télégramme cité en rffErence, voir/For the communiqué con-. tained in the referenced tele
19,ï1.19S2.

Volume ll I,o
^^. ^^ntt and Sp«dus on British Commonwealth ^airs,

1953,^pQ•1^^ ^te 1. '^^ Royal Institute of International Affairs-Oxford University Press,



required in ` order to ensure conditions which would permit a fair expression of
views. In this context too, he stressed the role of the Kashmir Government.: , ï. ,.t . . , . .. . . •^

4. In contrast to Nehru's rigid attitude, the impression is that Liaquat had seemed
anxious for a solution. Gardner had `seen Ikramullah today Who had recounted the
history of the MacNaughton and Dixon proposals and had claimed that Pakistan
had been prepared to`accept such proposals,'but that India had been intransigent.
; 5. Gardner said it had been decided that the communiqué would not be on the

BBC tonight but would be released tomorrow morning. He added however that
both Nehru and Liaquat are planning press conferences tomorrow, and that Liaquat
feels he must make a reference to the commonwealth force, if only to demonstrate
his own willingness to go along with proposals discussed by the Prime Ministers
and to demonstrate that the responsibility for the failure of the present discussions

u.,_rests with Nehr

11
for these two ieasons'the invitation was accepted.

with the new Asian members, and this in itself could mime e e
Rlso new governments were in office in Australia and New Zealand,
m°Mg would pan

and the meet-

• Menzies and Mr. Holland. Mainly
^ occasion for meeting Mr.

nurusters and ofGchals time at it was ra er
of outstanding importance required thé -calling

.
of such a meeting. It was realized

thoûgh'that the meeting would provide an ' opportunitÿ for the exchange
of views

s , .. . th ffort worth while;

was held on January 24 at 4 o'clock in the Conference Room. Mr. N.A. Robertson,
Mr. J.W. Pickersgill and Mr. J. Léger. spoke on the Meeting of Commonwealth
Prime Ministers which took place in London from January 4 - 12, 1951.

INVITATION
When the invitation to hold a meeting was received from London in November

1950, first reaction and feeling in Ottawa was that there were so many demands on
'•• • ''' th ' th ^ a burden to attend when no matters

A meeting of Heads of Divisions and other External Affairs officers concenied

DEA/50085-40

Évaluation de la réunion des premiers ministres du Conunomvealth

Appraisal of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Meeting

SECRET [Ottawa], January 24, 1951

PERSONALRIES ;

iddédconsiderably to the length of meetings.' Air. IJevin was imp

taken a full part. It was obvious that the United Kingdom group
Stafford Cripps as Chancellor and also as a close friend of Mr. Nehru.

Mr• Attlee

wâs, a good chairman, making no Churchillian perorations, which though brilliant,
• ' ressive in a mas-

one. It was the first Prime Ministers' meeting in which the Chance
• • • felt the loss of Su

Mr. `Attlee, Mr. Bevin, Mr. Shinwell and Mr. Gordon a e
twelve sessions and Mc. Gaitskell, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

came to only
• llor had not

The United KUngdom group was a little weaker than t os
W lk r attended all of the

. . ,... . , • . , h e t former mee
^d`^= ;xingdom . ,. , .. . , , tings.
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sive, serious way, though rather- heavÿ-handed for the company; especially those
from Asian countries. Mr. Shinwell was not of great help to the meeting; he was
amiable, benevolent and prone to thinking aloud, though his remarks were not
aivraJVa i/1V1VUllu 11Vi V1 glGitL 1i1lGCa

India , . ... .
Mr., Nehru was an outstanding personality at the meeting and added something

of his own to the weight his country carries in Commonwealth discussions. He is
highly articulate, has a charming manner and great intellectual power. As a tacti-
cian, he is better than Mr. Liaquat Ali. Sympathy, at outset, 'was generally with
Pakistan over the Kashmir issue, but, at times, Mr. Liaquat Ali spoke in a manner
which alienated some sympathy.

Australia

Mr. Menzies' contribution was very impressive. He was adroit and helpful in the
Rashmir discussions, taking the initiative in a way. which did not antagonize any-
one. His contribution to the final Declaration of Principles accepted by the Prime
Ministers was something of a personal tour de force.

New Zealand

Precedence in the seating plan around the conference table was not followedeand
one reason for doing this was so that Indian, Pakistan and South African represen-tatives

would not be check by jowl. There was a similar departure from the formal
01der of discussion., Previously, the Chairman called on Prime Ministers to speak
a^ording' to, the "London" order of precedence, i.e. United Kingdom, Canada,
^u ah^ Ne^! Zealand, • South Africa, etc. At this. meeting, Prime Ministers of

^es,which had. a special interest in the subject were called on to speak first.

as an anomalous status at Commonwealth Prime Ministers' meetings.

ORDER OF; PRECEDBNCE

It.was the, first Prime Ministers' Meetin when th f al hi ' al yde

,'SirGod
éf for his countrywhich h

heY-Huggins was adequate in holding a watching bri

F mse iscuss^ons, though he made
clear,his opinion of the United Nations, - that the less anyone had to do with it,
the better!

Sotithern Rhodesia

, Mr. Senanavake did not take an active art ' tl d'

Ceylon ,

Mr. Donges, the South African Minister of the Interior, played a useful part and
was a competent representative, always on the alert to protect South Africa's posi-
tion which was never menaced in any way. On one point, a curiously common
ground emerged' between South Africa and India since neither wished to have its
intra-Commonwealth" disputes taken up at Commonwealth meetings.

South Africa

pe e
difficult for him to add much to the discussions.

Mr. Holland was attending his tirst meeting and his lack'of ex rience mad 'it
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This resulted. in Mr: Holland, Mr. Senanayake and Dr. Donges taking a minor part
in the discussions. v} : `

TOPICS DISCUSSED
No constitutional problems were raised and there was no discussion about

"reviving the Empire"; there was no tension at any time, but a mutual recognition
of good # faith among all members of! the Commonwealth. It is thought that our
working relations with Indià and Australia should be easier because of the meeting.

KOREA .
. . . , . - , . . ^ . . . ' ° .. , . . . . . , .

The crisis in Korea was so serious that this subject took precedence over all
others, and five of. the twelve sessions, as well as parts of other sessions, were
devoted to it. The Indian position was the same as at Lake Success, and the United
Kingdom position was well-known. Mr. Menzies said that when his party came
into office it had taken a strong stand against_ the recognition of Communist China,
but he was now coming to the conclusion that the. Chinese People's Govennment
was in fact the Government of China and should be represented in the United
Nations. Mr. Holland's and Dr. Donges' positions came closest to the United States
thesis, though Mr. Holland was torn between following Mr. Menzies' thinking or
adhering to the Truman policy. In the Korean discussions, one fact was plain; no
one wanted quick decisions:'nIl urged delay in the United Nations; and there.was
unanimity in the desire to keep on seeking a peaceful solution of the difficulties

with China.

PACIFIC PACT

' This subject came up incidentally during discussions of a Japanese Peace TreatY.

India was not interested in any idea of a counterpart of an Atlantic Pact. Mr. Hol-

land ` was more reali'stic than Mr. Menzies 'and said , he realized . that security

depended mainly on the position taken by Washington.*

COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY COUNCtL
'^ Mr. Gaitskell made an unimpressive case for further Commonwealth consulta

tive ttiachinery to' secure closér liaison on problems of production and problems

arising frôm current shortages of raw materials, with the special object of safe
'guarding those Commonwealth countries which were not members of NATO or
OEEC. Apartfrom -the United Kingdom and Australia, there was general agree-
inent thatia Commonwealth organiz.ation, as such, was unlikely to help solve world
supply problems in any significant way. When Mr. St. Laurent produced a list be
"stillborn" or inactive Commonwealth committees and councils which could

eliminated; Mr. Gaitskell had to admit that he had never heard of most
of them. It

was,finally agreed that the Prime Ministers would recommend
to their respective

governments that the existing Commonwealth committee for consultation on eco-
nomic questions should be strengthened. this
t`" The Canadian group had some sympathy for the Australian position o AT

question. Canada has supply arrangements with the United States, as well as N
4 nd OEEC, but Australia, has nône. Ten or ffteen years ago our attitude was the
same 'as Australia's,' and we were then pressing for some kind of partnership or
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council in which we would have a voice. Now our close diplomatic arrangements
with the United Kingdom, the United States and France meet our needs, but Aus-
tralia has not yet worked theirs out.'

Defence Questions and the Middle East
In addition to the twelve sessions attended by all Prime Ministers, two other

sessions were held, with the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff present, to discuss the
strategic position in the Middle East and the'defence of Africa. The representatives
of India, Pakistan and Ceylon were not at these sessions. It was not a question of
excluding them; they had previously made known their position and excluded
themselves. Mr. Nehru had stressed India's essentially neutral position between
East and West and his general political philosophy is critical of the NATO defence
arrangements, since defending one's position by force, is, he argues, a provocative
measure. Mr. Liaquat Ali's position was quite different; he made it known that he
could not take part in any defence discussions and Pakistan troops could not be
released for defence of the Middle East until the Kashmir question was settled. His
was a definite bargaining position which he would not relinquish, to induce other
Commonwealth countries to assist in bringing about a solution of the Kashmir dis-
pute. Dr. Donges took an active part in these discussions, and the South African
Government under Dr. Malan was prepared to do more in the way of definite
defence commitments than General Smuts had ever been allowed to do.

Mr St. Lnurent's Visit to France
The Prime Minister was given a most impressive welcome, and accorded

honours equal to those given a head of state. There was a feeling of immediate
sYmpathy and great warmth for him, as though he were one of their own.

In. discussions with French Ministers, it was evident that the French attitude
towards Germany, had been considerably modified recently and that opposition to
the creation of a German army now springs at least as much from fear of provoking
Russia as from fear of a new German aggression. Mr. Schuman, the French Foreign
Minister,,believed that given time and peace, a Western European union could be
worked out; if the United Kingdom held aloof, such a regional union would take
possibly, fifteen years but considerably less with the United Kingdom co-operating.
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- RÉUNION DU COMITÉ CONSULTATIF, 12-20 FÉVRIER. 1951
CONSULTATIVE COMMTITEE MEETING, FEBRUARY--12-20, 1951

DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire TÉtat aux Affaires extérieures -
au ministre des Finances

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of Finance ; .

SECRET. Ottawa, January 17, 1951. f.
..,

My dear Colleague:
I know that you have continued to feel uneasy about a number of aspects of the

Colombo Plan. Since I still believe that a substantial Canadian contribution would
be a sensible investment in the stability of an area which in the long run, I think, is
important for our own security, I should like to try in this letter, if I may, to remove
some of your doubts and misgivings.

But before doing so, let me restate very briefly the reasons for my support of the

Colombo Plan. Although we are still in the dark about much of Soviet strategy, i^

- main outlines are now clear enough, I think, for us to see that we must retain some
allies in Asia if we are to prevent the whole of the Eurasian land-mass from falling
under Communist domination. At present, the Governments in control of India and
Pakistan are our firm friends, notwithstanding their very natural efforts to avoid
bécoining too deeply involved in the strugglé with the Soviet Union. But these new
Governments are highly precarious They need external financial assistance if they
are to have a chance of making some improvement in the appallingly low standard
of living of their people and so of sheltering them from the attractions of Ca mm-of

; nist propaganda. We must try, I believe, to strengthen the will and the cap ty

these countries to assist in the struggle against Communist imperialism;
and one of

the very few ways we can do so is by showing a practical interest in their economic

, welfare.
You have,raised the point that, although a Canadian contribution would inn^es

real sacrifice on the part of this country, contributions by sterling area cou
would have very little meaning. It is true, of course, that the bulk of the United

Kingdom contribution will be in the form of releases from the sterling balances;
.and for that reason, it could be argued that this is not a contribution

but merely the

repayment of a debt. On the other hand, I think you would agreeL,..
that dtho^eand Wi11

will impose very real strains on the economy of the United ng
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necessitate very real economic sacrifices, since they will make possible unrequited
exports from the United Kingdom to the countries of South and South-East Asia.,
The United Kingdom will be exporting goods to these countries without receiving
any goods in return. This is, of course, what any international debtor is obliged to
do. But would it be fair to regard the accumulated sterling balances - of India,- for
example - as debts in the ordinary sense? As you know better than I, they were
run up during the war in order to pay for military supplies and services purchased
by the United Kingdom to support forces in India,; the Middle East and Burma.
They have, therefore, always been considered, I think, as forming a special cate-
gory of indebtedness since they represent a debt incurred in the common defence.

The special nature of these'debts was explicitly recognized, you will remember,
in the Financial Agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom of
December 6,-1945, in paragraph 10 of which it was stipulated that the United King-
dom would. try . to' make agreements .with holders of the balances whereby part
would be immediately released, part would be funded on a long-term basis and part
would be "adjusted", i.e., cancelled. In point of fact, of course, the United -King-
dom has never been able to fulfil the intention it expressed in that Agreement. On
balance, I; think that we should.be glad that heavy releases have been permitted
from the balances since this has contributed powerfully to such stability as has been
maintained in South and South-East Asia over the past five years. Nevertheless, the
article of the Loan Agreement to which I have referred indicates that the United
States at least did not regard the balances in 1945 as a debt in the ordinary sense.
So far as I remember the opinion of Canadian financial authorities at that time, they
were in full agreement with the efforts of the United States to scale down the bal-
ances and to fund much of the residue. This attitude on the part both of our Govern-
ment and the United States Administration persisted at least as late as the Tripartite
Economic Discussions in which you and I participated in September, 1949. You
will recall that the communiqué issued after those discussions foreshadowed
another attempt to liquidate the problem presented by "the existence of exception-
ally large accumulations of sterling which were built up mainly during the war as
the result of payments by the United Kingdom for goods and services purchased
overseas in furtherance of the common war effort". By its *contribution to the
Colombo plan which is to take the form mainly of releases from the sterling bal-
ances, the United Kingdom has indicated its willingness to discharge the whole of
its indebtedness and to do so at a rapid rate. In the light of the history of the prob-
lem of the sterling balances, this undertaking can properly be considered; it seemsto

Te, as a real contribution to the economic development of South and South-East
Asia. . ., y . ., , . . .

It should also be borne in mind, I think, that although the. bulk of the United
Kingdom contribution will be, in. the form of sterling releases, a substantial,
although.minor, part will take the form of outright gifts to the colonies of Singa-
pore, the Federation of Malaya, North Borneo and Sarawak. The sterling require-
ments of these colonies over the six-year period will be covered in their entirety by
gifts from the United Kingdom. The sum involved is 61 million pounds.

S0 far ,as the Australian contribution of not less than 25 million pounds over the
six.yem. period is concerned, it is true that with wool prices at a high level and with

1043
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Australia's sterling reserves climbing at a rapid rate, the Australians are not going
to have tO pull in their belts this year in order to meet their contribution to the
Colombo Plan:' But the time will almost certainly come in the future, as in the past,
when -Australia will need all her reserves of sterling; and at that time the Australian
contribution to the Colombo Plan will have a very real meaning. To put the Austra-
lian contribution to the Plan for capital development in its proper perspective, it
must also be remembered that Australia has already agreed to contribute 2,800,000
pounds sterling over the next three years for technical assistance in South and
South-East Asia.

You have also expressed anxiety that the programme may be too small and, in
particular, that the amount of external assistance which is ^ suggested .will not be
enough either to arrest the gradual fall in the standard of living which is being
caused by the pressure of population or to' make possible the inception of an
upward spiral of economic development. I agree that when 'set beside the $12 bil-
lion of E.C.A: funds.which have already been appropriated for economic recovery

inWestern Europe, the $3 billion of external finance for a programme of economic
development in South and South-East Asia over a'six-year period seems extremely
small. Certainly the programmes of individual countries, with few exceptions, have
been pared to the bone.

Nevertheless, I feel that $3 billion may pot be far from the proper figure. There
âre, of course, sharp limitations on the rate at which external capital can be
absorbed by countries so poor as India and. Pakistan. Indeed, their capacity to
absorb outside aid is limited by the very poverty which makes the aid necessary•
They have few trained technicians; and they have very limited power to raise the
local currency which is'necessary to meet the internal costs of the development
programme: In some countries, âs you will have noticed in the Report, external
finance would be used in part to augment the supply of local currency. Some con-
sumer goods, as well as capital goods, would be bought abroad with the foreign
exchange provided through loans. or grants or sterling releases; and the proceeds
from the local sale of these consumer goods would increase the internal finance
available for development purposes.'If, however, it is agreed - and this is implicit
throughout the Report - that the chief responsibility for development in South and
South-East Asia must rest with the Governments and peoples of the countriesc^e
area, then those Governments must raise themselves the great bulk of the local
rency which will be required, and 'the scarcity of internal finance must imposer
sharp limitation on the rate at which external capital can be absorbed. This impo
tant principle han been këpt firmly in mind, I think, by the authors of t thee ôu^ry

and. especially by those who have been ' responsible for drawing uP bùt rea
programmes. On the whole; it seems to me,' that they have struck a rough,
sônably realistic, balance between the amount of external assistance which, ideallY,
they might like' and the amount which, in, fact, they believe they will be able to

make good use of over the next six ^ years.
o inion rests in large

I feel this particularly strongly in the case of India. My p
measure on the confidence I have in Deshmukh, who has impressed me whh^ n w

d h' honesry and who, I gather, h
have met him both with lus shrew ness an ^s
firm control over economic' policy in India. The amount of external

finance W^c
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India is seeking was set only after he had personally examined the problem with
great thoroughness; and that is an additional reason, I think, for putting considera-
ble trust in the Indian estimate.

It is true, of course, that even if the $3 billion can be provided from external
sources and if the programme is implemented in substantially the shape that is now
proposed, there will not be anydramatic improvement in standards of living in
South .and South-East Asia. There will be, for example, an increase of only some
10% in the volume of foôd grains produced. That is certainly modest enough when
the present poverty of the area and the likely increase in population are taken into
account. Nevertheless, it will be something. There will be some visible, if slight,
improvement in the standard of living. It is estimated, for example, that if the pro-
gramme is carried through, it will be possible in India to provide in the rationed
urban areas for cereal consumption of 16 ounces a day instead of the 12 ounces,
which is the present ration.

'In'addition, of course, by the end of the six-year period the countries in the area
will have completed important basic developments in the form of dams, irrigation
works, hydro-electric installation and improved transportation systems, all of which
could provide the groundwork for further development projects, many financed by
private capital. I do not think it is too much to hope that, if finance can be found for
the Colombo Plan and if, in spite of all the shortages caused by the heavy rearma-
ment programme in the North Atlantic area, capital goods can be made available, at
the end of the six-year period the countries of South and South-East Asia will not
only have a somewhat higher standard of living than they have at the present time
and so will be at least partially immune from the attractions of Communist propa-
ganda, but will also be in a position from which a much larger programme of eco-
nomic , development could be undertaken without further inter-governmental
finance.

On the other hand, I agree that the estimate of the amount of external finance
which will be required to make a start on the process of economic development has
been cût very fine. One consequence of this is that those countries which may be in
a position to help, including Canada, should all do their fair share in order to see
that the amount needed is fully subscribed. What our fair share would be is, no
doubt, a question on which there can be honest differences of opinion. But 1,
myself, feel that it should not be less than $25 million per annum.

Yours sincerely,

L.B. PEARSON
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DEA/11038-40

[Ottawa], January 22, 1951

^ ^.-
< < COLOMBO PLAN - FINANCE

Du ring the past few days this matter ^ has been discussed in Washington by
Deutsch and Read of the Department of Finance and Plumptre of this Department.

2. When Deutsch and LePan came back from London they were inclined to rec-
ommend that the Canadian contribution to the Colombo Plan (in addition to techni-
cal assistance) should be about $25 million a year over, the six-year period. The
United Kingdom had suggested $50 million a year as pur share but this was consid-
ered unduly large, considering the whole size of the Plan and considering possible
United States participation. At that time we had formed the impression that the
United States might be willing to put up something like $200 million in 1951-52
for assistance in the area covered by the Colombo Plan ($300 million for the whole
of South and South-East Asia, Commonwealth and non-Commonwealth). ,

3. In your memorandum to Cabinet of October 24th the suggestion of the United
Kingdom was mentioned and the following sentence appeared:

"It would appear however that should the United States support the programme
to the extent which seems probable the Canadian participation which would be
considered appropriate could hardly be 'less than of the order of $20 million a

In thCabinet meeting of December 28th when the matter was again under discus-y e r
sion I understand that the Prime Minister specifically referred to the relationship
that should exist between the contributions of Canada and the United States. Hence
the discussions which our officials undertook in Washington during the past few
days.
i 4: The` United States attitude may be described as follows:

(âj No financial cornmitment can possibly be made at this time and none will be
discussed at the meeting in Colombo on February 12th. The United States Execu
tive Branch does not even know what figures H will put to Congress for^sternal

aid; and Congress is not likely to decide on firm figures for several mon

(b) It seems clear that United States aid in the Colombo Plan area will bf^c ^
. deal less than the $200 million we had anticipated. However, no senior o
:,Washington will discuss figures. '

(e) It was emphasized that commodity scarcities and not finance will be the ^t-

ing factor. Of'
O

o^a T,̂.s not essen
d Congress will insist that foreign assistance, even if it i

w
defence character, must be justified in terms of the defence of the free

to Secretary of State for External.Affarrs

ôus-secrétaire d'État 'auz Affaires extérieuresNote ' du 's
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures

:,t:.:
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
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may lead to difficulties with countries that are not willing to "take sides" between
the United States and the U.S.S.R.

(e) The difficulties of extending aid to India will be particularly great for obvious
political reasons. Yet under the Colombo Plan India is to receive some two-thirds of
the total assistance from abroad.

(f) Despite all these difficulties, the United States will be supplying aid to South
and Southeast Asia and will take part in the work of the Consultative Committee:

5. The attitude of. the United States. is bound to have a strong effect on our
Department of Finance. We may expect immediate and renewed resistance to mak-
ing any commitment and above all to making a six-year commitment. They will
probably wish to delay all decisions until the outlook clarifies. They will probably
emphasize that commodities are now the limiting factori and that we do not yet
know either what commodities are needed from Canada under the Colombo Plan or
what commodities we would be willing to make available in 'view of developing
short'supplies in this country.

6. , l think you will therefore be confronted by decisions on four points:
(a)ïYou may consider, accepting the position of the Department of Finance and

Postponing all financial decisions until the commodity position can be clarified.
There is some logic in this attitude. On the other hand it would, I, think be embar-
rassing ' to the Canadiant Government in, its relations with other Commonwealth
Governments; it would certainly be embarrassing to Mr. Johnson, our High Com=
missioner in Karachi,'who has'now been told that he will lead the Canadian delega-
tion to the February meeting in Colombo. It would not be consistent with our full,
membership in'the ,Commonwealth Consultative Committee. On the other hand, if
you decide to follow this course, 'we can argue that all along we have pointed out
the relationship between'our position and that of the United States.

(b) A second choice would be to go ahead despite the change in circumstances
and ask Cabinet inimediately to approve â sum of $25 million for 1951/52. (You
will recall 'that Mr. Diefenbaker in a radio 'broadcast recently suggested $50 mil-lion):

Bo' th' Cabinet and Parliament could be given assurance that this full sum
would not be spent if the commodities were not available or if for other reasons it,
could not be spent wisely.

(c) You might wish to consider a compromise position. You might ask Cabinet to
àpprove a'smaller amount, say $10 million for 1951-52, on the understanding that
if it were all used up sympathetic consideration would be given to the âpproval of
additional âmounts. Johnson would thus bé in a position to say that Canada was
"open for business" but in view of the radically changed world situation and partic-
ularly of the commodity situation the Canadian Government was not sure howmuch inonéy could in
not, fact be spent. Naturally under present circumstances it would

wish to provide more than was really needed.

(d) Finally there is a question whether Cabinet should be asked even to consider
hnancial commitments be ond 1951-52.
térm dévelo y The Colombo Plan is of course a long

pment plan. 'On the other hand the future is so uncertain that it seems
unreal^sdç to invite Cabinet to consider contributions so far in advance.'
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-7. Ifyou approve either (b) or (c) above, or something like them, I will prepare
the necessary memorandum for Cabinet. However, it would obviously be most
desirable if in advance. of Cabinet consideration you could reach agreement
between the Prime Minister, ; Mr. Abbott, : Mr. Mayhew and yoursel f.'s

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

545. DEA/1103840

`- Note du chef de 'la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire 'd'État aux-Affaires extérieures16

Memorandum from Head Economic Division,
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs16

[Ottawa], January 29, 1951

Canadian political situation. A gift of wheat might be welcome
which would look askânce at the donation of large sums of money. Fu^er' his

grains at cut prices). Another advantage that Deutsch foresaw wasd ln r
here in quarters• •

COLOMBO PLAN .

Deutsch has just made a proposal regarding the Canadian contribution which I
think may prove most helpful. The central point in it is,that Canada should immedi-
ately make a gift of wheat to India to meet the acute shortage there.

2. The Indian Government would sell the wheât in India. It could then use the
proceeds for capital development under the Colombo Plan:

3. Ibelieve that this procedure would be quite in accordance with the spirit and
purposes of the Plan. It has always been recognized that part of the external assis-
tance that India and other countries in the area receive would be spent on consum-
ers' goods. Thesé goods would relieve shortages there and would release men and
materials for capital development who might otherwise have to be kept on the pro-
duction of consumers' goods in India or other countries. .

4.1askéd Deutsch what figures he had in mind. He said he hoped to be able to
provide $10 million to $12 million worth of wheat. This, however, would HentirelY

e has
depend upon the availability in Canada of wheat of suitable milling grades.
asked Mitchell Sharp to review the 'position immediately in the Department of.
Tradè and Commerce.

5. Deutsch pointed out certain aspects of the plan which he thought would proba-
bly:• be advantageous . from •• Canada's, point of view. He thought that there would
probably be political advantages considering the present relationship between Can-
ada'and India, and also considering that Congress is in no mood to give immediate
assistance to India. (It has "shelved" a recent Indian request for two million tons of,

• . • elation to the

111 Note marginale :/Marginal note: ;, Will UN [Division] do a
I ttunk that we ahould go ahead on (b) and fatl back ^ necessary

u Note marginale :/Marginal note: in c-a and b. L.B.P[ears°n1

Mr. Reid. I mentioned this to the Minister. we sh[oulld snap ^t up.
memo? A.D.P.II[eeneyl.
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plan had substantial administration advantages. Canada would not get into the posi-
tion of having to approve or supervise any particular plan for capital development
put forward by the Government Of India. Finally, the gift could be made immedi-
ately and without waiting for a Parliamentary vote; the operations of the Wheat
Board are apparently sufficiently elastic to make this possible.

6. Deutsch went on to say that he} would hope to be able to make some similar
arrangement for the supply of Canadian products to Pakistan. It would, however, be
most difficult; they are self-sufficient in foodstuffs. Clearly they do not need Cana-
dianwheat.

7. It is just possible that a similar arrangement might be made with Ceylon. How-
ever, thanks to high prices of rubber and other factors, Ceylon is in a very comfort-
able financial position at present and scarcely needs external assistance. If it was
considered that Canada's contribution to the Colombo Plan ought to contain some-
thing for Ceylon an arrangement might be made that some of the rupees raised by
the Indian Government from the sale of Canadian wheat might' be transferred to
Ce}►lon. Ceylon has an adverse balance of payments with India and can always use
rupees.

8. Deutsch felt that Canada's contribution to the Colombo Plan certainly need not
extend to other countries in addition to the three Dominions.

9. I asked Deutsch what he thought the total Canadian contribution might add up
to. He replied that it could not be less than $15 million and perhaps might go as
high as $25 million.

10. He said that he had put his proposals up to Dr. Clark who was "intrigued" and
favourably disposed towards the approach. The matter will not be put up to Mr.
Abbott unless a favourable reply is received from Trade and Commerce regarding
the availability of wheat, and unless a favourable response comes from this Depart-
ment pacticularly in regard to the political implications of the proposals.
.-11: I told Deutsch that my immediate reaction was very favourable. If Mr. Abbott

could come forward with a suggestion along these lines there might be a resolution
of difficulties and divergents that had been evident in the past. However, I said thatI

would have to seek guidance within the Department on the official level.
12. I suggest that we should (a) give warm support to the general proposals and

(b) insist that the total amount made available should not be cut below $25,million
and (c) insist that, before any arrangement with India is announced, we should at
least open up' discussions with Pakistan. LePan agrees with these suggestions. Do
You agree?^7;:'
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A.F.W. P[[.UMVrRE]18

d) advise the U.K. of our intentions. [N. Moran]18 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Note: Following the comment by [the] USSPA, I have spoken to Deutsch and told him that out
Minister warmly approved, and also mentioned to him other points in para[graph] 12 above.A.F.W.p[lumptre].

Jan 30/51

"Note marginale :/Marginal note
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Ottawa, January 30, 1951

My dear Colleague: '
,J have your secret letter commenting:on certain aspects of the Colombo Plan.

It is true that I had some serious doubts as to the merits and soundness of the
report made by the group in London but I think it unnecessary to argue the matter
in any detail at this time. I have always been prepared to admit its humanitarian
aspects and the possibility that in the short run at least it might have some political
effect in helping to hold South and South-East Asia out of the Communist camp
(âlthough it is not inconceivable that the long run effect might be disappointment
and disillusion). Generally speaking, however, I have felt, and I made this quite
clear; that we were committed by our participation in the preliminary conferences
to some participation in the Plan itself. As to the amount of the participation, I
wished to have it determined in connection with the Estimates when Ministers
would be in a position to weigh the extent to which they were prepared to reduce
expenditures in their own departments and on domestic projects in order to make
possible a contribution to the Colombo programme. If my colleagues believe that
opinion in Parliament and in the country will support a contribution to this plan and
are,prepared to see either a corresponding reduction in their own depactmental
projects or a corresponding increase in taxation, I will be prepared to support any
contribution that may be agreed upon.

I shall make no attempt to reply to the,various points you make but will confine
myself to one or two comments to clarify my own point of view. My main objec-
tion^ to the report was the way it glossed over the two fundamental difficulties
impeding a solution of the social and economic problems of South and South-East
Asia:.:. the area

(1) The"problem of population-the fact that during the next twenty years
in question is expected to add to its' population a number at least equal to the pre-
sent population of the United States (a rate of growth with which the increase in
production cannot possibly keep pace, and, if it does not, it will, of course, mean an
inevitable decline in the standard of living); and mries

(2) The Kashmir problen^the fact that the two largest of the recipiel t for fSht
are spending 60% c to 65% of their total budgets in preparations priman Y for
ing each other (a total amount about equal to the amount of assistance being
from other countries). as it does,
I fear it is not too much to say that inglossing over these two problems

the report is misleading -, not to say dangerous.

`Le` ministre des 'Finances
au secrétaire> d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Minister of Finance
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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In regard to the United Kingdom, I said that its contribution would be merely
paying off a debt and carrying out a programme which it would have to carry out,
whether or not there was any Colombo Plan. Australia's contribution, : moreover,
would not come out of its own hide but be made at the expense ,of the United
Kingdom. '

think it is just conceivable that if the âid were on a sufficiently large scale, far
larger than the $3 billion contemplated by the Plan, there might be some chance of
increasing production and raising the standard. of living with sufficient speed to
produce a slowing down of. the rate of. population growth and perhaps drastic
changes in ancient traditions, religions, taboos, etc. However, there is no chance of
this. It is probably too much to hope that money and'supplies will be in sufficient
quantity to carry out even the more limited objectives of the Colombo Plan. I can-
not, therefore, be as optimistic as you'appear to be in regard to the impact of the
Plan on living conditions in the area and their reflection in political opinion.

sincerely,
D.C. ABBOTT

DEA/ 11038-40

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANADIAN DELEGATION TO MEETING IN COLOMBO,

FEBRUARY 12,' 1951 OF THE COMMONWEALTH CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

SECRET [Ottawa], February 1, 1951

ON SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA19

The Canadian Government has shown a continuing and growing interest in the
work of the Consultative Committee. It approves of the general purposes of the
Committee and the work it has done so far. ,.

I. Genercilliutructions f

2. The Government has, however, been unwilling to approve the establishment of
anÿ elaborate central organization; both technical assistance and çapital develop-
ment funds.should be provided and. administered as far as possible on a bilateral
basis. It is recognized that a certain amount of pooling of information and co-ordi-
nation of. activities regarding external assistance in South and Southeast Asia is
useful. Hence the Government was willing to agree to the establishment of the
Technical Co-operation Bureau. Simple arrangements which promote the same pur-
pôses`in connection with the capital assistance may be supported.

3• The Delegation must, of course, refer back to the Government for considera-
cion all majôr proposals, put forward at the meeting, and all proposals involving
f^nâncial cornmitments.. ,,^. . . .^

"Note marg;nale ;rnqarginal note:
UK, L.B.P[earson). [6 Feb 1951]
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II. Orgariizâtion
4. The following niaterial pn organization is put forward for the general guidance

. ..;,, ; .
of the Delegation. ^ . ;

5. The United Kingdom has proposed (CRO Simplex No. 8, of January 17)t that
there should be two meetings of the Consultative Committee every year, one at the
. ininisterial level'and the other at the official level. There should be a small Central
Secretariat; (the United 'Kingdoin telegram implies incorrectly that there has been
final agreement on this point). This Secretariat should prepare annual reports on the
progress of the Colombo Plan and on further measures required.

6. These proposals are "open to objection:
(a) If ministerial meetings are held too frequently. and without clear cause the

result will be that the senior Ministers who are responsible will be represented by
junior, Ministers, Parliamentary Under-Secretaries, etc. The result will be satisfac-
tory to nobody. Ministerial meetings should be held only when really needed.

(b) A new Secretariat shoùld not be set up unless we can be sure that it will help
and not hinder the operation of the Plan. The Secretariat would probably have to be
located somewhere in South or Southeast Asia. Difficulties that have been exper-
ienced in finding a Director for the Technical Assistance Bureau are*a warning of
what may happen. The countries of South and Southeast Asia have a very limited
supply of officials with real initiative, organizing ability and financial responsibil-
ity. Such officials are so scarce that they 'are unlikely to be spared for the Central
Secretariat. On the other hand it is quite out of the question for the Secretariat to be
dominated by non-Asiatics.

(c) Neither the Consultative Committee nor a central Secretariat established under
it is in a good position to assist in the arrangement of all the bilateral agreements
that will have to be drawn up covering capital development, or to ensure that there
is no overlapping in the agreements between various countries and agencies, or to
follow up the way in which such agreements are in fact being implemented. This
sort of a job cannot be done effectively from some remote international Secretariat•
It must be done on the spot in the country receiving assistance and primarily in the
capital of that country. Hence the growing emphasis placed by the ECA in Wash-
ington on' the need for. "coordination at the. national level" between. the various
United States. programmes for technical and capital assistance, the various U.N.
programmes, and the Commonwealth, programmes. In short the initiative and the
assistance which the United Kingdom is rightly seeking to provide for in their pro-
posals must be exercised to a considerable extent at the national level and not at the

,level of the Consultative Committee. ..
-7. The Canadian Delegation should lay emphasis on the need for

(a) pooling of information and
(b) a measure of informal coordination

at the national level. How this may best be'achievéd is a matter for exploration and
'in Colombo. Individual countries, both giving and receiving, are vitaloiscussion

n
d
concerned; so are U.N. agencies; so is the Technical Assistance Bureau in Ceyl

^(at least insofar as it can bé under its present constitution which restricts it fairlY
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closely to technical assistance). Some sort of working arrangements in the capital
city of each receiving country need to be worked out; each government or agency
directly concerned in programmes in. that. country should be included in these
arrangements. They. should provide, if possible, for an annual review or report on
capital development achievements and plans in that country . This review, or report
should be the primary responsibility of the "home country", but representatives of
other countries and agencies should be able to. help. It will be recalled that in,
London, in September-October 1950, the plans put forward by various countries to
the Consultative Committee were on their own responsibility, and other countries
never endorsed them; nevertheless the Colombo Plan was, in a real sense, the result
of a cooperative, effort. :

8.1he Consultative, Committee should meet once a year to consider. the annual
reviews or reports from the several countries concerned and other matters of inter-.
est. September would seem to be a good month; by that time in each year the finan-
cial outlook, in most of the contributing countries is settled and ministers and
officials are under less, pressure than in the earlier part of the year.

9. Meetings of the Consultative Committee should normally be at the official
level but should be raised to the-ministerial level whenever matters of sufficient
importance were coming up.

10. No special separate Secretariat should be set up at the present,time for the
Consultative Committee^and the development of an elaborate centralized organiza-
tion should be resisted. Much of the work which has been envisaged for a central
Secretariat could be undertaken in the national capitals along lines suggested in
Paragraph 3 above. Experience might suggest that at a later date the Technical
Assistance Bureau : already being established. in Ceylon might provide some ser=
vices. However, décision on this point should be avoided 'until the Bureau has been
set up and its staff appointed.

Ill. Orientation

11. The Colombo Plan : was drawn together in the summer and early autumn of
1950. Since that time there have been important changes, political, economic and
military, all around the world. It seems desirable to review the Plan in the light of
changed conditions. .

12. The-countries of the North Atlantic Pact, and others such as Australia and
New Zealand which are closely associàted with them, have undertaken new defence
programmes.:These are so heavy as to change their financial and economic capaci-
ties to undertake other burdens. Commodity shortages and inflation. are dominant
problems:, if the Colombo Plan is to succeed, in whole or even in part, some adjust-
ments to the new position will have to be made.

13. They will presumably have to be made both by the supplying countries and
the receiving countries. The receiving countries will have to realize that the world
has changed since the fall of 1950 and that there will be more difficulties and
delays to be overcome in achieving their objectives. The supplying countries on the
other hand will have to realize that their financial assistance will be completely
useless unless it is followed up by priorities or other direct assistance which the
receiving countries will need if they are going to get certain types of supplies.
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14. - Further, with the threat of war far. more imminent: than a few months ago,
perspectives naturally shorten. Programmes that could be carried forward in a rela-
tively leisurely way undér different circumstances may now look quite unrealistic.
The short-run looms much larger than the long-run.

15.' It would seem desirable tô invite thè 'receiving countries to review their
programmes with these - factors in mind.' (It is' not suggested, of course, that a
detailed statistical revision of the Colombo Plan programmes neéd be undertaken or
published). While they can scarcely be expected to welcome the idea thât the needs
of defence are upsetting their plans, nevertheless they can scarcely object to the
suggestion that any economic plan, if it is at all realistic, has to -take account of
actual or anticipated shortages of materials, foodstuffs, and finished products.

16. There is a danger that the United States representatives"at the Consultative
Coinmittee may put forward this point of view too 'vigorously or too bluntly. They
will be acutely aware of Congressional difficulties; if money is to be voted by Con-
gress during the forthcoming months the justification will have to be of a short-
term nature and will have to be made in some relation to "defence" as opposed to
mere long-run "development": Such an attitude will not bewelcomed by countries
in South and Southeast Asia.

17. This is a situation where the tact and experience of United Kingdom officials,
who have had long experience in dealing with countries in South and Southeast
Asia, should bé very. useful. The Canadian representative should raise the question
with them at the earliest opportunity. He should seek some re-orientation ^ sup
Colombo Plan. He should not, however, unless assured of United Kingdo
port, take any open initiative in the matter. He should seek to explore with United
Kingdom officials the possibilities of such a re-orientation while at the same time
attempting to restrain, if necessary, any undue or precipitate pressure in that direc-
tion by the representatives of the United States.

IV. Additional Members of the Consultative Committee
18. Canadian assent has already been indicated to proposals that Indonesia and

the Philippines should join the Committee?° ,4,,P-
19. The question of membership of France and the Netherlands ma,4,,P- We

utting fo^^dhave been told by French officials that the United Kingdom will be p ort
the name of France. Both French and Dutch offcials have enlisted our supp

They have both been told that Canada would be in favour of their mem^rs^P• On

the other hand it is recognized that some of the countries of the Areau
such a situation

oppose the membership of France and the Netherlands; faced with s
the Canadian Delegation should not press for their inclusion. It is cleÛnited Stat g
members must be unanimous if additional countries are to join. The
insisted on unanimity before accepting the Committee's invitation.

30 Note'rnarginâle JMatginal note:
', (& by implication [other»)) [InconnuNnidentiCedl `

^'1
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Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions
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Top SECxu,
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.PCO

[Ottawa], February 6, .1951:

COLOMBO PLAN; CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION
,14. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-

ing of December 28th, 1950, submitted a recommendation concerning the composi-
tion of the Canadian delegation to the meeting of the Consultative Committee on
Economic Development in South and South-East Asia to take place in Colombo
beginning February 12th..

;.It,was necessary to decide on the Canadian contribution to the plan. U.S. offi-
cials would be attending the meeting but the requirements for re-armament in the
United States together ,with antagonisms aroused by the differences between the
United States and India over the Korean question threw some doubt on the proba-
ble extent of _U.S.:contribution, at least in the first year of the plan. Apart from the
greatneed for economic devélopment, the political situation made it even more
imperative thân p'reviously for Canada to give 'a substantial contribution. It was
accordingly recommended that $25 million be contributed in the fiscal year' 1951-
52in the form of grants under bilateral agreements with the recipient governments
and that it be available principally for India and Pakistan with a small amount for
Ceylon.

There had been severe damage to Indian crops during the current year and India
had recently approached the Wheat Board for 100,000 metric tons of Canadian
wheat. It might be desirable to offer on a grant basis $10 to $15 million worth of
wheat to India under a bilateral agreement providing that India would use the local
currency obtained from the sale of this wheat for, the financing of development
projects under the 'Colombo Plan.,,;

An explânatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Feb. 1, 1951 - Cab. Doc. 41-51)t,
In some earlier discussion ori finaricing, one suggestion by the United Kingdom

had been that the United-States plus the International Bank should assume 50 per
cent of the total cost of £1 billion over the six year period. The suggestion had been
that the United Kingdom might then assume £330 million, Australia £60 million,
New Zealand'£10 million and Canada £100 million. On such a basis, the annual
contribution by Canada would amount to about $50 million per year, approximately
double what was now recommended. The government of Australia had already
comrnitted itself to a contribution of £25 million sterling over. six years.15.

The Minister of Fisheries doubted whether it would fit in with the real pur-
poses of the plan if a substantial part of the Canadian contribution took the form ofwheat Tk • ••

e reciplent countries could not, themselves, provide the capital equipment



needed for development and if too large a part of contributions went into consumer
goods the purposes of the programme would be frustrated.

16. The Minister of Finance said that a grant of wheat would, in the present
circumstances, have an advantage in reducing the pressure that would otherwise be
exerted on already short supplies of capital goods. As to the amount; it seemed to
be as low as was desirable if Canada was to make some proportionate contribution.
It had to be clearly recognized, however, that the amount of the contribution would
have to be made up either by curtailment of other government expenditures or by

development projects called for by the Colombo Plan:

(d) agreed that the De artment of External A airs "U
sions as recommended with the Indian authorities on the desirability of providing a
grant of $10 to $15 million worth 'of wheat to India during the fiscal year 1951-52
out of any contribution that might be made by Canada to the Colombo Plan; any
such grant of wheat to be made under a bilateral agreement providing that India use
an amount in' local 'currency equal to the value of the wheat for the fnancing

ff ' be thonzed to ho

(c) agreed that contnbutions were to be in the orm o g ient
time under. the terms of specific bilateral agreements between each of the recip

governments and the Canadian government; and, ld discus-

' f f ..,,te made from

17. The Prime Minister pointed out that, while the difficulties of making a contri-
bution in present circumstances had to be recognized, the Speech from the Throne
had indicated that Parliament would be asked to provide an appropriate contribu-
tion from Canada to the Plan. This should be limited to the present year and should
be made only if it was clear that other member countries would be participating in
such a fashion that there was some prospect that the Plan could be carried out along
the lines originally intended. If it appeared that there was no prospect that the Plan
could be made successful, the matter would have to be reconsidered.

18. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion:
(a) approved the recommendation of the Secretary of State for External Affairs as

to the composition of the Canadian delegation to the meeting of the Consultative
Committee on :Economic Development in South and South-East Asia to be held in
Colombo, Ceylon beginning February 12th, 1951; the delegation to becomposed as
follows:

Delegate:
Mr. David Johnson,-High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan;

`. Alternate Delegate: •
Mr. Paul Sykes, Canadian Trade Commissioner in Colombo;

Advisers:
Mr. Clarence Read, Department of Finance;
Mr. J.ii. Thurrott, Department of External Affairs;

'(b) agreed that the'Canadian delegate at the meeting of, the Consultative Commit-
tee be authorized to state that the Canadian government was willing to provide $25
million in the fiscal year 1951-52, but that this'amount- would be made available
only if other contributing countrieswere providing enough to give reasonable hope
that the broad, objectives of the Plan would be achieved;

t'me to

an increase in taxation.
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions, , .

Top, SE= [Ottawa], February 9, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN; ANNOUNCEMENT,OF CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION
5. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the

meeting of February 7th, 1951, said that the Unitéd States government was sending
a delegation to the meeting of the Consultative Committee on Economic Develop-
ment in South and South-East Asia which was to be held in Colombo beginning
February 12th. It was, moreover, now planning to place before Congress a proposal
to grant aid to India in the sum of $180 million for the purchase of wheat and other
grains to alleviate present famine conditions in India. The U.S. government
appeared confident that Congress would approve this proposal. In the circum-
stances, there might be something to be said for making an immediate announce-
ment in the House of Commons that the Canadian delegation to the meeting of the
Consultative Committee would state that the government was willing to seek Par-
liamentary authority to contribute $25 million to the first year of the Colombo Plan,
provided it became clear during the meeting that the other participating countries
would be making appropriate contributions so that the broad objectives of the Plan
might be realized. It might be well to infonn the House at the same time that the
government was immediately opening negotiations with India looking to arrange-
ments, as part of the Colombo Plan, to provide some Canadian wheat to India dur-
ing 1951-52.

(Draft statement, Feb. 9, 1951)t
6. The Minister of Finance suggested that, in any announcement, the language of

the Speech from the Throne -"an appropriate Canadian participation" - be used
instead of the figure of $25 million.
' 7- Mr. Pearson considered that it, would be advantageous to make public the
'extent of,the proposed Canadian contribution in advance of the announcement of
the U.S. $180 million programme. If the Canadian figure were announced after the
American'figure, it would be more likely to be compared unfavourably with thelatter,.,

8. The Minister of Fisheries expressed some concern that, in tying relief to the
Colombo Plan, Canada might be setting an example that ,would be followed by
other contributors to the Plan.

9. The Prime Minister said that the Canadian delegation would be making the
Proposed Canadian contribûtion known to the Consultative Committee. During the
meeting of the Committee it should become apparent whether the United States and
other countries were planning to make contributions of sufficient size to permit the
realization of the broad objectives of the Colombo Plan. If they were not, the Cana-
dian contribution would have to be reconsidered. If they were, and if the press
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

reports from Colombo gave insufficient publicity to the proposed Canadian contri-
bution, consideration could be given to making an announcement in the House. An
announcement would be easier at that time when it would be realized that Canada
was not taking the lead in the matter but was making a contribution in association
with several other countries.

10. The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the remarks of the Secretary of
State for External, Affairs regarding - the question of • making an immediate
announcement in the House of •Commons regarding the proposed Canadian contri-
bution to the Colombo Plan and agreed that no announcement should be made for

the present:

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

to Secretary of State for External AWirs

You asked Plumotre to provide the following papers:
SECRET (Ottawa], February 12, 1951

(a) Draft instructions to Mr. Johnson in Colombo?1

(b) A brief paper on supplying wheat to India under the Colombo Plan.

I understand , that you wish to have them for Cabinet meeting today. They are

attached: . • X, . ; . 1

2. For your convenience I also attach the following documents:
Sout ehast Asia

(a) A recent report from Washington on U.S. aid to South and
(WA-419 of February 2, 1951 t).

(b) Personal comments on the Colombo Plan by Mr. Wilgress (Telegram 313 of

February 7, 195 1 t).

_, c A report from our High Commissioner's Office -in New Delhi regar^ng8 of

wheat position including a reference to the Colombo Plan (Air Telegram No.

February it 1951 t).
3.^ giving hought to the wa

y •
in which discussions with the

I have been g some
^e matter concerns no

Indians on the subject of wheat might be opened up.
'merelÿ India and ourselves but also other countries in the Colombo

Plan. Different

countries will have different attitudes. roval off à* eneral app, •
4. It is essential that the proposed operation should ha

for the whole con
'thc.United Kingdom authorities. They have been responsibleo

" ' tion and development of the" Colombo Plan. They are also most sensitive toception

,
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possible reactions by Asiatic peoples. Therefore I suggest that we should take the
matter up with them immediately and confidentially.23

5. If they approve, or at any rate if they do'not object, I snggest that we should
then raise the matter with the Indian authorities. This should probably be done in
New Delhi where all angles of the situation could be appraised but we would keep
the Acting High Commissioner here fully informed u* -

6. I donot think it would be necessary or desirable to consult other countries in
advance.u The United States will largely go its own way. in South and Southeast
Asia in any case; it will not be greatly interested in what types of aid are included
under the Colombo Plan and what are not. The Pakistanis would probably object if
they were given the opportunity of doing so. In a letter addressed to the Ottawa
Citizen on February 8th an official of the Pakistan High Commissioner's Office
here said: "For political reasons India has been deliberately cutting down on her
grain production since 1945. She is turning over hundreds of thousands of acres of
good grain growing land to jute and cotton. She does so because she wishes to
cripple Pakistan's economy ... Pakistan considers that a free gift of food to India by
North America would be tantamount to encouraging her in the policy of both eco-
nomic and political strangulation of her neighbour".

.7. I do not think it desirable to open up the whole question in Colombo.26 The
Delegations there are probably not well suited to discuss such a problem. Some of
them are not vitally concerned; all would have to seek instructions from their Gov-
ernments. Our own Delegation would not make any statement on the matter until
the necessary concurrence had been obtained both from the United Kingdom and
from -India and, of course, until it was clear what Canada's contribution to the
Colombo Plan this year was going to be.

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Note

Memorandum

[n.d.J

WHEAT FOR INDIA AND THE COIAMBO PLAN

The Indian devëlopment work laid out in the Colombo Plan is partly to be
f'nanced by funds raised by the Government of India and partly by funds from
abroad. The funds from abroad serve two purposes: they help the Indian budget and

'Note niarginale mar
ginal note:^ Yes [LB. Pearson)

Note margilllale Marginal note:
23 Note Yes B. Pearson)

No [L g pe :/ )Marginal note:
`'Note maz&nale :/Marginal note:

No [LB. Pearson)



For the next three fiscal years the estimates are:

they help the Indian foreign exchange position. A gift from abroad of any urgently
needed commodity - whether wheat or steel or timber - can serve the same two
purposes: the Indian budget and.the Indian exchange reserves. are relieved of the
purchases and Indian rupees and foreign currencies are released for other purposes.
When a poor man is. sick, a present of food is as useful as a present of medicine; he
can spend on medicine the money that he is saved by the gift of food.

2. Thus there is nothing inconsistent with the basic objectives of , the Colombo
Plan on the one hand and, on the other, the furnishing of wheat to India on a grant
basis. India has been importing wheat since the end of the war. This year, owing to
drought and other calamities, the Indian grain position has become so serious that
the ration, has been cut from 12 to 9 ounces (an Indian newspaper story of the
reduction of the ration, is attached).t - - . 1

- 3. A recent telegram from the High Commissioner for Canada in New Delhi (Air
No. 8 of :February 3t) summarizes the present situation. Our High Commissioner
states his earnest hope that "either under the Colombo Plan or bilaterally, Canada
may supply as much wheat as possible, of. any grades India can use - at least
during the next twelve months or so."

4. Herbert Hoover's views may be of interest: Mr. Hoover, who strongly attacked
so many of the features of the present United States foreign policy, has referred to
the providing of wheat to India as being not in the category of : politics but in the
category of Christianity. The United States, he observed, "has never failed to do its
best to aid starving people and shouldn't fail in this case either." The Indian people
"are striving for freedom and we can afford to help them to the fullest possible

; ; .extent."
5. India's balance of payments forecasts for this fiscal year and for the next two

fiscal years (which were drawn up six months ago) show no requirement for dollar
wheat. A requirement is shown for non-dollar wheat, presumably from Australia,
averaging roughly $33 million a year. `

6. In 1949 India's imports of foodstuffs and developmental commodities were:

Food-$99.5 million (of which wheat was one-half)

Developmental commodities (steel, lumber, etc.)-$138.6 million

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

(Millions of dollars)
1950-51 . 101;1-52 195253

75.9 .. 103.1 101.6
Fôod 169.0
Developmental commodities $141.9,

• 165•lis essential to
7: It'can plainly be seen that the in^port of food, including •wheat,

India's economic life. In 1949 India had an overall current
account defini Of $ h^

million. There is no reason to expect that this situatio n
at a costof $500 ^-^600

year, owing to the need to import 6 million tons of grains o the
million, India's financial position will be very much worse. Six months orts this

estimate of India's foreign exchange resources available to finance ôuslcrôp devel-

year was $500 million. India's estimated imports, before the disastr orts in
opment, called for imports of $587 million for this fiscal year• (Ac^al imp
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1949 were $543 million.) To have an additional strain of roughly $450 million over
and above the amount of $76 million originally programmed for food grains will
place a strain of major proportions on the Indian economy.

DEA/11038-40
La délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Consultative Committee Meeting
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2 Colombo, February 13, 1951

CONTINUING ORGANIZATION

Following from Johnson, Begins: This subject is on the agenda tomorrow morning.
I have discussed it informally with leaders of most delegations. United Kingdom,
with wide support, is pressing strongly for a small secretariat which would have no
power of control over plans but would provide for continuity and act as a clearing
house for ideas and experiences and ensure that all members of governments are
given a picture of progress of plan. United States representative told me he now, has
no authority to agree to a central secretariat but he has asked for instructions giving
him some, discretion. He would not agree to a Secretariat with any supervisory or
screening power but if prevailing view here is that there should be some central
organization to collect information and make it available to the government, he
hopes he can agree.. .

2. In the informal talks I put forward views given in paragraph 10 your instruc-
tions but so far without direct support except from United States. I shall strongly
urge them in formal session but if they do not command general support, have I
Your authority to agree without further reference to you (a) to setting up of a small
secretariat either in conjunction with Technical Assistance Bureau or separately, or
(b) to a ree t

... -,Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/11038-40

à la délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif. ,

to Delegation to Consultative Conunittee Meeting
Secretaiy of State for External ABirs

Ottawa, February 14, 1951

Your No,
2 of February 13 regarding Continuing Organization. -

should ad participation by United States is considered essential. Therefore you
opt altemative (b) in your paragraph 2.

S ^, o such a proposal if United States representative also agrees?
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.2. As between new. organization and use of existing Bureau we prefer latter.

DEA/11038-40

Colombo, February 14, 1951

CONTINUING ORGANIZATION

Following from Johnson, Begins: Divergent views were expressed. The United
Kingdom supported establishment of small secretariat as outlined in my telegram
No. 2 and got support from a number of delegations.

2.1 made a statement along the lines of paragraphs 4 to 10 instructions. It got full
support from-United States and measure of support from Australia:

';3. A sub-committee consisting of United Kingdom, United States, Australia,
,Pakistan and India considering this question. this afternoon and will report to full
Committee. Ends.

; .

TQ,EGRAM 5

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

La délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Consultative Committee Meeting
to Secretüry of State for External Affairs

554.
DEA/11038-40

2. Proposals in paragraphs 8 and 9 of my memorandum are bemg

,U.K. authorities prior, to taking up with India. Pending similar
U.S. action has, of

cowse, bearing on this matter.

the Plan will be aclueved? in reviewing outloo wi
them in confidence the figure now under consideration here.

discussed with

:TEI.EGRAM 3 Ottawa, e

Following for Johnson from the Minister, Begins: Government has been giving
sympathetic consideration to figure mentioned in paragraph 7(1) of my memoran-

- dum of Febrqary 1 st,r but before any final agreement or any public announcement,
, they would like your appraisal of outlook. Do you consider that other contributing
countries including, U.S.A. are planning,* despite changed conditions since last
October, to contribute enough to give* reasonable hope that the broad objû m ÿ tell

• k 'th ther delegates yo

d la délégation d la réunion du Comité consultatif

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Delegation to Consultative Committee Meeting

F bruary 14, 1951

27 Voir le document 548lSee Document 548.
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- DEA/11038-40
La délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures_,. '

representative has given no indication in public or in private of amount of United
States 'contribution: ' He expressed sympathy - and interest in the plan but was
nonconunittal.

3. I also spoke to the Bank iepresentative who thinks that the United States con-
tribution of $200,000,000 for the first year would get the scheme under way.

4:'All I can say is that with no indication of United States or Canadian intentions
there has been disillusionment here. Announcement of Canadian contribution
woulddo mûch to create better atmosphere.

5. Meeting. expected to end not later than February 19th. Ends._ , . . ,. , . ,

Delegation to Consultative Committee Meeting
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 7 Colombo, February 15, 1951
Your telegram No. 3 of February 14th..
Following from Johnson, Begins: I have spoken to the Head of the Delegation,
United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand in sense of your
telegram:

2. It is impossible to answer the question you put to me because the United States

DEA/11038-40
La délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Consultative Cornmittee Meeting
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM g

'ations of sub-committee, concerning continuing organization: ''
2. United Kingdom and Australia with general support of India, Pakistan and

Ceylon'strôngly urge case for small secretariat. United States delegate was not con-
vinced of necessity. for secretariat but has in view of strong views expressed
informed Washington that he proposes to accept recommendations unless Washing-
ton otherwise instructs him.'

3• Though also not convinced of necessity for secretariat in view of your telegram
No. 41i' I do not propose to` object when recommendations come before maincommittee,

Recôrnnendations make no reference to coordination at national level. Though
Asian delegates realize there will be informal talks in their capitals they resisted
attenlpts to spell out machinery.

Following from^Johnson,l Begins: • My immediately following telegram gives text ofrecomrnend

•I

Colombo, February 15, 1951
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5. There'-has been developing general impression that this meeting has proved
premature and possibly damaging. For this reason most delegations were anxious
that recommendations to this meeting should stress, importance of work that Con-
sultative Committee has to do and indicate pcobability that small secretariat will be
required. Ends.

DEA/11038-40

Le délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. . ^: . .

Delegation to Consultative Committee Meeting
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

^GPAM 9 Colombo, February 15, 1951

Following from Johnson, Begins: Following is text of recommendation of sub-
committee, Begins:
r; On the understanding that the functions of the Consultative Committee were
common examination of question of mutual interest common review of progress
made and common discussion of other general problems all in the context of eco-
nomic development area sub-committee makes following recommendations with
regard to the Continuing Organization that may be necessaryto facilitate work of
that Committee.

1. Consultative Committee shall 'meet whenever necessary by I mutual agreement
and at least once a year. •

2. It is envisaged that the Committee will publish yearly report and consider such
other reports as may be necessary.

It was generally' felt that à small ` secretariat would be required both to serve
Consultative Committee and to facilitate exchange of coordinating ideas and expe-
rience on problems that would come before . it. However it.was considered prema-
ture to endeavour to determine precise meaning of arrangements until size and
scope of external finances available to countries in areas were bette r known. In the
meantime{ should need for any secretariat assistance, arise special arrangements
`""" made by mutual agreement by governments concerned. Ends.

DEA/ 11038-40
558.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif

Secretary of State for Exteriuil Affairs
to=Delegation to Consultative Conunittee'Meeting

5
Ottawa, February 16, 1951

iEI.EGRAM
^} °' .. .; - ., '

, . , , . . •

IMMEDIATE ' , ' ^ ` _ .

Repeat London No. 324; Washington EX-365; New Delhi No. 331.
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Your No. 7 of February 15.
Following from Pearson, Begins: You are authorized to inform the Committee, at
an appropriate time, that the Canadian Government has now decided that it is will-
ing to contribute $25 million to the first year of the Plan, provided that it is clear
that other contributing countries will be making appropriate contributions so that
the broad objectives of the Colombo Plan may be realized.

-2.:In regard to the provision regarding other countries you may state that the
Canadian Government very fully appreciates the constitutional and administrative
difficulties of the United States which make it quite impossible for its representa-
tive to make a full and binding statement of its position at this time. On the other
hand the Canadian Government has from the beginning felt that its own contribu-
tion of dollars could not be considered entirely apart from the very much larger
supplies of dollars that might come from the United States.

3. The foregoing statements are not (repeat not) restricted.

559. DEA/11038-40

La délégation à la réunion du Comité consultatif
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Delegation to Consultative Conunittee Meeting
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 14 Colombo, February 20, 1951

Following from Johnson, Begins: Committee concluded this morning , with adop-
tion of its report. Following is summary of main points and recommendations.

1. Future organization of continuing consultation. Report states it is considered
premature to determine precise arrangements until size and scope of external
finances available to'countries in areas are better known and follows wording sub-
stantially of recommendation of sub-committee contained in my telegram No. 9 of
February 15m with additional recommendation that a further meeting of the Con-
sultative,Committee should be convened as soon as practicable.

2 Procedurefor obtaining financial aid. Report states that views expressed by
representatives were necessarily;of a preliminary and provisional nature and that all
representatives accepted basis that negotiations would be bilateral although this
would not exclude possibility of joint action by a number of governments in a par-ticular. case,

3. Role of International Bank. Decision as to whether role of Bank alread y playedcan be enhanced 'inay take' some time since it is not yet ^ known whether special
assistance' gant will be made available. This is one of factors which influences
^oach'country'Scredit,v^,o^iness. Report recommends that Bank should be invited.

malntain close and continuous liaison with the Committee.
4. Science and Technical resources execute plan. Report notes that while repre-

sentâtives exPress appreciation of general 'objective of United Kingdom proposal
f01.aPP6iritment of science liaison officer for Bureau of Technical Co-operation and
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(group'corrupt) scientific conference, they considered it premature to attempt to
reach'a decision at this meeting.

15:F Participation of non Cominonwealth Governments. Report states that while
submission_of comprehensive national plans would greatly contribute to an assess-
inent of the economic needs of the individual countries of the areas as a whole it
was not in any way obligatory for membership to Committee that they should be
submitted. Contribution of working expenses is a matter for each government to
decide what it can offer.

6. - Report - refers to a proposal made at yesterday's meeting by Ceylon for an
exhibition to be held at Colombo early in '1952 in which Colombo Plan countries
would be participating. Further communication will be sent regarding this matter
bÿ Ceylon through the usual channels.

7. Atmosphere, helped by announcement of Canadian contribution, improved last
two days and delegates dispersed in a reasonably hopeful mood:'

8. I am leaving [for] Karachi early tomorrow. Ends.

560. DEA/11038-40

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

?A,1951
- DESPATCH . 111 Karachi, February

FEBRUARY 12-20, .1951.,..

;.,;..

put foiwaïd, nâmely the United Kingdom proposal, the Pakistan proposal and the

PART V. FUTURE OR(3AMZATiON FOR CONTINUIN(; CONSULTATION
,^ <« , . , . • ro sals were. .¢
j16.,This subJect occupied thé greater pârt of ourtime. Three main p po

.
.

Cnited Kin dom sent telegrams on dus subject to7. You will remember that the U 8 ^e United King
member governments on December 16 and again on January 17.

^.w. . ,,, .. _ ^ ,
w the Colombo Plan envisaged

dom also circulated a a r,^at the meeUn . In its vie
âttirëé=foldâpproach the probloms fa tc ng participating countries, namelY (a) the

this is doneprogrammes;diâv^ri g vp and implementation of national development vision of
^ndivtdually and tndependently byathe governments concerned; (b) the pro

assistance by a contributor country to a recipient'coûntry.
This is done bilaterally

,-^ ,. . r
by the two governmnts{ concerned; and (c) the building up of a commÛ^ ^ri é^

ko^wledgé and experience, the common examination of questions of made and the

Extrait d'une dépêche du haut-commissaire ' au Pakistan
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Despatch from High Commissioner in Pakistan

^common 'search for experts, the common review of progress
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common discussion of the general problems still to be tackled. In the view of the
United Kingdom this last question is the task of the Consultative Committee. It
followed from the above assessment of the task of the Consultative Committee that
effective machinery should be established to provide continuity during those peri-
ods when the Consultative Committee is not actually meeting. The secretariat
would be able to perform the staff work necessary when meetings of the Consulta-
tive Committee are to be held. It would also be charged with the duty of keeping
member governments constantly informed of developments. The United Kingdom
made it clear that the secretariat would have no powers of control in relation to the
Plari. It would be very small. Apart from the staff needed on the technical co-opera-
tion side, the United Kingdom suggested that the secretary-general should have
under him no more than two or three administrative officers.

,8. Pakistan's suggestion was that a council of economic development should be
set up similar to the Council for Technical Co-operation. Mr. Hasan did not circu-
late a paper or spell out his ideas very clearly but that is what he had in mind. His
fear: was Chat, if there is no common discussion of needs and availabilities of
finance, the larger and stronger powers, i.e. India, would get more than their share
of the benefits.

9. The Canadian plan was outlined in your telegram of February 8 to member
governments. I made a statement to' the Committee about it along the following
lines. The Canadian Government suggested that emphasis should be placed on the
. need for pooling of information and a measure of informal co-ordination at the
: national level. The Consultative Committee might explore how this might best be
achieved. Arrangements in each capital city would include each government or
agency directly concerned in programmes of Chat country and might also include
the preparation-of an annual report on progress in that country. Consideration of
those reports would be a function of the Consultative Committee.

10. I shall now discuss briefly the fate of each of these proposals. The United
Kingdom received strong support from New Zealand and a considerable amount of
support from one or two other delegations for the immediate setting up of a small
secretariât, The' United States and Canada were the two most vocal dissenters.
United States opposition surprised the United Kingdom. Close touch had been kept
with Mr. -1Vloôre,Fôf the United States Embassy in London and, according to Mr.
Flett,

Mr. Moore said fie was in full agreement with the proliosals made by the
United Kîngdom! When it became apparent that the United Kingdom proposals
would not be accepted, there was for a time a feeling of discouragement. The line I
took`Was this. What. we were all interested in doing was ensuring that effective
econoinic aid would come into this area. It was quite wrong to say that the amount
of aid depended upon the amount of organization. In fact, as far as Canada and the
.United States were concerned, the reverse was probably the case. I also said that if
'Canada decided upon a contribution, I could not see that the lack of a central organ-ization

would keep us from making it available to such countries as we decidedneeded aid %
l l,Ibe p,

^staniproposal, which was put forward towards the end of our ses-sions,
was never fully discussed. Australia, New Zealand and a number of non-
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'Coinmonwealth countries supported it strongly and the United Kingdom indicated
equally, strong dissent. I did not speak on 'the merits of the proposal. Before it was
my turn , to speak Mr. Hasan, realizing there was opposition to it, closed the discus-
sion and 'merely asked that governments give his proposal further consideration
before the next meeting.

.12. The Canadian proposal received support from Mr. Kennedy (United States)
but even he did not say very 1much about it when' strong opposition came from
Indiâ. The, Indian delegate would not âgree to any general recommendation in the

,report that our proposal should be further considered or in fact to any reference to it
in the report at all. At one time there was a suggestion that the United Kingdom,
Pakistan and Canadian' proposals should be attached as appendices to the report for
further consideration. The Indian delegate said that if the Canadian proposal was
attached; he would feel obliged to attach an Indian reply. This was considered
undesirable and in the end none of the proposals was attached to 'the report. The
Indian delegate never made clear the reasons for his opposition to our proposal. I
assume*that he feared that any committee set up in a national capital would attempt
to exercise some sort of control or supervision over the activities of the national
government. India prefers bilateral negotiations, unhampered by any sort of control
by other powers and feels strong enough to get a reasonable share of available aid,
and to obtain reasonable terms. I should add that the Indian delegate was friendly
throughout but he apparently had instructions on this point.

13. The compromise recommendations on a continuing organization are con-
tâined in paragraphs 10, 11 and 12 of the report which for convenience I reproduce
below:

aiea were better known.
"11. It is, however, recommended -, - as

"Committee, but it was considered premature to determine precise arrangem
until the size and scope of the external finance available to the countries in the

"10. A number of proposals for continuing organization were placed beforee ts

`(1) that a further meeting of the Committee should be convened as soon
" practicable; .
(2) that the Consultative Committeé should meet by mutual agreement when-

^ ever. neccssary, and at least once n year; and :,.11 1
(3) that the'Committee should publish an annual report and such other

reports

'LP:.; Consultative Committee and to facihtate the exc ange
• • Id before it. Should the

."12:-It is considered that a small secretanat will be reqwr ,
• . . h and ro-ordination of

as may be necessary. .
• ' ed both to serve the

4s':1 ideas'and information on the problems that wou com of the Go^t-

r^ neéd for any secretarial assistance arise before the next meeting b the Govern=

,. saying that "it considered that a small secretanat w:ll re9

A few comments are in order. No attempt was ma e ord as
; arrangements for 'a continuing organization but the Committee went to serve the

be uired both

ments eoncerned. recise
° ' d #r% determine p

,.. . ^ . . , . ^ - ff ^ . , . ' . .
té6,' special arrangements `could be made by mutual agreement y
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Consultative Committee and to facilitate the exchange of and co-ordination of ideas
and information on the problems that would come before W. At first Mr. Kennedy
insisted that the word "will" which I have underlined should be "may" but after
telegraphing Washington he was able to accept "will". Even the use of "will" does
not involve a very serious commitment.

15. The recommendation in paragraph 11(1) of the report is also a compromise.
Some delegates wished a recommendation that the Consultative Committee would
meet in two or three months. Others preferred to leave the time entirely open. The
intention behind the, recommendation is that when the .size and scope of external
aid is known; another meeting would be called if, after a consultation, it is evident
that there is some chance of obtaining agreement.

16. You'will note that there is no commitment to hold a meeting at the ministerial
level once a year. The United States delegate strongly supported our view that no
such commitment should be made. He seemed to' think it very doubtful that the
United States would evér be represented at meetings of the Consultative Committee
at the ' mnisterial level. . R

17: Thè United Kingdom pressed strongly for the publication of an annual report.'
I was doubtful about the wisdom of this provision but nearly all the other delegates
seemed to think that there was some advantage in publishing an annual report.'
' 18. The recommendations about a continuing organization leavé several loose
ends. There is no indication of the person or country which should take the initia-
tive in calling meetings or in assembling the material necessary for the annual
rePort. The United Kingdom delegation seemed to think ' that this task would
remairi with the United Kingdom as the host country at the last meeting of the
Committee'at the nunisterial level. Others seemed to think that Ceylon as the last
host govennment would carry the responsibility until,the next meeting of the Con-
sultative Committee: '

19: The report makes no reference to 'the country, in which the next meeting
should be held. Several delegations, including the United Kingdom, Australia, New
Zealand,-lndiâ, Pakistan and Ceylon said privately to me that they hoped Canada
would be the next host country. On the other hand, Mr. Kennedy (United - States)
said publicly he hoped that meetings of the Committee would be held in Asia.. .^.,..

PART X. AMOUNT OP CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION

32'' I was'sorry that I^was not able to give a more satisfactory answer to your
telegr^ No. 3'of February 14 asking me if I considered that other contributing
countries including the United States are planning to contribute enough to give
reasonable hope that the broad 'objectives of the Plan will be realized. Mr. Kennedy

hed in -public or in'private to give any indicatiôn of the amount that Congress
g PPropriate for the purpose of implementing the Colombo Plan, or even to

indicate the arnount,which the Administration might ask Congress to appropriate.
After talking to Mr. Basch, I reported to you that he considered that a United States
contribution of 200 million dollars for the first year of the Plan would suffice to getit

well under way. (Presumably Mr. Basch's estimate was passed on to the United
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States Embassy in Ottawa because I was'embacrassed when Mr. Kennedy showed
me a telegram -from Washington reportirig that I had said that the Bank representa-
tive had ëxpressed this opinion. Mr. Kennedy must have'spoken to Mr. Basch about
it because at a later stage in the proceedings Mr. Basch remarked that I was very
quick in reporting information to Ottawa.)
_33. At three p.m. on February 17; I received your telegrârn' No. 5 of February 16
authorizing me to make an announcement of the Canadian contribution. By that
time the Committee had adjourned to meet again when a drafting sub-committee
had completed the draft of the report. On February 19 the main committee was
called to meet at four p.m. I was anxious to make our announcement at that meeting
because the Committee was concluding its meeting on the following day and there
was more chance of favourable publicity if our announcement appeared before the
final press communiqué.;When I showed my proposed announcement to Mr. Ken-
nedy, he begged me to replace the words, "very much larger supplies of dollars" by
the words, "the aid", so that the sentence would read, "On the other hand the Cana-
dian Government has from the beginning felt that its own contribution of dollars
could not be considered entirely apart from the aid that might come from the
United States:'

34. Mr. Kennedy's request put me in a difficult position. I felt quite sure that you
attached considerable importance to the words he wished me to delete. On the other
hand he felt he would be embarrassed at the meeting if I used them. It was then too
late to ask for fresh instructions. As relations between our two delegations had been
close. and friendly and as I was anxious that Mr. Kennedy should depart from the
meeting in a happy frame of mind and write a favourable report to his government,
I thought it would be unreasonable for me to refuse to make any change or even to
postpone my announcement for a day while I awaited fresh instructions. I therefore
decided to make the change, but at the same time I made it clear to him that I was
quite sure that you considered the words to be important and would probably use
them in any announcement made in Ottawa. A

35.1 should add that the Canadian announcement was very favourably receive at

the meeting. It received wide publicity in the Colombo papers and in
some Indian

and Pakistan, papers. ,The Bank's representative considered that our announcement
had been timely and well 'wordid: I attach as an appendixt the text of my

announcement. The full text appeared in the minutes and in the Colombo press. A

summary of it is included in our report.
,, 36. During the course of the meeting the United Kingdom delegation rece^^

of wheat b Canada to India and seemed unhappy
wôrd ôf the proposed gift y
I ; All 1 said to them was that I was aware a transaction of this kin eS d^ad if

consideration in Canada but that I AM not have full details of it. I sugg
they had any observations to *make the place to make them ,was in London or

a <v_
Ottawa.^ ,
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, PART XIV. GENERAL COMMENTS

, 42. There was ageneral' impression at the opening sessions, which continued
until the end of the second day, that the meeting had been called prematurely. The
United Kingdom government, which had taken the initiative in calling the meeting,
wasjt turned out, acting under three inaccurate premises, namely, (a) that the
United States was actively interested in holding a meeting at this time, (b) that the
United States was prepared to go along with the United Kingdom proposals for a
continuing organization; and (c) that in the absence of stated opposition to their
memorandum or specific alternative proposals by other countries, the United King-
dom proposals would receive general support.

43. The meeting was thus immediately confronted with widely divergent views
on the main item on the agenda. I have discussed how this difficulty was dealt with
in Part V of this despatch. Moreover most delegates considered that the form of the
continuing 'organization could only be determined when the amount of external
finance became known.At the early sessions I was not able to make any announce-
ment about the size of the Canadian contribution. The United States delegate, Mr.
Kennedy, made it quite clear that he could give no indication of the extent of the
_United States contribution., Delegates quite naturally began to wonder why the
meeting had been called.

' 44.'In fact; a certain amount of ill feeling developed between the United King-
dom and the United States delegations as regards the responsibility, for holding the
meeting. The • United Kingdom delegation indicated to other delegations that the
meeting had been called because of United States pressure. Mr. Kennedy heard of
this and was unhappy about it. It obviously put him in a difficult position. If the
United States was anxious to hold a meeting, then obviously other delegates would
expect the United States to give a lead to the meeting or at least be able lo agree to
proposals put forward by other persons. Mr. Kennedy telegraphed the State Depart-
ment on this point and received a reply which he showed to me indicating that the
State Department had never expressed the view that an early meeting of the Com-
mittee was desirable. The misunderstanding seems to have arisen in London where
talks took placè'bctween Mr. Moore of the United States Embassy and United
Kingdom Treasury officials. Certainly the United Kingdom Treasury officials were
under the impression that the United States believed that an early meeting of the
Consultative Committee should beheld because it was important "to keep the heaton",

45- As mè sessions continued the feeling of disappointment and disillusionment
among delegates abated. This was largely, due to the role played by Mr. Kennedy
after a disappointing beginning. It was also helped by the announcement of the
Canadian contribution. Delegates gradually realized the basic purpose of this meet-
Work fPrimarily to set the stage for full participation by the United States in the

the Consultative Committee. This task was, I think, accomplished. Mr.
Kennedy, though not indicating the amount of
his later statements helpful and encouraging. He m

possible United
ade it clear thatSthe United States

â^lparticipating and was glad to be participating in the work of the Committee as
member. In his final statement to the Committee, Mr. Kennedy said that in
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his view the results of the meeting were of a favourable character and that he hoped
representatives would not leave, in a pessimistic mood. He referred to. the enthusi-
asm, interest and cordiality among representatives and to evidence of co-operative
.effort and self-help that existed. He also referred to the pronuse of considerable aid
that had already been made on the part of the United Kingdom, Australia and Can-
ada and was glad to hear that programmes were already being carried out and that
countries were keeping their programmes under review. It was his belief that much
could be accomplished with what was on hand and what was in prospect and he
said he looked forward to progress being realized in as rapid a manner as possible.
, 46. I spoke privately to nearly all the delegates at the close of the meeting. Mr.

Kennedy. stressed to me that he meant every word of what he had said at the final
,session. Other delegates said that, though at first they had been disappointed, they
thought that they had obtained very valuable information and that the meeting was
.useful and valuable to them. They now understood the position of the United
States, Canada and other countries and were hopeful that adequate aid would be
forthcoming.

"47. You may think that the results of eight days deliberations were meagre.
Though I am inclined to'agree with you, I think I should say in defence of the
delegates present, that considering the divergent views held by the United King-
dom and some other countries on the one hand and the United States and Canada
on the other, not much more could have been accomplished.

'48. I express the hope that before the next meeting is héld, informal talks will
take place with the United Kingdom, United States, Canada and one or two other
;countries on the purposes of the meeting in order that when a meeting is eventually
held there, may be some hope of reaching an agreement among the more important
members of the Committee.

am afra .̂ d I have wntten n pedéstiian account of the meetings of the om-`49.1
,

tnittee. My able and more imaginative colleagues, Mr. Read of the Department of
Financé and Mr. Thurrott of the Department of External Affairs, will shortly be
ârriving in Ottawa and will 'no doubt wish to add their comments to the report
-whicti I have given.. i ...;

, SO I should like'to add a word of thanks to Mr: Paul Sykes for the help he andacts'xK
staff gave us aduring the meeting. I should also like tô thank them for the man
of kindness and hospitalLry shown to all of us.

DAVID M. 10HNSON
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DEA/11038-40

Ottawa, February 21, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN - ARRANGEMENTS WITH PAKISTAN

= Shortly after midday today Mohammed Ali called on Mr. Heeney to receive a
copy of the statement to be made by the Minister in the House of Commons this
afternoon. A copy of this statement is attached.'s

2. Mr. Heeney referred briefly to the contribution of $25 million which the Cana-
dian Government was planning to make to the Colombo Plan in its first year, he
emphasized that it was to be made available provided other countries were also
contributing so that the bro âd objectives of the Plan could be attained. Mohammed
Ali remarked that the proviso was a prudent one. Nobody would think of donating
half the funds needed to build a hospital without a proviso that the money would
only be availablé if other contributors made up the other half.

I Mr. Heeney went on to say that we now wistied to explore with the Pakistan
authorities what supplies they might wish to obtain under the Colombo Plan. He
warned that many commodities were in very short supply these days. There would
have to be discussions with officials of other Departments. Mohammed Ali men-
tiôned that he had recently received a list of commodities which the Pakistanis were
having difficulty in getting' from Canada. He would send us this list. Discussions
could follow. Mr. Heeney said that these discussions 'shoùld take place in Ottawa.

4.
Mr. Heeney went on to say that whatever assistance was provided by Canada

wôuld have to be'covered by a formal bilateral agreement. He suggested that when
this had been drawn up --- presumably in Ottawa = it should be signed in Karachi.
MOhainmed "Ali readily a reed that 'this wouldg give the best sort of publicity to
Canadian' assistance to Pakistan.

5• We shall keep you infortned of developments. You will see from the Minister's, statement that
wheat is likely to be provided for India 'in connection with the

Colombo Plan. This matter will naturally receive our primary attention.

anada, Chambre dü Conununes. Dfbats, 1951. volume I, pp. 547-548.See Canada. Nouse of Commons. Debates, 1951. Volume I, pp. 537-538.

AID TO INDIA,' PAKISTAN AND CEYLON

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan
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6. Would you please convey the information in this despatch to the other missions
in Karachi that are interested in the Colombo Plan? when you were in Colombo
earlier this month, . acting 'âs head of our delegation, you emphasized the need for

,exchange of information at the'national level. It would seem appropriate for you to
take some initiative iri this matter in Karachi.

562. '

, DEsPATCH F1406

.6. Would you please convey the information in this despatch to e 0,
In New Delhi concerned with the Colombo Plan: the missions of Co deI of our

. ^.. _•' • ed N ti s a encies? The leader

attract . public attention : to the assistance that Canada was mamn8
.. .Bânéïjee agrced to these suggestions .

,
t

future. h 11
5 place in Ottawa in the near

We s
pi ry *discussions will tâké: Ex ôratôi.:^ f

keep you informed'
- th other missions

,.form and substance of the bilateral agreement. However, when an g uld
to be`signed he suggested that this should be done in New Delhi becaus'ableo^

va^

.,; 4. Mr^ Heeney said that exploratory dlscussions s ou p ^ing the
regardingkthe possibility^.of supplying wheat immediately and also reg

arding
. a ^ment carne

, f , . , . . . , . h ld take lace in Ottawa
more fonmal bilateral, agreements.

3eve opmem is ^ a o
also said that whatevec aid was to be provided would have to be covered by one or

s;-3. Mr..Banerjee was told that the Canadian authorities would wish to explore
itnmediatcly with the Indian authorities the po' ssibility of supplying wheat to India

.in connection.with the Colombo Plan. Mr. Heeney referred to the use for capital
d 1 t' I di f the "counte art funds" received from sale of wheat. He

other countries should also be contnbuung so that the roa o je
.> , . , •
tnight he reachcd

Y
ing,the first year of the Colombo Plan and,called attention to the provision that

• ' b d b ctives of the Plan

2 Mr H ne refenxd briefl to Canada's intention to provide $25 mlmon ur-
of this statement is attached. A

ment to be made this afternoon by the Minister in the House of Commons. A copy

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

DEA/11038-40

Ottawa, February 21, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN - ARRANGEMENTS WITII INDIA., ,,.
This mômi `ng Mr. Banerjee called on Mr. Heéney to receive a copy of the state-

A.F.W. Pt.UMPME
^ . ^ for Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
' au haut-commissaire en Inde '

Secretary of State for External Affairs
. to High Commissioner in India

ited States and of Un^t a on ,, g,
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delegâtion at the` recent meeting of the` Consultative Committee' in Colombo
pressed. strongly for a measure of exchange ôf information and informal coordina-
tion in the national câpitnlls of countries who were to receive assistance under the
Colombo Plan. The delegates of some countries, particularly of India, were
strongly opposed to anything in the way of formal coordination which they feared
would be misinterpreted by the people of their country. Nevertheless it is essential
for us to know what economic assistance is being provided to India by other coun-
tries so that our own assistance may be the more usefully employed. Would you
please send us such information from time to time; conversely we shall expect you
to disseminate amongst the other missions concerned such information as we send
you regarding our plans and activities here. I should add that at the meeting in
Colombo the United States vigorously supported our proposals for exchange. of
information in national capitals; you should find the United States Embassy partic-
ularly cooperative in this matter.

A.F.W. P[.UMprttE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Procès-verbal d'une réunion interministériel

Minutes of Interdepartmental Meeting

DEA/11038-40

REMCIMM
[Ottawa], February 23, 1951

-The'following officials attended an informal meeting in the East Block, on Feb-
Nary 23, to consider certain. Colombo Plan problems:

Department of Finance
J.J. Deutsch
D.H. Fullerion

DePartment of 7Yade &' Commerce
G.R. Heasman '
Dr.' CF. Wilson

External Affairs '

all under,the International Wheat Agreement, some 4 1/4 million dollars worth is

:ent fisxt y^• i f a Colombo Plan appropriation was obtained during the

A.F.W. Plumptre
Al. Pick
1.R. Murray....,^. ^RM

éat for.lndia , . . . .

Wilson reported that of the 300,000 tons of wheat contracted for by India last

sch^d
for shipment in March. This sum, therefore, represents the maximum

anount of wheat which it would be possible to debit against the Colombo Plan, in

dys or two weeks. India pays for the current Wheat Agreement shipments
throùgbten the'means of a revolving fund kept with the Wheat Board in Winnipeg.
^°B0azd in _tûrn;" pays its agents against ocean bills of lading.



^., It seems clear that between. now and, the end of July there is no possibility of
additional wheat, i.e. wheat over and above the 300,000 : tons, being shipped to
India.:There is wheat of the lower grades available in the Prairie Provinces, but
there are not transportation facilities to move this wheat to Vancouver until the late
summer. The position is that everything is sold that we can move through the ports,
regardless of quality. During the months of August, September and October, how-
ever, we will be able to move sizable quantities'of No.^5 wheat to Vancouver, for
shipment abroad.

It was agreed that it would be very desirable to keep the placing and carrying out
of all orders under the Colombo Plan on a regular commercial basis. India would
pay for a certain part of its wheat purchases from its own resources: It would pay
for another part with Colombo Plan funds. (Whether additional purchases by India
should be at Wheat Agreement prices or commercial prices is a separate problem to
be worked out by the Wheat Board with India.)

As a result of commercial enquiries started a few weeks ago, we are waiting to
find out whether the Indian Minister of Food, Mr. Cupta, is interested in purchas-
ing No. 5 wheat. Present signs would suggest he is not too interested in purchasing
it. Presumably, it would look more attractive if provided on a grant basis.

Bilateral Agreement
The Department of Finance is drawing up a draft of the type of Bilateral Agree-

ment Canada would enter into with India and Pakistan, under the Colombo Plan,
for capital assistance. The Department of Trade and Commerce is drawing up Bilat-
eral,Agreements,to cover technical assistance programs.
^.With respect to, the Agreements under the Colombo Plan, it was agreed that it
would be desirable to take account of the following points:

(a) Unless special steps are taken to separate out our aid, and keep it separate, it is
possible that the aid Canada gives may evaporate into the general morass without
leaving behind any tangible identifiable evidence of a capital development having
been made possible and having been carried out as a result of the Canadian grant
under the Colombo Plan;
2 (b):Without tying down the recipient countries to a long series of formal ^â
detailed legal obligations we should aim to get a clear understanding that the
Canada extends will be distributed equitably; .

(c) An integral part of the Agreement would be the establishment of a counterw
fund, preferably in a special account in the Reserve Bank in India;

_` (d)' We 'should make a point of seeing that the fnancial fruits of the aid We
ext^nd, ° shoùld comé under the control of Mr. Deshmuck, Indian Minister of
Finance; whcï'has taken a key roll in drawing up the Colombo Plan;

11 Whether we.wish;toa1
.
rove{the use to which the counterpart funds are put^ or

e
merely request to be ^conslted,'is a'fairly important point for decision; : nt
}

s'
.• - • ^.. $ tti_• -; . ^.. . ::.1•' 3 '^ ^Y ^ ' : 'E ^., ., .

(f)
i

Cap i tal i tems purchased u
.

nder the Colombo Plan and used on Governm.
account will be in a different category: Unlike consumer goods'and other iteâi it ^
in India, certain capital items will not produce counterpart funds. For caplt
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of this nature, it would be necessary to have separate Agreements with the recipient
countries.

Canàdian, Personnel in South and 'Sôuth-East Asia
For the next year, our interest, under the Colombo Plan, will be chiefly in India

and Pakistan. Ceylon does not need external financial assistance this year and it is
not desirâble fo'r us to attempt operations in British Colonial territories. In view of
the fact that we will be donating very large sums of money to India and Pakistan, it
may'.be desirable to send special personnel to that area to attend to the many
problems which will arise. One of our main concerns will be to try to see to it that
the Canadian contribution is used in the right places and for•the best advantage of
both recipient countries and of Canada. The individuals assigned to this task need
not have their activities confined to one country.

Organization at the Canadian End
Special arrangements should be made to administer Colombo Plan questions at

the Canadian end. One immèdiate suggestion was the desirability of establishing a
focal point in Trade and Commerce where supply and priority problems could be
handled. The'Pakistan High Commissioner told the Under-Secretary, February 21,
that he had been requested to take up, with the Canadian authorities, supply
problems which are 6using concern to Pakistan.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External AJj''airs
' to High Commissioner in India

DEA/1 1038-40

Ottawa, March 17, 1951

relâted g n pulChase requirements dunng the next few months are closely
4'the fate of the United States Emergency Assistance Programme. IndiaMk°•L ` F,. •

2.India's I .

, F COLOMBO PLAN

omefJ^ .has now reported India's reaction to taking No. 5 wheat under the
C. Plan. India considers the introduction of low grade wheat into the Gov-
enunent ôperated ration system might "evoke serious public criticism". Although
the wheat would be free to the Indian Government, the Indian people would have to
pay for this wheat precisely as they pay for regular grades of wheat. The friendly
gesture underlying Canada's contribution might well be defeated, something which
BaneOee said neither Government woûld wish to have happen. We agreed that we
had.,no,; intention to support the Colombo Plan by forcing India to take anycommodity. • •
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; would ; prefer to wait, until the : fall : to see. if regular grades of wheat could be
obtained after our harvest. '

3. In the meantime India wishes to obtain some of the fôllowing commodities:
aluminium,', copper, wire and bars, zinc, wood pulp, titnber and néwsprint.

4. Bânerjeë, was told that we could see, some objections to furnishing industrial
materials under the Colombo Plan. Wheat, which has the advantage of being,a gov-
ernment transaction at both*ends, has the humanitârianaspect of helping people
' who Yare, hungry. If we Yâre able'to send finished manufactured products, such as
farln machinery, or if wé contribute to some capital construction project, the rela-

`tionship of our assistance to the principles'of economic development in the
Colôinbo Plan would be tangible and clear. Industrial raw materials, on the other
hand, are absorbed and disappear practically on receipt. „..

'565.

by Jr-ml amen nvg •
2. Rather than making a firm division in advance, a preference was expressed for

fixing a general target at which to aim. For planning purposes it was suggested that
$10 million be earmarked for Pakistan and $15 million for India. In view of the
prosperity which Ceylon is enjoying at the present time, there does not appear to be

t• ht be a mistake ^ I I

tion to w up a irm p gr
tries: To divide up the full amount of the proposed Canadian contributiroved

advance of the Canadian contribution appearing in the estimates or being app

it would be difficult in the early stages of.ihe first year o e

• dra f ro amme of aid from Canada f o r the Colombo Plan coun-

At a recent mter ep g that
son, Trade and Commerce; Deutsch, Finance; Plumptre and Pick) it was agreed

f ih Canadian p^iciPa-

d artm ntal meetin on the Colombo Plan (Heasman and Wil-
COIOMBO PLAN '-- DIVISION OF THE CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION29

CONFIDENTIAL
[Ottawa], March 20, 1951

DEA/11038-40

to Secretary of State for, External Affairs

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aeix'Affaires,extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of. State for External Affairs

`. weie àttached to this document:' ; . '
.I.', Mr• plumptre; How does â daï7ling budgetâry 'position in â recipient

Colombo Plan country

- .2, :y , :-• ,f ,. ^ ^ €:..^z..' ^. i _ :.;
.

-wriçten 'lotesd
Les notes pnaniiscrites suivantes ont été jointes à ^ce document :[Me following han

(b) Foreign exchange (especially dollars) for financing import surp
[sic] capital developments.

, , . .: r . _ . (c) Capital provided locally for developments. ; _ and surprising•

^:. A budget surplus can provide only (c). l^everthel^e P^s^ budget.tA-F•.P[lumP^l

i affect our attitude on aid to it. I wonder. A.OS.nffin^.
Tony [Griffin] ., f

: What S & S-E Asia need,primarily, I believe. is
(a) know-how.' 0 luses related witn

Let me see further matenal as it comes ong ot.
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any need to offer assistance to that country. If Ceylon does ask for aid we can then
consider whether we shoûld extend à small amount of aid.

3. There has been no suggestion that we should extend assistance to the British
colonies in the area. As a general principle, it is to our advantage to.see Canadian
Colombo Plan expenditures limited to a few countries rather than trying to give a
small amount of assistance to all the countries in the area. There is, however, some-
thing to be said for considering giving some aid to a non-Commonwealth country
in the area. We would not wish to see a pattern emerge in which the United King-
dom, Canada, "Australia and New Zealand limit their contributions to Common-
wealth countries and the United States becomes the sole benefactor of the non-
Commonwealth countries.

. .. . , . . . . . 1 . ' ' , - ' .

4. When Mohammed Ali called on me on March 6, he asked what amount of
Colombo aid the Pakistan authorities might expect Canada to allot to Pakistan. He
was told that there was no intention, at this time or later, of making a precise "divi-
sion of any Canadian contribution. Rather it was the intention to meet needs in one
country or another as they arose. The Colombo Plan was intended to run for a
period of six years and the Canadian contribution would be a small part of the total.
There would be no point in trying to make any very careful division of the Cana-'
dian contribution in the first year. Mohammed Ali fully understood the logic of this
position. However, he went on to enquire what sort of a figure the Pakistan authori-
ties might'use as a working basis. It was suggested that he might put forward, as his
own proposal, the figure of $10 million for the coming year. It was pointed out that
such a figure might apply to a single project or a group of projects of different sorts
or to part of larger and longer projects; the Canadian authorities did not wish to rule
out any possibilities.

5. I should be grateful if you would indicate if you agree with the views outlined
abovè.30

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

Note du chef de la Direction économique

Mémorandum by Head, Econômic Division

DEA/11038-40

[Ottawa], March 27, 1951

'`'I COLOMBO PLAN AID TO PAKISTAN AND INDIA
The following points arose at an interdepartmental meeting Thursday, March 22

(Finance, Trade and Commerce, External Affairs):
1 • Rai^ Materials

It
wâs stressed that wherever possible any requirements (nominally under the

Plan) for c.- arce raw matenals should be steered away from us and to the I.M.C. in.:,
30Note ^..,^,^.: .,•. ,;•. ;

marginale :/Margina] note: .
Yes L.B.p[earson]• [March 21, 1951]
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Washington. !This - would a avoid the embarrassment of direct : rejections of claims
here, also drain upon our own domestic supplies: It would allow us,,- where appro-
priate,, to tell claimants we. would support their claims in, Washington. Wherever
this procedure is not feasible the claimant must be asked to state in detail the pur-
poses, for which the raw. materials are to be used in order that decisions can be
reached as totheir validity.

2.12equir`ëments'by Pakistan and India •
Trade'and Commerce submitted the following list of items which; it was sug-

gested,'might be used as a basis for discussion on procurement under the Plan with
Pakistan and Indian authorities. This list seeks the best compromise between on the
one hand the stated needs of the two countries and on the other hand-the domestic
shortage of 'certain raw materials. The list follows:

PAKISTAN.
Serial No. 12

Serial No. 33 -
Serial No. 35 -

Serial No. 58 -
, , ..
Serial No. 64 -
Various Nos. '-,
Various Nos. -
Various Nos. -
Consumer Goods

INDIA
1(b) Agr. 1

11(b) Transp.3

^ ^.. . e
It was agreéd that these lists should be sent to Karachi and ew

mation. The Pakistan list is to be telegraphed to Karachi for transmittal ^â e a

Hasan before' he leaves for Ottawa. Because of the shortage of certain raw

which appearar opposite these items in the Appendiçes to t e D 1111 for infor-

Central Agriculturâl Engineering Organization, - the

supply of agricultural machinery, except crawler type

tractors.
Seed and model experimental farms.
The providing of small wooden fishing trawlers and
tugs. ;
.The supply of large Douglas Fir timber for the devel-
opment of the Port of Chittagong.
Geological Survey (Aerial mapping).
Hydro-electric Power Plant.
Cement Plant.
Pulp and Paper Mill.
Such as polystyrene and possibly small quantity of as-
bestos, both of which have been requested.

The providing of small wooden fishing trawlers and
tugs. . on
The supply of motor transports (this would depend
date of delivery)., .
Hydro-eleçtric Power Plant.
Cernent Plant.
Pulp and Paper Mill
Establishment of a Western Technical Institute at a cost
of 13.2 million rupees, - to be started in 1951 and

completed in '1957.

Wheat'and other consumer goods, as available. those
(The serial numbers. and other hieroglyphics in the left hand column are, ,, .„ , , , • h plan
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als in Canada there was considered to be some advantage in presenting these lists
to the two recipient countries before receiving from them a statement of their-own
requirements which would almost certainly. include commodities we would find it
embarrassing to provide. The intention is to discuss the lists with the Indian, and
Pakistan High Commissioners here.

3. Overall Financial Plan
It wasagreed that discussion on the overall financial plan would take place in

Ottawa. The Department of Finance will prepare a memorandum31 on the subject
which would be available about April 10th.

4. General
It, was agreed:

(a) That any project suggested by recipient countries and involving an unduly
high content of U.S. materials would have to be ruled out.

(b) That in examining projects suggested by recipient countries, it would be nec-
essary to make a clear distinction between those which would be directly concerned
with advancing further economic development (e.g. public utilities such as electric
power. stations) and those which were ordinary commercial enterprises (e.g. pulp

.

1081

arid paper mills). Any suggested projects in the latter category would, if eligible at
all, require special financial arrangements.

A.F.W. PII,UMnREI

567.'
DBA/11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

DEsPATCH E-586 Otta M h 29 1V T arc , . 951
Reference: My E406 of February 21 andI E566 of March 27.t

- '' COLOMBO PLAN AID TO INDIA '

3• He asked what sum would beallocated to India out of the $25 million we have
conditionally authorized• We told him that while we wish to maintain maximum%ibility

in allocation under the Plan, we thought he could be assured that
. ...between $10 and $15 million would be a reasonable assumption as India's share.

subtrvt it to New Delhi

memorandum forwarded to you under my letter No. E566 of March 27. Repre
11 V.
sen-

tativés of the Departments of Trade and Commerce and Finance were also present.
2• Baneijee did not feel qualified to discuss the list in any detail. He merely saidhe would • •

1. Yesterday Banerjee`called on ûs to discuss the list of items t f rth thse
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4. We underlined the point made in our memorandum of March 27 that the
projects suggested should be divided into two distinct parts, i.e., those which would
probably be a'purely government to government transaction (for example, public
utilities) and those which might involve subsequent sale by the Indian Government
to private interests (for example, a pulp and paper mill). The latter would require
special financing. .

5. He emphasized the value both to India and, ourselves of selecting projects
which wôuld bear a distinctive Canadian stamp, such as the establishment in its
entirety of a Western Technical Institute (see memorandum under reference) rather
than items which would quickly lose their identity. We. suggested and he agreed
that raw materials should be avoided.

6. We said.we thought the time was approaching when experts from India, thor-
oughly well informed on commercial and engineering problems, should come to
Ottawa to discuss the actual details of these projects. In this connection we would
draw your attention to our E406 in which we stated that exploratory discussions
should take place in Ottawa. This statement was intended to_ apply not only to
wheat but also to all other commodities and projects.

7. 4We should be grateful for your assistance in ensuring that the Indians send us
thë.best qualified people available to discuss this matter:, I would suggest that you
might take up this matter informally with Sir Chintaman Deshmukh and ask him'if
he would send one of his own really good officials or someone experienced in
international negotiations from the Reserve Bank. Since we are now ready to move
forward into the next and more detailed stage, we think you could say that we
would welcome the opening of discussions at the earliest date convenient to them.

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

568.
DEA/ 11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,
au haut-commissaire au Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

Ottawa, 'March 30, 1951
No. 55

Reference:. My, E150 of February 21, E243 of March 27t and my telegram
of March 28.t

DESpATCH E-257

2. Mohammed Ali made the statement, with which we warm Y
would be considerable value'to both sides in selecting projects

which would bear a

atives of the D^partments of Trade an ommerc
1 agreed, that there• •

memorandum forwarded to you under my letter No. E?A3 o az resent•
=•` d C and Finance were also p

COLOMBO PLAN AID TO
rs:Sli'.y., r. •1 1;1 : -:.....
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Mohammed Ali called on us to discuss the list of items set
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27Prt° fM ch

PAKISTAN
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.distinctive Canadian stamp such as the establishment of the proposed Central Agri-
cultural Engineering Organization rather than consumer items which would quickly
lose their identity. This did not mean, however, that either side would exclude the,
latter.,We stressed that the acquisition of mere raw materials under the Plan should
be avoided and they agreed.

3. We emphasized that there could be no assurance that the Plan would be contin-
ued from year to year and that, therefore, it. was perhaps desirable that monies allo-
cated this year should be spent either,on projects which could be entirely completed
or at least on complete. stages of longer-term; projects.

4: It was agreed that counterpart funds arising from the sale to private interests by
the Pakistan Government of items acquired under the Plan should be used for fur-
, ther Colombo Plan expenditure.

5. We underlined the point made in our memorandum of March 27 that the finan-
cial projects'suggested should be divided into two distinct parts, i.e., those which
would be a purely government to government transaction (for example, public utili-
ties) and those which would involve subsequent sale by the Pakistan Government
to private interests (for example, pulp and paper mills). The latter ,would require
special financing.,:

6. Mohammed Ali showed particular interest in the item geological survey (aerial
mapping)

7: The next step will bediscussion of these and any other items brought'up by the
Pakistanis with Said Hasan. At that time the over-all financial plan will also be
discussed.'We shall keép you informed.

A.F.W. PLUMPtttE
for Secretary 'of State
for External Affairs

DEA/11038-40
É Note du chef de la Direction économique

`,. pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum front Head, Economic Division,
to Under-Secretarry of State for External Affairs,

[Ottawa], May 16, 1951

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITIi* INDIA AND PAKISTAN FOR COLOMBO PLAN

I attach a copy of our Telegram No. 54 of May 12th to Karachi. I approved this
telegram at about 12:30 Saturday morning, having just received a release from
Deutsch: Johnson in Karachi wanted the information urgently, because Said Hasan,
who is co^ng to Ottawa to discuss Colombo Plan arrangements, was to leaveKarachi " on , Monday or Tuesday. However, in retrospect and despite the Saturday
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morning - pressure, I think I should have checked the telegram with you before it

Johnson. You will see from lus reply wtuc attac ( o.
Karachi) that Said Hasan was a little disappointed that Canada was thinking of
loans as well as grants. However, I think our position is reasonable.3'

A.F.W. P[LUMiMj

competitive equipment away freely to India and Palustan.
6. I hope, therefore, that you will concur in the'message that has been sent to

from
h I h N 74 of May 15tht

field of loans they were not thinking of strict commercial terms at current ra e
interest. They did feel, however, that some sort of a repayment feature or some sort
of a nominal rate of interest might in certain cases act as a healthy break on the use
of funds by the receiving countries. Further, it is somewhat questionable whether
z our pulp and paper industry would like to see the Canadian Government giving

2. The telegram' was 'in answer, to an 'enquiry from Said Hasan. He wanted to
know whether Canadian'aid under the Colombo Plan was going to be in the form
of grants or loans, whether "counterpart funds" would be set aside under certain
circumstances, and what the terms of the loans (if any) would be.

3. Our reply said, in short, that counterpart funds could be expected (our Minister
' hâd already said so in the House of Commons) and that Canadian aid would take
the form of grants or loans depending on the circumstances. Finally the terms of
different loans might vary widely. The point that worries me is that I had no author-
ity within this Department to say, that some of the Canadian aid might be in the
form of loans. I feel sure that the Minister has been thinking chiefly, if not solely,
in terms of grants 33

4. I do not think that we should exclude the possibility of.loans at this stage. The
lists of possible capital developments appended to the Colombo Plan consist for the
most part of general public works (roads and experimental farms) and also of pub-
lic utilities (power plants . and irrigation schemes). However they also include
purely commercial enterprises (for example pulp and paper mills). It is very ques-
tionable to. my mind whether the Canadian Government would want to provide
India and Pakistan with a pulp and paper mill as a completely free gift. This is why
I do not think we should at this stage exclude the possibility of loans. The financing
of each individual project will have to be judged on its own merits.

5. In our discussions with the Department of Finance it became clear that i n the
. of

went out 32 , : , . .

` n Note marginale . :/Marginal note: . ^ right one and that

the possibility of , loans in certain circumstances should be rcta^n ._
• 4 AD.P.H[eeneyj. May 19. ,

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:

The Minfster to we It seems to me that the attitude taken by Plumptre s
Do you agre87

Yes L.B.P[earsonj [21 May 1951 j
; , , _ ,

34 Note marginale :/Marginal now e,rson]
Yes - though this is the fnt time I have heard anything about Colombo

loans! L•B•P[

[21May19S11
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[PIÈCE JOIN7FJENCLOSiJRE]

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- au haut-commissaire au Pakistan -

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

1085

T11WRAM 54 Ottawa, May 12, 1951

STATEMENT REGARDING COLOMBO PLAN FINANCING

Following is text of an interdepartmental memorandum on the subject of financial
agreement under the Colombo Plan. You may hand a copy of the text of this state-
ment to Ghulan Mohammed or convey the sense of it to him orally. Text begins:

I. It is envisaged that at the outset a master agreement will be signed which will
set forth the general objectives and principles governing the provision and use of
assistance provided by the Canadian Government, and which will incorporate bon-
eÏal financial ana'ngements and procedures. There may also be special supplemen-
tary agreements to cover individual transactions in accordance with the indications
contained in paragraphs 3 and 4 below.

2. The naturé of the assistance and the programme of goods and services to be
made available will take such a form as may be mutually agreed upon from time to
time between the two governments.

3. On the financial side, it is the intention that Canada's assistance will be availa-
ble"on either a grant or loan basis,depending on the nature of each form of assis-
tance and, the end use to which it is to be put.

4• The terms and conditions of each sort of assistance would be a subject for
agreement between the two governments.

(a) Grants. In certain cases, particularly in the case of any consumers goods sup-
plied for direct distribution, it would appear desirable from the point of view of
both govemments to have counterpart funds set aside to be used for such purposesas may

be militually agreed upon. The procedure for the setting up and operation of
counterpart accounts would be established in the master agreement. It is anticipated
that the acnounts to' be credited to the counterpart accounts would be the, rupee
equivalent of the costs in Canada of goods supplied including any services in con-
nection therewith, paid for from funds appropriated by the Canadian Governmentmfor Colobo,

plan assistance; the rupee equivalent would be deposited by the recip-
ient goVernment in a special account upon notification of such costs by the Cana-diaz► Government.

(b) Lo^s• The terms and conditions of different loans might differ widely and
would be related to the extent to which projects were directly revenue-producing,or, co^erciii

character, and their effects on the foreign exchange position.Ends: ", . .
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DEA/11038-40

Le chef de la Direction économique
au directeur de la Direction des Relations économiques internationales

• du ministère des Finances

Head,, Economic Division,
to Director, International Economic Relations Division,

Department of Finance

Ottawa, May 17, 1951

Dear John [Deutsch]:

4. Paragraph 276 sets out the purposes
twrr po •

grants". However, reading the two paragraphs together, I would gather than under
. . .- _ -2 .- - .it p,tPnt by loans.

V paagap s
1,,.# be considered eligible fort"s

h f. m that re rt

Under-Developed Countnes - Report by a to p pe , PP
Secretary-General of the United Nations." For your convenience I attach a copy of

•^^ u o rts a oin

U.N. report which has ,lust come out s wee
myself, ' have an advance copy: "Measures, for the Economic Development of

f gx ' ted by the

' tlu k and of wluch I tlun t a y ,

w o y
3. I was particularly interested therefore to read a discussion of the subject in a

• ' k h t ou like

h vue reall know very little.

W V, 11%0
sensitivities and susceptibilities of thé people with whom we are dealing and about

2. Since that time I have been puzzling over the question as to how we should
dra th l' betwéen the two fonns of assistance, particularly having regard to the

under the Plan might take the fonn of either grants or loans.

y
Colombo Plan and the officials present agreed that Canadian capital assistance

Ist week in mir office we were discussing financial arrangements under the
COLOMBO PLAN FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS, .

paragraphs in the repôrt when' discussmg the matter wlt
Pakistanis?.

Would you agree that the proposed drvision wou
actions? ^ Would you further 'agree that it, might be useful to refer to these two

• h the Indians and

mg by loans appropnate.
' •'' ld 1--p a useful guide to our

• • t. ^. s.

the report intend , that the items listed in paragraph 27 s ou
partial financ-

pletely by, grânts unless there are special circumstances which make P
r e .

cially favourable terms. In general, however, it is my impression
• ' 6 h ld be financed com-

grants they are also considered eltgtble in some ctrcumstances that the authors of

some circumstances tne items iistru ,wgui uv, ---

The line is not hard and fast. For instance while roads are considered eligible for
• •• •` • for a loan on spe-

$'n►ent of Underdeveloped countrks: Report by a Croup of Expert.
Pc^Affairs, 1951.

__ , . , .,. • .
Mcasures for the Bconomic peVelop

u Voit/See United Nations, Department of Econotnic Aftairs, • 1ed by the
Secretarl'•

Ceneral of the United Nations, New York. U.N. Deparunent 01 Econo
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6. I am sending a copy of this letter to George Heasman inviting his comments.
Yours sincerely, ,.:,

A.F.W..PLUMprItE

Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan :
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA111038-40

. Karachi, May 22, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN FINANCING ' ^ .

I spoke to Ghulam Mohammed on May 20th about the interdepartmental memo-
randum. His comments were, in substance, as follows:

Beggars cannot be choosers. It is, therefore, not for him to state upon what terms
Canadian aid should be given., Speaking personally he said he was disappointed
that we were thinking in terms of loans. His impression after the London meeting
of the Consultative Committee was that the government aid would be on a grant
basis. . . . , , . •

572. : . , DEA/11038-40^ . ^ .

to Secretary of State for External Affairs,'
High Commissioner in Pakistan

nissioner Service, Department of Trade and Commerce,
to Head, Economic Division

Le directeur du Service 'des délégués commerciaux du ministère du Commerce
au chef de la Direction économique

Ottawa, May 24, 1951

Dear Wynne [Plümptre]:

COLOMBO PLAN - FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

I have copy of yoiu note of May 17 to John Deutsch, quoting Paragraph 276 of
"Measures for, the Economic Development of Under-Developed, Countries", and
asking for my comments as to whether or not the Pâragraph in question'might be a
useful guide to ôur own actions in' deciding where a grant should be made, or
where we might be better advised to suggest a loan.

I have not as ÿet received a copy of the report in question and I am just not quite
'clear in my own mind as to why the United Nations would themselves be interested
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in the making of grants or loans for the economic development of Under-Devel-
-oped Countries. I have been under the impression that the United Nations and its
various agencies were confining themselves largely to what one might term in its
broadest sense ^^- technicâl assistance - and if I am correct in this, capital equip-

. ment would not be involved.
However, in trying to develop a set of principles to guide us in the making of

grants or loans,' I think we should keep constantly in mind that the whole economic
development plan for South and South East Asia is supposed to be a cooperative
effort. I think we should endeavour to follow some of the methods adopted and aim
at the objective set by the Economic Cooperation Administration in Washington.
The latter has tried to keep constantly in mind projects that benefit a country eco-
nomically and in the "shortest possible time.

I feel that the success of E.C.A. can be attributed in no small measure to the use
of the counterpart funds, and I hope that in carrying out the six-year programme
under the Colombo Plan for the Economic Development of the Countries of South
and South-East Asia, we will endeavour to see that counterpart funds are estab-
lished at every opportunity.36

In the making of grants, - we are in a position to talk counterpart funds, but it is
questionable whether in the making of loans we would have much right to insist on
the setting up of counterpart funds.

Paragraph 276(a) dealing with research and education covers a very large field
where the chief items required are likely to be commodities or services obtainable
locally, and, which should, therefore, be met by local. currency. In other words,
many of the items mentioned under research and education might prove suitable for
the use of counterpart funds. I question if they are of a kind of project which would
require any extensive purchase of capital equipment in Canada. To the extent, how-
ever, that capital equipment would be required to equip any of the schools, then, of
côurse, such 3 capital equipment should, in my opinion, be eligible by means of
grants rather than obtainable by means of a loan. In fact, I believe one of the sug-
gestions we made to India included assistance in the establishing of experimental
farms, or the equipping of an organization to handle agricultural machinery. Inci-

. pro rarnme

ç subject of, grants, provided, and only to the extent, that capi ht of the

chased in Canâda to carry out,these projects. I think we should not lose sig
^fact that th^é Econotnic Development Plan for South and South-East Asia was sup
......r . .,e . i.4 .+. , _ . . . . .. . . , . .. . _ . . .

> Under paragraph 276(d) e proiec ss
.tal ment is PU"eq uip

I wi eave commen 8 Jr. well be the
th ' t 1' ted thereunder might very,

111 1 to on Para ra h 276(c) to John Deutsc .
erpart funds orunder the Technical Assstance P an. h

dentally, Paragraph 276(a) also overlaps into the Technical Asststance g

where it refers.to the training of technicians abroad.
Paragraph 276(b) is also very broad in its meaning and I have a feeling that

many of the items that might corne under this paragraph could be met out of coun-
,

note:
1, ;^ N M

y ote
own fee gffis^ that we want to play down the loans; ECA may be a go^ P^c^O°< <o

follow. (A.P.W. Plumptre]. 1 '
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posed to provide a means whereby these under-developed countries could obtain
the much desired capital equipment necessary to carry out their programmes, and
which they_were unable to carry out because they lacked the dollars with which to
purchase the necessary machinery.

Some items in 276(d) might easily have the result of relieving a State from a
normal current expenditure. I doubt if we would be agreeable to any project that
would have the effect of helping a country to meet current costs of running the
country:

Answering now your question as to whether or not paragraphs 276 and 277
could serve as a rough guide for us in our conversations with the Indians and Pakis-
tanis, I frankly doubt if they would serve this purpose. I am inclined to the view
that each project should be considered on its own merits. There are, after all, not
going to be so very many projects, and we will gradually make our own principles
as we move along. I think our objective should be in line with that of E.C.A. and
that we are on safer ground if we keep in mind the principles which guide that
administration in making grants and loans.37

Yours faithfully,

G.R. HEASMAN

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au luiut-commissaire au Pakistan

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

DEA/11038-40

Ottawa, May 30, 1951

Yôur telegcams Nos. 74t 'and 81, concerning Colombo Plan financing.
While preference of recipient country for grants rather than loans is understand-

able the following points appear pertinent in connection with reaction reported in
your messages to provision in certain cases for loans in interdepartmental memo-
randum,quoted in our telegram No. 54. , •

(a) In response to general hypothetical questions put forward by Pakistanis, inter-
departmental memorandum indicates general approach to Colombo financing. Key
to form of Canadian aid will be nature of actual projects undertaken. In absence of
such information it cannot be assumed that "grants would be automatically forth-
coming for all possible projects. As Para. 4(b) indicated the terms and conditions of

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
* Wright Could you look through ECA reports or other material and give me a report on theuse of loana by ECA? I believe the original intention was to use them extensively, but this never
worked out, In the end, what sort of loans were made, and about what proportion of the total?
[A.F.W. Plumptre]

573.



;different loans might differ widely but clearly they would always have to be in
^ harmony. with the fundamental purposes of the Colombo Plan.

d• f

III , f these considerations which you slïould explain to the Pakistaniview o
authorities, it is our hope that the Government of Pakistan would readily accept and
indeed welcome loans in certain circumstances under Colombo Plan.

( ) imi Y
Under-developed Countries" recommends the division of intergovernmental aid

'into ^ grants and loans according to its purposes.

d S' 'larl new U N" repôrt "Measures for the Economic Development of

^c p
tent .with Colombo Plan 'report or minutés of London meetings last Autumn.

) The rovisiôn of loans as well as grants would definitely appear not mconsis-

(b) The form of the aid in the first instance and the tenus and con rtions o any
loans would both be determined by mutual agreement.►

. . ^ . . . A
. . DEA/ 11038-40' ,. . . . .574.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External 'Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

TEt.EGttAM 113

." ,x". . , ' , ^ :..i. . , • ' '

Ottawa, May 31, 1951

Plan:
; 1. . .

' 4: Statement also providés that form of aid in first instance and terms and c°ndi-
tiôns of possible loans would both be determined by mutual agreement

Your telegram No. 135 of May 23,fi Colombo Plan Discussions.
2. Regarding your Para. 3 we hope that discussions will result in concurrence on

master agreement along lines indicated in our, telegram No. 54 of May
to

chi as well as selection of projects. If Indians consider Sundaresan q
ualifie

represent them at discussions for these purposes he is, of course, acceptable, to us.
3. Please convey orally or hand text to Indian authorities of statement

contained

telegram No. 54 to' Karachi. Indians should not receive impression from How-

-ment that , loans are emphasized in our thinking about Colombo financing.
ever, in absence of information' about projects envisaged it cannot be

assumed that

'grants would be automatic for all possible purposes under Plan. Para. 4(b) of state

ment indicates terms and conditions of different loans might differ Widô é bof

,clearly they would always have to be in' harmony with fundamental pwP
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DEA/11038-40

Le haut-commissaire au Pakistan

TELEGRAM 89

REsm=:

High Commissioner in Pakistan
to Secretciry of State for External Affairs

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Karachi, June 8, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN FINANCING
I called 'on Mr. Ghulam Mohammed this morning to discuss the substance of

your telegram. He gave me a friendly and cordial hearing. He acknowledged your
approach to.Colombo plan finance was logical but at the same time though he did
not give reason he thought his feeling of disappointment over interdepartmental
memorandum was justified.

2. We both agreed that we could not make further progress. The next step would
be for Pakistani officials to visit Ottawa. They would be able to tell Canadian offi-
cials the project in respect of which Pakistan would like to receive Canadian aid.
Our officials would be able to tell them whether aid in respect of a particular pro-
ject would be on a grant or loan basis. , If there was initial disagreement between
Pakistan's officials and our officials, Mr, Ghulam Mohammed was hopeful that dif-
ficultiesbe ironed in friendly discussion.

.3• The visit of Pakistani officials to Ottawa is delayed because difficulties of
getting-ready, for talks with International Bank in Washington. Mr. Ghulam
Mohammed hopes , to be able to tell me in a few days when delegation will leave
Karachi and when theÿ. will reach Ottawa. He said Mr. Said Hasan would probablyhead delegation. .;

4-Mr. Ghulam Mohammed recalled with pleasure his friendly association with
Mr. Abbott at several conferences and asked to be remembered to him.

576. z
DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-conunissaire au Pakistan

Secretary of State for External A,,B`'airs*
to High Commissioner in Pakistan

DEsPATCH E-457 Ottawa, June 20, 1951

1_ I

COrMENTIAL

Reference:' Your telegram No. 89 of June 8 and previous messages.
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COLOMBO PLAN FINANCING

Thank you for your telegram under, reference reporting on your conversation
with' Mr. Ghulam Mohammed about. the substance of our telegram No. 60 of May
30th.

2. We, agree• that the forthcoming 'official discussions in Ottawa will provide the
best means of achieving mutual agreement about the form of the Canadian contri-
bution and the selection of individual projects.

3. Mr. Plumptre had a talk with Mr. Mohammed Ali on June 7th about Co'.ombo
Plan developments. He said that we had received an enquiry through you from the
Pakistan Authorities asking if Canadian aid would be in the form of grants or loans
and if the latter, what would be the . terms and rate of interest. Mr. Plumptre
explained that in reply to this enquiry we had sent you an interdepartmental memo-
randum (our telegram No. 54 of May 12),,.a copy of which he handed to Moham-
med Ali. Mr. Plumptre pointed out that our reply consistéd of hypothetical answers
to hypothetical questions. In our view ` it was difficult to discuss these questions
âpart from specific projects. For some purposes grants would clearly bé made; for
others loans would be'more appropriate. To take extreme examples, wheat would
be supplied on a grant basis, while the construction of a privately owned paper mill
would be financed by a loan. Mr. Plumptre emphasized, however, that we had not
the slightest intention of trying to drive a hard bargain over the form of Canadian
aid. That was not our feeling or attitude at all. The terms and conditions of loans
would not be onerous; they would be designed to enable a recipient country to meet
interest and capital payments without undue difficulty.

4. Though Mr. Plumptre did not say so toI Mohammed•Ali, the primary reason for
the inclusion of the loan concept in our thinking is to increase the recipient coun-
try's share of responsibility in development projects. It is obviously highly impor-
tanrthat Colombo Plan , funds should be used efficiently for 'useful and
economically'sound projects.',The extension of loans, in appropriate cases, rather
than grants would give the recipient country a heightened interest in ensuring that
the projects to be undertaken were economically sound from their own "point of
view. Some interesting information on U.S. policies and experience in regard to the
extension of economic assistance was contained in WA-2499 of June 12,t a copy of
which was referred to your Mission.,

Mr.' Plumptre explained the purpose and value of counterpart funds•.In this
connection I am enclosing an interesting extract on counterpart funds

3
taken from

pages 48 and 49 of Mr. Paul Hoffman's book Peace Can Be Won.

6.'The forthcoming discussions with,officials from India and Pakistan were
recently given consideration by the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade
Policy and it was agreed that the form of the, Canadian contribution should be

<<. . ., .,.• -y

^ Voir/See Paul O. Hoffman, Peace Can Be Won, Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1951.
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:determined on an ad hoc basis in, the light of as much information as could be
obtained on individual projects.

, H.O. MORAN
or Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Note du chef de la Direction économique

Memorandum by Head Economic Division

COLOMBO PLAN - POLITICAL PURPOSES OF CANADIAN PARTICIPATION

..1093

DEA/11038-40

[Ottawa], June 25, 1951

I had a very interesting talk with Bryce on this subject this morning 39 He in turn
had been talking to Deutsch and Wolfson about it and had rather got the impression
that they regarded Canadian participation in the Colombo Plan as an ecoriomic
enterprise with the emphasis on the actual economic results in India and Pakistan
rather than an emphasis on the political advantages to Canada which was putting up
the money. I said I thought our Department was aware of the essential[y political

`nature of the operation and believed that Deutsch felt the same, although I was not
so sure about Wolfson. In any case our Department, from the Under-Secretary
down, was aware of the importance that we shou[d give guidance'and leadership.

2. While putting up this defence against Bryce's charges I was nevertheless very
interested in some of the specific suggestions he threw out For instance he asked

ow far were we merely trying to convince; the Indian Government, or the
.Indian bureaucracy,ïof Canada's interest in them, and how far were we trying to go
beyond the Government bureaucracy to persuade (a) Provincial Governments and
(b) the public of our interest? Bryce noted the fact that the new Indian High Com-
missioner had not bothered to sit in on our current meetings, leaving the matter to
Banerjee. He thought this was a great mistake (although I explained the circum-
stances.) Had we thought of increasing our publicity in India? Was our,Information
Division on the job? Were the Department's increased expenditures on information
abroad likely to be channelled in this direction? Was the Film Board going to beused?

such questions as the following:
out.

natters some day very soon40
A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

39 Note marginale :/Marginal note;
40 Mr Reid these pôints are well taken A.D.P.Ii[eeneyj June 27

Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Mr ^P^ What do you think? $.R[eidj June 27/51
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LeLe secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
• au haut-commissaire en Inde

•Seeretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

aneed appraisal possible. This will be,,of,course, a ^cu tment of
also, however, a very important one. It has been agreed here, by the D ht^be useful
Trade and Commerce and the other Departments concerned, that it mig

but we also wish to enlist your help in order to obtain the mo It isd'ff it and delicate task•
• • ' st unbiaMe

along the lines àlready indicated is required for all these hydro-electnc p

5. The Indians have undertaken to supply us'with some additional
information

d and b^-

Indlan Lst emerged as the must prorrusing o e sugges o to the
Thesé projects are"'shown as Nos. 3; 5, 6, and 7 in the list given in Annex Ct

June 28th minutes. Preliminary examination indicated that the Umtru project is per-

haps the most acceptable from our point of view. A list of questions on the Umtro

and Hirakund projects is attached as -Annex Da However,' additional information
rojects.

^ • .^ ^ . 'A
4. As'. the minutes ^ndicate the hydro-electne power projects proposed m
'•` •' ' f th t' ns which were discussed.

tional information about our position in this gëneral connection. • the

pose for which it is intended. Section VI of the minutes of June 28 gl

on the stage reached in any project and its prospects for comp e
whether it is well conceived, sound economically and will, in fact, fulfil the pur-

- e 'ves addi-

ment to any ghven proJec , as we as o
tive importance and urgency. We want to supply first the things which are needed
first and which will be put to effective, use. To do so we need information, not only

• 1 t' n but also on

meetings. The discussions were cordial and useful but did not really go beyond the
exploratory'stage. A good deal more information, both general and specific, about

individual projects is now needed. Basically we wish to be as sure as possible that

any material or equipment supplied for capital development is put to good use

within ` a reasonable period of its receipt. In the present tight supply situation in

Canada we cannot afford to produce, say, a generator which might not be used for
many months after its arrival in India because the project for which it was designed
tiâs fallen behind schedule, or because its whole future is obscure.

3. We; therefore, wish to know the degree of commitment by the Indian Govern-

' ' t 11 t obtain an assessment of the project's rela-

21 This documentation gives a fairly detailed picture of what transpired at the

DF/800-6ESC-13-1

Ottawa, July 23, 1951

CONFwENTIAL

COLOMBO PLAN DISCUSSIONS HELD IN OTTAWA JUNE 21 ST TO 28TH

I enclose herewith a copy of a letter and enclosures dated July 23rd to the High
Commissioner for India in Ottawa following up the Colombo Plan discussions with
Mr. Sundaresan held from June 21st to 28th. The enclosures consist of minutes of
the initial and final meetings. Numerous documents relating to the discussions are
attached as annexes to the minutes of the June 28th.meeting.
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if Mr. R.F. Renwick, our Commercial Secretary at Bombay, could visit those of the
projects referred to in paragraph 4 which have already been undertaken in order to
obtain, as far as possible, the answers to the questions which we have in mind. -

6. Complementary, information on the place of each of the four projects in overall
plans, its reputation and its significance in the eyes of the Indians, should be
obtained in New Delhi. We want, of course, an independent and rounded appraisal.
In this connection we assume that different views on the same project may be held
in different quarters in the Indian Government. The Indians know. that we may be
asking you to assist us in obtaining the information required. We wish, of course,
to leave it to you to judge how far it is wise to go, in.view of all the considerations
involved, in attempting to arrive at the most realistic possible appraisal of any
given project:

7. The soônér we can obtain this information the better are the chances of using
funds during•the present fiscal year for development projects, rather than foodstuffs
or raw materials. In this general connection we would like to have an appreciation
of the significance of the projects under investigation insofar as they may be
expected to provide tangible and enduring evidence of Canadian interest in Indian
welfare.

8. You will gather. from the minutes that the question of loans and grants was
discussed fully. The following points are fundamental to our position in this regard:

(a) Whether a specific project is appropriate for loans will depend on the extent to
which it is self-financing, on its effects on the foreign exchange position of India,
and in a multi-purpose scheme on whether there are, for instance, significant sales
of power for non-irrigation purposes. Loans would not be made with any idea of
deriving commercial advantage on' our part.

, (b) Loans would, however, give the recipient a greater share in the responsibility
for and the sound management of a project.

(c) We wish to avoid giving grants for the same sort of projects that might be
eligible for loans from the International Bank or Export Import Bank.

(d)`The recent U.N. report on the economic development of under-developed
countries recommended the division of inter-governmental assistance into loans
and grants according to the same sort of criteria that we have in mind.

(e). The United States Government has formulated a'similar division between
grants and loans.

(1) Finally, éven with the^ best of good-will the Canadian Government clearly
does not wish to become regarded as a source of free funds for the establishment of
even qua^i-commercial enterprises in Asia or anywhere else. It is important for the
recipient countries to know that it is not easy for the Canadian Government to
fnance, Probably by means of outright grants, the construction of roads, harbours
and irrigation systems in Asia, when such undertakings are put off year after year
in Canada for lack, of funds.,When it comes to setting up commercial enterprises
which tnight perhaps produce competitive exports or reduce imports it should be
borne in 'mind that the Government does not make a gift of capital equipment to
would-be Canadian manufacturers and exporters.



in New Delhi.

9. The existence 'of these factors should not be taken as a reflection on'our sup-
port for the Colombo Plan. On the contrary we want to make sure so far as Canada
is concerned thkthe' Plan moves forward 'on a'realistic and sound basis and that
Canadian assistance is used as effectively as possible. The importance of doing so
in relation to the prospects for support for the Plan in future years is obvious.

10. Your Mission will have received a copy of a letter from Trade and Commerce

tô Mr., Renwick'advising him that he might be'asked to visit some of the projects
which were'discussed at thé meetings here. We would be grateful if you would now
make the necessary arrangements with Mr. Renwick so that he may visit those of
the hydrô-electric projects which you both consider could be usefully investigated
on the spot. The coordination and timing of Mr. Renwick's investigation with the
general approach to the Indian authorities in New Delhi are matters for.your deci-

sion. You may, of course, consider it desirable for Mr. Renwick to assist in
obtaining the general information about the projects which we hope can be secured

Dear Mr. Saksena:
. I am enclosing, herewith, three copies. of the minutes, in final form of the initial

and final Colombo Plan meetings held with Mr. Sundaresan and representatives of
your office. Numerous documents -relating to the discussions are attached as
annexes to the minutes of thethe June 28th meeting.

The minutes are intended to côver the main features of the discussions with
regard, to the financial arrangements for the use of Canadian assistance, the specific
projects under consideration, and the supply position in Canada. Some parts of the
discussion, summarizing the position reached at , the close of the meetings are
referred to below for çonvenience. 4

Towards the end of the discussions Mr. Plumptre said that circumstances might
be; such as to cause this year's programme to. consist, mainly of foodstufo f^e
materials and that the balancing item might, therefore, be the purchase, outAgreement
Canadian contribution, of wheat supplied under the International Wheat Ag
or otherwise. The order of priority for Canadian aid should, however, remain
capital development first, then foodstuffs and finally, raw materials.

J.0

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

H.O. MORAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOIME 1/ENCLOSURE 1]

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire de l'Inde.

Undér-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to High Commissioner of India

.

Ottawa, July 23, 1951
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. Mr. Plumptre went on to say, that . it was necessary to determine now (a), the
status of specific projects, their nature, progress and prospects, and the urgency of
one against 'another, and (b) the supply position in'Canadâ in relation to what was
needed in order to complete or. undertake individual projects.•. ï'

Earlier in the discussion on June 28th Mr. Deutsch mentioned some questions
which indicate` the sort of information needed about particular projects.' What'stage
had been reached in the project? How far was it from completion? Where did it fit
into the over-all plans for development? How urgent was it? How did it compare in
urgency with other projects?

Mr. Deutsch said that by and large the Canadian economy was fully employed
and a special effort which the Canadian authorities were prepared to make would
be necessary to meet development needs under the Colombo Plan. However; the
production, for example, of a generator which might not be put to use for two or
three years could not be afforded at this time. The things that were needed first
should be produced first. When more information on individual projects together
with specifications was received it would be possible to determine definitely if and
when the requirements could be supplied. This information would also enable us in
our, examination of these projects to determine where loans are applicable and
whëre' grants are>. appropriate. . , .

The Canadian authorities, Mr. Deutsch continued, were definitely interested in
making available the things needed for development projects and were prepared to
work with the Indian authorities in order to secure the information required. In this
connection assistance could be sought from the Office of the Canadian High Com-
missiônèr in New Delhi.

Mr. Sundaresan indicated at the conclusion of the discussions that the Indian
authorities would furnish . the Canadian authorities with as much information as
possible on individual projects. In view of our mutual aim to reach agreement as
quickly as possible on development projects, to receive Canadian assistance, we are
looking forward to receiving the needed information from the Indian authorities as
soon as possible. We 'are; as you know, looking into the matter which you raised on
July'llth of supplying railway equipment to India under the Colombo Plan:,

Yours sincerely,
[A.D.P. HEENEY]
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. [PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

Procès-verbal d'uni "réunion avec,les représentants de l'Inde

[Ottawa], June 21, 1951

Present:
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of External Affairs, (Chairman).

Mr. N. Sundaresan, Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India.

' Mr. P.K. Banerjee, Office of the High Commissioner for India.
It Mr. OR. Heasman, Department of Trade and Commerce.

Mr. JJ. Deutsch, Department of Finance.
Mr. H.L. Wolfson, Department of Finance.
Mr. CL Read. Department of Finance.
Mr. W.E. Scott, Bank of Canada.
Mi. AJ.'Pick; Department of External Affairs.
Mr. H.H. Wright, Department of External Affairs, (Secretary).

The Chairman after introducing the Canadian officials and indicating the divi-
sion of responsibility between the Departments primarily concerned with the
Colombo Plan, suggested that the proposed master agreement should be discussed.

2. Mr.. Plumptre said that a general plan for financial agreement was outlined in
the draft text of the master agreement. Under it individual financial agreements
would be concluded for specific projects. The master agreement had been drawn UP
in reply to an enquiry received from the Pakistanian Authorities asking if Canadian
aid would be in the form of grants or loans, if loans were included what the rate of

interest would be and if counterpart funds would be required. Provision in the
master agreement for loans had not been included with any fixed ideas in regard to
rates ,of interest, repayment or other conditions:

" 3. Mr. Sundciresan noted that` prep^ation of the. draft master agreement had been
relâted to`an enquiry from Pakistam Broadly speaking there did not'appear to be
objection to the draft agreement which seemed flexible.

II. COUNTERPART FUNDS ; ,

4. Mr. Sundaresan said as . regards grants, the Indian Authorities had, themselves,
intended to set up rupee counterpart funds. The draft agreement raised, however,conk
some, important questions of procedure. The Indian Government maintaineht have
prehensive economic controls and did not wish to take any steps which mig

artf
inflationary implications. The timing, therefore, of the establishment nte o^ fû d
funds was important. The draft master agreement suggested that cou enditure hav-
be set up immediately upon notification being given of Canadian expenditure until
ing bien incurred. It might be better to defer setting up a counterp

^

rupees started to accrue from the sale in India of the goods made av^ s bavo d
grants. The Indian Government wished to spend the aid wisely and of
0 ,__ _._n_.! W^t exactl was contemplated in the waY

Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of India

nary pressures. Y
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counterpart, funds? What statements should be prepared; in what form and when
should they be submitted? - -, ' . , . ,

5. Mr. Deutsch said it was'contemplated that where grants were concerned, coun-
terpart rupee accounts would be established in India equivalent in value to the costs
in dollars incurred by the Canadian Government. The prices at which such goods
are distributed in India would be no concern of the Canadian Government. Whether
$5 million worth of wheat is sold in India for the equivalent of say $4 million or $6
million is a matter solely for the Indian Government. In each case the counterpart
fund would be credited with the rupee equivalent of the costs to the Canadian Gov-
ernment, in this instance $5 million.

Details regarding the actual establishment of such counterpart funds and the use
thereof could be worked out when specific grants are extended. These arrange-
ments could be flexible and take into consideration a problem. which Mr. Sun-
daresan had mentioned, namely the desire of the Indian Government to create the
counterpart funds simultaneous with the receipt of the proceeds of such consumer
goods as theÿ might have received for sale in India.

The Colômbo Plan was designed to assist capital development. If, therefore,
external financial aid was used to supply consumer's goods in the first instance, an
equivalent âmount :in. local currency must ultimately be reflected in economic
development programrnes rather than consumption.

6. Mr. Sundaresan said that for the present, he had no comments to offer and
expressed the : view that it was important that the Master Plan should not be too
rigid.

III. LOANS

7. Mr. Sundatesan said the Indians were under the impression that the aid would
be in the form of grants and thafthe introduction of loans under the Colombo Plan
would complicate India's external financial arrangements.* India was already obli-
gated to the World Bank and might be securing additional outside assistance from
the Export-Import Bank. Intergovernmental loans appeared to be ôutside the ambit
of the Colombo 'Plan. They were unwise politically and might create the wrong
impression if they became associated with the Canadian contribution at the begin-
11ing of the Colombo Plan.

g: Mr. Deutsch 'explained that the matter of loans was not approached from any
rigid point of view. The connection between possible Colombo Plan loans and
India's relations with the International Bank and Export-Import Bank was appreci-
ated. There "was'no'intention whatever of pressing loans on the Indian Government
and it had'never beén'côntemplated that a predetermined proportion of the Cana-
dian contribution to India would be used for loans. The form of the aid was a mat-
ter for mutual agreement and would depend on the nature of the project to be
undertaken. Some projects would be eligible for grants and others for loans. To
take extreme examples for the sake of illustration; wheat would obviously be made
available on a"grant basis, whereas a newsprint mill would be eligible for a loan.
The form of aid for projects which fall in between the clearly defined extremes
would be apprôached, on an individual basis and would be a matter for mutual
agreemént. If it proved difficult to reach agreement on the method of financing any
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pacticular project," then another, project could be taken up which provided a better
basis for mutual agreement. It was possible that all projects selected would be eligi-
ble ; for; grants and -that no loans would be extended this.year. .'. .-, ,•

^ 9: Mr. Sundaresan asked how much of . the total Canadian contribution of $25
million for the first year of the Plan was expected to be used for assistance to India.

"Mr. Deutsch réplied that the Canadian contribution to India for the fiscal year
1951-52" was i expected to be in the* order of $15 million.

10.^Mr. Sundaresan questioned if bôth'loans and grants could be included in the
same vote in parliamentaryestimates and asked how long funds.voted in either
form would remain available to the Government of India.

Mr. Deutsch explained that the vote for the Colombo Plan contribution was
worded to cover both grants and loans. It would,' therefore; be possible for Parlia-
'inent to approve of either'form of assistance.

As Mr. Sundaresan knew all government expenditures, proposed for each fiscal
'ÿéar had to be approved by Parliament. Unused funds 'automatically lapsed at the
end of a fiscal year with the vote appropriatingI themri. In the case of an undertaking
'sûch as the Colombo Plan there would, however, be a presumption that unexpended
funds ear-marked for_a project would be re-voted. But anything might happen and
no guarantee could be given that unspent money for grants would be carried over
from one fiscal year to the next. This was, however, only true of contributions
made 'as grants. In the case of loans, the funds voted could be set aside in a bank
account in the name 'of the Government 'of India and would be available on the
basis of mutual agreement between the Governments of India and Canada in accor-
dance with the terms and conditions of the loan agreement.

11. Mr. Wolfson pointed out - that the inclusion of loans under the master agree
ment broadened the list of projects which could.be undertaken with Canadian aid.
One of the criteria for loan financing would be the effect, direct and indirect, of the
proposed project on the foreign 'exchange position . of the recipient country. It was
intended that the servicing of any loans extended would not be burdensome. Their
object was to have a beneficial effect on the economy due regard being had to the
country's existing external obligadons.

12. The Chairman said that two points should be made clear. First, the inclusion
of loans was intended. to„expand the scope of the possible uses. of the Canadian
contribution. - Secondly, there was no intention of , dividing the amount of the Cana-
dian. contribution between grants and loans; the : Canadian authorities would be
quite_ satisfied if -the list, of projects agreed for.Colombo• Plan support from Canada
were made up entirely, of those which they considered eligible for grants.

13. Mr. Sundaresan asked what types of undertaking would qualify for grants and
what would be eligible for loans.

14: Mr. 'Deutsch replied that the nature of each project would be the de^rigs
'factor but that there were certain broad criteria regarding the types of undert
which would' be eligible for each form of assistance. Would

'Consumer i goods for direct distribution: such as food stuffs and clothing
`quâlify for grants. General development of a basic character in the fields of health,

. :,z. . . -. . . . . . , . . • . . , .

1
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education; . agriculture and construction with little or no revenue producing ' aspect
but wluch would add to the general productivity and welfare would also qualify for
grants. . . . ::.

Projects which in themselves were expected to be financially self-supporting or
which had favourable foreign exchange implications would be eligible for loans.

15. Mr. Sundaresan indicated that he would ' not 'expect the assistance to be
extended other. than on a mutually satisfactory basis..

It was agreed that a preamble to the master agreement should be drafted to give
expression to the spirit of amity and the will to co-operate which lie behind the
Colombo Plan.

H.W. WRIGHT
Secretary

, . [PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 31

Procès-vérbal d'une réunion avec' les représentants de l'Inde, _ , + • , .
Minutes of Meeting with Representatives of India

[Ottawa], June 28, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN

Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Department 6f External Affairs, (Chairman).
. Mr

Present:

N. Sundaresan, Deputy Govemor of the Reserve Bank of India.
Mr. D.R. Kawatra, Office of the High Commissioner for India.
Mr.. G.R. Heasman, Department of Trade and Commerce. .
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance.
Mr. H.L. Wolfson, Department of Finance.
Mr. C.L. Read, Department of F'inance.
Mr. W.E. Scott, Bank of Canada.
Mr. A.7• Pick, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, Department of External Affairs.

Mr. H.H. Wright, Department of External Affairs, (Secretary).
I. PUBLICTTY

The Chairman suggested that similar press releases should be I issued in Ottawa
and New Delhi at the conclusion ' of the discussions.

1• It was agreed that a press release would be issued in Ottawa on Friday, June29th, and that ' a similar statement would be issued in India. (A copy of the Cana-
dian press releaset is attached).
II. DRAFr MASTER AGREEMENT

The Chairman distributed for discussion a redrafted text of the master agree-ment. (A copy of the
text as distributed is attached as Annex A. The final draft as itemer'ged from the meeting is attached as Annex B.)
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.
2: Mr. 'Sundaresan enquired about the significance of the words "sold or other-

wise distributed by the Indian Government" in the first sentence of paragraph 3(a)
which before revision read as follows:

"(a) Grants: In any specific programme under which goods financed by grants.
from the Canadian Government are sold or otherwise distributed by Indian Govern-
ment "counterpart funds"- will normally be set aside: '

3. Mr. Sundaresan asked what the position would be under the wording in respect
of counterpart funds if the Indian Government should make a gift to a state govern-
ment of goods from Canada. In such a case it had appeared. from previous discus-
sions that counterpart funds might not be required.

4. Mr. Plumptre said that the word "distributed" was intended to make it clear
where grants were concerned that the prices at which goods were distributed on the
Indian market was no concern of the Canadian Government.

5. It was agreed after discussion that the phrase in question should be changed to
read "sold or otherwise distributed to the Indian public". It was further agreed that

the word "public" should be interpreted to include individuals, corporations and
municipalities.

, 6. Mr. Sundaresan enquired if freight charges on goods shipped under the Plan
would be paid out of the Canadian contribution.

7. Mr. Deutsch said that freight charges might possibly be paid out of the Cana-
dian contribution. If that were done the funds available for development would, of
course, be reduced by the amount of the freight charges. The rupee equivalent of
the amount paid out of the contribution for the shipment of goods from a Canadian
port to the port of arrival in., India would be deposited in the counterpart fund.
Canadian foreign exchange controls would bar the use of Canadian dollars to pay
freight charges in U.S. dollars.

8. Mr. Sundaresan suggested that the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
should supply a certificate from time to time in connection with the counterpart
accounts.

9. Aceordingly it was agreed that the last sentence of paragraph 3(a) should
sp!it into two sentences to read as follows: "The Government of India will f om
time to time report to the Government of Canada the position of this account and
will supply a certificate from the Comptroller and Auditor General of India in this
regard. The two governments will from time to time agree on the economic devel-
opment projects in, India to be financed from this account".

10. It was also agreed that other verbal changes should be made which are incor

porated in Annex B.

III. MINUTES OP THE FIRST MEETING

Chairman explained that the minutes of the first meeting were intended
w;11.,The
to cover only the salient points of the... discussion. He invited Mr. Sundares ^so

submit any, revisions that should be made in the record of his remarks an

d

asked for other comments on the minutes. iven• • 1 h would be g
12. Mr. Sundaresan expressed doubts about the impression w c

by the wording, particularly the expression "commercial charactec", used in the last
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sentence of paragraph 14 which before 'revision read: "Projects of a commercial
character which were expected to produce revenue and which had favourable for-
eign exchange implications would be eligible -for loans". -. :

He said that the political objectives of the Colombo Plan should be kept to the
forefront and that initial projects should be undertaken on a basis that would avoid
the possibility of misunderstanding in India. Economic development made possible
by aid should not be held in check by restrictive terms.

13. Mr. Deutsch referring to the .wording in question said there might be some
cases where the commercial aspect of a project would be incidental to its main
purpose. For example, where the dominating purpose of a hydro-electric develop-
ment was , to lift water either for irrigation, flood control or to raise agricultural
capacity, there might be an'incidental sale of electricity. In such a case the project
might qualify for a grant. If, 'however, the dominating purpose of a hydro-electric
development was'tô produce electricity to be sold commercially, the project would
be eligible for a loan rather than a grant.

14. It was agreed after discussion that the wording in question should be changed
to read: "Projects which in themselves wére expected to be financially self-support-
ing or which had favourable foreign exchange implications would be eligible for
loans":

It was further agreed that the third sentence in paragraph 14 should be amplified
to read: "General development of a basic character in the fields of health, educa-
tion, agriculture and construction with little or no revenue producing aspect but
which would add to the general productivity and welfare would also qualify for
grants•";This sentence originally read as follows: "General development of a basic
character in the, fields of health, agriculture and construction with no revenue pro-
ducing aspect but which would add to the general productivity would also qualify
for grants." . , ;

15. Mr. Sundarescuz asked if some of the Canadian dollars from the contribution
could be used to make purchases outside Canada in order to complete a develop-
ment project..

16., Mr. Deutsch replied that it had not been contemplated that Canadian aid
under'the plan would be spent in other countries. But in certain circumstances, that
eventually would not be ruled out. The Canadian Authorities would be prepared to
give corisider'ation to the expenditure outside Canada of a relatively small amountfrom' tlie

Canadian contribution in order to complete an essentially Canadian
project.

, -•, .
N• REPORT' ON PROJECTS

17. Mr. Plumptre said he would comment very briefly and in general terms on the
Canadian attitude with regard to the projects which had been under discussion.
They fell in'to six ^classes;

(i)
Education. It was, of course, for the Indian Authorities to determine the char-

acter of . future developments in this field but assistance for education headed the
list in the Canadian view.



.. (ii) Irrigation and Power.' Proposals in this field were definitely of interest. Addi-
tional information on the projects which had been discussed was, however, needed
before further progress was possible. This additional information in regard to par-
ticular projects should include (a) general progress and prospects (b) specifications
and material requirements.,,, • . ^.: ; . .

(iii) Pulp and Paper Mill, Madhya Pradesh. Certain misgivings were felt in regard
to both the supply and commercial: aspects of this project.'

(iv) Motor Transport. No Comment. Mr. Heasman would deal with this item.

(v) Food stuffs, and
(vi) Industrial materials.
As between the last two items the Canadian Authorities would prefer to supply

food stuffs which would go 'direct to the people of.India.
If items (iii) and (iv) were put at the bottom of the list the classes would appear

in order of priority.
.18. Mr. Heasman said he would review briefly the position with respect to indi-

vidual projects. As a result of the discussions the items "small wooden fishing
trawlers and tugs". and "cement plant" had definitely, been ruled out of the Cana-
dian list and "motor transports" would probably be discarded. The remaining

. projects in the Canadian list were included in the Indian list and he would comment
on that list. (Copies of both lists are attached as Annex Q.. . . ^ .

Project I -Western and Eastern Higher Technical Institutes.
Should the Indian Authorities consider at some future date that the time had

come to proceed with Western Technical Institute, the project would be of interest.
Without specific' additional information it was impossible to say whether the
needed equipment could be procured in Canada. Among the questions asked by the
Canadian technicians were the following: What types of machine tools were

required? Had any of the ^ equipment been ordered? What standards were to be

- adopted, U.S. or U.K.? , •

Project 2-National Newsprint and Paper Mills, Madhya Pradesh.,
I Much fuller information was needed on whole position in respect of this project

rbefore consideration could be given to the question of assistance. This information
needed and a clear indication of thef should include s ifications of the machinery

^rôs ^ ts for thes uccéssful com letion ând o 'ration of the project. As a co^er-

'cial e érprise this project'would not appear ô qualify for a grant.

Project 3-Transmission Lines, Tower Testing equipment, transformers and
_ pumping sets for Hirakund Project.

^{•^ : . s . , .^> , ,; : : , .. ; : . , , .
and
-^• Project 6=Hydroelectric Plan for Umtru Hydroelectric Project, Assam.

The attached list (Annex D) of questions concerning these two projects was sub
ïnitted to Mr. Sundaresan. Of the hydroelectric power developments under discus

f the Canadian
"sion the Umtru Project appeared to' be of the greatest tnterest rom

point of view.
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Project 4-Laboratory outfit for hydraulic tests for Central. Waterpower Irriga-
don and Navigation Research Station, Poona.
It was difficult to know what might be obtainable in Canada for this project

without further details. There was little research work done in Canada in this field
and the technicians here. were puzzled about the nature and purpose of the project.

19. Mr. Wolfson enquired if the Indian Authorities contemplated developing less
advanced training schools and demonstration units - in agriculture and mechanics.
He expressed the view that educational assistance would be most effective if it
were less advanced in character. In agriculture, the widest possible dissemination
of skills and methods that could be absorbed at the prevailing level should be given
a very high priority among the possible uses for aid.

Project 5-Power Plan for Tungabhadra Power Project, Hyderabad side.
Pd

Project 7-Mayarakshi Dam Project.
20 Mr. Heasman advised that both these projects are possible on the supply side.

Very small units were required. Counterpart -funds could be used for the construc-

V. MATERIALS AND MOTOR TRANSPORTS

at individual projects could be undertaken with Canadian assistance. The follow-

tion of thése projects. The questions pertaining to the Hirakund and Umtru projects
were also generally applicable in these cases.

Project 8-Godavari North Canal Project.,
No, foreign exchange was required for this project which could be financed with

counterpart funds.

Aluminum-High tension aluminum wire for hydroelectric transmission lines could
probably be 'obtained.
Asbestos-A small quantity of asbestos might be made available. Its availability
would depend on the use to which it was going to be put. Asbestos was not being
used in Canada to make asbestos cement sheets and it would be difficult to justify
supplies for India for that purpose. Asbestos was very scarce and any supplied to
India would reduce the allocation to some other user.
Wheat=^^e'position would be considered when the new Canadian crop came in.
MotorTransport-Perkins Diesel engines were required by the Bombay State Gov-
ernment These were not manufactured in Canada. It was unlikely that the type of
chàssis réquired could be supplied. A much larger number of the special chassis
th^n was requirèd by the' Bombay State Government would have to be ordered
before their manufacture would be economically feasible. Gasoline trucks were,
however,' available:
vt. GJENERAL POSITION

' 21 • 'Mr. ; Deutsch said that without more information it was not possible to say

ing questions indicated, the sort of, information needed about particular projects:what sta
ge had been reached in the project? How far was it from completion?
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Where did it fit into the over-all plans for development? How urgent was it? How
did it compare in urgency with other projects? '

By. and large the Canadian economy was fully employed and a special effort
which the Canadian Authorities were prepared to make would be necessary to meet
development needs under the'Colombo Plan. However, the, production, for exam-
ple, of a generator which might not be put to use for two or three years could not be
afforded at : this time. The things that were needed first should be produced first.
When more information on individual projects together ,with specifications was
received it would be possible to determine definitely if and when the requirements
could be supplied.

The Canadian authorities were definitely interested in making available the
things needed for development projects and were prepared to work with the Indian
authorities in order to secure the information required. In this connection assistance
could be sought from the Office of the Canadian High Commissioner in New
Delhi.

At this stage two alternative methods of proceeding appeared to be open. Either,
immediate action could be taken to secure the necessary bill of particulars, or, çon-
sideration could be'given to }using the. contribution for the first year largely for
wheat and other consumer goods. In the latter case the resulting counterpart funds
would, of course, be available for development projects.

22: Mr. Sundaresan said he recognized the practical difficulties involved. How-
ever, he doubted at the rate governments worked, if the bill of particulars would be
forthcoming in time to utilize funds from this year's contribution for development
projects.

The position should be considered from the political point of view. The public
might well fail to understand the reasons for the delay which might create an unfor-
tunate impression.

position in Canada in relation to what was needed in order to complete or under-

:Z" 23. Mr. Plumptre said that a large part of this year's contribution might habe to

` take, the form of ,food stuffs and materials. The objective, however, should
minimiie the amount of aid given in that form. The order of priority for Canadian

aid should , remain - capital development first, then food stuffs and fnally raw
,.. , .. .

'materials.
It was necessary, now, to determine (a) the stâtus of speciGe projects, their pro-

gress and prospects and the urgency of one against another, and.(b) the supplY

^éI individual ^ projects. It would, . for instance, be useful to know if the Indian

'Âuthorides were planning ' to proceed 'with a particular project whether or not aid

was forthcoming, as that would give an indication of its urgency.

For this year 's programme the balancing item might .,il be wheat. Funds from

the contribution which were not used to finance economic development or to sup

plyinaterials or consumer goods would be available for the purchase
of wheat sup-

plied under' the International Wheat Agreement or otherwise. ,ble on individual. •
24.1,Mr. Sundaresan said that as much' information as

^ deal of preP^atory
prôjects should at the Indian end be put down on paper. A g
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work could probably be done before a technician from India could usefully make
the trip to Canada. They would, however, not hesitate. to send a technician to Can-
ada at the appropriate time.

25. The Chairman in his concluding remarks said that it had been a great pleasure
for the Canadian officials concerned to know and work with Mr. Sundaresan and
that they were hoping to have the, opportunity of working with him again in the
future.

H.H. WRIGHT
^ Secretary

The briefs on individual projects supplied by Mr. Sundareson are also attached
as Annexes. These are numbered from 1-. 8 to correspond with the No. of the
project as listed in Annex c. Annex 9 is a brief on Road Transport.

[Ottawa], June 27, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN

MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Preamble

The Governments of Canada and India, together with other governments, took part
in London in 1950 in drawing up the Colombo Plan for Co-operative Economic
Development in South and South-East Asia. The Governments of Canada and India
now desire to co-operate for their mutual benefit, and in particular for the achieve-
ment of the purposes of the Colombo Plan, by promoting the economic develop-
ment of India. Therefore the Governments of Canada and India are now joining in
this agreement which shall govern the general terms under which economic aid
from Canada will be provided to India for the purposes of the Colombo Plan, and
according to which supplementary agreements may be made to cover specific
programmes.

^:r...
Agreement"

Thé Gôvernments'of Canada and India aree as follows:
1.

g
All economic aid supplied under the Colombo Plan shall be subject to specific

programmes of goods and services and these specific programmes shall be drawn
pand agreed from time to time between the Government of Canada and the Gov-

emment of India. Similarly, agreement will be reached on the methods of procure-ment and transfer.

2. In order that Canadian aid may cover various types of projects, various forms
of financing may be used; in particular, Canadian aid will be available on either a

[ANNEXE A/ANNEX A]

Deuxième projet

Second Draft
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grant or a loan basis, depending on the nature of each specific programme and the
uses to which the goods and-services supplied under it are put.

3. The particular terms and conditions of each specific programme will be a mat-
ter for' agreement between the two governments, subject to the following general
provisions:

(a) Grants: In any specific programmes under which goods financed by grants
from the Canadian Government are sold or otherwise distributed by the Indian
Government "counterpart funds" will normally be set aside. The Indian Govern-
ment will set up a special account for these funds and will keep separate records of
the amounts placed in the account in connection with each specific programme. It
will pay into this account the rupee equivalent of the Canadian expenditures on all
goods and services supplied under the Plan. The Government of India will from
time to time report to the Government of Canada position of this fund and the two
governments will agree * on the economic development projects in India to be
financed from it.

(b) Loans: For the specific programmes which are agreed to be appropriate for
financing by means of loans the terms of the loans will be determined by the two
governments. These terms will relate primarily to the commercial character of the
particular project in 'question, to its anticipated earnings, and to its anticipated
effects on the foreign exchange position of India.

[ANNEXE B/ANNEX B]

Projet final '

Final Draft

Preamble
The Governments of Canada and India, together with other governments, took part
in London in 1950 in drawing up the Colombo Plan for Co-operative Ecol
Development in South and South-East Asia. The Governments of Canada and India
now desire to co-operate for their mutual benefit,',and in particular for the âchieve-

ment of the purposes of the Colombo Plan, by promoting the economic d nlnloiû
ment of India. Therefore the Governments of Canada and India are now jo g

this' âgreement which shall govern the general terms under which econonuc aid
from° Canada will be ' provided to India for the purposes of the Colombo Plan,

according to ' which supplementary agreements , may be - made to cover p

programmes.
t ,., _ . .
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Agreement.

The Governments of Canada and India agree as follows:
1. All economic aid supplied' from the one to the other under the Colombo Plan

shall be subject to specific programmes of goods and services and these specific
programmes shall be drawn up and agreed from time to time between the Govern-
menf of Canada and the Government of India. Similarly, agreement will be reached
on the methods of procurement and transfer.

2. In order that Canadian aid may cover different types of projects, different
fonns of financing may be used; in particular, Canadian aid will be available on
either a grant or a loan basis, depending on the nature of each specific programme
and the uses to which the"goods and services supplied under it are put.

3. The particular terms of each specific programme will be a matter for agree-
ment between the two governments, subject to the following general provisions:

(a) Grants:' In any specific programmes under which goods financed by grants
from the. Canadian Government are sold or otherwise distributed by the Indian
Government "counterpart funds" will normally be set aside. The Indian Govern-
ment will set up a special account for these funds and will keep separate records of
the amounts placed in the'account in connection with each specific programme. It
will pay into this account the rupee equivalent of the Canadian expenditures on all
goods and services supplied under the programme. The Government of India will
from time t6time report to the Government of Canada the position of this account
and will supply a certificate from the Comptroller and Auditor General of India in
this regard. The two governments will from time to time agree on the economic
development projects in India to be financed from this account.

(b) Loans: For the specific programmes which are agreed to be appropriate for
financing by means of loans the terms of the loans will be determined by the two
govemrnents. These terms will relate primaril}i to the commercial character of the
Particular project in question, to its anticipated earnings, and to its anticipated
effects on the foreign exchange position of India.41

DEA/11038-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 1

DFSPATCH E-532

CoNFIDENUAr.

Secretary of State for External Affairs "

au haut-commissaire au Pakistan

to High Commissioner in Pakistan

Ottawa, July 24, 1951

Referénce: Your Telegrâm No. 110 dated July 10th.t

^^ ^0.u Canada, Recueil des traitfs, 1951, No. 25JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1951, No. 25.
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COLOMBO PLAN DISCUSSIONS HELD IN OTTAWA JULY 5TH AND 6TH 1951

Thank you fôr= your reference telegram `reporting on your conversation with
Ikramullah about the. Colombo.- talks here with Mohammed Ali, Said Hasan and
Amjad Ali. These discussions, held on July 5th and 6th consisted of two meetings
of 1 a preliminary and, exploratory character and, they .,are to be resumed on August
,2nd. , By then it, is hoped that enough additional information will : be available on
possible projects and on the supply position in, Canada to provide a basis for more
definite progress. For convenient reference I am enclosing an additional copyt of
the July 6th Press Release on the discussion which }rou will havé already received.

2. The proposed master agreement on financial arrangements for Canadian aid to
Pakistan was first discussed. The text of the master agreement which had been ten-
tatively agreed on with the Indians was put forward as a basis for discussion (see
Annex B of the enclosed minutes of the June 21 stdiscûssion with the Indians). The
Pakistânis agreed to submit this text (amended, of course, to apply to Pakistan
instead of India) 'to their Government.

3. 'As was perhaps to be expectéd the Pakistâni group résisted the idea that any of
the projects which might be selected might,be financed by, loans rather than grants.11
Our position in this connection is dealt with in' aI létter dated July 26th to Moham-
med Alffollowing up the discussions, 'a copy of which is enclosed. This letter is
intended to take the place . of detailed minutes of these preliminary discussions with
the Pakistanis. Additional information on our views on the question of the form of
Canadian assistance, which are generally applicable to Pakistan, is contained in the
attached documents arising out of, the discussions with the Indians (see particularly
the minutes 'of the June 21 st , discussion and the penultimate paragraph of the
enclosed copy of a despatch dated July 23rd to our High Commissioner in New
Delhi).

4. The first project put forward bÿ, the Pakistanis was the Mianwali hydro-electric
project (serial 48 in, their development programme).. Upon making enquiries, after
the discussions, we found that this was one of 'the Pakistani projects already under
consideration by the International Bank. Wé do not wish our activities under the
,Colombo Plan to overlap or conflict with the policies or activities of the Bank. For
example, we do not wish to finance with a grant the same sort of project for which
the Bank might extend a loan. We, therefore, do not expect to give further consider
ation to the Mianwali project at the forthcoming meetings, although the Pakistams
do not, of course, yet know. what position we .will be taking in this regard• The
discussion at the first. nieeting about other possible projects is covered in the
enclosed notes fi prepared by the Department of Trade and Commerce.

List f
'.5: At the end of the first meeting the Pakistanis submitted the enclose his lis os
Priority Items".t The supply position in Canada in regard to the items in Com-

merce,
with in another set of notest prepared by the Department of ^ ë basis for the

a copy of which is enclosed. These notes were used as It is expeCted
discussion of these items at the second and final exploratory meeting•agriculture and
that some of these items and, in addition, projects in the field of
education will be discussed when the meetings are resumed.
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6. The kind of information we wish to obtain about possible projects is indicated
quite fully in the enclosed despatch of July 23rd to New Delhi and Section VI of
the enclosed minutes of the June 28th discussion with the Indians.

.7. At this'stage it would appear premature to ask you* to carry out investigations
like those we have requested our, Mission: in New Delhi to undertake. However,
after the forthcoming meetingswith the Pakistanis we may be asking you to obtain
information. about specific projects. In the., meantime any suggestions and com-
ments, or information which you may` already have in relation to the recent or
forthcoming, discussions would; of course be welcomed.

H.O. MOItAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs ,

[PIÈCE JOIN'IFJENCLOSURE]

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire du Pâkistan

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs ;
to High Commissioner of Pakistan,

Ottawa; July 26, 1951

Dear Mi. Mohammed Ali:

The purpose of this letter'is to confirm in writing the action that it was agreed
should be taken; as-far as possible, before the resumption in Ottawa on August 2nd
of the recent Colombo Plan discussions with you and,your colleagues. This letter
may perhaps be regarded as a substitute for detailed minutes of the recent meetings.

2• We agree with the view expressed by Mr. Said Hasan'that it is desirable for
outside, assistance under the Plan to be used when possible in a way that will show
the, people. of, the under-developed countries that their friends abroad want to help
them: In our view assistance for capital development projects should have priority
over the supplying of raw materials. However, during the first year, particularly, of
the Plan there are certain factors which will inevitably influence the kind of aid
Which it will be possible to extend. Two main difficulties cannot be overlooked in
counectiôn with supplying industrial 'equipment for development projects.

3. First; there is the physical difficulty of procuring the needed industrial compo-
nents. The Canadian Government is prepared to ask producers, here to make specialefforts to

meet Colombo Plan orders. However, with the defence programme added
to the existing demands on the economy it will,undoubtedly be more difficult than
previously. anticipated to meet Colombo Plan requirements.

4. Secôndly, the form of the assistance (grant or loan) for individual projects is a
mattér for mutual agreement and should, of course, be based on the most thorough
Possible exacnination ` of all the aspects of any particular project. The key to the
fonn of assistance should be the nature of each project, and the question of whether
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a loan or a grant is appropriate can only be determined definitely on an individual
basis.

5. There are, howevér, certain broad criteria indicating'the types of undertakings
which should be - eligible for each form of assistance. Consumer goods for direct
distribution would qualify for, grants. General development of a basic character in
the fields of health, education, and agriculture, with little or no revenue producing
aspect but which would add to the general productivity. and welfare, might also
qualify for grants. -Eligible for loans would be projects which were expected to be
financially self-supporting or which had favourable foreign exchange implications.
The terms and conditions of such loans might be quite liberal.

- 6. In accordance with the recent discussions we are looking forward to receiving,
as soon as possible, as much additional information as can be supplied on the
projects which were under discussion at the meetings. We will review the proposed
projects in the light of all the available information and assess the supply situation
in preparation for- the renewed discussions.

7. In view, however, of present shortages in supply and the question of the appro-
priate form of assistance for each project, both of which apply particularly to indus-
trial equipment, it appears that it would be useful if cônsideration were also given
to projects in the fields of agriculture and education. In'this sphere the supply situa-

tion will probably be less difficult and there is also a presumption, subject, of
course, to detailed examination of individual projects, that most of the assistance
extended could take the form of grants.

8. In regard to educational and agricultural projects there is an additional consid-
eration which concerns counterpart funds. It is intended, as you know, that the
establishment and use of counterpart funds should be a matter for discussion and
agreement under the brôad principles embodied in the master agreement..Their pur-
pose is to ensure that outside assistance is ultimately reflected in economic devel-
opment rather than consumption. Consequently, if, grants in fields of agriculture
and education were used for development of a basic, character, counterpart funds
might well be unnecessary: We would be 'glad to receive, as soon as possible, infôr-
mation about agricultural and educational prô,lects which might be financed with
Canadian assistance.

9. Finally, as you will recall, the remaining alternative suggested for the use of
Canadian assistance this year was in the field of, current imports. The financing,
under the Plan, of part of Pakistan's current import requirements with Canadian
assistance might be undertaken only if it were found impracticable to make other
arrangements this' year. Nevertheless, under this alternative Pakistan ô°lnance
course, use the resulting, savings in her foreign ' exchange resource^n^ Would
development projects and in addition the accompanying'counterpart
also be used for economic development.

'10. In conclusion I woûld like to'affirm our view that the recent cordianaiP^.
sions have provided a good start for fruitful cooperation between Canada a With
stan under the Colombo Plan. ,The Canadian officials concerned are looking
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much pleasure to meeting again with you and your colleague Mr. Said Hasan and
Mr. Amjad All.

" irs sincerely,
A.D.P. HEENEY

580. ,.,

au haut-commissaire au Pakistan
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DESPATCH E-565

COrrFtnEtvT[At,

DEA/11038-2-40

Ottawa, August 17, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN - PAKISTAN

We have already cabled you the news that our talks with the Pakistani represen-
tatives, which were resumed on August 9 and 10, were brought to a most satisfac-
tory conclusion. A happy - atmosphere prevailed throughout the' talks. Complete
agreement was reached both on the text of a "Master Agreement" to be recom-
mended 'to Ministers and a list of economic development projects, totalling
$10,000,000 for similar recommendation. It was possible to reach preliminary
agreement on methods of administration.,"'

"Master Agreement
2. We had a few purely verbal changes to suggest in, the text that had been dis-

cussed and agreed previously.'(The Pakistanis had received ministerial approval of
it). Since the Pakistanis were here our Legal Division have suggested two purely
fornial improvements. A copy of the text which is now being recommended to min-
isters here is'attached to this despatch. Will you please get final approval of this

At from the Pakistanis. For your convenience I also attach (a) the textt as agreed
while the'Pakistanis were with us and (b) an agreementt with the United States.
which, our Legal Division used as a model when suggesting, their formal
improveinents.

1 This agreement is to be put into effect by an exchange of Notes in Karachi. ;I
attach a draft Note t for your use in this connection. This is also being submitted to
ministers.

4.
While the "Master Agreement" provides, on the one hand, for the possibility of

counterpart funds and, on the other hand, for the possibility of loans, neither of
these provisions will become effective in relation to the list of projects which is
now being recommended to ministers. All of these projects were in the end consid-
ered to be eligible for grants (although one was marginal) and, since none of the
goods to be supplied from Canada are to be sold to the public in Pakistan, the
question of counterpart funds does not arise.-

to High Cômmissioner in Pakistan
Secretary of State for External Affairs
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Relations with the International Bank
5. Both the Pakistanis and ourselves had been in touch with the International

Bank during their, visit to North America. In our recent meetings we pointed out
Canada did not wish in.any way to compete with the International Bank in supply-
ing economic assistance, particularly because of Canada's close association with
and support of the Bank since its inception. The Pakistanis reminded us that the
Bank's criteria of credit worthiness were not the same as criteria of need. Further,
they were attempting to use the funds available from each of the various external
sources (Bank, Colombo Plan, etc.) in the most appropriate way, having regard to
what could best be bought with the money available. Some things might best be
bought in Canada even though the Bank were willing to cover them by a loan. In
the end, however, it was agreed that in any case where the Bank was willing to
finance a project it was, better for all concerned for the Canadian funds available to
Pakistan to be conserved for other purposes. In short Canadian aid would be sup-
plementary to whatever might be supplied by the Bank.

Agreed Projects
6. The following 'projects were agreed for recommendation to ministers to be

financed in the current fiscal year:.
uiment.. for, Thal „Colonization project (dump trucks, motors, pumps,

(a)•^ p $2,500,000
etc.)

,Note: This project would be ,undertaken in collaboration with the International
Bank which is expected to finance a substantially larger portion of it, including
tractors of which only certain types are made in Canada. We have nevertheless
undertaken to supply to the Pakistani a list of Canadian-made tractors.

(b) Cement Plant for Thal Colonization Project ,,-
$3,500,000

Note: This was a top priority item with the Pakistanis. Ordinarily a cement: plant
would'certainly only be eligible fora loan but in this case the plant is to be used
in connection with "urgently " needed colonization work and will. primarily be
used for honsing and othér basic utilities Hence we agreed to "recommend it foraki-
ârant. Trade and Commerce is to employ a firm of consulting engineers; P

st g.an, engineers will then " have' to; contact this firm so that agreement may befor.
reachéd on specifications and tenders for construction subsequently calledNew

(c) Experimental Live Stock Farm (to be carried out jointly with Australia and
Zealand; Canada to supply , chiefly machinery, and ,equipment) ,. , $ 2KOW

Ac Note: We toldthe Pakistani that.we could not discüss this project with thea ; ôf
had been invited by the Australians to take part and had agreed but the b esti-
our participation had not been settled. The figure of $200,000 was our own
mate of the machinery• and equipment that might be supplied from Canada..
d Power Pum s for Irrigation Project in East Bengal (Colombo Plan Serial ^O P $5

^
,

22) Well

.,.; Note: We did not have very fullf information on this project but le funds and
advanced so that there would be no delays in spending the avail C^ada.
the pumps were almost certainly of a type that' could be produced in
Mr. Hasan undertook to send additional information from Washington.
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(e) , Harbour Equipment and - Railway and Marine Workshop Equipment
$1,000,000

Noté: The Pakistanis emphasized the run-down condition of their transportation
system and the urgent need for improving it.

(f) Railway ties (subject to fürther examination) $1,200,000
Note: It ,was known that Canadian firms had made tenders recently called for by
the Pakistan Government for railway ties for, this amount. American firms had
probably tendered also. However, the Pakistanis felt sure that the Canadian sup-
plies would be taken, if financed under the Colombo Plan. This item 'is listed
"subject to further examination" becâuse, since the Pakistanis left, and in con-
nection with our continuing consultations with the International Bank, a ques-
tion'has arisen in our minds whether it might not be better to substitute some• ,,
other item.

(g) Miscellaneous (probably chiefly electrical equipment and aluminum transmis-
sion wire) $1,100,000

Note: The Pakistanis were most anxious that the total of the projects listed
should add up to $10,000,000 and none of the specific projects listed below
seemed immediately eligible for inclusion in the list. Hence it was agreed to
include this "basket" item. The Pakistanis may well buy certain eleçtrical equip-
ment, possibly including radio receiving sets, and they are definitely interested
in large quantities of aluminum transmission wire but are not certain as to the
exact time when they will need it.

Total $10,000,000
7•, We emphasized to the Pakistanis that agreement on a list, 'and' approval by

Ministers, would not automatically provide the supplies listed.' Many obstacles
would have to be confronted and, if possible; overcome: shortage of steel and other
materials, differences of view regarding specifications and other practical matters,
and possible delays of many sorts.
Other Projects

8..The following projects were discussed in, detail but for one reason or another
were not included in the present list. It should be emphasized that the present list
may well have to be changed as the year moves forward. It may prove impossible
to supply certain items; costs may differ widely from preliminary estimates. Both
the Pakistanis and,ourselves are most anxious to find appropriate projects so that
the full sûm'of about $10,000,000 should be spent, or if not spent at least commit-
ted, by the end of the current Canadian fiscal year in March, 1952. Of course if the
list is

materially changed it would be necessary to submit the changes to ministers.
.(a) Mianwali Hÿdro-Electric Power Development. When the Pakistanis first vis-

ited us this was their. highest, priority and they subsequently supplied us , withdetailed
material relating to it. On'their return visit we explained to them that we

had some difficulties about it: a review of the supplies needed showed that Canada
could not by any means I supply all of them; the project was receiving some atten-
tion from the International Bank; and finally the project would extend over several
yeazs whereas Canâdian 'funds'were at present only available for the current fiscal
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, year and;- even if committed, could scarcely. be carried over beyond the following
year. The Pakistanis remained very anxious to get Canadian support, explaining
, that full up-to-date details had not been submitted to the Bank and suggesting that
they might possibly be willing to pay cash in Canada for the necessary supplies if,
during later years of the Colombo Plan, sufficient funds were not available from the
Canadian Government. It was agreed to léave this item over , for further considera-

tion:`A new Canadian official is likely to be appointed very soon in connection with
the Colombo Plan and he might visit Pakistan soon after his appointment. If so he
would certainly want to look into the Mianwali project.

(b) Radio Equipment. The Pakistanis'put before us'ttie following list of radio

equipment: ..;
(i) Installation of very high frequency radio communication link between Kara-
chi, Rawlapindi and East Pakistan

(ii) One tube rolling machine for Line.Stores Workshop

(iii) 13 high frequency radio transmitters
(iv) 35 receivers (dual diversity)
(v) 3 medium wave searchlight stations
(vi) Equipment for broadcasting use, Dacca

(vii) Replacements for existing medium-wave transmitters at Dacca and.Lahore

(vüi) Short-wave transmitters, including aerials, Lahore and Dacca

(ix) Transmitting studio and receiving centre equipment, including aerials and
accessories, at Quetta and Hyderabad

We could probably supply most of this equipment from Canada. On the other hand,
as W%;. explained quite frankly, there was another difficulty. While we have been
supplying Pakistan with very substantial amounts of arms and ammunition we were
most anxious that no trace of such material should appear in the Colombo P1an•
While we were quite ready to agree that the equipment they had in mind -was for

-1 -1 --- .L___ .....:..1.. t.a ..o,...^P whn_ from igno-
normat peaceume pu, pubvb ►,^ V%A. «,%,.^^0 %4.... -C,... -- r - - r - lit
rance or from malice, might seize upon these items and describe them as mi ^Y

equipment, thereby bringing the Colombo Plan into disrepute.
The Pakistanis

appreciated our motives and agreed with'therri and after discussion
decided to with

`draw this item from current consideration. .

(c) Ships. This was another top priority' item with the Pakistanis. Between their
two visits we did try to locate some ships for immediate sale but found none that
were"éligible for Colombo Plan financing. (A couple were discovered under Cana-considera
Aian flag but Greek ownership). We warned the Pakistanis that the s^e Canadian
.tions that' affected radio equipment might also affect ships. The
Government might be particularly sensitive about ships because of

recent difficul

ties connected with those supplied to the Ming Sung Company At one
(d) I Mechanized Cultivation in East Bengal (Côlômbo Plan Seria l Nof substantial

point the Pakistanis put forward this project which involvéd supp v n
•uantities of farm equipment, together with the supply and equipmen ci of U41 d be
q ' rt ofproie
centres. We told them that as far as we were concerned ttus so
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top priority. However, further investigation proved that the Pakistanis themselves
were by no means ready to move forward on this project at present.

(e) Diesel Locomotives. The Pakistanis raised this item with us on their.first visit
and after investigation it turned out that a Canadian firm would be very glad to look
into the possibility of supplying these locomotives. However, the Pakistanis told us
that the International Bank was definitely interested in the financing of these items
so we did not consider them further. However, we said we hoped that the Pakistanis
might think of buying them in Canada even though the funds came from the Inter-
national Bank.

(f) Rubber Tire and Tube Factory. This was clearly a commercial proposition; the
Pakistanis expected it to be quite profitable. While it might be eligible for a loan
under the Colombo Plan we strongly recommended that private finance, together
with private know how, should be enlisted if at all possible. The Pakistanis agreed
with this position.

(g) Polyst,ÿrene. The Pakistanis had been very interested in obtaining someI poly-
styrene even before our Colombo Plan discussions began. The Department of Trade
and Commerce had enlisted thé cooperation of a Canadian producer in the name of
the Plan. However, it was'agreed that this I type of material - which would largely
end up in combs and fancy goods - was scarcely appropriate for Colombo Plan
finance and it was agreed to drop it out. We hope that the Canadian supplier will
nevertheless provide a certain quantity.

Transportation, Administration, etc.

9. It was agreed that the Pakistanis would normally pay ocean freight on
Colombo Plan shipments from Canada. Most of the goods would probably be
shipped in British' bottoms and it would seem wasteful to use up-dollars for this
Purpose.

10. Arrangements are being made here for continuing supervision and guidance
of,Colombo Plan orders. All such orders will be placed with Canadian producers
through the C.C.C. or other Government agency. Directions to the C.C.C. will be
given by the existing "technical assistance unit" in the Department of Trade and
Commerce which will be suitably expanded and for which an exceptionally well
qualifiéd director has been found.

11. The Pakistanis will also set up. a supply agency here in connectiôn with the
Ifigh Commissioner's Office.'

12.
No 'doubt there will be many technicians visiting to and fro in ^ connection

with Colombo Plan aid and the question of costs may have to be considered. The
present intention*is'that Canada will not pay any costs in connection with Pakistan
exPerts visiting this country. When Canadian technicians visit Pakistan; however,

fluer technical assistance arrangeinents):
their expënses while in - Pakistan will be borne by the Pakistan Government (as

13•
We expressed the hope that under the technical assistance arrangements Paki-

stan would send trainees to Canada in connectiôn with projects for which Canada
was providing"assistance under the Colombo Plan; further, that some of these train-
ees should be of the rank of "foreman" rather than "management". The_ Pakistanis
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agreed .with this ^ suggestion although they explained that their own system of ranks
within industry was rather different from our own.

Further' Steps = Publicitÿ ,
14. We hope to have ministerial approval for the arrangements described in this

despatch. Pending such approval both in. Ottawa and' Karachi there will be no. , . . ^
publicity.

15.. Mr. Said Hasan said he very much hoped that the exchange of notes and the
pûblication of the "Master Agreement" would take place in Karachi before Septem-
ber 7. His Minister is leaving for Washington that day. We said we had every hope
of meeting this deadline. Will you please proceed tentâtively with the necessary
arrangements? We shall telegraph you if and when Canadian ministerial approval is
forthcoming.

16. We are anxioiis to get as much publicity as we can both in Pakistan and also
in Canada regarding the Colombo Plan and, if possible, it would seem desirable to
have some sort of cëremony in connection with thé signing of the Notes. We are
planning to withhold pûblicity regarding theI list of items available.for finance until
the exchange of Notes so that there would be additional substance to whatever pub-
licity can be obtained: Please let us have your views on' these matters as soon as
possible.

A.F.W PLUMPTRE
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTF./ENCLOSURE]

Déclaration de principes

Statement of Principles
,. , . . .,,

August [ ], 1951

COLOMBO PLAN

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES AGREED BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT
OF CANADA

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF,PAKISTAN FOR,COOPERATIVE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF PAKISTAN

The. Governments of Canada and Pakistan, together with other governments,

took'pârt in London in 1950 in drawing up the Colombo Plan for Co-operative

Economic Development in Sôuth and South-East Asia. The Governments of cC ^

ada and Pakistan now desire to co-operate for their mutual bénefit, and in p^
by promoting the eco-

for the achievement, of the 'pùrposes of the Colombo Plan,

nomic development of Pakistan. Therefore the Governments of Canada ^d ffrom
stan now wish to establish a reed rinci les under which economlc and
Canâda `will bé provided to Pakistan for the purposes of the Colombo Plan,ec fic
according ; tô which , supplement^ry agreements may be made to, cover sp

„ . .
programmes.
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, The Governments of Canada and Pakistanagree to the establishment of. the fol-
lowing principles:

1. All economic aid supplied by the Government of Canada to the Government of
Pakistan under the Colombo Plan shall consist of goods and services in accordance
with specific programmes agreed upon from time to time between the two govern-
ments: Similarly, agreement will, be reached 'on the. methods of procurement and
transfer. : . .

2. In order that Canadian aid ^may cover different' types of projects, different
forms of financing may be used; in'pârticular, Canadian :aid will be available on
either a grant or a loan basis, depending on the nature of each specific programme
and the uses 'to which the goods and services supplied under it are put.

3. The particular terms of each specific programme will be a matter for agree-
ment between'the two governments, subject to the following general provisions:

(a) Grants: In any specific programme under which 'goods financed by grants
from the' CanadianGovernment are sold or otherwise distributed to the Pakistan
public "counterpart funds" will normally be set aside. The Pakistan Government
will set up a special account for these Tunds and will keep separate records of the
amounts placed in the account in connection with each'specific programme. It will
pay into this account the rupee equivalent of the Canadian expenditures on goods
and services supplied under any such programme. The Government of Pakistan will
from time to time report to the Government of Canada the position'of this account
and will supply a certificate from the Auditor General of Pakistan. The two govern-
ments will from time to time agree on the"economic development'projects in Paki-
stan to be financed frôm this account.' '}' ' i

(b) Loans: For. the specific, programmes which are agreed to be: appropriate for
financing by means of loans the terms of the loans will be determined by the two
governments. These terms will relate primarily to the commercial character of the
particular project in question, to its anticipated earnings, -and to its anticipated
eff

DEA/11038-2-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memormidum from Under-Secretary of State for Extenu:l Affairs

to Sécretary of State for'External Affairs

CoN^p,^ • : [Ottawa], August 24, 1951. ;> .:

COLOMBO PLAN - PAKISTAN

ects on the foreign exchange position of Pakistan.

581.

I understand that when this was discussed in Cabinet yesterday it was decidéd to
defer âpproval of the proposed list of projects in Pakistan. Apparently there was no
general objection either to the financial commitments involved or to the generalreasonability of th e"t
Ministers were worrie be ause a numberuoff comparable proj cttsein Canada 6ad
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been deferred chiefly for lack of materials (notably steel and cement): Amongst the
projects mentioned were the Canso bridge, harbour works in New-Westminster, the
ferry from Sydney, N.S., to Point aux Basques, and the Montreal General Hospital.

2. Ministers had two sorts of worry. First; there would be adverse political reac-
tion in certain quarters 'in Canada if it were learned that projects were being carried
forward in Pakistan on the basis of Canadian materials when similar urgent projects
were being held up for lack of materials and, second, if the Pakistan projects
approved by the Canadian Government were held up for lack of Canadian materi-
als, this would engender disappointment and ill feeling in Pakistan.

3. It is not possible to guarantee that Canadian aid to Pakistan can be made avail-

able without any economic sacrifice to this country. Some sacrifice must be
involved in a period of short supply. Further the Pakistanis, who do not know the
Canadian market and have few direct connections with Canadian suppliers, must be
given some informal assistance by the Canadian Government in getting supplies.

4. I understand that some Ministers enquired how, much scarce materials would
be used up by the proposed Pakistan projects. It is not possible to make any esti-
mate at present. Some of the projects would require substantial quantities of steel.
On the other hand this may be less than appears at first sight; for instance the pro-
posed dock and harbour facilities would be constructed of timber, not steel. All one
can say (as you have already done) is that officials of the Department of Trade and
Commerce, who attended all the meetings with the Pakistanis, thought that there
was a reasonable chance of moving .forward on the projects listed. Deliveries of
supplies would in many cases not take place in the current fiscal year; the immedi-
ate need is to start work on the engineering ^ and other problems involved.

5. You can give Ministers assurances on the following points:
(a) It was fully:understood throughout our discussions with the Pakistanis that,

.while - informal governmental assistance would. be forthcoming, no guarantees
could be given regarding availabilities of supplies.

have to be
(b) It was also understood that, the 'proposed list of projects might racticable

changed in the course of the current year; if one project proved imp ects
because 'off supply problems or technical difficulties and delays other proj
would be substituted. be sub-

stituted
The Pakistanis are in fact reviewing alternative projects which might

stituted in case it is found necessar}r to drop any of those in the existing list.
(d) Our chief purpose in securing the services : of Mr. Nik Cavell has been to

ensure that all the projects under the"Colombo Plan are I practical - practical inlies
terms of useful results'in Pakistan and practical in terms of availability of spi
from Canada. He'will join the Government Service on September 10 and
ning to go to Pakistan the following montti. ^At that time the Pakistan p g
can and will be reviewed. wwith the Pas -^ y:.. 1 . . ....... . . .. . .

6. In order to be quite certain that there was no misunderstanding
tanis on the points listed in the foregoing paragraph, Mr. Plumptre has had a further
talk with the Pakistan High Commissioner. You can be sure that no misunderstand

-^.ing exists.
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7. The Pakistan High Commissioner, however, specially wished that two points
should be brought to your attention: , . . ,

(a) Although the list of projects was subject to review at any time, in the light of
practical considerations, it was urgently necessary to get the list approved at the
present time, Until such approval was given no work of any kind could go forward
on any of the projects. Already two months of the Colombo Plan year had gone by;
it was high time to get down to practical matters.

(b) He put in a specially urgent 'plea for the cement plant which is absolutely
essential to their refugee colonization programme in the Thal area. The High Com-
missioner hoped that whatever might happen to other projects this one at least
could be kept in the programme.

8. I return to you herewith the papers on this subject which were sent to you for
the meeting of Cabinet on August 22. I am putting the item on the agenda again for
August 29. ,

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

582. PCO,.^̂ .. .. .
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa], August 29, 1951

'. COLOMBO PLAN; CANADIAN AID TO PAKISTAN

20. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-
ing of August 22nd, 1951, said it had been fully understood throughout, in discus-
sions with the Pakistani delegation 'respecting the proposed aid to Pakistan under
the Colombo Plan, that, while informal governmental assistance would be forth-
coming, no guarantees could be given respecting availabilities of supplies. It was
also understôod that the proposed list of projects might have to be changed in the
course of the current year if one project proved impracticable because of supply
problems or technical difficulties and delays. In such cases other projects could be
substituted for those now contemplated. The Pakistanis were reviewing alternative
projects which might be substituted in case it was found necessary to' drop any of
those on the existing list. Mr. R.G. Nik Cavell was being appointed to the govern-
ment service 'for the express purpose of ensuring that all projects under the
Colombo Plan were practical in terms of useful results in the recipient country and
in terms of availability of supplies from Canada. The whole project would be
reviewed with this in mind within the next few weeks.

(Memorandum, Under-Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs, Aug.
24, 1951),.:,, , .
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21. The Cabinet, âfter discussion: -• • ^
(a) approved the statement of principles agréed between the government of Can-

s ada and the government of Pakistan - for co-operative, economic development in
-Pakistan (as given in appendix to Cab. Doc., 211-5142); and,

(b) approved the list of Colombo Plan projects for Pakistan as recommended by
the Secretary of Staté for External Affairs on August 22nd and agreed that assis-
tance for these projects be provided in thé form of grants, on the understanding that

it might not be possible to carry out some of the projects recommended because of
non=availability of supplies and that, in such cases, it might be desirable to substi-

= tute alternative projects.

TOP SECRET

^...^ t. I
,. ,.. +..C, , nwt. r1,.1.

1 inaterializud during , the course of the. fiscal year.

explanatory note was circulated:
t

with Cabinet approval, for desirable an accep a e

-applied, which seemed unlikely and which would invo ve, a 9 ht be spent for
It appeared • desirable to provide that the whole of this sum mig
-w6eat, allowing, however, for the possibility that some of it might be u ^ d if these
_• • ' d t bl development pro,le

-value of Canadian wneat supplied W1 U use , ese
India. Such projects would be subject to the agreement of Canadian authorities. The
amount approved by Parliament for economic aid underer the Colombo plan in the

current fiscal year:was $25 million. Some $10 million had already been tentavely
,âllocated :for projects in Pakistan. This left $15 million for India unless Ceylon

1 t most a token amount.

Canadian wheat: They had agreed to set up "counterpart funds equrv in
• d th for development projects

99

ities respecting the possible uses o a ian

been considered but discussions were sti m a pre icni ary . g
ities had now indicated that , they would like to accept substantial quantifies of

' a1ent to the

Plan. A number of development projects similar to those proposed for Pakistan had

' 'll ' l' n sta P. and Indian author-

mg of February 7th, , sai a
•• f Can d' economic aid under the Colombo

15. Thé Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-

1951 'd th "discussions had taken place with Indian author-

Extrait des conclusion du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], September 12, 1951

• COLOMBO PLAN; INDIA

within the true spirit of the Colombo Plan. There was at prese
dian consumer goods to India instead of capital goods or Ws nt no prospect of
716.'T1itMinister of Trade and Conimerce was of opinion th s^tne would not be

(Nlinister's memoranoum, aep, ^v, 17J1 - ^W^• -----• --,
h offer of Cana-
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famine in India and, furthermore, as far as could be ascertained India had ample
funds to purchase capital goods., The only problem seemed one of availability of
machinery and other equipment required. It did not seem impossible, however, that
Canada could make available to India certain materials required for Indian indus-
trial development.

17. The Minister of.Fisheries pointed out that the Colombo Plan did make provi-
sion for the use of consumer goods in conjunction with the establishment of "coun-
terpart funds". When the plan had been adopted each Asiatic country had submitted
a Est of projects. If it were agreed that Canada should now supply certain quantities
of wheat to India under the plan, it would be a relatively simple matter to ascertain
that the "counterpart funds" established in India were, in fact, used to further
approved projects.

18. The Prime Minister was of opinion that, if it could be made clear that the
"counterpart; funds" to be established would be in rupees and that Canada would
remain in a position to supervise the use to which such funds were being put, there
would not seem.to be any real objection to the proposal that Canadian wheat be
sent to India under the plan, provided it were ascertained that this was the most
practical course of action which could be followed at the present time.

19. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that:
(a) ezpenditures -not to exceed $15 million be approved for the supply of wheat to

India under the Colombo Plan during 1951-52;

(b) the'government of India be requested to'set up "counterpart funds", equal in
value to'whatever wheat may be provided, and to use these funds for development
projects in India in consultation with Canadian' officials;

(c) Canadian officials continue to explore with Indian officials the possibility of
Canadian" economic aid being supplied directly (râther than through wheat and
"countérpart funds") for development projects in India; and,

(d) all arrangements for supplying wheat to India under (a) be subject to the
approvâl of the Ministers of Trade and Commerce, Finance, and External Affairs.

..;. .

DEA/11038-3-40
• Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
emorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], September 28, 1951

COLOMBO PLAN -- CEYLON
At the last meetin of th ` . .

ese indicated that ^,^,^le theyCv;ou d n tebe submi tinglrequcemnts for Colombo
Plan aid in thefirst Colombo Plan year, they would be putting forward projects for
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cônsideration in'subsequent years of the Plan. Accordingly we made no provision
for the allocation of • any • funds _ to, Ceylon out of the total appropriation of $25
million. . ^

2: As you know we'have récently had a visit from'Mr.'R. Coomaraswamy of the
Ceylon Ministry of -Finance. Coomaraswamy has submitted a scheme for rural
development in Ceylon.'Very briefly this scheme provides for an expansion of the
village economy of that country wherebÿ a State-Village partnership will distribute
tools, ; materials and technical assistance to bring' the unused labour which is a fea-
ture'of the village economy into production. This labour would be used for village
projects such as roads, wells, irrigation charnels; storehouses, etc.

3. Officials of the Department of Trade and Commerce; Finance and Extemal
Affairs have examined this plan and while there are a few gaps in the detailed
presentation; the conclusion is that there is a good deal to be said for it. It appears
to be a thoroughly practical "grassroots" approach to economic development and
has the advantage that it can be implemented in stages, that is, village by village, as
funds become available: From the point of view of public opinion in Canada, the
plan would seem to have considerable appeal because it would involve supply of
such things as axes, ploughs, fencing;- hand tools, etc.; which generally convey to
the public a more comprehensible picture than massive turbo-generators and other
capital equipment on the grander scale.

4. Against these favourable factors should be set the fact that Ceylon is one of the
lessF depressed areas of South-East Asia and certainly does, not require support to

*
11

the same extent as either India or Pakistan. On the other hand, Ceylon is a member
of the Commonweâlth'Consultative Committee and it is clearly envisaged that aid
should be provided for her under the terms of the original Report.

5. In our discussions with thej Indians and Pakistanis, ^ while we did indicate
approximate allocations of $15 million and $10 million respectively, there was no
suggestion that these amounts were firm to the last cent. Indeed, it was frequentlys Ofstated that some difficulty would be experienced in estimating exacti o^llion
projects. We think, therefore; that it would be quite possible to find, say $
for Ceylon out of the Indian and Pakistan allocations and that there could be no
objection by these countries to our doing so.

6. AnY''âllocation of Colombo Plan funds to Ceylon should, it is considered, be
handled in a slightly different manner than is contemplated for consumer goods in
the cases of India and Pakistan. We would not for Ceylon envisage the setting ld be
counterpart funds as such. The handtools.and other items made available encies
supplied to and distributed ` by government agencies in Ceylon These ag ,
would sell the items at reduced or subsidized prices. We think that the emesa d the
from the sale of the tools could be ploughed back into the sanie sch
Ceylonese bé`asked 'to give us an accounting of the expenditures. receipt of a

7. I. must add that this question has recently been complicated by ssioner
request from the Ceylon Government, through Sykes, our Trade Corn ^^lcl

there, for a Colombo Plan gift of 20,000 tons of flour. This request which is p
to a similar request, to, the=U.S. Government for :70,000 tons comes entirelWe epan
rately 4from Coomaraswamy's; rural development scheme, and, as far as

c
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judge, without his knowledge. Since Ceylon has no famine problem, officials are
not inclined to view this request with much favour. Mr. Howe may, however, see
some long-term commercial advantage in such a gift and his view is being obtained
separately.

8. 1, recommend:

(a) that $1 million be provided but of this year's Colombo Plan appropriation of
$25 'million. This'sum to be made up approximately 1/3 out of the $10 million
tentatively allocatèd 'to Pakistan and 2/3 out of the $15 million tentatively allocated
to India:

(b) that officials be authorized to develop with the Ceylonese authorities financial
arrangements whereby funds arising out Of the sale of projects supplied by Canada
be ploughed back into the scheme.

9. If you agree in principle with the foregoing, a formal submission to Cabinet
will be prepared after we have received from the other officials concerned the reac-
tion of Messrs.* Howe and Abbott to this proposal.43

A.D.P. H[EExevl

DEA/11038-3-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
t pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandunt from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], October 11, 1951

- Since sending you my memorandum of September 28th (attached for reference)
on the subject of Ceylon's two requests for assistance, namely, the Rural Develop-
ment Scheme and a gift of flour, we have had some second thoughts about the
former,

2. It appears that the International Bank is shortly sending a mission to Ceylon
for the purpose of helping the Ceylonese to produce a Programme for economic
development.

We have, as you know, always made a point of moving in close con-cert
with the Bank and ensuring that we do not duplicate any of their activities.

Officiais of this and other departments interested in Colombo Plan affairs feel now
that it might be advisable to defer reaching a firm decision on this scheme until the
Bank have got on the ground and have come up with a report.

3.
There is another reason why we think that caution is indicated in getting into

this scheme, A general election is in the offing for Ceylon and it is quite possible
that the Rural Development Scheme, which on its merits we still feel is a good one,
and certainly the request for flour are both eleventh hour efforts to obtain some
form of assistance during this Colombo Plan year with a view to alluring the elec-
^

"Note inarginale marginal note:
Agreed L.B.P[earsonj.
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torate: The U.K. Deputy: High Commissioner here whose advice, in view of his
wide experience in this subject and in' South East Asia we have always sought, is
inclinèd to bèlieve we would do well to postpone any action for this year.

4. I should report that both the Rural Development Scheme and the flour scheme
have recently been put before Mr. Howe by his officials. Mr. Howe, as was
; expected, has rejected the. flour suggestion and has approved the Rural Develop-
ment Scheme but has expressed some doubt about our ability to get Pakistan and
India to agree to proportionate reductions in the amounts of their allocations. He
' has said, however, that he is willing to support the proposal in Cabinet if it should

be introduced. . ; ,
, 5. In the case of the Department of Finance, since our. recent reconsideration

occurred before officials had an opportunity to, present the two schemes to Mr.
Abbott, no action there has been taken.

6. In view of the foregoing, I would now recommend that further consideration of
the Rural Development Scheme be postponed for this year and that the Ceylonese
be informed that since our total Colombo Plan approprito^^for

submitted at the last
allocated and that since no proposal for external assistance
meeting of the Consultative Committee there are no funds available 44

, A.D.P. H[EENEYI

., Mr. Heasman-Trace and Commerce
rad d Cômmerce (International Economic

, Mr. Deutsch-Finance . , -
Mr. Plumptre (Chairman) External Affaus

^ Present:

federation Building. , '.
CONI'wErmAi-

. Colombo Group Meeting - 11 a.m. Decemberl2, Mr. Deutsch's office, Con-
[Ottawa], December 18, 1951

Procès-verbal d'une réunion

Minutes of a Meeting

Mr. Cavell-T e an .

Also Present:

and Technical Coôperatiôn Division) •"

Thunrott Rosenthal

= also to provide, the interested Çanad^an 200

^° 1.. The meeting agreed that it would be desirable, from now o,

,

but

`# bo Group meetings, not only for the use of members of the ôf the^d.
of the Colombo M' ions abroad with a record

Miss Meagher+ Messrs. IWclnnes+ u,

. Read, Wright, Col. Thome.
_ . r:- . . .' . ...

Minutes of Meetings, ' to keep minutes
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cussions to serve as background information on various aspects of Canadian partic-
ipation in the Plan

Consultative Committee

2. A memorandum circulated to the Group reviewed the situation in regard to the
time and place of the next Consultative Committee meeting. It was apparent that
although some member governments had previously favoured a meeting in London
to tie in with the meeting of the Commonwealth Finance Ministers in January, the
majoritywas now in favour of having the Consultative Committee meet later in
South-East Asia. The most recent information received just before the Colombo
Group meeting, from the U.K. High Commissioner's Office, was that the United
Kingdom Government; because of pressure of other matters, favoured a postpone=
ment of the Consultative Committee meeting until March 24. From information at
present available, it appears that Karachfis the most likely place, for the meeting.
.3. The question was raised whether this new suggestion for a postponement until

March 24 would interfere with Mr. Cavell's plans for his forthcoming visit to the
Colombo Plan area. He explained that this later date would suit him better since it
would allow him to visit India and Pakistan, and possibly Ceylon, in advance of the
Consultative Committee meeting.

4. It was agreed that Canada should make no further effort to gain support for a
London meeting, but should accept the wishes of the majority of member govern-
ments to hold the meeting in the Colombo'Plan area.

5. The meeting then discusséd the question of the Report. Canadian views on the
form of the Report have already been submitted in writing and orally, and there
was reason to believe that our représentations have had some impact on U.K. think-
ing. The Commonwealth Relations Office will soon be circulating'a revised draft of
the Report and 'it was agreed that we should take no further action until we have
seen the new draft, when we might .wish to make further comments.,.,
Canadian Contribution-1951-53

6. It seemed likely that most, if not all, of the 1951-52 contribution of $25 million
would be spent or committed before the end of this fiscal year. It was thought best,^
therefore, to tackle the question of a second contribution quite separately from the
problem of any balance which might remain out of the first $25 million vote. Any
such unspent balance would uire a re-vote and necessary
ered later in the fiscal year when the situation is clearer.

action will be consid-

7•'It
was suggested that a submission should be put to Cabinet by External Affairs

in the near future, recommending an appropriation of $25 million as the Canadian
contribution to the Colombo Plan for 1952-53. The memorandum, which would be
cleared in advance with Finance and Trade and Commerce, would inform the Cabi-
net of the, progress made to date in implementing the Colombo Plan -and would
include an accouq of what : other countries, particularly the United States, have
done and are committed to do in the area.

8•
There followed some discussion on the question of the possible provision of

wheat to. India next year with the consequent setting up of counterpart funds. The
general consensus, of the meeting was that it was greatly preferable to use our



Colombo Plan âppropriation for direct capital assistance rather than for the provi-
sion of foodstuffs, which should normally be a commercial transaction. It was also
pointed out that by supplying wheat we defeat to that extent one objective of Cana-
dian participation in the Colombo Plan; namely the, provision of Canadian equip-
ment to South-Fâst 1^sian countries. It,was" true',that certain essential materials for

it wouldsûch equipment were in short supply, but it was expectéd that by next year
be easier to make some of these matenals availablë,

9..It was agreed that every effort should be made to spend the 1952-53 contribu-
tion, if approved, on direct capital assistance for suitable development projects, but
that the possibility of using part of the contribution for wheat should not be entirely
ruled out, provided: (a)^ that India wanted the whëat,, and (b) that India would be
prepared to-use the counterpart funds fro m the'sale of the wheat for desirable devel-
opment ; projects. .This would, however, be considered * as â last resort and would
only be approved if it were found impossible to arrange for the full appropriation to

be used for direct aid:
t^^ ;; . , . . . .. . . , .

India-Progress Report
10. The Indians propose to use the counterpart funds resulting from the provision

of wheat ($10 million) for further work on the Mayurakshi project. From reports
received on.this project, it appears to be suitable for,Canadian assistance under the
Colombo Plan, but so far we have not given formal approval to the Indian Govern-
ment. It was thought that before doing so the Indian High Commissioner should be
asked to obtain more specific information from his Government on the particular
parts of the project which will be undertaken with the counterpart funds for Cana-

di an wheat. It was agreed that the Department of Finance should first look over tof
information on Mayurakshi which is now available . and, let the Depart External
External Affairs know what additional information is required. Meanwhil the
Affairs would communicate with Mr. Saksena telling him that Canada approvesp

project in principle, • that we will be requiring certain particularsb^ futuren o
approval can be given, and that we will get in touch with him in the ne

let him know• exactly what further information . he ^should obtain from his

Government.
.11: The meeting then discussed the problem of the disposal of the balance of hada

million remaining out 'of 'the total ' of $15 million forvernment^that I dianwould
informed External Affairs, on instructions from his Go
like to have the $5 million used to provide equipment from Canada for the m^g
and- Mayurakshi projects and for. the, Eastern, Tech icalInstitute. ^Thunsuitable

agreed that in the light of the reports received,, the Hirakud p Jc ould
and that no Canadian funds should be'used in connection with it. Saksena had
told this and at the same time informed that no requireme nts or

or the ^tern Techni-
been submitted to the Canadian Government for Mayurak ,- rinciple, subject to

jcal Institute and that while w Înperro ^Pd a^l B^ksMp s on
ects

we would be unable to
what was• a favourable report from the is,

take any decision on providing equipment for them until we knewmeri
exactly av^lable

needed and could determine whether the materials for the eq p
in Canada.

/ i I
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. i 12. The question of, the possible provision of chassis for trucks or buses to the
Bombay. Transportation Commission was:then discussed. Materials for these chas-
sis are available and it would be feasible to undertake to provide them up to the full
total, of the $5 million balance. There are;* however, two obstacles to be overcome.
The,first is that the request has not come .from the Central Government and the
meeting was;unanimous in its opinion that we_could not deal with state or munici-
pal governments. It would be necessary therefore; that the request come through the
Central Government. The second difficulty arose from the fact that a transportation
system is revenue-mâking and is therefore hardly eligible for a grant. On the other
hand, the Bombay, Transportation Commission apparently has no capital, needs
buses and trucks, and is not in a financial position to carry a loan. It was suggested
that, in these circumstances, arrangements might be made for Canada to give the
chassis to the Central Government and for the Central Government in turn to hand
them..over on, a loan basis to the Bombay. Transportation Commission, with the
returri from the' loan to be used by the Central Government to set up counterpart
funds: The repayment of the loan and the consequent establishment of counterpart
funds might be spread over a period of five or six years..

13. The meeting agreed that the Department of External Affairs should tell Mr.
Saksena that before the Canadian Government could consider the provision of
chassis, the.request would have to be received from the Central Government. No
comrnitment would be made*to Mr. Saksena, but if the request were in fact received
from the Government of India the question would be reconsidered and the possibil-
ity of a loan,,or a grant with counterpart funds, would be explored.
^ 14. The meeting also agreed to explore further the Indian request for aluminium
wire which can probably be made available without difficulty.

Hirakud Project*,-Aluminicim Mill

15. The Commércial Counsellor in'New Delhi had been interviewed by a repre-
sentative of an Indian aluminium company which was interested in establishing an
aluminium mill in connection with the Hirakiid pro',^ect and inquired whether Cana-
di an assistance'under the Colombo Plan might be made available. The meeting
decided that since this'request had come from a private enterprise and since further-
more Canada was not interested in participating in any way in the Hirakud project,
the Department of Trade and Commerce should inform New Delhi'that there would
be no possibility of Canadian Colombo Plan aid for this proposed aluminium mill.
Pakistan-Progress Report

16.
The Pakistan Government recently submitted an enormous catalogue of

reqUirements for various projects which they, had in mind in connection with their
development programme. Mr. Cavell's Division, in consultation with the commod-
'ty experts of the Department of Trade and Commerce, had examined these require-
ments and was convinced that such an extensive list of detailed items and
specifications covering a very wide field of development projects, did not consti-
tute a,practicable approach to the problem of utilizing the $10 million Pakistan
allocation `during the remâinder of this fiscal year. The meeting agreed that we
should not attempt to select a large number of miscellaneous items but rather, that... ,F ,. 'il

.. . . , . .• , . . . . . . . .
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wé should try to choose- one or'two major projects which Canada could usefully
assist and on which we could proceed without delay. It was suggested that a good
part of the allocation, perhaps $5 or $6 million, might be devoted to the manufac-
ture' and provision of diesel locomotives for West Pakistan. These locomotives can
be " manufactured in Montreal; they are ^ 93% Canadian - made and they would
rèpresent ^ an important ` contribudon of thé 'solution of Pakistan's transportation
problems. The Pakistan Government is anxious to obtain diesel locomotives and
the order would be of cônsiderable assistance to the Canadian manufacturer. It was
agreed that Mr. Heasman would raise the matter with his Minister and would then
communicate with Mr. Deutsch, who would in turn consult Mr. Abbott. The propo-
sal would also be cleared with Mr. Pearson and if all three Ministers agreed, would
be' submitted to the Cabinet. Here again, the question of counterpart funds against
depréciation would have to be gone into.

17.' The remainder of thé $10 million allocation should if possible be used for
projécts which would benefit East Pakistan. The Pakistan Government is anxious to
obtain'equipment in connection with its development of the Port of Chittagong and
has also asked whether trawlers and 'other equipment might be made available for a
fishing centre in East Bengal. The Pakistan High Commissioner has already been
asked to obtain from his Government particulars and technical data of the equip-
ment required for the fishing centre, and the requirements for the property at Chit-
tagong are being investigated by Trade and Commerce. It was agreed that both

these projects were worth exploring further' and that if the equipment could be
made available in Canada they would be suitable for Canadian assistance.

• 18: It is now clear that there is no possibility of providing this year the cement
plant requested by Pakistan in connection with the Thal project. It may be feasible
to carry out-this project next year if a second Canadian contribution is authorized
and the meeting, agreed that Mr. Cavell should go ahead immediately to locate a
good consulting engineer who would be prepared to go to Pakistan for the purposet. I
of doing the preliminary engineering job. It was made clear that the provision of a
consulting enginéer,' as requested by the Pakistan Government, would in no way-
commit the Canadian Government to make funds available next year for the con

structionof the plant,` butwas` merely the first step which would be necessary

regardless of when the plant is built,,whether the Canadian Government finances it
next^ year or later or whether, it is financed from some other source.

19. One project to which Canada is committed but on which no action to date has
been taken is the experimental livestock farm which Australia, New Zealand and
Canada have jointly offered to establish ` in the Thal area. Canada's ^^ ^ No

roj`ect is to be the Provision of certain equipment to the value of $ ►

appec, ification have been received from the Pakistan Government in regard. to the
experimental farm and it was agreed that the Pakistan High Commissioner should

be asked to 'obtain these specifications from his Government.
_

Trcütsportation Charges , . . t ^ean fréight
;,,2Ô.sTwo aspects of this question were considered by the meeting,
and inland;transportation in Çanada. There has been a certain amount of sntn Câ â
Canadian shipping circles in the question of carrying Colombo Plan good
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dian bottoms. The meeting was generally, of the opinion that no pressure should be
brought to bear on the recipient governments to use Canadian ships and that no
formal agreement should be sought. If these. governments intended to use sterling
shipping, Canada ought not to compete. It was agreed, however, that if U.S. ship-
ping were contemplated, it would be desirable to let the Indians and the Pakistanis

21. A fairly recent communication received from Mr. Sykes reaffirmed his view
that an allocation, which need only bé a small one, should be made to Ceylon. The
meeting agreed that a letter - should be sent to Mr. Sykes expressing our concur-
rence with his views in principle, explaining that because of our commitments to
India and Pakistan and because of the earlier indication from Ceylon' that they
would not be^ready to participate in the Plan this year, it had not been possible to
cut Ceylon in on the 1951-52 appropriation and assuring him that, provided a sec-
ond contribution was authorized, it was our intention to include Ceylon in ^ the
Canadian programme for 1952-53.

Allocation to Ce^^lon

know, .on an informal basis, that they would do .well . to use Canadian shipping if
possible. As regards inland transport, there should not be much of a problem, since
it was likely that all . Canadian goods , destined to India ^ or Pakistan under the
Colombo Plan would be delivered at Canadian ports of. exit. It was, however,
agreed that it was only reasonable that transport and insurance business within
Canada should be given to Canadian firms and that Mr. Cavell should do what he
could to ensure this.

3° PAR^IE/PART 3

DEA/50227-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux AJ,j^aires extérieures

au ministre de la Défense nationale

Secretary of State for External A,fj''airs ^
to Minister of Natioiuil Defence, ,

ToP SE^ :°;
Ottawa, May 17, 1951

My dear Colleague:

I attach a copy of a letter of May 10t from the United Kingdom High Commis-
siôner; together with the provisional agenda referred to therein concerning the pro-.
posed Co^on^,^,ealth Defence Conference on the Middle East, which it is now
suggested should meet in Malta on June 21.

: You ^- will " recall the discussion in Cabinet Defence Committee on March 20regarding
^adian representation at the proposed conference on the defence of the

Middle East, The ^^ttee agreed that on receipt of an invitation it could be

CONFÉRF.I^J^E DU COMMONW) 3ALTH SUR LA DÉFENSE, JUIN 1951
COMMONWEALTH CONFERENCE ON DEFENCE, JUNE 1951, . ,
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F themselves stnctly to the o serve ro e• ]ace and agenda ofpriate that we should make any suggestions regarding the date, p
-the meeting, unless there is something that we are very anxious to change. The
proposed form of liaison with the United States seems to be reasonable.

When replying to Clutterbuck and informing him that Canada will be rephat
sented by observers I think it may be sufficient for me to give, as our reason,
Canada's defence contribution is being concentrated elsewhere than in the middle
East. I do not know whether, you 'wôuld like me to add something to the effect that
the demands of the Parliamentary Session will prevent you from attending.

indicatéd that Canada would be represented by "one or two observers, to consist of

' a political and/or a military representative from the Canadian mission in London".

t` It had been assmed when we considéred this matter previously that the confer-'
would meet in London. Âs it is tô deal primarily with the Middle East there is,

hôwever, some merit in holding it outside Loridon and Malta may well be a suitable
place. In any' event, â' meéting in Malta makes it, I consider, easier for ùs to be
represéntéd only bÿ obsérveïs: Althoûgh thë provisional draft agenda includes sev-
eral items,"expressed in `brief nnd' general terms which may have wider implica-
tions; I think it is clear from Clutterbuck's covering letter that the main purpose is
to examine the defence problems of the Middle East.^

In the circumstances, it seems to me that our represéntatives might be an exper-
ienced senior military officer and an appropriate official of this Department. In
view of the likelihood that some NATO questions (e.g., Mediterranean Command,

• NATO . relations with Greece and Turkey and infrastructure) may come up at the
Conference, I venture to suggest that it would be a great advantage if General Clark
could be made available. As to the political officer,we are thinking of Crean, our
Chargé d'Affaires in Yugoslavia.

It is,, I think, important that our representatives should be instructed to confine
6 b r" 1 For this reason I do not think it is appro-

` May•we have your views?

^ . _., .
^9 '. . e . ) . . . . . ^ - • T . a . F .. d . . . ^ ^ ^ "

. .

F wealth Defence Conference on the Middle East. ,
,-Thank you for your letter of May, 17 with reference to the prop

Ottawa, May 17, 1951

My dear Colleague: osed Common

Yours sincerely,

L.B. PEARSON

Le ministré de la Défense nationale
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of National Defence
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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r;. I received, various communications at the service level. in connection with this
conference which resulted in my speaking to the Prime Minister about it again toà
day.

This was before the receipt of your letter but the general line you have taken
coincided very closely with what I suggested to him.

It is possible that because of other engagements Major General Clark might not
be available to attend the proposed conference in Malta. Subject to this, however, I
agree that he should attend. If, because of some meeting of the Deputies or some
other meeting Of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, he cannot attend, another
officer of somewhat similar rank should be appointed.

With regard to political representation, it may be that the Government may con-
sider it desirablé to be represented by somebody of cabinet rank or, failing this, of
some political representative such as for example, Mr. Campney.

If, however, it is considered that this is not desirable, our representative on the
non-service side might well be one of our heads of missions or others in the
Department of External Affairs coming from their posts in Europe or from the
Department here.

In this connection I mentioned the names of Mr. Jean Désy our Ambassador at
Rome; Mr,'George L. Magann, our Ambassador at Athens; and as you suggested
ow Chargé d'Affaires in Yugoslavia G.G. Crean.

Future developments may indicate more clearly the type of participation that we
should adopt. While matters not yet before us might point to the desirability of
having ïninisterial representation, if not by myself by some other minister, my per-
sonal inclination is to agree entirely with your 'suggestion, subject to the qualifica-
tion that it might be'desirable to have there a political representative in the person
of Mr. Campney or somebody else in a similar position.

Whether'or not our representation should be in the category of "observers" or
participants may depend on conditions not yet before us. My personal inclination
would bé not to categorize our participants as merely`in thé category of "observ-
ers". In view of the participation of other Commonwealth countries, this might be
made to âppéaz -as'a, sign of non-participation which might have unfortunate
repercùssions.'

The cables' so far before me do not indicate that it is intended that Indiâ or Paki-
stan will p'àrticipate: If India and Pakistan are not invited, and if the United States is
also not represented,-it would `seem that the calling of the Conference before the
Conference of Foreign Ministers has ended and probably just before the meeting of
the Council of NATO is to be held, might prove to be unfortunate. The answer as to
whether we should participate and in what form may well depend on consideration
beyond those of our own immediate self-interest.

As for your final enquiry as to whether the demands of the parliamentary session
would prevent mattendiny g in person, one estimate is as good as another. Almost
certainly parliament will still be in session. Almost certainly the situation in Korea
will not have been resolved. Moreover, we are, as you know, faced from day to day
with difficult problems in connection with our defence objectives of building up the
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defencé of Canada, maintaining the force in Korea, and providing for a force in
Europe. Under the circumstances, I would hope that it would not be found neces-

BROOKE CLAXTON

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions:

sary.for me to go to Malta at this time.

ToP SECRET [Ottawa]; May 22, 1951

, e ecre ary ^
net on March 8th, 1951, and subsequently in Cabinet Defence Committee on March
20th, 1951, stated that the U.K. government had submitted for consideration a draft
announcement on the forthcoming Commonwealth conference on defence ques-
tions for release by countries concerned: This draft stated, inter alia, that it had

been agreed to hold a conference of defence ministers of certain Commonwealth
CI ôuntries, including Canada; the ministers had decided that Malta would be a con-
véniént meeting place; and the conference would consider certain defence
problems `arising in regions of common concern to these countries, including the
Middle East and the Pacific, and also consequential questions regarding equipment
and training 'of mutual interest.

It appeared desirable to suggest to the United Kingdom a revised text which
would omit the references to the Minister of National Defence, to the Middle
ând to the Pacific, and 'would conclude with an additional sentence indicating that
Canada would be represented by ân observer.

. , _ . x ;, ,, , r •
;. , 2. The Cabinet," . after discussion, noted the report of the Secretary of State forn-
F^ctérnal 'Affairs regarding a^ draft press releaset on the forthcoming Co^othe U.K.
wealth conference on defence questions, which had been submitted by
government, and agreed that, if satisfactory to the Minister 'of National Defence,
Mr. ;Pearson would propose'to the United Kingdom a revised draft, omitting the
refere nces to Mr. Claxton, to the Middle East and to the Pacific, and concluding
withnn indication that Canada would be represented by an observer.

rnu,cUnivwner TH rntvFFRFNCE ON DEFENCE OUESTIONS; PRESS RELEASE

1 Th S t of St/te for BXternal Afiirs referring to the discussion in Cabi-

tPi t'.. ., t ,. ^. :.

... .:.,,,f ,

Yours sincerely
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[Ottawa], May 30, 1951

COMMONWEALTH CONFERENCE ON DEFENCE QUESTIONS
34. The Secretary of State for External Affairs referring to the discussions at the

.meeting of May 22nd, 1951, said that the U.K. government had just now agreed to
the Canadian suggestions on the forthcoming Commonwealth conference on
defence questions. As a result, the conference would be held in London rather than
Malta, and the proposed press release would make clear the relationship of Canada
,to,the conference and would include no reference to the Pacific as an area for dis-
cussion. The announcement would indicate that a conference of the defence minis-
ters of the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia would begin in London on June 21st; that it would deal with defence
problems arising in, regions of common concern to those countries, including the
Middle East, and also consequential questions of equipment and training of mutual
interest to them; and that Canada would have observer representation. In the cir-
cumstances, the Cabinet Defence Committee, at its meeting yesterday, had reaf-
firmed its decision of March 20th, 1951, that Canada be represented by civilian and
military observers drawn from the mission in London.

35. , The Cabinet noted with approval the report of the • Secretary of State for
External Affairs regarding plans for the forthcoming Commonwealth conference on
defence questions.45 -: • ,

DEAI50227-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TE[.EGRAM 1528
London, June 2 , 1951

COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE CONFERENCE
Following, for Heeney, Begins: We shall be sending a full reportt on the discus-sions at the opening sessions of the Commonwealth Defence Minister's Meeting,

's LD• Wilgress, major-général S.F. Clark, et S.F. Rae étaient les reprEsentants du Canada.
Ca°ada **as nPresented by L.D. Wilgress, Major-General S.F. Clark and S.F. Rae.

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
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which took place in the Cabinet Office this morning and this afternoon, following
the usual picture-taking ceremony in the garden at No. 10. Mr. Shinwell presided
over the meeting, and after the'usual exchange'of coûrtèsies I thought it appropriate
to make a brief statement of the Canadian 'position with respect to the conference.
The text of this statement is contained in my immediately following telegram.

2: The morning's session was devoted to a combined review, in which Field-
Marshal Slim gave a most comprehensive and valuable summary of the principal
points contained in MDM(51)2, the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff memorandum
on defence policy and global strategy, and MDM(51)3, the Chiefs of Staff inemo-
`rândum on the defence of the "Middle East.

3. A: numbér of questions were raised by the" visiting ministers in the course of
this presentation, which "will be reported separately in greater detail. The immediate
purposè of this telegrain is tô' indicate to you that ` I dô not think there are any
,grounds for' apprehension on Our part, that the 'agendà of" the conference will be
widened to include any detailed discussion of Pacific defences. It is clear from
tôday's sessions thât, for ezâmple, in the case of Australia, the question of what the
tAustralian Government can contribute in the way of forces to the defence of the
Middle East is necessarily linked with the defence picture in the Pacific, and partic-
`ularly in South East Asia. For example, in the course of Field-Marshal Slim's pres-
entation this morning he indicated that in the event of war there was no intention to
àbandon Malaya, and this'point was quickly picked up by the Australian Defence
-Minister, who emphasized that further information'on the position in South East
'Asia would greatly help his governrnent in coming to final decisions on the contri-
bution that might be made to the Middle East defence. It is alsô clear that a number
of the ministers, who in nearly every case are accompanied by a large group of
service advisers; are anxious to use the present meeting to elicit information partic-
ularly from the CIGS and while the questions they wish to raise may cover a wider
field than the Middle East, there seems at this stage to be no reason to suppose that
the conference as such will be required to come to decisions on the defence
problems in other areas.

4. I think that there is full understanding of our own position in this matter, and
feel that the arrangements we have made'for repre"sentàtion are wholly adequate. It
seems quite clear from a series of questions which Mr. Shinwell threw out at the
end of this afternoon's meeting that the central purpose of the conference from the
point of view of the United Kingdom Government is to ascertain more definitely
the size . and nature of contributions which other Commonwealth Governmentsthe tim-
intérested in the Middle East area can make to the defence of that region,
ing of such contributions, including the possibility of their sending token forces in
peace-time, and the assistance which would be required from the United Kingdom
Government. will

5. Any, other topics which= may be :dealt with outside the Middle East area
only be'fôr the'purpose of,clarifying the position in relation to the Middle East

Erids:

i
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DEA/50227-40

Le haut-commissaire aû Royaume-Uni .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1529 London, June 21, 1951

MEETING OF DEFENCE MINISTERS

Following for Heeney,. Begins: Following is text of statement referred to in para-
graph,1.

QUOTE:

The Canadian Government welcomes the opportunity which has been. afforded
by the présent `meeting of Defence Ministers from the United Kingdom, Australia,
New Zealand, South'Africa and Southern Rhodesia to consider defence problems
arising in the Middle East. It will be recalled that the present conference was first
discussed at a meeting of Commonwealth- Prime Ministers held in London last Jan-
uary ^;It was then the feeling of a number of Commonwealth governments that a
meeting of Defence Ministers would be valuable to examine problems arising in
regions of special concern to them, including the Middle East. On that occasion it
was made clear by our Prime Minister that Canada's special and direct responsibili-
ties centred in the North Atlantic area, and that for this reason, and since our inter-
ests in the Middle East are less direct than those of other Commonwealth countries,
it would be appropriate for the Canadian Government to be represented at this con-
ference by an official observer.

I need hardly, say that this decision reflects the immediate objectives and com-
mitments of the Canadian national defence effort and arises in no way from any
under-esdmation of the strategic significance of the Middle East area, and the vital
imPortance this area has for our partners in the Commonwealth.

The central. objectives of Canadian defence policy relate to the immediate
defence of Canada and, ; in co-operation with the United States, of North America
from direct attack, and the implementation of undertakings made by Canada under
the United Nations charter and under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The
North Atla'nuc Treaty Organization, in which two Commonwealth countries now
participâte; is â collective effort to build up strèngth in the Western European area
- an area v^mch thémemorândum on defence policy and global strategy prepared
by the United Kingdôm.Chiefs of Staff, which is before us, describes as "the main
theatre"; Since the signature of the North Atlantic Treaty, the planning of the Cana-diandf

ence effort has proceeded within the regional framework of the North
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'Atlantic Treâty Organization. The decision taken by the United Nations in June
1950, to resist aggression in. Korea has brought Canadian forces into action along-
side the forces of other. Conünonwealth countries

The aggression in Korea has made it
;.
abun d antly

, ,,•^ , - : :
clear, however, that the threat

with which the free world is faced is a'global one, and we share the view expressed
in the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff appreciation that there is an urgent require-
ment for the establishment of machinery to work out and implement strategy and
defënce plans on a world-wide basis. In the development of this global strategy the
Middle East area is clearly one of very great importance, and we welcome this
opportunity of sitting in with you and following the course of the deliberations of
this conference in the study of the important issues before the meeting. The Cana-
dian Government is anxious to receive as full reports as possible of these discus-
sions which clearly represent ' an important step forward in developing adequate
collective measures for the preservation of peace. UNQUOTE.- Ends.

by Mr. Gordon-Wal er at e ommonwe n
ary , was held in London from Séptember 19 to 27. Officials = who assisted Nu•
Howe were: Mr.' T.N. Beaupré, Mr. R.P. Bower„ and at: times Mr. F.Hewett and
Mr.'A.E.Ritchie. ;

-^The agenda consisted of thé following items:

1 General raw materials osition =` review of prospects for production, con-^) P P P,:. e
. sumptiôn and prices of raw materials in relâtionto world 'economic trends and th
effects `of a shortage of raw materiâls on supplies of manufactured goods .'

• . . , .:,. : ,
(2) Consideration of the pôsition,, reached in the International Materi^s

e ommo pp y
k th C alth P'me Minstèrs' Meeting last Jano -

'. to Secretary of State for External. Affairs ' .

- COMMONWEALTHRELATIONS

[Ottawa], October 16, 1951
.^^

RE COMMONWEALTH SUPPLY MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Th C nwealth Sù ' 1 Ministers' Conference which was first suggested

. . . . , ; .

4e PtütTW/PART 4

Conference. , ; . lead,k ; . , . , r^ cotton,
(3) Consideration of individual raw materials, including: coppe

bdenwn,
manganese, nickel, rubber, sulphur and pyrites, tin, tungsten and nloly

RÉUNION DES MINISTRES DES APPROVISIONNEMENTS
' ET DE LA PRODUCTION DU COMMONWEALTH

COMMONWEALTH MEETING OF MINISTERS OF SUPPLY AND

/

_PRODUCTION

'DEMI 1370-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- : pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Memorandum from Under-Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs
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wool and zinc. The addition of newsprint to, the agenda' was Aefeated in the first
meeting. ^ , - ^. . . : . . ,. , . . ,. ^

(4) Consideration^of manufactured and semi-mantifachired goods.
You will recall that when the question of Canadian participation arose, we could

foreseë little real usefulness in'such a meeting, bût agreed to attend, as one official
put it, in order that Canada would not appear in a"one against the world" position
more often than is necessary.'

Generally, speaking,, the Conference served â very useful purpose in disseminat-
ing information on supply problems which, while available to the U.K. and Canada
because of their prominent positions in IMC and the North Atlantic community,
was not known in as great detail by the other governménts represented. Also, for
the first time the various colonies had a voice in the discussions. As seen from a
purely Canadian point of view, the. success of the Conference was mainly nëgative,
as follows:

(1) The Conference was content to ^merely underline the long=term supply diffi-
cûlties which faced the Commonwealth without making plans for entering into any
general agreement on policy or entening into any commitments:

(2) The. proposal that a rigid price stabilization structure should be set up within
IMC was dropped. IMC is commencing to discuss the regulation of prices of raw
materials, but only in certain commodities, such as tungsten, where regulation
appears to serve a useful purpose`at this stage.. ,..

(3) No agreement was reached on establishing a system of agreed principles of
priorityfor the allocation by the U.K. of steel and other goods under short supply,
but the problem was referred to the Commonwealth High 'Commissioners. It is
extremely doubtful whether they will be able to discover a solution to so complex a
problem.

The Conference revealed that Canada was incomparably better off than any
other Commonwealth country in virtually all the fields covered, including the sup-
plies of steel and semi-manufactured and finished goods which .we have been get-
6ng from the U.K. In the past we have done better at obtaining these supplies than
other Commonwealth countries for two reasons - first, the need of the U.K. to
earn dollars, and second, our direct lines to the Board of Trade and the Ministry of
Supply. Thii preferred position may be a little more difficult to maintain in future.
Certain Commonwealth 'countries have built up formidable sterling balances and
are pressing for the conversion of these into either goods or dollars, and it is proba-
bly that the U.K,, will have to yield somewhat to this pressure; but not to an extent
walch would be harmful to our position. Cuts in our allocation of steel are already
forecast by the Commercial Counsellor for the last quarter of 1951 and for 1952.

The work of each of the IMC committees was reviewed at length. Mr.'Howe
declared that he was not convinced that the IMC should be expected, as some dele-
gates suggested, to develop long-term detailed and overall allocations, since such
Planning must not only cut, across normal commercial practices and have a degree
of artihciality which is not'realistic in international trade, but furthermore imposesa ngidity .

,m . t̂ , rade which we ^
should not w

1, 1
elcome. '' • '' • '



Discussion on this. subject revealéd the underlying cleavage of.interest which
exists between the under-developed countries and the others. The former, who are
not -very well acquainted with the work, of IMC, were. sceptical ,of the effort to
introduce price stabilization into that organization, since they,were averse to seeing
the price of raw materials stabilized by an organization which has no'control over
stabilization•of the price of capital équipment. They alsô claiined that higher living
standards in backward 'areas were •a more , pôsitive anti-Communist contribution
than a re-armament drive in the industrialized countries . and 'more deserving of a
large share;in the supply of scarce matèrials, pârticularlÿ capital equipment. In this
connection ' it was pointed out that' if steel were diverted , from Canâda to, say,
Malaya, in the form of capital equipment which could increase the output of rub `
bèr, this increased yield would bring into the sterling area far more dollars than the

steel which was diverted.
Reverting to raw materials, Mr. Howe mentionéd that countries which seemed

most interested in obtaining our supplies are still maintaining import, I controls
against . them, and the presence of such controls; while not impeding seriouslÿ the
movement of our strategic raw materials today, serves to rèmind our producers that
if there is any easing of the supply position' the machinery for discrimination
against our exports is readily available. Plans for further investment for expansion
of production must take cognizance of these restrictions:

itIt is expécted that the United Kingdorri • Government will raise the' question of a
scheme for the allocation of U.K. steel, etc. with -ôur 'High Commissioner some
time in thé nëar future; at'which 'time ' we will ascertain • the extent to whichlthô

IMMIGRATION'FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN AND CEYLON ,

Noté dü sécrétâire'd'État aux Affaires.extérieures
, pour le Cabinet,

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
- • to Cabinet • -^ ,

Canada.- .
^ . .

modification of the U.K. , ëxport, policy to dollar areas `will, be detrimenta

CABINffr pocuMENT No. 25-51,
^,.

1. At its Meeting on December 21, .1950 the Cabinet agreed t a or
of External Affairs should investigate the possibility of entering into a treaty

IMMIGRATION FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN ent
h t the Dep^m

Ottawa, January 23, 1951

, , . .
AND CEYLON

5°.PARTIE/PART

,IMMIGRATION DEPUIS L'INDE; LE PAKISTAN, ET LE 'CEYLAN
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agreement with*the Government of India and possibly the Governments of Pakistan
and Ceylon concerning immigration to Canada.

2. Discussions were accordingly begun with the Government of India on January
5, 1951 when Officers of the Department of External Affairs proposed to the/Act-
ing Indian High Commissioner the conclusion of an agreement which would pro-
vide for the admission per annum to Canada of a stated number of citizens of India
in addition to the first degree relatives already admissible under the law.

3. The Governmènt of India warmly welcomed the Canadian initiative and asked
for a draft agreement. This was handed to the Acting High Commissioner for India
on January 18, " 1951. The draft agreement which takes the form of an exchange of
notes is now before the Government of India,' who have expressed some anxiety to
complete the matter by the anniversary: of Indian Independence which is January
26, next.

4. The terms of the' proposed exchange of notes are:
."(1) In the twelve month period commencing on the 1st day of January 1951,
and in each succeeding twelve months period thereafter, the admission to Can-
ada for permanent residence of one hundred and fifty citizens of India, including
both sexes and all ages, shall be authorized provided the immigrants comply
with the provisions of the Canadian Immigration Act.
(2) In addition to the citizens of - India. whose entry to Canada for permanent
residence. is authorized in accordance with paragraph (1) above, a citizen of
India who can otherwise comply with the provisions of the Canadian Immigra-
tion Act may be. admitted to Canada for permanent residence if he 'or she is the
husband, wife or unmarried child under twenty-one years of age of any Cana-
dian citizen legally admitted to and resident in Canada and if; the settlement
arrangements in Canada are shown to the Canadian authorities to be satisfactory.

(3) The provisions of Canadian Order-in-Council P.C. 2115, dated the 16th day
of September, 1930, as amended by Order-in-Council P.C. 6229 of the 28th day
of December, 1950, shall not apply to citizens of India.

(4) The admission to Canada as non-immigrants ^f,-;t; zens of India sha11 not be
affected by the preceding paragraphs."

The Government of India has stated that the above terms are acceptable.
5• The High Commissioners in Pakistan and the United Kingdom have been

requested to make similar proposals to 'the Governments of Pakistan and Ceylon.
The only variation from the proposal made to India is that whereas it is proposed to
adinit 150 persons from India the figures for Pakistan and Ceylon are 100 persons
and 50 persons respectively.

6.
With the concurrence of the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, I recom-

mend that an exchange of notes as set out in paragraph 4 aboyé be concluded with

.. I
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the Government of India and agreements along similar lines with the Governments
of Pakistan and Ceylon 47 +.^ :. ,

6° PARTIB/PART 6

EXPORTATION D'ARMES; À L'INDE ET, AU PAKISTAN
EXPORT OF. ARMS TO INDIA AND PAKISTAN

^,^. . , ..^..
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le . Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

Ottawa, September 19, 1951

EXPORT OF ARMS TO INDIA ^.AND PAKISTAN

Considering that the state of -tension between' Indiâ and Pakistan has recently
increased, it has been thought advisable to review our policy on the export of arms
to these two countries. We have. obtained the views : of those concerned here in
Ottawa : and : have asked the United Kingdom and the United States if there has
been, or if there is contemplated, any change in their policies.,.-

2. Since the end of July, decisions on export permit applications submitted by
both India and Pakistan have been deferred pending this review ; of policy. Up to
that time all applications from either country were" approved,' if the material was
available.

3. Ve have under consideration applications for the export to India and Pakisatnaa
of parts for tanks and military-type vehicles to ^^a value of about $151,000
$194,000; respectively. In - addition the • Canadian Commercial Corporation has
received requests for quotations on the supply of various quantities of British-type
ammunition to a value of, 15 million dollars from India and 38 million dollars from

Pakistan.
4. Before examining the practicability of using Canadian production facilities to

manufacture these different types: of ammunition, "it . is considered desirable ^es
thought be given to whether or not export permits would be granted for the supp
requested. The quantities are estimated as reasonable for the requirements of the
two countries, but their size is no doubt partly due to the serious deterioration that
has , taken place in their •relâtions.," ,

"Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 24 janvier 1951. Voir Canada, Recueil des traités,1951, N°` 1, 21 et 28

, pour l'Inde, Pakistan et Ceylan respectivement. . and 28 for

Approved by Cabinet, January 24, 1951., See Canada, Treaty Series, 1951, Nos. 1, 21,

India, Pakistan and Ceylon respectively.

to Cabinet
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5. The tension which hâs* existed in varying degrees since partition has reached a
serious point and the possibility of open warfare can not be ruled out although both
Governments consistently profess peaceful intentions: It is generally expected that
the crisis will reach its most serious stage within the next two or three months.

` 6. The Jôint Intelligence Bureau of the Department of National Defence has pro-
vided the following appreciation on the advisability of providing arms to India and
Pakistan: ^ . ; .

"The requirements for arms and equipment by both ' India and Pakistan are not
related solely to the state of tension between them. In both countries they are
, reqüired to maintain' internal security and to providelor defence; both currency
againsf minor border incidents with Afghanistan

-
and Burma, and potentially

against major ^hreats to 'both'countries from the USSR and Red China through
Afghanistan, Tibet and Burmâ:
Reducing the sale of arms'ând equipment to either country would be ineffective
militarily unless all other exporting countries did likewise and furthermore India
or Pakistan ' might turn ' to the Soviet Block or to illegal arms traffic to obtain
arms and equipment. Such courses of action are highly undesirable and any
action on our part which might precipitate them should be taken only if it is
reasonably certain that the arms and equipment will be used by, the one country
against the other. . ., . .
It is considered that the likelihood of war between India and Pakistan will not be
altered significantly , by the sale of small quantities of arms and equipment to
both countries on request, as such sales will not significantly alter the balance of
their military capabilities ..." . : . : I . . , ,

7. The United Kingdom authorities have informed us that no decision in princi-
ple, based on the present situation, has been made or seems likely to be made to
stop or reduce the export of arms to India or Pakistan. However, due to the many
demands' on United Kingdom supplies and competing claims for priorities, only
sma11 quantities of arms are being sold to the two countries.

8. The United States Government is I temporarily holding up applications for the
export of military equipment to either country pending further review of the situa-
tion in about a month's time. 'A shortage of supply, from commercial sources and a
lack of priority for allocations through MDAP channels have limited the quantity of
arms that these countries can obtain in the United States.

9. India and Pakistan, by virtue of their geographical position and political sym-
pathies, are potentially the democratic world's best insurance.against further Com-
munist expansion in South or South East Asia. In view of this consideration, it
Wôuld seem' that Canada and other friendly' nations which may be able to supplymodern Ini-litary equipment should attempt to make available to them the quantities
Of arms required to' as i'st them in their defences a ainst possible future Communistag^ession. - g

Although India has some limited .capacity, for the production of arms,
Pakistan's production of war materials is . almost negligible. A ban on the export of
arms to both countries would, therefore, more seriously affect Pakistan and would
unquestionably favour India. In my opinion it is important that there be no suspi-cion of 'discrimination in our déalings with either country.
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10. In the light of the above I believe that it would be difficult, and inadvisable, to
refuse reasonable orders • for arms from India and Pakistan. until such time as it is
considered that hostilities are imminent, or have actually broken out. Outstanding
permits and orders would be cancelled at any time,when it was considered advisa-
ble. to do so. ,The High Commissioners could be warned of this possibility.

.11. I would recommend, therefore, that there be no change in our present policy
on the export of arms to India and Pakistan and that the Canadian Commercial
Corporation be informed that, when accepting orders from either of the two coun-
tries,. it should be governed by, the possibility that the contracts may have to be
cancelled. This should be taken.into account particularly for. orders involving can-
cellation costs. I further recommend that the* pending export permit applications be
apprôvëd and that the Canadian Commercial Corporation be authorized to give
quotations on the supply of the various types of ammunition requested, should it be
considered advisable and practicable to do so alter an examination of Canadian
production facilities and ourr other" commitments.48

, .. L.B. PEARSON.

7- PARTIE/PART 7 '

RELATIONS AVEC DES PAYS PARTICULIERS
RELATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

SECTION A

INDE : SECOURS EN CAS DE FAMINE
INDIA: FAMINE RELIEF, . ..

9 596. *

, ,.._.G.,
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL

'DEA/11302-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for.Ezternal Affairs
. ^• -. - .^ . .

^ . [Ottawa], May 4, 1951

PROPOSAL FOR NEW OFFER OF WHEAT TO INDIA ï t

,: As ^ you know, when we offered w eat to. n ia
February the offér'. was turnéd down on : the ground that it would "evoke serious
public 'criticistn" if low-grade wheat ,- all we had readily available at the time
were introduced into the Government-operated ration system 49 The IndiandG^é C
ment's very, tardy and guarded answer to, our offer appeared to re flect
political difficulties which they, côuld expèct either in accepting low-grade Wheat

, . ° _ ; _ , • . ` . . 1: .
- 26, 195 L

^Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 26 septembre 1951JAp

.

proved by Cabinet, September

'" Voir le document 563JSeè Document 563. •'' 1`' '

LI d' under the Colombo. Plan as

I
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which would have to be sold to the Indian.people through the ration system or in
finding themselves in the position of rejecting any offer of foodgrains at a time
when extreme famine threatened.

2: There seems to be no doubt, on reviewing what took place earlier in the year,
that the Indians have handled this question with ineptitude:` Nevertheless, in the
light of mounting world concern over India's' famine, particulars of which •will be
summarized below, and for important political reasons I propose that consideration
be given to opening negotiations for diversion of some wheat of a type acceptable
to India for immediate delivery.

3. No wheat is readily available at present, even of a low grade; all that we cari
supply and ship before October* is contracted for by other countries. To make an
offer of the sort suggested would involve an approach to the Minister of Trade and
Conunerce'suggesting, in effect, that one or more of our good wheat customers be
temporarily displaced in favour, of a doubtful one. I think you could certainly
expect resistance to this suggestion. To meet it I outline below four points which
might be made.

to supply as much wheat as possible of any grades India'can use". The Economist,

4. The first is that there is a great deal of evidence to show that the famine condi-
tions into which India has now entered are really appalling. Our High Commis-
sioner in New Delhi states that he is profoundly concerned over the seriousness of
India's position and feels very strongly that we should do everything in our power

in a most forceful article in its Apri121st issue, states that "the suffering, which is
only just beginning, will certainly match the horror of five million deaths in the
Bengal famine of 1943,^ and may considerably exceed it."

Central food• reserves, in recent years inadequate in any case, are apparently
down to zero; the famine areas are now literally living from "ship to mouth". The
ration is only nine ounces of grain a day (total food per person) and, since April
ushered in the period when domestic production seasonally slackens, the mainte-
nance of this scale of ration in the famine areas now depends entirely on imports.
Natural disasters have struck with abnormal frequency; there has been a failure of
the monsoon for three consecutive years, in the principal food-growing provinces
and earthquakes, floods, drought and locusts have taken anunusually heavy toll
this year. James Tliomson,.Deputy High Commissioner for the United Kingdom in
Ottawa, who knows, a good ' deal about India, says privately that the crisis is so
formidable it is not unlikely that a censorship of famine reports might.be imposed
by the government before long to avoid panic.

6.
The second point is that there has been a large volume of press comment both

in Canada and the United States on these conditions. In the United' States the
responsible press have been almost unanimously critical of Congressional delays in
Passing the India^ Emergency Assistance Bill. Full page advertisements have
appeared in the New York Times; editorials in the Times, Herald Tribune; Washing-
ton Post, Christian Science Monitor, Saturday Review and many others have urged
action upon Congress and have pointed to the dangers of delay as well as (in the
words of the Washington Post) to the denial of American tradition "when a stricken
pers0n asks for food, in demanding to know first how he voted in the last election".



, 9.. The third point I think you could make is the favourable political effect of
another offer of wheat throughout the world and specifically in the United States.
The.question, of. Indian famine relief is so,much to the fore in the United States at
present that I believe if it were possible, to make this suggested diversion it would
yield highly satisfactory political results. r. :

10. .The fourth point is that an offer of wheat to India for immediate delivery
would undoubtedly exercise aimost salutary effect on our relations not only with
India'but with all of South and South-East Asia. India has been negotiating with
Peiping and Moscow for food-grains but apparently, conditions have been imposed
which may not be acceptable and in any case the good faith of the offers is in some
doubt S0 Nevertheless, it is by no means certain that in desperation India will not be
forced to accept proposals from these sources., In the absence of any acceptable
offers from the West, it is disturbing to consider. what the political effects of a
"deal" with China or. Russia might,be.
:-11. If these points can be successfully made, there remain difficulties in financing

and. transportation. Although Cabinet has already agreed to offer wheat to India
under the Colombo Plan, you may now feel like asking for further funds to finance
a' wheat gift separately. There is a lot to be said, we think, for treating long-term
development projects in South and South-East Asia on a different financial basis
from emergency famine relief. ,The Government's offer under the Colombo Plan,
while entirely defensible, has caused some. misunderstanding of its motives and

8.' On the other hand opinion 'on the Colombo Plan itself manifested not only a
surprising volume of editorial comment but a remarkable degree of enthusiasm for
a Canadian contribution. A press survey made in the Department earlier this year
disclosed that seventeen newspapers representing every province had commented
editorially and it is noteworthy that the humanitarian aspect was predominant. As
you=are aware, there has been a fair,volume of correspondence from Canadian citi-
zens and;organizations on wheat for India. I mention .these factors because they
would seem to indicate that the domestic political climate is generally favourable to
measures for Indian famine relief.

and because .we associated our offer with the Colombo Plan.

;, COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

In Canada, while there has not been much press comment on India's failure to
take up our offer of wheat under the Colombo. Plan, there has been some severe
criticism (principally in the Montreal Star and Ottawa Citizen) arising out of an
impression that we offered only No. 5 wheat which was unacceptable to the Indians

some resulting criticism

11,12. The question of . transportation raises : two pro L;4110.
and the other box=cars. Both are in short supply. I would suggest that with respect

to the former, we might explore the possibility of enlisting support from the United

Kingdom..The problem of box-cars would have to be dealt with by the D p

of ^Trade ` and Commerce in collaboration with the. Department of Transpo^•'

.
bl One is ocean shipping

This is now outdated; acc[ording] to reports in [the] press, India is to g Heeney]
50 Note marginale ':/Marginal note:. get wheat from [^81

USSR. This is "milo" from China. Not a gift; a commercial transaction. [A.D.P.
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.,:' 13. Perhaps the greatest difficulty of all will be to explain why the Indians did not
come forward to take No. 5 wheat when it was available. As you know, our grain
experts do not regard No. 5 wheat as technically unmillable for Indian purposes as
has been alleged in some quartersI and as implied by Banerjee's public statement at
the time No. 5 wheat was declined. Nevertheless, in view of its rejection I think we
must conclude that, in effect, No. 5 wheat is unsuitable for India's use. The unsuita-
bility factor may well be bound up with the extreme national sensitivity of the
Indian people. It may even be that they feel "too proud to eat" if it means accepting
grain which Western'people are accustomed to feeding to their animals. Thomson
admits that this is a valid point. In any event, it would now be very difficult for the
Jndians to, reverse their. position and say that No. 5 wheat is acceptable.

14: I should emphasize in conclusion that if you think there is merit in this sug-
gestion, action would have to be initiated at once. The peak of the famine is the
period April to late July or August. There would thus be no purpose in making
arrangements which would not have the effect of. delivering wheat to India until
after ; this - period, when , stocks will rise normally. In order to achieve concrete
results it would be necessary_ to divert wheat that is actually. moving at present.,

15. Mr: Howe,- I know, likes to handle wheat questions'through his own Depart-
ment; But, if he' agrees to diversions, he might prefer that the 'diplomatic missions
should be used in approaching wheat customers from whom these diversions would
have to be made if this proposal were accepted. •;

16. To summarize, there are three measures of help we can, give, to India:. .
(a) "Diversion" of wheat, box-cars and ocean shipping: We can only offer these at

the expense of other customers holding firm commitments. ': ..; ...
(b) Financial assistance in the purchase of wheat under the Colombo Plan: This

offer has already been made but it has become confused with the low-grade'wheât
issue. We rnight make the offer again:

(c) Financial assistance separate from the Colombo ' Plan:
17. If you approve of,this plan, the first step4ould be to discuss the question of

diversion with Mr. Howe. If he is agreeable, the form of the ` financing (b or c
above) could subsequently be considered.s'

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ
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' - Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

meeting of February 9th, 1951, said that it was anticipated that the current famine
in India would be as serious as that which had occurred in 1946, when more than 5

-million deaths had occurred.'
It would be recalled that India had not accepted â recent Canadian offer of No. 5

wheat. However, in view of the growing shortage• of foôd in India, it was suggested
that an outright Canadian grànt might be made to India; on the ùnderstan ding that
the money so advanced could be used for the purchase of any Canadian foodstuffs
thought suitable by the Indian government. Such a grant-in-aid might be made out
of Canada's $25 million contribution to the Colombo Plan, since it was andcipated
that only a small portion of this contribution would be used during the current year.

5. The Prime Minister was ofthe view that the major problem in India was not so
much one of -money as of supplies. ;.

6. The Minister of Trade and Commerce pointed out that the only surplus food
Canada could contribute at this time was No. 6 wheat. Although this grade was of
poor quality, its nutrition value,was high and it could probably be used to advan-
tage, in the famine areas of India.

7. The Cabinet, after further discussion, deferred decision on a possible Canadian
contribution towards alleviation of famine conditions in India pending further con-
sideration by the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Secretary of State for
External Affairs in consultation:, , , , . .. .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

[Ottawa], May 15, 1951

INDIA;. CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO -ALLEVIATE FAMINE

'4' The Secretaryof State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the

598.
DEA/11302-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire en Inde

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in India

TELEGRAM 100
Ottawa, May 21, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT

Banerjee called on me May 18th regarding food from Canada to meet Indian
famine. I told him we were reviewing possibilities urgently. I asked whether asof ,
wheat would be usable (although warning him that Canadian supplies

/i
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well as other wheat were now, contracted for). .He expressed the personal opinion
that No., 5 would be useful if shipped as Canadian gift direct to famine areas instead
of routed. through central rationing system. He also mentioned dried milk, rolled
oats; and vitamin capsules as possible welcome gifts. I asked him to explore the
situation' with his authorities. .

2. This morning hecame again and saw the Under-Secretary with rather fulsome
message of thanks to me from his Prime Minister. Despite Banerjee's reassurances
I am still worried lest Indian authorities might believe that Canada has already
made, or^is on the. brink of making, a large new food offer. Please tell Bajpai that
our present investigations are highly exploratory, that no governmental decisions
have been made, and that any publicity might be. embarrassing or even harmful. *.
', 3: Banerjee expects to tell us in a few days.whether No.'5 wheat would be useful.
He led us to believe that if United States supplied wheat and if current discussions
with Burma regarding rice were successful, additional Canadian low-grade wheat
would not be needed.

Extrait des cônclusions du Cabinet•. _ ,, ..
Extract from Cabinet. Cônclusions

.. . « . . ' , . . . ' . 1 ..

PCO

[Ottawa],, May 24, 1951

INDIA; CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO ALLEVIATE FAMINE

p , o owmg t e eci-
sion at the meéting of May 15th, 1951, the Departments of Trade and Commerce-
and External Affairs had been giving further consideration to the question of a con-
tribution towards famine relief in India. As there was public pressure for such a
contributiori, an early decision as to Canadian policy seemed desirable. Trade and
Commerce would shortly bé providing a report'on the supply position in Canada
respecting various products required by India, including dried milk and eggs, rolled
oats and:vitamin capsules, which appeared to be available in reasonable quantities.It

was'thoùght that it might be appropriate to ship a quantity of No. 5 wheat, as a
gift, direct to one of the famine areas. It appeared, however, that, even though bet-
ter grades were not available, India might, as earlier in the year, refuse to accept
No. 5' wheat even as a gift. Should this be confirmed, it would help to relieve the
pressûre for Canadian contributions if it were made known that the"government had
made aü offer of wheat which had not beenI accepted. In the meantime, it might be
desirable to consider whether 'a token sum of money should be appropriated to
cover purchase of such supplies as it might prove practicable to ship to India.

14. The Minister of Agriculture thought that there was considerable misunder-
standing of the question of aid for India on the part of the public and that the facts
should be made known with a view to reducing the pressure for Canadian contribu-
tions. Shipment of No. 5 wheat would be a poor advertisement for Canada even

;:13. The Secretary of State for External A,,Q`'airs re orted that f 11 h d' i



though this grade had approximately the ; same nutritional value as higher grades.
Good grades would again be available in about three months. While it might be
desirable to make some gesture to India, elements of the public appeared to believe
that Canada, despite its limited population; was in some way in a position to put an
end to the succession of famines in India. As there were many wealthy individuals
in,India, and the Soviet Union was being paid for its wheat shipments, it appeared
unnecessary for Canada to provide. needed supplies without charge.

15: ^ The Minister. of Fisheries felt that even a modest Canadian contribution
would have advantages although it might be preferable . to . send a good type of
wheat later, rather than a poor grade now. It was perhaps inappropriate for a pro-
ducer of agricultural products like Canada to offer vitamin capsules.

` 16. The Minister of Justice suggested that the Indian government's attitude to No.
5:wheat was probably due to a feeling that it would be awkward to explain to the
Indian public that a Commonwealth country had been the supplier of such wheat.

17. The Prime Minister believed that India's problem was more one of supplies
than money and than an offer of funds might be criticized on that ground.

18. Mr. Pearson said that India was both important and vulnerable in the struggle
with Communism, and that western aid would 'strengthen the country's position.
Such aid would, for instance, help to offset the publicity that the Soviet Union had
given to its wheat sales to India which, during the present year, had been only one-
sixth as large as those of Canada. If Canada were to make some token contribution
and to give it publicity, the United States, where Congress was making slow pro-
gress in considering a sizeable gift, as well as several other countries, might well
take similar action. The cumulative effect of a Canadian gesture should, therefore,
have beneficial results in India. The question of a Canadian contribution might use-
fully be considered again when a full report was available on the supply situation in
Canada. ..,a

^ 19. Mr. St-l,aurent considered that, in due ..^^O%,, •__%l •__^^- b-- _____
be given an indication of the supplies available for purchase and informed that, if

ared tothere was any problem' in payment; the Canadian government would be prep
give consideration to accepting payment in kind' or to finding some other solution.

20. The' Cabinet, after 'considerable further discussion, noted the report of the
Secretarya ôf State'fo`r External Affairs on the question of a Canadian contribution
towards famine relief in Indiâ, and `agreed, tentatively; that the Indian government
should in due coûrse be informed of the supplies available in Canada for pw'chaSe,
with ân" indication; that,, should there be difficulty in paying for any such supplies,

' • 3 . . . ' : s.. , . ,'

the;Canâdian gove
9^

rn
1

ment
. would be re ared'.to give consideration to accepting

payment in kind or; to finding `some others ôlution; the question of Can âdian pohcy^e supplY
in the matter to be, çonsidered further when a comprehensive report on
situation in Canada was available:
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DEA/11302-B-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
1 ^pour le 'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures , -

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
toSec --

[Ottawa], May 29, 1951

FOOD FOR. INDIA

this grade because it was, dark in colour and produced a dark flour when ground

Mr. Banerjee has . been in touch with the Department on the points which he
discussed with you and me at our meeting on Thursday morning, May 17.

I. Refusal to Take No. SWlieat
2. Hé sâid that the Indian Governmentl did not wish to receive No. 5 wheat as â

gift at this stage for free distribution in the famine areas. (In our conversation we
had not, of course, been able to specify any quantity and had warned him that even
No. 5 was now, contracted for. The reasons he gave were that it was hoped that a
rice agreement concluded with Burma a few days ago would supply the food
urgently required for the famine areas in Madras State, which is a rice-eating area,
and that India ^ is now more confident of receiving wheat from the : United States
before very long.

3. Under the new rice agreement Burma has undertaken to supply an additional
120,000 tons of rice during 1951. (The transport of this will, of course, be relatively
quick and easy). Each of the two houses of the United States Congress has now
Passed separate -bills to provide 2,000,000 tons of wheat to India on a loan basis.
The two bills have yet to be reconciled on some points, but the prospects are good
for early United States, action.^ A new agreement with China was signed in Peking
on May 22 under which 'China will supply 400,000 tons of milo (a small grain
similar to millet), with shipments to be completed within five months. These devel-
opments 'appear to have eased the situation considerably. Our New Delhi Office
reports that the "authorities seem to think food imports will meet minimum require-
ments until August."

4.
We were told some time ago by the New Delhi Mission, when 'it was a question

of No. 5 ûnder Colombo Plan financing, that the Indian authorities did not favour

into atta (a 98% extraction, normally made by the consumer himself). Banerjee has
also given the same explanation and has added that atta made from No. 5 would not
roll and handle readily for making chapatis, the Indian unleavened bread.:Thus,
while No. 5,was admitted to have nutritional value, it was considered unsuitable forsale

through the Government rationing system, and it was feared an attempt to do
this would cause administrative and political difficulties and perhaps reflect badly°n Canada. , ,.. ,

5. Some ,of these objections might even apply to the free distribution of No. 5 to.the
most destitute persons, though they are not likely to be convincing to Canadi-
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° ans. In any case, the Indian authorities are appârently endeavouring to restrict the
issue of dole food as much as possible.

6. There are limited ocean shipping, Indian storage and , inland transportation
facilities, and these might not be put to the best possible use if No. 5 were also sent
to India: There is alsô the further difficulty that the famine areas are often supplied
from stocks in other areas which are later replenishéd by overseas shipments. Natu-
rally, No. 5 would not be very acceptable as a substitute or replacement in non-
famine areas.

II. Diversion of Higher Grades of Wheat :

, 7. We have also been considering . the possibility of diverting higher grades of
wheat to India from some of our customers who have already made contracts for it.
The Department of Trade and Commerce has looked into the destinations of wheat

currently moving and reports that a total of 19 million bushels are committed for,
May," June and July. ' Destinations are as follows:

8. If ^ the prospects for supplies of food grains for India during the next few
months have iimproved as much as would appear to be the case (see paragraph 3
nbove),, we may be reluctant to approach some of our regular customers . with the
suggestion that they forego shipments to which they are entitled under contract. It
ought to be:noted here that India obtained a loan of wheat from the United King-
dom last ^aütumn; of. 2,220,000 bushels and the United Kingdom might be rather
reluctant to make a further lôan now. However, if diversion is contemplated, as
proposed:below, probably the United King dom. shôuld be âpproached first. On the
other hand, it might be added that in a telegram of May 24 the New Delhi office
stated thât! as "far as they could learn "the Indian authorities are not expecting a
large néwi food offer, from Canada".

III. Gift df Other Foods
9. At the- interview you said to Banerjée that we were looking into the possibility

of sendingother foodstuffs. He suggésted that such things as rolled oats, powdered
eggs, dried, milk and vitamin capsules might be included as gifts. You asked him to
explore the situation with his authorities. He reported to the department a few days
ago that ho hâd been informed that spécial foodstuffs and medicines to fight malnu-
trition; for' free distributiôn to poor people, would be appreciated.

10. This ^inswer was so général "d vague that we sought a confirmation from our• 4`would
New Delhi-mission. It`reported on` May. 28 that the Indian Gôvernment and

' welcômé ^ â'gift of vitamin A capsules, mlti-vitamin tabléts, powdered ^lkmore
multi-purpose food (a soya bean extract) if available". The first three are

t urgently needéd than the fourth. Rolled oats and :powdered eggs are
not desired•

-This list was'compiled by the Health" Ministry at the request of the Food Mlmstry
and approved by the latter. The mission understands the food will be distributed

It should hi-_ noted that the Japanese commitment consists largely of No. 5 wheat.

million bushels "- divided between. South Africa, Italy, Switzerland,
Norway.. . ., , ,. .

12 'million bushels - United Kingdom.
5 million bushels = 'Japan
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through'hospitals in the affected areas. to as many needy individuals as possible.
The Department of Trade and Commerce have informed us that powdered milk and
vitamin capsules are âvailable in Canada in reasonable quantities. ,..

11. There are certain objections to the *gift of such special foods which should be
mentioned. The first objection, which applies as much to wheat as to other foods, is
that Canada is in constant danger nowadays of being expected to relieve famine (in
Yugoslavia,'India or elsewhere) merely because we are large food producers; this
leads away from "ability=to-pay", on a national income basis, which is now the nor-
mal basis for United Nations appeals and which, broadly speaking, is the most
equitable:, The. second objection, which applies to foods from Canada other than
wheat, is that wheat is the only staple, foodstuff that is produced in Canada in large
quantities, that can be shipped readily to tropical areas, and that forms the basic diet
of the masses: of the population in certain areas of India. Any other.food that we
sent would scarcely touch the fringes of famine. Thus, our emphasis now should
perhaps be shifted from general foodstuffs as such and towards "specific health
foods and medicines". Here, again, we must be careful because we cannot under-
take to raise levels of nutrition all over the world. Whatever is done must be tied
closely to` the relief of the exceptional famine conditions in India. Otherwise we
might receive'similar requests from other Asian countries which we would not be
prepared to meet.

12. Nevertheless, it may still be desirable to make such a gift, partly" to meet the
increasing Canadian public opinion favouring government action on the Indian
food crisis. I think you have had in mind a gift of special foods quite apart from our
contribution to thé.Colombo Plan. They would not readily lend themselves to the
creation of counterpart funds, since they would normally be handed out rather thansold,

which ' would be the main Justification for tying in such 'â gift with the
Colombo scheme: Furthermore, there might be a variety of small items -being sentto

meet a temporary emergency. This means that a special appropriation'. would
have to be sought for this purpose.

N. Recommendations
13. Recommendation A.

As India's famine is essentially a grain crisis and as assured supplies from other
sources can, at best, only help to maintain an extremely low ration, I suggest that
Canada might endeavour to divert some higher grade wheat to India. The United
Kingdom might be approached in the first instance to see if it would forego some
eazly deliveries..The proposal could be put to the United Kingdom authorities. in
such a way that it would be entirely up to them to decide whether they could agree
to some diversion. A few months ago the United Kingdom did agree to divert to
India some wheat purchased in Australia and perhaps further diversion would not
be possible at this time.

14. It is assumed that if higher grade wheat is diverted, it will be financed out of
our contribution to the Colombo Plan. The Indian authorities have already told us
that they would, be prepared: to accept better grade wheat from the next crop in this
Way► and presumably they would also it sooner on the same basis. The Aus-



should be made for the time being.

tralian Government,' incidentally, is proposing to inake its allocation to India undér
the first year of the Colombo Plan in the - form of wheat.

15. You will no doubt wish to consult your Cabinet colleagues on this.
ï .« . . .. . .r + , I J , .. t . . . ..16.,

Recommendation -B:

' As an alternative to A, or'quite indepéndently of what comes of this recommen-
datiôn, 'it is suggested that a special gift of health foods and, medicines might be
mâde.. We doubt whether the Canadian'. Government 'should attempt to select the
speciâl foods or*medicines for shipment to India. It might be better to give a sum of
money to the Indian Government to enable it to purchasé itself such requirements
from Canadian sources. It would then have the responsibility for deciding what was
most needed, arranging purchasing and shipping, and eventual utilization in'India.
Such a gift would meet the demand madé in Canada for an urgent, concrete contri-
bution to the relief of the Indian famine.

17. I think you have had in mind a sum of $1,000,000 for such a purpose. This
you will also want to discuss'with your colleagues. If you wish, I a memorandum for
the Cabinet will be prepared on it. It should be added that there is no certainty that
a sum as large as $1,000,000 could be spent immediately in Canada on a limited
variety of special items such as vitamins and dried milk. The supply, position can-
not be accurately assessed unless the exact form in which such things are desired is
known. The simplest solution would be to give the money without requiring that it
be spent in Canada.

18. Recommendation C.
Until some définite decisions are taken on A and B it does not seem advisable to

say anything specific to the Canadian public on the action that may be contem-
plated by the Government. It is suggested therefore that the non-committal answers
prepared for your, signature to letters you have received, which are now in your
.office, might be sent out in their present form and that,no statement in Parliament

19. The Prime Minister, referrmng to the discussion at e in 30th,
1951, recalled that in reply to questions in the House 'of Commons on ent W^
the Sécre of State for External Affairs had indicated that the governm

`ex^^^ lorin he possibility of diverting to India some of the current CanadianP
I menti of the better'grades of wheat, and the'availability of other kinds of items

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from' Cabinet Conclusions

^ , . [Ottawa], June 25, 1951

th eeting M of MaY 24th,
INDIA; CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO ALL EVIATB FAMINE

• •
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particularly health foods - for Indian famine relief, and that it would be glad to
help in so far as it could with respect to private gifts for such relief.

Diversion of wheat to India had not proved possible. It was, however, under-
stood that India had now arranged r sufficient imports of. grain to meet shortages
until the end of the year, and that the rate of importation would be limited only by
the capacity. of Indian ports, which were already overtaxed., It had been suggested
that a special appropriation might be sought to permit a gift to India of _ up to $1
million to be spent immediately, in Canada if possible, on a limited variety of spe-
cial items, such as I vitamins and dried milk. Also, as a request had now been
received for the government to help pay the cost of transporting a private relief gift
to India, it had been suggested that the special appropriation might include provi-
sion for defraying ocean freight charges on private gifts.

Finally it had been suggested that, if: further questions were asked on these
points in the House, it might be indicated that India was now receiving all the
wheat it could handle and that a special appropriation was being sought for the two
purposes mentioned.

(Memorandum to the Prime Minister from the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs, June 23rd, ' 1951) fi
' 20. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the report of the Prime Minister regard-

ing relief for India and agreed that:

(a) if necessary, " it would be' indicated in the House of Cômmons; prior to
adjournment, that India was now understood to be receiving all the grain its ports
could handle, and that the government did not consider India's financial position to
be such as'to make it necessary. to seek a special appropriation to permit it to buy
special items,' such as vitamins and dried milk, in Canada, or to defray ocean
freight `charges for private Canadian relief donations;

(b) it should be indicatéd to those requesting government assistance in meeting
the costs of ocean transportation to India of private relief gifts that they should
make their own arrangements with shipping companies in conjunction with such
bodies as the Canadian Red Cross Society and the organization known as C.A.R.E.



[Ottawa], February 5, 1951

STEAMSHIP SUBSIDIES; "AORANGI"

6. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of June 13th, 1950,
said he had been informed by Canadian Pacific. Steamships that the Company were
considering an offer recently made by a Greek shipping company to purchase the
steamship Aorangi now used on the Canada-Australia-New Zealand route. ...

It would be recalled • that the Company had requested a three-way, Canadian,
Australian and New Zealand annual subsidy of $400,000 to continue the ship in
operation. Under subsidy. arrangements in effect prior to World War II, Canada had
provided 2/3 and Australia and New Zealand jointly 1/3 of the, subsidy, then
granted. It was to be noted in this connection that this ship could not make more
than rive or six round trips per annum and her life expectancy did not exceed seven
or eight yéârs. Passenger traffic represented 90 per cent and freight only 10 per cent
of total revenues. ',The, Company were not anxious to continue the service and
wishéd to âccept^the offér of the Greek"shipping companÿ provided the federal
government did not object.

During his recent visit to Ottawa, the Premier of New Zealand had made strong
representations for the continuation of the service provided by the Aorangi•

7. The Minister of Transport pointed out that, although the pre-war subsidy
arrangements were on a?J3 Canadian and 1/3 Australia-New Zealand participation,

_ the recent proposals would imply annual payments of $59,000 by Australia,
$29,000 by New Zealand and the residual $331,000 by Canada. This wouldreviously in
represent a much larger proportionate Canadian payment than those p
effeçt.

It was further to be noted that the subsidy requested was based on an esti e^t^ nt
Per

the income required to permit stockholders in the company to receive 5 1/2
returns on their investment. rating in

8..The Minister of Fisheries pointed out that ^eaonst Ahads been
mentlone

recent months at full passenger capacity in both direct

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

SUBVENTIONS POUR LA SOCIÉTÉ DE NAVIGATION AUSTRALIE-ASIE
SUBSIDIES FOR THE AUSTRALASIAN S7F.AMSHIP LINE

. . . • • '. ^ • .

Extrait des conclusions du:Cabinet-

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions
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when the subject was. discussed previously, this was the only_ passenger shipping
link between Canada, Australia and New Zealand. If the service were to be discon-
tinued, a major proportion of the traffic normally moving over this line would be
diverted to the United States with consequent loss not only to Canadian ships, but
also to Canadian railways.

9. The Secretary of State for External Affairs suggested, in view of the fact that
New Zealand had shown the greatest interest in maintaining this service, that Mr.
Holland might be asked to approach the Australian government with a view to
reaching agreement between them to provide 1/3 of the annual subsidy required. If
this were done, Canada might consider providing the remaining 2/3 of the subsidy.
,. 10. Mr. St-Laurent felt that from the purely practical point of view continuation
of this service did not appear to be sound . business. However, there were other
important considerations to be kept in mind such as the maintenance and strength-
ening of links between the free nations of the world, possible changes in the direc-
tion of world trade, and so on.

In communicating with New Zealand authorities in this matter, the Secretary of
State for External Affairs should probably make it clear that if Australia and New
Ze .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa], February 21 & 22, 1951

STEAMSHIp • ` to

aland agreed to assume responsibility for 1/3 of the subsidy, Canada would
attempt to negotiate a new agreement. for one year at an annual subsidy not in
excess and if possible below $400,000.

11. The Cabinet, after considerable further discussion, agreed that:
(a) the Secretary of State for External Affairs communicate immediately with

New Zealand authorities with a view to ascertaining whether Australia and New
Zealand jointly would be prepared to assume responsibility for 1/3 of the annual
subsidy required to continue the steamship Aorangi in service;

(b) if and when Australia and New Zealand agreed to such an arrangement Can-
ada would attempt to prevail upon Canadian Pacific Steamships to continue operat-ing the Aorangi for another year at a subsidy not in excess of and preferably below
$400,000; and, { .

"' (c) pénding conclusion of an agreement along these lines, Canadian Pacific
Steamships be 'requested to postpone the contemplated sale of the steamship.

SUBSIDY, AORANGI
26. The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of February19th,' 1951, reported that

the governments of Australia and New Zealand had nowI .
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agreed to assume responsibility for one-third of the subsidy required to continue the
- S.S. Aorangi , in operation for an other year on the Canada=Australia-New 'Zealand
,route. The Australian share would be approximatelÿ $100,000 and the New Zea-
land $33,000. The total subsidy involved would be approxiinately $400,000.

27. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the Minister of Transport 'issue a
stâtement to the press to the effect that satisfactory arrangements had been made by
thé governments of Canada, ' Australia and New Zealand to provide the subsidy
4required to continue the S.S. Aorangi in operation for anôther year on the Canada-

,.,r ,. . , ; . "..,.... .
0 16,

t n Voir/See Canada; Depaztment of External Affairs, Canadian Weekly Bulletin, Volume 6.

[Febcnary 23, 19511 p. 8. S' s 1932, NO. 2.

toms Act might, upon one month's notice to the New Zealan
applied to goods if their importation would seriously affect, the producers of similar

Dunng the last years e W111. p
nearly,equalled; annual consumption. Generally, it -has been necessary to import
only. marginal quantities to bridge the gap between the time when. the previous
.year's stocks of Canadian butter have been depleted and the beginning of new pro-
duction 'in , the Spring. The object of Canadian butter policy has been to seek an

1 is depleted
arrangement whereby butter is imported only when Canadian suppy ries
and to prevent such butter from entering the Canadian market and depressing p
jwhen Canadian supplies are adequate.
..J _.r i . , .. , . - . . , . . ,

History of Catuïda-New Zealand "Butter" Relations

,,,2. Un der, the Canadâ-New Zealand Trade Agreement of May 24th, 1932, New
Zealand was accorded a rate of 5 cents per und on butter." This rate is still in

effect,. (Other rates are: ; preferential, 8 entsintermediate, 12 cents; general, 14
'cents): Section IV of the Agreement provided that Section 6 of the Canadian Cus-d Government, be

PCO/Vo1.195
._.^ . . ... , ., , . _

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extériéures
our le premier ministre

Memorandum from, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Primé Minister . .. , ,

[Ottawa], April 20, 1951

THE IMPORTATION OF NEW ZEALAND BUTTER , INTO CANADA'

20 th a1 roduction-of butter in Canada has very

J" Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1932, W. 2JSee Canada, 1 reary ene ,
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goods in -Canada. At the time of the Agreement, Section 6 of the Customs Act
provided for, a dumping duty: ".

(1) When. the export price is less than thé domestic price in country of origin;
,(2) When a"fair market value" has been establishéd; under Section 43 of the

Customs Act, " fôr goods the entry of which is prejudicial to Canadian producers;
(3) In the case of goods from'countries of depreciated currencies, I when the Gov-

ernor in Council has, for customs purposes, fixed a rate of exchange higher than the
current rate.

3. The second provision ' for "arbitrary valuation" was withdrawn in respect to
Empire: Preference 'countries on November 25th, 1932 by amendment of the Cus-
toms Act. The third provision for "exchange dumping duties" was withdrawn in
1948, following Canada's adherence to G.A.T.T. The first provision is the only one
valid at present.

4. On March 13th, 1933, formal notice was given by Canada under Section IV.
When New Zeàland replied that remedial measures could not be taken, an
"exchange dumping - duty": . was applied." On August 19th, 1933, at a meeting
between The Hon. Mr. Forbes and The Hon. H.H. Stevens, it was agreed to place
before the respective Governments a proposal that Canada should waive dumping
duties on New Zealand butter if New Zealand would export only with the prior
consent of the Canadian Government and sell at' a price not less than a minimum
set by Canada. This did not lead to a lasting arrangement. By December, 1933,
New Zealand exporters were accepting orders for butter without the New Zealand
Government having obtained prior permission from Canada and it was necessary;
after an exchangeof notes in January, 1934, to 'reinvoke Section IV.

5. At first it prôved sufficient to impound the butter ''and release it within the thirty
day period as and where it'could be absorbed by the market. In March, 1934, how-
ever, and for the, following three years, dumping duties were applied when
necessary. .

6.In 1937 the New Zealand Government, dissatisfied with the quantity of butter
which Canada was taking, asked for removal of dumping duties and admission of a
specified

minimum quantity.' In -September, 1937,. Canada offered to cancel the
dumping duty if New Zealand would return to the 1933 arrangement whereby but-
ter wôuld be shipped only when Canada indicated a need and only to the extent of
that need. - New . Zealand rejected the proposal, fearing the loss of even the small
trade she then enjoyed.' - .

7• In 1938 the question of entry without'dumping duty was again raised by New
Zealand,`In a note of July 29th, 1938, the Canadian Government offered to abolish
"change dumping duties on butter "if or when, in the opinion of the Canadian
Government : shipments of butter threatened the interests of Canadian producers,thé'Nëw

,
Zealand Government would restrict shipments of butter

.
to Canada to rea-

sonable and satisfacto
8 In a telegrârn?of Auproportions".

gust 8th, 1938, the New Zealand Prime Minister replied:
"Althôugh y

our telegram of July 6th contained no reference to possible restric-
ons of butter as condition to abolition of exchange dumping duty, my Government
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appreciates^ the desiré' of your Government to ^ afford reasonable safeguards to the
interest of Canadian producers. Accordingly, my Government are prepared to take
all possible steps_ to, meet any reasonable requests from the Canadian Government
regarding the limitation of shipments from New Zealand, but trust that no such
measures will be necessary. It will be.understood that should any difficulty arise in
giving effect to any, such requests, the matter may form the subject of consultation
with the' view to arriving at mutually satisfactory 'arrangements."

9. The introduction of wartime controls had the effect of suspending this arrange-
ment, but it was never formally terminated as the method of procedure for normal
times. P.C. 2138 of May 23rd,.1940, established the; Dairy Products Board with
authority to 'prohibit'the importation of butter into. Canada without a permit. In
May, ' 1947; the Dairy Products Board was withdrawn from the National Emergency
Transitional Powers Act and was established under the Agricultural Products Act,
1947.

.. , ^ . . . . . . . .. . , . . . . . . . . . .. . j 1 ^ .
^ . . ' { . . . . .,

.

GATT.- The Present Position
10. On January la Canada and New Zealand provisionally implemented the Gen-

eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The General Agreement established princi-
ples of commercial behavior judged to be in the best interests of all the Contracting
Parties. :The General Agreement permits the. application of dumping duties, for
example, when the selling price of butter in New Zealand is higher than the price nt
which it is being offered for export to Canada. This is not the. case at the present
time. Arbitrary .valuation for. duty and exchange dumping duties are forbidden

under GATT.
; . .

11. Canada has legislative authority under the Export and Import Permits Act

(1947) to prohibit import of limited classes of goods. However, the provisions of

GATT impose the following limitations on the use of this power:
(a) Import controls of this kind may be exercised onlÿ when the commodity con

cerned qualifies as an exception under Article XIX "Emergency Action on Imports
of Particular Products". or, Article XX "General Exceptions". Article XIX 1(a) pro-
vides for the suspension of obligations incurred in the Agreement "if any product is
being imported into the territory of that Contracting Party in such increased quanti-
ties and under such conditions as to cause or. threaten serious injury. to domestic

producers in that territory of like or competitive products".
1 .(b) - Before such restrictive action is taken, however, prior consultation with the
country affected is normally required. If this is not possible, there must bd consulta-cons ders
tion immediately after taking such action. Further, if the affected country
the -action injurious to it, retaliatory action may, be taken._ . :
Re^ènt Disctissiônswith New Zealand
'•:12. .On December 29th, 1950, the Minister of Ag culture informed Cabinetlnd

private Canadian importers had contrâcted for a large shipment of New ^isced

butter which was en route to Canada. He stated that if such a shipment were P ro-
indiscriminately on the Canadian market; it'might endanger our price suppcui ural
gram: He felt that it was' essentiâl that this butter be delivered to the Agort controls; it
Prices Support Board and, if this could be done only by applying imp
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was desirable that these should be, applied and: made effective for butter : already
under contract.

13. The Minister of Agriculture was able to make informal arrangements with the
importers to deliver. the New Zealand butter to the APSB. To prevent 'further situa-'
tions of this sort, the -Minister asked and received Cabinet approval on January
15th, 1951, for import control of butter. An enabling Order-in-Council was passed
on January 24th. " . '

14.-: Meanwhile, the New Zealand High Commissioner, in a letter of January
22nd,t having,heard of the discussions, asked that no formal steps be takèn until
his Government had been given a chance to express its views. In a further letter of
January 26thj he drew attention to the exchange of telegrams in July-August;
1938, and stated, on instructions from his Government,'that the understanding then
reached was considered to be still in operation and that, if the Canadian Govern-
ment were concerned about importation of New Zealand butter, the way was open
for consultations.

15: In view of this understanding which had apparently been overlooked in
Ottawa, Cabinet, on January 26th, rescinded the Order-in-Council placing butter
under import control. Later, informal discussions were held with the New Zealand
Prime Minister when he visited Ottawa in February.

The Present Contrôversy ,
16. Although'the Minister of Agriculturelis apparently prepared to continue the

1938 understanding, he is anxious to extend its terms and has asked this Depart-
ment to obtain the agreement of the New Zealand Government not to export butter
to Canada without first advising the Canadian Government of the prospective quan-
tity available for such movement and without obtaining the prior agreement of the*
Canadian Government. The Canadian Government would then reserve the right to:

(a) allow importation of the butter through • the normal channels of trade;
(b) request that the butter be sold only to the Canadian Government for their own

account and distribution; .,
(c) ask that the movement of butter to Canada be deferred.
17. Before an. approach was made to the New Zealand Government, their High

Commissioner in Ottawa wrote to the Prime Minister asking for confirmation of
the Canadian Government that it is our understanding "that the 1938 texts con-
tained no mention of formal advice to 'the Canadian Government of proposals to
sell butter-- nor of obtaining the approval of the Canadian Government before
Proceeding with negotiations with importers".

18.
This is where the matter now stands. The question arises: how far can we

insist that the New Zealand Government accept our request for prior notification
without retreating from our commitmerits ' under GATT? There are two points I
Ellght suggest in this 'regard.

(1)Itis .:. : .•-,^
perfectlÿ in order to request the New Zealand Governme I nt for prior

notification and request that they obtain prior consent before shipping. If New Zea-
land would voluntarily agree to this proposal it would be our understanding that she
would be giving tacit agreement not to question the implémentation of such com-
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mitments at the Sessions of the Contracting Parties to GATT. Thus the arrangement
would be à bilateral one entirely 'apart from any commitment which either they or
we may have under. GATT., ; : ; . . ._ . .. , . . .

(2) If New Zealand does'not agree with our proposal, and if we wish to insist that
our requirements be, met, we * shall be facéd with a difficult situation under GATT.
Our proposals are' clearly not in accordance with GATT principles; none of the
escape clauses cover the case exactly. Since we have taken a leading part in GATT
and have - .constantly pressed for a strict construction of the General Agreement, we
should find ourselves in an extremely embarrassing position at future Sessions of
the Contracting Parties. In addition, such action would remove the basis for future
Canadian complaints against other GATT countries (e.g., our annual potato prob-
lem.with the United States). , : : . :

19. Our conclusion is that it would be worthwhile asking the New Zealand Gov-
ernnaent to agree to our proposals, but if they refuse, it would be most unwise to
insist. The New Zealand Government has been cooperative in the past and appar-
ently. appreciates , the Canadian situation. Therefore, it , would seem preferable to
make use of informal devices to meet difficult situations.

20., In addition; while GATT does not give* adequate year in-year out protection, it
does provide adequately for situations which cause hardship to Canadian producers
- as does the 1938 agreement. The relief may be applied only after the first symp-
toms appear, but it would seem preferable to take this risk than to jeopardize our

integrity as am' GATT
,r. A.D.P. H[EENEY1sa..'._ . . , ^ . . .. , . . . . .. . .

605. DEA/5909-40

Note du greffier du Conseil privé et secrétaire du Cabinet
' -t, pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures i

Memorandum from Clerk of Privy Council and Secretary to Cabinet
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa; May 5, 1951

NEW ZEALAND BUTIER
Gardiner

The Prime Minister has now received the views of Mr. Howe and Mr.

concerning the I reply that should be sent to Mr.. Hislop's letter of April 4 about the

interpretation of the agreement with New Zealand on butter. Mr., Howe simp Y

express ed _the view that the terms of the agreement of 1938 were
adequate without

any new understanding concerning prior agreement for importation. A coPY of W'

Gardiner's lettert is attached hereto. Mr. Pickersgill has sent me a memprandum

concerning the çorrespondence, the essential portion of which is as follows:
, . .. , xr .. i. . . ', •^ ... .

-
. . .. .. , .. .

"54 Ce document a' aussi été parafé par 'I..B.P[earson]. ,
' This document was also inidalkd by L.B.P[eazson].

i
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."I gather that Mr. St. Laurent's impression was that, rather than reply to Mr.
Hislop himself, it would be preferable.to have Mr. Pearson deal with him either

N.A. R[OBERTSON]

ss Voir Canada,
Chambie des Communes, Débats, le 27 avril 1951, pp. 2506-2507.

See Canada, House of Commons, Debates, April 27, 1951, pp. 2448-2449. -

tributed through the trade 'on the same price arrangement as - Canadian butter".
My , understanding and that of Mr. Sharp of Trade and Commerce; to whom I

have 'spoken; '. is'that the plan is to have all butter imports by the Dairy Products
Board and none by the trade. The best way of doing this would be to have butter
placed under import control on the basis that permits would be issued only to the
Board. If this is done; it means thafthe question as to the interpretation of the 1938
agreement is academic for two years 'at least.' I do not think that such a policy
would be any = surprise to the New Zealand government. Mr. Perry Of the High
Commissioner's office spoke to Gordon Robertson about the matter the other day
and on'being told that the above was likely to be the way in which'the policy would
be carried out he'said that it was what they themselves had I assumed aftér reading
Mr. Gardiner 's Statement. ' ' .

_"The government has asked 'the dairy products board to make a survey of the
carryover as of December 1 in each year, ^and, if it is found that there is not
sufficient butter to carry the consumers through to April 1 with a normal carry-
over, that the board negotiate with those countries whose butter is admitted to
Canada on arrangement at apreferred duty for any amount required to be dis-

Since the above exchanges of view, Mr. Gardiner has made his statement of
April 27 about the floor price for butter in the next two years.SS In the course of it,
he said:

merce beforé doing so".

what reply Mr. Pearson should make to Mr. Hislop. I presume he will wish in
any case to consult the Ministers of Agriculture, Finance and Trade and Corn-

by letter or interview. I am not sure whether the• Cabinet conclusions will show

As the matter has not been definitely cleared up in the Cabinet, the best course
niight be for you to raise it there on the basis that you have to send some reply to
the High Commissioner. If a policy of import control for two years is definitely
decided on perhaps Mr. Hislop could simply be informed of the position and told
that it puts the previous discussion out of date.
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,TOP SECRET [Ottawa], June 26, 1951

BUTTER; IMPORT CONTROL

,12. The Minister of Agriculture, referring to discussion at.the meeting of May
16th, 1951, suggested that a decision on import control policy for butter,was desira-
ble. There were indications that private traders were interested in importing butter

, at the present time.
-Production figures showed that, while output was lower in the early months of

1951 than in the same period of 1950, it had turned up since the second week in
,May. At the same time consumption from February to May showed a decrease of
6.5 ^percent from 1950. : Storage stocks of butter as of June ' 1 st were 16,109,000
pounds. This was about 16 million pounds below the same date in 1950 but only
. 5,500,000 pounds below. the past 5-year average from that date. In the. circum-
,stances, there appeared a reasonable likelihood that sufficient butter would be pro-
duced in 1951 to meet domestic demand. If it seemed, however, that a deficiency
was likely to develop, the. government could review the situation at, December 1st
and arrange for any needed imports. It was recommended that. the proposed Ag ri-
-cultural Products Board be established as the exclusive importer,. of butter into,Can-
ada and that this be done by designating butter as subject to import control under
the Export and Import Act with the understanding that import licences would be
issued only to the board.

; ,.

An explanatory memorandum was.circulated.
(Minister's memorandum,• June 25, 1951 -*Cab. Doc.-182-51)t

13. The Prime Ministér said it seemed clear that an import'policy was necessary
along the lines suggested. It was important to ensure, however, that a situation
should not develop in which the board would not have sufficient butter to s h pbe
consumers at the floor price plus carrying charges. In order that the matter mi8
kept under constant review, it would be desirable to have weekly statistical reports
on butter production and stocks sent to the Secretary to the Cabinet for distribution
to ministers.

14. The Cabinet; after discussion: reed that
(a) approved the recommendation of the Minister of Agriculture and agreed

butter be designated as subject to import control under the Export and Import A
,with the understanding that, subject to the establishment of the Agricultural Prd^
ucts Board as recommended, import licences would be issued only to the bo d
and, stocks in

agreed that weekly statistical reports on butter production and on r
t^ to

(b)
hand in Canada be provided by, the Department of Agriculture to the Sec
the Cabinet for the information of ministers.

^
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Extrait des conclusions du' Cabinet
. . . . ^ . . ..
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS BOARD; POLICY ON
IMPORTATION OF BUTTER

problems in connection with government' sales.

16. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of June 26th, 1951,
said consideration had now been given by representatives of the Departments of
Agriculture, Finance and Trade 'and Commerce, to 'the proposal to'establish an
Agricultural Products Board and to the policy on importation of butter.

There were felt to be objections to acting under the Emergency Powers Act to
establish the Board, although it might be unavoidable in the circumstances. As no
funds had been appropriated either for the Board or for the importation of butter,
thë' proposal to place butter under control with permits to be ' issued only 'to the
board would amount to a prohibition on imports for the time being. It was also
pointed out that it would be necessary for the Cabinet to take decisions as to the
quantity of butter that should be imported -and that -there would be complex price

N the Department of Agriculture investigate with the

Jr,18 • ^e Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approval the report of the Prime
%nister and agreed that:

(a) action be deferred on the establishment of the. Agricultural Products Board
and the designation of butter under the Export and Import Permits Act;

n s to finance the opérations vf the Board and to cover im orts of butter '' i

(Memorandum, Secretarÿ to the Cabinet, Jul}i-4, and ^attached revised Agricul=fâral
' Products Board Regulations = Cab. Doc.' 188-51)t17,. ;: . . . . . . _'.

Mr. St-Zaûrënt pointed out that,, if it were later decided to have the Board
established by Order under the Emergency Powers'Act, it should be on the under=
stand ing'that specific legislation for the purpose would be substituted for the Order
at the next session of Parliament at ^ the same time as an appropriation was soughtfor^ d ,.

An explanatory memoran dum` was circulated.

az Regulations:,. , ; .

ew Zealand authorities the possibility of making arrangements for the importation
of up to 10 million pounds of butter during the next winter and ' that no definite
decisions about the. Board or import policy be taken until the supply situation was
somewhat clearer about the end of July. At that time,'an Order under the Emer-gency. pdwers' Act might be thought desirable, possibly to take effect September
1st. If. it were passed, certain - modifications would be necessary . in the proposedBo d
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(b) the Department of Agriculture discuss with New Zealand representatives ten-
tative arrangements for the importation of up to 10 million pounds of butter for
delivery during the winter of 1951-52; and,

(c) the domestic supply situation be considered further, along with the results of
the discussions with New Zealand représentatives, at the end of July to determine
whether action should bé taken to establish the Agricultural Products Board and to
place butter under import control, on the understanding that any action so taken
irivolving the Emergency Powers Act would be only for an interim period until
specific legislation could be passed and appropriation sought at the next session of
Parliament.

608. L.B.P./Vol.7
• . , <<. .
L'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au. secrétaire d'État aux Afj`aires extérieures... , .
Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
_. , . . .

SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, July 25, 1951

Dear Mr. Pearson:
I thought that before returning you would like to know some of the details about

the butter problem, which I gather, has been engaging more of the Prime Minister's
attention than any other subject.for the past few weeks.

You will remember that in the spring there was a good deal of anxiety over the
possibility that declining butter production might lead to much higher prices. At a
Cabinet meeting in June after you left this anxiety led to a proposal that the Gov-
ernment should set up a board to buy butter abroad and that the new organization
should be authorized to make purchases at once. Mr. Gardiner resisted this propo-
sal, arguing . that, in fact, an upswing in butter production was already noticeable.
With that facility in juggling figures at which he is so adept,'he forecast that there
would be a 5% increase this year in butter production over last year's figures and
that this would be accompanied by a 5% decrease in total Canadian requirements.
Undér thosé circumstances no imports would be nécessary. As a'result of this spe-
cial pleading, the Cabinet dëcided to defer any;purchases abioad until the trend of
domestic production could be' ascertained more clearly.

.Mi. Gardiner's optimistie production 'forecâsts were resoundingly falsified very
shortly âfter he made them: Earlier this month ' it became known that the figures for
MâyJ and June, showed . à' still_ further drop in ^Cânadian butter production; and ûi
figures for, the first two• weeks of 'July have been even more disappointing. About
the middle of the month thelead of the New Zealand Dairy Products Board Was in
Ottawa and advantage was ; taken of his visit, to explore the New Zealand suPPly
position: When it was learned that'virtuall}i all of New Zealand's exportable sur.
plus had already'beén committed to other countries, there was great consternation-
^, . . .

^^ ^
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It seems that this year, by 'exception, even countries such as Ire land and Switzer-
land, which normally export butter, have been in the market for it. At the present
time New Zealand has only some 20 million tons for'sale.' Even if we could obtain
all that remains; that would only cover Canadian requirements for some three
weeks.

At its meétirig 'a'week ago on the 18th July Cabinet, therefore, decided (in Mr.
Gardiner's absence) that the Canadian Commercial Corporation should buy imme-
diately 10 million tons of New Zealand butter and should take an option on 5 mil-
lion additional tons. When Mr. Gardiner learned of this decision he hit the roof. He
gôt in touch with Mr. Howe and protested so vigorously that Mr. Howe decided not
to carry out the Cabinet decision, at least for the time being. I gather that the Prime
Minister and Mr. Howe both felt that the purchases should be made but yielded
reluctantly to Mr. Gardiner's pressure.

Mr. Gardiner is returning to.Ottawa next week and a meeting of Cabinet to con-
sider this question has been called for the lst August. It seems likely that the deci-
sion made on the 18th July will be confirmed. Even so, it is by no means certain
that the quantities of New Zealand butter which are required cannow be procured.
The world supply situation' is so tight that New Zealand availabilities are being
rapidly whittled down. In addition, of course, New Zealand will be in a very, strong
position to set a stiff price..,

You know, so well the symbolic importance of butter in Can adian politics, and its
effect on political fortunes in many constituencies that I don't need to elabôrate the
importance of this issue. However, you might perhaps want to be reminded of the
way in which butter prices affect consumers as . well as producers. Inability to buy
abroad and consequent shortages in Canada will inevitably, lead to higher prices;
and a rise in butter prices is reflected very markedly in. the cost-of-living index. For
example, an increase of 9 cents in butter prices produces a rise of one point in the
cost-of-living index.

There is no reason at all why you should trouble yourself over this issue while
You are away. But I thought that you would like to know about it before you gotback.

With all best wishes.

Yours sincerely,
'Dow [LEPAN)
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Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP, SECRET
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[Ottawa], July 31, 1951

.,. ,. . ' ^ ' • , ' . . .r ^. . i <.

, . -.. A.. , ..
... , . . ,... .. .. . . . . ` ..i` - .. .. '

BUTTER; IMPORTATION; DOMESTIC PRICE POLICY

,1..The Minister of Agriculture, referring to discussion at the meeting of July 24th,
1951, submitted a memorandum concerning the butter. position in . Canada.

Copies were circulated:
(Minister's memorandum, July 31, 1951 = Cab. Doc: 200-51) j'

2: ltTr.Gardinerpointed out that butter stocks on' May l st; 1951, were 10.2 n&
lion pounds: This was close to the normal situation'for,the years from 1939-1951
when quantities in storage on that date had averaged 9.6 million pounds. Records
'suggested that the, government should not' be setting up conditions that would leave
a surplus of more than there was on hand on May 1 st, 1951. However, leaving the
exceptional purchases of 1948-49 out of account, there "wass nothing either wrong or
unusual about 'a storage of 32.1 million pounds on July - 1 st, 1951.

-'::Discussions with. New Zealand representatives indicated that their Co-operative
Board hâd sold the United Kingdom 85 per cent of the N.Z. exportable surplus,
estimated at 215 - 225 million pounds, at a price I of approximately 39 cents Cana-
`dian'funds f.o.b. New Zèaland ports. This would be at the rate of 41 1/4 cents a
pound laid down at Halifax.- It appeared that New Zealand - was prepared to, sell
Canada 10 million or more pounds of butter 'At 58 ,cents â pound. The duty pald cost
1would'be 63 cents a pound. - This `price appéared to be too high, in relation to the;.. ^. .
price paid by the United Kingdom.

If it was thought that some butter 'should be purchased from New Zealarid, it
should not be more than 10 million pounds. There should also be an anriouncemént
that, for three or four months at least, the government would pay an incentive price
to Canadian producers which was slightly higher than thé trade had paid to date.
This, together with purchases .from New Zealand, would put more butter on the
market in Canada than ^was requiréd.. If a plan along these lines were to be fol-
lowed, the Agricultural Products Board, the establishment of which had been rec-
ommended previously, should- be given authority to purchase all imported butter
under a system of permits.

3. The Minister of Trade and Commerce thought that, as all purchases at present
were well abové the floor price of 58 cents, i would be undesirable to raise -An
floor. Account had to be taken of the effect of butter prices on the cost of living
announcement would be made shôrtly that the index for June had gone up by 3•5
points. From January to July the increase was 15 points, of which food madeas o f the
points. Butter alone was res * nsible for .6 of a point of increase. He w
pinion that it was not desirable for the government to remain in the position of
determining the amount of butter to be gmported. The best course might be tO

ir
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announce that importations would not be restricted and to allow the trade to bring
in whatever butter it could secure at such prices as might be available.

4. The Prime Minister believed that, if the importation of butter was thrown
entirely open to the trade, there.might be a feeling by producers that this. would
cause them substantial injury. At the 'sàme time, it was not desired, particularly, to
increase domestic production 'of butter if, farmers had satisfactory alternative out-
lets. The only government obligation was to enable the domestic producer to rely
on the Canadian market to whatever extent it was profitable for him to do so, hav-
ing regard to other types of production and sources of income.

In assessing the present supply position, it did not appear to be valid to base
conclusions on the situation that had prevailed several years back when conditions
weré ver}► different.' On May 1st, 1950, there had been 28 million pounds in stock.
In the spring of 1951, although there were still 10 million pounds on hand, this did
not prevent a sérious jump in prices: It seemed clear that under present marketing
conditions a carry-over of 10 million pounds could not be regarded as adequate.

It âppeared from the 1950-51 experience that it was necessary for the govern-
ment to have substantial stocks of butter under its own control if prices were not to
get out of hand in thé spring. In the circumstances; 'a possible course might be to
purchase 10 million 'poimds of butter from New Zealand at the offered, price of 58
cents per pound c.i.f. Halifax which, with duty, would result in a price I of 63 cents.
In addition, an 'option might'be taken on another 10 million pounds but on the
declared basis that, if 10 million pounds of butter were received by the government
from domestic production at 63 cents per pound, the option would not be exercised.
Under this proposal the government,would not stand ready to buy unlimited quanti-
ties of butter at 63 cents and it would have to be made clear that the government
was not raising the floor price to that figure. It would simply be an offer open until
10 million pounds had been received. In purchasing butter'at that figure the govern-
ment policy would be to resell in Febrtiaryor March at the lowest possible figure
--^ the purchase price plus carrying .charges.

5• The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed that:
(a) negotiations be entered into with New Zealand for the purchase of 10 million

pounds of butter at 58 cents per pound c.i.f. Halifax or Montreal, and for an option
to purchase such additional amount of butter as might be available up to 10 million
pounds; I

(b) in"announcing its decision, the'government state that it would be prepared to
buy butter from domestic production at 63 cents per pound until 10 million pounds
had been received and that, if that amount of butter were received, it would not
exercise the option to purchase from New Zealand;

(c) the governmént indicate that butter imported from New Zealand or purchased
out of domestic production would be held for sale at a later date preferably after
February lst, 1952, at cost plus carrying charges; and,

(d) the Minister of Agriculture submit to the Cabinet for subsequent approval a
draft announcement t6 the ^above effect and such, additional measures as might be
necessary to implement the policy. # . 1. ^ .
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decision to have the Agricultural Products Board purchase up to 10 million pounds
of butter for importation into Canada and to take an option on an additional amount
up to. .10 million pounds at a' price not to. exceed 63 cents per pound, landed in
Montreal. Further negotiations with New Zealand showed that the price presently
being, asked there would be over 63 cents.; It appeared that 3 million pounds of
butter could be bought from Denmark at a landed price of 60.3 cents and that an
option might be possible on an additional 3 million pounds. Butter had been offered
from the Netherlands at 64 cents and it might be possible to secure some at a lower
price..

The Deputy Minister of Agriculture had 'reported butter consumption to be down
by 9 per cent in July and production up by. 4 per. cent, as compared with 1950.
Butter stocks had improved between July 1 st and August 1 st, by 2,873,000 pounds.
It has also been found that import orders placed by the private trade prior to August
Ist amounted to 4,424,000 pounds. In the circumstances, it was suggested that con-
sideration might be given to reducing purchases by the Agricultural Products Board
from 10 million pounds to 6 million pounds. It was also suggested that the price for
domestic purchases be set at 64 cents per pound basis delivery Montreal.

2. Mr. St-Laurent pointed out that the decision to buy up to 10 million pounds of
butter abroad and také an option on an additional 10 million pounds had been taken
at a'well-attended Cabinet meeting. It should probably not be altered without fur'
ther+consideration by a majority of ministers. The same applied to the domestic
purchase price, which had been set tentatively at, 63 cents to equal the expected
duty-paid cost 'of imported butter:

An explanatory document was circulated.
(Letter, Deputy Minister of Agriculture to the Secretary to the Cabinet, August

14;-.Cab. Doc. 210-51; letter, Deputy Minister of Agriculture to the Prime Mins-
ter, August,15; memoranda, Secretary to the Cabinet to the Prime Minister, AuBust
15)t

3. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that:

:;. (a) formal direction be given to 'the Agricultural Products Board to purchase up to
10.million pounds of butter from other countries and to take an option on adéinot ô
quantities up to 10 million pounds; the price of purchase and the option pn

reported that a submission to Council had been prepared to implement the previous
-I.-The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of July 31st, 1951,

t
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exceed 63 cents per pound,' landed in Montreal; an Order in .Council to be passed
accordingly; and,

(b) no decision be takën to reduce purchases abroad to 6 million pounds or to set
the price for domestic pùrchases of butter at 64 cents per pound without full consid=
eration by the Cabinet.

(Order in Council P.C. 4210, Aùgust•-15, 1951)'

611. PCO

Extrait des conclusions dci Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], August 29, 1951

, i,.

BUTTER; REPORT ON IMPORTS AND PROPOSED ARRANGEMENTS FOR SALE;

PROCEDURE FOR PURCHASE OF DOMESTIC BUTTER

L The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of August 22nd,
1951, said a report had.been'received from the Department of Agriculture that the
Agricultural Products Board had now purchased, for impôrt, 10 million pounds of
butter = 3 million from Denmark and the same quantity from Sweden at 60.3 cents
per pound, 1 million from the Netherlands at 60 cents and 3 million from 'New
Zealand at 63 cents = all prices duty-paid, c.i.f. Montreal. Negotiations were pro-
ceeding for options on an additional 10 million pounds: The European butter would
be'up to Canadian'standards but there was some uncertaintÿ as to its storing quality
and acceptability to the Canadian trade. For these reasons, it was proposed to put
the European butter into consumption shortly after it landed and to take from the
Canadian trade in return equal quantities of Canadian butter in store. To do' this, it
would be necessary, to pay the trade approximately 2'cents per pound.

Funds for the •purchase of imported butter were being made available by the
Canadian Commercial Corporation but they could not be used to purchase domestic
butter. The only. source of funds appeared to be the Agricultural Prices Support
account and itwas recommended that the government authorize the Agricultural
Pries Support Board to prescribe â price of 63 cents per pound for the purchase of,,,.+ .^ - -• - - .

An explanatory memorandum was circulated.
---^•^ u^all im rruiiion pounas or t-anaaian outte

(Memorandum, Secretary to the Cabinet, Aug. 29, 1951 - Cab. Doc. 223-51) j'

imports and domestic purchases of butter and agreed that:
2• The Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approval the report concerning

(a) the Agricultural Products Board be authorized to make arrangements with the
butter trade to put European butter into consumption shortly after it landed, to take
in return equal quantities of Canadian butter in store and, for this purpose, to pay to
the trade up to 2 cents per pound as required; and,
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(b) the Agricultural Prices 'Support Board be *authorized: to purchase, first grade
creamery butter produced in Canada at 63 cents per pound basis delivery; Halifax,
Saint John,, Montreal and Toronto and 62 cents per pound basis,delivery Vancou-
ver; purchases at such prices to be not in excess of 10 million, pounds; an Order in
Council to be passed -accordingly.

(Order in Council P.C. 4557, August 29, 1951.):

612.:

Ottawa, September 4, 1951

NEW ZEALAND PROTEST CONCERNING BUTTER '

Attached is a despatch which 'has just been received from the High` Commis-
sioner for' New Zealand conveying an- expression of dissatisfaction` from the Gov-
ernment of , New. Zealand about the recent^ handling of butter purchases by this. ._ . . , , : ,. . .
country.

The sequence of, negotiations is set forth from the New Zealand point of view.
While a number of, grounds for dissatisfaction are advanced, the core of it is that
New Zealand had refrained from making sales to the private butter trade, although
approached with offers,'because of the, understanding, that the. Canadian govern-
ment wished to have 'sales made only after., prior • agreement by the government.
Accordingly, they suffered injury when private traders placed orders in other coun-
tries which are to be left without interference and subsequently when the Agricul-
tural Products Board purchased the bulk of its butter from countries other than New
Zealând: They claim that New Zealand was not given â. first preférence in the Cana-
diadmarket as they had understood they would be given and that the action of the
Agricultural Products Board is contrâryi to both'the spirit and the letter of the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Tràde.'(Froin a quick look at Article 17 (which is on
non-discrimination)'I`dô not 'think'this , last. point is to be taken seriously)

the negoi-While we have never had a clear report on exactly what took place in t

ations,.it would appear probable; ; that New. Zealand has some ground to feel
aggrieved if, in fact, sales were not made to private traders out of deference for
their" understanding of the Canadian government position with I regard to prior
approval of imports. S ; . ..,

So far as the Agricultural Products Board's purchases are concerned,`it is ^fh^
cult to see that they. can 'claim New Zealand. was not given first preference. MY
understanding is that they were, in fact,'given first preference but that they were not
prepared to meet prices that could be secured from other sources.' On the queSuon

PCO/Vo1.195

Note du greffier du Conseil privé et secrétaire du Cabinet
pour le premier ministre..,. . .., _;

Memorandum from Clerk 'of Privy Council and Secretary to Cabinet
to Prime Minister

^^
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of price, there is one small mystery in that, the Department of Agriculture report to
the Cabinet, on August 15 ,.was . that 'the New Zealand landed price, in -Montreal
would be over 63¢ per pound while- the despatch states that New Zealand stood
ready to provide butter at 58¢ c.i.f. Montreal, which would be 63¢ with the addition
of duty.

It is indicated that the Chairman of, the New Zealand Dairy Products Marketing
Commission will be visiting Ottawa on September 8 and hoping to discuss butter
with representatives, of the Canadian government. Perhaps the sense of grievance
could be met if some options were taken on a certain amount of New Zealand but-
ter or if specific purchases could be made for future delivery.:,The original Cabinet
intention was that we should be in a position to have 20 million pounds of imported

,butter during the coming season. At the present date, -10 million pounds have been
bought_ by the -Agricultural Products Board and„ 4 1/2 million pounds by the trade.
We would almost. certainly not be in. a surplus position if another 5 1/2 million
pounds were bought from New Zealand for. future delivery. That would be less than
a week's supply.

I am having this matter placed on the agenda for discussion by the Cabinet,
tomorrow. The Department of External Affairs. is. having copies of the despatch
circulated to all Ministers directly concerned. I believe the Department of Agricul-
ture is preparing a memorandtim f odthe question and I shall try to see that it is
available for tomorrow..

N.A: R[OBERTSON]

, •- [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE],

'Le haut-commissaire de la 'Nouvelle-Zélande ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of New Zealand
,to Secretary of State for Extémal Affairs

Ottawa, September 1, 1951

I desire, pürsuant to the instructions of my Government; to draw the attention of
the Government of Canada to the contracts recently made by the Canadiain Agricul-
tural Products Board for the importation of butter into Canada for the current sea-
son. I am instrûcted to say that in.view of the agreement upon this subject made
between our respective Governments in 1932 and renewed in an exchange of letters
in"1938 followed by a personal conference , of our. respective Prime Ministers in
1951 which declared the said agreement as still operative, and in view of the recent
negedations and discussions between the Chairman of the New Zealand Dairy
Products

Marketing Commission, Mr.'W.W. Marshall, and the representatives of
the Government of Canada, and, mindful of the warm feelings of friendship that
e-list between the' people 'of your country and mine, manifested alike in peace andi

waz, my Government, with` 'great regret, feels impelled to make known to your
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government its feelings of grave disquiet and dissatisfaction concerning the negoti-
ations and subsequent allocation of contracts above, referred to for. the import of
butter into Canada. It is desired that the following representations be regarded as
préliminary, pending the arrival here on 8 September of Mr. Marshall, Chairman of
the New Zealand Dairy Products Marketing Commission, to whom it is desired
there be given the opportunity of discussing upon his arrival this and relevant mat-
ters with the. representatives ofthe Canadian Government.

I proceed, under my instructions,' to give the following, précis of the matters
leading up to the negotiations and of the negotiations themselves in respect of the
conduct and results of which this letter is presented to you.

(1) During the visit of the Rt. Hon. -S.G.' Holland to Canada in January last, the
butter situation was discussed by him with the Rt. Hon. L.S. St. Laurent and the Rt.
Hon: C.D.* Howe. It is our understanding thât Mr. St."' Laurent assured Mr. Holland
'that the terms of the 1938 exchange of letters still field good and Mr. Holland gave
appropriate assurances on New Zealand's behâlf.`It is,my ^understanding also that
Mr. Howe assured Mr. Holland that if Canada required butter, New Zealand would
get first preference for any orders placed.

J2) During, May' last, Mr. Marshall 'interviewed officials and traders in Canada
and ascertained that, on estimates made at that time,r Canada would need about 20
million pounds of imported butter. This estimate was confirmed to the Hon. C.M.
Bowden, New Zealand Minister of Customs, when the latter visited Canada.

(3) The New Zealand Dairy Products Marketing Commission, during the ensuing
discussions in the United Kingdom for the purchase of New Zealand dairy products
by the United Kingdom, took steps to reserve additional quantities of butter for sale
outside the United Kingdom : contract so. as. to be 'able to meet Canada's
requirements. ; . '

(4) Pressing offers to purchase New Zealand butter were received from Canadian
importers both during and subsequent to' the "negotiations in the United Kingdom
but these were declined in order to fit iri'with Canadian Government policy.

(5) On 12 and 13.July, Mr. Marshall had discussions with the Rt. Hon. C.D.
Howe, then Acting Prime Minister, and also with officials of the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of Trade and Commerce. Mr. Marshall offered
either.

(a) to sell to the trade at quantities and prices satisfactory to the Canadian Gov-
ernment and the trade: ' or ;.:
(b) to sell to the Canadian Government subject to agreement on ps and deliv
ery dates.
Mr. Marshall totd the Rt Hon Mr. Hôwe that he was prepared then and there to

`sell 20'million ounds of butter ând was given to understand that an immediate
; purchase" of this quânntity could beeffected at the time. However, to ensure that the
Canadian Government would have everyreasonable opportunity to consider the
tinatter,' Mr. Marshall did not 'press for an immediate decision: offer

(6) On 13 July, as a result of further. discussions, Is Marshall made a^^

to Mr.' L:W., Pearsall of the Department of Agriculture of .6 ,million pounds fortt
►-

... . i .. ...,.. . , .r.. . . . , . ^ . ,,. ,.
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with, with a limited option over a further 4 million pounds. The Canadian officials
undertôok to make every endeavour to reply to this offer by, 20 July. Mr. Marshall
agreed on his part to continue holding off dealings with private dealers meantime.

(7) A décision was again deferred and this; offér Was left open until 31 July:
(8) On 1 August Mr. Pearsall adviséd that the Canadiàn 'Government was pre-

pared to make'an immediate purchase of â quantity of 10 million pounds and a
request was also made for an option on a' further 'quantity of up to 10 million
pounds , to. 1 January 1952. At ; the same time, negotiations on price were
commenced.

(9) On 2 August Mr. Pearsall was informed that the New Zealand Dairy Products
Marketing Commission was , prepared to make an immediate sale of 10 million
pounds and would give an option on a further 6 million pounds to 1 October 1951.
He was advised that the Commission adhered to the original price tentatively men-
tioned during Mr. - Marshall's talks in, ; Ottawa in July, that is, 58 cents C.I.F.
Montreal.

(10) On the same day the New Zealand Dairy Products Marketing Commission
was informed in reply that the Canadian Government would consider a price of 58
cents C.I.F. Montreal but for. any deliveries at Halifax, or Vancouver they would
suggest a price of 56 3/4 cents C.I.F., the difference' being the estimated additional
haulagè charges.

(11) On 3 August the Canadian authorities wére advised that the Commission
would âgree to a price of 58 cents C.I.F. for deliveries at Montreal or Vancouver
and 57 cents C.I.F. for deliveries at Halifaz.

(12) On '3 ' August the Rt. Hon. J.G. Gardiner made an announcement which
included the following points:

The decision to create an Agricultural Products Board with authority 'to purchase
10 million poûnds of butter and to take options on a further 10 million pounds:
The Board was also given power to buy quantities of Canadian butter at a figure
approximating the local market 'price:

(b) The decision to control private imports 'except that permits would be issued
in respect of contracts entered into before 1 August.

(13) On g August a decision had still not been reâc^ed and the Agricultural Prod-
ucts Boazd asked for 'a further extension of time (up to 18 August) to allow time for
negotiations•with other countries. The Board also suggested that if the Commission
insisted on an imrnediate decision it might be necessary to make a limited offeronly.

(14) On 9 August the Agricultural Products Board was informed that the Com-
mission's offer to sell 10 million pounds and give an option on a further 6 million
Pounds was withdrawn on the grounds that the action of the Canadian Government
in calling on foreign bids and considering a reduction in the quantity agreed to by
New Zealand was a breach of faith, particularly when it was considered that New
Zealand had refrainèd over a considerablé period from selling to the trade. The
Board was inforined that the Commission could - not consider the matter further
unless there was aHrm offer to buy.

. . . M.. . ..
. , . ..
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(15) On.16 August the Agricultural Products Board made a firm offer to purchase
3 million pounds at_a price of 57 cents.C.I.F. Montreal, this offer to be conditional
on an option to purchase a further, 2. million pounds for delivery before 1 March
1952 at 58 cents C.I.F. Montreal or Vancouver and 56 3/4 cents Halifax.

(16) On 17 August_the Commission declined, this offer.
(17) On 22 August the Agricultural Products Board made a firm offer to purchase

3 million pounds at 58 cents C.I.F. Montreal. This offer. was accepted.
'I am instructed to state my Government's dissatisfaction with the negotiations

on the following grounds:
(1) The decision of the Canadian' Government to control private imports and to

set up a monopoly buying organisation had the effect of taking away from New
Zealand the selling advantages which existed , under conditions of free trade. The
Canada-New Zealand Trade Agreement, which gave New Zealand certain duty
advantages, presupposed a-condition of free trade and, therefore, New'Zealand
would expect not to be placed in a comparatively disadvantageous position through
the Government's assumption of monopoly purchasing power. Canadian importers
were given up to August 15 to obtain permits to import foreign butter bought prior
to August 1. It is understood that the quantity so purchased amounts to about 41/2
million pounds, of which 3 million pounds .will come from Sweden. It is a fact that
the trade prefers New Zealand butter and this was evidenced by the efforts to
purchase New Zealand butter from the Commission. We are confident that the trade
would have bought from New Zealand had the Commission been prepared to sell.
The Commission, however, acting in good faith and relying on the negotiations
which had been conducted with the Canadian Government, refused the opportunity
to take advantage of the situation.

(2) It has been reported that the Canadian Agricultural, Products Board has bought
3 million pounds of butter from Denmark, 3 million pounds from Sweden and
apprôximately.1 million pounds from the Netherlands.' My Government feels that
this position, viewed in thé light 'ôf the negôtiations mentioned above, contrasts
strongly with the assurances given earlier in the year that New Zealand would get
first preference in Canada.

(3) On the subject.of price, it is understood that the Rt. Hon. the Minister of
Agriculture has been reported criticising imports of New Zealand butter in the pas
on the grounds that the New Zealand,butter, if imported at lower prices than Cana-
diân, could injure Canadian dairy interests., My Government is satisfied that it has
complied with the terms ; of the 1932' Trade Agreement and the. unde'rstandings
reached thereunder to which I have referred above. In particular, on the current
transaction, New Zealand has sought to 'avoid any possibility of criticism and has
offered butter this year at a price which would accord with the established Cana-
dian market price and which; we have every reâson to believe; would have been
acceptable to the trade under free market conditions.

-F(4) My Government is concerned with its position under the New 2ealaild-
Can

ada Trade Agreement of 1932. The Rt. Hon: the Minister of Agriculture has ndi
cated that Canadian butter will be bou ght prices in line with market values the
are above the support level. The experience of the negotiations suggests that the

/1
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Agricultural. Products Board is not prepared to offer Canadian market prices on
imported butter which is apparently to be balanced against the local purchases. My
Government feel that this policy is equivalent to an increase of duty on all imported
butter.

(5) Sales to Canada under these 'conditions are limited to quantities the Govern-
ment will buy at prices they are willing to pay: New Zealand loses its traditional
advantage which could be described as a traders' and consumers' preference.

(6) Finally, my Government feels that the action taken by the Agricultural Prod-
ucts Board is contrary to both the spirit and the letter of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. I am asked to refer you' particularly to Article XVII of the
Agreement.

I'should be pleased if you would bring -this letter to the attention of your
colleagues.

I have, etc.,
T.C.A. HisLOP

613. DEA/5909-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire de la Nouvelle-Zélande

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of New Zealand

LEITER No. E-19 Ottawa, October 18, 1951

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your notes of the I st and 5th j' of September con-
cerning the negotiations on the sale of New Zealand butter to Canada, and the visitto

Ottawa of Mr. W.W. Marshall, Chairman of the New Zealand Dairy Products
Marketing Commission. In my reply of September 5 to your note of the same date,
I informed you that either the Minister of Agriculture or the Minister of Trade and
Commerce would welcome the opportunity of discussing Canadian butter policy
with Mr,1Vlarshall. As you are aware, Mr. Marshall had an interview with the Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce in the absence of the Minister of Agriculture. He also
had discussions with the various officials of the Departments of Agriculture and
Trade and Commerce. During these meetings, negotiations leading to the purchase
of butter from certain European countries and New Zealand were reviewed and
r1ftisünderstandings, which had arisen as a result of Canadian decisions with respect
to procurement were discussed freely.

It was pointed out to Mr. Marshall that, having regard to Article XVII of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Government of Canada on becoming
the sole importer of butter, was obliged to obtain bids from countries participating
in the General Agreement which had butter for export. Out of consideration for
these international obligations, and after careful scrutiny of the bids received from
the countries concerned, the Government proceeded through the medium of the
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Agricultural Products.Board to make purchases of.butter. The prices paid for Euro=
pean butter were 48, 48 1/2 and 49 cents per lb. c.i.f. Montreal, according to source
of supply and type of container. These figures, reflect duty paid prices of 60, 60 1/2
and 61 cents per lb.'The price for New Zealand butter was 58 cents per lb. 61
Montreal, which représents a duty paid value of 63: cents per lb. Furthermore, the
quantity purchased from New Zealand was as great as that purchased by the Gov-
ernment from, any other source of supply.

I can assure you that the preferential duty now existing under the terms of the
1932 Agreement. between Canada and New Zealand was fully observed, and in any
future dealings with New Zealand the same consideration will be given to whatever
duty preferences are then in existence.

The Minister of Trade and Commerce has asked me to convey his appreciation
of Mr. Marshall's visit and the spirit in which the discussions were carried on.

I have, etc.,
A.D.P. HEENEY

for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

//
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SECTION C: ' ,

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel: •
sur la politique du commerce extérieur.

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee
s..- on External Trade Policy,

Present:
Mr. N.Â. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr, A.D.P, Heeney, Under-Secretary of State for Extemal'Affairs,

-1179

[Ottawa], April 27, 1951

' Dr: W.C. Clark,• Deputy Minister ôf Finance, - `,`
Mr. J.G. Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,,.
Mr. D. Sim, Deputy Minister of National Revenue,
. Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada,
Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce.'
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board. -
Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office, (Secretary).

Also present:
The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, (Col. Fortier),
Mr. J,J. Deutsch, Department of Finance,
Mr, A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of Extemal Affairs;
Mr. G.B. Urquhart, Department of National Revenue,
Mr. C.M. Isbister, Departmént of Trade and Commerce.

IV, U.K.-CANADA CONTINUING COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND. ECONOMIC AFFAIRS;

12. Mr. Plumptre submitted a list of items proposed by the United Kingdom for
inclusion on the agenda of the next meeting of the U.K,-Canada Continuing Com-
mittee. They were:

(1) Changes in the international economic situation since the last meeting and
theu bearing on the United Kingdom and Canadian economies.

(2) Balance of payments and questions associated with it.
(3) Canadian exports to the United Kingdom and Colonies.
(4) United Kingdom exports to Canada.
The U.K. representatives at thé meeting would be: Sir John Woods, Sir Frank

Lee' Mr. R.W.B. Clarke, Sir Leslie Rowan, Mr. Philip Brown, Mr. Philip Harris,

MEETING M,AY 21-25
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Mr: D.J.C. Crawley, and, from Earnscliffe,- Sir Alexander Clutterbuck and Mr. G.P.
-Hampshire.

13. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce said the items it seemed particu-
larly desirable to discuss from the Canadian point of view were:

(1) Balance of Payments General Review.

(2) U.K. Programme lor Canadian Exports including Agricultural Products

(3) Estimate'of Canadian Imports from the UK.

(4) Estimate of Canadian Imports of Primary Materials and Foodstuffs from
,.Colonial. Sources, including Reference to the Competitive Effect of British Con-
'tract Purchasing

(5) B.W.I: Liberalization Plan`- General Principles
(6).U.K. Token Import Sçheme
(7) Immigrants' Capital
(8) U.K. 'Post-Torquay Policy Towards Trade' with Europe and the U.S.

(9) U.K. Purchase Tax

14. The Chairman suggested that it might be desirable to accept the U.K. propos-
als for the agenda and to say that under Item 3 the Canadian delegation would wish
to discuss numbers 5, 6 and 9 on Mr: Bull's list. The item on immigrants' capital
should not be referred to specifically since it was, going to be brought up by the
High Commissioner in London with the suggestion that it could be added to the
agenda if the United Kingdom so wished.

It would be desirable to try to do some preparatory work for the meeting of the
France-Canada committee a little later on S6. It had, perhaps, been a bit neglected
and it would be useful to see if a fairly serious job could be done.

15. The Committee, after discussion, agreed:
(a) that the U.K. High Commissioner's office be informed that the Canadian rep-

resentatives accepted the U.K. suggestions for the agenda of the next meeting of
the U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee and,that under the. third item thereof it
would be desired to discuss the B.W.I. , liberaliiation 'plan, the U.K. token import
scheme and the U.K. purchase tax; and,

(b) that arrangements be made for the meeting of the France-Canada committee
at a date after the meeting of the U.K.-C1Ilâda` Committee.

-%.Voir le document 891 JSee Document 891.

/ /
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieisrès '
au haut-commissaire au 'Rôyaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High ., Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 884

CONFIDENTIAL

.,

DEAJ10364-40

Ottawa, May 26, 1951

CANADA - U.K. COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

A successful meeting of this " Committee concludéd yesterday. You will have
received the statement issued to.the press last night 57 Copies of the minutest and
other papers j- will be sent to you shortly.;The main items of interest are as follôws:

I. Trade and Balance of Payments. Our separate estimates of balances of pay-
ments for .1951-52 ,were very close, except that -United Kingdom forecast imports
from Canada at 780 million dollars which 'was more than 100 million dollars in
excess of our figure. The United Kingdom side'.were more optimistic than our own
about the , amount of purchâses they would, be able'to' maké here, particularly in the
fields of forest prôducts and metals.

2• U.K Imports. of Foodstuffs. U.K., figures for 1951-52 indicate 77 million
Pounds repeat pounds for wheat, 13 millions for. flour, 2.9 millions for cheese, 2.5
millions for , bacon . and hàm 1.6 , millions for,cannéd salmon,. , 1.4 millions for
apples, and 4.9 millions for tobacco. We enquired ' whether they would take eggs,
lard, poultry meat,^ dried beans, flax fibre, linseed and honey. Lee said he was aller-
gic to eggs, but would look intô our proposals.

3•' U K Imports of Forest Products. U.K: figures indicate 29.6 million pounds for
softwood, 10.1 millions for other. timber 12.0 millions for a er ul 6 0 millions
for rayôn pulp, and .4.3 millions for_ newsprint P` p p p^t

4. U.K. Imports of Metals. U.K. figures indicate 1.5 million pounds,for, iron ore,
13.8 millions for copper including semis; 11.7 millions for zinc metal; 3.0 millions
for zinc ores and concentrates; 27.8 millions for aluminum; 11.7 millions for nickel
(including re-exports); 5.6 millions for lead; and 10.6 millions for ôther metals.

5. Service of Canada- United Kingdom Loan. U.K. figures provide for payments
of interest and principal. There was no discussion in the Committee or outside.

6.
U K. Immigrants Capital Remittances. We'mentioned that you had left a mem-

orandum with Mr. Gordon Walker.sg There was no discussion except that Deutsch
suggested that U.K. authorities might allow U.K. immigrants to make use of new
Canadian'Customs provisions, allowing immigrants to bring out settlers' effects

" Voir Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures, Communiqués, 1951, No. 23.
sa

^^^, le d^ûment 628./See Document Affairs,
Communiqués, 1951, No. 23.

. _ ,628.
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(including tools, etc) during three year period after arrival in Canada. The U.K. side
undertook to look into this matter. ,. ,,.. ...

7. U. K. Open General Licenses: We urged the _ United Kingdom to eliminate all
unnecessary import restrictions and to add specified essential supplies to their very
small list of open general licénses for dollar imports. U.K: side emphasized their
difficulties including the insecure position of their dollar reserves in the light of
possible future changes in terms of trade and the cessation of ECA aid and Cana-
dian , loan. They also pointed out that import licenses, even if freely granted, pro-
vided a means of supervising domestic distribution of scarce materials which would
not be possible'under open general licenses. However, they undertook to give sym-
pathetic attention to our recommendations.

8. ,U.K Imports of Utility Items especially Rubber Footwecir. U.K. side admitted
that by imposing purchase tax on imports` they were in'default of their obligations
under . GATT and regretted delay in remedying this situation. Woods indicated pri-
vately that officials had proposed a remedy, but it had not yet been acceptable to
Ministers.

9.' Canadian Exports to' the British West'Indies.59 . We proposed: (a) Addition of
about one hundred items to thé list of programmed exports; (b) The use of open
general licenses for a number 'of commôdities; '(c) Some ' slight expansion in the
amounts of the list already programmed.'The U.K. emphasized the difficulties of
open general licences because of implications, for 'other colonial areas: However,
they said they hoped to take steps leading to an increâse in Canadian exports which
Woods could ' not quite bring himself to call "substantial". No decisions could be
made, however, until the Unitéd Kingdom had received the delegation expected in
London from the British West Indies next month. Further discussions would be
necessary with the U.S. authorities and ourselvés:'•

10. U.K Exports to Canada. It was agreed that efforts should be made to main-
tain'the enlarged flow, and U.K: estimates of the exports they hoped to make avail-
able to*ûs were'encouraging, particûlarly in'the'fiéld of engineering goods• They
emphasized that this would depend on suppliés of materials from Canada and else=
where.' There was no detailed discussion.

_ . . ^., ,.. : ^

^i, . -iit'

Îr

1, J" Voir le document 6461See Document 646.
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PCO/Vol.161

[Ottawa], January 9,A951

CANADA-UNITED KINGDOM WHEAT AGREEMENT

SETTLEMENT UNDER "HAVE REGARD TO" CLAUSE

4` When prices for 1948-49 and 1949750 were being negotiated, the United King-
dom was faced.with a serious.shortage of dollar exchange and the Canadian Gov-
ernment.was reluctant to add to these difficulties by pressing for a level of prices
Which would carry out the intent of Clause 2(b) of the Agreement. Moreover, there
Was some uncertainty as to what level of prices would be appropriate; in the event
the Prices set were below those which it was possible in those years for the Wheat
Board to secure from other customers. The announcement made by the. Canadian

,_ .

3: Clause 2(b) of the Agreement reads 1 as follows: '

"The actual prices tô be 'paid for wheat to be I bought and I sold within. the crop
year 1948-49. shall be negotiated and settled between thé United Kingdom Gov-
érnment and the Canadian'Government not later than the 31st December, 1947,
and prices for wheat to be bought and sold within the crop year 1949-50 shall be
negotiated and settled 'not later than the 31 st December, 1948. In determining
the prices foi these two crop years, 1948-49' and 1949-50, the United Kingdom
Government will have regard to any difference between the prices paid under
this Agreement , in thé 194647 and 1947-48 cron years "

delivered by producers to the Board during, the five-year pool period which ended
on July 31, 1950; ' the final four years, of which coincided with the term of. the
Canada-United ` Kingdom Wheat Agreernent 60 Before determining the" amount of
participation payments to be paid to producers, it is felt that the United Kingdom
authorities should be advised of certain 'attitudes in Canada respecting the "have
regard to" clause.

2. While prices 'were established for deliveries during the two final years of the
Agreement, there are very many wheat producers ' and others in Canada who feel
that it would be in accordance with the provisions and the intent of the Agreement
foi the United Kingdôm Government to make an additional payment in respect of
either or, both of these two years.

1. The Canadian Wheat Board is now closing its accounts with respect to wheat
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Government on January 19,1949,--after consultation with the Government of the
United Kingdom, indicates the tentative nature of the price fixed for 1949-50:

"Represèntatives of the United. Kingdom and Canadian Governments have had
discussions on the price to be paid by the United Kingdom for Canadian wheat
in, 1949-50, the fourth and final year under the 'United Kingdom-Canadian
Wheat Agreement of 1946.
"After taking into account all relevant considerations, including but without
attempting to reach a final settlement of the United Kingdom obligations under
Clause 2(b) of the Agreement, the two Governments have agreed upon a price of
$2.00 per bushel.
"The two'Governments have also agreed that their representatives shall meet not
later than July 31 st, 1950, to settle any obligations of the United Kingdom which
may then still be outstanding under Clause 2(b) of the Agreement. The extent to
which any, . such. obligations will remain, will, depend largely upon the actual
prices ruling for wheat during 1949-50."

5. In May of 1950 the Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. Howe) discussed
-with members of the Government of the United Kingdom what further settlement
of, the "have regard to" clause would be appropriate, and at that time the; United
Kingdom representatives felt that it would be reasonable that all obligations under
the "have regard to" clause might be considered to have been taken care of. Mr.
Howe said that this was a mattér which could only be settled by the Canadian Cabi-
net on his return. Mr. Howe, subsequently advised the Chancellor of the Exchequer
(Sir Stafford Cripps) that the Canadian Cabinet was in accord with the conclusions
in thé agreed record of the meeting, andI it is understandable that the United King-
dom authorities should consider 'that the matter was disposed of, although these
conclusions do not in fact go beyond saying that the question respecting the "have
regard to" clause would have to be settled by the Canadian Cabinet.

6. The Canadian Government does not'however claim that there is any further
obligation in- a strictly legal sense and is making no representations on that basis.
The Government feels, however, that the United Kingdom authorities should real-
ize fullY.that the wheat growers of Canada and most of the communitÿ of the pr^-o

- rie provinces believe there is * sômé ; continuing 'obligation under the "have regard
to" clause which has not been "discharged: The statements made by several United
Kingdom 'Ministers in Canada were calculated to create the impression among the
wheat growers that they would receive adequate returns under thé United Kingdom
Agreemént. It should not be'. overlooked `that tfie'wheat producers of Canada have
given support over a long period of yeârs to policies specifically designed to ensure
that the people of the United Kingdom would be able to obtain vitally needed sup
pliés of wheat at'reasonable prices: From September` 1943 on, wheat was provlded
on the basis of $1.25 per bushel under Mutual Aid. When Mutual Aid came to an
end'the Canadian Government unilaterally and of its own volition gave prioriry to
shipments to the United Kingdom and placed a ceiling on export prices of $1,55
per bushel. The Canada-United 'Kingdom Agreement assured that a steady floW
supplies and stable prices would continue.

ir
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7: If a further payment,of a reasonable amount were made under the "have regard
td'; clause, the position. would still be that,the purchase of wheat under the Agree-
ment had been a favourable arrangement for the United Kingdom Treasury..Since
all of any such payment would be paid to wheat producers, it would, in the opinion
of the Canadian Government, indicate to, these producers that their confidence in
the United Kingdom market. and in the United Kingdom Agreement has not been
misplaced.

-,8. The Canadian Government would be prepared to discuss an arrangement
wherèby all or most of such a payment would come out of the unused portion of the
1946 loan so as to avoid any strain on the immediate dollar position of the United
Kingdom.61 From the United Kingdom standpoint we feel there would be great
importance in retaining the good will and support, for policies of cooperation in the
future, of something like a quarter of the Canadian population which is traditionally
well disposed to the United Kingdom. This same section of the Canadian commu-
nity, if left .with a deep and abiding sense of grievance, might in future be some
political obstacle to the kind of cooperation between Canada and the United King-
dom that successive Canadian Governments have been able to secure overwhelm-
ing. support for in times , of stress in the past.. It is the . view of the., Canadian
Government that a payment under the "have regard to" clause which Canadian
wheat growers would consider fair to them would constitute a profitable investment
by the United Kingdom in Canadian good will.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

' Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa],' February 1, 1951

WHEAT; FURTHER SETTLEMENT BY THE UNITED KINGDOM
6• The Prime' Minister, 'referring to discussion at the meeting of January 24th,

1951, reported that he had learned from the High Commissioner for the United
Kingdom that the U.K. government did not feèl that they could r6-open the ques-
tion of firial settleménufor wheat delivered under the 5-year contract. It would
aPlear that the U.K: 'government appreciated that the decision would leave a feel-
ing of some resentment in the wheat growing provinces of Canada.-The High Com-
missioner had been informed that it might be necessary. to say publicly that
representations had been -made to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and
Ministers concerned about the,feeling by the wheat growers that the U.K. govern-
ment had not carried out the "have regard to" clause as it had been understood by
the producers.

61 Voir/See Volume 12. Documents 796-809.
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a subséquent meeting at which the Mmister of Agnculture was presen .
. . , . .. .^ ,, . ,,. .. .. . ,

`-^^7. The Cabinet; after discussion,. noted the report of the Prime Minister concern-
ing the `decisiori by thé U.K. 'governmént that it would not re-open consideration of
the final "settlement for wheat "delivered under the 5-year contract and agreed that
the matter ôf further pâymentfor wheat sold under the 5-year pool be consideredsidered at

SECRET

group. . ; ; : . . , , . . , . .
n mem

On the other hand, the wheat growers havé been led to expect by certain delay
bers of our government, by some statements of British Ministersof the contract,
itself, and, above all, by the fact that the Wheat Board, in every year

. ^ .

will be the effect on the Liberal party
(a) of making a governmental côntribûtion to the pool;

. ,,. • , ..

PCO/Vo1.161

(b) of standing pat.
^. Obviously there is no point in making any contribution to the pool unless it is
sufficiently substantial to be regarded by the wheat growers as reasonably fair and
just; but I think the majority of them would regard as fair and just considerabl hasis
than any figure yet mentioned in any. , calculations,', provided sufficient emp
was placed on the fact that it was a contribution'from the rest of the taxpayers and
that it was NOT based on any precise calculations, but merely on the feeling that
the whole burden of helping the British and keeping down costs to consumers was
not being left on the wheat growers. Parts

No doubt a substantial contribution would be somewhat resented in ot ^cCuU-
of Canada, particularly, east, of the Ottawa River. (In this connection Bob
bin. tells me the Ontario farmers are so prosperous and well disposed he would look

for, little if any unfavourablé reaction there.`)v^at is re arded as a favour to some
In the long, run; political resentment at g b thé

other group rarely counts;, it. is ; soôn forgotten when - the policy is borne Y;
whole community and does no ; special injustice, to another specific and limlted

7,•Note de l'adjoint spécial du premier ministre

[Ottawa], February 5, 1951

RE SETTLEMENT OF WHEAT POOL .

It seems . to me the most important aspect of this question'is"political, i.e. what.1 1

attached to this document: 'll like the last para[graph] but the
I,a t nuscrite suivante Etait jointe à ce document

:/The following hand-wntten note was
62

Mr. Robertson I have given this to the P.M. I don t tlunk you wi

is an argument for it. J.W.P[ickersgill]. 5-2-51

pour le premier ministre^?

Merriorandum from Special Assistant to Prime Minister
,-; to Prime Minister42
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sold some of their wheat at considerably higher prices than the British paid, to feel
they are entitled to something more.

If the government should attempt to stand pat I would gravely fear, that there
would be a.widespread feeling of injustice not very dissimilar to that which still
exists in Western Canada towards the Bennett regime.

I believe it is not merely possible but probable that the majority of the Western
farmers would be lost to the Liberal party (to which'most of them have finally
come back after the 1921 rebellion) for at least a generation. I would doubt if they
would go into any of the existing parties and the effect, in these times, of à specifi-
cally âgrarian group on the unity of the 'country is not pleasant to contemplate

I feel dwould be better both for the Liberal party an d for the country to make a
substantial contribution to the pool.

I have been wondering if the British loan could not be terminated (it is never
going to be revived anyway) and the undrawn balance applied to this purpose. That
would provide a yardstick which seems to me preferable to any mathematical com-
putation; it might also look like rough justice in other parts of the country.

. J.W. P[[CicEExSCn.r.I.

DEA/8925-40

Note de l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Menmrandum from Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs

619.

to 'Secretary 'of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], February 6, 1951. ,.

ADDTTIONAL PAYMENTS TO THE WHEAT POOLS '

You will be aware that western Liberal M.P.s are under pressure from their con-
stituents to have the Government make additional payments to the pools because of
the poor crop last year. The western caucus; I understand, was very violent on this
subject a few . days ago.

2. To meet this outcry, 'it has been suggested (by Jack Pickersgill, I gather) that
Canada should now close out - the residue which ^. remains in, the line of credit
extended to the United Kingdom in 1945., This amounts to some $60 million at the
moment and is not being drawn upon. The Government could then use this amount

,..as a sweetener for members of the pools.
3. This seems to me to be a risky and unfortunate method of dealing with the

problem. In the', first: place, Mr. Howe 'annotinced in the House of Commons last
May that the United Kingdom had discharged its obligation under the"have regard
to" clause of the wheat contract. There is, 'therefore, no moral basis for insisting
that the United Kingdom take any further action to satisfy this clause. Secôndly,'to
close out the residue of the credit 'arbitrarily would be unjustified and unreasonable,
I think.
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4. If this^ suggestion is brought up in Cabinet this, afternoon; you might wish to
head it off by proposing that the United Kingdom might be asked informally if they
would be willing of their own volition to declare that they did not intend to draw on
the credit - further and .were, therefore; closing it out. If the ^ United Kingdom Gov-
ernment agreed to make a statement of that kind, the Government here might then
say that they, intended to , use . this windfall to. increase the amount to be ^ paid to
participants, in the pools. This procedure would have great advantages over what
may be :suggested by, the Prime Minister, I think.; It would avoid raising once again
the contentious."have: regard to" clause. It would, avoid any arbitrary. Canadian
action in closing out the residue of the credit. It would give western farmers some
further, financial satisfaction without worsening economic relations,between Can-

âda and'-the United Kingdom.
D.V. LEPAN

PCO
620.

Extrait des Conclusions du'Cabinei

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], February 13, 1951

, . ,. :._ ..;, ,;
. . ., .. : . , , ..

WHEAT AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM; FINAL SETTLEMENT

7. The Minister of Agriculture, referring. to discussion at the meeting of February
1st, 1951, submitted a memorandum on the wheat agreement with the United King
dom and discussions relating to the settlement under the "have regard to,, clause.
Copies of the . memorandum had been circulated.

(Minister's memorandum, undated :- Cab: Doc. 44-51)t
The feeling of. wheat producers that the United Kingdom had failed to carry out

the general understanding as to - the meaning of the "have regard to": clause was
already causing injury to that country in western Canada and would do so increas-
ingly if no further settlement were made. It was, at least as important that producers
should feel that the United Kingdom had properly fulfilled the contraacte as l^the

athat they should get the, money involved., _It might be desirable to make
effort to see, whether the; United Kingdom would not be _ prepared. to take OI by
action if funds were provided either from the unused portion. of the 1946 loan
a special credit. So far as the Canadian government was concerned, it had taken the
position, through statements by Ministers on several occasions, that there would f i
a settlement under the "have regard to". clause and it had assumed respons^riityd m?

ld be done by the UnitedpVéentthe contract. If. it became clear that nothing wôù gconsideration woûld have to be, given to what action the Canadian
stioûld take. left with

8. The Prime Minister read the -text of an aide mémoire which had been Canadian
U.K. ministers during his visit to London. This had indicated that overnment
government would be prepared to have any settlement by, the U.K. g
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come out of the unused portion of the - 1946loan. .Onlanuary 30th, the High Com-
missioner for the United Kingdom had reported that his government was not will-
ing to re-open the question. It seeméd doûbtful whether anything further could be
done'unless the Minister of Agriculture ! wished to attempt some new discussions.

y(Aide Mémoire, Canada-United Kingdom Wheat Agreement; Jan. 9, 1951)
9. The Secretary of State for External Affairs felt that, in view of the U.K. reply, it

did not seem possible to re-open the question of a direct'payment. However, it
might be possible to approach.the British government on the question of foregoing
the residue of the 1946 credit and turning it back to Canadian account. It might
th

. . .

concermng final , settlement of the wheat agreement..

impression that failûre to make any further. settlement would not seriously affect
western opinion, they were very much mistaken. The meaning of the "hâve regard
to" clause had originally been uncertain but explicit assurances by ministers of both
goverriments as to its intent made it impôssible for growers to accept the proposi-
tion' that there was not something further due under the agreement: The contract
and the settlement`had become . a matter of controversy between economic. groups
and polrticalnrties and people in the. west would not be allowed to forget it.

11 The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, âgreéd that the Minister of Agri-
culture make'artangeménts to proceed to, the United Kingdôm at the earliest possi-
ble date in an 'effort to have further 'discussions with 'mémbers 'of the U.K.
government

10. The. Minister of Justice saïd : that,, if the U.K. government were under the

en be possible to use the funds for a final settlemént.

PCO/Vol. 161

conversation alone with Clutteibuck. ' a .01 a note o your subsequent

Memorandum from Undér`Secretary of State for External Affairs

I,would be grateful if you would revise it and dd t't f

with Cluttërbuck: o a note on this mornmg s conversationThe attached is a very hurriéd draft f

pour le greffier du Conseil privé et secrétaire du Cabinet.
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures.

to Clerk of Pnvy. Council and Secretary to Cabinet '^

SECRBT AND pÉRSONAL. URGENT. [Ottawa] February 15 1951
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. ^ : . • '. [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

ProVet d'une'note du sous secrétaire d'État aux` Affaires extérieures
, ,;. ... , ^>..:. . . • „_, '.,, , .. . _ , ..

Draft'Memorandum by 'Urider=Secretary of State for External Affairs
, . . . . . •.. . , , . : . .

SECRET [Ottawa], February 15, 1951

r . ' . . . . 1 . .. i . . : • . . . . . ' '

" ' " . UNTTED KINGDOM-CANADA WHEAT AGREEMENT

' ("HAVE REGARD TO" CLAUSE T(B))

1. This morning Mr. Pearson, with Norman Robertson and I, saw Clutterbuck and
Mr. Pearson explained to him the importance which the Government attached to
early action to provide the means of an additional compensation to Western wheat
farmers " for their deliveries under the U.K contract during the war and post-war, _ . . , . . . .. . ..•, ;• . _ ,. . . .._ ^,. , ,, `years

Mr. Pearson emphasized to the U.K. High:Commissioner, the strength and una-11
nimity of,Western opinion on this subject and po' out that, whatever the rights

and wrongs of this tangled subject, the United Kingdom were bound to be the sub-
ject. ôf Canadian criticism,. unless some early action were taken which would be

acceptable to the 'a9' community. The Government weré anxiously consid-
éring what could be done and felt that a satisfactory solution was in the joint inter-
est of the United Kingdom and Canada.' This was`pârticûlârly so because we were
likely to have to call again upon the farmérs for increased food production against a
new emergency, the duration of which' might be long.

2. Clutterbuck took the position that the obligation of the U.K. Government under
the "have regard to" clause had been • finally discharged and that was thésuma-
Howe had agreed to a settlement with the U.K. Chancellor last year and, p
bly after consulting the Canadian Cabinet, the minutes of the London discussions
had been agreed . and Mr. ^ Howe had made a categorical statement to this ef teo c>e
.the House. There could be no going back on this clear record; it was now up
Canadian Government to "defend', the agreémènt.,,They,coùld not, or should not,
leave the United 'Kingdom` to bear thé* brunt of 'any ûnjustified criticism when they,
the Canadian Government, had clearly agreed that the matter had been discharge é

It would be unfair and unreasonable to expect U.K: Ministers even to contemp a
additional payments to' farmeri under the agreement, from U.K. firiancial resourçes.

the United

3:
Mr. Pearson intimated that Canadian authorities were not expecting

Kingdom" to finance directly any additional payments which might have to be mada
to the farmers. 'He re-emphasized, however, the joint U.K.-Canada interest in
solution which woûld satisfy the agricultural community that they had been G vy
dealt with. Various possible lines of action relating to the balance of the Gov-

ernment's credit in Canada had been considered in Ottawa. Would the U.K.
ernment, for example, be willing to renounce further drawings upon the creditô the
balance of which now stood at some $65 million. If they would, it might be pssl-
ble for the Canadian Government unilaterally to make an additionalpInent to thefor the
wheat growers, winch the latter would regard as a measure of compensation ht be
prices they accepted under. the U.K. agreement. Something like this mig
worked out. If it were to achieve its object it would have to be done at onCe.
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4.. Clutterbuck said that the 'U.K. Government did not,-. in any event; -intend to
draw upon the balance of the credit. It might, therefore, be possible for his Govern-
ment to make such a renouncement as the Minister had suggested.

5. Mr. Pearson asked Clutterbuck to explore the possibilities of action along the
lines, suggested above, with Robertson. We are at, the beginning of a new era of
joint effort when a mutual assistance programme of very large dimensions would
have to be worked out., If the slate could. be cleared now of this old score upon
which feelings ran high, it would be obviously to the advantage of both countries.
From the Canadian point of view a solution was of the greatest urgency. Failure of
solution would affect in some measure the unity and level of our NATO effort.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], March 1, 1951

WHEAT; "HAVE REGARD TO" CLAUSE; SETTLEMENT OF 5-YEAR POOL

5. The Minister of Agriculture reported on recent discussions in London concern-
ing final settlement of the. wheat agreement with the United Kingdom. The Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer had referred to the position the U.K. government had taken
in

May 1950 that they were under no obligation to make further payments and said
that they. adhered to this position. The possibility had been discussed of having the
undrawn balance, of U.K. credit made available to cover at least part of a final
payment. The Chancellor had indicated that he would announce that the United
Kingdom were not going to draw down the remaining $65 million in the Canadian
credit but they thought it would be presumptuous for them to suggest what the
Canadian government should do with it. After further discussion, Mr. Gaitskell
indicated that, although the United Kingdom could take no part in suggesting pay-
ment, they would consider joining with Canada in a statement that might be helpful
in removing misunderstanding, if a satisfactory one could be worked out.

6' Mr. Gardiner said he had suggested this as a possible course but he doubted
whether it would be helpful. He had,written subsequently to the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom on February 22nd concerning the discussions and in a reply of
the same date Mr. Attlee had made it clear that the decision had been carefully
considered by the U.K. government.

Copies of the report were circulated.

(Minister's report, undated, with attached letter to the Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom and reply February 22nd, 1951)t

In the discussions, the President of the Wheat Pools had presented figures to the
effect that the United Kingdom should pay an additional 16¢ a bushel on600 ►000^000 bushels, or approximately $100 million. This would amount to about
70 per bushel on the 1400 million bushels in the 5-yearI pool. This calculation'was



based on the price U.S: farmers received for their wheat during the contract period.

announcement to that effect to be made y t e n

P Yn? .
7. The Minister of Justice said it sèèmed clear from thé experience with the wheat

agreement that long term contracts were apt to be an undesirable means of handling
agricultural. products. If prices fell, the contract was'likely to be regarded as satis-
factory but if prices turned out to be higher than the contract price over the period
there were very likely always to be claims that the government should compensate
the producers. However, in the present instance; there was a special consideration
in that'the "have regard to" clause had been considered indefinite in its meaning
and there had béen specific statements concerning its effect. The producers' under-
standing of the explanatory statements by both U.K. and Canadian ministers had
not been met. The primary moral obligation was that of. the United Kingdom but if
they failed to recognize it, it seemed clear that the Canadian government had a

residual obligation.

8. The Prime Minister said that, whether thére was14 an obligation or not, it was
quite clear that a large part of the Canadian population was of the opinion that the
Canadian government did'have some obligation if the U.K. government did not
meet the understandings that had been given concerning the clause. In the circum-
stances, an important consideration was that any settlement should seem fair to the
persons who were concerned and who had placed their confidence in the govern-
ment in handling the matter.

9. The Cabinet,, after considerable discussion, agreed that an amount equal to the
undrawn balance of the credit to the United Kingdom ($65 million) be added to the
sums available for distribution in final' settlement ôf the 5-year wtieat pool; an

b ^` h Trimé Minister in the House of

A aent` of $100 million might constitute a proper settlement.

Commons on March 2nd 63

sj Voir Canada, Chambre des Communes, Dfbats, 1951, volume I, p. 851.

See Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 1951,-,Volume I, p. 833.
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SUBDIVISION IIUSUB-SECTION III

DEA/1893-40

Note : dù premier secrétaire du haut-commissariat au 'Royaume-Uni
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures I

Memorandum from First Secretary, High, Commission in United Kingdom,
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

[London], August 1, 1951

OBSTACLES TO UNITED KINGDOM INVESTMENT IN CANADA

So far as we are aware, there is no obstacle on the Canadian side to the invest-
ment of new money in Canada by the United Kingdom, apart, of course, from such
restrictions as the Canadian authorities may apply to domestic investment generally
in order to'release resources for the defence programme. To the extent that the
United Kingdom Treasury releases dollars for the purpose, they can normally be
freely invested in Canada.

2. The only partial exception relates to dollars accruing from the sale (or redemp-
tion at -tnaturity) of o1d 'Canadian securities. Those dollars have generally.'to be
applied against the repayment of the 1942 interest-free loan.64Such dollars can be
re-invested in Canada only as "direct" investments involving the establishment or
expansion "of United Kingdom controlled productive enterprises. They cannot be
re-invested in ordinary market securities or in Canadian firms which are not United
Kingdom owned.

3. Accordingly, while there would appear to be no obstacle to the investment of
new money'in Canada, there are certain limitations on the use of old money for
investment in new lines.

4• The question which was , raised with you concerning these limitations may now
be somewhat academic since we understand that an announcement is probably to
be made in Ottawa and London this afternoon indicating that this arrangement is to
be côntinued through 1953 (subject, to the passage 'of the ; necessary confirmatory
législatiôn by the Canadian Parliàment this autumn).

5. We are still somewhat in the dark concerning the negotiations between the
United Kingdom and Canada in Ottawa on this subject, and therefore are not in too
good a position to comment on. the Canadian attitude or on the case which the
United Kingdom Government may have made for some change in the arrangement
(a case which' has been given considerable prorriinence in the United Kingdom
press and in various company statements during the past three weeks).



6. Generally, we 1 understand that the United Kingdom objections to the limita-

tions ^ which we have imposed : on their freedom to switch from one security to

another are based on such considerations as the following:
(a) ^ Individual United Kingdom investors are * being denied the opportunity of

switching from a low-yield security to one which might bring them a higher return.
(b) From the national point of view, the United Kingdom is being prevented from

shifting out of old lines of investment into:
(i) investment in the development of new Canadian resources in which the

United Kingdom would like to have an interest; but could not finance the estab-
lishment of firms which ^ were completelÿ .' United Kingdom controlled (e.g.

petroleum, iron ore, etc.);

(ii) in the more profitable lines which would help the United King-ii) investment
dom's gneral balance of. payments with . Canada.
(c) The attitude of Canada is more restrictive in this respect than that of the

United States, ' since the latter country allows free switching by United Kingdom

residents from 'ône security'tô anôther.
(d) The amount of United Kingdom securities which are, in effect,, tied up as a

negative" pledge against the 1942 loan is verysubstantially greater than the unpaid
balance of that loan.,

7. . We are not sure of the. reasoning behind the Canadian preference for this
arrangement to an alternative arrangement which might. allow the United Kingdom
to use these dollars more, freely, in Canada, (in ;return for an undertaking by, the
United Kingdom to pay back the old loan in a fixed annual amount with a respecta-

ble rate of interest). We may conceivably be arguing on, somewhat the following

lines: ; .

(a) A continuation of the present arrangement, which merely limits the use of
money: already invested in Canada, far from preventing new investment in Canada,
may actually bring out more new money for those lines of investment in which the
United Kingdom is really interested; the argument being that, if the United King-
dom could use these dollars for the purpose, they would not have the same incen
tivé' to consider releasing'other_ dollars in their possession. Such an argument, if it
ever was used in the past, would seem to have lost much of its force with the recent

, , _ . : . , ar . increasinglŸ
weakenmg of , the sterlingarea s r dollar'. position. It would appe
unlikely that thë United Kingdom will release substantial. amounts for investem^ ^
in Canada unless it can use funds -accruing from *Canada (although the exP •ties
"unfreezing" iny October of the very substantial amount of UniteadiSônal rsou ces
which had been pledged against the RFC loan may provide additional
which the United'Kingdom might consider diverting to; Canada). of the Iô^ m

From the political point. of view, progress in the repayment
(b)

aY
,- , ; ^ ^,
appear more important than 'some of the general economic considerations m éd
tioned abové,' and it 'may be considered that such repayment is likely to ûidated
more rapidly if it is related to the amount of United Kingdom securities liqount
annually in Canada than if it is made on the basis of a fixed annual am

/1 ►
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which would presumâbly. be smaller. than the expected proceeds from United King-
dom sales of securities "each year.

(c) It may be considered desirable, for the 'pûrpose of future intergovernmental
bargâining.on one subject or anothér, !for the Canadian authorities to retain the
present degree of control over the disposal of the proceeds of old United Kingdom
investments. For instance; it was doubtless an -advantagé in the case of the
CanàdairBOAC deal to be able to resort to such proceeds as a means of financing
the transaction. Other similar issues may be contemplated in the future (possibly
even in connection with the repayment of the 1946 loan, although the provisions of
that agreement would appear to be rather unrelated to the size of the United King-
dom's holdings of Canadian securities).

8. Against these possible arguments, the restrictive present arrangement may be
represented as having some disadvantages 'even from the Canadian point of view.
For instance:

(a) If United Kingdom investors were to be allowed to acquire a limited interest
in,certain, companies in Canada (even though those companies might be United
States.or Cânadian controlled), the United Kingdom Government might be more
willing to allow the sale of the products of those 'companies in thé sterling area or
to perniit the release of 'scarce United Kingdom materials (steel, etc.) required by
those companies. `. .. . . .

element.

(b) The introduction of some United Kingdom capital into such companies might
be politically desirâble,, since it'would dilute the disturbingly large United States

A.E. R[ITCffmI

. . . , . , , .
, Note de l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :^

. . , . ,
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•' pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures
emorandûm from Speciâl Assistant to `Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

on this subject in London and asking for my comments. I am now returning it. As
one might expect of anything done by Ed,` it seems to me 'admirable and does notrequire correction at any point. , ,

2. However, I have now had a chance to discuss this subject (or, more exactly, the
arraiigeménts for repayment of the , 1942 interest-free loan, which restrict United
Kingdom investment in Canada) with Lou Rasminsky of the Bank of Canada. Asa
result, I can add perhaps a few things which may be of interest.

3• Iou said that the main motive of "the Canadian Government" in all the negoti-
ations over the interest-free loan had been to see that, the loan was repaid as quickly

You will remember giving men mernorandum prepared for you by Ed Ritchie

,,
.. .

UNITED KINGDOM INVESTMENT IN CANADA

SECxET [Ottawa],,August 22, 1951
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as possible. By "the Canadian Government' ; I. think he meant,. in this context, Mr.
Abbott and his officials and the Bank of Canada. He said that the general view was
that Canada had treated the United Kingdom not ungenerously in all the war-time
financial.transactions and that thérewas, therefore,,no reason for revising the terms
of the loan, whereby the proceeds from the sale or redemption of Canadian securi-
ties held by United Kingdom.residents are âpplied to reduce the amount outstand-
ing. This attitude had been strengthened, in his opinion, by irritation in Ottawa
against the rigidity which the United Kingdom had shown on a number of occa-
sions in recent months in its financial dealings with Canada. He had in mind partic-
ularly, the unwillingness of the Treasury to make some, further payment in
satisfaction of the "have-regard-to clause", of the Canada-United Kingdom Wheat

Agreement 6s
4. The United Kingdom Government, for its part, had been, motivat d in, the

recent negotiations by various considerations, most of which were listed by
Ritchie. Individual United Kingdom investors were handicapped by being uitable
to switch from bne Canadian security to another and possible improvement in the
net investment position of the United Kingdom as a whole was hampered by inabil-
ity to shift to 'more 'profitable lines of investment in Canada: Lou also added one
further explanation of the United Kingdom desire to secure revision of the terms of
the 1942 loan agreement. He'said that the Bank of England seemed to consider
reflection on the credit of sterling that the Canadian Government should require
collateral for the 1942 loan. You will notice that here, -as in other aspects of the
United Kingdom's financial policy, considerations of prestige and of hard practical
interest are inseparably, intertwined. ives a

5. The attached memorandum prepared by the Department of Finance g
good account of the negotiations which have recently resulted in an agreement to
extend the existing terms of the 19421oan agreement for another three years. This
memorandum has been sent to London; and,, indeed; I think that it was prepazed as
a result of, a request for information originating with Ed Ritchie. Bâom Govd
roughly, the course of the negotiations was as follows. The United Kingdom
ernment suggested that the residue of the loan now outstanding (some $260 ^â
lion) should be repaid in ten annùal instalments. The Departinent of Financeag^eed to
that they could consider such a suggestion only if the United Kingdompayment now.
pay interest on the loan or to make a very

l
ble lump

had in mind a sum of
Although no figure was mentioned, I gather that our people on both
perhaps $100 million. An impasse was thus "reached, and it was then agreed
sides that the best thirig,would be to extend the present arrangements.

6. My own conclusions about this episode are:..
`(a) that our negotiators took a defensible and proper line, but Ce of increased

Ï, (b) that they gave little or no consideration to the political importance swollen
,United Kingdom investment in Canada as a counter-balance to vastly
,United States investment.

_ _ . ^,



Even if, this factor had been given its due weight, however; I doubt whether our
negotiators would have come to any. different position, on balance.

7. Nevertheless; I am somewhat worried by the risk'that in future negotiations,
where the possibility of United Kingdom investment may bé' involved, our repre-
sentatives may not attach sufficient importance to the value from Canada's point of
view of increased investment here by. the United Kingdom. I would, therefore, like
to make two tentative suggestions:

(#that you ask the Economic Division to examine what Canada might do.to
stimulaté United Kingdom investment;

(b) that you discuss this question informally with Grahàm Towers and with Nor-
man Robertson or instruct me to do so' when,I have the opportunity.66
I have heard Mr. Towers say that he is quite worried over the-long-term political
effects of the very heavy United States investment that'is now taking place: On the
other hand, of course, he cannot help but be gratified that this large capital move-
ment is meeting, and more than. meeting, the substantial deficit that we are now
running on current account.- Were it not for this capital inflow,'we would now be
faced, of course, by. a.very severe exchange problem.

8. You will be interested to know that the United Kingdom, on its side, has been
doing something to relax the exchange control regulations which now restrict the
possibility of new investment in Canada. Residents of the United Kingdom may
now use capital acquired by inheritance in Canada, for new Canadian.investment:
Until very recently, this was not possible.and residents of the United Kingdom
were obliged to surrender Canadian dollars soacquired to the Bank of England.

D.V. LEPAN

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note du ministère des Finances

Menwranduin by Department of Finance,. . .

[Ottawa], Augùst.13, 1951

1942 INTEREST FREE LOAN TO UNITED KINGDOM - CONSIDERATIONS ,'

AFFECTING CANADIAN POLICY

'This loari of $700 million originated in the transfer back to the British Govern-
ment of the sterling accumulated by the F.E.C.B. in financing the sterling area defi=
ciency of Canadian dollars in, 1941-42. The airangements provided that the loan
would be free of interest, would mature at the end of the war, but would be reduced
during the war by. the application of . funds - arising from any redemption or repay-
ment of,Canadian securities owned in Britain, as well as by the proceeds of any
sales,of,U.K, owned Canadian securities to persons outside the United Kingdom.

;..

" M• Pearson a coché ces deux propositions pour montrer son accord.
Pearson indicated his approval of these two suggestions with check-marks.
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Article 6 of the, 1946 financial agreement between Canada and the United Kingdom
extended until January' 1 st; 1951 the interest-free provision and the arrangements in
effect with respect to security transactions, with discussions to be held before that
date `.`.with regard to the.question of interest on, and the terms of repayment of, any
balance of the loan then oûtstanding: 567

The effect of the arrangements regarding application of the proceeds of security
sales and redemptions against the 1942 loanis, of' course, that residents of the
United Kingdom cannot."switch" securities in Canada or maintain their investment
here if the Canadian security they are holding is redeemed. However, on December
19th, 1946, the Canadian Government agreed:

(a) to allow United: Kingdom residents to accept new.Canadian securities in a
reorganization proceeding;, '. s . :

(b). to allow Canadian dollar securities held by. United Kingdom residents to be
transferred to heirs on the occasion of . the settlement of estates, and

(c) to allow new direct "bricks-and-mortar", investment in Canada to be offset
against sales of securities for the purpose of calculating the amount which could be
applied from time to time in retirement of the loan. It.was intended that this direct
investment would be limited to the establishment of a new industrial plant in Can-
ada or the extension of an existing industrial plant. ;
Subsequently provision was made for the financing of the B.O.A.C. contract with
Canadair out of the proceeds of security. sales and redemptions.

For some years, the British have not been happy about the ban on switching. Last
December, as a result of the approaching date of termination of the 'extended loan
arrangement, Sir Alexander Clutterbuck presented proposals of the United King-
dom Government for dealing with the unpaid balance of the loan, which by the end
of December, 1950 amounted to, approximately `$260 million. He stated that the
Bank of England felt that the present restrictions on switching

"(1) create a predisposition in the minds of United Kingdom holders towards the
sale of large blocks of Canadian securities, including securities of the C.P.R.

(2) interfere with prudent investment arrangements in Canada since United King-
dom holders 'of existing securities are debarred from transferring -their investments
in a manner which would enable them to take part in new developments in Canada.
It is felt that this situation is generally prejudicial to the encouragement of British
investment in Canada.

(3) -give rise to -much irritadon in the, City and to constant complaints to the
United, Kingdom authorities , regarding alleged discrimination against holders of
Canadian securities who are. not allowed the privilege of "switching". as against
holders of United States securities, who are permitted this privilege.

,(4) entail a heavy administrative burden on the Bank of England."
Sir Alexander said' that," in'view' of thèse difficulties; his, Government would

wish to have the restrictions on the holders of Canadian securities'eliminated and
that a new agreement be entered into between the two governments, under whieh

67 Voir/See Volume 12, Documents 796-809.'

^^^
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the United Kingdom would undertake. to reduce the balance to $250 million at the
end of 1951, and to pay this off in ten equal instalments of $25 million a year on an
interest-free basis. On being told that it was unlikely that the Canadian Government
would regard this proposal favourably he ^ made the alternative suggestion that the
present arrangements be continued; but the United Kingdom would guarantee that
the minimum repayment in any year would not be less than $25 million. If it.were
less the`difference would be made up by direct payments by the United Kingdom
Government. In return for such a minimum guarantee, he wondered if the Canadian
authorities would agree to allow switching.

The considerations affecting the decision of the Canadian- Government to reject
the United Kingdom proposals can be summarized briefly. If switching were per-
mitted, British holders of Canadian securities called for redemption would be able
to transfer their. investment to Canadian securities of longer term. Moreover, since
the end of the war a substantial' portion of the funds available 'for payment on the
loan have arisen as a result of sales of Canadian securities in the Canadian market
by. U.K: residents; if switching were permitted, any Canadian security would be
saleable in, the : United Kingdom, since it could be used ' for switching into the
desired Canadian investment. In these circumstances it would be surprising if the
amounts available for repayment on the'loan did not decline to negligible propor-
tions,` and; as originally proposed, the $25 million annually ^would be a direct
charge ôn 'the United Kingdom Treasury.

It is possible that the U.K. proposals might affect the p-1,0--nt volume of direct
U.K investment in Canada. Under present arrangements this investment is
financed out of the proceeds of security sales or'redemptions. If the United King-
dom were repaying $25 million 'a' year on the loan it is'unlikely that they would be
in aposition to permit -much additional export of capital to Canada. Presumably
Potential investors woûld be compelled to seek entry to Canada by buying Cana-
dian securities ^ in the'United Kingdom (no -doutït ât substantial' premia) and then
switching.

In effect the adoption of the United Kingdom'proposals would mean that Can-
ada would be'`giving up the collaterâl on'the loan, and `taking in its place a long
tertn unsecured 'note. In addition, the extension of the interest-free provision for. 'as

9 periodriod as ten years would seem to be inconsistent^with the intention of origi-
"al'or of the 1946' extension. On the other hand, ^ repayment in five annual
instalments of about $50 million, even if they had been prepared to undertake this,
would seem to impose too heavy a burden on the United Kingdom at â time when
Presumably they will be making repayments on the Canadian and American post-
war loans and might prejudice the position of certain Canadian exports to U.K. and
U•S•A. It also appeared that the United Kingdom would not be prepared to accept a
settlement involving the payment of interest on the balance outstanding. The
United Kingdom authorities ; were therefore advised that unless the loan ^ was
reduced to much smaller proportions by a substantial lump sum repayment, theCanadian

Government could not see its way clear to allowing switching. The
united Kingdom Government replied that they did not consider the switching priv-
ilege valuable enough to justify making a substantial payment now (February195 1),
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In consequence; the only solution acceptable tô. both governments was the con-
-tinuation of the present arrangeménts.The Canadian Government has agreed to rec-
ommend to Parliament - that the • present arrangements with respect to the 1942
-interest-free loan be continued for a further three-year period, that is until January
4st, :1954: Legislation tb"this effect will be introduced at the fall session of Parlia-
ment. A statement to this effect was announced by, the .Acting Minister: of Finance
on August. 1 st, ` 1951, at the same time as a similar statement. was made in the
United Kingdom House of Commons. _

- In connection with the charge made frequently in the United Kingdom that hold-
ers of American securities are in a preferred position to holders of Canadian securi-

ties, it might be useful to refer to the different policies adopted. by the American
and Canadian Governments in their handling of aid to the United Kingdom in the
early days of the war. The United Kingdom was obliged to vest and sell the bulk of

its American securities at bargain prices before Lend-Lease appeared on the scene
in.1941. The Canadian Government, on the other hand; : had resisted considerable
_feeling in Canada that all Canadian securities held in Britain should be bought back
as a, method of providing. dollars needed by :the United Kingdom. The Govern-
-ment's own direct and guaranteed obligations, including certain unguaranteed obli-
gations of the C.N.R.;, were repatriated,, but there was only one small vesting of
Canadian securities other than Government's and C.N.R.'s. Not only were United
Kingdom investors left with a higher, proportion of their total pre-war holdings of
Canadian securities than was the case -with their American securities, but they
retained almost all their holdings of Canadian equity securities as compared with a
reduction of more. than 50%-in_ their comparable U.S. holdings: They have since
enjoyed a very substantial increase in the market value of their Canadian equities,
as compared with the low prices realized on their large forced sales of U.S: equity
securities in the early days 'of the war. Although not directly relevant, it is worrth
remembering that. there was.1 in Canada no. liquidation of United<Kingdom direct
investments, whereas in the United States a major direct investment, Courtauld s
subsidiary. American Viscose, had to be sold at a fraction of its value even at that
time. .It might also be noted that at 'the end of the war Canada was still in the posi-
tiori-of being a net 'debtor to the United Kingdom.on capital account, in contrast
with the position of the United States. This information might be useful in counter-
âcting the `impression that Canada has been treating the United Kingdom; investor
more hârshly than has the United States... . . .. ^,., r . , ,^. ,

, . ^

Voir/See Montreal Gazette, August 2. 1951.
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625. : . :, DEA/1893-40
Note de l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

our la Direction économique

Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Economic Division

to him at some length about ,the desirability of increasing United Kingdom invest-
ment in. Canada. On. political grounds, "the Minister' is inclined to think that this
would, be _ strongly to Canada's advantage.. The very large flow of United States
capital, which is now coming to Canada, is welcoine for a number of reasons, and
not least, because it covers, and more than covers, the substantial deficit that Can-
ada is now running on current account. On the other hand, this large capital inflow
does greatly increase our dependence on, the United States. Investment in Canada
by the United Kingdom, even if it weré on a much smaller scale, might do some-
thing to counter-balance heavy United States -investment.

2. The Minister would, therefore, be grateful if a paper could be prepared in your
Division on the possibilities of increasing United Kingdom investment in Canada
and on possible methods by which this might be encouraged. He is, of course,
aware that the chief obstacle at the moment is provided by the exchange regulations
of the United Kingdom Government. But he wonders whether it might not be pos-
sible for Canada, by• one means or anothér,' to facilitate investment here of United
Kingdom capital.

3• Mr. Pearson is aware of the many'pressing"responsibilities now borne by the
Economic Division and is quite content to wait for sometime before receiving your
views on this subject.69

While Mr. Pearson was in the United Kingdom, a number of individuals spoke

SECx>rT° [Ottawa], August 25, 1951

D.V. LEPAN

DEA/1893-40
'Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour Je secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extériètcres :. .

lllemorandum from Under-Sècretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], December 29, 1951

Attached is a memorandum prepared in the Economic Division.ôn the subject ofUnited Kingdom investments in Canada. You may remember some time ago hav-

eNote inazginale ;/Marginal note•
Mr Griffin (on return) Would you be willing to put together some material on this dollar-sterling
subjecty The Bank [of Canada] & [Department of] Finance would no doubt be very glad to help.
A.F.W.P[lumptre]. Aug. 28/51
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ing asked the Economic Division, through LePan, to prepare some notes for you on
this subject and you indicated at the time that there was no rush about this. Accord-
ingly, the preparation of the matenal has nôt been given any. priority.:,., , .. .

As you know, and as is stated in the memorandum, the arrangements covering
the U.K. interest-free loan have been extended to 1954. The'enclosed memorandum
presents a case for relaxing some of the terms of this loan. It would clearly be bad
timing to, press these arguments upon the Department of Finance now when we
have so recently extended the arrangements. If you agree, perhaps we could retain

this memorandûm on file for six or eight months and then following consideration
of the question within the Department make our views known to the Department of
Finance. I am informed that notwithstanding their present critical external situation
the U.K. Government feels every bit as strongly about relaxing the ban on "switch-
ing"• now as it did a year ago when the suggestion to relax it was originally made-10

I
• [PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSURE] ' '

. Note de la Direction économique -

Memorandum by Economic Division

UNITED KINGDOM INVESTMENT IN CANADA

It is proposed in this memorandum to examine the position of United Kingdom
investment in Canada over, a period of years up to the present time, to assess the
political and economic importance of this investment and to suggest possible waYs
by which it could be facilitated.

Position of British in Relation to Total Foreign Investment
2. British investment in Canada up unti125 years ago was a significant proportion

of the total.' It is unnecessary to emphasize the fact that almost all the early devel-
opment of this country was undertaken by British capital; the City of London par-
ticipated heavily, for, example, in the, financing of our. railway development in the
latter part of the last and in the first decadé of this century.

3. Since the "twenties", however, ' there has'been a marked decline. This decline
has been sharply emphasized by the consistent increase in total foreign investment.
This increase is almost entirely attributable to a heavy influx from the United
States.` Nô attempt`will be made here to explain why the United States has sup-
planted the United Kingdom as our principal source of foreign fnancing but proba-subsid1arY
bly thé most'important of severâl obvious reasons is that by establishing
plants in Canada the United States was' able to gain access to markets in the sterling
area protected by the British Preferential Tariff. This does not mean that the

A.D.P. H[EENEY]
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realignment had not begun before the Ottawa Agreements of the early ``thirties" but
certainly the trend was accentuated following these Agreements.

4. In Table 1 overleaf is set forth a breakdown of foreign investment for selected
ir..y s. . _ .

1939 2,476 (36%) 4,151 (60%) 286 (4%)(a) 6,913(100%)
1945 1,750 (25%)(b)', . ;'. 4,990 (70%) 352 (5%)(c) 7,092(100%)
1949 1,694(21%)(d) • 5,932 (75%) 340 (4%) 7,966(100%)
(a) This fairly substantial increase occurred principally as a result of a flight of

capital following Munich.":

TABLE I

(millions of dollars book value) . ; „• ^

Years U.S. All other Total.. ;,. _ ... . ,
1926, 2,636 (44%) 3,196 (53%) 170 (3%) 6,002(100%)
1930 2,766 (36%)' , 4,660 (62%) 188 (2%) 7 614(100%)

(b) This decline arose as a result of U.K. official repatriatio' ,dûg the period of
war-time liquidation of dollar exchânge.

(c) This increase arose out of re-investment by the Custodian of Enemy Property
of income held back during the war. There is also doubtless some refugee capital
included: '

(d) This figuré includes for the first timé British investments in Newfoundland
amounting to approximately $350,000,000.

5. 1949 is the last year for. which final official figures are,available. Since then,
while there has not been much change in the British figure, (some liquidation and
some new investment) • the United States figure has risen to a new peak. This is
attributable not only to a direct influx of new capital but to heavy reinvestment of
earnings.; By the end of 1950 the United States figure is estimated to have risen to
between six aitd one-half, and seven billion dollars. This rise is expected to have
been sustained in 1951 and it is estimated that the United States figure will amount
to over seven and one-half billion dollars by the end of this year.

Advnntag'ès of Facilitating U.K. Investment
6• A strong argument can be made out for encouraging an increased flow of

British 'capltal to Canada. As is known, an extremely high proportion of our total
visible foreign trade is already conducted with the United States. To be precise 66%
Of our exports now go to the United States and 67% of our imports emanate from
that source. This, in itself, poses some awkward questions for us; with such a high
Proportion of our trade confined to one country there is always the danger of dicta-
torial complicâtions arising: ' We court unpopularity in ' our international relations
generally by our apparent dependence upon the United States and by what must
ohen appear • to be subservience' to their economic pressures. One of the 'recent
departmental`policy papers stated:



"Our. bargaining power: in political and economic ' matters has been reduced
because of our closer economic relations with the United - States': 1 . . I

It is naturally not suggested that Canada should adopt any measures which would
have the effect of restricting our trade with the U.S. But what we should do is to
encourage in every way we can the development of our trade with other countries.
A very good way of doing so is to stimulate outside investment in Canada.

7. Apart from the foregoing point which is perhaps the most important one, there
is evidence that once British capital has financed an enterprise, the U.K. Govern-
ment hesitates, during periods of economic emergency, to cut back imports of the
production of that enterprise.- In other words, if the U.K. permits investment in an
enterprise in Canada, particularly one which produces types of raw, materials which
the_ U.K. must import from one source or another but which in periods of dollar

crisis could be found elsewhere, the -chances of their cutting back imports from
Canada a-at a time of economic stress are materially lessened. :._

8. A- good example of the way a British investment can influence U.K. import
policy;is the recent British investment in the. Kitimat aluminium,project in British
Columbia. Here the British not only invested capital but made sure of obtaining a
stated proportion of the output. The investment accomplished two things. It helped
to offset . the heavy proportion of United States investment in Cânada'and also cre-
ated an export demand in the United Kingdom which ought to be a great deal more
permanent than if the investment were'not behind it.

9. Another illustration, in this case of an investment that was not made but which
well might have been, is afforded by a recent decision of the Dominion Steel and
Coal Corporation. That Corporation has had difficulties, in recent years persuading
the U.K. to provide dollars for the importation of Waban a orë' and the result has
been some depression'in this Newfoundland industry. Changéd circumstances in
U.K. alternative sources of supply recently persuaded' the U.K. - Government to
approve a five year contract with DOSCO for â substantial tonnage. To meet this
contract; DOSCO undertook an expansion programme at Wabana, financing it in
Canada. It might • havé been wisér to explore the possibility of obtaining U.K.
financing. Such an interest might well colour the*British long-term attitude towards

iron ore -purchases.
10. Another minor argument is that, to some limitéd extent, U.K. investment in

Canada can be considered as a sort ^ of secondary dollar, reserve. When U.K.
reserves become depleted, the corrective action almost, always affects Canada
adversely. It is obvious, of course, that . especially in "bricks and mortar" types of
investment there is an inherent lack of liquidity and nobody would argue that this
type of investment would serve the purpose. of meeting sudden, and short term
demands arising out of periodic and more or less normal deficits on, international
current or capital account. Nevertheless, as the table in paragraph_4 illustrates, there
is ample precedent for the utilization of foreign investment to meet major threats to
external stability; threats, ^ which * in ' the absence of such assets, would simplY
impose the burden on gold and dollar resérves. The building up . of U.K; investment
in Canada suggests, therefore, a contribution to the means whereby the U.K. could
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weather the economic storms which blow up every two years or so and which inva-
riably exercise an unfavourable effect upon Canadian trade.

The Interest Free Loan

11. This loan, - it will be ' remembered, arose as a result of approximately
$1,000,000,000 worth of U.K. purchasing in Canada during the early part of the
war before mutual aid was established. Of this indebtedness $300,000,000 was liq-
uidated through the sale of U.K.-held Canadian obligations, mostly C.N.R., and
Canadian Government bonds. The remaining $700,000,000 was formally estab-
lished in 1942- as a loan. by the Canadian Government to the Government of the
United Kingdom. The arrangement was that the loan would be free of interest,
would mature at the end of the war and would be reduced by the application of
funds arising from any redemption or repayment of Canadian securities owned in
Britain as well as by the proceeds of any sales of U.K.-owned Canadian securities
to persons outside the U.K. In 1946 this financial arrangement was extended to
1951 and in the House of Commons recently the Minister of Finance announced a
further extension' until January 1, 1954.

12. The effect of the arrangements requiring application of the proceeds of secur-
ity sales and redemption to the interest free loan is, of course, that residents of the
United Kingdom cannot "switch" their Canadian securities or maintain their invest-
ments if redeemed. There has been *a good deal - of press discussion in the U.K.
about the ban on switching and some considerable bitterness in the*City of London.
However, the ban on switching is not, in its effect, outright because.in December
1946 the Canadian Government agreed:

(a) to allow U.K, residents to accept new Canadian securities in a rèorganization
proceeding;

(b) to allow Canadian dollar securities held by U.K. residents to be transferred to
heirs in the settlement of estates;

(c). to allow new direct "bricks and mortar" investment in Canada to be offset
against sales of securities for 'the purpose of calcûlating the amount which could be
applied from time to time in retirement of the loan. The intention here was that this
direct investment would be limited to the establishment of new or to the extension
of existing industrial plant and would serve to bring British "know-how" to
Canada:-

13. -
As of ' October 1946, new direct investménts arising from this, source

amounted to approximately $43,000,000. The Parliamentary Assistant to the Minis-
ter of Finance recently outlined the terms under which transferral of capital under
the agreement could be accomplished. He also referred to some of the investments
that had come to' Canada through the operation of this arrangement (Hansard,
Thursday, November 22, 1951). He mentioned the following among others:

(a)
The English 'Electric Company-to manufacture the Y-100 Turbine inCanada;

(b) Kemball ^Bishop and Company-to manufacture citric and tartaric acid;
(c) The V1vianEngine Works Ltd.-to manufacture diesels;,
(d) The British Oxygen Company-to manufacture compressed gasses;.
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(e) The Edeco Company-to manufacture rock bits and mining machinery;

(f) Flight Refuelling Cotnpany =to manufacture, apparatus for refuelling aircraft

in flight;
(g) Sir George Godfrey & Partners-to manufacture aircraft equipment.

It will be seen that these items generally represent a specialized type of production
in which the U.K.' excels:

14.-In December 1950, as a result of the agitation in the United Kingdom over the
ban on switching as well as of the date of termination of the existing loan arrange-
ment, the U.K. High Commissioner in Ottawa presented proposals for dealing with
the unpaid balance of the loan- which at that time amounted to approximately
$260,000,000. ' He stated that the Bank of England felt that ; the restrictions on

switching . , . , . :

'(a) created* a predisposition towards . the 'sale of large blocks of Canadian

securi ties;
:(b) interféred with prudent investmént since holders of securities were debarred

from taking part in new developments in Canada;
(c) put a heavy administrative burden on the Bank'of England.'

The High Commissioner, therefore, proposed that the U.K. undertaké to reduce the
outstanding balance to $250,000,000 by the end of 1951 and to pay this off in tell
instalments of $25,000,000. â year interest-free. In return for this arrangement, the
U.K. proposed that the ban ôn switching be relaxed.

15. The Canadian Government was not able to accept this proposal. The Depart-
ment of Finance felt that any transferral of the machinery by which the loan would
be liquidated from the sale of securities to â direct charge against U.K. gold and
dollar reserves might, during a period of external stringency such as the present,
liave' unfavourable effects upon Canadian exports to the U.K.

.16. The High Commissioner thereupon'made an alternative suggestion. He pro-
posed that the present arrangemént be continued but that the U.K. would guarantee
that the minimum repayment in any year would not be less than $25,00000• ln
`return for this minimum guarantee the U.K. requested that thé Cànadian authorities
'agree to allow switching.

17. The considerations' affecting the decision of the Canadian Government to
reject both of these proposals really boil down to a single fact: if switching.were
rpermitted; it would mean that Canada; would be giving up the collateral on the loan
and taking in its place a long-term unsecured note. to it

18. This is nndoubtedly 'a çogent statement with a nice, solid, Treasury ring '

but' there 'is some qùestion whether'or_ not, our political and economic
interest in

é t
diversifying total foreign investment in this country. does not outweigh our inter ent
in maintaining full security 'on ; the` loan or 'even in ensuring its actual repay,m
Thé obligation arose in 1941 a'` part of the joint war effort. it was consol B^^^rion
a"loan" at the same timé that Canada extended its billion dollar gift to ' it is
which, of course, no ^' repayment has been desired or expected: Moreoveré out
apparent that the "collateral" . against the loan amounts to far' mor 1951n ^
standing balance of the,loan,itself ,-,, $229,000,000 as ofOctober
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19. The argument may be advanced that if switching is permitted and responsibil-
ity for repaying the loan is transferred to a direct charge upon the U.K. Treasury,
the effect will be elimination of the principal means by which new British capital
for "bricks and mortar" enterprises can in present circumstances be made available,
It is probably true that in periods of dollar difficulty the U.K. Treasury will feel
obliged to restrict the supply of . dollars for such a purpose. But in assessing the
validity of this argument the net position of U.K. investment in Canada should not
be overlooked; it has, after all, required the liquidation of $428 million of existing
U.K. investment to producé only 43 million of new investment thrôugh the conces-
sion we have granted under the schemé of loan repayment. The Bank of England
has between November. 1950 and July 1951 made available separately - that is,
over and above the $43 million - a further total of $3.75 million for direct invest-
ment in Canada. This would seem to indicate that there exists in the U.K. Treasury
a realization of the ultimate value of investment in Canada to the U.K. external
payments position. And it seems probable that the, present U.K. Government feels
more strongly on this point than the Labour Government -did.

Conclusions

20. It should be said at once that it is almost impossible for Canada to put forward
any really effective method of facilitating British investment which in the end does
not turn out to be either a loan or a gift; investtrient by a U.K. company in Canada
obviously involves the acquisition of Canadian dollars and, if these cannot be made
available by the Bank of England, Canada can help only.by making them available
'herself in one form or another. It is concluded, however, that the "freezing" of
British investment which results from the ban on switching has an unsatisfactory
result from the Canadian, as well as from the U.K. point of view: It creates a con-
siderable degree of rigidity and denies the U.K. investor the opportunity to partici-
pate in the present very lively exploitation of Canadian resources which generally
May be expected to produce capital gain and consequent. expansion in total British
investment in this country.

21. In balancing the political and écônomic importance of diversifying foreign
investment in Canada against our interest in securing the repayment of the loan, it
would appear that the former outweighs the latter, particularly having regard to the
circumstances under which the loan was contracted in the first plaçe.

22.-It is concluded that the rebuilding of British investment is of some considera-
ble Political and economic importance to Canada and that at an appropriate time the
DePartment should support proposals to allow "switching" and to accept repayment
of the loan as a direct charge on U.K. gold and dollar reserves. In accepting propos-
als of this kind it is difficult to see how we should be prejudicing to any' extent our
present exports' to the U.K. because they, are already on or near a minimum basis.
That is to say further cuts in Canadian imports by'the U.K. are unlikely since our^
expo11,510 the U.K. are at present confined almost entirely to necessary raw
materials, : . . . >

A.G.S. G[tuFRvl
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PCO/Vo1.194

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
sur la politique du commerce extérieur.

Eztraet from Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental Committee
on External Trade Policy•

SECRET [Ottawa], April 27, 1951

Present:
Mr. N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr. A.D.P. Heeney, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,

-Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister'of Finance,
Mr. J.G. Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
Mr. D. Sim, Deputy Minister of National Revenue,
Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada,
Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board.
Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office, (Secretary).

Also present:
The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, (Col. Fortier),
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of External Affairs,
Mr. G.B. Urquhart, Department of National Revenue,
Mr. C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce.

4 ' .. . . . . -. . . . . - . . . . . " .

L IMMIGRATION,. FUNDS TRANSFERABLE FROM THE UNTTED KINGDOM

1. The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration referred to the decision of

} the Committee at its meeting of October 20, 1950 that no approach should be made
to the U.K. government for an increase in the amount of funds transferable bY
immigrants to Canada until consideration had been given to other aspects of assis-
tance to immigration.; Since that time, -the. •government had announced a special
arrangement for immigrants to come by T.C.A. and also. an assisted passage
scheme for certain categories of immigrants. The objective for 1951 was to bring
the total of immigrants up to 150,000 and it was felt that an increase in the leve ^e
transferable funds from the United Kingdom might be helpful. Movement from -
U.K. was up considerably. In 1950, only 13,000 had corne from the United King
dom and nearly, that many had arrived already in 1951. It seemed probable that
about 35,000 might come during the year..,

{ (Letter, Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to the Secretary to the
Cabinet and enclosures -.I.C.E.T.P. Document No. 88).f

2. The Chairman said that there did not appear now to be the same objections toin 1950•
renewed approach to the United Kingdom as had been thought to applY The
The representations 'could be made without prejudice to any other matter.
desirable approach might be to have the High Commissioner in London makto ét
resentations to the Commonwealth Relations Office and at the same timef
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them know that it would be satisfactory'tô discuss the matter at the next meeting of
the U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee on Trade if the United Kingdom so
desired.

3. Mr. Plumptre suggested that it would be best not to ask for any definite figure
as the new limit for immigrant remittances.

4. The Committee, after discussion, agreed that External Affairs ask the High
Commissioner in London to make representations to the Commonwealth Relations
Office seeking an increase in the amount of funds allowed to be transferred by
immigrants from the United Kingdom to Canada and, in so doing, to inform the
C.R.O. that it would be satisfactory to have the matter placed on the agenda of the
next meeting of the U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee if the United Kingdom so
desired; no new limit of transferable funds to be suggested in the representations.

H. IMMIGRATION; EXTENSION OF ASSISTED AIR PASSAGE SCHEME TO B.O.A.C.
5. The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration said that the U.K. High

Commissioner's Office in Ottawa had enquired whether the Canadian government
would be prepared to extend to B.O.A.C. an arrangement similar to that applying to
T.C.A., for the movement of immigrants by air. B.O.A.C. was known to have some
unused capacity and transportation was one of the limitations on immigrant move-
ment at present. It would, accordingly, be useful, if some immigrants could come
by B.O.A.C. It had been explained in responsé to the enquiry that the arrangement
for T.C.A. was largely a matter of accounting since the government was responsi-
ble forany T.C.A. deficit. The arrangement applied only to unsold T.C.A. space
and the amount contributed by the government for immigrant fares amounted to a
deduction from the sum that'would be payable to cover the T.C.A. deficit. There
would be no such offset against any contribution toward passages by B.O.A.C.- or
other airlines: It was for consideration whether it might not be desirable to suggest
to the U.K. government they inaugurate the arrangement for B.O.A.C. The position
was parallel in that the U.K. government had to meet B.O.A.C. deficits. So long as
only unsold space were used such an arrangement would appear to operate to the
advantage of the United Kingdom since B.O.A.C. would receive at least £55 per
nnmigrant for use of space that would otherwise be unoccupied.

(Letter, Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to the Secretary to the
Cabinet with enclosure - I.C.E.T.P. Document No. 92).t

6. Tlie Chairman said that he did not think the proposition was one that should be
discussed formally with the U.K. government since it was a matter of internal
hnancing. He had, however, raised it informally with the U.K. High Commissioner
in Ottawa.

7• Mr. Plumptre suggested it might be appropriate to have the matter brought up
infor^ally_ at the London end.

8. The Committee, after discussion,. agreed that the High Commissioner in
London be informed of the representations made on behalf of B.O.A.C. for exten-
sion to it of the assisted air passage scheme and of the informal discussion with the
U•K• l"gh Comrnissioner of the alternative proposal for inauguration of an assisted
air Passage Plan by the U.K. government using unsold capacity on B.O.A.C.; the



High Qommissioner, to be advised that;:while. it was felt that formal representations
on the, latter proposal would not be apprôpriate, _ there, would be no. objection to
having it raised informally for çonsideration by the U.K. government.

•i ^^ r ^ i l;; ^ . ... . . . . ^
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Ottawa, June 9, 1951

Dear. Mr. Moran,
o: You will recall that I spoke to you last week on the 'question which I had raised
at an earlier date of the possibility of B.O.A.C; assisting :T.C.A. with passages of
emigrants from the United Kingdom to Canada on a fill-up basis. You told me that
the question was still under consideration by the various interested departments. In
this connection I have been informed from London that Mr. Wilgress has handed in
an Aide Mémoire on the question of emigration from the United Kingdom to Can-
ada which stresses the importance of encouraging suitable emigrants from the Brit-
ish Isles?' A copy of this Aide Mémoire is enclosed for ready reference. It would
seem that the offer which is now being made of using such B.O.A.C. vacancies as
may ^ become available is in the line of thought embodied in the High Commis-
sioner's Aide-Mémoire.

I would verymuch hope that in the circumstances something might be done to
accept the B.O.A.C. ôffer.

' : ° Yours sincerely,
J. THOMSON

y . +

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Aide Mémoire

London, May 21, 1951

;- , It has been the policy of the Canadian Government in recent years to encourage
emigration to Canada by fostenng the careful selection and permanent settlement
of such numbers of immigrants as can be advantageously absorbed in the national
economy. Immigration to Canadâ, however, should not have the effect of altering
the' fundamental character of the Canadian population.

i..,^. , ^ • . . ,^. . : ,
..__ . ; . • ; a;, r . . er on May 21,

Remis, à Patrick Gordon-WaIker k 21: mai 195 1 JHanded to Patrick Gordon-

1951.

DEAl12-AMX-40

-- :Le haut-commissaire suppléant du'Royaume-Uni
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy High Commissioner of United Kingdom
to Assistant Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs,
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-In order to pursue this policy vigorously, the Canadian Government established
a new Department of Citizenship and Immigration under the direction of a Cabinet
Minister. 'Migradon to Canada has been opened,. broadly speaking, to all persons
likely to become readily adapted to Canadian conditions and to be useful citizens.
In April, 1950, the period of qualification for family allowances was reduced from
three years' to one years' residence. Immigration rules have been simplified to
reduce to a minimum the formalities required,of settlers. In addition, the Canadian
Government is facilitating sea and air passages to Canada by the Assisted Passage
Lôan scheme, and reduced fares on the Trans Canada Air Lines.

The Canadian Government considersÿthat the-absorptive capacity of Canada at
the present time is such that it is prepared (notwithstanding the seasonal vagaries of
employment and the housing situation) to accept,settlers during the whole of the
year.

It has become clear, however, that the numbers of settlers from the British Isles
have dropped -very considerably. The latest figures illustrating this fall are:

% British
Year Total Non-British British to Total
1945 22,722 .11 8,045 14,677 64.6
1946' , " - 71,719 ' ' " 20,311 51,408" 71.7
1947. r 64,129 25,380 ' 38,747 60.4
1948' 125,414 79,357 46,057 36.7
1949 95,217 73,016 22,201 23.3
1950 .. 73,912 60,485 13,427 18.1

As the United Kingdom Government knows, Canada has traditionally accorded
preference to inunigrants from the British Isles. The Canadian Government is most
anxious thafthe proportion of settlers from the United Kingdom should be main-
tained and it has reason to believe that this view is shared by the United Kingdom
Government.

Atnong` the factors which impede the flow of British migrants to Canada are
shiPPing fares and the restrictions on transferable funds. Though precise statistics
are not available'in Canada or in the United Kingdom on this point, reports from
Canadian Immigration officers throughout the British Isles indicate, that one of the
mâin deterrents to prospective migrants who would come forward, is the limitation
of the transfer of funds. The welcome administrative relaxations announced_ by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer on June 20, 1950, have been productive of results in
some cases. However, the majority must rely on an annual amount which, in the
case of heads of families, is insufficient under Canadian conditions to ensure ade-
quate chances of success in the delicate operation of transplanting whole families to
new'surroundings.

The Can'di'" Government therefore feels that the limitation in question should
be IniUgated, at least for heads of families, as a complementary measure to the
administrative relaxations announced on June 20, 1950. The Canadian authorities
are not unmindful that when the limitation on capital withdrawals by emigrants was
reduCed from £5,000 to £1,000, the critical dollar position of the United Kingdom
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-made such, action. imperative. It is considered, however,thatthat, an increase at this
time, without imposing - a heavy drain on United Kingdom resources of dollars,
would -lead to an increase in the, number: who will bé able to emigrate to Canada
which 'would be in the interests. of, both countries:

The 'Canadian Gôvernment, 'accordingly, - seeks to ascertain the views of the
:United Kingdom Government on the following points:

-'(a)' Whether the United Kingdom Government agrees with the- desirability of
encouraging general emigration from the United Kingdom to Canada at the present
time and would welcome the Canadian Government taking such steps as may be
appropriate,° in the United Kingdom, to that end.

(b) Whether the Unitéd Kingdom Government would agree to raise the limitation
on transferable funds, for heads of familiés at léast, in addition to the administra-
tive relaxations announced on June 20, 1950.

629. DEA/72-AMX-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for. External Affairs
,." to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

I

{
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Ottawa, June 19, 1951

CoxFmErrnAL

.Following for the Minister from Heeney, Begins: Before you left, Mr. Harris
handéd-. to you a memoranduint which dealt in part with a proposal that arrange-
ments be made with the United Kingdom Government for carriage of immigrants
to Canada by BOAC. For your convenience 1'.quote the relevant part of his

memorandum:
"B. Re Subsidy by the British Government to B.O.A.C. for the Transportation of

Immigrants to Canada
f,.. Some -months ago the United Kingdom. High Commissioner in Ottawa inquired
.whether the Canadian Government would be prepared to extend to B.O.A.C. an
arrangement similar to the one applying to T.C.A. for the movement of immigrants
,by air._ Similar representations had been made unofficially to us by representatives
of, B.O.A.C. immediately after„the agreement; with.T.C.A. was announced last
November. to

Our agreement with T.C.A., as you are aware, is that this company has agreed(Which is
use its vacant seats to transport immigrants, the immigrants paying 05 the differ-
equivalent to tourist rate on ships), and the Canadian Government paying plan
ence between £55 and the regular first class rate charged by, T.C.A. This
,serves- two purposes:

(a) It facilitates the movement of. immigrants to Canada (2,431 have used this
plan between the lst of December and the 30th of April).

/ ^
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(b)` It hélps' financially T.C.A. who, by this meàns; fills their aircraft, collects £55
from the 'immigrants, which is money found as these immigrants would have' trav-
elled.by sea. The difference in cost, paid by the Canadian Government is only an
accounting inscription as the deficits of ;T.C.A. are paid by the public.
•' 1 believe the following comp^rativé'statement explains more clearly the advan-
tages of this plan: . , _ : .. . ;

Five Months ended

rom us, This might be done in two ways:

April 30, 1950
T.C.A. 265 2,664 2,929 4,640
B.O.A.C. . 190 1,323 1,513 4,033 -
Totals 455 3,987 4,442 8,673
Five Months ended

pri130, 1951
T.C.A. 2,431 2,023, 4,454 5,280
B.O.A.C. . . 362 . 2,327 .. . 2,689 5,184
Totals 2,793 4,350 7,143 10,464
`^ We, believe that the British Government could adopt a similar plan with
B.O.A.C. You will note from the above statement that their -aircraft are still not
booked to capacity. In fact, during the period of December lst to April 30th they
had 2,234 vacant seats, which could -have been filled by immigrant' passengers.
These immigrants would have'paid £55 each representing an income of £122870.

The United Kingdom Government is assisting financially in the transportation
of immigrants.to Australia. An agreement such as the one the Canadian Govern-
ment has with T.C.A. would not cost anything to the British Government (who
PaYs. the deficit of B.O.A.C.), would, at the same time, increase the revenue of
B.O.A.C. (the immigrants having to pay £55), and would assist Canada in its immi-
gration programme.

I would suggest that during your visit in the United Kingdom you discuss these
matter.s with the Ministers of the British Governments."

LAs Mr. Harris explains, the Government now pays TCA the fare in excess of
£55 for. immigrants who occupy seats - which would otherwise be vacant. This
arrangement is justified because TCA'is government-owned and its annual deficit
on international services is made up from public funds. The fare subsidies paid by
the government constitute a reduction of the annual deficit and are therefore largely
an accounting transaction. .

3. It would be more difficult to justify such payments to a foreign airline. How-
ever, We would be 'glad to see BOAC use its vacant seats to carry immigrant traffic
which TCA cannot handle provided they will do so with no, repeat no, subsidy

(l) by BOAC establishing a fare of about £55 for such "fill-up" immigrant traffic.
Under inter-company agreements it would be permissible for them to do this if we
requested it; or '
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(2) by. BOAC charging full fare,jhe immigrant to pay a share of about £55 and
the United, Kingdom Government to make up , the difference.

4:, The United Kingdom Government might prefer the second alternative since it
would not involve fare cutting. No real ezpense would be involved since their pay-
ment of subsidies would serve to reduce BOAC's annual deficit. In either case,
BOAC would benefit by the revenue obtained from seats which would otherwise be
vâcant.

5. The Deputy: High Commissioner at Earnscliffe thinks that his Government
would be interested in some such arrangement. If the United Kingdom Government
agrees, details could be worked out with BOAC by our Immigration authorities.
You may wish to pursue the matter while you are in London. Ends.

DEA/72-AMX-40

Le secrétaire d'État des Relations du Commonwealth du Royaume-Uni
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni.

Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations of United Kingdom
Y:.,...^m

London, June 25, 1951

ear gr

:? You will remember that on the 21 st May you ^ left with me an aide mémoire
asking for our views on ,._.:

(a) the general question of encouraging emigration from the United Kingdom to
Canada, and

(b) the possibility of raising the present limit on transferable funds for heads of
families.

I am glad to be able to tell youwthat the Chancellor of the Exchequer has agreed
to "increase the amount which heads of families may take to Canada. The present
limit of £1,000 in 'the first four years will be. increased by £250 in respect of every
dependent member of the emigrant's family provided that the total does no i^^ to
£2,000. In addition consideration will. be given ; to applications by e^g ersonai
spend their blocked funds' in this country, during their first four years, on p
effects and tools of their trade. Both concessions will apply to emigrants already in
Canada as well'as to those going out in the future. The Chancellor will be^ ^^n^
ing this in answer to a question in the House of Commons on Tuesday
the 26th June.

our conversation,on the 21 st, I told you that Mr. Holt, the Australian Mii ^ôn
for Immigration, would be coming over fairly soon to have talks about mig
and that I should very much like to have.talks with you about the same time'

I have now heard from Mr. Menzies that Mr. Holt will be unable todisuss ons
and # Mr. McCarthy, thé Acting High ' Commissioner, will take the

D Dana [W;1 ess].

^ .
; ^ ^^
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insteâd.•I hôpe tô embark on these discussions at the beginning of July and I should
be very glad to have similar, discussions with you about the same time.

Yours ever,
PATRICK [C. GORDON-WALKER]

631.
. .
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Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1615 ' London, June 29, 1951

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS BY B.O.A.C.

5. I should 'think that Gordon-Walker's reply. would be a favourable one. In this

2. As ieported by the Minister to Mr. St. Laurent he raised the issue referred to in
your telegram with Gordon-Walker on June 27th. I myself had previously broached
the subject informally, as suggested by you, with Sir Miles Thomas,' Chairman of
BOAC, and Gordon-Walker. The former had been enthusiastic and the latter, non-
committal. '

3. In`order that the United Kingdom officials.have before them some of the facts
which might inflûence their decision, Coté and Ritchie, together with Cumnung of
Innmigration, saw*Gibson of CRO and Duff of Civil Aviation on June 29th in an
illfonnal talk and gave them the arguments and the figures contained in your tele-
grain undeireference so that they may be in a position to brief their Ministers for a
reply in due course.

4. I gâther that Gordon-Walker may wish to discuss immigration questions during
the week'after July 9th when it may be that Gordon-Walker will let us know his
views.

event we should require to discuss in'detail, dependent on the United Kingdom
decision whéther' BOAC will charge full fare or not, what would be the arrange-
ments between BOAC and TCA 'in London. I assume that you are keeping TCA
informed of this approach and the possible developments which may rapidly ensue.
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Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1779 London, July 17, 1951

RESTRICTED

Reference: Your despatch E-1832 of May 2. t

PROPOSED BOAC ARRANGEMENT FOR EMIGRANT TRAVEL

Commonwealth Relations Office in a letterf to us dated July 16 stated that the
proposal made by Mr. Pearson has been considered by the Minister of Civil Avia-
tion and CRO in the light of the information we had given. The conclusion is that
whatever the merits of this proposal, it would not be possible for the United King-
dom to operate it in view_ of the statutory provisions governing the payment of
subsidies to BOAC and the United Kingdom system of accountability to Parliament

for such payments:
2. CRO suggests, however, that the desired results can be achieved by an alterna-

dve arrangement which the United Kingdom, High Commissioner in Ottawa,has
given the United Kingdom reason to believe is acceptable to you. Under this alter-
native, the Ministry of Civil Aviation would issue direction under an IATA resolu-
tion authorizing BOAC to carry migrant traffic to Canada on a"fill-up" basis with
the stipulation. that intending passengers must produceI a certificate to prove their
bona fides. When the direction is issued, details of arrangements could be discussed
by BOAC with TCA in the light of current load factors in the west bound direction.

3. CRO concludes its 'letter bÿ saying that the United Kingdom High Commis-
sioner in Ottawa has been asked to communicate with you on these lines and if he
'confirms that the Canadian authorities I agree, the authorization to BOAÇ will be
issued without further delay. `

4. The IATA resolution concerned is 216/200. The Ministry of Civil Aviation is
satisfied that it can operate`under the second proviso that passes may be issued at
the request of the members' governments, provided this is also satisfactory to any
- other country into which they are operating. The United Kingdom is apparently
dôing this for New Zealand'emigration traffic.

i
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Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
to Prime Minister

CONRDENTIAL Ottawa, July 25, 1951

RE CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS TO CANADA BY B.O.A.C.

AT REDUCED RATES

The meeting of the Cabinet on July 24th deferred decision on the proposal to
have B.O.A.C. carry immigrants at reducèd rates. The Department of Citizenship
and Immigration considers the matter to be important and urgent since they have a
large backlog of immigrants in the United Kingdom awaiting movement to Canada
and a severe shortage of passenger accommodation. Unless new space is made
available, some of the immigrants already passed for entry will not be able to get
passages before`February or March, 1952. The Air Transpoit Board object to the
type of arrangement it is proposed to have B.O.A.C. put into effect. In the circum-
stances, you may wish to be informed of the details and have an opportunity to
consider the matter.

Some time ago, the government decided that T.C.A. should carry immigrants to
Canada on a"fill-up" basis, with the immigrant paying £55 (the tourist rate by ship)
and ,the Canadian government paying the difference. The arrangement has been
entirely successful. B.O.A.C. has a number of vacant seats westbound and the Brit-
ish government asked if we would extend the same arrangement to that line. We
Proposed in turn that the British government should inaugurate the plan since they
have to meet B.O.A.C. deficits in any case. At Mr. Harris' request, Mr. Pearson
urged British action along these lines in the course of his visit to London.

The Commonwealth Relations Office have now stated that, in view of the statu-
tory provisions governing the payment of subsidies to B.O.A.C., and the U.K. sys-
tem of accountability to Parliament for such payments, they cannot inaugurate a
scheme along the same lines as our T.C.A. plan. As an alternative, they suggest that
the Ministry of Civil Aviation issue a direction under IATA Resolution 216/200
authorizing B.O.A.C: to carry immigrant traffic to Canada on a"fill-up" basis (pre-
sumably at ;E55) with the stipulation that intending passengers would have to pro-
duce a certificate to prove that they are bona fide immigrants. Apparently such an
^rrangement is in effect with New Zealand and has been adopted in a few other
instances. The Department of Citizenship and Immigration thinks that it might pro-
vide accommodation for about 1,000 immigrants between now and the end of the
year.

.The Objections of the Air Transport Board to the plan are set forth in the
attached memorandumt by Mr. Baldwin to Mr. Chevrier. Briefly they are: -

(1) A reduced fare scheme of the sort proposed might endanger the international
rate structure on the Atlantic.
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(2) The résôlution under which B.O.A.C. proposes to act was not intended to deal
with situations such as immigrant movement and if used for the purpose would
provide a loophole for other air lines to break or vary the Atlantic rate structure.
The U.S. government and U.S. carriers would either take strong exception or else
use it as a precedent to force other undesirable rate changes.

(3) An alternative course is available'- that of having the Department of Citizen-
ship and Immigration charter B.O.A.C. or other planes for special flights to carry
immigrants.

The Air Transport Board think that, in any case, the U.K. proposal should not be
adopted without full discussion first among IATA members, so that the views of
other air lines, and governments may be known.,,, , . . ,. _. . _.

While Mr. Baldwin makes a strong argument, it is somewhât difficult to see why
the trans-Atlantic rate structure would be imperilled by a scheme under which an
immigrant pays £55 and the British government makes up the deficit, but is not
iinperilled when an immigrant pays the same price and the Canadian government
makes up the difference. In either case, the immigrant gets the advantage of a cut.
rate and the only differencé is as to the form in which.the government provides the
subsidy. As to the argument that the plan might be extended dangerously to other
fields, there appear to be two safeguards. One is that the fares would apply only on
a "fill-up" basis. There could thus be no reservation of 'space in advance and the
uncertainties of travel would make such a basis unattractive and not likely to be
extended except in the case of persons such as immigrants. The second safeguard is
that, as I understand it, the IATA resolution would be resorted to in a manner such
as that proposed only with the agreement of the other country or.countries involved

in', the flight tô. which the reduced fare would apply.
Unless there is a much greater difference than I am able to discern between the

substance of the British government's plan and the plan we asked them to institute,
they , might have some reason to feel that we were taking an unduly technical posi-
tion in objecting toits inauguration on their responsibility. If the matter is held over
for prior discussion in IATA, the delay is likely to be such that very little help will

be available for immigrant movement this year.
In the circumstances, the best course might be to inform the British govenunent

,that we have doubts whether the plan .will- prove acceptable to other governments
.and, air,lines and also doubt the propnety of using the IATA resolution for this
purpose, but that we would be prepared to see the plan instituted on the understand-
,ing that it would be terminatéd if other governments or lines objected or if IATA

decided thàt the :resolntion did not properly cover the scheme. ...
G. R[OBERTSONI

'^^si a
. ,y

. - .. . . . . ;.^ .. ,'} , . . .tl.. . .

♦ 3 . . A '
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. -Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECIti:T ,. .: : [Ottawa], July 31, 1951

IMMIGRATION; CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS TO CANADA BY BOAC
AT REDUCED RATES

51. The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, referring to the discussion at the
meeting of July 24th, 1951, pointed out that the arrangement contemplated was for
B.O.A.C. to transport immigrants on a "fill-up" basis at the redûced rate, of £55.
This was the same as. the rate, charged to immigrants moved by T.C.A. but the
Canadian government paid to T.C.A. the difference between the £55 and the full air
rate. The arrangement with B.O.A.C. did not envisage any such re-imbursement.

52. TheMinister of Transport felt that, although U.K. authorities had indicated
that the B.O.A.C. proposal could be put legally into effect under I.A.T.A. Resolu-
tion 216/200; the scheme, in actual fact, would be in contravention of the spirit of
this resolution, which, although authorizing participating air lines to transport pas-
sengers on free passes or at reduced rates in certain cases, was intended to cover
such occurrences as inaugural flights, the transportation of "V.I.P.'s", action to be
taken in cases of emergency, such as floods and other disasters and could not be
construed to apply to a mass immigration movement.

53. Mr. Harris pointed out that there was in reality very little difference between
the T.C.A. scheme and the B.O.A.C. proposal, since in the latter case the U.K.
government would have to make up any deficit suffered by the U.K. line.

54. The Minister of Trade and Commerce was of the opinion that, if the B.O.A.C.
proposal were put into ' effect, the International Air Transport Association could
Probably not survive.

55. The prime Minister felt that Canada could be justified in agreeing to this
Proposal only if the U.K. authorities obtained I.A.T.A. approval of the scheme.

56. The. Cabinet,' after discussion, agreed that the U.K. authorities be informed
that Canada would agree to the British Overseas Airways Corpo'ration proposal for
the transportation of immigrants on a "fill-up" basis at reduced rates only if the
scheme were 'submitted to, and approved by the International Air Transport
Association.



•. Le haut=commissariat du-Ro^aume-Uni
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

High Commission of United Kingdom
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Extérnal Affairs

. , .
Ottawa, Àugust 7, 1951

Dear Mr. Moran,
In Mr. Thomson's absence I refer to the memoràndumf which he left with you

on 20th July about the proposed action by the Canadian and United Kingdom Gov-
ernments in regard to the establishment of -a reduced fare for the, carriage of
migrants by B.O.A.C.

I have been asked to say that the United Kingdom authorities have been some-
what disturbed to learn that T.C.A. have apparently invited quotations from
B.O.A.C., Air. France and K.L.M. for charters to T.C.A. for the carriage of
emigrants to Canada on an ad hoc or regular basis from London, Prestwick and
Paris. It seems , that this contract would be available until 31 st December of this
year-with the possibility of further extension.

We should be'glad to learn, in the light of the discussions which are still contin-
uing between our two Governments, whether T.C.A. have taken the steps outlined
above with the concurrence of the Canadian Government, or whether the matter has
simply been discussed between the air corporations concerned.

I have also been asked. to say that the authorities in the United Kingdom are
disturbed lest the action said to have been taken by T.C.A. should deprive B.O.A.C.
of a fair and equal opportunity under Article V(1) of the United Kingdom-Canada
Air; Agreement for the carriage of migrants to Canada. It remains the view of the
United Kingdom Government that use of I.A.T.A. Resolution 200 would be less
obnoxious as a precedent for the carriage of this traffic than would be the employ-
ment of a subsidy by the air lines,which would undercut the I.A.T.A.4are to the
passenger: It remains the desire of the United Kingdom Government to reach an
early agreement with the Canadian Government in this matter, but in default of a
mutually acceptable solution the United Kingdom authorities feel that there will be
no other course open to them than to issue a directive to B.O.A.C. under'Resolution
200, enabling. them to carryemigrants on a fill-up basis at a fare not below 05-

`^` In the circumstances the United Kingdom authorities hope that it may be possi-
ble for an understanding to be arrived at as a matter of urgency.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN CHADWICK
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire suppléant du Royaume-Uni

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy High Commissioner of United Kingdom

CoNFIDENTmAL Ottawa, August 20, 1951

can be Justified only by present conditions and present Canadian policies with
respect to immigration from the United Kingdom, we wish to reserve the right to
withdraw our approval for the arrangement should a change of policy or conditions
make it no,, longer necessary.

Dear Mr. Thomson,

I am replying to a letter of August 7, 1951, which, in your absence, Mr. Chad-
wick sent to Mr. Moran of this Department on the subject of a reduced fare for the
„carriage of immigrants by BOAC.. . .

Before Mr. Chadwick's ^departure, we were able to inform him that any enqui-
.ries which TCA may have made with other air companies concerning charter rates
for the carriage of immigrants were made on TCA's own authority and not on
direction or request from any Government Department. As you know, however, our
immigration authorities are most anxious to find ways of increasing the flow of
.immigrants to Canada from the United Kingdom. They have had to consider all
possible means of providing more transportation for such immigrants and they
have reviewed the possibilities of chartering aircraft for this purpose, if more desir-
able ârrangements, such as the use of vacant seats on BOAC's westward flights can
not be made. TCA have been aware of these considerations and it was probably on
account of them that they made enqùiries with the other air companies.

I am now able to say that the Government is prepared to agree, subject to certain
.Conditions, to the proposai that BOAC be authorized to`establish a fare of £55 for
bona fide immigrants. The conditions are, in the first place, that this reduced fare be
established for immigrant "fill-up" traffic only, that is, immigrants to this country
occupying seats which cannot otherwise be sold at regular fares. Secondly, since
we retain some doubt about the legality of basing the reduced fare on IATA Resolu-
tion 216/200, we wish to make our approval of the arrangement conditional upon
its submission to, and approval by, IATA. Thirdly, since, in our view, the arrange-
ment •

A.D.P. HEENEY
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `
.. :- - au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

^- ^ s'Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner. in United Kingdom

:TE[.EGRM 1552 Ottawa, August 30, 1951

IMPORTANT

Following for Wilgress, Begins: The build-up in the United Kingdom of a large
I backlog of immigrants for whom no transportation' is available has now reached a
point where it is clear that the institution of BOAC's proposal for a£55 fare on a

"fill-up" basis would be of relatively little help. The Immigration Branch have,
^ therefore, had to make plans to provide additional space by the use of chartered

aircraft. Cabinet has not yet considered the plan, but approval is likely, subject per-
haps to some changes in the details of financing.

2. We have some fears that the United Kingdom authorities will not approve the
use of chartered aircraft for our purpose. They have indicated that they think a
charter scheme might prejudice'the chances of obtaining IATA agreement for their

£55 fare:' Their opposition probably arises because they wish to obtain a large share
of the immigrant traffic'for BOAC and because they do not realize the size of the
problem faced by our. Immigration authorities:

3. It is urgent that charter flights begin at the earliest possible date.
We would

-therefore be glad if an approach could be made to the United Kingdom authoriree
immediately at a high level to explain the present position and to obtain their ag
ment Although it is realized that you are fully occupied in other ways, perhaps you

could'find time to make the initial approach.^ The matter could then be followed up

by another member of your staff. We are anxious to have a final answer as earlyuess
possible, but if necessary Mr: Howe will probably be willing to follow up the q
tion when he is in London late in September.

Follôwing is a. memorandum on ' this subjeçt for, your use.
Appropriately

anended'it could be `given to the U.K.* authorities.
Airjtransportâtiôn for immigrants has taken on great importance forTÇ^^^u

view ofI the desire 'of the government to increase the flow of immigrat ion, p

Ë larly from the United Kingdom, and in view of difficulties in obtaining sea
transport. ration

2. In the autumn of 1950, to facilitate this movement the Canadian I^ â eed
authorities arranged for use of empty seats on regular TCA flights up to an gr

number. TCA received full trans-Atlantic passenger fare for immigrants carried on
this basis, with the government assuming responsibility for the difference between
the air fare and the normal sea passage fare of £55.

air from the United
3. Our desire for a much larger movement of immigrants by

Kingdom and the known availability of a large pool ready to come led
to

hastion of other supplementary plans as well. The United Kingdom Gov
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been reluctant to establish for BOAC the arrangement which Canadian Immigration
authorities have with TCA but suggested instead a special £55 fare for immigrants
to Canada travelling by BOAC. This-fare would be charged under the authority of
International Air Transport Association Resolution 200 and would be for "fill-up"
traffic only. .. ,

4. Our aviation officials have reservations regarding the propriety of use of Reso-
lution 200 for this purpose and also as to the effect on the delicately-balanced trans- '
Atlantic rate structure and upon IATA itself if this fare were introduced without full
consultation in IATA. For this reason, when the matter was considered by the Cabi-
net, it was decided that the proposal would be approved only if submitted to and
approved by IATA. We understand the matter has not yet been submitted to IATA
by BOAC. . :. .

5. MeanwhiYe,' the shortage of transportation for prospective immigrants has
become much worse. The backlog of. immigrants waiting for transportation has
now built up` to a point where it is clear that if all vacant seats on TCA and BOAC
westward flights were used, only a. small. proportion of the backlog 'would be
moved to Canada by the end of 1951. The number of immigrants processed and
waiting for transportation in the United Kingdom at the present time is approxi-
mately 20,000. Many of these are the wives and families of immigrants who have
established themselves in Canada and who are now able to provide homes for them.
For reasons connected with the 'problem of settlement in this country, it is neces-
sary that a substantial part of the immigrants now waiting be transferred to Canada
before the end of .195 1, if further long delays are to be * avoided.' The Canadian
Immigration authorities have therefore had to consider other methods of providing
air transportation, and have concluded that it would be desirable to initiate a sub=

rom BOAC, charges which they have made for previous recent charter flights to

stantial. number of special charter flights from the United Kingdom for this pur-
pose. This offers no difficulty as to the rate structure since IATA Resolution 128
makes special provision ^ for, government-sponsored immigrant movements on a
charter basis.

6•-Under the charter arrangement which the Immigration officials have approved
TCA would act as coordinator for the government in the chartering of foreign.air-
craft for the carriage of immigrants. This was considered preferable to the estab-
lishment of special coordinating machinery by the Immigration Branch itself. The
difficulties to be faced by the Immigration Branch in expanding its personnel and
space requirements, in addition to its lack of expert knowledge of ticketing and
traffic handling, would make such establishment almost impossible if it is to be
effective within the time required. Further, to make the scheme self-supporting as
far as the actual air transportation is concerned, it is to be based upon the use of
carriers who can quote a charter rate which, when divided by the number of passen-
gers carried, works out at roughly £55 or $160 (Canadian) per head, i.e., about the
same level as sea transportation. A number of foreign carriers are in a position to
offer charter services on this basis, and while no direct quotation has been received

Canada appear to indicate that they are in a position to offer a charter rate which
would satisfy this requirement.

^, . ^
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7: It is to be clearly understood that acceptance of the charter plan will not, in the
Canadian view, prejudice implementation of the BOAC proposal for a fare of £55
for' immigrant "fill-up" traffic. What extra space BOAC may be able to provide in

this way will be 'a welcome addition to the transportation facilities available for
immigrants. Further, we do not consider that the use of charter services now would
in any' way prejudice the BOAC ; reference to IATA. We feel;. however, that the
BOAC proposal may encounter serious difficulties in IATA and that a decision by
IATA is likely to take considerable time. In the meantime, it will be necessary, if
the pressing need for transportation is to be met, that charter flights be instituted
immediately..

8.- The United Kingdom Government will probably consider that traffic between
the United Kingdom and Canada is primarily a matter for the two national carriers,
TCA and BOAC, and that other carriers should not be employed so long as these
two carriers can cater to the traffic. We agree in principle with this attitude and are
fully prepared to have BOAC play, a major part in any scheme for charter flights
from the United Kingdom. Assuming that they can offer a rate which is satisfactory
to our Immigration authorities, 'on the basis described above, any, charters from the
United Kingdom to Canada will be offered to BOAC before any other foreign car-
rier is given consideration. This should result in a very substantial volume of busi-
ness being available to BOAC. However, the volume of available immigrant traffic
is now so large that it is clear that BOAC and TCA will not by themselves be able
to handle it. It will certainly be necessary to employ other air carriers if the desired
flow of immigratiôn is to be achieved.

9. It is understood that the United Kingdom Government would desire to obtain
for BOAC a substantial portion of the air immigration movement to Canada, and
from this point of view they might have objections to the arrangement established
by the Canadian Government with TCA last autumn. The Canadian civil aviation
authorities do not believe that the Canadian Government, in making this arrange-
ment, was acting in a discriminatory fashion under our bilateral air agreement with
the United Kingdom. The, practice of private organizations of purchasing fares for
members and then paying for part of these fares out of general funds is well known.
In this respect the role of the Canadian Government is in no wise d'ifferent from a
private organization, except for the size of the movement involved. Further, we fail
to see why it should be considered more objectionable, than, for example, the prac-
tice of some foreign governments in paying excessive rates for the carriage of mail
in order to subsidize their air carriers, a practice to which, so far as we know, the
United Kingdom Government has not objected.

= 10. The United Kirigdom Government may argue that a certain number
b of

immigrants who move under the Canadian Government assistance scheme by
would, in the absence of this scheme, travel by air anyway, but are lost to BGAC
since they, now wish to take advantage of the Canadian Government assistance via
TCA: This could; within a limited sense, be true but we have reason to believ^hht
BOAC has benefitted from a number of normal first class passengers who g
otherwise have travelled on TCA being diverted to BOAC because of the immi
grant movement on TCA. Even more important, we be,lieve that the new scheme
for immigrant charter flights will make much more additional immigrant

trafhc
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available to BOAC than to TCA. TCA is short of equipment at the moment and is
unlikely to do any immigrant charter flying with TCA aircraft for at least the bal-

charter flights. Ends.

ance of 1951. Therefore, virtually the full volume of immigrant charter flying from
the United Kingdom will be available to BOAC to the éxtent that BOAC is able to
carry, it,. and BOAC will gain a definite advantage on balance.

11. To sum up,,we consider that to move by air from the United Kingdom the
number of immigrants required by Canada, the use of charter services on a substan-
tial scale will be necessary to supplement any other arrangement which may be
made. Secondly; we regard the BOAC proposal for a fare of £55 as a separate issue
which would not be prejudiced_ by the immediate introduction of charter flights.
Thirdly, on the rate.. basis indicated above, we are prepared to offer BOAC first
rights on any, charter flights from the United Kingdom before turning to the carriers
of other countries for this purpose. The Canadian Government, considering that the
immediaté expansion of air immigration to Canada is a matter of urgent and
national importance,,would be grateful for the cooperation of the United Kingdom
authorities in putting. into effect as soon as possible the proposed arrangement for

Note de la Direction économique
pour le chef de la Direction économique

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Head, Economic Division

[Ottawa], August 31, 1951

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM BY BOAC

Our long , telegram of yesterday's date is the outcome of a meeting held last
Tuesday morning in Mr. Moran's office. Mr. Laval Fortier, Mr. Baldwin of the Air
Transport Board and MT.. Palmer of TCA were present, as well as Mr. Moran and
myself.

2. Immigration now, have, a pressing problem on their hands. Arrangements for
shipping space and their agreement with TCÂ for "fill-up" space have not met the
requhements of their immigration programme with the United Kingdom. The back-
log of prospèctive immigrants awaiting air passage now amounts to about 20,000,
and TCA can move only about 6,000 per year. Use of BOAC "fill-up" space would '
move perhaps another 6,000 per year, but , the Air Transport Board are still hostile
to BOAC's proposal for a fare of £55, and anyway, it is unlikely to be approved by
L^TA• lmmigration have, therefore, developed with TCA a scheme for chartering
aircraft from whatever companies are willing to offer them at a rate which will
Permit charging the immigrants a fare of £55.

3' Baldwin has had a letter from Cribbett of the United Kingdom Ministry ofCivil 'Aviation'
which suggests that the U.K. Government may refuse permission

for the ch^eraircraft to operate to the United Kingdom, and TCA have been told
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that BOAC will not make a bid for a share' in the charter arrangement. We have
therefore asked Wilgress to takë up the 'question in London.'

4. I stillt feel that thésé` diffculties might have been avoided if we had consulted
the United Kingdom whén first putting into effect our arrangement with TCA and
if we had earlier indicated our willingness to give BOAC a slicé of the immigrant
bùsiness: Further, I do not think we can agree with the Air Transport Board that the
arrangement with TCA is in accord with our obligations under the Canada-United
Kingdom Air ,Agreement. Now,' if the U.K.' wish to be difficult about the charter
proposal, all that we can do is to try to mollify them and to persuade them to take a
part in it.

, 1 ' 5. At the meeting last Tuesday Mr. Fortier wanted to propose to the United King-
dom 'that BOAC put its £55 fare into effect immediately, subject to cancellation
later if IATA 'disapproves. Baldwin and Palmer vetoed that. I think that their objec-
tions to the BOAC proposal for a reduced fare are reasonably sound. Nevertheless,
if the United Kingdom authorities now hold up Immigration's new plans, it will not
be simply because they wish to be awkward. It will be partly because we did not
earlier show any interest in giving BOAC a share in the immigrant traffic, and
because, to some extent at least, our arrangement with TCA is unfair to BOAC in
that it will attract to TCA some traffic that might otherwise go by BOAC.

J.A. IRwnv

639. DEAl72-AMX-40

Le haut-commissaire par intérim au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2336 London, September , ,14, 1951

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM
BY CHARTER FIIGHTS

left
: 1. A memorandum has now been received dealin with the memorandum

with the Secretary of State for. Commonwealth Relations on September 3, in 3^
dance with the text given, in paragraph 4 of your telegram No. 1552 of August
^^v2. In forwarding this memorandum, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of S^eenhas
Lord Lucan, makes the following comment: QUOTE: Your memorandu aom Gov
very carefully considered; and I am now able to say that the United King
ecnment are prepared to accept the proposal that charter services shouldué intended
facilitate the carriage of this traffic, subject to certain conditions which
to safeguard the legitimate civil aviation interests of our two countrieour hc vil avia

re set out in the attached note, which has been prepared by
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. tion authorities as a detailed reply to the points raised in your memorandum.
;UNQUOTE.

3., Text of memorandum from Commonwealth Relations Office, dated today, is as
follows: `^ :

Mèmorandum begins:

The United Kingdom Government have considered with sympathy the appeal of
the Government of Canada for, cooperation in the acceleration of emigration from
thè United Kingdom and are willing to do everything possible, subject to safe-
guarding the legitimate interests of BOAC and TCA, to facilitate the clearance of
the backlog of 20,000 emigrants by the end of the year.

2. The,United Kingdom Government share the conclusion that a movement of
this,magnitude is beyond the capacity of BOAC and TCA and that recourse to
foreign airlines to, provide the balance of capacity will be necess4. They differ
from theCanadian Government not in the objectives but only in the principles to be
followed and the arrangements to be made to secure those objectives.

3. There are certain important basic considerations which govern the United
Kingdom approach to this question, viz.

(i) Migrant traffic under.United Kingdom law and under Canadian practice hith-
erto is reserved to the scheduled airlines BOAC and TCA, and the carriage of this
traffic from the United Kingdom to Canada is governed by the terms of the United
Kingdom-Canada bilateral agreement.

(ii) BOAC and TCA have primary rights of carriage of this traffic and'equality of
opportunity to compete.

4• In the light of these considerations it will be clear that the proposal that the
Government of Canada should place contracts, even through the agency of TCA,
with foreign airlines is inadmissible for the following reasons:

(a) Charter contracts of this nature would place the operations on a non-scheduled
basis; 'contrary; to United Kingdom law and the practice hitherto followed by the
Canadian Govern+mént.

(b) BOAC, equally with TCA, is concerned with the placing of contracts with
third "parties (involving no subsidy from the Government of Canada) for the car-
riage of schedûléd traffic' ôriginating in the United Kingdom. Accordingly it is the
view of the United Kingdom Government that any foreign azrlme which may be
employéd should be the agent of both TCA and BOAC, and that these latter should
be associated in`the placing'of the contract as they will inevitably be in supervising
its performance.`

5- It alsofollôws from the considerations mentioned in paragraph 3, that the fares
to be charged should be in conformity with the appropriate International Air Trans-
port Association, résolutions.

f .u^,....,-.

6: Since the only contribution which BOAC can make to the movement of
eInigrants at a fare of ;E55 is through the use of "fill-up" space on its normal sched-
ûléd `sërvices 'the interpretation of resolution 200 assumes importance. Notwith-
staiidingthe reservations of Canadian aviation officials regarding the propriety of
using resolütion 200, it rémains the view of the United Kingdom civil aviation
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authorities that this resolution is not only appropriate but may be invoked without
IATA approval. In support of this view they point out that recourse to the resolution
is left to the discretion of the governments and airlines concerned, without requir-
ing IATA approval. Moreover BOAC officials concerned with the introduction of
this resolution state that it was originally put forward not merely to make provision
for the carriage of government staffs, but to permit traffic movements sponsored by
_gôvernments in fulfilment of their policies. As paragraph 5 of the Canadian memo-
randum points out,' the carriage of migrants by air is of great importance to the
realisation of the policy, of the Canadian Government. It is also clear by implica-
tiôn, from resolution , 128 (JT 123 (2) * (045)), mentiôned in paragraph 5 of the Cana-
dian memorandum, that migrants sponsored by governments are regarded by IATA
as falling into a special category to which standard fares need not apply. Accord
ingly, the United Kingdom Government consider that there is conclusive evidence
in support of their view; but, to avoid embarrassment to the Canadian Government,
they are prepared unilaterally to issue a directive to BOAC. A similar directive is
alréady in force, by agreement with the New Zealand Gôvernment, for the carriage
.of migrant traffic to New Zealand. : ::.

7. Turning to the*Canadian proposal to invoke resolution 128 (JT 123 (2) (045)),
the United Kingdom civil aviation authorities, for their part, consider that this reso-
:lution, in terms, applies only to charter (non-scheduled) operations. For reasons
' explained in paragraphs 3 and 4, this resolution would not be appropriate to sched-
uled operations on an agency basis unless the.Government of Canada accepts the
view that migrant traffic may be excepted from the standard fare requirement. It is
appreciated that this resolution includes a proviso relating to government-spon-
sored migration movement, but, apart from the fact that an IATA resolution cannot
override the legislation and policies of governments relating to the classification of
scheduled and non-scheduled 'services, it is the opinion of the - United Kingdom
civil aviation authorities that the proviso carries two clear implications, namely:

(i) Support for the United Kingdom interpretation of resolution 200 that govem-
ment -sponsored immigrant traffic may be excluded from the application of stan-
dard IATA fares, and

(ü) that migrants, but. for this proviso, are regarded as, members of the public
reserved by United Kingdom and Canadian policies to the scheduled airlines.

8. Nevertheless the United Kingdom Government, in the, conviction that resolu-
tion 200, in terms, and resolution 128 (JT 123 (2) (045)), by implication, permit the
carriage : of government-sponsored : migrant traffic at sub-standard ^ fares, : would

agree that there should be recourse to resolution 128 for the placing of agency con
. tracts with foreign airlines, provided the Canadian Government is prepared to
accept a United Kingdom directive under resolution 200. This is not intended as a
conditional agreement but as a corollary ôf ,the United Kingdom view that both
resolutions are equally valid, or invalid, if migrant traffic reserved to the sçhedule
àirlines is to be carried at, sub-standard fares.

9. So far as the BOAC contribution is concerned, the corporation point out that
they would not be able to make any significant

-contribution, apart from fill-up
space, at fares below £80. It is their considered view that a charter operation con-:_ . .. , , . .. .

0 ^ '` //
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fined to one-way migrant traffic; offering no return loads and -no rights 'to carry
other traffic, cannot be economically carried out at a rate of £48 a passenger, which
is the rate suggested by the Canadian Government, after deduction of commission.

10. To sum up; the -United Kingdom would be willing to accept the proposal of
the Canadian Government to engage third parties to carry migrant traffic from the
United Kingdom to Canada beyond the capacity of TCA and BOAC on the follow-
ing basis:

(a) The recognition of the prior claims of TCA and BOAC to this traffic which is
reserved by United Kin dom law to the scheduled operator.

(b) In so lar as TCA and BOAC are unable to carry this traffic, contracts with
third parties at sub-standard fares to 'be placed jointly by' TCA and BOAC, as
agency contracts; 'subject to the following reservations:

(i) Only certified migrant traffic to be carried.
;.,(ii) No `return loads from North America to the United Kingdom, either of pas-

sengers or freight, to be carried. Any infringement of either (i) or (ii) to render
the operator. concerned liable to immediate determination of the contract.

(c) The Canadian -Government to agree that the United Kingdom Government
may issue a directive to BOAC under resolution 200 for the carriage of fill-up traf-
fic at a minimum fare of £55.

11 This solution is put forward in the belief that it will enable the Canadian and
United Kingdom Governments to cooperate effectively in expediting the move-
ment. of migrant traffic, within the framework of the United Kingdom-Canada
bilateral agreement, United Kingdom law governing the classification of this traf-
ic, and the requirements of the IATA. If the Government of Canada are able to

accept these proposals, lt is suggested that detailed - arrangements should be made
directly between TCA and BOAC. Memorandum ends.

: Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
,to:Secretciry of State for External Affairs

London; September 25, 1951

IATA - SPECIAL FARE PROPOSAL

FOllowing for Minister of Transport and Moran from Baldwin, Begins: Learned
from Cribbet yesterday that in his discussion with Hildred of IATA latter unwilling
commit himself for early United Kingdom special fare proposal without formalreference IATA,

Cribbett

This in itself indication that proposal likely to be difficult'one for
IATA. In circumstances, after discussion with Mr. Howe, I have today spoken to

along following lines:
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• , (i) .United Kingdom. proposal to establish special £55 ,immigrant fare for fill-up
use on regular services must, in the opinion of Canadian authorities, be referred to
IATA" for^ indication of. whether..IATA approves such an arrangement under the
terms of resolution 200. If the United Kingdom authorities prefer to have the Cana-
dianauthorities make this reference as a result of, notice from United Kingdom
there may, be no objection to this since this. is the course which would be recom-
mended by the Canadian authorities in any event if the United Kingdom were to
give notice of proceeding unilaterally.

(ii) Since regardless of the outcome of the foregoing* scheme, additional schemes
will be required, it remains the desire of the Canadian authorities to proceed at once
with arrangéments for charter of aircraft from other carriers. .

(iii) Canadian arrangements with TCA contemplate ;TCA employment of other
carriers at a charter rate which would allow immigrants, to be moved at £55 or
possibly £65 per head, exclusive of commission` and TCA is prepared to offer
BOAC first call on any such charter flights. If, however, BOAC cannot offer flights
at this rate, we would be prepared to suggest that Canadian Immigration authorities
make a direct arrangement with BOAC at whatever higher rate BOAC can offer
charter flights on understanding BOAC responsibility;to find immigrants p pa
to pay the necessary higher rate.

(iv) Foregoing would be put forward to the Canadian Immigration authorities on
the understanding that at the same time, TCA would be allowed to proceed as agent
of Canadian Government in charter of aircraft from other carriers at rate approved
by Canadian Government and that United Kingdom Government would not object
to such flights being made under TCA agency.

(v) If foregoing programme is not acceptable and charter, flights may not proceed
on this basis or are to be held up until after decision obtained from IATA on United
Kingdom special rate proposal, Canadian authorities require early word to this
effect so that arrangements may be made for movement of immigrants from points
outside United Kingdom.

" 2. On basis of foregoing, if United Kingdom willing to go along they will proba-
bly have BOAC get in touch TCA and/or: Canadian Immigration. I have made it
clear foregoing suggestions only. tentative and, require consideration in Ottawa.
Suggest meanwhile Fortier and Vachon, Air Transport Board, might wish consider
implications foregoing with External, both as regards arrangements with BOé if
United Kingdom willing cooperate° and as regards alternative arrangements,

i failing this: Suggest inform TCA also. Ends.
z , . . ,
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DEA/72-AMX40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TEi.EGxAM 2007 Ottawa, November 9, 1951

CorrMErrrtAt,

Your teletype No. 2698. j' ,
Following for Tudhope from Baldwin, Begins: Following Mr. Howe's return we
reported to Immigration that'we understood U.K. would refer special £55 fill-up
rate proposal to' IATA and that T.C.A. would not oppose U.K. reference, it being
understood we would accept any IATA decision in this regard. Also suggested that
Immigration consider feasibility of charters from BOAC at â" figure equivalent to
£75 or £80 per head since BOAC felt immigrants available at this figure.

2. Subsequently, Granville of BOAC came out to discuss problem with Immigra-
tion: Immigration expressed view that difficult to contemplate charges at this higher
figure or in' fact any figure' higher than the equivalent of £65 per head in view of
cost factor, possible effect on other lower potential charter rates, and fact that ship-
'ping likely to be available at these higher figures. BOAC when urged to see what
charters could be provided at. lower figure of up to £65 indicated-little could be
done on this basis but suggested it could add one regular scheduled flight eastbound
per week with plane to be used for immigrant charters westbound at this lower rate
but that any other charters at rate acceptable to Immigration could only be provided
if an eastbound load made available, for example, on Canadian government mili-
tsry transport work or during the peak period next spring when regular scheduled
volume eastbound higher than westbound.

3. BOAC also indicated now unwilling to refer fill-up rate proposal to IATA on
grounds difficulty and delay would ensue and action would be prejudicial to BOAC
Previous action in using fill-up rate elsewhere to New Zealand without consulting
IATA.,

4• BOAC also indicated would oppose any T.C.A. attempt to charter other for-
eign carders for immigrants out of the U.K. In the circumstances Immigration is
planning high level approach to U.K. government (presumably through Canada
House) to reqùést permission for T.C.A. to charter other foreign carriers for immi-
grant charter flights. Ends.

).. '•'7
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:TE[.EGRAM 2025

COrrFwErrnAl,

DEA/72-AMX-40

- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to'High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, November 10, 1951

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS BY AIR,

. Following for Wilgress from Heeney, Begins: Negotiations with the United King-
dom on this subject have bogged down. We have had to reject their counter-propos-
als (your Telegram No. 2336 of September,^14th) and no compromise has been
found. Pie se see our .Telegram No. 2007 of November 9th from Baldwin to

Tudhôpe:
2: Meanwhile, the problem has become more serious. There are increasing

bers of immigrants awaiting transport, many of them the families of immigrants
now in Canada. TCA and ocean shipping are.booked up for months âhead. In view
of the situation Cabinet has authorized Immigration to charter aircraft through TCA

to, move the immigrants and has. directed. that a formal request be made to the
United Kingdom Government to grant for, aircraft under charter to TCA landing
rights and rights to pick up immigrant traffic for Canada.

3. Please make this request at once, emphasizing the urgent need for additional

transportation and, the strong interest of the Canadian Government in providing
transport for as many as possible of the waiting immigrants before the end of the

;year. Ends.

. 643.
DEAl72-AMX-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom ,,
to Sécretarry of State for External A^`'airs "

.^ . , . - . 1

TELEGRAM 2864
Lôndon, December 1, 195

. . . ,. . ., , . . ., , ."^. r ^.

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 2025 of November 10.

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS BY Aô my of November
1. We have now received from Lord Ismay the reply Y

12t based on your telegram under reference.

2. The following is the text of Lord Ismay's letter, Begins:
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You wrote to me on November 12 formally requesting that aircraft chartered by
the Canadian Department of . Immigration through Trans-Canada Airlines for the
carriage of immigrants to Çanada should be allowed to exercise landing rights and
the right to pick up immigrants in this country.

We are, of course, most anxious to cooperate with your government in facilitat-
ing the movement of immigrants from the United Kingdom to Canada, and, in con-
.sultation with the Ministry of Civil Aviation, have given sympathetic consideration
to your request. We appreciate the need for urgency in moving the large numbers of
immigrants at present awaiting transportation, many of whom are the families of
men who have already settled in Canada. We are willing to grant rights in this
country to aircraft chartered by your Department of Immigration to carry these
immigrants, subject to certain conditions which are set out below and on the under-
standingthat BOAC is permitted to carry a reasonable share of the traffic.

Canada, on a basis which we believe will be acceptable to the Canadian Govern-
ment,, it is proposed to place a charter contract with BOAC for the use of a
stratocruiser equipped to carry 70 immigrants at a frequency of approximately one
flight per week. This contract will be governed by the provisions of IATA resolu-
tion 128 (JT123(2)(045)) governing charter operations. Emigrants would be offered
passages at a fare of £80.

The conditions under which we are prepared to grant rights in this country to
charter operators engaged by your department of immigration are as follows:

(i) The terms of any contract made between TCA and the operator of a third
country to be subject to agreement (not to be unreasonably withheld) by BOAC and
the opérator selected to be approved by the United Kingdom ' Government.

(ii) Only certified migrant traffic originating in this country for Canada to be
carried by the agent operators of TCA:

(iii) Nô' other traffic , (passengers mails , or cargo) originating at or destined for
points in United Kingdom territory to be carried.

(ivj Any infringements of conditions (ii) and (iii) above to render the operator
concerned liable to immediate determination of the contract.,

These'conditions do' not go beyond those summarised in paragraph 10 of the
memorandum sent to you by Lord Lucan on September 14, which I understand
were discussed last September in London with Mr. Baldwin, Chairman of the
Canadisnn ` pir Transport Board, and 'accepted by him as reasonable. They are, of
course, designed solely to prevent any encroachment by foreign charter operators
on the rights reserved under the United Kingdom/Canada Bilateral Agreement to
thesctïeduléd airlines of our two countries and to ensure compliance with United

gdôm standards of safetÿ". Ends.

To make it possible for BOAC to participate in the carriage of immigrants to
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_-DE, . r ^ . . ^ . . , .. . ^; _. , .,.

I

, .
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

-Secretary of State for External Affairs - ,
to High Commissioner. in United, Kingdom

. , . _ , . , . . .
TELEG RAM 2236 Ottawa, December 14, 1951

_ . ., . _ _ , .

'CONFIDENTTAL. IMPORTANT._.. ,. . _ ... . _ _. .

'Yoùr 2864 of December 1 st - Carriage of immigrants by air.

Are we to understand from paragraph 3 of Lord Ismay's letter that the United
Kingdom Government will enter into a charter contract with `B.O.A.C. for one
flight: a week charging £80 per immigrant, independently. of any other charter
arrangement the Canadian'Government may make with other air carriers?

2: If the United Kingdom Government expects the Canadian Government to char-
ter flights from B.O.A.C. at a price which would not permit us to charge the immi-
grants less than £80 per adult immigrant passenger, it would not be possible to
-reach any agreement with B.O.A.C. This"was thoroughly discussed with officials of
B.O.A.C. this autumn. The cost of charter must be sufficiently low to permit a
charge of no more that £65 per adult immigrant passenger and half the fare for
. children below twelve years of age. From experience we can expect that on the
average flight 20% of the passengers: will be children paying only half fare.

3. Would you please explain to the United Kingdom authorities that if a charge of
£80 per immigrant is made, we would be chartering aircraft which would not carry
their full load and such, an arrangement would be uneconomical and, therefore,
unacceptable. We believe that it would be possible to charter sufficient aircraft at a
cost which would permit us to fix the adult.fare at £65, a price attractive to
immigrants.

4. Please ascertain if pick-up rights would -be granted by the United Kingdom
,Government to 'àircfaft chartered b}i the Canadian Government, even. though
B.O.A.C. can not, for one reason'or another, reduce its present proposed charter
rate a

^

5. We must know definitél}i whether or not pick-up rights will be granted with or
without B.O.A.C.'s participation in'the scheme. It is most important to have the
final'decision of the United Kingdom authoritiés as we must plan our 1952.im
gration programme: We will not have, in.1952, sufficient air or sea transportation to
carry immigrants from thé 'British Islés, ,who have been processed or who have
signified their intention of emigrating to Canada. .In order to proceed with Our

,defence programme we have to recruit some technicians in the United Kingdom,
and there is no use doing this unless satisfactory transportation arrangements can
be made.
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DEA/72-AMX-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TE[.EGRAM 3049 London, December 24, 1951

CONFIDENTIAI,. IMPORTANT.

Reference: Your telegram No. 2236 of December 14.

CARRIAGE OF IMMIGRANTS

Points raised in your telegram have been discussed with Commonwealth Rela-
tions and Civil Aviation who say we have not correctly understood letter dated
November 30 from the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations and that the
intention of the letter requires to be re-stated. It is as follows.

s ould be confirmed. UNQUOTE.72

I. Thé United Kingdom Goveinment remain of the view that, whatever arrange-
ments are made by the Canadian authorities for the carriage of migrants by air from
the United Kingdom to Canada, BOAC ought not to be excluded from any opportu-
nity of engaging in the carriage of migrants to Canada at reduced rates. Accord-
ingly as an alternative to a charter contract between the Canadian authorities and
BOAC for the carriage of immigrants to Canada, the United Kingdom Government
would propose to place a contract on its own account with BOAC for the operation
of an approximately once-weekly charter service between the United Kingdom and
Canada. This arrangement would be additional to and distinct from any charter
arrangements the Canadian Government may make with other operators for the car-
riage of immigrants at a lower fare than that offered by BOAC.

2. Provided the Canadian Government has no objection to the above proposal the
United Kingdom Government is prepared forthwith to grant landing and pick-up
rights in this country to aircraft chartered by the Canadian Government for the car-
nage of migrants, subject to the conditions set out in paragraph 4 of Lord Ismay's
letter of November.30, 1951. It is desired that the acceptance of these* conditions
h

QUOTE.

n Confirmé par le télégramme No 168, le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut-conunis-
Salre au Royaume-Uni, le 19 janvier 1952.
Co^=ed in Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner in United Kingdom,
Telegram No. 168, January 19, 1952.
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SECTION D

ANTILLES
WEST• INDIES

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I

RÉGIME D'IMPORTATION EN QUANTITÉS COMMERCIALES MINIMES
TOKEN IMPORT SCHEME

646.
PCO

Procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
sur la politique du 'commerce. extérieur

Minutes of Meeting of Interdepartmental. Committee
'on External Trade Policy .

I

.[Ottawa], June 28, 19,
SECRET

A meeting of the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Policy was
held on Wednesday, June 27, 1951, at .3:15 p.m.* in the Privy Council Çommittee

Room.

Present:
^. .

Mr.- N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr. J.G. -Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

.Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. ., , .,
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board,
Mr. David Sim, Deputy Minister of National Revenue,
Mr. K.W: Taylor. Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance,
Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office, (Secretary).,

Also present:
Mr. J.J.-Deutsch, Department of Finance,
Mr. T.G. Major, Canadian Trade Cônlmissioner,.Trinidad, etc.
Mr. C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce.

TRADE DISCUSSIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE WEST INDIES e ation would be

`1. The Depury Minister of Trade and Commerce said that a del g

arriving late that day to begin discussions the following day on Canada-West Indies
trade. The. delegation would consist of the following: •

Hon. W.A. Bustamante,
Minister of Communications and Leader of the House of Representatives, Jamaica.

Hon. A. Gomes,
Minister of Labour, Industry & Commerce, Trinidad.

Mr. G.H. Adams,
Leader of the House of Assembly, Barbados.

Hon. W.A. Raatgever,
Member of the Executive Council, and also,
Member of the Legislative Council, British Guiana.

Mr. H.E. Robinson,
representing British West Indies Sugar Association, and also

0
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a Member of the Executive Council.
Mr. H.A. Youngman,

representing Incorporated Chambers of Commerce.
Mr. MacCôwan,

Secretary of the Sugar Association
, Mr. R. Newton,

Financial Secretary, Jamaica, as adviser to delegates from Jamaica.
Miss Longbrilge,

Secretary to Mr. Bustamante. ; ; _.

It was not entirely, clear just what the delegation would wish to discuss. There
had originally been a proposal that the'delegation should come direct to Canada, in
part to voice protests over the sugar arrangement entered into with Cuba.73 The
United Kingdom had persuaded the delegation to'go first to London and their visit
here was en route from the. United Kingdom. It was known that the British West
Indies did not like the discussion of trade liberalization that had taken place in the
U.K.-Canada Continuing Committee without West Indies representation74 It was
quite possible that, 'after the discussion in London, the West Indies 'group would
now attempt to sell all over again the relaxations for which there had been negotia-
tion in the Continuing Committee. They could be expected to be particularly con-
cerned about sugar and bananas. The preference margins which the West Indies
enjoyed on molasses, sugar and cocoa beans had been reduced with the reduction in
M.F.N. rates. They would undoubtedly try to have the former margins restored. -

2. Mr. Major said that the ,1925-26 Trade Agreement75 had operated very
favourably for the British West Indies and they would undoubtedly like to see their
position under it reestablished. Under the Agreement, Canadian sales to the British,
West Indies-before the war had amounted to over $80 million per year. Last year
this had fallen to $33 million,' while Canadian purchases were $67 million. The
decline in Canadiân exports was partly due to competition and partly to restrictions
imposed against dollar imports.

3. Mr. lsbister said he thought it probable that a principal objective of the delega-
tion would be to secure some commitment as to Canadian policy on sugar after the
expiration of the 3-year arrangement with'Cuba.

4 Mr.` Deutsch- said he thought it was essential. that no commitments should be
given as to what. would be done three years from now. It could be made clear. that
the Canadian government was dissatisfied with the operation of the 1925-26 trade
agreement: If trade arrangements operated successfully and satisfactorily during the
next tfiréé years it might not be necessary to go further along the lines that had been
adopted in the Cuban arrangement.

5' ^ë Chairman said one thing was clear - that no hope should be held out to
the delegation that there could be any increase in their preference margins through
raising the rates against other countries. In any discussion on the probable result of
sâtisfactory, trade developments over the next three years, there should not be any
suggeStion thât the status. quo under the 1925-26 Agreement could be re-estab-, , . . .l . , , .

Voir le document' 979JSee Document 979.
"Voir le docu-IL UI JJOee Document 00.75

Voir/See United Kingdom, State Papers, Volume 123, 1926 Part I, pp. 578-588.
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lished. It would be a mistake to give the impression, that *that was a probable

objective.
It seemed likely that the West Indies representatives would wish to raise ques-

tions about shipping. In that connection it would be useful to know the magnitude
of the subsidies thafhad been given from this end. The position of T.C.A. would. .. . . .^, . . ._. , ..
also be worth disçussing. `

So far as sugar was concerned,I it seemed doubtful whether there was any way
out of the. present impasse,except through a new, general,commodity agreement.
The most important step would be a general revision of U.S.^sugar policy. A com-
modity agreement of general application was clearly - not â fmatter . that, could be
,dealt with in the present discussions but the possibility, of having to come to some
such solution of current problems constituted an argument: against making any

long-term commitments, concerning Canadian policy.

6. The Committee, after. further discussion, agreed that the delegation from the

British West Indies be met by'members of the Committee on External Trade Policy
under the Chairmanship of the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to discuss
such matters as might be raised; regard to be had in the discussions to the points
-developed, in the course of the Committee's discussion. :

647.
DEA/10523-40

" Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-!Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs ;_.
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

Ottawa, July, 3, 1951
DESPATCH E-2501

I

_ - .^.
,'CANADA-B W.I. TRADE TALKS

A B.W.I. mission was in Ottawa from 7une` 27th, to 29th.. It was initiated by.the
new Regional Economic Committee 'of the B.W.I. which agreed, at its first me

et-
ration

ing,' that . it was, urgently necessary to look into' the apparent dete hould vis t
Canada'- B.W.I. trade relations and that, for this purpose, a delegation ,
first London and then Canada.

the B.W.I. delegation'and the Canadian officials who: have' met W dLst of _2. ^them is attached. j' They were welcomed by. Mr. ^Abbott at the first meeting and h
talks with the Prime Minister, Mr. Howe, Mr. Mayhew, other Ministers; Me

"of Parliâment,' and others: They also met with 'rèpresentatives of vô `° eal h Parlia"
fishery associations. Mr. Howe gave a luncheon, the Bntish Comm 66ckt^
mentary Association gave a tea, and Sir 'Ale' der Clutterbuck'gave a

. ^ .
pârty. In Montreal, 'the Canadian Exporters' Association are giving a banquet.favou^

3. It is notsurprising that the members'of the =delègation are leaving with Gomes)
paid and friendly feelings about Canada! In his final talk the leader (Mr. hha

aid warm and obviously sincere tributes to the officials . with whom they,
talked and especially to Mr. Bull who was in charge of all arrangements.
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4.'A large number of matters were discussed. Easily the most important were:
(i) Canadiàn Imports of Non-Empire Sugar
The B.W.I: . delegation ' sai& that the Canadian decision at Torquay to bulk

purchase 75,000 tons a year of raw sugar from Cuba and a similar amount from
other non-Empire sources was regarded as a very serious blow in the B.W.I. which
had relied on the continuity of their market for'sugar in Canada under the tariff
preference.

Mr. McKinnon and Mr. Deutsch gave a very frank explanation of the reasons
which had led Canada , to make this arrangement with Cuba. Basically it resulted
from growing ' criticism in certain qnarters in Canada which was directed at the
whole of the Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement of 1926, and particularly at the
sugar preference; in view of the fact that Canadian exports to'B:W.I. had been so
curtailed - by import restrictions and other measures: The Cubans had -started by
demanding complete abolition of our preference on sugar and had offered to reduce
their own preferences in a way which would facilitate Canadian sales of fish, pota-
toes; and other products which the B.W.I. were restricting. Canada had resisted
Cuban pressure most tenaciously. The bùlk purchase.arrangement was the least that
we could get away with without precipitating a trade war with Cuba.-

The B.W.I. group tried to obtain some undertaking that when the present
arrangement with Cuba ran out in threè years' time there would be a reversion to
the original position. Canadian representatives emphasized that decisions taken in
three years' time . would depend on the position of trade at that time and develop-
ments in the meantime..

(ii) General Liberalization of B.W.I. Imports from Canada
Both the Canadiarï - and, B.W.I. representatives were anxious to increase the

amount of Canadian exports ' to B.W.I. although both recognized the limitations
imposed by the supplies of dollars available to the sterling area.

The existing token import scheme was reviewed. The Canadian group explained
that we would prefer to. see liberalization moved forward with the following
Priorities:

(a) Addition of. new items to the list of token imports.

(b) The transfer of certain basic items; such as fish and flour, from the token
import scheme to open general^licenses into the West Indies.

(c) An increase from 30 to 40 per cent of base period in the quotas . under the
token import scheme.

There was a general measure of agreement between the two groups but the fol-
lowing points emergèd. In the first place the B.W.I., would apparently give a rather
higher priority to (c) above. In the second place they suggested that the transfer of
goods from a quota arrangement under (a) or (c) to a freer competitive arrangement
under (b) might not be in Canadian interests; as long as there was some sort of
token import scheme for Canadian goods, Canadian exporters could feel assured oftheir

markets in the B.W.I. The Canadian delegation vigorously disclaimed any
desire for. special protection in the West Indies markets. The Cana( an policy was
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to press for the reduction and relaxation of sterling area import controls, and not for
their indefinite extension.

The liberalization scheme had of course been discusséd in Ottawa last month at
the meeting of. the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing Committee and also during
the past fortnight when the B.W.I. delegation were in London. Unfortunately the
United Kingdom officials do not seem to have left a very; favourable impression on
the B.W.I. group. However, there does not seem to be any very wide difference of

view between the B.W.I. group, the United Kingdom official attitude, and our own
attitudé, and it seems likely that some substantial new measure of trade liberaliza-
tion will be put into effect by the end of this year, if not sooner.

(iii) B.W.I. Exports of Bananas to Canada

Here again the B.W.I. questioned a Canadian action at. Torquay. The Canadian

tariff, which had formerly , related to "bûnches" of bananas, was now relating to

their -weight and this had admittedly resulted in some reduction of the Imperial
preference on bananas. The Canadian side pointed out that relatively little use was
being made of the preference and that the present tariff.: arrangements were bound
for three years. Here again the action taken at the end of the . three-year period

would depend upon experience in the meantime.

(iv) Canadian National Steamship Service

The B.W.I. group strongly urged that this service should be maintained despite
the deficits being borne by the Canadian Government. They had a number of par-
ticular complaints, including ^ specific charges of inefficiency. Arrangements are
being made for them to see Mr. Donald Gordon if he is in town when

they visit

Montreal.
H.O. MoxArr -

for Secretary of State
-,Jor, External Affairs.. R., s

,e.o DEA/10523-40

Note de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Economic Division

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 25, 1951

.Yesterday.I attended a meeting called by Fred Bull to meet representatives of the
Canadian National Railways on the subject of the shipping provisions of ow' 1925
Trade Treaty with the British West Indies. Present were Bull and other representa
tives of his Department, Beattie from the Bank of Canada, Hector McKinnon, our
Trade Commissioner in the B.W.I., Lessard of Transport, Donald Gordon and two

dof his officials from Montreal: Donald
2- The ^meetin which was quite inconclusive, was to giveThe purpose of t g, Nation

Gordon the opportunity to lay before our officials the fact that Canadian
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Steamships must shortly make a decision on the question of renovation or replace-
ment of their steamships in the B.W.I. service. You may remember that the 1925
Trade Treaty contains requirements for the provision of steamship service by Can=
ada and the payment of subsidies by the Colonies; at the time the Treaty was nego-
tiated this service was a quid pro quo for certain tariff concessions.

3. The position of Canadian National Steamships is that they cannot continue to
operate their passenger steamers, mainly, consisting of the two "Lady" ships
because these ships are obsolescent, were run very hard during the war years and
are now inefficient almost to the point where safety is questionable.

4. The point upon which Gordon needs advice is: will it be government policy to
continue this uneconomical service, quite heavy deficits and consequent Canadian
government subsidies in return for tariff concessions which have largely been ren-
dered nugatory through import controls or will we extricate ourselves through rene-
gotiation of the treaty and abandon this service to the two competitors of CNS,
ALCOA and Saguenay Terminals? The past deficits of C.N.S. would be insignifi-
cant'in comparison to those arising from the fixed charges for a fleet replaced at
current costs.

5. The principal factor in the 1925 Treaty was sugar, for which we guaranteed a
preference to the West Indiés. Our recent bulk purchase of sugar from Cuba has
caused apprehension in the B.W.I. and it may be said that the prospects of securing
liberalization of import controls against our exports to that area are helped by the
pressure which the B.W.I. must be exerting on the British Government in the face
of their traditional market for sugar slipping , away from them. In the light of this it
was the opinion of the meeting that it is in our interest to pursue delaying tactics in
the matter of shipping services for a year or so by which time West Indian pressure
on the British Tay have achieved some liberalization of import controls against our
exports: Our` position in. the Caribbean is very favourable at present; the sugar
purchase from ' Cuba has kindled amicable sentiments in that country and in the
West Indies the bitterness engendered by the purchase has been wholly. dirctéd
towards the 'British: There is, I gather, a lively spirit of friendliness to Canada
throùghout'the'Islands. It may well be that io precipitate the shipping issue at this
tune would be to overplay our hand and to give the U.K. a welcome opportunity to
deflect sôme of the criticism they are getting towards'Canada.

6. Gordon'wanted to know whether there would be any objection in Ottawa to
C.N.S. participating in a shipping meeting called by B.W.I. authorities and if Cana-.,
diaii Government officials might join in such discussions. The opinion of the meet-ing

was that officials should not participate but that there seemed to be little
objection to C.N.S. engaging in them although we did not see how the talks could
be very 'conclusive because of the close interrelation between shipping and trade
policy '

7• Gordon mentioned to me after the meeting that a U.K. shipping company had
been enquiring into the possibility of undertaking management of the Service under
the more liberal union regulations obtaining in the U.K. If this could be done and
subsidies eliminated'with the Service remaining under the Canadian flag it wouldseetn tô be anid

. . : .eal solution.
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, 8:' The C.N.S.,have_ made an. analysis of. recent trade with the West Indies and
propose consulting the research people in the Department of Trade and Commerce
about, it. I do not think anything is required by this Department at present but we
shall keep an eye on any developments.

SUBDIVISION IUSUB-SECTION II

IMMIGRATION .

F

649.

';-

TOP SECRET

: A.S: G[IUFFINI

PCO

[Ottawa], December 20, 1951

IMMIGRATION FROM THE BRITISH WEST INDIES

16. The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration reported that, under the provi-

sions which had been, in effect. for a number bf, years and which were now. con-
tained in Order in Council P.C. 2743 of Jtine 2nd, .1949, , negroes from the British
West Indies were not admissible_ to, Canada. This result was brought about indi-
rectly under the provisions of the*Order in Council.'ByI special arrangements a few
were allowed to remain in Canada, from tiinè to time, after arrival here for school
âttendance or' othér purposes.' Admissions, had 'never 'exceedéd 125 - 150 in any
ÿenr: 97 had been admitted so far in ' 1951. Négroes from the United_ States were
admissible as U.S. citizens. There had been representations by organizations in
Canada about the discrimination against negroes from the West Indies and consid-
eration was being given to the desirability 'of making some new . provision. One
approach might be to make the same'categories of relatives of Canadian citizens
admissible as were now admissible in the case of Asiatics. In addition, there ^uld
be a quotà for married children of Canadian citizens :-. possibly about 50 per year
- and a further quota of about the, same size for non-relatives. By this means
movement tnight be 'kept down to less than 200, per year. If restrictions were
removed there would be a much greaterinflux:.There were indications that resent-
ment I over I the 'present position was increâsing in the West Indies: ,

17. The 'Secretary of State for External Affai rs 'suggested that the situation would
not be improved if it became known that there was a"black" quota. On the other
hand, it would not be possible to operate such a system with any advantage over the
present position if the existence of a quota were to be kept confidential. If a quota

ants. . . ; . ; it cover all im^gwere to be estabhshed it' would seem preferable to h ave
from the West Indies and not simply negroes.

18.f The Minister,of Trade and Commerce suggested that the best course woul u^
to continue the 'pre sent policy ^ as long as possible ând to. take care of indrvld
cases that deserved consideration by means of special arrangements.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
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19. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the report of the Minister of Citizenship
and Immigration and agreed that, for the time being, no modification be made in
the provisions relating to immigration from the British West Indies to Canada.
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CxAPrrRE VII/CHAPTÉR VII

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS
RELATIONS WTTH THE UNITED STATES

PREMIÈRE PARTIE/PART 1 ^

QUESTIONS DE DÉFENSE ET SÉCURITÉ
DEFENCE AND SECURITY ISSUES

SECTION A

ACQUISITION DE MATÉRIEL MILITAIRE

PROCUREMENT OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT

650. DEA/50213-40

Note

Memorandum

CONFIDENTIAL
[n.d.]

NOTES ON MILITARY PROCUREMENT IN THE UNITED STATES FOR THE USE
OF THE CANADIAN SECTION OF THE PERMANENT JOINT BOARD

ON DEFENCE

In the Statement of Principles for Economic Cooperation signed by Canada and
the United States in October, 1950, the two governments agreed to coordinate the
economic efforts of their two countries for the common defense.' It was also agreed
that the optimum use should be made of the resources and facilities of both coun-
tries. As this is the principle that should govern military procurement both in Can-
ada and the United States, it is felt that it should form the background for any
discussion on military procurement problems.

In May, 1950, the United States agreed to develop a program for reciprocal
purchasing of military equipment , in Canada up to '$25 million for the fiscal ye
ending June 30, 1951 and this objective was later increased to $100 million. 2011
the accompanying table fi(see Table 1) it will be noted that U.S. military Purchases
reached $84 million, which was not far off the American objective. Expenditures
on 'radar, amounting to almost 40 million, formed a large part of this total, while
3 inch 50 calibre twin mounts accounted for another $23.6 million. An order for
Arctic huts amounted to $5.3 million. In the ammunition and explosives field, U•5-
purchases of picrite and practice bombs were around $3 million in each case.

^ Voir/See Volume 16, Documents 775-795.
2 Voir/See Volume 16, Documents 771 and 778.
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, Canada, on the other hand, put no ceiling on military procurement in the United
States, and in the same period our purchases totalled $316 million (see.Table 2).t
The main reason for this heavy,volume of purchases was the Canadian Govern-
ment's decision to standardize of U.S.-type equipment and in the beginning, a large
part of this has to be bought in the'United States. Equipment for two Army Divi-
sions accounted for $110 million at the end of June, 1951, while another $130 mil-
lion went into the F-86 aircraft program. Orders for Beechcraft came to $14 million
and for A.A.: fire control (T.33) amounted to $12.5 million. Provided our defence
program continues as presently planned, it is not expected that this high rate.of
purchasing will, be maintained indefinitely. Once the initial equipment with U.S.-
types, is completed and as we get into production in this country, expenditures of
this kind should level off.

In considering the imbalance in procurement between Canada and the -United
States, as' shown in the accompanying tables, there are certain factors to be taken
into consideration, These figures show only orders placed by the two governments.
Not included in the Canadian- figures are orders placed in the United States by
private firms that have defence contracts from the Canadian Government. Nor do
the figures, show any of the Canadian orders placed through agents in Canada of
U.S. firms. While the degree of under-statement of Canadian defence orders in the
United States cannot be estimated, it is no doubt of substantial proportions.

The U.S. figures, on the other hand, are based on the records of the Canadian
Commercial Corporation, which has acted and continues to act as the procurement
agency, for the U.S.' Armed Services in Canada. As the Americans point out, these
figures do not reflect heavy U.S. expenditures in Canada on basic raw materials
such as copper, nickel, lead, etc.

As was to be . expected when starting a new arrangement, some operational diffi-
culties were encountered during the first year, of reciprocal defence procurement.

U.S. patent holders and from U.S. authorities to make ^ certain U.S. types of war

These difficulties have - been somewhat greater in the- case- of Canadian finns
obtaining sub-contracts from U.S. prime contractors than has been the - case in
direct government orders: However, one case in which the Canadian government
has had some trouble was in connection with orders that involved obtaining per-
mission to manufacture U.S.-type equipment in this country. This permission from

stores was, in some cases, somewhat slow in being granted. Once manufacturing
rights * were- cleared, there was ^ on occasion further delay in obtaining drawings,
specifïcations and production data. In this instance the problem was largely a
mechanical one, due to the bulk and number of these items, making it difficult, for
example, to gather together the several hundreds of drawings sometimes required
for one contract. This situation was, however, called to the attention of -the U.S:
Secretary of State by the Canadian Minister of Defence Production.. Since then;
great itnprovement : has been noted, although detailed information needed in the
Production of a number of items is still lacking.

AnotheT problem has been that of customs duties on defence articles. This is a
Û S lenl w^ch has affected the sub-contract picture, as direct procurement by the

• government 'is allowed to enter the United States duty free. Emergency
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purchases of war material, if imported in the name of the one of the three Secretar-
ies' of the Armed Services or 'of a^few other government agencies, can enter on a
Duty Free Entry Permit. All other- imports of military items into the United States
are. subject to duty at full value of.the finished article and not at the 'value of the
imported component (i.e., the value added in' Canada). This has tended.to discour-
age.the letting of sub-contracts outside the United States. In Canada, all imports of
war materials are subject to full duty.

Discussion 'on the subject of customs relaxation has taken place between offi-
cials of the two countries.. Last April, Canadian officials advised the Chairman of
the U.S. Munitions Board that they were prepared to recommend to the Canadian
Government proposals ^ for rèciprocal 'free entry into the two countries - of certain
military end items, provided the ultimate purchaser was the Government of, the
United States or the Government of Canada. The suggested list was the first seven
items'of the U.S.- list of D.O. priority ratings, viz., aircraft, guided missiles, ships,
tanks and military vehicles, weapons, ammunition, and military communication
equipment. The Americans indicated general agreement with the broad conclusions
arrived at in, Ottawa but nothing decisive has been done to date, although it is
understood that the Americans are working on the problem. In a recent meeting in
Washington, it was stated that an enabling amendment to the existing legislation
was being drafted. It is understood 'that any steps toward the elimination of duty
would have to be reciprocal. ; ;. ;..

Canadian firms trying to secure sub=contracts ;in the United States have also
allxperienced some difficulties under the ï`Buy American" Act. Under this Act,

government purchases of supplies for public use in the United States, its posses-
sions and territories, have to be made in the domestic markét..There are, however,
certain exceptions, to the Act, which permit purchases abroad if it is inconsistent
with the public interest to buy in the domestic - market; if it would unnecessarilY
increase the cost to do so; or if the materials are not available in the United States.
In such cases the Secretaries of the Departments concerned have to grant the excep-
tion. In the operation of the reciprocal purchasing program, this procedure has been
found to be somewhat cumbersome and efforts are being made to have the Secre-
taries' authority delegated down to local procurement officers. So far this has only,
been done in the case of the Air Force, where the authority has been delegated to
Wright Field. It has also been found that there is lack of understanding on .the part
of local procurement officers as to the procedure involved in applying for exemp^
tion under the "Buy American", Act and an unwillingness to consider the plac^ ^e
sub-contracts in Canada. Efforts are being made in the Washington office
Department of . Defence Production to deal with this problem and to secure more
definite instructions with regard to U.S. military procurement in this country-

The outlook for reciprocal military purchasing in the coming fiscal year is, on
the whole, more promising. General Marshall announced recently the au he pres ^
of up to $300 million in purchases of military supplies in Canada during
fiscal : year. ; Under., a directive issued onJune 29th, by the Acting SecretarY of
Defense, waivers of the, restrictive features of the "Buy American" Act, will beor.

} granted up to $100 million for each of the three Armed Services. Anothe l^^ on
tant step is the decision to reactivate and expand the Joint Industrial Mob

^^
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Committee. It is hoped that through closer personal contacts of sub committees at
the working level many of the difficulties experienced in the first year of operation
will be ironed out. and that defence orders. placed in Canada will be increased. :

SECTION B

. RÉSEAU, D'ÉCRANS DE RADAR
RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ToP. SECRET [Ottawa], January 24, 1951

DEFENCE PROGRAMME; REPORT FROM CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE

(a) Extension of the Aircraft Control and Warning System in Canada

47. The Minister of National Defence reported that a proposed extension of the
aircraft control and warning (A.C.W.) system in Canada was included in the new
defence programme. This required separate consideration as it involved collabora-
tion with the U.S., Air Force in operating a large project on Canadian soil. -

Under North Atlantic Treaty arrangements, Canada and the United States had
the task of defending their region and the concept developed for such defence was
that areas containing the essential elements of North American war-making capac-
ity should be protected: For this purpose, it was essential to have an A.C.W. system
which could detect enemy bombers, disseminate warnings and control interceptor
aircraft.

In view of the serious international situation, the U.S.A.F. had suggested exten-
sion of the authorized Canadian A.C.W. programme of nine stations in the Mon-
treal-Ottawa-Toronto and Canadian Pacific Coast areas. The R.C.A.F. and the
U•S.A.F,, jointly, had prepared a plan for establishment of a larger integrated net-
work in Canada. by July; 1952, and the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had
discussed a possible formula for U.S. collaboration in the network, which would
operate in conjunction with the A.C.W. system in the United States.

Under the plan, there' would be additional stations in the two Canadian areas
mentioned, and also stations in the Lower St. Lawrence-Southern Labrador-New-
foundland, Northern Labrador, and Northern Ontario-Manitoba areas, bringing, the
nwnber of stations in Canada to 31 (with an additional U.S. station in Greenland).

The fôrmula' discussed by the P.J.B.D. provided that each country would pay
one-half the'capital cost of 19 stations -- including the 9 authorized - and that the
United States would pay the capital cost of the remaining 12.'This would mean an
outlay for Canada of some $45 million, plus that for any necessary Canadian mar-
ried 'quarters, which was no more than the unshared cost of the 9 stations originally
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planned. : The total capital cost to the ; United States (including the Greenland sta-
tion) would be about $114 million. Canada would pay one-third - about $12.5
million - and the United States two-thirds of the recurring costs of the 27 stations
and the U.S.A.F. would be responsible for the recurring costs of the 4 stations in
Northern I.âbrador. Owing to manpower difficulties, the R.C.A.F. could man ini-
tially only 13 stations, requiring about 2400 officers and men - or 960 more than
the 9 authorized stations. The remaining 18 stations, which would not be near main
centres, would be manned by some 2300 Americans, although Canada would
reserve the -right to man any of these without prejudice to the U.S. financial
contributions.'

The Canadian government would have title to land and immoveable property at
the 31 stations and the United States could dispose of its share of moveables when
they were no longer required. As much as possible of the equipment for the stations
would be bought in Canada, where it was thought a substantial part, of the elec-
tronic'equipment could be produced. Canadian contractors, through Defence Con-
struction Corporation, would build as many as possible of the stations, although the
U.S.A.F. woûld construct the stations in Northern Labrador (and Greenland). Any
U.S. civilian:contractors employed on the network would use . Canadian labour and
materials as !much as possible and would be subject to normal employment and
taxation practices. , , .

Cabinet Defence Committee had recommended acceptance in principle of these
proposals so-as to permit the Canadian section of the P.J.B.D. to participate in a
Board. recommendation to the two governments along these l'ines.

An explanatory memorandum was circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Jan. 22, 1951 --= Cab. Doc. D-271)t
Thé United States would consider its contributions to the project as measures of

self-defence and not mutual aid to Canada. The division of 'costs was based on the
relative ` importance of each station to the air defence of each country. One great
advantage of the project was that Canada would not bear the responsibility alone
for bombers that penetrated to the United States: Unlike earlier plans for a ring of
early warning and fighter stations across the North, this scheme would be practica-
ble and effective. Tests had been carried out at the proposed sites. The project
would add vital depth to the extensive system being developed in the United States.
While a system of only 31 stations could not be one hundred per cent effective, it
would add greatly to the éfficiency of North American defences and the equipment
contemplated was likely to be the best procurable for some years. it might be desir-
; âble to make some additions to the network at a later date. 'A radar network had
^ been the basis of . the defence' of Britain during the war. The top U.S. defence
^ authorities attached the greatest urgency to construction of the network.

Y R The defences of-Alaska, including the A.C.W. system, were being built up^e
had been considered that the most likely Soviet bomber route would be throughthe north-
northeastern area of the continent but the prevailing winds would make

s that.western route attractive. The Soviets were believed to have B-29-type bo e^ to
ï could make one-way raids on any part of North America but did not yet apPsidering estimates
have six-engine or jet bombers with long-range capabilities. Con
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of Soviet stocks of atomic bombs, only one or two centres in Canada would be
likely to be attacked with such bombs at this stage: If the Soviets attempted to use a
Canadian Arctic station as a bomber base, warning would be received and it was
expected that such a base, which would have immense supply problems, could be
immobilized rapidly.

Operating in conjunction with the proposed radar network, there would be,. by
1954, 9 Canadian regular fighter squadrons,- and also 10 reserve squadrons which
could be brought to a high level of efficiency with two or three months of intensive
training. These squadrons could be used elsewhere during an emergency, if the air
defence position permitted.

48. The Prime Minister said that experts considered the proposed network an
essential warning system rather than a static defence line; that the equipment to be
used was technically sound; and that there would be forces available to make use of
the "early warning" provided. The formula proposed for U.S. participation in the
scheme seemed reasonable. Under new legislation the U.S.A.F. was not expected to
require leases.

49. The Cabinet, after further discussion, agreed in principle to proposals dis-
cussed by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence for the creation in Canada of a
Canada-U.S. aircraft control and warning system, and agreed to the Canadian sec-
tion of the Board participating in a recommendation to the two governments for the
establishment and operation of this system under arrangements of the type consid-
ered by the Board on. January 10th, 1951.

652., DEA/50210-40

.^ Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SEcRft Ottawa, April 6, 1951

PROPOSED RADAR DEFENCE SCHEME

ou will'recall that the proposed radar defence scheme recommended by the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence and approved by the Government provides for:

(a) Constrüction of thirty-one stations in Canada, nine by Canada, the remainder
by the United States;

(b) the manning of thirteen stations by Canada at the outset and ultimately of all
stations as personnel become available (possibly we shall go slow on manning the
Newfoundland stations which are primarily for the early warning of the U.S. bases
there);

(c) the sharing of operational costs on the basis of two-thirds U.S., one-third
Canada;

(d) the continuance of all stations except by agreement by the two Governments.
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2: When the scheme was discussed by the PJBD the Canadian Section held firmly
to the line that title to sites should remain in Canâda. ^ However, the U.S. Section
ezpressed the' view that some assurance of U.S. rights might have to be given to
Congress in order to obtain the necessary appropriation. The clause in the Recom-
mendation relating to these matters reads as follows:

"(a) Canada to ^ acquire and retain title to all. sites required in ^ Canada for the
.system; the U.S. to be granted such rights of access, use and occupancy as may be
required for its effective participation."

3. A law officer of the USAF was recently in Ottawa arranging for contracts for
construction, and during his visit officiais of this Department and National Defence
discussed with him, at the request of the USAF; the nature of inter-governmental
agreements which might be necessary for the 'scheme. He felt that under existing
U.S. law some security of occupancy to the stations to be constructed by the U.S.
would be required before the U.S. could spend funds on new construction. Two

'possibilities were discussed:
_(a) Assured rights of occupancy by the U.S. for twenty years (the duration of the

North Atlantic Treaty); , , ...
(b) indefinite rights of occupancy:

In either case' the agreement would be subject to' the .recommendations the

Bôârd, under which Canada would, in fact, man and take over stations as rapidly as
possible. The effect in either case would bé jthat the U.S. would still retain formal
right to occupy the stations it constructed and,''presumably, title to equipment,
although, in fact, it woiild not exercise these rights. It was agreed that the USAF
official would "rough out" a draft of an inter-governmental agreement which he
would send to us for our comments. Attached is the draft received from the USAF
official on an informal basis.t It will be observed that it provides for indefinite
rights of occupancy by, the U.S.. .

4. My disposition would be to take a firm line and refuse to agree to any formal
rights of occupancy. The U.S: Defence authorities are very. anxious for the con- ,
struction of the radar screen, and I, am inclined to think we should take advantage
of this situation. If their law requires changing to meet our position it is not our
+problem. I'should think that the principle recommended by the PJBD, that no tog
tion can be closed down by either party without the consent of the other, ought
,be sufficient assurance to Congress that funds spent on the scheme will not be frit-
: tered away or bé simply a gift to anôther country.3

A.D.P. H[EENEY1

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I agee L.B.P[earsonl ' ' `

{ lh^.5
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis - - -

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States .

Ottawa, April 17, 1951

AGREEMENTS WITH THE UNITED STATES, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE
TO THE RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM

• RE QUESTION OF PUBLICATION AND REGISTRATION OF DEFENCE

Before discussing the general question, I will explain what has happened regard-
ing the PJBD's Recommendation 51/1 on the radar defence system.

2. On March 9. Mr. Johnson (Assistant General Counsel, USAF) was in Ottawa
and met with officials of this Department and the Judge Advocate General. He said
that the USAF and the State Department thought that it was necessary and desirable
to have an Exchange of Notes to confirm and supplement the Recommendation.
Although we would have been content to rely on the Recommendation of the PJBD
and to dispense with a formal Exchange of Notes, we suggested to Mr. Johnson that
he prepare and send -us informally a draft note. He has done so and we are not
satisfied with some of its provisions. Enclosed for your information is a copy of
Mr. Johnson's draftt and a copy of my memorandum of April 6 to the Minister
explaining the objections to some of its provisions. (The Minister agreed with the
memorandum). This is for your information only; we do not desire you to initiate
any discussion with the, State Department of Mr. Johnson's draft. In due course,
when Mr. Johnson re-opens the subject in Ottawa, he will be given our views on his
draft. In" the alternative, it is always open to the State Department to propose a
draft. .

3., However, having concluded that Mr. Johnson's draft is . not acceptable and
having started to prepare a counter-draft, we have come squarely up against the
problem of publication and registration with the United Nations. Mr. Johnson gave
us to understand that the State Department had told him that, the proposed
Ezchange of Notes would. have to be registered with the United Nations. Mr.
Haselton of the State Department, who was here last week, also said that registra-
tion with United Nations is contemplated.

4. It seems to us that, if the Notes are to be registered and made public, it is not
desirable that they should refer to a particular Recommendation of the Board which
is not béing"
must or registered. Some parts of the Recommendation clearly

ust be kept secret for security reasons.
5. What we wish to know now is whether the State Department has given serious

consideration to the general problem of publishing and registering U.S.-Canada

SECRET

Reference Your WA-1378 of April 10J
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defencë arrangements and has definitely concluded that publication and registration

are always necessary..' . . ; ?
';a 6. It seems to this Department, on the. official level that most of the defence
arrangements entered into between our two countries are not very suitable for pub-
lication and that theré is7 no compelling reason to register them under Article 102 of
the Charter of the United Nations. In fact, there are many agreements in force
which have been neither published nor registered, 'e.g., agreements for USAF
flights and exercises. There will undoubtedly be agreements in the future which
must be kept absolutely secret, e.g., the "canopy" proposal with which you are

familiar.4
7. Our thinking with regard to the radar Recommendation is that, although we are

willing to have an Exchange of Notes if the United States wants one and if its terms
can be agreed, it does not necessarily follow that such "àn agreement' should be
published and registered. It would seem to us more' appropriate, and also safer, to
limit the publicity to a general statement that the two'countries are co-operating in
the construction and operation of radar stations for their joint defence.

8. If you see no objection, I shoûld be ôbliged if the Embassy would have an
informal talk 'on*these general problems with a'high `official of the State Depart-
menL I venture to suggest a"high 'official" because I;do'not think that the views of
the Canadian desk would be adequate for this purpose. When we have received
your report on - this talk, and your views, wewill endeavour to obtain a decision
from our Minister and the Minister of National Defence on the question of the kind
of Exchange of Notes they would accept in the case of the radar project.,

aD P 1^4 EENEY

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires. extérieures :i
.à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis :. ,

Secretary, of State for External Affairs :
to Ambassador in United States

,

TELEGRAM EX-1049 ,

SECRET. IMPORTANT.

RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT : ote... . .a , . _ .

^ PJBD meetin this week the U.S. Section informally tabled
a draft N

draf
tx,•Atthe g

which, we understand, was drafted by Johnson of the The te t Of this
that the

is'given in my immediately following teletype. The U.S. Sect ion indicated

U.S: Government would like to have an Exchange of Notes in addit^^W ^ât

ommendation. e We also ., understand that it was the State Departm ent's

such Notes should be published and registered with the United Nations.
, E -• . , • - ^ • . , ._ . . .. . . , . . .. .

t . F ' ^ - . . .

^^' ' / . . ,. . . . . . . a 1

' Voir le document 688JSee Document 688.

DEA/50210-40

E
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We. understand that there will be meeting on Monday, in State Department to
discuss this matter further, and I should appreciate it if you could give Haselton, the
contents of this telegram prior to their meeting.

3. As you know, the view of officials in this Department is that it is not (repeat
not) necessary to have an Exchange of Notes at all. The Recommendation, when
approved by both governments, has the same status as an agreement. However, if
the U.S.' Government were anxious to have an Exchange of Notes, we would not
press our objection.

4. The'second question is whether Exchanges of Notes on such matters should be
published and registered with the United Nations. As you know from our telegram
No. EX-1017 'of May 9,t we think it is unwise and unnecessary'to make public
defence agreements of this kind. However, we have not yet submitted this point to

-Ministers in Ottawa:

5. Turning now to the annexed draft submitted by the U.S. Section, our principle
objéction to it is that paragraph 2 would give the United States more of an interest
in the land than is required by the Recommendation or necessary for its imple-
méntation: It seems tous that the effect of paragraph 2 of the U.S. draft is to give
the United States a continuing interest in the land of all stations constructed by the
United States, this interest to continue even after a station has been taken over by

'the RCAF. It is the last mentioned feature which we feel is unnecessary and which
goes beyond the requirements of the Recommendation.

6: We have prepared in this Department an alternative draft in a form which
might be made public (but the annex to it would not be made public). Will you
please give this draft to the U.S. Section, making it clear that it is simply a working

; draft prepared by officials in this Department.
Following is the text of our draft:

'Text Begins: I have the honour to refer to the recent discussions by the Perma-
nent Joint Board on Defence regarding the extension and co-ordination of the con-
tinental radar defence system within Canada and to record hecein the Canadian
Government's understanding of the arrangements which have been agreed upon:

1• The Governments of Canada and the United States will, in the interests of joint
defence against air attack, construct and operate within Canada the radar stations
listed in the Annext to this note.

2. The -capital costs of construction (except housing for -dependents), and of
equipment and communication facilities, will be shared on the basis of, approxi-
mately, two-thirds by the United States and one-third by Canada. In order to facili-
tate implementation of the plan and to simplify the, division of costs, the United
States ,and Canada respectively will assume financial responsibility for the con-
strüction and ëquipping of, those stations (with their associated control facilities)
allocated to each of them for the purpose in the Annex.

3.
The-maintenance and operating costs of all the stations will be shared, two-

-thirds by.the United States and one-third by Canada.
4. Canada will require and retain title to all sites required in Canada for the sys-tetn,

The Canadian Government hereby grants and assures to the United States
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ï Government; without- charge such rights of access, use and occupancy as may be
required frôm timé to time by the United States for its'effective participation in the

system. - .

and equipment;
rovement of the sites as may be required to fit them for their intended use;

(b) Improvement •
^(c) Stationing of personnel under the control^and command of United States mi
tary authorities ` 'Canada by the

40. Ownership of all property brought into Canada or purchased in
e^fRed to

United States and placed on the sites;' other than structures perman y^a 7 of

, "the realty, shall remain iri the United States: The United States, subject t o f all - such
this Note, shall have the unrestricted right of .removing or l a reasonable

= property, PROVIDED that removal or disposition takes place w ithin
the operadon

time after the date on which, by agreement of the two governments,
of the particular station has been discontinued... . ; .

required..
• . , , , +. . : . ^ 3

a for the construction of stations by the United States pursuant to paragraph 2 ofO. . . . ,. .
'this Note, and

(b) for the operation of stations by the United States pursuant to paragraph 6 of

this Note.
-` 5. So far as practicable, construction of the installations required by the plan will

1be carried out by Canadian agencies , and, contractors with Canadian labour and
materials, and electronic and other equipment manufactured in Canada will be

used.
6. The stations will be manned and operated initially by Canada and the United

States respectively according to the division set forth in the Annex. Canada may, at
- times to be mutually agreed upon, take over from the United States the manning
and operation of stations previously manned and operated by. the United States.

^;. 7. Neither government will discontinue the operation of any station or any part of
the system without the prior concurrence of the other government.

8. All possible measures will be taken to ensure thafthe system will be operating
by the target date set forth in the Annex.

9. Within the sites made available to the United States, the United States, so far as
-may be consistent with the laws of Canada, may do whatever is necessary or apPro-
,priate to the carrying out of its responsibilities.in Canada in connection with the
construction and operation of the continental radar defense system, in accordance
,with this Note including:

(a) Construction, installation and operation of the necessary structures, facilities,

tem. V, I
Government, without charges, such rights of access, use and occupancy as may be

It. ana wi . q ;
1'h Cân dian Government hereby grants and assures to the United States

C da 11 `âc mire and retain title to âll sites required in Canada for the sys
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, 11. In accordance with the principles stated in this Note, details concerning the
manning, operation'and financing of the system in Canada shall be settled by sub-
sequent agreement between the appropriate authorities of Canada and the. United

. .States.:

End of: telegram:. , . * .. .. , . `

If the foregoing is acceptable ' tô your Government, this Note "and your reply
shall constitute an agreement, effective from the' date of your réply. End of draft:

12. The capabilities of the system will be kept under constant review in the li ght
of current developments.

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50210-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TEt,EGRAM EX-1050

to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, May 12, 1951

My ^ediately preceding teletype re radar defence agreement.
Following is'text of draft note informally submitted by U.S. Section at PJBD meet-
ing this week, Begins:

I have the honour to refer to Recommendation 51/1 of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence Canada-United States dated January 31, 1951 concerning exten-
sion and co-ordination of the continental radar defence system within Canada. and
to inform you that the Recommendation has been approved by the Government of
Canada.

2. Pursuant to the Board's Recommendation, Canada will make available to the
United States, without compensation, the 'sites required for the installations to be
constructed by the United States. Each site will be made available until such time
as it is mutually agreéd between the two Governments that operation of a particular
installation is no longer required. Canada will retain title to all the sites.

3. Within,the sites made available to the United States, so far as may be consis-tent
with°thé laws of Canada, the United States may do whatever is necessary or

appropriate to the carrying out of its responsibilities in Canada in connection with°
the construction and operation of the continental radar defence system, in accor-
dance with the Board's Recommendation including:

(a) Constructiôn, installation and 'operation of, the necessary structures, facilities,
and equipment;. . . ,

(h) improve,ment`of theÇ sites as may, be required to fit them for their intended use,
. stationing , of personnel under the control and command of U.S.. military

authorities:
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4. Ownership of all propert}r brought into Canada or purchases in Canada by the.
United States and placed on the sites, other than structures permanently affixed to
the realty, 1 shall rémain in the United States, and the United States shall have the
unrestricted -right of removing or disposing of all such property, provided that
removal shall not impair the operation of any installation whose discontinuance has
not been agreed upon by both Governments, and provided further that removal or
disposition shall take place within a reasonable time after the expiration of the
period;for which the sites are made available to the United States. •

5.' If the foregoing is acceptable to 'your Government, this Note and your reply
shall be regarded as an agreement effective from the date of your reply. Details
concerning the manning and operation of the system in Canada shall be settled by
subsequent arrangements between the two Governments or the appropriate authori-
ties thereof, as may be necessary. End of draft. Ends. ,

. , . _ ;

656.
DEA/50210-40

L'ambassadeur auz États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TEUGRAHt WA-2027 Washington, May 14, 1951, . - .

SECRBT. IMPORTANT.

Reference your EX-1049. Radar Defence Agreement.

1. The views contained in your teletype under reference were communicated to
Haselton this morning before the State Department meeting on this subject. We
told Haselton that our first preference would be to rely on the board's recommrio es
tion rather than on an exchange of notes. If there were to be an exchange of
we would prefer that it not be published or.registered with the United Nations. In
any case, we. would not wish . the publication or registration of this exchange of
notes to set a precedent for future agreements in the defence field between the
United 'States and Canada. With particular reference to Johnson 's draft, we drew
Haselton's attention to the fact that paragraph 2 seemed to go further than the rec-
ômmendation of the board. We said that if the exchange of notes were to be^ any
detail we thoûght that the note should follow as closely as pôssible the re o
dations of the board. .,

2. Wef have now been given a brief accoûnt of the State Department meefing,on
thissubject this morning. The U.S.A.F. are apparently convinced that an ressiônai
of notes'formalizing the agreement is 'necessary to meet possible Congthe legal staff of the
criticism of the joint project. Assuming an exchange of notes,
State Department maintain that registration with the United Nations is essen Of Ô^

3.'United States âuthorities are, however, prepared to proceed on the basis o
revised draft as contained in your teletype under reference and to spell out the
major recommendations of the board, eliminating of course the reference to the

0



location of the facilities. They believe that it would be inappropriate to refer in the
main note (which would_be published and registered with the United Nations) to a
classified annex. For this reason they would prefer that the phraseology "as mutu-
ally, agreed".. should be 'substituted where the "annex" is referred to.. They agreed
that paragraph 2 of their draft went further than the recommendations of the board,
and would be prepared to substitute for it paragraph 4 of your draft. Other minor
textual amendments to your draft will also be suggested.
,:4. It is my understanding that Johnson will be in Ottawa tomorrow for detailed
discussions. with MacKay on this subject. I thought, however, you might wish to
have some advance notice of the United States reaction to our suggested revisions.

DEA/50210-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- - à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, May 16, 1951

:, CONTINENTAL RADAR DEFENCE SYSTEM

Below is â'new draft note, in a form which might be made public, worked out at
a meeting in the Department May 15 attended by Bliss of the Embassy'and Johnson
of the USAF. It has not been cleared at any higher level. It was agreed with Bliss
that the*next move was up to the U.S., and that we would not secure clearance at
higher level until Johnson had at least cleared with his Department. Since Comp-
troller of Treasury, here has agreed. to release funds to meet outstanding bills on
construction projects being undertaken by Defence Construction, Limited for
USAF, it is felt that we are not impeding progress of radar scheme in any way.
Please inform State Department accordingly and give them copy of draft. Johnson
is taking back copies for the USAF.

Draft bégins:

I have the hariour to refer to the recent discussions by the Permanent Joint Board
on" Defence regarding ' the extension and co-ordination of the continental radar
defence system,within Canada and to record herein the Canadian Government's
understanding ôf the' arrangements which have been agree upon:

Subject'tô the availability of appropriated funds, the Governments of Canada
and the United States will, in the interests of joint defence against air attacks, con-
struct and operate within Canada an extension of the continental radar defence sys-
tenl, (hereinafter referred to' as "the extension").

2• The costs of construction (except housing for dependents), equipment, and
operation of the extension will be shared on the basis of approximately two-thirds
by the United States and one-third by Canada. In order to simplify the division of



costs in `accordance . with this principle, the United Stàtes and Canada will each
assume 'financial responsibility for construction; equipment' and operation of those
stations - (with their associated control' facilities) respectively allocated to each of
them by agreement between the appropriate authorities of the two Governments.
Neither Government will discontinue the operation of any station or any part of the
extènsion'without the prior `concurrence of the other Government.

3. So far as practicable, construction of the 'installations required for the extension
will be carried out by Canadian agencies and contractors with Canadian labour and
materials.'Electronic and other equipment manufâctured in Canada; will, also be
used, so far as practicable.

4. Canada will acquire and retain title to all sites required in Canada for the
extension: The Canadian Government hereby granccand as sures

and t
o the

asStates Government, without charge, such nghts,of ,
may be required for thé construction, equipment and operation of stations allocated
to the United States pursuant to paragraph 2 of this Note.

5. Within the sites made available to the United States pursuant to paragraph 4 of
this Note, the United States, so far as may be consistent with the laws of Canada,
may, do whatever is necessary or appropriate to the carrying out of its responsibili-
ties in Canada in connection with the construction, equipment and operation of the
extension in accordance with this Note, including:

(a) Construction, installation and operation of the necessary stru ctures,
to fitlthem

and equipment, and such improvement of the sites as may be required
for their intended use, PROVIDED that all major construction and all' installations
of major equipment shall have' the prior, approval .,of the, appropriate Canadian

authorities and
(b) stationing of Personnel under the control and command of United States mili-,

tary authorities. , .

6. Ownership of all property brought into Canada or purchased in Canada lb^ the
Unitéd States and placed on the sites, other than structures permanently afx
the realty, shall - remain in the United States. The United States shal IDED that
unrestricted right of removing or disposing of all such property, PROV
the removal or disposition shall not impair the operation of any station ^r-

continuance has not been agreed upon by both Governments, and PRVIDED
ther that removal or disposition takes place within a reasonable tim ^eer ^lcular

date

on which, by agreement of the two Governments, the operation o
f P

station has been discontinued.
7. The stations will be manned initially' by Canada and the United States

respec-

tne
tivelY according to arrangements agreed upon by the appropriate autho^ne over the

two Governménts. Canada may, at times to be mutually agreed upon, take
• ' ' 't' all manned by the United States.,

Manning.,of stations m y,
8. In accordance with the principles stated in this Note, further details by sub

the construction, equipment and operation of the extension shall be ents
sequent agreement between the•appropriate authorities of the two Governm

. . , .. , . . ;, .
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9: The capabilities of the extension will be kept under constant review in the light
of current developments. :.

If the foregoing * is acceptable to your Government, this,Note and your reply

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for, External Affairs

Washington, May 23, 1951

PUBLICATION OF DEFENCE AGREEMENTS

, shall constitute an agree

the State Department the question of publication and registration of United States-
Canada defencé agreements.

2. We pointed out to Tate that what we were anxious to know was' the general
United States attitude on the following points:

(a) Whether in all cases formal agreements were necessary, and
(b). If in those cases where formal agreements were necessary they should be

registered under Article 102.

We pointed out that, in our, opinion, for some of the agreements registration,
even in an abbreviated form, would be impossible and in some others the registered
agreement would have to omit various details of.importance.
3. Tate said that in the opinion of the State Department it was not, possible to lay

down a'general rule governing publication and registration of all agreements on
defence arrangements. . Tate agreed that informal arrangements which would not
constitutè fôrmal agreements would, wherever practicable, be I satisfactory. This
could take the fo of a66Tin eptance of P.J.B.D. recommendations by both govern-
mentsor of inter-service. correspondence. At times, however, for various reasons a
formal agreement might be necessary. He pointed out that he had first thought
acceptance by the two government of the P.J.B.D. recommendation concerning the
'radar defence screen would be adequate. Subsequently, however, he was convinced
by the legal officers of the air force that under their legislation and also for the
Purpose of obtaining appropriations .from Congress a formal agreement would be
required::: t. , .. ;; .. , , : , .

4• He suggested 'that in each case where a formal agreement was required theProcedure
followed in the radar case should, where possible, be adopted, i.e., an

agreement worded in such a way that it could be published and registered with the

1. Yesterday we discussed with Tate, the acting legal adviser and other officers of
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United Nations should be worked out; and he thought this could be done in most
cases where a formal agreement was required.

5. The general impression gained at this interview was that Canadian and United
States thinking on the problem was not far apart: The United States will not press
for formal 'agreements except where they are required for some practical purpose.

,.They do not consider that any hard and fast rule should be adopted as to publication
and registration, but will be ready to, consider each, case individually.

659. . : . .
Note du sous-secrétaire'-d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,

j

i

3 ,, Ottawa, May 29, 1951
SECRET

RE PROPOSED EXCHANGE OF NOTES WITH THE,UNIZED STATES REGARDING
RADAR DEFENCE SŸSTEM.

You requested further information on the following points:
(1) the insistence of the United States on having an Exchange of Notes to supple-

ment the PJBD Recommendation; and
(2) the United States wish that the Exchange ^ of Notes be registered with the

United Nations.
2. Officials of this Department and National Defence have discussed these ques-

tions over a period of many weeks with Mr. Johnson, the solicitor for the United
States Air Force. In addition our Embassy in Washington discussed themwith the
Acting Legal Adviser of the State Department. We have been unable to d that t
U.S. officials from the position that an Exchange of Notes is necessary and
should be registered with United Nations. The difficulty about refûsing to accede to
their wishes in the matter is that Defence Construction Ltd. has been unable to,
firm commïtment from the USAF pending agreement by us to the terms of
'Exchange of.-. Notes. As the -commencement of the construction could no t és
delayed, Defence Construction Ltd. has, I understand, incurred heavy excted
without*any legal assurance so far that the USAF will actually make the exp, : .
contract with them.

, .k . . , . ^^ ;..
F ^.. , . .i, . ..- . . • . . .,

Reasons for Having an Exchange of Notes te^s W^ch need to
., ; 3. The first U.S. argument is that the Recommendation is in
be completed by some other document, i.e., the Recommendation is not "self-ex e-
cuting". For. example, the Recommendation f says that "the : United States éffeCe
granted such rights of access, use and occupancy as may be required froved by thesome
tive participation:' Mr. Johnson. says that these words, even when approved
two governments, do not themselves "grant" the rights to, the United States,.... 1 1. 1. 11 11 1

,additional document is needed to constitute the actual "grant".•



-:4. United States officials also contend that the Recommendation is incomplete in
another sense. It does not cover the question of eventual disposal of moveable
property; nor does it spell out what the U.S. may do on Canadian soil; these two
matters are covered in paragraphs 5 and 6 of the proposed Exchange of Notes.

5. In general the USAF lawyer argues that, as it will be necessary for the USAF
to obtain funds not only at the beginning but every year for a long period for the
operation of stations, it is necessary to have something that looks like a contract to
show to Congressional Committees and the Bureau of, the Budget.. He is convinced
that the USAF would riin intoserious difficulties if it carried on solely on the basis
of the Recommendation.

6. The insistence 'on having'an - Exchange of Notes comes from the USAF rather
than the State Department, ^ although - the State Department now agrees with the
USAF that an Exchange of Notes is necessary. '

^ .. . ... ,. _
Reasons for Registering the Exchange of Notes with the United Nations

7. Although it was the USAF that insisted on having an Exchange of Notes,-it is
the State Department that insists that any Exchange of Notes must be registered
with the United Nations'and therefore must be in a form which can safely be made
public. The basis of the argument is of, course Article 102 of the Charter .which
reads as follows:

"Every treaty and every international agreement entered into by any Member of
the United Nations after the present Charter comes into force shall as soon as
possible be registered with the Secretariat and published by it. :..
No partq tô` any such treaty or international agreement which has not been reg

istered ifaccordance with the provisions 'of paragraph 1 of this 'Article may
,invoké that treaty or agreement before any organ of the United Nations."
..The State Department's âttitûde is that every effort should be made to'cômply

wrth Article 102, although they do not deny that there will be some defence agree=
ments which must be kept completely secret for security reasons. In the present
case, the proposed Exchange of Notes would ' in fact contain only part of the true
agreement -=locations'of stations will be omitted for security reasons. Apparently
the `conscience of the State Department is not troubled by the registration of an
Exchange of Notes which is incomplete.

9 The lawyer for the USAF said that the Pentagon would be glad on principle to
see ` all defence agreements kept' secret, but he feels that the draft form of the
Exchifigeof. Notes does not contain anything that will be harmful to security if
made' public.

10. You may be interested in looking at our letter D-1593 of April 17 to the
Embassy in Washington and at WA-2178 of May 23. The latter reports a discussion
With the Acting Legal Adviser of the State Department which took place as a result
of our letter D-1593.

11. Î doubt whether further argument will !nove the USAF from the position that
an Exchange of Notes is necessary for their purposes. It is possible that further
azgument with the State Department, at a level higher than the Legal Adviser,
^ght move the State Deparrtment from the position that the Exchange of Notes
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should be. registered with the United Nations. - However, as stated earlier in this

memorandnm,'th&objection to engaging in further debate with the U.S. officials is
that the delay in reaching some kind of agreement is increasingly embarrassing to

Defence Construction Limited.5
A.D.P. H[EENEY]

- , ^, . . .

660.
DEA/50210-40

'Le sous-secrétaire dÉtat "aux Affaires extérieures
^ -,. ..

au ministre de la'Défénsé nationale, ' t.

Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs .., ,
to Minister of National Defénee

SECREI.
Ottawa, May 30, 1951

Dear Mr. Claxton,:
, ^,. .. .

RE CANADA-U.S. RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT

:;. Enclosed is a'copy of the latest revised draft of this agreement .
6 It has been

agreed to by the United States and, on this side; it has been approved by A/ViM
James and our Minister. Would you please let me know whether it meets with your
approval?

Mr. Pearson is of the opinion that we should not • accede to the demand of the
U.S. State Department 'that the proposed Exchange, of Notes should be registered
with'the United Nations pursuant to Article 102 of the Charter. In this connection, I
enclose for your information a copy of our letter D-1593 of April 17 to the Cana-

dian . Embassy , in Washington and _ a copy of WA-2178 of May 23 from the
Embâssy; WA-2178 reports a discussion {with the Acting Legal Advise'r of the State

Department which . took place pursuant to the request contained in our ^stte^so

1593. (This correspondence was sent to your Deputy Minister on May 25) .

enclosed for your information is â copy, of my memorândum of May har° ^
Pearson discussing the,U.S. arguments, in favour of registering the Ex g

Notes with U.N. of
Enclosed is a draft : telegramfi to the Embassy in Washington on the subject o

régistratiôn with United Nations of the proposed Exchange of Notes. I shoulds be
grateful if you wouldlet me know' whether,you see any objection to the pr W

o

culd
telegram. If you agree fully with parâgraphs 2 ' and 3 of the enclosed draft, I. ..

s Note marginale :/Marginal note: UN and i find

I am agreeable to an Exchange of notes but not to their registration at [the]
argu[ments] of the State Dep[artmen]t on this point unconvincing. L.B.P[earsonl• seul change-

Il Le texte est presque identique à l'ébauche reproduite sous le nom de document 657. Le

, -ment important concerne le sous-alinéa (a) du paragraphe 5, qui conclut :• • si ^cantchange
.

The text is almost identical with the draft re-produced as Document 657. The only g

at^ ^a^^ authoripeS withinvolves paragraph 5, sub-paragraph (a) which concludes:
PROVIDED that there shall be prior consultation with the appropri a

respect to all major construction and all installations of major equipment."

J
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Yours sincerely, = . '

A.D.P. HEENEY

DEA/50210-40
Note dci chef de la 1 tn Direction de liaison avec la Défense

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memoranduin from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, June ,1951

RE RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT
^ Ànnéxed is a copy of the draft telegramt to Washington which you sent Mr.

be glad to change them to make it clear that they represent your views as well as
those of Mr. Pearson.

661:

given to the U.S.
"Also, paragraph five ' seems to me to spell out in an ' undesirable form rights

this course as thoroughly objectionable. ^.

regarding the radar defence system, I have serious doubts as to the desirability
of having an exchange of notes particularly if it is considered that this might
. involve the necessity of registration with the United Nations, as I would regard

'With reférence to the proposed ^ exchange' of notes with the Unitéd States

Mr. Claxton addressed to our Minister: - ,.; . ^ ' ^ 11 . . . 11 , . . .
Claxton on May 30. We have just received the following letter dated May 29 fi in

"All this is implicit from the general arrangement and it should not be necessary
to spell it ôut."

D•C.L.'

conclusion. The principal objection to our embarking on a renewed debate with

without any lund of assurance that the USAF will ever make a contract with

U•S. officials is that, it would mean more delay in obtaining final. agreement
between the two governments. In the meantime, as we mentioned in the memoran-
dum of May'29 to the Minister (copy of which was sent to Mr. Claxton), Defence
Construction Ltd. is going on with work and expenditure on behalf of the U.S. Air
Force '

am puzzled as to how we should proceed with a view to bringing matters tn a
, .t .,

Presumably Mr. Claxton had received the draft Exchan e of Notes from A/V/M
James and had been told by him of the U.S. insistence on (a) having ' an Exchange
of Notes and (b) registering the Notes with the United Nations.

2. The objections contained in Mr.. Claxton's letter of May 29 go much further
than those which our Minister finally settled on. It would appear that Mr. Claxton
does nôt want an Exchange of Notes even if the demand for registration is dropped.
Also Mr. 'Claxton objects to paragraph 5 of the draft Note. '

4.1 wondér. whether we would be 'ustified in su estin t-the Minister thatmeeting bè arranged. with Mr. Claxton to be attended by A/V/M James, the Judge
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:Advocate General, and possibly the President of Defence Construction Ltd. In the
alternative, you might like to. speak with Mr. Claxton in order to see whether he
would accept the draft telegram to Washington? 8

_ , R.A. M[ACKAyi

; 662. -
DEA/50210-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures
au ministre de la Défense nationale

Secretary of State for External Affairs ,
to Minister of National. Defence. :

. Ottawa, June 6, 1951
SECRET

My dear Colleague,
I received your letter of May 29t regarding the radar defence agreement with

the United States, and have also seen your letter of June ,1 to Mr. Heeney.l' .;
We are in complete agreement in regarding as objectionable the United States

proposal to register the proposed Exchange of Notes withthe United Nations (or to
make it public in any other way). I am hopeful that the State. Department could be

persuaded to drop this request.
On the question.of whether there . should be an Exchange of Notes at all, oer

whether the approved PJBD Recommendation should be the only written g

- ment, I share your•preference for the latter, solution. However, it seems to me that
the USAF have an arguable case in favour of an Exchange of Notes. In any, case,
we can hardly dispute their statement that they, will encounter serious financial dif-
ficulties with Congressional committees - in years to come if not at the outset -
if they do not have a diplomatic agreement in addition to the PJBD Recnmma^ Wé
tion. In view of the desirabiltty of bringing matters to a conclusion, 'I think
should acquiesce in the'U.S. request for an Exchange of Notes.

Note and
The remaining question is the wording of paragraph 5 of the dr^t

1particularly the provision for the "stationing of personnel under the control and
command of United States military• authorities". Although the provisions ^én for
graph ' 5` were not in- the Recommendation, I am advised. Chat it was a sta-
granted by the PJBD that, so long as the United States had the right to man of
tion, the personnel would be under the immediate command of air defhencelf0f^es
coùrse; it is expected that the higher command in Canada of
on Canadian'soil will be vested in a Canadian (who may in turn be ^ uoersint^e
higher "North American" "commander of U.S. nationality with hea q

U.S.).

_ : . t . , • . , : , -

' Note marginale :/Marginal note: eeing on registration &'
Mr MacKay The Minister would like a draft reply to Mr Claxton agr
rejecting his suggestions for amendment of text of notes June 4 A.D.P.H[eeney]•

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr Wershof Please R.A:M[acKayj.
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I dô not think that the words of paragraph 5 relate to more than the immediate
command of U.S. 'personnel, and suggest that it would be sufficient.if this under-
standing,were clearly stated to the.U.S. when accepting the wording. Furthermore,
I am going on the assumption that the State Department will âgree not to register or
publish the Exchange of Notes.

In general I think that it is desirable to avoid long delay in reaching an agree-
ment with the United States. I am told that the USAF has refused to give Defence
Construction Ltd. any commitment towards a contract pending agreement on the
tenns, of the Exchange of Notes, and feel that D.C.L. should not be left in this

I should be glad to know whether, in. view of the above, you might accept the
draft telegramt to Washington (which accompanied Mr.. Heeney's letter of May

position very much longer.

Sincerely yours,

L.B. PEARSON

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux L4`tats-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States ^

TELEGRAM EX-1239

SE6W

DEA/50210-40

From.Heeney, My EX-1143, May 25,t Radar Defence Agreement.
Our Minister and the Minister of National Defence are willing to 'accept the

diaft Note:

2• The' y do so with some reluctance, as they share the official view. that ; the
United States Government should have been satisfied with the PJBD Recommenda-
tion which, ,having been approvéd by both governments, is just as binding as any
agreement. . . , t

3. Neithèr Mr. Pearson nor Mr. Claxton, however, are disposed to agree that the
Exchange of Notes should be registered with the United Nations (or published in
any other form);-Having considered your WA-2178 of May 23, I do not consider
that , there is : a good case . for registering - with United Nations : bilateral defence
arrangements, especially, those which are made through the PJBD. It has not been
the practice to register approved PJBD Recommendations with United Nations and
the fact that tlus particular Recommendation is to. be repeated in an Exchange of
Notes does no' t really alter the position.

4. I should be grateful if yoù would immediately.discuss the matter with the State
Department pursuant to the Minister's views. As we have met the United States on
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'the point of having'an" Exchânge of Notes at all, I hope that the State Department

may find ` it 'possible to drop' the insistence on registration.

5: To âvoid 'misunderstanding; the present_status of the dràft Note is as follôws. It

^^ has béen ,approvéd by. Mr: Péarsôn and Mr. Claxton but mây have to go to Cabinet
for formal approval after the question of registration" has' been settled.

•. ±:, . . . ,. . ., . _ . ... .

664. DEA/50210-40
.-55 f:'.; '! . . .. . .

. . .. . . . .

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary. of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2753 ; .••,,. Washington, July 6, 1951

,

r.1
SECRET

Reference: VŸA-2651. j'

RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT

1. Tate, the Assistant Legal Advisér at the State Department, asked Ignatieff to
see him today to inform him of the results of State Department efforts to convince
the United States Air Force 'that the P.J.B.D. recommendation provides sufficient
basis for the implementation of agreed arrangements for the continental radar
'defence system and that no further written agreement is necessary. He said that he
was aware of the views of Mr. Pearson and Mr. Claxton which had been given
orally to Haselton, as set out in your EX-1239 of June 9th. He said that personally
he agreed with the view that a P.J.B.D. recommendation was sufficient. However,
he could not share the* view that *once an exchange of notes was agreed upon, it
would be possible to avoid registering this exchange with the United Nations. He
said that from the legal point of view a distinction had to be drawn between
P.J.B.D.`recommendations (which are not contrâctual obligations in law, but more

-in'' the nature of parallel statements of intent), and an exchange 'of notes which
' clearly constitute an international 'agreement. He'pointed out that the draft note now
under consideration specifically states that the exchange of notes "shall constitute

all international agreements. have' t6 be registeredan agreement'?.. In his opinion,,
with the United Nations.' He fully agreed at the same time, that, as far as possible,
-defence arrangements betweenCanada and the United States should be the subject
.'of more informal procedures such as P.J.B.D.' I recommendations. He sa id that he
^ had put all these considerations to the U.S.A.F.` as cogently as he cou

hand, explained that they are under obligation to the2 The U.S.A.F., on the other
' Committee 4 of the Congs, considenn their ré uest for 'thethe âpproPnation of

written
funds necessary to implement their part of the ' agreement) to submit a olved,

ently-agreement to support their claim for funds. Considering the large amount in
'(about $100 million), ^ the members of the Congressional Committee app

I
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would insist upon having some fum agreement before recommending the authori=,

3. Tate then went over three possible.ways of dealing with this situation:
(a) That we maintain the position that the P.J.B.D. recommendation is sufficient.

In this câse the'State Department would have 'to gô to the Appropriations Commit-
tee of the Congress and assume the responsibility for explaining the nature of the
H.B.D. and the significance of its recommendations. This would involve going
into a good deal of detail about the background of the P.J.B.D. and the nature of
Canadian-United States. defence relationships..This might also involve embarrass-
ing discussiôns'relating to the respônsibilities assumed by the executive branch of
the United States Government (as distinct from the legislative branch) in respect of

zation of the appropnation.

defence arrangements with foreign goVernments.

June 9th; that we would âgree to the exchange of notes, but would not agree to their
registration. This 'position, for the reasons indicated in paragraph.1 above, Tate
would regard as untenable. However, he suggests that we might 'consider a post-
ponement of registration with 'the United Nations, in which case it might be
arranged. to shôw the exchange of letters in executive session to the members of the

(b) We for our part, might maintain the position indicated in your EX-1239 of

ate Department to your attention and to seek your further guidance.

(c) The third possibility would involve our agreeing to the registration of the
exchange of notes and their publication. If we were to agree, the State Departmént
would recognize that this was an exception based ûpon the merits of the case con-
sidering the amount of money involved and the congressional requirements referred
to above.

4• The discussion which ensued was inconclusive. Ignatieff again referred to the
definite'views expressed by ministérs and 'officials alike which had already, been
put to the State Department. He pointed out, that it was urgently desirable to bring
this whole'rriatter to a conclusion as soon as possible and that the present discussion
did not seeni to advance mattersverymuch: He undertook to bring the views of theSt

appropriation committee.9 '

Favoured by y State Dep[artmen]t [Inconnu/Unidentified]

' Note marginale ^ar
g noinal t •
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
pour le ministre de la`Défense nationale

'Memorandum from DePuh'Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Mrnister of National Defenee ^;

... _ __^, . . . a.. , . : . , . . , .

SECIti:T' . t ' Ottawa,` July 1,0,'1951

665.' }

. ..^: . . ^. . ;^^ , .. , ..., , , . _

RE RADAR . DEFENCE AGREEMENT WITH THE' UNITED STATES

Annexed for convenient reference is a copy of our EX-1239 of June 9 to Wash-
ington and a copy of the draft Note referred to therein. We told Washington in that
telegram that you and Mr._ Pearson had reluctantly decided to accept the draft Note
büt' did not agrée to its registration with'the United Nations (i.e., to publication). I
now enclose WA-2753 of July 6 from,Washington indicating that the State Depart-
ment is adamant^on registration if there is an Ezchange of Notes,' and that the
USAF is adamànt on. the need lor an Exchange of Notes.

Paragraph 3; of the telegram lists three possible .ways of dealing with this situa-
tion: I suggest that the'third course may have to be accepted, i.6:,. we may have to
agree to registration of the Exchange of Notes in this particular case. There is noth-
ing in this particulâr Exchange'of Notes that will.be dangerous from the security
point of view: The continuance of the present deadlock will be increasingly embar=
râssing, especially to Defence' ' Construction Ltd. ! which is • spending money on
USAF account- without any assurance that the USAF. will make a contract. '"

I should be grateful for your guidance. If you decide to agree to registration, we
will prepare and submit to you a draft mémorandum' , to Cabinet covering the pro

•^ . ,. . .. .
posed Exchange of Notes.10

Although I am recommending, with reluctance, that . we acquiesce in the United
Stâtes'insistence on registration, I'do not think that .we should pass over in silence
the State Department's legal view,.'referred to in ; paragraph 1. of WA-2753, that
PJBD Recommendations "are not "contractüal obligations in law, but more in the
nature of parallel statements of intent". This is not the view that has been held in
the Department of External Affairs, and we are working on a memorandum for you
on this particular, point.

E. R[EID]

10 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
12J[7/]51 As you know, I regard this as a matter of very great importance. If we have an
exchange of notes and registration on this, I can see the procedure being required in connecdon
with every joint defence arrangement involving U.S. exp[enditurel in Canada. I feel so stronglY
about this that I would consider paying the whole cost ourselves. Certainly I would not r^m
mend approval to Cabinet without referring it to the Prime Minister and Mr. Pearson.
should be a thorough consideration by Cabinet at a meeting which ^ was well attended.
B.C[laxton]

^ ^^
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RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT WITH THE UNTTED STATES

Following for zhe.Minister from Reid, Begins: The proposed Exchange of Notes is
still hanging fire. The USAF feel that an Exchange of Notes is necessary if they are
to get their funds from Congress, especially since the agreement _ calls for annual
payments :, for, recurring costs. over ; an indefinite period. The State, Department
insists that if there is an Exchange of Notes it must be registered, with the United
Nations, although they would be prepared to hold registration in abeyance for some
time.

2. We have discussed the matter at length with Mr. Claxton, and he has requested
us to give you his views.

3. As you know, he has been opposed to an Exchange of Notes, but he reluctantly
agreed to this provided there were no registration. He still. feels strongly against
registration, and on reconsideration against even an Exchange of Notes which he
feels would lead 'to agood deal of publicity in Congress: We said that we thought
that even if the United States accepted the Permanent Joint Board on Defence Rec-
ommendations as a satisfactory form of agreement discussions on appropriations
might in any case take place in Congress or at least in Congressional committees;
that, in short, the form of the agreement might not make much difference with
respect to publicity.

4. On reconsideration Mr. Claxton is now inclined to feel that the whole arrange-
ment might prove undesirable in that recurring discussions might take place in
Congress because annual appropriations would be required. Further, since the radar
sites are in Canada the impression might get abroad that Congress was being asked
to spend funds for the defence of Canada although in fact the additional radar sites

pe i ure. r. axton, or example, has
suggested that we might propose to the U.S. that they make offshore purchases in
Canada out of MDAA funds equivalent to what they would save on capital'con-
struction of radar sites in Canada., I am not sure, however, that this would be feasi-

- ere rmght be some offset tri this ex nd't M Cl f

osts of the orner of $22 millions.
6Th

take to a i wou per aps e Vie erab e for Canada to under-

share pay the full cost of the radar network in Canada. It is estimated that the U.S.
of capital costs^ would be of the order of $105 millions 'and of recurringannuàl c . .

5. He suggests therefore th t't 1d h b f 1

aze being established at U.S. request. ^

^ to. High Commissioner in United Kingdom '

; , . .: .; :. .
Secretary of State for External Af jirs

au hautecommissaire au Rôyâume-Uni
'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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ble since` quite different U.S. governmental authorities would be concerned.
Assuming that some sort of formula for, equalizing defence burdens emerges from
the NATO burden-sharing exercises; whichxseems prôbable, we would no doubt be
credited with any expénditures' made in Canada on defènce." Whether we would in
fact get full credit for expenditures for the U.S: share of the radar net, were we to
undertake it, or whether. in fàct we could reduce correspondingly our contributions
to SHAPE and European infrastructure remains to be seen.

7. Since Defence Construction Limited has advanced a considerable sum to start
construction on the. U.S. sites and since the USAF apparently take the view that
they cannot enter into contracts without a firm international agreement, presumably
. covered by an Exchange of Notes, there is some urgency about the matter. No
. doubt you will wish to be present when a decision is to be taken in Cabinet, but in
the meantime Mr. Claxton thought you should be informed about the situation.

8: I think I should point out that we have gone no higher than the Legal Adviser

of the'State Department in getting an" opinion on registration of Exchange of Notes.

It might be that a direct approach to Mr. Acheson, might lead to a different conclu-
sion. I feel that any decision to undertaké the full cost ourselves should'not be taken

merely on ^ the grounds of difference of opinion ! over registration: ^ It is of course

another question whether we should undertake the full cost on the ground of long-

run national interest.. • , ,: ,•., ; ;
667. .

•, ^..,^:. Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni,-.
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs .

,., London, July 25, 1951
._ , . . , ^ . .ï TEiEGiu►Tvi 1869'?

. ^ , .

SECRET
Reference: Mr.Reid's telegram No. 1298, July 20th.

RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT WTfN THE UNITED STATES . .:
,..t _.,^r ..: <,.., ._. . , .. .

Following from, the Minister, Begins• My views on this matter remain sirflilar o
those of; Mr. Claxton, but ,we must: be: careful not to get into a position of
obstructing, or appearing to obstruct for formal reasons, works which are necessary
for the defenceof North America. ,Washington, whose position in n th sn^irid of
fôrmaléxchange of notes is not, çI think, strong, could easily put us into
'false Pôsition. B ecâuse : ôf this, and. for, other reasons, I am., mu ch attracted ôf
idei of accepting financial responsibilitÿ for the construction and mai

ntenance
of

the stations. I think that we should examine carefully the financial implications
^;.,. . ,. . . .. , ., ., . . _ . _ .... , , ,
ff. , i's:; 1

^ ^^.. ...^ ^. , .. . ' t . .J..,;:. . . .^.r, ; ,• '.' '' ^..^...;
. . ..•..

' It Voir le document 436JSee Document 436 _• .
' 11 RepEté à Washington comme EX- 1511 JRepeated to Washington as EX =1511. 0
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sador in Washington to take up on a high State Department level, if possible with
Acheson himself; the arguments against'a formal exchange of notes and their regis-
tration. I don't think we should accept as final the rejection of our position by the

2." While investigating this matter further,' I think that we` should ask the Ambas=

this.11 I -don't think off-shore . purchases in 1 compensation would be' very easy to
arrange, but I do thinklwe should get NATO credit for this expenditure and possibly
reduce other NATO contributions accordingly.

legal adviser. Ends.

.;^. . . .^
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to •Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference: Reid's EX-1470 of July 20 repeating his telegram No.' 1298 to London.

SECREf

RADAR + DEFENCE AGREEMENT WFTH THE UNITED STATES , '

Following for Under-Secretary from Wrong, Begins: As Reid points out,. the sug-
gestions now made by Mr. Claxton' go further than the arguments which we have
been discussing with the State Department. Indeed, if they were to be accepted, `it
seems to me that they'lead logically to the ' conclusion tharwe should refuse to
permit any United . States funds to be spent' on the installation and operation of
defence establishments in Canada except in the leased bases. His central difficulty
is the publicity likely to attend 'consideration by Congress of appropriations for
activities in Canadian territory and the possibility of a resulting misconception that
Canada is depending on the ' United States to finance installations required for
Canadian 'defence. In this context the form of the radar agreement becomes
unimportant.

2• I had thought of taking up with Mr. Acheson our differences of view over the
hIvin issues* (a)of recording the agreement in an exchange of notes and (b) of subse-
quent 'registration (perhaps after an interval of a year or so) with the United
Nations, but I have been waiting for further guidance from Ottawa. I have doubts
that an approach to Mr. Acheson would resolve these problems, particularly as the
Department of Defense, which will have to go before congressional committeès to
seek appropriations to carry out the United States share of the joint radar scheme,
has come to the conclusion that an intergovernmental agreement is essential to sup-
Port its request for appropriations.

,We have now learned that similar intergovernmental agreements exist with
other countries, including the United Kingdom and France, in whose territories the
Ullited States is constructing military facilities involving expénditures of the same
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order of magnitude as in the case of the joint -radar net. These agreements have
been or will be shown to, congressional committees in strict secrecy, but I under-
stand that it is the intention of the United States to register them, with the United
Nations when it becomes necessary or convenient to do so. Satterthwaite should be
able to give fuller, information when he is in Ottawa next Monday, July 30th.

4. As to possible misleading publicity following discussion in congressional com-
mittees in executive session of the appropriations for the radar chain, one can be
sure that the Defense Department in its testimony will be very anxious to point out
that the expenditures are required for the defence of the United States, as this will
be an - essential factor in their presentation. Furthermore, people in such border
cities as Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo are well aware that they can be given some
assurance against surprise air attack only from radar'installations in Canada.

5. It is also problematical, whether any . publicitywoùld emerge from evidence
given in closed sessions on secret projects undertaken. outside United States terri-
tory; the radar chain, will be - considered in. company : with a number of other
projects. It should not be difficult in any event to satisfy public opinion in both
Canada and the United States that the radar agreement serves the interests of both
countries and to cope with any suggestions that it would involve some derogation
of Canadian sovereignty.

6. I have a feeling, that it would`be 'a retrogressive step in the general NATO
context to withdraw from the approved recommendation of the PJBD. For one
thing we are encouraging the pooling of national resources in the common defence,
and effective early warning systems must, with aircraft of present speeds, be sited
with little regard to frontiers. Another consideration is that the North Atlantic
Treaty is a long-term engagement which has so far been concerned principally with
the defence of Western Europe and not ,with the North American, segment of the
North, Atlantic area; the strategic factors, however, may change during the term of
the treaty by, for instance, the, further development of long-range . weapons, and
there : may come a need, for expenditures in Canada • far beyond the capacity of
Canada alone.

7. 1 share Reid's doubts about the suggestion that Canada might be compensaied
for assuming the United States share of the -cost of the radar network by United
States off-shore purchases of equipment in Canada. I think it would be impossible
to, develop a satisfactoryscheme. Ends.

t . . , . ' . . . r. ... . . . .._ . . . iri. t . • . .
-f._. , j . . .

....
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I.é secrétaire d'Étcii aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

TELEGRAM EX-1526

to Ambassador in United States
,, Secretary of State for External Affairs ,

:Ottawa, July 30, 1951

RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT

any proposed registration and publication. •

Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: As you know, this problem has been
reviewed actively in Ottawa during the past few days at the urgent instance of Mr.
Howe. Much as we dislike the idea of registering the proposed exchange of notes
with the United Nations (and thereby, making them public), we -realize that the
debate on this point with the State Department could go on for some time without
agreed result. That would create an impossible sitùation for Defence Construction
Ltd., which has been, spending large sums on USAF account (and is facing the
immediate`requirement of further finance) without any assurance that the USAF
will make a contract. Our understanding is that USAF has declined to give Defence
Construction Ltd. even a"letter of intent" pending settlement between the govern-
ments of the "question of an` "agreement" in acceptable form,' that is to -say an
exchange `of notes. .: ; ° , • ` .

2. Because of the' gravé' practical problem faced 'by DCL, and on the direct
Instruction s, of Mr. Howe as Acting Prime'Minister, it has now been decided to
waive our'objectïons and to accept the procedure suggested by the State Depart-
ment in para. 3(b) of your telegram WA-2753 of July 6. That is to say, we agree to
an exchange of notes to be registered with United Nations and publishèd at that
tiune, on the understanding that registration and publication will not be effected in
the near future but delayed for some time. In the meantime, of course, the notes
may be shown in executivé session to the appropriate Congressional Committees.
we will rely on the State Department to consult us well in advance of the time of

3• We trust that you will make it clear to the State Department that our agreement
to the registration of the notes with United Nations, and for that matter our agree-
ment to havé notes at all supplementing the PJBD Recommendation, relate only. to
this Particular case and are without prejudice to our Position in future cases. We are
accepting the U.S. Government's requirements in this instance, simply because the
work cannot be ' delayed and we " are not in a position here. to provide financialauthority.

4. We trust that the notes can now be exchanged immediâtely in the wordingapproved byall parties some weeks ago and sent to you in EX-1516 of July 27.t In
the cucuunstances, we suggest that the notes be . exchanged in Washington.
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: 5, It should be clearly understood that, immediately upon signature and exchange
of the notes,, the USAF will give a suitable letter of intent to Defence Construction
Ltd., and will then proceed to make a contract.

•3 ; •

6. For your own informâtion Mr: Hôwe'decided to instruct me in the above sense
because of the serious results of any further delay. He felt that if a firm commit-
ment from the USAF were not obtairied immediately he would have no option to
cancellation of the Canadian contracts before further financial obligations were
incurred by - the Canadian Government.

7: Please act upon these instructions at once and report to us as soon as possible.
Ends.

670. .,• . .,^. .. ,
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Il ; . • à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -'

DEA/50210-40

. , ". : . . •
Secretary of Stcité for External Affairs

to Ambassiidor in United States
^:,.,.

..r. ' .. . . . . 't.. . . Ç ... .. ... .. . . .. .

TE[,EGttAN1 EX-1530 Ottawa, July 31, 1951

SECRET. INtNtEDIA're. , .:; t .. . . r
: { . , .

RadarFollowing from the'Under-Secretary,- Begins: My EX-1526, July 30,
Defence Agreement. As I told you by telephone yesterday, there is another aspect
of this problem to which Mr., Claxton attaches great . importance.

2: The Canadian Government does not receive aid from the United States and
cônsiders it important to avoid the,âppearance of being a recipient of aid. One rea-
son why Mr. Claxton dislikes thé idea of an exchange of notes, and even more the
idea of registration and publication, is thnt this procedure may contribute to Con-
gressional and public misunderstanding of our. position.

3., The. radar, network is a project which the USAF ; considers essential for the
protection of the :U.S., and at the same time it is in the interests of Canada. It is
truly'a cooperative defence project in the interests of both countries and it would be
grotesquely wrong to have it interpreted by anyone as "U.S. aid to Canada".

4.;Will you please try to arrange,with the State Department that the Exchange of
Notes should,be.accompanied by. a letter from you to Mr. Acheson expressing our
hopeI and indeed our understanding that this agreement will not result in Canada
being ; incorrectly, classified _ by ; any,,U.S. Government agency among countriesnot a
receiving aid. from the U.S. However, this proposal of a letter is not repeat
condition of, the completion of. the exchange of notes.

of Notes, the
5. If there is time, please clear with me, in advance of the Exchange

text of the letter. you will send to, Mr. ' Acheson.
6. You :wi11 of course delay action on this telegram until receipt of the Cabinet

clearance mentioned-in'EX-1527,f that•is expected this afternoon.

^^
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671: DEA/50210-40
; L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis :. '.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ôf State for Extérnal Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2984

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Reference:, Your messages EX-1526 and EX-1530.

RADAR AGREEMENT

Washington, July 31, 1951

Following for Heeney from Wrong, Begins: I am making arrangements (subject to
final Cabinet approval) for the exchange of notes on the radar agreement to take
place. tomorrow, afternoon. , The . State Department believes there will be no diffi-
cultyin meeting us on the points mentioned and are in touch with the air force to
secure action promptly on a letter of intent.

2. I have drafted the following letter to Mr. Acheson to give effect to the points in
your EX-1530. The State Department expects to give verbal assurance in the sense
desired tomorrow, to be followed by written confirmation. Draft begins:

SECRETr', July 31, 1951,,. .,.:.:

Dear Mr. Secretary: '
In connection. with today's exchange'of notes constituting an agreement between

oiu' governments for the establishment of a radar chain in Canadian territory as part
of the defences of the North American continent, I have been asked to bring to your
attention a question regarded as of considerable importance by the Canadian Gov-
ernment. The Canadian Government does not receive financial or economic assis-tance from the United States and is anxious to avoid the appearance of being a
recipient of aid: The radar network is a project which the defence authorities of the
United States consider to be essential for the protection of the United States; at the
satne time its construction is in the interests of Canada: It is thus a co-operative
defence project which is being undertaken in the interests of both countries, and it
would be completely incorrect if it were to be interpreted as constituting in any
wsÿ United States'aid 'to Canada.

The understandirig of the Canadian Government is, therefore, that the conclu-
sion of this'âgreément in no way implies that Canada can be regarded as becominga recipient of

aid from the Unrted States. I should be glad if you would confirm that
YOU share tlus'understanding, and also if you would take steps to ensure that, as a
result ôf the agfeement, Canada will not be incorrectly classified by any . agency of
the, United States Government as one of the countries receiving aid from the UnitedStates Draft ends Ends.

. ., t ^ k . . , ^ . . . . ' . . . . . , i .
ç;. r.
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672:
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur aux ttats-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassadôr_ in. United States .•

DEA/50210-40

TELEGRAM EX-1539 Ottawa, .July- 31,-1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: Re my. telegrams Nos. EX-1526 and
EX-1527t of July 30th, subject Radar Defence Agreement with the United States.

1. Cabinet âpproved this afternoon your procéeding at once as instructed in my
telegiam No.--EX-1526 of July 30th concerning exchange of notes with the U.S.
Government. : ; . . ,

2: Please proceed accordingly, at the same time addressing to the U.S: Secretary
of ;State a letter in the form set out in your telegram No. WA-2984 'of this date
concerning Canada's position with respect to United States aid.

3. Incidentally, since there is no intention to make the notes public, at least for
some time we suppose that an appropriate -security'classification will be placed
thereon before exchânge: Ends.

'673.,
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ôf State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2999'

SECRET:IMPORTANT
^^, ; , . .. ,.• • .: .

'# Reference:'Your EX-1539 'of Julÿ, 31 st.
: ,. : ^ . . . . ,,, . . .

DEA/50210-40

Washington, August 1; 1951

J
RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT

1. I exchanged with Mr. Perkins this afternoon, notes concluding the agreement
between Canada and the United States on the extension and co-ordination of the
,continental radar defence sÿstem '.. ,.. ^ ublicatiori of

2. I outlined to Mr. Perkins our concern over the registration and p to
the exchange of notes, stressing that it was our hope that it would be unnecessary

, register or publish the notes for at least â ear's'time. Perkins agreed that registra"
tion could be delayed and promised, to consult us in advance of any proPpSed regisclassi0ed as
trâtion• and publication. Incidentally, as the notes are,. both
Confidential, United States authorities are, in any case, obliged to consult us

ore

changing this security classification and thus before registration or pub
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.3. Perkins also agreed with our intérpretation that this exchange of notes, supple=
menting=the P.J.B.D. recommendation, should not be regarded as a precedent for
future arrangements based on the Board's recommendations.

4. During ' our discussion, Hayden Raynor, who also was present, said that the
State Department had today received . a:. letter from the U.S.A.F. confirming : that
they'would submit a letter of intent to Defence Construction Limited and proceed
with the contract as soon as the exchange of notes was effected.

5. I also gave Mr. Perkins a letter addressed to the Secretary of State, as set out in
my WA-2984 of July 1 st, concerning Canada's position with respect to United
States aid. -, Raynor, whôm I had previously. told of our concèrn on this score, said
that the legal adviser of the State Department had agreed that Canada, by virtue of
the Radar Defence Agreement, could not be regarded as a recipient of United States
aid. He said that a letter from the Secretary of State to.this effect would be forth-
coming . and that the State Department . would take, steps to ensure that Canada
would not be so classified by any United States Government agency. ..

6. Copies of our note, - which'is identical . with that contained in EX-1516 of June
27th,t and the State Department's reply signifying the United States Government'.s
acceptance, will be forwarded to you by tomorrow's bag.13.., . , .

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis
au secrétàire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in . United States

,., . ^ . .. ^

, to Seeretary of State for External Affairs -

DP.SPATCH 2783

Reference =Your D-2631 of July' 30, .1951. t

DEA/50218-A-40

Washington, August 30, 1951

RADAR DEFENCE AGREEMENT

In accordance with your request that the first convenient opportunity should be
taken to inform Mr. Tate, Assistant Legal Adviser of the State Department, that we
disagree with his interpretation of the legal effect of PJBD regulations (as reported
in our

WA-2753 of Iuly 6, relating to the Radar Defence Agreement) Ignatieff
soughtto have an interview with Mr. Tate but found that he was absent on leave.
However, he had a talk with Mr. Norris Haselton, the officer in charge of Common-
wealth Affairs of the State Department, who had-been present at the interview on
July 6 laist;at: which Mr.Tate had expressed his opinions. Mr. Haselton had appar-
ently noted'Mr Tate's comment on the legal effect of PJBD recommendations and
had been concerned that it might give rise to possible misunderstandings because of
an apparent, difference in interpretation of PJBD recommendations between the
Legalàfficer of the State Department and ourselves. He had, therefore, on his own
account, -sought an 'explanation from Mr. Tate of his remark to the - effect that

13 V0u Canada, Recueil des Traités, 1951, No. 31 JSee Canada, Treary Series, 1951, No. 31.
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PJBD's recommendations "are not contractual obligations in law, but more in the
nature of parallel statements of intent". He had received a memorandum in reply,
which sets out Mr. Tate's clarification of what he had in mind, two copies of which
are attached.

2: It will be observed that Mr. Tate considers that anything that can be defined as
an ..`.`.international ^ agreement" must be registered with United Nations without
exception to comply with Article . 102 of , the Charter.

: 3., It appears that Mr. Tate is striving. to find a basis upon which approved recom-
mendations of the PJBD can be distinguished from international agreements. For
this reason he states that recommendations "when approved on either_ side consti-
tute unilateral undertakings to carry out such recommendations ... the undertakings
are made in good faith and with the intention of being carried out".

{ 4. There would appear to be dangers in pressing too hard against this interpreta-
tiôn of the nature of PJBD recommendations, since if we were successful in having
the legal officers of the State Department concede that a contractual relationship in
international law is created by the approval of, PJBD recommendations by both
governments, they would then be forced to contend that all such recommendations
should be registered with United Nations. It may well be best to accept the rather
vague definition of the nature of the obligations created without pressing our point.

5. In commenting upon Mr. Tate's memorandum, Mr. Haselton remarked that it
follows from this opinion of the Legal Division, that if approval of the recommen-
dations is notified to the other governments by an inter-governmental communica-
tion such as an exchange of notes,` in international agreement exists and would
have to be registered. However; if 'approval of the recommendation is notihed
through PJBD channels (either through the respective Chairmen of the two sections
or the Secretaries) it would be regarded only as a record of unilateral undertakings
and thérefore would not require registration.

6. In the light of Mr. Tate's memorandum , to Mr. Haselton and Mr.. Haselton's
comments, we await your further guidance before discussing the matter with Mr•
Tate.

; ,. . . W.D. MATrfiEws
^ ^ .. , '; .. , .

; Attachement. ^ - . x :,, ..•
^ . . : , Attachment
Y+LVr it 7,

SECPM
",= f _y:..' -: .. s.. ; .., , ;. . À. . .... . .

COPY< OF A MEMORANDUM FROM MR. TATE, L TO BNA; MR. HASELTON

!..::Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations requires that every treaty and
every international agreement entered into by any member of the United Nations

shall, as soon as possible, be registered with the Secretariat and published by it. It
will be noted that there are no exceptions to this obligation undertaken by memberuch
states of the U.N. and consistently therewith it is the view of this office that s the
agreements must be registered. In view of the universality of this obligation,

to li^t

Department, on occasion, has so drafted intergovernmental agreements as
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them to the basic rights, duties and obligations of the parties and to leave out imple-
menting details which may be of a highly classified nature. The United States has
attempted in good faith to live 'up to the registration requirements of the Charter
and will continue to do so.

-.This office is not prepared to admit that recommendations of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence-U.S. and Canada are intergovernmental agreements in the
sense that they 'create a J contractual relationship.. Rather, the recommendations of
the Board when approved on eithèr, side constitute unilateial undertakings to carry
out such recommendations, and the undertaking on one side is not necessarily con-
tingent on the undertaking on the other side, although both sides understand that the
undertakings are made in good faith and with the intention of being carried out.

This office does consider, however, that when recommendations of the PJBD are
made the subject of the inter-governmental agreement between the United States
and Canada, that agreement must be registered with the United Nations Secretariat.

Le_ secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/50218-A-40

Ottawa, October 17, 1951

Reference: Your despatch No. 2783 of August 30, 1951:

SECRET

STATUS OF RECOMMENDA11ONS OF THE. PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE

1• We have been devoting further study to the status of PJBD Recommendations.
We still hold the view that the Recommendations of the PJBD, once approved by
both Governments and when each Government's approval is communicated to the
other, constitute an international contract as valid as any other kind of international
agreement. Nevertheless, we have decided not to press further on the State Depart-
ment at thi$ time our interpretation of the validity of PJBD. Recommendations. ,

2• For ÿour own information, the main reason for avoiding further negotiations
on this question is that we believe that PJBD Recommendations should not be sub-
ject to registration at the United Nations. Since a large proportion of them is classi-
fied, it woûld clearly be impossible to register the Recommendations in their
present form. If we were to insist on the view that the Recommendations were
binding international agreements, the State Department would probably feel itself
obliged to attempt some form of registration. This would produce endless compli-
cations in connection with past agreements and might well inhibit the work of the
Board in' the future. ;

L.B. PEARSON
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• SECTION C '

-'ACCORD SUR LES BASES CÉDÉES A BAIL A'TERRE-NEUVE

. " NEVVFOUNDLÂND LEASED BASES • AGREEMENT ' : . :

PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
et du ministre de la Défense nationale

pour le Cabinet ..

Memoranduin from Secretary of State for External Affairs
and Minister of National Defence

to Cabinet
•.^^ ^- ^
CABINET DOCUMENT No. 81-51 :

SECRET

1

Ottawa, March 15, 1951

UNTrED STATES NEWFOUNDLAND BASES
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE,

AND PROPOSED LEGISIATION

Brief History
, , :: .

:;1. In April, 1950, Cabinet Defence Committee and Cabinet, considered th e

PJBD's Recommendations of March 30, 1950.14 The question of revision o f

Leased Bases Agreement had been referred to the PJBD following the sending of a
request by the Canadian Government to the United States Government for modifl-

cation of the Bases Agreement: In particular the ^ Canadian request referred to
income tax exemptions, customs and excise exemptions, postal privileges, and

Jurisdictional rights enjoyed 'by the* •U.S.' under the Bases Agreement. It was the
desire of Canada that the rights enjoyed by the U.S: at the Bases should be brought
as nearly - as possible into line - with : the Joint Defence Statement issued by the two
governments, on February :12, 4947 (Treaty Series, 1947, No. 43).

^2: Cabinet Defence Comniittee. on Apri125, 1950, noted the^Board's Recommen-
dations with approval. Cabinet on Apri127 indicated that the necessary legislation
should be drafted befolre ^formal ^ approval was considered.,

3: The President` of the United States approved the Recommendations
on August

. . .,
1,^ 1950

et D^ùment
Brnef Summary.of the Recommendahonsï (fuller summary in Cabin

D243) fi
.,,Mo.

me Taxes
4 On June 12, 1950,, it new Double Taxation Convention between Canada and O^e

U.S. was signed. When:it comes into force it will re place certain exémptlon p

sions now in the Bases Agreement. In addition the Board recommends
that the U-s'

F

14Voir/See Volume 16. Document 826.

Ili

a



waive exemptions on 'contractor's profits, U.S. civilian employees and their
families.
COMMENT-This will place income tax exemptions of U.S. Personnel in New-
foundland on the same basis as in the rest of Canada.

I

I

I

t

Customs and Excise

employees other than on first arrival,
(c) individual purchases in Canada by U.S. personnel.

(a) contractor-owned equipment,
(b) personal belongings and household effects of contractors and their U.S.

6. Customs and excise exemptions for Post Exchanges and Service clubs to con-
tinue, it being understood that the U.S. authorities will endeavour to increase
purchases for these institutions in Canada and will take special steps to prevent
abuse of privileges.

COMMENT. With the exception of privileges for PX's and Service clubs, this
recommendation in effect meets the Cana dian Government's request.

Postal Privileges
7. Originally Canada asked for replacement of U.S. military postal facilities by

Canadian Post Offices. This request was not met, but under the Board's Recom-
mendations the U.S. will not establish normal civilian postal offices and will limit
the use of the APO system strictly to mail destined to U.S. territory or to other U.S."09 S.

Jurisdiction

8. (i) The U.S. to waive all rights of jurisdiction,- permitted under the Bases
'Agreement, over British subjects and over aliens other than U.S. personnel;

(ii) The U.S. to suspend for five years exercise of rights of jurisdiction over U.S.
civilian personnel, subject to revival on notice thereafter or in event of war or other
emergency;

(iii) The Canadian Government to seek to amend the Visiting Forces (USA) Act
to Permit of compulsory attendance of witnesses;

(iv) The Canadian Government to seek legislation to protect security interests of
the U.S.-forces in Canada, as required under the Bases Agreement.
COIVINIENT_The Board's Recommendation will permit 'of the extension of the
Visiting Forces (USA) Act as revised to Newfoundland and will remove probably
the most objectionable feature of the Bases Agreement, namely, the right of juris-
diction by U.S. courts over Canadian citizens. Revival of the rights of jurisdiction
by U•S. Service courts over "followers of the camp" who are U.S. citizens can
probably be met when the time comes, if ever.

9. Following Cabinet's consideration in A ril, 1950, the De artments of External
Yf^s and National Defence have been engaged in working out draft legislation,
111 consultation with the other interested Departments. The drafts were shown infor-

Outline of I,egfslation Required to Carry out the PJBD's Recommendatiorrs
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mally: to the U.S: Section'of the PJBD in February, ? 195L;The texts of the draft
amendmentst are annexed to this memorandum, although they have not yet been
.officially cleared with the. Department, of Justice and will no doubt undergo further
drafting changes. Following is an outline:

Customs
(In consultation with Department of National Revenue;.not yet approved by
Department of Finance)

10. Item No. 708 of the Customs Tariff (which gives free entry to`military sup-
plies of the "Imperial Government") would be replaced b}i â' new Item No. 708
applicable to any government, on condition of reciprocal treatment and subject to
authorization by the Governor in Council. This is, it is submitted, a desirable
-amendment quite apart from the PJBD Recommendations.

_ :_. .. . . . , .
:Postal Privileges
(In consültation with the Post Office Department)

itIn order to legalize the U.S. military post offices in Newfoundland, it is pro-
posed to add a new item (y) to Section 7 of the Post Office Act. This would author-
ize the Postmaster General to make regulations governing postal services of Allied

Forces in Canada.

Jurisdiction
"(In consultâtion with ôfficials of the Department of Justice)

in order... ..,,
fi 12. `Almost every Section of the Official Secrets Act would be amended

to extend its protection (limited at present to Canadian Government and provincial
Government secrets) to secrets belonging to other Commonwealth Governments or
to an "associated state". The phrase "associated state means any state that enters

;into, an agreement with Canada relating to security and that is dls1 ubnûtted that
Governor in Council (e.g., any North Atlantic Treaty country). it
these amendments are desirable quite apart from the PJBD Recommendations.

to
,^13. A new Section 541A would be added to the Criminâl Code pr^o, tWes Sece

property of "His Majesty's forces, or any forces co-operating therewith
- tion is desired for the benefit of Canadian . forces, quite apart from the P^D

Recommendations: , . • : rovide
14. A new section would be added to the Visiting Forces (USA) Act to provide

cômpuls^ry attendance of witnesss before U.S. courts-martial, under rliés to
tions to be made by the Governor in Council, in the same manner as now apP
côurts-martial of the Canadian forces.

General Observation re Legislation ' • TheTh
decide now how many Bills will be necessary

= 15o, It is not necessary to
! amendment to the Criminal Code, for example,- could be included in the us
annual Criminal Code Amendment Bi1L

^..^, . ,,•.^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Ezchange of Notes le to the

i princip
16. if. Cabinet approves the Recommendations and agree,s n s

* introduction 'of the necessary legislation, the Secretary of State for External Affair
r into an Exchange of Notes with the U.S., as contemplated in the

~proposes to ente



Recommendations, tô'record officially what the " U.S. is, giving up and what the
Canadian Government will do. A draft of the Notes will be submitted to Cabinet in
due course.

17., An important condition of the Recommendations is the following:
"That the Canadian'Government, as a condition precedent to the waiver and sus-
pension of the exercise of rights under Article IV and to the extension to New-
foundland of an amended Visiting Forces (USA) Act, give satisfactory
assurances that the U.S: officials in Newfoundland will have a degree of juris-
diction comparable to that which they now in fact exercise. In this connection,
the U.S. Section would regard the proposed letter from the Government of Can-
ada to the Government of Newfoundland, with a reply from the Newfoundland
Government that jurisdictional conditions would remain substantially as now
exercised, as the basis for satisfactory assurances to be given by the Canadian

` Government."

18. The draft letter referred to reads as follows:

"It is contemplated extending the Visiting Forces (USA) Act to the Province of
Newfoundland, including the U.S. Leased Bases. Although the present Act does
not interfere with the jurisdiction of, Canadian courts and law enforcement
authorities, it is the hope of the Government of Canada that those charged with
law enforcement may rarely find it necessary to bring members of United States
forces before Canadian courts. In particular, it is hoped that, when an offence is
by its nature essentially prejudicial to the discipline of the United States Armed
Forces, when an offence is committed within the Leased Areas, or when an
offence involves only members of United States forces or only the property of
the Government of the United States, the Canadian authorities will find it desira-bl

e to leave me wrong-doer to be dealt with by United States Service courts and

"I hope "that your Government will bring the Act to the attention of law enforce-
ment authorities. I should be glad to learn the views of your Government on the
question discussed in the preceding paragraph."

The wording of the letter is similar to the wording of a communication sent to all
provincial governments in July, 1947 when the Visiting Forces (USA) Act waspassed. ",.

19. The Attorney General of Newfoundland indicated informally some time ago
that such a letter would receive a satisfactory reply.

Recornmend,ations for Decisions bÿ Cabinet

20• (1) To àpprove the PJBD Recommendations and to authorize the notificationof this "approval to the U.S.' Government;

(2) To .approve the proposals for introduction of legislation as set forth in this
memorandum süb,lect; of course, to official consideration of the drafts by theDepaztment of justice;

authonties. .
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-:, (3) To authorize - the 3 Secretary of State ^ for External Affairs to enter into an

Exchange * of Notes with : the U.S:; subject to submission of the draft Notes to

Cabinet;
(4) To authorize the Minister of Justice to send the suggested letter to the Attor-

ney General of Newfoundland, at a time to be settled by the Ministers of Justice,
National Défencé, and External Affairs; this exchange of letters to be followed by a

Noteao the U.S Government giving the required assurances 15
PEÀRSÔN

BROOKE CLAXTON

'SECTION D

GOOSE BAY
'^^ ,. . ... . .. , . . . ,

DEA/50216-40
677.

Note de la P^e Direction de liaison avec lâ Défense ;-

pour le chef de la hrc Direction de liaison avec la Défense

SECRET

-Memoranduni from Defence Liaison ( 1) Division

to Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division
.. . .. . .^ ,- .,

Ottawa, January 18, 1951
" . , a f , . , . . . . . . . .

. . . .

` COMMENTS ON DRAFT GOOSE BAY I.EASE.

; : :. I DATED JANUA1tY 12, 1951
,._.

Form of the Lease
The draft takes the fôrm of an Exchange of Notes to which is annexe d an ^ou d

lease to be signed by the Mitiister of National Defence for Canada. I n ,

see the point of using such a form i.e., of having two doçuments for signature,
of which is drawn up;along the lines of an ordinary commercial lease.
States* officials no doubt like this form. In the Leased Bases Agreement of 1941,
there was a covering diplomatic agreement and also a: numbéro^é leases eof
cial forni: My view is that the commercial form is not appropria 1 1eas=
this kind ,i t would be appropriate if the ^r

nt lease is in
ing an ordinary building to the United States Government. The proposed
no sense an ordinary property transaction; it is rather* an agreement between the
Governments relating to their joint defence. "

Although no particular harm will result from the form followed in the draft, my
recommendation would be to alter the form as follows: ubstitute

(1) DeleteYthe last sixteen,words of the first paragraph of the Note hand erebY gr^t
the following . "the Government of Canada is prepared to and does
such'a lease subject to the detailed terms set` forth in the Annex hereto:'

is Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 21 mars 195 1 JApproved by Cabinet, March 21, 1951.
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(2) Add a final clause in the following form-"This Note and your favourable
reply will constitute an agreement, to come into force on (date to be inserted)."

(3) Strike out the first page of the draft lease and substitute something along the
following lines:

"ANNEX"
"'The Canadian Government (hereinafter called the Lessor) hereby leases to the
United States of America (hereinafter called the Lessee) those certain parcels or
tracts of lands and premises, (hereinafter ...",

and then carry on with the remaining pages of the draft lease. This kind of annex
will not require any signature. The effective binding agreement would be the
Exchange of Notes.

Detailed Reference to Privileges ^

On Page 3 of the draft Note, beginning'with the words "Subject to enactment of
the* necessary_ legislation", there is set forth in some detail the privileges to be
given. It is not necessary to set these forth and, as this Exchange of Notes will
presumably be published, it may stir up unnecessary criticism in Canada if the priv-
ileges are spelt out in the Note. On the assumption that the Canadian Government
will approve the recommendations of. the P.J.B.D. on this subject, it is only neces-
sary to say in the present Note that the question of Customs and Excise privileges,
jurisdiction and postal privileges, will be governed by the recommendations of the
P.J.B.D. which have been formally accepted by both Governments. When a recom-
mendation of the P.J.B.D. is formally accepted by both GovernmentsJt is just as
binding as' anything put in an Exchange of Notes and it is not really necessary to
repeat the recommendation in an Exchange of Notes.16

Option fior Renewal

The draft lease provides specifically that the United States may renew the lease
for one further term of 20 years. This wording is obviously based on the language
used at the P.J.B.D. meeting in March,.1950, when the Canadian members said that
'Proposed lease would be for 20 'years "with an option for renewal"." If it is now
''desired to grant something less than a clear option for renewal, it would be neces-
sary to delete the 8 lines dealing with renewal and substitute something along the
following lines:

"The Lessee may, by'notice in writing 'to the Lessor not less than six months
prior to the expiration of the 'said term, request a renewal of the lease for a
further period of not more than 20 years. If such a request is made, the Lessor
undertakes. to consider, it sympathetically in the light of the mutual interest of
Canada and the United States of America in the security of the North Atlantic
area."

16 Sur ce point, voir les documents 674 et 675JOn this point. see Documents 674 and 675."Voir/See Volume 16, Document 826.
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Storage of Explosives or Special Weapons
The draft contains no restriction other than the one relating to accepted safety

standards. If nothing is ;to be in the lease on the subject of explosives or special
weapons, the Canadian Government will not have under this document any control
over the storage of explosives or special weapons at Goose Bay. I gather that such
control may be guaranteed in some other document.tg

} M.H. WERSHOF

r, , • , t,.. . .. . . . .

1P1ÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 1 -

: . . . _ , , Projet d'échange de notes

^Draft of Ezchange of Notes-,

SECttEr
January 11, 1951

'` PROPOSED EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA RELATIIVG TO GOOSE BAY, PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND19

.,_ .. . . . ; ' .

I

The Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada

.'-to the United States Ambassador

Excellency,
I have thé honor to refer to discussions which have recently taken place between

representatives of our Governments on the Permanent Joint Board on f he einaf-
cerning a proposed lease to the United States of America of certain lands (
ter referred to as Leased Areas) situated within Royal Canadian Air Force Stationses ^ and to inform

,Goose Bay in the Province of Newfoundland for military pu^ erica
you that in view of the mutual interest of Canada and the United States of to
,in the security of the North Atlantic area the Government of Canada is prepared
exece such a lease in the form annexed hereto.

arrangements shall be in
.;-The Government of Canada proposes that the following

• effect at Goose Bay: o f^-
(1) The United States of America, without prejudice to the sov i^e nto the right

ada, shall have quiet enjoyment of the Leased Are as, C^ada^ l^r Force Station
of free, access by ^ the, Commandtng Officer, y

,Goose , Bay,.to any part of the Leased Areas• the Leased Areas shall be under the
;: (2) United States military personnel outside matters but
exclusive control and command of United States authorities in military

"Note marginale :/Marginal note: members of [theJ PJBD at [an] aSen^
(Note: The above points were discussed by Canadian
meeting Jan. 19) M.W[ershofl.

» Note marginale :/Marginal note:
(Note-4hia draft was given us by US officials) M.W[ershofJ.



in all other matters shall be subject to the laws and regulations applicable to Cana-
dian military personnel. The United States Air Force Commanding Officer at
Goose Bay shall be responsible for the observance of Royal Canadian Air Force
Station Standing Orders by all United States military personnel at Goose Bay
outside the Leased Areas.

(3) The United States of America shall have the right to use the airfield at Goose
Bay for the operation of United States military aircraft, subject to air traffic control
by the Royal Canadian Air Force. Prior notification of all expected arrivals shall be
given to the Royal Çanadian Air Force at Goose Bay.

(4) The United States of America shall hâve free and uninterrupted use of all
roadways at Goose Bay outside the Leased Areas, subject to any limitations that
may be imposed by. the Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian Air Force Station
Goose Bay, in the interests of the efficient operation of the station.

(5) The *United States of America may have the* use, for the transportation of
petroleum products, of all pipes, pipelines, pumps and valves installed at Goose
Bay by the Government of Canada and lorming a part of the interconnected pipe-
line 'system, provided that the United States of America shall be responsible for any
damage or injury suffered by others in consequence of the negligence of the mem=
bers of its armed forces or of its officers, employees, or agents in connection with
such use.

From time to time the United States of America may be authorized to use addi-
tional areas, sites and locations at Goose Bay and, in the absence of agreement to
the contrary, such use shall be subject to the same terms and conditions as pertain
to the Leased Amas. The United States may also be authorized to use such rights-
ôf-way at Goose Bay and in the vicinity thereof as may hereafter be agreed upon,
and may construct, maintain and operate thereon, as may be required for the sup-
Port of.United States military_ operations at Goose Bay, wire and radio communica-
tions facilities and transportation facilities. ;

° The United States of America will not be required to pay any tax or fee in
respect of registration or licensing of motor vehicles for use within Royal Canadian
Air Force Station Goose Bay.

Subject to enactment of the necessary legislation by the Parliament of Canada, it
is the intention of the Government of Canada that the following recommendations
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense shall be given effect at Goose Bay:.

(1) Application of customs/excise privileges identical to those recommended for
the Leased Basés on the Island of Newfoundland (that is, the same privileges as are
operative in other provinces, together with a right to continue PX's and similar
institutions);

(2) Application 'of the Visiting Forces (USA) Act and of the legislative amend-
ments and ad^^sn.ative arrangements contemplated in Section G of Part I of the
minutes' of thé 'special 'meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense at Mon-treal,

Quebec, Mar6h 28-30, 1950;
(3) Applicâtiôn of military postal'privileges identical to those recommended for

the Leased Bases on the Island of Newfoundland.
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Projetd'ùn bâil

Draft Lease. t , •

I

SECRET

RELATIONS WITH THE UNTTED STATES

Januâry 11, 1951

_ . ^.^ .
: LEASE

THIS INDENTUREmade in duplicate this day, of January in the year of
. :our_ Lord, one thousand nine hiindred and fifty-one .

BETWEEN:'
: . :

HIS Mp7ESTŸ. THE KING in right ' ôf Canada, , represented herein by the

Honourable the Minister'of National Defence: (heréinafter: called the Lessor)
OF THE FIRST PART

AND . :' . .
. ^` . , . . . . .. ` . .

.

. .; • ^ :..

after called the Lessee) I .

. OF THE SECOND PART

WITNESSETH:
THAT WHEREAS by Notes exchanged on the_ day of January, nineteen

hundred and fifty-one, between the Secretary of State for External Affairs of Can-

ada and His Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America at Ottawa,
the_Governments of.Canada and the United States of America have expressed their
mutual desire to give effect to the recommendations of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence relative to the leasing of certain lands within Royal Canadian Air Force
Station Goose Bay, in the, Province, of -Newfoundland, to the . United States of

America for military purposes;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the Lessor. hath dernised

and leased and by these presents doth demise and lease unto the Lessee AI-

SINGULAR those certain parcels or tracts of. land , and premises (hereinafter

referred to as Leased Areas) situate, lying and being within . Royal edaas foan Air

Force Station Goose Bay, in the Province 'of Newfoundland, descnb

.,• ***>

escription of threé or four, major areas to be inserted).

. . ^ . . ; , . * * . * . . .

of twenty ye^s to
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same for and during the term o es;and

é ationgbYcommence on.the . date hereof, free from the payment of all cons
d

PROVIDED, that the Lessee may. at its ôption, without further iration of the
notice in writing to the Lessor not less than six months ' prior to the exp

e condi-
said term, renew this lease for a further term of twenty years upon the s^

, .. `
tiëns

;
as herein côntained.

/
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The Lessee shall have the right of free access to and egress from the Leased
Areas and shall have within the Leased Areas, in accordance with the said Notes,
all the rights which are necéssary to support the operation of United States military
aircraft at Goose Bay, including, inter alia, the right, power and authority:

(a) to occupy and control the Leased Areas and to undertake such internal secur-
itymeasures as - may be deemed necessary by the Lessee;

(b) to construct, install, improve and maintain in the Leased Areas personnel
housing, hangars, warehouses, shops, hardstands, parking aprons, storage and dis-
tribution faéilities for aviation gasoline and other petroleum supplies, communica-
tions facilities and navigation aids (including meteorological systems), radio and
radar apparatus and electronic devices of any desired power, type of emission and
frequency, and any other type of building, facility or improvement deemed neces-
sary'by thé Lessee, PROVIDED that all new major construction in the Leased
Areas shall hav.e the prior approval of the Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian
Air Force Statiôn Goose Bay.

All buildings, structures and improvements permanently affixed to the realty by
the Lessee at Goose Bay shall remain the property of the Lessee for the duration of
this lease. Any such buildings, structures, and improvements situated at Goose Bay
upon the termination of the lease shall thereupon become the property of the Lessor
without compènsation to the Lessee. The ownership of all other property, including
removable improvements, equipment, material, supplies and goods, brought into
Canada by the Lessee in connection with its operations at Goose Bay shall remain
in the Lessee during and after the termination of this lease, and the Lessee shall
have the unrestricted right -of removing or, disposing of all such property.

The Lessee shall observe accepted safety standards at Goose Bay for the protec-
tiôn of lifé and property,'

The Lessee shall not install, maintain or operate at Goose Bay any lights or
other visual aids to navigation of aircraft without the approval of the Commanding
Officer, Royal Canadian Air Force Station Goose Bay.
`-The Lessee shall not at any time cause the waters of the Hamilton River to be
polluted by disposal of sewage or otherwise.

The Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian Air Force Station Goose Bay, shall
at all times have free access to any part of the Leased Areas.

The Lessee may not assign or sub-let nor may it part with the possession of the
whole or any part of the 'Leased Areas. • ^

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, etc.
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Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

Ottawa, January 22, 1951SECRET

RELATIONS WITH THE UMTED STATES

RE GOOSE BAY LEASE

The : points in my memorandum to Mr. MacKay dated January 18 were dis-
cussed at a meeting on January 19 of the Canadian members of the PJBD.

Form of the Lease
General McNaughton liked the idea of hâving merely an Annex to the Exchange

of Notes instead of a formal lease to be signed by the Minister of National Defence.
The Air Force "representatives, however, thought that U.S. officiâls might not be
happy about making such a change in form at this stage of negotiations.

Detailed Reference to Privileges •
The Air Force representatives thought that the, U.S. would be anxious to have

these privileges specifically mentioned in the lease. At the meeting General
McNaughton and Mr. MacKay thought that we might try out on the Americans the
idea of omitting these items from the lease, but in the discussion after the meeting
Mr. MacKay and I came to the conclusion that it might be better to leave them in.

Option for Renewcil
General McNaughton•said, when he used the phrase; "option for renewal", at the

meeting in March, 1950, it never occurred to him that it meant an absolute right of
renewal. All that he meant to convey was that the Canadian Government would be
glad to talk in good faith about renewal when the time came. The consensus of
opinion was that we should try to get the Americans to accept a general clause
'instead of an absolute option for renewal.' I read, out the • clause I had put in my
memorandum of January ^ 18, and Wing Commander McLearn read out the follow-
ing clause:
! T: "Provided that this lease shall at the option of the lessee, by notice in writing to

the lessor not less than six months prior. to the expiration. of the said term, be
renewed without further. consideration for one additional term of twenty years,
and the conditions herein contained shall, if still mutually satisfactory, continue

{ to apply; but otherwise the said conditions shall be,subject to, such modifications
as, in the light of experience, are agreed by thé parties hereto to be necessary or
desirable."
It was agreed that we should try to get acceptance on my clause, but that WIC

McLearn's draft should be tried as a second choice.

Storage of Explosives or Special Weapons ^ov-
Everyone agreed that there was nothing in the lease to give the Canadian

ernment control in the matter. If the Canadian Government insists on having su
control, it will have to be stated in some other document, not to be made public
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Conclusion .
It was agreed that I should prepare a revised version'of the lease on the basis of

this discussion, in consultation with McLearn and Rettie of the Legal Division,
with a view to having something which the Canadian members could take to the
PJBD meeting in the United States next week.

M.H: WERSHOF

DEA/50195-40

Note dci 'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
. pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 26, 1951

RE PROPOSED GOOSE BAY LEASE

Provinces together with a right to continue PX's and similar institutions).

Mr. Claxton examined the draft lease today with General McNaughton, and is
anxious that your personal 'approval should be obtained before the Canadian Sec-
tion leaves early Monday morning for the PJBD meeting in Alabama. If you agree,
Mr. Claxton is willing that the draft lease should be discussed at the meeting, on
the understanding, of course, that no decision has yet been taken by the Canadian
Government; still less has the Government examined the annexed draft. Following
is the background and some explanations.

2. In March 1950, with ' informal approval from Mr. Claxton, Mr. Garson and
'yoürself, the Canadian Section told the Permanent Joint Board on Defence that, if
satisfactoryarrangements could be made with respect to the 1941 Leased Bases
Agreement, the Canadian Section would recommend to its Government an arrange-
ment to include the followirig:

"(1) The lease by the Canadian Government to the U.S. Government of a portion
of the present Goose Bay area to àcconunodate U.S. installations and housing.

"(2) This lease to be for a period of twenty years, at a rental to cover any costs to
the Canadian Government, with an option for renewal.

"(3) Application to the proposed U.S. area at Goose Bay of customs/excise privi-
leges identical to those. recommended for the leased bases on the Island of New-
foundland (that is, the same customs/excise privileges as are operative in the other

"(4) Applicatiôn'to the U.S'.areà of the Visiting Forces (U.S.A.) Act and of the
legislative amendments and administrative arrangements contemplated in'Section
G of Part i of these Minutes.

"(5) Application to the U.S. area of military postal privileges identical to those
recommended for the leased areas on the Island of Newfoundland.

"(6) A11 proposed U.S. construction projects in the U.S. area to have the prior
approval of the Commanding Officer, R.C.A.F. Station, Goose Bay.
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"(7) All proposed U.S. Service projects in Canada, based on the U.S. area to have
the prior approval of . the Canadian Government."

3. -The ! Board's : Recommèndations ` regàrding revision of the 1941 Agreement
'have not yet been formally 'approved by the Canadian Government, pending draft-
ing of legislation. Since this drafting has now been dône; it is proposed to lay those
Recommendations before the Government shortly. (A memorandum on this will be
sent to you after the PJBD meeting next week).

- 4: In the meantime, as you know, the U.S. has been enquiring whether we could
proceed with the Goose Bay lease in order to -enable them to secure appropriations
for construction from Congress, and, a definite decision : from Cabinet may be
required soon (even before the revision of the' 1941 Agreement has been
completed).

5. Legal officers of the U.S. and the R.C.A.F. recéntly prepared a first draft of the
lease, and this has been revised in the Department of External Affairs, and Judge
'Advocate General's office. The revised version takes the form of an Exchange of
Notes and is much simpler than earlier versions. The annexed copy incorporates the
latest changes made by Mr; Claxton.

6. May I call your attention to the following points,
Para. 2(a). There will probably be four main areas leased -(1) the "house-
keeping" areâ,- hangars, barracks, etc.; (2) spécial weapons storage area; •(3)
and (4) global communications centres. Only area (1) would be delimited in the
public annex; the other areas would be delimited 'in a secret letter concurrently
with the lease.

Para.. 4. This renewal clause may come as a shock. to the U.S. officials, who
took literally the phrase "option for renewal'. used in March, 1950, which to a
lawyer would mean an unconditional right to renew for twenty years.
Para. 5.,It is, we are told, legally impossible for the U.S. to give the Canadian
Commanding Officer access to areas (2), (3) and (4). It is proposed to say this in
a secret exchange of letters.
Privileges. The U.S. officials want a provision in the lease itself, but we will try
to get them to agree that it should. go in : a separate letter, which need not be
tabled. Attached to the enclosed lease is the text which the U.S. wanted in it, and
which we have deleted.

.,7. - Finally, there is nothing in the Note (which will become public) giving the', ,.,7.-
Canadian Government any control 'over the uses to,be made of the base for speclal
weapons. I understand that you'wish the State Department to provide secret written
assurances on this point before the lease, is signed< This will not, of course, be
discussed at the PJBD.

A.D.P. H[EENEYI . .... •
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^ [PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Projet, d'échange de notes

Draft, Exchange of Notes

January 23, 1951, .. . . ,

PROPOSED EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNrTED STATES
OF AMERICA RELATING TO GOOSE BAY,

PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

(ro be made public in due. course), . , .

to the United States Ainbassador .
The Secretary •of State for; External Affairs for. Canada.

Excellency,

- I have - the. honour , to . refer to discussions which have recently taken place
between representatives . of - our Governments on the Permanent. Joint Board on
Defence concerning a proposed lease to , the . United States, of America of certain
lands (hereinafter referred to as Leased Areas), situated within Royal Canadian Air
Force Station Goose Bay in the Province of Newfoundland, for military purposes,
and tô " inform 'you that in view of the mutual interest of Canada and the United
States of America in the security of the North Atlantic area the Government of
Canada is prepared to grant such a lease subject to the terms set forth in this note.

2. The Leased Areas shall consist of

e use.,

:(a) the. lands lying and being.within Royal, Canadian Air Force Station Goose
Bay,, in the Province of Newfoundland, described in the annex to this note (For
security reasons, it has been suggested that only one Leased Area should be
described in this document and that concurrently the Canadian Government should
by secret letter authorize the use of other areas involved. The above draft would be
suitable for this purpose as one area could be listed in the annex (to be made pub-
lic). It has been suggested, alternatively, that no description should be given in this
document as it would be easy, from a drafting point of view, to put the description
in a secret appendix); and

(b) such'additional areas as may from time to time, in a manner to be determined
in each case by the Government of Canada,. be made available, other than on a
temporary basis, to the United States of America upon its request and for its exclu-siv

3• The term of the lease shall be twenty'years, free from the payment of all rent

4• The United States 'of America (hereinafter called the Lessee) may by noticé in
writing' to the Government of Canada (hereinafter called the Lessor) not less than
six months prior to the expiration of the term of the lease, request a renewal of the
léase for a further period of not more than twenty years. If such request is made, the
1-essor undertakes to consider it promptly, sympathetically and in good faith, in the

and charges. 1.
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light of the mutual interest of Canâdâ 'and the United States of America in the
security of the North Atlantic area. .When consulting" together on a request for
renewal, the parties will consider what modifications if any in the terms of the lease
would be necessary or desirable in thé light of experience.

5. The Lessee,, without prejudice to the sovereignty of Canada, shall have quiet
enjoyrnent of the* Leased Areas, subject at all times to right of free access by the
Commanding Officer, -Royal Canadian Air Force Station Goose Bay, or such
officer as may be designated by him, to any part of the Leased Areas• (It is under-
stood that there will have to be a concurrent exchange of letters (perhaps between
the respective Chiefs of Staff), to be kept secret, excluding certain specified places

from the right of free access.)

6. The Lessee shall have the right of free access to andegr
be used, and shallAreas, subject to the right of the Lessor to prescribe the routes to

have within the Leased Areas, subject to the terms of this note, all the rights that
are necessary to support the operation of United States military aircraft at Goose

Bay, including, interalia, the right, power and authority:
(a) to occupy and control the Leased Areas and to undertake such internal secur-

ity measures as may be deemed necessary by the Lessee;
personnel

(b) to construct, install, improve and maintain in the ^ Leased Areas, Pe^
housing, hangars, warehouses, shops, hard stands, parking aprons, storage ano^er
tribution facilities for aviation gasoline and other petroleum supplies, and any
type of building, structure or improvement deemed necessary by the Lessee,
PROVIDED that all new major 'construction in the Leased Areas shall have the
prior approval of the Commanding ^ Officer, Royal Canadian Air Force Station

Goose Bay; and
(c) subject to the approval of the Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian Air

Force Station Goose Bay, to construct, install and operate in the Leased Areas com-
munication facilities and navigation aids (including meteorological sys

tems), radio
iss °n

and radar apparatus and electronic devices of any desired power, type of em
and,frequency, PROVIDED. that the.Lessee shall not thereby causeFo ^ Station
with any other similar installation or operation at Royal Canadian

Goose Bay.
xAll buil''dings, structures and improvements permanently affixed to the realty7.

by the Lessee within the Leased Areas shall remain the property of the I,essee for
the duration of this lease. Any such buildings, structures, and improbecome ^e
ated at Goosg Bay upon the'termination of this lease shall thereupon of all
property of the Lessor without compensation to the Lessee. The ownership
other property, including removable improvements, equipment, material fas^ponsi at
and goods, brought into Canada by the I.essee^ ^é n^é i^nâ ôri ôf s lease,
Goose Bay shall remain in the Lessee during an sin

othi
f all such

and the Lessee shall have the unrestricted right takesingace within a reasonable
property, PROVIDED that removal or disposition, . P

time. ; ; , . i , , . ^ , . , ^ ► . ' ; ` : possession of the whole
,,g.,The Lessee may not assign or sublet, or part with the
orï any, part of t h e I,eased Areas. ,;
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9. United States military personnel outside the Leased Areas, in relation to the
performance of their military duties, shall be under the exclusive control and com-
mand of United States authorities but in all other respects shall . be subject to the
regulations and orders applicable to Canadian military personnel. The United States
Air Force Commanding Officer at Goose Bay shall be responsible for the obser-
.,vance of Royal : Canadian Air Force Station Standing Orders by all United States
military personnel at Goose Bay outside the Leased Areas.

10. The United States of America may, jointly , with the Government of Canada,
have

(a) the right to use the airfield at Goose Bay for the operation of United States
military aircraft, subject to air traffic control by the Royal Canadian Air Force and
prior notification of all ezpected arrivals to the Royal Canadian Air Force at Goose
Bay;

(b). free and uninterrupted use of roadways at Goose Bay outside the Leased
Areas, subject to any limitations that may be imposed by. the Commanding Officer,
Royal Canadian Air Force Station Goose Bay, in the interests.of the efficient opera-
fion of the station;

(c) the use, for the transportation of petroleum products, of all pipes, pipelines,
pumps and valves installed at Goose Bay by the Government of Canada and form-
ing a part of the interconnected pipeline system; and

(d) the use of such dockage installations and facilities as may from time to time
be installed at Goose Bay,
PROVIDED that the United States of America shall be responsible for any damage
or injury suffered by others in consequence of the negligence of the members of its
armed * forces, employees or agents in connection with anything done or omitted
'ûnder paiâgrapli 10.

11. The United States of America may be authorized, in such manner as the Gov-
ernment of Canada determines, to use such rights of way at Goose Bay, outside the
Leased Areas, as may hereafter be agreed upon, and may construct, maintain and
Operate thereon, such communication and transportation facilities as may be
required for the support `of United States military operations at Goose Bay.

12. The Lessee will not be required to pay any tax or fee in respect of registration
or licencing of motor vehicles for use within the Royal Canadian Air Force Station
Goose Bay.

13. The Lessee shall observe, both within and̂ without the Leased Areas, accepted
safety standards at Goose Bay, for the protection of life and property.

14. The Lessee shall not install, maintain or operate at Goose Bay, whether
.within or without the Leased Areas, any lights or other aids to navigation of aircraft
without the approval of the Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian Air Force Sta-
tion Goose Bay. .

15. The Lessee shall not at any time cause the waters of the Hamilton River to be
polluted by disposal of sewage or otherwise.

16. Subject to enactment of the necessary legislation by the Parliament of Can-
ada, it is the' intention of the Government of Canada that the following recommen-
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dations- of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence shall be -given effect at Goose
u^..• ...

for'the Leased Bases on the Island of Newfoundland, that is to say; the same privi-
léges as'are in effect in other provinces, 'together witli the right to operate Post
Exchanges and `similar institutions; (Is it necessary to make reference to "similar
institutions"? What are they?)

(b) Application of The Visiting Forces (United States *of America) Act and of the
legislative amendments and administrative arrangements contemplated in the
Board's recommendations of March 28th - 30th; 1950;

(c) Application of military postal privileges identical to those recommended for
the Leased Bases on the Island of Newfoundland.

.17. In order to avoid doubt, I am instructed to state that my Government intends
,that the lâws of Canada shall continue to apply throughout Royal Canadian Air
Torce Station Goose Bay, including the Leased Areas.

18. If the foregoing is acceptable to your Government, this note and your reply
shall be regarded as constituting a lease agreement in force from the date of your

(a) Application of ,customs and excise privileges identical to 'those recommended

reply.

.ANNEx

Description of Lands Mentioned in

Paragraph 2(a), of Note, dated

DEA/50216-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux-Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Tôr SECRET [Ottawa], February 24195120

RE PROPOSED GOOSE BAY LEASE

"In case the Minister of National Defencé raises this in Cabinét today, annexed is

a copy of the latest draftt of the leâsse,` dated ^ February 15. This draft incorporates

the changes made as a result of discussions at the PJBD meeting on February 2, and

also' incorporates some drafting changes made subsequently. The most important

-difference between this version and the one sent to you at 'the beginning
of Febra-

ary,, is the deletion of the description of the boundaries of the leased areas.
This was

done for security reasons; at least 3 of the 4 main areas should
not be delimited in a

10 Cette date risque fort d'ttre inexacte. Ce devrait être probablement le 20 février.1951.

This date is most likely inaccurate. It probably should be February 20, 1951.



public document, and it was thought best to delete all boundaries. The three are the
weapons storage area and the global communications areas.

Para. 3

This has been reworded pursuant to your suggestion, in order to make it clear
that the lease expires 20 years from the date of coming into force, regardless of the
time when certain areas may be brought into'the lease.

Para. 5

As stated in my memorandum to you of January 26, it is legally impossible for
the U.S. to give the R.C.A.F. Commanding Officer access to the special weapons
storage area and the global communications areas. It is proposed to say, this, on the
insistence of the Americans, in a secret exchange of letters between the respective
Chiefs 'of Staff; concurrently with the signing of thelease.) .
Para. 9 :

You asked about the'phrase "as may be appropriate" in line 5. Some R.C.A.F.
regulations would not, I am advised, be appropriate for U.S. personnel, e.g.; a regu-
lation prohibiting attendance at political' meetings!

Privileges and Immunities

The U.S. officials argued strongly for the inclusion in the lease of clauses setting
forth privileges and immunities. When we made it clear that we did not wish to put
them in the lease,"they urged that these matters should be covered in a letter, con'--
currently with the signing of the lease, setting forth our intentions, and the Cana-
dian Section of the PJBD agreed to recommend this course.
General Note

ro or even advise upon the kind of military use to be made of the Leased Area,
e.g.; for special weapons. The U.S. have proposed a separate exchange of notes
covering other bases as well as Goose.21

Apart from paragraph 3, there have been a few drafting changes made during the
last week at the request of the U.S. officials. These changes are indicated by under-
lining. We are satisfied that none of the changes is important; they have been seen
by General - McNaughton and Mr. Claxton.

As yoii know; the lease does not givé the Canadian Government any power to
cont 1 . ; -

A.D.P. H[EENEY]
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[Ottawa], February 20, 1951

II, GOOSE BAY LEASÉ AGREEMENT -'

`f'5. The Minister of National Defence, referring to the discussion in Cabinet on
October 25th, 1950, noted that members of the Committee were familiar with the

Labrador, to the
proposed agreement regarding the lease of lands at Goose Bay,
United States Government. The draft agreement provided for the lease of areas
within the R.C.A.F. Station, Goose Bay, subject to appropriate Canadian control. In
view of this proposed agreement, the, U.S. , Government was prepared, as recom-
mended by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence in March, 1950, to make conces-
sions with respect to certain of its rights at the leased bases t l

on the
ease agreement..

Newfoundland. He therefore recommended approval of the dr
greemen .

6: The Prime Minister said that, while the draft appeared satisfactoryedssuch q^é
as""Goose Bay", and "R.C.A.F. Station, Goose Bay ., used in it, appeu
definition: In general, the U.S. authorities should have a clear un

of the
nieariing of the terms' of the agreement 'into which they, were entég ide of
while the draft agreement did not accord any privileges for U.S: vehicles itswould
the R.C.A.F. Station (there being no roads outside of the e b^ such privileges, steps
have to be borne in mind that, if it were ever desired to g
would have to be taken to ensure that there were suitable advance arrangements
with the Province of. Newfoundland. •.

7. Mr. Claxton said that the opening paragraph of the latest draft explained of
'"Goose; 1Bay",. used in subsequent paragraphs, was : merely a; short , form

F. Station, Goose Bay,,.
; ; . . . ;

•
^^: 8:

reement for the
The Committee, after further discussion, approved the draft ag on the

lease of lands at Goose Bay, Labrador to the ^ United States Governmen ,
that the term "R.C.A.F. Station, Goose Bay" would be defined in theunderstanding

documents to be exchanged with that Government.u

n approuvée par le Cabinet plénier, lors de ses réunions
des 21 et 22 février 1,951.

Cette décision a été
llis decision was endorsed by the full cabinet at its meetings

on February 21 and 22;1951:

RELATIONS WTTH THE UNITED STATES

Eztrâit du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

` Estrüct from Minutes of Meeting

of Cabinet Defence Committee
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au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Ambassador in United States
. to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference My Letter No. 3088 of December 2, 1950.23

Top SEcREr

LFITER NO. 19 Washington, January 3, 1951j . .

PROPOSED U.S. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

winch are attached, numbered 1 and 2) which sets out the proposed substance of a

1• Mr. R. Gordon Arneson . of the State Department, following up the talk which
he had in my office as reported to you in my Letter No. 3088 of December 2, 1950,
visited me on January 3rd in order to put forward a specific proposal for simplified
Procedure for prior consultation or notification between the Canadian and United
States Governments in connection ,with the staging of aircraft of the U.S. Strategic
Air Command to overseas areas. On this occasion Mr. Arneson was. accompanied
by Major General R.L. Walsh, the United States Air Force member of the P.J.B.D.,
and Mr. Joseph Chase I of the State Department. Mr.. Ignatieff was also present at
this meeting.

2^ Mr. Arneson explained that the Secretary. of State had received on January 2nd
a formal request from the Secretary of Defense that the Canadian Government be
approached at the highest political level in order to reach a general agreement to
govern the deployment of the units of the U.S. Strategic Air Command, the storage
of weapons including'atomic, weapons, the construction of fâcilities for their stor-
age, and the over-flight of Canadian territory which this deployment involves. Spe-
c'cally, the proposal involves the use of Harmon Airfield as well as of Goose Bay.
Before the eventuality of war, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff desire to use Harmon
and Goose $ay, for training purposes, as well as to make necessary preparations for
the1f use as staging bases for actual missions in wartime.

3• Mr. Arneson brought with him a paper.drafted in the Pentagon (two copies of

cor'munication to be sent by the Secretary of State to the Canadian Government on
this qnestion. He asked that this paper should be studied by the Canadian Govern-
raent with a view, to arriving at an agreed exchange of notes which would constitute
a genéral . ..agreement between the two governments.. ,. . , _
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4. General Walsh made some explanatory comment in elaboration of what Mr.
Arneson had said. Two considerations accounted for the earnest desire of the Penta-
gon for this agreement with the Çanadian: Government. First, there was a need for
the utmost secrecy in any communications which pass between the two govern-
ments arising out of the need for prior consultation and notification. There was also
thé' neéd; however, for swift action to enable the U.S. Strategic Air Command to
undertake a strategic air offensive for the mutual defence of Canada and the United
States if, as the Pentagon papers says, "war is joined by the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization nations". What the U.S. Department of Defense is seeking, as General
Walsh put it, is a "canopy" of an agreement reached at :the highest political level
which would enable the U.S. Chiefs of Staff, acting under the authority of the Sec-
retary of.Defense, to take prompt action, through channels of maximum security,
such as. from General Vandenberg to Air Marshal Curtis, to notify the Canadian
authorities involved of any particular action to be taken under the terms of the gen-

eral agreement.
5. The facilities desired by the U.S. Strategic -Air Command for the staging of

aircraft are those enumerated in paragraph 2 of. the Pentagon paper. In answer to a
query about what was involved in "the over-flight of Canada on training missions",
General ^ Walsh ^ explained that this was intended to cover training flights under
agreed conditions to Harmon and Goose Bay in the Northeast and aalso t^^k^
flight of Canadian territory by units 'of the U.S. Strategic, Air Command
bases in the Northwest.'The flights in the Northwest would not involve any use of
Canadian airfields, but a request has been submitted by the U.S. Strategic Air Com-
mand; `on which'1 have writtén to youI separately, for early permission to make an

Montana, to Ladd Field, Alaska,
o'ver-flight ôf Cànâdian'territo or from Great Falls,
using the inland route rather than thé coâ.stal route to'avoid dangerouscleazg ompo"
tions. These aircraft would be carrying atomic weapons without n
nents, in line with the advancé deployment arrangements now being planned by the

U.S. Strategic Air Command.
' "red from General Walsh about the reference in paragraph 3 of the Penta-neralI enqw

gon paper to the defects of the , "present prior consultation proced Cr^e'e o ee ery
Wâlsh" explained that if correspondence had to' be, undertaken in the
âctivity contëiriplated by the'U.S: Strategic Air Comnmand, both timing and security
iivght bë -jé,opardized., If `à gerieral yagreeinent were reached betweennhe edures
ërnments' on' â p6litical" level, 'detailed arrangements for _consultatiop WOUId be

es•directed to the ëconomizing of time and providing for û^ers of tthé twoycounfr"
worked out, presumably between the: Defence' hea . encies in
This,' he said, was the meaning of the reference to "appropriate Service ag
paragraph 5 of the Pentagon paper: aza raph 2
=°'7:`Mr`. ^Arneson'-gave some explanatorycômment on the reference inps

^^• He s^d

of thePenta ^gon paper to the "prior deployment- of atomic weapo n

-`^t" ndert the procedure authorized by the President for the disposition ef rto^stha u
weapons, Presidential approval was "i^equired at each of the stages

Energy C°^S
of transferring atomic weapons from the custody of the Atomic
sion to the U.S. Strategic Air Command for operational use. The first stage rients
delivery of the atomic weapons to the U.S.A.F. without their nuclear c^mpo
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paper. On the basis of these comments, a letter would then be drawn up Tor Mr.
Acheson's signature in terms which would be satisfactory to the Canadian Govern-
ment. The reply to Mr. Acheson's letter from the Canadian Government would then
constitute the agreement.

9. I said, having in mind the comments contained in your message EX-2735 of
Decémber 30th,t that the channel which I would employ for transmitting this pro-
posâl to the Canadian Government would be civilian rather than military. I added
that it would be necessary for the Prime Minister as well as some other members of
the Cabinet to be consulted, and, having in mind the Prime Minister's participation
in the Commonwealth meeting of Prime Ministers in London, the earliest date on
which a reply could be expected from Ottawa would be after mid-January. General
Walsh and Mr. Arneson said that that would be fully understood, but they hoped
that an agreement satisfactory to both countries could be reached on this matter as
soon as possible, and preferably before the end of this month.

10. General Walsh explained that the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff considered that
the P.J.B.D. should not be employed for the discussion of the projects referred to in
the enclosure and any related matters concerning the use of special weapons. I
think that if further information is required on the plans of the Strategic Air Com-
mand in this connection, it could easily be arranged for a qualified officer of the'
U.S.A.F. to proceed to Ottawa on short notice. General Walsh, however, informs
me that Air Marshal Curtis, Air Vice Marshal James, and two or three other senior
officers of the Air Force are familiar with these plans.

as soon` as possible of the comniénts of the Canadian Governrnent on the Pentagon
8. Mr. `Arneson suggested that I should inform the State Department through him

The, second -stage is the transfer of the nuclear components to the U.S.A.F. The
third stage is the authority to employ the assembled weapons. - . .

H.H. WRONG

Top

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

•,.. .

PROPOSED SUBSTANCE OF A COMMUNICATION Will THE
: CANADIAN GOVERNMENT " ' I .

L The ^United States Joint Chiefs of Staff agree on the desirability of using Har-
mon'and Goose Bay 'in 'Canada, if war is joined by the North Atlantic Treaty
OrganiZation nations for staging aircraft to'overseas areas. Such use of these two
bases would be'a decisively important element in a strategic air offensive initiated
for the,mutual defence of our nations

2. The-ûse of Hârmon and Goose Bay for the"above purpose involves: prior
dePloyment of Air Force units and atomic weapons, storage of weapons and con-
struction of facilities for storage, and over-flight 'of Canada, on training missions
and, in event ôf war, actual missions.

3• 1Vluch of jthe abovë âctivitÿ would be in the nature 'of operations outside the
areas leased to the United States and therefore is subject to prior consultation'with
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Canada. However, the unsettled world situation may dictate the initiation of opera-

tions in such an emergency that , the present prior consultation procedure would

. seriously.jeopardize the effectiveness of the action. Under the circumstances, it is

. highly desirable that . a simplified prior consultation or notification procedure be

developed providing for maximum secrecy and minimum delay.

A,, If the Canâdian Government agrees to the general principle involved, the most

feasible procedure appears to,be a very general agreement including prior approval

for such air movements, staging and strikes. It is suggested that the general agree-
ment authorize: the development of a procedure whereby advice will be given at the

,prôper time that these activities will be carried out. In every case, the maximum

prior, notice will be given and especially in the case of training or advance prepara-

jorydeployments. ` .:
5. Upon acceptance of the general principle outlined above, it is suggested that

the operational commanders : concerned or other «ppropriate Service agencies be
authorized to develop the details of the consultation and notification procedure.

Note dci sous-secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures

pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secrétary of State for, External Affairs

TOP SECREr

CONSULTATION BSTWIEEN GoVERNMENTS ON THE POSSIBLE USE

OF THE ATOMIC BOMB

`^ • 1 t nth with President TN-

1State Department have explained, to us,informally that President rëssional
undertake tô consult Mr. Attlee and yourself, because the U.S. Joint Cong the

ed

On

'ttee on Atomic, Energy, insist that there should be no limitation
the

Commi
President's dëcisiôn and that he must not be commted,as rwm the bëfore decid
original Quebec Agreement of 1943, to consult any other go l^ned, the

" the State Department have exp^ ing tu `use the bomti. For this reason, • that could bean undertakmg

pn Mr. Acheson's instructions, the State Department as gave W. Attlee
_Washington in writing that the.asiurances which President Truman lo^ed of ^y

also ' apply to you. In other: words,' the President will keep you The
'develoPments in the world situation which may lead to the use of thelban b^ t

Tru

given Mr. Attlee that he would keep . s
might lead to the use of the bomb. There have been one or tsould eknowc n^^ee
between the U.S. and Canadian Governments of which you
you have further private discussions on this subject with Mr. Attlee in London.

• h told our EmbassY in

When Mr. Attlee'was in Ottawa alter his talks as mo
man, I believe you discussed with him the assurance which PresidentTruman ^^h

Mr Attlee informed of developt

President can only undertake to keep usy m orm
..

`inté" rpçeted very. loosely. "x
j( w

to Prime Muuster



= As you will see from the attached copies of Mr. Wrong's Despatches of Decem-
ber 13th and January 3rd, the U.S. Government are also proposing to 'approach the
Canadian Government formally at the highest political level in order to reach a
general agreement to govern the use of Goose Bay and Hannon Airfield as launch-
ing bases for atomic attacks in the event of war, and as storage and training bases
in peacetime. We do not know with certainty whether the U.K. Government have
granted or intend to grant the U.S. Government any facilities for the use of bases in
the U.K. by the U.S. Strategic Air Command. If, as we assume, the U.K. Govern-
ment has granted the U.S.A.F. base facilities for strategic as well as tactical pur-
poses;: the! U.K. Government face, much the same problem as the Canadian
Government.

In "any event, you may consider it worthwhile pursuing this delicate mater per-
sonally with Mr. Attlee. In the opinion of the officials of this Department, at least;
the U.S. Government have not as yet been very forthcoming in describing frankly
and fully their plans and intentions, and still less in giving us any assurance that we
will be adequately consulted before irrevocable decisions are taken by another gov-
ernment involving the use of bases in Canada.

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

6Rd
IJhA/SUU69-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
•.' to Secretary'of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET, URGENT. Ottawa, February 8, 1951

CONSULTATION BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS
ON THE ATOM(C BOMB, AND THE USE OF BASES IN CANADA,

I understand there is to be a discussion on this subject this evening between the
Prime

Minister, . Mr. Howe, Mr. Claxton and yourself. For this purpose we . have
cuculated the relevant papers to the Ministers concerned, and I have also sent them
a copy of this memorandum. The most important document is the Pentagon draft of
a note from the United States Government to the Canadian Embassy in Washington
which, with the Canadian Government's reply, would constitute a"canopy" agree-
ment under which service arrangements could proceed. The draft is attached to Mr.
Wrong'Sletter Nô.' 19 of January 3.

2. The;policy questions for discussion resolve themselves, I think, into twocate
^a^ :°.

oes the.Canâdian Government want to be consulted or kept informed, by theU•S: Government?
(h)

Should 'the 'channel `of communication between the U.S. and Canadian
Govennnents on'policy matters connected with this subject be civil or military?

^ ,
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, 3. The first question was discussed in a memorandum which I sent to the Prime
Minister on January 8, in your absence, in case -he wished - to. discuss the matter
with Mr. Attlee during his visit to Ottawa. Copies of my memorandum to the Prime
Minister have been circulated. Whether or not it is decided that some form of con-
sultation is desired by the Canadian Government, I would suppose that we should
at least insist on being kept fully informed as to the general plans and intentions of
the U.S. Strategic Air Command, and as to an launching or staging fieldsformulated for the use of Goose Bay. or Harmon as
should an emergency situation arise.

4: The second question was, I believe, briefly discussed between the Prime Min-

ister, Mr. Claxton and yourself at the end of -December. We have advised Mr.
Wrong of your view at that time that the Government would prefer the civil to the
military channel for all consultations on - policy., If - this decision is confirmed this
evening, we should also be in a position to indicate to the U.S. Government what
the Canadian Government would regard ; as matters of policy", as distinct from

purely service arrangements carried forward under, an agreed policy.

5. Whatever channels are used, and whether the Canadian Government is to be
kept informed or consulted, it may well become necessary for our communications
staffs in Ottawa and Washington to be put onto twenty-four hour watch, at least on
a stand-by basis. At present, both National Defence and ExternAffairs is always
cations Sections close down entirely during the night, although

I

available on call for "Most Immediate" messages.

685.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

DEA/50069-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

.Ambassàdor in United States
to Under-Sécretary of State for External Affairs

LETTER No. 762;

TOP SECRET :

Washington, March 3; 1951

Reference Your EX-295 of February 9th, 1951.fi

;
UNTIED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

1. In thinking about the desire of the United States Government to securdeH `I
ôpy" agreement with Canada which would cover

t^^cu
use of

rred to^me that it would be
Field for the deployment of atomic weapo , made
useful to seek information about any arrangements whichm s^lazbpr JeC^ at
between the United States and United Kingdom with regard

United States, bases in England.. I, therefore asked Mr. Ignatieff to â éff sathe w
issue with Mr. Arneson when he next had an occasion to see him; Mr. Ign heh

Mr. on February 28th at the latter's request, and I enclose a note whichArneson o

I •//
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has given me of their discussion about the arrangements made with the United
Kingdom. From this it would appear that no formal agreement has been concluded,
although Mr. Attlee has given his consent to arrangements worked out between the
Chiefs of Staff of the two- countries.

2. You will notice that Mr. Arneson told Mr. Ignatieff that shortly after this visit
Mr.'Acheson,' in answer to" a question at a secret session of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, said that the 'United States - Government did not. have to
obtain'ttïe consent of any other • government before using atomic weapons. This
revives my apprehension that the results of the conversations between Mr. Truman
and Mr. Attlee last Decembèr'may become the subject _ of misunderstanding
between the United Kingdom and the United States. In my- Despatch No. 3121 of
December 13th, 1950, I mentioned an account of the discussions between Mr. Tru-
man and Mr. Attlee on the use of atomic weapons which had been given to me on a
personal basis by Sir Oliver Franks, and said that the British Ambassador had asked
me not to report,what he had told me unless I found it necessary to do so in order to
be sure that the Prime Minister and Mr. Pearson understood the position. Although
you have not asked me to. forward this information and I have not been informed
what. account of these discussions was given to Mr.: St:. Laurent by Mr. Attlee in
Ottawa, I think that it is advisable to send you. at this time a copy of the record
which I made on December13th, .1950,- of my talk with Sir Oliver. This is also
enclosed herewith.

3. It certainly appears from this as though the British Government is satisfied that
there will be prior consultation before any use of atomic weapons by the United
States. Publicly, however, the United States` Government is bound to do no more
than to transmit information. The issue, of course, is whether the private and verbal
assurances given to Mr. Attlee by Mr. Truman continue to be in effect or whether
they have been süperseded by the more cautious language used in the joint commu-
niqué of December 8th. Is there, in short, a satisfactory meeting of minds on the
interpretation of the words used in the communiqué in which the President under-
took to keep the Prime Minister at all times informed of developments"? If this is
accepted as equivalent to the President's assurances to Mr. Attlee that,there should
be prior consultation, no later difficulties should arise, unless prior consultation is
taken in London to mean that the weapon will not be employed without the consent
of the United Kingdom - and also of Canada,'since we have been officially
infonned that Canada is in the same position as the United Kingdom.

4•,My observation 'maÿ seem to have a semantic flavour, and I do not see readily
how a higher degree of precision can be secured covering every circumstance.in
which the use of atomic weapons might become an immediate issue. Indeed, con-
sidering the range of circumstances which might arise 'and the extreme rapidity
with which in certain conditions a decision might have to be taken, I think that we
should leave the question of the interpretation of the Truman-Attlee understanding
where it is.

5•` Let us assume that some atomic weapons, probably without nuclear compo-
nents, will be dispersed at bases used by the Strategic Air Force at Goose Bay and
H^non Field as well as at United States bases in England, Alaska, the continental
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United States' and possibly one or two points elsewhere. Under the proposed "can=

opy" agreement we would receive notice through Service channels of the transfer
to. the two Canadian fields of any, nuclear components to complete , the weapons,
and once the desirability of the deployment to these fields of the weapons has been
accepted there would be. no. solid, ground for objecting to their completion. The
critical stage, of course, comes later_when an immediate decision might have to be
taken to use the weapon. We are assured that we shall be informed of the develop-,

ments respecting its use not only from : Canadian fields but anywhere. (Indeed, I

think . that the point of departure , of the carrier . aircraft is, a matter of small impor-
tance provided that there is a simùltaneous entry into a state of war of the United

States and the ; country ; having territorial , sovereignty . over the base employed

outside the United States.) , . ; - . , , .. -, . : , , . - -

6. Mr. Arneson outlined on December.6th last to Mr. Ignatieff the various condi-
tions under which: in' his judgement. questions of the use of the atomic weapon
might arise, ranging between an overt Soviet attack directly against the United

States and an attack by satellite forces only , on a country not party to the North

Atlantic Treaty. If the Russians were to employ the Pearl Harbour method to open
war- with the United States, the most that we could expect would be to receive
information that retaliation with atomic weapons was being ordered. One can imag-
ine the possibility that the Secretaries of Defense and State and the Chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission might be called to the White House from their beds to

r advise Mr. Truman on making an instant decision which would be put into effect
without delay. In other cases where the time factor was not so pressing the obliga-
tion of the United States to keep the United Kingdom and Canada informed might
well in effect amount to prior consultation and possibly, to the reaching of a joint
decision. ,

H.H. WRONG

[PIÈCB 1oIN'IE :1/ENCIASURB 11. . ;^._. :; ; . . . ^: .
Note 'dune conversation entre M. Ignatieff

or' M 'R-'Gordon Arneson

Memorandum of Conversation between Mr. . Ignatieff .

and Mr. R. Gordon Arneson

^ " .. ^
[Washington], February 28, 1951

ToP SECREr
Apparently. no "canopy" agreement of the sort proposed to the

Canadian Gov

' at present contemplated between the United Kingdom
ernment exists or is

and

United, States Governments. in the
The arrat, gements , which permit the location- in United States base

for
United Kingdom of atomic weapons and the equipment and personnel

required
from inter-

their. delivery have grown out of a series of consultations originating
the U.K. Govern-

service contacts and have been given an informal approval by
ment through the Prime Minister. ,-,

,:,

[a
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3. As far back as '1948, Marshal of the Air Force Lord. Tedder, then the U.K.
Chief of the Air. Staff, was approached by General Vandenberg with a request to
agree to the installation of certain buildings in U.S. bases in East Anglia which
were required in connection with the detonating mechanism used in atomic weap-
ons. Lord Tedder gave his consent without seeking ministerial concurrence, as he
considered it a matter within his competence. In the following year, a further
approach was made to Lord Tedder by General Vandenberg, asking for permission
for the transfer of equipment by the Strategic Air Command connected with atomic
weapons; this was at the time of the Berlin blockade. On this occasion, Lord Tedder
replied that hè had to seek the consent of the Government and apparently consulted
'the Prime Minister and the Minister of Defence. Permission was granted.

4. The next move came when Mr. Attlee visited Washington in December of last
year. The Prime Minister was accompanied by Field Marshal Slim as well as the
Marshal of the Air Force Slessor, and the visit of these two Chiefs of Staff of the
U.K: provided an opportunity for further consultations with the U.S. Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Thése conversations included discussions on the disposition 'of the Strategic
Air Command in'the United Kingdom for purposes connected with atomic weap-
ons.,Agr'èement was reached,' and the conclusions were referred to Mr. Attlee for
his approval. While Mr. Arneson was unable to give any indication of what these
conclusions were, it was his understanding that there was no written "canopy"
agreement - of the type now under discussion between the Canadian and United
States Governments.

5. Mr. Arneson added a point of interest in connection with Mr. Churchill's
recent request for the publication of. the Quebec Agreement24 He said that this
request was almost certainly connected with his concern about the lack of any for-
mal agreement which would require the United States to seek the consent of the
United Kingdom Government before using atomic weapons, even if this involved
their delivery from U.S. bases in the United Kingdom. Recalling what he had told
us previously of the understanding reached between Messrs. Attlee and Truman on
the question of "consultation" prior to the use of atomic weapons by the United
States (see our despatch 3121 of December 13th, 1950), Mr. Arneson said that after
Mr. Attlee's departure from Washington Mr. Acheson had made an appearance
before'the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations in secret session. He had been
closely questioned about the Attlee-Truman talks and had been asked whether any
agreement had been entered into between the two governments. Apparently, Sena-
tor Hickenlooper'asked the direct question: "Did the United States Government
.have to'obtain the consent of any other government before using atomic weapons?"
W. Acheson had made the reply: "No, certainly not." In speaking to Mr. Arneson
about this matter after the meeting Mr. Acheson made the interesting observation
thst, had Senator Hickenlooper been brighter, he might have followed up with a
more embarrassing question, such as• "Does the United States Government have
^y, obligation to seek the consent of ^another government in the case where bases

oir/See United States, Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS), 1943,
^°fhe Conferences at Washington and Quebec", Washington: Government Printing Office, 1970, pp.
1117-1119.
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or facilities to be employed by * the United States are' loçated in another country?"
Mr. . Arneson remarked that this question *.would be far more difficult to answer,
particularly in view of the uncertainty over the conditions which will govern the
use of Goose Bay by the Strategic Air Command.
. : , . . . ^ - -. .

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2lENCLOSURE 21 : "

Note dél'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Memorandum by Ambassador in United States

RELATIONS wrrH THE UNTTED STATES

December 13, 1950

TRUMAN-ATTLEE DISCUSSIONS ON ATOMIC QUESTIONS

I showed ; Sir Oliver Franks this morning the record of the two discussions
lietween Ignatieff and Arneson. I said that I thought that the account given by Arne-
son 6' Ignatieff on December I 1 th of what went on in the talks must be incomplete
in some important respects. Although I imagined that Mr. Attlee, when he was in
Ottawa, had filled in'the gaps during his discussion with Mr. St. Laurent, I would
welcôme, such information as he could give •to guide me in reporting to Mr.
Pearson.'

Sir Oliver said that he would give me, on a personal basis, an account of what
went on, with the understanding that I would be free to pass on what part of it I
thought, necessary in order, .to ensure that the Prime Minister and Mr. Pearson

.understood the situation. *,' _
Mr. Attlee had raised the matter with , Mr. Truman in a private conversation

before one of the meetings and had particularly requested that there should be con-
sultation with the, United Kingdom and Canada before any decision was taken to
employ atomic weapons. Mr. Truman had• given him verbally a full assurance in the
sense desired.,The advisers were then called in and Mr. Truman repeated this assur-
ance in their presence.•The assurance of prior consultation had been written into the
first drafts of the Communiqué and had not been questioned on the U.S. side during
several revisions of these drafts. On the last day of the meetings, however, while
Mr. Attlee, and the British party were waiting for the final approval of the Commu-
niqué, Mr. Acheson called Mr. Attlee and Sir Oliver into the President's office and
éxplained why it was undesirable that the Communiqué should include, a comunit-
ment for prior consultation, for reasons similar to, those given Mr. Ignatieff by Mr•
Arneson., He added that he was sure that it would prejudice the prospects of a suc-
cessful resumption of the tripartite negotiations if the language of the Communi9u6

i were not changed. He then produced.a draft of his own, which was so reserved in
language that -; Sir Oliver said that i it sounded minatory instead of reassuring'

, Finally, they wôrked.out the language employed in the Communiqué.
-Sir Oliver said, however, that the verbal assurances given in very explicit terms

by the President were not withdrawn and that therefore the phrase used, to keepht bring about
the Prime Minister at all times informed of developments which might
a change in the situation", really meant that there would be prior consultation

_ , . , . , .



the Governments of the United Kingdom and Canada before à decision was taken
to employ atomic. weapons.

Mr. Attlee's endeavour is to stick to thè line that his discussions with the Presi-
dent on this point were; as he said in Parliamènt yesterday, completely satisfactory
without giving *his interpretation of this passage in the Communiqué: Sir Oliver
thinks' it likely that he has informed Mr. Churchill in 'strict confidence of what
actually transpired; and he hopes that Mr. Churchill will therefore use his influence
to prevent further pressure on Mr. Attlee in the House of Commons:

686. . , . DEA/50069-C-40

Note du, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieuresu

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsu

TOP SECRET
. , , . .

Ottawa, March 20, 1951

U.S. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

I have read with interest the very important draft letter attached, and I think that
it, generally,:'covers the' ground!° , •

The delicacy and difficulty of this matter has been driven home to me again by
the communications received from Washington, and which are attached to your
draft. There is a very real risk, I think, of a misunderstanding between the United
States on the one hand, and the United Kingdom and ourselves on the other, as to
the nature of the commitment already given by President Truman to Mr. Attlee -
and extended to' us - regarding the use of atomic bombs by the United . States.
There is no doubt that the United Kingdom feel that there is a specific commitment
for consultation. There.is no doubt also that the United States is satisfied that there
is no commitment in regard. to prior consent from any other government before
atomic weàpons are used. Mr. Acheson was quite specific on this point in his secret
statement to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The misunderstanding which
may anse will be over the relationship of "consultation" to "consent". In our case
that misunderstanding may be more difficult to avoid because of the agreed occu-
Pation by thè' United States of Canadian bases from which an attack. could be
mounted. How c^` we agree to this without the reservation that we too must be at
war! But if we are not going to permit the United States to fly atomic bombs from
Oanadian bases ,without prior agreement (except in the case of an immediate retali-
ation âgaznst àn'âtomic or air assault), then, to us, prior consultation does, in certain
cucumstances; really imply consent. I agree, however, with Mr. Wrong that it is
going to be difficult to impose specific conditions on the United States in regard tothis

matter.^ Whât we must do, however, is to make it absolutely clear that each side
k^oS what the ôther side means by any implied commitments.

25
Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Mr. MacKaÿ, Mr. George: Please consider further revision, and report. Mar 20 A.D.P.H[eeney]».,,.
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^°. Your draft letter touches on : these 'difficulties in ' paragraphs 4 and 9. I am just

wondering whether, . it would bè wise to ` exparid these : paragraphs a little. For

instance,- the:last sentence ' m paragraph 4 might refer more definitely to the assur-

ances that President:Truman gave to Mr. Attlee. You state in this paragraph that we

are not - inclined to distinguish , sharply , between an operation to be mounted or
staged from Canadian territory; and one from the continental United States. I am a

little worried about this, because I, cannot remove from , my, . mind the impression

that there should be some such distinction: Also;, I am wondering whether para-

graph 9 should not be put near the beginning of our communication:
There are one or two other points of detail. In paragraph 3, you refer in lines two

and three to "consultation and information", while the other references in the same
paragraph are to 'consultation or information". Why,the"distinction?

In paragraph 7, is there not an inconsistency in the last three lines where you say
priôr notification would be made through the diplomatic channel, and then go on to
add, "We assume that the service channel might also be employed. "? Or does this
merely mean that there can be notification through the two channels.

L.B. PEARSON

[PIÈCEJOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet d'une lettre du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , .. . . ,. . .

Draft Letter from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
t o mbassador in United States;.. ,

., . . . .
. . , f .. . t , ri ' ' .

Top SECRET • Ottawa, March 16, 1951

Reference: Our Teletype EX-295 of February 9,195 l,t and your Letters No. 19 of
January 3 and No. 762 of March 3,1195 L

UNTTED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

1. At a meeting on February 9,.Mr..Pearson and Mr. Claxton discussed the sub-
jects raised in your letter No. 19 of January 3 and the draft enclosed with your letter
of a United States Government'communication with the Canadian Government,
which, with the Canadian Government's reply, would constitute a"canopy" agree-
ment under which Service arrangements concerning the deployment of units of the
U.S. ` Strategic Air' Command . could : proceed. : Mr. Robertson, General Foulkes,
A/V/M James, and I were also, present. ared to

2. It. was agreed during the discussion that the Govérnment would be prep
make available, as part of the Canadian contribution to the common den ^o e

Air,North Atlantic area, facilities in Canada for the use of the U.S. Strategic
nîand. These facilities would include : the ûse of bases in Canada for the C^ saens
and on the conditions to be, indicated in the proposed agreement.' The s^at
Government would like to see the 'U.S. Government's note drafted in term
would place the exchange of notes squarely under the agreed North Atlantic TreatY
arrangements whereby the United States has been given, on behalf of . all NATO

^^
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countries,'responsibility for strategic air bombing, in accordance with the principle
of balanced collective forces elaborated in! NATO; Document. SGM 267-50.tWe
therefore suggest that a reference might be written into the first paragraph of the
U.S. note to our common obligations under, the Treaty, to the special responsibility
of-the United States for strategic air bombing, and to the agreement of the North
Atlantic Deputies that "member nations should... agree to give immediate and spe-
cial attention to,... granting these requirements (for base. facilities) as. appropriate".
We are not suggesting : that. the text of the U.S. note need necessarily quote the
above passage from Document D-D/183 j' concerning Military. Operating Require-
ments within the North Atlantic area. Rather, we suggest that the language of the
note should reflect the agreed North Atlantic policies under which both the Cana-
dian and United States Govemments would be acting.

3. It was also agreed that a sure distinction should be drawn between "consulta-
tion'" and "information", concerning circumstances which might lead to the immi-
nent use of the bomb, and consultation or information , concerning any other
arrangements under the proposed agreement. The Ministers regard any information
or consultation; concerning operational employment of the weapon as fundamen-
tally different and distinct from information or consultation concerning arrange-
ments which might be made between the two Services on Government authority for
such matters as deployment of aircraft, storage facilities, construction and training
programmes. As regards the latter, what might be termed the non-operational fea-
ture of our co-operation, the Ministers see no objection to accepting a procedure
whereby arrangements of this kind would be made'through senior Service chan-
nels,. under the general "canopy" agreement proposed.

4. As regards any communication between Governments as to a possible strike,
the Ministers consider that diplomatic channels. should be used. By this they mean
that the State Department would communicate with the Canadian Embassy in
Washington which would act as the channel to the Department of External Affairs
and the Government. The MinistersI are not inclined to distinguish sharply between
an operation to be mounted . or,, staged from Canadian territory . and one from the
continental United Stâtes. In either event, the Prime Minister would assume that he
would. be kept informed 'by the President. This was indicated in the, letter of
December,11 from Mr. Arneson to Mr. Ignatieff sent on Mr. Âcheson's instruc-
tions. It informed the Canadian Government that the assurances which President
Truman had given to Mr. Attlee also applied to the Canadian Gôvernment.

5. In a separâte letter, I shall explain how we would propose to establish a chan-
nel of communication which could function with the utmost.speed and.security in
such an eventuality. Although I realize, from your letter No. 3088 of December 2,26
that you have alréady told Mr. Arneson that you thought the- Prime Minister would
Prefer the civil 'to the military I channel for this purpose, you. can now be quite spe-
cihe in saying that the Government wish the diplomatic channel only to be used for
this purpose.
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6. As we have said;' the Government have no objection to the employment of
Service channels. for notification of detailed Service arrangements for non-opera-

tional activities.
7: There is a third'category of communications for which we .would prefer that

diplomatic channels should also be used. As we understand it, nuclear components
would never be carried on training flights, although bombs, less their nuclear com-
ponents, might be; the only purposes for which nuclear components would have to
be flown across' Canadian territory would be to take them to Goose Bay or Hannon
Field for storage; or, when mounted, on a strike.* As the movement of nuclear com-
ponents to advance bases such as Harmon and Goose might, in fact, be the earliest
indication of the U.S. Government's appreciation of the seriousness of the situa-
tion, the'Ministers would like it understood that any movement of nuclear compo-
nents over Canadian territory,* or to or from abase in Canadian territory, would
require prior notification through the diplomatic channel. In such cases, we assume
that the Service channel might also be employed.

8. The procedures for consultation and notification discussed in paragraphs 4 and
6 above would, of course, apply only up to the time of the initial decision of the

'United States Government to use atomic weapons. Further questions of policy con-
cerning, the possible `extension of atomic warfare might arise subsequently which

' would require consultation bétween Governments. As yet, however, we have made
no attempt to study this quéstion.

9. Therë is one further general observation that I'think should be made, although
it is 'one which I realize that you could not raise 'with the U.S. Government at this
time. Throughout this letter; we have ' not attempted to 'distinguish between being

consulted and being képt informed: We appreciate the President's difficulty in giv-
• ing' any undertaking that would be acceptable to Congress and constitutionallY

valid, to the effect that he would consult any Government before authorizing the

use of the bomb. Equally, the Canadian 'Governrüent could not ask for less than to
be consulted on a matter of such importance: It 'is realized,' however, that any

'advance notification the Canadiân Government were given, even on the basis of
being "kept informed",' would open the way " for a reply by the Canadian Govern-
ment which would in effect mean consultations between the two Governments. No
document could ensure the 'effectiveness of such consultations,` which'would in the
final analysis depend on mutualconfidence and good faith at the top political level.

10. While you were in Ottawa, you suggested that a draft should be prepared in
the Department of the proposed communication of the United States Governm^ ^
to the Canadian Government, in order to enable you, quite informally, to sugg
concrete fashion exactly what we had in mind: We tried our hand at such a draft,
'but decided that it would serve no real purpose at this stage and until we have your
comments on this communication when you have had another talk with . the

Americans.
A.D.P. HEENEY

^
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687. DEAI50069-C-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET Ottawa, March 29, 1951

I

UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECT

You will recall commenting about ten days ago on a draft letter, to Mr. Wrong on
the above subject. You noted in your memorandum of March 20 on this draft that
there was a real possibility of misunderstanding between the United States and the
United. Kingdom with regard to the commitments given by Mr. Truman to Mr. Att-
lee about consultation prior.to.the use of the A bomb and that it was essential that
both the United States and ourselves should.clearly understand what the undertak-
ing was with regard to use of facilities in Canada for strategic air operations. You
also expressed some apprehension that thë letter made no distinction between the
use of Canadian facilities and facilities in the United Stâtes or elsewhere. Mr.
Heeney gathered that the sense of the meeting of February 9 (attended by yourself,
Mr. Claxton, Mr. Robertson, General Foulkes, A/V/M Jâmes) was that there was no
real distinction. However, officials of the Department were rather worried about
this lack of distinction and agreed with you that there should be such a distinction.

2. The letter to Mr. Wrong has accordingly been completely redrafted, I hope in
accordance with your views. The draft states that the .Canadian Government must
be consulted at the highest level before storage of fssiônable material in Canada or
ovèrflight of Canadian temtory;with fissionable material 'or strikes from Canadian
bases. As you note, consultation may, in fact, imply consent, but Mr. Heeney
appears to be rather doubtful that we can press the United States Government into
agreèing that the 'Canadian , Government must give ,express consent before such use
is

made of facilities in Canada, especially in the case of Hannon, Field, since the
Basés Agreement makes no provision for any, such proceduré.

3. The:letter has also been altered to indicate that the views expressed are Mr.
Heeney's.rather than those of the Canadian Government, and instrr}ct Mr. Wrong to
give our comments orally to the State Department rather than, in writing. The rea-
son for this change is purely tactical, since it was felt that it would be preferable to
"try out" these views on the United States authorities rather than for the Govern-
ment as yet to take a really firm position on the matter.

4.
Mr. Heeney signed the letter, but left 'instructions that it should have your

aPProval. before it goes.
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DEA/50069-C-40

' Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures , '

K.' à l'ambassadeur . auz Etats-Unis

Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States ;

Li;rrER No. D-1407

TOP SECRET

Reference: Your letter

Ottawa, April 2, 1951

No. 19 of January 3 and other correspondence.
. ... . , ,

UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

The United States proposal for , a"'canopy" âgreemént concerning the usW of
facilities in Canada by the, Strategic Air Command was discussed at a meeting
Mr. Pearson, Mr. Claxton, Mr. Robertson, GeneralI Foulkes, A/V/M James and
myself. The subject has also been discussed withtheMinister several times and the
Prime Minister. The comments'^which follow are based on these discussions, but
they should be regarded as my own, since it is felt that the matter should be kept on
this more or less informâl.basis for the present

2: As you have suggestéd, we should - consider the United States request^^

"canopy" agreement in the broâder setting of the talks , between President Truman
and Mr. Attlee about the use 'of atomic weapons. I quite agree with your view that
there is a very real risk of misunderstanding arising between the United States and
the United Kingdom as to the nature of the commrtment which was given by Presi-

dent Truman. The United'Kingdom Government appârently feels that a specific
commitment for consultation in advance of use of the bomb has been made by the
President. On the other hand,' Mr. . Achesoti was quite specific in his secret state-

ment to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that there was no commitment to
any government regarding prior consent. A close examination of the press commu-
niqué issued after these talks and the memorandum of the conversation „between

Mr. Ignatieff and Mr. Arneson on December 11, 1950, would seem clearly to sup-

port Mr. Acheson's statement. The concluding sentence of the memorandum of the
conversation with Mr. Arneson, if a correct statement of the United States Govern-
ment's views, clearly indicâtes'that the United States Governirient has.co"Imitted
itself only to consultation "on the developing international situation and the mili'
tary measures which it called for, rather than upon the use, in a particular situation,
of atomic or any other kind of.weapons".'Canada is assured of only equal treatment
In this respect. 3 if

3. The draft canopy agreement forwarded with your letter No. 19 of Jacuu^Ynt ^ to
accepted by us in its present form, would constitute, in effect, advance in
the use, subject to notification, of facilities in Canada by Strategic

Air Command

preparing for carrying out operations in atomic warfare. Although the phrase "con-
1sultation and notification procedure", is used in the final paragraph, it is fairly clear

from the text as a whole that the "consultation" envisaged would not necessari Y
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entitle the Canadian Government"to'refuse: In short, the canopy agreement as out-
lined would seem to leave the Canadian Government with little, if any, more con-
trol over the use for operational purposes by Strategic Air,Command of facilities in
Canada than it has over policy , under the Truman-Attlee formula.

4. The desire of the United States authorities in view of responsibilities under
NATO for strategic air operations, to have a free hand, , subject to notification, for
the Strategic. Air Command to overfly Canada and to use Goose Bay and Harmon
Field for operational " purposes is fully appreciated. At the same time, if the Cana-
dian Government agree to such an arrangement, it might well forego any opportu-nity it may have " of influencing policy in the use of atomic weapons by reason of
Canada's geographical location: In the event of an all-out war, it would perhaps be
unrealistic for the Canadian Government to hope that it could really exercise an
effective influence on such policy. But it would clearly seem unwise for it to
"throw in its hand" in advance.

5. Such an argument, of course, can scarcely be put to the United'States authori-
ties. It might, however, be pointed out to them that although the United States has a
responsibility under North 'Atlantic Treaty arrangements for strategic air operations,
and although the Canadian Governmént would not wish in any way to hinder the
United States in the fulfillment of these responsibilities, it is felt that it would be
improper for Canada as a sovereign nation to permit unrestricted use in peacetime
of facilities in Canadian territory for these operations, even on assurance of notifi-
cation in advance of use.

6. The above observations apply, particularly to the storage of fissionable compo-
nents on Canadian territory, to the overflight of Canadian territory by planes carry-
ing fissionable components and to strikes from bases in' Canada.' These are matters
on which it is -felt the Canadian Government should be consulted in each case at the
highest political level. The channel for such matters should be civil rather than mil-
ltary. The

normal procedure would be for the State Department to make its request
to YOU, and for this request, on receipt here, to be relayed at once to the Minister or
the Prime Minister. (I shall write you separately suggesting a procedure for assur-
ing security and speed).

7. Emergency situations may be envisaged when the utmost speed in dealin g with
a request would be required, but I do not think the procedure suggested would
mean any more delay than if the request were forwarded through military channels.
I catmot quite foresee the Government being prepared to authorize the military
authorities here to decide on such a request. There should. be no 'more delay in
getting a decision from the Ministers if a request were to come through diplomatic
channels than if it were to come through military channels..8•

Arrangements could; I think, be made for handling other than the above mat-
ters on a Service-to-Service basis. I have in mind such matters as training program-
mes, the provision of storage facilities, the deployment of. aircraft, and even such
matters as movement and storage of bombs without fissionable components. Hav-
ing agreed to facilities in Canada for the Strategic Air Command and having agreedto the division of responsibility under NATO, which leaves responsibility for strate-
gic air operations to the United States, I do. not see any objection to purely Service
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questions such as the above being settled directly.between the `
RCAF and the USAF

, ; R " P. . , g ' ..
..

. .l . .. . , _ -

at whatever level they. agree upon

i s 9. In conclusion,' should the United States wish to proceed with negotiations for a
canopy agreement, 'I suggest thè agreement should be placed squarely upon agreed
arrangements.under the North Atlantic Treaty. A reference might be written into
the introductory part of the.United States Note to our,common obligations under
the Treaty, to the special responsibility of the United States for strategic air opera-
tions; t and to. the agreement of Treaty, nations through the Council, Deputies that
member nations should agree to give immediate and special attention to the grant-

ing,to the United States of appropriate facilities for
the text of the Note needsreferlto

(Document DD/183).i' I am not suggesting that th
this Document or quote its language, but that it should reflect agreed North Atlantic
policies under . which both the. Canadian and United States Government. would be

acting.
10. I suggest that you present these views orally to the State Department. NO.'

have tried our hands at a redraft of their proposed Note enclosed in your lette
19 of January 3, but with unsatisfactory results. In any case it is perhaps preferable
to let them do their own redrafting in the light of our comments, should they wish

to 'proceed with the proposed note.
A.D.P. HEENEY '

DEA/50069-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au sous secrétaire dÉtat'aux'Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, Apri1.10, 1951
LETrER No. ,1164 , ; .

TOP SECRET
Reference: Your Letters Nos: D-1407 of April 2 and D-1412t of Apri13.

UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS

I. On receipt of your two letters, I arranged for Mr. Arneson of the State DePart
ment to receive your comments orally from Mr. Ignatieff and myself. osibility

2. 1 explained' that it was recognized thatth^aten its opers and that the
under North Atlantic Treaty arrangements for strategic ai
Canadian Government would not wish to hinder the fulfilment of these r 11 Pe of bhe

in advanCeities: We could not agree, however, to pe^fornall such activities
eacet

facilities in Canadian territory by giving approval i^ Air,
subject to Service nôtification., Preparatory arrangements which lve theros gof fls^
Command might undertake in Canada and which would not ln e facilities and
sionable materials, such as training programmes; provision of storage
the deployment of aircraft, as well as the movement of non-nuclear compo



might be handled on a Service-to-Service basis. On the other hand, for any activity
,which - involved the movement, storage or, use of fissionable components or the
nuclear core of atomic, weapons, it was our view that the .Canadian Government
should be consulted in each case at the highest political level, and that the channel
should be civil rather than military. Arrangements would have to be made to permit
such consultation to take place at very short notice in the event of an emergency. If
the U.S. authorities wished to proceed with negotiations for a canopy agreement, it
was our view that the terms of the agreement should be placed squarely within the
framework of the North Atlantic Treaty. I also drew Mr. Arneson's attention to the
agreement,concerning the, channels of communication between the United States
and Canadian Governments on defence matters, which is set forth in Appendix No.
3of the Journal of the, P.J.B.D.. for June 3rd and 4th, 1948.27.

3. Mr. Arneson made notes of the points which I had made and said that he would
first consult Mr: H. Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under-Secretary of State, who is
conversant with this problem; he will also probably later consult Mr. Acheson and
officials'of the Defence Department. Mention was made of the possibility of a
meeting between . Caiiadian and United States representatives on ^ a high level,
including Mr. Pearson and Mr. Acheson as well as representatives of the Chiefs of
Staff of both countries, as a prelude to any agreement.

4. Mr. Arneson fully recognized the risk of a ' misunderstanding 'arising between
the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom as to the nature of the commit-
ment which has been given by President Truman for consultation in advance of the
use of the'atomic bomb. He said that agreement on this point was the real key to the
whole question. It appears, however, that since Mr. Attlee's visit further consulta-

.'fions with the British have reduced the risk of misunderstandings on the lines men-
tioned in my. Letter No. 764 'of March 3rd.

5. He said that whatever more' extensive verbal assurance may have been given
by President Truman to Mr. Attlee had been superseded by the communiqué issued
at the conclusion of these talks.28 The United States Government has committed
itself only to consultation (as you note in your letter) "on the developing interna-
tional situation and the military measures which it called for, rather than upon the
use^ in'a particular situation, of atomic or any other kind of weapons": Mr. Ache-
son s assurance to the Joint Congressional Committee was accurate, and no com-
'mitment has'been undertaken by Mr. Truman which would bind the United States
Government ilto consult with any foreign government before thé President' decides
uPon thè use of the atomic bomb.'Mr. Acheson, however,'in his talk with the Joint
Congressional Committee had not touched upon the question of consent for the use
of facilities in foreign territory for the employment of atomic weapons.

6- Mr Arneson also 'recalled the procedure which has been -laid down before a
decision is made* by the Président to deploy or to use both nuclear and non-nuclear
components of atomic weapons. A separate decision is required in each case and
this decision is made upon the advice of the Secretaries of State and of Defense, as, .,. . . .

Vôir/See'Volume 14, Document 988.
Voir/See United States, Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry S. Truman 1950,Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965. Document No. 301, pp. 738-740.
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well as . the ^: Chairman of the , Atomic . Energy Commission.. These three meet as a
committee of the National Security Council. So far no decision has been made by
the President to deploy any nuclear components of atomic weapons except for tests.
The custodian of all nuclear_ components is,: of course, the United States Atomic
Energy Commission. . . :

7. The United States Government has committed itself only to consult with Can-
ada and the United Kingdom ' on the circumstances in which the atomic weapons
might be used. Following the Attlee-Truman talks, further discussions took place in
Washington when Air Marshal Slessor visited Washington last January. A main
purpose of this visit was to find out from the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff what their
strategic plan was for the use of the bases in the United Kingdom of the Strategic

'Air Command. The U.S: ' authorities gave Slessor their general ideas on strategic
,deployment and possible use of these bases, but 'apparently did not express any
specific views on the possible use of atomic weapons. Informal consultations have

'continued through meetings in the State Department between Sir Oliver Franks,
General Bradley, and Messrs. Matthews and Nitze. They again have been con-
cerned with the strategic circumstances which might give occasion for the use of
atomic weapons, especially• the . political and military situation in Eastern Europe
and the Middle East. There has been no definition , forthcoming from the U.S. side
of the conditions in which the atomic bomb would probably be employed. Mr.
Nitze has been.under instructions to make, it clear that the United States Govern-
ment could not agree to any. definition of the word "consultation" which would
enable the United Kingdom Government to withhold consent to the employment of
atomic weapons.

8. Thus the arrangements which exist between the United States and the United
Kingdom Government apparently boil down to an, agreement to have contin g
consultations on the circumstances which might, give rise to the employment of the
atomic weapon. The United States has clearly reserved the sole right to dthe United
the use of the atomic bomb, particularly in the event of an attack upon
States.

9. Some thought has been given to the possibility of defining more clearlytthe
- circumstances in which atomic weapons might be used. Mr. ^ eS^o said general
had tried to work out some consistent criteria. Apart from coming t of -a

.conclusions* such' as - that atomic'weapons ,should be used only in - the ch ^eould be
general war, he; had found it impossible to establish any criteria w
applicable to all cases.'Indeed, considering that the value of ther scrnind as to

^. deterrent rests partly on the uncertainties in any potential aggresso
how, when or. whether it could ï be used, any - definition of the oc^^Ioe imfor

inar5,
, employment would remove some of the deterrent.value. Mr. Arnesoâta k upon the
,; cônclusion was that it could be said almost with certainty that any action by the
United States or another NATO, country would result in retaliatory

,United States with atomic weapons: the United
10. In concluding our conversation, Mr. Arneson explained Bay by the Stra-

: States Government attaches prime importance to the use of Goose y nuclear
tegic Air Command. It:was possible, in the event of an emergency, that

: ^-. • , ,;t . .



components would not have been deployed to'Strategic Air Command bases in the
United Kingdom or to other strategic- locations along the periphery of the probable
targets. If such deployment had not taken place, the United States Government
would wish to use Goose Bay: as the base from which initial strikes against the
enemy.would take place. As the take-off of the heavy aircraft employed consumes
large quantities of fuel, their fuel supply would have to be replenished in the air by
tanker aircraft. A bomber laden with an atomic weapon would take off at Goose
Bay and refill its tanks over Han-non Field, or possibly another field in Newfound-
land, before proceeding on its mission. On completion of its mission it would seek
to land in the United Kingdom or at some base in the European theatre. In the event
that nuclear components had been deployed overseas in advance of the emergency,
Goose Bay would be regarded as an important staging area in the movement of
aircraft of the Strategic Air; Command to and from more advanced bases.

11. Do you think that it would be unreasonable for the Canadian Government to
give prior consent in advance to strikes with atomic weapons from Goose Bay or
Harmon Field in the event of a clearly-established Soviet air attack on North Amer-
ican territory, subject to as much prior notification as, might be possible in the
circumstances?, It seéms to me that we could not reasonably refuse our agreement
to the use in such conditions of Canadian facilities or airspace, and that we would
in fact be, anxious to see a counter-offensive undertaken with the minimum of
delay.. Furthermore, we might find in such an. event that wire communication
between Washington and Ottawa was severed and that it would take some time to
discover alternative means of communication., If this concession were made; it
might be easier for the United States Government to agree to our desire for political
consultation before the use of Canadian territory for the delivery of atomic weap-
ons in circumstances not involving adirect attack on North American territory. -

12. I shall be sending you a further report as soon as Mr. Arneson informs us of
the preliminary reaction of the United States Government to your comments.

H.H. WRONG

É)EA/50069-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires' extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

.: r
LETTER No. 1220 ; Washington, April 13, 1951. ,. . ,. . ,
l'OP SECRET, ,
Reference: My Letter No: 1164 of April 10, 195L.

UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS
1• Mr^ Arneson came to the Embassy on Thursday, April 12th, to tell Mr. Igna-

tieff and 'mÿself about- Mr. Acheson's reactions to your preliminary comments on
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the proposed "canopy" agreement. He said that Mr. Matthews, Deputy Under-Sec-
retary of State, and Mr. Nitze, Director of the Planning Staff in the State Depart-
ment,, had been. present when. he had reported to Mr. Acheson.

2. After informing Mr. Acheson of the points made in your. Letter No. D-1407 of
April 2nd, he hâd repeated to Mr. Acheson the comments'which he had made to me
on the meaning and extent 'of consultation envisaged in the Truman-Attlee commu-
niqué as it is understood by the United States Govérnment. 'Mr. Acheson had
approved his interpretation as given to us last Saturday:

-3. I learned from Mr. Arneson that Mr. Acheson was visited earlier this wéek by
Sir Oliver Franks, who wished to have an informal talk with him on the same ques-
tion. Sir Oliver, had brôught with him an appreciation by the United Kingdom
Chiefs of" Staff of the'various circumstances which might give rise to consideration
of the use of atomic weapons. He had said that ^ the United Kingdom Government
fully recognized that there was -a wide variation* in, the shades of meaning which
could be ascribed to the term "consultation"; he realized that the U.S. Government
could not accept a definitiow "at the extreme end of the spectrum" which would
always involve obtaining consent from the U.K. Government before atomic weap-
ons were used. Sir Oliver had wondered whethér it would be possible to work out'
some clarification of the circumstances in which atomic weapons might be used.
Mr. Acheson had told him that it would be difficult for the U.S.' Government to
adopt any rigid definition of these circumstances, and had gone on to suggest that
the most useful way in which progress could be made was to continue on a regular
basis the consultations which had already begun between Sir Oliver and Mr. Nitze
(in which General Bradley has participated from time 'to time) on the developing
international situation and on the conditions which might lead to a general war. Mr.
Acheson had recognized that it would be difficult 'to arrive at a joint agreed appre-
ciation of every situation.examined, but thought that such continuing consultation,
carried. on through the diplomatic channel and aided with such military advice as
might be appropriate, would result in a common understanding of international
dangers as they arise. They would also provide a means of giving prior notification
to theUnited Kingdom of any circumstances which might give rise to the use of
atomic weapons by the United States.

4. Mr. Arneson said that Mr - Acheson had instructed him to offer to us informally
the same arrangement' as had 'been 'ôffered to the United Kingdom. As to the
method of consultation, Mr. Arneson suggested that there might be periodic meet-
ings between Mr. Nitze an&,myself„atwhich General Bradley or others might at
times be present. These meetings could be arranged on a tripartite basis, but difh-
culties ' might . be foreseen 'with the French Government, and possibly ^ with other
signatories of the North Atlantic Treaty, should it become known that such co son
tations were being carried on between the U.K., the U.S. and Canada. Mr. Arne
therefore suggested that it might be better if there were two sets of bilateral consul-
tations of a continuing nature. Mr. Acheson would like *to have our reaction to this
proposal. Sed «c^opY„

5. I asked Mr. Arneson how, this proposal was related to the proposed fulfil the
agreement; consultations on . worldwide politico-strategic issues mig .
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agreement to keep Canada as well as the United Kingdom "at all times informed of
developments" which might "call for the use of the atomic bomb"; but they would
not cover the use of Canadian territory for specific activities in connection with the
possible `delivery of atomic weapons. Mr. Arneson replied that the United States
authorities would still prefer to have an agreement which would permit the United
States Air Force to do specific things in certain emergency situations, such as the
employment by the Strategic Air Command of the facilities at Goose Bay, subject
to prior notification of actual use and subject also to the continuing consultation on
the developing international situation.

6. As to the different circumstances which might give rise to the use of atomic
weapons, Mr.a Arneson pointed out that in the event of a direct attack on any part of
the North American Continent it would almost certainly be necessary for the Presi-
dent to order immediate retaliation.. I think that we must foresee. the possibility: of
communications being interrupted between Ottawa and Washington under the most
extreme conditions of direct attack on this continent.' It may therefore be necessary
to agree, in advance, that in such an event immediate retaliation on the part of the
United States would be justified for the purposes of self-defence under the North
Atlantic Treaty or the Charter of the United Nations. ; - ; ..;.

7. Mr. Arneson remarked that the British Government was interested rather in the
conditions giving rise to the use of atomic weapons than in the bases from which
the first atomic strikes were delivered. It was possible that the first strikes would be
by carrier-borne aircraft.

8. Mr. Arneson also touched upon the question of the deployment of nuclear and
non=nuclear components of atomic weapons. It could be expected that the Strategic
Air Command may wish to deploy to Goose Bay non-nuclear components, i.e., the
weapon without its nuclear core, 'as had been done last summer. He asked what
procedure we would wish to be followed. I suggested that pending a more general
agreement such requests should be submitted through me by the State Department,
in sufficient 'time to énable Ministers to give the matter proper consideration. He
said that the possibility should not be overlooked that the Strategic Air Command
might also have to deploy nuclear cores in advance of any decision for their use.
He explained that constant attention was required to keep atomic bombs in readi-
ness for use because of the electrical equipment powered by batteries which is an
essential part of the mechanism. The fitting of the nuclear cores 'is a comparatively
simple operation which would be done at the last moment. (It was actually done in
the air after take_off in the case of the first bomb dropped at Hiroshima.) It was
Possible that thë nuclear cores might not be distributed to bases such as those at
Goose Bay and in the United Kingdom in advance of a decision to employ the
weapons; on the other hand, it might be thought desirable to have enough material
on the spot'to. enable the wèapons to be completed without awaiting the arrival of
cs from the United States. He proposes to have further discussions with the U.S.
Air Force an''d othera, on ' this question.

9• In conclusion Mr. Arneson proposed that we continue an exchange of views on
these issues through, the, same channels. He repeated his hope that the lack of a
géneral covering agreement would not impede the execution of any arrangements
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that might be desired by the Strategic Air Command, with of.course the approval of
the President; to deploy to Goose Bay atomic weapons without the fissionable ele-
ments. I mentioned to him that I hâd heard that the U.S. Air Force desired to secure
facilities for use in the event of war at Torbay and Gander in addition to the facili-
ties at Goose and Hannon' Field. ! He proposes to find out from the Air Force
whether their desire to have access' to these fields is . related to the use of - atomic

weapons.
10. The main point on which I should like' your views as soon as possible ischar-

whether it is agreed that I should participate in ^e nÎf thése cconsultationsowere to be
acter outlined in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this let
conducted frankly and freely, they should provide a valuable additional source of
information on the world situation and the ^ policies of the United States, and I
believe that we could avoid any. risk that they would give rise to a bélief in Wash-
ington that the Canadian Government was accepting implicit military commitments
through them. I should also . like to be able to - inform Mr. 'Arneson that we are
prepared to agree that suitable Service channels should be used to clear the deploy-
ment to Goose Bay of atomic weapons without nuclear;components and similar
arrangements,. such as the over-flight of Canadian territory by aircraft carrying
these weapons from the United States to Alaska.

H.H. WRONG

DEA/50069-C-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

, ..
.. . ' ;

LÈrrER No. D-1819
Ottawa, May 4, 1951

691:

TOP SECRSr^

Reference: Your letters No. 1164 of April 10 and No. 1220 of April 13.

U.S. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJEGTS
ions of Mr• Ache

1. We have been considering carefully your reports of the react «canopy„

son and Mr: Arneson to, our preliminary comments on the proposed

agreement.
2. Mi: `Âcheson's suggestion that there should beregular consultationsb

foj

Sir Oliver Franks and Mr. Nitze, and lus offer to mâke similar arrangem
ents.

ÿotijs â most interesting one."We agree that continuing consultati ûable addi ion^
You

describé in`paragraphs 3 and 4 of your letter, could provide a val ht
source of information on the world situation and on the circumstanceswChles ^hat

maylead to consideration of the use Of atomic weapons., You may tell Mr. A You
you wôuld be 'glad to participate. If you think it necessary or desirable, y
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indicate that, in authorizing you to attend, the Canadian Government would not, of
course, be accepting any implicit commitments of any kind.

3. In reply to Mr. Arneson's enquiry as to whether we think such consultations
should be on a bilateral or a trilateral basis, it seems to us there might be advan-
tages in trilateral discussions. As we assume that such consultations would be

:. entirely private and that even the existence of such meetings would not be known
to others (such as the French), we would see no reason for asking . Mr. - Nitze or
General Bradley to go over with you separately the same ground as they were cov-
ering with Sir Oliver Franks. Furthermore three-way discussions might afford less
temptation perhaps to the Americans to discriminate in any way between the infor-
mation made available to us and that going to the United Kingdom.

4. We should like it to be quite clear that the general discussions Mr. Acheson is
proposing would not take the* place of, but would be in addition to, the specific
consultations outlined in my letter No. D-1407 of April 2. We welcome the oppor-
tunity of your having continuing discussions with Mr. Nitze, but we trust that it is
understood that we want nevertheless to be consulted (whatever the form of words
: used) through diplomatic channels at the highest political level on:

(a) possible strikes from bases in Canada;
(b) storage of fissionable components on Canadian territory;

`(c) overflight of Canadian territory by planes carrying fissionable components.
5. It may happen, of course, that specific consultations, of the kind mentioned

above, would be begun through the same channels as the general consultations pro-
posed by Mr. Acheson. We take it, however, that specific requests through diplo-
matic channels would normally be addressed to you by Mr. Arneson.

6. We are willing to modify the position set forth in my letter No. D-1407, in the
two respects you have recommended. In paragraph 11 of your letter No: 1164, you
ask whether we do not think it would be reasonable for the Canadian Government
"to give prior consent in advance to strikes with atomic weapons from Goose Bay
or Harmon Field in the event of a clearly-established Soviet air attack on North
American territory subject to as much prior notification as might be possible in the
circumstances." The Minister has discussed this point with the Prime Minister and
Mr. Claxton, and it has been agreed that we would not object to immediate retalia-
tion by the U.S. Strategic Air Command with all available means and from all
available bases, in the event of a major outright Soviet attack against continental
North America. In these circumstances, we would not insist on prior consultation,
but would, of course, wish to have as much prior notification as possible, provided
. communicatiôns between Washington and Ottawa had not been severed.

7. You may also inform Mr. Arneson that we are prepared to agree (as an excep-
8on to the P.J.B.D. Recommendation of June, 1948) that suitable Service channels
should be used to clear the deploymènt of atomic weapons without fissionable com-
ponents, to bases in Alaska requiring the overflight of Canadian territory en route.
However, as stated in paragraph 4 above, we still expect diplomatic channels to be
used for cleâring any movement of fissionable'components to bases in Canada or
over Canadian territory., ,. _, . ^ ..
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8. I hope that you will ' be able to let us have before long the State Department's
comments on the substance of our proposals summarized in Paragraph 4 of this

letter,. as modified in Paragraphs 6 and 7. ;. ^
A.D.P. HEENEY

692.
DEA/50069-C-40

Direction de liaison avec la DéfenseNote dû chef de la T IL
pour le sous secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

.. : Ottawa, May 16, 1951
TOP. SECRET

U.S. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND, PROJECT

Discussion with Mr.'Arneson
1. On his return from visiting Chalk River with the members of the Canadian and

United States Sections of the PJBD, Mr. Gordon Arneson visited Ottawa on May
12th in order to discuss with you the stage reached in the State Department's think-
ing on the proposed "canopy" agreement between the Canadian and United States
Governments concerning the use of Canadian bases by the U.S. Strategic Air Com-

' znand in the deployment of their forces Ito these bases or over Canadian territory.
This memoranduin is. intended to serve as a record of. the discussion which was

âttended by Mr. Robertson, Mr. MacKay, Mr. Ignatieff 'and Mr. George.

U.S., U.K Canadian, Co-operation .. ,., a

2. Mr. Arneson began by reviewing the background of the co-operation between
,the United States, United Kingdom, and Canadian Governments on atomic matters

generally.' He - referred to the "McMahon Act", as the "original sin" which has
impeded the kind of co-operation which scientists and many government officials
in all three countries know to be both' necessary . for the best use of scientific

:research and desirable in the interests 'of national security in all three c^ mô eeth^
State Department attempt to secure an amendment to the McMahon A

I â year ago had foundered because, as we could now see by benefit of hind sight,
(a)' the U.S. were proposing too tough a bargain for the U.K. Government to

accept,
(b)the U.S.7oint Congressional Committee was not prepared to take as br0 t on

view of the national interests "of the United States in regard to atomic CO -opera..^^,
as they might have done, and, po g

c'the' arrest and trial of Fuchs made it politically impossible to propose, iving
iüore' atomic information' to the U.K. at that time:

clearing' he thoû ht;,for a resumption of the Combined3. Theway may now bé' g Commission
;Policy Committee'talks in a month or.so..The U.S. Atomic Energy Would agree
was' the bottle-neck at the moment, but it was ment for an amendment to the
'shortly to a proposal initiated by the Defence D p

.

J
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McMahon Act which would permit the' exchange of technical information among
the three countries , as barter deals made in the interests of the national security of
the U.S. at the discretion of the Secretaries of State and Defence, and the Chairman
of the Atomic Energy Commission:.

Consultation on the World Situation

4. Apart altogether from the fairly good prospects for a successful meeting of the

discussions on the developing world situation held on a tripartite basis. However,

C.P.C., Mr. Àrneson' said that he hoped we would be able to, give Mr. Wrong
instructions fairly soon 'which would permit him to accept Mr. Acheson's request
that he take part in consultation with Mr. Paul Nitze and General Bradley. The
State Department cônceives of these consultations as being held at frequent (rather
than at fixed) intervals and absolutely informal in character. When pressed as to the
regularity with which such consultations might be held, he said that he thought they
should bé held at least once â week. It was suggested that, from

,
our point of view,

it might be preferable, in order to avoid any unnecessary waste of time involved in
briefing the Canadian and United Kingdom Ambassadors separately, .{to have the

Mr.' Arneson feared that if any formal arrangements were made for meetings
between representatives of the three countries; they would lose much of their value
as purely informal candid exchanges of view. He expressed the hope that the con-
sultations would be a"two-way street" and that Mr. Wrong would say what was in
our minds !as well as hearing what was in theirs.l here was a danger, he thought,
that if the talks were to be on a tripartite basis, the two Ambassadors might come
with advisors and fixed positions would be taken up by the three governments.
What the State Department had in mind was much more informal and flexible and
they were'inclined to feel that this could be realized best on a bilateral basis. He
agreed, however, that if the talks were to commence on a bilateral basis, the possi-
bility`of extending'them to three-wa}i discussions should not be excluded. On our
side, it was agreed that we would not exclude the commencement of bilateral talks
on this'ùnderstanding. : . ,' .

5^ Mr. Arneson went on to'outline what kind of consultation
.
the State Department

had in mind. ' He said that at long last serious attention was being given in the
Departmènts of State and Defence to an analysis of the world situation in terms of a
catalogue listing the critical areas and situations all around the periphery of the
Soviet bloc: Headway had already been made in discussions with the United King-
dom representatives on points of friction in Europe, and the State Department had
found that the views of the United States and United Kingdom Gôvernments on
most of thesé points were close. No agreement had yet been reached, however, on
the catalogûing of Far Eastern'points of danger or on what could or should be doneabout Ikem; We gathered that the United States study of this question is in a very
preliniïnary stage at present. We pointed out that Canadian interests and knowledge
were more litnited in scope than those of either the United Kingdom or the United
'States, bütwe would bè glad to discuss these questions with them, on the under-
sta^ding that'we might not, in all cases, have much to contribute:

6• Coming to the particular problem under discussion, of how to deal with the
U.S' Strategic Air Command request' for the use of facilities in Canada and for''a '' .• .• _ , . .s, . . , , }
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; Mr. Arneson said that the State Depart=permission to overfly Canadian territory
ment's approach -to the problem was necessarily conditioned by the constitutional
inability, of the : President to enter into arrangements with any other government
which would in effect give another government the, right to, veto the President's
decision to use the bomb. The basic problem is broad terms, as it seemed to the
State Department, was of reaching agreement with the United Kingdom and Cana-
dian _Governments as' to 'the , seriousness of the overall world situation at a given
tiriïe,'rather than' one 'of working out procedures for consultation or notification as
to whéther` the bomb shoûld be uséd in a given crisis:

If ,
the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Canadian Governments had

consulted frankly and freely on all possible circumstances which they could foresee
in which the bomb might have to be used, the- final decision of the United States
Government côuld be taken on very shôrt notice indeèd.'It might have to be taken
while, bombs were falling on Washington. Then' thére would be no question of
delây'fôr consultation f or even for notification'.. From this extreme example, the
spectrum of, possibilities ranged all the way from 'a direct .. Soviet attack on a
member of the North Atlantic Treaty to an attack by Soviet or. satellite forces on
United States troops outside the North Atlantic area. As .we pointed, out, we could
not'possibly agreé in advance to regard any 'attack; éven a direct Soviet attack on
U.S. forces outside the North Atlantic area, as necèssarily a reason for using atomic

liombs. Mr. Arneson made it clear that no such automatic decisions in advance
were being contemplated by the U.S. Government..

8. Recognizing frankly that in some cases the U.S. Government would automati-
cally and immediately, decide upon retaliation with atomic weapons, Mr. Arneson
argued that it would be very difficult to reach an agreement in writing between the
two governments as to where the line should be drawn.If we agreed that it was
unrealistic to expect even prior notification in the case of an attack on the continen-
tal United States, would we be prepared to agree that notification without consulta-
tion wâs sufficient in . the case of Soviet attack on a NAT member? - or upon thehe realized,
forces, of a member outside the North Atlantic area? Such questions,
were almost impôssible for us to answer. He wondered, therefore, if instead of try-

meri^
ing tô drâw• up â"list of 'hypothetical. contingencies, to which both govern me^s
would find it diffcûlt to subscribe, it would nôt be preferable to proceed by
of frequent informal consultations sùch as lie had described, rather than attempung
to negotiâte',a written agreement as our comments on

9. Healso quéstioned the desirâbility of defining as sharply
the original U.S. proposals for a"canopy" agreement had indicated, the distin^erit
between the deployment of bombs without nuclear components and the depln clear
of nuclear components. He explained that, although the decision to deploy Sepat'ate
cômponents was set out in U.S. procedure as a separate step (requiring of Stte
suthorization of the President on the r,écommendation .of the SecretanOff,cialsain
and Defence, and the Chairman of the Atomic. Energy Commission),
Washington concerned with such matters were coming more and more d ploÿ^ént
clusion that the distinction between the deployment of bombs and had to
of their nuclear components was not a very r'ealone. He th'ought the hlet^ of the
bé'trusted to respect the law that only the President could authorize

a



bombs and he did not believe it was realistic to 'suspect that the military would
attempt to trespass on ' this authority.' Some' people were much too fearful, he
thôught, 'about what would happen if the military were given custody of complete
bombs which it was very desirable should be disperséd where they could not be
knocked out at a single blow. The deployment of nuclear components meant a fur-
ther state of readiness, and it was in the interests of all that the USSAC should be
as ready as possible for any eventuality. Hours might be of great importance in the
event of a crisis. He. therefore hoped that we .would not make too much of the
distinction. We pointed out, however, that it nevertheless did represent the penulti-
mate stage in the President's decision to use the bomb and, as such, was of very-
considerable importance to us as an indication of the seriousness of the situation.

10. Mr. Arneson also asked whether it was our wish that questions of deployment
of bombs and overflight of Canadianterritory bÿ the SAC should be handled
thrôûgh diplomatic rather than Service channels, to which we replied emphatically
in the affirmative. With this he appeared to be quite in agreement.

11. Afteïtthè conclusion of the meeting with you, Mr. Arneson remarked to the
others that he wanted us to know that the State Department was on the same side of
,the fence as ,we were - in favour`of civil control 'over the military.
Comment.

12. I am inclined to think that we were perhaps led 'into blurring the distinction
between use of Canadian facilities and overflight of Canadian territory and strikes
from bases in the U.S.'or countries other than Canada... . ,.

- R.A. MACKAY

693.-
DEA/50069-C-40

Rapport d'une réunion

Report of a Meeting

Ottawa, May 22, 1951

DISCUSSION OP USSAC PROJECTS ON MAY 17

HELD IN THE MINISTER'S OFFICE

New Orientation of U.S 77:inking

2' It was agreed that the most significant feature of what Mr.'Arneson had said
Was the revelation that in Washington it was now assumed that (a) the only pros-
pect of a major war is in the occurrence of open hostilities between the U.S. and the

lat ecretary and also Mr. Ignatieffs notes on the same talk (copies of theter attached).
4 r . r

meetin is er s o ice ansmg from the

urday,
with

^' ^eson of the State Department in Mr. Heeney's office on Sat-Sat-y, May.12. There were present Mr. Pearson, Mr. Wrong, Mr. Robertson, Mr.
H^ney, Mr, MacKay, Mr. LePan and Mr. Kirkwood. There.were on hand a report
°n the discussion with Mr. Arneson which had been prepared by Mr. George forthe Unde S ..

On May 17; 1951 a discussion was held in the Min t' ff
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' U.S.S.R., (b) such hostilities would inevitably mean a major war, and (c) in the
event of such a war the_atomic bomb would be used, butonly in such an event. The
important question now is what circumstances would lead to open hostilities
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. ,. : .

3. It was agreed that the Canàdian Government must accept the assumption that,
in the event of sucli' a major war under the present. conditions, the atomic bomb
-would be used. After discussion it was also agreed that it would be very difficult to
challenge this assumption at some future time unless the strategic balance should
alter radically in the interim, and probably even in. that càse.

. . _ j . . . . . . . . . - . . .. -

The Problem for Canada
4. It was agreed that, in view of the foregoing, Canada might still retain a techni-

;cal right to refuse permission to the U.S. to launch atomic strikes from bases in
Canada, but that in fact this right was little more than academic. If a war_ should
break out and the bomb be used, Canada would be fully involved from the outset.
Thus our only effective participation in decisiôns'governing the use 'of the bomb
`must consist in our exercising what influence we can in discussion of, the circum-
stances leading to the oütbreak of war. We can, for instance, state at any particular
time that we do not consider the existing circumstances to justify the conclusion
that war with the U.S.S.R. is imminent. Even if our conclusion differed from that of
,the U.S:, it might have some deterrent effect.

The Proposal for a "Canopy" Agreément
5. Our letter No. D-1819 of May 4 to Washington made use of the distinction

between nuclear and non-nûclear components of the bomb. It was suggested that
this distinction is no longer of particular significance, and that in reaching anY
agreement with the U.S. on paper it should be played down somewhat.

out in
6. It appeared, however, that a more fundamental issue had been brought

the talk with Mr. Acheson. Under the McMahon Act the President had the ultimate
responsibility of deciding on the use ofthe bômb. The Administration were there-
fore most unwilling to be put in the position where they would have to say to Con-
gress, if asked, that other governments had to be consulted. On the oth^nlanda the
Canadian Government would find it most embarrassing if the U.S. Ad
were to say that noother government need be. consulted about use of facilities in its
territory for atomic strikes. It appeâred that this issue was sufficient to prevent any
'formal agreement about `consultatinns prior tô use ,of facilitie`s in Cananairi ffect
which would be"âcceptable to both parties. Fôr this reason Mr. Arneso ,
° had suggestéd that the idea of a formal "canopy" agreement be abandoned and thation
'the'informal arrangements for discussions on the developing international bré stt of
should serve in practiceât lëàst to keep the Canadian Government fu y_
developments which ° might lead to a decision to use the bomb. authority for

7. It was mentioned in passing that our proposal to grant prior fuh
atomic retaliation against a direct attack on North Ainérica, intended bl^ét prior

i served merely to point up the fact that we.were not prepared,to give

.aPProval.

a
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& It was agreed, finally, that we should .work for an agreed record of the discus-
sion with Mr. , Arneson,. covering in some detail the proposals for political discus-
sion and its relation 'to the question of the use of the bomb. We should attempt in
addition to reach a specific agreement on the procedure to be followed in connec-
.tion. with the clearance of the S.A.C. activities on and over Canadian territory, to
ensure in particular that arrangements should be made through diplomatic channels
for movements of both nuclear and non-nuclear components of atomic bombs. Our
assurance that the USSAC would in'fact comply with the terms of such an agree-
ment must rest on the fact that under United States law any deployment of nuclear
components (and, in practice, of non-nuclear components as well) must be author-
ized by the President on the advice of the Secretaries of State and Defence and the
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. Hence there was little risk of any
such movements occurring without the knowledge of the State Department. 1-

9. While we would not insist on consultation for overflight of Canadian territory
.in training exercises and non-emergency deployment, the fact that such notice must
be given through the diplomatic channel would permit us, if we are really kept
informed about the U.S. appreciation of the strategic and political circumstances, to
answer requests for clearance in a manner which compelled consultation.
Routine Procedure

10.1t was recognized that under the circumstances outlined we would be respon-
sible for suggesting a procedure for obtaining rapid clearance. It was proposed that
Mr.` Pearson should write Mr. Claxton suggesting a direct channel for clearance
between this Department and the Chief of Air Staff (to be used of course only for
the technical aspects of the clearance and not the political), in order to avoid the
loss of time involved in communicating through the Chiefs of Staff Organization to
the`Chief of Ait Staff.

Political Discussions
11. W. Ignatieff, who had spoken to Mr. Arneson since the talk on Saturday,

May, 12, expected the State Department to take the initiative in opening talks with
Mr. ,Wrong next. week:. There was some discussion of the conditions of Mr.
Wrong's participation. '

12:
While it'was considered desirable that the talks should be tripartite, rather

than two separate series of bilateral discussions involving in the one case Sir Oliver
Franks and in the other Mr. Wrong with representatives of the U.S. Government, it
was récognized that Mr. Arneson had been given to understand that we were pre-
Pared, initially at least, to accept the United States' preference for separate bilateral
discussions.

13. There was some discussion as to the probable nature of the talks. One sugges-
tion was thatthéy should constitute political consultation at a very senior and confi-
dential level between close allies on any matters of major concern. On the other
h^d,it was` pointed out that 'in fact our admission to these talks rested on our
speciâl position in atomic energy matters, and that if the content of the talks strayed
top far from ` such' matters then the U.S. would rapidly come to regard them as a
formalify 'asfaz. as Canada was 'concerned, although the talks with the U.K. might
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Summary of Discussion Concerning Political Talks

whole'this would appear to serve our purpose:
. .,.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

serve a, genuine ' and ' important * purposé: It was agreed ' that Mr. Wrong should
attetiipt to strike 'a note somewhere between these two extremes, so that the talks

i would rest rather more than indirectly on Canada's position' in atomic matters but
not entirely on that position.' It was, méntioned that Mr. Arneson's suggestions had

fpointed toward an arrangement that should be as "flexible as possible, and on the

15. m y,l
(iv) that the question of a procedural. agreement to govern deployment, training

etc.. was entirely separate, from participation in the talks and would be followed uP
.by separate negotiations to be initiated in Ottawa.

'la. all t was a reed
U.K. representative in these, talks. ,

14. Mr. Wrong asked for explicit answers to certain questions that would serve to
v..., ,. : . .

guide him on his return to Washington. 1t was agreed: ,,,,
that he should accept an ; invitation to participate in talks ' such ,as had been

proposed, - and. : :
(ii) that his acceptance could precede any further exchange of paper with U.S.

authorities.
.The suggestion concerning the emphasis which Mr. Wrong should seek to achieve
,in these talks (see para. 13 above) was re-iterated, and it was added

(iii) that we want through these talks to learn of the political and strategic circum-
stances which'would lead (as indicated in paras. 2, 3 and 4 above) to the use of the
bomb. It was recognized that such information might not be the prime object of the

694.

Washington, May 26, 1951

Reference: Your letter D-1819 of May 4th, : 1951.

CEW/Vol. 3094

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' 'Ambassador in United States,
to, Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

.TOP SECNZT ,

^.,^.
LSITUATIONCONSULTATIONS, ON THE ,W0 n

, ,1.: The first of the meetings at. the Department of State on developCén esterdaY
.wôrld situation which might lead to the use of atomic weapons took pla y

,afternoon with the Secretary of State presiding.. Mr. Paul Nitze Director of theDeputy
Policy Planning ° Staff, did most of, the, talking., Freeman Matthews,

rUnder-Secretary of State, and Mr.,. Gordon Arneson, Special Assistant on A^d he
Qùestions; were also present. Mr. Ignatieff accompanied me to theof h Î'enclose
,has prepared ° at my request . a- full record of the proceedings, o
three copies.
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;,'2. There is little for me to add to the contents of the enclosure. Mr. Nitze had with
him a fairly lengthy paper to which he referred, but there was no suggestion that a
copy should be given to me. I gather that in the parallel discussions with the British
Ambassador Sir Oliver Franks has been guided by a paper approved by the British
Chiefs of Staff and the responsible Ministers, but has not given a copy of the paper
to the State Department.,,

3. Mr. Nitze at one point remarked that there was not as yet a complete agreement
between the Department of Defense and the State Department on the contents of
the paper to which he was referring, but that he hoped that agreement would be
reached shortly. The intention is before long to bring General Bradley and perhaps
General Vandenberg directly into these discussions. So far there have only been
two meetings with the British Ambassador, which, according to Mr. Nitze, covered
much the same ground as that covered yesterday with me. In neither of these meet-
ings have the Joint Chiefs of Staff been directly represented.

4. In ôider to make good use of the opportunities offered by these consultations it
is very 'desirable that I should receive as promptly as possible comments; evén
though they may be of a very preliminary character, on my reports of the meetings
and suggestions about questions which might profitably be raised. 'The general
tenor of the opinions expressed yesterday was to the effect that atomic weapons
should only be employed in the event of a general war against the Soviet Union,
that they should be immediately employed if such a war were to take place, and
that the real problem for consideration revolved around the identification of cir-
cumstances at certain points around the periphery of the Soviet Union as being the
opening stages of a general war. I should appreciate receiving your, early comments
on this thesis, which is, of course, amplified in the enclosed memorandum.

5. It will, I think, be necessary for me to receive with as little delay as possible
the appreciations produced in Ottawa which bear on the main topic, and also such
related papers as would aim me in bringing out particular issues. For example, I do
not know how, much information is available to the Canadian Government on the
estimated capacity of the atomic installations in the Soviet Union, the possible pro-
duction rate of atomic weapons there, and the capability of the Soviet Airforce to
deliver these weapons, and I should welcome the, prompt receipt, of anything you
may have on this topic at once. It is clearly of substantial importance in considering
the rapidity with which atomic weapons should be employed in certain circum-
stances against the Soviet Union, and it therefore affects such issues as the period
available for consultation between governments before the use of atomic weapons
is authorized. . , .

6.
You Will note that Mr. Acheson expressed himself as disinclined at present to

put these consultations on a tripartite basis. The only argument which he used was
the risk of some knowledge that they were taking place reaching the French author-
ities ahd the resentment which they would feel if the procedure became known to
them. lie remarked that he was having a great deal of trouble on this score already.
1am satisfied that the meetings would be more productive if they were placed on a
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tiipartitë basis. I 'am thinking of talking the inatter over fully with the, British
Ambassador... si ?

WRONG
. ,. . '... . . . ; .. , -. . .. ,

I

1
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TOP . SECRt?r

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITBU STATES

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE) .

Note de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Memorandum by Ambassador in. United States

,.; ,.., .
RECORD OF THE FIRST MEBIING OF CONSULTATION TO ASSESS THE WORLD

:..,.;. •
SITUATION AND THE RISK OF WAR, MAY 25, 1951

Arising out of the informal discussions which have taken place between the
State Department and the Canadian Embassy in Washington with regard to U.S.
Strategic Air Command projects affecting Canada, the first preliminary meeting of
consultation to assess the world situation and the circumstances which might give
rise tô war and the use of atomic weapons took 'plâce at the State Department on
Friday; May 25, 1951..Those present on the United States side were:

The Hon. Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, :
"• Mr. Freeman Matthews, Deputy Under-Secretary of.State, .. .

Mr. Paul Nitze, Director of Policy Planning Staff, and
Mr. R. Gordon Arneson, Special Assistant on Atomic Energy Matters,

and on the Canadian side:
The Ambassador and
Mr. d.' Ignatieff.

2. The talks opened with a brief discussion on procedure.' Mr. Wrong explained
that it had been agreed that he should participate in these continuing consultations
on an informal basis. He would have preferred that they take place trilaterally, with
the British Ambassador present, and that they should be frequent: He assumed that
the talks would take place within the framework of the responsibilities assumed by
the United States for the strâtegic air offensive of the North Atlantic Treaty military
plans and the arrangements for tripartite collaboration in the field of atomic energy
between Canada, the United 'Kingdoin, and the United States. Mr. Achesonea, on said
that he would prefer to keep the arrangements for consultation as flexible

and for the time - being 'at ; léast ^o 'regard these talks as informal meetings
between himself and members of his staff and the Ambassadors of Canada awhlch
United Kingdom respectively and not to make them trilateral meetings,
might be misunderstood by other governments, particularly the French. The meet-
ings would take place frequently and would provide the opportunity to informings
Canadian Government of the development of thought in the United State^e Û^ ^d
ment on the world situation and the risks of war as well as the attitude of
States to specific problems which might result in general war. ion, to outlinè

3. Mr.. Acheson then âsked Mr: Nitze; as a basis for further discuss
thegeneral approach which the State Department contemplated in them^n héalt^a-.
tions. Mr. Nitze then outlined the State Department thinking under two

14
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(a) general assumptions, and,
(b) assessment of risks of war in relation

U.S.S.R.
o specific areas on the periphery of the

(1) General Assumptions

4. The first general assumption was that these consultations would be addressed
to. consideration of the circumstances which 'might result in a state of general war
rather than to the question as to whether atomic weapons should be used or not,
sincé it could be assumed that atomic " weapons would not normally be used except
in istaté of general war. It could also be assumed that in the event that there were a
géneral state of war, atomic weapons would be used..,

5. It would also be necessary to assume that the U.S.S.R. had at its disposal
atomic weapons and was therefore capable of taking offensive or retaliatory action
against the United. States and its allies. It was recognized, therefore, that the deci-
sion to use atomic weapons by the United States would involve the risk of retalia-
tory action by the Soviet Union.

6. It would be necessary, to have general public support and understanding of the
necessity of using atomic 'weapons among the peoples of- the United States and its

'allies. The Soviet Government was doing its best to try to confuse the understand-
' ing of, these issues by false appeal to the moral aspects of the problem and by
demanding the outright prohibition of the use of atomic weapons 'through such
propaganda devices as the Stockholm Peace Appeal. It was suggested that in rela-
tion to this aspect of the problem the Resolution of the General Assembly of Nov-
ember 23, 1949, should be accepted as a rejection of the Soviet thesis on atomic
weapons.

, 7• The United States Government cannot enter into arrangements with any other
government which would in effect give another government the right to veto the
President's decision to use atomic weapons. Before taking a decision, the President
would seek the advice of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff on the military aspects of
the problem as well ^ as the advice of the Secretary of State, the Secretary, of
Defense, and the Chairman of the United States Atomic Energy Commission. At
the conclusion of his talks with Mr. Attlee, President Truman had publicly declared
his intention to consult with the United Kingdom Prime Minister on conditions
which'might give rise to the use of atomic weapons. A similar understanding had
been extended to the Canadian Government. These understandings were premised
on a realization of the extent to which the interests of the three countries were
interlocked in the issues of war and peace and that the security of one could not be
Jeopar'dized without bringing into jeopardy the safety of the 'others...- 3 ,., ,.,, . . ..

8• It was recognized also that the principal effect of atomic weapons is its deter-
rent influence. The Soviet Government was fully aware of the consequences which
would flow from the outbreak of general war, and this knowledge had an impact
Upon its policies. .The question had to be considered, however, as to whether this
deterrent effect coula be t b '1' d b th aki fs e Ut ize y e m ng o a diplomatic ultimatum to
the Soyiet Government in any given circumstance or whether it were better to rely
uP°n a more indirectwarnmg of the type issued by the Secretary of State in rela-
bon to Yugoslavia in his reference to endangering "the fabric of world peace". (The





the Soviet Union itself. At the present time the United States and United Kingdom
Governments are of the opinion that such an attack could not be allowed to succeed
without some intervention on their part, but an effort would be made to try to local-
ize the fighting to the country, attacked as well as to the country of the attacker.
Unless the Soviet.Union were itself to intervene openly, efforts would be made to
prevent the resulting situation leading to general war. In other words, no automatic
casus belli. would follow a satellite attack on Greece or Yugoslavia and every effort
would be ade to prevent the situation from deteriorating by the taking of prompt
action in support of the attacked countries. Atomic weapons could no doubt be used
in their deterrent effect in diplomatic representations to the Soviet Union. The case
of Turkey was. rather different, since none of the Communist satellite states had
sufficient resources to attack Turkey without the overt support of the Soviet Union.
An. attack on Turkey therefore would, in the opinion of . the State Department,
gravely present the United States and its allies with a possible casus belli leading to
general war. -; ,

Iran

14: While so fâr the United States has not contemplated this area in terms'of a
possible casus belli with the Soviet Union, it is recognized that a military situation
might develop in this area in which the risk of general war would have to be faced.
For instance, if the United Kingdom Government were to become involved in local
hostilities in the protection of British lives, and if this were followed by overt
Soviet intervention, it might be necessary for the United States to react in a military
way to prevent the destruction of British forces by'Soviet military action., It was
recognized that the defeat of the United States and Great Britain in Irân by Soviet
military action could have very serious consequences to the security of the Middle
East generally. . •

Afghanistan
15. This has not been considered asI an area which might involve a casus belli.

India and Pakistan and South and Southeast Asia
16.,These` countries and this areâ generally were not at present regarded as

involving the'risk of Russian military effort. Chinese Communist interests are more
likely to be' predominant, and the risks of general war resultin from a possible
Soviet intervention are not considered as substantial. ^
Japan and Korea,

17•.The'overt use of force by the Soviet Union in the area of Korea or Japan
would directly involve the Soviet Union with the armed forces of the United States.
It would therefore, be necessary to assume that in the event the Soviet Union
directly intervened with military force in this area; the Soviet Government was pre-
Pared to accépt the consequences of general war. It would be necessary, therefore,
for the United States to consider taking immediate retaliatory action. (It was for
this reason, observed Mr. Acheson, that the consequences of General MacArthur's
proposals for, more direct military pressure upon the mainland of China were so
replete,with: danger.)
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20. Mr. Acheson invited Canadian comments on theviews put forward by Mr.
Nitze: He expressed the hope that the consultations would result in an exchange of
views. Mr., Nitze observed that the views which he had put forward had not yet
been checked in detail with the Department of Defense and that he hoped to be able
to do this before the next meeting. The Canadian Ambassador said that he would
report the substance of the State Department's views and hoped to have some com-
ments and questions to put at the next meeting. While no date was set for the next
meeting, it was understood that the consultations would take place at regular inter-
vals, not more than two weeks apart. Mr. Acheson and Mr. Nitze emphasized the
desire of the State Department that the greatest security precautions should attach
to these talks: In so far as.the,State Department was concerned, only Mr. Acheson,
Mr. Freeman Matthews, Mr. Paul Nitze, and Mr. Arneson would participate in the
consultations,, and General Bradley would be invited to participate from the Depart-
ment of Defense. Mr. Wrong replied that 'the importance of security precaûtions
was fully appreciated on the Canadian side and that, in addition to himself, only
Mr.W.D. Matthews and Mr. Ignadeff would be aware of the talks, and the Ambas-

Germân . _ . . . .

=' 19. In concluding his presentation, Mr. Nitze said that in preparing this assess-
ment' of the risks of war the State Department had to' take into consideration not
only the capabilities of the Soviet Union and its satellites, but also their intentions.
More information was available on their capabilities than on their intentions. For a
study of Soviet intentions the State Department had to rely upon such unsatisfac-
tory material as the statements of Sovietleaders, such as Malenkov s address of a
year and a half ago when he indicated that it was the Soviet intention to "unify
Korea",, to overthrow Tito, and to establish , Berlin as the centre of a unified

against the United States and its allies.'

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

ericân Forces ° . : '` 'Attack on Am'
! 18. Mr.' Âcheson remarked on this point that if the Soviet Union were prepared to
airthorize 'any attack ori ^ American forces; they must' be aware of the dangers of
immediate 'retaliation.;It must be assumed,:,therefore; that if American forces were
attacked by Soviet arrüéd.forces; it would be on a substantial 'scale and with the
knowledge thafthis would almost certainly involve taking the risk of precipitating
a general war: The reaction in- the United States would have to be 'vigorous, not
only locally, but centrally, against the Soviet Government., Developing this thought
â little more precisely, Mr: Arneson observed that the first aim of the United States
in the event of a general war would be to strike at targets in the Soviet Union which
were being used or were capable of being used for the delivery of atomic weapons

sador, s, secretary. :. . ;. : ^; . : . . Mr•
:-21: After the meeting, Mr. Arneson said that he had made a verbal report to

had
Lovett, , the Deputy < Secretary 'of-. Defense, on the results of his conversation

Ottâwa in ` regard to U.S:` ^ Strategic 'Air Command projects. Mr. L for
expressed himself as entirely satisfed with the arrangements now contemp

lated

côntinuingconsultations on the world situation and the circumstances
whûch ^gon

give rise to'the use of ^ atomic weapons.'He was also satisfied with the gg

that the diplomatic channel should be used for individual requests
concerning the
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deployment by the U.S. Strategic Air Command of materials or aircraft to bases in
Canada or over Canadian territory. Mr. Arneson said that the Secretary of State
would like to be able to' write a letter to Mr. Lovett to confirm the informal
arrangements agreed.,with . the Canadian , Government so that the Department of
Defense would have the same understanding of these arrangements as the Depart-
ment of State.

695. CEW/Vol. 3094

. L'anibassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, May 26, 1951

TOP SECRET

U.S. STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND PROJECTS
1. At the meeting on May 17th which I attended in Mr. Pearson's office Mr.

Pearson expressed his desire that the arrangements which had been discussed in
Ottawa with Mr. Arneson a few days before should be recorded in some form•of
written understanding with the Department of State. The State Department itself is
also anxious that this should be done, and considers it necessàry that a reply should
bé sent by the Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defence to the letter from the
latter enclosing the document entitled "Proposed Substance of a Communication
with the Canadian Government" (i.e., the suggested canopy agreement), which was
enclosed with my letter no. 19 of January 3rd. Mr. Arneson yesterday suggested
that we might inforrnally agree on the terms of such a letter, which we would send
to the, State . Department; its, acknowledgement would constitute a record of the
understanding. . , •

2. I told Mr. Arneson that I thought that this procedure would be acceptable but
that I was not in 'a position to discuss a draft with him until I received some written
guidance based on'the discussion in Mr. Pearson's office. As you mentioned that
such guidance would be furnished, I- assume that I should receive it very shortly.

3.
Mr•` Arnesôn also said that he had seen Mr. Lovett last week at Mc. Acheson's

request; and had gone over with him the tentative basis for an understanding whichwas
àirived `at' during'Mr. 'Arneson's visit to Ottawa (see in particular the record

made by Mi, î Ignatieff dated May 15th of this meeting, of which I left a copy in
Ottawa);1Vh., Lovett had received these suggestions cordially, saying that he quite
understood the difficulties of the Canadian Government in making specific arrange-
ments on the lines of the proposed canopy agreement and that he was quite pre-
pazedtô accept the suggestion that particular clearances involving the deployment,
etc.; ^f atomic, , weapons to, through or over Canadian territory should be arranged
^: ough'diplomatic ràther than service channels. Mr. Lovett also cordially sub-
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scribed to the idea of continuing consultations on circumstances which might give
rise: to general war; with the Canadian as well as with the British Government.

4., Mr. Arneson mentioned another good'reason for having some" record of our
understandingTon paper, as the proposed exchange of letters would set out not only
the arrangements arrived at with the State Department but also the arrangements
between the State and Defence Departments, and would therefore reduce the
chances of misconceptions, particularly in the United States Air Force.

H.H. WRONG

CEW/Vol. 3094

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TIIuEGttAm WA-2338 Washington, June 1, 1951

TOP SECRET. PERSONAL
Following for Heeney from Wrong, Begins: My Letter Wiser No. 2 of May 26th,
U.S.. Strategic Air Command projects.

1: In order to assist in getting some agreed record of the procedure of consulta-
tion and notification, I drafted a letter to the Secretary of State and asked Ignatieff
to show it to Arneson for comments before submitting it to you for the Minister's
approval.: Arneson suggested a few changes and asked for a chance to discuss it
with others before I took it up with Ottawa. My letter was concerned wholly with
the procedural arrangements for consultations and for dealing with requests to use
Canadian territory in connection with the deployment of atomic weapons.

;^.2. Arneson came to see me yesterday, after talking the matter over with Freeman
Matthews and Perkins. We found that his position had changed somewhat r^at^thae
described in my Letter No. 1951 [Wiser No.' 2]. His main concern
Defense Department would be upset if, as a result of discussions with

c
the
ould be^^ d

Government which have now been going on for five months, all th ement
them by the State Department in reply to their proposal for a;`^op w ech fell
was that some new procedural arrangements had been brought into effect
far short of their desire to secure a specific understanding, covering future acti^^ i^e
He asked whether it might be possible for the State Department in replying
Defense Department to indicate the probable attitude of the Canadian Gt ^t^eln
in,thé .various circumstances which might involve the use of Canadian
connection .with. atomic weapôns. ^/e were setting uP
* 3: I told him that, I was not -impressed by this -argument. ments

procedures which had as a princi al object a continuing review of developbe

throughout the world which might give rise to general war.
While it Was t^on-

hoped that as a consequence the two governments would tend to dr s^ô ld be to

clusions, we could not now assume that this would be the case, as



, anticipate the possible results of consultations which had just,been inaugurated. All
that had been agreed up to now was in the realm of procedure. If the State Depart-
ment thought it necessary to say. • more than this to the Defense Department, it
would have to do it on its own responsibility and not on the basis of any assurance
from the Canadian Government.

4. Mr. Arneson then reverted to an early suggestion (rather on the lines of the
"canopy" agreement) that Canada might agree in advance to the use of Canadian
territory for the deployment in peace-time of atomic weapons subject only to notifi-
cation in each case. He said that such deployment was necessary to utilize the
deterrent effect of these weapons and that a very clear distinction would be main-
tained by the U.S. Government between their deployment and their use for actual
strikes.' I said that if notification was to be regarded as involving agreement by the
Canadian Government in each case, this might well be acceptable, but if so, it
hardly constituted any change in present arrangements.

5. Mr. Arneson then raised the necessity of having any written record, stating that
so far as he knew there was no written understanding with the British Government
either about political consultations or about deployment of the weapons to U.K.
bases. I answered that I did not consider Canada was in the same position as the
United Kingdom'and, in any event, the view was taken in Ottawa that there were
substantial advantages in having an agreed record of the procedures which were
being followed. I added that I thought unimportant the form in which the record
was made; I had put it in a draft letter to the Secretary of State as this would be a
normal form, but it would be satisfactory if an unsigned minute setting forth the
agreed procedures could be placed on the files in Washington and Ottawa.,

6. Arneson"thought this suggestion might be acceptable to the State Department.
The Department of Defence could then be informed of the procedural arrangements
set.forth in. the minute and the Secretary of State could supplement this with an
explanâtion of the results which he hoped to achieve. He agreed with my remark
that the senior civilian officials concerned in the Department of Defense, General
Marshall, Mr. Lovett, and Mr. Finletter, would understand the position of the Cana-
dian Government, but he was doubtful about the effect on some of the generals. I
suspect'that Geneml LeMay, of the S.A.C. is constantly urging that he be given a
freer hand.

7. It was 1eft that I should submit to you a draft minute for, consideration in
; Ottawa and that on receipt of your comments there should be a further discussion
with ^eson. He, agreed that the language used in the draft minute might follow
that employed" in my draft of a letter to Mr. Acheson. I shall, submit a draft in a
following teletype, . ,

8. In the coûrse of this discussion I referred again to the possibility of placing the
consultations on a tripartite basis, on the ground that this ought to lead to better
understânding by all three governments and therefore increase the chances of rapid
cencerted action in case of need. I told him that we would wish to complete the
triangle by consultation with the United Kingdom if separate bilateral discussions
Wlth the tri: ted States were continued.;.: ^.,

`{,k- ^^f, 'é %
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9: Since he did nôt'raise'an}i objection, I have'now discussed these matters with
Sir Oliver Franks: I find that the British Government is concerned for reasons par-
allel with out own, i.e:, on general grounds because of the*consequences of the use
of atomic weapons -by ^. the United States anywhere, ' and ' on : particular grounds
because of the facilities in the United Kingdom of the Strategic Air Command and
the need for ensuring that these facilities are not employed for strikes without the
approval of the Cabinet. There has been no written, agreement on procedure, but

- Franks expects one to be prepared before long, and he will be discussing this in
London later this month. Franks and I agree that we should keep in contact on these

- matters. Ends.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures"

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary , of State for External Affairs

TExmwt WA-2342

TOP SECRET. PERSONAL

CEW/Vol. 3094

Washington, June 1, 1951

Following for Heeney from Wrong, Begins: My -message WA-2338 of June lst,
para. 7. U.S. Strategic Air Command Projects.

1. There follows a suggested draft minute recording the arrangements for consul-
tation and notification. The introductory paragraphs have • not been shown to Arne-
son: The numbered sub-paràgraphs have been seen by him and the last sentence of
sub-paragraph 1 has been•inserted at his instigation. He attaches some importance
to it. I think it advisable to get this matter ddied'up and hope you may be able to

^ --- ---^-- ----• ^..
week.

-3 . me following is the draft text:

"In the communiqué issued on December 8th at the conclusion of the talks

= bétween Prime Minister Attlee and Mr. Truman, the President stated that "it was
,his hope that world conditions would never, call for the use of the atomic bomb"•
The communiqué continued: "The Président told the Prime Minister that it was also
his desire to keep the Prime Minister at all times informed of developments which
tmight bring about a change in the situation". The State Department informed the
Canadian Embassy; on December 9th t that the Canadian Government was in this
respect in the same position as the United Kingdom Government.

Discussions' have also taken place betweenthe two governments as a result of
^ the' desire of the United States `Air Force to make use of Canadian terri,tory for the
deployment, etc:,,'of atomic weapons, and the following procedural arrangements
havebeenput'intoeffect:`_

(1) F uént consultations shall 6ke placë in Washington between the Canadian(ro9
Ambassador and the Secretary, of State and such other officers of the United States
Government as may be designated by him. The purpose of these consultations is to



exchange views on developments in the world situation which might call for the
use of atomic weapons. The consultations are informal and exploratory and are not
to be regarded as involving or implying any commitment on the part of either gov-
ernment as to the action it will take or the position it will adopt in particular cir-
cumstances yet to arise. It would be the hope that by such consultations it will be
possible to arrive at commonappreciations of situations which may call for the use
of atomic weapons.

(2) Requests of the Government of the United States for permission to make use
of facilities in Canadian territory for the deployment of atomic weapons (both with-
out and with their nuclear components), or to *overfly Canadian territory with such
weapons, are to be addressed to the Canadian Government by the Department of
State through the Canadian Embassy in Washington, and the reply of the Canadian
Government is to be routed through the same channels. As much advance notifica-
tion as possible will be given by the Government of the United States, and on its
part the Government of Canada will seek to answer such requests promptly.

(3) These arrangements shall be regarded as subject to modification by mutual
consent at any time." Message Ends.

698.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A^`aires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis.

CEW/Vol. 3094

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

LETMR No. l Ottawa, June 11, 1951..,

WISER--TOP SECRBT

Dear Hume [Wrong],
Attached for your consideration are two letters and a number of other docu-

ments, dealing with various,aspects of the special consultations which you have
recently undertaken.

It has been decided that this subject will be given special treatment, with none of
the material being recorded in the departmental filing system and with a system of
sPec'a1 arrangements for the transmission and storage of the documents. The code
word which we have chosen for this subject, which you will notice precedes the
security grading on this and the attached documents, is the word "Wiser". We shall
send you detailed instructions in a day or two for the handling of Wiser material,
aiid this note is merely to explain why the word appears and to suggest that hence-
forth yoù apply it to your communications on the subject. We suggest your series of
Wiser No,=Letters.should begin with your two letters of May 26th... .
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We intend that the word shall be used on telegrams as well as letters, and should
be ; regarded as -. an : identifying code name' rather : than a-specific security
classification.

Iz= No. 2

WISER-TOP SECRET

Dear Hume [Wrong],

Ottawa, June 11, 1951

The attached letter to you is in the name of the Minister but signed by me
because of Mr. Pearson's absence today in Chicago and our desire to get all of, 11 1. , ,, . .
these papers off to you by this afternoon s bag. `

The Minister has, however, been over all of these points with us at length and I
thought it better therefore to let you have them in time, rather than to wait for his

signature to the covering letter.

LEcrER No. 3,

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Le- secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,, à l'ambassadeur, aaux États-Unis : ,

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to,Ambassador in United States

WtsERToP SECRff; i
1 ,.
Dear Mr. Wrong, ; ; , . . , , , . our
=:- I am enclosing, a paper which has been prepared in the Department for Sta e

background ! instruction . in . the , next t, of the informal discussions with the ,

Department on the circumstances which may give rise to wax and the use of o au W 1
weapons. I have approved the general line taken in this paper which, as the State

see, deals both with the statément of general assumptions put
have raiased and which

Department and with the particular questions which you

Yours'sincerely,
ARNOLD [HEENEYJ

^ ^ .

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 11
, ,,.....,.

Le sous-secrétaire d,'État aux A,^Ûairés extérieures .
d l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States - '



flow from the first set of discussions. I have, however, certain general comments to
make on the, contents of this paper for, your, guidance.

(a) Negotiation.. . , , .

I do not think we shall 'jet far by raising the general question as to whether the
U.S.^woûld be willing in certain circumstances to make a further attempt at negoti-
ations with the,U.S.S.R. fdare say that the reply of the State Department would be
that, of course they were'always ready for negotiation should circumstances be pro-
pitious. Nor do I think you should raise'the question of the grounds for the failure
of the Deputies of the Council of Foreign Ministers to reach an agreement. While I
agree that it is hard to explain the irreconcilable attitude which the U.S. has taken
up to the inclusion of the North Atlantic Treaty in the agenda of the Council of
Foreign Ministers Meeting, I think the prestige of the Western Governments is now
too deeply involved over this' matter to allow them to give way. In any case, it is
too late in my 'opiniôn to raise this matter now.

On the' other hand; , I attach importance to the suggestion that you might probe
the cunent views of the State Department about the desirability or otherwise* of
renewing negotiations with the Russians on'atomic energy as soon as the strength
of the North Atlantic countries in conventional armaments has risen appreciably. I
am enclosing a copy'ôf Mr. LePan's memorandum to which reference is made and
which,will be'useful to you in raising this matter. I myself feel that the U.S. is not
so anxious as it was three years ago to work for a system of international inspection
and control of atomic energy. Indeed, I got this impression quite strongly when I
was at the General Assembly last year and the subject was under discussion. If this
is the case, ^ it would be 'useful for us to know their present views. It is becoming
increasingly difficult simultaneously to accept the strategic doctrine that nothing
should be done.to hamper the use of atomic weapons since they'are the most effec-
tive deterrent against Soviet aggression and at the same time to reiterate our attach-
ment to the plan for, the inspection and control of atomic energy, adopted by the
U.N. Assembly in November 1948. The two arguments are not necessarily incon-
sistent but they easily tend to become so.
(b) The Imminence of War

^ .,
This raises the whole question of how far the Soviet Union are likely to be influ-

enced by actions on the part of the Western Powers which they may think provoca-
tive. It is.probable that the Soviet Government are acting on a long-term plan from
which they will not easily be diverted by passing or local considerations. But it is
possible that the timetable for the implementation of such a plan might be affected
bY actionswhich the Soviet Union regarded as provocative. In general, I should
like to know how near the U.S. Government have come to accepting the doctrine of
the inevitability. of war with the Soviet Union. They seem to be moving in that
du^c6on• In addition to the section of the general paper which deals .with this sub-
ject, I am also enclosing a brief further memorandum prepared by the Chairman of
the Joint Intelligence Committee.
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- ^.., . .
(c) Consultation Prior to the, Use of Atomic Weapons

I am telegraphing you separatèly on this subjéct insofar as it affects our position
regarding prior consultation before a strike launched from Canadian territory. The
arguments set forth under this heading in the enclosed paper reflect the background
of our thinking here,on this subject. It may be,. of course, that your informal talks
with the State Department will develop, so as:to keep us very much up-to-date on
any circumstance in which the U.S. might be prepâred to launch a bomb. In that
case, the question of last moment consultation or notification. before • thé bomb is
launched from a Canadian base would become less important as we should have
had an opportunity to express our views in these. discussions. It is alwâys possible,

•; however, that the discussions will decline in importance as time goes on.We might
then bé left in^â position in which our only opportunityto put forward our,views
wôuldarise as a resultJof our maintaining our position that we must be notified. At
any rate, for obvious political reasons, it would be inipôssible for us to abandon
that position. If the original attack did result from a Sôviet attack ona North Atlan
tic country, no` real problem would arise for us. If, on' the 'ôther hand, it resulted
from'â` U.S. assessment that the Soviet Union was going`-to begin a war in some
area in which Canada has no treaty obligations,:. it would be a different.matter. I
suppose that at the present time the most likely, case might arise ,if the Soviet Gov-
ernment intervened militarily in Korea and if the U.S. decided that this intervention
was important enough ' in scale to _ herald . a general war and that,. theréforé, they
should launch an atomic attack on the' Soviet Union. 'However, I think it would be
both` difficûlt and invidious to draw up categories of hypothetical, situations in
which we 'should or should, not ' require previous consultation but rather that We
. should take 'our, generâl stand on the neçessity for consultation. before an atomic

àttack is launched from Canadian bases.

(d) The. Employment of Atomic.Weapons.
I think under this heading the' questions 'raised in the enclosed paper might be

tactfully explored with thè State Department.

(e) Warnings to the Soviet Union
I am not too clear as what the Secretary of State had in mind when he said

considèration might have to be given in a specifc instance to more precis
ings to the Soviet Government through diplomatic channels. Did hè mean some-oslavia and
thing between the type of statement which her issued in relation to Yug
an ultimatum to the Soviet Government? In general, I think that the policy of nam-
ing areas in' advance as areas in which Soviet aggression would be regarded as a
casus belli is a pretty dangerous one. The U.S.; the U.K. and France have already inarea and
their public statement of September 19 announced that Berlin was such an
they did this without any prior consultation with their North Atlantic Treaty p^"
ners. How do we know that, they will not do it on the same basis again? becoe, • '

It is obvio , us tha
•

t these discussions,` withI the f Stâte
^ Departmerit may

extremely important. Indeed, the first in the series ^ threw a goôd dal of light on

a



State Department thinking. I fully agree with you they would be more valuable stillif they were on a tripartite basis, with the U.K. included.

Yours sincerely,

A.D.P. HEENEY
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3j

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DoctnmErrr No. 1

- WISERTOP SECRET

[Ottawa], June 8, 1951 .

The first of the informal discussions between the State Department and our
Embassy in Washington on May 26 on the circumstances which might give rise to
war and the use of atomic weapons opened with a statement of certain general
assumptions put forward by the State Department. In continuing these discussions,it

may be appropriate to take up and discuss with the State Department several of
these assumptions and to examine more closely, together with the State Depart-
ment, the reasoning on which they are founded.

(a) Negotiation .

It is perhaps rioteworthy that in the State Department review of the world situa-
tion, the possibility of negotiation with the Soviet Union is not treated. It might be
desirable to ask Mr. Wrong to raise this question with the State Department. Obvi-
ously, the present moment is not a propitious one for fruitful negotiation. On the
other hand, it might be as well to get from the State Department an assurance that
their eventual object was the negotiation of outstanding differences with theU.S.S.R.

Mr. L,epan in a memorandum to you of May 30 has raised this question in con-
nection with atomic energy negotiations and has suggested that we might probe the
current, views of the' State Department about the desirability or otherwise of
renewing negotiations with the Russians on atomic energy as soon as the strength
of the North Atlantic Treaty countries in the conventional arms has risen a re ^-bly,

The prospects of a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers (at present
extremely dim) is another aspect of this general question of negotiation. Mr. Wrong
"light be asked to obtain an appreciation from the State Department of the pros-
pects of a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers, and failing such a meeting
What attitude they take towards the possibility of a further attem t at ne otiation
When the military P g
sent position of the West is stronger. The apparent cause of the pre-

deadlock over the meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers is the insistence
of the Soviet Government that the North Atlantic Treaty and the question of U.S.
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bases'should be placed on the agenda of the Council; for discussion. It is not alto-
gether clear to us why thé United States his been so insistent on excluding the
North Atlantic Treaty from the agenda. If we consider that the Treaty is justified as
a defensive alliance and is in conformity with the United Nations Charter, it is not
easy to see why we shôuld not be willing to defend it on these grounds at a meeting
of the Council of Foreign Ministers. It is true ô a attacking give theTreaty^It would also,
opportunity to use the Council as a platform f g the

however, give the Western Powers an opportunity to defend it.
In general our object in raising the question of negotiation as our eventual objec-

tive would be to see that this positive aim should not be lost sight of in a fatalistic
acceptance of the inevitabilityof war.

(b) The Imminence of War
There seems to be an underlying assumption in the State Department's lead to a

s about the imminence of war that all the initiative in actions which mighton, the
general war lies in the hands of the Soviet Union. On this and lthe only ques-

tion

Union would be proceeding on a long term plan of aggression
tion is when, in terms of this plan, the Soviet Union may decide to make war. This
thesis leaves out of account the possible effect on me to beSoviet Union of actions

W have
1 the part of Western Powers which may seem to the

provocative.

seen the effects of the same kind of thinking in the Far East, w^ver would not
States proceeded on the assumption that an advance up to the Yalu the world
provoke a Chinese reaction. There may be dangers in other areas usion of Tu key
this way of thinking. For exampleCialls quite possible

air basesl were
the inclusion

on Turk-
in the North Atlantic Treaty, especially if U.S. and, if
ish soil, might genuinely appear to the Soviet Government to be provocative

dso, would increase the danger of war. Yet this consideration seems to hSv^â
received

scant attention from the U.S. Government in assessing the advantage co,urse
vantages of including Turkey in the North 'Atlantic Treaty. Similarly; of ^e-

there may be occasions when gestures which seem to the Russians to be appe

cnent, may stimulate their aggressive propensities.,

Consultation Prior to the Use of Atomic Weapons U.S. could Rot
The StateDepartment at the first of these meetings.stated that the

enter mto. arrangements with any other government which wouldA °. atomic w a^
J ânother government the right to veto the President ' s decision tublic declarati°n Of
' ôns. On the other hand, they I réafÛ^ ^^n l and Canadian Governments on

° his intention to consult with the Kingdom apparent

that the U
conditions.S.which might give rise to the use of atomic weapons. It seems aPace of

} tend to regard the present series of conversations as taking the place
procedures for consultation or notification as to whether the bombn should be S^d.
in a given crisis: Indeed, Mr. Ameson, in+ his conversations here o ent^ Was of

"`°The basic problem in broad terms, as it 'seemed to the State Departm
to the

reaching agreement with the United Kingdom and Canadia G oh^ ôrienof workinS
seriousness of the overall world situation at a given time rather should be
ôut , procedures { for, consultation or notification, as to whether Sé m° o have under

' xuséd in a givén crisis." Our own attitude towards this question
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gone some modification. On May 4,'1951, we instructed the Canadian Ambassador
in Washington as follows: "We welcome the opportunity of your having continued
discussions with Mr. Nitze but we trust that it is understood that we want neverthe-
less to be consulted (whatever the form of. words used) through diplomatic chan-,
nels at the highest political level on: (a) possible strikes from bases in Canada; (b)
storage of fissionable components on Canadian territory; (c) overflight of Canadian
territory by planes carrying fissionable components." On the other hand, after Mr.
Arneson's visit, at the meeting held in your office on May 17, it was agreed that
"Canada might still retain a technical right to refuse permission to the U.S. to
launch atomic strikes from bases in Canada, but that, in fact, this right was little
more, than academic. If a war should break out and the bomb be used,. Canada
would be fully involved from the outset. Thus our only effective participation in
decisions governing the use of the bomb must consist in our exercising what influ-
ence we can in discussion of the circumstances leading to the outbreak of war."

The original. U.S. position was that they were prepared to notify us before a
strike from Canadian bases with the exception that certain circumstances might
conceivably make it impossible to do so. While they have not formally receded
from this position, they have, as already indicated, made it increasingly clear that
they hope that the present series of conversations may take'the place of procedures
for notification. It is pretty apparent that they would not agree to any prior formal
obligation to consult us before the bomb was launched from Canadian bases. This
does not necessarily imply that we should abandon our position of standing out for
prior notification, nor, it is suggested, might the benefits of such prior notification
necessarily be purely "academic". Much would depend, of course, on whether noti-
fication was interpreted by the U.S. as a last moment notice which gave us no
Opportunity to comment or whether they were willing and able to give us time,
however short; in which to formulate our comments. In the latter case, of course,
notification would merge into consultation.. 11is seems the goal to be aimed aLA
practical example may demonstrate the advantages which might result from our
point of view. The U.S. would, in all probability, regard open and substantial inter-
vention in the Korean war or against Japan as grounds for launching the atomic
bomb..They might 'decide to launch an attack at once on Moscow. If they could be
induced to accept an obligation to notify us in advance before a strike from Cana-
dian bases, we might have a final opportunity to make our views known. It is not
suggested that we could prevent the U.S. from taking such action, in all probability
we should not wish to do so. We might, however, be able to put certain considera-
tions before them which might conceivably affect their decision. We have seen so
manÿ eiam ples of glaring contrasts between U.S. 'and U.K. intelligence apprecia-
tioris in the course of the Korean war and we have so frequently found ourselves in
closer agreement with the U.K. than with the U.S. appreciation that we have
becorne more than a little sceptical about some of the information on which theS.

Government sometimes proposes 'to act. For example, in the case referred to'
above,'the U.S.' might consider that they had proof of the "open and substantial"
character of Soviet intervention in the Korean war and hence decide to launch the
atomic bomb. On the other hand, our information might not agree with theirs and a
last moment ôpportunity to put the facts as we saw them before Washington might
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be'important. Similarly, there might be occasions when we wished to call to the
attention of the U.S: before the bomb was launched some political consideration to
which we felt they were not giving 'sufficient attention. This, of course, would in
effect be consultation, although the U.S. could not in, advance' accept it as such.

We have been informed by the State Department that owing to the President's
responsibility under the McMahon Act for deciding on the use of the bomb, they
would be most unwilling to be put in the position where they would have to say to
Congress, if asked; that other governments_ had to be consulted. This position is
quite comprehensible. It does not, however, necessarily appear to prevent the U.S.
frôin accepting an obligation to notify the Canadian Government before strikes are
-:.made from Canadian bases. It may be that there has been some blurring of the
distinction betwéen the use of Canadian facilities and strikes from bases in the U.S.
The same question may arise in connection with the U.K.- and it is to be noted that
the'U.K. Government are concerned that the facilitiesin the U.K:of the Strategic
Air Command should not be employed for-strikes without the approval of the U.K.

Cabinet: -
It would seem undesirable to abandon our position with regard to prior notifica-

tion, both on grounds of national sovereignty and of the possible practical benefits
suggested above. If this is agreed, Mr. Wrong might be asked to put forward our
position at the next meeting with the State Department without, however, making it
appear we are taking up an uncooperative attitude which might interfere with the
continued consultation with the State Department on the circumstances relating to
the outbreak of war which may well prove in practice our best and perhaps only
opportunity to make our views known. `;

(d) The Employment of Atomic Weapons
Mr. Wrong has put three general questions arising out of the first discussion held

with the State Department on the use of atomic weapons. They are as follows
1. Should atomic weapons be employed only in the event of war with the Soviet

Union? The answer to this clearly appears to be "yes" '
concerned with the2. Should the Washington 'consultations, therefore, be chiefly

circumstances which might result in`war with the Soviet Union? The answer again
would appear to be "yes". p edi

3. In the event of war with the Soviet Union, should atomic wea ons be imm

ately'employed?
It would probably be difficult to answer this question except in the affirme out.

We'know that the U.S. would be very nearly certain to employ them from, sug-
break of a general war, at least I one occurring during the next few ye^s. Any
gestion on our part that we doubt the wisdom of accepting this principle in âdvancebut
might arouse unjustified `suspicions in the U.S. concerning our whole attiWria' one
this is to some extent a question begging a question. It all depends on ested,
means by "in the event of war". A case might arise, as has alreadUbb been alge ough
in which the U.S. regarded Soviet intervention in some area as general war
to warrant the interpretation that the Soviet Union was embarking on a ediately be
and hence that an atomic, attack on, the Soviet Union should imm
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launched. Some of her Allies might not agree with the U.S: interpretation of Soviet
action. It is this kind of situation which might raise real: difficulties and which
makes one hesitate to agree in advance that "in the event of war" an atomic attack
should at once be launched on the Soviet Union. It would be difficult, however, for
Mr. Wrong to voice this kind of doubt in discussions with the State Department. He
might, however, draw a distinction between ' acts of war or aggression against third
parties (which might not indicate that the Soviet Union had commenced a general
war) and hostilities against North Atlantic countries. We can only hope that by full
preliminary discussion with the State Department on circumstances which might
give rise to war with the Soviet Union it will be possible for us to examine the
situation. The fact must be faced that should the U.S. decide to use the bomb, we
should be fully involved from the outset.

(e) Warnings to the Soviet Union

We should agree with the conclusion arising out of the first discussion with the
State Department that the real problem for consideration revolves around the identi-
fication of circumstances at certain points around the periphery of the Soviet Union
as the opening stages of a general war. This in turn raises another question which
was put by Mr. Nitze when he enquired whether the deterrent effect of atomic
weapons could best be utilized by a diplomatic ultimatum to the Soviet Govern-
ment in any given circumstance or whether it was better to rely on a more indirect
warning of the type issued by the Secretary of State in relation to Yugoslavia in his
reference to endangering the "fabric of -world peace". In this instance, it appears
that the attitude of the Canadian Government might be similar to that expressed by
the Secretary of State, who intervened at this point in the discussions to say that the
U.S. political system would not lend itself readily to the use of ultimata but that
consideration .might have to be given in a specific instance to more precise warn-
ings to the Soviet Government through diplomatic channels. In general, it is felt
that an extended policy of naming certain areas (not included in the North AtlanticTreaty)

as areas in which.. Soviet aggression would be regarded as a casus belli
might dangerously inflame the international situation.

^ . . . a^ ^ r ,. .. .. . . ^ . . . . . . .

PARTICULAR QUESTIONS

In addition to the discussion of general assumptions, the State Department has
given us its assessment of the risks of war in relation to specific areas on the
penphery of the U.S.S.R. The following ^ are relimina
particular questions" raised by Mr. Wrong in connection with

comments
this aspect of theproblem.

(1) Berlin and Western Germany

' The practical situation is governed by the agreements last fall between the
United States, United Kingdom and France. The public announcement on Septem-
ber 19 stated that the three Governments would "treat any attack against the Fed-
eral Republic or Berlin from any quarter as an attack upon themselves", leaving no
doubt that in such an event the provisions of Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty
would be invoked. At the same time, it had been agreed secretly to "make clear that
the Soviet Union is responsible for any attack upon Berlin or Western Germany by
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' the East German forces inasmuch as they are in occupation of the Eastern Zone".

f From this it might be inferred that; so far as the United States, United Kingdom and
:Trance are concerned, an attack in this area would not only be considered a direct

attack upon themselves but would be considered as equivalent to an attack by the
,:U.S.S.R. If this infererice is correct, it could probably be assumed that an attack in
force by East German forces would be treated as the beginning of a general war.

It is this decision- that the U.S.S.R. would be held résponsible for an attack by

East German forces that represents a new element in the situation, and although
other NATO members were not asked formally to endorse it,' they did not indicate

any dissent. (For a detailed analysis; see Departmental Memorandum on "Dangers
of the Berlin Situation" dated March 2, 1951, and forwarded to Washington under
despatch No. D-1318 of March 24). fi

It is noted, however, that Mr. Nitze in discussing the Berlin problem with Mr.
Wrong remarked that the public statement of September 19 (regarding the treat-
ment by the Occupying Powers of an attack from any quarter as an attack upon
themselves) required further clarification. It would be useful to know what was

. meant by this remark, since it is not clear from the wording of the secret agreement
of the Soviet Union does, in fact,whether the phrase regarding the "responsibility "

mean that the U.S. would regard an East German attack as equivalent to a Soviet
attack in all respects, and as an automatic casus belli. Mr. Nitze may also have been

referring to the question of whether or not it should be made clear, to the Soviet
Union in advance that it would be held responsible for an East German attack.
From our standpoint this is a rather delicate question. While there would be advan-
tages in an advance warning to avoid the danger , of a general war resulting from a

misunderstanding on the part of the U.S.S.R., it would at the same time eliminate
what slight chance there may be left of dealing with the East German forces outside
the context of a general war.

(2) Austria `
; .

There would appear to be little likelihood of an attack on Austria by satelliteeneral
forces except in connection with 'other moves clearly indt cCaeinng^^fo ^eS gw^ch

war had begun. There is no equivalent in Austria of ^ ,
could undertake local action on behalf of the U.S.S.R., and in th e

the outside J
stances it is not clear what object would be gained by an attack f be de

.

}-ôther satellites. If such an attack. did occur, however, it should probably the con-
.. lieofthe 'mmediate situation, with the object of localizing^wi

flict
th inif the L

possible.
^-. •.,.

(3) North Atlantic Countries •`'' country signatory
It is agreed that a massive attack by Soviet forces

considered ^
any belli. It would

to the North Atlantic Treary;would have to be
be useful, however, if Mr. Nitze would develop a little further his remark that pon

tare sommarginal cases which would require clarification,cation, such the loss of
or

{ Finnmark or; Bornholm., U the implication that in such marg ic imp
^ the territory,concerned}to the U.S.S.R. would not be of sufficient strateg

, . .
a{. ^z ,`. . ,. _ .. .



tance to the North Atlantic Treaty countries. to warrant going to war, or that it is
hoped that they could be satisfactorily defended by localized action? :
(4) Yugoslavia

It is agreed that in the event of a satellite attack on Yugoslavia, every effort
should be made to.localize the fighting, while at the same time prompt action
should be taken to assist Yugoslavia and avoid its defeat.
(5) Greece

The same general considerations should apply to Greece as to Yugoslavia, modi-
fied in practice, of course, by the nature of the association of Greece with NATO.
(6) Turkey

Adirect attack on Turkey by Soviet forces would undoubtedly involve 'a serious
risk of general war and the question' might be raised as to whether the U.S. have
developed their analysis to the point of being able to indicate any circumstances in
which an attack on Turkey might not be considered as justifying this assumption. In
this connection; however, it would be very helpful to us if the United States could
give us their frank reactions to the list of questions on the strategic significance of
Turkey prepared in London for submission by the Deputies to the Standing Group
(Canada House telegram No. 1375 of June 6, forwarded to Washington under form
despatch No, 2168 of June 7).t It is the United States appraisal which is really
importafit,'and it might be possible to get a better idea of United States thinking
directly through the present consultations with the State Department than in the
answers eventually prepared by the Standing Group. In addition, we should be very
much' interested , to obtain a United States appraisal of the degree to which the
establishment' of bases 'in Turkey would be considered as provocative by the
U.S.S.R.'and increase the likelihood of a Soviet attack (or of a Soviet decision to
precipitate a general war).

(7) Iran,

Although we agree generally with the United States analysis of the possibilitythat Soviet action might produce a casus belli, a distinction should be made
between the reAults of Soviet occupation and of a Soviet attack on British or United
States forces in the area. It is possible that the U.S.S.R. would react to British inter-
vention, for the protection of British lives, by an initially limited intervention
involving only, the occupation of - northern Iran, accompanied by a political cam-
Paign designed to 'create as much internal confusion as possible. In such circum-
stances every effort should be made to localize the crisis and, if possible, deal with
it through the United Nations. :

(8) AfBhanistari, ^Pakistan, hidia, Burma and Iiuio-China
Theredo-pot a`

appear to be any indications at present that these areas are likely to
be the early objects of direct Soviet military action, and such threats as have devel-
oped or may, emerge should be considered in the light of the overall desirability of
loc^41ng any conflict if it does not threaten vital strategic interests. In Indo-China
and possibly Bll^^ 't6ê threat lies in overt Chinese intervention and the possi ,
loss of South East Asiâ as a result. Initial reaction to Chinese intervention wbleould
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not involve general war, but if the United States were determined to keep the area
out of communist control hostilities might be'extended to China itself, with conse-
quent risk of Soviet participation. The United

which should be taken in the event gofimportance of Indo-China and the measures
active Chinese' intervention is' therefore important in connection with any assess-
ment of the danger, of hostilities in the area leading to general war.

(9) Korea and Japan

. Open and substantial Soviet intervention in Korea would certainly indicate that
the U.S.S.R. was prepared to accept the consequences of general war, and would be
grounds for considering immediate retaliatory action. An open attack on Japan
would provide an even clearer challenge. The question might be raised, however, in
connection with Korea, whether "any overt use of force"_ would necessarily in the
United States view call for immediate retaliation "at the centre" simply because this
would directly involve the Soviet Union with the forces of the United States. Is it
conceivable that in certain circumstances, such as the, provision of defensive air
cover by the U.S.S.R. for Chinese forces in Korea, it might still be possible to deal
with the situation in local terms?

(10) Additional Comments
(a) Attack on United States Forces. While an attack on United States forces by

Soviet units may indicate readiness to risk immediate retaliation, this criterion
alone may 'not be sufficient from our point of view to justify the immediate launch-
ing of a general war, and could hardly be accepted as automatic justification for
counter-attack from Canadian bases. An example might be the case of Formosa,
where a Chinese invasion attempt might be assisted by Soviet submarine attacks on
the United States Seventh Fleet. The United States forces so involved would be
engaged as a result of carrying out a policy for which Canada has not shownaccepted
marked enthusiasm. Generally speaking, ho wever,

ate retaliation, and for
that an attack on United States forces would result
this reason it would probably be preferable if United States forces were not too
widely deployed in sensitive (but not vital) areas, such as in enforcing a blockade

of the China coast. ; - ^ - . , : : _ , . ' ^ment
- (b) Satellite or Soviet Military Action. It would appear from the State De énemally

analysis that a broad distinction is made whereby satellite action is, g s
speaking, considered susceptible to "local" treatment while action So involveea
implies a readiness to incur retaliation and is ' therefore considered
strong presumption that the U.S.S.R. is making the first move in a general t So^ t
distinction is not complete, however. East German forces are equated 110
forces, and in the case of Finland at least it is suggested that there

ri would
bin in

automatic casus belli since "the United States bas no outstan g l if
regard to the security of Finland." For purposes of clarification it would b mbershiP
this approach could be explained a bit more fully. For instance ;

this sense?obligation
does in me

in' the United Nations constitute an outstanding security g effort to
This might be linked with the question of Finnmark and B

ornholm
ho d be drawn in prin-

find where, from the United States point of view, the liA. ,.. ,: : .
! a . . . ,

.. - 1 . , _ .. . . . . .

t(



ciple between Soviet action which constitutes the opening of general war and that
which could be considered "on its merits".

A.D.P. H[EENEY] •
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Memorandum from Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

[Ottawa], May 30, 1951

USE OF ATOMIC WEAPONS

In his numbered letter No. 1940 of May 26, Mr. Wrong asked for comments on
his report of the meeting the previous day with Mr. Acheson and Mr. Paul Nitze
and for suggestions about questions which might profitably be raised at future
meetings. I should like to suggest that Mr. Wrong be asked to discuss the propa-
ganda line which should be used under present circumstances by the Western coun-
tries in countering such Soviet manoeuvres as the Stockholm Peace Appeal.29 The
danger of inconsistency on this subject (which has arisen partly, I suspect, as the
result of gradual shifts in United States policy) has worried me in preparing mate-
rial for recent speeches and in answering on your behalf letters from various Com-
munist-front organizations.

2. It would be easy and natural for Mr. Wrong to raise this subject, since it wasdealt
with by Mr. Nitze when he outlined the State Department's thinking at the

meeting on May 25. Paragraph 6 of the record prepared by Mr. Ignatieff reads asfollows:
"It

would be necessary to have general public support and understanding of the
necessity of using atomic weapons among the peoples of the United States and
its allies. The Soviet Government was doing its best to try to confuse the under-
standing of these issues by false appéal to the moral aspects of the problem and
by demanding the outright prohibition of the use of atomic weapons through
such propaganda devices as the Stockholm Peace Appeal. It was suggested that
in relation to this aspect of the problem the Resolution of the General Assembly
.of November 23, 1949, should be accepted as a rejection of the Soviet thesis on
atomic weapons: '

3. I think that we in Ottawa can claim that we have tried to dissipate the confu-sio ' n
which'has been created in some quarters in Canada by Soviet-inspired,• : , .

En 'nus 1950 à fStockholm au cours de sa troisième réunion, le Comité pour la paix mondiale, lancé
Par l'Union, soviétique, a publié un appel à la renonciation des armes atomiques.At its third

eeting, which was held in March 1950 at Stockholm, the Soviet-inspired World Peace
COmmittee issued an appeal for the renunciation of atomic weapons.
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demands for prohibition of the use of atomic weapons. While recognizing the wide-
spread horror with which Canadians would contemplate the use of atomic weapons
and while admitting.the: force of the instinctive feeling that atomic weapons are
different in kind from other weapons, you have argued forcibly on a number of
occasions against the thdsis that âtomic weapons must in no circumstances be used.
The most recent occasion on which you argued in this way was the speech you
delivered in Sudbûry 'on April 20. A copy is attached 30 ;

on two4.:Our. case against the Stockholm Peace Appeal has hitherto rested

arguments:
(a) The cardinal crime in international affairs is not the use of atomic weapons,

but rather.the launching of unprovoked aggression; and
(b) Thé - countries of the West have shown themselves willing to enter into an

effective agreement for the inspection and control of atomic energy, whereas the
Soviet Union is not willing to do so. •
You will see from the paragraph of Mr. Ignatieff's memorandum which I have
quoted above that the State Department also seems to rest its case on the second of
these two arguments as well as on the first. :I

5. It is the use of this second argument which, under present circumstances, is

creating difficulties. We now believe that the Soviet Union is much more ready to

take the risk of precipitating a general war than we had thought af the Soviet Union
Korea. We also know that for some time to come the stre g than the
and its friends and allies in conventional armaments will be much greater
strength of the North Atlantic allies in similar. armaments. Un der

should be w^Y
stances, it is probably inevitable that the United States and its
of any developments which might hamper the use of atomic weapons, since and
time being they provide the most effective deterrent against Soviet aggression
offer the firmest hope of victory if war with the Soviet Union should break out in

1951or1952.
6. Clearly, however, it isdiffcult at one and the same time to accept this ^etpg^

doctrine and also to reiterate with unqualified conviction our attachment tothe United
for. the ^ inspection and control of atomic energy Wmat atadopted

atomic weap-

ons

in November, 1948. If we believe present

ons provide our main bulwark against Soviet aggression, we can chdWYouldt stenliZe
breath claim that we want a system of inspec tion

of the WestW^the only decisive weapon now in the possession
lette`t7.^ This apparent discrepancy was pointed out in a r to

letterfi
you

is att
from a Ded EÎ^^nk

after-your speech in Sudbury, last April."A copy of his nin for his
that more skilful drafting on my part would have given him less oPe that We are
attack. It could also be argued in rebuttal of , Dr. Nâons plan for the international
profoundly sincere in still supporting the Un
co

weapon
ntrol of atomic energy (even though it would sterilize the one de éi^ént for the

now held by the West), since the conclusion of a satisfactory agre

V^^s^e des Affaires extérieurcs, Dcclarations 'et Discours, 1951, N° 17.
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control of atomic energy would so profoundly alter the political atmosphere
throughout the world that the danger of war would be greatly reduced.

8. In the same vein, the Americans are probably sincere in insisting that they still
,support the plan which was approved by the United Nations in November, 1948.
Nevertheless, I suspect that they have decided that it would be unwise to make any
statements which might be construed as meaning that international control of
atomic energy was still a live issue. If such a decision has been taken, the reasons
might be as follows.,.

(a) In the present state of international relations, it is unrealistic to hope that the
Soviet Union would agree to any plan which would also be acceptable to the North
Atlantic Treaty countries;

(b) New international negotiations looking towards the control of atomic energy
would, of necessity, be protracted. In all probability, they would result in failure,
but in the meantime the resolution of Western peoples to resist Soviet encroach-
ments might have been weakened.
In any 'case, it seems to me that we have very little authentic information about the
present attitude of the United States Government towards the control of atomic
energy.

9. You will remember that at the meeting of the General Assembly last fall Mr.
Vishinsky made some remarks which'suggested that Soviet policy in this field was
becoming 'slightly less obdurate. Certainly we were not led to believe that the
Soviet Union wanted a genuine system of inspection and control. On the other
hand, I thinkwé had the feeling that they had sensed they could offer some minor
concessions without running any risk of having them taken up seriously by the
Americans, since the Americans had, in fact, retreated somewhat from their rrevi-
ous position oit the control of atomic energy. My own view is that the United States
Government is not so anxious now as it was three years ago to work for a system of
international inspection and control. If that is the case, it would be useful for us to
know their present views: At the very least, such knowledge would enable us to
trim our propaganda sails more adroitly.

10. This whole question is, of course, of much greater than propaganda impor-
,tance, although in this memoraridum I have concentrated on its propaganda aspects.
In a memorandum to you of May 3t (of which a copy is attached), Mr. Heeney
suggested that as the strength of the West in conventional arms increases, a point
might be reached at which the advantages and disadvantages of using the bomb
would be almost equal from a military point of view. If such an appreciation were
to become accepted, Mr. Heeney argued, "it would give a new sense of urgency to
break the dead-lock in our negotiations with the Russians for the international con-
trol of atomic energy". If it were decided to ask Mr. Wrong to raise in the course of
these top 'secret discussions the propaganda difficulty which I have mentioned, he
might perhaps also go`on to probe the current views in the State Department about
the desirabiGty, or otherwise, of renewing negotiations with the Russians on atomic
energy as soon as the strength of North Atlantic Treaty countries in conventional
anns has risen appreciably.
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- 11. I am sending a copy of this memorandum to Mr. Heeney and to Mr. MacKay.
! r , . - , - D.V. LEPAN

. , .
L'adjoint, spécial du secrétaire d'État aux`A,,tfaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .

Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Yours sincerely,

DOUG (LEPANI

[Wàshington], June 14, 1951

REPORT OF THB SECOND MEE11NG BBTuEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF

CANADIAN AND UNTIED STATES GOVERNMENTS TO ASSESS THE WORLD
^ 4 -` SITUATION AND THE RISK Op WAR, 14TH 1UNE, 1951

_ ,r , <^. f w
e meeting, x which took place in the office of the Secretary of State, was

for you and Mr. Ignatieff to see. ,

I motored down to Dorval airport Sunday evening to see the Minister off and

showed him, among other things, a draft of this report which he approved after

tnaking a few changes. It should not, of course, for that reason be regarded as hav-

ing any . greater authority or authenticity than the very full and faithful reportt

which George [Ignatieff] prepared. I have no comments whatsoever to make on his
report. It treated in rather somewhat greater detail some subjects which

I had rather

scamped. Contrariwise, there may be a point or two in the attached record which

was treated more briefly in George 's. You will find, I think, a very close concor-

dance between the two papers.
Thank you once again for the very pleasant arrangements which

were made for

,,us while we were in Washington last week.;

` ^ " • -WISERTOP SECRET
Ottawa, June 19, 1951

'My dear Hume [Wrong]: :
At Mr. Pearson's request, I have prepared an independent record of the meeting

which was held at the State Department on 14th June as the second in the series of
consultations to assess the world situation and the risk of war. A copy is attached

, attended by
^.. --- . .

lion. Dean Acheson,
Mr. Fretmaa Mauhews,
Mr. Paul Nitu,,



- Mr. R. Gordon Arneson

for the United States Government, and by
Hon. L.B. Pearson, M.P.,
Mr. H.H. Wrong,
Mr. G. Ignatieff,

. Mr. D.V. LePan

for. the Canadian Government.

Agreed Minute

2. The first matter to be considered was the minute recording the procedure to be
followed in dealing with requests from the United States Government for the use of
fâcilities in Canadian, territory for the deployment of atomic weapons. Since Mr.
Acheson had not yet seen the draft agreed minute, this was read by Mr. Pearson. It
was accepted with almost disconcerting speed. As soon as Mr. Pearson had fin-
ished reading it, Mr. Acheson said that it seemed satisfactory to him. He then
briéfly asked his officials present if they had any objection to it and also whether in
their opinion it would be necessary for him to clear it either with General Marshall
or, with. the President. When they raised no objection and when Mr. Arneson
expressed the opinion that, the Secretary of State could approve it on his own
authority, it was agreed to. Copies were then handed to the representatives of the
State Department. They were not initialled, since it was felt on both sides that the
agreement should be made in as informal a way as possible.

3.• In explaining in a few sentences the importance which he attached to this
document; Mr. Pearson said that the Canadian Government was anxious to provide
the facilities on Canadian soil which might be required by the United States Strate-
gic Air Command. .It would be politically easier for them to do so if a document
existed recording the procedures which were to be followed when requests were
made. In this way the authority of the Canadian Government would be maintained
over action to be taken from bases in Canada or in the Canadian air space.

4. It should be noted that the agreed minute (a copy of which is attached) incor-
porates one last-minute amendment of some importance. In the morning before the
meeting at the State Department was held, Mr. Pearson suggested that it would be
an improvement if the agreed minute included some reference to the responsibili-
ties' of the United States Air Force under the North Atlantic Treaty and under
mutùal defence arrangements between Canada and the United States. The first
sentence.of the second paragraph was, therefore, amended to read, "Discussions
have'also taken place between the two Govern ments as a result of the desire of the
United_ States `Air Force in carrying out its responsibilities involving the use of
atomicWeapons which arise from the North Atlantic Treaty or from mutual defence
arrangements between ` Canada and the United States to make use of facilities in
Cânadian"territory,'as outlined in sub-paragraph 2 below". This suggested amend-
ment was tentatively cleared by Mr. Arneson on behalf of the State Department latein the mornl-

ng and was accepted without comment during the course of the after-
noon meeting
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International Control of Atomic Energy
5. After the conclusion of this agreement, thediscussion e^ ^beh^f of the State

of the points which had beenn
2Sth M May.l Mr. Wrong opened this part of the

Department at the first meeting on
discussion by referring to what Mr. Nitze had said about eWhenever such a tion
and preserving public support of the use of atomic weapons
might be necessary. He asked whether there might not seem to be some inconsis-d, that
tency, at least in the public mind, between the contention,

chief deterrent^against
atomic weapons ' wereI under 'present clrcumstances the
Soviet aggression and woùld be, if war broke' out 'Within advocacy of interna

the

chief instrument of victory and, on the other hand, continued
tional inspection and control of atomic energy. What waslth^ Ne^^Poa thâ the
United States Administration towards international contro? the
inconsistency to which Mr: Wrong had referred was more apparent ontrolIf that
Soviet' Union were'to agree to an adequate system of internationalion
agreement would produce such a relaxation of the éxistinvg

would sbe dissipated. In
change in the Soviet system that many of our present fears s of Soviet mil-
such a transformed atmosphere, a substantial intervened tô recalÎtphee decision made
i^y power might be expected. Mr. Acheson
last fall by the United Nations that the control of atomic energy ^é forumuct,^ls
of conventional armaments should now odein which the two subjects were
decision properly reflected, he thought, the way
bound together and might serve as a useful guide to the best line to take in coun-

tering * Soviet "peace". propaganda.
While accepting what Mr. Acheson and Mr.

Nitze had said, ` Mr. Pearson; nevertheless thought that no opportunity should be, t
lost of convincing public opiniori in the two countries and.indeed i 1n^ c n^o^of
the United States and its allies were sincere in advocating^^^

international
perhaps some-

théless, it had been necessary if the nations of the free wor w le. Some degree

' U' n to be provocation w^ probablY

the North Atlantlc Treaty, m • ld ere not to rem

a position where they could be conqùered almost without a strugg robably ines-

l
6. Mr. Wrong then said that i^o .t had seemed toythe Canadian authorities that

ât'the last meeting by Mr. N ,
vocative

the Soviet
attention had been devoted . almôst exclusively to pro possible tha ts me acts
Union which might precipitatea general war. Was it not po

States and its allies woûld seem so provocative to the Soviet Union that
the United

by

. •
war might ensue? Mr. Nitze agréed at once that this was a'valldnwol hs• H

Indeed, they
oWever, it

o
had been considering it in the State Dep^mw^ g hadreferréd was intrinsic to of
seemed to him'that the'danger to wh

rocess of building up collective strength to deter Soviet aggress'lroovocative Nleger-
n inp • ' Soviet eyes tmght have appeared p

Risks 'of Provoking Soviet Attacks hich had been presented

what perfunctorily.

atomic energy. Mr. Acheson and tus officials agreed

of what might seem to the Soviet mo
Mr. Pearson then wondered aloud how menacinm^eb^e^ino He sug-

capable.
States air bases in TbrkeY rm8ht seem when viewed fro



gestéd that while the North Atlantic partners should not be deterred from taking
any action which they thought essential to their own security, in every case action

- should be preceded . by calm consideration of how provocative it might seem to
Soviet eyes.' The consensus of thought on this subject seemed to be summed up by
Mr. Pearson when he said, "Although it is necessary to take action which will seem
provocative, everything that is done should be done in as unprovocative a manner
as possible".

Inevitabiliry of War?
7. Mr. Pearson then went on to expose rather more frankly some of the anxieties

current in Canada about the United States. He said that it seemed to him that the
impressiôn,was growing in Canada, not so much as the result, of official statements
by. members of the United States Administration as for other reasons, that opinion
in the United States was hardening in the direction of the inevitability of war with
the Soviet Union. There seemed to be a growing feeling that we were aiming to
win a war. not to prevent one. Mr. Acheson, somewhat surprisingly, agreed that
,those who had formed this opinion of the state of mind of the United States "had
every reason for their impression". At this point in the discussion he showed more
feeling than he did at any other. He criticised with some vehemence the unholy
alliance between some. radio commentators, a number of newspapers and some
members of Congress. He mentioned in particular Fulton Lewis, the Chicago Trib-
une and Senator McCarthy (whom he called a"member of the Fascist wing of the
Republican Party") as examples of the faction who were trying to whip up senti-
ment in favour of war now. He described their activities as "the acme of irresponsi-
bility". On the other hand, he claimed that these apostles of war against the Soviet
Union were having little effect on the thinking of most people in the United States.
Citing the mail which he himself received, he said that the general tenor of it was,
For God's sake, don't give way to these mad men". Although he was not disposed

to minimize the effect General MacArthur was having - in fact,• he characterized
MacArthur as being "extremely dangerous" - he argued that the great majority of

` those who were influenced by him were attracted because he seemed to have a
Panacea for ending the war in Korea rather than because his policy might lead to an
immediate show-down. The previous evening he had urged,vigorously that he and
those associated with him in the State Department, and indeed in the Administra-
tion, had never swerved from the objective of deterring the Soviet Union from mili-
tirY aggression. He did not repeat this defence at the afternoon meeting. But he did
call for trust in the'goôd sense of the American people. While admitting that there
was abundant evidence for the impression that the United States wanted war, he
argued that the impression was lalse. `°Those in other countries who think the
United States wants war", he repeated, "may have strong reasons for that impres-
sion; but the impression is' mistaken". As he relapsed into imperturbability, he left
the impression that he could not help but think of himself as fighting the powers of
darkness in his own country.
Action which would Precipitate a General War

g• ^• Wrong then proceeded to elicit some clarifications concerning the types of
militaryaction which would immediately lead to a general war. In the course of this
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part of the discussion it became clear that the dominant criterion in the opinion of
the State Department is whether or not the military action in question is such as to
demonstrate the intention of the Soviet Union to precipitate a general war. Various
rules of thumb could be devised in order to test whether or not this was the inten-
tion behind any specific military action. But such rules were not absolute and must

be applied only in ,the light of the general criterion. For example, it could be said
that, in general, attacks by forces of the Soviet Union would be regarded as casus

belli, whereas attacks by satellite forces would not be so regarded. Notwithstanding
that, an attack against Berlin by the satellite forces now existing in East Germany
would be regarded as a casus belli, as had been decided by the Foreign Ministers of
the United States, the United Kingdom and France in September, 1950. The expla-
nation of this seeming inconsistency was that so long as the Soviet Union was
occupying the Eastern Zone of Germany, an attack by the Bereitschaften against

wer. It
r Berlin could not be launched without the -full support of the occupying po

would, therefore, herald a decision by the Politburo to precipitate a general war and
° for that reason would be countered by an atomic bombardment of Russian vital

points. The application of the underlying criterion would also clarify, Mr. Nitze
° thought, what had been said at the previous meeting about

Î^^é attcks ew re
forces of the United States anywhere throughout the world.
slight in character, a determined effort would be made to disregard them, as had
been done on at least one occasion in the past when a plane of the United States Air
Force had been shot down in the Baltic. Similarly, attacks against vessels of the
United States Navy by the Chinese , Communists would in all probability not be

regarded as a casus belli. If, on the other hand, submarines from Siberian ports
were to attack United States naval vessels that, in all probability, would indicate a
decision on the'part`of the Soviet Union to wage a general war and must; therefore,
be met by strong retaliatory action.

Use ofAtomic. Weapons
9. In a general war with the . Soviet Union, retaliatory action would inc

attacks with atomic weapons, it was agreed. Mr. Pearson and Mr.
Wrong enquired

;,whether it was fair to infer that atomic weapons would not be used ^ri s obvious
China or with the European satellites. Mr. Nitze, with Mr. Aches
assent, replied that it would be the hope of the United States Go be used tonc

o
atomic weapons in such a contingency. Certainly, they would no t used
But the possibility could not be entirely ruled out that they might have to defeat ^e
a war against the satellites; if it seemed possible that their use migh

t
arise in

aggression without widening the conflict. This decision, for example, mightment hol^d
the case of an attack by the satellites^n Yugoslavia. The State Dep

^

that in such a contingency the use of atomic weapons could be avoided; but, Ssibil_
Mr.

Nitze's words, they did not "wish at this time to foreclose ^^olunsl ^ôuld be used
ity". In^ summary ; Mr. A^he Soviemt Unon,, theywould not be u es in a war ag^st
in a general war agains t
any of the satellites, except under very special circumstances.



' 10. Before leaving this subject, Mr. Pearson explicitly expressed the hope that
atomic weapons would not be used against China, or indeed anywhere in Asia.
This hope was clearly shared by the State Department.

Relations between Peking and Moscow
- 11.'With that agreement, discussion turned to an examination of relations
? between Peking and Moscow and to the possibility of detaching the Chinese Com-
munists from complete subservience to the Soviet Union. Mr. Acheson confessed
that he found this problem baffling and discouraging. On one hand, there certainly
were fundamental differences of interest between Peking and Moscow and we must
hope that some time, somehow, these fundamental differences would lead to a
break. On the other hand, there was no evidence at present that such a development
was in the offing. In fact, all the evidence available to the State Department tended
in the opposite direction. Those members of the Government in Peking who were
thought to be more Chinese than Communist were losing, rather than gaining,
influence. Mao Tse-tung and his government seemed to be increasingly out of
touch with their indigenous roots in China. They gave more and more the impres-
sion of conducting Chinese affairs in the interests of the Soviet Union rather than in
the interests of the Chinese people. This trend might be reversed. One must con-
tinue to hope so, to hope that the fundamental differences of interest would weaken
the axis between Peking and Moscow. But for the present, the tide appeared to be
running in the opposite direction. Mr. Acheson had been interested to note the shift
in opinion in the United Kingdom on this point. When Mr., Attlee had visited
Washington last December, there had been a good deal of talk from the British side
of Titoist possibilities in China. The British now realized, he thought, that these
hopes had been premature, if not mistaken.

12. Both Mrr. Acheson and Mr. Nitze insisted, however, that the State Department
was keeping constantly in mind the possibility of a weakening of the tie between
Moscow and Peking. This consideration, Mr. Acheson said, had been a secondary
reason for rejecting General MacArthur's request that he be permitted to authorize
bombing raids over Manchuria. The chief reason, of course, for the Administra-
tion's opposition had been that such a course might lead to intervention by the
Soviet Union and so to a third world war. But, in addition, they had been apprehen-
sive that it ri1 "ight consolidate support among the Chinese for the Peking regime and
for that regime's close dependence on the Soviet Union. Perhaps the most interest-
ing remarks during this part of the discussion were made by Mr. Nitze. He dis-
closed that he at least was now by no means sure that the bombing of China would
strengthen, rather than weaken, the Communist regime. The effect of bombing on
Opinion in China would depend a great deal on the state of that opinion at the time
bombing took place. Certainly a few months ago, and perhaps even today, it could
be used by Communist propagandists to whip up fury against "the foreign devils".
On the other hand, `if, as a result of the losses in Korea, resentment against the
Comunist'regime had become sufficiently, deep and widespread, the bombing of
Chinesé cities might lead to a strong desire to get rid of the present government.
Mr- Wrong observed that, even if that were the case, it was difficult to see how that
demand could become' effective, unless the United States and its allies were pre-
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ernment would probably take, would be to repea , pe further acts
1 the general warning issued by, President Truman when he said that any

of aggression would "endanger the fabric of world peace".

(b) ,that, if it is felt that, the present warning to inc Sov^e Gov-
-lacts_ofaggression should be reinforced, the course which th:meUnited States licit,

t and
more exp

ties, either limited or unhmited; ainst further, °^^ ^1 '
Ik

L Union ag

^;.
a^m ;(a) : that the State Department has not yet sift to its owil ht lead to hostili-
, hypothetical acts of aggression against the free world which mig

- d . N . . • . . • ^ •.
• • . .

^ ôfficiâls. From this part of the conversations two conclusions ssâm faction all the

the end of such a process no room whatsoever nught be e t o
^ Soviet Union. The importance. of this il mi was admitted by Mr. Acheson and his

po • ed to emerge:

of every last threatened 'area in the world by,issumg specifc pnor u 1
I f r ne otiation with the

Mr. Pearson also suggested that it might be unwise to attempt to secure the in g
• • lmata since at
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pared to send their armiës into China. On that note, which seemed to be widely
accepted, the discussion on this subject died away.

. . . . .. ^ I •° . .-. . , a . . . .

Indo-China and Formosa
13. At the previous meeting there had been no detailed consideration of the dan-

ger threatening various points along the wide arc from Iran to Korea. Mr. Wrong,
therefore; asked about Indo-China. The State Department representatives said that

= the}i had no new information of importance.' Mr. Wrong then enquired whether they
considered Formosa to be of greater strategic importance than Indo-China. Mr.
Nitze replied by saying that, if Indo-China fell to the Communists, the loss would
certainly be greater than if Formosa fell, since it would almost certainly entail the
loss of South-East Asia with its important resources of rice, rubber and tin. On the
other hand, he thought that in présent circumstances Formosa was of greater strate-
gic importance. The testimony of General Bradley before the Joint Senate Commit-
tees'had, he thought, described accurately the strategic importance of Formosa. In
hostile hands, Formosa would provide a dangerous base for offensive operations in
the event of a general war. Its loss would therefore be serious, but not so serious as
to jeopardize the whole Pacifie defensive system, as General MacArthur had
claimed. ,
Warning against Further Acts of Aggression

14. The discussion of the desirability of giving further warning to the Soviet
Union was somewhat inconclusive. Neither Mr. Acheson nor any of his officials
had much to add to what they had said on . this subject at the first meeting. Mr.
Pearson made two comments. He said that it seemed to him that possible acts of
aggression against the free world might be divided into four categories:

(a) those.which would lead immediately to a general war;

ôà (b) those which might not lead at once to a general war;
art of the(c) those which would be countered by limited military action on the p

United Nations; •

th
the

(d) those in areas of such comparatively slight strategic importance that at.
.'United Nations; while condemning them, would not be likely to do more than riry



Mr. Acheson pointed out that in warning the Soviet Union and the Balkan satellites
of the risk : which would be involved ! of any attack on Yugoslavia, he had used
words very similar to those chosen a few weeks previously by the President for his
general ultimatum: He also indicated clearly his preference for a general warning
against any fwther acts of aggression, rather than an ultimatum attached to a partic-
ular territory, if,that could be avoided.

15. Before concluding the appraisal of the world situation, Mr. Pearson asked
whether in the view of the State Department any further attacks were imminent.
Mr. Freeman Matthews said that. from the information available in the State
Department, he did not think so. On .the other hand, the danger threatening a num-
ber of points was serious and, in particular, the build-up of the military forces of
the Balkan satellites was highly disturbing.

Master Defence Agreement between Canada and the United States
16. Mr. Pearson also raised with Mr. Acheson the possibility of framing a new

master agreement for military co-operation between Canada and the United States.
The existing statement of principles had been drawn up in 1947 and, therefore,
ante-dated the North Atlantic Treaty and the beginning of the present acceleration
of military preparations 31 A great number of new requests were now being
received from the United States. It had proved valuable in the past in Canada to
have a set of general principles to which public reference could be made whenever
specific arrangements were contemplated or concluded. The statement drawn up in
1947.was now out of date; and it was not certain that a new statement could be
devised which would provide cover and sanction for all the multiplicity of defence
arrangements between Canada and the United States which might be necessary in
the next few years. He hoped, however, that it might prove possible. Mr. Acheson
received this suggestion very sympathetically. He said he agreed that such a state-
ment would be useful. If the Canadian authorities would provide examples of some
of the proposed arrangements which fell outside the scope of the previous state-
ment of principles, the United States would be willing to co-operate in the attempt
to form a new and more comprehensive umbrella. It was generally agreed that this
might most appropriately take the form of recommendations by the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence.
Milita~^ry Situation in Korea

17. After a military expert had come in to describe on the map the present mili-
tary situation in Korea, Mr. Acheson added a few general comments as a result of
his conversations with General Marshall since the return from Korea of the Secre-
tary of Defence. General Marshall had been very pleased with the fighting quali-fies, morale^ ning and equipment there
had never been a better, army an here.eHe

8th
had int

in orea. He said
rviewed the ationalt om-

manders of all the forces now brigaded in the 8th Army and had found them, with-
out exception,, both keen and content. They were satisfied with the role they were
playing and with the correctness of the orders they were receiving. General Mar-
shall felt that there was now no question that the 8th Army could maintain itself in
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Koréa. in ^ the -face of whatever attacks', might be launched: Mr. Acheson also
reported what General Marshall had said about the recent defeat of the Chinese
Communists. It had been more than a defeat, it had been "a major disaster". Before
United States troops had - sealed off a serious - penetration made by the Chinese
Communists into the •lines of the Korean forces on the right flank of the line, the
mass of the 8th Army had been ordered to attack in the central sector and on the
left flank. This counter attack had caught the Chinese and North Korean forces
completely off balance and the loss of men, vehicles and equipment had been tre-
mendous. The poor quality of the Chinese prisoners now being captured indicated
that progress had been made in destroying the. trained fabric of the Chinese Army.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21;

Annexe ,

Attachment

[Washington], June 14, .1951TOP SECxeT ;

AGREED MINUTE

• - In the commumq
between Prime Minister Attlee and Mr. Truman,' the President stated that "it was
his hope that world conditionswould never call for the use of the atomic bomb". .
The communiqué continued: "The President told the Prime Minister that it was also
his desire to keep the Prime Minister at all times informed of developments which
might bring about a change in the situation". The' State Department informed the
Canadian Embassy on December 9th that the Canadian Government was in this
respect in the same position as the ^United Kingdom Government.

Discussions have also taken place between the two governments as a result of
the desire of the United States Air Force, in carrying out its responsibilities involv-
ing the use'of atomic weapons which arise from the North Atlantic Treaty or from
mutual defence arrangements lietween Canada and the United States,o^ make use
of facilities in Canadian territory as outlined in sub-paragraph (2) ^l into

-In consequence, the following procedural arrangements have been put

effect:
-:(1) Frequent consultations shall take place in Washington between the C esStates
Ambassador and the Secretary'of State and such other officers of the United
Government as may be designated by him. The purpose ofthesecoconsultations the

exchange views on developments in the world situation which might and are not
use of atomic weapons. =The consultations are informal and exploratoryof either gov-
to be regarded as involving or implying any commitment on the part o ^icular cu-
ernrnent as to the action it will take or the po^at bltsultations it will be
cumstances yet to arise. It would be the hope

Y such consultations
the

possible to arrive at common appreciations of situations which may
use of atomic weapons. e use

t ' (2) Requests of the Government of the United States for permission to m^
of facilities in Canadian territory for the deployment of atomic weapons (both w -

' ué issued on December - 8th - at - the' conclusion of the talks
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out and with their nuclear components) and for the conduct of operations involving
the use of such weapons, or to overfly Canadian territory with such weapons, are to
be addressed to the Canadian Government by the Department of State through the
Canadian Embassy in Washington, and the reply of the Canadian Government is to
be routed through the same channels. As much advance notification as possible will
be given by the Government of the United States, and on its part the Government
of Canada will seek to answer such requests promptly.

.(3) These arrangements shall be regarded as subject to modification by mutual
consent at any, time. ^ i.

700. CEW/Nol.3094

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
dl'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

: Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsj`'airs
to Ambassador in United States

WISER LETIER No. 4: . Ottawa, June 29, 1951

WISER-TOP SECRET

Reference: Your Wiser letter No. 5 of June 23, 1951.t

' METHODS OF HANDLING U.S. ATOMIC REQUESTS

We agree entirely with your argument that it is necessary to work out in some
detail arrangements for rapid and secure communication on Wiser matters between
Ottawa and Washington on such a basis that the channels could be opened in case
of need at any hour*of the night and over weekends and holidays. We also recog-
nize the necessity, related to the minute of June' 14 on agreed prôcedures in these
matters, of giving the State Department a sufficiently explicit account of these
arrangements to satisfy them that we really are prepared to co-operate. In this letter
I shall report what arrangements we have so far made in Ottawa, and shall discuss
some of the points (both those mentioned in your letter and others which have
-leu to us) on which procedures have yet to be established.

2. It appears to us that the problem has three aspects. The first of these is the
establishment of a secure chain of communication for urgent messages which can
be made to 'operate at any time on short notice. By a chain of comniunication we
mean an arrangement for contact between the individual persons who will actually
be involved in the transniission of the message. The report in your paragraph 2 that
Mr.' Arneson or his assistant Mr. Chase will be available at all times to transmit
messages 'to the Canadian Embassy and that provision will be made for having
Yourself, Mr. Matthews or Mr. Ignatieff always available by telephone is perfectly
satisfactory, For our part we propose to draw up a list of officers familiar with the
situation of whom at least one will be available by telephone at any time, and we
hope to prepare a sort of "duty list" on a weekly or fortnightly basis to indicate
Which of these officers will be available at a given time. This duty list will be on, . .. , ...ti . . I,^. . .
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hand in , the Communications office hère, and we propose to send you a copy as
each new list comes out. As it is unlikely that an urgent message will originate in
Ottawa outside . of office hours, I do ' not think - you néed keep us informed as to
which of your officers will be on call at â given time. Any 'one of our officers will
be in a position to 'receive an urgent message and to ensure that it is brought as
rapidly as possible to the attention of the appropriate representative of the Govern-
ment; this aspect of the question I shall discuss below.

3. Related to the personal chain of communication is what might be termed the
mechanical chain. Here we have in mind the provision of qualified teletype opera-
tors and of a satisfactory teletype channel. While our own wires are not open on a

: twenty-four hour basis, emergency use in off hours can very readily be arranged on
short notice. Where there is reason to anticipate an urgent message, it would bed

Offcé as channels of communication. Simultaneously with the a%,
^
abov` e we will commùnicate` of course with Mr Pearson

and Mr. Claxton if they are

°âvailatïle.^ ^1ny reply' to Washington will 'of course be communicated throüg

+Depairtmënt, presumablÿ ,through the channel by which the request comes in.

5.=What I have,written is not to be regarded as a fully detailed
proceduralanpa o^

on here
and is only designed a to indicate to you ; the l ines , we are

me he will not be con
guide you in .conversation with Mr., Arneson. I presu are rapid

: cerned particularly with our channels provided he can be assured that they what we
and secure, but no doubt the State Department is anxious t o cl earance of a request
have in mind as to the procedure for obtaining Government ed
For. the present at least, I think you should say no more than that

nis er o Ac^ng
have

, to bring requests immediately to the attention of the . Pnme Mi

desirable for the wire to be kept open dunng whatever penod you suggest. I s ou
prefer to rely upon an arrangement for rapid provision `of overtime service on our
own wire, and shall write you again when we have been able to look into the details

of this. We propose a duty list system, similar to that mentioned for officers, to
ensure that a teletype operator competent to handle these messages can always be
obtained on short notice. Copies of this duty list will be sent to you like the other,
and I suggest that when an urgent message is to be sent your teletype operator
should telephone the appropriate man on our teletype duty list to warn him of the
message and to ask him to get in touch with the political officer on call. It may be
that your political officer will also wish to telephone our political officer directly
,and in a later communication I shall discuss the suggestion in your paragraph 6 of
setting up a code,which might be used for telephone purposes on this subject., 11 1.
.4. The third aspect of the question, and in many ways the most important, is that

. of obtaining ministerial consideration of an urgent request. I have discussed uthise t
. problem with the Prime Minister, and he has instructed me that any such req
a should at once be brought to his attention; if he is not immediately available it will
. be communicated at once to the. Acting Prime Minister (if any) or the senior Cabi-

net Minister immediately, r available in the . Ottawa Area. In addition to our own
officers, namely myself, Reid, Ritchie, MacKay, Glazebrook, LePan, Collins and
Kirkwood, so far involved in, the subject, the Prime Minister has designated Mr•
Norman Robertson, or failing him Mr. Gordon Robertson of the Privy Council

-,Office and Mr. Pickersgill, or, failing him Mr. Ross Martin of the Prime htinister s
• tion referred to
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Washington, July 14, 1951

THIRD MEETING OF CONSULTATION

Prime Minister. If Mr. Arneson is interested, I see no objection to your telling him
enough of the proposed arrangements to convince him that they are workable and
meet the requirement for urgent and secure communication between Washington
and Ottawa with the minimum of delay in cases of extreme necessity.

A.D.P. HEENEY

I enclose four copies of a record of the Third Meeting of Consultation, which
took place at the Department of State yesterday afternoon. I shall send some com-
ments on this meeting in a further letter next week.

H.H. WRONG

[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSURE]

Compte-rendu

Report

WISERTOP SECRET [Washington], July 14, 1951

The meeting which took place in the office of Mr. Paul Nitze was attended by

RECORD OF THE THIRD MEETING BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

CANADIAN AND UNTIED STATES GOVERNMENTS TO ASSESS THE WORLD
SITUATION AND THE RISK OF WAR, FRDAY, JULY 13TH

Mr. Freeman Matthews, Mr. Paul Nitze, Mr. R. Gordon Arneson and Mr. Carl Sav-
agé"for thé United States Governmént, and by Mr. H.H. Wrong and Mr. G. Igna-
tieff, for thè'Cânadian Government. I '

1• Constitutional Issues. In opening the discussion Mr. Wrong suggested that it
might be desirable to arrive at an understanding in the consultations about the con-
stitutioiial procedures which would need to be followed in the United States, the
United Kingdoiü and Canada, in the event that it might be necessary to authorize
quick1étaliatôrytnilitâry action against aggression. A study of this question should
revéài the conditions in which delay might be involved because of the limitations,
constitutional or convëntional, placed upon the executive branch of government
Wlthin thè thrée'countries. Mr. Wrong invited comment as to whether the U.S. rep-
reséntâtivës regarded this as a relevant topic for discussion.
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Mr.• Matthews, Mr. Nitze and Mr. Arneson. each made comments to the effect

Soviet initiative seem to confirm the view that pro-Soviet elements are dominant in

that an exchange of views on this question was desirable. Mr. Nitze observed that
as far'as the United States was concerned, the constitutional problem involved the
powers of the Congress to declare war on the one hand and the powers of the Presi-
dent as Commander-in-Chief on the other. The constitutional precedents have been
established which would permit the President as Commander-in-Chief of the
Forces to authorize measures to be taken against an aggressor, which would in
effect result in hostilities taking place even before Congress had given legislative
authority for a declaration of war. He asked Mr: Wrong whether he could say what
constitutional limits existed in Canada upon the authority of the Government to
authorize defensive measures. °

. Mr. Wrong replied that this was a matter which was currently. under considera-
tion by the Canadian authorities. While the ordering of defensive measures and
even the declaration of war were in law executive acts, Parliament had the authority
to review action taken and to withhold or vote supply; undertakings had also been
given- about consultation with Parliament in certain circumstances. The possibility
of a clarifying statement by the Government on the constitutional issues was being
considered, having particular regard to the type of situations which might arise in
the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty.

It was agreed that views should be exchanged ata later meeting on the positions
of the Canadian and United States Governments in respect of the constitutional
limitations upon the powers of the executive to take military action to resist
aggression.

2. Problem of Soviet Intentions in the Light of the Soviet Proposal for a Cease-
Fire in Korea. Mr. Wrong next suggested that it might be useful to exchange views
on the possible reasons for the Soviet initiative in proposing a cease-fire in Korea.
He suggested that an analysis of various hypotheses might throw some light on
possible further Soviet moves in the Far East or in other parts of the world,
although even 'tentative conclusions would, at this stage, be little more than
guesses. To initiate the discussion, Mr. Wrong suggested that it might be possible to
ascribe the Soviet initiative to local considerations concerned with supply problems
such as the 'need for large quantities of Soviet weapons by the Chinese forces, or
the cost to the Chinese of the operation in Korea, or the desire to release Chinese
forces for activities elsewhere. If local considerations were predominant, would the

Peking? 'Alternatively, might it be a face-saving device adopted by the Chinesni^e
desire to disengage themselves in Korea? Also what would be the effects upo
prospects of an armistice béing arranged, to be followed by a political settlement?

If the Soviet motives on the other hand were thought to be general and related
directly to the balance of power in the world, was it the desire of the Soviet Gov

` , h . ht t, omeways be regarded as theernment to extncate ihemselves from w at m^g n s
possible that the

major blunder of Soviet diplomacy since World War 2? Was it not po
Soviet Government has realized that as a result of the military venture in Korea
their world 'position has ^ worsened due to the greatly accelerated pace of rearma
ment among the Western powers? If the Soviet motives were thought to be related



to such general considerations, Mr. Wrong asked whether their aim was likely to be
a détente with the West, with the stepping up of the Soviet peace campaign in order
to retard the pace of Western rearmament. In that event, was it probable that the
Soviet aim would be a genuine desire to reduce the risks of war? Alternatively,
would it be a mere propaganda device? Mr. Wrong suggested that the Soviet
motives in effect might be a combination of local and general considerations.

Mr. Matthews said that the State Department thinking was likewise based on
hypotheses and that they suffered from an absence of knowledge about the inten-
tions or motives of the Soviet and the Chinese Communist Governments. He
agreed that Soviet motives in initiating a cease-fire could be ascribed to both local
and general considerations. The Chinese Communists had probably begun to press
the Soviet Government to increase supplies and other forms of aid at a time when
the military situation in Korea was unfavourable on the whole to the Communist
forces. Moreover, the fighting was beginning to approach the borders of the Soviet
Union; the Soviet Government was almost psychopathically sensitive about their
borders and their security sphere. It was quite probable that the Chinese Commu-
nist Government first raised with Moscow the question of what to do in the face of
the deteriorating military situation and their need for further supplies. This was
apparently followed by an initiative from Moscow to commence talks leading to a
cessation of hostilities, but it was not at all clear to what extent the authorities in
Peking and Moscow had co-ordinated their actions. Mr. Wrong remarked that he
had learnt from Mr. Hickerson that Mr. Bebler of Yugoslavia had told him on the
previous day that in his judgment the Soviet Government had probably used their
favourite tactic of confronting a dependent government with a fait accompli.

Mr. Nitze observed that another possible explanation was the desire to take a
strong initiative in the peace offensive at the present time for domestic considera-
tions. There were indications that the Soviet Government was finding it increas-
ingly difficult to persuade their own people and the people of the satellite states that
the responsibility for the war in Korea lay entirely with the South Koreans and the
United States and other members of the United Nations. If the Soviet . initiative was
connected with propaganda designs, it was difficult to draw any definite conclu-
sions. Mr. Nitze suggested that if the Soviet Government was contemplating further
aggressive moves,'it would . be quite logical for them to make a special effort to
instill among their own people the idea that they had done everything possible to
maintain peace and that war, if it . came, was entirely the 'responsibility of the«.
imperialist" powers. It was thus possible that the Soviet initiative might be con-

nected with a desire to retard the pace of Western rearmament, or as a psychologi-
cal preparation for a new aggressive move elsewhere.

Mr• Wrong suggested that perhaps one of the best tests of the sincerity of the
Soviet motives would be the extent to which an armistice in Korea would be fol-
loWO by, efforts to reach a political settlement. Mr. Matthews said that, while the
S^te Department was still quite hopeful about the possibilities of negotiating an
armistice, there was little expectation that this would be followed by a political
settlénient,lVll.. Nitze added that there was little evidence from the Soviet press and
radio conûnent that the Soviet Government expected anything more than an armi-
stice in Korea.
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- _ ! The discussion on this point'ended with comments from Messrs. Matthews and
Nitze to the effect that it would be wishful thinking to expect that Russian motives
were limited merely to a desire to stop Western rearmament by offering to negotiate
a détente; the history of the Communist Party and the nature of the Soviet Govern-
ment and its techniques made it more probable to expect further aggressive moves.

: 3. Guarantees in a Korean Settlement. -Mr. Wrong recalled the discussion at the
second Meeting of . Consultation, as well as remarks made by Mr. Acheson at a
discussion with Mr. Pearson and Mr. Wrong at which Mr. Matthews had been pre-
sent, about the possibility of a guarantee against the resumption of hostilities in
Korea in the event of a settlement, involving some sort of undertaking that a breach
of the settlement would mean general war. He inquired whether the State Depart-
ment could offer any further comments, having in mind the desirability not to limit
the freedom of manoeuvre by precise guarantees of defined areas.

Mr. Matthews and Mr. Nitze said that they had not pursued this line of thought
since the previous meeting.' Mr. Nitze, however, explained that the U.S. Govern-
ment did not have in mind too precise a guarantee against the resumption of hostili-
ties in Korea. They were fully aware of the undesirability'of limiting their powers
of manoeuvre in such a way as to make it difficult to localize a conflict should
hostilities be resumed in Korea. On the other hand, they would not wish the Com-
munists to be left with the illusion that in the event of a settlement they would be
left free to move into South Korea either through the use of North Korean forces or
Chinese volunteers. It would not be possible'to build up South Korean forces to a
point at which they.would be able to resist any possible attack from North Korea. It
was therefore contemplated that a guarantee in very general terms might have to be
given which would make it clear that any violation of the armistice would be con-
sidered a serious matter.

Y4. Other Area Problems.

:^>=Ïran. Mr. Wrong asked if there was anything to be said about the deteriorating
situation in Iran and particularly whether there was thought to be a serious danger

.. . , , . : p ,. y . f . ... .

of fighting as a consequence.
Mr: Nitze' said 'that the State Department regarded the situation as very serious.

Ttiey, found it difficult to see what could be donein the face of the strong wave of
nationalism which had swept the whole of Iran, not merely certain elements of the
population: Mr.' Matthews also indicated that the U.S. Government was inclined to
attach 'greâter importance than the British to the necessity of coming to some kind
of an agreement with Premier Mossadegh. In the opinion of the State Department
any conceivable successor to Premier Mossadeghr would probably be more intracta-
ble, whereas the British seemed to ho that his disa earance from office would

make the situation easier. The dange ôf ;internal `subversion constituted a greater
_ r , . • • • ^ _ . .

not -so weak. ' There were no strong forces , available at the presen
defence of the Middle East. British forces were inadequate, and most

of the United

Statés forces were tied up' in Korea.

Mr.'Nitze added that the present situation m, an w
grave if the general strategic position of the Western powers, in the Middle for the

imediate threat than possible military action in an.
•"° '' Ir' 'r ould not be considered so



_On the question of possible intervention by the Prime Minister of India or of
Pakistan, Mr. Matthews offered the opinion that both Messrs. Nehru and Liaquat
were too absorbed with their domestic problems and the Kashmir situation to be
likely to intervene effectively.

Turkey. Mr. Wrong referred to the objections taken by some governments, par-
ticularly, . Norway and Denmark and also. France, to the inclusion of Turkey in
NATO in the course of the discussions in the Council of Deputies in London. He
inquired "whether, the U.S. was prepared to consider a separate Mediterranean
treaty. Mr.. Nitze replied that the important factor in the opinion of the State
Department was that the security of the eastern Mediterranean was essentially tied
to the security of Europe. Because the Middle East was now recognized as
extremely weak from a military standpoint, it was all the more important to face
this fact and to provide for an effective linking of security in this area to that of
Western Europe to ensure that the defences of Europe are not outflanked. As to a
separate regional pact, Mr. Nitze could not see any accretion of strength being
derived from any of the countries in the Mediterranean basin with the exception of
Greece and Turkey. Certainly no military strength could be contributed in the
immediate future from either the Arab states or from Israel.

Mr. Matthews added that the United States Government had an additional
domestic preoccupation because they felt sure that there would be ' much greater
difficulties in getting congressional ratification of a new regional defence treaty
than of a simple amendment of an existing treaty.

Mr. Wrong asked whether, in view of its possible provocative effect upon the
Soviet Union, it was thought desirable to establish NATO air bases in Turkey in
advance of the outbreak of war. Mr. Matthews said that he was not aware of any
plan to establish U.S. or NATO bases in Turkey in peacetime. It was the wish of the
United States, however, to be able to occupy bases in Turkey immediately in the
event of the outbreak, of war; this was rated as 'a matter of great strategic
importance.'

` Finland. In 'view of the reference contained in a despatch from the Canadian
Chargé d'Affaires in Belgcade, No. 670 of June 29th,t I to a conversation between
Marshal Tito and the Israeli Minister in which Tito mentioned his apprehensions
that Finland might bë the- victim of a Soviet coup d'état, Mr. Wrong asked whether
the State Department had any similar information. Mr. Matthews said that he was
aware of the -conversation between Marshal Tito and the Israeli Minister, but had
not heard of Tito's reference to a possible Soviet move in Finland; nor had they any
intelligence pointing towards this from other sources. He remarked that there had
been slight gains registered by the Communist Party in the recent elections.

spain• Mr. Matthews said that the United States Government was about to begin
bilateral talks with the Spanish Government, which it is hoped might lead to bilat-
eral arrangements permitting the use of certain naval and air facilities in Spain by
U•S. forces. Admiral Sherman would be going to Spain for the purpose of these
negotiations.` The British and French Governments had been informed about these
talks and been given assurance that the question of the inclusion of Spain in NATO
would not be raised. The U.S. Government was well aware of the British and
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French objections, and had no intention of seeking more than an agreement, pre-
sumably. of an executive nature and not in treaty form, between Spain and the U.S.

This was the only matter brought up at the meeting on the initiative of the State
Department representatives.

5. •Further Meeting. Mr. Wrông said that he hoped to be away for about a month
beginning the 4th of August. In his absence Mr. W.D. Matthews would be available
to carry on the talks if it was desired; alternatively, the consultations might be sus-
pended until September except in the event of an emergency. Mr. Nitze said that he
hoped to be away during August also and thought that the talks could probably be
suspended for that month. It was agreed that there would be one more meeting of
consultation before August 4th, the date to be set later.
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 4
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A,,B`'aires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

WISER LETTER No. 10 Washington, July 28, 1951

WISER-TOP SECRET

1. I enclose the record of the Fourth Meeting of Consultation, which was held
yesterday afternoon. There was a delay in the start of the meeting because Mr.
Matthews, Mr. Nitze and I attended Admiral Sherman's funeral early in the after-

, noon and this delay made,it impossible for Mr. Matthews to be present.
2. This meeting was the least satisfactory of those which have taken place, possi-

bly due in part to Mr. Matthews' absence. Mr. Nitze volunteered no information on
his side, although I had expected that we might be'given some indication of the
results of the talks between the State and Defense Departments which I mentioned
in my letter Wiser No: 8 of July 21 st.t Mr. Nitze also was not forthcoming in his
answers to questions raised by me.

3. It was agreed that, subject to no important developments requiring urgent con-
sultation, the fifth meeting should take place in the first half of September. If e^^
require a meeting while Mr. IgnatIeff and myself are absent on holiday, NU-
thews and Mr. Campbell.will represent the Embassy.^

H.H. WRONG

-; f

low

FOUR TH MEETING OF CONSULTATION
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WisERTOP SECRET . [Washington], July 28, 1951,

RECORD OF THE FOURTH MEETING BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTS TO ASSESS THE WORLD .

SITUATION AND THE RISK OF WAR, FRIDAY, JULY 27TH

The meeting took placé in the office of Mr. Paul Nitze at the State Department.
It was attended by Mr. Paul Nitze, Mr. R. Gordon Arneson, and Mr. J. Chase for
the United States Government and Mr. H.H. Wrong and Mr. G. Ignatieff for the
Canadian Government.

1. Methods, of Handling, U.S. Requests for Permission to Use Facilities in Cana-
dian Territory. Mr. Arneson suggested that,it might be useful to exchange informa-
tion on any progress made in following up the procedural arrangements which were
recorded in the Minute which was agreed at the Meeting of Consultation on June
14, 1951. He explained that on, the U.S. side, communications concerned with
requests of the U.S. Government for the use of atomic facilities in Canadian terri-
tory would normally, come through himself or Mr. Chase. However, Mr. Freeman
Matthews, the Deputy Under-Secretary of State, and Mr. Paul Nitze might also on
occasion be concerned. Mr. Wrong said that, apart from himself, he had authorized
Mr. Matthews, Mr., Ignatieff, and Mr. Campbell to, handle these matters in the
Embassy. Mr. Arneson again said that it would be very helpful if he could have a
letter outlining the arrangements which had been put into effect by the Canadian
Government to implement the Minute agreed to on June 14. He explained that the
U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff had considered the Minute and were not altogether happy
about what had been agreed. In fact, they were considering re-opening the question
through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. Mr. Wrong observed that re-open-
ing the question. through the P.J.B.D. would not serve any useful purpose as the
recommendations of the Board would inevitably have to be considered by the
Prime ' Minister and the same Ministers who had made the decisions regarding the
arrangements agreed to in the Minute of June 14. Mr. Arneson fully understood
this. Mi. ;Wrong suggested that if the Joint Chiefs persisted in their desire for dis-
cussions in the P.J.B.D., a senior'officer of the State Department might make it
clear to General Marshall or Mr. Lovett that such a discussion would be fruitless.
Mi• Wrong said that he hoped that a letter outlining the arrangements put into effect
by the Canadian Government to follow up the Minute of June 14 would be sent to
Mr•'Arneson shortly; a draft had been sent to Ottawa and the letter should soon be
ready for presentation.

2• Japanese Peace Treaty and Related Bilateral Security Pact. Mr. Wrong asked
whether Mr. Nitze might care to comment on the strategic effects of a guarantee of
the securityof Japan which the United States Government would be offering uni-
laterally in its bilateral security treaty with Japan. Assuming that the Soviet Union

not,would not. sign the,. Peace -Treary, he noted that the, Soviet Government would
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remain at war while the United States and the other, signatories would be at peace
with Japan and'Japan while it was disarmed would be protected by its agreement
with the United States.

Mr. Nitze said that he could see legal difficulties in the situation, but from the
point of view of security the position of Japan, after the guarantee of security had
been given by the United States, would not differ substantially from the situation in
Germany., Japan, like Western Germany, is dependent upon a security guarantee,
and the risks attendant upon such a guarantee were not dissimilar.

3. Kôrea. Mr. Wrong asked whether Mr. Nitze had any further views to express
on the possible` intentions of the Soviet Government in initiating armistice talks in
Korea in the light of developments at Kaesong. Mr. Nitze said that the talks so far
provided little new upon which to base an appreciation of Soviet intentions. It was
safe to surmise that the Communists desired to arrive at least at an armistice in
Korea, as they had been prepared to agree to retract their insistence on the principle
that the withdrawal of foreign troops from Korea should be included in the agenda.
This did not indicate that they would be prepared to accept armistice terms accept-
able to the Unified Command. All that could be said to date was that the progress
had been mildly encouraging in so far as certain obstacles had been overcome,
namely, agreement on the conference site and upon an agenda. However, difficult
obstacles lay ahead, notably agreement on the demarcation line, arrangements to
ensure the observance of the armistice, and prisoners of war. Mr. Nitze also noted
that the Communist forces since the time that the armistice talks had begun at
Kaesong were in better shape to resume fighting. They had had time to bring up
ample supplies over their difficult supply route, and they still had a substantial
numerical advantage over U.N. forces. However, on the U.N. side there had also
been an improvement in logistical arrangements as well as a strengthening of
line now held.

Mr. Wrong asked whether Mr4. Association of Greeee and Turkey with NATO.
Nitze* had anything to * say about the conclusions which had been reached by the
U.S.'Government as a result of the review undertaken in the light of the discussion
of thïs'question by the NATO Council of Deputies in London. Mr. Nitze said that as
â result of the review, the United States authorities were firmer than ever in the
opinion that it was necessary to offer Greece and Turkey full membership in NATO
and that a' decision to do this should be taken quickly.,Alternative solutions had
been considered; but the conclusions now reached were influenced not only by the

wealcKstrategic position of the Western Powers.in the Middle East, but also the
doinestic effects 'which might follow if the Turkish -Government were not to obtain
full, membership. Mr.Nitze said that if full membership was not soon agreed' thebe rehed
long=range 'repercussions would be, very serious:,The Turks could only

t
emselv

haveeauponlô add their strength to the defence of Eurrope, unless they were
directly attacked, if they were offered full membership; it was essential

` itive assurance of support from Turkey in order to ensure that the defe^`e^P^
Europe should not be outflanked, as well as in the event of trouble in

the
auto-

Mediterianean. Mi. Wrong observed that this argument seemed of aggre mon, and
matic belligerence on the part of all NATOmembers in the d other countries a
réinarked that there seemed to have been in the United States an
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striking development in this direction of the interpretation of Article 5 of the Treaty
since the time of its signature. Mr. Nitze agreed; the Treaty when originally signed
registered a certain community of interests between the signatories, but this did not
preclude development of a closer sense of community of interests as a result of
changing circumstances.

5. Spain. Mr. Wrong asked whether Mr. Nitze had anything to add to the brief
remarks made by Mr. Freeman Matthews at the last Meeting of Consultations with
regard to the mission of Admiral Sherman to Spain. Mr. Nitze said that he had
nothing to add. The talks were exploratory and related only to the possibility of use
by the U.S. armed forces of certain naval and air facilities in Spain. Mr. Wrong
added that if this were agreed it would look like a first step towards a much closer
association with Spain, but Mr. Nitze would not indicate when or how these talks
might be followed up. When Mr. Wrong referred to the repercussions on public
opinion of these talks in the United Kingdom and Western European countries, Mr.
Nitze replied that it was important to the Western European countries to display
initiative and capacity to defend themselves if "neutralism" was to be effectively
combatted; the spirit of neutralism mainly arose from lack of confidence in the
capacity of the western nations to defend themselves effectively against the
U.S.S.R: - and a_ feeling that perhaps the Soviet Union might be victorious; the
greater the strength 'of the West the more readily would willing allies be found
around the world. .

`- 6. Possible U.S. Requests for Deployment of Special Weapons or their Compo-
nents Affecting Canadian Territory. Mr. Ignatieff asked whether the State Depart-
ment expected any requests to be made in the near future relating to deployment of
special weapons or their component parts. Mr.. Arneson replied that the only
requests which might be made in the near future would be concerned with the over-
flight of Canadian territory by U.S. aircraft carrying the"components of special
weapons in connection with the rotation of those held in the United Kingdom by
the U.S. There was no likelihood of any request for storage in Canada of special
weapons, as the facilities in Goose Bay were still under construction.

7. Constitutional Questions. Finally, Mr. Arneson referred to the discussion at the
previous meeting about the constitutional procedures which would have to be fol-
lowed in Canada, the U.S. and the U.K. in the event that it might be necessary
quickly to surprise retaliatory action against an aggression. He said that he had
consulted the Legal Adviser of the State Department on this question and had been
given 'copies of, two memoranda prepared by the Legal Adviser dealing with the
authority of the President to order the armed forces of the United States abroad for
Purposes involving protection of the security interests of the United States. The
first memorandum was prepared in July, 1950 immediately after the outbreak of the
Korean War, and the second in connection with the consideration by Congress of
sending ground forces for service with the integrated force in Europe under Gen-
eral Eisenhower. A single copy of each of the memoranda is enclosed.t He added
that he had as6d the Legal Adviser whether the President's authority as Com-
mander-in-Chief to order U.S. forces abroad and to authorize them to take defen-
sive action was, subject to any limitation of approval by or consultation with the
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Congress; the Legal Adviser had answered without hesitation or qualification that
his authority was complete:
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Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé dAffaires, Embassy in United States,'.
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

WISER LETTEIt NO. 11 Washington, August 6, 1951

WISER-TOP SECRET

Reference: Your Wiser telegram No. 5 of August 2t and your Wiser Letter No. 7 of
August 3, 1951.t

PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING U.S. ATOMIC REQUESTS

1. I left with Mr. Arneson this morning a letter outlining the procedure to be
followed in the handling of U.S. atomic requests. A copy of the letter left with Mr.
Arneson is enclosed herewith.

2. I am also enclosing copies of the instructions that have been issued in the
Embassy today to the Communications Section and to the Chancery guard to
implement the arrangements set out in the letter to Mr. Arneson. j'

3. After receiving the letter, Mr. Arneson informed me that the Pentagon had
proposed to the State Department a further study by the P.J.B.D. of the procedure
to be followed when forwarding requests for authorization of the flights by the
U.S.A.F. The State Department has recalled to the Pentagon the difficulties that
arose when this matter was last discussed by the P.J.B.D. and has suggested that
that channel may not be the appropriate one if this question should be re-opened.

4. Arneson said, however, it was possible that we might receive a request for
further consideration of this problem through some channel. He personally thought
that it might be worth our turning over in our minds the following possibility.
Authorization for individual flights between specific airfields should be sought
through Service channels. At the time authorization was sought through these chan-
nels, the State Department would be notified and would advise the Embassy. This,
however, would be merely advice and not a'request for authorization. Arneson
fully realizes that any such proposal, if formally made, might not be acceptable to
the Canadian authorities.

5. Arneson went on to say that flights by the U.S.A.F. carrying special weapons
between United States airfields and Ladd Field are now being made over the
Pacific. This route, however, is subject to greater weather difficulties at certain
times of the year and about one year ago the U.S.A.F. lost one plane when making
such a flight. For this reason. the U.S.A.F. wish to have such flights made by an
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overland route to Alaska without what they consider to be a cumbersome method of

r.

e
e
it
I

obtammg authonzation. .

[PIÈCE JOINTF/ENCLOSURE] ,

Lé chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
à l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Chargé dAffaires, Embassy in Unitéd States,
to Special Assistant to Secretary of State of United States

TOP SECRET Washington, August 6, 1951

Dear Mr. Arneson:

I refer to the Minute which was agreed at the Meeting of Consultation on June
14th, 1951, recording the procedural arrangements which have been put into effect
governing the_ handling of requests from the Govenunent of the United States to the
Canadian Government, for permission to make use of lacilities in Canadian terri-
tory in connection with the employment of atomic weapons.

This Minute states: "Requests of the Govenunent of the United States for per-
mission to make use of facilities in Canadian *territoryfor the'deployment of atomicweapons (both without and with their nuclear components) and for thé conduct of
operations involving thé use of such weapons, or to overfly Canadian territory with
such weapons, are to be addressed to the Canadian Government by the ' Department
of State through the Canadian Embassy in Washington, and the 'reply of the Cana-
dian Government is to be routed through the same channels. As much advance noti-
fication as possible will be given by the Government of the United States, and on
its part the Govenunent of Canada will seek to answer such requests promptly."

The Canadian authorities have given careful consideration to the means which
may best be employed to provide for the prompt and secret transmission of such
requests from the Government of the United States to the Canadian Government
and for the return of, a prompt answer.

It is our understanding that the requests in the first instance will be addressed
from the Department-of State to the Canadian Embassy. The officers designated in
the

Department of State are Mr. Chase and yourself. In 'certain circumstances
requests

may be addressed from the Secretary of State himself or from' Mr. Free-
m^ Matthews or Mr. Nitze. There is always a guard on duty at the Canadian Chan-cery which

can be reached at any time, day or night, on the telephone' number
DEcatur 1011. The Ambassador has designated three senior officers, besides him-
self, at least one of whom may be reached at any time through the guard at the
Embassy or direct. The names and house telephone numbers of the officers are asfollows:

Mr. H.H. Wron& Ambassador-DEcatur 2615
^• W.D. Matthews, Minister-EMerson 6464
Mr• G. Ignatieff; Counsellor=DEcatur 6869
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Mr. Peter Campbell, Second Secretary-ADams 1863.
I think that if a case arises requiring urgent communication

abo e at the nu berswould be best to seek to reach one of the persons mentionede

given, and to call the Chancery guard only if this produced no result.
Arrangements have also been made for the prompt transmission of requests of

the U.S. Government by means of,- the teletype circuit between the Canadian
Embassy and: the Department of External Affairs in Ottawa. Teletype operators
have been specially designated on the Canadian Embassy staff to handle such traf-
fic and arrangements made for àt least one of these operators to be on duty when-
ever required. The teletype ôperators will transmit messages on this subject by
means of a special cyphering tape to be used only for them.

In the Department of External Affairs similar arrangements have been made for
designated teletype operators to handle these messages, and, in addition, certain
senior officers of the Department, listed in a special duty roster, are responsible for
seeing that requests are handled promptly. At night or over weekends one of these

officers will always be accessible by telephone.

;. While the teletype , circuit is regarded as the normal. channel for secret and
1 h can be einployéd in cases of specialprompt communication, the te ep one

emergency. , , ..

In order to ensure ministerial consideration by the Canadian Government of any
urgent requests, instructions have been issued by the Prime Minister of Canada that

^ , .any urgent request should at once be brought to his attention; if he is not imm
ately available, it will be communicated at once to the Acting Prime Minister or the

senior Cabinet Minister available in Ottawa..
These arrangements have already been put into effect. Should it be found neces-

sary to make any substantial changes, you will be informed.
Yours sincerely,

W.D. MATTHEwS

704.
CEW/V01. 3094

. Le chargé d'affaires de l'ambassade aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,. ..,. , ;... , .,•. . .
Washington, AU

9, 195 1
WISER LETTER NO. 12

WISER-TOP SECRET

Reference: My Wiser Letter No. 11 of August 6, 1951.

PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING U.S. ATOMIC REQUESTS ested to
1. Mr. Freeman Matthews, the Deputy Under-Secretary of State, has sugg of

us that it might be desirable to change the next to last paragraph
of my letter

^ TIi ' 1
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August 6th to Mr. Arneson, a copy of which was forwarded to you'with the letter-
under reference, before my letter is discussed with the Defense Department.

2. Mr: -Matthews expects that the' Defense 'Department will examine the routine
established by the Canadian authorities for handling atomic requests with minute
care and will be looking for any possible causes of delay that might result from the
Canadian procedures. For this reason he thinks it possible that the next to last para-
graph of my letter could be interpreted by the' Defense Department as requiring
approval' by all Cabinet Ministers " as a result of its reference -to "ministerial
consideration".

3: While the State Department fully understand what we intend, Mr. Matthews
suggests that it would be best to remove this possible interpretation by making it
clear that at least in the case of routine over-flights, approval by the full Cabinet is
not contemplated.

4. As I am not sure whether, an effort is made to refer these requests to the full
membership of the Defence Committee of the Cabinet; I will be obliged if you will
forward to me .what you consider to be an appropriate wording that would remove
any possible ambiguity in the paragraph of my letter referred to.

W.D. MATTHEws

Following for Heeney from Matthews, Begins:. Yôur Wiser No: 6 of August 16th,32. . ^Procedures for handling urgent U.S: requests.

I. In the absence of Arneson on leave, I discussed this matter today with` Chase.
2. He was very well satisfied with your, suggestion that my letter to Arnesono f

August 6th be amended by substituting the words, "`immediate consideration" for
the words "ministerial consideration".

3• When asked : whether there were any, other amendments which he considered
would be helpful when discussing . this matter. with the Pentagon, he said that he
anticipated some difficulties might arise over the paragraph. dealing with teletype
operators on account of the inclusion of the words "whenever required". I agreed to
delete these words when having the letter re-typed, since their deletion would not
make our statements inaccurate. A copy of our amended letter t ^ will be sent to you
by bag.

CEW/Vo1. 3094

au secrétaire d.État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Ambâsscrdor in United 'States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs.. . . . , _ , ,

TaEGRAM WISER No. 7

WISER--TOP SECRET. IMMEDIATE.,



-: .4. Chase welcomes your suggestion that the Air Members of the two sections at
the P.J.B.D. meeting might have informal chats concerning the possibility of draw-
ing a distinction between flights which would be politically significant and routine
training or testing flights. He said that in his opinion this would be welcomed by
the Pentagon and the suggestion coming from us would, he thought, help greatly in
having them accept willingly the more formal. procedure that has been . proposed.
He is going to clear this matter with Freeman Matthews and then with the Pentagon
and hopes to be able to give us a definite reply within twenty-four hours. Ends.

706.
CEW/Vol. 3094

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs .. ^ . _

WISERTOP SECRET

Reference: My Wiser Letter No. 15, September 28, 1951.t

ARRANGEMENTS CONCERNING THE POSSIBLE USE OF ATOMIC WEAPONS

1. In my letter of September. 28th I said that I would shortly send you some
comments and suggestions on the arrangements made with the Department of State.
My comments can be divided under two géneral headings relating, respectively, to
questions of procedure and to the future course of the consultations on develop-
ments which might give rise,to the use of atomic weapons. .

2. Questions of Procedure.
(a) In your Wiser message No. 6 of August 16th a suggestion was made, which

was later accepted, that there should be discussions between the two Air Members
of the P.J.B.D. on the possibility of making • an acceptable distinction between
flights conveying atomic weapons to or across Canadian territory which had pohd
cal significance and those which could be regarded is routine. We have not heard
the results of these discussions, although the State Department has let us know that
they took place. I should be glad to learn whât is the present position.

had had
(b) General Foulkes when in Washington on' October 3rd told me that he

j ' a'talk with General Btadley not long ago (I think during the NATO Conncil Meet-
ing in Ottawa) on methôds ôf ensuring rapid and secret communication between
Washington and Ottawa in'an emergency. He mentioned that he and General Brad-
ley - had agreéd to a telephone code to be used between themselves; , a call toahimdoll
from General Bradley might provide the earliest warnin t to Ottawa, as inform
of a sudden militâry move by the Russians would reach the Pentagon f ^h^ 1
channel would of course supplement and not replace the agreed Wiser

from the State Department to the Embassy to External Affairs.
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(c) 'General Foulkes also told me that arrangements were now in effect to keep
open continuously the Rockex communications system between Ottawa and the
Canadian Joint 'Staff, London, and that consideration was 'being given to keeping
open continuously the teletype line equipped with Rockex machines between the
Canadian Joint Staff in Washington to General Foulkes's own office. (A second
line, operating with Typex machines, which runs from the Canadian Joint Staff here
to National Defence Headquarters in Ottawa is already on a 24-hour. basis.)

(d) " To test our arrangements - for establishing rapid ` communication with the
' Department at times outside the regular operating hours of the Embassy Communi-
cations Section, I propose shortly, without giving warning, to have a trial alarm the
purpose of which would 'be" to test the period within which an emergency Wiser
message could be put on the wires after the receipt of a warning from the State
Department.

Future Course of Consultations on Developments in the World Situation
3. I have not as yet made any effort to arrange another meeting with thé State

Department as I have thought it unwise to do so unless I knew that matters of some
substance would be brought up by the U.S. representatives or by ourselves. The last
meeting at the end of July was a disappointing performance. While we have
received from time to time intimations that the State Department expected to have
something to communicate with 'us ^ after further talks with the Pentagon, nothing
has so far developed.' One` does not,,however, want to leave the consultations too
long in abeyance, and I should be glad to learn how you would like me to proceed.

4. I am awaiting word from you on the constitutional matters which were last
mentioned in my Wiser Letter No.' 10 of, July 28th. The State Department, in the
light of the information ^givén at the meeting that day, considérs that there 'is no
doubt about the constitutional authority of the President to take defensive and retal-
iatory action against a. serious act of aggression, without securing congressional
approval. The Canadian situation was discussed at a. meeting in Ottawa early ; in
July at which I was present, and this discussion was followed by an exchange of
letters (not in the Wiser series) between Mr. MacKay and myself, ending with my
letter to him of, July. 23rd.t It seems to me to be important that there should be a
further clarification of the extent to which the Government is committed to consult
Parliament, and I hope that this matter will be dealt with at the forthcoming session.
When Parliament is asked to approve the despatch of the 27th Brigade to the Inte-
grated Forces in Europe, an admirable opportunity seems to arise for making the
position , clear, in terms which would also cover ministerial - authorization of the
' operational use by the United States of facilities in Canadian territory before a
Canadian declaration of war.

5. It would be useful if I could receive your comments on the paper on Atomic
Warfare of the United Kingdom Chiefs,of Staff, of. which a full summary : was
enclosed with my Wiser Letter No. 8 of July 21stj Sir Oliver Franks expects to
receive detailed U.S. comments on this paper at his next meeting of consultation. I
think that it will not be possible to extract from the State Department a similar
Paper representing the,views of the United States Government, as it has been inti-
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mated to us that they wôuld be unwilling, for fear of implied_commitments, to take

ment, I shall await your views before proposing a meeting.

6. An important gap` in my own knowledgé`is the very: limited information availa-
ble to the Embassy of the'strategic plans of the United States in the event of general
war. In commenting on- the British paper, in my Wiser Letter-No. 8 of July 21st, I
remarked that the British Chiefs of Staff appeared to have an extensive knowledge
of the United States plans for atomic warfare. This question has a bearing both on
matters of policy coming up in the consultations and on particular Canadian issues
with respect to questions such as the planning of,actual strikes from Goose Bay and
the . number, of atomic weapons which they - may wish to store there. Of course on
such a subject one. cannot expect much; the Canadian Chiefs of Staff may already

-have some information.
7. Finally, if the State Department suggests that a further meeting should take

place, I shall agree. If, however; no such suggestion, comes from the State Depart-

,up these issues except orally.

707.

Note'de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis'

Memôrandttm by Âmbassadôr in'. United States

CEW/Vol. 3094

WtsExToP SECRET [Washington], October 23, 1951

I had some discussion of "Wiser". matters in Ottawa with Mr: Pearson and with
other , officers of the Department. This note records the chief points that arose.

1. Consultations onDevelopments in the . World Situation

It was agreed that we should not make a special effort to resume the discussions
at the present time, but should, of course; respond to an y suggestion for their

resumption from the State Department: Mr. Pearson and others spoke highly of the

paper on atomic warfare prepared by the British Chiefs of Staff and expressed gen-
eral agreement with its line of argument. This paper is, I understand, to be reviewed

= in detail ' at the next more or less pârallel meeting between the State Department and
the British' Ambassador, and they will be interested in Ottawa to learn of any com-
ments ^ made on the paper at this meeting. I suggested that if a matters were left
uncomfortably - long in abeyance, w6, might in due course , suggest to the State

Department that we, would like to have them recapitulate their policy, as stated at

the opening meeting with us last May, ' so that we could be sure that our report
based on notes, taken at that meeting reflected accurately. their thinking.

Our comparative ignorance of the strategy proposed by the U.S. in the event of

war with the Soviet Union came up in these discussions, and I pointed out that the
prospects of the development of atomic weapons in substantial quantity for tactical
use would presumably affect both matters of general politico-strategic importance
and also conceivably the question at what point we should feel jûstified in employ-
ing atomic weapons. I explained that it would be very difficult to get much more
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than hints about either the strategic plans or the new uses of atomic weapons, and
no one questioned this opinion.

Mr. Pearson raised again the possibility of putting the consultations on a tripar-
tite basis. I told him that I thought this was a matter which he might possibly men-
tion to Mr. Acheson if he had an opportunity to do so when in Paris, adding that so
far as I knew the objections related to concern that the French might get wind of
these meetings and that the French themselves might find themselves in a position
rather similar to ours if the air bases in Morocco were' interided for use by the
Strategic Air Command involving possibly the storage there of atomic weapons.
2. Questions of Procedure

They are expecting us'to take the initiative in staging a trial alarm when the
Communications rooms here and in Ottawa are both closed. I think that we should
do this without much delay. I said that we should probably do it either in the late
evening or over â week=end. They are only designating special duty officers over
the week-ends and not on- week-day evenings. It would be desirable in the trial
alarm to ensure that contact is established with one of the senior officers who is
fully informed. Would Mr. Ignatieff take this in hand?33

TheY are
thinking of arranging tharan expérienced Communications officer

should be in the building34 at all times, although they have for the present not car-'
ried forward the plan to keep the Communications Section in continuous operation.
I remarked, and Mr. Pearson , agreed, that I thought international conditions were
such that the Department should perhaps face the expense of extra staff s6 ' as to
have its communications operating continuously:' In any, case, ! at least what theywill, I think, do is to provide a bedroom in the East Block for the use of an operator-and to rig up an alarm system which would arouse him if a message began to comein on the special' "Wiser" tape. = i: ^ . .

33 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
34 Noted. G.I[gnatieffJ 23.X.51

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
i•e. East Block [G. Ignatieff].
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis "
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador'in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs _

TELEGRAM WISER No. 14 Washington,' November 8, 1951

WISER-TOP SECRET. IMPORTANT.

PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING URGENT U.S. REQUESTS - DISTINCTION
BET'WEEN FLIGHTS OF POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND OTHERS

Following for Heeney from, Wrong, ^ Begins: As I mentioned' when I was last in
Ottawa, the U.S. Department of Defense has been busying itself in , the last few
weeks in drawing up its understanding of the, distinction which might.be drawn
between S.A.C. operations involving Canada . which have a political, significance
and others. Today we were. informed by Arneson that the State Department had
received a letter addressed to Mr. Acheson from Secretary of Defense Lovett set-
ting out the Department of Defense understanding of how this distinction might be

drawn.
2. Ignatieff was given an opportunity of seeing this letter in Arneson's office, and

of making notes. The letter starts out by referring to the bilateral conversations
which have taken place through Service channels on this general question, begin-
ning with the talks held at the beginning of August between Mr. Claxton, General
Foulkes and General Bradley, the talks between Air; Vice Marshal Miller and Gen-

eral Walsh during the P.J.B.D. meetings which took place between August 20th and

^ 25th, and subsequent exchanges between General McNaughton and General Henry-
3. Arneson let us have a record of that part of the letter which contains the under-

standing reached by Defense Department officials on the basis of these talks. The

text is as follows:,.?
Text Begins:

"It was understood that the arrangements discussed by the USAF and RC
participants in the conversations would be bilateral in nature and ex-NATO, lel tely
any authorizations for SAC operations under the NATO agreement as comp
separate and apart from these arrangements.

roblem of SAC operations overAs a means of clarifying and delineating the problem
Canada, the problem may be divided into the following,three elements:

(a) Intransit flights not involving strikes. Such intransit flights would includeon flights
stops at bases in Çanadian territory and overflight of Canâdian territory
to Alaska, European areas or other bases outside Canadian territory.

(b) Deployments to Canadian bases in preparation for a strike.
ight of Cana^an

(c) Actual strikes from Canadian bases or involving overfl

territory.
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; With regard to subparagraph (a) above; the recent conversations indicate the
Canadian Government is prepared to grant a blanket authorization for such activi-
ties. It is. understood, of course, that in connection with this authorization a mutu-
ally satisfactory prior. notification procedure would be developed, preferably on a
Service-to-Service level. It appears that this element of the SAC operations prob-
lem has now become a matter for,çonfinnation at the political level rather, tthan a,
matter, for further. negotiation.

With respect to subparagraph (b) above the Canadians have not specifically indi-
cated a willingness.to grant a blanket prior authorization for deployment in prepa-,
ration for a strike. However, it is believed that this matter should be the subject of
further conversations at the political level with the Canadians with a view toward
acquiring such authorization together with a mutually satisfactory prior notification
procedure. The United States should give the Canadians positive assurance that,,if,
authorization is given for such preparatory deployments, no strikes will be under-;
taken from Canadian : bases without prior approval of the Canadian Government
through Government-to-Government channels.,. ; .

With respect to,the SAC : activities mentioned in subparagraph - (c) above' it'
appears that this is a matter for confirmation at the political level rather than for.
further negotiation. The Department of Defense is prepared to accept the Canadian
requirement that initial strikes from Canadian bases or overflying of Canadian ter-:,
ritory on strike operations ; will not be undertaken without prior approval of the
Canadian Government through Government-to-Government channels. Thereafter;
the procedure should be on the, basis of Service-to-Service notification." Text ends.

4. Apart from what may be. described as these operative passages; Secretary
Lovett's letter 1ad a paragraph dealing with the "Consultations" in which, while
endorsing the idea of.frequent discussions of world conditions and particularly
those.which might give rise to general war, he cautioned the State Department that
they should not undertake to provide the Canadian or any other Government with
specific information relating to how and when : atomic weapons. might be ' used.
Since the State Department itself have been very emphatic in excluding this subject
from the purview. of the "Consultations", this caution seems unnecessary.

5. Ignatieff in his conversation with Arneson said that he was unable to offer any
official comment, on this letter since official reaction would have to come from
Ottawa. He did observe, however, that the letter particularly in relation to "intransit
flights nof involving strikes" did not seem to correspond to the categories which
are deemed from the Canadian standpoint to have "important political significance"
as set out in your message. to Matthews contained in Wiser No. 6 of August 16th.
He reserved the Canadian position generally and suggested that if proposals in the
terms of Secretary Lovett's letter were to go forward unchanged to the Canadian
Government, it would be probable that the Canadian Government would have to
suggest substantial changes before agreement" could be reached. It was therefore
Proposed , and agreed that comment would be sought as soon as possible from
Ottawa to enable the State Department to provide the Department of Defense with
some Preliminary Canadian reaction, and that thereafter an effort should be made as -
soon as possible to arrive at an understanding of the arrangements in writing which
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would be acceptable to the U.S. Government and to the Canadian Government, to
be recorded in' a letter from the State Department to myself. -- -'

6.-As far as my preliminary reaction is concërned, the main difficulty seems to
arise in the'efforts of.the Defense Department iri "clarifying" arrangements con-
cerned with "intransit flights not involving strikes". The letter; which I understand
was drafted by General Walsh, suggests that as a result of Service-to-Service talks
the Canadian Government might be prepared to grant a blanket authorization for all
such activities. Such "intransit flights" would 'not only include such routine opera-
tions as overflight exercises or the rotation of non-nuclear components located at
bases abroad, but would presumably include all preparatory deployments of nuclear

and non-nuclear 'components involving flights ` over Canada and stops at bases in

Canadian territory. Liberally interpreted by the U.S. authorities it would presuma-
bly cover in effect the use of Canadian territory for ferrying weapons to advance
bases overseas without the specific concurrence of the Canadian Government until
the point is reached where actual strike operations involving Canadian bases or
Canadian air-space are necessary. I find it difficult to believe that such SAC opera-
tions would be regarded by any Canadian Government as being devoid of "impor-

tant political significance".

7: The 'second possible objection relates to arrangements concerned with "deploy-
ment to Canadian bases in preparation for a strike". This activity would include the
storage of unassembled atomic weapons in Canadian territory. The Department of
Defense appears to be sanguine that the Canadian Government might be willing to
give "prior blanket authorization" for the carrying out of such operations subject to
"prior notification procedure".- In this case the Department of Defense does not
seem to have interpreted any Service-to-Service talks as indicating a willingness on
our part to agree to such an arrangement. However, clarification 'of our views is
evidently desirable on this point if we are'not to become involved in rather profit-
less "conversations at a political level''.'A satisfactory ' aspéct of the letter is the
unequivocal recognition that "prior approval" of the Canadian Government through
"Government-to-Government channels" is required in regard . to any strikes from

Canadian bases or overflight of Canadian territory on strike : operations. The rider

attached to this understanding that "thereafter the procedure should be on the basis
of, Service-to-Service notification" presumably means that such operations would
only be undertaken in the event of ;war and that the Canadian,Government's initial
consent would amount to an agreement to enter into hostilities. ua in the

8. It would also be necessary to take a very careful look at the lang ge
first paragraph of . the passages quoted above. The. reference to the an'angements
discussed being "ex-NATO" might mean that the U.S. authorities have in mind
making requests of the Canadian Government related to emergencies which might
arise outside the territory defined in the North'Atlantic Treaty..This will evidendy
require clarification.

9. While this whole subject'it is understood should be kept out of P.J.B.D. chan
nels, it is evident that McNaughton and Henry have already been involvhavesome
degree in these matters; and I think therefore it would be desirable to

ûidance before the P.J.B.D. meeting next week. In any case I think it is desirableg
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that 'some reaction should be forthcoming on our side before the Defense Depart-
ment becomes too fixed in its apparently optimistic interpretation of the results of
the talks so far held through Service channels in defining what we would regard as
requests having important political significance and otherwise. Ends.

709. CEW/Vo1. 3094

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,
a l'ambassadeur aux -États= Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELÉGRANi WISER NO. 15 Ottawa, November.15, 1951. . , . : . . _

WISER-TOP SECRET
'^;,.. , . . ..

Reference: Your teletype Wiser No 14 'of November 8.
.::

PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING URGENT. U.S. REQUESTS,- DISTINCTION.:,
BETWEEN FLIGHTS OF POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE AND OTHERS

Followirig for.Wrong from Heeney, Begins: We have now had some opportunity to
consider the information given in your message, and have reached tentative conclu-
sions concerning our course of action. It is the purpose of this message to outline
what we think might be done, and to ask for your comments. .

2. As Ignatieff su' ggested to Arneson, we would not (not) wish to receive formal
proposals in. the terms of Mr. Lovett's letter.. Presumably ôur `.preliminary reac-
tions" as they .mày be given to the State Department- will be incorporated in a reply
from Mr. Arneson. Before any formal communication is made to the State Depart-
ment, there are certain points which we think you 'should raise informally with
Arneson. Upon some of these points we will have the authority of the Prime Minis-
ter before taking any position, but we do not •(not) wish to make recommendations
to him without (without) first consulting you. We are outlining below, therefore,
the line which we are disposed to recommend to the Prime Minister as a basis for
Your approach to the State Department. Immediately we receive your comments we
will seek Mr. St. - Laurent's authority to instruct you. ,,..

3. We would propose to put the problem to the Prime Minister in terms of the
three categories of flights listed in Lovett's letter and quoted in your paragraph 3.
We are inclined to consider all three of these categories as including flights of
"political significance" in the sense of our previous discussions. We are not (not)
aware : of having indicated that the Government is prepared to grant a "blanket
authorization" ubject only to notification, for ,flights in any of these categories.
After re-examining the problem, however, we are now prepared to recommend that
the Government grant. a"blanket authorization" for flights in category A, namely
in transit" flights not (not) involving strikes, to areas outside of Canadian territory.
This "blanket authorization", would not (not), of course, cover the movement of
assembled bombs, for which Government authorization would be required in each
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case, but only the movément of nuclear components or "containers" in a condition

' where they could not (not) be detonated. Such authorization would be subject to a
mutually satisfactory procedure for prior notification on a service lével.

4. A point of some importance vcrould 'arise concerning the term "mutually satis-
factory" in relation to the notification procedure. We should not (not) wish the noti-

fication merely to relate to flight clearances for individual aircraft. We think we
would be given the maximum information of possible political significance in rela-
tion to the operations being undertaken. _.We realize that it is probably unlikely that
the Defence Department would be willing to tell us, in connection with any particu-
lar series of flights, exactly how may, special weapons were to be moved or exactly
where they would be deployed. Nevertheless,^ we should wish to have some general
information on these points. A satisfactory notification procedure would involve a
general statement of the programme contemplated, such as was given in your Wiser
Telegram No. 10 of September 1. j' In connection with the recent series of flights to
the U.K. beyond such a statement we should require only the service level flight
clearances which are usual for. other USAF operations, except that we should
expect to be informed of any significant changes in the programme.

5. We consider that you should be, instructed to explain to the State Department
this position concerning flights in catégory -A -making it ' clèar that this is a new
position as far as the Canadian Government is concerned. You should then go on to

discuss categories B and C.
6. The provisions of Lovett's letter applying to category C appear entirely satis-

factory to us. We should be happy to 'see them put in .writing in `a letter from the
State Department to yourself (as suggested in your paragraph 5), together with the
new understanding to which 'I have referred concerning category A.

7. The most difficult prôbleïn arisès .iri connection' with category B. It, seems clear
that Lovett thinks that completely.satisfactory arrangements for category A merelyfor
require formal confirmation, 'and that .the same arrangement should be m o^ac^
câtegory B: It is our view that flights in catégory, B are of such potential p

signi 't) agreé to a ProcedureI such as has been proposedficance
f6 r

we could not (pot)
by Lovett for category A. In general we wôuld wish to have as much time as Gov

ssi-
-

ble in which.to assess' the'factors in the situation which might lead the U.S.
ernment 'to'= a decision either to launchI an atômic ' attack or to deploy atomic
weapons in preparation for such an attack, although we+ recognize that time might
not (not) always permit this. Obviously we would like to have such i ^ilitries tor not
relation to any possible atomic attack, whether involving Canadian fa
(not), and we hope that the special consultations will serve to keep S^ h b eus^
this subject. Any such attack, however, for.which Canadian facilitie g

would be of special political importance to Canada, and, for such an e ^^^Um^
would be imperative that we should have the fullest possible account of terri-
stances necessitating it. In this context, we regârd deployment on Canadian
tory as of importance, because we would expect that it might, be carriehe ul l^on.e
enough in advance of any actual strike for us to [be] brought fully into t p^ght

A request for permission to launch strikes from'or through l
terri
ve tt e issues

be so urgent that no (no) time would be given us for g g
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involved. On the other hand, the urgency would not (not) likely be so great in a
case of advance deployment. Indeed, we are inclined to regard both deployment in
preparation for a possible strike and the actual launching of a strike as likely to be
of almost equivalent political importance. The chief distinction between the two is
the probable time factor involved.

8.- In proposing that - the permission of the Canadian Government should : be
obtained prior. to . the deployment : of atomic weapons on ; Canadian territory, we
should not (not) necessarily insist upon Government consideration of each individ-
ual flight: :We would suggest that an agreement be reached concerning flights of
this type under which the Canadian Government might be asked to approve some
general deployment operation. Under such an arrangement, individual flights and
associated movements within such a general programme might be undertaken sub-
ject to notification on a service level and on the understanding that the Canadian
Government would be consulted concerning any substantial subsequent modifica-
tion of the general programme.

9. In summary,' we propose to recommend to. the Prime Minister that you be
authorized to inform the State Department:

(1) That the - government is prepared to give "blanket authorization" for "in
transit" flights to areas outside of Canadian territôry; subject to agreement upon a
satisfactory notification procedure and on the condition that no (no) assembled
atomic weapons " be -carried - without (without) the explicit approval of the
Government:

(2) That the Government is not`(not) willing to`grant similar blanket authorization
for atomic strikes' from or over Canâdian territory, or for deployment' of atomic
weapons on Canadian temtory. `

(3) That the. Government would agree to an arrangement under which it might
grant prior approval for a general programme of deployment of atomic weapons on
Canadian territory on the understanding that individual flights and related,opera-
tions in the context of the approved programme could be carried out subject only to
normal flight clearances as long as the approved programme was not significantly
changed. , _ . . e .

11..We should be grateful forÿour comments. Ends. Message Ends.

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WISER NO. 16 Washington, -November 17, 1951

WISER-TOP SECRET

Following for Reid from Wrong, Begins: Heeney's Wiser No. 15 of November15th.
Procedure for Handling U.S. Requests.

CEW/Vol. 3094
. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis •

au secrétaire d'É'tat'aux Affaires extérieures
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agree that all three categoriés of flights listed in Lovett's letter to Achesori
include flights of political significancé. I have some `doubts whether we should go
as' far, as the proposal summarized in paragraph 9(1) of the message under refer-
ence, but I agree with , the proposals in paragraph 9(2) and (3).

2. I suggest that beforé consulting the Prime Minister you should seek an opinion
from the RCAF on the probâbility of any strikes with atomic weapons being made
in the event of war from Canadian bases or through Canadian airspace. My impres-
sion is that intercontinental bombing is no longer considered a practical possibility
because of the vulnerability of unescorted B.36's and B.29's to attack bi Russian
jet fighters. Indeed, in Korea escorted flights of B.29's haye proved too costly to be

' continued in daytiiné. It seems to • me unlikely therefore that' any flights falling;^ .
within Category (c) of Lovett's letter would take place at ' least until new carriers
for atomic weapons have been developed of very ^ long range and very high speed.
YOU might consult' Solandt as well as the RCAF on' this point.

3. In practice therefore our national political interests" will' probably for some
yéars have to be safeguarded through procedures devised under Categories (a) and
(b). In this connection mention of the domestic procedures adopted by the U.S:
Government is not irrelevant. As previously reported, the release from the custody
of the Atomic Energy= Commission to the Strategic Air Command of both contain-
ers and nuclear components for atomic weapons requires the personal authorizadon
of the President, given after consultation withthe Secretaries of State and Defense
and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. Similar consent is required
for the deployment by SAC outside the United States, of the bombs and also of their
nuclear cores. (It is unlikely that éxcept on actual 'strikes any flights by SAC would
be made with fully assembled bombs.) This indicates that• the political significance

fl
Govern-

of the movement of atomic weapons recogmzedat all stages by U.S. of ight
ment practice, although they are asking us to recognize that several types

. ^. •involving Canadian territory do not have political. significance._ ...
4. While I think that we • should agree to some modification of our present

E
arrangements and to a greater use of the Service-to-Service channel, we must be
careful not to go too far. It should, I think, be established clearly wha f ô C^ef of
be used between the Services, and I would prefer that this should be
Air Staff to Chief of Air Staff. I présume that instructions could be given to the
C.A.S. in Ottawa that he can only reply to such requests after consultation with the
Minister of National Defence, who would himself normally consult the Prime Mill-
ister and Secretary of State for External Affairs. Furthermore, we might insist that
whenever the Service channel is used in this . connection a minimum h^t

least forty-eight hours must be given, in addition to the provision through this c
nel of information of the sort outlined in your paragraph 7.35

5. Another point is that in paragraph 3 you refer to the movement of containers
"in a condition where they could not be detonated". You wil ônremember

had tocontainersion over the St. Lawrence River a couple of years ago of a
^s ;. . , ;

. . . . . . . . i •. ! . . . . . .

3s Note marginale :/Marginal note: nàtieffl(+ all nuclear component deployments should be cleared.) G[eorge] I[g

I

!
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making specific arrangements covering the U.S. bases in England, and that this is
almost certain to be a matter which Mr. Churchill will take up when he visits Wash-
ington in January. I am reporting separately on the.state of the British discussions
on this subject. Ends.

8. Another'reason for delay is that the British have not got as far as we have in

also. It is my understanding that through the approval of the strategic concept gov-
erning NATO military plans, . the Canadian Government assumed, an. obligation to
assist the United States in carrying out its responsibilities for the strategic air offen-
sive. No such obligation can be said to exist in relation to responsibilities which the
United States has assumed or may assume outside the NATO area.

7. I think that we should not reply at once to the proposals of the Department of
Defense. We might suggest that the State Department should now only acknow-
ledge Lovett's letter and say that it is under discussion with the Canadian Govern-
ment. Arneson is now in Paris, but we could tell Chase, his Deputy, that because of
the absence of some of the Ministers concernëd in Europe it will take us a little
time to formulate the views of the Canadian Government.

be jettisoned. My, impression is that containers carried on flights in Categories (a)
and (b) can always be detonated because of the importance of the destruction of the
bomb if. the aircraft gets into difficulty.

6. You make no mention of the first quoted paragraph of Lovett's letter, which
refers to these arrangements being "ex-NATO". I think this point neéds clarification

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis. -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -

Ambassador 'in United States
to Secretary of State fôr'External Affairs

JLJJL %',F"&
ackno^,^,ledgement of the letter from the Secretary of Defense, saying that con-tents
tents had been taken up with the Canadian authorities but that consideration of the
proposals would have to await the return to Ottawa'of the Ministers in question.

2. I have a further, suggestion to make on the substance of these proposals for
consideration in Ottawa. It arises out of a discussion with the British Embassy. As I
think you know, no nuclear components for atomic weapons have so far been trans-

Wàshington, November 23, 1951

Following for Reid, Begins: Reference my Wiser No.' 16 of November 17th, para-
graph 7.

1• Chas; (Arneson's Assistant) has told us that it would'be helpful if we could
inform him definitely that there would be some delay before we would be able to
comment on the proposals of the Department of Defense reported in my Wiser No.
14 of November - 8th, giving as the, reason, the absence' of senior Ministers con-
cerned in Europe on U N'and NATO business He would then 16- 4b1e to
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ferred from the 'custody of the Atomic Energy Commission to 'the U.S. Air Force

for'transfer• abroad: We might consider whether all flights involving the deploy-

ment of the nuclear cores of weapons either to Canadian bases or through Canadian
airspace should be regarded as having political significance. If this were acceptable
here, it should make it easier to agree to a considerable relaxation of the present
procedure governing the deployment of : weapons without. the nuclear, cores, since

bled

Ends.
such weapons cannot, of course, be used until they. are completely assem .

712.

to Ambassador in United States

WISER-TOP SECRET ' '

Reference , your Wiser No. 18 of November 23. -
Following for Wrong from Reid, Begins: We approve your proposal to inform
Chase that, as the senior ministers concerned are at present in Europe, there will be
some delay before we can comment on the proposals of the Department of Defense
reported in your Wiser No. 14 of November 8. For your own information, we are

handicapped by the absence , from 'Ottawa not (not) only of Mr. Pearson and Mr.
Claxton, but of Heeney and MacKay in our own Department, Soland and Foulkes
in National Defence. I am a little hesitant to discuss the question with Curtis in the

absence of Foulkes; up to this time Curtis has not been brought into the subjec t

far as we are aware, in spite of the fact that, in a limited sense, Miller was given
information on it for the PJBD meeting conversations in August: We shall, there-

fore, be more than happy to let the matter rest until the return of the party at present

at Rome 36

2. The suggestion in your, paragraph 2, relating to . a possible differentiation

betweéri the movement of nuclear cores and of weapons lacking nuclear cores is

: interesting. It is, my impression that this possibility was examined some time ag0
and was not considered particularly useful in "relation to the development of the
negotiations, to that point, but we shall re-exâmine this matter while awaiting the

return of the various people I have mentioned. On ' preliminary consideration, it

seems to me that this distinction might be much more useful now that the vadous

US authorities (i.e. both State Department and Defense Department) are apParently

willing to commit themsélves' i explicitly to obtain the approval of the
Canadian

Government in certain specific cases. Message ends.

36 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
. G[eorge] I[gnatieff] Please act on para[graph] I H.W[rong].

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis %

Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, November 24, 1951
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'L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States :
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

WISER LETTER N0..21

1393

Washington, November 28, 1951

WISER ,TOP SECRET,

Reference: Your, Wiser No. 17 , of November 24, 1951.

e glven of the particular matters which he will raise. Mr. Chase is now partici-

p an so
military value of such weapons in field operations.

4.
Mr. Chase then referred to the 'discussions on atomic ` energy which are

expected to take place during Mr. Churchill's'visit in January. Neither the State
Department: nor the British Embassy has' received any I information on the line
which Mr. Churchill is likely to take, and it is riot unlikely that no advance notice
will b "

PROCEDURES SUGGESTED BY THE UNITED STATES AND RELATED QUESTIONS

I. Mr. Ignatieff on November 26th informed Mr. Chase of the State Department
that there would be some delay before Canadian comments could be offered on the
proposals of the Department of Defense, submitted to you in my message Wiser
No. 14 of November 8th, because of the absence in Europe of several of the Minis-
ters directly concerned. Mr. Chase is therefor`e preparing an interim àcknowledg-
ment of the letter from the Department of Defense.

2. He told Mr. Ignatieff that an officer on the staff of General Walsh had come to
see him, apparently in order to find out how the State Department regarded "the
apparent change in the position . taken by the Joint Chiefs of Staff' (to use Mr.
Chase's words) in seeking to obtain a detailed arrangement in writing covering the
handling of requests involving Canadian territory and facilities. Mr. Chase said that
he had explained ; that 'what'really mattered .was not the view taken by the State
Department, but that of. the Canadian Government. He remarked that the State
Department was accustomed to rely on the confidence existing between the two
governments in dealing with matters of importance rather than on written agree-
ments, and recalled the promptness with which all the requests received from the
Air Force had been dealt with in Ottawa. He went on to suggest that the new pro-
posals obviously required very careful consideration in Ottawa, and in speaking to
Mr. Ignatieff he was clearly sympathetic with our view that it would be necessary
to take some time before commenting on them. ,

3. Mr. Chase then referred to press reports from Rome of General Eisènhower's
remarks to the NATO Council to the effect that while NATO planning could take
into account the use of atomic weapons for tactical purposés, this would not reduce
the

military requirements.' He expréssed 'concern lest the degree of experimental
development of new types of atomic weapons should be exaggerated and an
impression' conveyed that would over-em hasize the results attained d al th

.; . .. ^ . ^
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pating in a review of the "position papers" of the State Department on this subject
in preparation for the visit. He appreciates that Mr. Churchill may present some
difficult questions about the Quebec ; Agreement, such as securing the consent of
both governments before atomic weapons are used and broad issues of the full
sharing of informatiôn on research and development. : In addition, the question of
the testing of the first atomic weapon developed in the United Kingdom is still
unresolved and no reply has been received from London to the U.S. proposals
which wère taken back for consideration by Mr. Penney laté` last summer after his

visit to the United States.
5. Sir Oliver Franks told me yesterday that although Mr. Churchill mentioned in a

telephone conversation with him that he would want to discuss "the atomic bomb"
when he was in Washington, he has received no details whatever. Presumably Lord
Cherwell and Sir Roger Makins, who will be accompanying 'him; will act as his
principal advisers in this field. He is not bringing with him any scientific advisers
engaged in atomic development in the.United Kingdom: Sir Oliver is making no
move to continue consultation with the State Department at present and thinks it
better to leave matters where they stand, as reported in Wiser Letter No. 20 of
November 17th. j' Mr. Churchill is already in a position to make a public statement,
if necessary, covering both the use of the U.S. bases in the United .Kingdom in an
emergency and continuing consultations on developments in the world situation.

^ 6. To judge from Mr. Chase's remarks to. Mr. Ignatieff, the State Department is
likely to seek to restrain any impatience which may be displayed by the Department

É`) of Defense over a delay in receiving Canadian comments on their proposals. I close

F,A by repeating the opinion which I have previously expressed that we should seek to
postpone our comments until after Mr. Churchill's visit to Washington and Ottawa.

H.H.' WRONG

SECTION F.

TORBAY

714.
DEA/50216-A-40

Note du chef de la Prc Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memôrandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, March 22, 1951Top SECRET

UNTTED STATES AIR REQUIREMENTS NEWFOUNDLAND - TORBAY
General Whitten,At a meeting in Air Vice Marshal James' Office this morning,

Commanding General, Unitèd States Northeast Command, explained that theticir
- requirements in the Newfoundland aréâ:were much greater than previously ^
pated. He said that at ai meeting of SAC, MATS and his Command recently it had
been agreed that existing facilities would be'quite inadequate in the event of hostih"
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^. There is also something to be said for develôping a new field entirely awayfrom h . 11 1 .

Such a request would raise grave questions for us. We were told only in January
that the United States would not have requirements beyond Goose Bay, communi-
cation facilities and radar sites in the Newfoundland area. Torbay is on the outskirts
of St. John's and its'development as`proposed would make it more ' of a target'area
than'at present and, especially if used by SAC. This would certainly'raise problems
of defence,'probably both for the RCAF and Canadian Army. Inevitably the ques-
tion of tenure would be raised. There is perhaps a good deal to be said for Canada
developing the field; thus' avoiding the questions of title and ' tenure, ' even if the cost
would be substantial.' Construction of the field. would be a fair contribution 'to
NAT ., ;

ing of the PJBD.

ties. In particular, they would wish the use of Torbay and, if available, would want
facilities greatly enlarged there. Improvements would include extension of two of
the present runways to 9000 feet to take' B36's; as well as extensive areas for "park-
ing", work shops, housirig` accommodation;' etc. He anticipàted that expenditure
there perhaps would equal or surpass- that for 1951 at Goose. Rough estimates have
been already made and supplementary appropriations are being asked so that the
work could get underway this summer if we are agreeable.

The' functions of Torbay would be that of a staging base for SAC and MATS
planes going to the Azores or the Mediterranean, although it would also be a stag-
ing field for planes going direct to Europe. On enquiry, General Whitten said that it
was not anticipated that storage facilities for special weapons would be needed at
Torbay except in the 'event'ôf hostilities.' In this respect ,Torbay would be unlike
Goose. , r .

General.Whitten said that it was anticipated that another field would also be
needed in the event of hostilities and that some thought had been given to an area
near Clarenville (or Shoal Harbour) as a possible site. They, are not, however, ask-
ing for appropriations for such 'a field this year and I gather that they, are not likely
to ask us to consent to such a field this year. .

It is anticipated that the Appropriations Committee of the Armed Services will
deal with General Whitten's request next week and, if the request is approved, we
shall likely;. hear, shortly. It was suggested to,'General Whitten that this matter
should be taken up informally before a formal request was made and that the alter-
native ways would be either an enquiry from the U.S. Air. Member, PJBD, to. the
Canadian Air Member, or the matter. might be put on the agenda of the next meet-

t e settled area.37 ., . . . , .; - ..1 1
R.A. M[ACKAY] .

37 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. MacKay, thanks - agree we'll have to watch [A.D.P. Heeney]
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Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee

TOP SECREr [Ottawa], April7, 1951,
R ^ ^ ' ' .. ... . -. ^ . . ,. . .^ . . ,: ^ . . .
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N. TORBAY AIRPORT; ADDTIIONAL FACILPTIES FOR, AND SURVEY BY THE U.S.A.F.

, 32. The Secretary of State for External Affairs recalledthat, under a lease
between the Department of Transport and the U.S.. Northeast Command (St.
John's), terminable on 30 days' notice, , the U.S. Air Force , had the use of a small

number of buildings at Torbay airport, the personnel concerned being quartered at
thé nearby leased base: In view of increased U.S.A.F. maintenance and air freight
activities at Torbay, the U.S. Government had enquired in a note of March 6,1951
whether certain barrack and storage space could be made available to the U.S.A.F.

as ân addition to the present lease. The U.S.A.F. would carry out certain repairs on

these buildings. In addition, in ' a note of March 5, 1951, the U.S. Government had
asked permission for the U.S.A.F. to install and operate certain navigational aids at
the airport: These plans involved the quartering of about 260 U.S.A.F: personnel at
Torbay. The Chiefs of Staff had recommended approval of the two requests, subject
tô agreement at the official level on technical aspects of the proposed operation of
electronic equipment.

An explanatory memôrandum had been circulated.
(External Affairs memorandum,- April '16, 1951 - Cabinet Document D-282)1'

33. The Minister of National Defence pointed out that these requests probabidl
not represent the U.S.A.F.'s total requirements at ,Torbay:. The U.S.A.F. night

desire. to expand the facilities' at Torbay to'something like the scale contemp
la ed

for Goose Bay - and for the same purposes. In this case.it would no doubt want a
lease along the lines of thât proposed for Goose Bay. This would result in a second
large U.S. military 'establishment in the vicinity of St. John s. Acceptance of the
present requests; while perhaps difficult to avoid, wôuld inevitably affect the possi-
bility of refusing a subsequent proposal for.large-scale development.

34. The Acting Chief of the Air Staff said that hé had been informed by the
U.S.A.F. that it wished to carry out an early survey of Torbay. An official request

for permission for, this survey, on which would be based a subsequent request for
authority to carry out expansion of U.S. facilities at the airport, was about to be
received by the Canadian authorities through the State Department.

35. The Minister of Trade and Commerce saw no real objection to the present
U.S. requests. The additional navigation aids would assist both U.S. and.Canadiall
aircraft.

I



36. The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs explained that the fact that
the barrack and storage space presently sought by the U.S.A.F. was vacant might
make it difficult to refuse to lease it:

37. The Prime Minister agreed, that the additional navigation aids would be an
asset to Canadian aviation. He suggested that, if it were not wasteful for the United
States to expend resources on Torbay, ` it would be to the general advantage for it to
do so and it would,therefore be undesirable for Canada to raise obstacles to the
U.S.A.F.' having' additional facilities simply because they would be on Canadian
soil. If U.S. requirements at Torbay were consistent with NATO plans, it appeared
desirable for Canada to be' co-operative in the matter. The United States always met
the requests of the Canadian forces for facilities in the United States, as in the case
of Fort Lewis, Washington, where the Canadian Army Speciâl Force had trained.

38. -The Minister of Finance pointed out that the local population would welcome
an increase in U.S. ' activities at Torbay.

39. Mr.' Pearson ' suggested that there was an appreciable differénce between
arrangements for ," Canadian Service units to train in various parts of the United
States for a few months and the long-term plan of the U.S.A.F. to maintain a large
establishment at Torbay for• a number of years. If, eventually, there were a real
change in the world situation, there, would be no, question of large U.S. forces
remaining in European countries. It would, however, be more difficult to arrange
for U.S. forces tô be withdrawn from installations in Canada which would be con-
sidered part of the continental defence system.' At the samé time, there would be
obvious difficulties in rejecting the present U.S: requests regarding Torbay.

40. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee pôinted 'ont that the more the U.S.
forces became involved in Newfoundland, the greater would be the American
responsibility for the air defence of the area.

41. The Committee, nfter further discussion:

(1) approved the requests of the U.S. Government of March 5 and 6, 1951, for
certain barrack and storage'space at Torbay airport to be made available to the U.S.
Air Force as an addition to the present lease, and for permission for the U.S.A.F. to
install and operate certain electronic equipment, these projects entailing the quar-
tering of _ some 260 U.S.A.F, personnel at. the airport;

(2) agreed that this decision. be reported to Cabinet later in the day;
(3) agreed that there'was no objection to the U.S.A.F. carrying out an early sur-

'vey of Torbay if, on receipt; " the official request for this survey were considered
satisfactory by the Ministers of National Defence, External Affairs and Transport.38

3B À sa réunion du 17 avril 1951, le Cabinet plénier a noté avec approbation le rapport du ministre dela Défense nationale rtant sur ces dé-'̂ sions.
At its meeting on April 17, 1951; the full Cabinet noted with approval the report of the Minister of
National Defence on these decisions. •;' •
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Note 'de la F- Direction de liaison avec la Défense

pour le chef, de la 1 trc Direction de 'liaison avec la Défense

Memorandum fromDefence Liaison (1) Division

to Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division
<,: . . . . .,,,.. - , . .. . , .

SECFM. . ; ' [Ottawa]; April 23, 1951

Mr. Morgan called this afternoon and left with me Note No. 322 of Apri123, j' in
which authority^was requested for the USAF to carry, on exploratory conversations
with the appropriate Canadian authorities regarding a. proposed lease of Torbay
Airport, Newfoundland.

2. I pointed out to Mr. Morgan that this was an unusual request..We all knew that
informal discussions on defence projects were taking place all the time without the
benefit of a prefatory note. It seemed to me that in effect the note was requiring us
to give some sort of agreement in principle to a leasé the nature of which was not
made clear'in the actual note. I went on to point out that the note did not give any
indication of the extent 'of the lease, whether, for instance, the USAF intended to
share the airport with the RCAF, or whether they had hopes of taking it over:

3. Mr. Morgan said that a favourable reply to the note would not commit us in
principle, since the note said "discussions ... will in no way bind either party to the
ultimate leasing of the field". I then asked Mr. Morgan why the note was being
presented in this form. He replied that he did not know, since the Embassy had
merely been instructed to pass it on, but he assumed thât it was merely to give us
general warning of intentions: In connection withjthe intentions, I asked Mr. Mor-
gan if this note was to be taken as an indication that the idea' of a new airfield in the
Newfoundland interior had been abandoned for the present, or if the two proJects
were to be considered alternatives. Mr: Morgan said that the Embassy did not
know. He asked me whether I wished him to obtain replies to these questions from

r^ f the State - Department, and added that . probâbly A/V/M James knew much more
about it than the U.S. Embassy. I said that I would not ask him to obtain any further

-information at this stage, and promised that I would bring the note to the attention
thatof the appropriate authorities as quickly as possible. I observed to Mr. Morgan

it was perhaps unfortunate that we received this note, in effect suggesting extensive
and undefined rights at Torbay; just six days after Cabinet Defencé Committee had

one s ecific and limited request on the same field. I men^^ been asked to consider p e
tioned the natural desire of the Canadian, authorities to be put entirely in the n^c but

;!as soon as it appeared feasible. Mr. Morgansaid he appreciated, this po
pointed out that although we had replied to the Torbay note only a few days ag°'
the U.S. note had been in our hands for some time.

^ 5. After Mr. Morgan left, I telephoned A/V/M James to acquaint him wi the
contents of the U.Snote. He told me that General Walsh had put this UP to thesince it
State Department a short time ago. A/V/M James considered the note inept, well
asked both for rights to survey, a request which might be easily be granted, aswould

.^ ,r. take

k

as a vague half-commitment on the future of the field. The second request
long consideration and might well hold up the survey. A/V/M James said he

I
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was acquainted with U.S. , intentions, but he vigorously protested that this did not
absolve the U.S. authorities from stating their intentions clearly and precisely in the,
diplomatic request. I explained to A/V/M James that our initial inclination was to
write to the Chiefs of Staff saying that we proposed asking the U.S. authorities for
further information. A/V/M James warmly agreed that this was the wisest course of
action. . .

-R.A.J. P[HILLIPS]

717. B.C./Vo1. 252 ,
Note dé l'adjoint spécial du premier ministre,

pour le ministre de la Défense nationale

Memorandum from Special Assistant to Prime Minister ;
to Minister of National Defence

Top SECRET ` [Ottawa],'April 23, 1951,

RE FACILITTES IN CANADA FOR JOINT CANADA-U.S.
DEFENCE OPERATIONS

You asked me to put briefly in writing the points I tried to make in conversation
today about my reflections on the implications of the use of Torbay Airfield by the
U.S. forces.

I have been very worried for a long time that sooner or later someone is going to
say that while we are sending our legions to defend the, frontiers of civilization on
the Yalu and the Elbe, we are permitting our own country to be occupied strategi-
cally by the Americans. I know this is a very extreme way of putting what is, nev-
ertheless, a disquieting situation.

I do not see why it should be necessary for us to lease any more bases or any
other facilities to the Americans for any term of years. What I. would suggest
instead is that.we undertake ourselves to provide any defence facilities which our
Chiefs of Staff, after consultation with theirs, are satisfied are required for the joint
defence of the continent and that the costs be divided on some ratio to be agreed
uPon, with an understanding thàt the facilities be available to the forces of both
countries in peace* or in war ,- so long, in the latter case, as both countries are
engaged in the'same war. That it also be understood that any earnings of U.S. dol-,
lazs through this arrangement be earmarked exclusively for. Canadian defence
expenditures in the United States and thereby help to meet the deficit we are likely
to incur in reciprocal arms dealings.

In order to make it abundantly clear . to. the Americans that these demands for
facilities do create real political problems for us, it might be worth considering a
request for the setting, aside for the use of the 'Canadian Army and Air Force of a
training area somewhere in the Southwestern United States, for winter training
oWY, and that in making the request we ask precisely the same privileges and
^ftunities for our forces as the Americans desire to receive for theirs in Canada.
This might be an extremely useful exercise, even if we had no intention of using
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the field, though that possibility. by no means needs be ruled out as it might be a
great deal cheaper than providing.winter quarters in Canada, and might even stimu-
late recruiting for the Army the way the Caribbean, cruises are alleged to do for the

Navy.
We have clearly got to face the fact that the Americanization of our army equip-

ment is creating a permanent potential burden on the Canadian economy which the
Americans are going to be.very reluctant to offset by defence purchases in Canada.
On the other hand, they apparently really need defence facilities in Canada for joint
defence, and it seems to me that it would be both self-respecting and sensible to
make an arrangement whereby we would ourselves provide and control these facili-
ties while agreeing to make them freely available in return for the kind of consider-
ation which would contribute materially to balancing`the accounts.

What I would really like to see is a new and much broader Hyde Park which
would tie all these things up in a single parcel .39

It might even be that the administration at Washington would- not be too averse
to some move of this kind which might be a distraction from other defence debates

now current.
J.W. P[ICKERSGILL] .

DEA/50216-A-40718.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
:au président du Comité des chefs d'état-major ,

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

Dear General Foulkes,
With reference to our telephone conversation, I have received Note No. 322.of

April 23 from the United States Embassy, which reads' as follows;
"The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his compliments to

His Excellency the Secretary of State for External "Affairs and has the honor to
request the permission of the Canadian Government for the United States Air Force
to carry on exploratoiy. discussions with the appropriaté " Canadian,. authorities
regarding a proposed lease * of Torbay Airport, Newfoundland. Present tentative
plans of the,United States Air Force propose ' considerable construction and devel-
opment of that airfield..

"I'he approval of the Canadian Government is also requested for the United
States Air Force to carry out such preliminary engineering surveys at Torbay

field as are necessary in connection with the 'contemplated lease and cons .
tractlon.

"The United States Air Force emphasizes the fact that the proposed dis ^es^`is
will be informâl and exploratory and will in no waÿ bind either party to^,

a: ..>.,
1941,

Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1941, N°. 14JSee Canada, Treaty Series, , No. 14.
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mate .leasing of the field. In the event that satisfactory arrangements can be made
between the United States Air Force and the appropriate Canadian authorities, it is
the intention of the United States Air Force to follow the same procedure which has
been used in the matter of the Goose Bay lease to secure the approval of the United
States and Canadian Governments; i.e., the two air forces will reach agreement,
after which the propôsed terms will be referred back to the two Governments for
approval."

Several difficult questions are raised by this Note. The first is one of inethod. It
seems to me that, although it would be appropriate for the United States Air Force
to discuss with the Royal Canadian Air Force the kind of physical facilities
required at Torbay by the U.S.A.F., it would be inappropriate for the two Services
to talk about "a'proposed lease". The latter is a political rather than a military prob-
lem and should, I think, be discussed between the two Governments on a political
basis rather than through the two Air Forces as a Service matter.

The second questionI is one of need and purpose. In this connection a basic fac-
tor is'the decision'of the Standing Group in SGM-267-50 to allocate to the United
States, on behalf of all NATO countries, the task of conducting "the strategic air
offensive against vital elements of the Soviet war-makingcapacity". Subsequently
the NATO Deputies approved a document (D-D/183) j' saying that "member, nations
should :.. agree to give immediate and special attention to ... granting these require-
ments (for base facilities) as appropriate". Another relevant fact is that the United
States has just placed before CUSRPG Planners an amendment to Appendix "G" to,
the CUSR.PG Short Term Plan; and this amendment states that a base at Torbay ,will
be required for the strategic air offensive. Although we have this information from
NATO documents, I think that the United States Government ought to give directly
to the Canadian Government a clear explanation of the reasons for proposing "con-
siderable construction and development" of Torbay.

The third and most important question. I suggest, is whether we should even
consider a"lease" of Torbay or any part thereof. The United States authorities, in
drafting the Note, seem to have assumed that, becâuse we agreed to give a lease at
Goose Bay, we would accept the idea of a lease at Torbay.

The fact, is, of coùrse, that one of the main reasons for offering a lease at Goose
Bay was as an inducement for the settlement of our request for the revision of the
Leased Bases Agreement and that reason is not relevant to the Torbay request. I am,
increasingly worried by the possible consequences to Canadian sovereignty of
granting leases to the United States for defence installations. I am inclined to think
that the time has come to say that the lease form is inacceptable, although we are of
course ready to let the United States use and improve defence facilities in Canada
where such use or improvement is shown to be necessary for our joint defence or
pursuant to NATO plans. My. feelings on this subject have been fortified by the
information (in telegram No. 933 of April 18t from Canada House) that the United
1^ingdom does not give the United States any leases or even "assured rights of
occupancy». This question of lease or no lease will of course be for the Govern-
ment to decide and it is not necessary to settle it now.
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? =* The' immediate problem to be disposed of is the nature of -the first reply to be

sent' to` the United States Embassy. Following is a draft reply which I propose to

submit to my Minister:, '
"The Secretary of State' for External Affairs presents his compliments to His

Excellency the Ambassador of the'United States of America and has the honour to
refer to the latter's Notè No. 322 of April 23 regarding Torbay Airport.

"T'he Canadian Government has no objection to the United States Air Force car-.
rying. out preliminary engineering surveys at Torbay Airport. Detailed arrange-
ments respecting the surveys should be made by the U.S.A F. in co-operation withr, ^ ,
the Royal Canadian Air Force

"There would be no objection to the U.S.A.F. carrying on exploratory discus-
sions with the R.C.A.F. regarding the physical and technical requirements of the,; . •
U.S.A.F. at Torbay.

"However, it is desired that any discussions, even of an"exploratory character,
regarding a proposed lease or other legal rights desired by the United States Gov-
ernment at Torbay should be conducted with the Canadian,'Government through
diplomatic'channels and not between the two Air Forces. In preparation for any
such discussions; it would be helpful if the Ambassador could provide as much
information as possible (other. than technical information which will be given
through U.S.A.F.-R.C.A.F. channels) fegarding the tentative plans of the U.S.A.F.
for construction and development of Torbay. Information is also desired regarding
the nature of the use which the U.S.A.F. would like to make of Torbay.' Thirdly, it
would be useful to have an explanation of the place of Torbay in the strategic plans
of the U.S.A.F. 'in the Newfoundland 'area.

ested"As the Permanent Joint Board on Defence is meeting on May 7, it is suggested
that it would be desirable to ask the Board to consider, at least in a preliminary
way, the plans of the United States Government relating to Torbay. Such considera-
tion, even if it did not lead to a specific Recommendation by the Board, would no

doubt clarify , the questions involved: '
As there is little time left before the PJBD meeting, I should be grateful for an

lease
early expression of your views on. the proposed reply.. Also, would you ôught

;^ advise me on the position of the Department of Transport in this matter -

s,; we to seek their concurrence beforé agreeing to any. surveys at Torbay? .
Yours sincerely,

t^ ^.;i ._. , . . ,. r* .
. .•'. .a ..:. . +;... . ... .

A.D.P. HEENEY

ï

i
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719. DEA/50216-A-40

-Note du ministre de ^ là Défense nationale
î'- pour le Comité des chefs d'état-major .- .

Memorandum from Minister, of National Defence
to Chiefs of Staff Committée

^e
it

TOP SECRET [Ottawà]; April "24, 1951
The U.S. request for additional facilities' at Torbay raises again the implications

of increased establishments for joint defence within the territory of Cànada: This is
not â question as.' to whether installations that are militarily necessary, should be
done or not,'.but a`question as to how they should be done and by whom.

Sooner or later someone is going to say that while, we are sending our troops to
defend the frontiers of civilization on the Yalu and the Elbe, we are permitting our
own 'country 'to be occupied strategically by the Americans.

Torbay is a case in point. Six months ago Mr. Finletter and General Vandenberg
asked me in Washington if we would have any objection to their using Torbay to an
increased extent, but without putting in any additional buildings or equipment. The
men would be quartered at Fort Pepperrell. The purpose mentioned at that time was
for increased transport and possibly fighter protection. Accordingly, I secured Cab-
inet approval to this development. Nôw the question is raised as to securing the use
of existing buildings for a couple of hundred men who would operate ground con-
trol equipment to be installed by the U.S.A.F. ; We may anticipate that this will be
followed soon by a request for permission to develop the airport to something very
like Goose Bay. Presumably they would want to have a lease on similar terms so as
to Justify the .-construction ' of • permanent < buildings for . operations and
accommodation. •: : . * . . _ . . . .

I would be glad if the Chiefs of Staff would consider again the long term impli-

anadian territory or buildii

cations of these developments and also in the light of the important political con-
siderations involved ^ in our leasing Canadian - territory for Canadiandefence by
United States forces.

Also, as you and your officers will from time to time be discussing develop-
ments of this kind with your U.S. opposite numbers, it would be well to have a
common attitude which would be put forward with Cabinet approval.

It seems to me that we should reconsider, the request for these facilities At
Torbay in the light of these larger, questions. Would it not be desirable: for us to say
to the Americans -"If you want ground control at Torbay and we agree that it is
desirable, we will put it in and operate it for you. As you will benefit even more
from this ^d ^we have not got the equipment at hand, you can put in the, equip-
ment and provide a considerable proportion of the personnel, who will be under the
command of a Canadian. The cost of installation and operations will be shared
between the two countries Ion an agreed basi`s; which will be related to their interest
in or use of the installation. There will be no question whatever of a cession or
lease of r- - ' - --
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In ^othèr words, we would make an arrangement here and in other, similar cases
similar to that worked out in connection with the radar stations.

In this connection it has come to my attention that apparently the United King-
dom has not granted any lease to the United States for the airfields used by the
U.S.A.F. That is still under consideration.

If it is suggested that the U.S. cannot proceed with the construction of perma-
nent or semi-permanent buildings because of some law or regulation, then it is for

the U.S. to change the law or , regulation.

It should be made clear also that any arrangements of this kind should be on a
completely reciprocal basis. For example, I would think it quite proper for us to ask
now for the right to use an area of several hundred square miles for training in the
United States on terms. similar to those in effect at Goose Bay or Churchill..

The Goose, Bay leasé. should not be regarded as a pattern-for future action
because there we gave a lease in consideration of the United States waiving certain
rights in the Newfoundland bases., {.. ..:

There should be no question from now on of leases for any considerable term.
We should consider making short term renewable arrangements, always on a basis
which recognizes the principle of reciprocal treatment.

We have got to face the fact that the Americanization of our military equipment
is creating a permanent burden on the Canadian economy which the Americans are
going to be very reluctant to offset by defence purchases in Canada. On the other
. hand, they really need defence facilities in Canada for joint defence. It seems to me
that it would be both self-respecting and sensible to make an arrangement whereby
we would ourselves provide and. control. these facilities, while agreeing to make
them freely available in return for the kind of consideration which would contribute
materially to balancing the accounts, as in the case of the radar arrangement.

In view of the urgency of getting on with Torbay and the visit next week of the
C.A.S. to the United States, it would be a good thing to have a session on this with
me in the next few days, either Wednesday or Saturday, as I expect to be away at
Kingston on Thursday and Toronto on Friday.

Top SECRET

TORBAY AIRPORT; SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR USE BY THE UNITED STA'I ES

10. The Minister of National Defence, referring to discussion at the m tol^l W

April 17th, 1951, expressed concern about the implications of any decision
had

the United States to acquire a long term lease of facilities at Torbay. He h

1951[Ottawa], Apri124,



instructed the Chief of the Air Staff to indicate,to U.S. officials in discussions that
the government had gone as far as it, was likely to be able to go in granting leases:
It might be desirable to have further consideration given to the matter to determine
whether some basis could not be worked out by, which facilities sought by, the
United States would be provided by the government of Canada and made available
for the forces of both countries in peace or in war, with the United States putting
up a substantial fraction of the cost. Something along the, lines of the arrangement
with regard to radar, might be feasible...

11. The Prime Minister thought that possibly the arrangements for North Atlantic
Treaty Organization infrastructure might be examined as a pattern.

12. The Cabinet noted the comments of the Minister of National Defence con-
cerning the desirabilitÿ of giving careful consideration to possible arrangements
with the United States, in relation to special defence facilities which might be

721., DEA/50216-A-40

Le président du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affairesj`'aires extérieures

Chairman, Chiefs 'of Staff Committee,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Heeney:

. , ... , _
[Ottawa], Apri125, 1951

With reference to your letter of Apri124th regarding note No. 322 of April 23rd
from the United States Ambassador concerning facilities at Torbay. This was dis-
cussed at a meeting held in Mr. Claxton's office this morning at which the follow-
ing were present:

Minister of National Defence
Deputy Minister
Secretary to the Cabinet
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff
Chief of the Air Staff. , , .. ..

The suggested course of action in your letter was generally accepted. In regard
to Your draft reply on page 4, it was agreed that representatives of the United States
Air Force and the Royal Canadian Air Force would be authorized to hold explora-
tory discussions regarding the physical and technical requirements of the USAF atTorbay and the proposed cost of such installations, but that no discussions should
take place regarding the lease or sharing of responsibility.

The Chief of the Air Staff was instructed to make these views known to the
Chief of the United States Air Force, while in the United States, and to endeavour
to ascertain from General Vandenberg the extent of any further requirements of the
UsAIR in Canada. . _. , .
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= The " Minister of National : Defence considered \ that your replÿ to the United
States Ambassador was not •strong enôugh 40 He felt that we shôuld definitely make
it known now that we have no intention of arranging a lease: On further considera-
tion it was suggested that thè matter of whether or not we arrange a lease should
not be discussed uritil a füi-ther investigation is made as to the basis on`which this
matter should be handled. It• was also suggested that the question of a base for the
use of the United States Strategical Air Force rightly -falls within the tasks allotted
in the Medium Term Planof the Canada-United States Regional Group and could
well be considered as part.of the infrastructure required for NATO. As part of the
infrastructure it would then not be necessary to provide for : a^ lease because it is
understood that no lease arrangements are being made for, any part of the infra-
structure in continental Europe.41 It was felt that this may be the best approach to
the Americans if it is desired to avoid a lease, but before. a decision is made on the
way this matter is to be handled, the question of the costs, and manpower involved
should be studied, as well as the part to be shared by Canada in any infrastructure

arrangement.
In regard to the way in which this question should be handled I would suggest

that, if it is decided to negotiate the arrangements for Torbay as a bilateral defence
arrangement between Canada and" the - United States, 'then the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence might be a suitable medium.' On the other hand if an approach is
to be made as part of the infrastructure to NATO then this should not be referred to
the Board, but should be dealt with as anormal NATO matter.4?.

I would suggest that perhaps your Minister would wish to clear the proposed
answer43 to the American Ambassador with Mr. Claxton because of his desire to
make it clear now that Canada was not contemplating any lease arrangements 44 as

Yours sincerely,,,
i ; . . CHARLES FOULKES

I

I

40 Note marginale :/Marginal note: . . . . . " ; - -.
one change only now : .'
agrees - replace "lease" by^"anrangements etc" [A.D.P. Heeney]

41 Note marginale :/Marginal note: -^ ^ • , ; . • , ; ^ nfrastructu1e
modified this': arr[angement] by lease -- mention; NATO not nec[essaryl l̂
[A.D.P.Heeney] .. . . ^ { :

42 Note marginale JMarginâl note
view [illegible] that PJBD should take up initially & in general terms. [A.D.P.Heeney]

43 Note marginale :/Marginal note: ' , = : ` `^ ' ` ' eY]
I don't think [it] necessary now to, clear in advance - copy. for information A.D.P.H[ee n

Apr[il] 25
44 Note marginale :/Marginal note : iefs

(note for file - Mr Heeney told me [that] his marginal notes were based on chscussion at Ch
•of Staff Committee April 26) M. W[ershof]

41 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr Wershof to draft brief for McNaughton - Foulkes to collaborate [A.D.P.Heeney]
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Note dü ministre de la Défense` nationale * -
"" pour le premier ministre

Memorandum from Minister of Natiônal 'Defence
o Prime Minister -

Top SECREr : Ottawa, April 25; 1951
1. As I mentioned at the Câbinet yesterday; I am very much concerned about the

long term implications of joint defence developments at Torbay and. elsewhere. I
had already sent a note on this to the Chiefs of Staff largely based on a memoran-
dum which Jack [Pickersgill] did for me following a talk we had on this subject. It
was arranged that I should meet General Foulkes, Air_Marshal Curtis, Mr. Robert-
son and Mr. Drury, this morning. By a coincidence Mr. Heeney had just received a
note from the United States asking for a lease to Torbay, no doubt looking towards
a major development .along lines we had anticipated. As I have to be in Kingston
tomorrow and this matter very'probably will-come before the Cabinet, I am taking
the liberty of sending you this note of my views.

2. As a party to the North Atlantic Treaty Canadâ has agreed under Article 3 that
"the Parties separately and jointly, by means of continuous. and ^effective self-help
and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity
to resist armed attack". The twelve nations have also agreed that the' United States
Air Force will have the specific role of providing the main strâtegic bombing force.
It is in the interest'of Canada and of the preservation of peace* by the prevention of
aggression that the United States should have the facilities necessary to make the
most effective use of its forces. The question that arises now is not a question as to
whether steps $hould be taken. Once we agree that the steps as suggested are'strate-
gically desirable and within the capacity of the two `countries to carry out, the one
remaining question is as to how and by whom the facilities should be provided.

3. The ideal solution would be for each country to do everything considered néc-
essary within its own territory. That, however, is not always possible. The
resources of Canada in men, materials and money could not be stretched to cover
all the joint activities which should be undertaken in Canada.

4. Moreover, since virtually all defence activities and expenditures in Canada
assist the United States and since,.on the basis of population or wealth, the United
States has a greater capacity to contribùte and a mathematically larger interest, it is
suggested that we should be ready to accept contributions towards joint activities in
Canada; particularly when those relate to the' United States or are of direct and
considerable benefit to the United States. Certainly, the proposed development of
Torbay falls within this class.

5• That having been said, however,- it is suggested' that activities' for our joint
defence in Canada should as far as possible be under the immediate control of
Canadians and that functions not directly related to the operations of U.S.' forces
should be performed by Canadians.
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6. Applying these principles to the situation at Torbay, it is suggested that we
should endeavour to work out an arrangement along the following lines:

(a) Canada`would agree to the United States aircraft using the base on terms
similar to those in effect at Goose Bay or elsewhere in Canada.

(b) This agreemerit would be renewable from year to year.
(c) The airfield would be in charge of a Canadian and the R.C.A.F. would supply

personnel to man the control tower and administer and maintain the airfield.
:(d) The United States would supply ground control and other similar equipment
on loan. This equipment could be operated either by Americans or Canadians or
both.

(e) Canada would supply 'free of charge any existing accommodation and the
United States would pay for putting it into condition for-use.

(f) The United States Air Force would maintain their own aircraft and the ser-
vices directly related to, their operation:

(g) Large scale capital expenditures on rünways, hangars, accommodatiôn would
be shared by the two countries on an agreed basis.

(h) At , the termination of the arrangement the United States could remove any
removable equipment subject to our exercising a right of purchase at an agreed
price.

7.~  These arrangements have a very close relationship to the arrangements being
discussed for the infrastructure of NATO. It is possible that the principles worked
out there might be applied in the case of joint defence activities of this character. In
any event consideration should be given to the desirability of our spending money
on matters like this in Canada rather. than in Western Germany. We should certainly
keep to a minimum the instances; where- the' United States is defending North
America on Canadian soil, while. we; are ; using our resources to build up the
defences of Western Europe.

8. Whatever arrangement is arrived at should be on a reciprocal basis. Considera-
tion should be given,to our asking. the United States now for extensive training
facilities in, the United States. , , , . . . Ï ; •

9. From the financial point of . view, the. adoption of American. equipment will
unquestionably place a considerable burden on the Canadian economy which is
entirely unlikely, to be offset.by,purchases of. Canadian equipment bylth^ Unitedte

States. Joint defence arrangements should' ôuld be worked out which will he p,. P... ,
in a better position 'to carry out our undertakings. reat

10. Finally, there is the form of the reply to the note. It seems to me that g
care should be taken not to give the impression that opening negotiations will lead
to a lease. While it might not be advisable to indicate now that a lease would be out
of - the question, ; a suggestion of this might be made by referring throughout to
"arrangements for the development of. Torbay" and other similar expressions.

11. It is difficult to deal with this in a way•which will indicate our willingness tod
proceed to discuss arrangements for joint defence without either on the, one han
expressly saying at the utset that we would not consider a lease, or on the other
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hand giving the impression that. the mire fact;of entering into discussions implies
that wP wnnlrl Iw w111;,,r. r.. .,...L.. ,, t.___
- - _ -_» .... ........b ..v ..acan^., n ivaJC.

12. Further, at this stage any engineering survey should be done jointly by the air
forces of both countries.

13. In view of the scale of expenditures likely to be involved,: a survey should be
made to see if it would not be advisable to build another airport at a place where the
weather is likely to be better.

14. In an effort to meet these points I have tried to redraffp' arts of the draft réply
prepared by Mr. Heeney and enclose a copy of my draft.

[BROOKE CLAXTON]

tPIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet d'une réponse pour le Gouvernement des États-Unis

Draft Rèply to 'United States Government

TOP SECRET

The Secretary of State for External Affairs presents his compliments to His
Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America and has,the honour to_ . . •
refer to the latter's Note No. 322 of April regarding Torbay Airport.

The Canadian Government has no,objection to preliminary engineering surveys
being carried on at the moment, but ,it.would appear to it that at this,stage such, a
survey should be carried out by a joint team of U.S.A.F, and R.C.A.F. personnel. If
R
thisC is acceptable, arrangements might be made directly. between the U.S.A.F. and
..A.F . ... .. . :' ' .._ F,'

:"There would be no objection to the U.S.A.F. carrying on exploratory discussionswith the R.C.A.F. , regarding the physical , and t technical requirements. of . the
U.S.A.F. at Torbay. . . ; , ,;, ,. ,• ^ _-;: ,.

However,-it is'desired that any discussions; even of anexploratory character,
regarding 'arrangements for the joint use 'of Torbay should be conducted with the
Canadian Government through diplomatic channels and not between the two Air
Forces. In preparation for any. such discussions, it would be helpful if the Ambassa-
dor could provide as much information as possible (other than technical informa-tion which - will be - given through ^ U.S.A.F.-R.C.A.F: : channels) regarding thetentative plans of the U.S.A.F. for construction and.development of.Torbay. Infor-
mation is also desired regarding the nature of the use which the U.S.A.F., wouldlike to make of Torbay. Thirdly, it would be useful to have : an explanation of theplace of Torbay in the strategic plans of, the U.S.A.F. in the Newfoundland area.

Your enquiry brings up difficult and important questions: It has always been theview
of this government that it should bé unnecessary to cede or lease any part of

Ainerican or Canadian territory for purposes of joint defence as the best basis for
o1'r common effort was our mutual interest. The one exception to this was in the
case of Goose Bay. This was in consideration of the modifications that were being
made in the Newfoundland base leases. In the view of the Canadian government, if
We

consider a project for joint defence militarily desirable and possible, it should
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bé `proceeded : witli , in' accordance 'with"` arrangements which are, mutually, . agreeable
and which are in accord with the principles of. the declaration of February' 12,

1947:46
As the Permanent Joint Board on Defence is meeting on May 7, it is suggested

that it would be desirable to ask : the Board to consider, at _ least in a preliminary
way, the plans'of the United States Government relating to Torbay. Such considera-
tion, even if it did not lead to a specific recommendation by the Board, would no

doubt clarify the questions involved.

I

723.

TOP SECRET :

':., . ..

DEA/50216-A-40

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion
; du Comité des chefs,d'état-major

' Extract from Minutes of Meeting
of Chiefs of Staff Committee ;;..;

[Ottawa], April 26, 1951

\rI. U.S: FACILITIES - TORBAY .. : .: : r :

21. The Chair►nan stated that â meeting had been held on 25 April with the 1VIin'
ister of National Defence; the Secretary to the Cabinet, the Chief of the Air Staff
and the Depûty Minister to ; discuss the 'qtiestion of - U.S: facilities at Torbay. The
view of the meeting had been that . there should be - no, discussion with the U.S.
concerning ` a lease' for ^ this'. base until a further investigation had béen made 'as to
the basis on which this matter should be handled. There was, however, no objection
to the RCAF -and the USAF. holding exploratory discussion regarding the physical
and technical requirements of the USAF at Torbay and. the proposed costs of such
installations. The Chief of the Air Staff had been directed at this meeting to make
these views known to the Chief of the U.S. Air Force dûring his forthcoming meet-
ings in Washington and to endeavour to ascertain the, extent of anÿ further require-

ments of the. USAF in Canada.,,..

It was suggested that Inegotiations with • the :U.S.. might be facilitated if, TO
requirements could^ be classed ; as part of= the :I infrastructure ^ required for NA
which would. then', make it unnecessary to ' provide' a lease. If Canada were to con-r
tribute to infrastructure it would be preferable to . do . soin -North aeri^ f^e
than in Europe and in this way explain that the, USAF request^ form p

larger NATO requirements:
22: TheUnder-Secretary of State for External Affairs pointed out that if installa-

tions in North America were to be included as infrastructure it would be imposs
to ascertain . where this' might end, in ; that the U.S. might then . includhan en S
CUSRPG and SAC installations.. The resulting costs.would be greater t
aged at, present. .' :

''46 Vo'ir/See Vôlume 13, Document 868.:

I



As the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had already dealt with the negotiation
of the U.S. lease at Goose Bay and other joint undertakings and were meeting.again
in the near future it might be desirable. to have the.Board discuss the U.S. require-
ments at Torbay in general terms: This would not preclude the question being dis-
cussed at a later date as part of NATO. ,

23. The, Chief of the:General Staff pointed out that any suggestion by Canada to
include bases : such as this as a part of infrastructure : might . possibly lead . to - an
unlimited liability as it was the first suggestion that infrastructure went beyond the
boundaries of, Europé.1t" as, therefore,^ considered undesirable to focus attention
on infrastructure. and'thereby sow the seed of an idea which might result in expen=
diture by Canada out of ! all proportion to that now contemplated.,:;

z,+. i ne c,-ommtttee, atter; further discussion, agreed:

RCAF and USAF -concerning - the -technical 'side 'of any "füture developnïent of
Torbay but that the question of a lease or the *possession of a base was a political
question which could `only be -explored - through" diplomatic channels;

(b) The Chief of the Air Staff 'would in,dicate in his 'talks with the Chief of the.,,. .. _ . , . ... . .

(a) thât there was no' o bjection to negotiations ' being conducted between 'the

a-
le
jr;
s-

(c) The Under-Secretary 'of State fôr External Affairs would `pre aip .. .. ....... ...x
the Chairman of., the Canadian' Section of the Permanent Joint Board jon Defence
concerning the Canadian views on the USAF request for,facilities atTorbaÿ,which
could bé'discussed in; generalterms* at the forthcoming, meeting of the. Permanent
Joint Board on Defence. ; ., .;

• ; STATUS OF U.S: DEFENCE INSTALLATIONS IN CANADA ;.;. . , . .. . ,, ;
I understand that we have now reached the point where any further requests by

the . United 'States -for leases . of defence. installations on Canadiansoil . will . beresisted.sted. , ., , . . . , . . . ^ , . . ` ; .. ,.. _ , .. ^ . :1 : ^
One way in which Canada can avoid giving leases oc any form of fixed right or

tenure is by offering to finance at least a-proportion of the cost of whatever installa-
tions on Canadian soil are necessary to the, United , States (for joint defence or forNATO).47 It may well be that we shall adopt this policy in a limited.form. Torbay isa case in

point.: The United States has indicated its desire for a lease.. We recognize

47
le document 4361See Document 436.

' Note de la '161 Direction de liaison' avec la Défense '

'Memôrandûm . by Defence Liaison .(1) Division. ',
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the, néed to develop theairfield,' and might pay for whatever. improvements are con-
sidered necessary, by the United, States in order to fulfil. its 'strategic bombing com-
mitments 'under NATO. The money we spend on the development of the, field
would be'taken into account in NATO burden' sharing exercises:

3. Although this solution to the tenure problem is in the long run much preferable
to the granting of leases, some difficulties may arise. It might eventually involve us
in extremely heavy expenditures which would place an undue burden on Canada as
a NATO member. However logical this form of contribution to NATO, . there is
perhaps a danger that the policy. will be misinterpreted in' Europe as an attempt to
build up North Amèrican defences to the detriment of the defence of Europe if the
burden of paying for. bases in Canada forced us to reduce our contribution to Euro-
pean defences. No matter how.we try to counteract that,argument, undoubtedly the
left-wing press in Europe would: try to use it to undermine faith in Europe's North
American allies. .It. , might increase, the pressure, on Canada to send more than a
token ground force contribution to the Integrated Force.

4. I suggest thatthereis:something to;be,said.for consideration of yet another
arrangement, i.e., rental ; without lease. In the case of Torbay, we would obtain a
statement of total US. reqûirements'.'Let'us say that, after,we have reviewed,them,
we agreed that facilities costing $20 million were fully jùstified. Canâdawould
then make the entire expenditûre. On the assùmptiôn;that the facilities were of no
particular.value to Canada economically and were not necessary for the defence of11
Canada individually but only as a: member of NATO, we would then charge the
United States annually a sum for its use of the facilities. The annual rental would be
based on an. amortization period which would be fixed in accordance with the
nature of the facilities; it might vary from ten to twenty years (i.e., the period of the
North Atlantic Treaty). The United States would have no guarantee of tenure and
Canada would have no guarantee that the United States would occupy the installa-
tion until the capital costs had been amortized. The financial success of the arrange-
ment would depend upon the ability of the planners to forecast future requirements.
Canadian losses could be charged to the protection ôf sovereignty, and in any event
those losses could not be as burdensome as the payment by Canada for all installa-
tions without compensâtion, assuming Canada were to pay for the whole cost of the
installations, or a large proportion of it. a^^

5. The rental paid by the United States could be used either to build Can
armed strength or t6 finance help to European members of NATO through mutual
aid or the' stationing of Canadian. forces ^ in Europe. The initial costs,to Canada
would tend to be heavy and, presumably, would eventually taper off. They would
thus tend to counterbalance what we must assume will be steadily mounting annual

charges . for other forms of defence.
6. Rental arrangements without a lease might have considerable political advan-

tages in Canâda. Not only would it forestall charges of giving undue rights to the
United States in Canada, but it would answer any allegation from Canadian sources
that we aré paying lor U.S. activities' in 'Canada not ' needéd by Canada. use,

7. Finally, the undertaking by Canada of substantial installations for U.S.
since it would initially result in inflated defence budgets, should end for all time
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charges of Canadian feet dragging. It is possible that a new charge of profiteering
might arise, but not if the "rent" were turned over to national or NATO defence
purposes."

725.

RA.J. P[HIi,LiPS]

DEA/703-AG-40
; Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ,

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to 'Secretaïy ôf State for `External Affairs

SECRET

. , , : , . .... .

[Ottawa], : May 1, 1951

PROPOSED U.S. SURVEYS IN NEWFOUNDLAND , •
I am attaching a copy ôf Note No. 324 of Apri130, j^ received today, in which the

U.S. Embassy asks the permission of the Canadian Government for the USAF to
conduct surveys on the Island of Newfoundland for the purpose of finding potential
air base sites: This request 'appears to be a clear indication that the U.S. authorities
do not consider that the I:eased Bases; together with Goose Bay and Torbay, will be
able to satisfy U.S. requirements in the Newfoundland area. On completion of these
surveys, it is reasonable to expect one or more requests' for'permission to èstablish
new bases in Newfoundland.-. .... . ., ,•^ ,..., ...

Since this new request dôes not appear to affect our reply to the U.S. Note on the
Torbay Tease; we are* asking the Department of National Défence for. its'views on
this new-Note through the usual channels: If you agree, it might be well to brief
General McNaughton on 'the latest U.S. request, for it should provide uséful mate-
rial when he is asking the U.S. Section, P.J.B.D. for a frank statement of the total
foreseeable requirements of the' USAF in Eà'sterri Canada 49

A.D P H[EBivEY^• ]

Note marginale
Mr Ritchie Mr Wergshof this is interesting but has some difficult features: On the whole & at first
thought) I would prefer a % sharing by Canada on agreed expenditures & no US tenure of right

a9 A.D.P.H[eeney] AP[ri11 28.
Note mazgipale

:/Marginal note: ,
Yes L.B.P[earson].
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726.
DEA/50216-A-40

z .,
: - , .y, , .., . ,; ^ ,.. .

'' - Note du sous=sécrétaire d Étüt adjoint âüx Affaires éxtériéures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum frôm Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
. . ., .'^-..... , •

TOP SECRff [Ottawa], May 2, 1951

TORBAY AIRFIELD . ,^ , , . . . _

Mr. Bliss', the United States Minister, called on me at my request this afternoon.
I handed to him our reply to the United'States Note of Apri123 regarding the lease
of Torbay airf eld 50 Mr. Bliss observed that the Note raised two "$64 questions".
First the use which the United States Air Force wished to make of Torbay and,
second, scope of their. overall;. plans and requirements in Newfoundland. He said
that he would like; to sketch to me the background of the ,U.S. Note• on Torbay

airfield ; and their further, r Note asking to, make ; aerial reconnaissances over
,f ... ._liÿ • ^r' ^ rItr4.. ' i1Newfôundland

-t 2.;Mr. Bliss said that when General _Whitton was in Ottawa on.March 22nd â be
hehad.had conversations with A/V/M James on this subject; at which it wou
recalled , Mr. MacKay and he himself had been present:. General Whitton had then

raised - the question , of further : U.S. requirements at ^Torbay. .•. A/V/M. James had
pointed out that the Minister of National Defence would hit the ceiling" if the use
of Torbay for; : certain purposes was put up to him. , After , the; conv,ersations, Mr.
Bliss had said to General Whitton that he thought it, was obvious that the Canadian
Government could,not accept the use of Torbay for these purposes. It was so near
St. John's, that any proposal which was , more likely to make the city a target for
enemy, attack would probably be, refused by the Canadian, Goverriment. He had
therefore suggested to General. Whitton that he should make every.effort to find a
site or sites more. remote from the capital for these purposes. Meanwhile, however,
the U.S. Air'Force woûld have great need of Torbay for other purposes. The U.S.
Air Force had, Mr. Bliss thought, agreed with this approach to the problem. Sleak"use
ing personally, therefore, he thought he could say that it was not propose Ûest for
Torbay in connection with the storage or delivery of atomic bombs. The r^
aerial reconnaissance flights was, Mr. Bliss understood, with the object of selecting
a site or possibly two sites in remoter parts of the island for such purposes.

3. So far as overall U.S. service plans , and requirements in Newfoundland weresub-
concerned, Mr. Bliss thought that A/V/M James now knew as much about this a
ject as anyone. General Whitton had explained that it was impossible to give
complete blueprint of future requirements. . They could not guarantee at anY givenat

stage that these requirements might not be expanded. Mr. Bliss understood in et,
A/V/M James had explained this position to the Defence Committee of and
who had been satisfied that it was impossible ;at this stage to give a complete

final picture of U.S. plans and requirements:'
. ' • 1 . . . . . . . ..

50 Voir le document suivantJSee following document.
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.4. I said that, I knew . there were those interchanges between the U.S.: Air Force
and the R.C.A:F.-: and ^ this was excellent as far as it: went., On the other hand; the
Canadian Government had ^ received and continued to receive a series of requests
piecemeal for. the ^ extension of , facilities and installations in, Newfoundland and
elsewhere. We understood that it might not be possible to produce a tidy bluéprint
of future . plans and requirements and that the U.S. Air. Force might not be able 't6
give us at, this stage positive guarantees of the limits of their requirements. On the
other hand, I suggested that it must surely be possible to indicate the general objec-
tives of planning in'the area and the inter-relationship of the different U.S. requests
so that the Canadian Gnvernment could have a coheren't concépt for their
consideration.,

- a . .. . .. i. . . '
.

5. I then mentioned, in connection with the last paragraph in our Note, that we
hoped that the U.S. would pût Torbay on the agenda for the forthcoming meeting of
the PJBD on May, 7. I said that we hoped that the U.S.. would agree that, the PJBD
was the most appropriate place in which to discuss the kind of questions which he
and I had-just been talking over. Mr. Bliss raiséd the objection that to describe the
uses to which the U.S. Air Force might wish to put Torbay or alternative sites in
Newfoundland might involve discussing questions connected with the storage and
delivery, of, the. atomic bomb.This would be undesirable,',as -information on, this
subject was, of course, severely limited and it was his understanding that no one
but the Under-Secretary in this Department was informed on this subject. PJBD
was clearly not the place to discuss such questions. I said that this was not at all the
sort of discussion which the ;Canadian Government had in mind.' He `hâd, I' said,
pointed out the'close relations between the U.S: Air Force and the R.C.A.F.' but the
request for a lease at Goose Bay, the probabilitry that other sites in Newfoundland
would be required for - other' - purposes; ^ the whôle developing . process :of, U.S.
requirements and their relation to 'overall planning'raised'political issues ôf pretty
far-reaching importance. These broadèr questions could most properly be discussed
in the PJBD 'wmch hâd such a finé 'record in working' out satisfactory compromise
arrangements between -us in' the past:

6. Mr. Bliss said that in view of my remarks he was disposed to believe that thé
PJBD would be the appropriate place to discuss Torbayl and that he'would récom-
mend to his Government that they should put it on the agenda: He hoped to be able
to let me have their reply by tomorrow evening. ; :.

.11
' 7• Mr. 'Bliss did . not ask me directly whether, the Canadian Government were

favourably disposed to granting . a, lease for Torbay. He did say, however, that he
thought that the question of the lease should be approachéd from thé point of view
of our joint responsibilities' under the North Atlantic Treaty and that such a lease
should therefore have the-same diirationas'the North Atlantic Treaty, i.e. twenty
Years• On the other hand, Congress might find it pretty hard to swallow a propôsi=
tion by which very large sums wéré ëxpénded by the U.S. 'for a lease of such short
duration: I replied that the whole question of leases in such cases involved impor-
^ tP rinciples for the Canadian 'Government and should therefore be discussed in

^D• Mr. Bliss replied that what was involved was whether or not we were to
go on together in the defence of the North American Continent. To this observa-
tion, 1 replied that there could surely be no question in anyone's mind, least of all
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in that of the Canadian Government, as : to our complete agreement on the basic
principles of our cooperation in the defence of the North American Continent..

C.S.A. R[rrCxlEl

P.S. Later in the•afternoon, Mr..Bliss telephoned me to`say that he was informed
from ^ Washington that. agreement had been reached between A/V/M James and

General Walsh that Torbay should be placed on the "agenda at the forthcoming
meeting of the PJBD. Hetherefore regarded this question as settled satisfactorily
and asked whether we `required' â formal noté in ' confirmation. I said that I did not
think that this"would be necessary in view of his assurances.

, , . ,,. . . . . . . -., . -. , . ..

727.
DEA/50216-A-40

Extrait d'une note :pour le chef de la Sectiôn canadienne, CPCAD

' Extract from Memorandum to Chairntan, Canadian Section, 'PJBD

SECRET
[Ottawa], May 2, 1951

^ .. . ^
. .., ;,. ; ., , .. . ., . ..

, : .. U.S. PLANS AT. TORBAY

Note No. 322 of Apnl , 23,- 1951: from - the'U.S. Embassy, Ottawa; reads as

followsai
4 ,

, .._...• ..^ ... .r^:: _. ..

'There would be no objection to the U.S.A.F. carrying on exploratory.discus

+ sions with the R.C.A.F:. regarding the physical and technical. requirements of the
U.S.A.F. at Torbay. chazacter,

However, it. is desired that any. discussions, even,'of an exploratory

i'. regarding :the,'arrangements. desired.by, the United States. Government at ;Torbay
should be, conducted with the CanadianGovernment ; through diplomatic channels
and. not between the : two, Air. Forces. In preparation for : any such discussions, it
would be helpful if the Ambassador could provide as.much information as possibFC•A •.
(other than technical information which will be given. through U.S.AF-R• devel-
channels) regarding the tentative plans of the U.S.A.F..for construction and ch
opment of Torbay. Information is also desired regarding the nature of the use wi
the U.S.A.F. would like to make of Torbay. Thirdly, it would be useful to have all

,` } i . , . .-,. ^: . . . _ . . . . . . r :.. ^ . ..

; . . . ,. .,. . , . . ., ,. , .;
2. The reply; Note No. D-118 of May 1, reads as follows:

'The SecretarY of State for , External.- Affairs . presents his compliments to His
Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America and fias the honour to

•refer to the latter's Note No. 322 of April 23 regarding Torbay Airport

"The Canadian Government has no objection to preliminary engineering surveys.

being carried on at the moment, . but it would appear to , it that at this stage such a

survey should.be carried out by, a joint team of U.S.A.F. and R.C.A.F. personnel. If
this is acceptable, arrangements might be made directly _between the U.S.A.F. and

R.CAF

: 31 Voir le document 718JSee Document 718.

i
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explanation of the place of Torbay in the strategic plans of the U.S.A.F. in the
Newfoundland area.

."As the Permanent Joint Board on Defence is meeting on May 7, it is suggésted
that it would be desirable to ask the Board to consider, at -least in a preliminary
way, the plans of the United States Government relating to Torbay. Such considera-
tion, even if it did not lead to.a specific Recommendation by the Board,= would no

• - - -uoubt ciarnry me qi

Previous History

3: Bëforé discussing this U.S. request; it may be helpful to summarize the previ-
ous 'history of U.S. activities' at Torbay:

(a) As from Novembër 1, 1946, the USAF had ^ a lease of a hangar from the
liepartment of Transport, subject to cancellation on thirty 'days notice.-

(b) In May, 1948, thé USAF was given permission to install G.C.A:; but this was
not installed at that timé.'

(c) In October, 1948, it was decided to give the USAF a leasé until 1968 (with a
30 ^day cancellation'clause) of another hangar and other buildings.

`(d) In
.
March, 1951, thé U.S.' asked for permission to install G.C.A. and extensive

radio equipment. At` the same time they asked for a lease of, several buildings for
NCO quarters and mess," and fôr stores;'required because of "accelerated aircraft
maintenance activities.'This ' request involved the ° stationing of 260 U.S: ' military
personnel,'at the airport on a full timë basis.' Both `requests'weregranted on"April
19, after consideration by Cabinet; the additional buildings are to be added tô the
existing lease which expires in 1968 (but which has a'30 day, cancellation clause).

(e) On'April 4 CJS, Washington, sent to Ottawa a revised draft Appendix "G" to
the - CUSRPG Short Term` Plan. This draft, z which listedTôrbay among the bases
that woûld be `required 'in Canada for the U.S. strategic air offensive, ïwas the first ,
ôfficial indication of U.S: plans for Torbay. :

General Observations . . , . .: .. , ,.. .

4• Canada is obligated; under NATO arrangements •. to give the U.S.'-such base
facilities as may be necessary to enable the U.S. to carry out the task; assigned to it
by NATO, of conducting the, strategic air offensive against the U.S.S.R. By listing
Torbay in the revised draft appendix referred to,'the U.S. has indicated that a base
at Torbay is necess ^,ary for this air offeIIsive However,'to date the.U.S. Government,
has not explained to the Canadian Govérninent whÿ a" bomber basé at Torbaÿ, is
essential or how'it would fit mtô `the overall strate ic air' lan.

rom Canada. Judging from the Note 'of 'April 23," the U.S. Govêrnmênt âssùmed

5 Assuitüng that a bomberbasè nt Torbay is shôwn to be nëcessary,fôr the strat e-.
glc air offensive, the next and main question iswhat the U.S. has a right to expect

that they should expect a long-term lease. This is not regarded as appropriate by the
Oanadian Gôverpment. During Woï•ld War II, we did not givethe U.S. long leases
on airfields but rnerely occupancy "for^ the duration". ln the United Kingdom, we
have learnéd,"'the, U.S. has not received léases 'of airfields used bÿ the USAF, or
evèn'assured rights^of occûpancy: It is true that we have agreed to give a léase at- ^ _ ,. . . . . ,
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Goose Bay but that was not intended as a precedent; in any case, that lease was part
of a wider settlement involving amendment of the Leased Bases Agreement:

6. The ; basic principles of peacetime, defence co-operation : between ; the United
States and Canada were laid down in the joint statement of February' 12, 1947, and
they ` should always be kept in mind., Principles (4), in part,', and (5) are:

^"(4) "Mutual and reciprocal availability of,military, naval and " air facilities iri
each country; this principle to be applied as may be agreed in specified instances
...

"(5) As an underlying principle all co-operative,, arrangements will be without
impairment of the control of either country over all activities in its territory:"

We' take: seriously. P^inciple No. (5) and se* no reason why: the real needs of the. _ .
y, . _ . , .. . . , . . .met without departing from that principle:.U.S. at Torba cannot.be met

.7..The United States authorities should try to understand that a sovereign country
cânnôt be expected to like the idea of granting long-term leases of military.installa-.

tions even .to the friendliest of allies._ , : ^ .,•. , . . ^:
8 There is no NATO requirement, nor any rülè of logic, to the effect that the

United States should rëceive a lease of an airport just because the use and develôp-

ment of . that, airport by the United States are ° necessary in"
,
the allied cause. It is

përfeçtly feâsible for Canada to'allow the USAF tô'make full use of Tôrbaÿ,without
any,question of leâ'se'or of guaranteèd legal rights of occupancy. ;,.

ti; 9. It is conceivable that the proposed diplomatic discussions between the two
governments regarding Torbay may, result. in . an agreement by, the Canadian Gov;

ernment to bear the cost of part of the,constructiôn found to be necessâry (e.g., the

cost Of lengthening the runways). Other types of financial arrangement are possi-
ble. However,'tlie Canadian Section of the PJBD is not authorized to enter into any

finâncial . discussions, even 'ôf ' anexploratory character, ' and in ' particular is not
authorized to suggest that Canada may share in the financial burden of developing

Torbay.
10. The preceding paragraphs are for the background information of the Cana-

dian Section '. Following is an outline of points which might' be made when p
ing to the Board as a whole:

11 'Points to be Mâdé when Spéaktng to the PJBD tes
(1) Canada is not mérély ^willing but anxious toco-ôperaté with the United Sta

in proJects required in Canada for our Joint defénce or for NATO.

(2) As stated in our, Note Nô. D-118, full information is desired regarding the
construction plans of the USAF at Torbay, 'the 'use proposed'to be made of Torbay,
and its place in the wider plans of the USAF in the Newfoundland area. As mûch of
this information as is now available should be' given to the Board in order that the
Board may discuss it:

(3) In the opinion of the,Cânadian authointies it would be helpful to both govern
ments if the U.S. Section would as soon as, possible give a broad outline of allnot
réquirenients and plans involving construction or development in Canâda..It s , ent
necessary to wait until a final' decision. has béen màde by, the^ U.S. Governm
before telling the Canâdian âûthorities of a propôsal. The PJBD , can serve a very
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'Note de la lère Direction de liaison avec la Défense

Memorandüm from Defence Liâison "(1) Division
11. 11.

_ = 1 pour' la Section ` canadienne; , CPCAD ' 1 ;

to Canadian Section, PJBD , •; '.... .. . .. . .... , • . .... t

. Ottawa; May 4, 1951

U.S: DEFENCE INSTALLATIONS IN CANADA

At a meeting held in Mr. Pearson's office on May 3, Mr. Claxton referred tosev

P
a Canadian installation süch^as Torbay if'that use ârid'development is found to be
necessary to our joint defence or for NATO. (The.,objection to the lease method, .:. .: .
dôes'not necessarily~apply

.
to'mere leases, of buildings; termmablèFon notice, such

as the recently approved ' lease of buildings at Torbây. 'There' is little resemblance
between that kind of lease; which is more in-the nature of , an ôrdinary real estate
transaction, and the kind of leâsse which the 'Canadian Govérnment has agreed 'to
give at Goose Bay.) ;. ; ^ ,.:, . . , • ,.. ! ,,_ . ... :. ^ ^ , .

(5) One of the principles of deferice co-operation set forth in the joint' statement
of February 12, 1947, . is that "all co-operative arrangements will be without impair-
; ment of the control . of either country over all activities in its , territory." _ The, Cana-
dian Government wishes this principle to be regarded as basic in any discussion of
U.S. defence . needs in Canada.

(6) It will be appreciated that the NATO Deputies in London are now considering
various defence projects in Europe to which Canada will be expected to contri bute.
Obviously Canadian_ co-operation in joint U.S.-Canadian enterprises for NATO
purposes on this •côntinent will have to bè considered in relàtiôn to`our overall con-

sovereignty overany of 'its sôil,^ inJpermitting the United States to usé and dëvelo

o
b
jection nug t have to give way; However, in, the, view. of the Canadian Govern-

ment, that is not th. e case. There , ,will, be no I difficùltÿ, withoùt àffecting Canadiàn

useful furiction'by discûssing the U.S.- projects in Canada at a relatively early stage
of their planning. '..
a: (4) The Canadian.Government's.view is that it should not grant any further long

term leases for defence purposes'in Canada, and that this particular method of ena-
bling the U.S. to use airports.,or other defence installations should not be used in
future.:If there were: no other way ofmeeting.tessential; joint defence needs, this.... ,,,, h . . . .. ., . .

pp y e nme
Minister, the Minister of National Defence and the Secretary of State for ExternalncF..___ . . _ .

(Note for Canadian Section: This memorandum has been a roved b th P'

tribution to such NATO defence projects. ; , • ', .. ; • ,., .;; ; ; . . . _

-.,•au^.^ . , . , ...

en Points which he thought should govern Canàdian'policy with'respect to U.S.
air installations in Canada. Although these are in a slightly -different form, I under-
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stand that the :points-; listed.below 'are the. main considerations which Mr. Claxton
had in mind:
:ja) • Canada would agree ` to the United, States* aircraft using the base on terms
similar to those in effect at Goose Bay or elsewhere in Canada.;:

(b) This agreement would be renewable from year to year. ''
(c) The airfield wôüld be in charge of a Cânâdian ^nd the R.C.A.F. would supply

personnel to man the controT tower and administer and 'maintain the airfield.:
(d) The United States. would supply ground control and other similar equipment

on loan. This èquipment 'côuld be ôperated either by Americans or Canadians or

both.:...:^ . :: .•;:...,:. .:. •
(e) Canada would supply free of charge any. existing accommodation and the. . .

United States would pay ; for putting it into, condition for. use.
.. (f) The United States Air Force would . maintain their own aircraft and the ser-

;vices directly. .related to their operation.
(g) Large scale capital expenditures on runways, hangars, accommodation would

-be shared by the two countries on an agreed basis. ,^. , :,-
(h) At the 'termination of the arrangement the United States could remove any

,removable 'equipment subject to our exercising a right 'of purchase at an agreed

' price.
R.A.J. P(x191m]

DEA/50209-40
729.

Note de la 1 trc Direction 'de liaison avec la Défense,
.:^._ . .. . . . . .

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

; SECxM . . ` . . . Ottawa, May 7, 1951

For Mr. Wershof•

NEW U.S. DEFENCE INSTALLATIONS IN CANADA

As the Government has virtually,decided not to. grant further leases to the U.S.

a
for defence installations in Canadian territory, - some, alternative basis for negoi
tions with the Americans will have.,to be worked out. Assuming that the Canadian
Government is going,` in some way ,or other; to grant the U.S. 'the use of whatever

facilities they need for Continental or NATO dèfence, there appear to be three pos
,sible approaches to the problem:

(â) some fôrm of rental schemé amortizing capital charges paid by Canada,
(b) a proportionate sharing of the capital charges as agreed between Canada and

the U.S,:
(c) a ProP.. ortionate sharing of capital charges by all NATO members through an

application of thé infrastructure formula
The possibilities of (a) above have already been discussed in Mr. Phillips' m^aro^

orandum to you of Apri127. Perhaps the chief difficultywith this approach is
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would plàce`pn the Canadian economy a heavy burden of capital charges during
what is at present,assumed to, be the peak years of defence expenditure - barring,
of course, a war.

As regards (b), the advantage to Canada would obviously depend on what share

i

1

n

it

we would have to pay and how'n final settlement would be reached after the emer-
gency is over.

^ The' possibilities of (c) would, I think be of value chiefly in persuading the
Ainencans to âccept a high proportion of the capital charges, as proposed underï (b)
above. The U.S. Strategic Air Command plans will never be tabled in NATO and
the USSAC will probably not be willing to discuss even the location of their air-
fields if they can possibly help it. The U.S. Government will therefore refuse to
consïder S.A.C. . airfields under the'infrastructure programme..,The. suggestion that
the ^ USSAC bases'` in' Canada could be regarded as : infrastrùcture would also, of
côlir'se,^ be resisted by, our European partners. In addition, : it, might'be argued with
some justice that USSAC, `although filling the NATO respônsibility entrusted to the
U.S., has other. reasons for its existence. The' U.S.- would,have to have a Strategic
Air Command even if-there were no NATO, and in fact the USSAC might be used,
if the President of the United Stàtes so decides, in circumstances hâving nothing to
do with the North Atlantic Treaty - e.g: Korea. ;..

Usin the 'analo `g gy of infrastructure with the Americans 'might, however, be a
way of justifying Canada paying the modest proportion of costs that Canada will
probably be paying for infrastructure *charges in Europe, 1e: "About 8%; on the basis
of present negotiations. By allowing some offset for the residual value 'of the air-
fields'' in Newfoundland - to the Canadian" economy âfter' the emergency, I Canada
might pay,10% or 15%: This might be a' starting point in` riegotiations with the
Americans undertaken with the object of reaching an agreed sharing of costs while
giving the U.S. no further tenure in Canada as of right: But we should be careful to
avoid, if possible; ^ having our • infrastructure argument backfire by being applied
retroactively to installations in Canada which the Americans have already paid for
in toto. For this reason ^ alone, I.think.it would be unwise to bring up infrastructure
as a formal proposal applicable to Torbây, although it might be useful to use it, as I
have suggested; as an analogy for justifying a low proportion of the capital charges
being paid for by Canada, even though we are not going to give the Americans a
lease.

r^

J. G[EORGE] :
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730: . . ; , . ,: ; ^ . .. _ :DEA/703-AG-40

Extrait du procès-verbal '
de la CPCAD, . ,

3 , . Extract from Journal,
4'... .. ., . . . ^ 1... .

of PJBD

TOP SECRET
Ï,, May 7-11, 1951

•
. : #.., .^ ;; t :

^ _ ; 'Me
!

etings '.of thé Bôard '. held ; at Fort Frontenac, F Kmgston, . Ont ,: ôn May 7-10,
1951; and -Chalk River, Ont.; May 10-11, ;1951. {

., ,.. -, , : . ._ . . .., , . . ,. ^, . - . „ . .
• `1" `.- :::':__.. ;,

- .,-;, , ;.r ,, . ;,;; •. ., . -` ^ .;; -• , °."

:4. (TOP SECRET) ; Plansfor, Torbay and : Other Defence Installations in New-

foundland.1he Canadian Chairman referred.to recent requests;from the U.S. Gov-
ernrnent: (Note No. 322 of Apri123t and Note No.; 324'of. April 30t: from the U.S.
Embassy. in Ottawa) which. indicated. the, desire' of :.the, U.S:, authorities to acquire
extensive new facilities in Newfoundland. He pointed out that Canada is not merely
willing but Most anxious to co-operate with the U.S. in projects required in Canada
for, the joint defence of North America or as a result of our commitments under.thé
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. He said that the Canadian Governmént' would
view most, sympathetically any request - which the. U.S. might, submit, to further
these two ends. ,The- Canadian. Government : did, not, however, believe that ; it was
necessary for. the U.S. to acquire anny:further_leases in Canada for defence purposes.
There iwould be no _ difficulty from . the point of view, of: Canadian : sovereignty, in
permitting the U.S. to use and develop a Canadian installation if that use. and devel-
opment were found to be necessary to our joint defence or. for NATO.

The Canadian Chairman emphasized that before. formal consideration could be
given. to U.S:. requirements for further, facilities the. Canadian. Government wished
to obtain a'clearer picture of the plans of the U.S:, Services in Canada. He said that
although the Canadian authorities appreciated the desire of. the U.S. Government to
avoid discussing plans ; which , were highly :tentative, and " might , be changed from
time to time, it was very difficult, for, the Canadian. Government to consider piece-
meal requests without ageneral knowledge of.U.S: plans for facilities in .Canada:
He thought it desirable that Canada should be kept informed at an early stage of all
plans of the U.S. armed forces involving requirements in Canada.

The U.S. Air Member, discussed the tentative plans for his service for the devel-
opment of Torbay as an addixional site . which might,be made available for the use
of the various commands of the USAF.

The U.S.I Air Member pointed out that in addition to the survey of Torbay which
had been requested by the USAF, his office had also requested the Canadian Gov-
ernment's concurrence in the carrying out of surveys of the Island of Newfound-
land with a view to locating additional sites which might be suitable for airports-
His thought was that other sites might be found that would be more acceptable to
the Canadian Government and equally desirable for the purposes of the USAF-
After some discussion, the Canadian Section agreed that the particular surv^eed
Torbay and also the general surveys of the Island of Newfoundland should p
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`forthwith as matters of high priority. It was also agreed that the Canadian Section
would refer the entire question back to their Government for further consideration.

After considerable discussion in the Board of the variou$. factors .involved, the
Canadian Chaiïman agreed that he would take back to Ottawa the 'information
received from the USAF. This infoimation would, be placed before the appropriate
Canadian authorities forconsideration as a matter of urgency.

Noté du chèf de la Direction économique `

DEA/50216-A-40

pour le. chef de la;1?^e;Direction de liaison avec la Défense ,

Memorândûm'f^̂ rom Head, Econômic'Division,,
to Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division

l

: :: .. OF TORBAY AIRPORT
NATO R FRASTRUCTURE - AND THE UNTTED STATES REQUEST FOR LEASE :

-'In' his letter to the Under-Secretazy of "April 25, General 'Foûlkés states 'It was
also suggested that thé ' question - of a' base -.:: could well be considered as 'part of the
infrastructure required for NATO.' As part of the infrastructure it would then not be
necessary,to provide for a lease because: it is ûnderstood that no lease arrangements
are being' made for any part of the infrastructure in continental Europe."

2. It should not be overlooked that Mr: Wilgress on oür express instructions (éma-
nating from the Department of Finance) has pressed in the Deputies for adoption of
a rental scheme; originally for SHAPE capital costs and lattérly for European infrâ-
structure.: The special committee set up by the Deputies to investigâte the technical
aspects of the different - proposals for shâring costs of infrastructure includes in' its

govenunent or to NATO ac'a whnlP

"To report upon the feasibility and the: practical aspects of L. (1) The suggestion
of the Canadian Deputy that the capital cost of certain" infrâstrûcture should be' met
by the host government which would then lease (sic) the'instâllations'to the user

terms of reference:

ered in Y g w c oug t LU e consid-
preparing our resistance to the pressure which seems inevitable. I amsend'

sing to me. i I therefore put this to ou as somethin hi h h b
g ut the wording of Inc terms of reference above dôes -seem a little 'émbar-ras '

3. 'It is possible that the rental schemé âdvanced' by Wilgress ' in the Deputies
^ght be used by the United States in pressing for a lease arrangement at Tôrbay. i
am aWaze, of course, that there may be a wôrld of difference' between leasing andrentin b t , ,

mg You two extra copies of this memo in case you want to pass them on to the
UnderSecretary and Mr. Ritchie.

A.F.W. P[LUMPrREl
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DEA/50209-40, . ,..>s . ., ,^: ^. „ ^. ^ . ^
^.; -. : - . ,•

, -Note de, la Direction économique.. .,.^ .. :

! pour le chef de la Pn'Directéon de liaisôn avec lâ Défense

Memorandum from Economic. Division
to Head, Dëfence. Liaison (1) , Division

a; ,. .. ,. ..

SECRET [Ottawa], May 18, 1951
. . , .

NEW U.S. DEFENCE INSTALLATIONS IN CANADA

I refer to Mr. George's memo, to Mr: _Wershof, dated May 7 on this subject.

2. There - are one or two minor points in Mr.'• Géorge's memorandum to which I
might, in the light of events which have occurred since the memorandum was writ-

^
ten, apply correction.

3. In para . 1(c) Mr. George states that as one of three possible approaches to the
general problem raised, "a proportionate sharing of the capital charges by all NATO

members through an application of infrastructure formula". might be adopted. It
ought to be kept in mind that no formula has -yet . been adopted nor do we see one

emerging not only until all the ' technica
but untilrutheir findings have subéeWorking Committee , set, up by the, Deputies .... ,.^, . . ,

' quently, been examined by the governments of member states.

^ 4. In his last paragraph Mr. George refers to the."modest appropriation of costs
that Canada will probably be paying for infrastructure charges in Europe, i.e., about

41 8% on the basis, of present negotiations:'. The figure of 8% has never been men-.tioned as the possible basis for Canada's contribution under infrastructure.. In an
formula adopted for the final settlement, or even for an interim settlement, of infra-,;
structure, Cabinet. Defence Committee has specifically restrictéd our participation
to a basis of capaci ty, to pay (national income).'Our percentage, even assuming that
this formula is adopted, which is by, no means certain, would involve us at most in
3.72%.

;. >.

5 . As I havealreadY stated verbally, I share^Mr..George'sdoubts as to the advisa

s^^^ bility. of financially linking the Torbay, extension with European,infrastructure: But
I even question its usefulness as an analogy for justifying a low Canadian particiPa"
tion in the sharing of costs at Torbay. In my opinion, the less we pay at Torbay, , the

weaker our position will be in resisting pressure for a lease. On the other hand, the
more we pay at Torbây,'the'stronger will be our position on the lease quéstion ^do eration.

outcome 3 of thé bürden-shÏ 4! the more credit we will get, in the final aring op

This may be_ over-simplifying, bût Ibut it makes some sense. ...
A.G.S..G[tti"l^:

1 ... . . . .. . . .^' .
i,`
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Le` ministré de 'la Défense nationale , ,
au président de la Section canadienne,' CPCAD :'.

to Chairman,- Canadian Section, PJBD
Minister. of National Defence

I
t-

ie
0
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sz : , ; : • c : , , : ,.

Dear Andy [McNaughton],. ..,
Obviously we must anticipate the development of further arrangements with

regard to joint 'defënce with the United States: In any discussions, it seems to me
that all our representatives shoüld always make it plain that any arrangements must
be in accordance with certain general principles. If all the Americàns concerned
come ': to`understand this, it' should 'simplify ' negotiations and ^ prevent
misunderstanding.

The principlésI"suggest, should be along the 'lines of the following:
(1) Canada should be prepared to enter into any project we consider to be in the

interest of joint defence '
^.^i.•, , , ^ ^.. .

(2) Once a prôject is considered by us to be Idesirable,' the only, . question remain-
ing is the terms on which' it is• to be i carried ôut.

^, , , . , . ,..,..(3) All projects in ,
Canada

.
should be carried out by us as Canadian projects.'. . ,..

1119 command 'of a United ' States 'officer.s2
(9) All arrangements must be on a reciprocal basis.

(4) If the project is of advantage to the United Statés'we'should.béwilling to
accept assistance in money, , materials, men .. and the loan. of equipment 'without
charge.. .. ,. .. . . , . . ^ _

^ ....
(5) The extént of United States participation should depend . on the extent , of

United States interest.' If the matter is exclusively,ôf advantage to the United' States
we should be prepared to have the United States cover the whole cost.'Ordinarily,
however,`• we' would , have an" interest and thé ëxtent'of 'participation shoüld be
roughly determined,'as` was 'done in the-casé of 'the radar stations;'with the United
States paying, say two-thirds, or some other round sum figure. Ordinarily; the •divi-
sion should be on a round figure share basis'like one-third, one-qnarter, :eto

(6) In no circumstances " will there béa long term lease. Usually the ` arrangements
should be automatically renewed , from year to year, but terminable at any time
upon notice. ^ . :

(7) In the event of termination the United States could remove any detachable
equipment we`did nofwant ' to pay fôr.- Permanent installations would be left where
they are without further payment.^

(8) In no circumstàncës'would"an estâblishmentin Canada be under the overrid-

lmpossible [R.A. MacKay] ^,
Note marginale :/Marginal note: •
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RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

11'niight `bè desirable for us to ask the United States for an arrangement under
which we would have the use of a large area, say, one hundred square miles, in a
suitable part of the United States, for training purposes. -.,

In this general connection it is interesting to note that so far the United Kingdom
^,; . . . . -

has not granted leases to the'UnitédStates,buthas'paid half the capital cost and
one half the cost of maintenance up to United Kingdom standards. This appears in
a telegram from our High Commissioner at London, dated , April 18, 1951, No.

933 .t
Applying these principles to the case at Torbay, it seems to me that we should be

prepared to consider an arrangement along the following lines:

(1) The R.C.Â.F. and U.S.A F: could make a joint sùrvey! of Torbay and other

possible sites. -:With , the "R.C.É1.F. .. should
.
be associated a representative ^ of. the

Department of Transport. p

i:,(2) The R.C.A.F. or Department of Transport would continue to control and oper-
ate the airfield. To this end it would command the control tower and maintain the
runways and administration ,.. buildings, .. as; well as the, buildings occupied by
CanadiansS3^

(3) The United States and Canada would participate in the cost of constructing
runways and other permanent installations, to be used by both nations. The cost

wôuld ' bé shared in propôrtion'to the estimated 'extent of use by each country

,(4) In the case of hangars, etc. specially built to house U.S taircraft, which would
not be required by Canada in any 'event; the 'cost might be entirely borne by the
Unite&States

{ain its own

;

,

(5) The United States would supply the men and equipment to main

aircraft. . ,.
(6) Barrack accommodation or married quarters would be paid for by the country

using them or âlternatively we côuld, pay for their costand charge' a rental.
(7) Special,equipment which the United ,States has,and we have not got mightbe

loaned and possibly. operated, by, .the United States ,withôût _ payment.
(8) At each installation there should. be a joint plan for combined action, to- defend

the station against diréct attack. Any. groûnd troops specially detailed for this pur-
pose and not having_ any, other duties, eg. full : time anti; aircraft, ' should be
Canadian.5' al

Our plans should of course cover the case of command in the event of gener

,war. While : it would generally be desirable.thatthat. command in Canada should be
exercised by a Canadian, this might be departed from in the interest of,coordinâtion
and special cases. For example; fôr. purposes of air defence, . North America,is a
single territory and might be under the overriding command of a United States
officer with Canadians and-Amencans in. charge of variôus sections..

:. ., ^'. . . a-A1 .. " , i

53 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Doubt if we could ever sell this in view of these [paragraphs 3, 4] [R.A. MacKay]

54 Note marginale :/Marginal note: - ' ;' ' ' '
.

I'd anticipate strenuous objections to this one [R.A. MacKây]



From the talks: we have had,. I- feel : that these views will largely. coincide. with
your own, but perhaps it would be a good thing if you.:could let. me -have your
comments or suggestions on the foregoing;:If our views coincide,'I would then•put
these;views to Mr. Pearson and we might put the result beforé the Cabinet: Defence
Committee, so that we would have Cabinet authority" for the, attitude to, be taken in
future discussions. I realizé that there will probably.be.cases where it will be desira-
ble to depart from the foregoing in some respect or another, but we should have
before us a set of objectives which •we regard as generally desirable.ss

' ' Yours sincerely; . . .I y -

. . ^,,. , .. , " BROOKE CLAXTON

Le président de la, Section canadienne, CPCAD,,14
: T au.ministre de la Défense nationale...,..1 . -

Chairman, Canadian Section, PJBD,
` ^ , " ' to Minister of National Defence - -

PERSONÂL. AND CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Brooke [Claxton],_

re y contributions were based on proportionate use of the facility as a whole:
At the last meeting of:the: Board,:in Kingston, we made our position substantially
clearer by taking advantage of, an appropriate opening to_ state that Canada was not

establishing that thé ^ idea ^ of leases was ; oûtmoded, . and we 'made 'arrangements
whe b ^

up for- discussion at the begmnmg of this year We were then successful in

good deal further with the "extension of the Continental Air Defence System when it
came

ward from ^ the arrangements `at the ` Newfôùndland Leased Bases We advanced a
eagues. From our point of view, the Goose Bay Lease was a véry 'long sten for-
,Su which we have been able to achieve in our negotiations with our U.S. col-
reflected in the changing status of the facilitiés in Canada for U.S.use or for joi t

As you well know, our relations with the' U.S. in matters of defence policy have
been undergoing a steady develonment in the past year and a half. This is clearl

which we should endeavour to establish.:
me that in your nine points you have given a 6rÿ' clear statement of the position

mdicated.

As
..'. .y.:

l
" .', ...

. . . .

you have foreseen; my
1

views argely" coi
,.

nci
11

de
,

with your ^own and it seems to

- [Ottawa], May 23,' 1951

I was very glad J o ^ receive ? your letter of 21 May 1951 in which you outlined
some general principles- which might govern our negotiations with the Americans
on joint defence projects. In a separate letter, I shall refer specifically to Torbay, but
here I would like to comment more generally on the broad principles which you

_ , .
;.;;. ,.' . • ' ,^... ,^ ,. . - ^ , ,

I don't think this letter should be referred to in other doc[ument]s unless Mr. Claxton sends us a
copy. R.A.M[acKay].

55 Note marginale :/Marginal note•

j , : ; ' : ; ^."! f . ,
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prepared tô grant any further leases although we were ready to cooperate fully in all

necessary defence projects: -;
j iI'fullÿ 'agree with you that it is important that we give close thoùght to the fun-

daméntal principles'governing Canada-U.S: defence policy; but fam not'suré that
we have yet reached the time to define this policy jointly witli the U.S. authorities.
Iatn'âpprehensive that in* the United States if this were attempted at present there
might be some misunderstanding ' of our purpose in enunciating a'set of principles
which is,, in effect, 'clearly designed to protect our own position; we might be
thought to show some lack of. confidence in U.S. motives. Further, with the devel-
opment of NATO defence plans, including both armed forces and infrastructure

installations, we are entering a new era in which Canada-U.S. defence policy is
necessarily related to the larger NATO picture. As the pattern of U.S. requests and
of NATO planning develops, it may be to our advantage to adjust our present think-
ing in some respects. For these'reasons, I would'offer it as my personal opinion that
we should not, at this stage, seek'any agreed set'-of- principles `with our U.S. col-
leagues. At the same time,, I should like to emphasize again the far-reaching impor-
tance to us of a thorough consideration of , our. , long-term policy and in this
connection I think it would be very useful to the Canadian Section of the Board to
have for its own guidance a set of general principles such as you have outlined and
which could have been agreed to by yourself and your colleagues as a basis- from
which we could approach particular problems as they are'raised for consideration.

Yours sincerely, . . . .

'A.G.L: McNAUCxToN

t

i

..^,.. . ,

RELATIONS W1TH THE UNrTED STATES

. ; . . . .. . . . Ft S . . . . . . .

.' • .. .

' : .. ' . .. , . . ; ' i 4 1
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Le chef de, la Section canadienne, CPCAD,
au ministre We la Défense nationale

Chairman, Canadian Section, PJBD,
to. Minister of National Defence,,

SECxU. [Ottawa], May. 23, 1951
. . , .

Dear Mr. Claxton,
As you know, at the last meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, we

discussed at some length the,.U.S. requirements at.,Torbay; and elsewhere in New'
foundland. In reply, to the U.S. request of April 23; we, have given permission for
the USAF to make surveys jointly with the Canadian authorities. it appears that we
can anticipate further U.S. requests'for substantial new facilities at Torbay.

- The use to which the USAF would put, facilities at+Torbây is directly relateda o^

the. U.S. strategic bombing role under NATO.":It seems to me,: therefore, th
policy on U.S. activities in Torbay - as well as similar undertakings elsewhere -
must be considered in the light of general NATO arrangements. I am not now^c
position to comment on the relation of U.S. facilities at Torbay to NATO. infras
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which it clearly requires:

ture;; though I would -like to see a.study, on the'subject prepared by those who are
versed in.these matters. . ' .

I should like to suggest; `therefore; that before. any final policy is decided for
dealing with U.S. requests at Tôrbay, the subject might be referred to the Economic
Panel on Defence Quéstions: If this suggestion commends' itself to you I feel sure
that the External Affairs membèr' of the PJBD, who is also a member of the `panel,
would be able to arrange for the consideration of this question with 'the urgency

` Wôuld ^yoû lit me knoA

Reference: My Des.patcli No. 1591 ' of Maÿ ï 10, ,1951J,

' U.S. REQUESTS FOR ADDTTIONAL DEFENCE FACILTTIES IN CANADA"_. , , ..-..:
Since the recént meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, officers at

the 'staff level in the State Department have'reféired on several occasions to the
Cânadianposition with'respect;to,the U:S.,arequest.for additional defence facilities
as expressed at the last meeting of the Board. They have snggestéd .that it 'might be
desirable to have general discussions between the Embassy and the Stâte Depart-
ment regarding: the, type of agreement or agreements which Canada' might wish to
cônclude as a, result 'of the further..U.S. request for military base facilides: They
have also suggested. that consideration might be given to the duration of such a
defence agreement, and to the question of whether it might be concluded as a joint
Canada=U.S. defence arrangement,` or within the' framéwork'of the North Atlantic
Treaty. Sô far, we, have limited ' our comments in ` response; to, remarks' based upon
the memôrandum prepàred for the Chairmân of the Canadian Section ôf the Perma-
nent Jôint Board on',Defence (forwarded under'cover of your letter D-1791 of May
2,'J§51t)'and have indicated that these mâtters are presently under consideration in
PttaWa• We have 'also:stressed the desirability ôf havirig ;as much information as
possible concerning the 'United States plans and requirements mvolving 'the'con-
struction and developmént of defence 'facilities' in ' Canada.

2. From our informal discussions it is apparent that U.S. authorities do not con-
sider the United States' bilateral agreement with Iceland as setting a desirable pre-
cedent for any proposed agreement on the construction or.operation of additional

..` .

.:...r...•
r A.L.G• MCNAUGHTON;,.....

^ . ^. . ' .. ' _f ^.. . . . .
. ...

. .. . . . ..u. .

- :.: L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ; '. ;
'au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures :

. Ambassador in United States
o Secretary of State for External Af j`airs

Yours sincerely,
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' defence facilities'in Canada.56 What they. , have= indicated ' thàt they : would' like to
have (and this; from their standpoint, would be as satisfactory as a lease); would be

,.a% long-term agreement, say = for ; 20 years; granting i; the : United States unrestricted
`user rights'.'. for military. purposes.at certain specified sites provided by the Cana-
dian Government. Such an, agreement. would,be; adequate to meet .both Congres-
sional and military requirements. Congress. could be. assured,that they.- were not
being asked to appropriate, funds to construct, permanent-type facilities in Canada
on sites to which the United States had no long-term rights: United. States,military
authorities would also be in a position, . for planning purposes, to count on long-
term military rights in respect of their facilities in 'Canada.

3. While, as a result of the statement of the Canadian Government position made
by the Châiirmân'ôf the Cânadian Section at the last meeting of the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence, the United States authorities have understood that we would not
be disposéd to grant any further long-term leases for defence purposes in Canada,
they are now inclined to seek a solution, on the basis.of a defence agreement within
NATO or otherwise, which would give the, United States, unrestricted "user rights"
for military purposes for as long a duration - as,may be agreed, if possible for 20

years.
4. I am not sure whether this approach is consistent, in letter and in spirit, .with a

principle contained in the joint statement on 'peacetime co-operation between the
United States and Canada of ]February 12, 1947,' which says "As an underlying
principle all co-operative arrangements will be without impainnent of the control

of either country over all activities in its territory'". As ,I understand it, we are quite
willing to enter into an agreement 'with^ the United States for projects required in
Canada for joint defence or in, implementation of militaryrequirements in the
North Atlantic Treat}i However, once defence facilitiës in Canada required by the
United States were no longer, necessâry ` for the implementation of âgreed NATO
military 'requiréments.or mutually' agreed joint defence purposes; either government
shoûld hâvethe`right, àfter sufficient notice, to terrmnate or alter the agreement: In
other wôrds; the United States woûld 'not have blanket pérmissiôn to use the fâcili-

ted States might unilatet^lly declare tobe necties for any purposes whichthe Uni
'

essary or =desirable - For ',example, â- facilitÿ granted for opérational : use' by h^r
Strategic. Au' Command côuld not be. turned into 'a' U.S: 'training station for Se^t.
aircraft or vice versa,-, without the express 'cônsent of the Canadian Go

- ,. .,.. , . ',.,,. , - .., -,..., ,., i 1-;.`^'

5. In my, despatch.undec'refererice I. suggsted'that we might be expected to con-
tribute somethirig more than prôpérty, as our sh`are of ; the common costs^c^é
additional U.S.'facilities, in Canàda:. In recent discussions on `NATO infras
(whiçh the United. States have stated should notnecessanl}i; set a precedent for A
areâs, in NATO),' ; the' United States position has' been' that the host governments
should prôvidé land 'and public utilities, but that the 'remaining cost of constnicang
the facilities shôuld lie borne bÿ the "user"'gôvérnments, From the financial stand"
point and with réspectto defence facilities in, Canada,this proposal would seemto

% Voir/See FRUS, 1951; Voliuné'IV, pp. 480-513.
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be one-which would cause us a minimum of hardship, particularly if the facilities. in
Canada are not operated on; ajoint basis.

6. As officials in the State Department may be expected to return to a discussion
of the questions raised in this despatch it would be helpful to have your guidance.

H.H. WRONG

. ... . . . J..^t: ,y.737. PCO. ;
Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité; du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee

TOP 'SECRET : ' [Ottawa];June 14,' ' 1951

IV, U.S. REQUEST. FOR, USE OF TORBAY AND GANDER, IN AN EARLY EMERGENCY

17. The Minister; of National, Defence said^ that,, at the meeting of the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence,of May 7th 11th,:1951; the U.S. Chairman,had put for-
ward a.request, of the U.S.A.F. for permission to use the Torbay- and Gander air-
fields in the ^ event of • an: early• emergency. In 'such: an emergency,, the • U.S.A.F.
wished to use such câpacity, and, facilities as the R.C.A.F. could make: available at
Torbay, and to use the facilities at Gander for the support of operations of the Mili-
tary'A.ir Transport Service

The Canadian Chairman had, informed the :Board that he would take,up . the
request with the Canadian government,. and ; recommend ;. its approval. ; The ^ Vice
Chiefs of Staff Committee had now, recommended acceptance of the U.& request,r
subject to Canadian military and civilian requirements at the two fields being'given
first priority in an emergency and, to such arrangements as might be made in that
event, between, the 'R.C.A.F. -,and: the U.S:A.F:, - concerning the operation. of; U.S.-
aircraft at the fields ^ . . ; ^ ...,.. ..,^ ^., , . .^ , ,

18-' The Acting ^'Chief of the Air Staff said the U.S:AF.'s purpose in making this
request was to ascertain whether it could reasonably plan ôn béing able to use some
of the facilities at the two airfields in an early, emergency, pénding conclusion at. a
later date of arrangements between the two governments .regarding.. U.S. use of
these and other fields in north-eastem Canada.,
,19. The,primeMinister thought it inadvisable to give the U.S. authorities a writ-

ten ûndertaking that they could have access to Torbay and Gander in an -early.emer-`
gency since the arrangement might be made public in the United States., It appeared
sufficient to inform - the U.S.' authorities'orally that, as the two countries were co-
OPerating in the defence effort, it was considered that the U.S. authorities should be
able to take it for granted that, in the event of an emergency, everything proper to
meet it would be done. .

20• ^e Committee, after further discussion, noted the report of the Minister ofNI
anonal Defence regarding a U.S. request for use of facilities at Torbay and Gan-

der in an early emergency, and agreed that the U.S. authorities be informed orally
that, as the two countries were co-operating in the defence effort, it was considered

, r .. . . .. . . ^ .. , . .
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that the '`U.&, authorities ' should be able to take'it, for granted thàt; in ^ the event of
such an emergency, everything proper to meet it :would be done.

D ar Mir Heeney . I: . :

Washington, 7une,21,' 1951

e . _ _.. , . - ^• , .
As you know, we have been hopmg to gét through the State Department clarifi

cation of the further requests which might be expected from the United States Gov-
ernment for'defence facilities in Canada. I am now able to report at least a partial
clarification i•esulting from'a conversation which Mr.I R. GordonArneson had with
General Walsh this week üisofar as it concerns additional requirements which the
United States Air Force will hàvé for the use of the Strategic Air Command.

Genéral Walsh told Mr. Arnéson that the Umted States Air Vorce will require
one base additional to the base at Goose Bay for the use of the Strategic' Air Com-
mand; 'to be located in a site in Newfoundland. •The • reasons for this requirement
were two. First, the U.S.A.F. wanted to have a base which would be 'easily accessi-:
ble by water all the year round for' the transport-of the large quantitiés'of gasohne

had the
required4or S.A.C.' operations:--The base at Gôosé Bay,-he-pointed out,
defect that for a large part of the year it was accessible only by air transport. The
second reason was the large expansion of the United States' Air Force now in train,
which included the expansion of aircraft to be used by the Strategic Air Command
as well as the expansion in , the * numbér of . special . weapons.: to, be used in these
operations. Apparently it is the opinion of the U.S.A.F. that the facilities at Goose
Bay will not be sufficient to accommodate this expansion.

General Walsh told Mr. Arneson that all he côuld Say at this: time was that itO^
the clear objective of the U.S.A.F. to seek one more bases' frorim the Canadian G
ernment,, and - to secure arrangements by negotiation'.which would enable the
U.S.A.F. to use such a b4se for. special.weapons on the same conditions as applied

b e nt Harmon

the storage of fuel and for. fuel-carrying au'craft

at Goose Bay. Mr. Arneson was . also told 'that the United States as
Field is apparently to be regarded as a supporting field to be used particularlY for

, s ,..,;, ;^.• ^ ; s. . ^. , . . .. ... .... .. . . . . ,

$7 Note marginale :/Marginal note: -. ._ , : ; . , ! .. _, ';' I +:.:? . ^ s %
This requirement gives us a better position [A.D.P. Heeneyl.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Arnbüssâdôr in United States '
to, Under-Seeretary of State for. External.Affairs; ;;;,; .;,
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- I should mention that Mr. Arneson had promised Mr. MacKay when. he was in
Ottawa that he would get this information. for him; but had been unable to have his,
conversation with General Walsh until this week:

Yours sincerely,
H.H. WRONG

: Noté du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet Defence Committee

Ottawa,= June 28, 1951

UNITED STATES SURVEYS IN NEWFOUNDLAND ;

The Department has been informally advised by United States State Department
officials that the United States wishes to develop another air base in Newfoundland
in addition to Goose, the principal reason being 'that 'on .,the ,outbreak, of war it
would be quite impossible to handle expected traffic ^ through existing : airfields.
Similar information has been conveyed through Service channels:`., The United
States has already, asked for permission to survey: ,Torbay , airport with a view to
development. Permission has already been granted, and it is understood a survey. is
under,way..Before making any.definite proposals,regarding Torbay, the;U.S.A.F.
wish, however, to make a reconnaissance survey of the Island for the purpose of
finding potential sites and to , conduct site ; surveys on.; promising , sites, if, any are
found. They are not at present requesting permission to develop any site,,but merely
to rnake a survey to, determine - wüat site (Torbay, or other) would be most feasible
for development.

In order to eliminate unnecessary work in, making asurvey, the Department of
Transport and the R.C.A.F. are prepared to make available to, the U.S.A.F. any_
avaiiable data they may have regarding possible: sites.

Thesitrvey has been approved by the Chiefs of Staff Committee and the Depart-
ment of Transport subject to the following conditions::.

(a) that the survey team should be nominally headed by an officer of the R.C.A.F.
and that the Department of. Transport be invited to have a representative participate
and to provide such other assistance as` that Department'considers desirable,

(b) thât'co"pies "of all 'results, including maps, sùrvey data; 'photographs, etc.; be
made available to the CanadianGovernment through the R.C.A:F.;

(c) that permission of the Government of Newfoundland be obtained in advance.

Any necessary arrangements with the Government of Newfoundland or with pri-
vate property owners would be made by the'R.C.A.F: or the Department of Trans-
Port ^ may be appropriate
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It is recommended tlïat përmission be given to the United States Government for
the U.S:A.F: to conduct surveys on the Island of Newfoundland, subject to the con=1

ditions noted above ss
B. CLAXTON

740.
^^.'^• ,

ri t P
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considération -of this matter be, undèrtaken by the PJBD, at its next series of me

Note pour le Sous-comité sur les aspects économiques

. : . . .,des questions de la défense

Memorandûm - to -Sub Pânël on Economic Aspects ôf Defence

SECRET . . > [Ottawa], July 9, 1951

UNITED STATES REQUEST FOR FACILITIES ON CANADIAN : TERRITORY

Last April the Department of External Affairs received a note from the United
States Government requesting the permission of the Canadian Government fo r

United States Air Force to carry out "exploratory discussions", with the appropriate

Canadian authorities egarding âproposed lease of the âirpôrt at Torbay, New-i
foundland.' Subséquent informâl discussions revealed that the p'roposal consisted of
an extension bf the airport for the, purposé of offensive opërations by the U.S. Stra-
tegic Air Command `and' the construction of certain installations at the airport for
the `use of and control of,the U.S. It was suggésted that -the Canadian Government
might grant the U.S. Government a twenty-year lease of the property.

2: Joint participàtion and 'close collaboration with thé i 'U.S: has ' long been the

principle governing Canadian` policy witli respect to foreign military Aactivities in

Canada: The Ogdensburg Agreement of August, 1940, out of which' grew the Per-
manent-Joint Board on Defence, emphasized joint responsibilities; a theme which
has dominatéd the work'of the PJBD since its inception. 9 . However, while Canada

has " always been a generally' willing to 'cooperate` in ' nmatters of joint' defence,' and

while, indeed, wè are spécifically committed under the Medium Term Plan, to make
facilities available to the U.S. Strategic Air Command, the Canadian Government
has, made it a'central ! point of policy to resist any encroachmentupon Canadian; ... ;. :
rights and sovereignty.' 7 t

3. In formal reply to the note the Cânâdian Government suggested interalia that

ings. These meetings were begun*ôn May 8th last and during the sessio
aGenergt Canada

McNaughton;the, Canadian.Chatrman of the Board, stated specifcally th
would not consider a lease of this property and generally that leases,^wmltrance °
inherited' them, in the very ; special circumstances of ; Newfoundland s en
Confederation,..were no longer. acceptable to Canada as abasis for U.S. develop-

ment on Canâdiân, territory,; ; 4

.... . :', f:^; •i . i.1 . ! . , ..i ^: r '

^ , , , , . • Ÿ ; ' : , t 't r , ^ : , . . ,. .. : r. > r
Cabinet Defence

38 Approuvé par le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense, le 29 juin 1951 JApproved by
Committee, June 29, 1951.

" Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1940, N°. 14JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1940; No. 14. '
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4. No official communication has passed since the meeting of .the Board in May.
But our Embassy in Washington has had some informal discussions withrthe State
Department; also the two services; the USAF and the RCAF, ^ have been in tôuch
with one another. r.,' ; r

... _. . . ,
5. Intheëarly'stages of thés'discussions we hopefully sûggested that perhaps the

^angements côncluded by the U.S:• with' Icéland for the constrüction and opération
of certain facilities in the latter country might be applicable to the` prôposed project
iri Canadâ:' The Icelandic terins were: ^{ ' s": ''';;.

(a) Iceland provided free only, land, without local"utilities.
^b),The U.S assumed all construction and operating costs.

.^ ^. .... . . •i , .:^.11 , ^.: . .. , . •, . r^ , a.,.. . :,^,^ ...: r ^^^-,^;
. .

(c) ; The arrangement , can ^ be terminated .: on the recommendation of the NATO
Council or, if agreement by the, Council:is not reached as,a , : .result of . a review by., . , .. ..
NATO, bÿ twelve , months' notice by eithex. government.

Iceland-drove a,surprisingly. hard bargain with the .U.S. in this ,transaction -^ a
much. harder; one than Denmark could,in respect of,ï Greenland. The Greenland
agreement lasts -for, the, duration of the Treaty unless amended or cancelled by
agreement between the two governments. The State Department has made'it clear
to us that the Icelandic terms do not set a desirable precedent for similâr''opérations
in Canada. In t.6 informal Washington discussions 'the U.S: authorities have stated
that while theÿ sunderstând our position ôn the question of a long-term leasé; the
alternative oVa long=térm' "agreement", say for twenty ' years,' grânting the U.S.
unrestricted "user rights" for military purposes would . be f as satisfactory., Such an
agreement: would be adéquate to. meet Congressional and military requirements.

6: It is not entirely clear wha`t' the difference is'between this proposed'agreemènt
and a lease. Moreover, there is some doubt as to'whether this'approach is consistent
in letter and •spirit with principle' No. 5' of the Joint Statement ' on Peacetime Co-
operation betweèn `the U.S., and' Canada dated February 12, 1947:

:f^
"As ^ an' underlying principle all co=ôperative arrângéments ' will ^ be without
impairment.of the control of either country over all'activities, in its térritôry."60

In the United Kingdom, the United States has not been able'to acquire any leases at
all on airfields used by the USAF or even assured rights of occupancy. The,Wash-
ington conversations have ben inconclusive and Mr. Wrong, last June 1 st, asked for
further guidance which to date, has not been provided. It is apparent that the U.S.
Government will, before long; officially approach, the Canadian Government• again
to establish ;the terms under which Torbay or some alternative property, may, be
made available to the Strategic "Air Command.

7•. In determining , our, attitude to U.S. plans : in, Northeast , Canada we might
examine some 'of the projects which , have been ûndertaken by the U.S: mCanada
and see what our arrangements have ' been ' in connection • both with financing and
tertns of occupancÿ. ` It is emphasizéd that the foll .wing li st` of projects is not com-
plete `and only representsthose, which' seem to' be germane to the problem under
consideration. These projects can' be divided in two parts:

^0 Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1947, N°. 43JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1947, No. 43.
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-'(â) Prewar and- wartime projects.
(b) Postwar projects. ;

.

. RELATIONS w1TH THE UNITBD STATES

(a) Prewar and Wartime
8. Airfields: .The first series of airfields,built as a joint, defence project was the

Northwest Staging Route which included fifteen airfields.,About.one-half of these
were built in 1942 and operated `bÿ; Canada. ;There,were also nine airstrips built
along the Canal route by the U.S. At the end of the war apprehension was felt that
the U.S. might claim postwar, rights on the basis of the ,wartime expenditures on
these airfields. Since Canâda's exchangé position was exceptionallÿ favourable at
the time itwas agreed, in Apri11944,' to pay the U.S. approximately $77 million for
airfields and other facilities in the North which had been 'provided by them: :

., ,
9. Weather Stations. During'tlie last war àpproximâtel}i sixty wëather stations

were established by U.S.: forces; aboùt`oiie-third being'âbandon`ed béfore the end of
,the war.` The' remainder with the exception of one on Padloping Island' (which is
. eventually to be transferred when Canadian manpower is available) were taken
over by Canada and paid for out of the $77 million above mentioned.

, .. ... . . . . .- . ,. , ,. :; _
,(b) Postwar ,

10. Since the war. Canada has resisted any proposals for..military activity on
Canadian soil by the U.S. alone.; Canadian policy on defence collaboration is set
,out in. the ; 36th Recommendation of the PJBD approved ^ by,,both governments,
annexed as Appendix A. hereto.t

11. Loran Stations. Three of these are operated by the U.S. Coastguard in New,
foundland. They:were established and paid for by the U.S. during the war as part of

s a:chain on the Atlântic.Coast.. Since 1945,- and more particularly during the past
year, . the. U.S. has been anxious to transfer responsibility for. them to Canada. At
present they are paid for and _ controlled entirely by the United, States.

12. Arctic Weather Stations.. Five joint weather stations. have been. establisaed in
the Canadian Arctic.: They have been financed and operated as follows:

(a) Canada and the U.S. have each supplied half the personnel for each station.
(b) Overall responsibility for each station has been vested in a Canadian civilian

official in'charge. All radio operators are Canadian. '
(c) The Canadian Government - has boi•rie all. pay - and sûbsistence of Canadian

personnel and provided all, permanent installations
'(d) The U.S., has borne all ôther costs, including : equipment fuel, Arctic supplies

and most transport. '
Y.

t„ _ , g dj
(e) All permanent mstâllations and improvements; mcludin those of a acen

air-strips have remained the propertÿ . of Canadâ:
(f) The Canadian Government, having resérved the'right to, do so under the origi-

nal terms of , occupancy,. intends to take over the . iiianning ' of all 'stations in due
coürsè. Availability of manpowér is the limiting factor. op
There are three other stations which are under1the sole control of the U.S. by reas
of their location on leased bases at Stephenville, Fort Pepperrell, and Argentia (s^
para 14). `
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13: Radar Sites:. The : two, Governments have agreed to. undertake :jointly: the
extension of a Continental Air Defence System.. This 'extension will involve about
thirty radau, installations on Canadian soil. ; This question, was. considered by: the
PJBD in January 1951 and their recommendation was as follows:

(a) No installations on Canadian soil will have an exclusively, foreign character.
(b) The Canadian Government will âcquire all land for installations and will pay

one-third of the cost of building and maintaining the stations:
(c) No leases are given to. the U.S. but they are granted "rights'of 'access"
(d) When thestatiôns are no longer required `(in the opinion of both Governments)

all immovable equipment will remain the property of Canada
(e) The system is joint ly .manned as a whole although, not in respect ' of each

separate station.''
,,. , _ . . .; : ; ,. , , ,..

(f) Canada,.will take over the mânning fof as many stations as 'het reserve of
trained operators permits:

(g) As many of the stàtions as possible will be physically constructed by Canada;
in some cases this will be on U.S. accoûnt. ,, , . _ . .. ,^. ^, . . . , .

(h)As far as possible'thé stations whictï are'to be built ând'manned by the U.S.
will be those which are most remote from populated areas.^, ^ , :• ; ,; i , ,^ : .

The Board's Récommendation aias been approved by the President of. the U.S.
and by the *Canadiàn Government.

14. Leased, Bases. , These are in a separate, category and, cannot be called joint
projects. The rights enjoyed by U.S. Forces in these areas cannot be, taken as an
indication of the privileges which the Canadian Government is normally prepared
to give to U.S. Forces. This point was made in'May 1951 meeting of the PJBD. On
the entry of Newfoundland into Confederation, Canada inherited the 99=year agree-
ment signed by the U.K. and U.S. in 1941. This agreement provides for very con-
siderable U.&, `privileges on what is now Canadian' soil: In view of l the special
circumstances surrounding'theexistence of these bases they are not considered're1=
evant to the present U.S. request for facilities. Details are accordingly omitted.

15. Goose Bay. As part of the general revision of the Leased Bases Agreement it
was recommended by the Canadian Section of the PJBD and agreed to by the Gov-
ernnent that the .U.S.. be given a.20-year: lease to areas within the Base at Goose
Bay. At the time, of the recommendation the U.S: wished to establish married
Quarters and permanent facilities but was unable under U.S. law to. do so without
definite tenure. •

(^olÏljnand

16 . At present U.S. operations in Newfoundland are commânded by a Command-Ing Ge -

. ,. , . .Conclusions

neral with headquarters at Fort Pepperrell, St. John's. Highest rani
RCOofficer in Newfoundland is a Wing Commander.

17• It seems clear that any, arrangements which Canada enters into with the U.S.
for extension of. Torbay, "or similar projects, must be along the lines of. those con=
cluded in the post-war period rather than in the pre-war and wartime periods..
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18, For, political reasons (including 'relationships 'not only with the U.S. but with
the Provincial Government) it; is also 'apparent that the Canadian`command struc-
ture in Northeast Canada must be désigned to exercise as much control as possible
over U.S. activities.

19: In` simplest terms, Canada's interests lie in maintaining the maximum degree
of, sovereignty ^ and. control, and : the '$hortest term . of . occupancy, ;for., the minimum
financial contribution to :construction and operation:= By the special nature of :the
proposed âctivities it - appears; inevitable that the, United, ..States will demand a
greater degree of, control than in previous post-war joint pro,lects and also a longer,. , . _: , •

.term'ôf occupancy in one form or another
,

20. It seems logical to assume that the higher Canadas contribution to the, cost of
the installations is, the stronger will be her position in resisting thése^demands.

, 21. Selection of any. formula for,cost sharing is bound to be somewhat arbitrary
and in this light the following ^ alternatives are suggested:

(a) Canada to provide only the land, and, possibly also .local utilities supporting
this approach by the Icelandic aüd Danish. examples, alsô by: the "tiser, pprinciple
for Post-shanng of European airfield infrastructure which the U .S. is pressing in
NATO.

; t ; , c :
. . t. . .. , .,•w .: ,t

(b) Canada to assume the full cost of the pr`oject and the United States to amortize
over â period to be determined ôn â basis of the ;penod of contmwng value of -the
facilities.

(c) The; United States to assume full cost (including or excluding :cost of land and
local ùtilities)' and tanâda to ainortize _ up to , say : one-third the total cost over a

t. ,,, . , . . ^ . . . , . .^ ^ ..

(i) yars, or' 10
penod or.

(ü) the life of : the Treaty.
(d) Canada and the United States to share the cost on some mutually agreed basis

such as that reached in the case of Radar Sites (see paragraph ,13(b)). , eeof

(N.B. The division of costs arrived at for the Radar. Sites` was based on degr
use; the identical, criterion' would not be applicable here).

This could involve Canada ; in. *one third of about $80 ^ million for Torbay. A very

rough estimate by the RCAF of total expenditures covéring'proposed extensions at

Torbay as well as at Frobisher; Goosé Bayand Gander is $150 million. Thus ov$50

period of about- two years Canada's share on this basis 'could be approximately
million. It should be remembered that all these facilities will be of use^â Canada

^

not only in, the future but ât present for Air Defence, Coastal Comm ^.

some cases commercial purposes. Moreover, Frobisher will be useful for siipP1Y^ng
, .

the'.more rem1ote basesin the.Far Nôrth
22. There seéms no •reason why, in the matterl of, tenure, we should not adôPt the

position already successfully.^takën by Iceland and thê U.K., that is, 1o offer no

fixed tenure, at all but merely to grant "user rights" for as long as both governments
consider this to be necessary. There is reason to, believe the U.S. badly needs theSs

facilities and might consequently accept conditions more favourable from Canada

point of.view than heretofore: Even if we were ultimately forced to retreat from this
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position; we might;' if our original stand is firm eriough, strike some sort of a;,bar-
gain in -modifying', the terms of the, Leased Bases Agreement. ^

Recommendatiôns `

basis of, United States two-thirds; Canada one-third:,. .. . .
23. (a) Canada and the United. States should sha'ré the cost 'of the project on the

,(b) Canada sliould grant "user rights" for as long as both' governments agrée that ... ,

occupied by, U.S. Forces 61

,,(c). Canada should form 'a command organization which would place an RCAF
officer in ultimate command of all air. bases on Canadian soil including those solély

, ,.. , ,.
the arrangement is ^ necessary. :

741.-
^s- _. +

_ . .. . . . . . . ._^ . , , ^ . :. „ ., ^
L£ ministre adjoint'des'Finances

au chef dé la 1 tn Directiôn de liaison avec la Défense

^^.. Assistant Deputy Minister of, Finance
to Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division.. ., . . ,.
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'Ottawa, Julÿl 20, " 1951

Dear Dr. MacKay: .... i. j= ,.,

told you that I would write"yoü about the paper that youand Mr. Griffin pre-
pared on thé United States request for facilities 'in:.Canadiân territory,' having in
mind particularly requirements at Torbay.62 Anything I say here, I must emphasize,
is my own view, as I have 'not been able to discuss it with the Minister, Dr. Clark,
or Mr. Deutsch, all of whom are, of course, interested:

The main point I should like to make is that I feel we should not undertàkë
substantial capital expenditures simply for: the purpose of getting, a nominal com-
tnand of a base, or. for, getting a nominal . right to, terminate "user; rights", to be
given to the United States. in lieu of a lease. It seems to me that the question of
command must dépend On whethér Cânàda'is` furnishing anappreciable fraction, at
least, of the manpower employed in and -around the base in question: If the base is
entirely, or almost entirely, for U.S. needs and manned by U.S. personnel, it seems
to

me that it is almost certainly going to be under U.S. command in substance and
Probably in theory, and that there is little to, be 'gained by our undertaking substan-
tial costs of construction on'it: On the other hand, if the base is primarily a Cana-
dia. ahpo^ or a Canadian base, such as Gander and Goose are,'then I think we can
and should be-in command, and that if it is necessary -for 'us to -assume some share
of capital costs to clinch this, we should be prepared to do so: - Undoubtedly there
will be cases shading in between these two cleai-cut extremes; and we will have to

61 Cette note de service n'a pas été discutée par le Sous-comité sur les aspects économiques des ques-
6o11s de la défense . . . •
"is memorandum was not discussed by the Sub-Panel on the Economic Aspects of Defence. "62
voir lé document précédéniJSee preceding document.

DEA/50221-40



use judgment in deciding what is sensible in such cases, but broadly speaking, my
own feeling, perhaps naturally since I am in the Treasury, is that it. is not worth
while making substantial capital expenditures, nor undertaking more or less artifi-
cial operational responsibilities, in order. to get nominal command

In regard to "user rights", we should,. I think, try to have them' limited in so far
as possible in theory, and no doubt in 'this case the Amerïcans will be sufficiently
desirous of getting bases that they will be prepared to accept some limitation How-
ever, it seems to me that it is not worth while our paying any substantial amount in
capital costs in order to secure such limitations on "user rights", as I do not believe
that in fact we will feel prepared 'to 'exercise an ÿ , restrictions on them if they are
within our powers. Moreover, I think the existence of such restrictions and our
rights to exercise them are not likely to be understood to any marked degree by the
Canadian public, and from a political point of view, are hardly likely to be worth
the expenditure of many. ïmillions of dollars. I would think instead that some fuzzi-
ness of formula might well be used to obscure the extent to which we have in fact
granted the Americans the equivalent of a long-term lease.

There.are, of course, political issues in this of which I am perhaps a poor judge.
Nevertheless it seems 'to me that in this dây, and age we have to recognize unpalat-
able realities, one of _which is that for better or for worse we must throw in our 1ot
with the United States and recognize the need for her to have strategic bases from
which to deploy the power on which our safety as well as theirs seems now to rest.

I am asking to have this paper and a copy of this letter passed on to Mr. Arm-
strong and Mr. Deutsch when theÿ return to Ottawa. arourid the end of this month.

i: . . _ ,.

U.S. REQUEST FOR FACILTTIES1
I turnin B ce's letter

[Ottawâ], July .21, 1951

am re g ry .
This is a very reasonable statement from the Treasury point of view'and there is

no doubt that some of the argument is incontestable. ^ All the same I. stick to my
original sition. that, very generally, our control over the situation and our ability

to limit
position

tenure will largely be ` measured by what we contribute to capital aild
maintenance costs. I agree with Bryce on the subject of "nominal command". But it
is not "nominal" command we arecé oncerned with; it is actual command basof'e
Bryce himself has put it, on "Canada... furnishing an appreciable fraction s

manpower employed ...". My understanding is that SAC will need some squa^on

RELATIONS WTTH ME UNITED STATES

^ R.B. BRYCE

Note de la I lm Direction'*de liaison avec la Défense =
pour le chef de la 1 tK Direction de liaison avec la Défense '

,YOUIs trüly, .

Me»wrandum ,Îrom, Defence. Liaison (1) Division,

to Heac^ Defence Liaison (1) Division ,,.
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of fighter cover.63 If this is.the case and if we were to provide them, would not that
be "an appreciable fraction of the.manpower employed"?. _:.•

.2. Bryce's'argument that the Canadian public are notlikely to understand the
question of restrictions over U.S. tenure, etc.; and the expenditure of public money
on ensuring them is a rather hard one to shoot down because dollars and cents are
competing with the somewhat abstract `question of long term political relationships.
Nevertheless, if it is the military decision (and preferably a NATO decision) that a
number- of, fighter squadrons. must be stationed in Nortlieast Canada, would the
Canadian public really feel that it was up to the U.S. to provide them while we send
all our squadrons. over to Europe? : Would it not be more acceptable politically (if
not to the RCAF!) to look after as much of what NATO decides are the minimum
defense requirements of this country ourselves?. The integrated force loses nothing
by Canada furnishing ,.requirements in Canada and releasing U.S. squadrons . for
Europe: . ..

3. There is. no quarrel at all with Bryce's penultimate paragraph. This^ is recog-
nized in Principle No.. 5of the, Joint Statement 'of Feb. 12,` 1947. .

A.G.S. G[RIFFIN] :. 1

, 4. What is the next move? Does the paper or a revision thereof go to sub-panel orJ_ , . _
UV WU uuüSll Li^ , ..; , . , . ^. , .

DEA/50209-40

Note du chef de la l trc Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures6s

Memorandum from, Head, Defence. Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs65

Top SECRET Ottawa, August 3, 1951

REVISION OF JOINT (U.S.-CANADA), ..
STATEMENT ON DEFENCE, 194766

When the Ministerwas in Washington early in June he raised with Mr. Acheson
the question as to whether it would not be desirable to have the Joint Statement of
1947 . revised.67 Mr. Acheson . agreed. We have had an enquiry from : the State
Depâ^ment às to whether we propôse to bring up the 'question of revision at the
PJBD meeting the third week of Augûst. °

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Fighters accompany SAC bombers: Defence of bases is the question. R.A.M[acKay].64

L'auteur de 'ce document a ajout6 lai note' manuscrite suivante à la fin de sa note de service :lThe
author of this document added the following note by hand to the end of his inemorandum:
Spoken to you since: You will no doubt let me know if there is 'ànything further for me to'do.
Note marginale :/Marginal note:

The Minister You agreed that the revision of the Statement be deferred - but you should see this
&

66 attachment Aug[ust] 9 A.D.P.H[eeney].
Vor/See Volume 13, Document 868.

67
Voir la pièce jointe 1 au document 699JSee enclosure 1 to Document 699.
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have discussed the matter ' with General McNaughton. • Wé ` both feel that to
attempt a revision at this` time" might ,not'.be" wise. "Although the Joint'. Statement
antedated. both : the . accession ; of Newfoundland and the North -Atlantic, Treaty,
which .raises ;new problems with ` regard to U.S..facilities in. Canada, the statement
still, - I, think provides us,with a fairly. firm basis of principle to protect Canadian
sovereignty. In fact we have not perhaps insisted on the letter of the Joint Statement
_ourselves in some cases;-e.g.,.the promise of ,a lease for areas in Goose Bay, and
the Radar Agreement .which will permit- U.S. command of. radar stations until they

are taken over by Canada: ^ . . . , . ;.

3. Oné 'serious objection to proceeding ' with' a revision at this time is that the
Govérnment' has not come • tô'any decision on policy with regard to: :"

. .

(a) Command for defence of the Newfoundland '= Northeast `area of Canada;`
'(b) whether, if new sites are granted the U.S. in this 'ârrea, the sites are tô be under

Canadian command; or ,
(c) whether any contribution should be made to new sites to be developed in'the

area. (A list of outstanding or anticipated requests is appended.)
In view of these 'circumstancës . I'am inclined to feel it would be premature to

proceed with a revision of thé Joint Statement of 1947 just at this time 68 The Min-
ister may, however, think the time appropriate, and he may have some views as to
how the Statement should be revised. You may wish to have a word with him. If the
PJBD is tô consider the matter at its next meeting, it will be necessary to notify the

U.S. members promptly.
R.A. M[ACKAY]

ToP SECRET

' [PIÈCE' JOINTF/ENCLOSURE] ,
•, t k ^^^^, . ... . '^„^. ,.. ,...

Annexe

Attachment

,
1 r ^

Ottawa, August 3, 1951

OUTSTANDING AND ANTICIPATED REQUESTS FOR U.S:' DEFENCE +

within
1. 'Goôsé Bay = We hâve âgrèed to a twenty-ÿeâr leasé to an area or areas

the Base, butcompletion is béing held ûp pending agreement between the USAF
and the RCAF on metes and bounds. There is no reason to andcipate difficulty in
reaching agreement. ^ese would

2. Request for three global communication sites in Newfôundland
be tenant stations of existing'basès but the.U.S. contènd that th,

communication

facilities must be'outside the bases in order to1 avoid interference with reception.
We have. received a hint that a request, for further sites in. Newfoundland may be

forthcoming.

68 Note marginale :/Marginal note: ,
O.K. L.B.P[earson] ' ` ^'^'^

...,:^ .;,,,; ,• ^ ,
FACILITIES IN CANADA
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evacuees, including probably the stationing of some personnel along the'. Highway.
very clear but seems to imply advance provision of facilities for accommodating
Alaska Highway in the èvent ôf emergency,- The note côvering this request is not

6.'Requést for`our consent in advance'to the evacuation of civilicins down thé

way are completed.

3. Two radar sites in 'the .Northern Arctic, which ,would-be part of;,the Greenland
chain rather; than - part of the chain projecting^ .the .recent radar agreement:

4. Request for air'gunnery range in Laké `Erie 'The Province of Ontario and the
Department of Fisheries' are' averse' to ,granting this' request lest- it interfere with
fishing activities, but they have been asked to reconsider in the light of additional
information: - . . • . . , r , l

.
5. 'Rèquest fôr the large'-scalé development of Torbay or an alternativefield in

Newfoundlànd is almost certain to be forthcoming as soon às surveys nôw `under-.. ..

R.A. M[ACKAIW9 .

..
^:l r•.' r^.:

i.^-. . . . .^ .. . . .. . -, .

Top SE^^ AND PERSONAL; ". " Washington, 'September '20, 1951

au sous-secrétaire dÉtat'aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under Secretary of State for External Affairs

llear,Arnold [Heene

ambassadeur aux États-Unis
i. ,

I•, r..... : ": ,.'! t..;y , ....

^' o, I _tter of July 30th^'on^the question of a possi-
ble new deal with the United States covering their defence- installations in North-
eastern Canada is explained by the fact that it arrived âfter I had gone on"leave ^and
has only recently come to my attention. We have 'given the matter a good deal "of
consideration here. As you said in your letter, the main question is whether we hold
sufficiently strong cards to make it practicable to re-open such issues as the length
of the leases of the Newfoundland bases and the conditions which we have already
undertaken to accept at Goose Bay. If there is little chance that we could persuade
the Administration-to consider a substantial modification of these arrangements, to
put forward a comprehensive plan ; on the lines proposed in MacKay's memoran-
dum would only cause irritation.

Our point of ; view reflects . the. best, guess that we can make of how such a
schenie would be received; this guess is based on 'past 'experience in the negotia-
tions over the Néwfoundland bases after the union of Newfoundland with Canada,
Ind,on the many other discussions of the last twô 'or three years dealing with the
use of U.S, forces of facilities in Canadian temtory.

-: MY judgment, in which Messrs. Mâtthews, Ignatieff, and Towe concur, is that
we would have to pay altogether too high a price to sécure, the concurrence of the
United States in an agreement "covering, all, the defencé installations' in Canadian
territor., , . , .Y which they already have or desire to establish. The price would involve

. • . _ . . ^ .,_ • . ; . _.. J . _ . . 1 ... . . ; . ^ . . . . .. ^ . , . ^ . .. . . ^ . . . . : ^ . . . . . . . ,
: . .
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the •granting by us of tenris at the new installations; such as Torbay or a comparable

airport, which would be more difficult to explain satisfactorily to the Canadian
public than the continuance unchanged of the 99-year tenure at the leased bases and
of the arrangements agreed for Goose., Bay., We think, therefore, that we, should
concentrate on securing satisfactory, conditions at.other installations in - Canada
where the U.S. may be the sole user or may share the use with the Canadian forces.
In short, it seems to us politic to separate., as far; as possible. from the other issues
matters concerning the leased bases and the arrangements. at Goose-,Bay, and to
concentrate on arranging that additional U.S. requests should be granted only on
terms that meet our wishes and are related to the general pattern of bilateral agree-
ments between NATO, countries for the use of defence'facilities.

,The principles at which .we •might aim can be summarized as follows:.

1. Conditions of Tenure:
(a) The agreements should cover the specific use of facilities and not the lease of

territory;
(b) The agreements should be for a limited duration, say the duration of the North

Atlantic Treaty, and we should aim, at least as a maximum objective, at the inclu-
sion of a right to, terminate (or cancel) the agreement at, any time during the original

period at the request of either party;

(c) User rights and facilities granted by Canada to'the United States should be
spelt out in the agreements and no general ceding of rights should be provided;

(d) In the case of joint use of, facilities, Canada should have the right to take over
the full control ând operation `of any facility;

(e) When facilities are to be jointly used by Canada and the U.S., there should be
an obligation upon the United States to pay its share of the maintenance cost during
the period of the agreement;

(f) In, the case of facilities for US. use only, agreements: should ^ automati ^e
lapse in respect of any-individual facility if during the period of the agreement
U.S. ceases to maintain the facility in operation.

,,,.- - . ...
2: Immunities and Privileges:, : ; .

: Immunities^ ^ and privileges ` granted, to U.S. personnel under all new d^a^
agreements should confonn to a standard agreement applicable throughout C
The NATO Forces 'Agreement ^of 1951, plus 'perhaps assurances -covering post
exchanges and service clubs, provides such a basis.- `

. . ..^> . •,;
3. Financial Arrangements: %
(a) When' usernghts are granted by Canada for the éxclusive use of the UnitedGov-

States, the United States shoüld provide 'all the 1unds, although the Canadian
ernment should furnish the land. c

(b) In defence agreements providing for joint use of the defénce facilities,
a h°

arrangements should be made to share the cost.
(c) Upon tenninàtion of the application of 'an agreement relating to a facto

the exclusive use of thé United States, : the , United States should have a right
•remove'any movable installâtions. Anything rerinâinirig should become the propertY
of the Canadian Government without cost. In the event of tennination of an aSree-
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compensation for, the installations.

ment by cancellation on Canadian initiative, some special provision will presuma-
bly have to be made : by Canada to -provide the ; United States reasonable

Congress would not provide the. funds without some assurance of securityof ten-
ure, and there would certainly be some substance in these arguments. I think, how-
ever,- that this is a good position from which to begin: Indeed,'if;wejtook this stand
and stuck to it vigorously,. there might be a chance, though perhaps a remote one,
that we could extract concessions involving changes in the leased-bases, agreement
as the price for.. modifying our position. There are, or course, a number.of interme-
diate stages between anagreement,which can be unilaterally: terminated at any time
and one that is firm for twenty years unless both parties concur in this termination
or modification. There is a good deal to be said, at any. rate as a negotiating tech-
niqüe, for stârting. at the suggested position even if we have. to give quite a lot of

°; The chief point of contention if we `put forward proposals of this nature would
be'thé suggestion. that agreements : incorporating them'could be. terminated at any
time by either party. This would be likely. tô bring forth, the usual arguments that

... _ . _... , ..,
groun later on.69

745. . ^ : ^.

Extrait du procès-vàbal de la réunion du Comité du Cabinet sur la défense

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Defence Committee

VIII. ADDPTIONAL FACII,TTIES FOR U.S.A.F. AT TORBAY; POSITION OF T.C.A.- AT KINROSS
FIELD, MICH.

38. The Minister ôf Natiônal Defence as Acting . Secretary 'of Staté'for Externral

expanding U.S.A:F:1 general depot at the field:: -

Affairs, said that on December 3rd the , U.S. government had asked permission for
the U.S.A.F. to obtain, by, short-term lease from ' the Department of Transport,'use
of an additional 22 buildings at Torbay airport, Newfoundland. ,Thé proposal was to
use these initially to house. an aircraft control and warning unit-'and, , later, for the

He outlined various considerationsinvolved in this reqùest: ,The'Departments of
External Affairs, National Defence and Transport had recommended that, subject to
certain conditions; the U.S.A.F. be permitted to use. 19 of the buildings in question
for. the temporary housing of the radar unit mentioned: ..: ... .

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.

"Note marginale ;/r,Iazginal note:
Mr MaclCay: seems sensible A.D.P.H[eeneyl
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..: (Memôràndum,' Acting Secretary of State for. External Affairs,' Dec: 10th, 1951,
U.S. request for. further facilities. at .Torbay. Airport'-. Cab. Doc. D-321) t

39. The Chief of the Air Staff stated that, whatever the outcome of its surveys at
Torbay and elsewhere in Newfoundland; discussed at _ the meetings of 'April 17th

and June ; 29th; 1951; the U.S.A.F.• was expected to : wish to use the 19 buildings,
when later.evacuated by the râdar unit; for.the extension of its present supply depot.

^^"40. The, Minister of Transport felt it shoûldibe recognized• thât, as a result'of

piecemeal' requests - for facilities at •Tôrbay, Resolute Bay . `ând elsewhere, the

U.S.A.F. was gradually becoming,' or' likely ' to become, Ahe chief occupant of a

I number of airfields in Canada on a" semï=permanent basis: ^ If the radar unit were

âdmitted to Torbay;' as proposed, there would be about 700 U.S., ser`vicemen there
and 1 it would be' difficult ; for ' a civilian'department to explain - how that • total had

grâduallÿ been reachéd. f He' thought that 'operatiôn of 'the field' should now pass
,,^ . f „ ► , ,.,t ; :.

from lus ' department ' to the R:C'A.F.
, • . • ,.j t e . ; rti ^. , . r

It appeared unwise to permt the radar unit to use Torbay until a case involving
U.S.A'.F: intérferènce with Trans-Canadâ'Air Lines rights was cleared up. By inter-
national agreement the U.S. government had accorded Canada an important civil

air route between -Winnipeg- and Toronto, via Kinross Field, Michigan and T.C.A.,
which has been desigriatèd for the operation of this route, had developed terminal

facilities at Kinross Field. Recently, however, the U.S.A.F. had taken steps to
occupy the field and expected T.C.A. to move its facilities. Representations had
been made, by his.department to the U .S. Civil Air Attaché in Ottawa without result

to date:
, ,. . . ^, . . : . , ,,,•.. , •

41. Air Marshal'Curtis said that it was inévitable for an' expanding fo'rce like the
U.S.A.F. to request facilities piecemeal in Canada. He agreed that it would proba-
blÿ be desirable for the R.C.A.F. to' take over operation of Torbay.

42. Mr. , Claxton felt that, if this were done, landlord-tenant relationships at
Torbay would be made.,easier.

43. The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee said that the U S.A F.'s ' present

estimate ôf , its 'additional requirements, in Canada, in 1951 had now, been received
and would be made , available tô the Committee, after examination.,; ;

- He had been assured by the Chairman, U.S. Joint:Chiefs of Staff,that General
;.Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U.S.A.F. would be glad tô settle any cases of U.S.A.F.
interference with Canadian activities: He was, therefore confident that Air Marshal

Curtis 60111d, ' if desired, obtain from General Vandenberg. a satisfactory solution of

the problem that. had • arisen.regarding : Kinross Field.,,' ',".,,_

44.*17te Minister of Defence -^ Productioif suggested .that the proposed temporary

lease 'at Torbay _ be approved subject : to satisfactory, arrangements : being made tO

resolve` the problem arising from U.S.A.F. interference with the position of Trans
Canada Air Lines at Kinross Field

45. The Committee, after further discussion, noted the report of the Acting
Secre-

tary of State for External Affairs, regarding additional facilities desired by the
U.S.A.F. at Torbay auport, ' Newfoundland, and agreed that:



(1) the U:S.'government, be informed that,.subject to satisfactory arrangements
being made - to resolve the problem' arising 'from U.S.A.F. ! interference with, the.
position of Trans-Canada Air Lines'-at Kinross Field, Michigan:

(a) 19 buildings "(not including Nos: 2; ' 25 and 26) at Torbay may beused by the
U.S:A.F: for temporary accommodation of an aircraft control and warning unit
ultimately to be posted elsewhere, although no commitment can be madé; pénd-
ing further study, regarding use of these buildings by other troops,

(b) the U.S A.F. may, negotiate'with the Department of. Transport a lease cover-
ing these'buildings, valid for one year,: terminable on 30 `days' notice and pro-
vlding for payment `to ' the Department of Transport 'for services it 'makes
avaiianie;

sidered at, a ,subse
. r _ ..-. -. .. . . . . _ , , . . __..

'(c) 'this arrangement does not alter the character or functions of the civil airport
under the control of the Canadian authorities, ôr'affect the freedom'of access and
ope-ration' of civil operators or,^civilians with legitimatë business at` the field.

(2) the question of transferringresponsibility for operation of Torbay âirport from
the Department of, Transport to the Department of National Defence be further con-

'. 17
• DEA/50216-A-40

.. , . . . . . ...... . y.. . .. .. . ...

' ^ Note 'de. la Direction 'économique -
` pour le "chef de la Direction économique'- .

. Mémorandum frorn Economic Division
to Head "Ecànomic'Division

L
.r 7
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:_ : : KINROSS AIRPORT ^;

[Ôttawa], Jnnuazy 5, 1952

II

1am glad to say that our meeting in Washington on the KinrossI problem turned
out as well as we could have anticipated.
''2_ The Canadiân pârty comprised A.S. McDonald of the'Air Transport Board; E:
Hickson; Department of Transport; F.T. Wood, •TCA; and myself. We werë met by
a large group of United States Air Force and State Department officials '- about 18
in all, ^ It was soon - clear. that they had very little idea of what the problem was 'at
Kinross but they were most conciliatory in attitude and were.obviously anxious to
fmd out what; was ; troubling, us.r F.. ` ".

3• The meeting was chaired by Colonel Ray of the United States 'Air Force. Colô
nel Bristor United States Army 'Enginéérs,^ who twill be' in 'charge of the cônstruc-
tion

work at Kinross, was present: The Canadian case was' presented 'for the most
part by McDonald. ,The presence of a representative of TCA, was useful, and for
myself, I was able to give McDonald some help before and during 'the meeting. ;

4• We had two main cômplaints to register. The most important of these was that
certain conditions laid down by the USAF for TCA's continued use of Kinross
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imposed limitations on rights we held under. the Canada-United States Bilateral Air
Agreement of 1949, and were in fact inconsistent with the terms of the Agreement.
The USAF proposed to issue a licence to.TCA which` would constitute permission
for the company.to continue using the airport. A copy of their licence had been sent
to TCA just before Christmas.. One of its terms was that the licence would be revo-
cable' at will by `the Secretaryof the Air Force. Anothèr empowered the officer
commanding at Kinross to limit the number of TCA's flights_ into, and out of the
airport. On both of these counts the licence was unacceptable tô us. TCA's right to
use the airport is covered by the Canada-Uni tèd States Bilateral Agreement, and the
same' Agreement sets' out the basis on which'the frequency of flights is to be deter-
mined. Whilé we would`nôt objèct to thé USAF licencing TCA to use Kinross after
it became their field; we would have to insist that, their licence be consistent with

theterms of the Bilateral Âgreement

5. The United States officials réadily admitted .the validity of oiu objections on
this pôint. The Air Force said that their otily wish was,, to: establish their right to
limit civil aviation'activity at Kinross in the event of 'an emergenc} ,subject to that
condition they were willing to re-draft the licence to meet our objèctions. Nye said
that when we objected to the licence in its present form we were thinking only of
operations by TCA under normal peacetime conditions.

6. Our second objection was to the USAF demand that TCA and Capital Airlines
remove their buildings and facilities'from their present location to another part of
the field, and also that they remove a set of runway lights which had been installed
at Canadian Government expense. We- had two points to make in this connection:

(1) that United States carriers had not been put to.any similar expense at Cana-
dian airports, but 'at most places' had been provided with what space they
required at reasonable "rentals'• in 'buildings provided by the Canadian
Government;
(2) that something like $50,000 of Canadian Government funds had been spent
on maintenance and operation of the airport during the past five years. This
would result in a saving for the USAF of a' considerable • amount they would
have otherwise had to spend in restoring the airport to serviceability.

Our position was simply that since the USAF were the party which required the
buildings and facilities to be moved,.the.- USAF should pay, for, the move and be
responsible .for re-establishing. buildings and facilities on the new. site. Otherwise,
TCA would be put to considerable unnecessary expense. , ;.

7: The Chairman of, the" meeting 'said at once that he thought our views on this
matter: were most reasonable whëreupon ^all. present agreed with surprisinglY litde
discussion. The United States Air Force said that they had no authority to make a
definite commitment but that they would seek an ^ appropriation at once to cover the
move. This was as fair an offer as we could have wished for, and so after checking
with the TCA representative in our group; we said that,TCA would be quite readY
to pay a reasonable rental for the buildings and the new facilities if they were lobe
provided by ,the USAF. (TCA could: do this- without increasing, their expenses at
Kinross because, the .USAF's. charges for landing fees . at the airport, will be m°Ch
less than those now, in éffect the.re). :^



8. By the end of the meeting I was. satisfied that our problem at Kinross had
occurred simply because lower formations of the USAF had applied, there, routine
procedures for taking over civil airfields in the Urûted States. When USAF head-
quarters realized that a foreign 'âir carrier and 'an international agreement were
involved, they were willing to consider special arrangements. However, I imagine
that the stand we have taken on Torbay had a lot to do with the speed with which
they moved to satisfy us. {

9. After the meeting* Colonel' Ray ^spoke to me about Torbay. He said that the
USAF have abandoned certain plans, they had made for stationing operating squad-
rons there and he thought that their plans for a General Depot would be reduced.
However, he was extremely anxious to move to Torbay as soon as possible the
personnel of the Aircraft Control and Warning Unit which has been scheduled to go
there. This unit is at present not being employed and " has been waiting since
December 1 st. last for its -, orders to move. The USAF would : require ' for this unit
most of the buildings they have asked for. I thanked Colonel Ray, for the way that
he and his officers had met us on the Kinross question and said that we- would do
all we could to, hasten an answer on the question of facilities at Torbay.,

i 10.'Before this meeting took place -the'position on Torbay was that the Minister
had written to Mr. 'Chevrier suggesting that in view of the representations we had
made to the United States on.the subject of Kinross; we might let the United States
Embassy have the reply we had prepared. to, their request for'facilities at Torbay.
Our reply would.; agree to" the immediate provision'. of-, the facilities most urgently
needed. Mr. . Chevrier is now; away on ` two weeks', holidays, ` but: before he left he
told Baldwin that he would be agreeable to our releasing the reply provided that the
meeting on Kinross was "satisfactory". Baldwin is himself away at present but he
will be _ back on the morning of January .18th: ; I. will try. to.. see him then, with
McDonald of the Air. Transport Board and probably Phillips of Defence Liaison. ..1
should think that he will be satisfied by what we have to tell him about the meetin

11: On the day previous to the meeting in Washington McDonald 'and I saw Mat-
thews and Towe at the Embassy to give them the story on Kinross as it stood then:
T

- J.A. IRwnv

70 Une réponse canadienne favorable à la note No 129 de l'ambassade des États-Unis du 3 décembre a
été envoyée le 8 janvier 1952.
A positive Canadian reply to the United States Embassy's Note No. 129 of December 3 was sent on
January 8. 1952.

°We was present with us at the meeting the'-following day.70,-.
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SECTION G

COMMANDEMENT DU NORD-EST
NORTHEEISTERNC OMMAM. , ,.

DEA/50221-40

_' Note du président du Comité des services mixtes de la côte est .^:.
l'` , , , au président du Comité des chefs d'état-major

Mémorandum from Chairman, 'Joint -Services Committee; East Coast,
to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee

`22,1951SECRET ` . ' . t ... . . Halifax, February
. .., . . ,, . _ , , . . . . ^ ; . ., ... . ^ .. ^ ; ;;

^,, BASIC PROVISIONS FOR CANADA-U.S. COLLABORATION ON DEFENCE

: t . . IN. THE NORTHEASTERN AREAS OF CANADA,',.,.

At a meeting held on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 20th and 21 st, 1951

between Major General Lyman P.1 Whitten; commanding United States North East-
ern Command, Captain D.G. ; Donaho, : United . States Navy, commanding United

States Naval Base; Argentiâ, Colonel M.A. Preston,,Chief of Staff of General Whit;

ten, the members of the `Joint Services Committee East Coast and the members of
the Joint Services Committee Newfoundland and attended - by Commodore R.E.S.

Bidwell, R.C.N. and Colonel C.H. Cook of;National Defence Headquarters, it was

agreed the planning - should be • commenced between the relevant Canadian authori-
ties and'. the Commanding General North East Comniand for-the defence of the
north eastern areas, of Canada. ^. ,.

` In order to, provide a basis for ' sucli` planning, a paper ^ was - prepared and

approved entitled' "Basic Provisions - for' Canada'-United States Collaboration of

Defence in'tlie North Eastern Areâs of Canadâ".' It is intended that this paper shall
form the. terms 'of reference for those officers detailed to produce' the proposed
plan: A copy of this paper is attached herewith . for the; approval of the Chiefs of

Staffs' Committee. It is understood that General Whitten is also forwarding a copy
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington.

It should be noted that Section III entitled "Defence Against Air Attack" is

beyond the terms of reference of the Joint Services Committee East Coast to com-
plete as no representatives of the Royal Canadian Air Force Air Defence Group

were available for consultation. It is therefore requested that Royal Canadian Au

Force Air Defence Group may be invited to complete this Section of the paper in
collaboration with the United States North Eastern Command.

On completion of this paper it will be submitted to the Chiefs of Staffs' Corn-

mittee for their consideration.
E.R. MAINGUY

Rear Admiral, RCN
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BASIC PROVISIONS FOR CANADA-U.S.'COLLABORATION ON DEFENCE
IN, THE NORTHEASTERN AREAS OF CANADA

•,:
SECTION I

1. Tô effect an apportionment of defence undertakings in the Northeastérn'areas
of Canada between the U.S. and Canada in order that the two nations may conduct
their'defence planning, and. programming concerning these areas • on a basis which
ensures that all defence requirements receive consideration with a minimum of

Purpôse É

3. To establish procedures for co-ordination of effort.
. . ^ . . .. . . ^. , ^ . ; ^ ^. . ^ : . . , . ^^• ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ . ^ . . ^ . : ^ . . , ., . . _ . ,. . _ t,^^' ,

bined effectiveness ' . . . . . . ;, I . 11 1 ! .1

2. To define,the responsibilities and - prerogatives, vis-à-vis one another, of the
commanders of the forces : of , the two countries,operating in these; areas to ensure
the required co-ordination, prevent misunderstanding, and assure the greatest com-

duplicative effort. . . . .. ;^,, .

SECTION II
.,^..... . _ ..

GENERAL

sections of, this document dealing : with specialized defence fields.
5. Certain terms, susceptible to varying interpretation as to meaning and, scope

are defined' as follows•, ._. .. ... .... .,. .^5

Area (General) Defence: non-localized defence; not pertaining to the defence of
a point, a base, or an individual facility; pertaining, instead, to a large area in which
there may be a number' of bases or other facilities. Defence which is activated by
the enemy's existence, or imminent existence, in an'area regardless of the enemy's
possible intent, to, attack a particular, facility: in that area.

Area ;(General) ,; Defence - Means; -Area (General). Defence Forces: Means or
Forces deployed for the purpose of defeating, destroying or dislodging an enemy.
from an area, or contesting his entrance, into, passage through or operations in the
area, regardless of the enemy',s specific objective. (Example: Interceptor. Fighters).

' Lôcal Defence: Defence - undertaken for the purpose of protecting an individual
point, base, or other facility. , ; ; .

'Local Defence Means or Forces: Means or forces deployéd for the defence of a

spIntec
facility. (Example AAA) ,

rnal Security: Pertains to defence against internal uprising, sabotage, subver-
sion or covert action; pertains to defence against action originating from within, or

.,.;.., ,..undertakings These provisions form a comniôn .basis for each;of the, subsequent- ' ^ ^ , . .. .^. .. . _ ., . . . ., , .... ...

4. In this, section are . Lsted all fprovisions ôf ; general âpphcahon to all defence
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to action which, if originating from .without, takes : a form not recognised under
international law as action by military forces,

External Security, External Defence: Pertains.to defence against all forms of

armed action by military forces.

Airt Defence: Pertains to tall measures undertaken to minimize the effect ;of air
attack, including combatant and non-combatant measures, pre-raid and post-raid
measures,. active and passive measures..

NortheastApproaches: That part of Canada which includes Newfoundland, Lab-
rador and the Canadian Northwest Territories, but excludes the Canadian Maritimes
and the St: Lawrence Valley.

6. Canada will assume sole responsibility for the Local Defence of facilities of
a ^ . . ^- purely: :Canadian concern.

7.:The U.S: will assume sole responsibility., for the Local: Defence of facilities
occupied by the U.S. under the terms of the Leased Bases Agreement (i.e. 99 year
leased bases). :. ,

8. The U.S. will assume sole responsibility for the Local Defence of facilities
(such a radar, communications, and weather - facilities) operated by the U.S.

9. Canada will assume sole responsibility for the Local Defence of facilities oper-
ated by Canada.

10. Canada will assume primary responsibility for the external defence of facili-
ties which are jointly, occupiéd or operated, (by Canada and 'U.S.),' and the U.S.
may, by agreement of local Commanders, make provisions, and augment the forces
made available for the defence of those facilities.

11. The nation with sole responsibility in any defence task as enumerated above,
will !control the"forces1and " thé effort devoted thereto: In` cases of facilities jointly
'operated, the control of the forces; âllocated to their'defence will be exercised bY
Canada unless the control- of - such forces is vested in the United States by pnor
agreement:

12. Each nation, in planning,- programming and implementing its defence under-
takings will keep the' other continuously informed. `-
:;.:; . ._. ^ .,, . ....

CFl'iI(1N TiT
.. . . ,. , c.

DEFENCE AGAINST 'AIR ATTACK *, , :

13. The provisions of Section' II : apply: to the - field 'of defence- treated herein
(Defence against Air Attack) and to' all other fields of - defence! ^Those.^ provisions

contained in this section are especially applicable, or,exclusively;; applicable to
Defence against Air Attack.- : : . -

14. The U.S. will assume the responsibility . for the` fighter defence of bases oper-
ated by the U.S. in the Northeast, either. unilaterally, or jointly with Canada. Inci-
dental to this responsibility, the U.S. will conduct the Area Defence ^

Newfoundland/Labrador area and the Northeast Approaches -to the U.S. and
ada against attack by air except as provided in paragraph.17 below. ;, :,
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15. Canada may, share responsibility for the Area Defence of the Newfoundland-

Goose Bay (and at Frobisher Bay at U.S. discretion).
.

Labrador area against air attack and may make provisions, and augment the forces
made available by the U .S. . for-'the air 'defence, of , this area. -. ,... ..... , ... .., .,

16. The U,S.will establish and operate AC & W radar at Pepperrell, Harmon and
,

. .. ._.,. ..
concerning AC '& W:

17. Canada and the U.S. will provide jointly for the establishment and op' eration
of AC W.radâr réquired elsewhere in Canada for the defence of the Northeast
and ttie Northeast approâches to Canada and the U.S. .. ,

18. ,The over-all AC & W system in the Northeast will be operated under U.S.
direction and contrôl in . âccordance with cominonlÿ 'accepted doctrine and practices

19.,Control and direction -of the ,over-all Area Air Defence, system (fighters and
ÂC&W) will pass to Canada at such time as . Canada désires to assume cont
is prepared to'provide the grëater portion of the 'Area Air Defence means.

SECTION IV.

DEFENCE AGAINST ARMED ATTACK DELIVERED ON THE GROUND
.

. .... . .. . . ...1 • ;;•_ ti ,: -• ; :. : .. I ..

20. The . provisions. of Section II apply to the, field of defence treated herein
(Defence against Ground 't^ttâck) and tô all other7 fields of dëfence: Those prôvi-
sions côntained in' this section are ëspecially'applicable, or exclusively applicâble
to Defence against Ground Attack:. ..., : ,:

,.1.: .. .... .,. .:,i
:

21. Canada willassùrne,primâry-. ^resp,onsibility for area défençe. The US may,
by agreement of local Commandersaugment theCanadian ' forces made availablé
for this purposé.

22. The U.S. acting in the defence of its facilities, may proceed, as the situation
requires, beyond the bounds of the U.S. areas. If, however, as a result of this action,
a requirement arises for co-ordination of Canadian and U.S:' military effort, Canada
will have the prerogative of 'diiécting the • co-ordinated action.-` '

SECTIOMV

DEFENCE OF SHORE FACILTfIES AGAINST ATTACK BY SEA-GOING VESSELS

'`23• .The provisions of Section II apply to the field of defence treated herein
(Defence against Sea-Going Vessels) and to all other fields of defence. Those pro-
visions contained in this section are especially applicable, or exclusively applica-
ble, to défence against. Sea-Going `Vessels: .

24. Canada will have primary, responsibility for area defence. The U.S: may,' by
agreement of local Commanders, make provisions and augment the Canâdian
forces ^made available for. this purpose.

-25• Canada will defend the harbour of St. John's, including the U.S.` Docks
therein; the facilities at Goose :Bay and the approaches thereto, and other jointly
operated facilities.

26• Thé U.S. will, defend Argentia harbour, and the 2pproaches thereto and pro=
vide local defence ât,McAndrew, Harmon an&Pepperrell.
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';: , . .. . . ^ , 'I ; ' SECTION VI p

,... ^.. ' ..,. .

27. Each nation 'will'be responsible for measures to insure âgainst acts of sabo-
tage and subversion on the part of personnel in the military service of that nation or
employed by that nation.

28.}At facilities jointly operated and divided into Canadian and U.S. sectôrs (as at
Goose Bay) each nation will assume sole responsibility for internal security mea=
sures to be taken within their individual areas: 1^..
' 29 Canada will - assume primary responsibility for internal security méasnres
entailing action in 'Canada beyond the bounds ôf fâcilities operatéd by'the U S or
by Canada-U.S. jointly.
`" 30: At facilities;"jointly opérated büt not sub=dividéci mtemationally (as at certain
wea
.. . ^J :.. Y } •• I t r•.

Canada
f

vvill assume primary responsibility forther and électronic facilities)
r^

. , _: .... . , . • ,
internal security. ,..

31. The U.S., in dealing with internal security matters requiring action extending
beyond the limits of U.S: operated, facilities or affecting Canadian nationals not in
the' U.S. employ 'or: pértaining to Canadian nationals in,; U.S. employ . but entailing
action beyond US authority; will co-ordinâte their âction,with the RCMP. Contact.
with the RCMP for'this, purpose.will bé" made tihroügh Cànadiâri' military authonties
unléss otherwise arranged with the concurrence of the latter", } ., ;. •;: ;,,,., '

32. Each nation will keep the other informed of âll, action, prospective acti,on,
conditions, investigatiôns; suspected conditions or personnel which might affect the
security of facilities of the other agamst sabotage or covertaction:

748.
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Note du chef, de la 1 rc Direction de; liaison avec la Défense . , ;,
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (1) Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

INTERNAL SECiJRITY " ' '"

rI r .r'r . .
;,,^ s^ ^ ^'•

. 1 . , J^ â ^ .. . .4 . . . , .

' ';• ^''. , . ^._ . . : .. , i^, ^:. . . . , F;,'.:, :t '^ . ._. '. .

Ottawa, March 27, 1951Top SECRET ' . , .
Î i ' ir'i '..Ir .,.. . ,. . .. .

._,, AIR COMMAND NEWFOUNDLAND . AREA r ^. +

At a meeting in A/V/M James' office on Thursdây; , March 22,'with General
Whitten the question of air çommand of the Newfoundland area was discussed. It
will be recalled that the title, the United States Northeast Command, was agreed to
some months ago by the Canadian Government on the understanding that the Com-
mand:was administrative rather than,operational.•The situation, however, is chang'
ing radically in view; of the speeding up, ,of defence • arrangements in the North
Atlantic area. While the Newfoundland area is primarily a staging area between the
United States, and, Europe, the, area has, become more of , a target, area and . Wdl
require substantial defences,. espeeiâlly for various staging fields. .,

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES
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2. General Whitteri now operates directly under the Joint Chiefs of. Staff, . that is,
he has his own command, and his instructions require him to- defend U.S.' insta'_la-
tions under, his command. His chain of command for this purpose, is directly back
to Washington.

3. ^: The area constitutes the outer defences of Central Canada as, well . as of the
Northeastern United. States: For the _ air: defence of Canada it : is • essential that. the
command should . be direct through Eastern : Air, Command (Montreal) rather, than
.through New York or Washington and back to Montreal., . . . . . . ,

4. It was pointed out in the discussion that while NAORPG had become the
North Atlantic ; Command; and,the European. Planning Groups . have now become
SCAPE; no such change has taken,placé with respect to CUSRPG. It was suggested
that even if no command structure , of the .whole Canada-U.& region were feasible,
a Northeast Air Çommand might be separately established by agreement between
Canada and the United States Air,Commander, for.,defence. of. the Newfoundland
area, this authority, in so' far•,as relations with Canadian personnel or civilians - is
concerned, to be exercised by a Canadian officer on his staff. It.was also suggested
that a fighter squadron ôr squadrons of the RCAF might be put.under his command,
especially if; Torbay were developed as proposed (see note ; on. Torbay, of March
22)„

5. This proposal, although: still in rather a shadowy form, ; strikes me as sensible.
Clearly, , we; cannot afford to : duplicate forces in;. the Newfoundland area; on the
other_hand, we.cannot affôrd to leave responsibility. for the defence of the-area to
the United States by default.

6. It is probable that the question of command will be raised at the next meeting
of the Permanent Joint Board :on Defence72

R.A. M[ACKAY]

749.
.t^..`^
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Note du chef de la 1è-Direction de liaison avec la Défense ^r

Memorandum by`Head, Defénce Liaison (1) Division. . , ._. ^.,• : .. •. ^ , . ., . .
SECRET . Ottawa, April 17, 1951

Area Defence of the Newfoundland-Labrador area and 'the Northeast Approaches tô

_. .:', . . . , . . ,
BASIC PROVISIONS FOR CANADA-U.S. ELABORATION ON DEFENCE IN THE
NORTHEAST AREA OF CANADA (PAPER BY JOINT SERVICES COMMFITEE; r. :..

HALIFAX MEETING FEB. 26
Section III --- "Defence against air attack": raises serious difficulties: _.'. ,
Pâragraph, 14 notes that "Incidental to this`respônsibility, the U.S. will conduct the

, • _. _ . ., .Ï

"Voir le document 714JSee Document 714.
n Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Ur MacKay thanks -- this will need watching A.D.P.H[eeney]
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the. U.S:.. and Canada against ; attack by. air. excepti as provided in paragraph 17
below:'. (i.e.,^ joint: Canada=U.S. radar defence'arrangements).
Paragraph A 5 provides that "Canada may share responsibility for;the'Area Defence
of the Newfoundland-Labrador area against air attack and may make provisions,
and augment the forces made available by the U.S. for the air defence of this area."

Paragraph 19 provides that -"Control and direction of the over-all ^Area Air Deferice
system'(fighters and AC&W) will pass to Cânada at such time as'Canada desires to
assume control and is prepared 'to ` provide 'the greater ` portion 'of the •Area Air

Defence means."

Comment•. These • provisions would appear i to`givé 'the U.S. responsibility'for area
air defence as 'if it wére in effect a part 'of , the U.S. except that control may be
passed to Canada if and when Canada, is prepared to accept the responsibility and
can provide the major share of defence forces. This is clearly contrary to the princi-
ple that Canada insisted on' during the past war, namely, that' responsibility for
defence of Canadian'territory'was vested in Canada;

As I understand it, the'RCAF view is as follows: The èstablishment of U.S.
bases in 'the ' Newfoiindland-Labrador= âreâ makes it, a target 'area of .considerable
inipôrtance; thereby enhancing the problem of defence; the RCAF does not antici-
pate having sufficient fighter defence forces to assume the, whole burden for
defence of the area; the RCAF proposal is that a Northeast Air Defence. Command
be established jointly by Canada and the U.S, under CUSRPG,` and that this com-
mand be exercised by the local U.S: Air Commander; that Canada provide certain
squadrons to operate under his command; that, for . purpôses of air defence, the
Northeast Air Commander report to Canadian Air: Command at Montreal; e.g., that
the Northeast Air Defence Command should be for operational purposes a part of
the air defence of Canada. ,

R.A. M[ACKAY]

750.
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Note de la 2^^. Direction de liaisôn avec la^ Défense
- pour le I chéf di- la' P" Direction de liaison àvèc lâ Défènse73

Memorandum from Defence Liaison (2) Division
to Hea4 Defenee. Liaison (1) Division73

[Ottawa] August 28, 1951Tor SECREr.
At the meeting of the 7PC today,^ the attached *papers on the appointment ^s

Deputy. Commander in Chief, North Rist Command, 1 in Newfoundland, were
cussed. The Air Force representative, •,Group Captain, Hodson, said that the ,U.S^
Commander, ^ in, Chief : is willing ; to, accept a'Canadian' Deputy who would have
direct access to the Canadian Chiefs., of Staff. It, is apparently intended that 6s

73 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
This seems to me a serious situation. Should we do a memo[randum]

for the Minister draw'°g

this to his attention on his return? R.A.M[acKay] ltci^iel
Yes this amounts to our bowing [out] of the air defence of Nfld completely C.S.A.R[

^.4
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officer ; would : command : any Canadian AiT Force and Air. Defence units in New-
foundland. The , U.S..Commander in' Chief apparently feels : that this arrangement
would provide. the best link - between his Command and. the CanadianServices, a
matter which has given him trouble in the past.. . .... . . . ^ , .,... . . . . _:.

;. I. pointed out that.the proposal obviously, would not go far to meet the require-
ment set out in paragraph _4 of. the letter of the Chief of the Air. Staff that "the Air
Defence of any,Canadian,territory, must remain a Canadian responsibility".I sug-
gested that, : as the American installations have now. made Newfoundland, an area, . , . _. . -
which must be provided with air defence, the;R.C.A.F. might reconsider the pro-
posed deployment of, squadrons so that more squadrons would be sent to New-
foundland. That seemed the only effective way of ensuring that we really provide
for the air defence'of our territory.

Brigadier Gibson, Chainnan JPC, pointed out. that, although it was desirable for
us to assume the air defence of all parts of the country, he did not think that it
would be possible to find`any more squadrons for despatch to Newfoundland.74
Moreover, he felt ` that the installation's' in Newfoundland, although on Canadian
soil, belong to the U.S. Air Force and, therefore, are of lower priority than Cana-
dian, industrial targets.` in, cities.' I suggested that, perhaps, the defence of targets
within Canada might have a higher priority than commitments overseas but no
member, of the Committee took this up. Group Captain Hodson said' that the Air
Force"could not see the possibility of finding any other squadrons for.employment
in Newfoundland and, therefore,' had put forward this plan* as the best'possible
arrangement. The general feeling of the'Committee was that the proposal for a
Deputy Commander was the best : arrangement that had been made so far in': these
difficult circumstances.: The. JPS was, accordingly, _ charged with * preparing - draft
terms of ; reference . for this Deputy Commander. 75

Note du secrétaire du Comité de' la planification mixte -

[PIÈCE JOINTEIENCLOSURE]. ..

1: Attâched herewith is "â copy of â memôrandum from 'the Chief of the 'Air Staff
tecommending'° the, appointment ^ of an RCAF officer as.. Deputy Commander in

ef, North East Command: The Secretary, Chiefs of Staff, has requested that the

'a Note mârginale *:Margirïnl note: ,
. Not at all likely [A.D.P. Heeney]

"Note marginale :/Marginal note- .

Memorandum by Sec retary, , Joint Planning Committee

. - , T.L. CARTER ^

Ottawa, August 23, 1951
I

APPOINTMENT OF A DEPUTY COMMANDER IN CHIEF
NORTH EAST COMMAND, ST. JOHN'S; NEWFOUNDLAND

Mr MacKay this is a very tricky one The US have their bases & almost all the forces - but I
don't see how the Canadian can be Deputy to US Commander N[orth] E[ast] C[ommand]
[A.D.P. Heeneyl .: !
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Joint Planning Committeé study this' proposal and present , their •views , and recom-
mendations for the considerâtion of the Chiefs of Staff at an ëarly- date.

:' 2:In the ôpiniôn of thé Secrétary, Chiéfs of Staff; the important points are the
channels of communication and - command, i.é., from ' whom would the Depûty
Commander in Chief; North East Command,' get • his ordërs' - the Air Defence

-. Commander; or. Air Force Headquarters, and what wôuld be his relationship with
the Flag Officer; Atlantic Coast; and the GOC,'Eastern Commând.'

=: : "3. This subject will be discussed at the 'néxt meeting of the Joint Planning Com-
mittée, to be held 28 August; 1951:

„^ + _,. .:. .• rï -
K.C. COOPER

r . . 7 ` Cômmander,. RCN ,

[ÂNNEXFJÂTTACHMENT] '

11

, , Note du'chef d'état-major de l'air .
,pour le secrétaire du Comité des chefs d'étatmcijor

Mémorandum from Chief of Air'Staff
to Secretary,' Chiefs of Stâff Committee

Ottawa, August 8, 1951TOP SECRET
. : "',1 +;; • ,.. ;; . „.',.. ,',. ,. .. ,

APPOINTMENT OF A DEPUTY COMMANDER IN CHIEF,':

NORTH EAST COMMAND,: ST:' JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

1:.It is in the interests of the Canadian government that approval be sought for the
appointment of a Senior Canadian officer to the position of Deputy- C=in-C,. North
East Command, Newfoundland. 'Such an appointment wonld insure that the âctivi-
ties of that Command, in Canada are in accordance with Canadian governmental
policies and responsibilities. It would also ensure a'closer tie-in between US and
Canadian forces for purposes of planning for the defence of that portion of Canada
in which US. leased bases are Iocated. .....,,, ., •....::.. , . . ,,. ,,

2. In 1950,. the .,US .Joint Chiefs of Staff sought and obtained approval from the
Canadian government for the establishment of North East Command in Newfound-
land as a unified Command to provide for the control of US forces located in New'
foûndland, 'Lâbrador and Greenland76 It was agreed, that the missions assigried to
North East Command were to be in, consonance with the following two principles:_,^. _ , . .,.. • . ,, ._, , . .. : ., . . ,:

(a) Maintenance of the security, of the US forces concerned.
(b) Planning -1_1in concert ,with the Canadian forces .for the defence of such parts of. . 11.

North.Amërica and the sea and air approaches thereto as maÿbe agreed,upon from
time to time by,.the Governments of US and Canada

3. North East Air Command is the US Air Force component of North East at^
mand. Inasmuch as the responsibilities of the latter Command; are predomin y
air, a US North East Army Command has not been formed nor is it likely that one
will be formed until mobilization occurs. Consequently the 'Commanding General

76 Voir/See Volume 16, Document 846.
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North East. Air Command is,at present also Commanding General North East Com-
mand.-The appointment of C.G. NEAC is established for a.General of 2-star.rank.

,'4: While intérided primarily - to 'supporf SAC and MATS operâtions; North East
Air Command will `also have an air defence capability and may have I US fighter
forces assigned to its control: Nôtwithstanding " the fact that these fighter forces will
be 'primarily ' for defence iof ^ US bases and 'installations in North-East Command,
they will ` of .course ^ offer ! some ' protection `for the Newfoundland area. The - air
defence of any Canadian territory must remain a Canadian responsibility and a suit-
able arrangement pertaining to the control of Air Defence forces of NEAC USAF
and those of the RCAF is therefore required. This has been worked out and agreed
to, on the planning level between representatives of AFHQ and C-in-C^ North East
Command A'copy of the`proposed agreement is attached as ân 'Appendix.

5 This agreement should provide satisfactory,working arrangements for the con-
trol and ëmploÿment of. ' US . Air, Defence forcés . in. the Newfoundland ; aréa âs
between North^Ea`st Air Command, USAF.'and the RCAF's.Air Defence Command.
There will be'inany, other problems facing both'Canada ândthe, US ,with respect to
th^e .coinmand of, forces in. the ^Newfoundland area and it is important that, these
problems be 'solved now. so thât the pëacetime organization for' that area is such that
in an'. emergency Cânadian, " as. well . as '"US interests, are protected. Accordingly
there is a distinct need for the early appointment of a senior Canadian officer. to be
Deputy C -in-C, North East Command, Newfoundland, and ^since the majôrity` of
the problems will be rélâted to air mattérs; I'cônsider that the âppomteè .shôûld be
an RCAF officêr. Such an' appôintment, in addition` to protecting ,Canadianinterests
at all timés, will fâcilitaté the planning reqûiréd of US and Canadian*forces for the
defence of the Canadian area encompassed by Nôrth East Cômmaiid.

6. RCAF maritime forces on the East Coast, assigned for the defencë of the Cana-
dian Atlantic- ^ Sub-Area, will _ come -. under the direct opérational ` control of
SACLANT when that headquarters is 'established. For: that 'reason ^'the command
arrangements for the, Newfoundlând area will, not include jurisdiction. over, the
RCAF's. maritime forces. - Suitable arrangements have been- worked out to permit
these forces to operate under the , control of SACLANT. ï_,..

[APPENDICE/APPENDIX]

:, ,. ,• .
AN AGREEMENT ON THE CONTROL ARRANGEMENTS PERTAINING TO THE AIR
DEFENCE FORCES OP US NORTHEAST COMMAND AND THOSE OF, THE RCAF

1• Although the air defence forces allocated to US Northeast Command are'pri-
mad1y for the protection of US bases and installations in Newfoùndland, neverthe-less the :, „ ,

modern concept of Air Defence as an areâ proposition makes impracticable
any distinction ' between defending installations and defending areas. Therefore, the
satne air defence forces that provide" protection for the US - installations in New=
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foundland also`provide.protection- for'the Newfoundland âreas.' Again;`a cônsidera=
tion of the radar coverage' afforded by the ,proposed' Canada-^US extended radar
program reveals that the Early Warning System provided for. the US installations in
-Newfoundland, -and hence for the area, merges ,with that of the St.* Lawrence Valley.
The strategic, position of the Newfoundland chain across,. the probable route of
enemy: attacks is, designed to offer early warning to.the industrial areas of Eastern
Canada and, the US as well as for the US installations in Newfoundland. Therefore,
the Air Defence Forces of US .Northeast Command are^ an :important and special
part of the integrated defence. of Canada and the ,US

. , .
Sôvereigntÿ.

. ï . . . ^

^' 2. The agreed Canada-US 'concept of air defence is to afford protection only for

those areas wluch contain critical concentrations of our war, making capacity The
desire of the US to use bases in Newfoundland for such.;purposes as strategic air
operations adds a further area of war-making'câpacity in Canada , ànd thus imposes
the requirement for roviding for the defence of this area. Canada,_ however, is 116t
now capable of producing within hei', own . resources the necessary forces, and
hence'this requirement can be met only if the US will accept the task. Arrange-
ments; therefore, are necessary to permit US control of air defence forces employed
in the area but should leave the over-all resporisibility vested in the Canadian Air

Defence 'Commander:
ann'' ' 3. .The urgent necessity for the protection of US 'installations in Newfoii dr

makes it essential that the US forces.deplôyed for that purpose not be with
for defence elsewhere without the prior, approval of the Commander in Chief, US

Northeast Command: 7, -
A J

_ , .. .
r Defence Control Arrangements

4. The. US air defence forces in the Newfoundland area will comprise an'
.,,,,.... ; ,

defence division of the US Northeast. Command.' :.' .-
5. This air defencè division will be commanded by a' US officer with an RC

officer as deputy. Canadian air defence forces (includes AAA) in the Newfoun
land area will be attached to the division' for purposes of operational contr^e US

6. The Air Defence Commander of Canada will exercise control over
Northeast Command Air Defence Division to the extent that the deployment of air
defence forces to Newfoundland and the operational practices and procedures of
those forces will be subject to mutuâl agreement on a continued and flexible basis
between the Canadian Air Defence Command and the Air Defence Division Com-
mander of the US Northeast Command. .

7. The redeployment of air defence forces within the Newfoundland air defence
system will be' madeat thé discretion of the Division Commander; the redeploy-

ment of Canadian forces, however, will be subject ' to mutual agreement between
the Division Commanderànd e the Air Defence Commander' of Canada.

8. Aircraft control an d wârriing, infôrmation, will pass directly, on a recipr.
ocal

basis, between the . aro riate control centres of the Air Defence - Division, of ^ ► .
PP P

US Northeast Command and the Canadian Air Defence Command.
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9. Canadian personnel will be provided for. appropriate positions within the US
Northeast Command air Defence Division to . afford staff representation for Cana-
dian forces in the Newfoundland air defence system and to 'initiate direction to the
Canadian Civil Defence anthorities.

10. These arrangements will be subject to review at the request of either country.
. ^. ;.._ . ..

Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
..,pour le secrétaire du Cabinet ,.

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
to Secretary to, Cabinet

DEA/50221-40

APPOINTMENT OF R.C.A.F. OFFICER AS DEPUTY C-IN-C, 'l
U.S.` NORTHEAST COMMAND ^ - ' - . .

-The*attached-JPC paper of Octôber 22nd on this matter is to be discussed by the
Chiefs of Staff Committee.

I should think there is. some danger' unless care is taken = that the proposed
arrangements will lead to a situation in which NDHQ will makè'deals with the U.S.
C-in-C (through the Canadian Deputy C-in-C) about,which the governmént will not
be consulted in advance.'In this connection,see paragraphs, 1(c) and ,4(a).` It might
therefore be desirable for it tô be emphasized to the Canadian officer selected that
his ; work, in - the: Command is. to - be :without prejudice. to, the. present procedure
(embodied in an approved PJBD recommendation) whereby any. U.S. requirements
for installations, etc., in Canada are put forward. by the State Department on behalf
of the U.S. government for, _ consideration, by_, the Canadian government. If. the
appointment is made,. it. might, be worthwhile to have the Canadian officer present
at the beginning of a Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting for briefing on this point., ;by you and Mr. Heeney.

As I rémember it, this U.SX-in-C is, like other officers commanding U.S. Uni-
fled Commands, directly responsible to' the U.S.,' Joint Chiefs ôf Staff. I suppose
that, if th é: U.S.-Joint Chiefs: are preparéd tô show. flexibility and tact in the"matter,
this fact'need not mean` that `the Canadian Deputy would be treated as ; merel} part
of ati organization working for, and reporting 'to, the U.S. Joint Chiefs? As, how-
ever, Paragraph 4(e) of the attached paper speaks of him as, in part at least, a staff
Officer on the establishment of the Command performing functions assigned to him
by the U.S. C-in-C, I should think that.it would have to be fully agreed in advance
with thè penmgon that the Canadian's "ambassadorial", advisory and liaison func-
tions Would not suffer as a result of his being technically in the position of a servant
of thë C-in-C and of the U.S. 'Joint Chiefs. ,.. .^^. ;. . . .. • ...
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CONFIDENTIA^ [Ottawa],. October 22, 19511. 1 a:.. _.. ..
APPOINTMENT OF A SENIOR RCAF OFFICER TO US NORTH EAST COMMAND

RELATIONS wITH THE UNTTED STATES

; ^ ; :..' ' [PIÈCE JOINTF/ENCLOSURE] ;.:
..., : ^ -^.. . . . ^;.;'.

.Rcipport'du Comité de la plan ificattôn mixte
jôrau Comité des chefs d'état-ma

Report by Joint. Planning Committee
to Chiefs of Staff . Committee.

Proposal

1. The Chief of the Air Staff has recommended the appointment of a senior Air

Force Officer as a Deputy C-in-C, US Northeast Command in order that he may:

(a) Assist in érisnring thât the activities in Canada of the US Northeast Command
are in accordance with Canadian Government policy;

(b) Assist in, co-ordinating the, plans of the C-in-C, Northeast Command for the
defence of the leased bases with Canadian plans for the defence of Canada;

(c) Assist in the solution of problems concerning .the command of_.^ forces in New-
foundland and the protection of Canadian' interests. ^_" ':_•

2. The Chief, of the. Air. Staff, recommends that the - proposed Deputy C-in-C be a
seniorAir Force Officer because the majority of problems with,which he will have
to, deal will be, concerned with- air 'matters.,'

3: To be effective this officer, should be given the position of a Deputy C-in-C on
the Northeast, Command Establishmënt,, although he would not; of course,' assume
command in, the absence of , the C-in-C;. In 'addition he will néed ` to have direct
âccess to the Canadian`Chiefs-of Staff Committee,^'which he"should only useafter
due clearance, when `appropriâte, "with the'Canadian' Field Commandets concerned.

.. . :' ,..,.: ,-... .,.
4: Specific terms of referenceâre suggested âs follows ''

•(a) To 'forecast requirements of Northeast Command to the' Canadian Chiéfs of,
4, "Staff Committeé for advance informâtion.

(b) To keep the C-in-C, Northeast Command, informed of Canâdian Government
ast Commanand Service policies that affect Northe d

(c )e, . be: thé } principal staff ôfficer of , the C-in-C Northeast;, command, on
matters affectingphat Command in. which'Canadian interests are, involved•. ;adi"

-, (d) To represent the C-in-C Northeast Command in relations with the Can

civil defence organization. such
(e) As a staff officer on the establishment of Northeast Command to perform

other ` functions as are, assigned to him by. the' C-in-C.

Recommendations and
5. It is recomménded that the Chiefs'of.Staff apprôve the above proPos^ ân

direct the RCAF_ to submit it for consideration of the Permanent Joint Board
, '_i..: •i '._,' . 'r . . , . . '

Defence.
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752. DEA/50221-40
,,.;. :, . .,. .., , ...,

Note de la lpn Direction de liaison avec la Défense
: , • _, ,

Memorandum by Defence Liaison (1) Division

SECRET [Ottawa], December 5, 1951

ARRANGEMENTS FOR : THE DEFENCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

At the Joint Planning Committee on December 4, we discussed document CSC
1171-1(JPC)t of December, l which enclosed a letter of the same date from Briga-
dier Gibson. That letter reported on a recent conversation between General Whitten
and the GOC Eastern Command.

2. The first point in the letter, is, that General Whitten's superiors have now
approved, as: a basis for planning, the document drafted in February 1951 by Gen-
eral Whitten and the Joint Services Committee (East Coast) entitled "Basic Provi-
sions for Canada-U.S. ^ Collaboration on Defence i in Ahe = Northeastern Areas of
Canada". General Whitten wished to know whether the GOC was authorized to use
this document as a basis for planning. (The document is flagged on 50221A-40).
The•fact is that this document has been buried in the' Chiefs of Staff since it was
received last spring.

3. Brigadier Gibson's letter mentions other questions raised by General Whittèn:
These questions can hardly be answered without disçussing the broad questions of
(a) the contribution to be made by Canada,toI the defence of Newfoundland and (b)
the command relationship bëtween'the` U.S and Canada in;Newfoundland., , . i,, ,..s ^ ,, ,, , r ^;,_ ,,,.•,

4 It will be recallëd that an
..;

feffort' .was made recently to make in the
matter of comri^and relationship A: paper was +drafted ; recommending i that the
RCAF shoùld have 'â high ôfficer on the staff of the.U.S:" No`rtlieast 'Commând: This
was discussed by the Chiéfs 'of Staff on November l' and,was put ôver for further,..,.... . . , ,study by the' RCAF.'

5• The Joint Planning Cümmittee was, of course, unable to reach any conclusions
as to what should be done. It was decided, however,. that the JPC should instruct the
Joint Planning Staff to . study the, "basic provisions". paper 'of. Februâry . . 1951 and
prepaze`a list of pTOblems (with`comnientary)`which need to'bé settled before that
papercan be reviséd

6 I am not sûré' what wecan do about this whole subject in External Affairs. I do
think, however, that the Canadian Government cannot continue to drift- in relation
to it. If Canada is. not going to do anything about defending Newfoundland, it will
^ome increasingly difficult to resist requests for permission to : the U.S. to: do
more in peacetime to prepare for the defence of Newfoundland. ^

! -.' `1 -
' .'"' •

7. In this connection, it should be kept in mind, that in the event of war, the U.S.
can Probably do most of what it wants without permission, under Article 2 of the
Leased Bases Agreement.
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"• 8:` Sô far 'as I know, there has not been, at least in 1951, a thorough discussion bf
this whole subject in Chiefs of Staff. Should this Department perhaps take some
initiative in promoting such à discussion'

M.H:- WERSHOF

753.

SECTION H

VOLS DE CHASSEURS INTERCEPTEURS ET
RENFORCEMENT MUTUEL

INTERCEPTOR FLIGHTS AND MUTUAL REINFORCEMENT '

I PCO
_,. ..

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. pour le Comité.du Cabinet sur la défense`.;. r . . . ^. . . ..._.. ... . .

Memorandum from Secretaryof State for External Affairs
> . ; to :Cabinet Defence. Committee :

^ r ^ ^. . i. , - . .,. _^ ., ;^ • ^ ^ - . ^. `. . , , ^,..^ . . ,.^ii ^ t: ^ .,• .. .. . .. . . . . ..._ ^.^ ., . . ...... . . :_ . ^ • :.^ .,.•._ . ; ^ . ., . . .. . -.

CABINET, DOCUMENT No. D-285 ^'. Ottawa, May 25, 1951

SECRET 3;_ ..... ;

'UNITED STATES AIR OPERATION OVEWCANADIAN TERRITORY -
INTERCEPTION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIRCRAFT

At its meeting on Decembér,_ 1, 1950, Cabinet Defence Committee cônsidered a
request from the U. S. Section 'of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence to allow
U.S. Services to fly over Canâdian territory as might be rèqûired in order to carry
out effective, interceptions of unidentified aircraft crossing the border froin Canada
into the United States: Cabinet Defence Committeè agreed to recomménd to Cabi-
net approval of the U.S. request subject to certain restrictive - claüses âlready
accepted=by the U.S.A.F. and R.C.A.F. â.nd`subject^to'the` extënsion of reciprocal
concessions to'' Canada by the United States ,T ` ^^''

At its meeting in Kingston on May 8, the Pernianént Joint Board' on Defence
passed a Recommendation (51/4) 'on Interceptor Flights This Recomméndation
provides for reciprocal privileges and contains the conditions' noted` by Cabinet
Defence Committee on` December 1: Some other changes have beeri incorporated

< . . a ,.
in ttie Recômmendation.

:^i., ;y'..•;.,. ., .. . . _.....•.^ .;•..i• : .,i '... r . .-.., ry.,
•.

o the area b
."

etween 876
West (1 e: La1ce(1) Operations

.
aré no longer restricted t

Superior) and the Atlantic Coast. _.,:i ,

...: y• ^^^

T' Note marginale :/Marginal note:
R.A.M[acKay] thinks not at the moment. He would however like Mr Phillips to prepare a
memo[randum] on what happened in Newfoundland in last war. What forces did Canada Put in
what command relationships, etc. M.W[ershof]
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(2) The term "four: engine. aircraft" has been changed to "multi-engine aircraft",
(meaning two or moreengines) - since it. is.believed that . under certain conditions,
twin engine.aircraft might now .reach the Canada-U.S.- border from the U.S.S.R. :

(3) The clause "investigating aircraft would not approach closer than 1,000 feet to
any single engine or twin engine aircraft'.'' has been changed to "investigating air-
craft would not approach closer,.in accordance with civil aeronautics authority and
Department of Transport standards, than is necessary ;to establish.identification".

It will be noted that the general principles and limitations of the agreement will
be translated into operational instructions by a Canadian-U.S. team. The arrange-
ments will remain - in force until modified by agreement or terminated by either

Note , du ministre de lâ Défense natiônale
pour le Comité du Cabin'et sur la défense '

Q a,. L _ . . .. . _ . . . .

it now stands. 1he Depârt'rnent of Transport expressed its anxiety that every precau=
tion should be taken to avoid an attack on a Canadian plane which might inadver-
tently cross the U.S. border: In framing the pperationàl instructions, the Canadian-T

The Department of Transport has agreed to *the -Recommendation of the PERD as

Government.: : . : ..

5114 of the Permanent doint Board 78 .", ^ , • '
It is recommended that Cabinet Defence Committee approve Recommendation

•,• . «.cuu i0 LV UG4I 111

Memorandum from Minister of National Defence
to Cabinet Defence Committee ^

Top SECRET

CABINET DOCUMENT No. D-310 [Ottawa], November 5, 1951

CANADA-UNITED STATES AIR DEFENCE
MUTUAL RE-INFORCEMENT

1• The air defence systems of Canada and the United States are being developed
and CO-ordinated to provide for the mutual protection of those Canada-U.S. vital
areas which are contiguous. To this end, joint Canada-U.S. action has been taken to
extend the radar system and to establish common operational and communication
Procedures. Agreement has been reached on the principles that any force located in
Canada will operate under a Commander designated by Canada, and that the forces
of either country serving in the territory of the other will be under the immediate

78
- Approuvé par le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense, le 29 mai 1951 et par le Cabinet, le 30 mai
1951 JApproved by Cabinet Defence Committee, May 29, 4951 and by Cabinet, May 30, 1951.
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command of a' Commander 'designated by the country furnishing the force. The Air
Defënce Commanders of Canada and the United States have been given the author-
ity to carry= out, on' local notification;`-combinéd`air deferice: training exercises: ^^

1' 2.'-The 'above' joint actions "providé the -means for thé employment of the air
defence forces of eithér country; if need be, . in the other country. However, under
present arrangements, the basing of USAF air defence forces in Canada and RCAF
air defence forces in' the United States; except for. combined ' air dèfence training
exercises, must be- negotiated. through State Departmént-External Affairs channels.

3. After the outbreak of war against a, common enemy, circumstances may occur
which will require rapid reinforcement of the air defence forces of one country by
the other. Such re-inforcement would be normally of short duration and would be
initiated as a result of tactical _çonsiderations of the, air, battle.: The: rapidity with
which,squadrons can be.re-deployed to, meet the tactical situation may; determine
the, degree. of effectiveness of the air defence system. ; It is I considered that in the
event-of'_war. in which the. United States and Canada are allied, the.Canadian Air
Defence Commander should be ; empôwered to authorize ;.the re-deployment ; of
USAF Air; Defence Forces. to Canadian, bases and the re-deployment of Canadian
Air Defence Forces tô United States bases -when required to meet the tactical situa-
tion, when such re-deployment has been'mûttiâlly agreed by the Air Defence Com-
manders of Canada and the 'United States. Similar delegation of authority to the Air
Defence Commander will'be required on the part of the United States.

4. It is recommended that the Cabinet Defence Committee:
(a) Approve the adoption of the principle of mutual ^ re-inforcement of the Air

Defence forces of Canada and the,United States for planning purposes.

(b) Authorize the Canadian Section, to place ;tlus matter before the permanent,.^:.:.
Joint Board on Defencé79

r

, ^ . . ' . •r . . - , , ^^ . "^ :. . ^ ^ _ •. r :

.. . .

. ..

^.. ' . . ^.r'7.'.^^^.. . ..{. :. ... ,^:t r_.... ... ..r. . _..

..+
, ,

.. ' .. , ^r!.^^. ...^. _ ^.... .. . .:^^ . ,.'r"

y.i.. ^ ..r,. ..^.. .f^

[BROOKE CLAXTON]

r

.:rti: •.
®

}79Approuvé par le Comité du Cabinet sui la défense; le : 8 novembre 1951 JApproved by Cabinet
-Defence Committee,'November 8; , 1951. . - ' ' '
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frôm, Acting Sècretary of Stâté for External Âffairs

pour le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense `' - -
. ;. ; ,

,, .. .:..r.:.. i., i,^r. ^ . ... .

`Note du
.
secrétaire d'État par intérim au. Âffüires extérïéûres

to Cabmet: Defence ,Committee
. . .. ... . . . .. . . Y . , i.. ... . . ., . .. ...^. ^ . .. ..

TOP SECRET

Jr
prctection' of vital contiguous areas of the 'two countries and that, in the event . of
war, circumstances might require rapid reinforcement of the ^Air Defence forces of
one country by the other. :

2. The Committee agreed to the adoption.fox planning purposes of the principle
of mutual reinforcement by the Air - Defence forces, of Canada and the United
States. It was furthér agreed that, at thé 'Nôvember *meéting . of the Permanent Joint
Board on -Defence, the . Canadian members propose that the Board recommend to
the two Governments that the Air Defence Commander of each country be empow-
ered to authorize, in the évent of war,' the re-deployment of Air Defence forces of
the other country to bases in his country, and of similar forces in his country tn the
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CANADA-UNTTED STATES AIR DEFENCE:
MUTUAL REINFORCEMENT

At the meeting ôf Cabinet Defence Committée. on November 8th, 1951, the
Minister of National 'Defence 'pointed out thàt the Ai`r Defence -systems of Canada
and the United States were being developed and co-ordinated to rovide for mutual

other country, when necessary to meet the tactical situation and when agreeable to
both Commanders3A

BROOKE CLAXTON

• A . its meeting on' November.. i 2th, . Cabinet ' appr
Defence Committee on this subject. ,;:,. - ^....

4. At its^ November meeting the PJBD agreed,on a Recommendation which had
been drafted by : the', Canadian ^ Section' in the light ; of .:the , decision of Cabinet
Defence Connittee.' This Recommendation is attached and it is recommended that
it be approved by Cabinet Defence Committee:

, [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

. Annexe:, ^.. ,. .
:.:. Attachment

RECOMMENDATION ON CANADA-U.S. AIR DEFENCE:
MUTUAL REINFORCEMENT

Permanent Joint Board on Defence, November, 1951. •
The Board therefore recommended::
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war, to authorize the redeployment of R.C.A.F. Air Defense Forces- `to the United

(b) The U.S. Air Defense Commander should have the, power, in the event of
and the redeployment of R.C.A:F: AirI Defense Forces 'to the United States;

(a) The CanadianAir Defense .Commander should have the power, in, the event
of war, to `authorize the 'redèployment of U.S.K.F. - Air Défense Forces to Canada

t , _ . ... _ .
the tactical situation

That when the Air Defense Commanders of the United States and Canada agree
that mutual reinforcement' of their Air Defense Forces is necessary in the light of,

States and the redeployment of U.S.A.F. Air Defense Forces to Cânada.80.

-..756. .

ACCORD CANADO-AMÉRICAIN DE DÉFENSE CIVII,E .
CANADA-UNTTED STATES CIVIL DEFENCE AGREEMENT

` . ,
DEA/50217-&40

- , Le sous=ministre de lai Défense nationâle
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ;^ :

Deputy Minister ôf National Defence
o Undér-Secreiary of Staté for External •Âffairs

Dear Mr. Heeney;

'received requests from individual States and from groups 'of States for authority to
open negotiations with various Canadian provinces with a view to forming com-
pacts for. mutual protection in the field of civil defence.: I feel that the time is now
opportune for, the, setting,up of,a joint United.Statës=Canadian working group.an
-civil defence to make joint recommendations to the respective governments. My
Minister does not feel that a joint - Civil. Defence Board as at one time suggested
would be appropriate. ;

As one of the major problems for discussion by such a group will, undoubtedly,
be the working out of arrangements whereby civil defence personnel and supplies
for mutual aid may cross the iinternational boundary freely in the event of a disas-
ter, it is suggested that the Canadian'séctiôn include representatives of the Depart-
ment of National Defence (Office of the Civil Defence Co-ordinator), Department
of External Affairs, Department of National Revenue (Customs), Department of
Citizenship and Immigration and the ^Justice Department (R.C.M.P.).

Ihe Canâdian'Ambassador in 'Washingtôn indicates in his despatch -WA-490 of
7th February, 1951,t that the United States Civil Defence Administration has

. . , .; ..

80 Approuvé par le Comité du Cabinet sur la défense; ,lé 12' décembre 1951 3Âpproved by Cabinet

Defence Committee, December 12, 1951.

,; ,
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Yours sincerely;
C.M. DRURY

^P J PP o
the respective governments, be embodied in an agreement effected by an exchange
of notes. , " a. . , . . ,

I feel that 'the` time is also opportune to discuss the exchange, between United
States and Canadian 'governments, of civil' defence' personnel 'on ^ a working level.
You will récâll thàt this mattér was discüs'sed at the first United States-Canadian
civil defence meeting held in Washington on 21 st 'November, ` 1950.

Any conclusions -reached by. such a' joint meeting could 'sub'ect to a' roval f

-I would suggest a meeting of the joint United States-Canadian.working group as
soon as possible, preferably in Ottawa: Could you ascertain whether or not such an
arrangement would be suitable. to the -United States? .

757. PCO/Vol. 152

Note du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
pour le secrétaire 'du Cabinet

Memorandum from. Assistant Secretary to Cabinet
I, to Secretary` to Cabinet

winch 'he will preside; and fias . sent. a plane to Washington , to pick up three U.S.

[Ottawa], February 20, 1951

CANADA-U.S. COLLABORATION IN CIVIL DEFENCE

You will have noticed that,' althoûgh I gave, it to him, Mr ^ Clâxton did not raise
at Defence Committee today, "the attached letter of February19th' from Mr. Drury to
Mr. Heeney suggesting that, as a" follovv-up to - the 'conference in, Washington in
November,^ the State Department be informed that Canada was:
^(a) agreeable to the establisf^rnent` of â' Canada-U.S: working' group on civil
defence to recommend to the governments solutionslor "mutual support" problems
(as discusse&by the conference);

(b) prepared to discuss the exchange of civil defence personnel at the working
level (the conference had recommended the' exchange of one liaison officer):^

Mr. Glazebroôk told me at lunchdme itoday that,I while External had been wait-
ing sincé Decèmber, 6tli, for National Defence to produce its, views on the 'recom-
mendatiôns of the Noveihber Conference so that a decision could be reached for
communication to the State Department - he had just discovered that Mr: Claxton
had issued an invitation to Washington to;take'part in a,loint meeting here at 11:00
â.m. tomôrrow.

Thë details are, âpparently, that Mr. Claxton indicated direct to Washington a
readiness to form a joint working group;^ suggested, a meeting" here tomorrow, at

civil defëncé'officials,'one'State Department `official and"representatives of other
U•s. departments.
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Presumably he.feels it 'important to havé -some 'furthér joint discussions in this
way in advance of the Federal-Provincial meeting on Friday. At the same time, this
direct approach to Washington,,together:with the prospect of an immediate decision
that our Civil Defence agency be transferred to National Health and Welfare, makes
it very difficult -for External to - judge : what; it, should do about the State Depart-
ment's request that the Canadian Government agree, in an exchange: of notes, to the
recommended joint working group and the exchange of a liaison officer as a pre-
liminary to meetings o_ f the working group an d to an early confererice of represen-
tatives of the Federal and local governments of both countries to hear the views of
Provincial and State authorities on questions ôf. cooperatiôn.

Mr. Glazebrook has been trying to see Mr. Heeney to discuss this question. You
may wish to raise it ,with 'Mr. Claxton or have it raised in Cabinet when the item
"Civil Defence" comei up 81

.,...f. .. , ^ ^. .^ ^

C.C. E[BERTS]

758.
.. ', ^. . . -^\ rCO

Extrait dés conclusions du Cabinet

Èxtract from Cabinet. Conclusions

TOP, SECREr [Ottawa], February 21 & 22,1951

I

i

f

:v

.. ... _ .;: 'i.. .. .. . , ^ .. ^.. . , . . .t_, . ^, .
CIVIL DEFENCE; RESPONSIBII.rTY AND FINANCING

:,•:, .. . . . . . . : ! :. .. ... .
36.. The, Minister of National Defencë reported,that a joint meeting of Canadian

and U.S: officials on co-operation in civil defence was .in progress in Ottawa. The
main localities where need for co-operation might arise were Seattle and Vancou-
ver, Sault Ste. Marie, Buffalo and Niagara Falls, and Detroit and Windsor.

An agreement had been drafted in. advance, submitted to the meeting and
approved with some changes. The principal one had been the addition of a para-
graph establishing a joint .Canadian-United. States Civil Defence Committee, con-,.,,:;...,

and suW,othér members as theysisting of the federal;civil defence authônties
...

might désignate and, having the power to 'estâblish any necessary working groups

ând'sub-cômmittees. , This commrttee would have the function of making re^om-
-, ; . ,

inendâtions to.' the'tw,o governments on, action 'desirâble ' to ensure close CO

operation:
lt I ;. ï

•• ,i` ^ :.,\, ,:. • r .^ .1 , :

The defenc
,.,, , ^

The draft agreement fürthér provided that cive activities between,.,, :,:
twô countriés be'co-ordinated as far as possible for protection from the results Of
enémy attacks as if there were no border. Except as regards matters of broad g°v-
ernment policy, the normal channel of communication between the two countries
ôn `civil defence woüld bë`the'federâl civil defence authonties. This would not p
clude' use of other channels as necessary, provided these authori ties were kepr

A:r. ^i . .. .. .. .. . .. .s'•' .. . .... Î.:^.j.t'l.t.i ... .. .a.. x ,i , t. _. 4..1 ... . i. . . .

81 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Noted N.A.R[obatson]
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informed. ' The, respective civil defence authorities would ï keep one another
informed of developments in a-.wide range of matters in their field and exchange
personnel for- liaison and training. -So that all civil defence facilities and services
might be ^ used to the; fullest, extent in civil defence . preparations; :. exercises and
action, appropriate steps would be taken by. federal and other authorities to ensure
that there. were. adequate arrangements : governing : customs, immigration . and, the
integration, of services: State and provincial civil defence authorities in - adjacent
jurisdictions would be authorized to discuss mutual co-operation, and would be
empowered to authorize co-operation between border municipalities in accordance
with policies of the federal - authorities. The -cost . of civil defence assistance, fur-
nished by one coüntry in connection with an attack on the other would be., , I

"bursed Dy. the latter. ,
The draft agreement,was circulated..
(Agreement: . Canada-United ; States. Arrangements. for Co-operation on Civil

Defence) t
.-:37. - Mr. . Claxton said, that U.S. officiais concerned would have to submit the
revised agreement to their government but were satisfied that it would be approved.
He recommend approval so that. the Department of External Affairs might arrange
for signature,

::.
In Canada, progress had been made on the federal civil defence organization,and

most of the provinces now had organizations,; as had the principal cities that might
be attacked. : The - federal. government ! had issued a, useful . booklet, had held one
training course and was holding a second.

It had never been intended that federal, civil defence -responsibilities should
remain indefinitely with the Department of National Defence. On the suggestion of
the Prime Minister, a committee of officials had looked into the question and had
recommended to Cabinet Defence Committee ' a transfer to the Department of
National Health and Welfare. That department had excellent relations with the
provinces and municipalities and this was a most important aspect. On February
20th, Cabinet Defence Committee had agreed to recommend that federal civil
defence responsibilities be transferred to the Department of National Health and
Welfare and that such transfer be announced at the Dominion-Provincial Civil
Defence Conference on February 23rd. The change might take place on the evening
of February 23rd - at the end of the Conference.

If there were agreement on these proposals, his department would transfer its
civil defence staff and the necessary funds to the Department of Natiorial Health
and Welfare.

38. 7he Minister of National Health and Welfare wondered if civil defence
responsibilities did not involve large tasks beyond the resources of his department.
He Pointed out that the government had not yet decided how much it should con-
tribute to civil defence and considered that there should be a decision on this ques-
^on Prior to the proposed transfer.

39. ]►1r Claxton suggested that it was generally agreed that the federal contribu-
fions should be as small as possible. The provinces would want guidance on thisquestion at the Conference. He suggested that the federal government offer to
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assume responsibility for, research's and development (e.g.: radiation detection and
selection of a siren); operation of a central civil defence school, as at present; oper-
ation of schools for instructors on radiation; training aids and manuals, as at pre-
sent; special' equipment having,. no, purpose . other than. that of civil defence (e.g.
radiation detéction instruments; respirators . for. civil - defence workers and sirens for
communities of over 20,000);-. and one-third of the cost of. standardizing hose-cou-
plings in communities of over 20,000; and 'stockpiling of inedical. supplies and

blood. ; _.
. ='-. 40. The Minister of Finance, thought` this list satisfactory

' ' 4f: * The . Cabinet;' after' further" discussion, noted the report of the Mimstér of
. .9 1 . ^ . . ^ .. ' .

National Defence on civil defencequestions 'and:
(a) approved the draft agreement on co-operation.with the United States in'civil

defence matters, as revised at the meeting - of Canada and United States officials,
and agreed that the Department of External'Affairs be authorized to arrange for its

signature;82
(b) approved the Minister's proposals as to the ^forms ° of contribution to civil

defence that the federal'government should make and his suggestion that these be
made known' to the provincial authorities on February 23rd; and

(c) approved the recommendation of Cabinet Defence Committee that federal
civil defence responsibilities be' transferred from 'the -Department of National
Defence to the Department of National Health and Welfare and that this transfer be
announced at the 'outset of the Dominion-Provincial Civil Dèfénce Conference on
February 23rd; an Order in Council to be passed. accôrdingly on that date.

(Order in Council P.C. 985, Feb. 23, 1951) j'

82 Voir Canada,'Recueil des trait",' 1951; N°. 3JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1951; No.
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SECTION ^ J

INSTALLATIONS DU RÉSEAU UNIVERSEL DE TÉLÉCOMMUNICATIONS

-., pour le. Comité du Cabinet sur la défense ,
. . . .

s,

ril
be

.al
ial
be
on

to Cabinet Defence Committee
Memorandum from Secretarÿ of State for External Àffairs

CABINET DOCUMENT No. D-309

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES
. . _, ' _"... , ,.. r . . . ,

.; ,.. _... DEA/10298-P-40

Note. du secrétaire d.'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, October 24, 1951

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF U.S. GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITIES IN NEWFOUNDLAND

..On July-27th, the U.S. Embassy presented a NoteJ a copy of which is attached,

At Harmon base the U.S.A.F. wishes to acqiiire'approximately 210 acres of'pri-

in which Canadian approval was sought for the establishment by the U.S.A.F, of
global communications facilities near, Hannon Air Force Base and Pepperrell Air
Force Base in Newfoundlând. Because of its technical characteristics, the new
equipment cannot be placed on the present U.S.-leased bases near the two areas in
question; hence, small additional parcels of land are required.

vately-owned land 12 miles west of the present base, as well as 209 acres of Crown
land approximately 22 miles west. On each of these plots buildings would be
erected. There is a further requirement for 180. acres of land 9 miles north of the
Pepperrell base, as well âs' 3' acres Of land for right of way. 'A building would be
erected on this site.

The U.S.'Government has asked that Canada'make available'the lands noted
above to the United States "for its exclusive use for 20 years". The Unitèd States
also asked that an extension of time should be considered at the end of 20 years.
The land would be acquired by Canada and be made available without charge to the
United States: .The United - States has askéd that U.S., personnel i stationed in the
areas to be acquired should be given the same privileges and immunities as mem-
bers of the U.S. forces stationed within the leased bases.

Neither'th'e Departmentof National Defence nor the 'Department of Transport
has any objection to the establishment of the facilities. The Department ôf National
Defence has noted that "long-term leases such as the 20-year lease proposed should
not be granted if other "means could be found to make the land available and pro-
vide for the security of the buildings and property".
. The United States has been informed, through the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence, - that the Canadian Government does not wish - to grant any further long-
term leases to the United States. U.S. officials have sométimes said that certainty of

. , _ . , ._ .. .. . ,. .

Il

tenure for capital construction of facilities in Canada is necessary in order to obtain,: .
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It ' the-fore recommended that a reply should be sent to the U.S. Embassy
Agreement to it.
exact status . of the NATO Forces Agreement and . relation o e

appropriations from Congress; the validityôf this argument is now open to ques-

tion. The .Unitèd ,States . has, a defence,.agreement with. Iceland which, in effect,
gives to' the 'Utiited' States tenure which may, be. terminâted'at any time by either
side on eighteen months' notice. ln Frânnce; U.S. tenure may be terminated on one

t year's notice, after which all immovable property reverts to the French Govern-
ment: In thé United Kingdom, no leases or assured rights of occupancy have been
granted to U.S.' forces,,^ although capital charges for. construction of facilities are
shared. In view of the close relationships between Canada and the United States,
there seems to be no reason,why.. the United States should acquire in Canada fixed
forms of tenure which 'it does not require of ôther North . Atlantic Tréaty countries.

On the question of privileges and immunities, it is suggested that this question
,should stand, over for. the present in view of the doubt which now, exists -on the

f th Leased Bases

ls ► , P . ^ ; 1
along the following lines:

(1) The Canadian GOvefnment agrees in pnnciple to the extension of US global

'
U. I

S.
, communications facilities . within the areas in Newfoûndland as defined in the
Embassy Note.

(2) The lànd necessary for thé facilities will be acqùired b} ► thé Canâdian Gôvern-

ment,' which' will retain title to rt
(3) This land will be available ,without. chargé tô 'thë ijnited Statés for its exclu-

sive use for as long' as, in the opinion of both Governmerits, there isa cnuing
need for the facilities

,(4) If, at any time in the future,, it is decided bÿ. either Government that the facili
ties are no longer necessary for Joint defence or, for NATO purposes; • tlie land,

together.with any immovable facilities on it, will, ontwèlve months' notice, revert
th f th Canadian (iovernment

Canada_a3

i.:.(5)
^y mova e property p

removed by the United States at any. time prior to the evacuation of the prope^Y by
U.S: , forces, or within a reâsonâble time thereafter.

(6) The, Canadian Government, does not wish, at this time, to make; any commit
. ments on the, question of privileges and immunities. ûntil the position of. the NATO
Forces Agreement ; has , been clarified. The,.Canadian: Government.^ nevertheless
agrees that U.S. forces stationed on the land in question will be granted privileges
and immunities on a standard no lower- than those set . forth in the NATO. Forces
Agreëmént, conditional ôri the apprôvâl of, thât Agreement by the Pari ament of

LU euseo e • -
bl laced on the land byby, the United -States may be

Apprôûvée par le Cômité du 'Cabinet sur 'la défense, le 8 novembre 1951; âanés la note 322 du 9
' " Cabinet; le 12 novembre 1951,- et transmise'à l'ambassade des États-UtS

novembre 1951. Cabinet on
Approved by Cabinet Defence Committee on November 8,.1951; decision noted by, 1951.

November 12, 1951 and cônveyed to the United States Embassy in Note 322 of November 9,
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DEA/10298-P-40
Le troisième secrétaire de l'ambassade aux États=Unis

Dear Bob [Phillips],
I was talking to Bill Wight this morning on another subject and during the'dis-

cussion he referred to the U.S. request for global communication facilities. He said
that aside from other issues,, the State Department (and I gather particularly Bill
Wight) was embarrassed by having, to, submit to the ^ Department of Defense the
Canadian counter, proposal. He said that it had been his understanding that the,U.S.
note of . Julÿ . 27, requesting the exclusive use of the land for - 20' ears, . had , been
submitted in,, draft form to External . and that . at that. time . our, . Department had
expressed confidence that its terms would beI acceptable to the I

Gôvernment. It wason this bssis, apparently, that the Departcnent of Defense had, agreed to the modifi-
cation ' of their noté of Febrtiary , 1951.' ,''

• - à la '1 t^e Direction de liaison avec la Défense '.- :,

Third Secretary, Embassy in United States,
to 'Defence Liaison (1) Division

PERSONAL CONFTDENITAL. Washington,. December - 10,:1951

•,, .. ., .. . ., . , . :.. .,-:

said that Iwâs not aware that the Americân Embassy's note of July ,27 had
received the'infbrrnal apprôval of External in draft form, but .if it had it was appar-
ent that the Government had not accepted in full the recommendations of Canadian
ofhcials ,.,

I,would be grateful if you would let me know whether,in fact the.U.S. note of
July 27 had been submitted in the first instance in draft: form and had received
infIrmal ,approval.

ncidentally, we expect that the State ÎDepartment will wish to discuss with us
the conditions, set out, in our.note No.- 322 of November - 9. I thirik they will be
Particùlarly; interested as to, whether these conditions would be, considered, by the
Canadian Government as setting a precedent with respect to future U.S. requests. I
appreciate that,there is little background information. with which I am not already
farniliaz. However, should you care to offer any comments they would be mostwelcomé

; : ^
.....

You mijght ,wish.to show this letter to Bert_ ' . MacKa,
^ , .

Y- ,A.; z 1. , . . .. . .. . . ..
*Tly, uest regards to; bol
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761. z °. DEA110298-P-40

Le `chef. de la P! Direction de liaison avec la Défense
au troisième secrétaire de l'ambassade,aux États-Unis

Head, Defence Liaison (1) Divisiori,
to Third Secretary, Embassy in United States

SECRET, AND PatsONA1.. :
Ottawa, December 18, 1951

Dear Peter [Towe]:
,.. ..Bob . Phillips has - shown• me your,letter of December 10: regarding: the,U.S.
request for global communications facilities in Newfoundland. :..:.

Your letter disturbs me. Since I was the one particularly involved here I think I

had better ' give you a blow by blow account of what happened.
21 st, 1951 j

In the` first' place,* Don `Bliss presented ' â Note dated February.
requesting the sites for, ninety-nine years and the extension ; of rights under rthe
Leased Bases Agreement to the sites under Article 27 of that Agreement.• (My
ollèction is that this carne in by mail although I am not sure on this point)

After consulting Mr. Heéney I asked Bliss to come in. I told him that the request
for ninety-nine year leases was simply out of the question and unless they wished
àn outright rejection, the Notè should be redrafted on this point. I said I thought the
best they could hope for wasI something along the lines of the Goose Bay arrange-
ment although this was purely my personal opinion: Bliss and I worked out a
redraft of the paragraph referring to tenure carefully avoiding the word "lease"^

JSubsequently a new draft - Note was presentèd' on uly 27th, substantially as re-
^

drafted by Bliss and mysëlf.
In the meantime a U.S. enquiry had come forward about Torbay: The Can11 the

Section of the PJBD were accordingly mstrùcted on or about May I st to tell
Section at the forthcoming meeting of the Board that while we were symPa-

thetic about their needs ' at Torbay, it was finn Government policy that there would
be no more leases: This instruction was approved by the Prime Minister, the Secre-
tàry of State for External Affairs, and the Minister of Nâtional Defence.

`` At thei Kingston ` meèting of the Board the A U.S. ' weré explicitly "told that t there

would be no more leases. The item of the Board Minutes reads as follow
`"The Canadian Chairman referred to recent requests from ' the U.S. Governmest

(Note No. 322 of April 23t and Note No. 324 ' of Aprnl 30t- from, the
ire

Embassy in Ottawa) which indicated the desire of the U.S. authoritie^saaa isu^ t
extensive new facilities in Newfoundland. at H^ ^i Û̂ out

in
that

projects req^
merely willing but most anxious to cooper
in Canada for the joint defence of North Atlantic Treaty.Organization. He u t
that the Canadian Government would view most sympatheticall anyGoVe^-
which the U.S. might submit to further these two ends. The Canadi an any
ment did not, however, believe that it was necessary for the U.S. to acquire
further leases in Canada for defence purposes. There would be no

S f
to ûlSe

from the point of view of Canadian sovereignty, in permitting the U
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re

and develop a Canadian installation if that use and development were found to
be necessary to our joint defence or for NATO."

There is no reference in the Minutes to any comment or objection from the U.S.
members nor can I recall anything said by them off the record at the time.

If the discussion with me about the original Note on global communications
were correctly, reported, I cannot see that the U.S. officials have any basis whatever
for suggesting that they were misled: I was simply trying to help them out. I gave
no assurance that the new draft would be acceptable to Ministers, and as far as I
can recollect I: gave none that, it. would be acceptablé".even at the official level. I
simply gave as my personal opinion that the request for tenure extending over the
remainder of the ninety-nine year period under the Leased Bases agreement,
together with all the privileges and immunities: of the Bases : agreement would
"queer the pitch" entirely, and that the request would be likely to receive more
sympathetic consideration if re-drafted as suggested.

I should like to point out also that the meeting of the PJBD was held on May
10th - the redraft of the* Note was not presented before July 27th. In short, both
the ` State Department and the Defense ' Department had plenty `of , warning that a
request for twenty-years' possession, even if the word lease was' not used, was
probably out of- line with the views of the ' Government ' at the time.

It seems' to me rather far fetched to suggest that had théÿ known they wouldn't
get assured occupation for twenty,years, they would have pressed for the ninety-
nine year term. In, my judgment had they done so they might very well not only
have prejudiced consideration of the present request, but'others to come later. '

I am not suggesting that you go storming down to the State Department. How-
ever, some time if }iou have a chance to put these views before Bill Wight ôr Norris
Hasélton privately and strongly, I should'appreciate it.

. .. . ^ ^ ^ .,.
Yours .sincerely, ,

RA. MACKAY
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SECt ION K " .
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STATIONS LORAN
LORAN STATIONS.

762.` ''
. .!^

' .•. r ^: .i. ' :^f '•.'
.. "i 'a _, . ^ . , . ;

Noté du ,secrétaire d'Étât, aux Affairés extérieures
.

pôur le Cabinet , .,

Memorandum,from Secretary of State:for'External Affairs'
to Cabinet-- a +'

^.. . . . e 1 . . ^•. . ! , . . , " ,

'l.•
l^ii-.^ ..::. ':. ,. ' !. . . . '

.
IORAN STATIONS IN NEWFOUNDLAND,,,

^ ^ ' , ' ^ . . . ^ .. ^ . ^ . ^ ^.!- . . .. . . . . . .

Y ^• r ^d (^ 7i

, ..•,: ,,., .. .. • ,,i ;:. •;.. _ .
The United States Coast Guard now operates three Loran stations in Newfound-

land at . Bona Vista, Battle ; Harbour and Port aux. Basques. :,TheyThey, are linked with

other Loran stations in Nova Scotia operated by the Department of Transport and
with Loran stations in.the United States..1. 1. 1; , . ^ 4_ 11 I
;, : 2. In April, ^ 1945, the _ United States,. through the Permanent Joint Board on

Defence, first suggested the transfer of the Newfoundland stations to the.appropri
âte Canadianauthorities. In.view, of the .fact that. the United Kingdom was then
actively considering an altern ativé to Loran, and since Newfoundland was not then
part of Canàda, the Canadian Government decided not to takeover the stations at
ttiât time. The United States continued to express a desiré..tô give up its responsibil-
ities, and in September, 1950, raised the question âgain through diplomatic chan-
nels. In the absence of â" Canadiân reply, the U.S. authorities placed

subject on

the agenda of the PJBD in January, 1951, and sent a further note in Fb^arY 1951.
No direct reply has been given by the Canadian Government, although the Cana-
dian Section of the PJBD said that it would see whether the 'D â ôn of the stations
port would be in a position to assume responsibility for the op
by the end of 1951. .... : e

3. The United ' States, had offered to turn over the stations to Canada f estif
charge, but Canada would be obliged to pay the maintenance costs, which are
mated at $165,000.00 a year: Should the Canadian Government dec' e^h n,Yghmee
to discontinue operation of the stations, the United States has requested
resume operations. No accurate record of the value of the buildings and capital
equipment is available, but a rough estimate of $1,000,000 has beenmaad^•t The
stations are believed to be in good condition, but housing is of the a would bely $1The Department of Transport estimates that appro xima

ions.teThe ch0ef u^se of the s^'needed to provide further accommodation and altera ^^,ce
tions is as an aid to civil air and marine navigation; they are of ^il will continue
mainly in wartime. The Royal Canadian Navy anticipates
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to be used for an indefinite period, but the RCAF is of the opinion that within a few
years Loran will be, superseded for military air navigation.. ,

Loran stations' in' Iceland' and. the Faroes as well , as for other - facilities. Cabinet

4. The possible transfer. of the Loran stations has been discussed by officials of
the Departments of Transport, National Defence and External Affairs, and differing
opinions have emerged. The Department of Transport has'pointed out that these
stations are not, military installations and therefore do not *fall within the general
Canadian policy regarding the assumption of responsibility for defence installations
on Canadian: soil. In the event of a decision to take over the stations from the U.S.
Coast Guard, the Department of Transport anticipates difficulties in securing per-
sonnel. For this reason it would not be possible to take over the stations by the end
of 1951;' and probably a full yeâr would be required from the time the decision was
taken.

5: The Department of Transport has also suggested that owing to Canada's geo-
graphic position, the air navigation façilities which Canada operates as aids to
trans-Âtlantic flying are disproportion ately extensive in 'relation to the number of
Canadian aircraft making use of them. In addition, Canada 'contributes through' the
International Civil Aviation Organization about $114,000 a year for thé 'support of

accepted this assessment in `April,'1949, 'ôn alemporary basis ori condition that a
survey should be made by ICAO 'of thé total contribution of each `country, includ-
ing ithe facilities' operated' by'. each: The 'present financial ' support* is arranged
through a separate multilateral agreement in respect of each particular facility. The
Department of .Transport has pointed out that the prospects of securing reimburse-
ment through , ICAO for ° the. three Newfoundland Loran stations - would be much
better if they were not taken over until the proposed suivey had been carried out.
The present agreements contain no provision for payments to Canada even if the
survey should indicate a. crédit balance in favour of Canada'.

6. The Department of National Deferice 'ând the Department of External Affairs,
on the other hand, believe that, although Lorân stations ^ are not military in a strict
'sense, the continued' presenceof U.S. installations of.this nature on 'Canadian soil
does not accord with Government policy. In practice the Canadian authorities have
little control over the activities of the U.S. employees operating the stations in these
relatively unsettled areas. Canadian refusal to accept responsibility for the three
installations which the United States wishes to turn over might'prejudice the Cana-
dian position in future cases when Canada might be pressing the United States to
relinquish an installation on Canadian soil.

7. Although Canadian contributions to navigational aids under ICAO may be
excessive; in the view of the Departments of Natiônal Defence and External Affairs
it is necessary to give an answer to the U.S. Government without awaiting the com-
pletion :of the survey of navigational aids in the Atlantic.

8. It is therefore requested that Cabinet decide whether or not the Canadian Gov-
emment accedes to,the U.S.' request concerning transfer of the Loran stations in
Newfoundland.

L.H. PEARSON
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763.

P Under-Secretary of tare Jor,r.zternu,

[Ottawa], April -28, . 1951

TRANSFER OF LORAN STATIONS TO CANADIAN GOVERNMENT"

This subject was considered by Cabinet on Apri126: Although we have not yet
received the minutes, we understand that Cabinet did not agree to therequest of the
U.S. authorities that we;should take over the stations as soon as administrative fac-

tors allow. We understand that it was the .view: of Cabinet that we should ask
I.C.A.O. whéther the stations were. in fact. necessary. , If they were not necessary,
they might be , closed; , if théy were necessary, I.C .A.O. might support*the M.

For a number.of reasons, thisdecision may involve, the Canadian Government in
some embarrassment. Whatever the view of I.C.A.O.•on the usefulness of the sta-
tiôns, undoubtedly the U.S., considers them : necessary: . This is proved by their
recent decision to install. extensive new equipment .at Bona Vista. There is,,there-
fore, little chance that the stations will be closed.,and, that the problem will be
solved in this way.. - ; , ^ . ; ^ , , . . ..

On the other. hand, it also seems improbable that I.C.A.O. will, at least for some
time to come, provide any financial support, although they might eventually do so.
Meanwhile, the stations will be a source of embarrassment in our relations with the
United States..It is probably true that whether the stations were being run by the
U.S. Coast Guard or the Department of, Transport would not affect I.C.A.O.'s deci-
sion on support. Therefore, it can be argued that the question of support should not
delay our assumption, of responsibility for the stations.

Apart from these arguments, within the more ; lïmited field . of ineteorologic
requirements, the strongest case for acceding to the, U.S. request for the transfer of
the stations rests on our overall policy governing the status of U.S. installations in
Canada. ïWe are now attempting , to, limit U.S., rights in Canada and even to linllt
exclusively U.S. activity in Canada. Our- refusal to take over three Loran stations
which the United States is anxious to give up seems inconsistent with the policy
which we are trying to espouse in respect of larger installations, and may, even
prejudice our arguments. : : ... , t . . :

I understand that, ^ through lack of time, Cabinet members were unable
Dosider carefully the brief.on the Loran stations before the question was discussed.

you think that it would be wise to raise the question again on the basis of the con-

siderations set, forth above? . ^_

, .•, DEA/5138-A-40

Note de la Pn 'Direction de liaison avec la Défensé
pour' le ^sous=seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures...

i,. .,. ;:' .,; , . . . . . . .

:. Memorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division.
. . - . . . _ . .. . . r. • _, :

64 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
The Minister What do you think? Ap[rilJ 28 A.D.P.H[eeney]
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Note de la l ère Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum from Defence Liaison (1) Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

.;.

Ottawa, May 3, 1951

TRANSFER OF LORAN STATIONS TO CANADIAN GOVERNMENT

-AÏYesterday you explained to me that Cabinet would consider the transfer of the
three Newfoundland Loran Stations to Canada if it could be shown that the stations
were of value

(a) to the Canadian Services, to Canadian civil aviation or marine shipping, or,
(b) to Canada in collaboration with the United Statés for joint defence, or,
(c) to Canada as a member of NATO.

r Yôu suggested that the Depârtment 'of National Defence, in collaboration with
the Department of Transport, should,' as quickly as possible,' préparé a paper esti-
mating the value of these stations. There might then be a possibility of having the
matter reconsidered by Cabinet before the meetings of the PJBD next week.

At the final meeting of the Canadian Section Wednesday afternoon, I explained
the position as you outlined it. The Air and Naval Members of the Board said that
the operation of the stations by Canada could not be justified by Canadian Service
interests and they were reluctant to state that the stations were required for joint
Nàrth American defence or NATO defence: The Service members did not think
that it would be possible to' prepare a satisfactory brief for Cabinet consideration
within the: next two days. In. the circumstances, therefore, the following course of
action was decided upon, subject to your. approval:

`', The Service members will, in collaboration with the Department of Transport,
prepare a brief on the value of the three Loran Stations.' They will take this brief
to the Kingston meetings where the Canadian Naval Member will explain that
the transfer of the Loran Stations is under consideration by the Canadian Gov-
erninent, but no decision has been reached. The Canadian Naval Member will
refer to the brief on the value of the. stations andlsay, that it would be helpful if
the 'U.S.'Section would comment on it and add to it if the U.S. authorities see fit.
The Canadiân Section will then undertake to draw all thé relevant new informa-
tion to the attention of the Canadian authorities in the hope that a'final decision
may, then be reachéd.
It was evident at the meetings of the Canadian Section yesterday that the Service

members were anxious for the Cânadian Government to assume responsibility for
these stations not for, any intrinsic. value, which, in any event, they thought might
be difficult to justify,'but as part of our overall policy on U.S. installations in
Cariada.` . 1. .I . , ^ . ,
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ag
_.,_,. 85Do you ree with the line which the Board proposes to take at Kingston?85

,
V I thé -Statiôns ns' Aid s to Navigation

consider , these aspects in turn.. ,

[Ottawâ], 'July 10, 1951

LORAN STATIONS IN NEWFOUNDI-AND

At its meeting on 'April 26; the Cabinet : i:
of the'Secretary of State for External Affairs that the US^(a) noted the report

States had asked Canada ^ to. assume the responsibility. for maintaining three
dard Loran stations in Newfoundland; and,

(b) agreed that it be indicated to the United States that, as the stations would be of
little service to Canada, the question, of, their importance to international civil avia-
tion should be referred to the International Civil Aviation Organization for an opin-
ion, on the understanding that;, if ;.I.C.A.O. considered. them, of value to trans-
Atlantic traffic, an arrangement would be sought, under.which Canadians would
operate.the stations but other appropriate I.C.A.O. countries. would contribute the
major portion of the cost of their, operation and maintenance.

2: The transfer of the U.S. Loran stations at Bona Vista, Battle Harbour and Port
aux Basques in Newfoundland ;to the, Canadian _ Government may be considered
either on the basis of the usefulness of the stations as aids to navigation, or as. part
of the larger problem of U.S. installations onCanadian.soil. This memorandum will

aueor t,6-Ti
i : 3. The value of the Loran stations as MUS to nâvigâtion has t,6-Ti recon-

sidered by the Departments; of National Defence and Transport in the lighatl sf SbOm
wartime and peacetimé requiréménts Inwartimé, a long-range navigation al
is required over the whole of the Atlantic'Ocean north ;of the Tropic of Cancer. In
particular, cover is required over the northern and southern convoy routes ^e é^t
the United States and Canada on the west, ^ and the United Kingdom on this
Thé three Newfoundland L.ôran stations are' mémbers' of a'chain which provide
coverage for the northern convey route. .^

r merchant ves-
4. Thé stations in peacetime provide accucaté fixing facilitiess^ s, large fishing

sels; trans-Atlantic commercial aircraft, military aircraft, R.C.N p

ü M. A.D.P. Heeney a coché la partie supérieure de ce document pour indiquer son approbation.
A.D.P. Heeney indicated his approval with a check-mark at the top of this document-

.. ; ` R:AJ. P[tut,LiPS]

Note du secrétaire d'État'par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

- - • • Ext rnal Affaire
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;vessels, and weather patrol vessels. The commercial airlines. are probably the most
frequent users. In wartime, in, addition to these ; services, ; they .vyould provide. an

. essential navigational aid for merchant vessel convoys in the, fog area.

5: .The only other long-range: navigational. aid -in operation, is, Consol . ' It is the
. view; of the Can.-U.K.-U.& Joint, Communications Electronics Committee that the
existing Loran ,cover on the western side,of the Atlantic is satisfactory. The Cana-

. dian authorities concerned consider it unlikely that the Western Atlantic Loran sta-
tions will be. superseded by Consol or, by any other system in the foreseeable future.

•-Even if, an alternative system. were found to .be more efficient,. it would probably
- take at least -three or. four years to replace the existing facilities: .. ,.:

6. The Department of National Defence and the Department of Transport, there-
fore, conclude, that - the, operation of the , three Newfoundland Loran stations should
be continued.:The Department of National Defence further recommends that Can-
ada should accept the transfer. of these stations from the U.S. Coast Guard as soon
as administrative factors permit.

The 'Stations' in `Relatiôn to"Canadrun''Policy `Respecting U.S 'Installations' in
Canada . ., ^:. .

7. It has long been the policy of the Canadian Government to limit the extent of
exclusively U.S.° activity on Canadian soil where it is practicable to do so. The
number and scope of defence installations, whether Canadian, joint, or U.S. oper-
ated, in Canada will, no doubt, increase in the near future in accordance with mili-
tary requirements.-Active consideration. is now, being given, to the status of U.S.
activity in Canada. In consideration of, this problem, one guiding principle has been
that as far as Canadian resources allow, and in consonance with military necessity,
exclusively U.S. activity in' Canada should be limited:

8• The three Loran stations in Newfoûndland 'nay or may not be considered as
military installations since they have both civil and military use. In relation to
défence policy, ,the essèntial fact is that they constitute three exclusively U.S.
installations on Canadian soil. Further, they are installations which, for at least the
Past six years, the U.S. has been anxious to turnover to Canada. If we continue to
resist acceptance of the responsibility for these stations, we may weaken our case
when we' inây wish to exert Canadian control' or at least joint control elsewhere
over defence projects on Cânadian soil:
n'" J' ." , , . , ,-

.... u... ..r....auon of these stations has been estimated ai
$165 thousand a year. No guarantee can be offered that ICAO will accept all or
part of this'côst as a contribution to navigational aids in the Atlantic: Nevertheless,
P application can be made to I.CA.O. that the cost 'of the stations be considered a
contribution to be taken into ' consideradon in respect of the Canadian share of
North Atlantic navigation facilities Until and unless I.C.A.O. replies favourably to
such a submission;'the cost'ofihe 'stations would have to be justified as part of the
cost of carrying out the'long-range policy.of the' Canadian Government in respect
to foreign installations on Canadian soil. 'Part of the cost, thoùgh probably a'small
part, can be justified on the usefulness of the stations to Canadian civil and military
aircraft and shipping. At present, the users of the stations would be predominantly
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non-Canadian since there' àre'fewer Canadian operators of aircraft or surface ves-
sels travelling, the roûtes than operators by other'countries.

10. Apart frôin côs one of the main difficùlties ôf'assuming res'ponsibility for
the stations is the recruitment of manpower to run them.:The U.S: Navy has`placed

° at thè ^ dispôsal of the Canadian authorities facilities for training Canadian' opera-

-tors. The Department of Transport, has ^ estiniated , that, owing to r manpower
shortages, the - âctual changeover could nottake place • for at least a year from the
time that a decision is taken to assume responsibility for the stations. In its requests
to turn over the stations to the Canadian Government, the U.S.- offered to'transfer
all buildings and equipment, without charge,', with the proviso that if 'Canada ever
discontinued operation, the United States might resume responsibility. :

11. In view of - the considerations outlined above; it is, recommendèd, with the
concurrence of the Departments' of National Defence" and of Trânnsport; that the
United States be informed that Canada will assume responsibility for the stations as
soon as administrative factors permit. It is further recommended that we inform the
United States that Canada, once, having assumed operation of the stations, will not
discontinue operation"of the stations without prior consultation with the United

States.
.BROOKE CLAXTON

Note de la Il" Direction de liaison avec là Défense
,pour le sous-seerétaire d'État aux'Affaires extérieures

Memorandum fromDefenee Liaison (1) Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs -, . , . • . . ... .

OPERATION BY CANADA OF THREE LORAN STATIONS

^ IN NEWFOUNDLAND_ .> ^ ^.,^• ;^ .
This,question hasi not advanced substàntially since last April when itwas con-

sidered by Cabinet. ` At that time, you'
,
will recall, 'Cabinet decided that I.C.A•0•

should be asked for an opinion of the usefulriess of the stations, on the understanâ-

ing that if they were, declared useful; we would seek joint support. .,
^ . ^ 11, . . 1: .,.. . .

The Department of Transpoit has nôt addressed to LC.A.O. any communication

on this subJ'ect. With the,help of the U.S. Membèrs Of the Permanent Joint Bo é^l
Defense, the Department of National Defence_ prepared â strong case on the us
ness of the stations. Officiâls in the Department of National Defence concurred in
our view that, for political reasons; Canada shouldassume control of the stat^nson
part 'of our overall defence. policy,The . matter. was' raised m Cabmet ag
August 2, when it was decided that no'décision should be taken until.the matter had:^. .. . . . ^ . ,

" 4ï : ^" I "'

^'' ^ D6cision reportée par le Cabinet, le 2 aoQt'1951.
Decision deferred by Cabinet, August 2, 1951.

. .,.^,
Ottawa; October 11, 'Yi,. , . .,
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would probably be shelved.

been submitted to I.C.A.O. (Although -nothing can now be done about it, it was
unfortunate that both times the subject came. before Cabinet, its presentation suf-
fered frôm administrative'accident.' In April, the memorandum on the subject was
not distributed to the'membérs until the actual meeting. M August, the subject was
put on an agenda which was already over-crowded immediately after the Minister's
return to.Ottawa).

We understand that the Department of Transport is no longer as confident as it
once was that Canadian contributions , to.-navigational aids are disproportionately
high. It may well be that Transport would now prefer not to raise this question with
I.C.A.O. Transport might now agree to the principle of Canadian operation of the
stations if the actuâl take-over date were postponed until manpower was available.
Nevertheless, having done everything pôssible for the past six-months (not to men-
tion the preceding five years), to get Transport to agree to a decision which we
consider to be in the interests of Canadian defence policy, I doubt that we can take
âny further initiative 'in pressing this course which appears to be out of line with the
Cabinet decision of April 26, as confirmed on August 2.

We have, therefore, drafted for your signature a letter to Transportt asking that
Department to, prepare the necessary communication to I.C.A.O. This letter is nec-
essary because Transport has apparently misinterpreted the August 2 Cabinet deci-
sion to mean that Cabinet deferred a decision indefinitely; from Cabinet minutes it
is quite clear that Cabinet intended to defer decision only until the matter had been
taken up with I.C.A.O. Without this letter to Transport; therefore, the whole matter

If you agree that we should take no further. action beyond'pressing.the 'sûbmis-
sion to I.C.A.O., the Canadian Section at the November. meeting of the PJBD will
inform the U.S. Section that the question of the Loran Stations has been referred to
I.C.A.O. and that no decision will bè'available until I.C.Â:O.'s views have been
received.87 - A :. ' . ^ . , _ ..

87 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I agree A.D.P.H[eeneyl. Agreed A.F.W.P[lumptre

M.H. WERSHOF
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:'Procès-verbal d'une. réunion
.

±: r - - ` - • 1

Minutes of {Meeting
..^.^^ i,.,... .,

[Ottawa] January 10, 1951SECRET

SECURITY. INVESTIGATION OFMERCHANT'SEAMEN •

1. The Chairman• reviewed the discussion which had taken place at the meeting
held on December 15th with Captain H.T. Jewell of the United States Coast Guard
who' had come to Ottawa to explain the procedures employed in carrying out the
President's Executive Order (No. 10173) relating -to the safeguarding of vessels,
harbours, ports and waterfront facilities of the United States 88

He explained that the Chairman, Security Panel,89 prior to his departure for the
United Kingdom, had expressed a desire ; to have' this matter progressed without
further delay, emphasizing the need to have Canadian plans formulated and ready
to be put into operation béfore the opening of navigation on the Great Lakes next
spring.

2. Captain Kerr outlined the procedures which had been in effect in Canada dur-
ing the late war, and stated that the Canadian Seaman's Identity Certificate, issued
by the Department of Transport was now used chiefly' to facilitate the landing of

Superintendent G.B. McClellan, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Inspector R.A.S. MacNeil, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Mr. E.F. Gaskell, Privy Council Office (Secretary).

Lieut. Commander A.C.A, Baker, Department of National Defence;, . .
,, Lieut. Commander J.H.G. Bovey, Department of National Defence ';

Mr. D.W. Mundell, Départment of Justice

Captain F.S. Slocombe, Department of Transport
Captain E.S. Brand, Canadian Maritime Commission
Mr. G. de T.' Glaiebrook, Department of External Affairs

Captain J.W. Kerr, Department of Transport j'
Mr: M.M. MacLean; Department of Labour
mir. R. G. Robertson, rnvv Counc^l Office

au e e er, vy oun i , ^
Present r, ,

Mr P 1 P Il ti Pri ' C c'IOffice (Chairman) '"'

1951,

, :. . .

-at 10:30 a.m.

A mééting to discuss ways and means of rèsolving the problems involved in
establishing,a procedure for the security investigation of inercfiant seamen serving
in 'Canadian ships on the Gréat Lâkes (and possiblÿ 'deep "sea I vessels as well) was
held in the Privy Council Committeé Room,- East Block, ônluesday, January 9th,

u Voir/See United States, Federal Register No. 15, October 18, 1950, pp: 7005ff.`
n Norman Robertson.

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

SBCr1ON L':.. . .
. ^. I , ^ .. -,^ ,..^i: . ,^^^ .^ Y '....'' . ^.:^^^ i'''^ ' .•'.I^'

AUTORISATIONS DE SÉCURITÉ POUR LES NAVIGATEURS DES, GRANDS LACS,

SECURITY CLEARANCES FOR, GREAT LAKES SEAMEN ,..
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Canadian. seamen at United States ports.., He.stated that: an efficient organization
was maintained by Transport, for the purpose of issuing these certificates, and that
the register of merchant seamen maintained by, the Department, would prove invalu-
able if it became necessaryto carry out security investigations on alarge scale. He
indicated that about 6,700 seamen were. normally employed on the Great Lakes
each season, and stated that a large percentage of these men had alréady applied for
identity cértificates.'

3. Mr. Robertson observed that it would be necessary to reach a decision in prin-
ciplè as tô whethér we should impose mândatory regulâtiôns or attempt to resolve
the ^ problem by some form, of . labour-management agreement before 'gôing into
detailed discussion of the mechânics and this approach was. generally concurred in.

4. Captain Brand stated that it was urgently necessary to take all possible steps to
ensuré the -sécurity of our own ships and port facilities by arbitrary measures, if
necessary, and he urged that planning to this end should proceed without delay.

5. Mr. MacLean expressed the view that no serioùs difficulty was likely to be
experienced in dealing with the various trade unions involved. The principal con-
tact would be with the Seafarers'. International Union, and this organization was
likely to prove co-operative in carrying out schemes such as that envisaged in the

; preliminary talks.. He, further stated that if there was a possibility that we might
have to evolve a system in accordance with the present U.S. policy, we should plan
to do so at the earliest possible date. He felt, also,"that security investigations might
be facilitated by requiring all ships'. crews to be recruited through the machinery of
the Unemployment, Insurance . Commission.

6. Superinténdent McClellan' stated that if the R.C.M., Police were able to proceed
with the necessary file checks at an early date, the great majorityof cases could be

-^processed before the opening of. navigation next spring. `It would be necessary,
however; to begin the work before February 15th. He also gave it as his opinion
that mandatory reguladons : would: be. required to provide an efficient organization
and a workable. solution to the problem., He ^ further, stated that the R.C.M. Police
would be prepared to,provide a draft questionnaire form suitable for use in check-
ing merchant seamen, and also a sample identity card which would meet the special
requirements of the intended operation.

7.: Captain Kerr stated that the relevant Unemployment Insurance number was
used by the Department of,Transport, in conjunction with the Canadian Seaman's
Identity Certificate, to prevent forgeries and to facilitate checking on the bona fides
Of ^e holders. ; . .: : . , ,

Mr. Glazebrook expressed the view that it would be mostdesirable to give the
United States Government some early indication of our intended plan. This could
be done in such a manner as t'os atisfy any questions likely to come from Washing-
ton withoût committing us to details before the problem had been resolved by the
Canadian authorities.

9- It was agreed after discussion:
(1) That security investigation of Canadian merchant seamen (by file check)

should be carried out on a compulsory basis, and that suitable regulations should be
drafted to cover the intended operation;
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(2) that planning, should proceed at once to enable the R.C.M. Police to make 'an
early start on file checks;

(3) that a smàll sûb-cômmittee, to iriclude represèntatives of Transport, Labour,
-Justice,' the Canadian Maritime* Cômmission and the R.C.M. Police, should be set
up to discuss procedures and draft 'appropriate regulations; and.. .;. , , .

(4) thât the U.S.' Government should be'advised; through' diplomatic channels, of
our, intended plans at the earliest possible date.

10.'It was furtheragreédrthat the'sub-committee stiould'ineét on Friday, January
12th, at '10:30 'a.m. to consider draft regulations and to discuss the mechanics of
canying out the necessary secunty , investigations.

_^.^ . . . . , . , . ,

'768-
1 -: Note du secrétaire du Cabinet .

pour le premier ministre..., .
Memorandum from Secretary to Cabinet

to Prime Minister

SECRET Ottawa, January 23, 1951

GREAT LAKES SEAMEN'S SECURITY REGULATIONS

Attached are draft security regulations respecting mercliant seamen on the Great
Lakes and the St. Lawrence. fi The draft was prepared by a Working Committee of
the Security Panel consisting of representatives of the Department of Transport, the

..Department of Labour, the Canadian Maritime Commission,.the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, the -Department of National Defence, the Department of Justice

and this office:
These are the first regulations of this. character to be submitted to the Govern-

nient for consideration and approval.: Although it is anticipated that these regula-
- tions, if approved,- will be extended to cover deep-sea shipping it - was thought
advisable, for the time bèing; to restrict their application to the Great Lakes for the

following reasons.
a) if the principle involved is approved the security measures can be anno nnceod(

and the necessary administrative machinery put in motion before the openi g
,,navigation on the Great Lakes this coming Spring; >^

the re lations in a
(b) some experience can be gained in the actual application of 8u

_ restricted field prior to'their. being extended to shipping generally;
(c) there are séveral vital wôrks along the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence shipping

- routes which should.be made âs 'secure'as possible in the'imrnediate fùture;
'(d) United States *authorities have intimated that Canadian'vessels may be deniedhave

use of the U.S. locks at Sault-Ste. Marie unless personnel manning the shipshat an
been adequately screened from a security point of view. (You may be aware t ^

^'ëlaborate system of merchant seamen . securitÿ clearance has beein establish ri in the
,.United States under thé U.S. Coast Guard which applies to all U.S. s^PP g
inland and deep-sea, with the exception of the coastal trade.)
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In drafting the attached regulations every effort has been made to keep them as
simple, direct and flexible as possible without in any way impairing their effective-
ness. The gist of the regulations is to prôvide thât after a specified date no seaman
shall be employed aboard any Canadian ship on the Great Lakes, including the St.
Lawrence as far east as Montreal, unless he is the holder of the prescribed Sea-
man's Card. These cards will be issued by the Minister of Labour through the
National Employment Service upon the submission to the Minister, in each individ-
ual case, of a favourable security report by the RCM Police.. Penalties up to a fine
of $500 or three months imprisonment are provided for offences.

I would like to draw your attention particularly to sections 12 to 15 of the regu-
lations concerning the appeals procedure. These sections have caused the Working
Committee a good deal of concern. It should be borne in mind that a good many
sources of information available to the RCM Police cannot be divulged without
seriously compromising the usefulness of such sources. In the circumstances, it
may be found that in actual practice an Advisory Committee, appointed, under sec-
tion 13 of the regulations, may find itself hard put to jûdge the real merits of a case
in the event the Police cannot place complete information at the disposal of the
Committee. It seems to me, howèver, as indeed it did to the Committee, that if
restrictive regulations of this character are to be put into force in peacetime, some
form of appéal must also bé provided for and that the procedures set out in sections
` 12 to 15 'probably represent thei least that can be done in the circumstances. • You
will note that under the proposed appeals procèdure Advisory Committees are only
empowered to make recommendations to the Minister with whom• rests the final
decision. '

I have been given to understand that the promulgation of the attachéd -security
regulations would in 'no way antagonize labour unions and that, on the contrary,
many groups would be anxious to cooperate actively in enforcing the regulations.
This is particularly true since the Canadian'Seamen's Union is no longer a factor to
be taken into consideration. The same degree of cooperation can also be expected
from 'ship owners.. . :

Generally speaking, I think the attached regulations are necessary, workable and
worthy of 'considération. They may well become" the prototype of similar regula-
tions to be'extended gradually to defence industries and other vital undertakings. It
is for this reason, amongst others, that it is recommended that the attached regula-
tions be made the responsibility of the Minister of Labour rather than that of the
Minister of, Transport.

It should be noted, of course, that even if approved in principle these regulations
can only be.bmught into force if and when special emergency legislation is ratified.
,`n early decision would nonetheless be desirable in order that all necessary admin-
istrative ârrangements, such as the printing of application forms; etc., may be made
prior to the actual coming into force of the regulations 90 ',.

N.A. R[OBERTSON]

^ ^+ .i ^ ^ ,.'. •... . . • ^• • .
Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 24 janvier 1951 JApproved by Cabinet, January 24, 1951.
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...`,SECTTON;M .-

ENQUÊTES DE 'SÉCURITÉ DU CONG
CONGRESSIONAL SECURTTY INVESTIGATIONS

I i ,

.'M1

- L'ambassadeùr aux États-Unis '

DFA1T

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

o ec ry
r . ,_ . f..., _ . :. ., .,.. ; ^ ,

1ELEGRAM,WA-3104 Washington, August 14, 1951

• CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT.

Reference^ Vniir EX-1615 of August 14th.4.,.

E.H. NORMAN `
:•"f

:^. .^ 1. I saw Freeman Mâtthews, Deputy Under-Secretary of the Department of State
this afternoon. to . protest thé publicity, given to the charges in the Senate, Internal
Sectirity Sub-Committee of the Çomrmttee on the. `Judiciary and the manner in
which 'this question had been handled in that committee.

r,. 2. I called to Mr. Matthews', attention the editorialsreferred to in your paragraph
two as an indication of the public reaction in Canada and left copies of those edito-
rials with him 91
f , 3. I advised him that it was the hope of the Canadian Government that it would
not be necessary to give publicity to our, protest but pointed, out to him that it was
quite possible that the Canadian Government might find it necessary to give such

;publicity..
4. I left with Mr. Matthews a memorandum, the text of which is quoted below,

^ which was based on paragraphs 1 and 3 of Your message. Since the recent publicity
: has resulted from the hearings in the Senate sub-committee and none has resulted
from hearings of a Committee on Un-American Activities reference to that commit-
tee was deleted. . . r . , > .

1 ï 5. .The text 'of my memorandum was as follows: Text begins: .
"The Canadian Government was surprised to, learn that the' Senate' Internal

Security Sub-Committee of the Committee on the Judiciary found it necessaryN
make public reference to a high official of the Canadian Government,,E.H.

- man, and on the basis of unimpressive and unsubstantiated statements by a former--man,
Communist; in a way which could not fail to prejudice the position of that official
before the public of his own and other countries.
I, , I . I,`

{ Smear Comes North", in Globe ànd Mail, August 11, 195L. . I ., ' _ I

Ambcissâdor in United States

,91 Voir/See 'The Contemptible Attack on Mr. Norman" in Ottawa Citizen, August 11, 1951; "ib°

) ` .. , ' . . . . ^ . ^ . .S reta ôf State fôr External Affairs
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',,The State 'Department will know that 'the Canadiân Government has 'complete
confidence 'in ° Mr:' , Norman, and hopes that' they, will inform " the. Congressional
Committees of this fact, ' and its consequent regret and annoyance that their counsel
went out of his way to drag Mr,, Norman's name into their hearings.

The Canadian Government does not desire any publicity to be given to •its repre=
sentations, because thére has been too much publicity already on 'this subject but it
is to be hoped that the committees can instruct their counsel to act differéntly in the
future in matters which "concern officials of this government. oIf in evidence before
investigating' committees ' in Washington names of Canadian officials appear; the
Canadian Government naturally expects that these names can be sent in confidence
to the Canadian Government so that the allegations made cari be investigated' here
and the results referred back to the State Department.

The Canadian Government hopes that the State Department will agree that this
is the course which should have been followed in this case, and will be able to givé
some assurance that it will be followed in the future". Text ends..;::l..:,. ,.•,:,.,_, : . .

6. After reading the .memorandum • Mr.: Matthews said, that he did not disagree
with anything stated in it and expressed his sincere regrets at the publicity which
hâd arisen:' He' undertook to bring'our memorandum to the attention of the appro-
priate authorities and to do' what he could tô 'prevént 'a repètition. He said that he
felt he had to point out however that the State Department had not yet been able to....,, i. .
devise a°meâns of preve

.^
ntng similar publicity of unfounded charges against mem-

bers of its own staff and that therefore while he would dô whatever may be possible
to prevent a recûrrénce in the case ôf Canadian officials he was' not in 'a position to
give an y' assurances of: success' in' his efforts.-`, ,

770. : ^.^... ; ; . . .
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., Note au , sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ..• , .. .

^ - . ... `^ ,^ . ..,. .. ,. ...., . . r..

, pour te secrétaire d État:aux Affaires extérieures •
1

Memorandumfrom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs_....•^ ,

^.. ..

. . . f. •!- .. ^
[Ottawa], August 17; 4951

, .. .. I , . . . . f

!^. .... 1^^^.. .' ^ . ,1! . RE MCCARRAN COMMI7TEE CHARGES

-%s aftérnoon I saw Mr Bliss the U S Ch é d'Af

or us the information we had requested. •

• , .. arg faures, to inform him of the
very serious .view, taken by the 'Canadian government of the continûing references
to ^adiân officials in the proceedings of the Senate sùb-Committee on Internal
Sec^^, and of our inability to obtain, through the only channel open to us viz theState

Dep^ment, the name o'r names arid the alleged charges.-As Mr. Bliss was

whene, We had been surprised and annoyed at the proceedings of the Committee
Normans reputation was impugned. We were now being put in an impossi-

ble position and we hoped that the State Department were doing everything possi-ble to obtain f

to Secretary of State for External ^Affairs'
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Mr. Bliss told me.that the State Department were bending every effort to obtain
the information ;we had requested. 1hey. also took a serious ; view of the Commit-
tee's proceedings, but were powerless. He,said that the State Department had given
high priority to this matter and hoped to be able to report something to us later this

afternoon.,:
Finally; I pointed out that a leak in Washington had forced the Minister to make

a statement in respect of Norman9..2. We would have to make a further statement to
the press unless the matter could be cleared up,very, promptly. Newspaper comment
right; across.Canada indicated the indignation felt. by Canadians at. the treatment
accorded trusted servants of the Canadian government. Canadians could not under=
stand why,the:U.S. government could do nothing to put a,stop.to these activities.

Note de l'adjoint spécial du secrétaire d'État aux A,D`aires'extérièures

SECRET
IOttawa], August 17,

le chef de la 2'bw Direction de `liâison avec la Défense 'our

Memorandùm from Spectal Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Head, , Defence Liaison (2), Division

1951
. . r . . . . . , . ^ :,

.:..
Yesterday evening about six o'clock I spoke overthe telephone to Mr. Matthews

in Washington on instructions from the Minister.., I said that Mr. Pearson wanted

him to let the State Department know , . that there, had been . a. constant , stream of

enquiries from newspapermen here about the story which appeared yesterday in the

New. York Journal American and on the I.N.S.93 ticker to the effect that "two top

Canadians" had been mentioned by the Senate Sub-Committee on Internal SecuritY.
Newspapers here wished to discover thé names:'of the two Canadians and the nature
of such charges as might'have' been made against'them:: Mr. Pearson also wanted
the State, Department, to know that , he was meeting these` enquiries, for the time
being, by saying thatwe were trying to get . information .on these two points from

Washington. 24
i 2.1f the State Department could not secure' the information within' ne here that
hours; Mr. Pearson might be forced, under pressure, to tell newspaperm
the State Department hâd beeri'ûnsuccessful: I asked Mr. Matthews for his opinion
as, to.,whether it would be'helpfut to pass along this warning to the State Depart'h therefore,

presented to the. Senate Sub-Committee.

ment at' once. Mr. Matthews ; thought that l it ; would. be helpful; and e,
undertook to •. get in touch with the State i Department immediately and-let themble
know what the Minister might be obliged to say in the event that they were been
to secure. the names of. the -two Canadians. and the evidence which had

^ ,:, . . .. ...': . , „ '. _ ... _, i .

. ^, , . . , . . :

- . . it, . . .J..! t •:

n Voir/See Montreal Gazette, August 17, 195 1. .
" International News Service
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: 3. I am sending copies of this memorandum to the Under-Secretary and to Miss
Weiss in the Press Office.

D.V. LEPAN .

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for* External Affairs

• au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

TaEGxAM •WA-3198 *:

DFAIT

Reference:• Internal Securities Sub-Conunittee•`of the Senate Committee-of the
Judiciary,

1• This afternoon Raynor handed to Matthews an aide mémoire, the text of whichis quoted below, âsking- on behalf of the committee information concerning
residents'of the' United States mentioned during the Canadian investigations' in
1946.-

2. State Department were at pains to point out that the letter they had receivedfrom Senator McCarran was of an eailier .' date ,' thân the State Department'sapproâch - to the sub-committee requesting informatiori bn behalf of Canada.
3. The aide mémoire reads as' follows: - - ' ' .. ! ; - 1 . - . . : . , .
In a letter dated August 15, 1951, Senator Pat McCarrari, Chairman of the'Inter-

nal Security Sub-Convnittee of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, asked the
Secretary'of -State' to request the Canadian Government •to' make available to the
Internal Security Sub-Committee the names of United States residents included in a
list of people associated with the disclosures• in 1946 of the Soviet code clerk, IgorGouzenko.

Senàtôr McCacran refers in his 1 4 t' d'

The Secret . . r e

e er o a news ispatch by Richa^^d H. Haviland
'° ^e Môntreal Daily Star dated May 25, 1950; in which a statement by the Honor-able Stuart Garson,

Minister of Justice, is reported to the effect ^ that a notebook
which came to light during the course of the Canadian Espionage Investigation of
1946: was the : object of : study by the, Ministry of Justice. - According to Senator
McCarran's letter there are 436 entries in all in this notebook and included among
^em are the names of 163 United States residents.

aryth o tate would appreciate it if the Chargé d'Affaires Ad Interim of
e Canadian Embassy would transmit Senator McCarran's request to appropriate

^e cials in-the Canadian Government and notify this department of the results ôf
inquiry 'so that Senator McCarran may be informed.
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Note de l'adjoint spécicil du secrétaire d'État aux -Âffciires extérieures

pour le soussecrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

;.; Memorandum from•Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs;

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

773

SECRET

RELATIONS wTTH THE UNrTEU STATES

[Ottawa], August 24, 1951

SENATE SUB-COMMPITEÉ `ON INTERNAI- SECURTTY

(e) that the Sub-Committee would gladly, consult with the State• Department as to

hadhad not received any information. Mr. Matthews thought - and I agreed

Yesterday evening about 7, o'clock I had a' telephone call from Mr. Matthews.
He said that Hayden Raynor of the State Department had told him that a reply from
the Senate Sub-Committee had now been received in the State Department. It this

letter it was stated
(a) that the Sub-Committee were endeavouring to conduct their proceedings with

"dignity and fairness";
(b) that there was nothing that, the Sub-Committee could do to curb the use made

;by the press ôf evidence at public'hearirigs of the Sub-Committee;
had been

(c)that so far as,executive sessions were concerned, the Sub-e on^mithad seemed
making such arrangements to prevent unwarranted disclos

a,
(.) .

ppropriate;
; d that the Sub-Committee would be:willing to co-operate with the State Depart-

, , . _ment or with us,,throughthe,State;Depârtment, in an exchange of information;

how this co-operation could best be effected. ^. ,
, , . _, : , . - , . ^ : •. , ., ,. , , , ; ,. - . , . , . .

,The letter contained no, information about Çanadians who have been namf ^^
hearings before the Sub-Committee or about the charges which have been p.

;against them. ; ,
nt also ve the E Ymbass an aide-.. r . ^ ,.; , , , . •., ^ '

^: 2: Yesterday afternoon the State , Departme ' ga
mémoire transmitting a request for information from the Canadian e ^e ^of ^e
^which had beenmade by. the Sub-Committee.on the;15th August.ust, wl^ieh.is
aide-mémoiré is çontained in teletype: No:. W^1-3198 of the 23rd Aug

• i ".. .. ^ •.. ,r ,

âttached. ; ï , . • .: ï - .. ti , .. , : . ., : ^, ^ , . ; aratively
• 3: I told Mr. Matthews that Mr., Pearson had approved a brief and comp

- mild press release, which was to be issued this morning at 10:30, if by that time we
Ray -

the Minister should be informed ofwhat Matthews had been told by Hayden
nor, so that he could decide whether the press release should be issued in its presentme said that,^
form or, altered•, I, then spoke over, the, teleptïone• to Mr•e ee^of

r the Senat^
. although he was annoyed by â we should notsubstance

our press release but should
Sub-Comnuttee, he thought.th . .. .. . . , , . _ .c

issue it as it stood. '
4. This morning about 9:30 I had a further call from Mr. Matthews. He said d of

Ed Hadley, the Montreal Star's representative in Washington, had â^û yt for t^s

the reply from the Senate Sub-Committee and was writing a story



afternoon's paper. - Hadley seemed to have received ' a good deal more information
from some source close' to the Sub-Committee than' our Embassy had been given.
His story would represent the reply from the'Sub-Committee as a complete rebuff
to our request for. information. This interpretation, to my mind, seems not unfair.
Mr: Matthews thought that we should once again reconsider the 'text of the press
release which we intended issuing. In your absence, I consulted with Mr. Ritchie
and with Mr. Glâzebrook. We all agreed that the press release might still go out in
its original form: It werit to the press : at '10:30 this morning. 94

5. Already newspapermen have heard of the existence of the reply from the- Sén-
ate Sub-Committee and are beginning to question us about it. In answer to enqui-
ries,' Mr: Glazebrook; Miss Weiss and I are saying that we have'heard from the
State ' Department that a reply to our request has been made by the Senate Sub-
Committee. However, we havé not yet received the text of the reply and, until we
do, we are not in â position to comment. I am not sure how long we will be able to
hold this line; but I hope you will agree that it is what we should do for the time
being.

6. I am, sending copies of this memorandum to • Mr. Glazebrook and to Miss
Weiss:

D.V. LEPAN

Le secrétaire d'État âuz Affaires extérieures
-'à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis'

Secretary of Staté for 'External Affairs
' •'to Ambassadôr in United States,',

SECtZET

Reference: Your WA-3198 August 23 and WA=3202 August 24.t

SENATE SUB-COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL SECURTTY
Following for the Chargé• d'Affaires.

Inreply to t^he 'aide mémoire trarismitted to you by the State Department on
August 23 on behalf of the Internal Security Sub-Committee of the Senaté Commit=
tee on ttié Judiciary, pléasé " convey to the State Department an oral 'message along
thé hnes' sét forth in paragraphs two and three of this message.

2• The information requested by Senator McCarran has alread been trans 'to the a^ Y tmtted,: ppropriate U.S. Security authorities in confôrmity. with established arrange-
roents for co=opërntion in security matters of common interest to Canada and the
Uaited States.

^ ..
94

Voir/See Canâda, De
;

• 1partment of Extemal Affairs, Press Releases, 1951, No. 39.
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The State Department are^of.course aware of the existence of;these arrange-
ments for the exchange of, security information of mutual concern and it may be
recalled that the transmission to. the U.S: Government of the particular information
now. requested : by,the . Senate; Sub-Committee was mentioned by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs.in the House of Commons on May 2, 1950. Nevertheless
for the convenience of the State Department [you] are repeating the names of the
U.S: residents referred to in the Senate Sub-Committee's aide mémoire. (The list of
these naines is contained in my immediately following telegram).t.,=,

.;,4: With respect to the suggestion in Senator McCarran's letter of August 221o the
State Department, communicated, to you orally and referred to in your,:WA-3020
[sic] of August 24 concerning exchange of information, you should again point, out
to the State Department that the existing arrangement for exchange of, information
of common interest between the security authorities of the two countries has been
well and satisfactorily established. for a long time, as officers of the State Depart-
ment should be well aware. We look. forward to the continuance of , this mutually

satisfactory procedure.
5. In the circumstances it seems to us advisable that the "oral message'.' referred

to above should be committed to writing and handed to the State Department with
the list of names attached firmly to it.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , ;
au secrétaire d'État, aux ^ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States ,,. .
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs

TQ,EOttAM WA-3271 Washington, August 31, .1951

SECRET

Reference: Your EX-1716,of August 30.

SENATE SUBCOMMTI7EE ON INTERNAL SECURiTY

based on aragraphs 2, and 4, of EX-1716 was left today with1. An oral message Pour EX-
Hayden Raynor, together with copies of the names and addresses listed in your

whois, E. ......
2. Raynor is getting in touch with Humelsine the Deputy Under-Secretary,

at resent in San Franciscô,' by telephone . to advisé him that this informatiC^^
P

been received. Humelsine is planning.to discuss this mattër with Senator c

ovér the weekend. State Department hope that as a result of the receiptéS 1^ will be
for Humelsine's discussions `may be such that rmâtion the atmosphere

produced.`,
3. Raynor referred to the suggestion contained in McCarran's letter to the S^tee

Department as ceported in our WA-3202. of August 24, that the subcommi
would be lad to explore through the State' Department a satisfactory ^^gement

g . t.. ....a. . ,. .
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for exchange of information between the subconunittee and the Canadian authori-
ties. He inquired whether our expression of satisfaction with the existing arrange-
ments for thé exchange of 'information of common interest to the security
authorities in each country implied that we did not wish to set up any special
arrangements for exchange of information with the subcommittee and whether we
would prefer any reply t9 pur request for information concerning the reported ref-
erence at an executive session of the 'subcommitteè to two Canadian officials to
come through the existing channels.

4: I advised Raynor that I would seek instructions on these points but assured him
that in so far as his second question was concerned the important thing so far as we
were concerned was to obtain details of any charges that might have been made
against Canadians and that the channel through which that information reached the
Canadian Government would be a matter of little importance?s

776.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
--^-^ •

DFAIT

Ottawa, Septembér, 7, 1951

Your WA-3293A E.H. Norman

TELEGRAM EX-1743

CoNi+IDENTUL,

Following for Matthews from the Under-Secretary, Begins: In his Press Conference
on August 30, the Minister in answer, to a question' as - to further developments
resulting from Canadian representations about accusations against Canadian offi-
cials said that he had nothing to report and that as far as'we were concerned the
matter was ended.

3! With particular reference to your WA-3293, the Minister made a brief state-
mént in San Francisco in relation to the proposal 'that ; the Sub-Committee shouldinvite E.WNôrman to appear beforé it. As reported b}► the Press, he said:

"We , have âlready indicated to the proper United States', authorities what wethink,of Dr.
Wittfogel's statement and no further action seems to be required'.',Ends....

"Note rinarginâle ./Marginal note•
• p a ews s a.m. & told hun

(a) reDatn%nrn Ln1 2 . s_ ,. . ^
Mr..Glâzebrook• I honed M tth thi

o-r v ^ ^^ • .............w,^^^, u, any spcciai arrangement tor excthange of informa-
don with the Senate sure-c[omnû)ttee or any other legisladve or other branch of U.S. gov't; our
ProPer constitutional "contacts" were State-External & FBI-RCMP & we would not go outside

o -• the Senate bc

t United Sto
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UESTIONS ÉCONOMIQUES/ECONOMIC, ISSUES

777.' : . .. ► ^. ,

The Minister of Public Works (Mr. Fournier), :,.
The Minister of National Defence I (Mr: Claxton),

and Minister of Defence Production (Mr., Howe),
The Minister of Agriculture (Mr: Gardiner),.. ,,.;

.,,The Minister of Trade and Commerce".

•.rConclusions du Cabinet_ ,, .r
Cabinet Cônclusions

The Prime Minister (Mr. St-Laurent) in the Chair, , ,,

Top SECRET

Present:

" The Minister of Transport (Mr. Chevrier),
The Minister of National Health and Welfare (Mr. Martin),
The Minister of National Revenue (Dr. McCann),

The Secretary of State (Mr. Bradley), ;: .. .,

The Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. Pearson),
'The Minister of Resources and Development (Mr. Winters), .

The Minister of Labour (Mr. Gregg),

; Mr. C.C. Eberts,^Privy Côuncil.Office. Y " t
The Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys (Mr.'Prudham, ,.

The Minister of Veterans Affairs (Mr. Lapointe), ;,.. -.,:.

Ottawa], April 19, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY AND POWER PROJECT
, , . -. : {. „ , .. • , a. , . . . ,,. . .

1. The- Prime Winister; ' referring to the discûssion' at the meeting of Febraary
22nd195 1,, said thât 'the'Ch`airman' of the Ontario Hÿdro=Electric'Power Commis-
sion had called on him' to discuss "future Canadian policy regarding the st. Law-
rence waterway and power project,in view of Ontario's need for additional power
"d, the -possibility that the United States Congress would not endorse, during its
current session, the 1941 Agreement on the combined waterway and power project.

Mr. St-Laurent had told Mr., Saunders that the government recognized Ontario s
need for additional power by the end of 1956 and 'could be counted on to do

every-

thing possible, in the light of the relationship with the United States. in this matter,
to ensure that the power side of the St. Lawrence project was completed intime. In
view of the situation in,Congress, he tia`d undertakén to discuss with the other rnem
bers of the government, the possibility of taking early, action looking to separate
power development (by Ontario and New York) and construction of the waterwaY
by Canada alone.' It might be ;desirable to consider. introducing in the Hoofeth°e
Commons' legislation 'enablmg , Canada to, proceed with the construction
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waterway; making it clear at the same time that U.S. participation in ; this scheme
would still be welcome.' Mr. Saunders thought that U.S. opponents of the waterway
scheme would reverse their attitude if it .were made clear that Canadà planned to
undertake, construction of the, waterway at its own expense. He had also said that,
should Congress fail to endorse,the combined scheme this year, he believed that
New, York and Ontario would be prepared to build the power, façilities and common
. works and that Ontario would, if, necessary, be prepared to handle the expropriation
of lands and the payment of damages on the Canadian side. ;

2. The Secretary of State for External Afl'airs said the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington had reported that Çongress, with only the_House of Representatives.so
far considering the matter, might not approve the - 1941 Agreement during its cur-
rent session.; He had, also, pointed out, that, should the House of. Representatives
endorse the combined project and the.Senate postpone: action on it until the next
session,,, it . would be very difficult to. obtain : agreement to. proceed with. separate
power development by Ontario and New, York.

3 rThe; Minister of Trade and • Commerce and. Minister; of . Defence ; Production
pointed out that the U.S. Secretary, of Commerce, in conversation, had accepted the
fact that, ; should, Congress not approve, the combined project this year, Canada
wonld proceed with 'the waterwây on its ôwn. He thonght it inadvisable to indicate
any intention' to take ^ sepârate Canàdian, action for another few . weeks, , until . the
intentions of , Côngress were clearer. Otherwisë, there'inight ,be the criticism. in the
,United States that Congress had not been given sufficient time to consider the U.S.
Position, in the'matter. - . _

'
• - I , . . . .

1 ..
.. .- 11

4. The, Cabinet, after , . further discussion, noted the . report of , the, Prime Minister

the possibility of lsepârate Canadian action on the prôject.

regarding discussions he had had with the Chairman of the Ontario, Hydro-Electric
Power Commission, with.,regard, to future,Canadian policy,on. the St. Lawrence
watéraiay and *pôwer project; and agreed ttiât,` until the intentions of the United
States Côrigiess bécame clêarer, nothing be do' ne for anôther.few, weéks to indicate

?
778 ^: J.. . j ^" ,... . 1 ; ; . ^. .

' i" .";*n . . . L'ambassadéur'ciux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures

^ ..,r .,. ^ . . _ ,^ . , . • , .
• Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs .

TELEGRAM WA-1951

CoNMENTIAL

Washington, May 9, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE PROJECT
1• Yesterday Matthews had an opportunity to discuss the St. Lawrence project

bneny with David Stowe, an administrative assistant to the President on the White
House staff.
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-2.'From.this discussion it.was apparent that the White House shares the general
opinion . that the prospects. for approval at this session of Congress have become
less favourable in recent weeks.

3.1 Matthews pointed out; to Stowe the serious effect a prolonged delay would
` hâve on the Ontario power situâtion. He said that, if it became apparent that Con-
t gressional approval would not be forthcôming within a reasonable time, the Cana-
° dian authorities wôuld have to 'consider the desirability of advocating the Ontario-
New York power development project:

k Stowe's immediatè coniment was'ttïat there would be little point in seeking
'power development separately from the seaway as long as Mr. Truman remained in
the White House; the seaway had been for a long time a matter of great personal
interest to the President; and the Presidént regarded the power development'as a

é matter'of State interest rather than of national interest.

5. When asked whéthèr it would make any difference to the President's attitude if
Canada should decide to proceed with the development of the seaway on its own,
Stowe, was non-cômmittal. It'âppeared as if the possibility of Canadian develop-

- ment of the seaway had not been considered seriously in the White House:
° '6: It is probable that Mr. Stowe gave an acciirate picture of the présent thinking Of
the President on this 'riiatter.` I think it 'is important, therefore, ; that if the Canadian
Government decides tô suppoit Ontario and New York in their plan tô proceed with

-power. development, ' either'with ôr without Canàdian dévelopment of the seaway,
the grôund should first be cleared with the President. If this is not done bèfore any
such scheme is given publicity the President might make a statement opposing the
Ontario-New York development that would

'
make it impossible for him to change

. . ^ ,. ^,. . '. , ^ . . ; , , '• ^. . '• . , .. '

his stand at a later date.' • z . X'. .. .. ,.. . . 1n . . . 3. . y .. .

7.' If it becomes clear that, Congre, ss will nôt apprové the 'joint project at this
session as a result ^of its defeat in committeé or on the floor of either House, it

'doubtless be'necessâry for the Canâdian Government to make at once a statement
of its intentions. I think that an}i . statement indicating support . of power develop-
ment by Ontario and New York should be preceded by a message from the Nme
Minister to the`President setting forth the urgent need for more power and saying
as much as can be said about ,a Canadian seaway. -In such an event action would
have to be taken every quickly.,Alternatively; the issue might be raised in advance
in a communication from the Prime Minister to Mr. Truman or by me with Mr.
Acheson; a written' communication should accômpany. any oral representations
which might be made.'. .

w,
^' '
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L'ambassadeur auz É'tats-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs,._ .. .... ., ... ..

. t ..; .

TAEcxAlti 'WA-2020 ,.Washington, May 14, 1951

^ : . ^.
My WA-1951 of May 9th. St. Lawrence Project.

1. , I mentioned to , the Secretary of State today the probability that if it became
evident that the joint project would not be approved at this session of Congress the
Canadian Government would then support a separate power development by New
York and Ontario. I also mentioned the desire of the Ontario authorities for the
Federal Govèrnment to declare itself on.this issue. On the first point Mr. Acheson
remarked that when the matter was last mentioned in the, Cabinet a slightly more
optimistic account of the prospects of Congressional action had been given. I gath-
ered; however, that this primarily related to the hopes for an affirmative vote by the
House Public Works Çommittee after their projected tour of inspection. On the sec-
ond. point- he urged . that no. public. statement of intentions should be issued • in
Ottawa, at any rate until the House` Committee had reached a decision, since he
thought that a statement on our, side might have an, adverse effect on the decision.

2. I told him that I was mentioning the matter at this time since if the project were
shelved I might be seeking to enlist his support with the President . in persuading
Mr•.Truman to drop his opposition to a separate power development.

3• This. conversation supports the, recommendation made in paragraph 7 of my
message under reference.

^^ WA-2154 Washington, May 22, 1951

- DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States.,
•' to Secretary of State for External Affairs . i .,

. ^ . ,. ,

ST. 1AWRENC6 PROJECT
1. Since my return from Ottawa we have received further information on the

thinking in the White House about the prospects of approval of the joint project and
the tactics which might be pursued. Matthews has discussed the issues with Charles
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Murphy,^ Special Counsel to the President, and Stowe, Administrative Assistant to
him, and the Canadian Desk in the,State Department has informed us of a further
discussion yesterday which they, hâve had with Bell of Mr..Truman's staff. While
the views expressed may nôt be base`d on any frésh'cônsiderâtion by the President
himself, they come from those on who'm he would rely for advice.

2. Both Murphy and'Bell'sa}i that the White Hôuse still hopes that favourable
action will be taken by Congress on the joint project, and Murphy implies that

Stowe
somë political manoëuvnrig is being undertaken to this Ia uéht andparate
express the personal opinion that. the Administration will not gr
power development unless assurance is given that the seaway will be constructed
by Canada on the ground that withouv the -inducement of the' power development
enough votes would,never be. secured for approval of the seaway by Congress.

3. All three urge very strongly that nothing should be saâdV^ Canada bub^uhty 1Can-
a separate power development; or. the possibility of the seaway g

ada with the power. project undertaken by New,York anOo oCungress.le joint
project is rejected by the House Committee or by. one House
'-74.- Shôuld an unfavourablé Wote take place: they urge consultâtion on how -
carry the project forwürd befo•re. the Canadian`Govern►nent takes any public

best
posi

to

tiôn:
If this were'to happen; the "Administration wônld be likely tô support, as the

second best method; the New York-Ontario'development plus. aCan nl on equal
ing to develop the seaway plus a guarantee of permanent naviga

rights
and

terms. This is the liné of argument that we ''must eXpect in such a con . ga^ut the
with which we must be prepared to deal.: If no undertaking could be g iven

ettin
possibility of an all-Canadian, seaway, we would clearly have difficulty iT e

g
ct.

g

the President • to change his stand against the Ontario-New York Pow^blic Works

5. We have pointed out that in the 'event of
joint

adverse
t for

vote
this session and almost

Committee (which would certainly kill the J P Je reat ressure
certainly for this Congress) the Canadian Government

issue
will

a s atement of its
from the Ontario Government and in Parliament promptly

intentions. ,This, has resulted in an informal 'suggestion on be^e o ebtbe vote
Department and White House that we should enter into discussions go vernments•
lias béen taken in the Committee sô as tô concert the plans of the two

e Committée' is expected to vote soon after its projected tour, it is proposed
Sinceth
that these discussions might take 'place next .week. One difficulty tha ttattitude of the
suggestion is that we 'shall be under immediate pressure to state the a
Canadian Government towards an all-Canadian seaway, and this . w i ûa ionw h1eh
involve 'a tentative Cabinet'decision on the action to be taken in a s

ver occur. We have, therefore, been very reserved in commenting on, the
may ne
proposal. our views

6. It is in any event important that I should receive some statm of May 14th and
on the contents of this telegram an d

elated to
im^sages WA-2020

WA-1951 of May 9th, which are r
"'>.a•, i . . ,. .

r t
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' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
;d l'âmbasscideur aux États-Unis

Sécretary of State for Extërnal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1156 . ; ^ . ; .

SECRET. IMPORTANT. . . ;' -.. : . '
r^ ,r. • f ^ . ..

7,-DEA/1268-D-40

Your WA-2154 of May 22. St. Lawrence Project.
,:^: . •.,.•..,..'^• , .
.This . was discussed in the Cabinet last week" but no, decision,was reached on

thé,qüésdôn of entering into such discussions, pending further consideration in
Cabinet of the economic feasibilityof an a11-Canadian . waterway. The Interdepart-
mental Coinmittee has been asked to provide economic data as quickly as possible,
{in the light of which ' the Cabinet can give, further study to this question In the
meantime it will, of,course, be impôssible, to have discussions this week with the
United States authorities, or to make arrangements for such discussions to be held
later. It is hoped that the Interdepartmental Committee's report • can be placed... :.. . ., ,. ,
before Cabinet at the first of next ' week.. ., .,. .. . • . . ^ . . ,. .

" . J

CnBnvTuDoc[nmeNT No. 177-51

Note. du secrétaire du Cabinet --,^
pour le Cabinet

Mémorandum from Secretary to' Cabinet ^
to Cabinet,'

CANADIAN WATERWAY

' 1. At its meeting of May 24, the Cabinet had before it a report from the Ambassa-
dor in Washington giving the -views of members of the White House staff on the
attitude that would probably be adopted by the United States Administration if the
House of Representatives Public Works Committee were to vote against the 1941
Agreement.

_

Should an unfavourable vote take place they urged consultation on how best to
carrY the project forward before the Canadian Government makes public its posi-
6on. They thought the Administration would then be likely to support, as the sec-

[Ottawa], July 3, 1951

ST.: LAWRENCE WATERWAY PROJECT; POSSIBLE CONSTRUCTION OF AN ALL ,

ond best method, the New York-Ontario power development together with:.} .
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(a) ; A r Canadian undertaking to develop the deep waterway, and
,,(b) A guarantee, of permanent navigation rights * on equal terms.

If these conditions were not met, they, thought it unlikely that the President would
abandon his opposition to the New York-Ontario power project.

The U.S. officials had proposed joint `discussions with a view to concerting the
plans of the two governments.'Mr. Wrong requested the government's views about
the, discussions. pointing out that they would involve his indicating the govern-
ment's position on an all Canadian waterway. •

2. The Cabinet decided that, before taking any decisions, a report should be pre-
pared by the Interdepartmental Committee, on the St. Lawrence Waterway on the
cost and value of the joint project and of an all Cânadian deep watèrway and on the
effect of tolls on the ability of either project tô bécome self-supporting. The report
1of the Interdepartmental Committee is attached: :

3.'Aftér the last discussion'in the Cabirièt information was received from General
McNaughton of views "expressed by mémbers of. the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence which suggested that the President might be more, ready to give clearance
for separate, power develôpmènt 'without, àny 'definite commitment as to the Cana-
dian waterway than was suggested by thé advice given to Mr. Wrong. This has now
been referred to` Mr. Wrong'who has checked the mâtter again and he ceports that
the information as originally given in his despatch of May 22t seems still to be
correct. He gives the following information as to the position in Washington:

The general consensus of Administration officials is that there is no real objec
tion to the power developmènt' aspect ` of - the`. project, but that the _ support for
power development must be used to obtain endorsement of the seaway.
It now appears unlikely that there• will be a vote in the House Public Works
Committee before the first week. in July as several of the Committee are absent
from Washington. Administration officials are still hopeful that Congressional
approval of the project will be forthcoming. However, this optimism does not
seem to be based on any definite timetable, and Mr. McWhorter, for example,
made some . comments recently which indicated that he thought the project
would more likely be approved during the second session of the 82nd Congress
Federal Power Commission officials appear to think that Ontario might seek
some other sources of power.*to meet their needs until the St. Lawrence Project
can proceed on a joint basis on the assumption that there may only be another
year's delay. Moreover, since the Administration is trying to emphasize the sea-
way aspect of the project, our emphasis on the urgency of Ontario's requirement
for power. is inclined to give rise. to misunderstanding and the impression that
we are working at cross purposes: 97

N.A. ROBERTSON

. . ,. ., . . ,. ,, , . •i.. ,..`y n ; :: = i ,., •:.',,l `-. ...','' .
97 Décision remise par le Cabinet en attendant un vote aur l'aménagement du Saint-Laurent au Cun'

des travaux publics de la Chambre des représentants.
Decision deferred by Cabinet pending a vote on the St. Lawrence Development in the H°uSe of
Representatives' Public Works Committee.
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Note du Comité interministériel sur le développement
des Grands Lacs 'et du Saint-Laurent

pour*le Cabinet

Memorandum from Interdepartmental Committee
on Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Development

to Cabinet ,
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CONFIDBNTIAL [n.d.]

Re ME AU CANADiAN WATERWAY
l: Description of All Canàdian Waterway. The only difference between the so-

called "All Canadian Waterway" and the Waterway proposed to be constructed
under the 1941 Canada-U.S. Agreement is that the navigation works - the locks,
navigation canals, etc. - in the International Rapids Section of the St. Lawrence
River would be on the Canadian side of the International Boundaryinstead of on
the United States side: ` . :

2: Preliminary Action Necessary.^ In order to proceed' with an "All Canadian
Waterway" the following 'procedure would be necessary:

(i) Obtain consent of President Truman to a joint submission to the International
Joint Commission under Article -III of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 for
approval 'of plans for development of power in the International Rapids Section
either by Ontario and New York or by Canada and New York. 5- ^

(ii) Create an Engineëring Board to agree on the plan of improvement to be I car-
ried out in the International Section. Any procedure other than under Article III of
the' 1909 'Treaty would involve Congressional approval.' To avoid ' complications
definite plans agreed ûpon must be submitted to the International Joint Commis-
sion. The plans presently proposed by'N.Y. State and Ontario do not include fea-
tures considered essential, having in mind the adequate protection of down river
interests.

(iii) A decision by the 'Canadian Government as to whether the Power Works in
the International Rapids Section would be built by Canada or Ontario. If the latter,
then the necessary legislation would have to be prepared to give the Province the
right to carry out such a development. Also, the respective rights of Canada and the
Province would have to be defined to take care of any approval of plans, etc. enter-
ing into the design and construction of the Project.

(iv) Submission for approval to the IJC of the plan proposed and agreed upon by
the Engineering Board discussed in Subsection (ii) above.

(v) Organization of necessary Engineering and Administrative Staffs to carry out
the Pioposed works. ^

3. Time Element. From statements recently made by the Chairman of the Ontario
HY^o Electric Power Commission there appears to be little doubt that in order to
avoid a serious shortage of hydro electric power in Ontario, power from the Inter-
national Rapids Section should be available by December, 1956, at the latest. Such
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a power shortage would result in the need for the construction of additional steam
plants with consequent higher power costs. Assuming assent of the U.S. is obtained
by July 1st to'proceed with the construction of an "All Canadian Waterway", it is
estimated that the earliest date power.might beavailable is' December 1957 based
on the following time 'schedule:

(i) Negotiations with` U.S: leading to creation of Engineering Board, including
preparation of ternis of reference to sùch Board-4 months

(ii) Deliberations of Engineering Boârd and preparation of applications to
IJC-8 months
(iii) Deliberations of UC including the necessary public hearings, preparation of•
report, including conditions; etc. - 1 year :, ,, - . ,
(iv) Construction period required to bring in first block of power from Interna-
tional Section-4 years, 6 months.
(v) Preparation of legislation; legal studies and setting up of the necessary
Administrative and Engineering Organizations (possibly a Crown company
under the Department of Transport to construct and operate the navigation facili-
ties and to be self-supporting) required for carrying out the work estimated to
require' from 1 year to .18 months, _ would have, to be carried on simultaneously
with the period devoted. to the studies of the Engineering Board and delibera-

,.. ,. , .^ . • .. ,tions of the IJC-6 years, 6 months ,. . ,_,; ,, ... , ., . .
,, 4, Obviously, the times allowed in the above schedule for the various stages pre-
liminary to start of construction may. vary considerably from those estimated but it
certainly would be impossible to shorten the total time by, any. great amount. Even
with a decision made by July 1 st, an accelerated programme of construction of the
-"Power" and "Commôn'.' works will be required and 'availâbili'ty of materials and
labour must be assured if power is to be made available by December.1957. Even if
the "Navigation" works are proceeded I with• at the saine time as the "`Power" and
,"Common" works, through navigation could not be available before the spring of
.1959. ,. .

5. Costs. A comparison of estimated costs of the 1941 Project and the "All Cana-

dian Waterway", based on December, 1950, prices; is given below:

'(i) First Cost to Complett'
.. .> . . ^ . . . . , .

Chargeable to Navigation
Canada
U.S.

Chargeable 6 'Power
Ontario
New York ; ' . .

With 1941 Project At Canâdian vdaterway

$ 60,374,000
324,062,000

$384,436,000

.,.
159,853.000,

159,853,000
$704,142,000

$145,083,000
, .. 90, 2

$335,371,000

201,338,500
201,338,500

S738,^8,000Totals
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(ii) Estimated Annual Capital Expenditures required by Government of Canada based on tentative
six year construction programme

4 ' . . ^ . . . . . .

1st year of construction
2nd year of construction
3rd year of construction
4th year of construction;
5th year of 'construction
6th year of construction,

Tô be paid to Canada
By Ontârio : :

^:.-..
Total

By Ont. & N.Y. :

Net Capital Expenditures for Navigation

$ 6,994,000 ,
_ , . 16,002,000 .,
' ^ 30,039,000

' 40,319,000'-
49,416,000
30,105,000'."

$172,875,000

$ ,17,120,000
32,490,000
46,400,000
56,619,000
66,376,000
39,730,000

$258,735,000 ;

' 112,501,000
" . ; 13,652,000

$ 60,374,000 $245,093,000,

maintenance

Canada

(iii) Estimated Annual Charges '- On new 'Works for Navigation Only - (interest rate 3%).

Includinginterèst on total cost (including interest during construction) depreciation, operation and
. f 4, . , . . ,

. .
Works below Lake Erie

U.S.

Works above Lake Erie
U.S. • . . . , , . .

Total . .' ; • .. $ 13,830,000 . $ 10,750,000 '

2,910,000 2,910,000
Grand Total $ 16.740,000,'* . $ 13,660,000

Ontario anything on account of similar "Common Works".

* It has been assûmed that with the "All Canadian Waterway" Ontario and New York will be charged
with the cost of improving the International Section for "Power Alone". The saving effected by im-
provement for "Navigation and Power Combined" is estimated at $13,652,000 and it is therefore
assumed that this amount will be paid to Canada by Ontario and New York. , i
6. Théàssumptions made in arriving at the division of cost as between Canada,

United States, Ontario and New.York State are given in Appendix A.
7• The total cost to Canada; chargeable to navigation, will be increased from that

shown âbove by any amount Canada pays Quebec on account of "Common Works"
already constructed in the Soulanges Section (Beauharnois Development). Based
on : the ^..Agieement made : in 1941 `• this additional cost to : Canada would be
$7,972,500. Canada's cost would be further increased if it should be decided to pay

8.' Econômics.i Based on a report prepared by the Economic Research Division of
the Department of Trade and Commerce on the St. Lawrence Waterway in relation
to the Canadian economy, the annual savings in transportation costs on potential
traffic on the Waterway. are estimated at $48,000,000 as shown on Table I: More
"nPortant even. thanthese - savings is the fact that the opening of the : Waterway
would have the immediate effect of increasing the sale of Labrador iron ore by at
least .10,000'000 tons annually over the volume that would otherwise obtain, by
opening mazkets that now cannot be reached economically by any alternative route.
In addition to, these savings, there are other and greater benefits which cannot be
measured in doUars value of Waterway for defence - economy resulting from

$ 10,700,000 '
50,000
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cheaper iron' and steel'= stimulus to -industrial exp ansion
outstanding examplenational^ fuonoreasan

income, with increased pr uction o

9. An estimate of the potential traffic on the C^ané S si stim n on Table II rThisg
Waterway, prepared for, the study referred to 9

tential movement for the St. Lawrence Canals of about
shows a: total annual Po
45,000,000 tons. This estimate. is basedmaamlyw nce or1Labrador y

moving over
uon ore.

existing routes in ly,+t, wlul ^•• ^"^-^"__^- -

10. Tolls. The annual savings in transportation costs ^r ^ 1941 Proécg,aarees^afi*nn
while the annual charges applicable ^1 C an adian Waterway" at $13,660,000. The
mated at $16,740,000 and with the
amoünts of these totals chargeable to the works below ^oll^and revenues Ofrom
and $10,750,000 respectively. A hYpo ^ ô ^e study of the Research Division of
this latter portion of the Waterway,
the Department of Trade and commerce referred to above, is

is morethari s ffi^
shows a prospective annual toll revenu

e ortion o
9 9
f the Waterway - either with the

cient to meet the annual charges on this po 99 minor unit toll charges on the
1941 Project or the "All Canadian W=t 90 ^- -1.Y ns per year) would cover the
traffic through the Sault Canals (
annual charges in the part of the Waterway above Lake Erie, estimated at

$2,910,000 per year. ti
terial and Labour Requirements. The construcon of the Waee^e Pro-

11. Ma us af
ject, exclusive of Power house machinery and e9uiPment, will requir

certain critical materials as shown in the following Table:

United States Canada
Material -

34,200
Reinforcing Steel - tons 36,000

40,00068,600-tonsStructural Steel 2 200 2,200
Copper - _- tons '

- bbls. 3,780,000. . 3,850,000
Cement ; , _ . . 48,700 70^^
Lumber •.:: &-n", In so far as

12. -The use of these materials will be spread over five or ë^ would be a little
Canada is concerned, the total average annual str-r- 1"-

annual Canadian consumption and the averag
e

^emore than 2% of the present total
annual cement requirements would be about 4% of the presez^t^ta1,W

A"nual
Uld not

use. The

abandonment of plans for proceedmgw^tn^wno ^ â^ve as alternative PoWer
in a saving in the use of all the cntic^
developments will be necessary• : ;• lete the tot^

13. Based on an accelerated construction schedule designed t^^ima e average of

Project in five years, it is estim^ate^dlana^ot rkmen on^the job. Of these an average of
15 000 American andabout , Bri ôf ^'St9 500 would be employed on the Canadian side of the International

leti,
14. Montreal Harbour ând St. Lawrence Ship Channel• The comp

'ect will advancé the'date on which extensive Woofthe
nWaterway Proj f t re expansionu uLwrece u^^ in order to provide for s°River below Montreal will be required time by

the facilities in
Montreal Harbour. This is under study at the p
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Engineering Committee set up by the Department of Transport. This Committee
has not reported to date but it is understood that the plan under consideration is
such that the works required could not be constructed until the power résources in
the Lachine Section of. the River are developed. Also, until the Committee reports,
the cost'of the proposed works is not known but it is believed the cost of the works
in the immediate vicinity of the Harbour of Montreal will be between $75,000,000
and $100,000,000. : . _

[APPENDICE A/APPENDIX A]

. ASSUMY77ONS MADE AS TO DIVISION OF COST OF WATERWAY

-`:The.1941 Canada-U.S. Agreement provides for the division of the task of con-
struction of the works required to complete the Waterway as between the two coun-
tries: There is not, however, any agreement providing for the division of cost of the
"All Canadian Waterway" or of the division of cost of either Project as between
Canada and Ontario. The following assumptions in this regard have been made in
setting up the cost data shown in Table I.,,. , .

(a) In all cases.

been used in all cases. If a joint navigation and power project is adopted, the
The cost of improvement for "Navigation Alone" in the Lachine Section has

cost to navigâtion should be reduced.
(b) With 1941 Joint Project in International Section.
(i) Division between Canada and U.S. as provided for in 1941 Agreement.
(ü) Ontario's costs to be based on saine percentage division of cost of "Com-

(i).Cânada will pay for the works in the Canadian Section of the St. Lawrence
River and the deepening of the Welland Ship Canal.

mon" works as provided for in 1941 Agreement.
(iii) New York's costs to be same as those of Ontario.

(c) With "All Canadian Waterway ".

(ii) U.S. will pay for the necessary widening of the Thousand Islands Section
and the works in the Upper Lakes Channels.
(HI) New York State and Ontario will each pay 50% of the cost of improving the
International Rapids Section for: "Power. Alone". . ,.
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,...TABLE I . ;

SUMMARY OF MINIMUM WATERWAY ECONOMIES IN TRANSPORTATION('^

sco ^^i ' . Volume" Saving Per ton Total Saving
7 3

short tons'^'', : . ... , '.^.^ ^ ...,.. . . ;^' .. .
Upbound

Iron ore Labrador 10,000,0006) .47 4,700,000

Paper ' 850,000 •' 2.84 2,414,000

Woodpulp 300,000 3.45, 1,035,000

Pulpwood 865,000 1.03: 891,000

Lumber . 375,000 360,000

Coal . 1,000,000 . 1. .96 , . 960,000
1,920,000

=All 'other -2,000,000 -: . ^ . . '.96

Dôwnbound'
Coal to St. Lawrence 3,000,000 ,4,230,000

Coal to Lake Ontario 3,600,000 .20 720,000

Grain to St.. Lawrence 8,200,000 1.58 ` 12,956,000

-Grain to Lake Ontario 1,900,000 - • :30 - -570,000
. .. ... 1.72 1,720,000

Flour etc. from Lakeheâd 1,000,000 .47 564,000.; ^,.
Flour etc. from Lakes 1,200,000
Iron and steel 1,586,000'-` 1.10 1,745,000

Autos and parts
;a ►' : from Detroit-Windsor , : . . : 740,000 14.74 : 10,908,^

from Lake Ontario 50,000 4.76 . . , 238,

Fertilizers 75,000 1.11 , .83,000

All other 2,000,000'. .81 16 20,000

Total ,
Ï 47,634,000

. , . _ . . -

) Includes consideration of all traffic using any part of the waterway betweenMontreal
and tho l.ake"

k
r) head; whatever the country of origin or destination. Attempts to determine the portions

of the savings

accruing ultimately to Canadian, United States, or overseas nationals have proven inconclusive
because in each case the determining factors may change with changes, in demand and

supplY•
, : . . ,

(b) It is`estimatedthat not `mûch
;more than'.10,000,000 tons a year

:
would move inland, by alternative

routes without the Waterway, and that com letion of the Waterway would permit the same tonnage to

move by this route at the indicated sav'ing in transportation costs before payment of tolls.vM^a

important than this saving, as far as ore production is concerned, is the fact that the Waterwaat once,

open new markets further inland that would take at least another 10,000,000 tons annuallY
and probably considerably more in the course of time.

(Based on similar table in report on."St. Lawrence Waterway and the Canadian

Economy" prepared by the Economic Research Division of the Department of

Trade and Commerce, January 1951).
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TABLE • II

ESTIMATE OF POTENTIAL TRAFFIC ON THE CANAL SYSTEMS OF THE WATERWAY

Downbound

, Wheat ; ; ^
Other grain
Flour and Mill
Iron ore
Iron and steel
Pulpwood -
Soft coal
Coke

• . ,,.. ;
- THOUSANDS OF SHORT TONS OF FREIGHT -

'^ . . ^. . .. . , ^ .
St. Lawrence

products ^;

Welland. Sault Ste. Marie

1511

.:6,000 7,000
•,2,200 3,100
2,200 1,900

10,000
3,300
1,000

60,000
1,586

Petroleum and products'
Autos and parts
Fertilizer
All other

Total down
U bound

` Iron ore
Pàper
Woodpulp
Pulpwood
Lumber
Hard coal
Soft coal
Petroleum and products
All other

Total up

1,000 126
114 `793

3,000 4,123 : '. • •
:,200 48 : 32

50 1,687 4,000
790 740
75 75

2,000 1,500 1,000

18,101 21,287 80,251

20,000 19,000 345
850 980

.300 300
865 690

.. . 375 100
500 56 343
500 • 30 15,500

1,014 475 , 476
2,000 1,500 '2,000

26,404 23,131 18,664

44,505 44,418 .; . : ---98,915

(From "St. Lawrence Waterway and the Canadian Economy" prepared by the Eco-
nOmic Research Division of the Depârtinent of Trade and Commerce, January
1951);
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TABLE III

A gypOTfWTICAL" SCHEDULE OF TOLLS AND TOLL REVENUE FOR .THE ST. LAWRENCE
CANALS OF THE WA'IERWAY

. . .. . . j . . ! . . . . . ' , . ,

(Prepared for Illustrative Purposes only)
. _ _^ .

-- in thousands of Canadian dollars -

Prospective Saving Toll` Prospective
Cargo Volume Per Ton Per Ton Toll Revenue

000 short tons $ $ '
$0M

lion and steel
Soft coal
Coke
Petroleum and products
Atitos and parts

Fertilizer
All other

mg reven

-(Based on similar table in report on "St. Lawrence Waterway and thefTTaded^aofEconomy" prepared by the Economic Division of the Department
Commerce, January 1951).

Grand Total 44,505

00 See note (b), Table I. rrYlnB^
M It is suggested that upbound vessels in ballast be charged a toll per short ton of deadweight (ca^uc-

capacity, but that downbound vessels in ballast be charged no toll, as a measure aimed not at p
I

ue but at encouraging more efficient use of canal capacity.

-^ , _ . . " .23_ ,., Vessels in ballas . • . 718

All other 2,000 .96 • . 46

_ ^. Hard coal . • 115
Soft coal 500 .96 .23 .1. 456

:.=Petroleum and products . _= 1,014 nil .45
75

1,500

Lumber . • 115
500 96 23

y6,000 1.58 .23 1,380
2,200 1.58 .23 506

-_(1,000 1.72) .45 990
(1,200 .47)

7141,586 1.10 .45
3,000 1.41 .23 690

200 1.41 .23 : 46

50 nil .45 23

( 740 14.74) .75 593

(50 4.76) 34
75 1.11 .45

2,000 .81 .75 1,500

18,101 L,

Upbound
20,000 .47(') .23 4,6^Iron ore 383

Pa per
. . . 850 2.84 .45

Wo^od ul 300 3.45 .45 135
P P ,.. i 865 1.03 .23 199

Pulpwood .
` 375 96 45 169
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PCO

[Ottawa], July 31, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECT

21. The Prime Minister reported that, on July 26th, 1951, the U.S. House Public
Works Committee had shelved the St. 'Lawrence seaway resolution by a vote of 15
to 12. Although advocates of the project in the United States had indicated that they
would, attempt to have the matter reconsidered before Congress recessed in Sep-
tember,there seemed very little likelihood that.this could be brought about.

Consideration should now be given to the desirability of Canada proceeding
alone with the construction of the 'seaway or, alternatively, of obtaining U.S. con-
sent to the power project being proceeded with independently by the Province of
Ontario and the State of New York on the understanding that Canada would under-
take construction of the seaway at a later date.

(Memorandum,' Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, July 31, 1951,
Privy Council memorandum, undated.)t

22: The Minister of Trade and Commerce said he had received a'communication
from the Chairman of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission stating that
the Province of Ontario was in a position to assume complete financial responsibil-
ity for the power development project if it were found impossible to proceed at this
time with the joint seaway-power development. In' view of the negative action
taken by : the U.S. Congressional Committee and because of Ontario's apparent
desire to proceed at all cost, it might now be advisable to revise the federal-provin-
cial cost sharing assumptions on which the 1941' proposals had tieen based. From
information now: available, it seemed clear that, even if the Province of Ontario
assumed complete financial responsibility for the power development, including
the diversion of navigable channels and canals which would be made necessary by
such power development, it would still be possible to provide a considerable
amount of electric energy at very reasonable rates.

In order,to 'gain fir'st-hand information respecting all the factors involved, he
suggested'that an ad hoc Cabinet committee be established to review the whole
problem in the light of recent developments.'

23 The Cabinet, after considerable discussion
(a) agreed that â special Cabinet committee comprising the Ministers of Trade

and Commerce, Transport and Resources and Development, review the problem of .
the. St. Lawrence seaway and power project in the light, of recent developments;
and,

:(b) deferred decision 'on any further action to be taken pending a report by the
sPeclal committee.
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Note de l'adjoint'spécial du seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le. secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures

Memorandum from Special Assistant to Secretary of State for External Affairs
^ ^•= ' to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], August 3, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

Ass you suggested; I have discussed with Norman Robertson the present state of

this subject.
2. He believes that the chief purpose of the special Cabinet committee which has

been established, consisting of Mr: Howe, . Mr. Chevrier and Mr. Winters, is to
allow Mr. Howe to cross-examine- the experts on a, number of.engineering and
financial'questions. The committee is to meet for the, first time. next Tuesday, the
7th-August. Since Mr. Winters will be on holiday, only, two Ministers will be pre-
sent,: according to the present arrangements. Mr.. Robertson thinks that it would be
advisable for you to attend the meeting and he feels sure that this would be more
than agreeable to your colleagues. He suggests that you ^ get in touch with Mr.
Chevrier (who is making the arrangements) or, alternatively, that you ask him to do
so. Perhaps .you would let me know what you decide on this point, so that in any
évent'tcan infotm Mr. Robertson.
; 3. It would seem that Mr. Howe wishes to investigate whether there is not room

to transfer some of the costs which have hitherto been considered as jointly attribu-
table to. the power and navigation aspects of ; thex scheme to the power _ side exclu-
sively. This would, of course, have the advantage of, reducing the commitment of
the Federal Government. It would alsoI permit some delay in initiating the naviga-
tion development, since the province of Ontario and the state of New York could be
told that they, . çould proceed with ^ the power,development, if they, also proceeded
with some of the common works and build them in such a way as to enable them to
be linked to the seaway when it was built. Mr. Robertson believes that Mr. Howe,
although in favour of building an all-Canadian seaway, would like to postpone con-
striction for a year or two. You will not need to be reminded that the power devel-
opment can hardly be delayed if the expected,shortage in the province of Ontario is
toA. be met. Hôwever, thé. éngrneers estimate that the time needed for constructing
the' seaway rwill 'be considerably shorter than l thât needed to construct the h0o7
electric installations. For this reason, ttiere is côncéivably some opportunity for
delaying the seaway, even if the Administration in'Washington exact from us a

.. . . -, t . ..
pledge 'to go forwârd with it:

4.": It was decided ai the Cabinet meeting onluesdaÿ that no Government s^t h
ment ôn this~ subject should be made until there had been an oppo^nity for a g

• • •' Th Prime Minister has told Mr•level discussion with the United States authonties.
Robertson that, he would be willing to' go to Washington' in order to back from
matter with Mr. Truman some time later this month after he bas come Well, l
the west: However, he has not yet made a decision. On other grounds as
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-gather, that he would like to. see Mr. Truman. It is now some eighteen months, I
think,since they, last met:

D.V.,LEPAN

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Le secrétciire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
%- à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

DEA/1268-D-40

TdEGttAM EX-1568 Ottawa, August 4, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

Following for Matthews from Pearson, Begins: Bliss came to see me this morning
at his request to enquire whether there were any recent developments here of which
he, should. be aware before attending the meeting at 'the White House` next Monday.

'He , did not know what the purpose of this meeting wàs but he suspected that the
-White •House 'might be intending to propose some new stratagem : for obtaining
Congressional approvalôf, the joint scheme.

2. He wanted, in particular, to be sure no decision had yet been taken here to go
forward with an all-Canadian navigation scheme. I assured him on this point and
added that•it would be some little while before the examination by Cabinet of the
problem (which must precede a decision) would be complete. On the other hand, I
stressed that we could not defer this enquiry, even if the White House had some
new wrinklé to propose for securing Congressional approval. We had all along pre-
ferred the joint scheme and would still prefer it. But we could not* live •on hope
indefinitely; and •we •were now virtually, convinced that CongressionaF approval
could not be' obtained this yeâr. Moran, , who was with me, underlined the impor-
tance of béginning the power development with the least possible delay in view of
the anticipated shortages in Ontario. Bliss was. somewhat inclined to think thât
prèssu. .. f

3. Bliss gave it as his personal opinion that, although it would cause Mr. Truman
some political difficulty, he would be unable to oppose a request from Canada for
Pe1mission for Ontario and New York State to go ahead with the power develop-
ment and for the Canadian Government to construct a deep waterway on the Cana-
dian idé,` I suggested that, conceivably, such aproject might be 'handled in two
stageS.' Tl1e hy^4lectric scheme might be begun as soon as the International Joint
Commission had given ils consent, whereas a year or two more might elapse before
a start was made on the deep waterway on the Canadian side. This suggestion was
advanced very casually; but you should know of it since, conceivably, Bliss maymention it in Washington. . - I

re or the development of the St. Lawrence was confined to Ontario. I indi-
cated, however, that froril recent surveys which I had seen there seemed to be a
very high degi.ee of unariimity on this subject throughout the country
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4: The Cabinet committee which has, been'set, up to'consider'this subject'will
meet on Tuesday afternoon, the 7th August. I should be,grateful to receive your
report of the meeting at. the White House by Tuesday noon at the latest. Ends.

786.
DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis.
aucsecrétaire d.'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States :
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs

a general way their estimate of the prospec
the project at this session, and to explore informally what'might be done, failing
approval, to advance the project either as a separate power `development or as a
power development coupled with an all-Canadian seaway. -Assistant Secretary of
Commerce Davis, who has been primarily responsible for co-ordinating the adniin-

' istration's I efforts with Congress, "and Don Bliss were : also present. Cox and I

attended from the Embassy. Congrès-
2. Davis assured us that theâdministration is'still hopeful of securing

siônal approval at this session. He said that a new bill would shortly be introduced
; in the House and that prospective changes; in the composition of the House Public
Works Committee might make it possible to have the bill reported favourablY. They
are also hopeful of holdinghéarings:in the Senate Foreign Relations Comnll^ce,
either ^as a separate bill, or as an amendment to the Mutual Security Bill '(as pro-

sed by Wiley, Aiken and Moody), before the end of this month. In view
of this, therëfore, Davis considers that the picture in Congress will at least have
cleared by the middle of September.'However, he âgreed that

in
er al o^ti

tee is still far short of Congressional approval as there would still be ssibiliry of
cles to hurdle. However, * he still definitely considers that there is a po
Congressional approval this year. timistic as

3. On. the other hand, Murphy ând Bell were obviously not even as op

Davis: ° The mentioned various' stumblin`g blocks including the difficulty
^obtaining conferénce agreement if thë bill: were attached to the Mutual ^ssi

ht not be pe
Bill, as has been suggested in the Senâte.' (Such^ hmendnment mig
= f , .. . Y e , , . . .. .. . . . . '

.. . . . . . . . . . '

. Mufphy. and Bell at the White House yesterday afternoon m
^ of securing Congressional approval of

ç • ' B ins: Haselton arranged a^meeting withFollowing for Pearson from Matthews, eg ' order tn let us lrnow, in.

RELATIONS wITH THE UNTTED STATES

Washington, August 7, 1951

sT IAWRENCE SEAWAY%

Reference: EX-1568 of August 4th.

TELEGRAM WA-3036 -

SBCRSr. IMMEDIATE.

----- .: : . ' - . . . _ • : _ _ . , J
Note marginale :/Marginal note:
' Aug 7 Copie$ handed by L.B.Pleazsonj to Mr Howe,

Mr Chevrier, Mr Robertson L.B.p [^on
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ble in the House because of House rules on "germaneness".) Murphy said that the
administration's first preference was the joint project but they also felt that the
important thing was, to get the seaway built. They seemed prepared to discuss the
possibility.of a separate development of the two aspects of the project by stages;
but pointed out, first, that proponents,of the seaway in Congress were opposed to
separate power development because they feared the loss of the support for the
combined project which came from the more obvious need for power, and sec-
ondly, that the President was strongly and publicly committed to the combined pro-
ject or nothing. Furthermore, it would be difficult and complicated to work out an
arrangement which would provide for the construction of the power works on the
United States side without federal funds and which would, at the same time, fit in
with the administration's public power policy. However, Murphy thought that if
Congressional apprroval of the, whole project could not be obtained, it would be
useless. tô 'seek approval'of funds from Congress for a federal power development.
The alternative would be Federal Power Commission approval of New York State
development subject to conditions, in the license, protecting" other states. On
account of. his public statements saying he was in favour of a seaway and power
development or nothing, M. said that the President would obviously have to
have something in the way of a commitment by Canada to undertake the seaway
within some reasonable period before he would be able to support a reference of a
separate power scheme to the International Joint Commission or its approval by the
Federal Power Commission. Moreover, such a commitment would help to" satisfy
the proponents of the seaway in Congress if the power aspect were to be developed
fust.. . .

4. The nature of such a commitment was, of course, only briefly explored. Bliss
suggested that perhaps a simple public statement of policy by the Canadian Gov-
ermnent would suffice. However, Murphy appeared to think that something more,
in the Way of an exchange of notes or even an "executive agreement",. would be
preferable.

.. - . . . F .; .,. .

'5• Separate power development by Ontario and New York would evidently intro-
duce certain problems on the United States side which might result in delay. Unless
a suitable agreement on the ownership and control of the United States power
works could be reached, Davis 'considered that Congress might take affirmative
action to block power development on the St. Lawrence by New York State on the
ground that it struck at the public power policy in this country. Murphy and Bell
did not seein to take this quite so seriously, thinking the opposition could be satis-
hed bÿ conditions in the authority given to New York, but they pointed out that the
drafung of sùitable conditions might take time.

6.
The possibility that Congressional approval of United States participation in

the seaway might be obtained after the power project had been begun, but before
the seaway was undertaken, was also suggested. I said that I would refer this sug-
gestion to you and that in my personal opinion approval of such participation might
be possible before work had commenced on the seaway, but that it was unlikelythat

we would be prepared to accept a change in plans after any extensive (and
expensive) preparahons for construction of an all-Canadian seaway had begun.
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took 'to éüplôre 'what sort' of arrangement they would hke to ma e wi
respéct: I think that another'such discussion could be useful in a couple of weeks or
so. If you concur, I would appreciate having ÿoùr'views as to what direction such a

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

7. Murphy and Bell; by constant questions as to the possibility of Canada com-
mèncing construction' of the - seaway - alone, ` and undertaking to do so at an, early
date, gave the impression that in their 'opinion the President would approve New
York Development of the power-if we could give such an undertaking. Asked , what
delays' might arise if the Canadian Government decided to proceed alone, I said
there inevitably would be delays'arising frôm the change of route and there might
be further. delays owing to scarcity of men and materials.

8. Bell'thén sâid he was convinced that the United States would give every assis-
tance in ^granting iii priorities` in materials, might be able to assist us in finding men
and,' if the U.S. dollar content of the projéct was a stumbling block,' could help us,
financé the 'project by loans from the Expoit-Impôrt -Bank. They. said that,' after
studyiing the problem and endorsing it ` as an U . I defence requirement, Defence
Mobiliser, Wilson had'undertaken to provide fôr the'joint project, whatever priori-
ties' would be 'necessary'to ensure'that âdeqùate materials ` would be available. In
vièw ôf ^the 'stateinents by Wilson and Secretary of : Defence Marshall before the
Hôusé = Pûblic Works Committee, ^I = think that there' ^would ^ be , no difficulty ' in
obtainirig'whâtever cooperation is required.-Moreover, if the United States want a
frm undertaking by Canada to build theI seaway within a reasonable'period before
procceding'with a separate power development, .we would undoubtedly be able to
obtain firm assurances of whatever assistance 'or cooperation we would require.

9. I said that the Cabinet Committee'and the government would be studying this
problem fully'and would probably have to reach a decision in anticipation of a full
discussion in the House of Commôns when Parliament reassembles early in Octo-

ber. Meanwhile, it appears that the administration's efforts to obtain Congressi^in^
âpproval will continue and a clearer picture, which'should be more conclusive
a vote `merely in the House Public Works Committeé, will 'probably emerge before
the end of September: It ^was agreed that in the meantime it would be better to avoid
any'public statement of a Canadian decision to build the seaway alone.

10. While the discussion was somewhat rambling and not very conclusive; it was
intérestiiig to note that Murphy and Bell of thé White House did not, repeat not,
seem very tiopeful'ofsecunng Congressional a^pprôvâl of the project at this session.'
Nor did they appear to entertain seriously the prospect of continuing the attempt to
obtâin" approval at the next session. On' the other hand, they did seem prepared to
recômmend to the President a'separate projéct provided there couldobe sôme assw-ünder-
ancé that thë seaway would be undertaken withm a reasonable pend^ey• k h us in this

discussion should take. Ends.
,^ . .; . , . v
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; . Ottawa, August 15, 1951

ST.* LAWRENCE SEAWAY PROJECT

The ad hoc cornmittee recently appointed by Cabinet to look into the possibility
of going ahead with an all-Canadian seaway development, held a meeting on Tues-
day, August 7. The meeting was attended by Mr. Howe, Mr. Chevrier, Mr. Abbott
and Mr. Pearson. Representatives. of the Departments of Transport, Resources and

sentDe for
velopment, Trade and Commerce, Finance : and External Affairs were also pre-a .. .. .

P^ct of the meeting..

After considering the problem and estimates of the costs involved, the Commit-
tee was of opinion that the division of cost between navigation and power on which
the 1941:agreement was predicated should be abandoned. The power, shortage in
Ontario is_becoming,increasingly acute so that even'if that province assumed full
financial responsibility for many of the so-called commôn works, the cost of power
to be developed would still be.very reasonable:.In the light of the recent shelving of
the St. Lawrence project by the U.S: House Public Works Committee, there seemed
little likelihood that the seaway could be proceeded with during the next few years
unless Canâda took action alone..If this course were adopted, the proportionate
financial burden on the Federal government would obviously be heavier than under
the joint project even if no account is taken of the fact that the total costs of the all-
Canadian route are estimated to be approximately $34 million greater than those of
the joint U.S.-Canada. route.

'It was agreed that the ^ Government of Ontario might be asked informally
whether it would be willing to assume with New York on a 50/50 basis all expendi-
ture`s involved in the power development of the International Rapids, including the
cost of canals and locks required for l4 foot navigation and of channelling required
in the river bed to allow for 27 foot navigation. The total cost of providing for the
Power development and the maintenance of 14 foot navigation, without considering
the seaway, would be $381.8 million. This would involve, of course, the construc-
tion of 14 foot canals and locks around the dams and certain hydraulic channelling
of the river bed. Insofar as the canal and locks'are concerned, the Committee feltthat

Ontario and New York should not be asked to assume more than the cost of
Providing for 14 foot navigation, but that since the river bed would in any case
have to be channelled for hydraulic purposes, Ontario and New York should
assume the cost of providing a channel which would serve the needs of both power
and deepsea navigation. It is estimated that a deepsea channel of this sort would
cost approximately $21 million more than a purely hydraulic channel. On this
basis, the total cost to Ontario and New York (to be shared on a 50/50 basis) of
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developing the International Rapids section, would be $402.7 million and the net
cost to the Federal Government for the same section $105.9 million.

The Committee agreed that Mr. ? Howe. and Mr. Chevrier should see Mr. Saun-
ders the following day to obtain his concurrence in the proposal outlined above. It
was thought that, as a first step' it should be ascertained whether Ontario would
agree to the proposed allocation of costs 'for the International Rapids section. If
Ontario proved ready to cooperate on this basis, then the Province of Quebec
should be approached with a view to seeking its concurrence in a joint seaway and
power development at Lachine. It was pointed out that the seaway at Lachine could
be proceeded with, alone at a cost to the Federâl Government of $98.2 million. If,
however, Qûebëc agréed to develop power concurrently and 'to' accept the method
of allocating costs 'as between power and navigation which it was expectéd would

' be acceptable to Ontario, thén the cost to the Federal Government might be reduced
as low as $53 million. The cost tô Quebec is estimated'to be $235 million for the
development of approximately 1.2 million horsepôwér It was felt that Quebec
would be anxious to develop power at Lachine if the seaway is proceeded with,

- since the cost of power to the province would be increased substantially if the sea-
way were proceeded with now and power developed later. I am not sure, however,
that it will be possible ` to obtain Qtiebec's approval on the suggested - division of
costs., It seems more likely that a compromise may have to be worked out whereby
the cost to the Federal Government would lie somewhere between $53 and $98
million and the cost to Quebec reduced by the same margin.

The allocation of costi for the whole project on the basis oûtlined above (not
taking into account harbour improvements and work which would have to'be done
ôn the lower st. Lawrence) would be as set out hereunder.

DIVISION OF COSTS

(all figures in millions of dollars at price level of December 1950)

Upper Lakes and
Thousand Islands improvements

^ Welland Canal
% International Rapids '

Power , " ;.
Navi¢ation `.

Lake St. Francis
Soulanges
Lachine" ''

- Power
Navigation

Can. Ont.' Que: N.Y.

-This work, which is not urgent; will probably be` undertaken by the United States.'

' t.

U.S.

90 .V)
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9 Control levels of Welland are now 24 feet. Deepening to 27 feet need not be undertaken in the imme-
' diate future: ^ •

^ To be borne on a 50/50 basis by Ontario and New York. The cost of providing power and 14 foot
navigation would be $381.8 million. The figure of $402.7 million includes the cost of a river-bed
channel navigable by deepsea shipping as opposed to the purely hydraulic channel included in the
$381.8 million.

M This is a net total. It excludes the s13.6 million to be paid to the Federal Government by Ontario and
New York due to elimination of necessity to provide for 14 foot canal and locks. Also excluded is the
expenditure of $20.9 million, representing the difference between the cost of a purely hydraulic river-
bed channel and a navigable 27 foot channel, which it is suggested should be borne jointly by Ontario
and New York.

^ These figures do not include the cost of the proposed railway tunnel under the river. If power is not
developed concurrently at Lachine. it is estimated that the seaway in this area will cost $98.2 million.

The figures set out above are based on the assumption that both the seaway and
the power developments can be proceeded with more or less concurrently. If power
is developed first and the seaway later, the net cost to the Federal Government of a
deep seaway in the International Rapids section would be approximately $14 mil-
lion greater. This is illustrated in the comparative table set out hereunder.

International Rapids
Power alone* Extra for Navigation Total

Power alone 381.8 `
Combined power & navigation 381,8 • 381.8
Power first: navigation later 381.8 126.8 508.6

140.9 522.7
* half to be,borne by New York.

Although it was agreed that an understanding with Ontario should be sought
before'approaching the Province of Quebec, it was pointed out that there was some
urgency in seeking Quebec's approval since that Province was now planning addi-
tional power developments which might be either at Beauharnois or on the Ottawariver

rather than at Lachine. However, if the seaway were to be proceeded with, the^rovince of Quebec might think it advisable to develop Lachine first. If and when
concurrence'is obtained from the governments of Ontario and Quebec, it was sug-
gested ;that the U.S. administration -, should then be approached with a view to
obtaining its approval in oider that the required authorizations mi ht be iven tothe State of New York. g gIf all these negotiations are successful, it is suggested that
apPropriate steps be taken to terminate the 1941 agreement. .
I lnsofar as financing is concerned, it . was thought that this had best be done

krough the issue of debentures b some suitable body corporate. to be established
by the Federal Government for the purpose. , As you know, it was suggested some
fimeago by the Interdepartmental Committee that the annual charges arising out of
$e seaway, could be met by the imposition of tolls on a relative modest scale.
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The question of tolls' is one which was touched on only briefly during the s
'-cussion at the Cabinet Committee meeting but which, I think, should be considered

^rather carefuliy;' It seems clear that 'the greater proportion of these tolls, if
lished,'wôuld be' paid by U.S rather than bÿ Canadian shi i estab-
elements set out above do not include harbour, improvemen ^^ ^

and
The various cost

,
which will probably The necessaryin the lower St., Lawrence. No detailedother works
are yet available as to what these costs might be nor what proportion of estimates
properly bé chargeable as part of the real costs of the seaway, but it is believed ght
the cost of the works in the immediate vicinity of the harbo that

would be between $75 and $100 million: It seems to me that the toll system should
'be made to bear as m uch of the annual charges on the total
involved (including harbour and channel developments) as is consistentexpenditures

transportation economics. Furthermore, there would seem to be a better chance of
successfully establishing an adequate toll rate now rather than to es
low rate and then attempt to, increase it at a later. date. tablish first a

" I'thought that Mr. Howe and Mr. Chevrier would wish to report on their
''Sion with Mr. ^Saunders at today's Cabinet meeting. I now find,howeverthalscus-

are abseni from Ottawa. You might nonetheless find the above information sefutlh.
" . . : , .

"N-A: R[OBERTSON]

Top SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
";^

• • • ^ r : r ' . • . `Ottawa], August 22, 1951
' " -. •^ . .,: . , . , .

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AM POwER
PROJEG'I'S; CURREN'P DEVELOPMENTS3,. The Minister of Trade and Commerce, referring to discussion at a meeting of,; July 31st, 1951. said that f..il.,...:.... _

___ , ^••^^^^^^ CX^nauon of proposals for the all-Canadian
St. Lawrence seaway by the ad hoc Cabinet committee established for the purpose,

; he and the Minister of. Transport, had spoken with, the, Chairman of the Ontario
Hydro-Electric Power Commission and had suggested that the Province of Ontarior ï
assume all costs involved in the power aspect of the development, including main-
tenance of 14 foot navigation and dredging required up-stream

from the dams. Mr.Saunders had indicated that the Ontario government would acce
pt such a ro osalr in view of the shorta e ofg power and because, even with this suggested division of

^s ,-it would still be, possible to produce a" considerable quantity of relativelyp power.
4. The Prime. Minister mentioned that ne, had had v m Mr•i Frost to the verbal agreement from

put to Mr. Saunders by. Mr. Howe and Mr. Chevrier.•. f 5: Mr. Nowe
suggested that the next step might be to ascertain whether the Prov

ï ince of Quebec would be prepared to consider develo in
the seaway in the Lachine ar^ea: It might be desirable t as k Mr. R A C eHenry to
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International Joint Commission is necessary and its order of approval is binding
upon both governments, thereby eliminating the necessity for United States Sen-
ate, or Congressional approval. It is expected that the Commission will take
about one year to deal with the application.

(c) The Unitéd States Constitutional Position:
Before the application of the Power Authority of the State of New York is trans-

mitted to the 'Commission, it is necessary for that authority to obtain a licence froïn
the United States Federal Power Commission.'No difficulty is expected in this
regard, particularly if the President favours the new project. He might also have to
-approve the application before it is transmitted by the State Department to the
Commission.

The only legal question on which there is some doubt is whether the Power
Aùthority'of the State of New York has the constitutional right to construct and
operate its portion of the joint power development without approval or legislation
by Congress. This is a matter of United States constitutional law on which I do not
feel competent, without careful and long study of United States constitutional
cases, to give an opinion. I have suggested to Mr. N.A. Robertson that we should
get à quicker and more authoritative answer to this if our Embassy in Washington
was âsked to make informal enquiries. The specific questions put to Mr. Wrong are
contained in the copy of the telegram attached,t which I despatched this morning.

E. RJEiDI
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs ,

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet . t t .
-Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], September 21, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT; PROGRESS REPORT

13. The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of August
4,1951; teported briefly on progress which had been made in discussions with
Ontario and Quebec Hydro representatives on the St. Lawrence power and seaway
Project.

The Premier, of Ontario and the Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Com-
mission had agreed to a pro posal respecting the International Rapids Section, under
which the Province of.Ontario and the State of New York would assume complete
finaiicial responsibility, on an equal basis, for all costs involved in developing
Power and maintaining 14 foot navigation and also in providing river bed channel-
ing required for deep-sea navigation. A draft agreement between the governments
of Canada and of Ontario to give effect to this proposal had been prepared and
'ould be signed at any time. Copies of the draft t agreement were circulated.
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., i:(Draft agreement between the. government of Canada and the government of
Ontario respecting the, development 'of power in the. International Rapids Section of
the St. Lawrence River)t

-The only reservation the Province of Ontario had in respect of this draft agree-
ment was the provision respecting the control. dam near Iroquois Point. Provincial
representatives, however, fully appreciated the reasons for this provision from the
federal point of vièw .bût wished to be afforded an opportunity at a later date to
submit their views. Provision for making such representations had been included in

( the ' "t agreement.
.;^ During conversations between the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Pre-
mier of Quebec, Mr. Duplessis had expressed interest in the proposed joint devel-
opment of power and seaway in the Lachine Rapids area , and agreed that the

•'Quebec Hydro-Electric Power Commission should discuss the problem in a prelim-
, inary way - with federal representatives. As a result, , the matter had been taken up
. with Mr. Potvin, Chairman of the Commission, by Mr.. R.A.C. Henry, on behalf of
the federal gôvernment. It soon became clear, however, that a decision, çould not be
...
reached in the ,immediate future by Quebec representatives, since no serious con-
sideration hâd beeri given to .the development of added power at Lachine for some

;qéacs `past. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that the shortage of power was
nôt nearly as acute in Quebec as it was in. Ontario,. and for this reason, it was antici-. ..... . _.^ ,
paied that itI might not be possible to conclude an agreement

• with Quebec on quite
as favourable a basis,' from the. federal point of view, as was the case in respect of
the proposed development in the International Rapids Section. If it were not for the
proposed joint seaway-power development project, the Province of Quebec would,
in all probability, not wish to develop added power at Lachine immediately, and in
any event would prefer to develop the full power potential at Lachine in two stages
rather than in one. On the other hand, Mr. Henry had expressed the opinion that the
ultimate cost to the federal government would be approximately the same whether
the seaway was developéd alone in 'the Lachine area or whether both power and the
seaway were developed concurrently. In the circumstances, the federal government
`might bei less ' reluctant ' to proceed with an independent seaway project in the
Lachine area in the event the Province of Quebec did not see fit to develop power
concurrently. , the recent,• __

14.: The Seçretary ôf State for External A,^`'airs reported that, during
N.A.T.O: meetings ât Ottawa," Mr.-Açheson had stated informally that Mr. T^-

'man now héld the 'viéw that, since Congress had not seen fit to consider
favourably

the joint St. Lawrence seaway and pôwer project, he would be prepared now to d if
everything in his power to facilitate the development of an all-Canadian fess W re
Canada were prepàréd to proceed alone. Mr. Acheson added that, if Cong
presented withthe.e vidence' that"Canada'arrangements to
proceed with,an âll-Canadian seaway,- they'had might

made all
wish'to

necessary
reconsider and aPprove

some form of joint undertaking. ' ^ ' '
. . . . . . . : s ; . ,

. .. ;;,r;; , . . . . ^ ._ . .
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-15: Thé . Prime Minister felt that, if Congress did approve, at a later stage, of a
joint undertaking, it would be preferable to proceed on that basis since the cost of
the seaway would not be as great if developed on the U.S. side. On the other hand,
it should be made clear that Canada was ready to proceed alone and that a joint
undertaking would only be considered favourably here if Congressional approval
had been obtained prior to work 'on the Canadian seaway being actually started.

As had been suggested at an earlier meeting, it seemed desirable, if all the neces-
sary' approvals were obtained in respect of the power and seaway development, to
establish some suitable St. Lawrence seaway authority which would arrange for the
financing of the federal share of the undertaking through the issue of debentures
with government guarantees and would also undertake the administration of the toll
system: Although it had , been suggested that all, or at least some portion of thecosts' involved in widening ` and deepening the channel below Montreal and In
enlarging and imprôving harbour facilities along the seaway, might be taken into
account in fixing the toll rates on the seawaÿ, it would seem better, on the whole, to
take into'account only those expenditures in the area in which the tolls would actu-
âlly, be'collected, ^ i.e., the St. Lawrence River between' Montreal and foot of the
lakes. In this connection, 'it should be borne in mind that it was anticipated that the
United States would assume fnancial 'responsibility for the works required in the
ùpper lakes and for this reason, it would seem preferable not to load the toll struc-
ture with costs incurred below Montréal: In so far' as the application of the toll
system was concerned, it would seem reasonable that the toll should apply equally
to all shipping using the waterway without discrimination.

16 .'Mr.'St-Laurent thought'that it would be useful if he saw Mr. Truman erson-
allyand gave him a`detailed report` as to the progress made to date and sought his
active 'support in obtaining whatevér authorizations were uired 'to p
State of New York to carry out its share of the power development programme in
the International Rapids Section.

17. The Cabinet, after further discussion:
(a) noted wich'approval the report by the Minister of Transport on progress which

had been made in recent discussions with Ontario and Quebec representatives on
the proposed joint power and waterway development in the International Rapids
Section of the St. Lawrence River and the Lachine Canal area; and,

(b) agreed that the Prime Minister arrange to see President Truman in Washing-
ton, in the near future, for the purpose of outlining to him steps which have already
been taken with a view to the development of an all-Canadian seaway in the St.
Lawrence and of seeking the President's active support in obtaining whatever
authorizahons were required to enable the State of New York to carry out its share
of the power development project in the International Rapids Section..
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[Ottawa], September 22, 1951

ST. LAwRENCE wATÉRw^1YS .

Confirming what I said oraily at'the Cabinet meeting yesterday- the question
the St. Lawrence Waterways was brought up at a luncheon ting Dean p of
esôn and Stanley Woodward 'on Thursday. The Secretary I of State has told me (andch-

bélieve that. this has already been indicated to you by, Woodward) that the President
has now decided to take 'no further initiative with Congress in réspect to the St.
Lawrence Waterway Development. He would not, however, stand in the way of any
Canadian development and would give whatever approval was necessary. This, as
yôu know, is neccéssary under'the Boundary Waters Treâty. Acheson said that there
were only two qualifications the President would make to such approval: One, that
we would not go ahead with a power development alone. Two, that no discrimina-
tion wouldbe exercised against United States ships using the Canâdian seâwa .

The Secretary of State went on to express his own persônal, opinion that once
Congress realized that the Canadian Government was going to proceed with this
work on its own, their views would change and they would be anxious to facilitate
United States participation. This, however, we-agreed, was a problem for the future
and in the meantime, as Acheson put it "Congress;could be allowed to stew,in its
own juice" insofar as the St. Lawrence is

PCO/Vo1.-207
Note du secrétaire d'État aux A,,Baires extérieures
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the conclusions of the Legal Division on the questions raised in paragraph 2 of yourEX-1827 of September 20th.t
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Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affuirs.

to Prime Minister
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Ontario might have to establisti steam plants if hydraulic power were not developed
in: the International Section of the St. Lawrence in the reasonably near future. If
steam plants were established in Ontario, the province might not be'in a position to
'undertake'subsequent hydraulic developments in the St. Lawrence' for some consid-
erablé time to come. The President had further been informed that a federal-provin-
cial agreement had been worked out between Ottawa and Toronto and that this
agreement ,could be signed at any,dme. Under the agreement, the province,would
assume half of all, the costs which,would, be. incurred in developing power in the
International Section if the seaway, were not to be built: Ontario's share of the costs
would thus include the cost of maintenance of 14: foot navigation and in addition of
certain channelling in the river-bed required for deepsea navigation. The Province
ôf «Quebec did not need âdditional power to the same degree as Ontario but, in any
évent, the côst of building the seaway in the Lachine Canal area would not be much
greater even if power were not developed concurrently, thus making it unnecessary
to obtain Quebec's agreement before'undertaking the overall plan. Mr. Truman had
further béen `informed that, ^ althotigh Canadâ would prefer the joint ' undertaking
ënvisagéd by the 1941' agreement, mainly because it was more practical and less
. costly; ,thé govérnment had decided to proceed with the seaway aloné if U.S. co-
operation could not be obtained in the immediate future. It should be borne in
mind,A however, that a- prerequisite to any seaway, either joint or all-Canadian,
would be power development in the International Section. It was hoped, therefore,
that, if the 1941 agreement could not be carried out and Canada proceeded with the
seaway alone, the President would; do everything in his power to' ensure that an
appropriate U.S. authority would be enabled to carry out a share of the power pro-
ject. In the meantime, it was thought that the' Canada-Ontario agreement should be
concluded and that Ontario take immediate steps to. find a suitable partner'in the
United States for the power phase' of the dévelopment.

^Thé President stated that he had been "adardent supporter of the St: .Lawrence
prrojëct évér 'since he became a Senator"in 1945 [sic]. He would greatly prefer a
joint development of the seaway, but if this proved to be impossible he would sup-
port the all-Canadian project as the most desirable alternative. He added that the
threat of unilateral action by Canada might bring about agreement on the joint
,. :
seaway.

At the conclusion of, the talks a joint statement by the President and the
^e

Minister was issued from the White House.
(Report on conversations between the Prime Minister of Canada and

of the United States, September 28, 1951, and attached press rel )
M

29. Mr. St-Laurent added that, on his return to Ottawa, he had inoleof his
Saunders, the Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commis

sion

conversations with Mr. Truman., He had _ gathered the impression tha th
e U.S.

had
administration was still somewhat vague as to the constitutïonal

F,, do
.' w , ,^ r iven authoriry

not yet reached the conclusion that^ the State of New York should be g
..,; . ► s,., .... ..._ , , ,'

1951, (washin8t0n:

100 YoidSee Public Papers of the Prtsfdents of the UnitcdStatcs:Harry S. Truman

' United States Govemment Printing Office. 1965). Document 240, pp. 546-547.
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to develop power in the International Section of the St. Lawrence. However, Mr.
Truman appeared to be genuinely aware of the urgency of the problem and would
do everything in his power to ensure that some satisfactory solution were reached
soon. .. . . ... ^.

30. The Secretary of State for External Affairs reported that Mr. Saunders had
thought it might be useful for him to go to Washington immediately to try'and get
agreement on the power aspect of the problem. He was advised against undertaking
such negotiations at this time.

n respecting the at.
Lawrence project in the House Public Works Committee. It was ânticipated that the
Cômmittee might vote on' this' resolution ' that *afternoon and, because " of certain
chângés in the Committee's'membership; there was a possibility that the vote might
be'favourable.' However, even if the U.S.'House Public Works Committee sup-
ported the Blatnik resolution, there'did not 'appear to be much chance of Congress
takirig action until its next session.

(Telegrams, Canadian * Amtiassadôr to the , Unitéd States, , WA 3561 and 3562,October 1, 1951)t
31 : Mr. St=Laurent said that if the: U.S. House Public Works Committee suppôrted

the Blatnik résolution and further action by Congress was 'delayed for any consider-
able length of time, this might prove more embarrassing to the CaüàdianGovern-

negative action on the partment than purely of U.S.'authorities.
In.any event, it was suggested that in the Speech from the Throne.for the open-

ingof the special session* of Parliament it be stated that Parliament wonld be asked
to enact legislation to`provide for an appropriate agency of the federal government

.to deal with` construction of the St: Lawrence seaway either . as' an international
undertâking or^ a purely Canadian development, such development to begin as
soon as satisfactorÿ; international arrangements could be made for the power phase
of the prôj^t. The introduction of legislation of this character at the special session
would be. a clear indication that the government firmly intended to proceed in the
immédiate future ' ' ith the St. Lawrence waterwaysjdevelopment:

32, The Cabinet, after further discussion:
(a) .noted ; with approval the reports by the PrimeMinister and the Secretary of

State for External Affairs on recent developments with respect to the St. Lawrence
waterways development project; and,

(b) agreed'that it be announced in the Speech from the Throne that legislation
would be introduced during the special session to prôvide for the establishment of
an aPpmpriate federal agency to deal -with the construction of the St. Lawrenceseawaÿ eithef'^ an international undertaking or as an all-Canadian project.^:a^ • .,.

U.S. Representative Blatnik had introduced a new resolutio
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Lawrence River affecting' the na t̂ur
vv-al 1eve1 or flow of ^ll diversions" on the St.

authonty of the United States or Cânada within their res ndary waters with the

ever, approval by the two governménts and the International
i1Jo nt Commissi n did

not constitute an .international agreémént,"it merely authorized the respective
projects for the approval ôf which^ applicâdon had been made. Since under the 1909
TreatŸ the United States had the right to use on terms of equality the canal which
Canada contemplated building on the Canadiari side of the boundary and since
ûnder the same Treaty Canada was entitled to equal rights in the use of the bound-
ary waters 'for power pu

rposes, it would be within U.S. executive power to enter
into an agreement with Canada in respect of both the seaway and power aspects of

pnor to the Prime Minister's recent vi^t to theloWhi e Hou eS^iSThis set forth the
legal basis upon which.the Province of Ontario and the State of New York could
P^d,v^!ith the power developtnént and Canada with the seaway develo ment. It

spointed out that,'under the 1909 Boun ` p
Commission had authority to a r .^ Waters Treaty, the International loint

Po • .
j" 33. The, Secretary of State for External Affairs

quoted from a memorandum re-. pared for President. Truman by the le al di '• p

•; 32•; The Prime Minister, referring to discussi n athe-meeting D STATFs
1951, suggested it would be desirable to introduce in Parliamen ^ fOctober 3rd,
ble, the legislation announced in the S ^ soon as Possi-
lishment of an a ro nate feâeral agency ho from Wi^n S^ toSt.

for estab-
either on an international or purel Canadi Lawrence seaway,
erod and reported upon at an early meeting b^é 1 This matter might, be consid-
and the Minister of Trans rt

by Minister of Trade and Commerce

PCO

, , AGENCY' • ABLISHMENT OF FEDERAI,: . , ; .. : _ , , CLARIFICATION OF LEGAL POSrfI

e.. State Department, however, the executive could
give no assurance that power would continue to be developed in the manner indi-
cated by the project. Article I, section 10, of the U.S. Constitution provided that "no

y State shall, without the consent of Congress,`... enter into any agreement or contract
with another State or. with a foreign power". Consequently, in the view of the U.S.
State Deparitnent, if the approval of Congress was not to be sought in connectionwith the

St. Lawrence,project, Canada' would have to be content with proceeding
merely on the good faith of a New York corporation and with the assurance as to

p^ Voir/See United Statq, DeMta"t of State,
FRUS, 1931, Volume IIPrinting Off^ 1979), pp. 916-919. (Washington: Govemment

le,
Mi
es
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and seaway proj^t t^ S^t^ to hold up ^ •nde^ that some le possi-

The Cabinet problem• the federal agency to

(Tele Y, possibly supPort ed: bY executiv
memora du^im, Oct.' 6, 1951" Can adian e)t Ambassador i34 n Washington. The nister o and attached
agreement between of Srade and Co^rcé

' did np°Se^gencies• S
tate of New York and On^o ô^ necessitÿ of a form^

r• Pearson thou ^^n their respeCOveb^ty, in
,

absence og ht that serious consideration shou
be resorted to in the Um,^Y such form^ agr^men ld be gwen to the

.

fnitely development miht36.111r, St-Laurent said that, in^ P nt of the
as possible the le Power

g

gislation rÔ Y event
^ .it would be useful to in1•withthe s^way ^peÇ

f the for the establishment of ^uce as soon

(a) noted
net,

after considerable discu
tional the report by the Secret
P^ Position of the United Stat

esmY of State for External
•aect', and, in respect of the St. falrs on the constitu-

Lawrence

A

Lawrence developmen)^d that the Minister of T t^^ene and sub^ ^sPon consult with
a federal agency at an ^rly m^tin the Minister of

m
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ent
onal
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8ency to deal with 8 legislative proposals for Trade andasis or, as ^^l ^^^ the St. Lawrence the establish-.., ProjectLawrence seaway project on• an inter-
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[Ottawa], October.22, 195
1

ST. LqWRETj

le 9' The Mmister of Tr^ wA^wqy, LECIS[.A770N
'
•g^slat^on to be in ^P°n said that fu A^O^cEMENTrthôn connectiàn ^,i er consideration had'^^L^né Possl•b^•li

the St. Lawrence waterwan given toh the have a Single •No bills agency to handle the St. p^ece of legislatïon at the y develop-
' One • 1-awnence pro e present time toan a^mënt eStablish^ng the agency 3 ct• The other was to intrwith On

tario- and the other authoriZin oduce

e ta°f S1a1e or ^1 st to have two b'f Ezte A,,^air.s ^Ils.

te
tht^ ^^^d ^s without action on ^e S O1nted out that, in view oIt would no implementation of the ^i ^m nce agreement

f thet^ • ^ , it w^
asking for

desirable
co^Peradord•̂ nBlY,• to have an a ro ional plan at an earl

nin hav^ng the develoPP ach made to th^ U.S.
pment carried out by Can-
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lated in the discussion between the pri e M ë ^ statement
adj: as had bëen contemp^^ something mght be included in the g could
president. If this was ag of Commons on international affairs.

stat
ablee

ment
the seaway

to be made in the House o in Canada and the United States to

ada alone.outline the steps necessary
ro ect to. tie undertaken bY,^

P 1^t^^of possible -marks was read.,, ^. `

that the SecretaiY of State for Extern e^ f^^e U.S. authorities to

}A
11. The Cabinet, after discussion: agreed that

• a roval the report of the Minister of Tra
nsport prep^ed along

-;(a)- noted with pp ttee consideringlegislation to enable the exeeution of the nterdepanmental c°mosition of
^ nd the

the lines indicated; the comp ht be deemed desirable by him a

and,
^g

of
ns as

the legislation to include such pers
Minister of Trade . and Comme ^ i^o^ the House

(b) a^^ approach was being made lmmedl Y
lementation of the St. Lawrence seaway developmentCommons that in the impseek co-ope ation

as a Canadian project.
., . • , . • . ^

DEA/1268-D-40

Noted

.Orient
é la Direction des Amériques et de l'Fxtréme

, •
Memorandum by Ameriçan and Far Eastern Division

[Ottawa], October 25, 1951
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,is to . • •
.-,-

on a confidential b?^sls^.lü- two respe , •

; . 3 • . . • ^ ; :
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(1) It would be of assistance in avoiding injunction proceedings in the : United
States if the proposed Canadian legislations could avoid the use of the word "agree-
ment" with respect to the United States or to New York, or to any agency of either

one of them.
(2) It is - particularly, important to avoid any reference in our legislation to the

State of New York or to any agency thereof. It would also be preferable to avoid
any specific reference to federal agencies as it is not yet clear whether state or
federal agencies will be involved. The White House has suggested the use of the
vaguest possible terms when reference is made to the participation of the United
States, such as "appropriate agencies in (not "of") the United States".

GORDON Cox

PCO
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Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], October 25, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY AND POWER PROJECT

.31. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the
meeting of October 22nd, 1951, proposed that arrangements be made either for the
committee drafting legislation on the St. Lawrence project, or officials of. the
Departments of External, Affairs and Transport, to recommend how the U.S.
Administration should be approached with a view to obtaining its co-operation in
having the project carried out by Canada. He thought that steps should be taken to
associate the Chairman of the Commission with current interdepartmental discus-
sions regarding the waterway. . . , 7 , . i

32. The Prime Minister felt that, while General McNaughton would not wish to
have any official connection with the interdepartmental bodies concerned, it would
be well to have him kept fully informed of developments and Canadian views. -

33: Mr: Chevrier pointed out thât there was a question on the order paper in the
name of Mr. Balcom as to the estimated costs, revenues and effects of the waterway
which itappeared undesirable to answer at this time.

34. The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted the comments of the Secretary of
Stâte for External Affairs and the Minister of Transport and agreed that: :

(a) the committee preparing legislation on the St. Lawrence project or officials of
the Departments of External Affairs and Transport prepare recommendations as to
how the U.S. Administration should be approached to obtain its co-operation in
having the project carried out by Canada;

(b)"steps be tâken to keep General McNaughton fully informed of developments
^d Canadian' views in connection with the project, other than as a member of
ittterdepartïnental bodies concerned; it being noted that the Minister of Transport,
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and the Prime Minister; at, a later. date; would- discuss: the project with General

McNaughton; =
(c) the Departinent of Transport prepare a draft answer to the question on the St.

Lawrence project standing on the order paper in the name of Mr. Balcom, with a
-view to consideration being given at a subsequent: meeting to the desirability or
otherwise of answering the question at this tune. ^- ;

798.
PCO

,.
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa], November 6, 1951

... ^,... ,... ,^.
... . :

- • . .. .. .. . . . . ., . ..
ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY DEVELOPMENT; FEDERAL AGENCY;

CANADA-ONTARIO AGREEMENT; DRAFT BILLS

1. The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of October

25th, 1951, reported that the special interdepartmental committee, under the chair-
,-of the Deputy Minister of Justice, had prepared two draft bills, thfirst to

-provide for establishment of a St. Lawrence Seaway Authority and the second for a
Canada-Ontario agreement, respecting power development in the International

Rapids : Section.
The` measiué 'for the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority had been patterned along

the lines of the Overseas Telecommunications Corporation legislation: It provided
for the`appointment of a President; a Vice-President and five Directors but it might
be considered advisable, however, to reduce the number of Directors from five to
three. It also empowered the Authority to establish a tariff of tolls which would be
subject to the approval of the Board of TransportCommissioners. In essence, the
,Board were being given the same powers as those they enjoyed in respect of rail-
way tariffs. The measures further provided that decisions of the Board in thesefflat'
ters could be appealed to the Exchequer Court. He had been informed that no such
appeal procedure was provided for in the administration of the Suez and Panama

Canals. . `.: t
The bill respecting the Canada-Ontariô power agreement incorporated the . m^n

provisions of the draft agreement prepared by federal and provincial representeaasu^e
in consultation. It might be 'preferable, instead, merely to have a short.m
seeking Parliamentary approval . of : theP agreement, the. text of which, could be
4appended to the legislation as a schédule.; federa^

2. The Prime Minister thought that it -would be inadvisable to have any

legislation which would appear to order directly any province to do certaié yn^^
He suggested that details of the proposed legislation be examined fu ssion to

Ministers of Transport, Trade ; and Commerce and Justice before sub
Cabinet for consideration.
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(a) noted the report by the Minister of Transport on the'preparation of legislation
for the St..Lawrence seaway and power project; and,

(b) agreed that details of the legislation be reviewed further by the Ministers of
Transport, Trade and Commerce and Justice prior to submissiôn of the measures to
Cabinet.

. 'Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

TOP. SECRET,
. , .

[Ottawa], November.12, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE DEVELOPMENT; DRAFr LEGISLATION

21, The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of November
:6th, 1951, submitted two draft measures relating to the St. Lawrence seaway and
power project. The first provided for the establishment of a St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority for the purpose of constructing an d operating deep-sea shipping channels
and canals, the second related to the agreement on power development in the Inter-
national `Rapids Section, between the federal. government ' and. the government of
Ontario.

The draft measures had been circulatéd. `_ '. :..
(Draft St. Lawrence Seaway'Authority.bill ^L Cab. Doc. 291-51; draft Interna-

tional Rapids Power Development bill, Cab. Doc. 292-51)-[,.
22.' The Minister of Trade and Commerce agreed with the Minister of Transport

that the membership of. the Authority should consist of a President and two Direc-
tors OF Chairman and two members. At the present time, the bill provided for the
aPlOintment of a President, aVice-President and an Assistant Vice-President.'

23. The Minister of Finance said that his officials were preparing redrafts of sec
tions 12 and 13 of the St. Lawrence. Seaway Authority, bill. relating to borrowing
Power. The new sections would be available for consideration at an early date.

24 The Prim' noted that under section 13 of the.. St. Lawrence Seaway
Authori^, bill it was provided that the Authority would be indebted to His Majesty
for the whole or any part of the cost of the works which had been

.
entrusted by, the

Govèrnôr in Councilto theAuthority. for operation. It would seem undesirable that
^ny indébtedness in 'respect of ezisting works should be charged
^

against the maxi
um

-
amount of $300 million which the Authority would be authorized to borrow.

25- Mr: Howe held the view that it would be undesirable to make any attempt to
^ortlzé` the `côst ôf existing works, such as the Welland and Sault' Ste.^=Marie
C^als, through the proposed toll structure. He thought that ' these tolls should be

Extractwractfrom Cabinet, Conclusions

k ±;

Ï
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based only on capital and maintenance charges incurred in respect ôf new'works
such as the International , Rapids and Lachine canals.

26. Mr. Abbott suggested that a decision need not be reached at this time as to the

exact basis on which .the tolls should.be fixed.'The legislation might be drafted in
,general terms in order that a decision, might be reached at a later date as to whether
tolls should be restricted to new works or should include existing works as well.
This result might be achieved by deleting the first four lines of section 15 and the
words "have been constructed and" at the beginning of section 16.

5.. ^; He added that the tolls established by the Authority should probably be made

subject to the approval of the Governor in Council.
He also questioned the desirability of making the appointment of members of

the Authority "during pleasuré" as presently provided by section 5 of the draft bill.

27. Mr. St-Laurent, thought, that, in so far as tenure of office was concerned, the
'same sort of provision might advantageously be made in iespect of the Authority as

had been included in proposed amendments to the Railway Act. This would entail
an initial appointment of ten years "during good behaviour" and subsequent re-
appointment for any periôd not exceeding ten years.

28:Mr. Chevrier suggésted that a new paragraph be mserted immediately follow-

ing 'paragraph (a) 'of section 10 tô' ènsûre beyond doubt that the Authority would
'have the power to proceed with an all-Canadian seaway or to develop the seaway in
^conjunction with the United States'deperiding'on developcnents.

He also felt that' a new, section 6, terminating the 1941' agreement with.Ontario,

- `should be' added
.
to the international , Rapids Power Development bill.

29. Mr. St-Laurent felt that, before proceeding any further, it might be useful to
discuss the draft legislation with' the U.S.'State Department in order to make certain
that 'the Canadian measuïes would' not in any way jeopârdize'` the Canada -U.S.
agreement whether the séaway was proceeded with as an all-Canâdian project or as
a joint ündertaking. For this purpose, it was proposed'that a representative of the
• Department of Justice should proceed to Washington in ; thenéar future.

He further suggested that^resolutions in`respect of this legislation should g t^
mitted for"consideratlôn at the' next Cabinet meeting in' order that they
-placed on the order paper of the ; House of Commons as soon as possible.-

30.
, ,,. , , r. ^ •' i'. ',

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that.
(â) the drift legislatiôn ôn the St Lawrence seaway and power project be revised

'in the light ' ôf the suggestions made during the' discussion "and be subrnitted for
. . ! , " l . . 3 . '.. . • .

I . • 4 , ' • .

^ . . ..

consideration at a subsequent meeting;
(b)'details of the proposed legislation be now discussed by representatives of. the

dDepartment of Justice an d officials of the U .S. State Department in order to
sure

that'the Canâdian measures would not in any way jeopardize ,entry into the q

Canada-U.S. agreement;, and, nsid-
I. , (c) resôlutions to'precede•introduction of the legislation be submitted for co
erationat the n'ext meeting.

._ • . ,•r: . . . , . . . . :, - °
,,
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[Ottawa], November 15, 1951

i'ii .^^fi' . . ^ . . . . . . .. ^.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY; DRAFT LEGISLATION; RESOLUTION

.5. The Minister of Trade and Commerce referring to discussion at the meeting of
November 12th, 1951; submitted a revised draft of legislation on the St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority which he and the Minister of Transport had discussed with mem-
bers of the special interdepartmental committee. He outlined briefly certain
changes which it was thought could usefully be made. In fixing tolls, it had been
felt that the legislation should provide that, the tariff of tolls, when established by
the Authority, should be filed with the Board of Transport Commissioners and that
the Board be empowered to review such tolls if any representations were made in
respect of discrimination in rates and to make whatever recommendations it saw fit
to-the Authority. :., . , , .

^;A redraft measure,was circulated.
(Draft bill, Nov: 14; 1951 - Cab.-:Doc. 299-51)t

6: The Prime Minister suggested, in order to remove any doubt that a member `of
theAuthority could be reappointed more than once,' that section 5(2) of the draft'
bill inight be reworded somewhat as follows:

"A member, on the expiration ota, first or subsequent term of office, may be
reappointed for''a further term not ^ezceeding ten years."

7. Mr, St Laurent also reported that the` Deputy Minister'ôf Justice would proceed
to Washington in : the' next few; days for the purpose of discussing witti U.S: State
Department officials.and others the proposed Canadian legislatiôn. The U.S.
a^ministratiôn was now âppârently satisfied that the St. Lawrence project could be
undertâken without Congressional approval and that the United States would prob-
ably. rely on the ;1909 Boundary Waters, Treaty rather than on federal Power Com-
missiôn legislation:

8 né Cabinet, âfter ,further discussion:.,
Aa) approved -in, general principle the' draft * St. Lawrence Seaway Authority bill,
subject to certain revisions as suggested by the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Trade and Commerce;:

(b) noted ! that the details ^ of the legislation would be, discussed in Washington
shortly by the . Dèputy Minister of Justice and appropnate U.S. officials; and,

(c) approvéd'fo'rintroduction resolution'respecting the:St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority législatio'n:
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Procès-verbàl de, la réunion du Comité dri Cabinet
sur le projet d'aménagement du Saint-Laurent

Minutes of Meeting of Cabinet Committee
on St.- Lawrence Development Project

Present•

[Ottawa], November 24, 1951

The Minister of Transport (Mr. ChevrierXin the Chair)
The Minister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. Howe)
The Minister of Justice (Mr. Garson) ; ' . . .

Also Present:
::.The.Dépûty Minister of Justice (Mr. Varcoe)

The Secretary to the Cabinet (Mr. Robertson)
..The Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. Reid)
Mr: G.E. Cox, Department of Exteinal Affairs
Mr. Guy A. Lindsay, Department of Transport
Mr. Paul Pelletier, Privy Council Office

1. The Deputy Minister of Justice reported that he had just returned from Wash-
ington where he had discussed with representatives of the State Department, the
Department of Justice and the Federal Power Commission, certain legal and consti-
tutional problems arising out of the. proposed St. Lawrence seaway and power pro-

- ject. U.S. officials had made it clear that under the ternis of the U.S. Constitution, it
was not possible for a State to enter into any, contract or agreement with any for-
eign state or power without approval having first been obtained from Congress. In
view of this constitutional limitation and 'the 'apparent reluctance of Congress to
approve the development, great care would have to be taken thât no agreement or
contract were entered into directly by the ' State of New York' and the Province of
Ontârio. On the other hand,' the State of New York had obtuin'ed legal advice to the
effect thât New York-State or its Power Commission could legally enter into a con-
tràct with'the Province of Ontarioi for the developinent of power in the Internatio^e
Rapids section: This view, however, did not seem to be shared inWashington.
Federal Power Commission was of the opinion that, in view of the powers Con-
gress had delegated to the Commission' in matters relating to power development,
the Commission could license the State 'of New York to' contract with Ontario for
the development of power in the' St:, Lawience without it being necessary for such
contract to be submitted to Congress for approval. He had been unable to ascertain
to what extent this opinion was shared in Washington but. he -felt that the State
Department and the Department of Justice would rather favour some form.of action
under the 1909 Boundary ;Waters Treaty without relying on the federal power legis-
lation. These discussions had served the purpose of indicating that points of view

. . .the United States still diverged considerably in respect of the diffïcult legal and
constitutional problem involved.

He had, however, gathered the strong impression that the U.S. administration
would welcome early action by the Canadian Parliament on the proposed enabling
legislation respecting the St. Lawrence seaway and power project.
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-:;Before the Canada-Ontario, draft agreement respecting power, could be signed,
certain drafting changes would have to be made to take into account, the constitu-
.tional impediment placed on the State of New York insofar as the entry into a con-
tract or agreement with Ontario was concerned. It was suggestéd, for example, that
the third paragraph of the preamble to the agreement might be reworded along the
following lines:

"Whereas .Ontario is desirous of undertaking such development concurrently
,with the undertaking, of a complementary development by, a duly.; constituted
authority in the. Ututed States of America."

Changes of a similar character would have to be made inArticles II, III, VI and XI.
The Government was apparently anxious to introduce the required legislation

. without any further delay. It might, therefore, be advisable to ask the Premier of
Ontsrio, Mr. Saunders and Mr. Magone to come to Ottawa within the next few days
to reach agreement on and sign, the revised.agreement on power.

2. The Secretary to the, Cabinet felt that in view of the, importance of the power
agreement, it might perhaps be useful to give Messrs. Saunders and Magone an
9pportunity to 'onsider fully the revised text béfore Mr. Frost were asked to come
to Ottawa for signature.

3. Mr. Chevrier said that.he would wish to have the Canada-Ontario agreement
actually signed before introducing either the seaway or the power legislation in the
House of Commons. In the circumstances, the Secretary to the Cabinet might get. in
touch immediately with Mr. Saunders and Mr. Magone and ask them if they could
come to Ottawa the following Monday. Presumably agreement on the revised text
could be reached without too much difficulty and Mr. Frost should then be asked to
Proceed immediately to Ottawa for signature.

4: Mr. Varcoe said that although the U.S. administration would appreciate Canada
Proceeding with its enabling legislation before adjournment of the current session
of Parliament, it was also hoped that nothing would be done by Canada or Ontario,
at least until March 1st,1952, which would have the effect of preventing the United
States Participating in the development of the seaway. Apparently Washington, was
still hopeful that Congressional approval might be obtained for the 1941 agreement
prior to that date.

5• ,The Minister of Trade and Commerce pointed 'out that, even if no'time.were
lost after approval was given to, the legislation by Parliament, theré did not appeàr
to be any pôssibility that actual work on either the seaway or the power develop-
ment could start for,some considerable time. In the circumstances, Canada and
Ontâriô should probably get on with the job subject to accepting U.S. participation
if Corigress acted in sufficient time to make this possible.

6• Mr• Lindsay pointed out that the Canadian application to the International Joint
Comrilission on behalf of Ontario could not be submitted unless agreement had
been reached with the United States that they would submit concurrently an appli-
cation in .d .-i .nucal terms on behalf of the State of New York or some other appro-priate` U,S, or State authority.
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.^^7.: Mr. ^ Robertson , said ; that the Canadian Government departinents concerned
-should proceed immediately with the preparation of the submission to the UC since
-it would presumably take' some months before the submission -. was actually ready.

8: The Cominittée; after fürtlier discussion;
,.,,t1 r •.-1r.x; df"':+• .,.. , ,..,

,,,f..,:,.. ...:.i.., > . . '. . . .. .s

(a)'agreed that the' Deput}i Minister,of Justice revise the draft: Çanada-Ontârio
agreement on power along the lines suggested; ^..

(b) âgreed 'thât the'Secretarÿ to the Cabinet arrangé 4or Mr. Saunders and Mr.

. ,....

Magone to côme to'Ottawa the ' following Monday, to ^cônsidér the revised text of
the, agreement and that as soon as the revised text was accepted,by both parties
concerned the Premier of Ontario be asked to come "tô 'Ottawa for signature;,

(c) . agreed that the bills "respecting the St. Lawrence seaway and the power devel-
opment in the International Rapids section,' with' certairi minor modifications; be
submitted to'Cabinet the following Tuésday;

(d) noted that the' IT.S. administration was still hopeful of obtaining Congres-
siônal approval for, the 1941 V agreement before. March 1 st, 1952;: and, ...; . ... .. . ... ...: .

(e) âgreed that preparation of the required Canadian submissiôn to the Interna-
`tiônal Joint Commission in this matter be undéitaken ' immédiately by the depârt
ments concerned.

Extrait des conclusions du, Cabinet-.

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions. . . . .. . , ^

0

RELATIONS WIM 1M UNPIED STATES

, -r.* 1

.PCO

' [Ottawa], November 26, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECr

' .10. The Minister of.Transport said the Premier of Ontârio had indicated that be
could be in Ottawa on November 28th or Novembër 30th; 1951 to sign the agee-

inent with the federal government on the St. Lawrence power project. While not
`pressing the point, Mr. Frôst had suggésted that considerâtion be given to including
a'clause in the'agreerriént to the effect that, should the United States decide to par-
ticipâtè' in 'the developinent of the Seawây, Ontario should be relieved of sonie of
`its'financial cômmitments under' thé 'agreement. It was 'understood that Mr. Frost
,.:.. . . . . .

contemplated a clause simi,lar to that ,̂ n the 1941 ^'agreement, whereby Canada ha
undertaken to pay half of the côst of the common works. He had suggested that his
'proposal be discussed with ` Mr. Saunders who had now, anrived in Ottawa.

t"--11., _-Thé'Ministër of Trade, and : Commerce thotight it would be reasonable' to
inchidé aclaûse, in 'general terms to the effect that the fnancial provisions would bea'
rëviëwed should the United States' decidé tô participaté as a fu partner in the Se
way project. ^



12. The Cabinet, after further discussion, noted. the report - of the Minister of
Transport and agreed that:

(a) there was no objection to including in the proposed agreement with Ontario
on the St.; Lawrence power project a clause in general terms to the effect that the
financial provisions would be reviewed should the United States decide to partici=
pate as a full partner in the development of the Seaway;

(b) when introduced in the House of Commons, the proposed legislation on the
St. Lawrence Seaway and power projects, should, not be referred to a committee.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

New York in the matter of a possible agreement or contract with Ontario.

Top SECRET [Ottawa], November 27, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECT; PROGRESS REPORT
9. The Minister of Transport, referring to discussion at the meeting of November

26th, 1951, said the Chairman of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario
had, the previous day, . discussed, with members of. the special Interdepartmental
Committee-on the St. Lawrence Seaway ttië iivised text of the draft agreement with
Ontario on power development in the International Rapids section. This revision
had been"made necessâry because of the cons titutional`limitation on the State of

Mr. Saunders had expressed himself as generally satisfed,with the revision but
wis,: hed,to sûbmit the new text to his legal advisers in Toronto before final approval^ . .; ., , .
was given on behalfôf the Province 'ôf Ontario. He further. suggested that clause 6
of the` draft bill respecting the St. Lawrence power development•be' deleied. This
clâuse,'whicti; puwpôrted _ to terminate 'the 1941 Canada-Ontario agreement, was
unnecessary . since, the .1941 agreement had'never actually come'into force. In any
event, if'soméfôrni of termination were felt to be desirable, it would seem prefera-
ble tô inclüde a clause to this effeet in the new agreement itself rather than in fed-
eral legislatiôn àpp'roving the new agreement on behalf of Canada.

10. The Secretary to the Cabinet referred to the earlier suggestion by the Premier
°faOntiriô thât an additional clause be inserted in the new agreement to provide
that,`in the'event Congress approved the 1941 Canada-United States Agreement on
the: St: Lawrence the ^resentl^ p y proposed allocation of costs. between Canada and
Ontaiio be'reviewed. In discussion the previous day, however, Mr. Saunders indi-
cated thàt it now seemed preferable to omit any such reference in the new draft
agreement sin ce this might tend to create the impression in the United States that
Canâda did nôt serionsly contemplate proceeding with the Seaway on an all-Cana-
diatt basis: In 'the circumstances, Ontario would be prepared to rely on a.verbal
commitment by federal authorities that the whole problem of cost allocation would,. , .

.''^ . ... ^ . . ^ . ^ , . .
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be reviewed and if necessary readjusted in the event the 1941 Canada-United States
agreement gained Congressional approval.

11. Mr.: Chevrier added that,- if final agreement on the revised text could be
reached by ^^ federal and provincial officials that day, Mr. Frost might come to
Ottawa the following day for signature. '

12. The Cabinet, after further discussion:
'(a) ' notèd' the `report by the - Minister ' of Transport on current developments

respecting the St. Lawrence Seaway and power. project; and,
(b) approved for introduction the resolution to the bill entitled "The International

Rapids Power Development Act".

I

J

804.

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Éxtràct from Cabinet Conclusions

RELA71ONS WITH THE UNTfED STATES

PCO

' ' [Ottawa]; November 29, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE POWER PROJECI',-CANADA-ONTARIO AGREEMENT;'
,•

ANNOUNCEMENT

7. of Transport, referring to discussion at the 'meeting of November
The Ministeri

27th, 1951, reported that, during the' coursé of â telephone conversation
with the

Premier ` of Ontario the' previous 'day, Mr. Frost had raised certain objections to
sôme'of the provisions in the proposed new Canada-Ontariô agreement on power
development in the St.'Lawrence. He was: particularly concerned about Article XII

which stipûlated that Ontarioï would reimburse': the federal government' in, the
amount of $14,335,000 in respect , of maintenance of 14 foot navigation wh`rie

shôûld be'rendered unnecessary in view of the'construction of the Seaway by

federâl government.'He also' thought the âgreement
.
would place Ontario i sult of

excessive'.liability for claims which ' would ^ undoubtedly, arise as a.
of the draft

iri '°c^reâsëd ecosion along the' north ` short of Lake Ontario (Article v(4)'
, . . _ . _

âgreement)
Mr. Frost' felt the Practical'résul, t of the proposed allocation of costs wouldoR e

that power produced' froni the new. International Rapids plant would çost roduced
ïïiately five, mills per, kilowatt-hourhour as' ôpposed to six mills for, steam-p
power.'It would be reçalled that sôme time ago the Chairman of the Ontario Hmen ,

Electric Power Commission had stated that, under the ternis of the 19 41 g att-hour
Power'could bé produced at a cost to thé consumer of two mills per ^lo not mo e.. ;
and that under the proposed new agreement the cost would probably would cost
than three nulls, whereas it was estimated that stearn-prôduced powe r

âpprôximately, seven mills "per kilowatt. ses of
Mr. Frost had indicated he would corne to Ottawa that d^Y^élf. No wstand-

discussing these various points with the Prime Minister and
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ing the objections raised, it was thought the Premier would probably be prepared to
sign the draft agreement in its present or slightly modified form.

8: ,The Prime Minister said that the agreement,- as presently drâfted; did not pro=
vide: for terminâtion of the 1941 agreement with Ontario .' It was proposed, how-
ever, that when the , new agreement was - signed he should - give the Premier of
,Ontario' a letter.A^hich would serve as a notice` of cancellation of the 1941 agree-
ment and stress that the new âgreement had been concluded in the expectation that
the United' States would not participate in the project, but thât, in the event such
participation were obtained, the government of Canada would be prepared to recon-
sider the terms of. the new agreement with a view to making such modifications of

ong the lmes suggested by the, Prnne Minister.,_ . . . ..

those terms as rmght be appropriate in recognition of the arrangements that would
then exist between Canada and the United States in respect 'of the St. Lawrence
project. . . ;

9. Mr. St-Laurent also said that it 'was proposéd to'table the agreement in the
House of Commons that afterrioon if signature could také place before then. He
submitted and read a draft statement which -he proposed to make at the tirime of
tabling. , .. . . . .. _ ... ,

10. The 'Cabinet; âfter discussion:..^, . , . . . ... , .
, .

(a) noted the report by the Minister of Transport on points raised by the Premier
of Ontario in" respect of the proposed new Canada-Ontario power ^agreement; ,

(b) approved the letter proposed to be given to Mr. Frost by the Prime Minister at
the time of signature of the agreement; ,and,

..(c) agreed that, in the event signature took place before then, copies of the agree-
ment be tabled in the House of Commons that afternoon and a statement be made at
that tim y e. àl " . . -

,

Eztrait des conclusions'du Cabinet °

, Extract from Cabinet Conclusions .

wrTH ONTARIO
ST. LAWRENCE POWER pROJEC'I'; MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT

^i. 1 , tt't • ^

3, The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of November 29th,
195,1; said that he, and the Minister of Transport had discussed with the Premier of
^n^0i the previous day, certain of the provisions contained in the proposed new

Lawrence power agreement with Ontario. Mr. Frost was accompanied by Mr.
orte4 Mr. Challies and Mr. Saunders.,, . ... .

*-'Frost had been rather anxious that the federal government commit itself to
i1nplemèntirig the terms of the 1941 agreement in the event U.S. participation in the
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development of the Seaway was obtained in the reasonably near future. It had been
pointed out to Mr: Frost that a firm commitment of this character was not possible
in view of the substantially changed conditions and since it was not known whether
the United States, would be prepared to accept all the provisions of the 1941 agree-
iment even- if,they,did obtain Congressional approval for participation in the devel-
opment^ of the Seawây.: Mr. Frost was assured, however, that in.the event U.S. co-
operâtion.was obtained. the federal government-would agree to review the terms of
the, proposed, new Canada-Ontario power agreement to take, into account the new
arrangements.which;would then exist between Canada and the United States. :

Mr: Frost had further expressed some concern about the extent of the Province's
liability under. . Paragraph (4) of Article V,- which ; stipulated' thât, Ontario would
indemnify and save. Canada harmless in respect of all claims by third parties in any
way arising out of the construction, maintenance or operation of the power works.
He said; it was not at all impossible that certain riparian owners on the north shore
of; Lake Ontario would .claim,compensation for damages arising out of erosion,
which the :owners ; would likely, . attribute, to the new power works, although engi-
neering studies had clearly indicated that no such damage could be caused by the
power development above a point in the vicinity of Spencer Island., He therefore
suggested, and it was agreed, that Article V(4) be amended to provide that no dam-
ages ; attnbutable to the'pôwer, development could ï arise west of a l ine drawn due
north and south from the most westerly point of Spencer Island in'the St. Lawrence
River,' near Prescott.' . . . _ : , . .

. . . . ., .
Premier Frost had also voiced some apprehension about the' effect Art icle XII

might have on thé'Staté'of New York and thé éléctorate of Ontario. This Article
provided that;' in thé event the constructiodof the Seaway b} ► Canâda rendered thé

maintenance of 14 foot navigation unnécessary in the International Rapids Section,
the Province would pay to Canada the'sum of $14,335,000. After some considera-
ble discussion' it was agreed that no mention be made of a fixed amount in this
connection and that Article XII be redrafted to provide simply that, in the event of
the c,ônstruction of the Seaway, by Canada, Ontario would pay to Canada a part of
the cost of such locks and worksequivalent to`the cost of the works that would
have been required to be constructéd by Ontario to permit the continuance of 14
'foot nâvigation.
. a .-,.^ .,,,^ . _. .,.,. , .,. 7., ,, . . . .

'4. Mr.'St Liiürent pointed out that the new agreement was subject to confirmation
by both Parliament and the Legislature of Ontario. The provincial House would not
meet until February.1952 and Premier Frost had suggested that Parliament might
' withhold its t approval of the' âgreemént until : the next ' regular :fédéral session in
1952. Thus it would be possible to modif}i further the âgreement, if this appeared to

'bé 'desirable; , âfter- discussing, the matter fully with' the State of New York and
before thé' agreement was actually approved by Parliament and by the I,egislatureroba;
of Ontario. It ,wâs pointed out to Mr., Frost in this connection that there was prov^
bly some considerable advantage' to be gained in obtaining. Parliament's appUni
for `the agreement immediately. This would • further help to convince ^e mènt if
'States that Canada fully. intended to proceed alone with the Seaway develop
U.S: participation could not be.obtained., However, it was agreed that the Canadian, ,.
... ,. .F^... . ^.^. .. :E ,.
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Ambassador: at : Washington : be consulted as to his views on. . the most desirable
course of action in 'this connection.
^'5: Mr. 'St-Laurent said the agreement would be signed by himself, the Minister of
Transport,- the Premier of Ontario and Mr. Challies at 2.00 p.m. the following Mon-
day. At that time Mr. Frost would be. given a letter which would serve as notice of
cancellation of the 1941 agreement'with Ontario and which would make clear that
the' present agreement had been. concluded on the understanding that the United
States would not participate in the development of the Seaway but that, in the event
such participation were. obtained,: the government of Canada' committed itself to
review the terms of the new Canada=Ontario agreement in order to take due cogni-
zance of the new relationship which would then exist. between Canada and the
-United States in respect of the development of the Seaway: :

It was suggested that the resolutions respecting the Seaway and the power devel-
"opment might be taken up in the House of Commons the following Tuesday. If the
résolutions were adopted that`same day, the bills might be given'second reading the

6. The Cabinét, after discussion. -

(a) noted the report by'the'Prime M:".*stér on his discussions with the Premier of
Ontàriô regàrding certain provisions of the proposed new Canada-Ontario- agree-
ment -on' `power, development in the Intèrnational Rapids Section of the St.^., : ,
Lawrencé; . , - . , :! . . .I,,, . . ,

(b) approved the 'changes rilade in Articles V and XII of the'agreèment as a result
`àf 'these 'disctïssions; and, i

(c), noted that the agreement would be signed the following Monday at 2.00 p.m,
^d âpproved the tabling in the House of Commons the same day of copies of the
agreement.103

^ Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -.

Secretatÿ of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH X-3512'

CONFIpENTIAEr

DEA/1268-D-40

Ottawa, December 7, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
,new

Ontario
agreement between the Governments of . Canada and the Province of

with respect. to the development of power resources in the St. Lawrence
River,was signëd in Ottawa on December 3, 1951. The agreement forms the sched-
^^.`'°''^' '`s:. f' • ^

103 Voir Canada, Statuts du Canada, 1951. 2+1- session, chapitre 13,p pp. 169-179.Sel- Canada, Statutes of Canada, 1951, 2" Session, Chapter 13, pp. 161-170.
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ule . of. a bill respecting this development and - approving the present agreement.
Three copies of this bill, including the schedule,^ are enclosed.t

2_ The new agreement supersedes the agreement . between Canada. and Ontario,

dated"March - 19,194which has now been, cancelled, in accordance with Article

^ XV of that agreenient; by a letter to Premier. Frost of Ontario, dated December 3,
,1951. The present agreement has been concluded in the expectation that the United
.'States will not participate in the navigation' phase of the project, and its terms have
,been agreed to on the understanding that the navigation works will be an all-Cana-
dian undertaking. While it is the intention of the Government of Canada to proceed
as. rapidly , as possible with this project, it is' understood that the United States

-Administration intends to make a: final, effort to obtain Congressional approval,
early in the 2nd Session of, the 82nd Congress, of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Basin ,Agreement of • 1941. In. the event that Congress approves this agreement

. before arrangements committing the Governments of, Canada and Ontario to, the

. implementation of the project, as at present envisaged, - are . finally completed, the
Government of Ontario has been assured that the Government of Canada will be
prepared to reconsider the terms of the agreement of December 3, with a view to
making .$uçh modifications as would then be, appropriate. .-,.

r
3. Inthis

rzt
connectio

,
n it would bë ûséful to have. your views on the Pof

ôbtaining, the approval of Congress at its next session. It is our understanding that
the only resolution at present before'thë Committee on Public Works of the House
of Representatives is HJ.Res.337 of October 1, in the name,of Mr. Blatnik, while
the resolution referred to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee is S.J.Res.27.. A
review of the present membership of the Committee on 'Public Works with'anY
informâtion you may be able to obtain on the viéws of the newer membérs of the
Committée. and on prospective changes in the membership of the Committee would
be useful. .

4. It has been assumed on the basis of your advice from time to time on this point
that there is little chance that Congress will approve the 1941 Agreement at the

; next -session. However, some proponents appear to believe that Congress will even-
seaway will

tually approve the agreement and that the prospect of an all-Canadian
encourage some members of Congress to support the joint project, for various rea-
sons, rather. than permit Canada to build the seaway alone. On the other hand,
whatever ; support the 'joint undeitaking , na}i derive from this source may be
counter-balanced by the lôss of support of those who favour the project but who
,would welcome any,way of avoiding open support of it. Moreover, the 2nd Session
of the 82nd'Côngress will be necessarily short because of the national conventions
of the: political parties next summer, and Congress may wish to engage more
activities,which will be more fruitful at election time.

5.^ The , agreement between Canada and' Ontario is c" Pet to approval both by

`:kParliainent and by the legislature of Ontario; which will not meet until some time

, next°. Februâry: Premier Frost had suggested that Parliament mlght e

â val'until its next regular'session in 1952, sô` that it would be easierm^e

p^ be des irable after discuss ngwhatever`modifcations, if any, might appear to
matter: fully with the agency undertaking the work' i n . the United States. It was

t.'',' z^ ^ï . . . , ? ^ . ^ , ^ ^ • ^
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pointed out that there would be a considerable advantage to be gained in obtaining
Parliament's approval for the agreement immediately as this would further help to
convince the United States that Canada intended to proceed alone with the develop-
ment. However, it would be appreciated if we *could have your views as soon as
possible in this connection.

6. Another bill authorizing the establishment of the St. Lawrence Seaway Author-
ity, a corporation to construct, maintain and operate the seaway either as a wholly
Canadian undértaking or in conjunction with works undertaken by an appropriate
authority in the United States, has also been introduced in Parliament. Three copies
of this bill t are enclosed, together with three copies of Mr. Chevrier's opening
statementt on the resolution introducing it..

7. Meanwhile, the ad hoc Cabinet Committee on the St. Lawrence Project has
asked that preparation of the required Canadian reference to the International Joint
Commission be undertaken by the Departments concerned. In this connection, it is
uiiderstôod that an inter-agency committee of United States officials has been pro-
posed to work out procedure and to deal with Canadian and 'Ontario officials in
connection with the New York-Ontario power development and the all-Canadian
waterway,As the Canadian reference to the I.J.C. will have to be related to a con-
cuirént and complementary reference by the United States, the-manner and timing
of an approach to the State Department, requesting the co-operation of the United
States in preparing the references to the I.J.C., is under consideration. Your views
in this connection would also be appreciated.

g• -The'preparation of the references to the I.J.C. should in no way prejudice the
chances of obtaining approval of the 1941 Agreement by the United States Con-
gress; and may, indeed, add a fillip to support for the joint undertaking by those
members of Congress who would be unwilling to countenance an all-Canadian sea-
way.- It is our wish to refer the complementary applications of Ontario and New
York to the Commission as soon as possible. On the other hand, we are prepared to
defer deciding upon an agreed date when the reference is to be made until the pros-
pect of approval of the 1941 Agreement early in. the 2nd Session of the 82nd Con-
gess can be more accurately assessed. In any case, it is unlikely that the references
could be ready for submission to the. Commission much before the first'week in
March. .

H.O. MoRAN
for Acting Secretary of State

for External Affairs .
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TEi.EGRANt WA-4205 ^ q .. Washington, December '12, 1951
e;.. ., . `... .. ^ _ ^ .

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.
^,.,.•. ,..; .

,

Reference: Your despatch No. 3512 of December 7: .

RELATIONS W1TH THE UNITED STATES

^L'ambassndeur aux États-Unis

: DEA/1268-D-40
'; . :...

âu secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.. - . . ;^ . ,. . ..,.

Ambassador in United States :
,>.. .. to'Secretary of State for External Affairs...,.

, . ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY, . - : , ,

In paragraph 5, of your despatch under reference, you refer to Premier. Frost's
Lawrence legislation untilsuggestion that Parliament withhold approval of the St.

the next session and ask for our comments as soon as possible. ;

= 2..,A11 sûpporters of the St. Lawrence project hère, both thôse in the administra-
tion'-and those outside', have repeatedly stressed the desirability'of early passage of
this législation. If after the eztensive 'debate that has already takén place final pas-
sage is postponed, supporters of the project would begreatly• disturbed and might
begin to have doubts of the sincerity of the Canadian intention ' to proceed with the

seaway alone. The administration at present appears to be ready to proceed with
planning the,steps that must be taken immediately if a decision is reached that the
1941 agreement will not obtain approval by Congress..If the, Canadian legislation is
not passed at this session of Parliament the administration's sense , of urgency in

going ahead with this preliminarywork'might disappear. :
3: "If passage should be delayed the opponents would undoubtedly be given assis-

tance in preventing consideration'of the 1941 agreement when Congress opens in
January .early .

4.46 will reply tô the ' othér questions askëd ' in yoür despatch under reference as
sôôn' âs we' have had time to give, therri further consideration.
t1+.

.^,
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' DEA/1268-D-40 *
L'ambassàdeuraur ^tn•, - , .^, ,

au secrétaire d'É'tat•aux Affaires 'extérieures`

- Ambassador in United States

"DESPArCH *3570

CoNMENTiAi.

to Secretary ôf State for Externâl A•,^`'airs

Reference: Your despatch EX-3512 of December 7, 1
:.. . . . . ` • ^ .,.^ : i , • •.. . '.

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY . , ; :•', •.;;, ; ..1: It is, not yet, possible to give any firm opinion of the prospects ; of; the 1941
, Agreement being approved at the coming session of Congress. .Thère is no doubt
.. that the administration will press hard for the approval of the agreement since the
President and. the different government departments in Washington would all prefer
to have the seaway developed as a joint project. However, since the members of the
Senate and the House have almost all been away from Washington since it became
evidént that, in the event of the Agreement not being approved, Canada would pro-
ceed, with the seaway alone, it has not been possible to determine the effect that this
has had ôn Congressional opinion. This point •was checked with the State Depart -
ment yesterday and they, advise us that their Assistant Secretary for Congressional
Relations does pot expect to •have any defnite opinion ^ on this point until Congress
has been in session for two or three weeks. They point out "that some proponents of
the seaway, may be quite ready to see the seaway I constructed by Canada which
would achieve their purpose without requiring a vote in its favour that might dis-
please at least some of their constituents. On the other hand others may be reluctant
to abandon the right of the United States to have a say in the establishment of a rate
of tolls. For this reason the changed situation may have an influence in opposite
directions on different members of Congress and until they can be canvassed it is
impossible to assess the net effect.

2.
The special interests opposed to the.. seaway will undoubtedly continue their

opposition. The delay that would result from abandoning the 1941 Agreement, the
Possibilities of further delay in the hearings before the I.J.C. and the F.P.C., and the
possibilit}'r, of court actions would be to their advantage.

3. The position in the Public Works Committee of the House continues to be very
close. Since the adverse vote of 15 to 12 in July there has only been one change in
the conunittee when Mr. Steed replaced Mr. Pickett. Steed was expected to be in
favour of the seaway but has told a number'ôf people that he had commitments not
to vote in its favour until January next. Proponents are hopeful that he will vote in
favou in future but this, of course, remains to be seen. The only further change at
preséntcôntemplated in the committee is the replacement of Representative Quinn.
11#s'change has been suggested for a long time but the administration are still
h0Pe^1 that it will take place before • a further vote is (aken' in the Public Works,., . . . .
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Corrimittéë and it is expected that he will be repla edob ny^a suppo rter
o not change t eir

Therefore, assuming that the other membersr of the
position it is expected" that a future vote would be .14-to 13 in favour.

4. In the Senate the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee is against the
project but bas said that ^hearings will be held. The administration is satisfied that if
the project can be broùght to a'vote in the Senate Committee a majority will be
favourable to the.scheme. Recent inquiries concerning the progress of the Canadian
legislation by à`staff member of the Senate Committee gives some. indication that
that committee is renewing its interest in the project.

5. The United States Interdepartmental Committee to consider the he^ ^lier
taken to proceed with the Canadian seaway bas not yet been establis
this week, as a result of a report of discussions held in Ottawa that have [sic] been

was
received at the State Department, a' further âpproach totmenta^l Committee w llabe

1 and Stàte Department are - hopeful that the Interdeput
estâblished"within the next two weeks. White Hoûse has h Si support^ ^MrPn^ tecas
should 'riot • be * Chairman of this commrttee ; because of

^ ôpposéd^to public power development. The man now being considered is Mr. Croll,
a lawyer who has been associated with federal power development ï^é^ ôPi,°on^

"well known to'some of the " State Department lawyers and who,
would be an active and aggressive chairman.

formal aroach asking the
6. We believe that it would be well not to makea PP

for the
United States for cooperation in drafting a ïecommendatio ^o ^• é^ks un 1
next ten days or two weeks as they would not be in a position g
the Interdepartmental Committee was established. At that time we 'might suggest

^' thât talks begin "early - iri the new year. '1-rUVWS

-rétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis `

CpNFIDMTIAL. IMPORTANT.

A J.
• y r^r r ..•

. Ottawa, December
^ .AU
4;' ,. ^ ^.^.. .-^ ► ^ .: :r:,

" '20 19519
to,A>nli'ussador in United States

f o r Eztérncil A ".J S é c r é t a ry o f S

Following from Under- ecretay, , g• ^,^,ef pro^ect. an
time consuming .steps: to.be taken before the , St. Lawrence po

' seawa can bé started• The initiative of the United
States •Govel o^ed

,.all-Canadian y . . . ,
in establishing an inter-Agency Convïutteé

"' • '" S Be ins• There are a, number of comple d the
^

to deal with these matters is

t ^ r r. " 1:AWREN(F SEAWAY ^d
r. . . ,... .

Reference. our P . . , , ' ^., ; ,' . . . , .^ Y des atch
r
No ^^ 3570 "of December 14: ^
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2.- .The steps to be taken in obtaining approval of the, plan at present envisaged
must be more "thoroughly understood ; and action to obtain this - approval must . be
undertaken as soon as practicable if the urgent requirements for both power and
navigation are.to,be met. . ; . , . . ,

not provepôssiblé. ' ` -

3.1t is desirable. that discussions be arranged on a continuing basis, beginning
early in January, in order to prepare references t6the International Joint Commis-
sion and to initiate any other steps that may be necessary. Following is the text of a
draft Note from you to the State Department: :
Text begins:, ^ . . . .

The Canadiân Ambassàdor ïpesents his compliments to the Set of Screary otate
and has thè hônour tô refer to the discussiôn of the St. Lawrence Seaway'and power
project between the Prime Minister of Canada and the Président of the United
States which took place in Washington on September 28, 1951.,: .. ,.. . .

(2) At that time, the President and the Prime Minister agreed on the vital impor-
tance to the security and the economies of; both countries of proceeding as rapidly
as possible with both the seaway and the-power phases of the project. The Prime
Minister indicated that the, Canadian Government would be willing to construct the
seaway as a solely Canadian' project' if it is not possible to have the joint develop-
ment undertaken on the basis of the 1941 Agreement. The President agreed to sup-
port this Canadian action. if an early commencement on the joint development did

(3) The Canadian Parliament has recently passed legislation providing, on the one
hand, for a power development on the St. Lawrence River, to be undertaken by, the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and an appropriate agency in the
United States and, on the other hand, for. the establishment of the St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority to construct the seaway `either'in co-operation with the United
States, as envisaged in the '1941 "Agreement,'or as a solely Canadian uridèrtaking.
This legislation 'may now be brought into force at any time by proclamation.

(4) The Canàdian Government me'nt'is prepâred to proceed with the construction of the
seaway as soon as appropriate arrangements can be made. Failing apprôval of the
1941 Agreement by the Congress it'will be necessary to refei'the project to the
Inteniation`al Joint Commission fôr âpprovàl. In order to proceed as rapidly as pos-
sible with the project, which thé President ârid the Prime Ministei have agreed is of
,vital importance, the -co-operation of the United 'States Government in preparing
concurrent references of the power project to the International Joint Commission is
1equested.

(5) Such a preparatory step would in no way prejudice the possibility of proceed-
ing With the project on the basis of the 1941 Agreement in the event that Congress
should approve that. agreement. On the other hand, it is desirable to seek the
approval of the International Joint Commission as soon as practicable in order to
avoid any further delay : in the event that Congress does ^ not approve' the 1941
Agreement early in the next session. :.:. ;

'(6) It is proposed that appropriate officials of our two Governments, . together with
officials-of other'interested "agencies, discuss' the steps to be taken in proceeding
With a reference of applications to the International Joint Commission for the con-
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struction of the ; power - project. A. series of meetings beginning, early, in January,
either. in Washington or in Ottawa; ' wôuld 'be most appropriate for this purpose.

^ Text ends.
4. I should be most grateful for your opinion on the wisdom of submitting a Note

along these lines to the State Department as * soon as possible and for your sugges-
tions -for- revision of. the note. It might,be. useful if you : were to 'show the State
Department . the Note in draft form:: The . Note has already been discussed with an
officer of the United States Embassy here and Dale of the Canadian Desk has made
suggestions which have been incorporated in it. The United States Embassy here

,. reports that., in Dale's view it would be useful . if the Note çould . be delivered
lïetwéen Christmas and New Year's; this confirms the view' expressëd in paragraph

^ 6 ,of , ÿ ô t i c despatch No. 3570 of Deember 14. Ends. , , .:. - , , , •

810.

. RELATIONS WITH THE UNTTED STATES

i..
.^,.. , „ .^ .. , .,. ,. .... , . .

,.^ . Le secrétaire d'État.aux Affaires extérieures

. , - a .
Secretary of Stâte for: External Affairs

to Ambassador, in, United States

.•..; .
DEA/1268-D-40

Ottawa,- December'20, 1951TUEGRAM EX-2414 -

CONFIDENTIAL. IMPORTANT: ,

•.^,.^• .^,

ST LAWREN ., . :_:' .
i , ^ i . ^ • . - ^ ^ * . 9 .. ., . . , _ . .

. I , . . \ %
. . .

{: With'reference to the last paragraph of my teletype under reference, when the
draft note was 'discussed with an officer, of, the;United States Embassy here, the
following items were mentionéd in 'connection with . steps. yet to be taken. These
may` be of valûe tô you indiscussing the nôte with the State Department:
.(a) An entirel}i new application for réference to the I.J.Ç. by the Ontario Hy^o

Electric Pôwer, Commission to take into'àccount the . features of , the plan at present
r. ,. .. . : . . . . . .

Ilenvisaged which were not includëd in thé`^1948 applicâtion.
. ,., ^ . . .., ,.. i. .. onty of the State(b) A complementary or parallel application by. the Power Auth ^
of, New, ,York or whatever; other, agency, is to undertâke the work. in the United
States.

(c) The possible need for ,a memorandum of agreement or some other instrument,
such as, an exchange,of notes between, the two : federal govenunents, in: respect to
these applications., r' .:..: ^ ^', -.; • t : ; . . ,; .

the endnot later than(d) Our wish to have the applications referred to the I.J.C. si
of , March, and even : before ^ that date should it become ' clear that Congresonal
approval of the joint project would not be forthcoming. (Neither the prep^ation or
submission to the IJ.C.: nor action upon it .b ; the I.J.C. would prejudice the possi
bility, of Congressional approval of the joint project. Moreover, procedural steps ln

•,r:.:
Reference:;Our Teletype EX-2404 of December 20, 1951. .

.1. . .. . , ... . .
, CE SEÂWAY

,^'à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis' ': '
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the I.J.C..necessitated the lapse of as much as 60 days before hearings could actu-
ally commence.)

(e) We expressed the hopethat the proceedings_ before the F.P.C. could follow or
be held simultaneously with the hearing by the I.J.C. In this connection, we under-
stand there were cômplicâtions because the 1948 âpplication of the New York State '
Power Authority, had been referréd by the F.P.C. tô Congress in December, 1950.
We would be interested in knowing what was contemplated. in Washington .with
respect to licensing of the power project,

811. -
DEA/1268-D-40

L'ambasscideur, aux États-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

` ' Ambassador in United States,. s ...,_. ^:

:.1
;. : to Secretary of State for External Affairs :

?FUGRAM WA-42971.

CONFIDENTTIAL. IMMEDIATE. . , , . ,

Reference: Our WA-4284 of December 22.t

Washington, December, 26, 1951

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

J. State Department have now passed on to us the following comments from the
White House on the" draft 'note contained in your. EX-2404 of Decémber 20.

2• To permit the President to change his position concerning the power develop-
ment the White House considers it will be necessary for the references to the Inter-
national Joint * Cômmïssiôn" 'and ' the " Fedéral Power. Commission to make some
r`eference to the constrûctiôn of the seâway: They suggest therefore that in the last
sentence of paragraph 4 and in the first sentence of paragraph 6 of the*draft note the
word "poa,er!' be omitted. If this word is, not deleted the United States re 1 wouldhave tô 'comment on this point.

this.
P Y

3.
The White House does not know in what capacity or at what. time during the

discussions New:York'Stâte officials may be brought in. They would therefore like
tof See the reference to "officials of other interested agencies" in paragraph 6,deléted'an

'd suggest we refer to "officials of ôur two" countries".
° 4^ The Whité Housë considers that the proposed exchange of notes will constitute
^e 'roemorandum referred to in pâragraph (c) of your, EX-2414 of December 20.
This' ^ing the: case it `would appear to be appropriate to change the note frm the
two përson to the first ^person.; .

5• Will you please advise us immediately ,whether the suggested chan es areacceptable_ g
^, •. rr ï.)
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L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis'

MEA/1268-D-40

. ,
^ au secrétairé dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador hi, United States . . ,
to Secretary of State for Ezternal Afiirs _;

TII,EGx^M WA-4317 ' - Washington, December 28, 1951

CorlMExnAi-

Reference: Your EX-2438 of December 26th. j' ,.;
:. . . ..

_ . ,,. ,.. .. . , . : , ,
ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY

1. We have now received - the State Department draft of the reply which they
propose to send to our note,' the text of which was contained in your EX-2404 of
December 20th. The State Department draft is based on the assumption that we will
incoipocate in the ' Canadian' note the amendments suggested in WA-4297 of
December 26th. The United States draft has been cleared with officials of the
White House but has not been shown to the President personally. `

2. The text of the United States draft is as follows:

Text Begins: , ;
. .f4t... . . .. ..l ... . .

"Excellency:.
, '

, . , ,' . con-
J' I 'have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
cerning the St. Lawrence seaway and power project. ,,

My government notes with gratification that the Canadian Parliament has passed
legislation providing, on the one handJor the 'construction of the poj^er phase of
the project to be undertaken by the Hydro-Electric Commission of Ontario and an
appropriate agency in the'tUnited States; and on thé other hand, for the establish
ment of the St. Lawrence seaway , authoritÿ, to cônstruct the seaway, either in coop-

eration with the United States as envisaged in the 1941 agreement, or as a solely
Canadian undertaking. :. . : United States will'.1 1 P. .r , ii>

. j . j • ^

: As 'ÿou know, the Pi .hopes thât the Congress of the Um
ave, ât an'early date; the - 1941 agreement providing for joint'conswhe ï941
p^° : .

the S.L Lawrence project. Shoûld the Congress, however, not app rove ^^ed, in

agreement At an éarly date; ` the Government of the United States, is P roject, to

order to''avoid ^ fürther delay in the construction of the St. Lawrence p
cooperâte* with the Government of Canada in referring the project to,the Interna-

U''o'nal 'Jôint ^ Co mmission for approval on* the ' understanding as expressed in Y°^

note, that your government is prepared to proceed with the construction of the sea
way as soon as appropriate arrangements can be-made:

' In order that there may be a minimum of delay in the construction
of the project,

which the President of the United States' and the Prime Minister of Canada n^ese

agreed,is of vital importance.to the security and the econoirues of bo th such

my , government is ready to'cooperate with your government in ^f fe^s^° ^e
preparatory steps as may be advisable in presenting concurrent
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International Joint Commission. On behalf of my government, I accept your propo-
sal that appropriate officials of our two countries discuss the steps to be taken in
proceeding with such réferéncés. I agreë that a series of meetings to be held either
in Washington or in Ottawa,'or at such other place as cnay be convenient, would be
the• most appropriate method for implementing this proposal. Although it may not
bé possible for my government to be fully prepared to undertake these discussions
early in January, I expect that it will be prepared to do so at some time during that
month. I shall inform you as soon as my government is ready to join in the discus-
sions which you have proposed.

813.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

-' ' Secretary of State for'Externa! Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

^,EGRÂM BX ;3 i ^ '

CONHTD ENTTqI„ IMPORT . ^ •• . .. . ANT.

Referencè: your WA-4317 of December 28.

DEA/1268-D-40

Ottawa, January 2, 1952

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY.

l: Cabinet hâs approved the Note to the State Department contained in our EX-
2404 of December 20, with the amendments suggested by the White House as set
forth in your WA-4297 *of December 26.

the.f agree that it would be appropriate to change the Note from the third
ust persôn. person to

3: we navé nosuggëstions to make for the âniendment of the United
^Plÿ Ïâs set forth in your WA-4317 of December 28. In order, howet

States
o al^t

uessary for the' United States, in its reply, to state that it cannot begin the dist
cussioris with us "earl in Janu
bein 0 y ^", and in view of the fact that the Note itself is

g' presented early in January, you might amend the last sentence of our Note to
referto "a serieSI of meetings beginning the middle of this month". This would
rexluue conseqüential revision in the second to last sentence of the United StatesiePly . • . ;t

4•
whën` ÿô^ hàve reacliéd agreement with the State Dëpartment on the

rms precise
of the exchange of Notes, please exchange the Notes and let us have the text.

hculd also bé grateful if you would let us know•when you think the White
would•wish `{o publisli the'exchânge of Notes. House

104 '
I

s.3 •t.
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MTRICIIONS A L'IMPORTATION DES PRODUITS LATI'IERSF
IMPORT RESTRICTIONS' ON DAIRY PRODUCTS

:1;i i "J.; 'r

814 .
^.: r'.3^r.+ .... . • ....., .„

^;::r;; ; ï ;; ^, _:; :• .,Note du ministre du Commerce.
. pour le Cabinet.`. . . . •

Memorandum from Minister of Trade 'ctnd Commerce
to Ccibinet ., ^ ...'t :.

t CAanJET .DocuMENT No. 214-51

SECRET

[Ottawa], August 22, 1951

UNITED STATES IMPORT CONTROLS ON CHEDDAR CHEESE AND OTHER
DAIRY' PRODUCfS

1. This memorandum deals with the urgent problem of, the import controls on
cheddar cheese 'and 'processed milk announced recently by the' United States
Department of Agriculture. This action followed from a rider known as the Andre-
sen amendment which was attached to the Defence Production Act. Exports of cer-
tain of our dairy products, and particularly of cheddar'cheese; are likely to be
restricted as a direct result. Even more important is the fact that these restrictions
are wholly inconsistent with the principles- and 'the agreements upon which joint
trade, has been developed in recent years between Canada and the United States. If

= the latter, is to persist in ,the, application of,these new, measures, 'there may be harm-
ful and unavoidable consequences for the çommercial policy , which has been pw'-

. stied by both countries in recent years.
2. In introducing its new import -controls, the United States Congress has for the

^ first time taken action in contravention of -the General '. Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade: The GATT providesI clearly thât quantitative import restrictions of this kind
'sh`all'not bé imposed except in certain stated circumstances which cannot be held to

:i^ . ,. ., e^,.

at
x

ttie p
.

re sen
.,

t
^,....•:

exist, in respect.of thèse commodities time. By this legislatiôn, fur-
. ,•.I ..-. . . . , ^. . f .♦ ! .. 1

thermore, the iJnited States has impaiied• and, indeéd, nnllified the value of tariff
: , : ,.!., ,., . . . ..r • . • il,

these,concessions negotiated at Genea in 1947 ànd at Torquay, concessions having

. been bôùnd until Janûâry,lit, ^ 1954. Cânadâ his négotiated and paid for reduc6ons
in'the United States duty on cheddar'cheese which have reduced that duty from a
level of 4 cents per pound, but not less than 25% ad valorem in 1947 to 3 cents per

"I • : , , , . ,. .. controls willpou, but not less than 15%'ad v^lorem,at present. The new import
make it impossible . for Cânadiari éxpoiters to tâke advantage of these tàriff reduc-
tiônsr and, . indéed; their position, will be •.wô^rse' th'anait was' prior to • the'. Geneva

negotiations.
. 3. Members of the Standing Committee on Banking and commerce of eU^t^

of Commons questioned the Torquay Delegation on the likelihood of t he

States taking action to nullify or impair tariff concessions which had been negod-
.^`^ • ^,^ ^, ï.
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ated: In his `evidence before'the Committee, Mr. H.B. McKinnon, the head of the
Delegation, said it was "unthinkable": that. the,United States would violate' her
agreement with Canada. The Standing Committee also inquired into the steps opento

Canada "should the United. States or. any -other country ,violate < the GATT. Mr.
McKinnon went on to point out, in response, that if the United States were to vio-
late her agreement in respect of even one important commodity, measures of retali-
ation could be devised. ParGamentary action would not necessarily be required, he
said, since tariff concessions could be withdrawn from the United States in most
instances by , the mere cancellation of an order-in-council. •The relevant passages are
in the Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing Committee for Ma 29and June 11.105 y

4. Cheddar cheese is the only type sold in large quantity b y Canada to
Statesl United States imports of cheddar have been as follows during the ^. United
period:-. : - . , , -.. . ee year
Y e . â r -. 4 -
1948
1949
1950

Canada
' . _ . :

^ ^ • : . New Zealand
Total^^ Other

1,795,131
. }- I

' 1,190 11,300
2,770,541= _ , . 1,136,301 204,869 3,136,30110,376,254 146,447 j 13,293,242

Annu 48o,281al import quotas will be equ.
âl to the average of three years, 1948-50:United States imports of cheddar cheesé,"which have grown13.3 million pôunds ' will thus be'cut tiack to a rate of 5.5 million dpoûnds per Veear;

Since thetnew import quotas are not allocated to individual countries 'i i
s

year.

to say how much! Of the cut will be'borne by Cânadiari "ctieese: ^1s^a result of theUnited Kingdom
cheese côntracts plâcëd in Ontârio there may not, be as much Cana •'

available' for.'ézpôrt to the' United States this year. Producers of matu
cheddar, such as Black , Diamond; may feel the adverse effects, immediatel

re
these will * be unavoidable- for. other producers as time goes on. yand

5. It canriôt be argued plausibly that cheése is in a particularly difficult
^e,United. States at the présent timé.^ During 1950 the Uni position in
accûmulited an, mventoryof over . J00 million pounds of cheese^ büttthis uve u hntl^r él ,, ,
ch^se sappéarëd, liy,now. Alth^ûgh the support , price for'first grade cheddarhas been `r^sed to 36 cents ' r
wholesale" per pound (from 31 cents in 1950), the current

price of about 40 cents per pound is high enough so that none ' is being°ffered to the Govérnmënt. .
There is thus no néw , surplus being built up. In anyevent, imports of all cheese into the United ' States amount to. less than 5% 'ofdomestic'pr6dpctiôn 'and, imports of cheddar cheese are 'â p xi

doméstic pr^uction: It is 'diffcult; therefore, to believe that imports 2% of

of a t^eat to' United States cheese producers.' In other words
s im

resent
o sible

much
^°^^Ue, o'r to' justify `,undér the GATT, the import controls which p

to
céd; 1' have been

^ '^^' ^ ., , . l^ ^ lt^^;.'Y•^ .'^ ,^.. ^ ,
• ' .

ouCânada_ , : ; ; • . ^ .. ?'1.^• ..'; :,, .
• ;

+ Chambre des
,

communes, Comité permanent de la banque et du commerce proclsS^ ét tfnwignagcs, Ottawa Imprimeur du Roi 19S 1 Na 1 5
, :

Canada,' House of Commons, Standing Committee'on Banking and Commerce,
Minutes ^ ofProeeedings and Evidence, Ottawa: King's Printer, 1951, Nos. 1 and 5.
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6:':The Defence. Production Act was .signed by the President of the United States
on July 31. Although the Andresen amendment is in contradiction to the commer-
cial policy of the Administration, ; the : President approved : the, amendment along
with the rest of the.Bill, presumably,as part of a compromise by which he obtained
passage of • his emergency legislation. It.is obvious that Wisconsin dairy interests
are the principal- supporters of the . Andresen amendment:.: -

•`7. The Andresen'amendment was studied carefully in Ottawa as it moved through
its early legislative stages.` Officials hâve• been concerned that if this principle of
unwarranted import controls is once established; there will be nothing to prevent its
béing7 extended arbitrarily to -many products:. On July 13 the Ambassador to the
United States was asked to make a protest to the State Department against the gen-
eral principle involved in the proposed méasure.,A copy of the messaget to Wash-
ington. of thàt - date is attached to this memorandum. Other countries which have
expressed their interest to the United States in this matter include France, Denmark,
Australia, Argentina,, the Netherlands; Finland, New Zealand, Switzerland, Nor-
"' aÿ, Uruguay; and the- Dominican Republic.

'8.' , It seems desir`able now to send a Note to the United' States Government to
protest'again, and in stronger terms: Admit Note is âttached'to this memorandum,
which is, in effect, a request that these new import.controls be withdrawn. There is
little reason, however, to hope that the , Administration will be , able to have the
Andresen amendmentwithdrawn at an early date. The Administration is, in fact, in
a weak position, the amendment having been attached to a piece of, emergency leg-
islation which-is both controversial and important. Before• any action is taken; the
Government should therefore decide how far it is prepared to go should remedial
steps not be taken by'the United States. If the Government is to undertake measures
of retaliationagainst' thet United States, the appropriate form of retaliation would
probably, be ' the : withdrawal of selected, tariff concessions which were negotiated
with the United States either` at Genevâ' or at Torquay., It would be desirable to
choose tariff items for this purpose which would have a penal effect upon United
States trade but would have as little' effecfàs possible upon the cost of living in
Canada If effective "measures ,of retaliâtiôn -ârè 'announced : by the Government,
these tnay, be of great assistance to- thé President` of the United States in dealing,. ,, , , ..,,,. • - position to ward off f thewith Côngress.,The Administration 'will.be in.,a'stronger ,
dëtiïands of pressure groups if it can be showri that restrictive trade ineasures of this
kind will provoke a prompt reactiori from Canàda and other countries.

^. 9. -The timing of any retaliatorymeasures is important. Consideration T^f
be

given to the position of the Contracting Parties to the.General Agreement o
and Trade which will convene in Geneva on September 17. If the Governmentûs

b^c

décidé in favôur of "retaliatory measurés; it would be desirable to mâke a p
,,., . ,. .
announcement, on or before September 17, that• certain specified tariff concessions

of the
will be *withdrawn from the United States immediatel have been rlemovéd'in
current session of Congress, unless the new import controls
the meantime. The Contracting Parties could then be notified of this ann ôri wml in

ht WellThis,would put the Government r in the position 'ôf having taken. ac
advance of the fall session of Parliament. Opinion in the United States mlg ^ut

be more concerned about getting into difficulty.with Canada than it would be a
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an infringement of the GATT- and this is a reason in favour of our taking any action
directly and announcing it' later to the Contracting Parties. Since the obligations of
the United States in this matter are laid down in- the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, however, it is inadvisable to ignore the Contracting Parties to the Gen-
eral Agreement. This is why it is desirable that 'any'announcement by the Govern-
ment be made in advance of September.17 so that the 'Contracting Parties may be
notified. It is quite possible that some other Goverriment may take the initiative in
placing this item on the agenda of the coming meeting of the Contracting Parties
and in that case the Canadian Delegation can support it without difficulty. For Can-
ada to consult the Contracting Parties to the GATT in advance, however, about any
retaliatory méasures, would inevitably be to delay any action until after Parliament
meets. A long debate in the Contracting Parties, furthermore, would have an unpre-
dictable effect on United States opinion.

10: In view of the above, I recômmend, :.'.

(a) that a Note be deliveied to the Governmentof the United States as in the draft
attached to this memôrandum;

(b) thât the Minister*of Exterrial Affairs,thé Minister of Finance and the Minister
of Trâde and Commerce should' consult jointly to determine; whether retaliatory
mea sures are required in 'the light of the reply to be received from the Government
of the United States; and

- (c) that the Minister of Finance be requested to review tariff concessions which
have béen made in the past, to select items which may be withdrawn if necessary
from the United States and following the -consultation . made in (b) to make an
appropriate recommendation.'06 , , .

C.D. HowE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet 'dé note pour le Gouvernement des États-Unis 1 .
Draft Note to the United States Government

Ottawa, August ------ 1951

.The recent announcement of the United States Department of Agriculture with
regard to the c

iontrol of imports into the United States of fats, oils, and other dairy
Products has fcreated a situation which is of urgent concern to the Canadian Gov-
ernarent. The restriction of the imports of dried milk products, and cheese in partic-ular,

^ill cause immediate damage to Canadian trade with the United States.' ^
III the case of cheese, the new import quota will reduce United States importssubstantially

^l^w the levels which have prevailed in the immediate past. This
reduction cannot fail to have a serious prejudicial effect upon the position of the
'^Wnadian dairy industry.

,^...y^,F,...
..;, . . , . . . •

APÇ'OUVE par le Cabinet, le 22 août 1951 JApproved by Cabinet. Âu 8ust 22, 1951 j .
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While the impact, of the new restrictions upon particular producers is of immedi-
ate concern; theCanadian Government wishes also to call the particular attention of
the.Government of the United States to the more far-reaching implications of this
action. The new, restrictions -announced, by the United States Department of Agri-
culture-, are. contrary to ^ the obligations which -, the, two . governments have assumed
toward one another in the General ^ Agreement on Tariffs and.Trade. The latter pro-
vides clearly that •quantitative importrestrictions of this kind shall not be imposed

.except in- certain stated circumstances:.which cannot be held to exist at present in
respect of these commodities. These new import controls, furthermore, • will nullify
the value of certain of the tariff, concessions which were negotiated at Geneva in
1947: and at •Torquay; .these concessions having. been bound by the United States
until January1; 1954.. ;. ,- ^;^•• •:s.

The Government of Canada has sought ai all * times to' observe the terms of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade .which govern the. commercial relations
between our two countries:The Canadian Government earnestly hopes the Govern-
ment of the United States will review the action it has recently, taken, to restrict the
imports of dairy products, in the light of the provisions. of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, in order that 'the mûtually advantageoûs trade •which is of such
great importance to , the geneial well being of,.both . our côuntries may not be
impaired.1°'

815.
.1 •.' DÉA/10817-A40

e secrétaire d'État aux -Affaires extérieures..,: L
à l'ambassadeur aux États=Unes .;; : .

Séc'retâry of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TEI,EGRANt EX-1690 , . • Ôttawa, August 25, 1951
, . . • ^ • . . • . •"

SECRET
• . ^ , '. . , . , . < <, t'

UNTTED STATES IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON CHEESE AND OTHER
DAIRY PRODUCTS

the light of.

1. Ttié' officials in' Ottawa ` chiefly, concerned have - ^considered whether. there
should be any change' in our represëntatiüns'to the United States on this matter in

; . r ';: •. ,, • , . .^ . t .. ^ ,. _ . .. • .. ,

^ ,..
•'(a) the message of thé P'r'ésidént tothe Congress asking for the élimination of the, _ ..,.

Andresen Amendment (and other parts of the Act) 108 'and'*,,
(b) the reaction of State Departmént tô the protest filed by Denmark.

. . ^ '^ .^ ..,_,^.r, •,.., ,. ,. .•.

107 Remise au Gouvernement des États-Unis, le 27 août 1951JDelivered to United States Gove^nent

on August 27, 1951.
108 Voir/See Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry S. Truman 1951,

Documeat

No. 199, pp.'478-483.
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2. Ivis agreed here (a) that there should be no change in the Note presented to
State Department; ï(b) . that the oral , representations should. be ; rather stronger than
they would otherwise have been, thàt while nô:^specific reference should be made to
the form of.,retaliation .ûndér"cônsiderâtïôri shnuld be indicated that there is a
good deal ôf opinion in Ottawa at all levëls in fâvotir of k`doing sômething about it"
if the import restrictions ' ace not removed; and, that the question should be raised
what further action Canada might take to support the stand which' the 'Administra-
tion is now taking vis-à-vis Congress.

.• ^^.)^.. .•J .... . ._... . ^r...r ♦

816.

nrted States was now proposing.

ssi e., VWe had no comment to offer^ on the particular fôrm of, quotas,which theU , . .. ,

- to Ambassador in United States:.

US .r IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON CHEESE

-: :

Willoughby heard that the U.S. Department ôf Agricultnie hâd 'decidéd to put

any quotas

:^nport quôtas on a country -by-country bâsis..He'understôod thât this arrangement
was desired by the'^Canadian authonties but wished to confirin hïs point.

2. After consultation with the interested Departments we have replied along, the
following Iinés:rWhile^we^weré interested in knowing whât,form the,United'States
import quotas `woûld tâlce,)and whilè we had raised questions in this connéctiôn, 'we
hnd interidéd to imply that wewere . in fâvoiu^, of country-by-country. qûotas âs
oppôse

not d
iô anÿ" ôther form of quota. Our basic position was that we regretted that

had been impôsed',ând hopëd;that they would be taken off as soôn+asnn 'bl j

., 1:
i .1 I I

3. For your own Iinfornïation we have looked into the question of country-by-
country quotas and find that, from the Canadian point of view, it would be possible
to„ argue either for or,against. Since we had no very special interest in the form Of
the quotas* we were able to take the high line indicated idthe foregoing pârdgraph.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
--à l'ambassadeur aux États Unis

.r_. .. .F
Secretary, of State for External Affairs,..

DEA/10817-A-40

0ent
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. .,'DEA/10817-A40. ^. .

` `Le secrétaired'Étât 'aux Affaires extérieures ,
au chef de la délégation :auprès ._ ., . -1 .. , .

de l'Accord général sur, les
,
tariffs douaniers et le commerce.

Secretary of State for External Affairs .. .,
; to Chairman, Delegation to General Agreement on,Tari,,(fs and Trade

TELMRpM 102 Ottawa, September 20, 1951

. .CorrMENniü:
Following for Isbister From Deutsch,. Begin`s: Réferénce United States import
restrictions on dairy products.

1. While in Washington last week I had some discussio'n with United States offi-
cials regarding the steps that are" being taken to remove the restrictions on the
,importation of dairy products. As you know,' a Bill ' is now being introduced in the
Senate and hearings are to be held. They told me that they do 'not expect any seri-
ous opposition to the passage of this Bill in the Senate but they are still uncertain as
to whether this can be done during the present session of Congress. There will, of
course, also have to be a Bill in the House, and even though they could get it
through the Senate, it is felt that the shôrtage of timemaÿ even be a greater obstacle

4 i'. .. 'f. •'-\

' in the House: Consequently we
I

may be; up
f against the 'difficiilty that while the spint

is `willing, the time-table and proçedural di^culties ' in the Congress may make
acdon impossible at this session.

t2:'My own feeling is that we should not 'take retàliatôry steps at this time,: but
allôw a few weeks to pais in order to see how things' go: We should reconsider the

"Mition, again in -about two weeks, timë:"I ' âm â little afraid that if we taiCë-to°
è precipitate action in 'the light of the efforts being mâde 'by the'Administration: and
the considerable 'favourâble response received in political quarters, that we may
. .. , ossibility of

rnuddy the waters. Meantime I think it is well, hôwéver;^ to keep the P
retaliation; alive in, the minds of the 'Airiericans' so that` âffter a reasônable time ^a
passed, action can be taken, if necessary, without having to counter the charg
no wârning has been given. Meanwhile we woûld;. I am sure, bé interested to learn
the feelings `of other: Delegations on -this mattér at Geneva.

3.I'fhese views are being cânvassed with the other Departments concerned and,,., . .. , ....
we will advise ÿôu immediately of any' chànge." ''"' `



Le chef de la délégation
de l'Accord général sur les tariffs douaniers et le coinmerce

^- au secretaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

4

Chairman, Delegation to General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, .
. . • n__ ^..." _

DESPATCH 408 Geneva, September 27, 1951
Reference: Our telegram No. 91 of September 26, 1951J

. ,^ , ., . •
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ncessions granted to us by the United States at Geneva and Torquay. In

THE UNITED STATES

The Contracting Parties discussed this item at their meeting on September 24. In
addition to: the countries principally affected by the Andresen amendment, a num-
ber of other delegations-took a- serious - view of this infringement" of the General.
Agreement. - Altogether the delegations of eleven' Contracting Parties, apart from
Canada, took part in the debate. These included the Netherlands, . Denmark, Italy,
New Zealand, France, Norway, Australia, Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Finland and
the United Kingdom. The good faith of the United States.Administratioii'`^n° Ms
matter was : well demonstrated by Will^rd Thorp - who welcomed the statements
made by other countries, explained how, these measures came to be attached to the
Defence Production Act, and expressed, the hope that the legislation providing for
these import controls would be repealed. He.referred to the exceptional speed with
which repeal measures I . had already béen launched. In addition - to their. concern
about the particular measures adopted by the United States, a number of speakers
addressed themselves to the underlying principles, and there was, a clear consensus
that complete re^peal. must be regarded as the only satisfactory solution, t,,,

2. The 'Canadian ^ statement; ". which was made* toward the end of the discussion,
was comprehensive and attempted to'put the entire issue in proper perspective. This
S^med all the 'more necessary as some'of the delegates of protectionist countries,
^ch as the Italians, the French and the Finns; were inclined to argue narrowly on
the basis of statistical considerations, contending; for example, that the proportion
of impo^ ,of cheese into the United States to domestic cheese production was not
such as to offer competition to the United States producer which could in any sense
be described as dangerous,. or contending that their particular brand of cheese
sboWd be exempt as being non-competitive. with United States cheese.'

3• In our own statement 1 we emphasized the ! fact that we were disturbed at the
damage done to Canadian producers of cheese and disturbed also about the broader
principl^ involved in this issue.,We were convinced that the letter and the spirit of
^e General Agreement were being infringed by the Andresen amendment. The
General Agreement expressly forbade quantitative restrictions of this kind. Further-
^°o^, these quantitative import restrictions wholly; impair the value of certain of
^e tariff co • .

•^,-- --u•y.uj asuaejur Externat -Affairs.

RESTRICTION ON IMPORTS OF DAIRY PRODUCTS INTO

I: ,..
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view - of ' the scrupulous observance of trade treaties which had prevailed in the
United States and Canada, this unilateral ,withdrawal on the part of the United
States had prompted a good"déal of ünfavôurable public comment. in Canada. A
grave view' was necessarilÿ being tâken =of this, mâtter ; by the Canadian

Government.
4. We•proceeded to suggest that, quitè âside from'the 'abrogation of trade treaties

which was involved,'-not even thé most s}impathetic'observerwould contend that
United States cheese producers are experiencing undue difficulties. During the past
year gôvernment • surplus 'stôcks of cheese have been substantially reduced. The
market price of cheese, furthermore, has been strong„being sufficiently above the
level even of the recently increased government support price, so that government
stocks are not being increased.

5. We informed the Contracting Parties that the Canadian Government was at
present engaged in bilateral consultations with- the United.States as provided for in
Article XXIII: The exact text of this portion of the. statement.was transmitted to you
in our telegram under reference: It is unnecessary to repeat in this context the pro=
posal I we made for.. keeping this item on the agenda,' so that the Contracting Parties
might revert to it later to assess the extent to which the'.United States Administra=
tion was achieving : success; in - its efforts to have. the,, import: control amendment

repealed.
16. Earlier in the discussion the Delégation` of Norway had suggested that a Work-

ing Party be appointed to examine this questiôn and, make appropriate recommen
dations to the Contracting Parties under Article XXIIL In our statement we opposed
this procedure: There had been completé agreement in regard to the facts" of the
issue (even the United Statés Delegation had 'not^ attempted to refuté these facts)
and no divergënt' proposals were confrônting*.the Contracting Parties. We had in
mind that a Working Party might be dragged into a detailed examination of retalia-
tory withdrawals' on the part of those countries which might decide on such action
after it -. became " clear that the Defence Production Act amendment - would not be
repealed.before , the end of the . present, session of . Congress. : Our; position on this
procedural question was shared by. almost all, the. interested delegations, and the
Norwegian. representative: subsequently-withdrew his proposal..: ^-

.-.-7, Many of the Eurôpean- countries argued that United States import restrictions
such as those contained in the- Andresen amendmént undercut 'their efforts under
the ' Marshalf- Plan - to become independént 'of ,outside ' ecônomic assistance their
would undoubtedly compel them; as a practical measure, to revise the that the
current and 'projected imports from'the United States:'All'of them agreed
psychological effect of, the recent, United States restrictions in. their cou lo e^en
been profound, particularlyin view of the fact that the United States had long
regarded as the chief advocate of . freer world trade.
'-8. The United States reply began with â detailed ânnalysis of the division of func-
tion' between the 'executive ' and . legislative branches of ^ their governmes ^hch
United States representative, Mr: Thorp, then- proceeded to outline the Congres-
hâd : alreadÿ been takeri' by : the Administration with a view: to securing iven
sional repeal of the Andresen amendment. He asked that his government be g
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an opportunity to carry its efforts to a successful conclusion; although some allow-
ance might have to be made for the slow pace at which the wheels of legislative
action are apt to revolve. In any case, if the Administration failed in its efforts; the

,United States. would anticipate entering immediately into appropriate consultations
, with interested governments . under. the provisions of Article XXIII of the GeneralA ,.-. .^_^.
. .b.vvauvaaa•

^ : _ .. . ^ ^^ .. . . - . . .. .. . ^ .. ^

^ , .: ► . . . > ' ^ ' C.M.: ISBISTER

. opments m,the United,States.^ r

-9- Mr...Thorp made a special point of emphasizing that the recent amendment to
the Defence, Production Act should notbe taken to indicate a basic change in the
policy of the United States Government: He explained that the Andresen amend-
ment: had ! arisen and been ` passed rather outside the normal ^ channels, for dealing
with questions, of this, kind. -. Nor; should - the Andresen amendment be taken as ' a
considered revision of this policy by the United States Congress. What it did indi-
cate was the fact that in any country there. is a need to be vigilant in the protection
of general policy,against the interests of special groups. : Mr. Thorp: concluded his
statement by declaring that, in the view of his •government; the repeal of the Andre-
sen amendment would provide the happiest solution to the problem which had been
raised in the forum, of the Contracting Parties. : :. .,,... ,. , . :;r,.;.

10. At the conclusion of the discussion the Contracting Partiesagreed to take note
of the United States,.statement and to retain this• item on the agenda of the current
session and, if necessary, on that of the next session, pending further legislative
devel

r• .:, i;':S ,!

819• -

sur,la politique du commerce extérieur
Extrait du procès-verbâl du 'Comité iriterministériel ,
.11 .111-1.11,11 ^

Extract from Minutes of Meeting, of Interdepartmental Committee
, : on, External Trade Pol icy ., . :

,.......;^.

Present:

Mr. N.A. Robertson,'Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr. David Sim, Deputy Minister of National Revenue,
Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce,
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board,
Mr. J.E. Coyne, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada,
Mr. J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance,
Mr• L.W. Pearsall, Department of Agriculture,
Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, Department of External Affairs.
Mr. R.Q. Robertson, Privy Council Office (Secretary).

440 present:
Dr. A.E. Richards, Department of Agriculture.
Mr. H.R. Kemp, Department of Trade and Commerce,
Mr' H. Wright, Department of Finance,
^• F.(3. Iiooton, Department of External Affairs.

[Ottawa], October 17, 1951
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- III. ; U.S. IMPORTS; .' RF:STRICTIONS ON ; DAIRY PRODUCTS; ^ MOVEMENT; OF : CANADIAN

GRAPES
12. TheDeputy Minister of ^Trâdé and Commerce said it, seemed clear that no

°action : would be taken at the ^ present ' session of Congress to repeal the import
restrictions onf "daïi`y prôdùcts: In , the'circumstânces ' the - Canadian delegation at

Geneva should' secure permission ' for Canada to 'withdraw concessions to the
,United States if no change were made in the U.S4osition. No commitment should
be made that Canadian action would occur and the question should not be treated
on the basis of retaliation. It was desirable to have permission, however, in case
action should be required before the next session of G:A T.T. 'At the present time

Canadian products were moving . to the United States under an acceleration of the
=1952 quota. The policy of acceleration could conceivably be carried forward quite a
distance so that no actual interference with Canadian exports would take place, at
any rate not for some time. On the other hand, it might develop at â future date that
the Canadian"quota had been entirely used up and no further movement would be
possible. . ; A . • : ^ .: r : , . ; .

There had been some earlier suggestion that measures might be taken to prevent
the movement of grapes from Canada to the United States., A proposal that we enter

. into quota arrangements had •been rejected. No. actual' measures of restriction had

^ been taken. th
13. The Chairmt^n of the , Tari.,`' Board said he th. ôùght'it was important ^a fod-

government be prepared to ake fairly strong action if the restrictions on dauy prod-
ucts were not removed. The U.S. administration was opposed to the restrictive pro-
,visions and their real fear was that Canada would not take sufficiently firm action.

It would also be essential for the government, for domestic reasons, to have taken a
decisive position.

14. The Committee noted the report of the Deputy Minister of Trade and Com-
merce and agreed that the Canadian delegation to G.A.T.T. be instructed to raise

the question of U.S. import restrictions with a view . to securing permission that
would enable action by Canada to be taken, if necessary, in advance of the next

session of G.A.T.T.. . , ,,..
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820. ^ . . . : ^ DEA/10817-A-40

Le directeur des 'Relations commerciales 'internationales
du minisMre du Commerce '
a 4a Direction 46nomique

,;: , • ., , .. ... .
Director, International Trade Relations,

Department of Trade and Commerce
to Economic Division'

Ottawa, October 31, 1951

Dear Mr. Griffin,

. Please find 'attached a copy of the Resolution of the Contracting Parties on the
United States import restrictions on dairy products. This was approved by the Con-
tracting Parties on the 'second last day of the recent session;

Yours faithfully,

C.M. ISBISTER

[PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSURE]

[Geneva] October 26, 1951

ITEM 30
RESOLUTION OF THE. CONTRACTING PARTIES. ON,THE UNTTED STATES IMPORT

RESTRICTIONS ON DIARY PRODUCTS IMPOSED UNDER SECTION 104
OF THE UNTTED STATES DEFENCE PRODUCTION ACT

PROPOSAL BY THE CHAIRMAN AFTER CONSULTATION
WITH INTERESTED DELEGATIONS

The CONTRACTING PARTIES

TAKING NOTE of the statement made on September 24 by the United States rep-
resentative regarding Section '104 of the' United States Deferice * Production Act
under which the United States Government has imposed restrictions on the impor-
Won into the United States of a number of dairy products;
TAKING NOTE with satisfaction. of the 'strong determination on the part of the
United States Government, as indicated in this statement, to seek repeal. of Section
104 of the Defence Production Act, and of the speedy action taken looking toward
such repeal;

TAKING NOTB of the further statement on October 26by'the United States repre-
sentafive reporting that such action had not yet resulted in such répeal;
aECOGNIZING that concessions granted by the United States Government to con-
tacting Parties under, the General Agreement has been nullified or impaired within
$e Meaning of Article XXIII of the General Agreement and that the import restric-
^0ns in question constitute an infringement of Article XI of the Agreement;

,. ,
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RECOGNIZING FURTHER that a large number of contracting parties have indi-
cated that they have suffered. serious damage as a result. of. this nullification or
impairment, and that the circumstances are serious, enough to justify recourse by
those contracting parties to paragraph 2 of Article XXIII;
RESOLVE, witbout prejudice tothe rights of any contracting party under paragraph
2 of Article XXIII
TO COUNSEL the contracting pârties affected, in 'view of the continuing detenni-
nation of the United States Government to seek the repeal of Section 104 of the
United States Defence Production Act and the high priority and urgency which it
has stated it will give to further action to this end, to afford to the United States
Government a reasonable period of time, as it has requested, in order to rectify the
situation through such repeal; and
TO REQUEST the United: States Government to report, to.the CONTRACTING

PARTIES at as -early a, date as possible, and in any case,not later than the opening
of the Sev
has taken.

821.

SECTION C
. ••„ , .

ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE
ATOMIC ENERGY

DEA/50219-D40

Note de la I t^e Direction de liaison avec la 'Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures109

Mémorandum front Defénce 'Liaisôn '(1) Division
to Under-Secretary' of State for Ezternal Affairs109

[Ottawa],' , February 10, 1951

:.. SOME ,TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL, COMMENTS ON NEVADA
f

: . r! ATOMIC TESTS ^ `. . ..

It may be worth while to set on paper a few observations suggested by the recent
. atomic tests held near Las .Vegas, Nevada. It should be emphasized that our speCU-
lation on the type of explosions that hâve'takën place during these tests is not based
on technical knowledge of atoinic weapôns nor on any. rtriçted information con-
cerning the tests. There have béen sô many wild statements repôrted however, that
it is easier to say what the explosions were not than what they were. No doubt Dr-
Solandt will in due courge have accurate information as to what has been taking
place, and some indication of the U.S.' Atômic Eriergy Commission's evaluation of
the scientific 'and military information obtained: This memorandûm siinply presents
a few ges ' as to some 'of the technical and political factors involved

, . :. . , .- . . ^, .
.. ^ ^^^ ^i^y f.•' ^^,^. ,.. ^I^.

109 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Very interesting C.S.A.R[itchie]
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I. Technical Factors ;
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1: Five explosions have been reported, the first -four in two pairs and the fifth
separately: Each of the pairs consisted of drelatively mild explosion first, followed
within twenty-foir hours by a inuch more powerful one. The 'fifth 'explosion
appears to have been considerably, more powerful than any of the others.

2. While there has been virtually no information released concerning the nature
and purpose of the tests, one might speculate somewhat as follows. Earlier tests
have been concerned with the atomic weapon as a bomb pure (if one may. use the
tenn) âtid simple. .Technical developments have continually been 'increasing the
destructive energy which such 'a bomb can release, and this trend has been reported
periodically to the press. Perhaps the fifth and most powerful of the 'recent explo-
sions was a test, of the'most up-to-date 'weapon of this type.

3.,Of late, however, there has been a focusing of interest upon the possible use of
atomic bombs as tactical weapons. :The two obvious types would be artillery shells
and guided missiles. In either case one might expect some sacrifice of power in the
interest of effective design,of the weapon for tactical use. Very possibly the first
four of the present explosions have been tests of weapons of this sort. The milder
explosion in each pair, might represent primarily a test of the weapon in its non-
nuclear aspects with,only minimal provision of bomb components for, the testing of
fuing' mechanisms, and the subsequent more powerful explosion a fully, charged
test designed to permit estimation of the'weapon's tactical efficiency.

4. Press comment has been concerned.with the development of a "limited atomic
explosion", suitable for tactical use, with the implication that there is some advan-
tage, in having available weapons which release energy in,an amount between an
ordinary H.E. bomb and a full scale atomic bomb. While it is possible -that there
might be some military advantage in having a weapon producing less than the full
destruction of ân atomic bomb as hitherto understood, the use of such a weapon
could not, it is believed, represent any appreciable saving in nuclear fuel. A certain
critical mass of nuclear fuel is, of course, required for any nuclear'explosion, large
or small, and for any but the most powerful atomic bombs it is likely that but little
more than this 'minimum is sufficient. The effectiveness of an atomic bomb is in all
Probability determined primarily by the method whereby the nuclear energy is
released and strength of the casing to contain the explosion as long as possible, and
only secondarily by the amount of fuel, provided, of course, that this exceeds the
aforementioned minimum.

5• In this light, it appears that utilization I of scarce nuclear,fuel in weapons of less
effect than atomic bombs of the type previously tested 'would not be sufficiently
economical to justify a programme for the development of such limited tactical
weapons. Hence press suggestions of a "fizzle explosion" weapon would appear to
be unjustified or misinformed.

6• The most likely explanation as to what kind of atomic weapon was being tested
was implied in General Collins' interview last Monday, February 5, when he vol-
unteered the information that atomic artillery shells are "wholly possible" and "in
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the not-too-distant future".110, He added more cautiously that it would be "many
years" before guided missiles with atomic warheads would be available, but said
that - guided missiles. themselves woùld be - ready for use "inside of eighteen
months'.': It would therefore appear that the Nevada tests consisted of four tests of a
"tactical bomb" followed by one test of . the most . powerful type of "improved

- ;bomb" developed'since Bikini.... . . <
II. Political Factors,

1. Both the'Alsopsl" and Reston have suggested, in 'articles that may or may not
have been "inspired", that the timing of the Nevada tests was deliberately intended
to serve as a reminder to the world at large' and the Russians in particular that the
main strength *of the United States lay at present in its atomic superiority and its
superior capacity in inter-continental strategic bombing: The USSR and the Peo-
ple's Goverturient of China have, during the past few months; shown a surprising
readiness to take additional risks of an outright war with the United States, and the
Nevada tests may be intended to draw attention to the fact that the United States in
Korea has, so to 'speak, been fighting with its right hand tied behind its back.

2 Reston specificallÿ links the tests with the incr.'easing pressure being placed on
Yugoslavia by thé-military build-up in the surrounding satellite States which has led
to some apprehension that an attack on Tito might be inipending. The Alsops have
also' mentioned the Yugoslav situation, bût have written' in more general terms, in
an article, attached,I about "Unfreezing the Assét". If "inspired",' these articles
implÿ a United States decision to give serious consideration; at least; to using the
bomb in the event of a Soviet or satellite attack on Yugoslavia: If such a decision is
in fact béing considered by the United States Government, it would mean almost as
much for Yugoslavia as inclusion in the North Atlantic Treaty. Although relaxation

of exporE controls on strategic materials has been `discussed in the North Atlantic
Council Deputies, there has been no previous hint of such a strong U.S. policy in
support of Tito:

3. One fürther indication that the ^lsop and Rëston articles have been inspiro ic

that 'at least one member of the U.S. 'Joint Congressional Committee on At
Energy has as much as' told the press that in private session the Committée had
discussed the international effectof the Nevada tests.` :.,

.4. The tests have no doubt also had a domestic pôliticafeffëct in bolstering utl
confidence in their own strength, and helping to offset to some extent the Korean
reverses, while building up public confidence, in.the progress of the U.S..Atomic
Energy. Commission's weapons development programme:;

:: , . . . . . . , .,: , York
I 10 Voir/See New York Times, February6, 1951.
III MM. Joseph et Stewart` Alsop, auteurs de « Matter of Fact *. chronique souscrite au

New

Herald Tribune.
Joseph Alsop and Stewart Alsop, authors of 'Matter of Fact', syndicated column in

New York er-

ald Tribune.
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5. ; We. are not suggesting ; that the Nevada tests were timed solely for, political
reasons, but, only, that,.the ^ timing,. may also have. been convenient. for political
purposes.112

822.-:

Le président d'Eldorado Mining and Refining (1944) Ltd
au chef de la Direction des matières premières
de' la United States Atomic Energy Commission

President, Eldorado Mining & Refining (1944) Ltd, ,
to Director, Raw Materials Division, United States Atomic Energy Commission

'[Toronto], March 16, 1951
.^. . .. .^' - - . . ^. . : .. .,. _ .

Dear Mr. Johnson:
This letter is to confirm our several telephone conversations of recent date

regarding proposed amendments to. the purchasing policy for uranium in Canada.
In view of the increasing ,demand for uranium it seemed desirable that we

should consider 'whether or ' not there weré. any additional steps which could be
taken to encourage further the search for uranium; and more particularly to bring
about'a more intensive development of existing radioactive occurrences. In consid-
ering the problem it was decided to obtain an expressiôn:of opinion from the Advi-
sory Mining ; Committee of the Atomic ; Energy., Control Boârd. Accordingly a
meeting of the Cômmittee was convened on lanuary 18th. At the meeting progress
during 1950 was reviewed with special ' reference to' the Eldorado program at
Beaverlodge Lake and its probable bearing on the development of other properties
iri that area. The Committee's views may be summarized as follows: '

(a) While it was not considered necessary at this time to increase the base'price
on the current schedule, it did seem imperative to offer some special incentive dur-
ing the early years of production.

(b) Period of Guarantee-Because of the location and nature of Canadian depos-
its the maximum possible time must be allowed for bringing a property into pro-

'a Çanada.

results of Eldorado's exploration program with a view to offsetting a prevailing
' belief that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to find a second commercial deposit

(c) The Committee recommended that some publicity -should be given to the

duction., Accordingly, it was recommended by the Committee 'that every
consideration should be given to a further extension of the period of the guarantee.

ier-
12 .Note ^azglnale :/Marginal note:

The Minister to see: very interesting, if speculative A.D.P.H[eeney] Feb 13
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;(d) The Committee 'recommended that Eldorado should make provision for the
Ireatment of ores, - other • than 'its own ores;'.. which ' may be. produced in the
Beaverlodge Lake area of Northern'Saskatchewan:

Eldorado, as sole `purchasing agent lor all uranium produced in Canada, has
given serious thought to the several rëcommendations of the Committee. With
respect to recommendations (a) and (b) it was decided after a thorough examination
of all the factors involved,, that a special development allowance of $1.25 per
pound to be payable on the first three years' production and a'two year extension of
the guaranteed period :would meet the situation. As regards recommendations (c)
and (d), it was also decided that Eldorado would seek an early opportunity of
implementing these.

As l explained to you on thé telephone some weeks agô,'it seemed desirable to
announce any modifications of policy which might be decided upon, at the joint

'Annuâl Meeting of the Prôspectors and Developers Association and the Geological
Association of Canada. I had been invited to address this gathering some months
ago..

.',J n view of the commitments entered into by. the United States. Atomic Energy
Commission with regard to lhé purchase ôf Cânnadian production as set out in your
letter of April7th, 1950, it séemed advisable thât I should consult with you before
making any announcement 'with respect to the granting of a special development
allowance or the extension ^ of the - guaranteed period."3 Accordingly I advised you
on March 2nd,'1951 of our proposals 'regarding the'granting'of a special develop-
mént allowance 'and the extension of the guaranteed periôd: Further, I advised you
that we would wish' to have an undertâking from 'the United States Atomic Energy
Commission that the commitments as 'set out in paragraph 3 of your letter, of April
7th; 1950, and which now reâds as foYlows:

".. the Commission is prepared to purchase from Canada all the uranium pro-
duced under 'this program through March 31, 1958, up to a total of 8,000 tons,
and;under a ceiling price for black oxide of $10.00 (U.S. Currency) per pound of
U30s' content. Appropriate contracts will be made from time'to time: '

would beamended to read as follows: ,
"The Commission is prered , to, purchase from Canada all, the uranium Pro-,
duced under this program through March 31 st; 1960, up to a total of 8,000 tons
and under a ceiling price for black oxide of $11.25 (U.S. Currency) per pound of

U308!9
, . ^ wouldYou advised me that these proposals .were acceptable to you and that you

recommend their acceptance by the Commission.
As you are aware,, my address to the . Prospectors and ï Developers Association

delivered on March 6th contained an announcement respecting the granting of a
special development allowance and an extension of the guaranteed period to March
31st, 1960.

113 Voir/See Volume 16, Document 850.
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in this connection.

Sirice it was not possible to complete an exchange of formal correspondence on
the subject prior to my announcement of March 6th; - it was understood that this '
would. be done at as early, a date as possible. I would, appreciate hearing from you,

823. . : i,

-: Yours sincerely,

W.F. BENNETT

DEA/50219-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis'
. au secrétaire du Cabinet

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary to Cabinet

TOP .SECRET Washington, March 19, 1951.

Dear Mr. Robertson

On March 6th Mr. John Hall (Secretary of the C.D.A. and the official responsible
for liaison' with.the'State I Department) addressed to' Gordon .Arneson of the State
Department a letter informing the State Department that the Unitéd States liaison
officer at Chalk River had been told that the Canadian .Government had recëived a
request from the United Kingdom Government for the loan of 5 kilograms of sepa-'
rated 'plutonium.",Hall's'letter went on' to say that the Nâtional Research Council
had indicated that they would like to have the }advice of the United States Atomic
Ener'gy Commission on the question of filling this request: Itwas understood that it
is the intention of the' United' Kin' Government to • replace the 5 kilograms
borrowed from Canada by plutonium produced in United 'Kingdom reactors in'
1953: There was no indication in the messagé received from the United States l
sonofficer in Chalk River about . the I use for which the United Kingdom authorities
intended the" borrowed plutonium. In the opinion of the United States Atomic
Energy Commission, however, as well as of the State'and Defense Departments,
the amount requested clearly implies that it will be used for the purpose of an
expefimental detonation ôf an atomic weapon produced in the United Kingdom:

The facts as I have established them from the State Department are as follows

Résearch Council recently by the United Kingdom Govemment for the loan of a
certain amount of plutonium which the British appârently, require' in connection
with an 'atomic weapon test: The National Research Coüncil has asked the United'
States Atomic Energy Commission for its advice with' regard to the'British request
in the light of the purchase agreement recently concluded between Canada and the
United States for the supply, of plutonium to this,country. The advice to be given to
the, National Research Council is 'at the present under consideration by the United
States 'authorities, and we have been brought into the picture by the State Depart-
ment in view of the fact thât the U.S authorities are inclinéd to advise us to decline'
the British request in view of the terms of our agreement with the U.S. Government
on the supply of plutonium.

problem has . arisen in cônnection with I a request made to the National
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Mr. ^ Arneson, has pointed out to us that the purchase agreement concluded
between Canada and the United States provides that all plutonium produced in the
present N.R.X: reactor,-as well as in the N.R.U. reactor which is to be built, is to go
to the United States, with the'following exceptions:

(a) the amount of, plutonium required for the Canadian research programme,
(b) amounts with specifications which are not acceptable to the United States

Atomic Energy Commission, and
(c) minor amounts which may be made available by Canada to the United King-

dom in connection with its research programme.
The officials of the Unite&States Atomic Energy Commission and of the

Defence Department who have considered the matter are inclined to conclude that
the amount requested by the United' Kingdom cannot be considered as a minor
amount, nor is it prima facie intended for a research programme in the strict inter-
pretation of that term. Therefore, having regard to a strict construction of the obli-,
gations éntered into by Canada in regard to the United States in the 'supply of
plutonium, the United States authorities are inclined to advise that the National
Research Council should decline the United Kingdom request

Mr: Arneson, on the other hand, is fully al ive to the implications which a decline
to the United Kingdom request inight have in regard to relations not only between
Canada and the United Kingdom,, but also to relations between the United King-
dom'and the United States: The'State Department are aware, as we are, of the polit-.
ical importance attached by the United Kingdom Government to the development
of atomic weapons in the United Kingdom pending at least the conclusion of a
more satisfactory long-term arrangement between' the, three çountries. To decline
the request now pending for the loan of plutonium' would seem to prejudice the'
prospects of the. United Kingdom programme at a.time when no alternative
arrangements have been offered by the United States for the development of atomic
weapons in the United Kingdom.

Mr. Arneson is still not in a position to suggest when the tripartite talks on a
long-term arrangement may be resumed in the Combined Policy Committee: The
Atomic Energy Commissioners have apparently been studying the propôsals
worked out in the Defense Department and expect to reach cërtain conclusions this
week. This will ; open 'thi. waylo consultations between the Defense' and State
Departments and the United States Atomic Energy Commission and to consulta=,
tions with the Joint Congressional Committee: It is still impossible, however, to
predict any'timetable forthe projected tripartite meetings.

It seems , to . me that ^ it would be desirable, before the United States Atomic
Energy Commission gives its reply to the, query, received from the National
Research Council through the United States liaison officer, in,Chalk River about the
British request,- to know whether Dr. Mackenzie has told Sir John Cockcroft about
the purchase agreement on plutonium concluded between Canada and the United.
States in sufficient detail for the United Kingdom authorities to realize the imp^i-
ments which exist to granting their request. It would also be helpful for the State
Department to know,what attitude; Dr. Mackenzie and others concerned in Ottawa
are inclined to take in regard to the request made by the, United Kingdom, having
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regard to its broad implications on our relations with the United Kingdom at the
present time.

I should be grateful if you would_treat this enquiry of mine as a fairly urgent one
and let me have as soon as possible at least some idea of what you and Dr. Macken-
zie think about this matter.

Yours sincerely,

H.H.WRONG

DEA/50219-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

`Ambasscrdor in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1079 Washington, March 22, 1951

Top SECRET. IMPORTANT.,

; 1. There seems to be trouble brewing with London over the matter dealt with in
my letter. I had assumed that Mackenzie'had.kept the British informed of the agree-
ment to dispose of our output here; but'Marten of the British Embassy told Ignatieff,
yesterday that we were likely,to receive 'strong 'representatiôns from London if we
are unable because of this agreement to furnish the British with the qüantity they
need. He has learnt that the United States authorities are not disposéd to concur in
the provision to the British ;of this quantity.

19th. . ^ . .
Following for N.A. Rôbbertsôn from Wrong, Begins: My letter toI yon of March

2. We have no information about the exact terms of, our agreement with the
United 'States authorities except ' what we have picked up from the ' S tate Depart-
ment. I assume thatit has been defnitely concluded and thât its contents includes
only the exceptions mentioned in my 'letter. Marten, was most emphatic in empha-
sizing the necessity of the supply from Canada to enable the British programme tô
gô forward and said that it was a question of high political importance.

3. I expect rhat 'Clutterbuck will be getting in touch with you or. Heeney shortly, if
he has not already done so. Please keep me informed of developments.,Ends.

!
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L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
- au . secrétaire d'État àux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Uniiéd States
to Secretary of State for Extenuil Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-1117

RELATIONS W1TN THE UNITED STATES

DEA/50219-40:

Washington, March 24, 1951

TOP SECRET

Following for N.A. Robertson from Wrong, Begins: Reference my message WA-
1079 and my letter to you of,March 19th.

1. After my conversation with you on Thursday, Arneson was told that MacKen-
zie, Solandt and yourself are of the opinion that it would put an unreasonably legal-
istic construction upon the 'agreement recently concluded with the United States to
deny the -British request.

2. Arneson said that he was glad. to know. this, but offered the suggestion that,
considering the important political implications of this question; it would be desira-
ble.to have formal consultations between the three Governments through the,CPC:
channel before a decision'is made. He noted that the matter had 'come to the atten-
tion of the State Department only as a result of an informal inquiry made through
Langmuir at Chalk'River to the United States 'AEC. In a' matter of this kind, the
State Department and Defence Department, as well as the United States AEC have
to be consulted. In view of the terms of thé agreement; he'thought that astrong
recommendatiôn that the British request be granted, together with supporting argu-
ments, should be submitted ' fornially by the Canadian Government to the United
States Government if the' present objections on technical or legal grounds 'are to be
overcome insofar as Washington is concerned. '

3. As the British will probably bring `up the political and militarÿ implications of
their request in any case; it seems to me that there would be an advantage in fol-
lowing the course suggested'by-Arneson.. If you agree,' perhaps you would let me
have a letter which I could give'tô the State Department through Arneson," together
with some bâckground information. In particular, I should like to know what the
British have been told about our agreement with the United States, which, I under-
stand,,has now been' signed. Ends. ;'';
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` 826 C.D.HJVo1. 9

I
Le chef de la Direction des matières premières
de'l'United States Atomic, Energy Commission

au président d'Eldorado Mining and , Refining (1944) Ltd

Director, Raw Materials Division, United States Atomic Energy Commission,
to President, Eldorado Mining and Refining (1944) Ltd.

Washington, April 2; 1951

,Dear.Mr. Bennett: °
This is `in reference : to our recent telephone conversations and your letter of

March 16, 1951; regarding proposed changes in the uranium purchase agreement
between, the Commission and Eldorado as covered by my, letter of April 7,A950.
You have pointed out that on March 6, 1950, you announced an extension. of your
published price schedule from March 31, 1958 through March 31, 1960, and a spe-
cial development allowance'of $1.25 per pound of uranium oxide to be payable for
the first three years' production from any mine.

You discussed these proposed changes with me by. telephone prior to the
announcement, and it was - agreed -that Eldorado would request ` a revision of the
purchase terms set forth in my letter, of April 7, 1950, tô cover_ the changes made in
your public buying schedule. '. ' ` ^ 1 1! ^q ' , . 1 1

I am authorized by the Commission to advise you that in accordance with your
request of 'March 16, * 1951, paragraph 3 of my - lettei of April 7, 1950 is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"..!. the Commission is prepared to purchase from Canada all the uranium pro-
duced under this program through March 31st, 1960, up to a total of 8,000 tons,
and under a ceiling price for black oxide of $11.25 (U.S. Currency)'per pound of
U308 content. Appropriate contracts will be made from time to time: '

. A1so, in paragraph 4'of said letter $11.25 shall be substituted in place . of. $10.00.
In this connection we would appreciate a statement such as. that in your letter

dated Apri1 12; 1950 that Eldorado is prepared to extend from, March 31, 1958 to
March 31, 1960 the period during which it will sell all the urânium produced in
Canada under the guaranteed buying schedule, up to a total of 8,000 tons, except
such quantities as the Canadian Government may desire'to retairi for its own use.

We appreciate your co-operation in our joint effort to increase uranium produc-
tion from the' North .American continent. .

Sincerely yours,
JBSSE C. JoffiVSON

i
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827: . r.. (. i.:_} DEA/50219-40

Note de la 11" , Direction de liaison avec - la; Défense
pour, le 'sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' Memorandum from Defénce Liaison (1) Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRFT

., . . , _

^.^.;^
Ottawa, April 6, 1951

. PLUTONIUM FOR THE UNTTED KINGDOM

<• This morning Mr. Robertson told me of the, talk which he and Dr. Mackenzie
had with Commissioners Pike and Smyth of the U.S. A.E.C. on April 3: He said
that he did not wish a record to be kept, = but wanted me to tell you how matters
stoôd. Please let me know when you are free and I shall come in. `._ .

We havd'told Mr. Wrong that Dr. Mackenzie would bring him up to date when
he.visits Washington shortly.' la ; ;

828.

• , President, Eldorado Mining & Refining (1944) Ltd

de l'United States Atomic Energy Commission
au chef de la Direction des matières premières

C.D.H./Vol. 9

.';Li président d'Eldorado Mining and Refining (1944) Ltcl:

to Director, 'Raw Materials -Division, United States Atomic Energy Commission

Y. .
'• letter of March 16th; 1951, regarding proposed changes in the uranium purchase
agreement between the : Commission and Eldorado 'as covered by your letter of

`-,April •7th, 1950:1 am pleased to note that the Commission has now given authoriza-
"tion to an amendment to paragraph (3) of your letter of April 7th, 1950, as follows:

":.. the Commission is prepared to 'pnrchase "from Canada all the uranium pro-
` duced under this program through March 31 st, 1960,'up to a total of 8,000 tons,
and under a ceiling price for black oude ôf $11.25 (U.S.'Currency) per pound of
U3Os content. Appropriate contracts will bé` 'rnade ` from time to timé: '

I note further that the Commission has given authorization to the substitution of
$11.25 in place of $10.00 in paragraph (4) of your letter of April 7th, 1950.

[Toronto], April 17, 1951

T have our letter of APril 2nd further tn mir telephone . conversation and my
Dear.Mr. Johnson:'

114 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I have spoken to Robertson A.D.P.H[eeney]. April 8
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I am now able to advise you that the Right Honourable C.D. Howe,-Minister of
Defence Production, has approved my recommendation that Eldorado sell to the
United States Atomic Energy• Commission all the uranium produced in Canada
under the guaranteed buying schedule up to a total of 8,000 tons and for the period
up to March 31 st, 1960, except such quantities as the Canadian Government may
desire to retain for its ow

W.J. BENivErr ,

., Â . .

! L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Washington, April 26, 1951

The visit of' Dr. Mackenziè and Dr.'Solândt to Washington has provided the
opportunity for useful talks on some of the 'outstanding questions relating to atomic
energy.tts I think that the question of the plutonium for the United Kingdom, which
I wrote you about on March 19th, has now been cleared up to the satisfaction of all
parties: Dr. Mackenzie saw the Chairman of the U.S.A.E.C., Mr. Dean, as well as
Mr. Summer Pike, and got an assurance from them that they would regard the'loan
of the small amount now contemplated as not incompatible with the terms of the
purchase agreement betweeri Canada and the United States. In a talk at my house

. ^ . .. : .. . . _ . ..,

Dear Mr. ^ Robertson:

last . night with Mr. R. Gordon Arneson - it was also agreed that' as the matter had
been settled informally there was no need to bring the C.P.C. into the picture: The
British Embassy has been informed through Marten, the U.K. Joint Secretary of the

and nothing more in my judgment needs to be doné about it. `
Having Messrs. Mackenzie, Solandt and Arneson together yesterday evening

also provided a useful opportunity to review the prospects for resuming the tripar-
tite talks in the C.P.C."6 Mr. Arneson explained the tactics which were now being
followed' in trying to obtain the 'support' and approval . of Ï the 'Joint . Congressional
Committee for - a revision of the tripartite arrangements . before the talks are
résumed 'This is, of course, necessary since it is assumed that any change in the

"s Note marginale :/Marginal note: `- .
Mr Heeney: This is interesting. [Jim George]

Les échanges tripartites sur les questions nucléaires ont pris fin abruptement lorsque Klaus Fuchs,
un scientifique britannique qui avait effectué des recherches sur les armes nucléaires aux États-Unis
et au Royaume-Uni, a été arrêté en février 1950 pour espionnage au profit de l'Union soviétique.
Tripartite exchanges on atomic questions ended abruptly when Klaus Fuchs, a British scientist who
had worked on atomic weapons research in the United States and the United Kingdom, was arrested
in February 1950 for spying for the Soviet Union.

au secrétaire du Cabinet •

to Secretary to Cabinet
Ambassador in United States

ours smcere y,

t

i

(
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present arrangements involving a more liberal policy of interchanging information,
materials: and personnel ;would involve an, amendment'to the McMahon Act.
:`. Arneson said that previously the State Department and the U.S.A.E.C. had made
the'.- running - inarguing for a revision of the arrangements. They, had. based their
case mainly on the argument that a more liberal exchange of information was a
desirable objective in itself, so that the experience and knowledge of. the three
countries could be , better utilized in their respective atomic energy programs. This
time the intention was ; to : place principal emphasis on the security needs of the^.:
United States. In this ,connection the State Department had already engaged the
interest of General Bedell Smith and the C.I.A., as well as of the Pentagon, in the
important advantages which the United States would derive'from a freer exchange
of information in the 'field of long-range detection. It was recognized that the very
limited exchange now permissable did not enable the United States to keep suffi-
cient track of production rates in the Soviet Union. Apparently the provisions of the
McMahon Act rule out an ' exchange of information ôn this subject, which is
referred to as "Krypton 85".

: Dr. Mackenzie, in his conversations with the Commissioners of the U.S.A:E.C.,
as well as with Gordon Arneson, was able to make good use of an additional argu-
ment which should carry considerable weight with the Joint Congressional Com=
mittee;,namely, the hindrances to the United States tritium program resulting from
the fact that the engineers and technicians of the Dupont Company now at Chalk
River are prohibited under{the terms of the McMahon Act from revealing the.U.S.
plans for. which they require technical assistance at Chalk River.

Arneson mentioned that one device that.was now under consideration for, the
revision of the McMahon Act was to suggest an amendment along the following
lines: 'The, United'. States will not make restricted data available : to any foreign
government, except in cases where the Secretaries of Defense'and of State and the
Chairman of the.U.S.A.E.C. determine this to be in the interests of the security of
the - United - States". The. idea apparently would be to keep the Joint Congressional
Committee . regularly. informed of the exceptions made under this amendment;
which would be regarded as approved after a delay of thirty days unless specifically
prohibited in the meantime by legislative action initiated by the Joint Congres-
sional,Committee.

!. =Arneson expressed himself generally as rather optimistic about the prospects of
resuming the tripartite talks on a satisfactory - basis. I believe that - the talks which
Dr: Mackenzie and Dr. Solandt had in Washington on these subjects have been very
helpful, although they, as well as I, have always stressed our comparatively margi-
nal interest in working out an agreement concerned with the development of atomic
weapons.

Yours sincerely,

H.H. WRONG

®
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; Note du chef de la Ille Direction de liaison avec. la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Defence Liaison (]),Division,
to'Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], August 28, 1951

SOME COMMENTS ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ATOMIC ENERGY

In February we prepared a memorandum (copy attached) specûlating on atomic
weapons tests. held shortly before in Nevada: Since, that time " theré has appeared
further information' concerning the U.S. atomic weapons programme, and material
has been made public which suggests interesting developments in other directions
` within ; the field of 'atomic energy." It may be worthwhile to attempt, tô tie together
the most significant of these recent developments; it is recognized, of. course, that
Dr,Solandt and Mr. Glazebrook are probably much 'better informed than we on
some of the subjects involved.

Further Developments in Atomic Weapons

2. Since the Nevada tests; a further series of weapons tests has been carried out at
'Eniwetok Island in the Pacific Ocean. Little specific information has been -given
out concerning the military aspects of this most recent series, but it has been made
clear that they were on a more elaborate scale than those in Nevada and involved
.weapons of considerably greâter power. The original atomic bombs used -against
Japan were equivalent in power to 20,000 tons of high explosive; it has been stated
by the Alsop brothers that at least one of the Eniwetok bombs was equivalent to
100,000 tons of high explosive. There has been further. evidence; also, to support
the view, expressed in our earlier memorandum that among the weapons tested at
Nevada were prototypes of weapons suitable for tactical use in the field.

3. During recentconversations with Mr. Robert LeBaron, U.S. Assistant Under-
Secretary of Defence responsible for the scientific side of the defence programme,
Dr. Mackenzie received a convincing account of ' , thevast scale of the present
atomic weapons programme. Newspaper references tô the "mass production" of
these weapons are apparently fairly close to the truth and the U.S.A.E.C. has indi-
cated that in the future test detonations can be expected fairly frequently.

Progress in Other Directions
'4. The most recent, report of the U.S.A.E.C., and various, statements by

U.S.A.E.C. spokesmen and others, have made public the fact that considerable pro-
gr'ess has been made towards other than direct military uses of atomic energy. Hard
ûpon the report that the construction of an atom driven power unit suitable for sub-
marines was proceeding satisfactorily has followed the recent annôuncement that

..,the U•S. Navy has let a contract for the first atom-powered submarine. The devel-
Qpment of., an atomic power plant for aircraft is also reported to be progressing.
Finally, the first atomic "breeder" reactor is now completed and preliminary opera-
tions tests are believed to be underway.
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5: These yarious developments, coupled with the steady improvement in the effi-
ciency and versatility of atomic weapons invite speculation as to the future. Some
of the matters on which one, is Itemptëd ; to speculaté are the availability of raw
materials,(both 'in â short ` range"and ° in a long range sense),' the probability of
atomic power coming into practical use for., other than military purposes, and the
future relationship of atomic weapons to the, balance, of, military power.

Availability of Fissionable Material
^ 6. The annual production of natural uranium is increasing steadily in the Western
countries and, we. may suspect, behind the Iron Curtain as well. Yet the total
amount of uranium . in the, earth's crust is believed to be relatively limited, and a
time can'be foreseen when the rate of, annual production .will begin to fall off as the
richer deposits are exliausted. That time is not yet upon us, and we may expect that
for', the next few, 'years or ' perhaps decades the. present rate of production can be
maintained 'ôr'increased. At the present "stage. of technical knowledge a`relatively
rare compônent :(comprising about 7/10 'ôf `1%)' of , - natural uranium is the sole
source of fssionable material. This component' can be made to undergo " fissiôn
under â variety of conditions; it may itsélf (when separated from the non-fission-
able major component) be used in an atomic bomb, or it may (either by itself or
mixed in varying proportions with the major component) be used in a controlled
chain reaction carried out in an atomic reactor or `.`pile". When it is used in a pile,
some of the neutrons produced in fission may be used to convert either the major
component of natural uranium or other substances into new, man-made fissionable
materials. These man-made fissionable materials, however, are obtained at.;the
expense of using up some of the supply of fissionable,material obtained from natu-
ral sources. So far no pile has yet been made to produce as much fissionable mate-
rial as is required to make it run. -.

^'- 7. A breeder pile is one which will produce more fissionable material or "atomic
fuel" (to use ^ the journalists' term) than it consumes. It has been known for, some
time that such a pile is theoretically possible, but the technical problems in design-

- ing' one are'formidable. If the breeder pile now being tested by - the U.S.A.E.C.
should operate as its designers expect; the event will be of tremendous significance
in an historical perspective:, Every atomic bomb that is exploded; . every electric
generator,which.may .in future consume, atomic fuel destroys a part of the finite

-natural supply of, this fuel. Sooner or later thatat. supply will be exhausted, unless a
means can be. found of.using a certain fraction of that total supply to increase the
amount available. The success of a breeder pile would offer the assurance that it is
technically possible, using as raw material various relatively plentiful substances to

-'increase' the limited 'quântity of atomic fuel now to be found in the world.
8. On the other hannd; the successfulôperation of a breeder pile would not have

any considerable effect on the - available supply, of fissionàble material for some
timé. Even one operated at the theôretical limit of its effciéncÿ would produce only
a'small fractional increase for each complete cycle, and an operation'equivalent toïa
cômpleté cycle of the original fuel supply 'would extend over many months or,
more probably;' years.' Recent press ' commènts . are therefôre' misleadingAn 'sug-
gesting that the expected "success of the new breéder pile;will make an early and.. , .. _ ^_, .., .
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significant contribution in, the, movement ."from extreme. scarcity, toward relative
plenty, in the vital atomic field". The partial truth in the stâtement that such a move-
ment. is taking place lies in the steadY: increase in the annual output of the mines.. .
and processing plants.,It is also true that increases are steâdily being made in the
efficiency with .,which the available fissionable material can be used for. military
purposes, but it must be remembered that this increase may be paralleled behind the

♦ Iron, Curtain. . ..: ^ • -,.;• .. ., • .
9. In two recent articles the. Alsops have indicated that the . U.S.A.E.C. has been

successful in developing a procedure for exploding "sub-critical". amounts of fis-
sionable material: ,While new techniques may have made possible the explosion of
amounts slightly less than what has previously been considered the essential, mini-
mum, it is most unlikely that any such improvement is quantitatively significant.
More likely this refers to bombs in which explosive power has been sacrificed to
gain in lightness and compactness, but with no saving in fissionable material.

Atomic Energy as a Means of Producing Power

10. The problems in using atomic reactors to drive generating stations or motors
are plentiful but practical. In other wôrds, they are problems of design, of develop-
ment of, suitable construction materials and of engineering techniques and not in
the most important sense problems of theory. Information from the U.K., which has
a more immediate practical interest in obtaining industrial power from its atomic
programme than has the U.S., indicates that the U.K. does not expect to have elec-
tric generating stations driven by atomic energy before perhaps 1960. One reason
for this presumably; is that such an âccomplishment would only be valuable if it
could be attained at a cost'cômparable'with the cost of corivéntional methods. The

'apparent expectation in the U.S. of using atomic power plants for submarines and
perhaps military aircraft within a matter,or two or three years is a clear indication
that if it were . worthwhile such power plants could be made withïn the same time
limit tô drive industrial equipment or ordinary sea=going vessels: That such a pro-
gramme is not contemplated results from the fact that the estimatéd costs would not
be jüstifed by the utility:' The , great advantages for military purposes of,using
atomic'power plants derive from the increase of range without refuelling resulting
from the smâll volume of fuel required for a given energy output, and (for subma-
rines) from the; fâct that operation does 1not require a supply' of air.' But it may be
expectéd that if atomic 'power plants are. in use even for very special purposes by
about 1955 it should not require many ÿeârs bëfore their cost can' be reduced to 'a
level which would greatlÿ widen their range of ap^i , ,. .. ...^ ,

^
^ ;;Atomic

Weapons as, an, Element in Military, Power

11. It is reasonably certain, that the U.S. now- has available atomic weapons of
considerable efficiency (both in terms of.utilization of raw material and of adapta-
tion to specific military uses) and it appears likely that among these are or soon will
be,weapons suitable for tactical, use against armies and possibly, naval or air units.
One factor which will greatly contribute to the military value of such weapons is
the development of guided missiles sufficiently reliable for practical use and capa-
ble of carrying atomic war heads. The latest information - which has been received
suggests that the guided missile programme is now more or less thrôugh the devel-
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° opment stage and is rapidly approaching; the production'stage.' If this is the case; it
may be' ezpected that within. two or" three years atomic weapons will be available
for 'a wide range' of applications of high military value.. No doubt we have a certain
lead over thé U.S.S.R: in such matters; a lead which for practical military purposes
may be greater during'the enext two ÿears than in the past five,.but we cannot
assume that this lead will be of decisive value for long; indeed it might well not be
decisive even if war were to break out now. Yet there is little doubt that at the

► present stage .our presumed superiority in'both quantity and efficiency of atomic
-weapons and guided missiles would be of great importance not only in connection

o with a strategic bombing programme. but in connection with' ttiè .land and air cam-

R:A:' M[ACKAY]

;.#: Note du chef de la Division juridique
! ^ pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Head, Legal Division,

paign which would occur in Western Europe.' 17

s,l

o Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
: .., . ..a . ,.. _ .,

RFSMCIEô [Ottawa], February 28; 1951

I refer to yôur memorandum 'of Febtvarÿ 22, 1951, j' in which you enquired as to
the present position concerning the fraudulent sale of Canadian stocks in the United
States, and asked me to draft a letter to Mr. Wrong. ,' •.'

2. You will recall that Parliament, in 1942, refused to approve an amendment to
our Extradition;Treaty.with the United States which proposed to make the fraudu1. 1.^ lent, dealing in securities _ an extraditablé ôffence, after, strong protests had,.been
received from Toronto brokerage interests and various mining organizations across
Canada. These.bodles ' argued that, strict compliance "with.United States securities
legislation wotild seriously hamper the flow of United States venturè capital to the
Canadian mining industry. The argument wus âlsô raised I at that time that securities
legislation in Canada is a mattér within the jurisdiction of the Provinces and that
the Federal Government does not have the power to enter into the "policing" of the

} securities field in an indirect manner through an extradition treaty.

3. A further . attempt was made in 1945; after consultation with the Provinces, to
'find an unobjectionable formula for"the extradition of persons involved in securitY
frauds. This resulted in the drafting of a new formula which was presented to Par-

^r Note marginale :/Marginal note: kee us âbreast PeriO
Mr Kirkwood: Very interesting indeed - I nope you can continue to p

cally: The Minister should be sent a copÿ: A.D.P.H[eeney] Sep 13

®
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liament, again in that year, in the form of a Protocol. After the same groups, which
protested the ratification of the original amendment, had again protested the ratifi-
cation of the new Protocol, Parliament shelved consideration of the problem and
referred it to the Standing Committee`on Extèrnal 'Affairs. The latter's report was
referred by Cabinet back to the Department of External Affairs. The problem was
then considered • by an interdepartmental committee in 1946 and 1947. This com-
mittee could not come to a firm decision as to what action should be taken. It
appears. that the constitutional problem prevented further action and the question.
remained in abeyance until October, 1950.

4. Since this date, the United States Embassy in Ottawa and the Securities'
Exchange Commission in Washington have been pressing for, reconsideration of an
extradition treaty which would make the fraudulent dealing in securities an extra-
ditable offence: On February 7, 1951, . the Canadian Ambassador in Washington
informed the Department. that the United States Embassy in Ottawa had been
instructed to press for a meeting between officials of the Securities Exchange Com-
mission " and appropriate `Canadiân 'ôfficials: ,We have now received the opinion of
the Department, of Justice to the effect that it would not be advisable to renew
efforts to make securities offenders11 extraditable. When Mr. •Morgan of the United
States Embassy called to see me on February 20, 1951, I suggested that'no useful
purpose would be served by. continuing the previous approach to this problem. I
suggested 'instead'that the Securities Exchange Commission might deal directly,
with the Ontario Securities Commission and try to achieve some working arrange-
ment by which the operations of the individuals concerned could be chëcked,by
appropriate 'administrative action under provincial legislation: ''

5, . You mâÿ; agree that an arrangement between the two Commissions for the
solution of the problem'might obviate the 'néed for further intervention by the fed-
eral authorities in a questiôn which is fraught with constitutional difficulties. I think
this new, approach might bring about the desired 'result. At, least it will forcibly
bring the problem to the attention of the Ontario âuthorities. Economic Division
concurs in thisii8,.,. . _ .. .

: .

18 Noté rnarginale :/Marginal note:
Ageed A F• .W.P[lumptre]. r' :

119 Note marginale :/Marginal note:

Mr• Wolfe: Please have [a] copy of memo and despatch sent to Minister for information. March
2 [A.D.P. Heeney].

lespatch to Mr. Wrong,! 19
. K.J. BURBRIDGE
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to Ambassador 'in United States'':
Under=Secretaty of State for.. Ezternal 'Affairs

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis. . . .. _ ,.. .,.:,.. ..._ . . .. ... . ._ .

, ^ s. .^•
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux AfÎatres extérieures

.

LErrER No. Ir973 -

Securities Exchange Commission and the Ontario Secunties Commis
bèen as carefully nurtured in the past as they might have been, and that

the objec-

tions from the Ontario Attorney-General's Department to ' the 1942Trse^y^ es
have been due in part to the absence of good relations between the two

commissions: Co-operation between the two commissions 'might , result in some
' Gov-

solution of the problem. On the other hand; negotiation between the Cm?adian
,. ,..

' 2. Mr. Morgan, Counsellor in the United States Embassy heré, called to see Mr.
Burbridge 'on February 20, 1951, to'discuss the fraudulent sale of secûrities in the
Uniied States. As you indicated in the aliove-mentioned méssage, he proposedthat
officials of the Securities Exchange Commission, Washingtori; meet with the appro-Y
priate Canadian offcials"in Ottawa to put forwacd.suggestions for a new extradition
treaty and to acquaint them with the increase in the volume of allegedlyy fraudulent

.^ ;promotional literature originating from Toronto. the,
3. , In,,the: course of the discussion it was suggested. to Mr. Morgan that no useful

purpose would be served in arranging aI meeting in Ottawa tô discuss the elirnina-
tion of objectionable features from the treaty proposed in 1942, which would still
make•'securities fraud offenders liable to extradition. We do not think that it would
be advisable to revive the'quëstion of inclûding a section in â new extradition treaty,
to regard, fraud in the 'sale or'purctiase of securities as, an extraditable offence.
Should this question be, raised again, in' Parliament, it is most likely that the saine
objéctiôris would be voiced as in 1942; when Parliament declined to approve the
ratification of. the proposed treaty_ of that year. The Department of Justice has ^con-
fümed our'view in this respect and agrees that it would not be advisable "to negoti-
ate an agreement on 'a basis formerly found objectionable". (A copy of a letter of
December 15; 1950,t from the Department,of Justice, is, attached for your
information).

4. It was then suggested to Mr. Morgan that it might be better for the Sarrange ea
Ezchange Commission to approach the Ontario Securities Commission to

modus operandi for the elimination of-the operations of the individuals concerned
by appropriate administrative action of the Ontario authorities under provincial leg-
islation. A study of the history of the problem reveals that relations between the

' -ion have not

You will recollect our conversation in Ottawa ôn -this ^ sûbject:
FRAUDULENT SALE OF SECURrTIF.s IN THE UNITED' STATES

Ottawa, . March 3,- 1951

Referencé: Your Message; WA-487 of February; 7; 1951. j'

REsrlucTEn
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emment and the Securities Exchange Commission, :withoutthe full co-operation of
the Ontario authorities, would not bring: about the desired results. You will recall

,_ that , one of the principal arguments against Parliamentary ratification of a new
treaty making these offences extraditable crimes was that legislation with respect to
securities in Canada is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Provinces, and that the
Federal Government has no'power to police the securities field in an indirect man-
ner through an extradition treaty.

5. At; the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Morgan. was told that Mr. Matthews,
who is familiar with the problem and has already discussed it with officials of the
Securities Exchange Commission, .would be asked , to approach the Commission
informally to suggest,that they: take either of the two following steps:
`(1) The Securities Exchange Commission might approach the Ontario Securities

Commission directly and put their problems before them.

(2) The State Department might request the Canadian Government through you,
or through 'the .United States Embassy in Ottawa, to arrange a- meeting between
representatives.of the Securities Exchange Commission and appropriate.officials of
the Ontario Government.

Any ensuing discussions might be directed to developing a modus -operandi on a' mutual and co-operative basis for the elimination'of abuses in the sale of securities.

6. I should be grateful if you' would ask Mr. Matthews to approach the Securities
Exchange Commission and put ' these suggestions to them:. .. . . . . . . r' , , , , . .

833:

^ ^ - . . .. : . ► , ,. ^. .
i,

RESTRIC TED'

' L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires .extérieures

to Under-Secretary of State fôr Ea
Ambassador in United States

Reference• 4tter I473 of March 3, 1951... .,

FRAUDULENT SALE OF SECURITTES IN THE UNITED STATES

In yôurlétter ÿou advisêd me of the discussions held in Ottawa with theCoun-
sellor, of the United States Embassÿ'on the question of the fraudulent sale of securi-
ties and suggested' that I'ask Mr.' Matthews to, propose to the Securities and
Exchange Cominission that a meeting should be arranged between them and" the
Ontario Securities Commissiôn:

r. , l.; 7 .. • :2• Ast I pointed out in my, letter of October 18, 1949, to Mr.Heeneÿ, I consider
this question to be a matter of general policÿ which affects the relations between
the two countries. This being the case, I think it would be inappropriate to déal with

,, •

A.D.P. HEENEY " .

Washington, Match 10,'1951

I
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proposals taken up "on 'numerous occasions with the Canàidian Governmént by the
,•Department of State, in Washington and in Ottawa, by opening discussions with the
"SEC. For the `sâme reason I'thirik that"we should no longer resist the strenuous
"effort" made by the United States âuthorities to discuss the possibility. of re-opening
négotiations for an ektrâdition treaty covering security frauds. The suggestion con-
tained - in your letter is, in fact;, a'refusal even to discuss this 'matter, since it pro-
poses instead that some modus operandi might be.wôrked out between the SEC and
the 'Ontario' Securities Commission" either with or. without the assistance of the
appropriate officials of the Canadian' Government.

3. For these reasons, insteâd of complying with your suggestion I asked Mr. Mat-
thews to arrange an interview with officials 'of the State Department to find out
what had been their reaction to Mr. Morgan's report of his interview with Mr. Bur-
bridge on February 20, • 1951, and what further instructions they might, propose to
send to Mr. Morgan.

!!-- 4. Yesterday'Mr.. Matthews saw Mr.^ Haselton;'Officer in charge of Dominion
Affairs, and Mr. Divens of the', Legal Division of the Stâte Department. He was
advised that the United States officials have been disturbed by Mr. Morgan's report

,*and,were .sending to him instructions; to take this ï matter up again with External
Affairs. It was pointed out that the .United States authorities consider the fraudulent
sale of securities by dealers operating from Canada to be a matter of growing seri-
ousness. The SEC is under considerable, pressure to `take some action. to . prevent
these sales, and it has. only been at the request of the State Department that they
have not launched an activepublicity.campaign against the sale of Canadian securi-
ties in the United States. Unless further discussions do take place, the State Depart-
ment is doubtful whether they will be able to restrain the SEC from undertaking
such a campaign.

5. While the enclosures forwarded with this Embassy's letter #2875 of November
.9, 1950, implied that the SEC would not be ready to accept the principle of double
criminality in an extradidon,tréâty covéring security frauds^ it was pointed out in
that letter and also in letter #2693 of October.26, 1950, that the impression gathered

,,in discussing this matter with officers of State Department and the, SEC was that
the United States authorities would in fact be ready to accept that principle in any
new treaty that might be negotiated.

6. Mr. Divens, who has been in close touch for many years with the legal officers
of the SEC, yesterday stated very definitely that the United States authorities would
be ready to accept a,treaty,that entirély eliminated reference to registration offences
and would be confined to offences falling within the section of the Canadian Crimi-
'rial Code relating to mail fraud and the obtaining of monies under falsé pretences.
Mr. Divens was afraid that Mr. Morgan may not have made this point quit

.
e clear to

' the officers^ of the Department in Ottawa. Sincé your suggestion appears to have
beeri bâsed to a considerable extent upon a letter from the Department' of Justice
dated December 15 ' . which , asserted that `single criminality' was the part, icularlY

ôbjectionable feâture 'of the U.S. proposals, Mr. Divens' doubts in this respect may
bé well founded. ; •, ,

.
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7. The, State Department officers also pointed out that the SEC is in constant
touch with the Ontario Securities Commission; therefore, they do not think that
further meetings as suggested in'paragraph 5(1) of your letter would serve any use-
ful purpose. They have ^ an , open, mind on the. suggestion contained in paragraph
5(2), if that is meant to lead to three-cornered discussions between officers of the
two federal governments and officers of the Ontario Government. Their only hesi-
tation in regard to this suggestion is that if a clear line of division should develop
between the Ontario, Government and- the.,Canadian Government, the, domestic
political difficulties with which the Canadian Government is faced, and,of which
the State Department is fully aware, would be intensified.: For this reason I am
satisfied that United States officials would prefer preliminary informal talks with
Canadian officials even though it might be necessary at a later date to arrange talks
amongst the three parties.

8.'
As I have mentioned, I consider this problem to be a matter of some impor-

tance, which unless tackled may have an unfortunate effect on our relations in other.
connections; for, that. reason • I think it essential that we should comply with the'
United States request that they be given an opportunity to lay before,Canadian offi-
cials the present facts, and to make. any suggestions that might,overcome our diffi-.
culties, in agreeing to open negotiations for an extradition, treaty. ^ While the United
States authorities appear to be already fully. aware that discussions looking towards
a treaty would be futile if the principle, of double criminality. was not retained. in
full, this point could be emphasized when we advise them that we are ready to have ,
informal talks.

9. It may be that some means could be developed of coping with the issue which
would not involve the conclusion of, extradition arrangements to which strongobjection

wuuld be taken in Canada. If the character and extent of the dubious.
operations now being carried on from Toronto is as 'great as the SEC believes,
might not the Ontario Government, if approached at a high level, be ready, to put an
end to these objectionable practices, especially if they were aware that their contin-
uance would lead the SEC to start some sort of a publicity campaign?

10.
Another matter which seems to have dropped out of consideration is the gen-

eral desirability of modernizing and codifying our extradition arrangements withthe
United States. It was, I think, in 1930 that the drafting of a new treaty was

undertaken, and I recall a series of meetings here on this subject in which I tookPart.
The draft then produced later became the basis of the Treaty signed in 1942,

which has not come into effect solely because it contains the objectionable element
of `single criminality' in "'respect of security offences. Extradition proceedings
therefore are still conducted under a patchwork series of treaties beginning well
over a hundred years ago and for the most part concluded between the British and
United States Governments.

H.H. WRONG
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- Note de la Direction juridique;

Memorandum by Legal Division

I

.^. . ^ - _ r ' i, R^ , . • r: .. . . .

with American Division, for submission to Cabinet, requestmg ms
whether discussions should be heldand whèthér the Ontario authorities should be

(a) That a mèmorandum should bè prèpared by Legal Division in consultation
tructions' as to

discussions with the Telegram.
,' .. . A.. . - .

^' 3` It was decided: '

RELATIONS WITH THE UNTTED STATF.S

[Ottawa], March 14, 1951

-'On 14, Mr. Allan Anderson telephoned to say that he hâd received a call
from a reporter of the Toronto Telegram who wanted to know if the tanadian Gov-.
ernment was carrying on any discussions with the United States Government con-
cérning'the extradition of brokers selling stocks over the border. This reporter had
seen the first of the articles in the St .' Louis' Post Despatch. He also informed Mr.
Anderson that there was a series of radio broadcasts starting over the NBC, and that
the SEC had a battery of eight men in Toronto. who were digging up information
for these broadcasts. Mr. Anderson asked what statement might be'made concern-
ing the query as to the discussions with the United States Govemment.

2: Subsequently, on. the' same day (March 14), a meeting was held in%Mr.
Heeney's office; attendéd by Mr. Plnmptre,'. Mr. Anderson, Mr. Erichsen-Br`own,
and, Mr. 'Grandy. There was directed to the attention of the meeting Mr. Wrong's
Despatch No. 856 'of March 10," 1951;• in4hich he had taken a rather strong line
against our suggestion that the' SEC deal directly with Ontario but was in favour of
our consenting to the holding 'of discussions. Mr. - Anderson âlso 'reported on- his

mvited to participa e. , _. . . ,.
(b) That Mr. Anderson should reply to the Telegram by saying that no discussions

t'me
, ... . - r+.......n^Mr LJDnxN

were taking place with the United States Government at the present 1•

il i

TOP SECREr

I

^ Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet '-

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
. . , ^. . - .

f. ^.- . . ,

EXTRADITION FOR SECURPTIES FRAUDS

1. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said the U.S. government had w^ch

pressing for re-opening of negotiations on a new or revised treaty under into
persons selling securities (by mail, telephone and telegraph) across the

bôlation of
the United States could be extradited for trial in the United States f

®

I

I
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An explanatory memorandum' had been circulated.
(Minister's memôrandum; March 21, 1951 -= Cab. Doc. 88-51)j-

2. The Postmaster General suggested that, as operations in the sale of securities
were frequently conducted by mail, it might be desirable to have a representative of
the Post Office present at discussions.

3. The.Prime Minister thought that the Secretary of State for External Affairs
should have a preliminarydiscussion with the Attorney Géneral, of Ontario before
any letters were exchanged. , -

4. The Cabinet, after discussion , approved the recommendation of the' Secre
of State for External Affairs and agreed that officials of the Departments of Justice,
Finance, Secretary of State, External Affairs and Post Office be authorized,to enter
into discussions with officials of the Securities and Exchange Commission'and the
U.S. Embassy and that, subject to satisfactory. preliminary exchanges with the
Attomeÿ. General of Ontario, invitations be extended to , officials of the Ontario
Securities Commission and the Department of the Attorney 'General of I Ontario to
participate' in the discuss;nn--

, 'Note dù ministre de la Justice
pour le Cabinet

Memorandumfrom Minister of Justice
to Cabinet

its laws. The Province of Ontario was in a special position in relation to this prob-
lem. It was recommended that:

(a) officials of the Departments of Justice,, Finance, Secretary of Stàte and Exter-
nal Affairs be authorized to enter into discussions in ^ Canada with officials of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the U.S. Embassÿ;

Jb) authority be. given to invite officials representing the Ontario Securities Com-
mission and the Department of the Attorney General of Ontario -to participate in
such discussions d, .;an

- 1593

(c) the invitation tothe Ontario authorities be by letters from the Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs to the Deputy Attorney General of Ontario and the
Chairman of the Ontario Securities Commission.

^ABM D^uMErrr No. 165-51,.

CoNFW I ENTAL

PCO

Ottawa, June 5, 1951

,. , .

I
BXTRADTTIONFOR SECURITTES FRAUDS

In accordai ce with the Minute of Cabinet of Apri14,1951 and following a con- -
versation between the Secretary of State for External Affairs,'and Mr. Dana Porter,Attorney General of Ontario, 'discussions with officials of the Securities and
Exchange Commission of the United States took place on May 1 and 2 in the pres-

,



ence of the Deputy.: Attorney. General of, Ontario and the Chairman of the Ontario
Securities Commission.

- 2.-- In ,a preliminary, exchange of views with the Ontario . officials; - it, was agreed
that there.should be no extradition for technical offences such as failure to.register,
but only for fraud in the broad sense of the Canadian Criminal Code and that the
traditional rule of double criminality should be retained in regard to extradition for
securities. frauds. . .

3. It will be recalled that for. some years the United States had maintained the
position that there should be extradition on the basis of single, criminality of per-
sons guilty of an offence against specific United.States laws which however would
not be an offence against anylaw in Canada.-After the three-way discussions had
opened, it became clear that the United States representatives, : although reluctant,
were willing to concede the principle of double t criminality. They âlso stated that
they were willing to restrict extradition to cases involving fraud provided, that they
could prosecute under their federal rather ' than state legislation. The Convention' of
1900 proclaimed in Canada on September 14, 1901, hadadded to the list of extra-
ditable crimes: ^•^ '

"11 Obtaining money; valuable sectirities, or other property by false pretences."
The domestic legislation corresponding to this provision is in , Canada section 405
of the Criminal Code, and in the United States the criminal laws of 48 states. The
regulation 'in the public interest of the sale of securities in the United, States has
been* assumed by the federal agéncy, . the S.E.C.-which now dominatésYthe field. Its
authority is based on the"provisions of the. United States' Constitution' as to the
regulation of inter-state commerce and the use of the mails.

5. The United States
1
. representatives' claimed that section '17(a) of the (federal)

Securities Act, 1933, was directed against fraud in thé sale'ôf securities in a broad
way and not in any narrow technical sense. They also maintained that this provi-
sion of their federal act was similar to section 444 (as I amended in 1948) of the
Canadian Criminal Code, and that the United States Mail Fraud Statute was similar
to section 209(c) of the Canadian Criminal Code. For these reasons, they argued
that it was possible to equate the federal legislation of both countries and thus elim-
inate what was a serious jurisdictional problem for them in attempting to extradite

under the existing treaty. Botli 'the Canadian and *Ontârio officials agreed that it
would be desirable to broaden the' scope of 'the false pretences section of the
existing treaty so as to 'permit extradition ; for' crimes under the legislation above-
mentioned.

6. Several alternative wordings were considered and eventually, the officials of all,
threé governments agreed to report back and recommend the' acceptance of a word-
ing, the text of which appears in a schedule to this memorandum. The Canadian
officials in agreeing to recommend the acceptance of this text, however, pointedecout that a minor amendment to section 209(c) of the Criminal Code would be n -

. • . , ., . 0 ... - ^ .

essary. The nature of tlus ^ .. .amendment is also mdicated in the annexed schedu e•
7. Mr. Lennox, Head Qf thé'Ontârio Securities Commission, raised a collateral

issuë in the course of the discussiôns. It âppeared that the requirements for registra"
tion with the. S.E.C. are extremely burdensome and expensive - so much so that it,. _ , _ . .. , , . . .. . ... ., ,
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is practically impossible for small concerns seeking to. raise capital in the United
States to comply with them. (This fact was featured by a number. of witnesses
before the Standing Committee on External Affairs in 1945). ;The general. rule of
the S.E.C. is that all securities must comply with the full requirements both domes-
tic and foreign.,,However, the Commissioners of the S.E.C.^ have a discretionary
power: to, exempt issues not exceeding $300,000 in any one year of United States
companies provided that they complete a short form application. only. The .Ontario
Securities

Commission has been pressing the S.E.C. for some time to secure an
amendment. from Congress which would permit exemption of Ontario compânies
under similar' conditions. The S.E.C. representatives said that there are two
"difficulties:

(a) an administrative one-When the short form procedure is followed the
S.E.C.'s powers are restricted to prosecutions for fraud "after the event". (They
admitted that this objection would be lessened, if not removed, by an extradition
treaty of the type envisaged.)

(b) a political one=Congress would'not likely consent to a discretionary power
to extend the summary procedure to foreign companies generally, and exemption 'of
Canadian companies • only from the full requirements would create 'difficulties in
South America.

` 8• The collateral issue mentioned in the last paragraph was not put forward bythe
Ontario representatives, as a condition 'of their concurrence -on. any extradition
acrangement.• It was clear however that Ontario would welcome any pressure which
could be put on the United States to reduce the present burden upon Canadian com-
panies seeking to register with the S.E.C.

THE UNDERSIGNED accordingly after consultation with the De artment

The proposed text would involve. extradition for, crimes corresponding to
crimes under the Criminal Code only and there would remain no *possible basis
upon which any province could challenge the constitutional powers of the federal
authorities.

10. It is suggested that if the United States Government concurs in the recom-
mended text, every effort should be made to signthe treaty as soon as possible and
that ratification take place shortly theréafter. ; Prior to ratification, the treaty might
be tabled in the House. It is not necessary'that ratification be authorized by ParÎa-
ment having' regard to the fact that there will be no fundamental change in the law
(such as the introduction of a rule of single criminality conte m lated in 1945 which
would have changed the law in force for'100 'years) and having regard also to the
terms of the extradition act. 1 111.

External Affairs recommends: P of

(a) That authority be given to the Secretary of State for Extern al Affairs, in con-
sultation 'with' the

Minister of Justice to negotiate a supplementary convention to
the extradition treaty of 1842 with the United States, by which there would be sub-
stituted for the crime of obtaining false pretences as set forth in the supplementary
convention of 1900, provisions substantially the same as in the text in the schedulehereto.'
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(b) That Parliament be- asked to approve. an amendment-to Section 209(c) of the
r. Criminal Code' as set forth in-the schedule. hereto.

(c) That an effortbe made in the negotiations with the United States to secure an
extension to Canadian companies of the short form registration procedure for small
issues now restrictèd to United States Companies, but that an amendment of United

° States legislation,^ to so provide be nofmade a condition of ratification of any sup-
plementary convention negotiated under (a).',*

(d) That a suitable letter be sent by the Deputy Minister of Justice, in consultation
--with the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to the Deputy Attorneys
General ^ of the'' provinces, informing them~ of the proposed supplementary
convention.'m

S.S. GARSON

[PIÈCE JOINTFJENCLOSUREf

,,•..
,"11. Obtaining money, valuable. securities, or, other property by false pretences."

Schedule '

Replace the existing extraditable crime:

By the following:
"11. Obtaining property, money or valuable securities by false pretences or by
defrauding the public, or any person by deceit or falsehood or other fraudulent
means, whether such deceit or falsehood or any fraudulent means would or
would not amount to a false pretence.
11A. Making use of the mails in connection with schemes devised or intended
to deceive or defraud the public or for the purpose of obtaining money under
false pretences: ' . . ;

• • r delive by or throug
"S. 209. Every , one is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to tWO yost,

hthep

Amendment to Section 209(c) of Çriminal Code:,-,

pretences: "
eau V ... ... . . ,

•impnsonment, wno posts for transmission . o ry .
who makes.use of the mails for,'the purpose of transmitting or delivering: *
(c) any letter ôr circular concerning schemes devised or, intended to deceive and

t- d th ublic or fof the purpose of obtaining money under false

Cabinet agreed on June 7, 1951 to amend Section 209(c) of the Cnmu^ had W11
deferred decision on the other recommendations until the amendment to Section 209(c)

given Royal Assent.

, i avait etc recommandé. Il a différé sa ion u.

;' . modification du paragraphe 209(c) ait reçu ,la sanction royale. ended. It
' al Code as recomrr ►

décis a su et des autres recomm
209(M U 7 juin 1951, le Cabinet a accepté de modifier le `pâragaphe c)du Code pén^^

que. laandations jusqu à ce q
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*The amendment would make the essence of the offence the use of the mails rather
than posting with the objective that this section would (like the U.S.: Mail Fraud
Statute as interpreted-, by, the U.S. courts), cover the use of the,. Canadianmails
regardless of the country of posting. A pôssibly restrictive interpretation conse-
quent upon the use of the word "posting" would thus be avoided.

La Direction juridique
au ministre de l'ambassade aux LEtats-Unis

Legal Division
to Minister, Embassy in United States

Dear Mr. Matthews,

DEA/10895-40

Ottawa, August 8, 1951

I am indeed sorry to have created the ünpression that w h b

y e to m your telegram

o prepare a reply to your
telegram of June .15tht owing to an oversight. There are only two points on which
we might have informed you, firstly, the action taken by Cabinet on June 5tli (sét
forth in our^telegram ôf to-day's date), j^ "and, 'secondly, the 'draft received from the
Embass' ref rred

e ave een neglecting to
keep you? informed on developments in the matter of a prôposed amendment to the
Extradition Tréaty. The fact of the matter is that I fail d t

In connection with the latter I may sa that 111,1% hd t all

Upon receipt of yôur wire of June 15th T decided th t h d b h

e o erence, but had suggested that it might be desirable to confirm
the interpretàtion which the officials concerned intended to put upon the new text:
This was at a time when the memorandum had already gone to Cabinet but we had
not yet learned of its decision. When Cabinet decided to postpone its decision on
the question of policy, I suggested to Mr. Morgan that we put off discussions until
the policy had been decided: 'At that time we did not know how soon the Bill to
amend the Criminal 'Code would go through the House. ,

a no actu y received it onthat date. Mr. Morgan of the United States Embassy telephoned around the bégin-'
ningof June'to say that the officials in Washington had approved of the amendment
agreed on nt th C" nf

a1OOK
at the S.E.C. proposal and invited Mr. Morgan to come over andtbring the draft
With him. The draft is simple and the operative words read: "The enumeration num-bered il in Article 1 of: the Supplementary Extradition Convention signed on
December 13th, 1900, , between the United States of America and Her BritannicMajesty is hereby amended to fead as follows: ("Paragraphs drafted at the Confer-
ence inserted here as Nos. 11a and 11b"). Mr. Morgan proposed to submit this draft
to us under cover of a note, a draft of which is annexed.t (He was rather diffident
about the text of this proposed note on the ground that he was not a lawyer). ,

appeared to me that this note was generally consistent with the discussions,but I
was doubtful as to whether the third main paragraph beginning "It is theunderstanding ..," was desirable. It seemed to me that the Treaty would have to

I

f
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With kindest regards, I am,

RELATIONS wrrH THE UMTED STATES

speak for itself.° Some discussion with Mr. Varcoe was required, but it did not seem
appropriate to ask him for his views until the question of policy had been decided.

The press reports have naturally led you to assuirie that more has happened here
than has'actually transpired: Mr. Lennox, the Ontario Security Commissioner, was
called as a witness before a Committee of the Ontario Legislature and disclosed the
fact of the participation ôf Ontario officials in the Conference at Ottawa at the invi-
tation of the, Canadian Government. It is clear that the Ontario authorities have
been most discreet concerning these discussions and have also been anxious to co-
operate with the Canadian Government. They continue to be very much concerned
at the refusal of the S.E.C. to permit Canadian companies to use its short form
registration procedure for small issues! You will recall that there has been some
reluctance on the part of the S.E.C. to extend this privilege to Canadian companies
for fear of similar demands from Latin America.

' Thed Committee ôf the Ontario Legislature decided to request Mr. MacDonald
[sic], Chairman of the S.E.C., to attend before it as a witness. Mr. Morgan saw the
press report on this item and called me as to what our attitude might be. I took the
line that the Canadian Government would welcome any co-operation between the
United States and Ontario authorities. I also took the occasion to remind Morgan
that'we shared the view of the Ontario authorities'as to the'desirability , of extending
the short form registration procedure to Canadian companies. I have heard nothing
furtherin this connection.

The recommendation before. Cabinet suggests ttiat an effort be made in the
negotiations for an Extradition Treaty, to have the short form registration procedure
extended to Canadian companies, but that sucti an'extension be notmade a condi-
tion ' for a Treaty.

Ken Burbridge is still away on leave.Things have been a' bit hectic. I .have
worked the last threeI week-ends and it is partly owing to pressure of work that I did
not write you before. :Actually ; Mr. Moran spoke to me about Mi. Wrong's letter
and I prepared a summary, which I thought (erroneously it turns out) had been sent
on to you.

The Barcelona file has been in the care of Mr. Summers since August 1950. I
understand he has made an effort, to keep you informed, but he feels, and I. am
inclined to agree with him, that-it is difficult and perhaps unnecessary to_keep you
fully informed on everything which transpires. He is preparing a despatch to you
on the sub,lect which will, go out ,shortly.

Yours sincerely,
J.P.' ERICHSEN-BROWN'

^ t . , ^ 4 ^ . . . . . .
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838.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
: à l'âmbassadéur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States.

DESPATCH L-2759

CONFIDENTrAi,

Reference: Telegram EX-1583 of August 8, ,1951. t

Ottawa, August - 17, .19 51

EXTRADPITON FOR SECURPITES FRAUDS
1. This despatch will give you the latest information on the proposed supplemen-

tasy Convention amending the supplementary Extradition Convention signed on
December 13, 1900; and authorize you to make representations to the United States
Government requesting the extension to Canadian companies of the short form
registration, procedure now available only to United States companies under
existing United States law.

2. My telegram under reference, supplementéd by Mr. Erichsen-Brown's letter of
August 8, 1951, informs you that the United States Embassy has submitted a draft
of the proposed supplementary Convention. The draft was considered satisfactory
as to substance by the Deputy Minister of Justice and this Department. The United
States Embassy in Ottawa was so informed, and that the provincial Attorneys Gen-
eral

were being consulted on the substance of the proposed amendment. Cabinet
considered the draft on August 8, 1951, with the resûlt that a decision was taken to
proceed as a matter of normal diplomatic negotiation to discuss with the appropri-
ate United States authorities the addition of the, two offences in question to, those
covered by the Extradition Treaty. It is expected that the United States will now
formally propose a draft convention along the lines of the text already approved by
the departmental officials concerned in Ottawa.

3• I might add to the foregoing that the United States Embassy in Ottawa submit-
ted, together with the draft, a draft note purporting to enclose the draft Convention
in which the interpretation intended to be put upon the text of the new Articles in
the. Convention would be confirmed so that their meaning would correspond pre-
_cisely to the meanings intended by the United States and Canadian officials who
drafted the new Articles. The United States Embassy was informed that the addi-
tional draft note would be inappropriate because every effort had been made to
define the new extraditable offences in terms which would cover the laws of both
countries and the precise meaning of the words used.would, upon the conclusion of
,the Convention, be a question for the Extradition Judge.

4• When the,United States Embassy submitted the draft convention, an opportu-
nity was takén to express once more that Canada was most anxious to have the
.short form` registration procedure available to United States companies under the
'laws governing the operations of the S.E.C. extended to Canadian companies. The

1599
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= Embassy,'was informed that this question would be raised by the Canadian
Embassy in Washington through the State Department. I think you have sufficient
material upon which to base an approach'to the State Depârtinent in this matter. If
Mr. Matthews should happen to be in Toronto, it might'be useful if he could dis-
cuss the matter with Mr. Lennox,^Head of the Ontario Securities Commission, on
an info'rmal basis. Mr. Lennox disclosed in the course of discussions last May that
he had gone to Washington and endeavoured to get the S.E.C. to extend the short
form procedure to Canadian companies. Some first hand account from Mr. Lennox
of these discussions with the S.E.C. might be of assistance in the approach to the
State Department.

5. I attach for your records a copy -of a lettert of today's date to the Deputy
Minister of Justice which will bring you up-to-date on the action taking place at the

J

present time in Ottawa.
A.D.P.- HEENEY,

for Secretary of . State
for External Affairs

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis -
au secrétaire d'État auac Affaires ^extérieures

. ^..-:,^. .. _ ,

Chargé d'Affaires in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Reference: Your despatch L-2759 of August 17.
..^.. , . , ^.

FRAUDSEXTRADITION FOR SECURrfY '

1. Today, Mr: Matthews discûssed with Mr. Haselton of the State Department and
with Messrs. McEntyre and 'Kroll of' SEC, the possibility of the Security e-
^ Exchange Commission authorizing the use of the short form of registration p ^
.duré by Canadian dealers, after the conclusion of the Extradition Agreement.'

.2. Mr. McEntyre said that the SEC had given careful and sympathetic considera-
' tion to the suggestion since the discussions in Ottawa last May. He Vas c^ â^a°t
point out that no final decision'on the 'question has yet been taken but imp
he did expect that a satisfactory result could be obtained. The SEC dÛ^^

not

that the regulations, which'apply to the' issuance of securities by
-security dealers, could b'e adopted for Canadian dealers without some'amendment.
The examples of the differences which he mentioned; were that all Canadian issues
would have to be registered in Washington rather than, in local offices é sm û Se
.and also that owing to the time required for correspondence sale of. th s^ter
could not commence, without specific : authorization, by SEC, for 10 day uently
registration rather than 5 days for domestic 'issues. He pointed out that freq

^^
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written authority might be granted in less than, 10 days and also suggested that if
after an experimental period less time was found to be necessary the period might
be shortened.: Mr. McEntyre went on to say that the form they are considering for
use by Canadian dealers would require considerably less detail than that now given
in the prospectus which has to be filed with the Ontario Securities Commission. He
thought it might, be possible to work out some plan under which the Ontario 'pro-
spectus would be filed with SEC plus a supplementary sheet giving additiorial
information such as the agent of the security issuer upon whom documents could
be served in the United States and also containing the statement required on all
.SEC prospectuses that registration with SEC did not imply approval of, the issue by
SEC.

3. Mr.' McEntyre then went on to point out that in the case of domestic security
issuers using the short form procedure there were two sanctions:

(a) Prosecution for fraud (this was referred to in the Minutes of the Ottawa dis-
cussion) and

(b) The use of injunctions.
While the former would be availablé" in'the case of a Canadiarisecurity dealer after
the ratification of the new agreement, the Security and Exchange Commission had
been considerably worried as to what could replace their use of injunctions. They
point out that a criminal prosecution is a slow and clumsy weapon and they are
afraid that if that was all that was available, in spite of the Extradition Treaty, the
efforts of fraudulent security déalérs in Canada might merely be increased if short
form procedure was available. Recently, however, they have seen press reports of a
statement made by Mr. Lennox of the Ontario Security Commission before the
Ontario;Committee of Inquiry, which they thought might provide the answer to this
problem. They informed me that Mr. Lennox is reported ' to have said that if the
short form procedure was made available to Canadian security dealers there would
be no excuse for Canadian dealers endeavouring to sell securities in the United
States without complying with the United States registration requirements. Mr.
Lennox then went on tô say that in his opinion an éffort'to sell in the United States
without registration might be justification for revoking the dealer's Ontario licence.
Mr. McEntyre said that if an'understanding could be reached between the SEC and
the Ontario Securities Commission that the Ontario Securities Commission would
adopt the practice suggested by Mr. Lennox, he thought all difficulty in introducing
the short form procedure would vanish. He pointed out, however, that the more
vigorous enforcement of the Ontario laws had recently shown signs of driving
some of the dealers from Toronto to Montreal and therefore felt that a similar
arrangement would be required with the Province of Quebec.

4. SEC expect to have completed their draft regulations that would apply to regis-
tration by Canadian dealers on the short form within ten days to two weeks. Mr.
McEntyre said that he thought it would be useful before the draft was finally
adopted if he had an opportunity to discuss it with both the Ontario and Quebec
authorities and implied that SEC would have an open mind concerning any amend-
ments that the Ontario or Quebec authorities might wish to suggest. He also would
want at that time to discuss with the authorities of both' provinces the possibility of

i
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Aheir applying sanctions against: security..dealers who endeavoured to sell in the
United States ; unregistered securities. He inquired whether there would be any
objection to his making a direct approach to the provincial authorities to arrange
for these discussions and pointed out that any arrangements between them would
not : be intergovernmental agreements ; but only, agreements between regulatory
authorities in both countries. Mr., Matthews agreed that, such discussions would be
desirable and that there would be no objection to the arrangements for a visit to

;,Toronto and Quebec by Mr. McEntyre and Mr. Kroll being made outside diplo-
matic channels.
: 5. Mr. McEntyre raised the question 'd an exchange of notes at the time of the

signature of the agreement. It was pointed out to Mr. McEntyre, in so far as the
Canadian courts were concerned, the exchange of notes would have no effect what-
soever on the interpretation of the agreement. Mr. Matthews also said that in the
opinion of Canadian . officials the draft. notes submitted by the United States
Embassy in Ottawa, did correctly express the intention of those who, took part in
the Ottawa discussions and that the Ottawa officials were satisfied that that inten-
tion was correctly expressed in the draft agreement. Mr. Kroll pointed out that the
position in the United States concerning thé interpretâtion of treaties or statutes by
a court was very different. He referred _ to a remark said to havé been made by Mr.
Justice Frankfurter'on the bench of the Supreme Court, that now the United States
courts were apt only to look at the text of a statute when the legislative history was
-obscure. Mr. McEntyre agreed, however, that in view of the Canadian practice of
interpretating treaties the. SEC would withdraw their request for an exchange' of
notes at the lime of signature. ,

6: Mr. McEntyre believes that it would probably be possible to obtain senatorial
,, approval of ratification if the agreement is signed not later than two weeks before

immediately in thethe adjournment of. Congress. He is going to make inquines
appropriate senatorial committees and if he finds that ratification would be possible
on short notice he will let us know and hopes that in that event, we, will do every-
thing possible to expedite consideration of the agreement in Canada.

7. For your information, I am enclosing one copy of a lettert from Mr. McEntyre
to the Honourable Dana Porter, which letter was read into the record of the hear-
ings of the Ontario. Committee on the Administration of Justice.

. W.D. MATTUwS
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EXTRADITION FOR SECURITIES FRAUDS; SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION
WITH THE U.S.; SIGNATURE

24. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the
meeting' of September 5th, 1951, submitted a draft supplementary convention with

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

the United States providing for a limited extradition for securities frauds and, with
the concurrence of the Minister of Justice, recommended that he and Mr. Garson be
authorized to sign.

25: Thé Cabinet; after discussion, approved the recommendation of the Secretary
ôf State for External Affairs and agreed that he and the Minister of Justice be
aüthorized to sign, on behalf of the Government of Canada, in the form proposed, a

(Order in Council P.C. 5736, Oct. 25, 1951)t

supplementary convention with the United States to amend the . convention of
December' 13th, 1900,- amending the Extradition Treaty of August 9th, 1842; an
Order in; Council to be passed accordingly.12^

DEA/2492-E40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CorMENTIAL [Ottawa], February 28, 1951

YUKON RIVER POWER PROJECT

The Cabinet agenda for Thursday, March 1, includes a progress report on the
work of the Canadian Section of the Joint Canadian-United States Economic Com-
mittee on the Yukon River Power Project. The Minister of Resources and Develop-
ment recommends that the United States Government be informed that Canada is
not prepazed to take any further steps with respect to a joint investigation into this

121
V0'r Canada, Recueil des traitEs, 1952. No. 12JSee Canada, Treaty Series, .1952, No. 12.
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problem until we have. explored further the possibility of using the waters con-
cerned in Canada.

2. You will remember that when the proposal of a joint investigation was first
considered, the Cabinet was not convinced that such a development would be
favourable, ôn balance, to Canada, and agreed to a joint study only on the distinct
understanding that this .would involve no commitment as to further action.'22

3. The British Columbia Government is anxious to have any further work on this
study deferred. In addition, the report of the Canadian Section of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee does not suggest that this project would be of substantial advan-
tage to Canada..

4. While this is not stated in Mr. Winter's memorandum, I understand Mr. Howe
is opposed to further Canadian participation in this joint study, perhaps because of
the difficultiés that have arisen over the sale of.Canadian aluminum to the United
States Government.

5. The question may arise whether the results of the studies already made by the
Canadian Section of the Joint Economic. Committee should be made available to
the United States Section if the Cabinet decides against Canadian participation in
any further, studies. In the exchange of notes which initiated this joint study the
United States Note said inter alia "that the United States agrees to the joint study as
contemplated by the draft instructions attached as Appendix B to the record of the
meeting of November 21 and 22, 1949". The Appendix B referred to suggested that
a study of the project's engineering feasibility and its economic implications should
be initiated "on a cooperative and exchange basis" by the interested Departments of
the two Governments. This understanding was not challenged in our reply to the
United States Note. I think, therefore, that it was clearly understood on both sides
that the studies would be made "on a cooperative and exchânge basis", and that it
would be somewhat difficult to refuse 'to the United States members the economic
studies already made by the Canadian Section of the Joint Economic Committee. (I
attach copies of the notes exchanged and of the Appendix which contained these
words.)t

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

842. PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet ,.

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET [Ottawa], March 2, 1951

...

RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT; POWER DEVELOPMENT IN THE YUKON

25. , 77;e Minister of Resources and Development,, referring to discussion at the

meeting of April 5th, 1950, said that the economic study to determine the engineer

i12Voir/See Volume 16, Document 873.
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ing feasibility and economic implications of the.Yukon River power diversion pro-
ject had now been. completed. The U.S. government,. had made similar
investigations in Alaska. U.S. officials were pressing for joint consideration of the
reports so that a decision could be made as to the next step. The government of
British Columbia was anxious to have further work on the project deferred and
there was a possibility that the water could be used to good advantage in Canada.
There had been a clear understanding that, in undertaking the studies, Canada
would in no way be committed to future action. It was recommended that no further
steps be taken with respect to a joint investigation.

^ An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, Feb. 26, and appendices -Cab. Doc. 62-51)t

26. The Cabinet, after discussion, approved the recommendation of the Minister
of Resources and Development and agreed that the Minister and the Secretary of
State for External Affairs draft a communication to inform the U.S. government
that Canada was not prepared to take any further steps with respect to a joint inves-
tigation into the Yukon River power diversion project until there had been explora-
tion of the possibility of using the waters in Canada; the draft communication to be
submitted for consideration before despatch.

843. DEA/2492-E-40

Note de la Direction des Amériques et de l'Extrême-Orient
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint' auz Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from American and Far Eastern Division
- to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

[Ottawa], April 2, 1951

YUKON RIVER PROJECT

Mr Herbert of Resources and Development has just tôld me of à conversation
he had with Mr.,Willoughby when the latter received our Note on the Yukon River
Project.'

Willoughby told him it was his impression that the real meaning of the Canadian
Governmènt's decision was that nôthing at all would be done with this water, even
. by Canada. Herbert said there was no reason to assume that; he added that, while he
simply did,not know whether Canada would use the water, there was no doubt that
Preliminary studies did in fact indicate a possibility of using the water in Canada.
Funds have been included in the Resources and Development estimates for this
investigation, which could be used to explore the feasibility of Canadian use of the
water.. He assured Willoughby that the mention of this in our Note as a reason for
the Canadian decision to discontinue the joint study was not a red herring, although
he agreed that it would be reasonable to suppose that the United States decision not
to enter into a contract for aluminum from the new Kitimat plant might have influ-
enced the decision.
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Herbert is having lunch with Willoughby tomorrow and will show him, on the
map, where . it is thought a diversion of the water might . be made in Canada.

J.F. G[RANDY]
J

SECTTON F »

CAMIONNAGE SOUS DOUANE
1 . TRUCKING IN BOND '. ::: -

844.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au premier ministre de l'Ontario :

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Premier of Ontario

i

CONFmENTIAL

Mr dear Premier:

DEA/48-FS-40

Ottawa; April 16, 1951

TRANSIT TRUCKING IN BOND ACROSS SOUTHERN ONTARIO

On June 22nd, 1948, Mr. St. Laurent, then Secretary of State for External
Affairs, wrote to the Honourable. Colin Gibson, then Secretary of State, asking him
to draw the attention of the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario to the desirability of
altering certain regulations' of the Ontario Government so as to permit transit truck-
ing in bond across Southern Ontario. I understand that at that time your Govern-
ment 'considered this question, but that the regulations were not altered so as to
permit this traffic.

The interest of the Federal Government in the question of transit trucking in
bond arises from two sources. Firstly, Canada is a contracting Party to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Article V of this Agreement (copy attachedf )
requires Contracting Parties to permit freedom of transit through their territories.
The fact that the provisions of this article-have not been fulfilled has presented
some difficulties for the Federal Government. Secondly, as pointed out by the
United States authorities, Canâdian trucks from all 'provinces have transit privileges
through United States territory, even 'though some provinces have not granted

-reciprocal rights. An example of this traffic is the transport by Canadian trucking
companies of automobiles manufactured in Ontario to markets in Western Canada.
It has been reported that the monthly average number of, trucks engaging in this
traffic alone very nearly equals the monthly average number of United States trucks
which engaged in the transport of goods in bond across Southern. Ontario during

'the war. This represents a substantial change in the trucking situation from that
,which existed in the pre-war period. It'is reasonable to assume that the freedom of
operation which Canadian trucks now enjoy in the United States will not be contin-
ued indefinitely if we are not prepared to grânnt United States trucks reciprocal priv-
ileges in Canada.

M
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The question of transit trucking through Southern Ontario is of considerable
importance to United States trucking firms as the use of the Canadian route would
save a substantial amount of driving time. For example, traffic moving between
Detroit and Buffalo via the 261 mile route through the Niagara Peninsula saves 104
miles or 6 hours driving time:

Recently, the United States Embassy approached us again and asked that we
take the matter up once more with the Ontario Government. We are also informed
that the Canadian séction of the Joint Canada-United States Chambers of Com-
merce Committee is intending to request an interview with you during ' this month
to urge that the provincial regulations be altered to permit transit trucking.'

In the past objections to trucking in bond across Southern Ontario have been
raiséd primarily by the United States and Canadian railway companies and by the
Railway Brotherhood.,It appears, however, that the bulk of the bonded freight
through Southern' Ontario is carried by United States railways, and consequently
the interest of the Canadian railways in the transit trucking issue is relatively small.'
The real dispute seems to lie between the United States trucking companies and the
United States railways.

The United States Government has expressed a strong interest in the solution to
the trucking in bond issue. Besides creating difficulties between the United States'
and Canadian Governments, the fact that the terms of Article V of GATT have not
been implemented tends to interfere from time to time when we are seeking the
assistance of the United States Government on various matters - including mat-'
ters in which the Ontario Government has an interest:

In view'of all these'considerations, I should be grateful if your Government
would review its previous decision on this question and give favourable considera-
tion to altering present regulations and practices 'so as to permit transit trucking.

We should also welcome any information on the Ontario Government's views
on transit trucking and would greatly appreciate being kept informed of future
developments.

Yours sincerely,

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/48-FS-40

, ; Le premier- ministre de l'Ontario
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Premier of Ontario
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Toronto, April 19, 1951
) ' ' . . . . . . . , . - , . , ,

Dear Mr: Pearson:

I have for acknowledgment your letter date-lined April, 1951, concerning transit
trucking in bond across Southern Ontario. The Honourable Mr. Doucett, the Minis-
ter of Highv,ays, is away and I shall discuss the matter with him on his return.
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One of -the. very important factors in this matter which probably has, not been
given consideration by you is our traffic problem.'For some eleven years now we
have been in very abnormal conditions..True, a large portion of that time building
materials were not available and i once 'again we are in a period of very severe
restriction. The result is that our road building program is very much in arrears. In
the meantime our motor car registration has risen and is now considerably in excess
of-a million registrations. One of our very pressing problems is a two-lane highway
from Windsor, through to Hamilton and the Niagara Peninsula. This year we are.
only able to make a very small commencement ,on this road, and in the meantime,
the traffic conditions on the highways leading from the Windsor area to the Niagara
Peninsula and Toronto are over-crowded.
.,.-.In addition to that we have to take care of tourist cars entering from the United

States which now very greatly exceed our total registration in Ontario. This will
give you one substantial reason why we are. hesitant to do •anything which would
further ^ complicate our problem. ,

It is, of course, quite true that during the war days traffic was permitted on High-
way number 3, and many thousands of American trucks availed themselves of this
privilege. I may say that very, considerable damage occurred to the road, which in
fact we have not been able to catch up with. The cost of repairs and replacement of
some of our roads is just as expensive under present conditions as it used to be to
build an entirely new road. I point out, however, that during the war days due to,
gasoline, tire and other restrictions the traffic in the Province was very much lim-
ited. This does not apply under. present conditions where we have had a vast
increase in motor traffic without a corresponding extension of our road system.

I shall be glad indeed to discuss the matter with Mr. Doucett upon his return. In
the meantime, however, I thought it best to tell you about the above situation.

Very sinçerely yours,
^ LESI.rE M. FROST .

846. DEA/48-FS-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures123

Mémorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs123

[Ottawa], May 18, 1951

TRUCKWG IN BOND

At yesterday's Cabinet meeting, Mr. Chevrier brought up this question and
stated that we had sent a letter to the Premier of Ontario asking for provincial

'23 Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Important. Mr. Moran please speak to me about this. A.D.P.H[eeneyl May 19



action,'without consulting his Department. He spoke in terms of very considerable
annoyance.: I managed. to get the facts at once and to prove to him that we had, in
fact, sent his Department a copy of the draft letter to Mr. Frost before it was sent to
Toronto, and had waited two weeks for the comments of his Department. He apolo-
gized, for his ; misunderstanding of the facts, but still feels that it was unfortunate
that the letter went without a further effort to hasten the reply from his Department.

2. I believe there is some feeling among those concerned here that we are under
no particular obligation to consult Transport in this matter. I think that this is a
mistake and that we should keep in very close touch with them concerning it, diffi-
cult though, at times, that may be.'14

L.B. P[EAxsoN]

au ministre des Transports

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister of Transport

Ottawa, May 30, 1951

847. DEA/48-FS-40

Le secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures

Dear Lionel [Chevrier],

I am returning herewith the memorandum t from your Deputy concerning truck-
ing in bond ^ across Southern Ontario.

.I agree that when our Department asked your Deputy to ascertain the comments
of the Canadian National Railways on this subject, we should have delayed sending
the letter to Premier Frost or should have at least let youknow that we found our-
selves unable to hold, it up any longer. I apologize for that.

-Incidentally, I- perhaps should tell you that my Department was under, heavy
pressure from within and without Canada to renew our request to the Government
of Ontario to reconsider the matter. This pressure included personal visits to Ottawa
of the Canadian solicitors acting for the various trucking associations, representa-
tions, from individuals on behalf of various interests in. Southwestern Ontario,
requests for action by -the. United States Government under our obligation in the
General 'Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to permit trucking in bond across Canada
and by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce who were proposing to send a delega-
tion to see Premier Frost and who hoped that our letter could precede their visit. In
addition', our friend Paul, Martin became concerned when the State of Michigan
refused to permit Canadian trucks proceeding from Windsor to Western Canada to

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I spoke to the Minister and gave him the background. I told him we were being pressed for
action by the Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Springsteen and U.S. Embassy. In addition, Mr. Mar-
tin asked us to hasten the letter to Ont[ario] because Michigan had stopped Ont[ario] trucks
proceeding through that State. We felt we could delay no longer. H.M[oran].
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pass through that state until Ontario took some action on the trucking in bond prob-
lein. Paul urged us to get our, letter into the hands of the Ontario Government at the
earliest possible date, so that he could refer to it in his conversations with the Mich-
igan f State Governor as anAndication of the - Canadian Government's good faith.
This background may serve to throw some light on the action taken by my Depart-
ment at that tinie.

Yours sincerely, :

L.B. PEARSON '

DEA/48-FS-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH E-2994 - -Ottawa, September 28, 1951

TRUCKING IN BOND ACROSS SOUTHERN ONTARIO

= Willoughby raised this matter with Plumptre again yesterday. (We have been
receiving informal representations regarding it every few weeks). Willoughby
seemed to hope that this Department would take some new initiative vis-à-vis the
Government of Ontario. Plumptre told him pretty straight that he did not think
Ministers would be willing to take any further action,- at any rate until there was
some significant change in the circumstances. Mr. Pearson had written to Mr. Frost
in the Spring and followed it up more recently.with a reminder.t No further action
could be anticipated at this 'time.

2. Willoughby said that he was'expecting to attend a Highways Convention in the
United States (Boston) in about a fortnight. While most of the Convention would
be occupied with rather. technical matters,- he anticipated that trucking in bond
would come up; indeed this was the reason for his invitation., He was afraid that
some of the States might take retaliatory action against Canada and deny to Cana-
dian carriers the use of United States roads and other facilities.

3: When pressed to be specific as to what he feared, it emerged that he did not
really expect very much to happen. He himself pointed out that the vast majority of
States had no particular interest in the matter:

4. Plumptre pointed out ttiat,' since the Canadian Government has gone as far as it
was' likely to go at this time, ân} additional,pressure would have to be levelled
directly :at the Governinent of,Ontario. He suggested that a représentative of the
Ontario Department'of Highways might possibly be invited to attend the Conven-
tion but Mr. Willoughby did not seem to think that there would be anybody at the
Convention who would really be in a position to bring any pressure on the Ontario
Government.

5. Willoughby asked whéther the Canadian'Govemment would simply stand by if
there was a real threat of retaliation. Plumptre replied that he could not anticipate
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what action Ministers would in fact take in a given set of circumstances. However,
if the Department, of State officially informed the Canadian Government that spe-
cific retaliation was imminent, and that certain'States were about to take certain
actions, he thought it likely that Ministers would wish to pass this information on
to the Government of Ontario.

H.O. MoRAN
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECTION G

' BIÈRE, VIN ET ALCOOL
BEER, WINE AND SPIRTTS

DEA/3300-40
Le chef de la Direction écônomique

au sous-ministre du Revenu national (douanes et accise)

Head, Economic Division,
to Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise)

Ottawa, June 15, 1951

Dear Mr. Sim•
. ., ... ,

BEER, WINE AND SPIRITS - IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES

I attach a self; explanatory_ despatch to Washington on this subject. I was glad to
bé able to assure Mr. Willoughby and his colleague, ,Mr. Habib, that you would
pursue the matter with them when you come back to Ottawa. They are under some
pressure from Washington and would be grateful to be able to see you as soon as
possible. I.would be glad if either I or an officer of my Division could be present
when you speak to them.

2. It does seem clear that the Liquor Control Boards are exercising some discrim-
ination against United States imports, at any rate of,wines, and probably of beers
.also. Since the,Federal Government gave them a lead in this direction some years
ago it wotild seem desirable at this time to let them know that, as far as the Federal
Government is concerned, there is no continuing justification for discrimination.
Indeed I think it might well be brought to the attention of these Boards that under
GATT it is the pôlicy of the Dominion Government that purchases should be made
on a commercial basis rather than a protectionist basis.

o: 3. I am sending copies of this letter and the attached despatch to the Departments
of Trade and Commerce and Finance.

Yours sincerely,

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE
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=. [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]. •, -. • .- . _ .;,..
' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

c3 l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis,. . , _
Secretary.of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH E-2294 ,` . . Ottawa, June 15, 1951

RESTRICTED

1.

c;

II

00

BEER, WINE AND SPIRITS - IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES

Officials of the United States Embassy have approached this Department alleg-
ing discrimination amongst the Provincial Liquor Boards against importation of
beer, wine, and spirits from the United States.

2. After a preliminary, consultation with the Department of National Revenue it
was explained to, the United. States officials that, during the period of acute U.S.
dollar shortage in 1947-8, thère had been an informal 'approach from the Federal
authorities to the Provincial Liquor Boards suggesting some economy in purchases
of American wines. However, there had been no approach to them` since that time
and at no time had there been any approach regarding imports of beer and spirits.

' Hence at the present time the Liquor Boards were entirely free to purchase from the
United States although it was admitted that there was probably some carry-over up
to the present of the discriminatory attitude on wines which had been suggested
some years• ago.

3. The United States officials recalled that they had raised ' thé matter with us
some three years ago but, because, Canadian exchange difficulties were serious at
that time, they had been willing not to pursue it.' However; there were no exchange
difficulties at present and all official restrictions had been taken off. The discrimi-
nation was apparently continuing. 'The United States Consuls had been in touch
with the Liquor Boards in Ontario and British Columbia and had gathered that the
discrimination seemed to be a matter of informal agreement amongst the Liquor

- Boards and was based to a"considerable extent on a deliberate attempt to protect
` Canadian breweries' and wineries. There was a continual pressure on the'United
States authorities in Washington to attempt to get - this - discrimination removed, a

,pressure which was particularly heavy at the present when there seemed to be no
justification for it in the Canadian dollar position.

4. The United States officials "were told that some Provincial Liquor Boards had
in the past imported United States spirits and offered them for' sale but had found
little or no market for them: Since the four largest United States distillers were also
operating in Canada it was scarcely to be expected - that' there would be much
importation of spirits from the United States: The United States officials agr'eed,
saying that their worries were chiefly, if not exclusively, in the fields of beer and
wine.

5. As for beer, they did not anticipate any substantial imports into Canada from
the United States under any circumstances. What rankled in the minds of Ui1ited
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A.F.W. PLUMPTRE
for Secretary of State '
for External Affairs

DEA/3300-40

Le sous-ministre du Revenu national (douanes et accise)
. au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

-Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise)
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

States producers and dealers was the fact that they were completely excluded and
were given no opportunity: to compete.

' 6. In the field of wines the United States officials stated that, even when Ameri-
can wines were imported into Canada (as they had been in substantial quantities at
certain times in the past), they were not handled equitably by Canadian Liquor
Commissions. Although their. cost to the Commissions was relatively low they
were priced with French wines rather than to compete with Canadian domestic
wines. They referred to some recent agitation in the Province of British Columbia
for the import of American wines.

7. The Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise) is away from
Ottawa at present but has undertaken to discuss the matter further with the United
States officials when ne retun

RESTiuCtED Ottawa, July 4, 1951

Dear Sir,

RE BEER, WINE AND SPIRITS - IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES

I have read with interest your letter of June 15th, with enclosed despatch on this
subject.

It must be borne in mind that the retailing of intoxicating liquors is a matter
coming solely within the purview of the Provinces and i feel that we would only be
inviting a rebuff from at least some of them if we undertook to formally question
them in this regard.

I am aware that they have an -informal understanding among themselves that
they will not purchase wines in the United States but I have no knowledge of any
similar arrangement in regard to spirits or beer. As far as these two commodities
are concerned, I am inclined to the opinion that there is little or no practical
demand from consumers. The most important distillers in 'the United States have
related companies in Canada and while there is a substantial movement of bulk
spirits across the border in both directions, principally for blending purposes, the
trade would seem to have little interest in pushing the sale of spirits bottled in the
United States.

The few Provinces which have from time to time stocked United States spirits
seem to have found that the goods remained on the shèlves and this is understanda-
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ble because a tourist coming to -Canada is inclined to look for Canadian whisky
which, I am advised, has achieved an enviable reputation. The same consumer pref-
erence is apparently found in connection with beer. Canadians seem to be relatively
well. satisfied with the product produced, here and.incoming Americans seem to
regard ; it as one of. the amenities which they look for, on, this side of the border.

The situation I think is not quite the same in regard to wine. California, in par-
ticular, seems to produce some types which, notwithstanding the tariff, could com-
pete. with our domestic vintages, but as a consequence of the inforrnal arrangement
among the Provincial Liquor Commissioners, little or no wine is imported from the
United States except, possibly,, some for sacramental purposes:

The Commissioners were. encouraged in - this arrangement some - years ago by
ourselves when Canada was facing a serious dollar shortage. Indeed, I recall partic-
ipating in some discussions, in this regard at one of the annual conferences of
Liquor Commissioners held prior to 1948. At subsequent conferences, I have been
careful to tell the Liquor Commissioners that there was no longer any Federal inter-
est in their restraining their purchases because of currency considerations and there
is, of course, no Federal prohibition on importation.

I think, perhaps, to meet the request now made to your Department by Mr.
Woodbury Willoughby, Economic Counsellor of the United States Embassy, that it
would be more appropriate if,'instead of communicating in a formal way with the
Provinces, we undertook to speak to them about this matter at the next conference
of Liquor Commissioners which I understand will be held some time in September.
There can, of course, be no assurance that they will change their policy because,
after all, it is a•matter upon which the final decision must rest with them, but I
would hope to make it clear that insofar as the Federal Government is concerned,
we must have regard to our obligations under GATT and are therefore impelled 'to
ask them to consider the importation of wine from the United States on a purely
commercial basis without regard to any domestic considerations.

Yours faithfully,
DAVID SIM

,
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from him of July 4th, setting out the present situation and recommending that,
instead of communicating in a formal way with the Provinces, we (i.e., Sim) under-
take to speak to the Provincial Commissioners about this matter at their next meet-
ing. Sim feels that this sort of approach may bring results in at least some of the

4. We have talked this over with Sim and he agrees completely. I attach a letter

more conciliatory draft.'u A formal approach, particularly of. this nature, is not
likely to help the Government to meet the United States request and might serve
merely to encourage the United States exporters. and create further hard feeling if
the Provincial Boards do not increase their, purchases in the United States. It is not
in order, I think, at this stage to send letters to the Provincial Boards.

3. I do nôt think we should encourage Willoughby to send this note, or even a

[Ottawa], July 10, 1951

Attention: Mr. Moran
. , ... , : . ^ . . ..

IMPORTATION OF BEER, WINE AND SPIRITS FROM THE UNTTED STATES

On Juné 15th,Willoughby of the United States Embassy approached this Divi-
sion on the above-mentioned subject, alleging discrimination amongst Provincial
Liquor Control Boards against the importation of beer, - wine and spirits from. the
United States. We took the matter.. up with Mr. Sim of National Revenue, and he
subsequently had several conversations with Mr. Willoughby. Sim told Willoughby
that he would take the matter up at the next. meeting of the'Provincial Liquor Com-
missioners in September.

2. Willoughby did not wish to let the matter rest, however, as the State Depart-
ment is under some current pressure from United States exporters and he wishes to
be able to show. some concrete evidence of the action he has taken. Accordingly, he
prepared a draft note f(on top of the attached file) in rather strong terms, written
with a view,to circulation to interested United States Congressmen and exporters.
In his ,conversations with us he has also expressed the hope that we might find it
possible to send letters to the Provincial L.C.B.s requesting them to cease discrimi-
nating against United States products.

Provinces.

J. u you agree with this sugges
and pass on our views to him.

Note de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Economic Division
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

A.G.S. G[RiFFITII]

I

►
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_: P.S. Willoughby phoned yesterday & I believe he intends to try to see you today.'26

852.

t

. F.G. H[ooTONJ

• Note de la Directiôn économique :

Memorandum by Economic Division

DEA/3300-40

[Ottawa], July 17, 1951

I

r

I

After talking to Mr. Moran, Mr. Willoughby has decided not to send the draft
note to which reference is made in our memorandum of July 10th to the Under-
Secretary. He has agreed to rely on the informal approaches he has made'and Sim's
assurance that he will take the whole matter up with the Provincial Liquor Com-
missioners at their next annual meeting in September.. ,... . . ... . . . . .

` Willoughby asked to have his draft note returned to, him: The following are the
main points. in his note:

American producers have,been given to understand that for some time Cana-
dian Provincial Liquor Control Boards have, by "gentlemen's agreement", lim-
ited the distribution in Canada of U.S. alcoholic beverages. Whether limitations
on imports are achieved by this method or, by other means, it is clear that such
imports from the* United States have been *substantially less than might be
expected if restrictions were not in effect. In 1950, for example, U.S., exports of
beer, ale, porter and stout to Canada were valued at only $98. and U.S. export of
wines at only $47,732. Although U.S. exports'of whisky to Canada in that year
were valued at $2,315,642., it is understood that.such` purchases are chiefly in
bulk and used for blending with Canadian `whisky; much of which is shipped to
the United States.
On the other'hand, U.S:, imports of alcoholic. beverages from Canada have been

substantial and are increasing: In 1950, purchases of Canadian whisky totalled
$33,491,941: and purchases of Canadian beer, ale, `porter and stout totalled
$1,638,142. Môreover, 'at Geiieva' in 1947 and at Torquay in 1951, the U.S.
granted, Canada valuable ' tariff" concessions on 'alcoholic beverages which
benefitted, ` and will no doubt further' benefit; ' Canadian exporters of these prod
ucts to the U.S.
On the basis'of their own investigations of the Canadian market, American pro-r

of alcoholic beverages have satisfied themselves that there is a demand
for their products in Canada. As a result,, a number of requests have been

LL received from these producers for assistance in persuading'provincial authorities
to alter their restrictive policies. In seeking the assistance of the U.S. Govern-

IMPORTATION OF BEER, WINE AND SPIRITS FROM THE UNITED STATES

'm Note marginale :/Marginal note: ,. :I . ,
I will speak to him along lines of this memo & Mr. Sim's letter. H.M[oran]
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° ment, these producers have pointed out that the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade contains provisions pertinent to the situation, referring in particular to
those provisions relative to the operations of state-trading enterprises (ArticleXVII), most-favored-nation treatment, and observance of the Agreement byregional and local governments (Article XXIV). They have also emphasized that
these restrictions reduce or eliminate, insofar as the United States is concerned,
the value of the concessions granted by Canada at Geneva and continued at Tor-
quay, on several types of alcoholic beverages, covered by Canadian tariff items,146, 147, ex-156, ex-163 and 165.'
In the circumstances it has become increasingly difficult for the U.S. Govern-

ment to give American producers of alcoholic beverages an explanation for their
inability to sell their products in Canada which the latter can accept as reasona-
ble or justified. As a result there has been developed an amount of irritation
which is out of proportion to the advantages which are presumably obtained by
Canadian producers through the protection afforded by these ,limitations onimports.

F.G. H[ooTOrrl

DEA/3300-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au conseiller aux affaires économiques de l'ambassade des États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Counsellor for Economic Affairs, Embassy of United States

Ottawa, October 9, 1951

Dear Mr. Willoughby:

I refer to previous discussions which you have had with this Department con-
cerning the importation by the Provincial Liquor Control Boards of beer, wine and
sPi^ts and the reports which you draw to our attention of alleged discrimination
against such import s from the United States.

am now glad to report that Mr David Sim, Deputy. Minister of National Reve-
nue, Customs and Excise, brought this matter up at the annual conference of theProvincial

Liquor Commissioners last August. Mr. Sim drew thé Conference's
attention to 'representations you had made to us and pointed out that, there was no
reason for restricting purchases of beer, wine and spirits from the United States as
United States dollars are freely available for this purpose. Furthermore, he pointed
out that Canada is obliged under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade to
eliminate any restrictions other than duties and taxes on the importationI of products
from another Contracting Party, and urged the Provincial Liquor Commissioners to
make their purchases on a purely commercial basis.
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The Conference passed a resolution on this subject which, while leaving the
s matter. of ^ implementation in the hands 1 of the individual Commissions, is in con-

formity• with the points made by Mr. Sim: :;.
A.D.P. HEENEY

3e, PARTIE/PART 3

COMMISSION MIXTE INTERNATIONALE,
INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION

SECTIONA

LAKE OF THE WOODS

f

854.
PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DoCUltE`rr No., 139-51 Ottawa, May 9, 1951

CONFIDENTIAL

PROPOSED REFERENCE TO THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION
.. : , .

ON THE LAKE OF THE WOODS WATERSHED

In November 1950, the United States Government proposed that a joint refer-
ence be made to the International Joint Commission calling for a full investigation
of the present methods of, the regulation, of the Lake of the Woods and its, •
watershed.

The 'Commission has investigated most of this watershed pursuant to two previ-
ous references, one on the Lake of the Woods in 1912, and another on the RainY
Lake area in 1925.127 Both investigations resulted in the conclusion of conventions

'between Canada and the United States, the Lake of the Woods Convention of 1925,
and the Rainy Lake Convention of 1938.128 The methods of regulation established
by these conventions worked satisfactorily until 1950, when an extensive flood.. • .•.. ,

area, Se^
127 Pour la référence au secteur de lac à la Pluie, voir/For reference concerning Rainy Lake

524 525`S
of

Treaties and Agreements affecting Canada in force between His Majesty and the United

America with subsidiary documents, 1814-1925 (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1927), pp

128 Pour la Convention sur le lac des Bois de 1925, voir/For Lake of the
Woods ConventionUnn

United S^tes
see Treaties and Agreements affecting Canada in force between His M ^ ry

of America with subsidiary documents, 1814-1925, pp. 520-525.

Pour la Convention sur le lac à la Pluie de 1938, voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1940, N° 9•

For Rainy Lake Convention of 1938, see Canada, Treaty Series, 1940, No. 9.
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occurred despite every effort to prevent it. It was this flood which led to the United
States proposal of a new investigation.

The United States proposal was discussed at a meeting of officials of the Gov-
ernments of Canada, Ontario and Manitoba. The provincial representatives indi-
cated that they would prefer not to have this subject re-opened. If, however, Canada
could not refuse to agree to a reference, they considered that the terms of reference
suggested by the United States would not be satisfactory. If a reference were to
result in such a change in the method of regulation as would reduce the volume of
water storage in the Lake of the Woods, hydro-electric power'production in both
provinces would. suffer.

L.B. PEARSON

129
Volr/See

Treaties and Agreements affecting Canada in force between His Majesty and the United
States of America with subsidiary documents, 1814-1925, pp. 312-319.^^Ô
Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 16 mai 1951 JApprovéd by Cabinet, May 16, 1951.

As a result ôf this meeting a repl was sent t h U

%, ana ian Government agree to, a joint reference to the
Commission on the basis of the draft terms of reference in Appendix B.110

ls attached as Appendix B.) .,
y e present arrangement. (Ttus draft

I recommend that th C d•

J o t e nited States Embassy asking
for information about the nature and extent of the damage caused in the ' UnitedStâtes by the 1950 flood. It was thought that if the damage was found io'be not very
extensive it would then be possible to point out to the United States Government
that tlie cost of an investigation would not be justified in comparisôn with the
amount of damage suffered. In reply, however, the United States Government said
that the determination of the nature and extent of the damage would be a matter for
the ;Commission, and repeated its request for'a joint reference.

If we were to refuse to agree to a joint reference the United States, ünder. the
provisions, of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909,129 could refer the matter to the
Commissiôn without our consent. The investigation' would then be based on the
terms of reference proposed by the United States, 'which are prejudicial to' the
important Canadian interests involved. (The United States draft is - attached asAppendix A.)

For this reason, a revised draft of terms of reference has been prepared by thinterested Canadian Government departments. This ' draft has been sent to the two
Provinces and we have been informed that it is satisfactoryfrom their point ofview.

It begins by asking the Commission whether the existing arrangements areadequate. Only if they are inadequate is the Commission to make an investigation.
If an investigation is made, the Commission is to bear in mind "the necessity'of
preserving the storage ranges". provided Co- b It,

i
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(PIÈCE 'JOIIVTE '1 /ENCLOSURE 11'

Appendice A
.... :^ ^,, . . ..

APpendiz A

September-, 1950

DRAFT REFERENCE PROPOSED BY THE UNITED STATES

In view ôf the damage caused in the Lake of the Woods watershed by the, flood
of 1950, and in order to determine whether it is practicable. and desirable from
viewpoints of the Governments of Canada and the United States of America to
devise and carry. sinto, effect an improved plan of regulation and utilization : of the
waters of the Lake of the Woods.watershed in the Provinces of Ontario and Mani-
toba and in the State of Minnesota, . the Governments of Canada and the United
States of America have agreed to. refer the matter'to the International Joint C
mission for. investigation and report,.together with conclusions and recommenda-
tions, pursûant to Article IX of the Treaty between the United States of America
and Great Britain in respect to Canada, signed at Washington on the 11th day of
January, 1909, relating to Boundary Waters.

2. It is desired that,the'Commission, after reviewing the plans of regulation put
into. effect pursuant to the Convention'between Canada and the United States of

,, , relating to regulation of theAmerica, signed at Washington 'February 24, 1925
level 'of Lake of the Woods, ` and the 'Convendon between the United *States and
Canada signed at Ottawa September.15, 1938, relating to emergency regulation of
the level of Rainy Lake and of other boundary waters in the Rainy Lake watearnshd lds
shall determine whether, in its judgment, considering the Lake of the Woodsand their
entire watershed, and more particularly the variouslakes in the watersh no ffect a
inlets'and outlets, it would be feasible and desirable to devise and carry . ....

better general plan of regulation of these waters, their inflow and outflow channels,
and utilization of the water resources, of the Lake of the Woods ' watersh^e up .
whole having in mind existing and future requirements for (A) domestic wa
ply and sanitation, (B) navigation, (C) the control of floods throughout the basin for
the protection of properties along the' shores of the 'various lakes and th ^ffected by
ing waters, including agricultural lands and other propertie ^E^ reclamation of wet
high lake levels, (D) efficient development of water power, other beneficial
lands, (F) conservation of fish and wildlife, (G) recreation, and (H)

purposes. ro ects or
3. In the event that the Commission should find that furt^^en ive utlization of

measures to effect better control and regulation and more e
the waters of the Lake of the Woods watershed are desirable, it should l^neflted or
the interests on either side of the international boundary would b ro ects or
adversely affected thereby, and should estimate the costs of such works, p J

including indemnification for damage to public or private proPertY andmeasures fied>
the costs of remedial works, projects or measures that may be found to be justi

and should indicate how the costs of any such works, projects or measures and tbe. . ,

N
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amounts of any resulting damage may equitably be apportioned among interests on
either side of the boundary or between the two Governments.

4. The Commission should include in its report a review of all prior investiga-
tions and reports relating to the Lake of the Woods watershed or parts thereof made
under authority of the Governments of the United States and Canada. It is desired
further that the Commission's report pursuant to this Reference contain information
on the history and present status of existing dams, water power plants,, navigation
works, and other properties, whether publicly or privately owned, located within
the. Lake of the Woods watershed insofar as such information may be germane to
the subject under consideration.

5. In the conduct, of its investigations and otherwise in the performance of its
duties under this Reference, the Commission may utilize the services of engineers
and other specially qualified personnel of the technical agencies of Canada and the
United States and will so far as possible make use of information and technical data
heretofore acquired by such technical agencies or which may become available

' during the course ' of the, investigation, thus avoiding* duplication of effort'and
unnecessary expense.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

: Appendice B

APpendix B

DRAFr LAKE OF THE, WOODS REFERENCE

In view of the excessive rtin-off and the resultant high water levels experienced
'during 1950 in that portion of the Lake of 'the Woods watershed the regulation,of
which is provided for in the Convention between Canada and thè United States of
America signed at Washington on February 24, 1925, and the Convention bétween
the United States and Canada signed at Ottawa, September 15, 1938,.and the subse-
quent Order of the International Joint Commission of June 8, - 1949, the Govern-
ments of the United States and Canada have agreed,- in accordance with Article IX
of the Boundary Waters Treaty of January, 11, 1909, to request the International
Joint Commission: r .:., ., ,.. . ,:.:., _ . ..

(1) to indicate, whether the Lake of the Woods Convention of 1925 and the Order
Of the International Joint Commission of *June 8, 1949, . pertaining to Rainy and
Namakan Lakes, adequately provide for a contingency such as arose'in 1950;

(2) if the answer to (1) is negative, to review the plans for. regulation put into
effect pursuant to the above-mentioned Conventions, and to consider what, if any,
other methods of regulation might provide better protection to foreshore interests,
bearing in mind,

(a) the necessity of preserving the storage ranges provided in the Convention of
1925 and the Order of the International Joint Commission of June 8, 1949; and

(b) the desirability of protecting all interests against excessively low lake levels;

(3) to indicate whether any of the methods considered under (2) are, in the Com-
mission's judgement, economically justifiable, bearing in mind,

i
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(a) the alternative possibility of adjusting the flowage easement provided for in
the Convention of 1925; and `.^
(b) the extent of any damage which may have been suffered by the inhabitants of
Canada and the United States as a result of high water levels during the period
of regulation under the Convention of 1925 and the Order of the International
Joint Commission of June 8; 1949;

(4) to indicate, should a new method or methods 'of regulation be considered to be
economically justifiable,

(a) -what further works, projects or methods for- control and regulation of the
waters under reference are required;
(b) how the - interests on either side 'of -the international boundary would be
benefitted or adversely affected thereby;
(c) the estimated cost of such projects or measures including indemnification for
damage to public or private property and the cost of necessary remedial works;
(d) how the cost of any such works and the amounts of any resulting damage
may equitably be apportioned between the two Govemments;.

(5) to indicate, should a new method of regulation not be considered to be eco-
nomically justifiable, whether an adjustment of the existing flowage easement pro-
vided by the Convention of 1925 is, in the judgement of the Commission, feasible
and economically justifiable;

(6) if an adjustment of the flowage easement is considered to be feasible and
economically justifiable, to indicate,

(a) the level to which the existing flowage, easement might be adjusted;
(b) how the interests on either side of the international boundary,would be
benefitted or adversely affected thereby;
(c) the estimated cost of such an adjustment;.
(d) how this cost may be equitably apportioned between the two Governments.
In the conduct of its investigations, and :otherwise in the performance of its

duties under this Reference, the International Joint Commission may utilize the ser-
vices of engineers and other specially qualified personnel of technical agencies of
Canada and the United States, and will so far as possible, make use of information
and technical data which has been acquired by such technical . agencies or which
may, become available during the course of the investigation, thus avoiding dupli-
cation of . effort and unnecessary expense.
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CONFIDENTIAL

(c) continued supervision be provided through international boards of control
working irt conjunction with the appropriate authorities in each country.

'3.
On December 21, 1950, the Government of the United States informed the

Government of Canada that it approves the recommendations of the International
Joint Commission. In order to implement the Commission's recommendations; it
suggested that the two Governments simultaneously authorize the Commission to
establish and maintain continuing supervision over pollution' of boundary waters
through boards of control, appointed by the Commission. These boards would
notify those responsible for contravention of the "Objectives" set out by the Com-
mission and, in the event that assurance were not given, that the pollution would be

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

POLLUTION OF BOUNDARY WATERS

On April.1, 1946, the Governments of Canada and the United States requested
the International Joint Commission to investigate the question of the pollution of
the waters of the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair and the Detroit River and to recom-
mend remedial measures.131 The reference was subsequently extended to cover theSt.

Mary's River between Lake Superior and Lake Huron and also the NiagaraRiver.132

2. In its report to the two Governments on October 11, 1950, the Commission
stated that treatment of municipal and industrial wastes is urgently needed in the
areas under reference. and that the capital cost of the required treatment works will
be approximately $30,000,000 in Canada and approximately $100,000,000 in the
United States. The Commission has recommended that:

(a) the "Objectives for Boundary Waters Quality Control" set out in its report, be
adopted by the two Governments as the criteria for maintaining boundary waters in
satisfactorycondition;

(b) those responsible for pollution be called upon to maintain the recommended
quality objectives; I

131 . Voir/See Volume 12,
' Documents 881-883.3'Voir/See Volume 12, Document 890.
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corrected within a reasonable time, recommendations would be made to the appro-
priate authorities as to the fucther action deemed advisable.

4. The implementation; at the Federal level, of the International Joint Commis-
sion's recommendations will substantially devolve upon the Department of
National Health and Welfare. In view of the deep interest shown in this reference
by the Gôvernment of the Province of Ontario, and because of its participation in
investigations that have been made, the Department of National Health and Welfare
propose to seek the close co-operation of the Ontario authorities including their
participation in the supervisory activities of the, proposed boards of control. To the
extent that the supervising authorities will require to rely on legislation for the
enforcement of the recommendations of the International Joint Commission herein,
it is proposed to utilize substantially the regulations under the Public. Health Act of
the Province of Ontario as existing Federal legislation is not considered appropriate
to the situation. In the event that the existing Provincial legislation is found to be
inadequate, the situation will need to be further considered.

5. Considerable progréss has already been 'made, on a voluntary basis, both in
Canada and the United States, towards alleviating the conditions which were found
to exist by the Commission during its investigation.

6. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of the Minis-
ters, of National Health and - Welfare, Public Works and Transport therefore
recommends:

(i) that the Government approve the recommendations of the International Joint
Commission;

(ii) that the Government agree to the United States Government's suggestion that
the two Governments simultaneously authorize the Commission to establish and
maintain continuing supervision over pollution of boundary waters;

(iii) that the Government of, the United States be informed accordingly.
L.B. PEARSON

856.
DEA/8010-40

Note du chef de la Direction juridique
.pour la Direction juridique

Memôrandum from Head, Legal Division,
to Legal Division

. '
CONFIDnv T[Ai.,

lOttawa], June 8, 1951
. . , . ,

For Mr. Summers; Mr. Nutt

,... t, RE POLLUTION ; OF BOUNDARY WATERS ost
Mr. Pelletier of the Privy Council Office informed me that Cabinet hently

poned a decision on the memorandum put to it on the above subject. APp llution

Cabinet unanimously agreed that the general recommendation to clear uP hen the

was a good thing, but some doubted whether it was desirable at this stag
e w

Mi
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Government is anxious to roll back capital expenditure that municipalities and pri-
vate industries should.be encouraged to embark on extensive capital investments to
curb pollution. It seems that the government would like to have a further report
outlining in some detail the actual cost involved and who should bear the cost of
the programme. I gather that Cabinet was a little concerned that the municipalities
or provincial government or possiblÿ the larger industries might press the federal
authorities for financial assistance at some later stage. Mr. Chevrier wanted the
International Joint Commission to do this study for the whole Great Lakes system.
He mentioned this some time ago to the Department and apparently reiterated this
wish during the Cabinet discussion. I feel that the Department of National Health
and Welfare should supply this additional information to the Cabinet but they will
probably have to go to the Commission for the necessary information.

2. I have explained this orally on a confidential basis tô General McNaughton.133

K. B[URBRIDGE]

DEA/8010-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], September. 19, 1951

POLLUTION OF BOUNDARY.WATERS

The attached draft memorandum to the Cabinet was signed b y Mr. Claxton
July 31, 1951, and referred to the Ministers of National Health and Welfare, Public
Works andTransport for their concurrence. (A copy was sent to the Minister of
Finance for his, information.) The Ministers of Transport and Public Works have
concurred. The Minister of National Health and Welfare has replied (letterattached)t

without giving his concurrence, but agreeing •as to I the desirability of
suppo^ng the principles of the International Joint Commission's report and sug-
gesting the matter be referred to Cabinet for discussion and guidance as to the po1-
icy to be adopted.;

2.Wéaz
e anxious to implement the report and are being pressed for our decision

by the 'Govemmént of the United States which approved the recommendations of
the International Joint Commission as long ago as December 21, 1950. It would be
desirable to go to Cabinet with a clear recommendation if at all possible'.* The con-
cucrence of National Health and Welfare is essential as that Department will have,

'33N Otes marginales :/Marginal notes:

I assume that when the Cabinet minute is forthcoming, we should write to Nat[ional] Health
asking them to undertake to obtain the necessary information? We should also inform our
Ambassador in Washington. J[im] N[utt]
Ur Burbridge I agree with Nutt's comment. I think that policy on a health matter must be
cleared by the appropriate dep[artmen]t not by us. C.B.S[ummers]
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primary responsibility for "ensuring that the recommendations of the International
Joint Commission are implemented if the Government accepts them.

° 3. May I sûggest thât you have a word with Mr. Martin in order to ascertain just
how far he is prepared to go in supporting'the recommendations,we proposed or
whether the difficulties are so great as to justify alteration in our view that the
recommendations should be approved.

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet de note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Draft Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

I

SECRET.

E. R[EID]
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 31, 1951

POLLUTION OF BOUNDARY WATERS

At its meeting of June 7, 1951, Cabinet noted the recommendations contained in
the âttached memorandum of May 30, marked Annex A, concerning the report of
the International Joint Commission with respect to the pollution of certain bound-
ary waters. A decision was deferred pending submission of a report on the relative
importance of the various remedial measures recommended and on the detailed
costs involved.

2. The required supplementary report comprises Annex B t of this memorandum.

3.' On June 20, the United States 'Embassy in' Ottâwa enquired concerning the
presënt position of this{report of the International Joint Commission. The EmbassY
was informed that the matter is under active consideration.

4. By virtue of the Boundary Waters Treaty bf 1909, Canada is under an obliga-
tion to prevent the pollution of boundary waters. In view of the fact, therefore, that
the Canadian Government joined with the United States Government in submitting
this reference to the International Joint Commission, and since the United States
Government has already accepted the report, it would be most embarrassing if the
Goveminent were unable to accept the Commission's recommendations. -

in the
5 . , The'• failure to accept the report would be all the more embarrassing's

event that the,United States authorities undertook to` implement the Commission
recommendations unilaterally on the United States side of the boundary• Continued
pollution on the Canadian side of the boundary could not be restricted to Canadian
waters. This would give rise to serious differences between the, two countries•
While some private Canadian companies have already undertaken remediâl mea-
sures as a result of this reference, these measures might well be discontinued if the
recommendations of the Commission were not accepted by the Government.

i`ll ./ II
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.6. Additionally, there is the important consideration f th h

an mumcipal wastes in the waters under reference constitute aconstant hazard to public health.

7. The Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of the
Ministers of National Health and Welfare, Public Works, and Transport, therefore
reconunends that the recommendations set out in the attached memorandum of
May 30, be approved.

mentary report specifies, as did the report of the International Joint Commi sipon,
that both industrial d

W e ealth of Canadian
citizens in the areas contiguous to the waters under reference The att h d

858:

B ROOKE CLAXTON ' '

' DEA/8010-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures :
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

` to Assistant Under-Secretary'of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], September 26, 1951

RE POLLUTION, OF BOUNDARY WATERS

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

Notes marginale :/Marginal note: '
I discussed this with Mr. Moran who agrees we shouldn't set the Minister open to possible
embarrassment by having Martin deny he concurred. I therefore suggest a new wording for the
last para[gaph], which is redrafted for Pearson's signature. I don't think this need go back tothe Minister. We can arrange to put it on Cabinet['s] agenda for its next meeting. It will also
have to be updated. K.J.B[urbridge].

s es o procee on the basis of the attacheddraft
memorandum to Cabinet formally approved by Mr. Claxton as `Acting

Minister.134

In the circumstances Mr Pearson wi h t d

i
Mr. Martin is not prepared to commit himself on this subject until there has beén

some discussion in Cabinet.

Our memorandum to the Minister of September 19th is returned herewth
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TOP. SECRET

' RELATIONS WITfi THE UNITED STATES

Extrait'des conclcisions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

[Ottawa], October 5, 1951

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION; POLLUTION OF BOUNDARY WATERS

40. The. Secretary_ of State for External Affairs recalled that, at the meeting of
June 7th, 1951, consideration had been given to recommendations of the Interna-
tional Joint Commission respecting pollution of boundary waters from the St.
Mary's River to the Niagara River but decision had been deferred pending submis-
sion of a report on the relative importance of the various remedial measures recom-
mended and on the costs involved.

This report was now submitted for consideration. There was embarrassment in
further postponing a decision in the matter since Canada had joined with the United

States in 1946 in referring the question to the International Joint Commission; the
U.S. government had approved the Commission's recommendations in 1950 and
was pressing for information on the decision of the Canadian government. Under
the Boundary Waters Treaty Canada was obliged to ' prevent pollution and, if the
United States implemented the Commission's recommendations unilaterally, con-
tinued pollution on the Canadian , side could not be restricted to, Canadian waters
and would give rise to serious differences with the United States, in fact some pri-
vate companies had already .undertaken remedial measures. Further, the pollution
constituted a constant hazard to public health.

To implement the Commission's recommendations, the Department of National
Health and Welfare would seek the co-operation of the Ontario authorities, in^ ôf
ing their participation in the supervisory activities of the international boa
control proposed. These would notify those responsible for contravention of the
"Objectives" suggested in the Commission's report.

Originally, his. proposals in the matter had been supported by the Ministers of
National Health and Welfare, Public Works and Transport, and Cabinet had indi-
cated that it was generally in favour. Recently Mr. Martin had again indicated his
support of these proposals although he had asked that they be referred

to Cabinet

for further discussion and guidance. In the circumstances,- he suggested
that, if

agreeable, Mr. Martin now be informed that Cabinet considered it desirable to
approve these proposals.

An explanatory memorandum was circulated.

I

9



(Minister's memorandum, Oct. 4, 1951 - Cab. Doc. 264-5 1)135
41. The Prime Minister remarked that the federal government might be asked to

contribute to remedial measures if it approved the Commission's recommendations
but felt that such approval was unavoidable in view of the provisions of the Bound-
ary Waters Treaty.

42. The Cabinet, after discussion, noted the report of the Secretary, of -State for
External - Affairs; and agreed that the Minister of National Health and Welfare be
informed that, unless he considered it necessary to have the matter. discussed fur-
ther, approval be, given to:

(1) the recommendations of the International Joint Commission regarding control
of pollution of boundary waters between the St. Mary's River and the Niagara
River;

(2) the U.S. suggestion that the two governments simultaneously authorize the
Commission to establish and maintain supervision over pollution of boundary
waters; and,

(3) the U.S. government being informed of these decisions.

860.
PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECRET
[Ottawa], October 13, 1951

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION; POLLUTION OF BOUNDARY WATERS
1. The Minister of National Health and Welfare referred to discussion at the meet-

ing of October 5th, 1951, at which he was unable to be present, about control of
pollution in boundary waters between the St. Mary's River and the Niagara River.
He agreed it was essential to approve the recommendations of the International
Joint Commission in the matter and believed that industry would carry out its share
of the required remedial measures. He thought, however, that it should be recog-
nized from the outset that when, in due course, the Ontario health authorities
pressed thé municipalities in tne areas of the Detroit and St. Clair rivers to under-

13S
Ce document est pratiquement identique au document 857. Le paragraphe 7 a été remanié de la
manière suivante :/This document is virtually the same as Document 849. Paragraph 7 has been re-
drafted to read:

The Minister of Public Works and the Minister of Transport have concurred that the recommenda-
tions set out in the memorandum to Cabinet dated May 30, 1951, be approved. The Minister of
National Health and Welfare has expressed the view that there can be no doubt as to the desirability
of taking steps to improve the quality of the water of the rivers and lakes in question, and he
believes we should support the principles of the international Joint Commission report on the pollu-
tion of boundary waters. He has requested, however, that the matter should be referred again to
Cabinet for discussion and guidance as to the policy to be adopted.
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take remedial measures; it would be found that : these municipalities could ; not
assume all the costs involved and would request assistance.

2. The-Prime Minister remarked that a time might come when the federal govern-
ment would feel it desirable to make some contribution, with the Ontario govern-
ment, to such remedial measures.

3. The Cabinet, after further discussion; noted:
(a) the concurrence of the Minister of National Health and Velfare in the deci-

sions taken at the meeting of October 5th, 1951,' on control of pollution in boundary
waters between the St. Mary's River and the Niagara River; and,

(b) that municipalities in the areas of the St. Clair and Detroit Rivers might in due
course 'ask for financial assistance to enable them to carry out the remedial mea-
sures for which they would be responsible.

f

®



CHAPITRE VIII/CHAPTER VIII `

-EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET, LE MOYEN-ORIENT,
.WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

SECTION A

ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRATION ÉCONOMIQUE

ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COOPERATION

DEA/4901-F-40
Extrait d'une lettre du représentant à l'Organisation européenne

de coopération économique
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Letter from Representative to Organization
for European Economic Cooperation

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

LETrER NO. 125 Paris, March 14, 1951

CorFIDENTIAt,

Referénce: Our. telegrams 31J 32,t '34, j- 60t (Torquây) of March 9, 10, 13, 12.

OEEC MINISTERIAL COUNCIL MEETINGS-MARCH 9 AND 10

We expressed the view in our telegram No. 34 of March 13 that nothing new 'or
"mportant came out of the last Ministerial Council meetings.

2• The Council âccepted the invitation for the representation of O'E.E.C. on the
Washingtôn International Materials 'Conference and passed a number of Decisions
and Recornmendations (texts attached) t. It postponed consideration of the German
crisis (pending further stud y), of the liberalization of trade (on the basis of a com-
mon list on which agreement has not yet been reached) and of the relationship
between O,E.E.C. and the Council of Europe (pending further consideration by
Member governments).

; 3• The deepening problems arising out of raw material shortages, inflation 'and
controls continue to be the main concern of the Organization: they took up most of
the time of the meeting: These problems have again been wrapped up in Decisions
and Recomrnendations in which O.E.E.C. Members restate collectively the dan-
gers, the principles and the objectives which have formed'the basis'of similar
"action" since last fall. It is difficult to see what concrete results may emerge but it
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is` fair to say that the 'reputation of the Organization has not been enhanced as a
result of the Ministerial meeting.

4. This may be an overly negative appraisal of the meeting. The problems it wres-
tled with are world-wide and beyond the control of the Organization. They extend
to fields in which a multilateral approach has, for practical reasons, rather strict
limitations, and in which results must depend, in the last analysis, on measures
actually applied by individual countries..It may be that little is lost by restating the
broad objectives and plans although the danger exists that Member countries may
hide behind these broad restatements in a sense of "action" which remains so far
unproductive.'

LOUIS COUILLARD
for Head of Mission

862. DEA/4901-F-40

f Le chef de la Direction économique
au représentant permanent suppléant à l'Organisation européenne

de coopération économique

Head Economic Division,
to Deputy Permanent Representative to Organization

for European Economic Cooperation

Ottawa, April 2, 1951

Dear Lou [Couillard]:
I am seeing your familiar signature on an increasing number of despatches these

days: 'Among the very best we have received is your letter No. 125 of March 14th
in which you report on the O.E.E.C. Ministerial Council meetings. of March 9th
and 10th.

2. I get the strong impression that you. are feeling pretty frustrated. Is this true?
Does it extend throughout the Organization or is it just another case (which seems
to be rather common in NATO-OEEC economic affairs) of 'everybody being out of
step' bnt Canada?

3. And Us, leads me to ask a further question.. I gather that much of the steam
, behind an attempt to môve NATO work of various sorts to Paris is the hope of
,rescuing OEEC from inoribundity. (if there 'is such a word). Personallÿ I have
always been rather sceptical about the need for a great deal of economic. work in
NATO. Therefore I find myself doubting whether there is much work for NATO to
hand over to OEEC. Almost all the proposals that come my way seém to consist

° very largely of exasperating generalities `-- all forcn'and no substance. In short do
. . . 3 ' . , . . . _ . . . . . _ f . . . . . , . . , .

. . . •

I Note marginale :/Marginal note: I t . . .
USSEA: I think you' will be Interested in this rather frustrated letter from ,Couillard•

_A.F.W.P[lumptre] April 2l50.

1; f
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r, you think that NATO can really rescue OEEC or is it just a case. of:pouring the
contents of one empty can into another, empty can?

4. I am sending a copy of this letter to Ed Ritchie so that he can be irritated too.

863.

Yours sincerely,

DEA/4901-F-40
Le représentant permanent suppléant à l'Organisation européenne

SECRET

Deputy Permanent Representative tô Organization

I enclose as , you 'requested copies of my letter to Claude Isbister. This letter
startéd out as asimple note to Claude on the eve of his return to Canada. Wh'y.it
should have run on as it did, I don't know. In any case, I was not toô shocked or
depressed wheh Iire-read it a month later!

You do not speak of yourself but I can well imagine that, as usual, you are carry-
ing üiore than you should, and doing it with a smile.

au chef de. la Direction économique . :
. :. de coopération économique

to Head, Economic Division
for European Economic Cooperation

,

Paris, May 11,4951

My dear .Wynne [Plumptre):
Thank you for your two letters.2 I can assure you that Tarn always 'pleased to

hear from you.

.,,. ..

"•. ,, ,
In your earlier letter you spoke of NATO/OEEC relations and of the former res-

cuing the latter from: "moribundity". I;would say that, if OEEC were as close to
death as all that, physical transfer to Paris or. any worldly Organization, even of
NATO, could not possibly revive. and. cure it. The fact is that, in my opinion,, (a)
OEEC is far from being near death (although some debates are deadly dull) and (b),
now that the FEB only is setting up house in Paris, even less importance should be
attached to the salutary influence which the FEB might have on OEEC. OEEC is
not dying. My opinion is that the concept of European economic co-operation can-
not afford to die, largely for political reasons: only time will tell if there are any
Mal additional èconomic reasons why its survival is worthwhile. It is always possi-

. b1è that OEEC's functions might eventually be divided up amongst other organiza-
tions - NATO, Council of Europe, (and the Economic Commission for Europe) -

, such as, the American State Department planners have recently envisaged. I think
rather that, assuming, as I feel we must, that no redistribution ôf functions is feasi-
blè for sometime to come, OEEC must in the future limit itself to concrete, progres-
sive efforts towards achievement of practical tasks. I think OEEC must abandon

2
Une seule lettre a& é retrouvéeJOnly one letter was found.

A.F.W. P1,UNlPrxE .
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grandiose schemes such as are born and die in the minds of "European" politicians
or indeed, on the drafting-board of American economic architects! -What concrete
progress on specific and more modest tasks; for example towards progressive inte-
gration on the model or using the machinery of the Schuman Plan, it is difficult to
forecast: progress will be, of course, directly dependent on the general international
situation; 'the 'driving force of American dollars is, fortunately, still present
although in another form. It is not essential of course that such tasks be elaborated
and agreed on within OEEC. But a three-year old forum in the field of European
economic cooperation, endowed as it is'with a top-notch Secretariat can, I think, do
a useful job to initiate and push such projects along. Furthermore, operation of the
EPU and application of the Code of Liberalisation by themselves require a fairly
substantial European organization.

As for NATO, I rather share your views It is, to say the least, difficult to fore-
cast what economic work,might be done in NATO. unless indeed the present basis
for such work is appreciably expanded. I think it is an improvement, however, that
what work will be done from now on will be coordinated in the FEB. I know you
don't like generalities, anyway here is one in favour of FEB: vague as its usefulness
might be, it is nonetheless necessary. Just like,'in the political sphere, U.N: is not
sufficient to insure the security of the free-world and NATO has become essential,
so in the economic field the FEB is required because the only existing economic
organization, OEEC, is inadequate mostly because countries which matter are not
too interested in it: the U.S. and ourselves are in a rather equivocal `position: the
United Kingdom is losing interest. The parallel âttempted in this generality.may
not be a balanced one: the vital need for joint'security is so much greater than that
for "economic co-operation"; and this cooperation need not be carried, out in any
one organization - the I.M.C. is, we hope, a good éxample of a break-away: But
even if, from the Canadian point of view, we would still préfer bilateral co-opera-
tion, it can hardly be satisfactory to our NATO partners or foster the North Atlantic
solidarity we hope to achieve.

A practical link between NATO and OEEC is at present being evolved whereby
a dozen or so OEEC Secretariat personnel'will be loaned to the PARIS NATO
Working Group (I don't know what its new name, if any, will be under FEB).,Âs a

,`more substantive link; I'can see that informal meetings of the FEB might be held
froin time to time at which the non-NATO members of OEEC would be invited to
paiticipate; thus keeping them `within the orbit' through the only available forum-

Perhaps, therefore, it is not a question as you say of pouring the contents of one
empty can, NATO economic, into another empty can, OEEC. It may be more cor-
rect to say that we have two half-empty (or half-full) cans and, from our_,point of
view, that it might be logical (assuming doubtful political feasibility) to, throw 'he
contents of one can into the other, i.e. OEEC into NATO. But with the çoncrete,
urgent job which NATO has to do, such an exercise would be unthinkahle. As for
OEEC, as I said above, perhaps what is required, is to put its contents, into a smaller
can which might then be full.

You were good enough to I think of my own mental attitude when you said that
you got the strong impression that I am feeling pretty frustrated. I assure you ' .am
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Yours faithfully,
LOUIS COUILLARD

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le représentant permanent suppléant à l'Organisation . européenne
de coopération économique

With very best wishes, -

not: I have grown out. of that stage: It seems : that uncertainties and the lack of
prompt-clear-cut decisions are inherent in (human) governmental nature, and with
this state of affairs we must live.

' I am enjoyitig my work: With Kilgour, I am trying hard to lend substance.to the
words "informal association with OEEC" and to make our association useful to you
and to our Missions in OEEC countries. 'Furthermore, the NATO burden-sharing
exercise, which has taken a good deal of my time, is an interesting one and, I know,
important from our point of view.'For good measure, there is always my old friend
GATT, which pops up now and then. All in all, it's a good life..

au directeur, Direction géüérale des Relations commerciales internationales
dû rninistère du Commerce

. Deputy Permanent Representative to Organization
: for European.Economic, Cooperation,.

to Director, International Trade Relations Branch,
Department of Trade and Commerce

: [Paris], April 4, 1951

Just a note to wish you and our famil B V d

My dëâc' Claudé [Isbister],
y y on oyage an, as the natives here say,

Bonne Rentrée! . .,, .

We do not know exactly how and when the Torquay gang is being disbanded
and returned to headquarters. I can well imagine, however, that As far as you ' are
concerned it's the sooner the better.

Many thanks for your notet in which you enclosed a copy of your letter to
Beaup [Beaupré] on intra-European tariff disparity problems. Everyone here read it
with interest: it is an excellent exposé of many of the main, factors involved.z I am
looking forward to receiving the documents and the Delegation reports with respect
to the Special Session.

It is difficult to see what immediate and positive results can be achieved eithér at
the present Session or from the continuing activities of the GATT intersessional
Working Party which, I understand, will be meeting in Paris. To say the least; I
cannot seé any immediate or sudden solution to the disparity problem, particularlyif the

W.P. ends up by asking OEEC "by what method" disparities can be removed.
The issue, at least of late, has been as dead as a doornail in OEEC which is more
concerned with the immediate problems resulting from raw material shortages and
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with the current efforts to pull Germany out of her current payments difficulties. I
think however, thât the issue is more like a keg of powder a minute before it blowst . , ,.,.; , .. . ^
up. : . .

One personal impression which I have formed watching OEEC struggling with
all these problems is that there is a growing tendency , on the part of its members to
link all these problems together. The pattern generally is for a country ' which does
not like this or that solution or proposal to insist on, as a sine qua non; the solution
of a directly related problem. Sometimes the relationship is quite remote. The result
is, of course, that the Organization' must 'wrestle , with a tangle of problems, the
solution to any one being sorrily delayed or made. almost inextricable.

You will have seen the brief lettert which we sent Hector [McKinnon] on the
attempts of OEEC countries which are members of GATT to agree on a common
Note which would be annexed to each of their replies to the GATT Questionnaire
on import restrictions and discrimination. We have asked Hector for any comments
which the Delegation might have. I have no doubt that your contribution to these .
comments will bemost useful to us.

From our vantage point in OEEC I must ' saÿ that we are increasingly , being
forced to realize and perhaps accept the fact that the road to the once sacred objec-
tive of non-discriminatory multilateral trade is being detoured more and more in
view of the continuing disequilibria and the 'growing maze of artificial controls.
Certainly the old theorical concept of "Econômic Equilibrium" is more and more
remote from present-day realities: Tradewise,, in spite of the sound principles
enshrined in international documents, ^the rùle of non-discrimination only remains
as a hazy, long-term objective. Discrimination in order to help not only yourself
but alsô the weak sister is in fact closer to the rule followed in EPU, for example.
Another form of the same'line of action is evidenced by the United Kingdom when
they suggest to sterling area countries that in view of the strong position of sterling
in EPU, these countries should try to decrease their exports to and increase their
imports from other EPU members: It's no' longer; therefore, a question, as our strict
interpretation of GATT would require of applying QRs and, when necessary, dis-
criminating . in order . to help yourself, but rather, to use every administrative and!
other -means available to help out other countries as well or to prevent your own

country : from getting into an awkward position (as ' the United Kingdom's might
become in EPU) as the result of third countries running into difficulties.

It is this type : of. enforced realization, coupled -with : the fact that an inform Ô

meeting of OEEC-GATT members is not the appropriate forum, that has led u s

suggest that we refrain from making any preaching' remarks or comments at the
meeting of the 9th. I may be attaching too much importance to this whole business.
On the other hand, I can't help but think that even though the strict and pure princi-
ples of GATT are becoming more and more withered, we.can do little more than
prevent, as far as possible, that the provisions of GATT are, not . permanently

watered down through : interpretation which would bless the present practices.
_ ; . . .. , .:, "`..<
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Sitting alone here I'm wondering whether I am being a defeatist or a realist. In
any case, enough oft that. I hope you will be able to empty your.mind of these and
similar problems and enjoy your trip back home.

Yours sincerely,
LOUIS CouiLLARD:

SECTION B

'COMITÉ DE COORDINATION DES CONTRÔLES À L'EXPORTATION
COORDINATING COMMTITEE ON EXPORT CONTROLS

DEA/11045-40
Le ministre de l'ambassade en France

au chef de la Direction économique

Minister, Embassy in France,
to Head, Economic Division

, Paris, .May .15, 1951

Dear Wynne [Plumptre],

Since we have both been on the signing end of a considerable amount of corre-
spondence recently concerning the activities of the Paris ad hoc Committee on
Export Control I think it'might be useful to give you a very brief picture of where
the work of this Committee now stands.

After a little more than a year and a half of operation I believe this group has
shaken itself down and seems to realize where its efforts can be directed with the
best success. The Consultative Group itself has not met for some time and I am
doubtful if they will have to meet very frequently in the future. The Co-ordinating
Committee while not a very high-powered group has been doggedly following up
the routine side and in fact in the last few weeks they have been quite active. Over
this past week for example there were nearly three full days of meetings. The Com-
mercial Secretary's office has carried, a good share of the work in this latter Com-
mittee and Mr. Stone in pârticular has been of great assistance.

There has been a step forward in the Committee in its consideration of bilateral
, trade agreements. Countries are showing a greater inclination to discuss such
agreements before their conclusion, and in particular the actual commodities which
communist-dominâted countries request. For example not so long ago members of
the Committee were asked to express their views concerning, a request, to France
from Poland for a certain amount of ferro-molybdenum and ferro-nickel. In return
the Poles offered the very luring bait of about one million tons of coal. During the
eazly days of the Committ 'ee countries were very reluctant to have any such scru-tiny of

theu own proposed trade arrangements.
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This increase in the consultative: function of the. Committee does require delega-
tions to take a definite position during discussions. Our own role is a rather equivo-
cal one in many ways. Perhaps our most important function is the maintenance of a
watching brief. However the Çommittee does consider us a full-fledged members
and it sometimes is rather embarrassing for our delegates if we are not in a position
to state the Canadiân view. Unfortunately during the recent discussions on the pro-
posed Franco-Poland agreement we were not in receipt of any instructions from
Ottawa and consequently were not able to iiiake a statement. We had sent along a
telegram a couple of weeks previously when this question was first raised but no
reply had been received by, the time of the meeting. I can readily appreciate why
the authorities in Ottawa find it difficult to work up much enthusiasm over the

ti Export Control work that is being carried on here in Paris. On the other hand it
would help our delegation and perhaps the work of the Committee itself if we were
in a position to express at the right moment the official Canadian view.

: For our part I fear we have rather burdened you with documents and despatches.
The former I should think are probably essential • for the records. In the latter we
have tried to keep to those aspects of the discussions which are of interest to Can-
ada. I should certainly welcome any suggestions you may care to make about how

-we'might tidy up "or improve our reporting in this field.

^ You might give this some thought and see whether you can think of any way in
which a fuller and speedier expression of Canadian official views could be sent us
on occasion. It is the old question of taking membership on a body whose activities
are of only minor direct interest to Canada. Nevertheléss there are times when we
are in the linïelight, or even on the spot, and we certainly ought to avoid the indig-
nity of a placé behind the eight-ball.

Yours sincerely,
R.M. MACDOrrïvÉLr.

865. DEA/11045-40
. . ,. . . ; .. .:.

,

Le chef de la Direction économique -
; au ministre, ambassade en France

Head, Economic Division, '
to Minister, Embassy in France

SECttEC Ottawa, May 25, 1951
.,. ;,. • ..... : . .: .., . , . .

Dear Ronnie [MacdonnellJ:
I, was very pleased to receive your letter of May 15 and to know that you are

taking a personal interest in the work 'of the Committee on Export Controls. Your
letter serves to confirm our impression that the member countries have now
acquired more confidence in the Committee and are consulting it more frequentlY.

The staff of the Embassy has been doing fine work in keeping us informed of allffer
the developments of particular concern to Canadâ. We have no suggestions to o
for improving the present method of reporting.
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ern emocracies to thwart these efforts. Canada's export trade restrictions are as
severe as those of any countrywith respect to the movement of strategic goods and
scarce raw materials to Communist-dominated areas. We are in full sympathy with
the work done in Paris and are very interested in seeing that it is successful.

You mention in your letter that you have not received -any guidance from us,
although it. had been requested, on a proposed Franco-Polish Trade agreement. This
has disturbed us somewhat because we try to give you the best possible service.,
Our files have been checked going back to September, 1950, and we can find no
trace of any telegram or correspondence from Paris on the subject. Could you let us
have further particulars so that we may satisfy ourselves as to what,happened. -

We usually consult the Department of Trade and Commerce and the Joint Intelli-
gence Bureau of the Department of National Defence in addition to European Divi-
sion when you ask for guidance on a particular matter. You are probably right in
saying that it is difficult for us here to work up enthusiasm over the Export Control
work carried on in Paris, but if there be lack of enthusiasm, it is certainly, offset by
considerable interest and the ready and full co-operation of those concerned in try-
ing to give the'Embassy a quick and,clear expression of our views.,

Methods to hinder Russia and her Satellites in their efforts to obtain strategic
goods and scarce raw materials are playing an increasingly important role in world
affairs. The work of the Paris group is an integral part in the planning of the West-, d

Yours sincerely,

A.F.W. PLUMPTRE

SECTION C

INTÉGRATION DE L'EUROPE : LES PLANS SCHUMAN ET PFLIMLIN
EUROPEAN INTEGRATION: SCHUMAN AND PFLIMLIN PLANS

'Note de la Direction européenne t

Memorandum by European Division

DEA/50093-B-40

ISCETP. DOCUMENT No. 51-36 [Ottawa], May 17, 1951

SCHUMAN PLAN - POLTITCAL IMPLICATIONS

Throughout the negotiations leading to the signature of the Schuman PlanTreaty.
the French Government made no attempt to disguise the fact that its motives,were
no less political than econômic. Initially, there is little doubt that some of the politi-
cal cônsiderations which played a , part in prompting the French to bring forward
their proposal, were dictated by narrow self-interest. In the face of failing piestigé,
France had been searching for a means of seizing the initiative in Europe in some
dramatic way which would restore her to a position of leadership; it was ' also
acutely conscious of the need 'to forestall a resurgence of German militarism by
binding

West Gerniany to an international organization capable of preventing' the

f
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Bonn Government from abusing its ever-increasing political and economic powers.
To this end, France was prepared to 'accept some sacrifice and risk.

2.- Despite the existence of certain selfish motives, such as the foregoing, the
Schuman Plan is dedicated essentially to the attainment of two lofty political objec-
tives - a new understanding in Franco-German relations and the closer political
integration of Western Europe through the creation of supranational institutions.
These objectives, as well as the economic objectives of the Plan are set forth in the
declared aims of the Treaty. These might be summarized as follows:

(1) To end the traditional antagonism between France and Germany and render
war between them impossible by placing their basic industries under international
control. Since the Plan involves a partial surrender of sovereignty to supranational
authority on the part of not only France and Germany but also Italy; Belgium, Lux-
embourg and; The Netherlands as well, it constitutes a practical step towards the
political and economic integration of Europe which France considers indispensable
for the preservation of peace.
. (2) To integrate and rationalize the production and marketing of the coal and steel

resources of Western Europe in order to permit the most effective use to be made of
Western European resources as a whole and to contribute to a higher standard of
living.

3. Insofar as Canada is +concerned, it is the broad political aims set forth in (1)
above rather than the economic ramifications of the Plan which have won the gen-
eral support of the Canadian Government. Indeed, judged on its economic merits
alone the Schuman Plan might well fall within the category of restrictive economic
proposals concerning which Canadian spokesmen have from time to time voiced
reservations. Speaking before the House of Commons on February 22, 1950, Mr•
Pearson had said, quoting from his statement at the Colombo Conference:

"We welcome the prospect of closer economic cooperation among the countries
of Western Europe. Such a development might be expected to contribute to the
military strength of the democratic countries concerned and also, by eliminating
uneconomic production and encouraging competitive, efficiency, to hasten the
day when they would no longer require extraordinary financial assistance from
abroad. It would also restore to countries occupied and ravaged during the war
that sense of hope,which they need now more than they need United States dol-,

" lars. Western Europe could once again look forward to playingin the world the
great role for which its history and, the resourceful intelligence of its people
qualify it:'

...

This statement, 'though made before the coal and steel merger had been proposed,
points up strategic and psychological virtues which are certainly present in theort
Schuman Plan: In the same statement, however, Mr. Pearson qualified his supp
of certain types of European economic proposals with the' following words:

'Some of the proposals made recently seem to my Government to be as likely to
encge the development of néw high cost industries ... as to lead to thrt b^ec^-

tives of greater efGciency and lower costs and prices nt which they purpo

aimed. What must be avoided is the creation of a closed, high cost, inflationary
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;,^,bloc ... which would make progress toward a wider multilateral system of trade
and payments more difficult."

This reservation applies at least in part to the coal and steel complex which will
emerge from the Schuman proposals.
' 4.' Notwithstanding reservations of this nature which Canada might have had on

economic grounds, the Canadian Government did not hesitate to welcome the
Schuman proposals when they were first made known, basing its support on the
contribution which the Plan was likely to make to European unity and Franco-Ger-
man understanding. Speaking in the House of Commons on June 5, 1950, Mr. Pear-
son said of the Schuman Plan:

"The recent French proposal for consolidating Western European coal and steel
production under'a single control is indicative of the imaginative approach to

' their problems that Western European nations are making. That is a very impor-
tant development, as I see it, the importance of which may be as political as (it
is) economic. It may mean a long step forward in ending the ancient feud
between Gaul and Teuton which has caused so many dark things to be written on
the ^Pages of European history. I believe that this is an example of the new
approach by Europeans to their problems, and we can only hope it will be suc-
cessful, both politically and economically."

5. The decision of the United Kingdôm Government to remain aloof from the
Schuman Plan did not alter the Canadian Government's conviction that closer eco-
nomic'cooperation amongst the countries of Western Europe was indispensable to
the security and internal stability of Western Europe. Earlier,.the Canadian view on
the general question of the relationship of the United Kingdom to developments
leading towards European economic ùnityliad been clearly stated by the Canadian
Delegate to the, Colombo Conference in the following terms:

It is often said in Canada that in the short run at least such a(close d, European)
bloc might do some damage to Canadian trade. I would hope that it would not be
serious. Nevertheless, it might be better for us in Canada to suffer some tempo-
rary disadvantages rather than to see the prospect of closer economic coopera-
tion. which . we believe, to be necessary, in Western Europe made impossible
because the, United Kingdom is unable to participate."

Relating,, this general Çanadian view of the United Kingdom attitude to the Schu-
man Plan, Mr. Pearson made the following statement in the House of Commons on
September 4, ,1950, in reply to a question:

"The Schuman Plan, that wise and imaginative act of French statesmanship was
flot one which concerned this Government directly ... as it happens, we did
informally tell them (the United Kingdom Government) that we thought this
Was an important and far-reaching Plan , the importance of which was possibly
greater politically than economically, and that whatever the economic difficul-
ties may be in canrying it out ... it would be unwise for any government not to
fall in at once with the principle behind this Plan to further the integration, polit-
ically arid economically, of the Western European countries. It would be unwise
eSpecially not to do everything to encourage the French in any proposal which
may heal the age-long conflict between the French and the Teutons."
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Speaking in' the House of- Commons on, February 2, 1951, Mr. Pearson again
emphasized Canada's military and political interest in' European unity in terms
which are applicable to the Schuman -Plan as an important phase in the develop-

. ments leading to such unity:
"So. far as Western Europe is concerned - and this, I repeat, is the most vital
area in the front line of our defence - the effort required is partly military and
partly, in the broader sense of the term, political. The free nations of Europe are
profoundly aware that their future security, and prosperity depend in large mea-
sure on the unity which they can achieve. among themselvés ... if there were no
other reasons for pressing ahead with these policies of European unification, the
problem of Germany itself would make imperative the need for some form of
European unity. If democratic Germany is to play her constructive part in a free
Europe, it is , essential that she should do so within the framework of ,a freely
coopérative Europe coming closer,.together. economically, politically,and

. militarily."

867. DEA/50093-B-40

Note de' la Direction européenne
.,. . . ,

Memorandum by European Division

I S CETP DocuMErrr No. 51-37

PFL.IINLIN PLAN - POLITICAI: IMPLICATIONS

The Pflimlin Plan differs in its political aims from previous French plans for the
integration of Europe, such as the Schuman Plan and the Pleven Plan for a Euro-
pean Army, in that one of the fundamental objectives of the latter - a Franco-
German rapprochement = is 'virtually absent in the agricultural scheme. On the
other hand it shares with the Schuman and Pleven Plans the other major political
objective which has guided French policy since the war - that of working towards
the complete political and economic integration of Europe: The scope of the Pflim-
lin Plan is, however, potentially much broader than either of the other two schemes
since it aims at the inclusion of some fifteen members of the Council of Europe as,
well as three non-member states, as opposed to 'the six and five countries respec
tively covered by the Schuman Plan and European Army. As a further experiment
in supranational institutions the Pflimlin Plan is thus much more ambitious than
anything hitherto' attempted.

2. The Plan also has special significance because it' is being launched under the
auspices of the Council of Europe, a body whose success so far has been hampered
by the fact that it has had no real task to perform: If the Council of Europe should
be successful in this,- its first concrete. undertaking, its future might be profoundly
influenced, and Europe= federalism might receive a new 'fillip.

3. The fact that. the Plan ' is béing 'launched under the, aegis of the Council of
Europe introduces new problems in determining the Canadian (and United States)
attitude towards that body. 'Hitherto it has been possible to resist invitations to

nd that
become more closely associated with that body on the purely political grou
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the' association of non-European states with the Council would, destroy, its purely
European character and tend to arrest the forward movement towards unity: which
the. Canadian Government has ' repeatedly . endorsed as a- desirable objective in
Europe: Reasoning along these lines, Canada has been able to say until now with
some justification that the interests of the Council of Europe and of the Canadian
Govemment have both been adequately . served by simply having : an unofficial
observer from one of the Canadian missions in Europe present at all sessions of the
Consultative Assembly. A preliminary examination of the French memorandum on
the Pflimlin Plan for the creation of the agricultural pool shows that there is some
possibility that it might, have an unfavourable impact on the Canadian economy by
tending to create a closed trading area from which North American products would
be excluded. It is therefore possible that if closer examination proves this to be the
case the detacbed interest which Canada has shown towards the Council of Europe
and its agencies might have to give way, to some more active participation in the
Council's activities, if only for the protection of Canadian economic interests.

4. If on closer examination it should be confirmed that one of the 'effects 'of
implementation of the Pflimlin Plan would be to enable Europe to reduce its agri-
cultural imports from North America, it would not nècessarily follow that Canada
should automatically try to prevent the Plan from going into effect though it might
justify the appointment of Canadian observers to keep a close eye on developments.
J t is conceivable that political and strategic benefits might flow from the creation of
the agricultural pool which would outweigh the economic disadvantage to Canada.
For example,,the agricultural self-sufficiency of Western Europe, to which the pro-
posed Plan might contribute by stepping up production, could be an important fac-
tor in the event of war when shipping facilities would not be available for the
transport, of foodstuffs from North America. Again, from a psychological point of
view, the succéssful implementation of the Plan could, by demonstrating Europe's

' ability to manage its own affairs in yet another sphere independent of outside aid,
have animportant effect on the morale of Western Europe and 'enhance its will to
resist. It may be relevant* in this connection to recall that the effect of Marshall Aid
has been to enable European countries progressively to dispense with North Ameri-
çan imports: For 'the sake 'of the overriding political benefits achieved this eco-
nomic disadvantage was accepted in the Marshall Plan, and similar sacrifices might
be wananted in connection with the Pflimlin Plan.

5. To sum up, the Pflimlin Plan, as a further step in the integration of Europe
could constitute a potential source of political, strategic and economic advantage to
''Europe and consequently could contribute to the well-being of the 'whole North

area, but in its purely economic implications might operate to the ultimate
disadvantage of the North American export trade in agricultural products. We may

; therefore be confronted with a choice between broad political objectives on the one
' hand and domestic economic interests on the other.'

6. It is therefore of importance to obtain some reasonably accurate estimate of the
extent of the impact which the Plan could produce on the Canadian economy. Evi-
dently that impact will not be so great if it should transpire that the majority of the
countries to whom the French memorandum has been sent show little or no interest
in being associated with the Plan. Steps are therefore being taken to obtain, through

-1643
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our missions' in Europe, the. preliminary' reactions of the governments who have
been invited to consider the Plan. From the replies received it should be possible to
determiné whether areas in which Canada has traditionally had a substantial market
for agricultural produce are likèly to be involved in the Pflimlin Plan. It is under-
stood that Trade and Commerce is preparing, on the basis of the limited informa-
tion available, a technical appreciation of the merits of the Plan in the light of its
possible effect in intra-European'trade and on the Canadian economy. ;

868. DEA/50093-B-40

Note de la Direction générale des .Relations commerciales internationales
du ministère dû Commerce. ,. . . . ,.;.

Memorandum by International Trade Relations Division,
Department of Trade and Commerce

ISCETP DOCUMENT NO. 51-38 [Ottawa], May, 1951

, . . .. .. .: ; :^- , . . . -. << . ' ,.... ...: ,..
THE SCHiJMAN AND PFLIMLIN PLANS

AS. THEY AFFECT CANADIAN COMMERCIAL INTERESTS ,

Introduction : ..
The pressing difficulties that beset postwar Europe, in particular those arising

frôm ' the disruption of Western Europe's links with Asia and Eastern . Europe and
the fundamental changes reflected in the dollar shortage, have'prompted many dif

ferent remedial measures and proposals =
Under the name of Trade Liberalization, ' steps have already been taken to reduce

the effects on intra-European trade of sômè'of the'quantitativé restrictions which
have been applied since the war, . and to facilitate . intra-Eûropean payments.

Another approach'to the problem of integration is that, represented by the. various

schemes, such as the Schuman and,Pflirrilin Plans, for, the poolmg of key sectors of
. . Ci.r d_ 'f ,: .

Western Europe's economy. ;.•. ^
The'Schuman Plan has now been signed and awaits ratific,ation,_ while the Pflim

lin Plan is as yet little more than a proposal. Both of them, however; are still a long
way from practical realization. Not the least of the obstacles before them is the
deep-rooted conflict of , interests among Western European countries themselves

and their traditional coricern for, national protectionism.` European industries are
protectionist-minded and théir feâr of . being èxpô'sed to'the competition of North

American products is sometimes outstripped by their fear of cômpetition
from their

continental neighbors.
Integration of key sectors of Europe's economy would, if, it became a reality,

doubtless require modification of the general principles, of multilateral trade and
would involve, rather, the creation of a protected trading area for specific products.

In appraising Canada's attitude. towards such a development the following con"
siderations should be borne in mind: ; '. -

1. The plans for European integration have as their avowed purpose the restora
based

tion of a healthy European economy. Canada 's attitude must therefore be
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not only on the immediate: implications of the plans themselves, but also'on an
appraisal of their.longer-tenn effects on Western Europe.. We are obviously con-

: ï cerned with a dual problem: the kind of trade relationships which we must

Considenng Canada's overall exports to Western Film e the robab'l't'

nate position of being largely an exporter of essential primary commodities
which have in many cases been given priority in the import programmes of
other countries.

Canada has been thé 'dollar shortage. g P s rom

Manufactured goods are the ones that have suffered most from the limitations
on imports imposed by other countries. Canada has been in the relativel fortu

o sup-
ply, has.been enhancëd'since the war..The main obstacle limitin im of

attempt to establish with European economies and also the viability of . these
economies in the future.
2. Although Western Europe has declined in importance relatively to other mar-
kets for Canâdiân products, Canada's importance to Europe as a sour%1%. f

p, IF i ies are
that reductions in , certain ^ products would ultimately be compensated; by
increases in those primary, commodities difficult to obtain elsewhere.
3: The concentration of Canadian foreign trade on the United States and the
decline in importance of the U.K. and Commonwealth markets in recent years
have made it even more desirable for Canada to develop alternative markets and
Snnrnpv .,ir

.....va auFYlY-

Canadian Exports to Ecirôpe

Europe),. àmounted to over 40% of total Canadian exports. The bulk. of these

Prewar

Before the war, Çanada's exports, to Europe (including U.K. and. Eastern

exports went to the U.K. and Cpntinental Europe's share amounted, on the average,
to abôut 6% of total Canadian exports.

Canadian éxports to Europe consisted largely of primary commodities such as
wheât, âluminium, ,copper, lead, zinc, and asbestos plus bacon and hams, and dairy
prodücts, particularly cheese. -In addition, wood and paper were important com-
modities to the U.K. and Gennany.

Postwar .

'Since the war,'Canada's pattern of external trade has undergone a major change,
shifting from the U.K. market to the U.S. market. Today, about 65% of total Cana-dian

"ports go to the U.S. as compared with some 30% in 1938. Correspondingly,
Canadian, exports to' Europe (including'U.K.) have declined from over 40%: to
about 22% of the total. This decline is due almost entirely to the reduction in Cana-
dian exports to the United Kingdom, and has not greatly affected the proportion of
Canadian exports going to Continental Europe, which remains at about 6% of thetotal.

The; composition' of Canada's exports to Europe remains fundamentally
unchanged. Canada remains the supplier of basic agriçultural.and other commodi-
ties to the industrial centres of Europe. About 50% in value of Canada's exports to
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OEEC countries other than the United Kingdom' in 1949 consisted of. wheat (20%
of total); other. grains, bacon and hams; newsprint and woodpulp, lumber, alumin-
ium; - copper, lead, nickel, zinc, and asbestos. These same commodities made up
85% of Canada's exports to the United Kingdom.

- . ,
The Schuman Plan

1. The Schuman Plan proposes to create a single market for coal, iron and steel
products, consisting, so far, of France,' West Germany, Italy, and Benelux. This
would be'a free trade area for these products with no quantitative restrictions on
their movements within the area. It presupposes the establishment of at least a"har-
monized" tariff throughoutthe six countries on coal and steel imported from other
countries. The Plan also calls ` for the establishment of a; "High Authority". This
would be a supranational body with precisely defined terms of reference. -It is con-
templated that it would 'administer , funds to provide alternative employment to
firms put out of business from the increased competition. It would also be responsi-
ble for modernization and rationalization of the -European coal and steel industry.

The products covered by the Schuman Plan include: " coal, coke; 'ores and iron
and steel products, including finished sheets and strips. Iron and' steel products at
further stages of manufacture are not at present included under the Schuman Plan.

2: Under Chapter III of the Draft Treaty for the Schuman Plan, the member states
undertake to také joint action towards the Contracting Parties of the GATT in order
to exempt the provisions of the Plan from the application of the MFN clause as set
forth in Article 1 of GATT. Similar exemptions from the m.f.n. principle would be
requested by Schuman Plan countries from other countries with whom they have
trade agreements.

3. Canada's commercial interests' would not be directly affected to any apprecia-
ble extent by the creation of a preferential trading area in coal, iron and steel prod-
ucts in Europe.

Canada is a net exporter of iron ore and alloys but a net importer of primary and
semifabricated irons and steels. The bulk of Canada's ore and alloy exports go to
the United States, and the bulk of Caiada's imports of primary and semifabricated
iron and steels come from the United States, with some imports frôm the United
Kingdom, Sweden and Belgium.

Thus, in 1949, of Canada's` total primary iron and steel exports of about $56
million, iron ore and : alloys accounted for $31.8 million. Of this amount, about
$13.8 million went to Europe.

Canadian imports of a very wide range of primary and semifabricated iron and
steel products in-.1949 totalled nearly $111 million, (while Canadian expor ts of a
much smaller range of these products totalled only some 123 million).

4. Canada's interests in the products affected by the Schuman Plan are those of a
net importing, 'not an exporting country. In sô far as this plan would lead to more
efficient, lower-cost production in Europe, Canada would stand to gain by develop-
ing possible alternative sources of supply for her iron and steel imports and thus
lessen dependence on the United States. Canada would also gain in the long-mn if,
by this method, Europe could be enabled to earn or save more dollars.
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5. United Kingdom Trade in Coal and Steel with thé Schuman Plan Countries

I.-The proposed Pflimlin Plan seeks to th

000 tons
Total Six countries.1 Total

5 4,408 13,552Iron 'ore 415- 8,402
Steel . . , 555 . 757 130 -3,090
Source: Trade and Navigation Accounts of the United Kingdom, Dec. 1950.

Apart from coal exports; United Kingdom trade with the Schuman Plan coun-
tries in coal and steel is of only minor importance. Under the present circumstances
of a grave shortage of European coal, it is not likely that United Kingdom coal
exports would be affected by the formation of the European iron and steel commu-
nity. If, however, demand for coal was to decline seriously,'it is quite possible that
discrimination would take place among the members of the community in favour of
continental European coal. Under these circumstances the United Kingdom might
suffer a more than proportional loss in exports. On the other hand the rationaliza-
tion of the European coal industry under the influence of the High Authority could
cause an increase in coal production. This might effect a reduction of United King-
dom coal "ports to the six countries even in times of full employment.

There is a real possibility that, after the formation of the steel and coal complex,
the United Kingdom. will have to pay higher prices for French North African iron
ores than those prevailing. for members of the complex. The. United Kingdom
. imported 2.2 million tons of French North African iron ore in 1950. If the members
of the complex do get a discriminatory. iron ore price, their steel would 'become
more competitive with that of the United Kingdom.

The Pflimlin Plan

r_1a.

The Pflimlin plan would nt th t t 1 1

encourage e maximum production or
selected agricultural commodities in Western Europe, both as a dollar-saving mea-
sure and to combat inflation. It is an attempt to rationalize and modernize agricul-
ture by establishing conditions of stability and security in agricultural production
and marketing. To achieve this, the Plan proposes that through organs and proce-
dures similar to those of the Schuman Plan, the member countries pool their pro-
ductive resources, create a common market, and establish a coordinated subsidy

; and price-maintenance programme.

- wheat e ou se -FF y on y LU the followmg commodities:
, dairy prodûcts, sugar and wine. But a progressive widening of its sphere of

action is envisaged by its sponsors.

All OEEC countries have been invited to enter into this scheme:
Although no specific reference to tariffs was made in the original French memo-

randum proposing this plan, the creation of a common market 'with coordinatedagricultural

Imports E_ xpo^ `

marketing operation, clearly implies the establishment of a preferential
area for the products affected.
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2; Though the Pflimlin Plan itself is as yet only at the blueprint state, the urgency
of the tasks it seeks to accomplish is stressed by a recent memorandum by the
Secretary-Generalk of OEEC ("Immediate Tasks of Economic Cooperation between
Members of OEEC, the U.S. and Canada", C(51)71, Paris 2. March 1951).t

Reviewing thè' problem,of inflation, caused largely by defence stockpiling and
by.Europe's coal and threatened steel shortage, this memorandum urges increased
coal production in Europe as the first step toward increased economic activity. In
order. to support such increased activity, to fight inflation and to save shipping
space, the Secretary-General of OEEC recommends that there "be ... initiated in

Europe immediately a food programme designed to increase food production par-

ticularly of those basic foodstuffs that have to be imported:'
3.. Canada's agricultural exports to Europe make up a substantial proportion of

her. trade with that area, with wheat as the most important single ; item and the
United Kingdom as the main market in this trade.

Wheat, meats, and dairy products are, the three important'items that could be
affected by agricultural integration in Europe, if the U.K.: were to be included in
such a plan. However, assuming the plan were limited to Continental OEEC coun-

° tries, as would seem more likely, wheat is left as the one important item in which

. . ,Canada. is particularly. interested.

4. Wheat
. : The U.K. remains the largest single market for Canadian wheat exports: How

ever, considerably expanded wheat production in U.K: has caused' an overall
decline in U.K. import requirements, 75% of which are now furnished by Canada.

At the' saine time, Continental Europe, has greatly increased import require-
"ments, most of which in recent - years have been filled from the United States

C through Marshall aid. The Continental European market is now about two-thirds
larger than that of the U.K.

Thus, although traditionally and in recent years Canadian exports of.wheat to
Continental Europe have been small as compared with exports to, the U.K., the
potential importance to Canada of a greatly expanded European market must not be

minimized.,
According to FAO estimateWestern European import requirements for grainsall the national

in 1952-53 would be well above the pre-war levels, even assuming
targets attained and shipments from : Eastern Europe resumed.

The question arises, however, whether under concerted and combined European
action, and through *common marketing arrangements, .Western Europe mig
be able to exceed present targets and progressively lessen its depe^eenie ^e t ^on-
seas supplies of wheat. Such a possibility would be viewed wrth g

cern by Canadian wheat exporters. ^. .„.: to. keep
5. Canada's long-term interest as a wheat exporting country is clearly d

many of the world's markets as possible. Canadas official attitudean daopen as s}
a proposed Intra-European Grain Agreement - in, 1950 was to reaffirm at Agree-
adherence to multilateral trade principles and to^the International ^uch ^^es
ment. The Canadian view at that time was that "outside agreements,

®
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E.C.A. proposal, are inherently dangerous to the fulfillment- of quotas under, the
International Wheat Agreement." (M.W. Mackenzie).

The present I.W.A. is due to come to an end in July, .1953.
Under the I.W.A., guaranteed quotas for im rters at ceilingPo prices and guaran-

teed quotas for exporters at floor. prices are'agreed upon. This provides 'a degree of
stability in international wheat marketing., Artificially stimulated wheat production
in a protected trading area, as may develop under the Pflimlin Plan, would appear
to run counter to the whole conception of international trade underlying the I.W.A.

Should Canada find it inadvisable for political or wider economic, reasons to
oppose the development of the Pflimlin Plan outright, it would séem desirable to
ensure that'proper safeguards'are established to prevent the ideal of rationalization
from being used to foster uneconomic production.

6. Dairy Products

Canada's largest market by far for dairy products is the United Kingdom (cheese
exports amounted to $15 million in 1949 and 1950). Apart from this, Belgium has
become the largest markét for Canadian exports of evaporated milk (taking 40% of
these exports in 1950).

The Pflin•ilin Plan could well operate to eliminate the Belgian market for Cana-
dian milk and could seriously affect Canadian exports of dairy products to the U.K.
by increasing Western Europe's share of that market.

7. However, in contrast to wheat, the Canadian dairy, industry is not basically an
export industry. Long-term trends of population increase and of lower milk produc-

'tion in Canada'are combining' to'make the Canadian dairy. industry "statistically
and theoretic'all}i just self-sufficiént": (W.C.' Cameron, Assistant-Director, Market-
ing Service, De artment of Agriculture.)P As an example, 'total éxports of evapo-
rated milk amounted td'about 10% of production in 1950, and while 60 million lbs.
of cheese' were shipped to the U.K in 1950, 'about 5 million lbs. ' of butter
(equivalent to 10 million lbs. of cheese) were imported by Canada.'

-g. Althoûgh Western European agricultural expansion would not be as serious a
blowI to the Canadian dairy- industry -as it could be'•to'the wheat producers, the
importance and desirability of keeping traditional markets open also applies in thiscase:

9. Other Products
Wine and sugar, the two other products initially suggested for the Pflimlin Plan,

are not Canadian export items. However, this Plan envisages the progressive exten-
sion of its scope of action to other products.

With the inclusion of countries such as Norway and France, Portugal and Italy
in the plang there is a possibility that the fisheries industry might be among the
additional sectors to be integrated at some later date.

Norway and France are already direct competitors with Canada in the salt codtrade with
Mediterranean and other countries. Any concerted moves toward

cou d ding European fisheries production and protecting the European markets
certainly have serious repercussions on Canada's.hard-pressed East Coastfisheries, including Newfoundland.
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10. Possible Gains',..,: ...

The only Canadian export commoditiesf that might"stand to gain directly from
large-scale expansion and modernization of European agriculture are: agricultural

.- machinery, ,fertilizers, seeds and feedstuffs.

-It is unlikely, however, that any gains in these fields could compensate for pos-
sible losses in the much more vitally export-oriented wheat industry or in the fish-
eries, if they were to be included in the Plan.

Conclusion
1. The Schuman and Pflimlin Plans represent the "sector 'approach" to the prob-

lem of Européan integration. They are still far from practical realization.
,,. . , . . _ _ .

2. They could, if they were brought into effect, operate to, strengthen Western
Europe's economic viability.
'.3. Canada's long-term interest in a healthy European economy is enhanced by the

desirability of developing alternative markets for Canadian goods.
_ , :.,.. ., . ._., •.. . . : . ,, . .

4 There is a danger, however, that integration might act as a scre. en behind which
uneconomic production could be *fostered and preserved.

S..The Schuman Plan would not appreciably affect Canada's commercial inter-
ests, as Canada is a net importer of iron and steel products mostly from the United
States, an d as Canada's net exports of ores and . alloys will continue to find markets
in the United States. The Schuman Plan Treaty would provide for an exemption
from the m.f.n. 'clause` of GATT. ,

6. The P,f limlin Plan could seriously affect future Canadian wheat exports at a
time when the United Kingdom market for wheat has contracted while that of Con-
tinental Europe has expanded greatly, It could also cut into Canadian exports of
dairy products, but these are of secondâry importance to the dairy industry. It could
conceivably, be ^extended to the fisheries industry, with serious consequences for.. . : .. . . . ,.......
our fish exports.. .

This Plan, as it affects wheat, would appear to be in direct conflict with the prin-
ciples underlying the International Wheat Agreement, which is due to come to an
end in„ July, .1953.. . . _ . ,. . , , ,Ï: ; •+, ,-,) •:

Possible gains in Canadian exports to Europe of fertilizers, feedstuffs and agrricul-
tural machinery might result from operation of this Plan.
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.114.2. 162.9 135.6
61.2 61.9 117.3
31.4 .27.3, 9.5

JMillion bushels)

1938 1939 1948 1949 1950

Canadian Exports of Iron and S.

(Million dollars)

1949
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STATISTICAL AppENDpC

Total Exports
417.7Agric., Vegetable and Animal Products 256.2

Wood and Paper
79.3 *Non-Ferroûs Metals

Ge ra hical Distribution 20f Cana an Exports,

135.4
18.0*
5.4*

(*Fiscal Year)

385.0 ` 1,016.3 946.3
194.5 558.4 541.7
50.0 110.5 97.1

102.0 . 186.9 195.0-
17.0 44.8 38.1
6.0 . 18.3 . 13.8

Canadian Ex orts of Wheat

1938 1939 1948 1949 1950
837.6 924.9 3075.4 2993.0 3118.4
270.5 380.4 1501.0 1519.0 203 6. 8339.7 328.1 86.9 705.0 470.078.1 - 57.9 329.4 228.0 203.8

Composition of Canadian Exports to Europe (includin
U K.)

(Million Canadian $)

To All
Countries

14.0
17.8
23.2

1938 1939^ 1948 1949 1950

210.4 163.0
132.3 . 87.0
23.9 . 23.3
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du rocès-verbal de la réunion du sous-comitéExtratt p
interministériel sur là politiqué du commerce extérieur

SECRET,. .... ..•,

Present: .
•' A.F.W. Plumptre, Department of External Affairs (Chairman)

J.R. Beattie, Bank of Canada
R. Cousineau, Tariff Board
J.J. Deutsch, Department of Finance
J.G. Howell, Department of National Revenue
C.M. Isbister, Department of Trade and Commerce

nunerceH.R. Kemp, Department of"Trade and Commerce

A.E.,Richards, Department of Agri culture

P. Stuchen, Privy Council Office (Secretary)

Also Present:
Ross Campbell, Department of External Affairs
R.B. Nickson, Department of Trade and Commerce
S.S. Reisman, Department of Finance
M. Schwarzman, Department of Trade and Commerce
H.H. Wright, Department of External Affairs.

;... :

II and III. Consideration of Schtin. n and Pflimlin Plans
he De arment of Exter-

3. The Chairman commended the European Division of t P ^ment of

na1 Affairs and the International Trade Relations Division of the Dep with the
Trade and Commerce upon the preparâtion of the memoranda dealing
political and commercial aspects of thé Schuman and Pflimlin Plans:

. (ISCETP Documents No. 51-36, 51-37 and 51-38) in urOPe,
4.-Ur. Isbister referred to the growth of agricultural protect^ an^he tEas well

similar to developments of the 1930's and likely to affect Cana o^d
as other exported foodstuffs.'Agricultural self-sufficiency de bf widely

lof ha ing a
by other than farm interests on the ground of the strateg i shiPPing

domestic food supply in the event of being overrun or cut-off from

services. tomatic of underlying
The Schuman Plan and the Pfll sa onflict between two sets of forces on

conditions in Europe at present: .There i erhaps on a
the 'Continent. On the one hand, there is a desire to liberalize

trade, p
On

,
s on a Euron preferential basis. the othabl shed

multilateral basis, perhap Europe an of es ^
there is the traditional desire for nationalprotection on the T
industries. It is difficult to predict the ou o

^• Isbister felt that Canada has a du
In commercial relations with Europe,

i

that the Europesecond
• be strong and prosperous; ,

nterest. first, that Europe
countries should not establish barriers to Canadian goods•

Extract from Minutes of •Meeting of Interdepartmental
Sub-Committee on' External Trade Policy

[Ottawa], May 25, 1951
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(1) that replies frôm Canadian representatives broad as to the reception towards
the Pflimlin Plan would.be circulated to members of the Committee; and

(2) th
. .

- -

11. The Comnüttee, after further discussion a reed

5. Mr. Beattie pointed out that we need to draw a sharp distinction between the
two Plans: The Schuman plan would be more acceptable in that it would likely lead
to an increase in the member-states' efficiency; on the other hand, the Pflimlin Plan
to be self-sufficient in food could only be achieved at substantial economic cost. In
other words, European integration has some meaning as far as the former Plan is
concerned but not as regards the latter. Our view, therefore,'towards the Schuman
Plan might not be that towards the Pflimlin Plan.

6. Mr. Reisman mentioned that while the implementation of either Plan is not
imminent, we'had already, taken the line at Torquay, together with the U.S., that
any solution to the problem of the disparities in the levels of European tariffs
should be applied generally. The Schuman Plan would be referred to GATT for
approval in September and we will have had to pass judgment on it at that time.

7. Mr. Isbister said that with the threat of war it is possible for Europe to put up
,plans 'sûch 'as the Schuman and Pflimlin on grounds which Canada would find it
difficult to oppose. : . ,, . . , ,

8. Mr. Campbell pointed •out that the Plans ,were part of the movement towards
the complete federation of Europe; other schemes for integration in specified fields,
such as transportation, were to follow. Canada had givén' approval to this "closer
political integration of Europe": Possibly it might be advisable to approve the
Pflimlin Plan politically but not economically. Since this Plan is being sponsored
.by the Council of Europe (unlike the Schuman Plan) and since closer Canadian
association with that body is being sought on a parliamentary rather than govern-
mentai basis' (by communications directed to the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons), it might be advisable to arrange for an early ministerial statement of
Canadian Government views; after the advantagés and disadvantages to Canada
had been thoroughly exâmined at the official level and the conclusions made avail-
able to the'Minister concern ed. :'

9• Mr. Richards indicated that in' considering the Pflimlin Plan obligations
assumM under the International Wheat Agreement (which does not expire until
July; 1953) shôuld not be ignored.

10• Mr. Isbister mentioned that one of the immediate results of Torquay is that the
multilaterâlists in thé U.S.A.,•who support the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Pro-
grannme have' obviously become weaker.

at further con;
Sub-trominittee.
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,-2° PARTE/PART 2 .

'RELATIONS AVEC DES PAYS PARTICULIERS
'RELATIONS WITH . INDIVIDUALCOUNTRIES

. . . , I

.SECTION A ;
. -,

BELGIQUE'
BELGIUM `

870.',

Y ll -il that ou askéd me to let ÿou know what was being done about
CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa], ug ,A ust 21 1951

ou wi re y
the objections put fôrward by the Belgian authorities regarding the establishment of
Belgian immigrants in Canada.3

= 2. This question was originally raised in a notej' to the Ambassador. in Brussels
.which expressed the hope that Belgians would no, longer be induced to emigrate to
Canada without assured employment. Apparently. , a few Belgian immigrants have
started off to Canada under their own arrangements with over-optimistic hopes of
immediate success and have found'upon their arrival that conditions here are differ-
ent from those-they hâd expected 'and have had the usual difficulties in adjustment.
Some have sought the assistance of the Belgian Consulate General 'in Montreal.

General
3:` The Arinbassador,in Brussels discussed the 'mâtter with the Secretary

of the Foreign Ministry.and leârned from him that the note had been sent out by a
junior official without his personal knowledge. He stated, however, thàt the Belgian
Government could not assume responsibility•for the support of Belgians who had
entered Canada for permanent fesidence. He, realized that it would be impossible to
expect 100% of the I immigrants * to be successful but stressed that they should be
carefully warned in advance of conditions in Canada, and suggested that each em,
grant, upon receiving his visa, be given a leaflet stating that the Belgian Govern-
ment could not accept any responsibility for his welfare in Canada.

r Note marginale :/Marginal note: for ^eh
I don't think that the Belgians should feel that we havé any special

responsibilitye
Will" if

•. emigrants who come to Canada of their own free will. But it must be of their own f
close

the Belgians get sticky in this matter, we should ask them frankly whether
they wish us to

}::

SUBDIVISION I/SUB-SECTION I
., , . .. , . . . . . . -

IMMIGRATION .

DEA/232-Z-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, , pour le secrétaire d'Éfat aux Affaires 'extérieures ,

Memorandum frôm Under-Seeretar,ÿ of State for Exiernal Affairs
of State for Externat Aji irato Secretary

our immigration office in Brussels. L.B.P[earsonj.
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4. The Director of Immigration, to whom this matter has been referred, has state
that the movement of Belgian immigrants to Canada this year has bee

dsuc-cessful on the whole and very few problem cases have come to his notice. ry suc-
-5:

The Immigration Superintendent in Montreal has already been
touch with the, Belgian Consulate-General there to discuss individual get in
Arrangements are also being made for an informal meeting between th ases.
tion authorities and an official of the Belgian Embassy in order to obtaine^gra-
picture of the types of problems which are being encountered. The Ambassa learer
Brussels will be informed of the results of these discussions so that he dor in
final reply to the Toreign Ministry's note. . :; may give a

6ï I do not think that improper indücements or undertakin s have be
prospective immigrants by Canadian Immigration Officers in Brusselsen given to
hôwever always bear in mind that in th- b • One must

e. ver the statements of such persons the CanadianInunigration people abroad have little or no control.4

agents are inevitably ,involv d- O s us mess the financial interests 1 of travel

► , 1951
COrnDE"AL

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en Belgique

Se1, 1cretary of State for External Afjrairs
to Ambassador in Belgium

DEA/232-Z-40

Ottawa SePtember 25
DEsPATCH C.497

Your despatch No. 530t and related correspôndence.

BELGIAN
I EMIGRATION TO CANADAattâch fo r •

argtnal note:
kger/Cons[ular]

Div[ision]: See Minister's direction. Aug r24 A.D.P.N [eeneY]

'Note m^ginale ;/M : ,

W vice of the local Immigration authorities. Actually no evidence
as adduced that anybody had been sent to the Consula -te General by the Canadian

Of this De Pnvate informatton the Officers of Citizenship and Inunigrâtion and
to So p^ment who have been most closely concerned in this matter have come,

me fairly definite conclusions as to the sourcé

g'a
of the difficulties which haveans. ^ere is no doubt that'about 150 Belgian immigrants

enConsùlate-General in . Montreal seeking13 Bel-assistance t̂here.
have Thegone to the

evidence isinconclusive as to how ' many . of these
'wenGeneral on the d people t to th C

ca,
to consider con-W meeting which was held in the Department on August 30 thproblems of Belgian immigrants to Canada.2• For yoür

ions of art inf

t

the Belgi Ch your information a copy of a memorandum which has been sent toan
argé d'Affaires in Ottawa and which relateclus s to discussions d
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that some, either through misunderstanding or oth-
authorities. It may be, however,
erwise, have gone to the Consulate-General either on the advice or with the acqui-
escence of members of . the Immigradon staff in Montreal.

; 3. In the Belgian' Consulate-General in Montreal is a young, enthusiastic and
somewhat-idealistic officer whose name is Querton. Mr. Querton; who was present
at, the discussions in Ottawa, evidently. feels that he has a very marked duty to his
fellow. countrymen to see that they are ; placed in suitable employment after they
come to Canada: This is of course a very proper attitude but it leads to snowballing
in which any Belgian who has any real or imaginary problems lays: them at once
upon his doorstep. Mr. Querton has evidently made great efforts on behalf of iudi-
viduals and. there has grown up the idea in Montreal that if a Belgian immigrant
cannot immediately, get all he wants from Immigration or the National Employment
Service the best: thing he can do is to carry his troubles, to the Çonsulate-General.

s 4. By quite informal personal methods we are trying to bring to the attention of
Mr. Querton the doubtful wisdom of his becoming so deeply involved in i ^

tion matters. We fear that if his present activities are contiri t^^Sewill
helping

a certain amount of difficulty. Mr. Querton does not co nfine

Belgians to find employment but he seems to get considerlabWith inla very detailed
asking about conditions in Canada and this he tries to dea _

way. For example, he supplies a price list of a wide variety of
an
goods and

exceedingly diffi-
cult based on prices in Montreal stores. As you know; this is
cult thing to do and the result may , easily create. false impressions..

5. Canadian officers attending the meeting explained in detail to the B to Ĉ ada

will i
mmigrants

resentatives the difficulties of making prospe^tidvlee besturopean
world it is an

realize ' the true conditions of life here. W
extraordinarily difficult thing to get over to the European who h e^ made t^o

mind to come to Canada that he will not immediately find here p Y

which he is personally suited and conditions of life much better be p^^ by
in Europe. Nevertheless it'wâs generally agreed that no effort should
which our Immigration staff abroad should bring home to prospectiv

e
must en^coun e

the truth of the real problems which any immigrant to this country
.

ât' the start. memorandum states that
{ 6. -You will observe that. paragraph.5 (iv) of the attached Will
if the. Belgian authorities so desire Immigration representatives in

Belgium
k to

advise intending immigrants that after their arrival in Canada they s ou
the' Canâdian and not the Belgian authoritiés for assistance in placeme

nt
You lw 11

ment and that the lattér could not assumeï any responsibility in this re p and We
no i doubt bé discussing this subject generally with. the Foreign Ml tot he advice
should be grateful if you would ascertain their wishes with r egard

which our representatives in'Belgium should1give in this regard.

It may be of some interest to you that when he was in Ottawa r^b^ ÿ^rat he
7.

Zeeland told Baron de Gaiffier, Chargé d'Affaires at the Belgian E
con sidered this country presented great opportunities for Belgian immigrants butand
that they should realize before they started that they would have to work
that their conditions might be less comfortable at the outset than tho .
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would leave in Belgium. It is perhaps this aspect. of the matter that our Immigration
Officers always have to drive home. While there was no evidence before the meet-
ing that our Immigration Officers in Belgium had failed at all in this respect, 'yet it
is perhaps in the nature of things that with a general programme of immigration
under way some people particularly travel agents should tend to show the rosy side
of life here rather than the reverse. Neither Immigration nor Labour can guarantee
to placé new itnmigrants in any specific line of employment from the start. The
whole record of the 'successful immigrant to this country has been that of the man
who was willing to takë the work'that offered and gradually to get himself into the
kind of thing that he wanted to do most. Government can go to great lengths in
selection and placement of immigrants but in the ultimate analysis` it is the heart
within the man that matters and sometimes it is only in the school of hard knocks
that the lessons can be learned. Despite the triteness of the platitude it is probable
that our Immigration officials abroad can do something if perhaps not.very much to
offset the exaggerated ideas of life in this country that so many intending immi-
grants possess. , . , . . .

[L.B. PEARSONj

• [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Note

Memorandum

PROBLEMS OF BELGIAN IMMIGRANTS

The Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs recently brought to the attention of the
Canadian Embassy in Brussels certain difficulties which have arisen in connection
with Belgian immigrants who have come to Canada in the course of the last few
months. It was decided to convene a meeting with Representatives of the Belgian
Embassy here and the Belgian Consulate General in Montreal, the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration and the Department of External Affairs for informal
discussion of the problems involved. This meeting took place on August 30, 1951,
in Rrom .117, the East Block, Ottawa, at 11.30 a.m.

2• There were present:
^' BlrOn Pierre de Gaiffier d'Hestroy,

Chazgé d'Affaires of the Belgian Embassy;
Mir Tanw e.,--- .

Belgian Co,,,, t,*
General in Montreal;

Mr. C.E.S. Smith,.
Director of Immigration;

Mr. J.A. Paul,
Chief of the Immigration Settlement Service;

•' DePartment of E
' ^4!.A.A.Day

xternal Affairs;
,

"Partment of External Affairs;
^• P.L. Trottier,

^Pazcment of Bxternal Affairs;
^• WK. ;Wardroper,

Depa^ent ôf External Affairs. '
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3.' In^ course of discussion it wobservedthat:
(a) The greât inâjority of Belgian immigrants coming to Canada had been easily

and s`atisfactorily established.; Belgians generally were regarded as highly desirable
immigrants to this country;. ^' , , .., , .. .,. . .

(b) .Belgian immigrants coming _to Canada fall into two ; categories:
(i) those who have some means and make their way to this country entirely on
their own resources; and
(ii) those who avail themselves of the Assisted Passage Scheme or who, though
they, have enough funds to pay. for their transportation to Canada, must find
employment and accommodation upon their arrival. ;,.

(c) A certain percentage of problem cases is inseparable from any period of active
immigration. Rosy impressions form themselves in the minds of intending immi-
grants to the New World which, however erroneous, cannot always be eradicated
except in the school of actual experience. The majority' of problem cases have
arisen among those who came to Canada on their own resources and who, finding
conditions not as . they had expected them to be, had carried their troubles to the
Belgian Consulate General in Montreal. The latter had befriended them and in all
but a few outstanding difficult cases had succeeded in getting the immigrants satis-
factorily placed through the active Belgian community in Montreal and the co-
operation of the local Immigration and Employment Service authorities.

(d) There was no evidence that in any case the Canadian Immigration authorities
had referred the immigrants in difficulty to the Belgian Consulate General or
Embassy. It was, however, evident that the Belgian Consulate General in Montreal
had taken agreat deal of interest in Belgian immigrants and it was possible that
frorri this fact had arisen the idea in the minds of a number of these people that they
should take their difficulties to the Consulate General rather than to the Canadian
authôrities "concerned'in the'placement of those seeking employment. The Consu-
late General had not -encouraged such a movement but the news of assistance
quickly 'spreads among a group of newcomers and this had resulted in perhaps 150

, persons approaching the Consulate General for help. -
4. Representatives of the Department of Citizenship and immigration reaffumed

° that they assumed full responsibility for the placement in employment of persons
who come to Canada under the Assisted Passage Scheme or who are without funds
upon their arrival here, though they could not guarantee. any specific employment.
It was explained further that the whole history of migration to Canada had demon-
strated general success over the years of those who were willing during the first
months or years to accept any work until that which was more suited to their gen-
eral qualifications was found.

5. It was agreed
(i) that it would be regrettable if the movement of Belgians to Canadâ Were
restricted because a relatively few minor difficulties had arisen in' individual
cases;

(ii) that the Belgian Consulate General in Montreal would refer immediately tO
the Department of Citizenship and Immigration any outstanding problem cases
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and that the latter would make every effort to find suitable em lo menindividuals; P Y t for the

(iii) that the Director of Immigration would again caution Immigration

f
in Brussels to be particularly careful when interviewing prospective immigrants
to point out the true nature of conditions in Canada. (No evidence had
adduced during the meeting indicating that there'had been an failure o been
of Immigration Officers in Belgium ' in this respect); y n the part

(iv) that if, the Belgian authorities so desired lnriiig'
Bélgium would advise intending migrants that afte rtheirtarriv rep

al
in

should look to the Canadian and not'the Belgian authorities for assista cehey
placement in employment and that the latter could not assume an y

onsi ''lnin this respect. Y p biLty

. . DEA/232-Z-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DESPATCH 759

^' • to Secretary of State for External A0

paragraph of the memorandum.

L'ambassadeur en Belgique

Ambassador in Belgium

Brussels, November 30, 1951

Reference: Your despatch C.497- of September 25, 1951.

BELGIAN EMIGRATION TO CANADA.
You will find herewith copies of a memorandum on

at the Foreign Ministry on November 21 on the occasion
the

f tMrg. C.E.S.
held

visit to Brussels in connection with the Migration Conference.s Smith's

2• This memorandum is self-ezplanatory. I am told that the
a friendly atmosphere and that M. Geeraerts who i meeting took place in
Belgi^ official

most concerned about the ^difficulties encountered
appeared to be the

^grants in Canada, went out of his way to point out that difficul by Belgian
^e exception. ,t cases had been, ...

no doucopy of the attached memorandum was given to Mr. C .E.S Smith
bt be informed of the views of the Department of Citizenship ar^d.I^ Wlâl

a0n on the point raised in the last g

C^NFIDENT[AL

ROGER CHAPUT
for Ambassador
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'[PIÈCE, JOIIVTFJENCLOSURE]

^. .,

Note

Memorandum

BELGIAN IMMIGRATION TO CANADA

During his conversation of August1,1,.1951, with Mr. Arnold Smith on the above
subject,: the Secretary. General of the Foreign Ministry suggested that, in order to
avoid misunderstandings with regard: to the Belgian Government's responsibility
vis-à-vis Belgian emigrants upon their arrival in Canada, a printed paper explaining
the limitation of its responsibility might be given to all Belgian emigrants before
they leave. Mr. Smith's reply was that this might'be possible and that any such
request would be transmitted to the Canadian authorities.

._ 2. During the meeting of August 30 which took place in Ottawa between the
Belgian Chargé d'Affaires, the Belgian Consul General in Montreal and representa-
tives of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration (including Mr. C.E.S.
Smith) and the Department of External Affairs,` it was agreed:

`That if the Belgian authorities so desired -Immigration representatives in
Belgium would advise intending migrants that after their arrival in Canada they
should look to the Canadian and not the Belgian authorities for assistance in
placement in employment and that the latter could not assume any responsibility
in this respect."

3. A meeting took place in the Foreign Ministry on November 21, 1951, with a
view to discussing this problem. The meeting was -attended by:

M. Contempré,
Directeur Général de la Chancellerie et du Contentieux, Ministère des Affaires Étrangères

I J, Second Secretary, Canadian Embassy, Brussels.

`4.°Tlïe Belgi^n reesentàtives referred briefly to the'difficulties which had been
encôuntered in Canada by Belgian immigrants on their arrival there. Wh le they

readily pointed out that `difficult 'cases had 'been the ezception, the Belgian repre-
sentatives underlined the following two points with a view to keeping these cases

Mr. Roger Chaput,
Acting Head of Immigration Office, Brussels "

f. 1 . Mr. I.A. Chevrier, - . . . -
Director of Immigration for Canada ;.'

Mr. C.E.S. Smith, . . .
Ministère des Affaires Étrangères

M. Geeraerts,

to a minimum: _ . ^ .

e a ian ..gra ion icers in V. gtum s ou
prospective immigrants' a true picture of the conditions in which they would find
themselves upon their arrival in Canada and of the specific problems with which

they would be confronted.
(2) It should be made clear to Belgian immigrants before they leave that the Bel-
(2) Government does not hold itself responsible for the securing of emploYment

for Belgian immigrants and for their maintenance and eventual repatriation.

`(1) Th Can A' T:, t' Off ' B 1' h ld make a point of giving
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5. With regard to the first point, the Canadian

Immigrationemphasized that eve thin Immigration Officers presentrY g possible was being done in order to convey to the
applicants an exact picture of the situation in which they would find. themselves '
Canada; and also of conditions in Canada 'in general. On" the latter point i in
impossible to furnish detailed information on such items as wages and' t was
these variedfrom one day to another and also from one region to another. ince
supplying of up-to-date information on these points to Immigration rThe
had been found an insuperable task. The Belgian officials expressed ^eucas abroad
tion of the Canadian position on this point. Confirmation of the. Canadian pprecia-
ment's, commitments in the matter of employment - namel Govern-ybut not of any specific employment - was at the same ^muarantee of
the Belgian officials. e given to

6.
With regard to the second point, Canadian officials underlinedbeen no evidence that Immigration Officials in Canada had referred that here had

Belgian Consulates. In some cases however, Belgian immigrants had called ^ts to
gian Consulates before they had submitted pro per applications to ^e at Bel-
authorities. It

was suggested that the Belgian au oritie smi ht adv' Canadian
efore theirdeparture,

Belgian citizens emigrating to Canada that the Belgi^ 'Government
could not assume responsibility in connection with the securing of emplo mthe

^ishing of financial assistance. This might take the form of a riy ent and
which would be given to emigrants by the Belgian authorities at the time t^ sheet
were issued, or by banks at the time foreign exchange was obtained. passports

7.
The Belgian representatives pointed out that the situation

regard to'passport-issuing authorities did 'not permit the imleln Belgiurn with
Canadian suggestion since Belgian passports are issued by municipal tation of the
every town having • p authorities in
is entit]ed to a g population of 5,000 'or more. Moreover, each Belgian citizen

passport as a matter of right, whatever may be the pùrpose of his
reqUest. This situation hardly lends itllnpl self to the questioning of a lican

ementation of the Canadian suggestion would necess ari ly pp
ts which thenvoltive,

w^ch was the release of the printed sheet referred to abové t Ve. The alterna-
the

obviously un^y^nted, and at any rate undesirable from th

v
oall applicants,

view, since it might easily create false impressions on the e Canadian point of
e conditions awaiting Bel-gian img

ri^i "rants upon their arrival in Canada.`

lem' ^ e Belgiân representatives suggested that the easiest
ght be for Canada to include a text to be'agreed upon by Y to holve this prob-

the documentation which is distributed to each a licant as parties among

the Canadian immigration Office in Brussels. This p a matter of course by
textin one of the documents already being distributed or could be either incorporated

dOCument. , take the form of a separate

the' The Canadian Immigration Officers intimated that it
Canadian point of view to have a separate document which would be added to

the standard documentation already given. The Bel itext for
g an officials submitted a draft

the approval of the meeting, the last sentence of which reads as follows:
"However, Belgian immigrants may, like an other of their

to the
y r compatriots, have

good offices of the Belgian Consulates with a view to securing
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information and assistance in connection:with letters of introduction.which they
may need."1

10. Though'expressing their géneral approval of the text submitted, the Canadian
re rese tat' ' t d th th 'p n ives pom e out at e sentence quoted above rrught induce Belgian
immigrants to apply :.to Belgian Consulates in Canada for something more than
mére information or, letters of introduction: --The" Belgiari representatives agreed
with this, but intimated , that the deletion, pure and simple, of the above sentence
wôuld leave Belgian immigrants with the impression that the Belgian Government
considéred that they had ceased to be Belgian citizens at the time of their arrival in
Canada and that Belgian Consulates would not consider legitimate requests dealing
with passports,' birth certificates and similar services.

11. A revised draft of the last sentence was ultimately approved by the meeting.
On the other hand; it was suggested by the Canadian representatives that in view of
the fact that the text which the Canadian authorities were called upon to distribute
consisted of a'-message , from the, Belgian Government, an introductory sentence
should be added which would indicate the'source of the message. The Belgiân rep-
résentatives concurred in this suggestion.

' 12 ' The'tezt finally agreed ûpon read as follows:
`The Belgian Government has requested us to inform you of the following:..:. .,.. . .
,``Génerally speaking, emigrants are going to Canada at their own risk. However,
the Canadian Immigration Services undertake to find employment for persons
arriving in Canada under the âssisted-passage scheme or who are without fnan-
cial means at the time of their arrival, though thèy do not guarantee any specific
employment. Belgian emigrants rriust address themselves to the Canadian Immi-
gration Servicesat the time of their' arrival'in Canada, and not to Belgian Con-

, sulates. The latter cannot assume the responsibility of finding employment and,
`a fortiori,6 a particular employment suited to the capacities and desires of the
persons concerned,- or of furnishing financial assistance for their maintenance or
their eventual repatriation. However, the Belgian Consulates remain at the dis
posal of immigrants for any otherF services which they may require as Belgian

; citizens: '
13. The-Director of Immigration undertook to submit the new text to the Cana-

dian authorities for approval together with the suggestion that it be distributed by
Canadian Immigration Offices in Brussels:

• ^•, • ^ , .



SUBDIVISION IUSUB-SECTION 11

RESTRICTIONS A L'IMPORTATION
IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

INTENSIFICATION OF IMPORT
RESTRICTIONS BY BELGIUM

The Governments of the Economic Uni f B

. 0 , . . , e country s reserves.

tractin g on, presently attending the Sixth Session of the. Con-g Parties of the G.A.T.T., has been informed that the Belgian Delegation
intends to raise this matter at the current session.7 How to present the case a
to be delaying this action because it is difficult to envisage how the new restrictions

^can
be permitted within the provisions of the G.A.T.T. Articles XI and XII,
with import restrictions, do not make provision for a coun to apply

ch

60"s in a discriminatory manner in order to help debtor countnes unless res^c-balance of , it is in
discri payments difficulties itself with the countries against which it isminating.

The Belgians do not appear to have decided under which articles
they will raise the matter. According to a communication from the Canaea G'A.T.T.

Dele-Dele-gation, the Belgians may try to claim that without such new restrictions thêir goldand hazd currency reserves will be impaired. In this connection their reaso ningappears to be that the other E.P.U...members, some of whom now pay for a substial
Part of their purchases in Belgium with gold or dollars, will ^purchases in Bel ium. curtail their

:creased.g Thus that country's gold and dollar reserve will be
tere Unless Belgium's imports from the dollar area are likewise reduced,

will be a depletion of th ,

certain of its imports g s ou attempt to correct this situation by diverting
nato po^ from the dollar area to E.P.U. countries by means of discrimi-ry restrictions.

The Canadian Dele ati

announced that intensified restrictions would be applied against im brts frrecently
dol-lar countries. The reason for these restrictions stems from the substantial trade sur-plus

which Belgium has with other members of the E.P.U.
conditions,. the surplus must be financed either by credits by Bel iumdoeT present
payments by the debtor countries. It appears that Belgium is not prepared to e goldxtenfiuther credit to. the extent necessary to cover its present surplus and the debt d
countries are not willing or able to finance it with gold. The O.E.E.C. and E.P.U.
have suggested that Bel ium h ld
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It is difficult to foresee how such a case could be justified. There has been no
impairment of Belgium's reserves; to what extent, if any, there would be a decrease
is a matter of conjecture. It would therefore bé difficult to sanction a remedy for a
problem that might not arise.

..The Belgian restrictions will have a considerable influence on Canadian trade
with that country. Some of the new restrictions became effective on September
10th and a number of Canadian exporteis have already been told that in future no
licenses will be issued for the importation of their products. These include cheddar
cheese, nylon stockings, toys, washing machines and possibly whiskey.

;:. Up to the present the Belgian authorities have issued a list of items that will not
be subject to licensing. All other goods are to be subject to restriction. No regula-
tions have yet been released respecting whether quotas will be established for these
items or which ones will be prohibited. In the past it has often been the practice of

: the Belgian authorities not to make this information public, but to issue or deny
licences on a basis known only to them...

In spite of the lack of definite information, it has been possible to make a pre-
liminary appraisal of the damage that may result to Canadian exports.' The follow-
ing two tables t show, first, the list of Canadian exports to Belgium in 1950 which
were subject to licensing prior to the new restrictions and which will continue to be
under licence. Licences were freely granted for most of these products prior to Sep-
tember 10. The second list shows those exports in 1950 for which no licence was

t formerly required but which are now subject to restrictions.
These lists have been studied by the commodity specialists of this Department.

They have indicated, for each item, whether in their opinion, similar goods in the
same quantities can be obtained in Europe. The results are as follows:

(1950)
1..Tota1 Canadian exports to Belgium-Luxembourg were roughly $66 million.

2. The exports of goods to be subject to licensing under the new regulations
amount to $10.647. million:

; 3. .In the opinions of the commodity 'officers Belgium will have to continue
importing $3.8 million of the products placed under restriction. It might be possible
to do without $6.8 million which could be bought in. Europe.

-e-J•41 It is in Canada's interests to attempt to keep the Belgian market for many of
the items that could be procured in Europe. This market has been built up with
considerable effort and for many lines is the only one in Europe which is open to
Canadian exporters.

Cônclusion
mea',,,,,The Canadian Delegation to G.Â.T.T. should take the position that th se

• ^^sures cannot be justified under the provisions of the Agreement. The Delegation
ask that the CONTRACTING PARTIES request Belgium to again consult with
O.E.E.C. and E.P.U. with a view to finding an alternative and more constructive
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method of solving that country's balance of payments problems with
m-bers, of the E.P.U.8 other me

874..

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures' -- , - ^ - ^ :
au représentânt permanent aùprès de l'Offlce européen des Nations Unies,I '

Secreta of St

, . .

Ottawa, October 4, 1951

Repeat London No. 1778• Bruss 1 N

decision on Article: Xy Monetary. Fund must be consulted before GATT, reachesresttictions.

Ne,`,,.
^8^âle :/N(^rrginal note:

[Fra^) Nooton ' You will have seen from [the] circulating file the action taken as a rsùlt of^^ussion of this papa yesterday with Bull and Deutsch. A.F.W.P[lumptre] Oct. 3/51

nder

settle g^ reserves fa11 will depend on several factors,` including the
ment of the Belgian EPU surplus. ,.

(c) U

^);Wbether Bel'

a a ut a week ago the United States Delegation wasInstruct^ to t^e'the following line:

(a) It is doubtful whether Belgian reserves are threatened as provided for incle XII 2, ,, Arti-

tieb' `' , you should make a formal protest in the Contracting Par-s
ôn Article+ XII 4(a) unless you are fully satisfied that Paris discussiôns

are leading to'imnièdiate removal.
3• Willoughby tells us th t bo

Your No. 89t, 97 j- and 101 ^ of September 25 Oactober 2 and 3 932.
Restrictions. Belgian Import

1.
Officials of Departments concerned here take very serious view of new el

glan impoit restrictions. There seems no doubt that these are already in force: Co _
plaints have been received from Canadian exporters of cheddar cheese, nylon
stockings, toys, washing machines, and whisky and position has been confiméd
with our Trade Commissions in Brussels. Belgium was our third largest market

Full details have been-mailed to you by Trade and Commerce. ket in

lazly regrettable that, in the name of European trade liberalization, ertain1Canadirticu

exports are now being excluded from the one European market to which they h ad
relatively free accéss. This apparently confirms our earlier forebodings when EPUwas set up. ' .

2.
We take the view that Belgium is not faced b y

reserves or balance of payments and that they should therefore have co nsulted
cy either in

o^et Contracting Parties before (repeat before) imposin restrictions. with
makè.'strong infor

mal representations to have restrictions removed immedi^ shouldthe se are not successful ately. If

.7 ate for External Affairs ,
to Pennanent Representâtive

to "Eriropéan" Office of United Nations
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(d) Views of the Fund should now be sought: '.
(e) Meanwhile Contracting Parties should take no further action (and even con-

sultation'with Fund should be deferred until after EPU decisions are reached).
Willoughby ,understa nds that these instructions were sent when United States
authorities were in doubt whether Belgian restrictions had in fact been introduced.
We would support U.S. line of action if, but only,if, the new restrictions were now
immediately withdrawn. -. ,.

4. Reports by Michael Hoffman suggésted Belgian action was prompted by ECA.
This has been definitely denied.

875. DEA/4901-Q-40

Le représentant permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Unies
. , :- au secrétaire d'État aux Af,j`'aires extérieures ,-

Permanent 'Representative to Eûropéân 0Bice'of United Nations

,
OR

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

-TELEGRAM 106'..' ...

^.CoNFIDENTIAI.

Geneva, October 9, 1951
. .. .. ^ ,

Reference:. Your telegram No. 120 of 4th October ând our No: 104 of 6th October. j'
. . '.. . ' . ' . . . i '.. ,. . . ._ .

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Following from GATT delegation,A Begins:, We have seen Suetens, Head of Belgian
`Delegation, and informed him of our position as instructed. 'Suetens is now await-
ing consultation in Brussels and final instructions which he hopes to have by Octo-

;ber 17th.' ... :. . .
,^ , .,..:., . .,. ., ,.• .. .. . . , .

2`We told the Belgians that inA our view they should remove their new import
restrictions immediately; If they believe Belgium to be in balance of payment diffi-
culties, consultation may, then be initiated under Article XII(4)(a) of GATT. Should
Belgium`not take'initiative in this way, we informed them that we would raise this
matter ourselves in contracting parties but we said wé would prefer them, to take the
initiative.

3. Since Monetary Fund must prepare information, there is no chance whatever of
any consultation with Belgium being completed at this sessiod of the contracting
parties.

4. Belgians mentioned the possibility that they might declare their programme to
=bé"(import 7) restrictions under Fund 'Atticle XIV. We told'them we would give
careful consideration to any claim they might make to being in balance of payment
diffcultiès: On the other hand, wë said that Our representatives in the Fund would
certainly oppose Belgian use of enemy occupation clause to justify these measures
imposed six years after war.

5. United States now agree that this case should be handled under GATT Article
XII(4)(a) rather than under Fund article and have, so.informed Belgians.

i ; . 1.''' ... . ^^ .. .
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6. Belgian delegation is obviously worried by dose of buckshot we have atered.
We cannot yet guess what the Belgian Government will decide to do^ms

876.

Le représentant permanent auprès de l'0,,8^cé euro
éen d

DEA/4901-Q-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztérieures
Nations Unies

Permanent Representative to European
Office of United Natio ^to Secretary of State for External Affairs ns

)

Reference:.
My.telegram No: 106 of October.9th... '... ^ ^ , .

CONFIDENTIAL

. . .. , , . ,` . .

BELGIqN IMPORT RESTRICITONS
Following from GATT delegation, Begins: Pendin fu
consulting with principal delegations concerning Belgian ^ éevelopments we are

^2.
United Kingdom informed us that in their view Belgium is 'ustifi

ing dollar'import restrictions. They said further that if issue is rais ed in impos-
United Kingdom will stron' I su ort any case which Bel ium willed in GATT
for such measures: It was quite clear from the discussions tha Put forward

has been urging Belgium to impose restrictions against dollar^oodslt^ ^ngdom
3. United Kingdom regards the issue as involvin g ^

EPU• They said failure by Belgium to cut down its EPU s e lus will a existence of
^ngdom to impose severe restrictions against Belgian im orts ^,^,^c om^1 United
Belgium out of EPU. While United Kingdom recognizes that h would drive
aPProach to.the problem would be Belgian relaxation of restrictions on mt^rttive
agricultural and fisheries products, they insist that this will not, re eat no ^ s of
As to measures by Belgium to divert exports to dollar countries U• t^ suffice.'
say that such actions will cut across NATO defense programmes, n'ted Kingdom

4•
United Kingdom indicated they would prefer that the ^issue not bprésent:

We s^d mat the most effective way of avoidin the issu e raised at

BelgiUm to remove ^new dollar restrictions immediatel ^de here would be for

wngdom ^ight help convince Belgium to do this, we a so t suggested United
that.we,v^ere seriously disturbed to learn United Kin dom iold Umted Kingdom
Belgian case for doll g ntend to support the

ar restrnctions. You may wish to consider desirability of direct
representation to the United Kingdom concerning this matter. Ends.
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DEA/4901-Q40

Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures'
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in' United Kingdom

. . . t: ._ . _ ,, . .

ItLEGRAM 1822 Ottawa, October 12, 1951
. , ^ . . ,, . , . .

877.

CONFII)ENT[A[,
Repeat Washington EX-1983; Paris No. 68; Geneva No. 131; Brussels No. 124.

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

1. In our immediately following telegramt we are repeating telegram No. 107 of
October 10 from Geneva. Will you please make the representations to the United
Kingdom authorities suggested in paragraph four.'

2. Since we do not know all the facts of the case we are not at this stage prepared
to argue whether or not Belgium will be faced * by at 66need'to impose, import
restrictions against dollar goods. We do however take the view based on our knowl-
edge of relevant facts that Belgium is not faced by any immediate emergency either
in reserves or balance of payments and that they should therefore have consulted
with other contracting parties before (repeat before) imposing restrictions: We have
made strong representations to them to this effect in Geneva.

t 3.. It appears that the United Kingdom has supported the. Belgians not only in
their, imposition of réstrictions ' but in their unwillingness to raise ^ the matter for
discussion in GATT. We would gather from the telegram from Geneva that United
Kingdom if, faced by, a choice,between damage to EPU on the one hand and
grant. disregard for GATT, obligations on the other would unhesitatingly. approve
the latter course. We believe that their choice is to say the least open to. question.
We believe that EPU has served and should continue to serve a very useful purpose
in Europe but we have never and could never accept the view that Canadian inter-
ests must automatically bë sacrificed to it. ,

Bel ian
4.^ Please keep : in mind that our immediate objective is to get existing g

restrictions. removed and to avoid, not to precipitate, endless technical wrangles in
GATT, with restrictions still in effect.

5. Plumptre will bring with him some additional documents on this matter, which
you have not yet received,{'

... . ... . ..

®



Note du chef de la Direction économi 'que

Mémorandum by Head, Economic`Division

DEA/4901-Q40

[Ottawa], October 13, 1951

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

Pléase note the telegram to London which I initiated on October 12,, and sent to
U.S.S.E.A. for signature. I checked it with Hume Wright and Barrow before send-
ing it upstairs (Deutsch is still out of town and Bull was tied up).

Both Hume and I are rather worried that our delegation in Geneva may be rush-
'ing'ahead "thirsting for blood" without (if I may mix a metaphor) also "keeping
their eye on the ball". Our purpose should not be. to uphold every letter of the law
of GATT, but rather to protect Canadian interests which,. in this instance, means
that we should bend our efforts to getting the existing restrictions removed and not
in precipitating an argument over technicalities with the restrictions still in force.

It is my feeling, with which bôth Wright and Barrow seem inclined to agree, that
,we should not even be too insistent on threshing the whole matter out in GATT.
After all GATT does not provide for all circumstances. We have recognized that it
does not adequately provide for the existence of the sterling area and have not, sup-
Ported the United States or the Fund in their efforts to insist that sterling area coun-
tries, cannot impose import restrictions unless their own (as opposed to the central)
dollar reserves are falling. It may be that we shall have to recognize that GATT
does not fully take account of the existence of EPU and that discussions relating to
EPU matters may sometimes better bè held outside GATT than inside it. The

`importance thing is that we should always be given a reasonable chance to protect
Canadian interests : and, consequently,' if Canadian ' interests are going to be hurt
then we should be in a position to explain and in a measure to defend the position
taken by other countries when Canadian exporters rush indignantly up to Ottawa.9

In short, I feel we should envisage the possibility'of discussions with the Belgi-
ans and perhaps with the others concerned outside GATT, but this "a sérious matter^ of policy which certainlÿ would have to be discussed and considered fully by the
departments concerned. Barrow has undertaken to explore it with Bûll; Wright has
undertaken to raise it with Deutsch when he gets back ori'Tuesday. It may be that
the other departments will agree to send a telegram somewhat softening our earlier
instructions to raise the matter formally in the Contracting Parties unless they can
get irnmediate satisfaction from the Belgians. We must, of course, act reasonably

N°to marginale :/Marginal note:
[Raise in GATT?
UK attitude

US attitude] [Inconnu/UnidentiGed]
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âu'seerétaire d'État aux A,,B`'aires extérieures

quickly .'otherwise our - delegation will act on their existing instructions, and, of
course, it may turn out that this is the best thing•to do. I am.not seriously opposed
to the existing policy; I' ônl}i think that the matter should be reviewed again quickly
in the light of developments 'since these instructions were sent.

A.F.W. P([.UMPrRE]
y:: ". ; ..+. .i. ....;. . . . . '.' , .. . . .. ,-/ . . ,

P.S. Since this' was dictated two things have happened: (a) Bull has had a talk with
Barrow and others and has agreed that I should sent out a telegram to Isbister tell-
ing him not to make a formal protest in C.P's until he hears from us again,10 and (b)
Meanwhile, a meeting of the Interdepartmental Committee on External Trade Pol-
icy will be called.

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Iam sending a copy of this to the Under-Secretary Who might wish to have it at
„ the meeting.,,

'L'ambâssadeur aux États-Unis

.a. ^ .. j

` TE1.EGRAM WA-3695

CONFIDENTIAL. IMMEDIATE.
• ;. , . . . ^' • ..,^ ,

Reference: ,Your teletype EX-1932 of October 4th, our, teletypes WA-3609 of Octo-
-ber 5th f and WA-3643, of October 9thj.^

, !

; WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

.•^

Washington, October 13, 1951

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

LIn meeting with Dillon Glendinning,;Deputy Director, Office of International
Finance, Treasury Department, yesterday; Wolfson received the impression that the
United States Treasury was reluctant to adopt any strong stand regarding Belgium's
introduction of discriminatory measures against dollar imports. United States Trea-
suryRthinking seems uncertain because they realize the dilemma inherent in the

^fundamental contradictions of the- policies which they have been advocating. The
..encouragement which has been given ; to. European union, more particularly as
expressed in the EPU arrangements, implies that the European group as a whole

, may, resort to discrimination against dollar, imports if in their opinion this be the
most, practical method of correcting internal imbalance: ! On the other hand, Glen-
dinning appreciates that the advocacy,or,even acceptance of such policies may rut'
diametrically against GATT and IMF, policies, and interests... :

10 Voir secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à la délégation auprès de l'Accord générai sur les
tarifs douaniers et le commerce, télégramme N° 133. 15 octobre 1951, DEA/4901-Q-40•'
See Secretary of State for External Affairs to Delegation to (3ATT, Telegram No. 133, October 15,
1951, DEA/4901-Q-40. 1
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^ 2.:Glendinning implied that perhaps the most advisable course would b
mit the situation to ride for a few months and then decide on appro riate ac per=
Wolfsôn pôinted out that silence during the next few months would m^ t1on.
difficult to demand modified action from Belgium at a later date. He su ^ Ste more
as in any event the list of cônvnodities to which discriminatory measu e^ hadd that
applied were mainly of the non-essential variety, there was littl been

any substantiâl shift in impôrts from dollar to EPU countries. T'hus ^,^,^lstop^ nor
euestionable relief to EPU imbalance the Belgians would, however

g• gmost undesirable precedent, viz: imposing discriminatory practices not ^be setting a
against a sharply deteriorating balance of a ^ a defencé
would be imposing discriminatory practi e because uthe i pos tion ^' they
favourable. ;_ s too

3.
Glendinning admitted the force of these observations bu

the United States position if in fact Belgium did not adopt a polic wofadoll uld be
crimination and then found herself in an adverse balance of payme s ositi az dis-
few months time. Wolfson countered by suggesting: P on in a

(a)
There was nô logical reason whÿ the Belgium tendency to have a

balance should not continue even if there were no discriminàtio _
surplus

been happening in recent months. n this in fact has, .

(b) Even ^ if there vvere ^some deterioration the surplus each month has
large that what might be expected is a smaller surplus or ve

sli ht d
^en so

(c) The accuinulated reserves were so large that even if ther We é a eficit only.
on current account the Belgian position would not be seriousl affec sLght deficit
:. (d) The ^ ^ Y. ted. . ^, , ^ .

1MR might well indicate its willingness to allow Belgium to: drâw in'
ordér to tiave a secondary line of reserves. Belgium should prima facie b
tive instance to ,initiate IMF member drawings. e^ attrac=

4^ Glendin^ning and Wolfson agreed to meet a ain ne
lem somewhat further Th g xt week to consider±the prob- ;
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' - 'Le représentant permanent à l'Organisation européenne de coopération.. -

Permanent Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation

WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

au secrétaire d'État aux 'A,rt`airés extérieures '1 '
i. . . ..n '. . ... . , a . . .. 1 , .- . .. . r , . ... ^ . ^ . ? ^ . , .. . . l ^ . . . G . ^ . . ' ^. . . .. ^ . .

^ .

._ .. . ^,- . ,

Paris, October 15, 1951

Repeat London No. 187; Brussels No. 3, GATT Delegation at Geneva No., 4.

CONFiDENTUL .

POSITION OF BLEU IN EPU

concerned on any other methods to reduce the net surplus of Bleu.
,(e) that discussions should take place between the Bleu and the member countries

member governments and other governments associated with the OEEC,
regard to the problem of the Bleu surplus should be drawn to the atten

(d) 'the board's observations on rearmament and the financing of rearmament in
tion of

,(c) Belgium should actively pursue a policy of internal expansion,

solution. ^
° 3: The general recommendations of the Managing Board include:
(a) a request to Bleu to increase imports from EPU countries,

}„(b) a request to other member countries to encourage exports to Bleu,

beyond the competence of the board it confines itself to drawing the attention of the
council - to the need to consider these factors when discussing any long-term

rearmament" as an important factor and states that "any arrangement which may be
made in this field may have marked repercussions in EPU". As these matters are

its' côiitrol. ' The report refers in a' genetal - way to "the international financing of

states that forces outside the control of the Managing Board are seriously affecting
the stability of EPU and the 'problem of a long-term solution, therefore, is beyond

obtains in the United Kingdom and France as compared with Belgium. The report
ascribes this trend to rearmament orders and the larger degrees of inflation which

Bleu balance. Of , payments position, with the Netherlands and a very substantial
increase in the :deficit with the United Kingdom and France. The Managing Board

preponderant . factor is Belgium's current payments position vis-à-vis the ,United
Kingdom and France. Statistics for the third quarter indicate an improvement in the

. 2 . .; The Managing Board in its analysis of the Bleu position concludes that the
present if the Belgian Government is prepared to accept this plan.
gold payments would,likely come entirely from EPU resources. It is uncertain at
Brussels. If implemented, this formula would mean a real sacrifice by EPU because
short-term solution to December 31st, the details of which you have received from

:The Managing Board has .: reported on . the . problem and has recommended a

ro aecrerary of rare Jor r.xrernat nffairs

' économique' -
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4. The report will be examined by the council on.October 17th and we propose to .make the following comments. The Managing Board's analysis of the pob

lemdoes not consider the extent to which the speculative inflow of capital into Belis responsible for present diffculties and probably exa
erates the res ns b ligiumrearmament orders by the United Kingdom. A. more detailed examinatio ty of

n oftrend during August and September may therefore be desirâble.
Information

the
October indicates the problem has become essentially ,that of a capital inflow.

in
main remedial measures therefore should endeavour, to cope with this as ec of^eproblem. ,

While some redirection of exports, from European markets t the dolllearea'
may be desirable, we view with considerable dissatisfaction the me

dollar.
endorsed by the Managing Board, to _ restrict dollar imports. - Belgium has

^ures, .

ance of payments problem with the dollar area and such measures cannot but tend
to increase costs for Belgium without promoting a viable solution.

The volume ofdollar imports, to be restricted has been téntativelÿ indicatéd as $60 million
Year. In view of the magnitude of the Belgian problem the restrictions on `dolar'
imports are quantitatively of little help; and 'in viéw of what we consider to be

themain cause of the Belgian problern, * the dollar restrictions offer no solution: Weshall also state that 4he dollar, restrictions are in our opinion contr , to interna-tional agreements to which both Belgium and ourselves are partners, namel
y GAand perhaps IMF. We' therefore consider that there should have been consultation

and should still be consultation in these organizations before any action to restrictdollar imports is taken.

' ' Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

High . Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2563

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference• yom.

DEA/4901-Q-40

London, October 15, 1951

telegram No. 1822 of October 12.
Repeat p^ECPans No. 220; GATT, Geneva No. 20; Brussels No. 22.

•,•.•.^,^i^lri àimrvtci KESTKICITONS
ccordaCë' ÿ

SYm^n of t6"" ith Your message, Plumptre and Ritchie met this afternoon`e
^p and representatives of bothdiscuss the oth the Treasury and Board of Trade to ^

United Kingdom attitude towards the Belgian restrictions and towards
possible consultation under GATT regarding those restrictions.
B icern of Canadian exporters and the Canadian Government at the ef ects of theglan measures.

We also stréssed how'disturbed the Canadian authorities wer the
the lack of consultation ori the introduction of these restriction e bytiôns

^at the United Kingdom government was su ortin s^d at the indica-'^
'a : PP g the Belgians in their
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apparent reluctance t&consult the côntracting parties to the GATT. We expressed
the view that the new restrictions . should be withdrawn pending consultation..

'2.'-The United Kingdoin' representative arguéd that the ' Belgian restrictions on
dollar impôits were` essential to the preservation' of the IPU and 'for the mainte-
nance of intrâ-Européan tradé which was essential to the rearniâcnent programme.
They pointed out that ' other measures than the 'curtailment of dollar imports were
also being resorted to by the Belgians to correct the positiôn. It was, hoped, how-
ever, that it would not be necessary for the `other European countries to go back on
the trade libéralization which had been achieved amông themselves during the past
year or so, although it 'was conceivablë that individual countries might find it nec-
essary to increase their restrictions on imports from Belgium.
.,'3. In' summarizing the United King dom attitude, Symon stated that:
-.(a) The restrictions imposed by Belgium were regarded by the United Kingdom.

as justified in the interests of the EPU. :
(b)._In-view of the emergency, situation in EPU, the United Kingdom would

oppose the withholding or withdrawal of the Belgian restrictions on dollar imports.
(c) The United Kingdom authorities would not be opposed to the Belgians enter-

ing into appropriate consultations if the import restrictions could be introduced or
maintained during the -course of such consultations (which United Kingdom offi-
cials think would be rather lengthy).-

882. DEA/4901-Q-40

L'ambassadeur aux bats- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures , .

Ambassador in Unitéd Stâtes
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. ... .. . ,
TELEGRAM WA-3716'

CONFIDENTIAL IMMEDIATE.

Washington, October 16, 1951

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

1. In'conversation this morning"between Wolfson and Dillon Glendinning, Dep-
uty Director, Office of International Finance and Secretary of the National Advi-
sory Council, Treasury Department, we learned that in yesterday's meeting of the
N.A.C.. serious consideration had been given to the arguments put forward in our
conversation with Glendinning: It has been decided that the United States GATT
delegation will . be instructed to. pursue a course designed to reinforce the action
which they anticipafe that the Cahadian delegation will initiate under GATT Article
,XH (4).

2. The United States delegation will join in a protest against the Belgianadoption
of discriminatory . action:against dollar imports, probably, framing its observations
on cautious lines. They assume that the issue will lead to the consultation prroce-
dures envisaged under the GATT articles. This will serve to place the onus on the
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; Belgians to prove how their situation justifies the adoption of the measures contem-
plated. Such consultations will, however, obviously take time, in. the course of

_ which the United States hopes that the other factors in the picture to which they
, attach particular signifcânce will emerge more clearly. These center mainly around
the eventual extent of Belgium's contribution to the NATO effort and thewhich any irtcrease in United States off-shore purchases in Western Europe effect
have on the EPU position. Y

3. In general, the gist of the United States attitude will be that the
yhow the restrictions against dollar imports would be an essential element not see

solution of the present difficulties. Glendinning intimated that the United States
GATT delegation will be contacting our representatives in Geneva in this regard.

883.
. DEA/4901-Q-40

Le représentant permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations Uniesau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Permanent Representative to European Offlce of United Nationsto Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 116
eneva, October 16 1951

restrictions ai e United States does not, repeat not, consider these
to be justifed on bal f

) n evidence av '1 bl

CONFIDENTIAL '

Reference: Further to our telegram No. 112 of October 1 Sth. j-

BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS
Following from GATT Delegation, Begins: Ottawa lease repeat
Deutsch in Paris. P to London and to

1. United States Government has now adopted firm policy on thiswill be followed by their representatives in whatever forum it
issue which

GATI', Fund and EPU. Policy is as follows. arises including

z^ (a) Belgian import restrictions must be justified on Belgian balancegrounds ûnder' GATT Article XII. . : of payment
(b ^

ance o payment grounds.
(c) United Stâtes believe dollas ar import restrictions are not, repeat not, necessa reinëdy for. Belgian surplus in EPU. ary

(d) Consultatiôns must take place under GATT Article XII 4l^^ated innediately. (a) and these must be

(e) Even if Belgians argue that these restrictions are essentiall reasonable re 'dons'fallin y stnc-g under ArticleArticle XII XIV of Fund, they must nevertheless be justified under
of GATT inasmuch as they are quantitative restrictions on trade.-3. If Bel i

States g um uoes not, repeat not, herself seek consultation under GATT, Unitedwould prefer that Canada
uest such consultation because of our stronger

position "as a country not directly involved in EPU.
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4: Next meeting of contracting parties will be held Thursday, October 18th. Must
have instructions by thau time.,• •
' 5.' Belgium ii being infoimed 'ôf Unitéd States'positiônlmmediâtèly. Firm posi-
tiôn by Canada before Thursday would further help influence decision of Belgian

` . ;Government.
. .. :< ^-.'^ • - ' . .^ .. , . .. . . . .. ,. . . .. ^ .884. PCONo1.194•, . , .. ..

Extrait du procès-verbal de la réunion du Comité interministériel
• , ^ . . sur la politique du commerce extérieur, _ . _ .... .. .., . .

.-, .. .
Eztract from Minutes of Meeting 'of Interdepartmental Committee

on External Trade Policy

SECRET [Ottawa],. October 17, 1951... . ^ , . • , ... . .
Present:

Mr. N.A. Robertson, Secretary to the Cabinet (Chairman),
Mr. David Sim, Deputy Minister. of National Revenue,
Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, ...`,
Mr. H.B. McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board,
Mr. J.E. Coyne, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada,
Mr. JJ: Deutsch, Department of Finance,
Mr. L.W. Pearsall, Department of Agriculture,
Mr. A.G.S. Griffin, Department of External Affairs.

Mr. R.G. Robertson, Privy Council Office (Secretary). •;

Also present:
Dr. A.E. Richards, Department of Agriculture,
Mr. H.R. Kemp, Department of Trade and Commerce, ..
Mr. H. Wright, Department of Finance,
Mr. F.G. Hooton, Department of External Affairs.

I. BELGIAN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS; 'INSTRUCTIONS TO CANADIAN DELEGATION TO
G.A.T.T.

..:1. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce said that, in the face of its stead-
ilyincreâsing surplus as the chief creditor of E.P,U. and of a considerable inflow of
speculative capital, Belgium had recently taken measures to reduce the pressure to
extend new credits to E.P.U. membérs: `A part of. the programme was to restrict
imports from dollar areas and divert imports to E.P.U. countries. At the 'same time,
,an effort was being made to divert exports from E.P.U. countries to the dollar area
thus bringing trade with the E.P.U. into better`bàlance. On September 10 import
restrictions`had been * plâcëd'against dollar areagoods 'which had not previously
been under restrictions, and in other cases the policy in granting licences had been

- made much more stringent. It was understood the objective was to bring about a
^ saving. of about $60: million per year, on imports from Canada and the United
States. Of this amount, about :$10 million' would fall against Canada. and the
remainder against the United States. Total Canadian exports to Belgium in 1950

-were $66 million and Belgium.was the third largest market for.Canadian expofts-
There had been some protests already from Cânadian firms that had inet with refus
als of licences.
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Article XII of G.A.T.T.

provided for the imposition of import restrictions inemergency situation. It did not, however, a an
ously threatened. In any event there was an ppear

obligation tto clonsult before
reserves . were seri-

restrwere imposed. In view of. this, - a strong informal protest to the head of the el
ictions

iandelegation to G.A.T.T. had been made. Mr. Isbister had now reported that the mat-
ter would be coming up for discussion on October 18 and that the United States had
asked whether the Canadian delegation , would take thé lead along the linesmemorandum that the U.S. authorities had approved. The memorandum set out five.points: :

(1) Belgian import restrictions on balance of payments grounds wereArticle XII of the G.À.T.T. and Belgium should have obtained prior apo oval. to
(2) Even if Belgium contendé;d that the controls were placed.under

Article
the Monetary Fund, the Unitéd States would claim that the controls violated Articlof
XII of the G.A'.T.T. ,` e

(3) The United States had asked the Bel ians f6 r
and that the lead should bé taken by the Belgians toubringnthi se e

I
G.A.T.T. question nto

(4) On the basis of available evidence, the United States cont
had not any balance of payments difficulties and as suc ended that Belgium
the. import controls, h should not have imposed

.(5) The United States did not believe that it ,was necessary to imposecontrols in order. to correct, the E.P.U. problem facing Belgium.
other wo dsthey claimed there was no conflict between E.P.U. and G.A.T.T. '

United Kingdom officials had indicated they considered the Belgian restrictions
to be essential for the preservation of E.P.U. and would oppose their liftin ..

An'ezplanato'ry memorandum had been circulated, g
(Memorandum, International Trade Relations Branch, Department of Trade and

Commerce, October 16,,1951)t
^'2• The Deputy • . . , , .
Bel i, Governor of the Bank of Canada pointed out that, in so far as the..,

g an government was confronted by an emergency, it was in terms of foreign
exchange policÿ rather than trade policy.To a large extent difficulties were''
ôut of capital movements and the restrictive' measures would not hel ansing

Ap^ from other' action that might be available to the Bel ià p curtail thOSe.

native solution was for the United States to finance Bel ian c reditsrn
ment, an alter-

It w^; however an '
i

g through E.C.A.+ eâsier course for the United States to have the Belgians carryon with the restriction polic}► and it was apparent that the United '
prefer to have them meet their difficulties alon the lines the y would
than have 1^•C.A: step in. g y had adoptèd rather

ce3* 7he' Chairman said that, so far'as' action by th
rn^' he thought it should not be based too str

e Ca
ictlnaon the

delegation was con-
imposèd b y legal obligations

E.P.U.y G.A.T.T Thethe G.A.T.T. political and financial embârrassments of the countries of
n^oW ^,^ é^e very great at the present time and should not be regarded from too
should Phasls on the terms 'of 'G.A.T.T. Any representations by Canada

be based' ri1ore specifically on the practical effects of the restrictions on

I
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Canadian trade. , The, line'suggested in Telegram No., 77 of October 15 from the
Canadian representative to O.E:E.C: seemed appropriate. The United States was the
only country really in a position;- as the underwriter of E.P.U., to'. take the action
that would permit an alternative solution.! It was -apparent that another look should
be had at the âdequacy of ^ the resources of E.P.U. In instructions to the Canadian
delegation at Geneva, it would beimportant to emphasize'that they should not get
into the position; of appearing tô launch an extra-European attack on E.P.U. solu-
tions of the problems confronting it. The line should rather, be that Canada did not
deny the existence of the problem or its magnitude but that we did not wish to see
solutions adopted that would place in jeopardy such.international arrangements as
it had been possible to reach. In'short; we felt that the G.A.T.T. scheme of rules
wasa,worth trying to preserve but that this would not be possible unless, it could be

emonstrated. that all countries were attempting. to hâve, regard for its obligations... ... . ,. . _.. . ,
' 4. Mr. Deutsch said that in discussion of the matter in Paris, which led to the

views, expressed , in the telegram of October.15, it had been considered that too
much emphasis sliôuld not beplaced .ôn the technical, position under G.A.T.T. but
that, at the same time, the proper course for the Belgian government was to place
its affairs in order under the Agreement by withdrawing the restrictions and there-
after consulting as provided. The measures themselves were not at all adequate to
meet the réal I Belgian problem: The $60 million reduction of dollar imports was
quantitatively too little and the restrictions offered no help in stemming the capital
inflow. The measures were likely to accomplish ônly 'the confusion of trade rela-
tiôns`and`the embarrassment of future handling of similar* problems.It had to be
recognized that the whole position' of E.P.U.' was - being, affected by the re-arma-
ment programme. ; The èconomic '. situation - in' France was 'critical: inflation was
severe ^ and there was a^ reâl crisis of confidence. So , far as action at Geneva was
concerned, it seemed undesirable that Canada should take the lead alone. It would
be preferable if there could be, joint approach with the United States.
° 5. The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce said he thought it was important

that some action should be taken by,Canada. Canadian manufacturers and exporters
who had been injured by Belgian action would expect that the government should
not remain passive. On consideration it hâd seemed desirable to direct the delega-t
tion that in order of preference the best courses appeared to be: to try to persuade
the Belgian i delegation itself to raise the question of dollar restrictions; failing that
to persuade the U.S. delegation to take the lead in view of their relatively greater
interest in`, the restrictions and their résponsibilityfor., O.E.E.C. and E.P.U.; and,
failing that to try to arrange for a joint U.S.-Canada approach. If none of these three
courses was practicable, as a last resort the delegation should raise the matter,on the, .i.....,.., ..

ground of the substantial damage thât would result to Canadian trade and the diffi-

culty of getting support for G.A.T.T. in, Canada if violations by other countries
were allowed. There séemed to be'some possibility that the 'Belgian delegation
might _ be persuaded to make the running itself and that would be. much the best
solution.

6. Mr, Griffin suggested that there might bë advantâge in simultâneously discuss
ing the matter with the ; Belgian ^ Embassy, in Ottawa to explain the Cana
position.
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7. The Committee

after further discussion, agreed that instructions be sent to t
Canadian delegation at Geneva along the lines developed in. the discussion an he
accordance with the order of preference suggested by the De pu d in
and Commerce; the Belgian Embassy in Ottawa to be in o ed of the of
being taken. P onositi de

, . . DEA/4901-Q-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau représentant Permanent auprès de l'Office européen des Nations;r. =. Unies

JSecretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to permanent Representative to European Office of United Nations

TELEGRAM
Ottawa, October 17, 1951

MOST IMMEDIATE

Following for Isbister, - Begins: Reference your No. .117; October 17
import restrictions. Yours instructions are as follows: ^^ Belgian

1.
Belgium should be asked to remove its dollar restrictions prior ttion
with the Contracting Parties under the G.A.T.T. articles. P ° a consulta-

2^ If Possible, have the Belgians raise the question of
selves; thus Canada would not be placed in the position of idollar rnitiati estrictions them-
in the attack on the Bel an ng the first movegi position.

3.'If the Belgians will not raise the matter, discuss wit
possibility of ineh. t^ng me initiative in view of their h the United States the
the restrictions; and thei

4.1 r responsibilitÿ for, O.E.E.C. and the É greater interest in
f P.U.

the United States is unwilling to`take the initiative alone, the ôssi ''
joint C^nadi^_United States approach should be

p bihty of a

5• If, and ônly if, the first three approaches
considered.

with the su are not practicable, Canada should,
support of United States, raise the issue in view of.

(a) The substantial damage threatening to Canadian
(b) , Our; trade;

problem of selling G.A.T.T. to Canadian businessmen if.we take no
action When; in our opinion, other countries flagrantl violate '•

(c) If we overlook violations by any one coun we We^ it;other violators. trY en our position against
6.

Your argument should follow the lines of
paragraph 4, message 77, from Cana_

dlan representative O.E.E.C., Paris, repeated to you October 1 5.-7•'
We see danger in paragraph 3 of your 116 of October 1 6 0jockeyed intü positiori of apparentl to doin

f Canada beingcla,med: Y^ g E.P.U. This inference must be dis-
' we have, no objection to the U.S. five points listed in ourpazagraPh'2 of No. 116. Y
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-Instructions regarding Andresen àmendment". and admission Japan to perma-
nent membership G.A.T.T: follows . in' subsequent telegram.t Ends.

. .. .^:, ^ .. , . ^ . . . . .
DEA/4901-Q-40

! Le représentant permanent à l'Organisation européenne de coopération' '
économique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
,,. i_ . ; . .

Permanent Representative to Organization for European Economic Cooperation
to Secretary of State for Fxternal Affairs

_ , • . .1, . . . . .. , , .. .. . - \ .. - .. . ,

TaEcRAM 79

. ni es rep e
problem of commitments in different international organizations and that these
U'ted Stat r sentative confined himself to statin that ai, countnes

`off tect her reserves of dollars.- He made no mention of, managing board s repo,
had the

declared that Belgium had been obliged to institute these measures in order to Pro-,
, The

, .. . .. ; .
4 Three replieswere made to our statement.-The United Kingdom representative

Belgium or had approved them. . . - ! ^r., - 1r. 1
proposed intervention but denied that they had suggested the dollar restnctio
them to impose dollar restrictions. -The ECA representative was unhappy about our

'nsto

- indicated that they had no objections to the statement and said that ECA nau force
3. In discussion .with the Belgian delegation before we made our statement,i they

managing board. ^ . +: ..

• this inatter. We indicated that our statement was for the record as we were con
cerned at this feature'of the 'overall plan' which had received the approval of the

,GATT, and that the Canadian Government would be
.
consulting with Belgium on

, . .

were greatly concerned at the effects of those measures already taKen by Belglum,
that'in our opinion their imposition should hâve`requiréd prior. consultation with

EPU partners; We stated that Canadian exporters and the Canadian Government
Belgium to restrict dollar imports in order to permit increased , imports ,j from its

The report pleaded, in several places with member countries to avoid "any deroga-
tion,from the principle of liberalisation" but suggested firm and resolute action by

lined in the managing board's report with which we had to take strong exception.

2. We stated that while we hoped'a satisfactory'solution would be obtained, nev-
ertheless we regretted that the settlement was .based upon certain assumptions out-

possible proposals for, the settlement of any surplus after December, 31st.
EPU to December 31 st. The managing board was instructed to : submit as soon as

Paris, October 21, 1951

Repeat London No. 192; Brussels No. 4; GATT, Geneva No. 5.
Reference: Our telegram No. 77 of October 15th (London No. 187, Brussels No. 3
and GATT No. 4).

:.i. OEEC approved the interim arrangements for settlement of Bleu's surplus in

R>wsrluCrEn

Il Voir le document 819JSee Document 819.
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problems would have to be considered in the organizations concerned.
: declared. that they intended to respect the spirit and letter of their internationalThe Belgian
gations and if conflicts . arose they would have to be resolved., rnational obli-

887: ..

Extrait llyt PCO/Vol. 194

rna Trade Poltcy

Dr: W.C. Clark, ' eMY to the Cabinet (Chairman)
Mr B ^ Deputy Minister of Finance'

. .^ .Present:.
Mr.' N.A. Robertson Secr

, Mr ' D G ' p-ent of Extemal Affairs

► aurnan of the Tanff BoardJ.E.
Coyné, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada

Mr. M.W. Sharp Associate

• . McKmnon a

Mr• L.W. Pearsall, De eputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
Mr. G.B."Ur h p^ent of Agriculture

quart. Department of National RevenueMr. A.G.S. Griffin' De
. Robertson, Privy Council Offi - -

Also Present: .
kir. L• Rasrninsky Bank of Canada
Mr• JJ• Deutsch, Department of Finance •
Mr• C.M.'Isbister, Department of Trâde and Commerce
Dr. A.E.

,. Miss M. Mea --' -r`uu"ouL or Agriculture-
*. S .S Deparcment of External Affairs

said that *f% th
, DISCUSSION AT G.A.T.T.; POSSIBLE AC17ON3• Mr Isbister

_- r.• -vriuC![ de la réunion du Coin
sur tapolfhque du

lté interministériel

commerce "extérieur
Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Interdepar,

on Exte I

• ^

II. BELGIqN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS •

s e basis of instructions from Ottawa, vigorous repre-

. Y_ proc

• mn, Department of Finance

entations had been' inade to the' Bélgian delegation About the' im
that had been introduced: It had been argued tha port restrictions

balance oftpaY?nents 'diffculties and that the dollar-saving m^Û es m waswere notnot innecessary tomeét the difficulties that E.P.U." was experiencing. It had beenproblern
w^ not one of a drain of ` dollars out of the E p•pointed out that the

among Participants in E.P.U. In the end, the Belgians admitted h t of an imbalance
balance of 'payments difficulties themselves nor at they were not in
These were the only conditions that would.'ust freimporttheir"restrreserves threatened.
^'A•T•T.'^ However, . the Belgian position was ' t^hat the

ictions under
restrictions allowable under 'Article XV(9) which prn d̂ed that were exchange
Agreement should preclude the use,by a.Contracting p^ t nothing in the
^ accordance with the Articles of Agreement of , th

of exchange restrictions
Question then"azose as to whether an enqu' should beernational Monetary Fund.
the Fund as to the justification of the measu es_ None directed from G.A.T.T. to
Was doubted whether that was an, appropriate . wa to ^roc

were, in fact sent, because it
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- : There^ appeared to be three courses: open if further action was to be taken: to
raise the question in the Fund; to pursue the matter.in G.A.T:T.; or to discuss the
question directly with Belgiuni through diplomatic channels. So far as'action in the
Fund was concerned, it would be important to know the U.S. position first. Under
G.A.T.T:, a complaint could be laid on the basis of nullification and impairment
and, if, supported, retaliatory action ,might be approved. It was doubtful, however,
whether such action would get ridof the Belgian restrictions.

Copies of the Canadian I statement and "a sumniary of discussion on the Belgian
restrictions at the meeting of G.A.T.T. had beeri circulated. -,"'

(ICETP Document No. 98)t `
4. Mr. Rasminsky said that there were several difficulties to be considered in

relation to any possible action in the Fund. If the matter was brought under discus-
sion there it would get bound up in a maze. of technicalities. The first question
would be whether the measures wereexchangéI restrictions or import restrictions.
Belgium took the former position but the United. Kingdom had previously argued
that restrictions of this character were import restrictions in order to keep them out
of the Fund. Assuming that the ineasures were ruled to be exchange restrictions, the
next question would be whether they were justified: Article XIV of the Fund
allowed the continuation of restrictions in effect at the time the Fund agreement
was entered into. Such restrictions could be adapted to changing circumstances
and, in the case of countries that had suffered enemy occupation, new restrictions
could be introduced. It seemed apparent from the Article and its background that
Belgium would have a good opening case under Article 'XIV.

So far as the Canadian position was concerned, our action in 1947, when special
exchange conservation measures had been required, would be an embarrassment.
We had been prepared to argue at that time, although: the record made no mention
of the point having been brought up in the formal discussions, that our restrictions
were justifiable under Article XIV. {

Altogether it was not clear^ that' a favourable decision would be gained in the
Fund. If, it was gained, it would be a narrow thing and it would be supported by a
minority of the executive directors. It seemed probable that the executive directors

,.of the United States (with.35%, of votes), Nationâlist China and Yugoslavia would
be on the side we favoured. On,the other side, there, might well be the United King-
dom, the rest of the sterling area,'all western European countries and probably the

,Latin American countries: It would not be an impressive demonstration. Finally it

-.was not certain thatwe would gainmuch by the decision. There would be no auto-
matic consequences apart from the formal. loss of, access by Belgium to Fund

7 resources.
4.' Ti:e Chairman said he thought the position as expounded by Mr. Kasnninsky

{ was an almost conclusive argument against action in the Fund.
' S. The Deputy Minister of Finance said he thought there was much to be said for
deferring action. The recently announced measures in the United Kingdom would
,affect the positiôn' and it was ^ possible that France might fnd it necessary to t^e

! new steps. He enquired whether there was any evidence that Belgium was moving

to give up its liberal attitude in'tradé 'generally.' :
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1

;;,., s an seeking theu removal.
,. ; ^r^•. ^ , ^ , ,. , , ^ , ,

e el ^n ncurrent represen-been g government, under Article XXIII of G.A.T.T., that injury hadcaused
by recent Belgian restriction d
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- 6:: Mr. - Isbister said that they had formed a strong opinion

Geneva. It appeared that the Belgian action had been taken in response to n r^ at
pressurefrom other countries of E.P.U. It was possible that the Belgians would welcome

ecision that their measures were not justifed either under
G.A.T.T. or the

a
had to be recognized that Belgium was 'vulnerable to restrictions that

^ght

und. It
imposed by the United Kingdom, France' and other E.P.U. countries. T

o
a

be
extent it seemed to be a matter of affording protection to other E.P.U. eR large
Belgium'was a'market where the United Kingdom and other countries porters .
ing dollar competition. were meet-meet-

7• Mr. Reisman
said that it was doubtful whether the restrictions thus far •

lntro-duced represented the full measure of action that might be taken b y Belgiuoutside pressure continued. A threat to tâké action in the Fund mi
ght mov m ifUnited Kingdom to take its

essure off. The sterling area position in Fun e the
sion might not be entirely consistent in view of previous positions to td^mscus-
measures of the'Belgian'variety were not exchange but trade restrictions.- Debatelin
the Fund might be embarrassing to them.

8. Mr. Deutsch
expresséd the view that the best approach might be to

catewith the Belgin government, preferably in association wi
th

communi-
as a first step under the terms of Article XXIII

of G.A.T.T. Ibis United
States,

without any com^tment to take retaliation and with reserv •
could be doneon ofe ûl rights under^e,Agreement and the Fund. Such'an approach might produce

would at least give some further time. lts• If not, it

The Belgian measures were simply one small sym ptom of .a generalproblem in Eurôpe
centrate

. For that reason, it seemed somewhat ou t
inflationary

too much attention on ^them specifcally. Thé overall ex rnalpr^^rtion to con
the United King^m and France were out of balance. It was not 's m posidons of
lar corner that was disjointed. ply one particu_

9• Mr. Rasmi^ts , . ^
culty was that the large quotathat as far as E.P.U. was concerned, the immediate diff-
out of their s ge 9uota holders, the United Kingdom and France, had moved ,
deficit surplus position and were going into the first and second tranches of the

position. The surplus was being concentrated on Belgium and E.P.U. was
being run out of dollars and gold.

10• 111r Isbister
said he thought that we would now see uite

toward a more watertight European rotectiv q a strong effortgiven a
stroing impulse with its new measures. All E.P.U oun es

nited Kingdom had

With severe cuts in their exports to the United Kingdom and ther would be faced
e^ght be a rapidcrYstallization of protectionist sympathy. .

11. The
and d Commfttee, after considerable discussion, a reed that ''iscussé

d'v^ith the U.S. authorities with a view g a note be draftedtations tô th B • to possible co

ï
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, to Ambassador in Belgium

DEA/4901-Q-40

- Ottawa,. December , .12, 1951

.. • : , ..,; . . . ;:..
BELGIAN RESTRICTIONS "AGAINST DOLLAR IMPORTS

Ât ân Interdepartmental Committeè meeting on Decéinbër 4 it was agreed that
you:be instructed to present to the Belgian Government a 'note of protest against the,
recent imposition of restrictions against imports from dollar.'countries.

2. As the United States Government was intending to deliver a similar note, it
seemed advisable to achieve some degree of co-ordination in the timing of the pres-
entation of our respective notes. We informed Washington that' we were anxious to
get our, note in first; and the' officials * concerned with this,issue In the State Depart-
ment had no objection to this procedural arrangement provided too long an interval
were not allowed to elapse between the prèsentation of the two notes., . . .

3. As soon , as we hear from Washington regarding date when the United States
Government proposes to hand its note. to the Belgians, we shall send you final
instructions as to the time of presentation. In the meantime, we are transmitting to
you the text ôf the proposed note by air. Â follow-up cable instructing you to pro-
ceed with the presentation of the noté will. suffice.

4. Following is text of note: Text begins:.
(1) Excellency, . . ' . ' . . .

". I have the honour to refer to . the close and friendly commercial relations that
have always existed between the Governments of. Canada and Belgium. In this
regard I have been instructed by my Government to make representations to the
Belgian Government concerning certain restrictions recently, imposed in Belgium
on imports from dollar countries.

(2) At the Sixth Session of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, " which was 'held recently in Geneva, it was made :clear that the
Canadian Government takes' a serious view of. these restrictive measures: In the
interval which has elapsed since that conference, the 'Canadian Government has
given, this, matter further consideration.,It hasnot been able to, find grounds for
modifying its position and notes with regret that the Belgian Government has not
yet found it possible to remove the restrictions. These, measures continue to he.the
subject of numerous complaints from Canadian industry and trade, and it is increas-
ingly difficult to provide a reasonable or convincing explanation of their retention
in the light of the international agreements to which both Governments are parties.

(3) The Government of Canada has taken a sympathetic and constructive interest
in the reconstruction, integration and defence of Western Europe since the end of

r

WESTERN EUROPE AND TEIE MIDDLE EAST.

secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures
d l'ambassadeur en Belgique `'

,.^^^ .: ... , ._ ... . . ..:. . .. . .
Secretary of State. for External Affairs
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' the war. This constructive interest has taken the form of substantial credits
pro-mote post-war recovery and, more recently,, of direct assistance to the common

defence effort. The Canadian Government recognizes that Belgium is confro
present with real and pressing difficùlties àrising out of its heavy surplus pos^o at
with the European Payments Union but `continues to believe that dollar' port

nrestrictions are neither a necessary nor an effective feature of any constructive
,gramme to meet the underlying difficulties. pro-

(4) The Canadiân Government is concerned over the i
restrictions

may have on the broad international pro mpact which the Belgian

system of multilateral trade and payment. The Belgian Govenune1 blh^ beenbi ea

the lead amongst the countries pressing for the elimination of barriers
n

trade and the Government of Canada was gratified to receive assurances in GWOrld
that there were no grounds for assuming that the Government of Bel • eneva
altered the fundamentals of its commercial policy. glum had

(5) The Belgian import restrictions are certain to have an adverse influe
.'Idevelopment of the General Agreement and the International M nce on the

effective instruments for theliberalization of world trade and payment ^Î Fund as
i ,.the utmost reluctance that the Canadian Government felt com elled . t was with
these import restrictions under the General Agreement. It ' p ° question

removal will make it unnecessary for. the matter to be pursued further e nderspeedy
Generâl,Agreement 'or'in the International Monetary Fund. the

(6) The Canadian Government is anxious to see the fuither development
satis-factory trade relations between Belgium and Canada within the frameworkof satis-

world,trade liberalization for which both countries have been strivin ^ of
it is hoped ^at ^e Belgian Government will see its way g this end,
import restrictions against. dollar goods without de clear to remove the present
f^1y believes 'that such âctiôn would be 'th lay. The Canadian Governmentw

ould also serve to strengthen intérnationalléconomic c oper^^tn, countries and
I have the honour tu be. Text ends.12

L^ instructions demandant 'que ce texte soit livré ont été envoyées à Bruxelles le
15 décembre1951. Voir le télé

N° 169 &^e du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Belgique,, 15 décembre 1951, DEA/4901-Q-40.
Instru^cions to deliver this text were sent to Brussels on December

15, 1951. Seefor Extemal Affairs
to Ambassador in Belgium, Telegrarn No. 169 December

Secretary of StateQ-40. , 15, 1951, DEA/4901_ i

I
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DEA/4901-Q-40

L'ambassadeur en Belgique
âusecrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. .. ..1 . ...:,,^ . . ., ..

Ambassador in Belgium
to Secretary of State for; External Affairs ;.. :

TEt,EGRAM 193

CoivFIDENT[AI:

Brussels, December 21, 1951

;_ Reference: My telegram No.,' 192 of December 19.t

BELGIAN IMPORT. RESTRICTIONS : %

1: On receiving note yesterday, Minister of External Commerce said Belgium had

His earnest sincerity was beyond. any shadow of doubt.
5. He undertook to have the note carefully studied and reply made in due course.

they could only cry now possumus.

I
wise with regard to the European Army but as regards to the danger of. mflation

4. The government had staked its life on the Schuman Plan and would do like-
as' well.

the position had passed beyond the capacity allowed the bank and the Treasury waz
now unconstitutionally carrying the load not only for Belgium but for Luxembourg

ing at a rate of 8 milliards a quarter. Dr, tic action was :imperative. The wreclang
of Belgian economy would be an ill wind that would do no one any , good. ActuallY

:; ^3. Their excess'credit was now in' neighbourhood ôf 18 milliards and was increas-
office within twenty-four hours. `

'2. But the National Bank had task of defending the franc and thé Belgian public
always had had long and bitter experience of inflation. A' gôvernment which toler-
'ated a threat to the purchasing'power of the national currency would be swept from

'; ûnrestricted entérprise.
(b) because such action was directly contrary to the Belgian policy of free and

i between our two countries and Belgium owed so much to Canada and'' :, , ;
(a) because of the cordial - relations which had. always (remained ?) intimate

.` been reluctant to impose restrictions;
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SUBDIVISION USUB-SECTION I

VISITE DU PREMIER MINISTRE PLEVEN

VISIT OF PRIME MINISTER PLEVEN

ope it is not inaccurate.

P- Yeministre

A.D.P. H[EENEy]

'[PIÈCE JOINTF/ENCLoSTIRP] . .

I am attaching a copy of a note which I [Ottawa], February 6, 1951
with

M. Pleven which took place in your office last Saturdayyesterday on the conversations
It is, I realize, 'incomplete 'but I h morning.

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur
S L^^ol. 234

Pour le r es

Memorandum
from Under-Secretary of State for External ,qto Prime Minister ffairs'

SECRET-

prob] erüs; Canadian views coincided on the
ortant Rworldthe French Premfe most imp

RaPPon des conversations avec Mônsieur Pleven

Record of Conversations wit1: Monsieur Pleven

On Saturday mornin FebruarySt- Laurent had 'vyith ^m 3, the Prime Minister received M. Pleven. Mr,
aom ^. Howe, . Mr. Claxton and Mr. Pearson (who was

panied by the Under-Secretary). IVI , Pleven was accom anied bSeçreta
p Y^e Frenchry-Generâl and the French Ambassador.2.

The conversation which ensued was inform alexpressing once more lis pleasure at being and exceedin
done gly friendly. After

tlie
us evening at the Government dinner,Ottawa and remarking, as he had

which French :^d . upon the rémark bl

SECRET*

I raised the following particular subjécts:17ie
Threat of Inflation3.

Pleven's opinion, the rea
w^ that of risin g test single danger presently threatening Europe
by Soviet g Prices. This was a threat at least comparable to that representedperh a

military forces in the East; indeed it was part of the communist danger,the secret wea ger,mac ' pon" ' which we had most to fear and, which communist^nations would do their utmost to exploit. :
MazShrance' after an exceedingl difficult ^all Pl^, had Y post-war period and, with the help of the,

before Korea, succeeded in creating a situation of stability.



Prices and wages had been settled into a reasonably satisfactory relationship and at
a tolerable level. The same had been true of Western Europe generally. They had
regained their feet and, had it not been for the events of the past few months, recov-
ery was well on its way to being âccomplished.

5. With the United Nations defeat in Korea'and the consequent acceleration of
defence preparations of all. kinds,. the recovery of the civilian economy was
threatened by a situation in which, essential raw materials were in short supply;
prices were skyrocketing as a result and, unless drastic action were taken (and such
action could only be by international means, i.e. by international allocations) the,
rearmament -programme itself would fail of accomplishment and the communist
parties within Western Europe would be presented with opportunities for subver-
sion and dislocation which might well result in the' frustration of North Atlantic
plans for the defence of, the West. , ^ . - ^, , .

6. M. Pleven gave the greatest emphasis to his observations on this question and
argued that, for suppliers as well as consumers, international control and allocation
of -the essential raw materials in short supply was the only possible solution. He
urged the Canadian Ministers' to support this point of view in international
discussions.

7. Mr. Howe expressed general agreement with the,necessity, for establishing
international allocations -for essential materials. There were obviously, however,
serious difficulties in the way of a workable system. The Prime Minister remarked
that, domestically, we were hoping to avoid the imposition of wide-spread controls
over the economy, at least until we had seen how the United States fared in their
efforts. We were naturally affected directly by what was done in that country.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
S. Mr. Claxton enquired of M. Pleven what the French attitude was toward, the

relations of Spain, Greece and Turkey with NATO. ..
In reply,.M. Pleven said that so far as Greece• and Turkey were concerned, the

present association of these countries with NATO in military planning seed to be
satisfâctôrÿ; French 'military âuthorities felt that there was no need to improve upon
them for the present; joint planning at the' military level was going forward quite
âdequately. ; , ..

t10..With respecftô"Spain, M. Pleven hoped that France would not be faced in the
near, future by an open propôsal ;for that coüntry.'s inclusion in the alliance. Such a
proposition at this time would cause serious division within France becausë ôf the.
extreme views held bÿ the" enemies and 'friends of Franco. If the move to include
Spain were deferred until after the French general election, and if it were preceded
by, proper diplomatic: preparation, the situation would be different. But to introduce
the subject openly and at once (as the U.S. proposals for West German rearmament
had been introduced. in' September) would cause most serious division within
France and would present the- French 'communists'with a powerful weapon which
they could use effectively and would use ruthlessly against French association with
NATO itself.
.'^ll^ .... . 3 . l^,• . .x + . . _ « 1 .. .

.. _ + r. . . . , . « 1.
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subject Van from a few extremists o sides thect o f. Spain's relationshi h n both
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'11. Mr. St. Laurent remarked th

9 1,-k, wi NATO was not of serious political importancein Canada. If given time it was likely that the Canadian people would a
ish adherence to the alliance without ve ccept Span-

12. M. Pleven added that in present cir ûmstnces S^^riticism.
would be a somewhat doubtful asset; in due course, no do divisions in any eventut, but13.

M. Pleven was asked what he thought of the suggestion
thatNA

not now.
ters

should be concentrated in Paris, and in particular whether he
felt that th^q^rcil of

Deputies and the new Defence Production Board should be the Coun-
London; was this of importance from the French point of view? ^ moved from
that the French Government, while not pressing for these m M. Pleven replied
would be advantageous, politically and practically,

to have NATO
,conce eel that it

the continent of Europe, i.e, in Pans.. What ,was the Canadian
ntrated on

14.
Mr. Pearson and M.. Heeney replied that, while the Government ?

reached any firm decision, we were impressed by the
political advantage

had not yet
of aFrench headquarters and a concentration

of all NATO activities (other han those ofthe Standing Group and the Military Representatives Committee whiWashington). ch had to be in
15.

M. Pleven and M. Parodi both said that the y
wl

physical facilities if it were decided to locate the Deputies and the D to provide the
tion Board in Paris. They added that it would be an advnt efence Produc-
these bodies to be . near SHAPE. age, they thought, for

French Electoral Refornt '
16.

M, Pleven said that as soon as he got back to Paris he woulPolitical struggle
whi ch might mean the fall of his Gov ' d be engaged in a

that of electoral refonm. He was determined to fight, this i
rssuent•

The subdect' was
general election, and through to a conclusion. The present s st^ough before he
conmunists with great advantages and inevitabl led to the ,^ ^m presented thecor munist vot
it would e. For his reason he would brook no delay in

have to be settled before an appeal to theOther,l►lattërs people. ,

17' ' num^r of oher subUni jects were touched
ted Nations the situation in the Far uPon including ; Korea and the

pects for inr East, specifically Indo-China, and the pros-eased Fran
d co-Canadian trade. ; In reference to the last, M. Pleven

en9uue about a meeting of the Franco-Canadian Committethat he understood e• Mr. St. Laurent saidthat a meeting had been fixed for May.
18. On'these subjects nôhing much , however,

of the French attitude. M. Pleven's account of his conversationsons w^ ready
dent T^m^^lied with that which we had had from Presi-
but Withoùt as much detail, our Embassy in Washington

19,14• pleven• realized that the cost of maintainin
North American forces inCl n^eS'

greater than the cost of maintaining 'troops from Western European
Nevertheless, he was glad to know . from the Prime Minister and Mr.atton ihat the Cnahan Government,

• . expected to have Canadian forces serve
I

i
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with the NATO integrated forces in Europe. He was'glad to know too that Canada
would bè represented by'an observer at the meeting to be held in Paris on February
15 to work oüt- "arrangements ' for" a European 'army. To' this meeting ^ the' French
Government attached great' importance:

RESTRICTED. IMPORTANT. i
, . . J ` . ^ . . . ^ ^ ^

- 'a 7'ambassadeûr en Fiance: 1

Secretary of State for EXternal 'Affairs
. ' to Ambassador in 'France ,

,;CANADA-FRANCE TRADE TALKS

Ottawa, June 1, 1951

1. These talks ended yesterday afternoon (Thursday) âfter five very satisfactory
meetings. Minutest will be sent to you as soon as completed. A press statement
was agreed upon for release here 10:00 p.m. tonight and in France for Saturday

^ morning papers. 'The' text in France will differ slightly: The Canadian text is as
follows: Text begins:

The. Secretary of State for External Affairs announced today the successful con-
clusion of the three-day meetings of Canadian and French delegations on trade and
financial matters.,

The delegations reviewed , together ^ the" recent ;trends 'of! trade and balances of
payments between the two countries and noted with satisfaction that a better bal-
ance was developing in the trade, situation especially,as a result of recent increases
in,French exports tô'Canada. The possibilities of increasing normal trade in both
directions were'explored,'and the French delegation explained that they were mah-
ing 'special efforts to meet Canadian import requirements by,means of trade mis-
sions, market surveys, and ôther means.

'Speciâl attention was paid to the satisfactory trade agreement recently reached
between the two countries during the recent multilateral tariff negotiations at Tor-
quây,`and there was a preliminary ezchange of views as tô'the possibility, at some
appropriate time in the future, of further tariff • negotiatlons between the two
countries.

In connection with the general aim of increased trade bétween the two countries,
; which is facilitated by tariff reductions^ the ^ Canadian delegation noted with plea-
sure that, only last week; the French Government had been able to relax its restnc.
tiôns'against imports from'Canada by'allowing their own exporters'to'dollar areas

. ^ .^. .: ,.

COMrrÉ ÉCONOMIQUE' CANADA-FRANCE .
CANADA-FRANCE ECONOMIC COMMITTEE.

Le secrétaire d'Étcit aux Affaires extérieures
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to use a substantially greater part of their dollar earnings for purchases from m those
, . _. .

A suggestion. was put forward, and welcomed by
sides, thencouraged by - a group to be formed by leading Frencat ^de might be

exporters. This possibility is being explored immediately h and Canadian

There was detailed discussion of the possibilities of further trade in sc
modities. The French delegation •were anxious to obtain lar er su azce com-
alsals and forest products from Canada * es eciall g PPlies of base met-

side explored the possibility, of. obtaining mor and h^larly the
from France and French overseas territories.13 products

Discussions
were held which ^ are expected to' facilitate the. re

French assets which still remain• vested in the Canadian Cu lease of thosestdian.
The conversations took place in a most I cordial atmosphere

oThe followicials "took part The delegation from France was 'led by pieng ofrreof Economic Affairs, Ministry of Foreign ^Affairs. It Charpentier,
alsoMr: Gibért , Director of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, ' Mr. Bizard, included

Finance, Mr,• Plandin, Ministry of Economic Affairs, ' Mr, Bulteau, Inspector of
MinistrIndustry and Commercé; and IVh.: Dauge, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.y of

dian delegation was led by Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Tradé ^e Cana-

assisted by Mr. Denis Harvey and Mr. C.M. Isbister of the same Department.'included
Mr. John Deutsch, Director, International Economic Relatio It also

Department of Finance, and Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Head of the Fco ns Division,
Department of External Affairs, nomic Division,

Further discussions will take place as required to continue and extend
work already done. Text Ends. the useful

892.

Le chefdo laD'
DEA/9245-G-40

^rect^on économique
au directeur de la Direction générale des Relations commerciales

internationales du ministère du Commerce

Head, Economic Division,
to Director

International Trade Relations Branch,
Department of Trade and Commerce

Co^E^

Dear Claude [Isbister]:
Ottawa, June 7, 1951

CANADA-FRANCE TRADE TALKS
tbe n Vè^^ng to I-aboulaye yesterday about these

ry. useful• but perhaps had left behind hem lessfin heU waY thof they had
^. ..: tangible
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results and specific 'guidance for officials than they might have done: After talking
the matter over with him I am inclined to agree, at any rate on one point.

2. You will remember that, at your suggestion, a week or so before the meetings I
discouraged him from expecting from our side any particular list of commodities in
which Canada had a speciàl"interest:lThis in turn led him to discourage his own

-side from putting forward specific lists of proposed exports (and imports?) together
with target quantities for the coming year. It was, I think; agreed in the final meet-
ing that some. such lists might be exchanged subsequently.

3.'Laboulayé's point was this. The French side are by now perfectly awâre that
they are not undertaking bilateral negotiations with us on a "trade and payments"

r basis. There would, therefore, have been no real danger in putting into the meeting
lists of commodities with target amounts attached to them. Further, the introduction
of such material into the meetings would have had two very, specific advantages. In
the first place they would,have made the discussion considerably more pointed. In
the second place, and more important, the French officials at any rate, would have
gone home with target amounts of scarce materials,and other exports for Canada in
mind..These,would have been kept in mind during the•course,of subsequent "trade
and payments" negotiations . with -other. countries; a, certain quantity of supplies
would have been more or less ,"reserved" for. Canada , in the minds of French

officials.
4.. I think we might keep these matters in mind when approaching the next lot of

trade talks with the French. (I am sending copies of this letter to Denis Harvey and

John Deutsch).
-Yours sincerely, - • . , ,

' A.F.W. PI,uMPM

SUBDIVISION IIUSUB-SECIION III

DE MILITAIRE
.6 . ' . . .

MILTTARY RELIEF '

pC0
^893.

Extrait 'dès conclcisiôns, dû Cabii,tet
. . . . ..... . . . ... C u . . . t, . . . ., i , ., . ,

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
28, 1951

TOP SECRET -
[Ottawa], May .

FRANCE; MILITARY RELIEF CLAIM cla^s
15: The Minister of Finance said that two inter- governmental financial

arising out of the 'wâr were outstanding between Canada and France• One was Our$13
-claim on the government of France in respect of military relief totalling n3^ $m15
lion (U.S.). The other was the claim by the government of France totala•dian gov
million (Canadian) in respect of French vessels requisitioned by the Can
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SECTION C

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY:,
TERMINATION OF THE STATE OF WAR °

PCO
Note du secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

RÉPUBLIQUE FÉDÉRALE D'ALLEMAGNE :

pour le Cabinet
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Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet .

s

i

eminent during the war.. A settlement of these claims had been. negotiated on the
basis that the French claim would be offset -against the Canadian military relief
claim. Taking into account the long-term effects of the war on the French economy
and various other factors, it had finally been agreed that the French government
would deposit $7.5 million (U.S.) in French francs to the credit of the Canadian
government from time to time as requested. Drawings on the franc account would
be at the rate of $500,000 (U.S.) every six months to be used for a variety of pur-
poses within France, such as Canadian government current expenditures in that
country, the purchase or improvement of property for diplomatic and consular
establishments, the purchase of furniture and furnishings in France for Canadian
government. establishments in France, and elsewhere, any, educational or cultural
programmes which Canada might undertake in France, etc.

A settlement along these lines seemed satisfactory and was comparable to settle-
ments negotiated with France by the United Kingdom and United States.

16, The Cabinet, after discussion, approved a settlement of the Canadian military
relief claim against France and the French claim against Canada in respect : of

_ French vessels requisitioned during the war along the lines recommended by the
Minister of Finance.14

[Ottawa], June 25, ' 1951

' TERMINATION o F TNE STATE OF WAR WITH GERMANY

At its 'ineeting of September 30, 1950, the Cabinet agreed to an announcement
that the"4n adian Government proposed to terminate the state of war with Ger-,;..

voir Canada, Receuil des traitfs, 1951, W. 17JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1951, No. 17.

14

I
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,E:

•t

I I

many as soon as it was in a position to do "so: This announcement was made in the
form of -a`press release on October 26,'. 1950.

2. The United !Kingdom, the United States and Francé'have proposed that action
by various Allied côuntries to terminâte the staté of war shoûld be taken at about
the 'same time. The action 't6 be taken by ' thesé powers has been deferred pending
thé enactment of legislâtiôn by` the`German Federal Republic to terminate the state
of war*iri German law and ' theréby remove any disabilities to which Allied nation-
als may be subject in that country 'as a consequence of the state of war. The Ger-
man"legislation has now been énacted.

11t is expected that the United Kingdom will take focinâl âction'to terminate the
state of war early in the week of July 9, that the United States will,' at-about the
same time, take the preliminary stéps for Congressional action; and that the French
Govérnment will issue a decree on or about July 15.' It will be proposed to other
Allied Governments who have not already declared the termination of the state of
war,;1 to take simultaneous action. The Governments which' have already declared
termination of the'stâte' of war are Pakistan, and India.

4. The Department of Justice has advised that ttie legal state of war with Germany
may be terminated through exercise of the Royal Prerogative to declare war or
peace by means of a Proclamation authorized by an Order-in-Council.

5. The Department of Justice further advises that from the point of view of Cana-
dian municipal law there would appear. to be no objection to terminating the state
of war and it would not appear that the termination of the state of war will affect
the operation of any federal statutes. The Department of Justice comments that ter-
mination of the state of war with Germany may have an effect on some outstanding
contracts or under Provincial law.It can be presumed in respect of the last men-
tioned observation that the results would be those that are intended to occur when
the state of war is, in fact, terminated. Insofar as pre-war German debts are con-
cerned the German Government has given an undertaking to negotiate.

6. The termination of the state of war will not affect the legislation upon which
the Custodian relies 'for thé ' control of German assets and will not prejudice the
position in respect of any claims for reparations or other claims against GermanY
arising out of the war.

7. The termination of the state of war will leave open the question of the revival
of former treaties with Germany. The views of all Departments of Government in
respect of treaties with Germany with which they âre concerned are being sought.
1 he extent to which particular treaties shall be revived or shall be regarded as ter-

minated, will then be agreed in negotiation with the Federal Republic of GermanY•

8. It is proposed that concurrently with the formal Proclamation of the termina"
tion of. the state of war, a public statement will be made to the effect that the te

nation of the state of war , will leave'open the settlement of all outstanding questions
with Germany arising out of the war which *may be determined in a treaty of Peace
or by other agreements, with particular reference to reparations and the retention of
German assets. This announcement will also make clear that the termination of the
state 'of war does not affect in any way the Allied agreements and declarations
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SECTION. D

ITALIE
ITALY •

PCO

[Ottawa], November 22, 1951

PO VALLEY FLOODS; POSSIBLE CANADIAN RELIEF MEASURES11.
T'he Prime Minister'said

that the Secretary of State for External Affairs, enqu^ed from ^ . , had
^e po Val le Paris whether any' Canadian relief could be provided for victims of

?' flood s^ Mr• Pearson was particularly concerned because he would be

,. .. , . . . , , -.. . . s
_ ^ ,
^ . f. . . , .
"^Qprouvé par le Cabinet le 27 juin 1951zene du . La proclamation a été publiée le 10 Juillet 1951. Voir

qpproved bCanada,
le 14 juillet 1951, volume 85, p. 1927.

y Cabinet, June 2
July 14, 1951 , Volume 85, 1951. Proclamation issued on July 10, 1951. Sœ Canada Gazette,. p. 1903.

regarding control machinery for Germany which have been made since the surren-
der of the German Reich.

9. All Departments of Government have-
, been consulted. and the reservations

: which it is proposed should be made as to the effect of the announcements are in
accord with the recommendations received.,

10.
As soon as the state of war has been'formally terminated, it is proposed

Canada should establish direct diplomatic relations with the FederalR publ of
Germany. It is proposed that the Head of the Canadian Mission in Bonn, The
Honourable, T.C. Davis, K.C.,, now accredited to the Allied High • Commission,

'should then 'be` accredited as Canadian Ambassador to the Federal Republic of
Germany.

11: I recommend that approval should now be given to termina '
war with Germany, the publication of a Proclamation to be madetconcurrentltate

y withthe action to be taken by the otherAllied Governments. If Cabinet ag
su ^s-
b^^ sion to Council will be made accordingly for the issue of a Proclamation."

BROOKE CLAXTON

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

,.^Êxtract from Cabinet Conclusions
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presiding at the meeting of the North Atlantic.Coun'cil beginning in Rome on Nov-
ember 24th, 1951.16 : , . .

It appeared that the-Manitoba and-British Columbia flood relief funds were not
fiilly committed and that some measure of assistance might be provided from these
sources. The'Minister of Justice was taking up the matter with the Premier of Man-
itoba and an approach would -be made to. those concerned in British Columbia. It
might be. difficult , for the. government to make a. direct contribution in this case
since this might créate, a precedent which would: make it difficult to resist future
similar requests, particularly if they originated. in- one of the NATO countries.
Should it become_ necessary for the government to consider providing assistance in
the present case, any contribution would probably have to be made indirectly
through some such organization as the Canadian Red Cross. There might, of
course, be cases of disasters abroad - such as the present widespread starvation in
Northern Greece -. which were. beyond the, means of the country,concened to.relieve r nd^ ^ eûtions might be, necessary. The present disaster,
howeve, did not aPpéâr.to within this category. '

'12. The Cabinet, alter discussion, noted the report of the Prime Minister on the
question of the provision of Canadian relief for victims of the Po Valley floods, and
agreed that the Secretary of State for External Affairs be informed that:

(a) : while it was not. felt that the government would be able to make a direct
contribution in this case, possibilities of indirect assistance were being
investigated;

(b) at the same time, should one of the United Nations or North Atlantic Treaty
bodies presently meeting in Europe recommend an international scheme for relief
in Northern Italy, the government would be prepared to give it consideration.

"Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], November 27, 1951

,. : , . . ., : ..,
PO VALLEY DISASTER; CANADIAN ASSISTANCE

1. The Prime Minister, referring to discussion at the meeting of November 2211 ,
,1951, satd he was 'informed that the Cânnadian Red Cross Society had appropriated
âpproximately $15,000 for the p`urpëse of providing blankets, woollen underwear,
shoes, powdered milk and medicine to residents of the Po Valley disaster area. The
Society had asked whether the Canadian government would be prepared to assist in
transporting this material to the scene of the disaster. It had been ascertained th d
the R.C.A.F. could make available two North, Star aircraft to, transport the Re

16 Voir le document 512JSee Document 512.



y isaster area, tlus decision to be announced in the House
,of Commons that afternoon by the Prime Minister." _

Cross gifts to, a European airport and that Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers in
Europe would take care of. onward transportation to the flooded area.

(External Affairs memorandum to Cabinet; Nov.' 27, 1951)t .-'
2. The Cabinet, after'discussion, agreed that two R.C.A.F. North Star aircraft be

placed immediâtely at^ the disposal of the Canadian Red Cross Society for the 'ur-
pose of transporting certain -food, clothing 'and medicine to Europe for the relief of
residents of the Po Va11e d' ' ••

SUBDIVISION II/SUB-SECTION II ,

RÉVISION DU TRAITÉ DE PAIX AVEC L'ITALIE

897.
DEA/5017840

- Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary ôf State for External Affairs
' to Secretary of State for External Affairsfairs- ^ ^ .. ^ , .

[Ottawa]; 'September 12, 1951

^^. .^ .. ^ j

, Italian pressure' for revision of the Peace Trea h'b'

REVISION OF THE ITALIAN PE ACE TREATy

since Italy ranged hersëlf along side the Western powers as 'a signatory of the NorthAtlantic
Treaty: ' The ` impending , conclusion of a Peace Tréaty with Japan has

revived the issue in'an acute form. Italian sensibilities appear to have been offended
by the failure of the United -States to invite them to the Conference at San Fran-
cisco, despite the fact that Italy formally declared war on Japan in the closing days
of hostilities.

More important, however, is that fact that the substance of the pro-
posed Japanese Treaty is, much more favourable to the vanquished enemy than the

• existing treaty with Italy
as those on limitation of ^armaments, or any provision for e restrictive clauses such

has not been improved by the publication on the part of the Japanese Government
of an official paper on August 3 drawing an invidious comparison between the twotreaties. °

With regard tô Italian participation at San Francisco, the United States, w'
the concurrence of the United Kin dom took the attitude that it would be ina ro-
Priate for an exenemy côuntry to^ign a multilateral treaty with Jâpan. Both Gov-
ei1ents have, however agreed to use their good offices to bring about a separate
_ . ,..

17v 0r
^ ada, Chambre des Communes,

^, House of Commons, Debates, 95112ad Sessions Volume IIep. .1351419.

REVISION OF THE ITALIAN PEACE TREATy
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and mutuall}i `sàtisfactorÿ settlement between Italy and Japan, and the Italian Gov-
ernment has apparently agrèed to this procedure:_The underlying'motive on the part
of the United States' and the United Kingdom in adopting this position is probably
the desire to.avoid. giving the Italians an even better propaganda point than they
now have. in favour of revision of the Italian Treaty, if they were. to be associated
on an equal basis with the other victorious.powers in ^.môre liberal settlement with
Japan than the one to which they themselves are sub,lect.

3. Reports from Rome indicate that the new Italian Cabinet will make revision of
the Treaty a cornerstone of its foreign policy. Premier de Gasperi stated in the Ital-
ian Senate on July 31 that "the intrinsic logic bôth of the Atlantic Alliance and of
international collaboration should lead to the scrapping of a Treaty which was con-

international initiative to render

ceived and imposed as a sanction of war": "' ° "

The Case for Revision
4. Exploiting to the full the favourable situation created by the negotiations for a

Japanese Peace Treaty, the Italian Government in mid-July, made fonnal
` approaches to the' governments of the United 'Kingdom, United States and France
with a view to the revision of the Italian Peace Treaty..The - Italian memoranda to
the governments concerned argued that the Treaty had been rendered obsolete by
political events. The clauses on Trieste, as the three Western powers stated in their
declaration ôf March 20, 1948, cannot be enforced,` and the admission of Italy to
the United Nations specifically envisaged in the Treaty cannot be realized because

,of, the Soviet veto. Italy has taken her share of responsibility for the defence of the
peacé-loving nations, and the restrictions on her armed forces are inconsistent with
her position as a member of the North Atlantic Treaty. The Italian memoranda
pointed out that the projected treaty between the . Western powers and Japan has
been conceived in an entirely different spirit from that of the Italian Peace Treaty, a
, ^... ... .. . . i ^ . , 1.,^ .1 ,. . . .< .

circumstance which, in the opinion of the. Italian ,Government, makes the Italian
Peace Treaty even more obsolete and its revision a matter of even greater urgency.
The Italian démarche concluded by âsking ;for an
the clauses. of the Italian Peace Treaty consistent with 'present political realities....,..... . .. .... .. . - . ...
Obstacles to Revision ,^`

5. The Italian Government's desiré to havé the stigma of the Treaty removed is
understandable 'and would `appëar justified ôn' tiroad political grounds. It merits
careful coiisideratiori if for no 'other reason tliân to enable Italy to play her full part
in'NATO. The Italian position will'bécome even moie anomalous if, in the'near

'future, a ' settlenient ` is - workéd out betwëèn the Vestern Powers and the' Federal
German Republic on terms more favourable'thân thôse of the Italian Peace Treaty

roposal for the6. On the other hand, from a strictly Canadian point of view, any p
revising or scrapping of the Treaty would have to be weigh^ed 'against its effect on
the outstanding question of the disposition of Italian assets`in Canada and the set-
tlement of Canadian` war claims, if this` problem (now nearing a solution) has not
been resolved. The' aré; in addition; certâin obstacles to revision which cannot be
disregarded:
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(1)
Any, substantial revision of the military clauses of the Italian Treaty would

tend. to undermine the position of the _ Western powers in challen in
knoinfringements by the Balkan satellites of their respective peace treaties. g

^
(2) Formal revision of, the Treaty, requiring the concurrence of all * the signatory

powers, is most unlikely to be achieved since it would require Soviet consent. A
steps taken by the Western powers to modify the terms of the treaty would presum
ably have to be confined to unilateral declarations of intent.

(3) Revision of the Peace Treaty would revive the question of the final dispositionof Trieste
and 'would present special difficulties. By the terms of the Italin Peace

Treaty the Free Territory of Trieste was to be created and its integrity and inde en-
dence entrusted to the Security Council.'Pending the a p p
acceptable to both the Soviet Union and the Western powers, the Permanent Statute
for the Freé Territory was to remain in abeyance, and the area thus continued under
military occupation by the forces of the United Kingdom and United States (Zone
A, including the City of Trieste) and Yugoslavia (Zone B). When repeated attempts
tô'reach âgreement on the appointment of a Governor had failed, the Western pow-
ers in a joint declaration of March 20, 1948, proposed to the Soviet Union the
return to Italy of the Free Tenitory. The decision to admit that this section of the
Italian Peace Treaty had become unworkable was prompted in part by a Western
desire to influence the course of Italian elections which were then imminent. With
the subsequent défection of Yugoslavia from the Cominform the March 1948 decla-
ration has become a: source of some embarrassment to the Western powers. An
attempt to implement its declared aim woùld have unfortunate repercus ion

ys onincreasingly friendly relations between Yugoslavia and the West; to withdraw the
the

would constitute a serious blow to the prestige of pro-Western elementsein Italy., Under strong Italian pressure the declaration was, however, reaffirmed
the -^ee powers in March 1951 but contained in addition a saving statement to the
effect that Yugoslavia and Italy should attempt to reach a settlement throu h bila e
eral negotiations. , g t

' 7• Recent information from Belgrade seems, to indicate
Prepared to settle the Trieste issue on the basis, of Zone A

that
goin g Y

ugoslavia
Italimght be

Zone B to the Yugoslavs (with certain free-port facilities in T éste s^doutstandin ) providing thatt^n
g Yugoslav reparations claims against Italywere also settled and that cer-

minor adjustments on ethnic- grounds in the boundary.line, were made. If these
conditions were, agreed to by Italy, there are grounds for believing that Yu oslav
opposition to revision of the Italian Peace Treaty would be substantially,withdrawn.
The Italians for_their part may be disposed to negotiate a settlement in viepossibility that the w of the

passage of time will tend to consolidate the existing temporaryarrangements.

g. Because of. the uncértainty concerning the Trieste issue howev
b ngdonl considers that. the Italian ue

, er, the United
st be met b ^l st for revision of the Peace Treaty could

which y a declaration by the United Kingdom, United States and France
would indicate that in their relations with Italy they intend to be guided by

the spirit of the Atlantic Alliance and that the three governments recognise
prin-ciple that Italy should enjoy the legitimate right of self-defence..To render

se in p
a decla-
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ration of- this naturé : more palatable-: to' Yugoslavia, ; the -United Kingdom has
suggested to fthè Unitèd States and • Frànce that 'it'.should be' counter-balanced by
some attempt to ensure, that a determined effort - is simùltaneously made by the
Italians and Yugoslavs to settle the question of Trieste; and possibly: by. a declara-
tion. by ^ Italy : to . the: effect , that once that question has been settled, no territorial
issues, would remain outstanding between the two. countries.'.;

: A.D.P. H[EENM

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/50178-40

Note du, sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérneurës. ., . : . .. .. • ^.•; .

i..! to Secretary -of State for External A,ffiairs

TOP SECRET. -
L

[Ottawa], September 13, 1951
.., , .,,,^_ .,. ..^ •

PROPOSED REVISION.OF THE ITALIAN PEACE TREATY

With a view to supplementing the memorandum of August 301.8 on Italian Peace
Treaty, revision which you took with, you to San Francisco, Canada House was
asked for any information that might be obtained on the current United Kingdom
attitude on this subject. The Department . has now received the attached despatch
(No. 3748 of September 8, 1951)t enclosing a copy, of a Foreign Office brief pre-
pared for Mr. Morrison. ; , .

2. .Tlie United, Kingdom proposal is to, deal with the problem in two stages: a
tripartite declaration of readiness to consider sympathetically a request for revision
from the Italian Government (Annex'A) to be' followed by bilateral negotiations
bétween Italy and friendly signatories; leading to fdrmal revision.
.3. Subsequent to the tripartite declaration and before formal steps aie takeri for

revision of the Treaty, the United Kingdom hopes that Italy' and Yugoslavia might
patch•up'their'differences over Trieste.-This problem is the major obstacle in the
way of Yugoslav agreement to revision'and the United Kingdom feels that action
should be avoided which would'embarrass or antagonize Belgrade. The Americans,
on the ôther hand; are apparently not so concerned as to the effect of revision of the
Treaty on Tito's internal position; •The Yugoslavs now appear ready to negotiate on
the `question, of Trieste- and the Italians have agreed to approach Belgrade on the
promise that the' Triéste elections will' be postponed until the " end of 1951.' (The
postponement has now been' publicly ânnounced:) _1

4. While it is not expressly stated in the United Kingdom memorandum, the
inference Is left that the completion of the second stage of the revision procedure
would be dëpendent upôn a satisfactory agreement on Trieste between the Italians
and the Yugoslavs.
. .c tr .. . .. .. , `' . . ^; . • ^,!

, ,.xr^ - r , ,- , ^,... . + .^,r• f, ^ ,^sd. » .,, . ,.. ^. l;' . .

Is Cetté note est la meme'qùe le document précédent:"'' :
This memorandum is the same as the preceding document.
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5. The: United Kingdom memorandum also makes the following points:
(a) The contemplated revision of the Treaty would affect only the miL'

clause(Articles 46-70) and those of a general P°litical nature tary
swould, therefore, (Articles 15-18). Revision

appear to have no bearing upon Canadian war claims;
(b) Action for the revision of the Italian Treaty shôuld not be associated with

question of Italian obligations ùnder NATO, since this would fit in with the cu^ene
Soviet;ProP.aganda against the Atlantic Alliance. t

(c) There are a number of reasons why the U.S.S.R. mi h
action against Italy when formal revision of the Treaty has be n^ne ont^â ^sw ve
friendly poWers. However, a series of counter moves are suggested in the eve with
Russia does embark upon a cam ai nt that

agreements on revision would be without prejudice to ressure. Since the bilat-
ties, it could be claimed that any objections must be dealt with

the dire tl bet^ p^",,.U.S.S.R. (and other dissentients) and Italy. The tactic then su y ween the
;
Western Powers counter every legal move that mi ht be ggested is that the
under, Article ; 87 ,(the Disputes Article) of the Itali

Treaty,
.ade by the Russians

against'Hungary, Roumania and Bulgaria.with respect to vio atioYsimilar moves
treatiés. (Annex B.) ns of their peace

6. Should Mr.,De Gasperi approach you on the subject of Peace Treaty
you might consider informing him that while Canada could h revision
take the initiative on this subject, we are in sympathy with ^^^ bne expected to
the three powers whom Italy has already approached come forward wi position. If
PrOPosals we would certainly consider seriously associating ourselves with theme
You might also consider making some reference to the desirabili
satisfactorysettlement of the Trieste issue in the near future ty of a mutually
the strategic importance of co-operation between Ital' P^cularly in view of
sent time, y and Yugoslavia at the pre-

7•
Canada's association with the tripartite decaratio ,fing the cession of the entire Trieste area to Italy may now bM^o 20, 1948 favour-

ment. If this subject is raised, it might be ^e of embamass_
Would be virtually impossible, to implement lthide^^^ at in practical ^ terms it
at^e' ^d that any real attempt along these lines would a^On in the , forseeable
forces opposed to Soviet im erialism. The best hope only serve to divide the
solution .- would therefore seem to be a ne oti in fact the only genuine
Yugoslavia. g ated settlement' between Italy and

g• Ian attaching an extra copy of this memorandum
brief in the event that you feel it would be useful t^^p the United Kingdom

. conversation he may have with Mr. De Gasperi. Prime Minister in any

ESCOTT REID
for Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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'DEA/50178-40

' Note dé la Direction européenne °
pour la réunion des chefs de direction,, .. . .
Memôrandùm` by European Division
'for'Meeting `of Heads. of Divisions. :

SECRET. ,..

As was anticipated the propôsëd revision of the, Italian Peace Treaty was'consid-
ered on September 13th at a meeting of the Fôrèign Ministers of the United King-
dom, the United States and France in Washington: General agreement was reached
that the Italians-havé ago6d -case for the revision of their Peace Treaty on the
grounds that they can scarcely be left in a worse position- than Japan is now.ôr
Germany will be after the proposed "contracttial relationship"'is 'established. The
United Kingdom proposed that revision of the` Italian Treaty should be approached
in two stages: a tripartite declaratiôn (U.S., UX, France) ézpressing willingness to
consider an Italian request for revision; to be followed by formal revision of-the
Treaty on the basis "of bilateral agreements between Italy and friendly signatories.
In-the United Kingdom view.the Italians should address a note to all signatories
following the tripartite declaration and the bilateral 'agreements entered into with
friendly signatories providing for the non-enforcement of certain specified articles
should be without prejudice to the rights of third parties. ='

In accordance with the United Kingdom proposal Italy should attempt to negoti-
` ate a settlement of the Triéste`issùe with Yugoslavia following the tripartite declara-
tion -and béfore fôrinal revision' is effécted.-The United States and France have
agreed on the procedure proposed by the United Kingdom although Mr. Acheson

- attached the condition; which was accepted,` that revision of the military and politi-
cal clauses of the Treaty should not be held up even if there is no concurrent agree-

'ment between the Yugoslav and Italian'Governments on the question of Trieste.
It is undetstôôd that thé question of the revision of the Italian Treaty will be the

= subject of 'discussion between Méssrs: Acheson; Morrison and Schuman and Pre-
r mier De Gasperi in Ottawa during the« current week. (Secret). ^' .', ,

[Ottawa], September

-PROPOSED REVISION OF THE ITALIAN PEACE TREÀTY ^
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'DEA/50178 -
sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures; pour le sècrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérièures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for
• to SecreaofSta aExternal Af fairsry tefor, External Afirs

[Ottawa], December 14, 1951,

rrALIAN PEACE TREATY REVISION

You will recall that at your press conference on October 4yl
ou 'Canadian Government .was in general agreement with the T^ndicated that the .

September 26 on the Italian Peace Treaty, and that an a ro hltfromcthe Italian
Government on this question would be given sympatheti cconsideration.

2.
On Decémber 8 the Italian Ambassador delivered the attached

Acting Under-Secretary proposing that the Government of Canada agree
Note j, to the

spirit reflected by the preamble of the Treaty'no longer exists and has been rel laced
bY the spirit of the United Nations Charter, that the political clauses of the Treaty,
are superfluous; and that the military_clauses are not consistent with Italy's position
as an equal member of the democratic and freedom-loving family of nations:. :

3.
On December 10 the United Kingdom High Commi ssioner, the French Ambas-

sador and, Mr. Morgan of the United States Embassy called successivel on the
Department and delivered. messages indicating the terms in whic

y
goveriunents proposed to reply to the Italian approach. As might be expe tedi ththeir

eseformulae are; similar and simply agree with the operative paragraph of the t^
Note that the spirit of the preamble no longer exists, that the political articles ian
superfluous and that Italy should be released

as far as each of the governments areconcerned
- from the restrictive* military clauses of the Treaty. One minor differ-

ence is that the French apparently do not intend to refer to the military
simply to mention the appropriate articles in the Treaty. ^ clauses as

4.'
According to the timetable agreed in Washin ton iwearl y

Powers, Italian concurrence in the Note which the y (the Ital
September by the

present was 'to be secured béfore the Tripartite Declaration. The Italiànsnwe were to
how-ever, to be free to present the'agreed Note as soon after the Tripartite Declaration

re,

wished.'This was to be followed by diplomatic activity to secure if Ion
possible,the support of doubtful signatories such as India, Pakistan, Ethiopia ^d G ,

^^ also hoped that sufficient progress might have been made between reece. It

^e YUgoslavs regarding Trieste to secure Yu oslav concurrence the Italians
posed revision: Some six.weeks to two months after the Tripartite Decl to the pro-de facto

revision was, according to the plan of the Three P e
^ation; the

through a formai exchange of Notes. Q^^ to be completed
5. As it turns out, th'ere would appear

agreement on the exact terms of the talian Note. Furtheblevdelay in securing
ith the

of Greece doubtful signatories have not given a public indication of exception
the question of the revision. An annex their stand on

•- ..^.,..,, - t gives the position of the various signatories

I
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as far; as is known. The present Italian Note, however, appears to be an improve-:
ment in several respects on the tripartite draft as originally planned. It represents a
simpler approach;' refrains ' from emphasizing , the `military aspects of the revision.
and does not attack the LT.S.S.R: by name.' In additiôn; the Three Powers do not
now appear to favour, a• formal exchange of Notes . with an Italian Note of accept-
ance agreeing that the correspondence-. should constitute â formal modification of
the Treaty as far as the signatory in question is concerned. This has the advantage
of carrying out a dé fâcto revision of the Treaty with a minimum of pseudo-legal
trappings.

6. In general, it would seem clear that there is' no other course but for us to go
along with the de facto

.
revision. In the first place, the more liberal Japanese Treaty

gives Italy a good moral claim for the removal of permanent discriminations in its
Peace Treaty. Secondly, we would be put in a very invidious position vis-à-vis the
Italians if we failed to go along with the twelve other "friendly signatories". This is
particularly the case in view of our alliance with Italy. in NATO, the Ottawa decla-
ration of the NATO Council that all obstacles which hinder the co-operation on an
equal footing among members should be removed, and your own indication to the
press.that an approach from the Italians would be treated sympathetically. Finally,
the terms of the proposed exchange of Notes appear innocuous, and the procedure,
in the opinion of the Legal Division, is designed to do least possible damage to the
doctrine, of the sanctity of treaties.

7. Some confusion has arisen over the. question of the timing of the reply to the
Italians. Although Clutterbuck's recent lettert stated that the, three governments
expected to make . their replies on or about December , , 14, all signs now point to
December 21 as the new suggested date. The recent American Note t indicated that
the three governments expected to reply about two weeks after the presentation of
the Italian Note (December 8)19 and the United . States Embassy has sincé been
informed that the target date is December 2120. Earnscliffe has also now received
word from London confirming this in general terms although indicating that there
may be still some uncertainty as regards timing because of a possible linking of the
question of Italian Peace Treaty, revision with the vote in the Security Council
regarding the admission of Italy to the United Nations. It is doubtful, however, that
this issue will influence the prospective . timetable, since the. Soviet vote on Italian
admission to the United Nations. is unlikely, to be affected seriously. by the
exchange of Notes and, irt ; any event,, the date of, the , Security Council action can
undoubtedly,be• adjusted to suit the , ,tactical, requirements of. the United Kingdcm, '
the United States and France. i,^

,8.; Unless you have , serious objections, I. would recommend that the Canadian
reply. to the Italians be couched in terms similar to the. formula proposed by the

-ar f - ^ _. ` • •. 'i>;` _,,' r . • ,> , . ' _ t . . ,^ .;^ •'l11: .`t.. , . ,_, , , . . . ,

. .i,^ ., . .i^..1^.ï .. .. . ^. ^ ... . ^ . ^ é` , ^ . .. . •.! `'.i.' .. ^ ., ^..^^

Voir/See United States, Department of State, Bulletin, Volume XXV, No. 652, p.1011:
Voir/See United States; Department of State; Foreign Relations of the United States, (FRUS),1951,
Volume IV (Washington: Govetnment Printing Office, 1985), Document No. 337, pp. 749-750.
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Three Powers and that, assuming there is no change in the present timeabl
reply be delivered on or about December 21.21 A, suggested re l

is
e, our

attached9. I would also recommend that theproposed Canadian reply to the t
alian .notedu'or approved by Cabinet:Although "neiher the press nor the public have

shown any interest in the question ofItalian Peace Treaty revision,
U.S.S.R: has given no indication that it in-tends to make a major issue of the

attereit would seem that -a de facto
revision of a peace treaty with one of the ma or

^ AxisPowers of the last war is an issue of sufficient substance to require clearance at the
level. he

A.D.P. H[EENEYJ

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

ITALIAN PEACE TREATy,
7. The DE FACTO REVISION

opposition of Russia. In reply, to notes from Italy to the various signa-

Secretary of State for External Affairs said that the Italian
a number of occasions, had expressed a desire for. revision of thegovernment, on
Italian Peace Treaty which involved permanent restric '

articles in the
26th,

1951, the governments of the United Kingdom, .the United States and
eptember

had declared readiness , to give favourable consideration to the remo France
restrictions and discriminations. Formal revision of the Trea val of such
oWing to thé ô ty was not possible

tory governments, the United Kingdorri, theUnited States and Franc
enotes which they intended to send forward about December 21 st, acehnha

d ha Ired
should be released, sô far as each of the governments was` con e g taly
^é ^etive rnilitary clauses of the Treaty and certain political rned, from the

d that a reply
be sent on behalf of Canada in terms similar to th se used n'the notes by the three

on or abo governments above and that communication of
ut December 21 st. the reply be

ti)ePartmental memorand
g•

um, undated)T.
^e Minister ôf Finance

mentioned that the Italian rnI ,
y^ Itry rngreat zeal in completing arrangements concerning Canad ^n not shown

^ght be desirable to intimate to the Italian Ambassador that he'tranlssion of
mis-the Canadian reply would have relation to Italian action on hése ' claims.. , .., , ,

zt Note
. t marginale :/Marginal note:

22
Note ,.^.P[earson]roarginale :/Marginal note:

23 Voir d^.uP[eason]le
document suivant./See following document.
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9. 77ié Cabinet, after discussion; approved the recommendation of the Secretary
of State for External 'Affairs and 'agreed thât ^ he be, authorized to reply. to - Italian
representations concerning de facto revision of the Italian Peace Treaty along the
lines of the reply which the governments of the, United Kingdom, the United States
and France proposed to make, the* Italian government to be made aware, however,
that transmission of the Canadian reply would be related to action by Italy towards
settling outstanding questions relating - to Canadian claims against the Italian gov-
ernment or. Italian nationals.. . ; ,

SUBDIVISION IIUSUB-SECTION Hl

RÉCLAMATIONS DE GUERRE
'' WAR CLAIMS

902. PCO

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 265-51 . ^ [Ottawa], October. 11, 1951

LUMP-SUM SI.rITLEMENT1OF WAR CLAIMS AGAINST ITALY AND RELEASE OF

ITALIAN ASSETS HELD BY THE CANADIAN CUSTODIAN :

On May 3,' 19499 'C approved a recommendation that negotiations be
undertaken with Italy and other countries "to* effect the best possible lump-sum set-
tlement for the satisfaction of war claims and for the, release 'of enemy. assets' :^

2. Cabinet agreed on May 2, 1950, that a continued effort be made by Canadian
officials to negotiate a, lump-sum settlement for Canadian war . claims against
Italy.u jr

3. Negotiations were first conducted with the Italian authorities in Ottawa and
latterly through our Embassy in Rome. Various proposals 'and counter-proposals
were submitted. In the beginning there was a wide gap between the amount offered
by the Italians and that which the Canadian officials were willing to recommend for
acceptance.

: . f , , . .

_4. Last Decembér we offered asettlement based on the payment of ,725 million
lire for all our war claims, with a few minor exceptions. The Italians contended that
large portions of the Aluminium Company's claims were not eligible for compen-
sation and made a counter offer of 460 million lire. We could not accept the Italian
contention and submitted a revised offer whereby all the Aluminium Company
claims would also be excluded from a lump-sum settlement and would be submlt-

24 Voir/See Volume 15, Document 40.
u Voir/See Volume 16, Document 988.

,
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ted with the'other excepted claims separately to the Italians along lines provided for
,in the Peace Treaty. The ,amount of. this offer was 290. mllion lire made 'up. b ;
deducting the Aluminium Company claims from^ 725 million lire. and adding y
million lire to account for new claims filed since December. We undertook to
release Italian assets once agreement on our war claims had been reached. Ho -
ever, this release is a long process and it is our intention to retain at all times suffi-
cient assets td cover all our claims until this lump-sum payment is ratified
Italian Parliament. by the

5. The Italians linked their payment of $1,300,000 under the Military
tlement reached in February, 1950, to the release of their assets anhencel oSthe
settlement of -war claims. They said that it would be difficult for them to submit the
Mfitary Relief Settlement for ratification without having obtained agreement for
the release of Italian assets held in Canada, but they have undertaken to submit both
this present Agreement and the Military Relief Settlement to their Parliament at the
saine time;"once arrangements are completed covering the release of their assets.
Should there be any undue delay in the seeking of this ratification our Ambassador
- :in Rome will be instructed to take the matter up with the appropriate authorities
6.

At the béginning of his stay in Ottawa for the N.A.T.O. Council meetin
.g, Mr.De Gasperi had a talk with the Prime Minister and they agreed that steps should be

taken to effect an early settlement of Canadian war claims and the release of Italianassets.
At the same time word was received from Rome that the Italian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs was agreeable to'a settlement based on the payment of 290 million

7. It wa thought advisable to take advantage
'Ottawa to completè an exchange of Notes with him embod yGn phe proposalsoresence in

had made. There was no opportunity to seek Cabinet approval of the pos^s we
course, the principle of a lump-sum settlement had already been approved.'The ef
fore 'after consultation with the Minister of Finance and the Secretaryof State
exchange of Notes took place on September 20 and the Notes wer this
De Gasperi and myself, respectively.26 e signed by Mr.

g• .With 'the concurrence of the Minister of Finance
r^ornmend that Cabinet approve'the intergovernmental agreement

the of State, I

betvveen Canada and Italy by this exchange of Notes which rovides fortered into
faction of Canadian war claims, the payment of e-war p the satis-

C^ada and for the release of Italian assets vested in the Custodian,
ercial debts owed to

ing réasons: for the follow-

(a) It is politically desirable;
(b) Our claimants will

sl°ns of the Trea receive satisfaction more quickly than if the relevant provi-ty'of Pea(c) we , ce with Italy had to be complied with;
will avoid many disputes before Conciliation Commissions and the coststhereof; ;

, .

(d) The Military Relief Settlement will be presented for ratification. •

'6
Voir

Canada,' Recueil des traitÉs, 1952, NO. 21./See Canada, Treaty Series, 1952, No. 21

I
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. 9: I! understand. that the' Ministers -. concerned will . be, requesting from Cabinet
directives for ^ the disposition of . the : larnp-sum received. in settlement and for the

ncessmg or tne:war ciaims atrectea dy uus Agreement.-
r; , Vt . . . ^, . : , L:B: PEARSON , .

NORWEGIAN REQUEST FOR CANADIAN SUPPORT FOR INCREASED QUOTA
UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AGREEMENT

On April 24th Mr. Steen called on me and left the attached memorandumt con-
taining a request that we support the Norwegian * Government in its efforts to
increase its guaranteed_ import quota under the International Wheat Agreement by
75,000 tons. The Norwegiân Government can hopé that its application will be

. granted only if Canada is'preparéd to' guaranteé to export, the additional 75,000 tons
annually for, the néxt 'two 'years at wheat àgreement 'prices:

2. Mr. Steen drew attention to the fact that, under its présent trade agreement with
the Soviet Union, . Norway receives 75,000 tons of,wheat in exchange for certain
Norwegian products. I As many of these are strategically important products, the
Norwegian.Government has undertaken to prevent their exportation to the Soviet

'Union. It is now faced with the difficulty'that it will be unable to secure its wheat
requirements: fi-6m the Soviet Union.

that he is prepared'to 'do everything possible to increase Norway's present alloca

.;,,, •
3. In view of. the Norwegian Government's exceptional cooperation, I thought

.. you would wish us to do everything possible tô ineet her request. The Economnie
Division discussPd the situation with Dr. Wilson of the Wheat and Grain Division
of the Department of Trade and Commerce, who agreed to take it up wit"
Howe and the Wheat Board.

4: I am attaching copies of Dr. Wilson,'s"memôrandûm of,May 5th to Mr• HoWe
and Mr. Howe's reply of May 7th. From Mi.' Howe's memôrandum it is evident

tion under the agreement. In his fourth paragraph he states: "It is true that this (the
increased allocation) may net slightly less for the Canadian producers, but it seems

7 Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 13 octobre 1951 JApproved by Cabinet October 13,195 1 -

DEA/11270-40

Note du SOUS-seerétaire'd'État•aux Affaires `eztérieures
pour le secrétâire d'État aux Affaires extérieures,. .^;^„ .., ^ .. .

,t ^ Memorandum from Under-Secretary. of State for. External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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'A.D.P. H[ÈE1vEy)

^ [PIÈCE JOIIVTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]

Note du directeur de la Direction dû Aix t

p ur e min^stre du Co
Memorandum from Director, Wheat and Grain Division,Department of Trade and Conmerce,

to Minister of Trade and Commerce

[Ottawa], May 5, 1951
. •,

RE NORWEGIAN REQUEST FOR INCREASED INTERNATIONAL WHE

,.._,,L--u to
meet in Ottawa next week to give a definitedecision ôn the extent to which we can increase Norway's quota.^^ , . , .
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to me that we have an over-riding responsibility to make countries such as Norway
believe that it is worthwhile to trade with America rather than with Russia". Inlast paragraph

Mr. Howe states that "there is no doubt that External Affairs his
press the Government to adopt the attitude I have outlined above, will

that I agree with External ^Affairs as to the desirability of this pro ^m.e,^ust say
5.'Follôwing,Mr. Howe's directive; the matter is being taken u p

Board and perhaps with the United States authorities to see how ^^ lthe ^eat
request may be supported most effectively. Yesterday, Trade and Commerce wrote
to us to say that, while some factors remain to be clarified, they hope that a findecision

will be made • well in advance of the June meeting of the Interna '
^onalWheat Council, and that they agreed that an interim reply might be given tô

Norwegian Minister to the effect that we were making our "best endeavour t the
the Norwegian position". . ' ::'. . . o meet

6.; The Wheat Board is ex

du ministère du Commerce
e 8ra^n

0 1 ; ,

AGREEIyENT QUANfITy
AT

Bxternal Affairs have given me the attached copy of Aide
the Norwe ian de Mémoire j^ submittedthe No^e , g

Minister on April 24th and have stressed the political merits of
glan ca.se• I am told that Mr. Pearson may wish to raise, this question in

Cabinet. The Norwegians have been encouraged not
with the USSR, which has in recent years furnished them with their trade agreement
aian Wheat per year. This

qpantity the Norwe ians ^ 7S: ^ tons of Rus-increase in ^e g are now seeking by way of an^ u ^A quantity. External Affairs emphasize the role Norwa is la'
g inthé North Atlantic Treaty

and urge that this re uest b y p yq e met.

28
Note mazg'nale

Marginal note:

1 agree that we Should try to help Norway in this matter - but It willthose who are
opposing the agreement on the ground that the wheat strengthen the hand of

asked to accept a lower grower is once again beingthat lower price than he would otherwise get. We are n
price category. L.B.P[earson] ow adding 75,000 tons to

I

1 ^{
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On - commercial grounds . Norway - is a historical customer, for Canadian wheat
and flour, deserving our best consideration. . ; ;

The difficulty, you know, is that by the time. the Canadian Quantity, is increased
to 235,000,000 .bushels, :.we have reached the maximum prudent commitment in
respect of our average production. This maximum figure will.allow an increase in
the Canadian guaranteed quantity of only 5.4 million bushels in , 1951-52, and 3.4
million bushels in 1952-53. ti;^ f ï

Mr. McNamara reported from Washington this week that the United States State
Department has been promoting the accession of Japan to the Agreement and has
received the. concurrence of the U.K. Government in the unconditional accession of
Japan to the Agreement: at the meeting of ; the Council in June. Japan's accession
will.take up almost all the .whole of Canada's additional quantity in 1951-52 and
will exceed what Canada is putting in for 1952-53. Although our additional quanti-
ties are not necessarily earmarked by countries of destination, this means in effect
that our increased quantities cannot go to help Belgium.unless the United States is
prepared to put in more thanits share of the Japanese quantity and there is still the
problem of doing something for Norway.

In any event it is difficult for Canada to give the impression that we are putting
in additional quantities for particular countries. Following is a.list of the increases
requested by importing countriés. Although we may be sympathetic to the requests
of Belgium and Norway and not' much interested in the other requests, it would be
a mistake to give the impression that we ^are prepared to do something for Belgium
and Norway and not for the other countries. .. ..,

Metric Tons'

1. Egypt
2. 'Denmark ,
3. Belgitim ,
4." Israel
5. Ecuador '
6. Mexico
7. Spâin

'8. El Salvador
9' Bolivia

10. Indonesia,I
11: Norway ' - "
12. Dominican Republic

Bushels

200,000 7,348,742
56,000 2,057,648

250,000 9,165,927
120,000 4,409,245
'4 000 146,975

150,000 5,511,556
100,000 3t674,371

i ... , 73,487^ ; 2^^ ;

-25,000
50,000
75,000

" 2162

918,593
1,837,186
2,755,778

79,440

1,034;162 37,998948

After all these requests accumulated last winter when it became apparent that da
strong wheat market had developed, when supplies from Russia and Argentina ha

dried up, and when it appeared that the importing countries could not "lose under
the terms of the Agreement in its remaining two years.

-This raises the question whether the Government is being fair to the producers
sent

in agreeing to any increases at all in Canada's guaranteed quantity under pie
. . . . _ .. - . ^^ .^;.,, ..
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circumstances. The wheat involved in the âdditional'quantities could ôtherwise be
sold at Class II prices above the IWA ceiling.

If there is'political urgency in meeting the Norwegian reqüest, reply could take
the form of indicating our preparedness to sell them the 75,000 tons at Class II
prices if we have the wheat in addition to our IWA quantities. If, however, the real
issue is that Norway wants the wheat on IWA price terms; then it should be a ques-
tion of whether the Canadian Government or the Canadian and Norwegian Govein-
ments together should undertake to make up the difference between the IWA and
Class.II price.

C.F. WILSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 21

Note du ministre du Commerce ,1,
pour le^directeur de lâ Direction du'blé et grain

du ministère du Commerce'

Memorandum from Minister of Trade and Commerce
` to Director, Wlieat and Grain Division,

Department of Trade and Commerce

[Ottawa], May 7, 1951

RE NORWEGIAN REQUEST FOR INCREASED INTERNATIONAL
WHEAT AGREEMENT QUANTTTy

j nanks for your
submitted memürandum of May Jul regarding confidential Aide Mémoire

to the Depârtment of External Affairs by the Norw
April 24th. egian Minister• , on

It seems to me that Norwây deserves special consideration from Can
in mind that Norway has been a good customer for Canadian wheat i

aast vangthat the' increased quantity is intended to replace present urchase n s th by p `' ^ andfrom Russia. P y Norway^, t... . , , ., ' . . . . , ,,

I appreciaté the difficulty of singling out any country for s cibut, on the other hand, I suggest that Mr. McIvor be advised ^^ consideration,
, of our special interestinNorway and asked to do what. he can to have the extra

is
included

necessary
in the'Inter quantity for Norwaynational Wheat Agreement. If a pre-arrangementement withg Canada

to accomplish this end '(which I doubt), I see no harrn in Mr. Mclvor
indicating that Canada will be lad to fill this'allotment out of the additionaltaat we %;^,ill accept.

g lad
quan-

I do flot share your, view `that Canada should notunder, the q t mcreàse its present allocation
greement.'I think that we should accept an additional quantit to anoveiall ceiling of 235 million bushels y up

S. It is true that this may net slightly
^^.Canadian producers but it seems to me that we have an o er-ridin less for
lt^ to in' countries such 'as Norway believe that it is wo

g responsibil-
^e ricà rathei thari Russia. ^ w^le to trade with.; ; ., ,



, I do not agree,that_Norway will;be:happy about. an offer from, Canada to supply
this wheat as Class 2, provided we have a surplus over our Class I quantity. Nor-
,way.knows now that we,willdo this in any event.

r;There is' no doubt that External Affairs will press the Government to adopt the
attitude I .have outlined above, and I must say_that4 agree with External Affairs as
to the desirability,,of ttus procedure.

^ . , ; ► C.D. -HowE `

904. DEA/11270-40

Le directeur de la Direction du blé et grain
, du ministère du Commerce ,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Director, Whèat. "ânnd. Grain Division,
Department of Trade and Commerce,

to Under-Secretary of State for External. Affairs

Attention: Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre
^.. - F

Dear Mr. Plumptre:
Further to my letter of May. 15,t this will let you know that Messrs. McIvor and

McNamara of the Canadian Wheat Board have hâd -discussions with Mr. Howe on
the' 'quéstion of 'an increase in' the guaranteed qüantity ùndéi the International
Wheat Agreément for Norway.

Their discussion is summarized in Mr. McNamara's notes which I quote:,,. ,. , , . _. _ ...... ,..,-., . , , , ,.
;."Mr: McNâmara reviewed his recent Washington discussions and recommended

tô" Mr.' Howe that, If the Counci(apprôvèd the' Japanese accession, Canada
shôuld agree to increase hér'guarânteed sales'to 235 million but 'should not So

and Norwegian quotas to be increased:' ,
accession; would nôt beina position to increase herquotâ to énable the
over this figure. This would mean that Canada,in,the event of the Japanese

have liked to be in 'a position t ô â,'ssist' Norway:
Mr. Howé 'âgreed this appeare:d to`be'thé best solution but pointed out he

^ ... .>., , ,
Mr. McNamara suggested that. no further action be taken with'regard to Norway
until after we were sure of the Japanese accession. At that tiine. he and Mr• Rid-
dell would approach Norway, and if necessary {would go to Oslo, to try to work
out a deal for Canada tosupplÿ.Norwaÿ,with a substantial quantity of wheat^d
flour within the, present Norwegian IWA quotâ:` Mr. Howe thought this would be
a good idea."

^^. : •; , :.^•.:: -. ;;,,^ . .. . ' . , • ^
You will recall that a year ago last March as a result of Secretary of Agnc

Brannan's visit to Ottawa, Mr. Howe and Mr.• Brannan'agreed, on a basis of distn
bution between Canada and the United States of the Japanese quantity in the event
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of Japan's accession to._the Agreement.'!, Recent information indicates that Japan
again will. apply for accession at the June meeting of the International Wheat Co -
cil. Mr. Howe feels that the undertaking given more than a year a go to support un
Japanese accession mtist still be honoured. This accession will not be assured, how-ever,
ever, until the June méeting' of the Council. Mr. McNamara will be attending the
Council meeting and if the Japanese accession takes up any Canadian balance to a
limit of 235 million bushels, Mr. McNamara will explain the situation
wegian representative at the, Council and will also go to Oslo to discuss with the
Norwegian authorities, the.-possibility of, a:firm contract covering Norwegian
requirements within the limits of IWA in an effort to have the Norwegians under-
stand our position and be satisfied in respect of their own requirements.

Yours faithfully,
C.F. WILSON

: Le secrétaire d'Étcit aux -Affaires extérieures
au ministre du Commerce

Secrétary of State for F.xterital Affairs
; to Minister of Trade. and Commerce,. . . ..:

maza of the . y usse wrth 1VIr. iVlcIvor and Mr. McNa-Whéat Board the ti

DEA/11270-40

^ eague. . ^ . , ' ._. .. ^ . . , . . ; . , . . . I` ! ^ . . . . ^

I understa1. 1rid that you have recentl disc d '

Mÿ 'dear Coll

accornmodate Noiway's request for an incr ase
pyin

lof 75,000
Canadian û héat in' order to

tlonal
Wheat; Agreément;, and that our ability to do so turns on' the a^e 'ln ,n
to the Agreement.' : ession of-,..;

1how you are in complete accord with the desirability
waŸ's additional needs which are dué lârgely to her unwillin ne providing

to
for Nor-

tegic
tegic commodities for Russian wheat, and I am wonderin wh éxchange stra-

it
woithwhile to re-open discussions with the ' Unit d. emer you might

before the next Council meeting to seek'Jap a means of providing,
if tates

^ possible,eSe accession ^and Norway's increased quota. A member of the' , for both
United StatesE^b^sy recently'discûssed with one of my officials 'the

estion oft to sûpply ^,i,heâtfor the Japânese accession; 'the manner in which'o^ commit-w^ r question'aised leads us to believe that the United States Governriient ma y
doubtfulwhe^er, in view of the. changed circumstances, our commitrn yJapallese accession is still operative. ent in regard to the

If the conmrnitment is not operative, or if the ne otiati
could be re-opëned, ` ttiere will have to be a decision with the United States
JaPan or Norv^,a on on" whethér we, shoûld give

y priority. I should be grateful for your views on the relative impor-
. _ ,. . ^:.:..
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•tance of supplying wheat tothese'two countries, and the possibilities of meeting
- these requirements over the next two years in or but of the Wheat Agreement.

.. ... ..^, . + .. .,. , ,

WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Yours smcerely,- -

•^; ,.. . > .._^,^,

L.B. PEARSON

DEA/4171-E-40

^ Le ministre du Commerce
au secrétaire d'Étaf aux Affciires extérieures ^

" Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Secretary of Stàte for External Affairs

Ottawa, June 1, 1951

,,My dear Colleague:
I have your letter of May 31 st regarding the International Wheat Agreement and

commitments under the Agreement by. Canada on the accession of Japan.
Canada today is committed to furnish 229 million bushels of wheat ûnder IWA.

It is understood that our total conimitment under IWA'will not exceed 235 million
bushels. Therefore, our total additional ' commitment is limited to six million
bushels.

The United States have understood for some time that we will taie up our addi-
tional commitment when Japan is admitted to IWA. This agreement was made by
Mr. Gardiner and myself, at our meeting with Secretary Brannan, held in Ottawa. I
understand that the U.S. Department of Agriculture was very firm about holding us
to this commitment.

,^ ... .. , . . • • ;. .' , ,. ; ,t :,s .. , , ._;^., •. ,. • ,

$; We have made it clear to the Executive Committee of IWA, that Canada would
like to increase the allotment of Norway, and is

.
willing to furnish IWA wheat for

that purpose, subject to our total commitment of 235 million bushels. However, we
have made . it clear thât we cannot do this , if we must make our contribution to
Japan.
^.. Mr. McNamara, of the Canadian Wheat Board, is. now in England to attend the
Annual Meeting of IWA as . the representative of Canada. He will do his best to
have• the allotment to Norway increased, but, if this fails, he intends to make a
personal visit to Norway and to assure that country that Canada will take care of the
full requirement, partly.within and partly without IWA, assuming that our harvest
,ènables, us to fill our, IWA commitment.

Our relations:with Norway as to wheat have been very satisfactory in the past'
and we are inclined to think that Norway will be satisfied with such assurances as
Mr. McNamara can give. I regret, that it seems improbable, that Norway can be
given the increased allotment under IWA for.which her application is now being
, . .,^..... , ._ . . s .. : ...made. .

Yours sincerely,
C.D. HowE



Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/4171-E-40

TELEGRAM 1457

EUROPE DE L'OUEST ET LE MOYEN-0pjEM

CONFIDENTIAL

Reference: My telegram No. 1456.t,-

cro s ea agreement if, as seemed not likely, the Canadianp were large #„ ---!, _ -, ....

for an Y• ' ""I" be prepared to negotiate at once with Norway
y amount within its present quota which it wished to obtain from Canada in1951/52.

Moreover, that we would give Norway first option on the urchase of75,000 tons outside the -,h t p

ncrease at Us time. I told him, however, that we wereanxious to help Norwa d
contemplate any further eac its absolute ceiling, and that we could not
ousl apm, on wluch we had committed ourselves previ-y, the Canadian quota would r h'

necessary wheat into the agreement. I explained thatwith the probable accession of J
would be prepared to put the agree to supportNorway's application, and

-pression, as a result of: advice : from the NorwegianEmbassy, in Ottawa, that Canada had d

apPeared to be under the i e remalnmg years of the agreement. He

ounci to discuss inc possibility.of increasing Norway'squota . by 75,000 tons for each of it,

COUNCIL
Following,for C.D. Howe from McNamara, Begins: Johannessen called to see me
prior to the opening of the c '1

London, June 14, 1951

INTERNATIONAL WHFAT

cerned about obtaining the e
%, ;A. He added
xtra wheat at agreement

Norway
rices, as aboutso much con-guaranteed supplies to m t p arranging for

pahon in the North Atlant' p'
onnection mentioned ouriomt partici-

e mg He explained Norway's difficulties about thesupply of ^,^,heat from the USSR
and in this

e and I should go to Oslo to discuss these pro-positions after the council me t

c

a could go further than this, and did not show greatmterest in the suggestion that Ridd 11

o - --- .,....^ ^....1".v„a^ c^por[s.
2. Johannessen had hn ed th t I

seemed a , ee average import requirements. While Johannessenbit disappointed that it not
l

se our
we had a prior commitment for Jaoan and al quota, I thinkho

he does undérstand ^ at
was n

w d^fcult it would be for u
w: ch<I have offered ' when so many other countries are seekin incre

an that3 :
s to give Norway special treatment oth rp^ eciates

S,, . ► g ased quotas.mce there is
tafie allways the possibility that you will be receiving fürther represen-ns through the Nolèt rwegian Embass in Ottawa I thoughtYou ^ow what

had happened at this end.
it would be useful to
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908:-

Le 'haut-commissaire au Royaume=Uni '
au -secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Cômmissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for'External Affairs

1l[,EGRAM 1517, = )

?.i

DEA/4171-E-40

London, June 21, 1951

RESTRICTED

Reference: My telegram No. 1457, June 14th.

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT COUNCIL = CANADIAN WHEAT FOR NORWAY

1 : After further discussions with Johannessen who now completely understands
and sympathises with Canadian inability to increâse its guaranteed sales in order to
meet Norwegian requirements; McNamara has agreed to conclude a firm contract
with Norway for 40,000 long tons 'at 1951/52, agreement prices, plus carrying
charge. In addition, Norway is being given an option on a further 40,000 tons on
the same terms. The option will run until November 30th this year.30

30 PARTE/PART 3
-. .^,.. . . •. ^

MOYEN-ORIENT
.. ! . MIDDLE EAST

. SECnori A'

: ÉGYPTE : CONFRONTATION AVEC 12 ROYAUME-UNI_ .
EGYPT: CONFRONTATION WITH UNPIEDKINGDOM

, '. , .
DEA/50263-4U

to Secreta rof State for Ezternal . Affairs

909... ^ . .,.., ,. .. .... . ..., . ,.., . _ . .
A ^ ;' " ` -Note du' sous-secrétaire ° d'État aux Affaires extérieures

r'• , pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
...

rnôr'andum
f
+ rom Under-Secretary o

f
State

f..
or External Âffairs ,

„ . , . . F e . , ^ .. -.. " . .

TOP SECRET' 04c ,
` [Ottawa], October 1951

. i • , " ., ,._;- .t.. :. . •. ; .:^, ' . , .
The attached message from the Secretaryof Stâte. for Commonwealth Relations

to the United Kingdo'm High Cômmissioner'in Ottawa dated October 13, dealing
with the situation created by the Egyptian Gôvernment's abrogation of the Anglo-
Egyptian Treaty was handed to me yesterdaÿ by Sir Alexander Clutterbuck with a
request for our comments.

"Note marginale JMarginal note:
[P.O.] Hooton We might :end a letter to Steen embodying this information. W.P[1wnPael

,WESTERN EUROPEAND THE MIDDLE EAST



(d) that it ^i
môra] S sproposed to inform' the United States'Government of the général

support being given to the United Kingdom Goveinment on this issue and to
impress -on 'the Vnited States Government the necessity ofproblem. early solution; , of the

You,-will
observe that this telegram indicates that the United Kingdom have

reached a firm decision to stay in the Canal Zone come what ma
y. Theiradvisers are completely confident that this can be done.

The United Kingdom, ho^w-ever, foresee probable action by the Egyptian Government which will r uire
counter-action invôlving the use of force on the British part to main •^
60 ^ posi-n in the Canal Zone, The United Kingdom express the hope thât he Withe "full moral'su y 11, hâve

pport" of the Canadian, Australian, New Zealand and SouthAfrï-
can Governments, as well as of the United States and other countries conceed in

area, in the 'stand they are taking. n

The Embassy in Washington has been instructed to enquire what line the United
States is taking• However, I am inclined to think that although it would be

tousefulknow , what the United States view is, we should not wait on them. It is su
ggested- that we

, might comment orally on the telegram along the following lines:
(a) that the Canadian Government appreciates being kept informed of develo -ments in the Middle East by the United Kingdom; p
(b) that the Canadian Government agrees with the view that it is

of major im' r-tànce for the security of the free world that the United Kingdom should continue to
fulfil its responsibilities for the defence of the Canal Zone pending satisfàcto
arrangements for. the security of the area; ry

(c) that the Canadian Government is confident that the United Kingdo
i^ utmost to avoid the use of force and to achieve a mutually satisfacto

arran e^ment wih' Egypt; ry g

' [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] -

lg Conraussioner of United Kin do '

Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relationsto,H h

u -commissaire du Royaume-Uni
,'Le seçrétaire d'État des, Relations du Commonwealth

au ha t •

g m
TE[..ECR

CIRCUn.ARW. No. 131 .
, ,
[London] October 13 1951

Repéat,Dèlhi i

KaracColombo, Salisbury.

P SECRET. IIVIIyEDIATE. ;

i.;; f

P l e a S
4 . ' ' ,, , I EGYPT

e côrnniunicate follôwing message to Canadian, Australian Ne. Sou^'African , w Zealand and. . „ . . . Govemments.' Begins. ' ' .
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1: We have had under urgent review situation created by Egyptian Government's
move to abrogate the Anglo=Egyptianlreaty of 1936 and the Condominium Agree-

".; ., ; .. . :.. . :.,. ..-ments of 1899 regarding the Sudan. ."
=.`2: 'Canadian/Atistraliâtî/New' Zealand/South African Governments are' already
` fiilly, inforriiéd 'on' the 'proposals which have; been presented to the Eg}rptiazï 'Gov-
érnirient in règard to 'the latter's participation in the defence of the Middle East. We
are satisfied that the se proposals would enable the foundatioris'of the defence of the

"whole"of the Middle East region to be broadened and strengthenéd and that they
provide a sound and reasonable basis for a settlément of Anglo-Egyptian differ-
ences in regârd to the Treaty ôf , 1936. We are prepared to'discuss them patiently

`!with Egypt. But we must make it clear that we have reached in these proposals, the
limit of concéssioris we could make regarding the position of British troops and the
base. The Canadian/Australian/New Zealand/South 'African Governments 'also

-know of the proposals which have been put forward by us to Egypt for a settlement
in regard to the Sudan. In our view these latter proposals fully meet the legitimate
interests of Egypt. It would be out of the question for us to depart from our, under-
takings to the peoples of the Sudan which ,we have recently, publicly re-affirmed.

.3. On. the, 9th October, the United Kingdom Government announced that they
maintained their full rights under the Treaty and. the Condominium Agreements
pending a satisfactory agreement with Egypt. It was implicit in that statement that
until, such an, agreement : were reached our troops would stay in the Canal Zone.
This is indeed our intention. It would probably be too much to hope for an early
conclusion of a settlement with Egypt. A radical change in their prèsent attitude is
necessary and. may . take time. It follows that we shall have to stand our ground
firmly, in the Canal Zone - using force' if necessary - until an acceptable agree-
ment has been reached.

4. We have considered the implications of this decision. Our Cornmanders-in-
Chief in the Middle East have the necessary plans ready. These foresee action by
the Egyptian Government together with the appropriate British counter-measures
under various stages.

5. Stage I can be said to have begun with Nahas+Pasha's action on the 8th Octo-
ber. At this stage the Corimmânders-in=Chief contemplate and have been authorised
to institute at their discretion, what may be called passive security measures. These
involve a formal request to Egyptian local authorities to maintain order, the stop-
ping of leave to Cairo and Alexandria (which has already been enforced), the post-
ing of additional securiry'guards and the like.
- 6. Stage II arises if the Egyptian Government resorts to administrative non- 001),

civ^
eration. At this stage the Government might obstruct and delay customs, po
aviation, quarantine clearances and the, clearance of ships through the Suez Can
and interfere with our labour supply. There might be increased rudeness, offcial
and individual, to the British personnel: Hostile demonstrations and minor violence
might take place. In such a situation our passive security measures would be con-
tinued but intensified. Military protective patrols might have to be institute H^e
families of all ranks in the Canal Zone concentrated into more secure are^
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part would agree t6 the establishment of the headquarters in Cyprus.

again the Commanders-in-Chief have been given authority to take the appropriate,
counter-measures. .

7. Stage III would amount to an Egyptian blockade of our forces. The E tian. Government would no doubt pretend that our position in Egypt was '^p
would attempt. to persuade us, by such measures as the withdrawal of la

llegal
bour s paplies and port facilities and restriction of movement in and out of the Canal Zone,

to
withdraw. ,They might refuse, the passage of ships through the Canal. We natu-

rally hope that this stage will be averted but if it is forced,upon us we should have
to, take counter-blockade measures. The nature of. these would naturally depend on
the particular -steps which the Egyptian Government took on their side. It would,
almost certainly be necessary to re-enforce our troops in the Canal Zone and might
eventually be necessary to take complete control tere.- In the worst case Egyptian
troops might have,to be removed by force if necessary. We might also have to take
certain additional

measures to ensure the passage of shipping through the. Canal.
8.

We trust that we shall not be faced with stage III. If it should, however, be
forced on us'we^ shall face it and see it through. Our military advisers;are com-
pletely confident of our ability to hold and maintain ourselves in -the Canal Zone.,
Much as we should regret the necessity of using force we would not shrink from
our responsibilities if the situation demanded it.

We are confident that in this course
we should have the full moral support of Canadian, Australian, New Zealand and
South Africa as well as of the United States and the other countries to whom, as
well as to us, the freedom of the Middle East region is of vital interest. The conse-
quences of a withdrawal, which to us is unthinkable whether from, the mili
Political or moral point of view, would be so disastrous, not merely for this coun-try,
try, but for the Commonwealth and for the Western Allies as a whole, that it is
essential that we should stand firm together.

9.
None of the- counter-measures envisaged under Stage III has yet

authorised. It may be some time before the need for this arises. gOn the other han
been

d it
Uri h^anse : at any moment and without warning. In giving such authority the

Kingdom Government would naturally do their utmost to consult the oter,
Govéinments principally concerned in organising Middle East defence.

10.` Should, rnatters come to this pass there would of course -be 'no hope
org^ising the Middle East Command on the lines contemplated and in our v view
we should be obliged to proceed without Egypt. Indeed that hope would be shat-
tered rnuch sooner if the. Egyptian Government definitely reject the agreed pro os-als.

But in either case it - would seem all the more urgent to press on wit pte
Conmand arrangements and we would be stron 1 in favour of a reeinpossible at least u g y g g as soon as
would p°n the appointment of a Supreme Allied Commander and we

our place British forces in the Canal Zone under his command as contemplated
would ropos^s' In view of Egypt's non-co-o ration the Allied head uarters

o doubt have to be set u p E ^ qforaheir p gypt: The United Kingdom Government
11,

We'woùld`reject anysugestion that as th ncCardinal féature g e existe e of a base in Egypt is a
Allied of the Allied Middle East Command organisation there can be no

base there if Egypt will not participate. The United Kingdom intend to hold
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thé Egyptian base: If'the'Egyptians agree tô participatë in the^Middle^East^Côm=
mand, well and good, and the base would become an Allied base: But if there is no
agreement with Egypt we still intend to hold the base so that it may be available for
use; by the Allies:' And it ^ is in this sense that we shall regard ourselves as agents
acting on behalf of the free world.when we say that we intend to stay in Egypt at
whatever co`st and ask for. the. 'support and 'encouragement of the Canadian, Austra-
lian; New Zealand, Union Government^in our stand. ::,:: . ;

12. We are explaining matters equally fully to thé United States Government and
have asked for their' support also: We ^ shall also be ^ in communication with the
French and Turkish Governments: The support of the Indian ând Pakistan Govern-
ments (and of the Goivernment' of Ceylon) would be of immense ^ value and our
High Commissioners at Delhi, Karachi and Colombo have had instructions to give
these Governments full information about the Command and Sudan proposals and
our policy generally (without however revealing anything about our military plans
- such âs paragraphs 5,^ 6, 7, 9, and 10 above). .' .<< E! :
=`13. Copies are being given to Canadian; Australian, New Zealand and South Afri-

can High Commissioners in London. ''''
. • . ^ , . . , . . ^,. , . .. . :i .. . • . . . .. . ..

910: s ^ ` ^. ' ; DEA/50229-40
^. ,- .., .^. ..; ,^ ,^ , ^.; ; ^ ^ . ..

Note'du sous-secrétaire d.'État aux Affaires eztérieurés.
pour le,secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.:,.. ..

:' "- Memorandum from Under-Secretary^ of State for Éxternal Affairs
.' ' to Secretary of State for External Affairs "

..^.'^^ .^l '^.•^.:..
.

.....A^ .!/.J^. , ' . . . •i^.. . ' -.. ' .

Cox^IDi^►L. U1tG^xt. ' [Ottawa], October 17, 1951

^ ^ , .' .., , ^^. . ^^, , , ^ , -. .. .

RE ANGLO-EGYP'fIAN CRISIS : '

^Attached : is a draft statement for your. consideration and discussion in Cabinet
this morning. It has been prepared on the assumption that the Government will be`
prepared to accede to the U.K: Government's request for "moral support" of their

. position with respect to the ^canal zone, as set out in the message cornmunicated to
us by Clutterbuck. (An additional çopy , of this message is attached).., ,.

' 2.5 Thére are three inter-related questions to be decided by Cabinet: . .

(a) should ^ we accede to . the U.K. Government's request for moral support?

•(b) if the answer tô (a) is,^j^es; should wê inform the U.S. ^ Government and w'ge
^ .,. . ^

them to do likewise? and; ' .
^" (c) should ^ statement of the Government's position be .made in Parliament?

3. The Canadian Government have traditionally been reluctant to express opin-tments
ions with respect to Middle Eastern questions on the ground that our commi ,,
elsewhere wholly involve ^ur limited resources. Nevertheless, the present situatlon
is so critical in affectin^ the eneral ace that the ar ment in favour of ôur doing

anything we can to help stabilize the position is very strong indeed. Wrong tells mâ

that it is possible that prompt Canadian `support^ for. the' British `decision to stan

firm inay have somé real influence upon^the U.S: decision,' and the decisiôri wllleh
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the United States is to take is all important. (France has already expressed publicly^
its support of the British stand).

4. Moral support is of little value imless it is made public and it would be prefera-
ble for us to make our own attitude, known rather than have the United Kingdom
announce that they were being "backed by the whole Commonwealth". Further,
publicity to be effective shôuld be prompt.

5. Yesterday, in 'answer. to Mr. Green's question you said that "if anything can
usefully be said, I shall say it at the first opportunity". There is therefore an open-
ing for you to make a statement today when the House assembles at 1.30. For the
reasons set out above I believe that sométhing along the lines of the attached draft
should be said then and that I should be instructéd to have Wrong inform the U.S.
Government immediately of our intentions."

, • • ' ^ - Draft Statement on Egypt
The Canadian'. Govérnment has been kept informed by the • United Kingdom

Government of developments in the present critical relations with Egypt.,
'2.- The Canadian ' Government regrets exceedingly the action taken by the E

^an'Government to repudiate^ the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936. It is the more,
regrettable in view of the fact that alternative arrangements were under discussion'
With the Egyptian Government. It is of the utmost importance for the maintenance
of mutual confidence in international relations that when a nation enters an interna-
tional agreement it should fulfil its obligations thereunder.

3. The situation'which has developed is highly inflammable. The Canadian Gov-
ernnent, however, is confident that both parties will do their utmost to avoid anyazë

a^ch of the peace and to achieve a satisfactory arrangement for the security of the

4. The
.;.,.. . : . . , ^; . : ,

Canadian Government considers that it is of major importance for the.
securitY of the free world that, pending satisfactory arrangements for the security ofthe

azea, the United Kingdom should continue to fulfil its responsibilities for the
defence of the Canal Zone.

.
32

. . . ^

3'
Note mazginale Jlvlarginal note:

Agreed by Cabinet

(1) tell US we will give UK our moral support in this issue
(2) consideï draft statement for tomorrow. Oct 19 [sic] A.D.P.H[eeney]
HeeneY n'a pas indiqué la bonne date sur sa note, qui semble avoir été écrite à Tissue de la
réunion du Cabinet du 17 octobre 1951.
Heeney has Inis_dated his note which a

32 1119 of October 17, 1951. ^ p^^ to have been written following the Cabinet meet-

Note nmrg'nale :/Marginal note:
to be revised [A.D.P. Heeney]
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911.

WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Extrait des conclusions 'du Cabinet
. , ... , . . .. . ..^; ..... ....

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

Top SECREI' • , _ , ; ; [Ottawa], .October 17, 1951
,. . , .. . . . ... ,.. . . . ^,.
. :, . _ . ; _ .: . - t . . . :'.. ' .

EGYPTIAN SITUATION; SUPPORT FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM
14. The Secretary of State for. External Affairs said . that the : U.K. government

were very worried at' the possibility, that the dangerous : situation in Egypt might
worsen and spread in the Middle East. The.U.K. commander had been ordered to
defend the area in which British troops were stationed under the 1936 Agreement
and also to expel Egyptians. from the area. A brigade was- being moved from
Cyprus and another might be moved if required. The United Kingdom was anxious
to improve the situation and felt that improvement might result if it received strong
support from the United States. If 'such support was not forthcoming, the Egyptian
government might take further provocative action. The.U.K. government had asked

1hat Canada, among other countries, provide moral, support through a public state-
ment that the position in the canal zone ought not to - be altered by force. : They.
wished also* to have views, in support

.
of the position taken by, the United Kingdom,

cornmûnicated to the U.S. government in order tô encourage a strong backing in
Washington'and, if possible,"a public statement theré of support.. ,.,_ . ., _ , ., .

15. Mr. Pearson read adraft statement .
16. The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed that:
(a) the Secretary of State for External Affairs inform the United States govern-

ment that the " Canadian government - considered that ; support ought to be given to
the U.K. government in the difficulties that had arisen , in Egypt; and,

(b) the draft public statement be revised in accordance with the discussion and
submitted for further consideration at the next meeting.

912. DEA/50229-40

Projet de déclaration sur l'LEgypte33

Draft Statement on Egypt33

[Ottawa], October, .17, 1951
. ,.,

1. The Canadian Government has been kept informed by the United Kingdom
Government of developments in the* present relations between that Government and

Egypt.
.,. . . . . . ..:f:.,, , ,

`"Ce document a été rédigé par LB. Pearson.
This document was drafted by LB. Pearson.
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1: The Canadian.Government regrets exceedingly the action taken unilaterally by
the Egyptian Government to denounce the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936; action
all the more regréttable in view of the fact that alternative arrangements were under
discussion with the Egyptian Government at the time the denunciation took place.

3.
The situation which has developed is highly inflammable. The Canadian Gov-

ernment, however, is confident that both parties will do their utmost to avoid any
breach of the peacé and to achieve a satisfactory arrangement for the security of
area. . t , the

4.
The Canadian Government considers that it is of major importance for the

security of the free world and, indeed, for peace, that pending the conclusion of
new arrangements for the' Suez Canal zone, which should be satisfactory to the two
governments most concerned, no attempt should be made to alter, by force, the
position as now established by international agreement in that zone.

. - . . . .. . . - . 'J . . . r .

DEA/5022940
;Note dû sous-secrétâiré d'LEtat aux Affaires extérieures '-

pour le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures'
Memorandumfrom Under-Secretary of State for External

Secreta ^l A.ÎÎairs
ry of State for External AfFair.c ...

C ,.. ... .. -,:. ... . ^ ,

[Ottawa], October 17, 1951
I
ANM n_nr_vm•.... ..,
- - ^ .. ..v a a u11^ ^ 1C1J1J

We have had,another look at your draft revision of thé proposed statement.Frankly, we do not like the proposed new , pparagraph 4 since it âland the United Kingdàm on the same footing. ,,, It would not be rres uts Egyptexpression of " •^ g ded^ as anmoral support" the British decision to "stand firm".
If the Cabinet are not prepared to mention the United Kin dom rfollowing paragraph 4 would do: g , Pe haPs the
."The

Canadian Government considers it of major importance
the free world and, indeed, for the maintenance of peace, that fo endin

security
the

of

clusion` ôf satisfactory alternative arrangements, no action should g con-
alter b be taken to

y force, the present regime of, responsibility for the defence of the SuezCanal zone,"34

You may have noticed that the United States Secretaryhave said today of State is reported toW^n y that the British Government is entirely within its rights in main-
g its position. The French have said thèy will back up the British Govern-ment to the full in: résisting 'unjustified Egyptian pressure".

Would it be possible to add to the abôve- uoted ara raph'9 P g some such words as:

.34 Pearson a a'oùté les mots « by force ^ à la dernière phrase de ce paragraphe.
Pearson added the Words "by force" to the final sentence of this ara8raPh

P •
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Meanwhile, in the opinion of the Canadian Government the United Kingdom is
^Justified ^ in ^ maintaining, firmly .its position in ` that ` zone, against unjustified

, .. . ,'pressure.35
. . : ^. . . , ^^ A' lr*t 10 H. rEF.rrEYI

. '^^... . ._ .. ..

:J : . . . -. .
^^ .,.'..f`^^;;:7 • ;^: t

Extràit des 'conclusions `dci Cabinet'

. Extract from Cabinet Conclusions _;

_... ' .... .13.7... .

EGYPT; SUPPORT OF U.K POSPTION

17. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-
ing of October 17th, . 1951; reported that, , since. the meeting, the U.S. government
had sent notes to the United Kingdonfand Egyptian governments strongly support-
ing the British position. The French government had also given a public indication
of support: In accordance .with the decision of'thé Cabinet, ^ a message as to the
views of the Canadian government had been sent to the U.S. Secretary of State in
advance of his statement. It might now be desirable to make the government's posi-

` tion public. A' draft statement was read.
18. The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the Secretary of State for External

Affairs be authorized to make a"statement 'on* the`position of the govenvnent in
relation to the Egÿptian crisis in accordancé with the draft submitted, but subjéct to
the deletion"of the final'paragraph; the'explanation to be given in the course of the
general statement of policy • on October 22nd; unless a specific question made an
earlier announcement desirable.'

915.1'
,; ',

... . .; i.i,.

.,:i .. ... . ...- '^ . ' .iJ . . , ;. -....i. ,.1•^ . ::. .j^.. ,'.i ..i^:

^ , ... ,.., •.,r - ^i: ' . .. . , . .

Note pour, lé sous secrétaire. d'État aux Ab ires extérieures
i_^. . . . . ^ ' ^ .. . . , . . . . . . . 7 . .. . _ . ,_. ., . ,,. . . . . . . . i

` Memorandum for Under-Seeretaryof State for External Affairs ':

[Ottawa], October 26, 1951

THE MINISTER'S STATEMENT. ON EGYPT •
to

Mr. Chadwick of Earnscliffe came to see me, this morning by arrangement
. .rose a point on the Minister's statement on the Anglo-Egyptian treaties _made in

33 Pearson a approuvé cette phrase à la condition qu'elle soit modifiée. La phrase Originale se "set
comme suit :

rposition."

"In the opinion of the Canadian Government the'United Kingdom is justified in ?na-
Pearson approved this sentence with amendments. The sentence originally read: itstainin8
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House, on October 17. He mentioned casually, that Clutterbuck and T'homso
were away. Farnscliffe had received a short informal letter from Liesching en u' n^
ing why the Minister had added his reference. to the United States, which read ^follows: , , as .

"I'he Secretary of State'of the United States has'already characterized
. repu-diation and, indeed, also that of the agreements 'of 1899 re this repu-

without: validity. We agree with that view.". ' garding the Sudan, as :

2. Clutterbuck had seen'Mr. Pearson late the previous afternoon an
had given to him â draft of the' statement he was ' then ro si d Mi. Pearson

contained no reference to the attitude of the United States. Clutterbuck had sentch;
telegram that evening reporting on his conversation. a

3. 1 saidthat I didn't really know why the paragraph had been add,
possibly it was because Acheson's public statement had not been a•^^d that
From his file of tele vallable sooner.^

grams Chadwick thought that this might be me'casé but I subse-'
quently found that it was not the'explanation. I went on to ive him some
observations. -- I said that it' was surely not 'su ^ nsm that in Ottawa we personal ^
interested in 'the" public position of the United States. As, a matter n w would be '
instinct and habit, we were accustomed to consult both London and Washington^ost ofall

major questions. Furthermore, Canada had not taken an onthe
Middle East and it considered it an area beyond our immediâtec^laz interest in

em^ ^us,as the C.R.O. knew, we had only sent an observer to the meeting of Common-
wealm Defence Ministers on Middle East defence policy last June.36W

e had notbeen invited to become members in the proposed Middle East Co mmand. en theproP°sals were in some draft stagé' in the planning machinery of NATOWh
said that we were not directly concerned. It was not s

risin mat ' we had
invited to P^içipate in this defence or ^ g we had not been

^e' 1 said that wé had a very limited knowledge in
East and didn ' t even have a mission in Cairo. It w

the
as, therefo e of ab out the Mid-

us to learn that another •ieu^„ state, . in the sense of, not being'
°me value to

treaties in question,' should have concluded that the E
tian action

to the
was without

5. I rernazked that
°n the no one in our Parliàment w

inclusion of this paragraph in the Minister's^s^ likely to comment adversely
^"p°^t matters to take into consideration the U^^ent. We had in Ottawa in
°ther h^d, if it had not been included, there mi ht well haveStates position. On the
^e^ Membe^, g ave been criticism from

6. 1
1 subsequendy had a word with the Minist

had not rnisled Clutterbuck i er on this. He said that he felt that he
^e m his n^y way. He had told Clutterbuck the line he would

public statement but that this did not bind him to any advance text, and
the Staternent he delivered did not differ in any
°r^dum he had handed Clutterbuck. The IViinister also sense from the rough mem-b^n added to forestall

orestall any that the statement had
^ of d1e celebrated y possible criticism from Quebec quarters. He reminded

Chanaq incident, of 1922. I subsequently told Chadwick that
.. ,. ,.

. ": 1 .. I . , .
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SECTION B

ISRAËL : EXPORTATION D'ARMES

ISRAEL: EXPORT OF..ARMS}. .

^ --Note du" sous-secrétaire d'Étât aux Affaires extérieures
• r ^ ' ' ", " ; pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires "extérieures ! "

WESTERN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

the paragraph had been included to make the statement as widely acceptable in all
political quarters I in Canada as possible.,' He wanted his enquiry to : be treated as
quite informâl and he didn't- want:too much importance to be attached to it

7. I understand that the above does not cover the whole story and that, in fact, our
Cabinet had insisted on knowing the United States- position before it was prepared
to agree to a statement giving'any measure of support to the United Kingdom. I did
not, of course, tell Chadwick this. Otherwise,it.would simply have confirmed what
I-think.is Liesching's suspicion that the final paragraph of the Minister's statement
should be. regarded as; a,conditional on the Ameriçan; attitude indicated two
paragraphs above.

'8. I asked Chadwick whether South Africa had yet made any, public statement
indicating : its ` support of the _ United Kingdom, remarking that _South Africa was
vitally, concerned in the Suez , Canal, at , least - as much as Australia and New Zea-
land: He said that the South Africans did not intend, to make any public, statement.
He read me a telegram in. which the South Africans said that, not being parties to
the treaties in question, they were not directly concerned,.but, went on to stress the
great importance they attached to the, maintenance of the existing defence facilities
in, the Canal zone. I learned, subsequently from Mr.. Campbell that we had received
a letter from the South African High Commissioner here to this, same effect.

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Secretary of State for. External Affairs

. ''^ . . . ^^ .,. :r. ; .,..

^ ^ t: • i i , + [Ottawà]; May 9, 1SéCRBT 951
., . , ^. ,' . .. . `^'.... - . .. ^... .. .. ..'.; u^.;A^ .. . ,._^,i, .;^` .. '. , _ ... . . . .

'; . ;^ï ; ' '• '
'i►R

'
MS 'FOR ISRAEL

In February the Canadian Commercial Corporation requested pérniission W
quote to a private firm representing the Government of Israel on the supplY of fiftY

25' poûnder guns together with 50,000 rounds of ammunition. It was determined
that neither the guns nor the ammunitioti could be supplied by.the Departrnent of
National Defence, Canadian Arsenals Limited or Crown Assets Disposal Corpora-

tion'. - The ` Cânadian Commercial= Corporation .advised • the firm thât a'quotation
could not begiven

2. The Consul General of Israel in Montréal wrote `tô us on April 4th requestinS a
quotation on twenty five guns of the same calibre with 25,000 rounds of ammu'i
tion and accessories. This new request was based on the Consul General's behef

a
f
n
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that during the'past few months 'changes had taken place in Canada's - armaments
supply position which would now permit a quotation to be made. The question of
availability

was explored and we are informed by the Department of. National
Defence that the army is not prepared, at the present time, to reduce its stocks of
these guns, ammunition and accessories, and by the Department of Defence Pro-
duction that the material requested is not available from current production and it is
not anticipated that it will be in the foreseeable future.

3.
The Joint Intelligence'Bureau of the Department of National Defence had no

objection to a quotation; but this was beforé the recent flare-up on the Israeli-Syrian
border. It has been our practice to consult Washington and London before approv-
ing exports of arms to the Middle East. We have not done so in this case because of
doubts regarding availability, which we thought should be clarified first.

'. 4. We do nofusually give our reasons for refusing an ex port permit applicationpermission for a quotation, and, unless you otherwise instruct us, we propose to or. letthe Consul General of Israel know that we are unable to submit a q otation-at the
present time, nor is it expected that we will be in a position to do so in the foresee-able future 37

917.

SECRET

^., • ^
A.D.P. H[EFlvEy] .,,

DEA/50000-B-40
Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affairesires extérieures

Memorandum from Secreta o State for External Affairs
tô . Under-Secretàry

f.
of State for External AffQirs"-' , .; • .

Dave Crôll came in to see me todaÿ about some borilb ô
ombs,

j u51
that i r

August
Israel16.38

regard to the proposed order for 20,000 b théré did not se
said

be any Political objection, `as these are anti-tank weapons ànd; therefô em to me toin character: ` defensive
He also asked

said that whether it would be possible to get 25 25-ound
as the nümber was small, I could see no li ' p

ers. Here again I
I

made it clear, however, that in both the aboveocases l there
objection'.

hconsiderations'which wôuld make it impossible to meet the g t be supply
was a mâttér ttie . .. ,. Israeli request. That

I thi y would have to take up with the appropriate Department.rilcthat on
able quantities of general grounds we should not be reluctant now to supply reason-
for defenc^é. ^s to Israel on, the usual condition that they would be used only
relations The Israeli Go' vernment is working more closely with the U.K., their

are bettër, while, on the other hand, the relations with Egypt are detèriô-
'^^ .7^^ ^ . -. . _ .. .. . . ^ • • .` ^ -^ ^ . .

"Note mazginâle :%ly^ginal note:
'B Dav approved "for" IVlinister May 9 A.D.P.H[eeneyl

Croll, dé ûtE 1
David Croll p ^^ral (Toronto-Spadina)., LiberallVLP. (Toronto-Spadina).
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, rating; rapidly. It may ^well be that before long Israel will be in, closer association
} with the North Atlantic powers than at present, and , become an important base of
operations.

918. 1 1

' Present:

The Minister of Finance (Mr. Abbott),
The Minister of National Defence (Mr. Claxton), -
The Minister of Defence Production (Mr. Howe),

[Ottawa], August 30, 1951

The Prime Minister (Mr. St-Laurent), in the Chair;

The Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. Pearson
The Minister of Justice (Mr. Garson).
The Secretary (Mr. Eberts),
The Military Secretary (Commodore Rayner).

VI. SALE OF GUNS TO ISRAEL

The government had refrained from making offénsive weapons available to

40. The Minister 'of National Defence.' said that there ' had 'been "an'enquiry as to
whether the government would sell Israél 25-pounderguns from stocks. Twenry-
, five were desired in the first instance.
s.. The Army had a considerable stock which, as the Standing Group had been tôld
some time ago, it was intended to transfer to European NATO countries as U. S:

;, type replacements bécane , available. Neither the Standing Group; nor, the, NATO
countries had taken any action to suggest allocation of thé first 144 guns that would
be available for release on September 1 st, 1951, and his department considered that

` at least 56 of this number were available for ttansfér to Israel if that was considered
desirable as a matter ôf pôlicjr: '

areas'of actual or potential 6nfGct and, as a stâte of war existed between Israel and
Egypt ^̀  at least in thé lattë`r's vïéw `= Israel and the neighboiiring Arab states had

been regarded as falling ' within this category. ',
He and the Secretary of State for External Affairs felt that a relaxation of NS

.,'.. , . ., . ,. _ . . _ _,,
to Israel was no* perhaps` warranted: With:the Arab wôrld in apolicy with respect

.

" state 'of internal unrest and môunting anti-Western hystêria,° Israel was emerging as
the one stable element in the area. The United Kingdom had been exploring the
possibility of mutual security arrangements with Israel of the type it bas -th ee é
tain Arab states and which the latter mi ght abrogate. Possibly Israel would ^sw°

the role in Western defence of the 'southern pivot in plans for the defence of t^e

Extrait dû'procès-verbal dé la; réunion'.
du Comité du Cabinet Sur la'défense

Extraçt from Minutes of Meeting
of Cabinet Defence Committee
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Mediterranean and Middle East regions. Further, as the Middle East might have to
unite for defence and arms furnished to Arabs or Jews would strengthen the area as
a whole, it was perhaps reasonable to take the risk of arms being used by states in
the area against each otheT. It would be unwise to discriminate between Israel and
the Arab states in the supply of arms:

There were,. thus, no 'objections, on grounds 'of availability or advisability, to
selling twenty-five 25-pounders from stocks to Israel.

An explanatory memorandum was. circulated.

(Memorandum, Ministers . of National Defence and External Affairs, August
29th, 1951, "Sale of guns 'to Israel" - Cabinet Document D-298) f'

41. Mr. Claxton thought that it might be desirable tô explore the proposal infor-
mally with the U.K. and U.S. 'authorities before the guns were promised to Israel.

42. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that the United Kingdom andthe
United States frequently took similar action without consulting Canada, and

thought it sufficient to notify them that it had been decided to sell the guns to Israel
in case they had any observations to make.

The small'number 'of guns involved would not 'constitute any significant threat
to the Arab states, and Israel could, of course, be asked to give' an assurance that
they would not be used for purposes of aggression. In any case E
country chiefly responsible for the continued unrest in the area. The Unpted King-dom
dom had for some time been well satisfied with its relations with Israel.

43. The -Prime Ministér'
said that possession by Israel of additional arms should

have a stabilizing effect in the area. He doubted that it had any aggressive
intentions.

44• The Minister ôf Defence Production said that he thought it would be'reasona-
blé to sell the guns at replacement cost.

45. The Committee, ,after further discussion, noted the report of the Ministers of
National Defence and External Affairs and agreed that:

(a) the U.K.. and U.S. authorides be notified in confidence that'it was lanned to
sell twenty-f ve; 25-pounder guns to Israel from stocks; and 'p

(b) unless the U.K. or U.S. authorities then offèred unfavôurable commentsthose
concerned be advised that the, government was prepared to sell these. guns at
replacement cost.
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DEA/50000-B-40

:"Note du chéf de la Direction'européenne
pour le sous-secrétaire' dÉ'tat, suppléant aciac Affaires extérieures39

Mémorandum from Head; European Division, ^'
to Deputy.Under-Seeretary of State for External Af,j`'airs39.

:.
SECRET [Ottawa], September 12, 1951

I attach a revised version„ of, the, memorandum prepared in Economic Division
ôn : the export of arms to Israel; explaining more fully the political reasons for rec-
ommending a relaxation of the policy which has * been observed to date, viz., to
refrain from making offensive weapons available to' âreas' ofconflict or possible

• conflict.40 '
J.B.C. W[ATKINS]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] -, . . ,
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary, of State for. External Affairs

WESTERN EUROPE AND TM MIDDLE EAST

pour le secrétaire dÉ'tat aux Âffaires extérieures
.. . _ . . ,.. ., , .. .

.;SECRET

to Secretary of State for External Affacrs

[Ottawa], September ,.13, 1951

EXPORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL

The Canadian. Commercial Corporation has referred to us the request of Sumac
Industries Limited, agents of the Governinent Of Ysiael,` to piuctiase 20,000 bombs,
PIAT, H.E. RDX/TN T 50/50 Mark 4. L/N, valued at $129,540.00. Permission to
give aI quotation on these bombs was granted on Aügust.7th:

2. The Joint Intelligence Bureau of the Departmént of National Defence has been
` cônsulted. The, Army. is' unable to say to what extent this order' might refleCt a
stockpiling programmé and does not know what stocks of bombs of this nature are

, "^;1^ . . .,, . . ' . : . ' . . -: : .. • . ^, .

Une note écrite à la main a été jointe à cette note JA hand-written note was attached to this memo-
randum:
Sept 11/51 Mr Reid:
The previous memo [not located], which you sent back to us, deliberately refrained from ^e o^er
mendation. The difficulty is that most officials doubt the desirability of this ezport• On
hand the Minister has indicated in a similar case that he approves, and this policy was recently
approved by Cabinet Defence Committee (see para[graph] 5 of attached memo).
Some weeks ago, when this same consignment was being considered, not for export but for quota'

tions, a memo went to the Minister without a recommendation. However, it may be a bad preC^nt
to follow. I attach a new memo. A.F.W.P[lumptre].,

40 Note
Reid, As the memo now reads, it looks rather as if a change of policy is involved• ^b^et

has only delegated authority to our Minister in cases "which raise no new questions of policy 01
important political considerations." In view of the decision of Cabinet Defence Committee' 0
memo to the Minister is probably O.K. but I thought I'd better call this point to your attention
A.F.W.P[lumptre]. Sept 12/51.
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already held by the Israelis or from what other sources they ma be
Furthermore, in the view of the y receiving some.
appears to exceed normal training requ iement

s
^aer of these bombs asked for

be considered essential to "the
maintenance of internalt hse urier^"in fact, can hardly

the Army cannot give its concurrence to the export. ty• For these reasons

3. Somewhat similar corninents were made by the Army when the views of the
Joint Intelligencé Bureau were asked with respect to the submission

the Army then said that it had no objection to a quota ^n of a quotation,
given.4. Israel is still in a staté; of,war with several of her Arab ^onneighboursbeing

and can beconsidered as an area of possible conflict. Our practice, as you know,
from ma^ng offensive weapons available to areas of c ' has been toconflict. ^ . . onflict or possible

5• However, in the recent joint recommendation
to the Cabinet Defence Co you submitted with Mr. Claxton

mmittee with respect to the sale to Israel of twenty-five
25 Pounder guns, it was stated that relaxation of the practice

offensive weapons available to areas of conflict or s of refraining from
be warrantéd in the case of Israel which is not onl be in • p° slble conflict mighty g nmg to emerge as the onlystable element in the whole Middle East , but wimportant role" in

Western defence plans forrthe Med tmch may also assume an
areas. • On the other hand, it is clear from the Standin Gr n^ and Middle Eastthat the prop°Sed Middle g °llP's recommendation

East command headquarters be set up in Egyptian terri-tory that the
Western powers are not yet prepared to abanlinks with Egypt and the Arab traditional defencestates "and replace them with

don

similar arrangementsWith Israel. It would therefore seem unwise to relax our
practiceexport of arms to Israel without according a similar with regard to the

privilegerespect to any, arms orders they, may endeavour tovilege to the, Arab states
for tins reason that the joint, memorandum to place in Canada, and it is
e^Phâsizéd that there stiould be no discriminationthe Cabinet Defence Committee

as between Israel and theArabstates in the matter of the supply of arms. I As that memor
is, of coü^eV ^e additiônal consideration that ^dum pointed out, there
som^aY have to unite to defend itself agài st the common Middle East area may
equipmènt made available either to Arabs or Jews mon enemy. All militarys^engthen the

now will therefore tend toarea as a.whole against outside aggression.6• On politiçal, grounds, therefore, there
^ngid lic would appeaz to be grounds for adopting

^ert^ Y towards both Arabs and Jews regarding the supply of arms thanbeen
7observed by the Canadian Government.• Having regard 'to the

considerations outlined above and consideringon ^e `^Y's i n abilit y
Po

to apprnVe the application under
excessive quantity involved, you may wish to âefe•roeVee is mainly baseds^aller quantitY --

PP the 'export of awill i^o^ ,^e
perhaps 10,000 bombs instead of the 20,000 requested. If so, Ii,

Canadlan Commercial Çorporation that this De artm
P ent has no_ , ..
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objection to the sale and export of 10,000 of these PIAT bombs to the Government
of Israel..

ESCOTT REID
for Under-Secretary of State.

: ' for External Affairs

, ï • •DEA/50000-B-40
... .

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

,[Ottawa]' September 21, 1951

EXPORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL

1. With respect to the proposed sale of twenty-five 25-pounder guns to Israel, the
Cabinet Defence Committee at its meeting of August 30 agreed that:

"(a) The United. Kingdom and United States authorities be notified in confidence
that it was planned to sell twenty-five 25-pounders to :Israel from stocks; and
-(b) . Unless the ; United Kingdom or United States authorities then offer

unfavourable'comments, those concerned be advised that the Government was pre-
pared to sell these guns at replacement cost."

2. Action was taken under (a) and thé United Kingdom and United States authori-
tie& have offered the following comments:

(a) The Foreign Office had no comment to make except that Israel had already
attempted to obtain guns of this calibre. from the United Kingdom, but that the
United Kingdom had not been able to supply them.

(b) An official 'of, the State Department ôbserved that the United States military
authorities believed Israel's military equipment position was now somewhat in
excess 'of that necessary to 'meet its needs for internal security and defence against
localized 'aggression, and that for this reason the United States. Government still
was holding up a number of export applications from Israel for military.equipment.
This official also gave us his personal opinion that an export application from Israel
for,25-pounder. guns wôuld not beapproved ,by the United States Governmerit.

3. The United Kingdom comments would appear to imply that if the guns had
beén'availablé the United Kingdom might have supplied them to Israel.

4: We do not believe that. the comments offered by the United States shôUld be
considered as "unfavôurable" within thé meaning of the Cabinet Defence Com"t'
tee decision. .There has, been at` leâst 'oné instance when 'we were told that the
United States'would not approve ari expôrt permit application similar to one^t fod
under consideration, and we learned later that they had issued an export p
an identical order placed in that country after export approval from Canada g had
been denied. Recently we informed the State Department that we were ho tes
applications from^ India and Pakistan and we were advised that the United S^
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were taking similar action.

We have since seen photostat of a
permit for one of these applications. In this case. there are Unitedited States export
stances, but no effort was made by the State Department tenuating circum-
permit.

to revoke or suspend the
5. In the light of the above and of the

ÿou jointly submitted with Mr. Claxton t the1Cabin t Defcontained in the memorandumence mmittèé, I wouldrecommend that we proceed with the sale of these guns to Isr e1.41
6. If you agreeI p, ropose that we inform the

Cthat it is authorized to negotiate the sale of twentyf e S Commercialercial Corporation
replacement cost. po unde guns to Israel, at

921.
A.D.P. H[EEMY] ,

Note, du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurespour le secrétaire d'État aux Affalres extérieuresMemorandum
from Under-Secretary of State for Extental

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
A^airs

SECRET

[Ottawa], September 26, 1951
EXPORT OF ARMS TO ISRAEL - PIATS

Colonel Croll called on Plumptre on Se tem
asked for 20 P ber 25 to ask why, when Israel had,000 Piats, this had been cut down to 10,000.

2. Plumptre said that the `decision had been taken
not really in a n at the ministerial level and he

conflictin Position to discuss it. He did, however, go so far as to saYp^_
thatentl g advice had been received on the matter in the light of whi

'Y seemed expedient to reduce the amount. He implied that ou. ch it ap
as you felt you could under. the circumstances in ettin y had gone as far
Israel on this matter. g g a decision favourable to

3. Plumptre said that he did not feel thatinformahon
he was in a position to give any: furtherbe in w^ch would have to come from yourself. Colonel Croll said htouch with you very soon, e would

4. I attach for Your convenience a copy ofand W^ch reduced ^ - . .
the memorandum which you approvèd

the amount of Piats from 20,000 to 10,000.

A.D.P. H[EENEY]
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EXPORT OF Anise TO ISRAEL
lowin a decision ofA.` airs said that fol g

15. The Secretary of State for External and after consulting U.K. and U.S.
the Cabinet Defence Committee on August 30th

'ties
25 Canadian 25-pounders had been sold to Israél from 111additionalauthon ^ uested permission to pu

The government of Israel had now req uns and 2,000 rounds ofguns
ui ment for 36 25-pounder

25-pounders, ancillary eq p
ammunition for. each of these guns. The Department of tNet^ca

National
pmentfor

pared to release from stocks the 11 guns requested and unitionthe
the full 36 guns. There were insufficient stocks, ho250 ve ôundslonly bé ade avail-
requiremérits and it was suggested that a total of 17, p
able to Israel at this time: This was considered to bé adequate for present Israeli

needs. _ of the
that it would be politically advisable to meet the request

It was thou g ht •government of Israel in this matter in view, of the growing mstability in the Arab

world.
lk

An ex lanatory memorandum had been circulated.
p tate for External Affairs, Oct. 22, 1951-

Doc.

Cab.

; (Memorandum, Secretary- of State
277-51)1'

•' elt that, in the circumstances, it would be desirable to
-.= 16. The Prime Mmtster felt

shou d be taken if, at aapprove the sale of the guns, equipment and! what âcti
nition

Israel but that decision might be, deferred on wovernment placed an order with Canada for the manufactur
later date, the Israeli government . ^•.
of . additional quantities of 25-pounder ammunition. stocks at rePlac-

e uipment
17, Thé Cabinet , âfter'discussion, approved the sale

25-pounderfrom guns,
Army

ancillary q recom-
tnent cost to the government of Israel of 11 ^-Po25-pounder ammunition as
for_ 36 25-pounder guns and 17,250 he attitude to' be taken if, at a later date, the
mended and deferred decision facture in Canada of additional quant'oes of
Israeli güvernment requested the manu
ammunition.

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

October 25 , 1951.,..^.:. .- ._ , . [Ottawa],
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923.
DEA/50000-13-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État suppléant aux Affaires extérieures.
pour le premier. ministre , j,

ESCOTT REID

42 Approuvé
par ie Cabinet, le 27 novembre 1951 JApproved by Cabinet. November 27, 1951.

Memorandum from Depcitÿ Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prüne Ministe 'r .: :

ubJect to your agreement, I would propose that we inform the Canadian Com-
mercial Corporation that it may quote to the Government of Israel on the supply of
these 1500 tons of TNT, with the understanding, however, that, should a firm order
be received,'we will be consulted once again 42

SECRET
[Ottawa], November 26, 1951

The, Canadian Commercial Corporation has referred to us the request - of the
Government of Israel for permission to receive a quotation on the supply of 1500
short tons of TNT. It is most likely that if permission is granted for a quotation, it
will be followed by a frm order which, we are given to understand, might be the
forerunner of orders for about 3,000 short tons annually over the next few years.
This particular quotation provides for delivery for 500 short tons each during the
months of February, April and June,,1952.

The Department of Defence Production is considering the rehabilitation of cer-
tain explosives plants which have been 'allowed to lapse since 1945. Interim orders
of this nature would greatly facilitate the reaching of a decision in the matter, as
they'would provide work during the initial period of expansion.

The Joint Intelligence Bureau of the Department of National Defence has been
consulted and has no 'objection to a quotation being given to the Government of
Israel on this material and has indicated that it would likely approve an actual
export.

Israel is still technically an area of conflict since a legal state of war exists with
four of the Arab States. Recently, however, on the occasion of requests from Israel
for the supply of twenty-five and then eleven 25-pounder guns with ancillary
equipment and ammunition, we recommended to Cabinet a relaxation of the
existing policy of refraining from sending to areas of conflict or possible conflict
equipment or materials capable of being put to'war *purposes. Presumably this
request could receive the same favourable consideration with even more reason,
since TNT has a variety of commercial uses, and there is no evidence that it will be
used for war purposes. Even admitting that part of the 1500 tons might be so used,
the political considerations which prompted Cabinet to make an exception in the
case of the 25-pounders, viz, the desirability of reinforcing the only stable country
in the Middle East area, would apply. equally to this present application.S. .

i
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' ; ' SOVIEy•UNION AND EASTERN
RELATIONS WIHTE EUROPE

Copenhagen, March 29, 1951

FINAL IMPRESSIONS OF MOSCOW. eazs in the

On leavi

Soviet

ng Moscow after approximately two and a h^what truth there is i^
, 1.
Union, it might be useful to record a few final im

pressionsressions
should have been there either

country so vast and
the observation that to write about anCuliarl applicable to a country tWO^
ten days or ten years, however,is p Y

inconsistencies and contradictions, as the SVO ^ e iô^
Union .,

corps is
varied, so full of of the Moscow P

uired are inevitab Yyear term spent mainly in the isolated society ne o f its
barely enough to scratch, the surface. The impressions so acq eS no

less confident ^f•^s insuperficial and often, no doubt, ,
nv1 ^d^ divinéThe them

Kremarelin divulg

secrets to the diplomatic corps. AttP ecialists on Sovi
cow than in the Western press. A few• of the foenable st hem to exuact a goon ^é
Moscow develop a kind of sunence. has taught them to be undogma^c le^ons
from the atmosphere but ezpe . One of their most useful of theinterpretations and cautious in their predictions. some
is to discourage facile speculation. In this despatch I shallUnion nySePtember, 1945'
changes I have observed since arriving in the Soviet

DEA19055-B744

U chargéd'a,^j`'aires en Union soviétique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet 'Union

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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and record a few more general impressions derived mainly from conversations with
Soviet citizens in. several widely separated regions of the country.

2. All the more experienced foreign observers in Moscow warned me on. my
arrival of the futility of comparing conditions in the Soviet Union with conditions
in the West. The only valid standard of comparison was with conditions as they had
been' in Russia itself before and after the Revolution, and during the last World
War. -Rûssian soldiers who had served in Germany. and other 'centrâl European
countries had been able to compare their own living conditions with those abroad
and had been so critical on their return that it had been necessary to put on a propa-
ganda campaign to "correct" the opinions they were disseminating, but the great
masses of the people knew almost nothing of life in the West and their only stan-
dard of comparison was with what they had experienced - in their own country.
Hence the actual level on which they were living was much less important than the
direction of, the curve.

3. During the war the Soviet standard of living had declined sharply from the
level it had reached in the Thirties. This was to be expected and was accepted as
part of the côst of the war. The changeover from war-time to peace-time produc-
tion, however, seems to have'been more complicated and to have'proceeded more
slowly than had been anticipated, with the result that in 1947 there was a serious
prodûctiôn' crisis with widespread discontent. By the middle of 1948 this critical
point had been passed and the trend was again upwards. This upward trend has
gradually gained momentum and the increase in - the amount and variety of con-
sumer goods available in the shops during the last eighteen months has been almost
incredible. To the foreign observer it has been most noticeable in the appearance of
the people. Two years ago they were all so badly dressed that foreigners were con-
spicuous wherever they went, merely by their clothes. Now they attract no particu-
lar attention even-at the theatres, and the task of the militia men guarding foreign
embassies has become increasingly difficult: they can no longer distinguish their
own citizens by their clothes and are frequently embarrassed to find that they have
asked non-Russians about to enter a foreign embassy if they are not perhaps "mak-
ing a mistake". The'rapid increase in production is also apparent in the large num-
ber of new shops of all kinds and new restaurants that have opened, in the fleets of
new taxis and cars, etc. When it is remembered that heavy industry is always given
Priority; this increase is still more impressive. It has been easily the most striking
phenomenon of the last two years in the Soviet Union.

4•' Food râtioning had been dropped some time before 'I arrived, but there were
still long queues for all sorts of supplies. Now there only are seasonal shortages -
the new lemon ciop had just come in when I left, but the hens were staging their
annual spring strike

but floûr is the only important item of food that is restricted.
It is sold only twice a year before festivals which call for a high consumption of
griddle-cakes. Nobody supposes that flour is scarce, and the only probable explana-
tion is thât the State does not want people to bake their own bread or eat too manyblinis.

Together with the increase in the supply of consumer goods; there have been
three substantial price reductions in the last two years. Food, clothing, shoes, and
all sorts of everyday commodities are still fantastically high if the price is translated
into dollars at the official rate of the rouble. Many of the prices seem high also in
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obvious
terms of Soviet' wage averages . as,we •know them , but ,it

to s^
been

are spending
recently that the great majority of the people have money Pe

ost
it. In the lower income groups the explanation seems to ^ll hndnth t
negligible, that all the adult members of the family, ^g

Y employed,
very was

there are various supplements to the basic pay, of Swx a for every
I
paper

surprised to discover, for instance; that a schoolteacher paid

she marks, that a hotel maid gets a month's holiday at Sochi on buying j wellery
all expenses paid, etc. People in the higher income brackets are bi si ns
and other luxury items, . possibly as an investment. .There are . many

g g

admonishing citizens to save their money and put it in the bank, but it is likely that
most of the people who got one rouble for ten. when the currency was changed in

1947 prefer to spend
arance of-the city of Moscow itself has also improved gh^ ch^ ed

5. The 'apPe g
been replaced by

instance,
last two years. The street on which

have
stands,

and all
almost beyond recognition. The cobblestones
the'old, tumbledown houses on both sides of the streetrue of

t have been ro^ Tt
s^eetshin

they look almost like new buildingsTh ^ é`ry shabby sections, of course, but
different parts of the city. There are still Y great deal of
no doubt they will all be tackled in turn accordingand some incredibly b ad, the hous-
new building,.some of it apparently very good a
ing situation in Moscow is still unsatisfactory even by Russian stala ^^•a deiGhastmetropolitan.
ernment is now _ taking steps the .

to get permission to move
become very difficult for people living in the graded scale - at least in
to Moscow. Apartment space r is f r°i stancen is en tt ed mby law to two -rooms of
theory. A university professo ,
specified dimensions. If his wife is also doing scientific.work, ô^sa nmeriop us
additional rooms. The combination . is, a hypothetical four r of find-
kitchen, bath, etc. The only problem that remains is the purely y physicalenterpriSe may
ing the space. At present it is usually insoluble. At this p

private
one

^ment atl ^
rear its ugly head and the professor maé succeed^ lône

subletting an
hundred wh ch the ong

or seven hundred roubles a month inst who were
lessee is paying to the State. It is safe to say that even those people ^e noWthe
fortunate enough to have had a four or five room aPeseemf to be su^^ nded by
living in unhÿgienically crowded conditions, for they all is still worse, of

*• a host of poor relations. Lower down in the s ôf ^ée^lit amen's most diffice^t

problems
course, .,and the resulting congestion is one in ^e bed^since thé Y are apparently expected to reduce it. "As sooW^ f^ Y g
a proper apartment", one of ; them ^complained, their relations s hoWever, that
bugs and what can we do about it? It would be a mistake to suppose, to an Ita^^
this overcrowding is anything like the hardship to.a Rnssian family ordian• .In 110Y
or an Icelandic family, for that matter) that it wûssdan ^ould Canabear to eontem
cases it is a matter of choice. What the average Russian adu^y,

plate would be the horror, of having to live alone.. mVe^ however 8r '

6. As long as the standard of living continues e fe i
imp
me. The Russian r l eu

there is not likely to be acute'discontent with th g oliticid
satisfied with so little 'that it is bard for us to imagine it. On the p
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demands are still more modest. They have. never known political freedom as we
understand it, and except for a few intellectuals they have no idea what it means.
Their elections and their. Supreme Soviet, which to us seem merely an elaborate
farce, they take very seriously. Somehow or other the Government has managed to
persuade the average citizen. hat his vote is extremely important. From talking to
ordinary people, in different parts of the country I feel sure that it is this conviction,
more than the pressure from Party officials, which accounts for the large vote even
in the far northern regions where it is not easy to get to the polling stations. The
fact that they have no choice of parties or even of candidates does not seem in the
least strange to'them. It is sufficient to know that if they think a certain candidate
has not taken his duties seriously enough, they can stroke out his name on the bal-
lot.

More intelligent or better informed people'can understand that the single-party
system strikes westerners as -odd and undemocratic, but seem, content with the
explanation that the Communist Party is doing everything that could be done, or
that it is surely, more efficient to have a single party than the confusing multiplicity
of parties one -finds in a country like France, for instance. Some foreign writers
have explained that the present system in the Soviet Union is educational and that
as people become more experienced in the exercise of the franchise they will be
given more choice. There may be some truth in this, but I can see nothing at pre-
sent to indicate that ' the Communist Party plans to share its authority with anyother.

'7. In spite of the lack of opposition parties, however, the Politburo cannot entirely
disregard public opinion. There are other ways in which it can make itself felt than
in elections.

One of hem is in declining production, and to this the Politburo is
extremely sensitive. Hence the constant propaganda to explain to the masses that
what is being done is in their best interests. This is cleverly* done and is generally
successful. The ordinary citizen seems genuinely convinced that he has a share in
all the great State enterprises, and the recent announcement of the vast new irriga-
tion and power projects -has obviously fired the :p
intended to do, in all parts of the country. In hecase l of i

magination,
of

agriculture in the Ukraine in the Thirties, however, the Government did not suc-
ceed, as Stalin explained to Churchill, in convincing the farmers that it would ulti-
mately be to their advantage. Those who could not be convinced were starved out
or transported.to Siberia. But such ruthless methods are dangerous to the regime,
and if it had not been for the threat from Germany, it is probable that a more grad-
ual transformation would have been preferred. In Great Russia the Bolsheviks were
frequently forced to come to terms with recalcitrant groups and they prefer to avoid
a shoWdown if they can. However badly they may gauge Western psychology in
ô eir propagandâ efforts, it is generally admitted that they understand the s chol-
gy,of their, own people, including the non-Russian races, extremely well. A tre-

mendous effort is constantly being made, by positive and negative means,
mould Public opinion. The intensity of heefeffort lil ustrates at once the im ortan to
of the task and he difficulty of it.. P ce

8• The isolation of the Russian people is about as complete as the Kremlin intends
it to be, Soviet citizens can apparently travel to any place they wish within
boundaries of the Soviet Union 'and they are still nomadic enou h to take tlun the^ g as full
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seem to tr avel without much
advantage of this as their means be no less eager to travel'abroad but

only

countr es.means and for no good reas Y ite
very few can get exit visas even- for the neighbouring t ine su h an enormo

The

, languages; and culturesban on travel ' abroad, however, ^ i af climates, la
much less

ndscapes
f

country with such `a great variety.
than it would be in most European countries. It is about as difficult for foreigners to

' entry visas to the Soviet Union as for. Soviet citizens butlthe^ program
A

obtam
. goodtrvely few. cultural or peace delegaaa ^e^ conta cts withv'sitsthe natives must be rela-
mes are always carefully planned n and prints

ew. The Soviet press is, of course, completely controliedroduce spee hes,
what the authorities want the people to read. occasionallY they

p

articles, or diplomatic notes from abroad which come as fe surpris It°.s not easy o
'^
:
Moscow and can hardly. be less of a surprise to Sovieteneral rule. For the most part, thest,guess the reasons for these exceptions to the g
Soviet press is extremely dull. It gives a ridiculously distortedpë ^Tec ived with
and it was refreshing to find that a good deal of this nonsenseuent and insidious than its untruths,
healthy skepticism. Its half-truths are more frequent excel
and unfortunately the Western press, and especially ûô^ ns ^ôm senators and

lent
material, for the Soviet propaganda machine. Quotations

congre

ably
ssmen are popular and the most outrageous ones are almo

st
that theY caan0t

translations. Foreign radio programmes are so effe
ctively
difficultyn n other, parts of the

be heard at all in Moscow and only. with great

country.
rs in Moscow agree that the Soviet people in all pa fe edthorrib y^

in which we have had any contact with them.want peace. They su

the

9. All

last war

observe

and in the devastated reg
from lts

ions particularly are niel meets h^ lost one

effects. Their losses were enormous and almost everybody fight and fight

As Toynbeefgnbee pointsor more close relatives. In aadet é sl^e no athey wouldbellicose undoubtedly
Toy

well, but unlike the Germans
out,. they have been more aggressed against than aggressing in their hi^erv n^on

of them have experienced two Germàn invasions and th
e war of

all the vast propagandaWasmany
in their own lifetime. If thei r rulers

o rationdto convince them that their coi untnt c^
machine would be brought ^ but they are not stupid threat NO'
not the aggressor and that their cause was just, round very carefullY' han a^eat
and the Government would h^ore^ uickly around their Government
Germany would rally, , them 9

ttoriskfrom any other quarter

10.
Most observers here agree that the Soviet Government does notl

,wo
W^S

war at the present time: Whatever they can gét by other methods or byThe y
quite

e but they

they
need

couldnot occupy,

become involved, they will, of course, short ytimwhich
y Western Europe in a comp United States

well that
the

'also know that this would inevitably bring them into conflict with
the

and that their productive capacity is and will

time m uch below

industrial progre k forthat ' of the,United States. lfiey ,1rnow, ,too, that the S

made and the grea

ss thbâ have

t, industrial projects they have planned wouadWhole know ^
years if they were involved in a World War, and the people as
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just as well as the Kremlin does. It has been argued that if they, have decided that
war is inevitable it would be much more to. their advantage to have it now than
later, when Western Europe has built up its defences. This seems logical, but there
are no indications at present that they, would be willing to take the risk. As far as
çari be seen in the parts of the country open to us, it appears that just now they have
reached a low point, for them, in the number of men they have under arms. They
seem to have released a large proportion. of their older classes without calling in an
ëqnivalent number - perhaps because of the demands on manpower made by the
new indu strial projects announced last year. It'is probable that the deficiency will
soon be' made up, but if they hâd expected to be involved in war very soon, it is
unlikely that they would have released so many. It is also interesting to note that so
far as we can discover no . âttempt is being made to provide bomb shelters in large
cities liké Moscow. and Leningrad.

; :l 1. The peace campaign; • as seemed probable from the beginning, is', being
pressed to the limit. Until recently the propaganda has. been reassuring: the broad
masses of the people everywhere are opposed to war and will not permit the insti-
gators of war to plunge the world into misery again. Stalin's Pravda interview was
less reassuring. Although he said that war was not inevitable, he was not so certain
that the people might not be deceived and led into it by the instigators of war. The
more intelligent part of the population seems to have taken this as a warning and
the recent increase in the military budget must have confirmed it, nor could Stalin's
statement that their present military forces were only about half those of their
potential enemies have made them feel any more secure. In spite of this, however,
the peace campaign continues at full blast in the press and, however insincere it
may be, it is not the best preparation for a war mentality and would certainly have
t0 abe' changed if war in the near future were contemplated. For this reason it, is
important to watch closely for changes in the propaganda line.

12• The feeling of confidence so obvious last year when the Chinese Nationalists
were defeated seems to have ebbed somewhat, partly, no doubt, as a result of the
Korean war and partly, perhaps; because the Russians still do not feel very sure of
China.- From.various small pointers observed by Western diplomats here, it seems
clear that China is not regarded and does not regard itself as a satellite in the sense
that Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the rest are satellites. The Russians are
still being elaborately careful in how they handle the Chinese and must be secretly
grateful,for the circumstances which have prevented any closer relationships
betWeen the Chinese and the West. Whether they are really afraid of Mao-Tse-Tung
turning out to be another Tito, I should not venture to guess, but at least they have
not forgotten their great disappointment in Chiang Kai Shek in, 1927. It has been
suggested,,toô; that the Russians are by no means averse to having the Chinese
wear, themselves down a little, more on fighting ,the United Nations in Korea. If
having 'convinced "ourselves that Tito, although a Communist, is not such a bad
fellow.after, all, it would not strain our principles too.much to discover a few ingra-
tiating traits in Mao-Tse-Tung, (once the Korean business is settled, of course) it
would, I believe, ,worry the Kremlin as much as anything else we could do. At a
public: lecture recently the speaker asked sarcastically what the West was offering
the Asian countries, and answered it as follows:

I
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-'"Thé return, of the feudal system and the bankers; and such discredited figures as
Chiang Kai Shek, Syngman Rhee and Bao Dai, but thèse offers do not tempt the
nationalist populations of Asia." . ' : ` .

It costs the Russians nothing tô "play up nationalism in' Asia just as energetically as
they crush it'in' Eastern Europe, but perhaps this game could be made less easy for
them.

'13. 'Social conditions" in` the Far East facilitate the Soviet propaganda effort and
so, I fear, do social conditions in the Middle ' East., It may be that as the Communist
parties in Western' Europe continue to lose ground,- the Soviet Union will decide to
concentrate more on' ' Asia. It is clear that'unless , it becomes involved in war the
Soviet Uniôn will'make .vast progress in industrialization in the next few years
I.ooked at from Asia the 'progress of the Soviet • Union ' in the. last thirty years is
already sufficiently. impressive, and if it continues at the present speed it is bound
to 'influence Asian opinion more and more, unless the West can assist the Asian
countries to meet their difficult problems more rapidly and effectively than it has.. . .... .,. .

' 1.B.C. WATKINS

DEA/50170-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique , j. .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'A,,ffâirés in Soviet 'Union
to Secretary of State for Externcil Affairs

_ ; . . .; .^ ..

Moscow; April 13, 1951

SECRET.

. PROSPECTS FOR PEACE, • AS SEEN FROM MOSCOW

Since taking up my'post I have been attempting to form an opinion on this sub
ject, based on the atmosphère in Moscow, a reading of the Soviet press, and discus-
sions : with ' other mernbers of the diplomatic, corps. I have also consulted the
MilitaryAttaché and the ^ Air Attaché; some of whose views are incorporated in
paragraphs 5-8: My conclusions are only tèntative, but this interim report on what
the situation looks` like from the heart'of the Russo-Stalinist empire may be of some
interest.

' 2. The stnking thing about Moscow at the present time is its complete calm, the
absence of àny feeling of war hysteria; and the absence of any overt signs of prepa'
ration for war: Coming frôm New York this is all the more striking. I have checked
mÿ impressions not only`witti newly-arrived foréigners; but with diplomats who
have been hére for some timé: The general consensus of opinion 'is that there has
been •no organized attempt by the Soviet aûthorities to prepare the population ps i-
chologically for war in the neâr füture. They have prepared the people psycholo ut
cally to throw the entiré blame for an outbreak of war on the western poWers. B
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they have not created the impression that it is in

way •their skill in
in, propaganda, the Soviet authorities any l^nent. Of course withwithin twenty-four hours. could turn on such a campaign

'3.
One can-ar gue, of course, that the propagande line was

within twentÿ-four hours,'and that the Soviet changed in Jùne, 1941
ing the correct atmosphere for wagin w.. authorities had no difficulty in creat ^which an y

On the other hand the situation was oney Russian could understand with but little help from t
Whether it would be so easy to convince the average he ro ^ a
to defend his homeland in Korea or some other distantRussian that he was fighting
any case up to now the Soviet authorities have not attemste t I am not s0 sure. In
logical atmosphère which it seems to me p'
draw their P d to create the psycho-psycho-people into war. would be necessary if they intended to

4• The Soviet press continues to belabour the West,
even we have come in for a good dealthe fo

^ Particularly the United States,
rm of articles describing how the ruling abu se

try out to the usually inles of Can^t month -American warm°n ers• ada have sold the coun-coun-vicious than it was four g The propaganda is perhaps more virulent and
years ago, but I do not think it can have any new effect onthe Soviet reader, whose senses must' be pretty rn

flow of abuse: Perhaps the average Russian is s uch dulled by the uninterrupted
Soviet propag^da, but from a month's readin lled in detecting a new line in the
parison with that of four years a o I g°f the press, and a superficial com-^ection. g cannot detect any great change of emphasis or

5• The second striking thin about
prépazàtion.' This is g Moscow is the Jack of any overtsigns of war
waz prepazedness probably not so important in a country perinanentlY geared to
change it is in a country'like or
hange would result from the conversion to a own• Comparatively little outward

some sigriificant changes would doubtless a sh^ting war. If war were i
would be less obvious. u PPeaz, but it ma imminent
than those Which to the actual moment of the commencement aof the signs

hich one would see in a peaceful coun hO°^ng6.
Nevertheless in Moscow itself, now a city o ^ rapidly converting to war.

there appe^• to be none of the signs which f perhaps seven million inhabitant
^'defence is â subject about whi h nothin °ne would look for even here. Passivebelieve that thé

g has been published and it is difficult t

with-out some Sort of training or guidance, and there is no evidence at'the ^
moment thatps are being taken in this respect.

none undef construction. There appear to be no air-raid shelters, an
Me^o system' There is a difference of opinion about the dmuch.would ^'a shelter against air attack. In the opinion of the Miadequacy of the
wlnerable need to be done to make it useful. The present enLtacy Attaché
additio from the air and many emergency entrances would rances are veryn, . the
Attache Metro system covers only a limited portion of have to be built. In
entl ^n^' hOwever, that by using the trac tOwn• The Air

in the last w^• k^nnels themselves, as was aacc Y
o^ done

odated. + a fair percentage of the population couldpb
7• As be

sites l regards anti-aircraft defence,
^ated on the outski there are some thirty (estimated)

rts of Moscow -- not a formidable numbe butain the
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opinion of the Air_ Attaché a not insignificant defence.,The number does not appear
to have changed during the past year.: From the, location and calibre of the guns in
those positions which are known it is probable that they are not intended for more
than the inner perimeter defences. Both Service Attachés think,there must be more
and heavier. calibre guns situated furthér out from the built-up area, and in restricted
areas, to serve as the outer perimeter defences. One cap see such heavy: anti-aircraft
guns in a large park on the, outskirts,of the city where equipment is being concen-
trated in preparation for the May 'Day parade. :.

8.- In Leningrad, I am told, new anti-aircraft installations have been sighted, but
the : air. defences of the city. do not appear to' be complete, and little has been
observed in the way of . anti-aircraft installations in other cities.. The Service
Attachés are of the opinion that if war were expected in the immediate future there
would be more evidence of the strengthening : of the anti-aircraft defences than
there is at the present. At the same time the Russians,no doubt count on the general
superiority.in total numbers of Soviet aircraft over those of the western powers to
be able to make available : large, numbers of fighters for the defence of cities like
Moscow which are a comparatively. great : distance from the frontiers., This is
reflected in the considerable numbers of fighters on the aerodromes near Moscow.

9. Admiral Kirk, the United States Ambassador, said to me that on his recent visit
to Washington he told the officials in the Pentagon that he found no more signs of
preparation for an air attack than in Washington, and considerably less than in New
York. He considers it inconceivable that the Russians would launch a war without
making some provision for the 'protection of Moscow and its inhabitants, for two
reasons. First, the, city is too important for. the economy and government of the
country to risk its destruction from the air. And secondly, in spite of the callousness
of, the Soviet authorities to human life, they, could scarcely be indifferent to the
destruction or disablement.of the most capable portion of their population.

10. Apart from the absence of obvious physical and psychological preparations
for war, there is the fact that the Russians have done a great deal of building in the
years. I have been away, and ; are still working on a large number of grandiose
projects for the embellishment of:Moscow: They are very proud of the new build-
ings and improvements and it seems to me curious that they would continue to
work so hard on these peaceful projects if they plan on a war in the near future.
Furthermore there is a relatively, large, quantity of consumer goods in the shops and
no, apparent signs of hoarding. Such things as. bicycles, motor-cycles, television
sets, upholstering materials and other luxury goods are for sale at not unreasonable
prices and there is no obvious indication that the number is likely tobe reduced.

11. All this information is rather vague and inconclusive but it all helps to form
bits of the puzzle and should not in my opinion be neglected. `

^ 12. Finally, I shoûld like to report' the views of some of the better-informed for-
eign diplomats on the possibility of maintaining peace. The most pessimïstic view,
that of Dr.' Radhakrishnan, the Indian Ambassador,` which I have reported sep
rately in my despatch No. 151 of April 6,t is definitely a minority opinion. Bnefly,
he thinks that the Russians attach great importance to the question of a Four-Power
conference and. will, consider the willingness of the West to reach an agreem
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with the U.S.S.R. as a touchstone of their intentions.. if the conferencè
thinks the Russians may very well conclude that since the West d fails, .he
use its néw:armaments for diplomacy, then it intends to wage intend to

war; °esand notthe Russiansmay, decide to forestall this by attacking at a time when they are relat'
13.

The'United Kingdom; French; United States and I• lvelysuperior.
.Most

minor pundits here all believe, however, that the Russians ^earsadors and
making ^,yaz. in me near future. Ad no intention

bling around for some kind of a solution to th
Kirk

e impasse.the Soviet leaders are fum-fum-inely
inelY worried ; about, the dangers, of the situation but are not thinks they are genu-

sure how to go abouta détente, or in fact on what points they wish to give way in
'a compromise: order to reach

14.
The French 'Elmbassador, M. Chataigneau, thinks this year at least will bespent in pourparlers

of one sort or another, an opinion
David Kelly. Both think the Russians are worried by the s Zé^ch is shared by Sir

ofhas grown.up in North America and Western Europe, but that the opposition that
as some people suggest, at least not to the extent of eacteymg

are not so
impulsively tothe continued growth of Western strength. The

panic-
stricken

equally does not fear a wâ,r start^ b y Ambassador, M. Brosio,
when western re- Y the U.S.S.R. in 1951 or 1952. After that,
reallannament has reached its height, is the period he foresees as

y dangerous, principally because in his view the Euroable very long toi stand the strain of su Pean economy will not be
110t think the Russians are likely to launch a wagr even standing armies, But he does

15. Another minori under very great provocation.
Minister t3' opinion may be of interest to you - that of the Finnish,

Mr. Sundstrôm. He has been in Moscow since Se temberRknows country well. Though not a member of th

e

p 1945, and
and his views are often slightly suspect. OnthisI uest ôt Party, he is pr0-

he has to say is not unimpottant. He frankl scoffs a t n^ however, whatfrightened by Western re- y t the idea that the Russians are
in. their stren th ^^ent. In his opinion the Soviet leaders are confidentg

and ability and are not particularly worried by United States re-
a^entwhich= they exploit for. propaganda pu oses but

Y on the basis of Marxist economics (see my despatch No. 137 they "plain^eY ^;e more 29).j^co worried by the prospect of German re-armament but of
they doMarch not yetnsider it a serious menace to the Soviet state. (I shall

°n this subject in a subsequent des atch. ( be writing at greater lengthencouraged b P ) At the same time they have been greatly
blé écônô Ythe increase of Cornmunist strength in China, and by the. consiU^o . ^c recovery. of the ' U.S.S.R, deraTherebut
d Mr. Sundstrain thinks that on the wholevth Sen set-backs forthe Soviet
ènt that ^ey, ^yould be able easil oviet leaders are still cônf-

WOUId launch a waz y to'repel any invader. He does not believe the
^è West '

,
but equally he does not think they are particularlt

16, " may attack them. Y afraid tha
The thofte eory of, Mr. Sundstrdm cannotri,: •^:^^ .

be dismissed off-hand. We tend tooI^mk, to assume that theestern Russians are fri htenedyV E^o^ g of North, American and
talist at^ck^ ^an military Power, and n1ight decide to forestall the inevitable ca i-on ttieU.S.S.R. by p^Y èdge; If themselves attacking while they had a..Mr.,rèlative rrnli-

Sundstrbm is correct, the Russians do not want a major war, and

,.c
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are sufficiently confident in their own strength that they can afford to let the West
re=arm if it wishes. From then on the wèight of re-armament would gradually force
the collapse 'of the economies 'of the Western European countries; and create the
conditions necessary for the overthrow of capitalism withôut the risk of war. If the
West should eventually be so foolish as to attack the U.S.S.R. then the latter is fully
competent.to handle the situation.

17. To conclude, therefore,. the balance of the evidence, and the consensus 'of
opinion, here, is that,'barring some unforeseen event, the Russians are not planning
.on an outbreak of general war in'the near future. This does not take into considera-
tion the possibility of further "limited" wars à la Korée, a*question which I shall
not go into in this despatch. I shall try to gauge the feeling in Moscow on this
subject from time _to time,, and .let you know if I detect any important changes.
- .. . ' . R.A.D. FORD
1....,, .

926. DEAl7802-40

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures,

..

.:Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union .
to Secretary of State for External A,^airs

DESPATCH 781 Moscow,, November 28, 4951

^ , - . .. ,
,SECRET
6: ,... . . ' . . . , . , ^ . . . . . . . . . , ,

Reference:. My despatch No. 735 of November.,15, 1951.t
^ , . . , . ^ ..

SOVIEt FOREIGN POLICY
ant1. -In'my despatch under reference Igave my interpretation of the import,

speech by Beria on the 34th Anniversary of the Russian Revolution: In this des-

patch I should like to review briefly recent trends in Soviet foreign pohcy as they
, , .appear to 'me in Moscow.

' 2."I have'had several recent discussions with the United Kingdom and United
States Embassies on this subject and it might be'useful first to outline the way,they
are currently thinking: The United Kingdom Embassy is inclined to believe that the

Beria speech and the attitude adopted by' the Soviet delegation at the General

Assembly in Paris indicate that` the Soviet'!authorities have now abandoned com-
pletely the idea`of tryirig new tactics in ordér to attempt a lessening of international

tension with the aim of slowing down Western rearmament. In the United Kingdom

view the Soviet authôrities have reverted unconditionally to their pre-June, 1951,
•

s
line of an all-out diplomatic and propaganda attack on the Western power.'

,";{"A! tOfficials ' of the , United States Embassy admitted that they have not done a

review of Soviet foreign policy since last Jul . 11ey defend this on the ground that
one'was hardly required sPnc Soviet policy is fairly predictable. This does not h^
ticulârly- surprise ,me, in view of,the fact that the United States Embassy anddreached a rather low ebb• as ^ far as experts in Russian -affairs 'are concerne,
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and Vishins Y> before

most . of the 'present staff have their minds firmlÿ , made up about

t
country,I think it is rather unfortunate the Embassy has no-one a

a real knowledge and understanding of t this moment wit
"4 As regards the British thesis, I have nold

feelers a few months ago to see how tactics int ndet the Russians were putting out
d"vvould be received. Thé reaction in the West probably lconvm

'ced theni
international

that
tension

tactics were premature since the U.S.S.R. was not then re ar
anyconcessions to the West. It seems

such

to me the United Kingdomantermpr ^^tion •actualever, is a little too categorical, particularly when one recalls that t ► how-
prèpâred to go a great deal farther than the rest of us last su he British were
the U.S.S.R. would adopt a change of tactics.* ^er in predicting that

5•
How then can one interprefthe "tough" line taken b

month; and the series of notes to the United States',' UnitedBe^a and Vissky this
N°^aY, Turkey, Egypt and the other countries `of the N Ki'ngdom, Fr^nce; Italÿ;
extremely truculent and uncompromising? The British answe azsEast' all of them
have abandoned any hope of a more friendly attitude achiev• that the Russians

6. Superficially this certainly seems to be the case, but I wond ^^^ng^
be another explanation. In the West we are convinced that er if there may not
tion of strength before we can negotiate successfull ^,yith t we must build u
Russians ma y the Russians, I ^nk theY be following a similar line of reasonin
of ground in the last year and a half; and they rnay ^et They have lost a good deal
create :at least the illusion of strength, both internall

y
reason that they must

attempting to reach a settlement with the West. If looked and externall

ky speeches and the threats to other countries fall into lthist, the Beria
pattern.?' In other words, the return to a policy of "fear"

August 22, 1951)t may be only tempor (cf, my despatch Noary, 498 of
the PsYchological atmosphere the Russiansaconsider nehave as its aim the creation of
w^ch they must know they would have to give more than they for discussions in
logic in the argument that some time or another the U. hey received. I think the
carry its present foreign policy through to its logical conclusion must either decide to
new tactics aimed at restoring more normal relations with the of war, or to adopt
ing down Western rearmament and possibly s littin Western world, slow-
strong. It must be admitted, however, that it i s the lo ic of aestern alliance, is pretty
himself in the position of a Russian, and this g westerner trying to put
past. ,.. , has often proved fatally wrong in the

8.
The very brief and clums t whic .' . 1. .,su^eT y ry h the Russians gave the second tactic last

might indicate that it was agreed to only reluctantly and probabl
any real conviction. In any case the San Franc' sco Y without
^o^e very beginning of their experiment, if su ch itC^, rence forced the Russians

^ng traditional Bolshevik tactics'ât the conference ' to choose between aban-there w^ , or their new tactics, and
never really any chance of their turning from Bolshevik princi les. '

gôvernme opponents in Soviet councils of "a '^ probably pents of the Western PPe^ement
argue that thecies, and that the p°We^ are irrevocably committed to anti-Soviet poli-res^lt attem No^ Atlantic bloc cannot be shaken by 'direct methods. As a

Pts to slow down rearmament or split the Western alliance b y policies
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admonitions. IR.A.D. FORn] .
,.c .. . .,. .^., ^

waste of time.influencing governments : âre a
me. The

of the We ple acting asaimed masses P
achieved is by threats and direct action by the great

ntality
kind of reasoning is, I of a ^olicy of appease^on their governments. Thisbrakes Otherwise the logimP

appeal to„ the Soviet Marxist me.ment seems to me overwhelming, and particularly more when there is some possi-
for the Russians to achieve the aims they surely, areaftlebr.e

^longer
e less likelitblhty the West v be,

off the adoption of such a policy, thestronger, policy of a ase-
hood they have of achieving any of their aims. In other sw owing down rearmament
ment by the Russians now might possibly succeed

of a asement after. the West has

and - splitting the Western alliance. A policy P^
rearmed would be purely a defensive measure to prevent an onutriht attack on the

attack them, the
Soviet Union. if, however, they are convinced the West wint in the West islreater,

sians, mi ht prefer to wait until the burden of réarmamthe process of ecoRus g. a policy of, appeasementan d then launch
in order to accelerate

nomic disintegration in the West. th at Soviet foreignl policy at the moment has
10. To sum up, it seems to me lic of a easement;
(a) temporarily aban doned the po y PP htening the

to a tough line vis-à-vis the West with the aim cessnof consolida-• (b) returned
weaker members of the Western alliance,-' a its ex ens on ein

pro
into the Near East; .'°

tion of the North Atlantic bloc in Europe th, articularly vis=à-vis
(c) attéinpted to create the feeling of a situ of a of asenient w en it feels the psY-

its own people in order to return to a poli y PPe
ssibly next Spring.

chological moment has come, po work and I submit my conclusions with the usual
11. This, of course, is just gue

ares extérieures
Note du sous secrétaire d'Etat adjoint aux ALf i

for Exte^l Affairs
Under-Secretary of 01"M

Memorandum by Assistant

:. . [Ottawal; M^ch l^ }951

. . : ..^..^QCSECRET
G 'MEEZ7NG OF THE COUNCIL OF FOREIGN Mll^'^="•- CounCil

MIN
'

FORTHCO
• e coming Four-power talks in the eraüons

Before approaching the sub,lect of th eneral con ationalworth putting on paper a few g
of Foreign. Ministers, it may be, h^e of the internult^e-

concerning negotiation wi âfé âtem•
U.S.S.R. g Into the

follow ;
present p

two lines of Policy war and on
crisis, the Western powers p ing to wage a defensive
ously. On the one hand we are actively piepar
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the otherwe are still pursuing negotiations aimed at staying off such a war: The
Russians, for their part, appear to be pursuing a similar.double policy. While no
doubt they are preparing for war, they do not seem to have entirely abandoned the
hope of gaining their objectives by out-manoeuvring the West round a conference
table.

2. From the'point of view of the Western democracies, this duality in policy
presents difficult, problems and leads to inevitable and sometimes dangerous con-
-tradicdons. One policy is apt to get in the way of the other. In their attempts to
arouse their peoples to a more urgent sense of the danger of the international situa-
tion, governments may heighten the very tension which they seek to mitigate by
;negotiation. On the other hand, by entering into negotiation, the Western govern-
ments run the risk that their populations may be lulled into the belief that the dan-
ger is past and that, no great efforts or sacrifices are needed.

3. The likelihood of a false sense of security, arising from negotiation with the
Soviet Union is not perhaps at the moment a pressing problem. For the. tension has
now become so heightened between the Soviet Union and the Western world that
any fruitful negotiation is almost excluded. Indeed, the real danger is that.we may
have passed the point at 'which genuine negotiation is possible. This increasing
,improbability 'of finding a basis for negotiation is in turn-paitly due to our apprecia-
tion of the increasing imminence of war: Questions which even a'year ago might
have been the subject of negotiation have now to be excluded from compromise
because they are seen primarily from the strategic point of view. For example, until
quite recently it might have been possible for the United States* to envisage a com-
Prômise over Formosa, but at present; when the United States estimates that war
..with Communist China may be imminent, they are unwilling to take any chances
over a strategic position which might be valuable to them in war. Similarly, on the
Soviet side, there will 'be an increasing unwillingness to make any ' concession
which their nlilitâry advisors disapprove. When both sides are thinking in terms of
.all nnpending war, no serious progress is likely to be made in negotiation. For this
rea'son; if negotiation is to be successful, it may have to be preceded by a relaxation
in the present strained relations between the Soviet Union^ and the Western
democracies.,.

4• This' pessimistic estimate'of the possibility of successful negotiation at the pre=
sent time may not apply in full measure to negotiation with China over Far Eastern
Prôblems, Tbere, other considerations 'are involved - in particular, the possibility
that Peking may have interests opposed to those of the Kremlin. It is applicable
pnmarilY, to negotiation with 'the Soviet Union over European problems.

5-.Apart from negotiations limited either to the Far East on the one hand or to
Europe on the other, there are from time to time suggestions that there should be
negotiations on the world situation at the highest level - i.e., Truman-Stalin-Attlee
talks. Such talks would probably be sterile or even dangerous at the present time.
,They Might be contemplated in one of. two sets of circumstances. First, they. might
takdplace in thé unlikely `event that preliminary negotiations with Peking over the
Faz East or over Europe in the Council of Foreign Ministers had attained a certain

...,^e^^, é. of 'success , so that the international tension was relaxed and the ground..^.,.
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. prepared for a top' level review of the world situation. Even in that event the princi-
ple shoûld; be steadily . maintained that Far Eastern questions should 'not be dis-
cussed with the'Soviet Union in the absence of Communist China. Otherwise the
Soviet Union, would speak for China, thereby increasing the dependency of Com-
munist China on the U.S.S.R.

6. Alternatively, top level meetings might result from an evident and immediate
threat of war - e.g., an East German attack on Berlin or a satellite attack on Yugo-
slavia., There might be widespread public support in the Vesc for a last gasp
'attempt at direct negotiation with Stalin. It is highly unlikely that a negotiation in
such an atmosphere would be productive. :
.=-7. To turn from the hypothetical consideration of negotiations with the Soviet
Union,: the United Kingdom, the United States and France are faced with the early
prospect of negotiation over European problems with, the Soviet ^ Union in the
Council of Foreign Ministers. .The chief purpose of this paper is to attempt some
estimate of the objectives of the Soviet Union and the Western powers in entering
upon this negotiation and the possibility of achieving a successful compromise.

Soviet Objectives
{ 8. The paramount Soviet motive. in demanding Foür-Power talks probably is the

prevention of West German reârinament. The Soviet means for attaining this end
has already been publicly disclosed. Ifisrtô propose a unified and neûtralized Ger-
ïnany, from which all Occupation troops have béen withdrawn: If the Soviet Gov-
ernment could - achieve this. result, '. their maximum objective would have been
attained. To gain this end, they might even be willing to make what are often called
."genuine concessions", such as the acceptance of free and secret elections through-
jout Germany. It might indeed seem worth their while to do so, even at the cost of
losing their grip on the, East German zoné, when one considers what the position of
,a unifed and neutralized German governnient would be. It is true that if elections
were free the German Commntust Parliârnentaryrepresentation would be relatively
smaUAt would; however, be more powerful than the West German CommUllst
Pârty is-today in relation to the Bonn Government. Moreover, it is quite doubtful
whether the present Adenauer Government would survive all-German elections.
Some new and weaker combination, less committed to the West, might come into
office:' The' West German politicians who have publicly accepted the principle of
German rearïnament and alignment with ` the West would inevitably be weakened
and 'discredited if . the principleF of a ° neütralized Germany were accepted. In thi's
connection it should be emphasized that the West German Government; with
encouragement froni the Western Occupying Powers, have already
thémselves very explicitly to the ` `proposition that the neutralization of Germ^Y
would mean the absorption of Germany, into the Soviet bloc.
,'.9, In the event of the neutraliZation of.Germany, the German masses, the E0t
instinctive respect for power as such, might be expected to turn towards
and 'away from the West, which they would feel had retreated in the face of Soviet
pressure and abandoned its' German supporters. A weak, unstable, inexperienc^
Germân Government would be installed in Berlin. The very fact that it was in Ber-
lin and no longer in Bonn would be a physical symbol of the shift of German onen-
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to

tation 'from West to East. Such a government
continuous Co would, of cours

tomrnunist pressure within Germany and Soviet e' be
pressure subjupon

ected
GermanŸ• It might take some time for this unified and neutralized

Germanythe Soviet sphere of influence but its direction. would be charted to drift
of its creation. If there was an y from the dayco ld al y doubt about its eventual destination the Russiansuways Play their winnin card _g the offer to return the'lost Eastern territo-ries to Germany in exchange for German

Y's entry into the Soviet bloc. The Kre ^
lin

would, of course, have no hesitation in making such an offer and would have n mo
regard for the promises they have made to the,Poles. Thus the hist '
of Poland for the benefit of Russia and Prussia would once agalnbeonc martyrdom
Soviet influence would extend to the re-enacted and
manpower finally attached to the Soviet rb t,wlth German indust ry
Quai d'Orsay ever since the conclusion of This has been the nightmare o thethe lt10. As such a developinent would so obvio

su ch
i t w

ar.
usl^fi

Govérnment cannot have much anticipation that the t he Russian book, the Soviet
Western Powers woulda proposition: They tn acceptay, however, hope, as a resulttiation; to

make some' progress towards this eventual ^e forthcoming nego-
achieve a psychological victory . which might be important in

They could hope to
German opinion so: as to make the attainment of this almortant n softening up West
they might do if theycould convince the West German easier in the end. This
Government had put fon^vard sincere roPopulation that the Soviet
democratic lines and for the withdrawal of all occu

pation
proposals for the unification of Germany on

troops.this trick at the last meeting of the Council of Foreigps' It is true that they
and on that occasion the West German people did not res nMlnisters on Germany
the Soviet Government, . as has already been su este ^ d• This time, however,much farther in the ,

way of concessions. Moreover, in thelin
may be prepared to go

There
has

isbeen injected into German public opinion in the shape of theterval a new.element
no doubt a rearmamentissue.Weste g°Od deal of genuine resistance to the idea of rearmament in

prove rn Germ^Y' ^ ere is also a very lively fear that inadequate rearm
have â rev^ative and invite Soviet attack. The idea of neutralization is amen t may
once

ry
natural attraction for many Germans who hope to prevent Germany

more becoming the battleground in another war. Even, therefore, if the negoti-
ation broke down without the Soviet Government attain'fied e negoti-

and neutralized Germany, it might leave behind it a deeP b
jective of a uni=

divided public opinion in
Western German ^u Y disturbed andthe future. Y, s sowing the séeds of trouble for

11. Pressure on
West German public o iniSoviet rnanceuvro to convince p on is, of course, only part of a

nt
s willier

world opinion that the Soviet Governme nto go more than half-way in makin concessions
objective in order. to gain its principal

obatructiv ness of world peace -- and that it is only thwarted in this aim b
y theth

e ters will be used b Western powers. The forthcoming Council of Foreign Minis-
^s cardinàl by, the Soviet Government as a further occasion to demonstratepropaganda point.

12• The Soviet Union has every reason toGerman reartn concentrate attention on the problem ofSoviet ^ent and, if possible to separate this problem from its context of
aggresslve policies elsewhere, for the prospect of German rearmament
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awakens echoes of fear in all of Germany's. neighbours; whether free or Soviet-
dominated. On this issue - more perhaps than on any other the Soviet Govern-
ment can count upon the genuine and unforced support of its European satellites.
Meanwhile the hesitations `of France over German rearmament- have been unfortu-
nately, underlined in public by !the precipitate and blundering presentation of this
issue in the North Atlantic Council.' It may be anticipated that Soviet pressure on
France as the weakest link in the chain of Occupying powers will be redoubled in
the period preceding and during the meeting of the Council. of Foreign Ministers.
At the present moment, however, Soviet pressure is focussed on the United King-
dom: The emphasis of Stalin's Pravda interview, followed -by the most : recent
Soviet note to the United Kingdom, seemed dictated by the hope of splitting the
British Labour Party on the issue of rearmament.•The deeper Soviet motive, how-
ever, may be to drive a wedge.between the United Kingdom and the United States;
Perhaps we'may anticipate the compliment of a special initiative of the same kind
directed towards Canada. Stalin's specific mention of Canada as bracketed with the
United States as a chief aggressor may foreshadow further attention to this country,
in which case we shall probably be cast for the role . of American satellite No. 1.,

13: Indeed, the division of the present Western coalition is a primary- perhaps
the primary - objective of Soviet foreign policy. It may be that it takes precedence
even over the prevention of German rearmament in Kremlin calculations. Certainly
the Soviet Government hopes to capitalize on the issue of German rearmament as
that most likely to divide the West and this is no doubt one of their principal rea-
sons for wanting a Four-Power meeting -on Germany at this time.
•"'14. Soviet political strategy is of course organized on a global scale. It is not
possible to separate Soviet policies in the Far East from Soviet policies in Europe.
The Soviet, Government is - expert, in 'applying indirect pressures at unexpected
points. The negotiation in the Council of Foreign Ministers may well be accompa-
nied by such intensified pressures, perhaps at points as rémote from each other as
Yugoslavia and Indo-China.

Western Objectives
15. As is so often the case in relations between the West and the Soviet Union,

the three Western powers have been placed on the defensive by Soviet pressure for
a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers. They have little hope of gaining
anything. from the : forthcoming meeting and. foresee considerable difficulty and
even danger arising out of the negôtiation. In such circumstances the aims, of the
three Western governments may be restricted to the following:

(a) to prove to their peoples that theyâre willing to make every effort, however
slim its chances of success, to achieve an honourable compromise;

(b) to gain time while hastening their defence preparations;
(c) to attempt in the'course of negotiation to penetrate Soviet intentions;
(d) the faint hope that the Soviet'Union may be prepared to consider a genuine

compromise settlement.
1` 16. As' to Western tactics ât the Council meeting, the identical notes addressed by
the United Kingdotn; Ahe United States and France to the Soviet Govemment have

, . ., . . . . .; . , . ,
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already revealed that their objective will be to widen the
include subjects other than Gerinan , ^ound of discussion to
grudging Soviet consent to dis YThey have already succeeded in obtaining a

cuss other European issues. The Western
attempt to concentrate discussion on the broad topics of aggressive So powers will
policy and of heavy Soviet armaments as a threat to the West.- They will viet foreign
put in the forefront of the negotiation such questions as the rearmament attempt to
ellite states and the unjustifiable Soviet record over the Austrian of the sat-
contradiction between Soviet peace protestations and the vast Sovietace Trea
gives an obvious opening to Western pro a anda,

ty• The
armed forcesPravda

interview gave to Soviet demobli ation s
gee stsihat it which Stalin in his

ing away at this glaring inconsistency. is worth harnmer-
17.

Over the question of Germany, one of the ri'
negotiators should be to return to the offensive a to 1 ut objects of the Western
for German unification on democratic lines and to make suc

forw
h azd their own plan

genuine. and attractive to the Germans, a planThis appear both
Government is Willing to make substantial concessions over difficult if the Soviet

free
elections.

Moreover,- the Western powers cannot match the Soviet proposalquestions fO
asr theneutralization of Germany. To do so would mean the withdrawal of Western

forces.. The probable consequences Occu-been of such a policy t • estern
indicated and it is to be presumed that the Western o^s time have already

of following it.
This, however, does not solve the dilemma lne^ have no intention

themselves from a propaganda point of view, if the Soviet which they will find
withdraw its forces from Eastern Germany. Various Government offers to
in different quarters which the Western Proposals have been suggested
counter the Soviet Position. One of theseowas

ers canvassed
put forward in an attempt to

Economist,
which proposed that the "Austrian ^sed in a recent article in The

many _ i.e., that there might be nationwide democratic elections" might be appL'^ to Ger-
^g to a uni f^ government but that all four OccuPin in Germany lead-
m^^n Occupation forces in their respective zones. ^e e^ should contlnue to
the advantage of such a proposalwould be that the Economist argues that
made a positive proposal for German unification whileattth powers would have
the dangers implicit in the withdrawal of the Occu the same time avoiding

18. ^other suggestion has been put forward by
forces.

fact reviving an old idea when he proposes that OccupationWalter, Lippman, who is in

^awn from a wide central zone in Germany to the troops should be with-.
unoccup1ed Germany a unifed and dem aticall German borders and that within

Y government should beestablished, accompanied by the neutralization of Germany.
19• Such ideas and other compromise solutions areem Powers worth considering if the West-Purel are not to, restrict themselves in the forthcoming. negotiation to the

y negauVe process of demonstrating the insincerity of the Soviet.One cannot, however proposals.Russians on ^
be very optimistic about reaching real agreement with the20

the basis of either of the two suggestions noticed above.
The West German Government have already em hasiz

be kePt in close' touch by the Western P ed that they desire tonegotiation Occupying powers with the progress of a
which so closely affects their destinies. They may even Propose that

;
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they should be represented at the Council meeting when Germany is under discus-
sion. In any case, it will be essential for the Western powers to keep continually in
mind the views of the West German Government and the reactions of West German

develop 'into a struggle to'influence German opinion.
21The question of timing is important in relation to the forthcoming meeting,

both from the Soviet and the Western -point of view: It has already been suggested
that the timing of the Soviet 'derimand for' a meeting of the Council of Foreign Min-
isters has no doubt been carefully calculated in'relation to Soviet moves in other
parts of the world. 'From the Western point of vièw it - would appear desirable to
spin out the forthcoming negotiation over the spritig 'ând perhaps the early summer.
If the Council meeting does not collapse entirely, -the Council might adjourn and
meet again later. In any case it may be as well t for. the West to keep in diplomatic
negotiation with the Soviet Government at a high level during this *period, which is
estimated to bea dangerous one from the viewpoint of a possible Soviet attack in
Europe. It is always possible, of course, that the breakdown of negotiation might be
the signal for such a Soviet attack, although this seems 'somewhat unlikely..

22: The appraisal attempted in this paper doés not léâve much room for optimism
about the outcomè of the Council meeting. It seems more than doubtful that agree-
ment could be reached on the unification of Germany at this time. Perhaps the most
that could bé hoped, for from 'the forthcoming negotiation' might be a tacit agree-
ment to disagree; if this were accompanied by a relaxation in the present tension. It
might be just possible'to envisage thè setting up of a Working Group to explore
some of the problems arising but of the Council meeting pending further considera-
tion by the full Council. If this were accompanied,'for example, by a relaxation of
Soviet pressure on Yugoslavia and a more accomniodating âtmosphere'in other
spheres, and perhaps on the Western side by a slowing up of the tempo of German
rearmament, it might produce an atmosphere of détente in -which further and more
productive negotiation could take place. Such a development seems a fairly remote
contingency. Yet the Western powers must lrecognize that 'a divided Germany is a
continuing threat to the peace'of Europe and that German rearmament is not in
itself a desirable phenomenon. While not âbandoning the hope of attaining a modus

vivendi; they cannot, howéver,,at' this stage and in the present atmosphere consent
,to the creation of a unified -and' neutralized Germany from which the occupation
forcés - have been .withdrawn. To do so would be to -invite the collapse not only of
the West German Government but' of the whole North Atlantic Treaty structure in
Europe.

23.'So far as the Canadian ' attitude towards these negotiations is concerned, While
we will not of course be directly involved it looks 'as though we might have a more
satisfactory opportunity to contribute our views on the forthcoming Council session
than We. have had in the past. The political'discussions in the North Atlantic Coun-
cil Deputies may give an opportunity for an intérchange of ideas to which Depuhes
of the North Atlantic Treaty,Governments; other than the,three Occupying Powe^'
can contribute. The Occupying powers have already circulated to the Council D P'
uties their communications in reply. to, the Soviet Government's note regarding the
Four-Power meeting. The Deputies have on their agenda an item which involves

opinion to the proposals before the Council; for this session of the Council will
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discussion of the line which the three Occupying Powers pro ose
Council of Foreign Ministers. The North Atlantic Council itself, take at the

: latest information, will not in all probability be meeting until afte ccording to our,Foreign Ministers has mct. r the Council of

24.: At previous sessions of. the Council of Foreign Ministers,
been communicated through the di loma ' s^ Canadian views

Washington.-
W^le they have often contained sou daideasl t eans' London and

taken the form of a" generalized essay, : which has made little' ' y have too. often
busy with the'day to day work of negotiation in the Council of Fression on those
On this occasion, if there is any extended prelimin discussion Foreign Ministers.
the subject matter of the Four-power talks, we may have an in the Deputies of
nicate our views to Mr,, Wilgress from time to time as the d pp^ rtunity to commu_this

way the Canadian point of view may be brought lscussion develops. In

Occupying pov,ers in a more precise and realistic fashio than ention of the three
in the past.

C.S.A. R[rrcl-IIE]

IVISION USUB-SECTION I
RETOUR AU CANADA

DES PERSONNES JOUISSANT p
1^ETURN TO CANADA O E LA DOUl3LE NATIONALITÉ'

SECTION A

^ • YOUGOSLAVIE
,YUGOSLAVIA

SUBD

F DUAL NATIONALS

SECRET

z--"4 MKOPEAN CO

2c PARTIE/PART 2

RELATIONS AVEC DES PAYS DE L'EUROPE DE
RELATIONS WITH EASTE L'EST

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieur

DE^541-40

pour le secrétaire dÉ'tat aux Affaires extérieures es
Mèmorandum from Uizder-Secretary

of State for External A a'to Secretary of State for External Affairs
ff lrs

The Cabinet directive of May 9, 1950, and asubs [Ottawa], January 29, 1951
that travel documents may only be e9uent modification, provided
Whose return to Canada to Canadian dual nationals in Yugoslavia
has resulted in ^ada would not be contrary to the public interest.' This policy
Belgrade has great administrative difficulties and for months'past the Legation at

been over-taxed in screening applicants and trying to determin
e

^ Voir/See Volume
16, Document 1003.
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whether or not they have recanted their former. Communist faith. In many cases, it
has been virtually impossible for the.Legation to reach any firm conclusion. .

2. The difficûlties have recently been accentuated by an apparent 'Modification of
-Yugoslav policy whereby exit permits which formerly were only rarely granted are
now being given soniewhat more freely. Up to now, we have been able to make a
more or less stock reply to enquiries from relatives in Canada; basing ourselves on
the unwillingness of the Yugoslav. Government to cooperate. It is evident, however,
that we cannot continue to do so and will sooner rather than later have to admit that
it is not the Yugoslav Government but the Canadian Government which is prevent-
ing the return of the people concerned.
t 3. -A further difficulty arises from the fact that the United States and the United

'Kingdom are treating their nationals in Yugoslavia primaril}i as their own citizens
• irrespective of whether'or not they are dual nationals in law.

4. As the Canadian Citizenship Act stands, and under any foreseeable amend-
ment, is no prôspect of any of these persons being deprived of their citizen-
`ship during the next two years, or of natural-born citizens losing their Canadian
status.
' 5. From the security standpoint the risk involved in the readmission of these peo-
ple may. be regarded as being of minor. degree.'

6. It is concluded therefore that the balance of advantage lies in adhering to the
generally recognized principle of treating dual nationals like all other citizens by
granting them travel documents to permit them to leave the country of other nation-
ality to return to Canada. Approval of this policy, however, would not preclude
reference to Cabinet for authority to refuse travel documents in exceptional cases
where the security risks involved were known to warrant such action.

7. This memorandum has been concurred in by all the interested divisions of the
department, i.e., European, Consular and Defence Liaison (2).2. , . . , . . ^^. • .

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

: :' t^ •3 t :. , :'..

.- 1 Note marginale :/Marginal note: ^. ;. , ..
Minister
(a) can Yug[ôslavj govt facilitate surrender of Yug[oslav] citizenship?'
(b) can we have assurances that Immig[ration] will admit? in canada?
(c) has Cdn Leg[ation], Belgrade all available info[tmationl re Communist activity^ney] Feb 5
(d) meantime permit entry (subject to b) unless security info[rmation] con A.D.P•H[
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i
i

. . ..

lister wish -
es us to ascertain whether the Yugoslav authorities are pre-

Pared to facilitate the surrender in such cases of Yugoslav citizenship.

Minister re on e attached memoraridum of Janù
g^ng Canadian dual nationals in Yugoslavia. ^ 29th for. the

-2. Subject to assurance in each casé
vidu that Immigrationl applicants to. Canada, the Minister is prepared toth ^^ès will admit indi-
instcuction given to our Legation in Belgrade to acce t ae an administrative
unless

there is specific reason for concluding that they p are lilick ^^ in this ^catégory
versive activities in Canada. That is, we may revert to the re y to engage in sub-
W^ch our attitude vvas that there was

a prima facie case for pvlous regime underébÿ vidénce of undesirabilitÿ, r acceptance defeasible
. - 3. Mr. Pearson is, however, unhappy • • . • • ,at the criticism which he feels sure willresult if we facilitate the return to Canada of those whose
been subversive, even if we have reason to think, that the activihave ^es in the past have
mer ,views. y recanted their for-

4.
Mr. Pearson wishes us to make sure that our

all the information that there is in the government sation in Belgrade has available
munist activities b possession. concerning Com-Y persons in this category.

5 The M.

rY tate for External Affairs ,
and Head, Consular Division

YOU will see 'my notes ^ ^Ottawa]; February 5''1951

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieures

DEA/7541-40

pour le sous-secrétaire
d'LEtat suppléant aux Affaires exté

rieureset le chefde la Direction des affaires consulaires n
Memoràndum from Under-Secrétary

to De of State for Extërnal Affairsputy Under-Secreta 'of r

SECRET

A.D.P. H[EBNEYj - .

DEA/7541-40
Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairsto Secret-

SECRET
ry of State for External Affairs

Tbe Amendments to the Canadian Citizenship Act whi [Ottawa], June 13, 1951
31,1951, raise a number of problems in connection ch became law on May

ugoslav origin• nect^on with the naturalized Canadians
noWPossibleWho returned to that country on the Radnik during 1947. It is

"(d , un der the new provisions to revok '
Pas, inc ciuzenship of any person whosince e

becominbeen for • g a Canadian citizen or being naturalized in Canada,
trYof W^ h hed `of not less than two years ordinarily resident in a foreign coun-

as a national or citizen at 'any time prior to his becoming a
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Canadian citizen or being naturalized in Canada and has not maintained substan-
tial connection with Canada;"

Almost all the Radnik , expatriates would be covered; by this section or by other
sections of the Citizenship Act as, now, amended

It was anticipated in the Cabinet Minute of May 3t that this problem might be
dealt with by , yourself together with the Minister 'of Citizenship and Immigration
and that the Security Panel could then be consûlted if this were thoûght desirable. I
believe, however, that the , mattér' can be settled in your absence by agreement
between the appropriate officers of the two Departments concerned and the
R.C.M.P: I suggest that in general we bear the following points in mind in dealing
with this subject.

It may not be desirable'to apply the. new, regulations too 'strictly. As you know,
these amendments are•retroactive. Therefore, those-dual nationals now in Yugosla-
viâ who have a claim to Canadian Citizenship have not been given' any warning of
the necessity to protect their status under the Act as. now amended. Many of these
people have Canadian-born children; many of them have had their applications for
travel documents held up by our present procedures for dealing with these cases;
and most of them would not represent anÿ -serious sectiritÿ risk if allôwed to return
to this country. In addition the political situation has changed so much 'since 1947
that relations between 'Canada ' and Yugoslavia are now on an entirely different

Therefore apart from the new administrative arrangements which will have to be
established, I suggest that we continue to deal with this problem much as we have
done up to the present by allowing the return of, those naturalized Canadians of
Yugoslav origin who would not constitute a serious subversive risk in Canada.
There will of course be some cases where we will wish to begin revocation pro-
ceedings immediately and our attitude towards those who apply to the legation in
Belgrade will be much more strict in the future than it has been up to the present.

But I believe that it would,be unreasonable to revoke indiscriminately the citiZen-

ship of the Radnik dual nationals.3
A.D.P. H[EENEY]

. . . . ; .basis.'

. ^^^..^.

• ; l

,•. ., + ,1' . _- ^^ 4 . :k.. . - : .1 !.^ .
. e . • • , , .

! . ' . . . ; ; . .

3 Notes marginales :/M^rginal notes: ^. ' ; " , . adian citi2ens^P
I agree-but we must be very careful not to lose any opportunity to take Can
away from those now in Yugoslavia who have shown that they do not deserve it. L.B.PLearsonl•

.D p HieeneYl
Mr. Reid Deffencej lia[isonl2 Cons[ularl Division see Minister's observation A

7une1 16 . . . '
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DE^541-40Note de la 2u^^ Direction de liaison avec la Défense
pour le sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires exté éuresaMemorandum from Defence Liaison (2) Division

toUnder-Secretary of State for External A Î

ich he was a national or citizen at any time prior to h slbecomin n country of
citizen or being naturalized in Canada and has not maintained g a Canadian
nection with Canada," ' `' substantial con-

2. You will recall that this

(d) has, since becoming a Canadian citizen or beinha n^e said person èither ... ^
Wh a Period of not less than two years ordin '1 g a^ralized in Canada, been

rnor m Council may, in his discrétion, order that any peson
other than a natural born Canadian citizen shâll cease to be a
upon a report from the Minister h' ^nn citizen if

m outlming provisional agreement. between Ex91Affairs, Citizenshi and ternalp Immigration and R.C.M.P. on the procedtire to be followedin iniplementing Section 19(1)(d) of the newly amended Canadian
which reads as follows an Citizenship Act

"19(1) The Gove

^ Ar-.,- -A
CONFIDENTTAI,'.

I attach a memorandu [Ottawa], Julÿ 23 1951

prevent the -11endment was designed to allow action to be taken to
return to Canada of Canadian citizens with unfavourable securityrecords

Who had left this country tô 'reside in thenationality,
country of their former

3.
The administrative application of Section 19(1d

regeneral, but its application to those Canadian_yugoslav dual sents no difficulties in
to Yugoslavia on the Radnik in 1947 and 1948 requires s nationals who returned

ears to be no'doubt that the effect of Section 9 1 d inc this onsideration. There
aPp

tute a procedure, based on statutory requirementsç withi eS^ct is to substi-
Minister of Citizenship and Immigration for an admi

n the competence of thenistratiupon the exercise of the Royal Prerogative at the instance of vè practice dependent
for External Affairs: If you concur, therefore it is the Secret
of travel documents of Stâte

^uments to Canadian citizens in Yugos avp°iasas na^l o h^t Cohe denial
count^es will, in this context, be based upon the results of the proceedings in revo-
cation and if it is decided that the citizenship of

^umst

be revoked that decision will constitute sufficient Pèrson in this category ^is not to
igrounds forin the usual manner.s

granting the passport
4.

You Will notice from paragraph 3 of the attach
trar undertook to obtain his De pu ed memorandum that the Regis-
Yugoslav c^es, concerning which DMIe ister's agreement to permitting Canadian-
able decision re nce Liaison had already reached a favour-

garding the granting of travel facilities, to proceed as usual.Late

N m''`
arginale

Mr. TA :/Marginal note:
Note see

notes & follow up please. A.D.P.H[eeney] July. 27

11's WoWd be acc P ble.t[A.D.P. Heeney]
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Friday afternoon' just before his Deputy Minister proceeded on leave (until Augustthe g
1) the Registrar reported that Mr. Fortier would p aa an;that

visas) until su h time as
ing of travel facilities (passports of returnia éèn ^ finally decided upon by his
the manner of implementing Section 19(1)(, )
Minister in consultation with Mr. Pearson, ev h^en though decisions

this
may ,

point dof
vidual cases, have been reached some time ago. If you
,view,:I should be grateful if you would initial the attached draft telegramt,to Bel-

rade 6As the. have been cases in which Canadian-Yugoslav dualal cônsidèrationg "jhad favourable R.C.M.P. reports, provision has been made for spec
for these particular individuals for whom the withholding t retum without mhe
well cause great hardship? Although permitting such pe of the attached
institution of revocation proceedings is contrary to paragraph 2 (a)
memorandiim, I do not consider that any harm would result. I should add âaCo -

Mr.

Fortier has still an open mind about réferènce of P^e ler,altho gh(dthe toRegistrar
mission for Inquiry when their R.C.M.P. reports
was définitely instructed by him to press for agreement at our meeting for with
ence of all.cases to a Commission to which we provisionally aq

reluctance8: K.P. KIRKWOOD

Memorandum9

[PIÈCE JOI11IElENCLOSUREJ

Note9

. ,..
f 1 [Ottawa], July. 23, 1951

ÇONFmENnAi- . ;. ,
CIMpI,EMENTAT[ON OF SECTION 190)(D) OF TfiE ANADIAN

CTTIZENSHIP ACT en the
ndence

hed) betwe(copy attac
,.^ As the result of an exchange of correspo ration dated June 27i
Department of E^cternal Affairs and Citizenship and hnmig

d
J l 19 nt which the following were present:

Mr. J.E. Du88an-Regutrar of Canadian it^zens P
nranch_ R.C.M.P.

on u yr and -July 10t a meeting was 11C-1
c^ ^ 4

• Note marginale :/Marginal note:: : : `

Mr. T. Wainman•Wood-Consular Divbion, Ex

Mr. E.H. Gilmour ns I
Mr. J.(i. Hadwen=-Defence liaison Division, P^^^

mspccun n .+. ,...,....E,...... j Jr
o ular Division Extemal Affairs

Note marg^ , , ...
I agee. [A.D.P. Heeney] • ; •

^ 'nale /Marginal note:
_..,This: is important. [A .Dr. Heeney]i o^ec

ld sugg^t es tos Notes marginales JMar8inal notes' for the moment but I wou facili

I aArar-p1eau press on wrth tlus. A.D. .[et y

A all v1' an"
m^g ^aynth Ctiu hip as early as possibl e inm

r to 8ive us some leeway to ^v
1 .1 1 1.

those already cleared. [T-L) Carter p H ne ] July 27

9 Note marginale :/Marginat note:
Approved. July 27 A.D.P.H[eeney]
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2. Provisional agreement was indicated, subject to approval of the Departments

(a) ' Section 19(1)(d) will be invoked against all Canadian citizens abroad (other

concerned, on. the following points and procedures which are of interest to External
Affairs:

than national born) who are found to have resided for a period of not less than two
years in the country of their former nationality when that country is the Soviet
Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Roumania, Albania, Yugosla-
via or China.

(b) Section 19(1)(d) will not ordinarily be invoked against Canadian citizens who
reside in the country of their former nationality when that country is not included in
(a) above except in the event that there is reason to believe that the conduct of such
persons is prejudicial to the best interests of Canada.

(c) Whenever persons falling within (a) and the exception noted in (b) come to
the attention of Canadian posts abroad, an appropriate report will be made by them
to the Registrar of Canâdian Citizenship in order that revocation proceedings may
be instituted. Any travel documents which such persons may have in their posses-
sion at that time will not, as a rule, be impounded until their citizenship is revoked.
However, new passport facilities will not be granted unless the Revocation Com-
mission recommends against revocation in which event they will be extended in the
normal manner.'

(d) Persons coming within (b) above concerning whom a post has no derogatory
information may be informed, should they enquire, that so long as their conduct is
not prejudicial to the best interests of Canada they will have no occasion to appre-

; hend that l Section 19(1)(d) will be invoked against them.
(e).When reporting to the Registrar of Canadian Citizenship in accordance with

(c), posts will, as usual provide External Affairs with a copy of their letters. If
External Affairs has a file (other than a passport file) on the person concerned it
will, with the Under-Secretary's approval, be forwarded on the basis of administra-
tive convenience to the Registrar for information. The Registrar will obtain a secur-
ity report from the R.C.M.P. and request the post to serve a Notice of Intention to
Revoke. In due course a Commission for Inquiry will be held (unless one is not
requested by the person concerned) and a decision reached on revocation of citizen-
ship. In the case of persons of (former) Yugoslav nationality, however, when for-
warding the Notices of Intention the Registrar will also ask Belgrade to interview
them and express an opinion on their political views and possible future subversive
tendencies. In order to assist Belgrade in making this assessment, a summary of the
R.C.M,P. report will also be furnished. Reports from Belgrade and the contents of
External Affairs files will be treated by the Registrar (and the Commission) in the .
same mânner adfull security reports provided by the R.C.M.P.

3' Mr. Duggan undertook to secure his Deputy Minister's agreement to withhold-
ing the operation of Section 19(1)(d) in the case of those Canadian-Yugoslav dual
nationals

who left Canada on the Radnik for whom External Affairs had, before
,July 21;;1951,

decided to authorize travel facilities under previously established
criteria. . , .
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4: External; Affairs suggested that, since Yugoslavia is no longer considered an
Iron Curtain , country and since the relationship of that country with the Western

nations has improved since 1948, it should not be necessary to treat the Canadian-
Yugoslav dual nationals in exactly the same manner as the nationals of Cominform
countries for the purposes of Section 19(1)(d). In his letter of July 10,t the Deputy

Minister of Citizenship and Immigration expressed provisional agreement with that

point of view which was set forth in the External Affair's letter of June 27.t How-

ever, the Registrar of Canadian Citizenship indicated at the meeting that after the

Deputy Minister's letter . had been sent the latter had indicated to him that he
wished all these cases to be referred to a Commission for Inquiry. In discussion,

External Affairs indicated that it had contemplated a procedure whereby Citizen-

ship and Immigration could decide not to submit those cases to a Commission
where the persons' records showed that they had not been active communists
before leaving Canada and who on return would not be likely to constitute a serious

security risk. In advancing this view, External Affairs had in mind the. idea of pre-

serving a degree of continuity between the criteria under which the refusal of pass-
port facilities for return to Canada has been based up to now through the exercise

of the,Royal Prerogativë' and the criteria which would govern revocation in the

future under statutory requirenients. It is, however, appreciated that, as Yugoslavia

'is 'still a communist state; • it 'may be diffcult for'Citizenship and Immigration,
which is, since the amendment of the Canadian Citizenship Act, vitally concerned

with domestic reaction to the return of these'people, to reflect in' its decisions the
important change which has taken place in the international scene.

5. The meeting also discussed the security'problems which would arise when the
Commission for Inquiry began to consider evidence supplied by

the R.C.M.P. and

agreed that these could best be worked out by 'direct consultation between the

R.C.M.P. and Citizenship and Immigration. .. .. . .
DEA/7541-40

932. . ï , , . .:

Le chef de la Direction des affaires consulaires
au sous-ministre de la Citoyenneté. et de l'Immigration.. . , .

Head, Consular Division,
to DépcityUnistér of Citizenship and Immigration'.

. • , , ber 6, 1951. , ...
SECRET AND PERSONAL

. Ottawa, September
' ' .

toMy dear Laval [Fôrtier], s'

I am vénturing to write you quite personally on a subject
which I had hoped

bring over to you for discussion but have found it difficult to do so
that in mabsence there were considerable discussions about the

I understand Y
d f thé' Canadian Citizenship

' method of impleménting , Section ` 19(1)( ) o
r
in

gs

r
try

amended at the last session. Since my return to Ottawa we have beeÛna r^s See
coiningdraw np some sort of proposed procedure by whibô^ our Departments. We have

tion could be dealt with in a way acceptable to
evolved the attached as a first draft.
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I realize, naturally, that the implementing of this legislation comes entirely
within your sphere and I approach the subject in consequence with a good deal of
diffidence. You will understand, however, that the External interest in this matter is
by no means academic. We are charged with the inescapable responsibility for the
protection of Canadian citizens abroad and that, of course, inevitably embraces the
provision of travel documents. It is, generally speaking, exceedingly difficult for
our officers to refuse travel facilities to Canadian citizens, particularly when such
facilities are required to return to Canada, to which country Canadian citizens have
after all an inalienable right of admission. It is, in my own personal view, very
doubtful if we are on very substantial ground in refusing travel documents even to
those Canadian citizens whose citizenship is the subject of revocation proceedings.
My doubts are greatly enhanced unless we are able to demonstrate that revocation
procedures operate swiftly to conclusion. In short , we cannot go on refusing travel
facilities'tô Canadianlcitizens over long periods of'months on the ground that the
revocation of their citizenship is under consideration. Very broadly, a citizen of a
country is entitled to travel documents from his country so long as he remains' a.
citizen of that country•.•

Subject t6the above, I do not think that any very serious difficulties would arise
for External out of the submission to a Commission of Enquiry of all cases of
Çanadian citizens coming under this Section who have been residing in Iron Cur-
tain couritries` for'two years or more. In such cases our interest is a good deal léss
than it is concerning those which' arise in countries outside the Iron Curtain: Even
in Iron Curtain countries,'however, we must obviously provide for adequate con-'
sideratiôn in special cases and there is always the' over-riding importance of swift
justice.

Yugoslavia presents a special and peculiar problem at this time. Howevér, one
aspect of thé Yugoslav case is clear. We can scarcely go on regarding Yugoslavia as
an Iron Curtain country. I was, as you know, in Belgrade 'm June and I saw a num=
ber of the Canadian-Yugoslav dual nationals who want to come back. I can only say
about them that while there are doubtless some bad actors among them the vast
majority are disillusioned dupes whose security importance must be veryslight
indeed. They present a considerable and pressing problem to the very small Mis-
sion staff. Trom 9.00-1.00 daily, except on Saturdays, they crowd the one outer
office and, of 'course,' each one has to be dealt with carefully and at some length.
They take up the full time of an Officer who is, incidentally, the'only Officer at the
Mission besides the Chargé. I am sure that you will agree that we have to devise
some means acceptable to both Departments by which we can clean up quickly this
particular aspect of the problem.

I have ^ventured to write you in this 'quite personal way and to send you the
attached in the hope that you will be good enough to give it your personal c nsider-
anon and to let me know when it would be convenient for us to get together and
Perhaps discuss it in a somewhat more official atmosphere.

With kindest regards. : . , . .

Yours sincerely,

LESLIE CHANCE



PROPOSID PROCEDURL FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 19(1)(D)

OF THE CANADIAN CTfI7ENSHIP ACT

randum of July 23, 1951 regarding the implementation of Section
Reference: Memorandum
19(1)(d)•

It is recommended that:
be ordinarily invoked against Canadian cidzens (other thantwo years(a) Section 19(1)(d)

natural born) who are found to have resided for 'a p he^^a^ ^ountry hsnthe Soviet
in the country of their formér foreign nationality w

nion Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, RoUman1a; Albania and China;
U ,

Section 19(1)(d) be not ordinarily invoked against those persons who reside
(b)in the'country of their former foreign nationality when that country is not included

in a above except
in the event there is reason to believe that the conduct of such

O , ,. ,
persons is prejudicial to the best interests of Canada;

(

coe to.

c)
Whenever persons falling within (a) and the exception^ should be made bÿ

ro nate re
the attention of Canadian posts^an Citizenship pin order ttiatr vocation proceedings
them to the Registrar of Canadian their possession should not be
inay _ be instituted; travel documents already
impounded (until their citizenship is revoked) but new passport facilitiagainst
be granted to them unless the Revocation Commission recommends

revocation; •
(d) Persons coming wthin (b) above concerning whom a post has no derogatory

- that as long as their conduct is
-information may beinformed, should,they enquire, have no occasion to apPre

{ not rejudicial to the best interests of Canada they. will
jr

19(hend that Section
1)(d) will be invoked against them; and .

the Re •strar of Canadian Citizenship in accoW ^ â with
((e) When reporting to gl .

rt file, onc), posts should, as usual, provide the Department of External Affairs
of their correspondence.-(If Extërnal Affairs has file, o aPp ^^ bP é loaned to the
the person concerned it will, with the Under Sec^ istraz in the sanie m^-
Registrar for information, the file being treated by the Registrar

• from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police)• adian
ner as ; security reports received Can

2. It is further recommended that Section 19(1)(d) be invoked against
of former Yugoslav nationality who haveoC

resided
ed^citizens (other than natural born) o but that a different pr

in Yugoslavia for a period forth 1^ less ,aPh 1 âbove•
be followed from that

3. The procedure envisaged by paragraph 2 is as follows:
ill report to the Department of External ^f^s

(a) The Embassy in Belgrade w who come to their attention;
those persons falling within Section 19(1)(d) . al Canadian
, (b) The Department of External Affairs will secure he ^e

the Royal
hoc inter-

Mounted Police a securiry -report and will then present
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,departmental committee, composed of representatives of the Departments of Citi-
zenship and Immigration and External Affairs and R.C.M.P., which will decide:

(i) that on security grounds the individual does not constitute a serious risk; or
(ii) that the individual does constitute a serious security risk; or
(iii) that more information is required before a decision can be reached;

(c) The Department of External Affairs will, in the event of a decision under
(b)(i) above, instruct Belgrade to grant travel facilities;

(d) The Registrar will, if the decision of the committee comes under (b)(ii) or
(b)(iii), provide the Department of External Affairs with a Notice of Intention to
Revoke. The Department will forward the Notice to the Embassy together with a
summary of the R.C.M.P. report. The Embassy will serve the Notice and interview
the individual, returning the completed Questionnaire and a report of the interview
to the Department;

(e) The Department of External Affairs will, when report and Questionnaire are
received from Belgrade forward them direct to the Registrar for further action when
the case comes within (b)(ii); if the case is one'falling within (b)(iii), these docu-
ments will be presented to the ad hoc committee to assist the determination of their
final decision prior to forwarding them to the Registrar for retention.
The Departinent ' of ExternalI Affairs will not authorize travel facilities for persons
coming within paragraph 2 unless a favourable decision is reached under 3(b) or
the Revocation Commission recommends against revocation.

4. As a matter of interest it should be noted that, up to the end of June 1951, 313
Canadian Citizens who went to Yugoslavia on the Radnik have been granted travel
facilities to return to Canada. There is another group of some 40 to 60 persons

. .^; ... ' •

^^:

whose return has been authorized but who may not yet have.been granted
"Returning'Cariadian" visas. Of the latter group some individuals had, before July

'28, been informed that authorization for their return had been granted. As the Mis-
Mon reported that to suspend these particular authorizations would result in great
hardship, instructions were sent to Belgrade permitting "Returning Canadian" visas
to be issued to them. It is recommended that the suspension of the remainder of the
authorizations granted by the Department of External Affairs to the second group
be lifted. It should be added that, since July, External Affairs has not made any
decisions on new cases or those old ones which had not by that time been fully
proce`ssed.

I

1
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CABINET DOCUMENT No. 383-51
Ottawa, October 5, 1951

933.•>
a :.{. . , :..

Note du"secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

^` et du ministre de la Citôyenneté et de l'Immigration '
pour le Cabinet

Mémorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs

and Minister of Citizenship and Immigration
to ' Cabinet. .. ,. .

CONFIDENTIAL

REVOCATION OF C1TI7.ENSHIP UNDER SF,CI'[ON 19(1)(D)
OF THE CANADIAN CTTIZENSHIP ACT

d of the Canadian Citizenship Act was amended this year to1. Section 19(1)( )
enable revocation proceedings to be. taken after two years' d to the country of
(instead of six as formerly)," in the case of the person who returned

he was a national or citizen prior, to, becoming a Cana^âanc citizen with
naturalized in Canada, and who, failed to maintain substan

Cariada. r , : . .
2.Careful thought has been given to the extent to which this provision should be

invoked, and it is recommended that:
(a) Section 19(1)(d) be ordinarily, invoked against Canadian citizens (other than

natural born) who are found to have resided for a period ohsnth Soviet
= in the' country of their former, foreign nationality when that country
Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Roumania, Albania and China;reside

Section 19(1)(d) be not ordinarily invoked against those persos no whoncluded.- ^ (b)
in the country of their former foreign is treason to believe that the conduct of such

.'in (a) above except in the event there
, persons is prejudicial to the best interests of Canada; come to

(c) Whenever persons `falling within (a) and the exceptlonlnoted in
be made by ^em to

^ the attention of Canadian posts abroad,^ appropriate report s ^ roceedings may be
'1 the Registrar ôf Canadian Citizenship in order that revocation p ounded

b grantedinsdtuted; travel documents already, in their possession shu should notl e
(until their citizenship is revoked) but new passport facilities
to them unless it is decided not to revoke;

(d) Persons coming within (b) above concerning whom a post has no derogatoryas their conduct has
Information may be informed, shoul n^^^ of 1Canada they need have no occasion
been and continues to be in the best interests

be invoked athem; andto apprehend that Section 19(1)(d)
against

(e)
When reporting to the Registrar of Canadian Citizenship in accordance Wl

(c), posts shall, as usual, provide'the Department of External Affairs Wst ort léy
ôn

their correspondence: (If External Affairs has a file, other than be loaned to the
the person concerned it may with the Under-Secretarys aPP
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Registrar for information, the file being treated by the Registrar in 'the same man-
ner as security reports received from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police).

3. A special problem exists with respect to Yugoslavia which, although not con-
sidered to be an "Iron Curtain" country, is, nevertheless, Communist. : In May,
1947, and November 1948, approximately 2,000 Yugoslav nationals and Canadian
citizens of Yugoslav origin proceeded to Yugoslavia under a reparation scheme
sponsored by the Council of Canadian South Slavs. Of this number roughly 1,200
were. Canadian citizens, either natural-born or naturalized.

4. On May 4, 1950, by Cabinet directive instruction

ention, ,

(b) The Department of External Affairs shall obtain from the R.C.M.P. a security
report on each such case, and, along with any pertinent information available on its
own files, transmit same with whatever comments are considered appropriate con-
cerning the individual to the Registrar of Canadian Citizenship, in order that con-
sideration

may, be given to the question of institüting proceedings for the
revocation of Canadian citizenship;

(c) Should it be decided "of t tak

should be done to facilitate. the return to Canada of those Yugoslav dual nationa ^
who proceeded to Yugoslavia on the S.S. Radnik, except in cases where their return
would be useful from the national point of view. Up to the end of June, 1951, three
hundred and thirteen of these persons had been granted travel documents (passports
or returning Canadian visas) to enable them to return to Canada. The return of an
additional group of some 40 to 60 persons has been authorized, but they may not
yet have been granted "returning Canadian" visas.

5. It is recommended that Section 19(1)(d) be invoked in the case of persons of
Yugoslav origin, and administered as follows:

(a) The Embassy in Belgrade (or other post abroad) shall report to the Depart-.
ment of External Affairs those persons falling within Section 19(1)(d) who come to
their att

o V. revocation proceedings, the Department ofExternal
Affairs shall be, so advised and may then authorize the granting of a

returning Canadian" visa;

(d) Should it be decided to take revocation proceedings the Registrar of Canadian
Citizenship shall provide the Department of External Affairs with a Notice of
Intention to Revoke. The Department of External Affairs shall forward the notice to
the Embassy in Belgrade, or other post, with a summary of the R.C.M.P. report.
The notice shall be served and the individual interviewed, following which the
completed , questionnaire and report of interview shall be transmitted to the
Department.

^(e) The Department of External Affairs shall, when reports and questionnaires are
received, forward them with whatever comments are considered appropriate direct
to the Reglstraz• for action, and in the meantime will not authorize the granting of
travel documents..

6. The R•C•M.P. report they have not the staff to make a complete check of their
records within a reasonable time of all those naturalized Canadians who returned to
Yugoslavia on the S.S. Radnik. Any Canadian citizen arriving at a Canadian port

I
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would have to be admitted . whether or .nôt he had been granted a,"returning Cana-

dian" visa. However, the Canadian'Ci}
zenship Act provides for the automatic loss

of Canadian citizenship in the case 9f naturalized persons alter six. years' absence,
unless protècted in accordance wi the provisions of, the Act. This six-year period
will have elapsed in the case of these, former Yugoslav nationals in May, 1953, and

November, 1954.10 PEARSONL.B.
W.E. HAIUtIS

SUBDIVISION IUSiJB-SECTION II

DÉBLOCAGE DES ACTIFS
RELEASE OF ASSETS

934.-

[Ottawa], March 15, 1951

YUGOSLAV ASSETS - RELEASE BY CANADIAN CUSTODIAN

The Yugoslav Request =- Recent Developments b the Yu oslav Minister and,,. .. , r

We have received two calls in recent
;

weeks, one by g by the
another by one of his officials, each asking that Yugoslav assets s till

h^^imately

^ Canadian Custodian should be rele a^ (Mese' assets
immedia epactionmaYtold that

to

$330,000.) They have been met symp Y but

be difficult because it may not be possible to dissociate ^eis
release of

tied up with exten-
assets from the release*of Italianassets and te

authoritiesh We
latter

must however give some more
sive negotiations with the Italian ,. .
definite information to the Yugoslavs very soon. assets inter

2. You will recall that theYugoslavs'tiave asked for release of thidered to be ancons
, mittently since 1945. However, until recently Yug oslavia

eleases were made to
"iron curtain country" and as a matter of general policy no

such countries. y oslavia has split off
-3. The "situation is now changed' in two respects. First,' °g of n°n

from the other iron curtain countries. Second, tinlikee^e ^0 governmentsmake payments to
curtain countries, the' Yugoslâv Government 'has agr ôli-

cies: An
Canadians

agre

whose property has been taken over under
stwar nationalization p

b'ect was reached between the United Kingdom andement on this subject
^

.,. ..,,"^, . 1951.

10
Approuvé par le Cabinet le 31 octobre 1951 JAP^oved by Cabinet, October 31,

.. . , , . . , ^

DEA/614-F-40
^. ^ ,:: .• : ,

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
.

-pour le secrétaire d'État auxAffaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

=' to Secretary of State for External Affiairs
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Yugoslavia, the United Kingdom acting on behalf of other Commonwealth coun-
tries including Canada. As a result of these changes I assume that you would wish
our Custodian to release Yugoslav assets as quickly as he can. Would you please
confirm that this is so?"

The Positiôn of Negotiations with Italy
4., The complication in the situation, and the possible cause for further delay,

arises from the position of Italian assets held by the Custodian. As you know, there
have been prolonged negotiations on this subject dating back to 1947: The release
of assets is related by the Peace Treaty to the settlement of Canadian war claims
against, Italy. In addition the Italians have made their settlement of our military
relief claim dependent upon a satisfactory agreement relating to the release of
assets.12

5. Just over two months ago our Ambassador in Rome put forward a final Cana-
dian proposal for a lump-sum settlement ôf war claims to be associated with imme-
diate release of Italian assets. We were not at all hopeful that the Italians would
accept the settlement we proposed, and our Ambassador has heard informally that
they are going to turn it down. In retrospect it is probably true to say that there was
no lump-sum figure on which agreement could have been reached, having regard to
the protection 'which the Canadian Government had to give to Canadians with war
claims, and having regard to the protection which the Italian Government had to
give to Italians affected by these claims.

6. In anticipation of a formal turndown Canadian officials have agreed on the
next step, for submission to Cabinet. Canadian claims would be handled through
exactly the same procedures as are being applied to United States and United King-
dom claims. A formal. release of Italian assets held by the Custodian would be
announced but the Italians would be warned that releases were most unlikely to
outrun settlements of Canadian war claims. It is believed that this proposal would
be satisfactory to the Italians.13 In short we may well be very close to the end of
these prolonged and often acrimonious negotiations. It must be admitted that while
a good deal of the difficulties and delays may be attributed to the Italians a most
important cause of the delay has been our own insistence14 on trying to get a lump-
sum settlement which lies outside the terms of the Peace Treaty.

Three Possible Courses of Action

7. If we now announce the release of Yugoslav assets the Italians will undoubt-
edly be upset. As you know, they are very conscious of their position as a partner inthe

North Atlantic Treaty. Further, there are sections of the Canadian public to
which Yugoslavia appears as simply an atheist-communist country. These sections

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Yes - of course L.B.P[earson]

'? Voir le docu
" ment 902JSee Document 902.

Note marginale :/Marginal note:
IhopesoLB

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
who is "our" L.B.P[earson]



might be concerned, if •:Yugoslavia appeared, to get preferred treatment over Italy.
Therefore a strong case can be made for delaying the release of Yugoslav assets

leak* out to the Italians, as is likely, we would get the worst of both worlds.
announcement of a friendly'gesture by Canada would carry; and if our, action did
hand it has not got the political advantages in Yugoslavia or elsewhere that a public

Italians would not hear of it. This might suit the Yugoslav authorities who are under
pressure from Yugoslav individuals who want to get at their assets. On the other

,.-.9. Another possibility is that we might start releasing Yugoslav assets but make.,. . ,
no public announcement about it in the hope that, for the time being at least, the

World War II when'the Italians were fighting against us.
Further, although the Italians are *now allies, the Yugoslavs were on our side in
the Yugoslavs because of our'inability to settle 'matters quickly with the Italians.

, 8: Alternatively we might proceed with the Yugoslav release and announcement
and let the Italian chips fall.where they,may. After all it seems unfair to penalize. ., ,

few months.
until a similar announcement might be made in a few weeks; at worst it should be a

.. regardless of the Italian position."
,t (ii) Immediate release of Yugoslav assets together with an announcement,

that there would have to be some further slight delay in implementing it).

announcement can be made regarding Italian assets. (The Yugoslav authorities
could of course be told immediately that the policy was settled in principle but

,(i) Delay the. release of Yugoslav assets, and its announcement, until a similar
.. .+,

,.10.. Would you please advise me which of the following policies the Canadian
officials should follow:

(iii) Immediate release of Yugoslav assets but with no announcement in the hopè
that the- Italians would not hear of what we were doing.16

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

'I Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I am inclined to favour (ii) above but would like to have a word with you about it L.B.P[e^°n]

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr Moran-Mr Plu tre• As you can see the Minister is inclined to favour the course descnbed
in 10 (ii) but before taking this action feels we should give Désy a chance to C0mm°pt

A.D.P.H[eeneyj Mar 17 :



Note du sous-xecrét ' DE^614-R40

omtc Dtvtston

[Ottawa], March 17, 1951

RE YUGOSLAV ASSETS
You will have seen from the Minister's and

mY marginal notes on your recentmemorandum that Mr. Pearson favours the second
;release of the Yugoslav assets and announcement (irresectivSe Proposed, namely,; about -Italy). (irrespective of what may be done

2. You will also notice, however
comment , that we think that Dés

on Italian reactions before action is actually y should have a chance to
especiaily worried b taken. The Minister is notGove y^s feature in view of the interminable delays of the Italian
with lira ez

ent in
penditures in Rome.

any settlement with us which will enable us to
proceed3.

When the Yugoslav Minister called on Mr. Pearson an
Pearson, when the subject was raised, gave Mr. Pribicevl'c d me yesterday, 1VIr,
Government would act very shortly to release Yu oslav reason to hope that the

g assetsm Canada.

atre d État aux Affaires extérieures '; pôur le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint
aux Affaires extérie ^et la Direction

and Eco.

ures

1.7 tate for External Affairs

I- cono m tq u 1 '
Memorandum from Under-Secreta ofto Assistant Under-Secreta "r State for External Affairs

f

A.D.P. H(EENEy]

DEA/614-F-40
cuunomiuepour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Aff

aires eztérieures
Memorandum from Head, Economic Division,

to Under-Secretaty of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa] Ma Q

Note du chef de !a Direct'

pnApril
9 Y ,1951

^s l? 14th you signed a letter to Mr. Stein in which you let him
with ep^ment has no objection to the release of Yugoslav and Aus^ow that

the suggestion, however, that, should he decide on releasin assetscountrieS, it
might be advisable not to make a public ann g the assets of these

until the recent Italian ouncement to that effect
examined. P^posal for the settlement of our Article 78 Claims has been

2. In our memorandum which accom anied thegested that you tna P letter which you signed, we sû -action we were t^ y wish to inform Mr. Pearson and the Yugoslav Minister of the
the Yug , ng in view of Mr. Pearson's personal interest in the matter auslav 11^iinister's n ndumerous representatio ►is.
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3. Mr. Stein has now replied to our letter and points out that it is not the practice
of the Custodian's Office to issue a public announcement on proposed releases of
assets whetherto'countries or their nationals and that, in particular, an announce-
ment was Vôt contèmplated with respect to the rélèase 'of Yugoslav and Austrian
assets. He does envisage the possibility, however, that the Yugoslav Legation might
make some public announcement or comment when the assets begin to be released
considering that these assets have been under sequestration for such a long time
without, in the Custodian's view 'any valid reason. Mr. Stein wishes to know if we
would consider this possibility of publicity serious enough to warrant the deferment
of the'releasing process until more is known about the Italian proposal. sugges-

4. It would seem that we are meeting Mr^ Dlés^y'on views,wno ncement from our
tion of avoiding publicity originated, by n g any ^
side and that it would hardly be in order to formally request the Yugoslavs not to do
so: Perhaps if you have not already spoken to Mr: Pribicévic, you could tell him,
when you do, that in view of negotiations with anothercountry we would appreci-
ate no publicity being given to the release of Yugoslav assets. On the other hand if
you have already informed him of pending releases and you think the matter of
sufficient importance, you might consider speaking to him again.

5. In our view, no particular harm would be done if the Yugoslavs did make an
announcement; the releases . can hardly be kept secret, but no publicity seems

preferable. . Ï
6. Would you please let us know, if you speak to Mr. Pribicevic, the res f1r leasingof

conversation and if Mr. Stein may be told to go ahead with the process
Yugoslav and Austrian assets.

A.F.W. P[,UMPrRE

P.S. You might wish us to ask Mr. P[ribicevic] to come in and seen me, in ma^er,
case I.could convey the information indicated. His first approach, on
was to me, later, however, he raised it with you and the Minis ÛM^]

A.F.W. P[LDEA/614-F-40

937.
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État du ministère du secrétaire d'État

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs o State
to Under-Secretary of State, Department of the Secretary Î

` CONFwErrrtA.
Ottawa, May 259 1951

g assetsDear Mr. Stein: of
er tô your léttér of May 1 stt concernin the releaseWewishto ref

the

of Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Yugoslavia. being given
2. It would appear that there is little danger of undesirable publicityi ce

a

^ to a. decision to release Yugôslav assets in view of your practce not to m by

' ânn uncement on ro sed releases and'of the recent assurance given uspublic o P Po
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the Yugoslav Minister in Ottawa that, should the release of his country's assets be
rved t 'i I. h'a pp o, s no is mtention to give any publicity to the fact; he further stated

th-nt he would make our views known to his Government. Accordingly we see noobjection to proceeding with the release of Yugoslav and Austrian assets without
waiting for further consideration of the latest Italian proposal.

3.'Although we have no very solid legal grounds for continuing to withhold the
unrestricted release of Czechoslovak and Polish assets, we do not believe that cir-
cumstances have materially changed since it was agreed that only limited releases,
under certain conditions, of these assets would be permitted.

4. To date we have received no encouragement that the war damage and national-
ization'claims of Canadian citizens would be entertained by Czechoslovakia. and
Poland and, even though the two subjects are not related, in our view we should not
make any special effort to ease the present restrictions.

A.D.P. HEENEY , ^

GUERRE PSYCHOLOGIQUE
PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE

36 PARTE/PART 3

938.
DEA/9901-8-40

La l ère Direction de liaison avec la Défense
d la Société Radio Canada-Service international

Defence Liaison Division (1)
o Canadian Broadcasting Corporation International Service

SECRET

Dear Arthur [Pidgeon],

Ottawa, May ;1951

Acting on your request of a couple of weeks ago we have prepared a memoran-
dum on Information Policy Towards Titoism in Soviet Satellites.

The original memorandum is being sent to Mr. Dilworth and I attach a copy for
Your own use.

Yours ever,
J.A. MCCoRDICK,

I
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.,- [pIÈCE JOINTElENCLOSUREJ '

'. Note

,

;

Memorandum
. , , - ; . . ; .

Ottawa, May 1, 1951
SECRET

INFORMATION POLICY. TOWAROS TITOISM IN SOVIET SATELLITES

Our infôrination policy towards the satellites can be tersely expressed in terms

of two basic purposes:
(1) Active participation in the "cold war" "against' Soviet imperialism and

totalitarianism;
(2) The projection of Canada.
In view of the present relations between the satellites and the Western powers,aining

including Canada, the second objective is the less important. ua pclture of
Canadian policies and principles and their background, presenting

Canadian democracy, life, people, industry, etc.

The expression "cold war",' for which some.authorities would prefertn to
he estas

tute "ideological struggle" in matters pertaining'to information,
a convenient if imprecise means of grouping 'a number of points under a general
heading and of retaining the picture of a contest leading to victory or defeat, which

"cold war" evokes...
Under the heading "cold war" our information policy may be divided into three

basic aims:
I-to preserve peace and check the inroads, of Soviet imperialism, by atel-

(a) strengthening the morale, faith and determination of our friend
s in te

nstheir
lites in their opposition to the Stalinist totalitarian regimes and po
countries, and to the Soviet imperialism which makes the regimes possible and
which, through them, exploits the satellite peoples;

giving
ment to Titoist tendencies as outlined

more fully
(b) gcautious encouragement

below; in the satellites
-, (c) undermining the morale, faith and determination of the people
who actively or passively support Moscow-directed policies;

(d) convincing the satellite peoples of our peaceful, unaggressive purpose;allies cannot
(e) demonstrating that the Soviet Union and its willing or unwilling

hope to win a new world war, as solely
(t) , presenting the Soviet regime and its obedient satellite regimes

responsible for war should it come. eace-preservaaon
Il-to win the war if it comes, towards which the above p
formula would contribute
III-as a longer•term project, to

satellite countries, knowledge and appreciation of h1r
(a)helpkeepalrve,mthe

eral democracy and the civilization and code of ethics of the West;

0
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(b) maintain belief in eventual liberation from tyranny and slavery, trying to
strike a proper balance between, on the one hand, bolstering the will of the individ-
ual to fight for his freedom when the time comes, and checking trends towards
fatalistic resignation, and, on the other hand, giving the false impression that libera-
tion is at hand, or encouraging premature and doomed uprisings which would be
bloodily suppressed.

The only information medium through which Canada is at present reaching any
-signifïcant number of people in the satellite countries is short-wave broadcasting.
The chief means of furthering the above aims, through this medium, include:

(a) giving an adequate account of what is going on in the world through a news
service which is comprehensive, true and objective;

(b) identifying the satellite Communist regimes as the creatures and instruments
of Soviet imperialism and as the agents for Soviet exploitation of the satellite
nations;

(c) appealing to the national self-respect of subject people, without attempting to
incite them to revolt; ,

(d) unmasking the hypocrisy of "democracy" in elections, trade, unions, labour
camps, religion, etc. in the Soviet Union and satellites, and the hypocrisy of Soviet-
inspired "Peace propaganda" and its inconsistency with the aggressive Soviet for-
eign policy supported by the satellites;

(e) correcting misrepresentations about Canada, NATO and the West in general;

(t) reminding listeners living under Communist tyranny that, although we have
, out social problems we cope with them as do other democratic nations, by bringing
about sôcial change without violence; and that the lives of our citizens are not dom-
inated by fear and hate, police, 'arbitrary law decreed by a"Party elite", official
kidnapping, "trials" without benefit of justice, and ubiquitous "security" ôrgans
who are a law unto themselves.

In decrying Soviet imperialism and appealing to the national sentiments of the
satellites, our policy must also take into account the phenomenon known as Tito-
ism, or national communism freed from the physical and dogmatic control of Mos-
cow. In general we should give cautious encouragement to Titoism guided by the
following considerations:

1^.That we must never abandon or bargain with our principles, and that we dis-
approve of totalitarianism and police systems of government based on hate andfear, whether or not they are controlled from Moscow;
2• That we welcome any nation's attempt to shake off the Muscovite' shackles
which we consider the first step towards possible liberalization; '(in referring to
Yugoslavia it is possible now to point to a number of recent 'measures adopted
by the, Yugoslav Gôvernment, which are contributing to a gradualliberalization
whchwe hope will continue)-

" 3• That, while we are absolutely opposed to totalitarian illegality, brutality,
Imunorality, privilege ' intellectual enslavement etc we reco niz th d forsocial refo ' • •^ g e e nee

, nn in man y parts of Eastern and South Eastern Europe and do not
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support reactionary émigré circles who wish to re-establish the. status quo of
1939. .
One reason for our'cautious approach to Titoism is that, while it has short-term

- advantages in,stemming the spread of. Soviet imperialism -and in making possible
less=repugnant regimes than those imposed by the Kremlin, it might in the long run
develop in such a way as to present a peculiarly important threat to the Western
liberal tradition. That is to say, we cannot rule out the possibility, albeit slight, that
some day there might be a number of Titoist regimes in Europe in which the liber-
alizing process mentioned above was early arrested but which, through their culti-
.vation of nationalism, might be more attractive to the peoples of the free world than
is Soviet cômmunism, especially if Tito should succeed in his apparent ambition to
transfer the.seat of communist orthodoxy and the•Lenin tradition to Belgrade.

939. DEA16033-40

? . Note du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures -
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

. ..^ . : . . . . ^,

SECRET [Ottawa], May 29, 1951

q

GB.G-INTERNA170NAL SERVICE

As you know, I spent a day at. the CBC-IS in Montreal on Friday, May 25 with
.two objects in view. First to see for myself how the implementation of our policy
directives is worked out in practice; secondly to have personal talks with Dilworth
.and his senior officials and to try and get an impression on the spot of the atmos-
phere and the efficacy of the CBC-IS. This was not, of course, my first visit but the
criticism in the House of Commons and elsewhere of the CBC-IS seemed to make
this an appropriate moment at which to have another look at the organization.

2., There has certainly been an improvement over the last year in the relationship
of this Department with CBC-IS and there, has also been an improvement in the
machinery for cooperation between us and for the application of policy guidance
received from, this Department. I may. briefly note the methods which have now
.been adopted to tighten up the ; implementation of policy and to strengthen
coôperation.

(a) CBC-IS has received from this Department a series of policy guidance papers,
setting forth in general terms the objectiv^.s of our political shortwave brôadcasting
policy, particularly behind the Iron Curtain. ','.

been charged with the(b) A liaison officer in the person of, Mr. McCordick has h
responsibility of keeping CBC-IS in touch with any developments in policy W^c
would be of interest to them and which they might wish to use either in their broad-
'casts or as background. An ôfficer in each of the more important political divisions
ôf the DepFârtment his been made responsible for informing Mr. McCo Îsc ^of any
developments within their division which might be of interest to CBC

addl

1

,

^^^ %
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The Application of P0 , hcy Directives in B'

tion, the senior officials of CBC-IS frequently get in touch '
sometimes with other officials in the De duectly with me and

problems or obtaininformation.
Most of these communications areeby telephone.

(c) An informal committee has been set up under my chairmanshi •
ment which meets weekly to discuss problems of Can p in the Depart_
with particular reference to CBC-IS. The main

litic
adian information abroad

tion Division are represented on it. Mr. Pidgeon, pol ^ divisions and the Informa_

IS, comes up from Montreal to attend these meetings weekl , so that r of the CBC-
'^ opportunity to participate in our discussion of policy matters at t the ô^have
stage and to put forward their own views and explore an

weaknesses
ative

between us. Y in liaison
(d)

The Department furnishes CBC-IS with a certain amountmaterial for their broadcasts, papers on special subjects, memoranda andbackground
copiescertain despatches from our missions abroad. Physical security a^an of

CBC-IS have somewhat restricted the material which we have bee gements at
available to them. I understand, however, that CBC-IS are quite W ll able to make
and put into force any security arrangements which we ma ng to accept-thàt

Mr. Glazebmok is sending someone down to Montreal o think advisable and
with them. discuss this matter

(e)
Our missions abroad in countries to which CBC-IS

asked to make comments and suggestions on the' broadcasts have been

excellent response from them, including ideas and ntics mst These have had an
Warded to CBC-IS. e been for-

(1) Within CBC-IS itself, a system of daily lic meeMr. Dilworth, with Mr. p° Y tings has been instituted by
.meetin s in, Pidgeon or himself in the chair. I attended one of theseg

Montreal. The various section heads responsible for broadcastin todifferent. areas attend these meetings g
discuss, the policy line. These meetings were instituted s which face them and

idea of instituting a further overall policy control applicable Dilworth with the '
3• These arrangements are working fairly satisfactorilcabiV n the different areas.

culties arising from our physical separation from CBC-IS. the inevitable diffi-
staff have been most cooperative. They have welcomed our su Dilworth and his
have no complaints on this score. ggestions and we
` 4.

After this brief rehearsal of our methods of coo eratio
mention some of the principle problems out p n with CBC-IS, I may

standing.

roadcastu:g
A great deal of criticism has been levelled at the CBC-IS bec

IS
ause its tone is notmore violently 'an^^ommunist. The answer of CBC-

oarticularly in broadcasting to Czechoslovakia and the to this accusation is that,

W^P. their material with diatribes a ainst the communist it is bad practicefor eXam le ^ g mmunist regime in power. If,
P,, you are broadcasting on the shortage of consumer goods in Prague,YOU Would flot necessarily wish to ins

Govennment is ert the fact that the present Czechoslovakian
CBC'IS does not gan to rogues.^' Similarly in broadcasting to Italy and France, the

violently partisan attitude in the internal affairs of
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ifithese countries and to support specc and-communis^gr°^fP,^s ° of the eu ountriesson in the
: rnay be considered as ^el BBC foll w the same practice as themselves in this
CBC-IS point out that
respect.

` my conversations with CBC-IS officials
inton

of this
view as

point, a I said
matter of te hna9uelIn in

- see the effectiveness of this "objective" po' I pointed out as forcefully as I
audiences. aG^s stag

e in the world struggle to perfect objec-
one
holding

could
attràcting'and

could preten

tivity of intéllectual judgement and that even if such object ivity
in
could in

which
th

eair
ory be

I
obtained, our shortwave broadcasting organization was no p at CBC-IS
think this was necessary because there is, I believe, among some people

which
: a slightly "holier than thou" point of view and a misplaced scrupulositY
should be discouraged. It was rather typical of this attitude that one ^ dthe

ifficult to
• heads charged with broadcasting to Italy r emarkedazk^ to out and voting" in the pre-

sen
impress upon Italian listeners the necessity g Gasperi and

t municipal elections because this was the line being taken b adseem o ban
;the Church, hence the adoption of such a slogan

by CBC-IS
` ob'ectivit " too far.

in âpproach between some of the CBC-IS personnel and ^ee most anmp rtant postsi

intervention in Italian affairs: I told him that this was carryg
j y

We could not be inhibited from emphasizing to the Italians the impoô^ent ch n
anti-communist vote in the eyes of the world by the fact that this
cided with the slogans of Italian and-communists.

Personnel to a delicate and somewhat difficult point, namely the diffe
rence

1 aThis brings me

bly to the problem of "foreignness". As you know, the icy
CBC-IS of General Manager, Assistant General Manage r

head saré lof foreign ori-
tor are held by born Canadians, whereas most of the ar u^st

gin, although I think they are naturalized Canadians• SOhécked byrthetR. M. so

sentiments are concerned, they ^h^ihave thoroughly
usecurity is involved. On the other

questionthat it does not appear that a
of these men, including Dr: Schmolka, who heads thehZO héads ^e

hand, some
section and is acting head of the Russian section, and the ddle,Europe^ intel-
German and Italian sections, are typical m e Canadianaver
• ligentia, intelligent and hard-working but pretryreremote f Iom

nde de I belae e^at ms
To touch on a more delicate subJect still, both are

Czech section of,CBC-IS are of Jewish ongin, as ls Nl
-of the members of the Miss Solomon^ who

now

Jacob, the number two person in the' Russian section, h I have no
believe' works in the monitoring ' sectiôn, and I shoule nf rtun tt° p^icularlY ^
-figures) a considerable number of etd:others. C is section is the most wln enb^ZeCh
far as the Czech section is concern

ns fn

sibleefor feedingof CBC-Is because of the existence of an active, d
ned re^ntransig

k
colony in Montreal. Members of this colony are, I ttu •

aterial which Kayserlingk or hin ^ in t^
°Kayserlingk with anti-CBC-IS m
pass on t o critics in;thé House of Commons• The former Czech Consul in
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Mr. Kotrly, is a spearhead of this criticism. There are two motives in the minds of
the Montreal Czechs in criticizing CBC-IS:
-(a) They believe that the Czech service should be much more positive in its
denunciations of the present regime (although it is doubtful whether any good pur-pose would be served by the adoption of this policy).

(b) Many of them would like to have jobs in CBC-IS. It annoys them to see a
little group of Czech Jews, many of whom came out of Czechoslovakia before the
communist regime had been established, sitting in thé Ford Hotel with nice fat jobsand sôunding' off as the 'voice of Canada to Czechoslovakia. In particular, they dis=like'Dr. Schmolka.
It is a pity , tthat the Czéch section of the CBC-IS should be so universally , dislikedbythe Czech'colony. I suspect, however, that if another set of Czech émigrés were
installed in their place, they might also be criticized by the colony. In any case, the
broadcasts are not to the Czech colony in Montreal but to Czechoslovakia.*

The néw. Russian ' section seems to be getting off to a good start. Miss. Jacob's
experience as personal assistant to the head of the Russian section of the BBC is
very valuable..,CBC-IS are still looking for a permanent head for this section and
are trying to find a hundred per cent Canadian for. the job, as they feel that the
appointment of virtually anyone of Russian origin is likely to involve them in the
saine kind of difficulties as they have experienced in the Czech section.

The fundamental difficulty is that in order to run an international broadcasting
service, you have to make use of people of foreign origin, both from the point of .
view of language, knowledge of the culture and habits of the people to whom the
broadcasts are being made. Moreover, émigrés who have recently left these coun-
tries are more likely to be in touch with postwar conditions than Canadians whose
parents or grandparents may be of Czech, German or Russian origin, who might be
able to speak the language but are out of touch with current conditions. The BBC
and the Voice of America are faced with this same problem. I think it is unavoida-
ble. It will always lend more than a touch of "foreignness" to our International
Service. It will always be likely to cause trouble with other recent emigrants from
these countries. I do not know how you can get around. this problem except by
making very sure that such persons apply strictly in their broadcasts the policydirectives

which they receive from above and that they are closely checked from
the security point of view. At the same time , I think that the key positions in the
organization should be held by born Canadians and this seems now to be the casein CBC-IS.

This note brings me, I fear, to no firm conclusion. I find it difficult to suggest
any further steps which should be taken to improve liaison with CBC-IS or to over-

me weaknesses in the organization. Indeed, I think we have made a pretty good
Start in this direction in the last year or two and it is now a question of ensuring that
w k achinery for direction and liaison works as well as possible. It will never

Perfectly, particularly as long as CBC-IS is in Montreal and we are in Ottawa.
Yet, when all is said and done, I do not feel completely happy about CBC-IS. I do
flot think that we can or should make ourselves responsible for the detailed imple-
mentation of policy or for personnel matters (security apart) within the organiza-
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tion: To do this, it would really be necessary to takè over the whole of CBC-IS. Forviations
example, even to check every word of their broadcasts fore p h^^^verewould be
would demand a large staff of

officer
linguists.

from. E No al ^fairs to the organization
served by our attaching a liaison . This -w
unless he had a large measure of authority over policy imPndann^oood relato

ul
ond

be. a clumsy and inconvenientt dbee ln e111 é féctive. If it i serfel gthat, either to
between us and. CBC-IS withou . g, , Y •
disarm public criticism or to attain a more positive implementation of our policies,I
we should assume responsibility within the organization himself with an appointee
think,` could only be done by sup él ô advise as I think Dilworth is doing a pretty
of our own. This I should hesita uired ualifi-
good job and I do not know who we could make availabl hwbe ôe ut a

r
more active

cations to take it over from him.^Another ^t^n aCo^^tion in to succeed Frigon,
GeneralManager of the Canadian Broadcasting ^ ht be one of our own
with special responsibilitywith regard tO^Bé_IS^ My, if he were available.
senior officers' or one of our Ambas ^dO,
PersonallyI am rather attracted by this latter idea as I think it would do CBCIS no,
harm and probably some good to be under the continuous supervisionobjectives

M
f

of a forceful and experienced personality, well-acquainted with the ,, o

, ,
our foreign poLcY• C.S.A. RrrCHtE
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PACTE DE SÉCURITÉ RÉGIONALE
. REGIONAL SECURITY PACT

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet .

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SEcRff
[Ottawa], March 1, 1951

` PACIFIC SECURTTY PACr; CANADIAN ASSOCIATION :.
10. The Secretary of State for External Affairs said that the Minister of External

Affairs of Australia had sent a personal message enclosing a draft treaty between
the United States, Australia and New Zealand for security in the Pacific. The treaty
was similar in outline to the North Atlantic Treaty but had weaker security provi-
sions. It provided that the parties would "consult together" whenever the security of
any of them was threatened in the Pacific and each party recognized that an armed
attack in the Pacific area on any of the parties "would be dangerous to its own
peace and security" and each party "would act to meet the common danger in
accordance with its constitutional processes".
" Mr. Spender said he would be grateful for Canadian assistance in getting United
Kingdom and United States support for the pact. He assumed that Canada, with her
wide existing commitments in the Atlantic area, would not wish to be a party to the
arrangements.

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated.
(Minister's memorandum, undated, Cab. Doc. 59-51)t

11.111r. Pearson suggested that a reply might be sent assuring the sympathetic
interest of Canada in the pact but stating that heavy existing commitments made it
difficult for Canada to participate at this time.

12. The Prime Minister was of the opinion that Canada should not become a party
to the pToposëd agreement at present. U.S. association in the agreement was much
to bé desired,

13 .

ÈRte

^e,Cabinet, after discussion, noted the report of the Secretary of State for
rnal Affaus concerning discussions between the United States, Australia and

New Zeilafia for a Pacific Security Treaty and agreed that:
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(a) Canada should not be associated with the proposed treaty at the present time;

and,
(b) a draft reply to the Minister, of. External Affairs of Australia setting forth the

Canadian position be prepared and circulated for consideration.

941. PCO

Extrait des conclusions dci Cabinet

Eztract from Cabinet Conclusions

Top SECREr [Ottawa], March 2, 1951

PACIFIC SECURTTY TREATY; REPLY TO THE MINISTER OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS OF AUSTRALIA

22. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-
ing of March I st, 1951, submitted a draft reply' to the communication from the
Minister of External Affairs of Australia concerning the proposed Pacific security
treaty. ; ., . . ; : : . ^ .

23. The Minister of Fisheries was of the opinion that the proposed reply was too

negative.
25. The Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State for External Affairs and the

'Minister of Fisheries consult concerning the reply to be sent to the communication
from the Minister of External Affairs of AustraGa' concerning the proposed Pacific
security treaty and submit a revised draft for consideration.

942.
PCO

• Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet ,

Eactract from Cabinet Conclusions
, , , . . 1951

TOP SECRET , 1 . [Ottawa], March 15,

:. , , .. .
PACIFIC SECURITY TREATY; REPLY,TO THE MINISTER

FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS OF AUSTRALIA

1. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to the discussion at the

meeting of March 2nd, 1951, said that as the Minister for External Affain^entuas
tralia (Mr. Spender) would shortly be resigning to take up his appo
`Ambassador to the United Stites, it had been thought that it might not be necessarY

to reply to his message of February 23rd regarding' the proposed Pacific securitY

I Non retrouvéeJNot located.

I
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treaty. It had nowbeen learned, however, that the arrangements embodied in the
draft treaty represented the policy of the Australian government as a whole.

He read a revised draft reply to Mr. Spender that had been prepared in consulta-
tion with the Minister of Fisheries. This, while making it clear that Canada was not
intending to participate in the proposed arrangements, expressed s m athetic inter-
est and linked ; Canadian participation in North Atlantic defence to the proposed
Pacific security treaty as important contributions to the defence of the free world ingeneral.

The Canadian Ambassador in Washington had discussed the draft treaty with
Mr. Dulles,.who had indicated that it was satisfactory to the United States a thori-ties

provided the Republic of the Philippines were a party. Mr. Dulles had not
raised any question of Canadian participation. ,
`• 2. The Cabinet,

after discussion, noted the report of the Secretary of State for
External Affairs regarding recent developments in connection with the proposed
Pacific security treaty,'and approved the general lines of the reply on this matter
that he planned to send to the Minister for External Affairs of Australia.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States,

DEA/5007340

Ottawa, March 22, 1951

PACIFIC SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

Following from the Under-Secretary, Begins: Your WA-1043 of March 20.t

L A personal message was sent by Mr. ^ Pearson to Mr. Spender on March .^
copy has been sent to you under Letter No. Y-1231 of March 19.t The S.t Atterassures

Mr. Spender of the sympathetic interest of the CanadianGovernment in thenegohatioits, confirms
Mr. Spender's assumption that Canada's heavy commit-

ments in the North Atlantic area would for the time being limit our participation in
arrangements in the Pacific, and notes our belief that the proposed ' n

Pact would be an important contribution to the defence of the free world.
further states that the Canadian Government will "take advanta e of The letter
occasion w}llch ma y any suitable
Gove y arise to express to the United Kingdom and the United States

rnments our agreement with the objectives of such security arrangements" asthe tripartite pact.
2.

The lnatter was considered by Cabinetletter
t the apPmved. Cabinet agreed that Canada should not be associand the text of the

y
a

present time. Because of our concern lest the project may have been one
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spônsored by Mr. Spender himself rather than by the Australian Government, we
requested' our High Commissioner to make'enquiries in Canberra. You will have
received a copy of Canberra's telegram No. 24 of March 9,t which informed us
that this proposal was Australian Government policy.

3. We must be cautious in expressing our attitude towards the security treaty, for
although we would not wish to participate in it, neither would we wish to give
Australia and New Zealand the impression that we are indifferent to their natural
desires to secure more direct entry to allied planning. We do not think it is our task
to "reassure" London or "encourage" Washington. While we see no obvious reason
for opposing the present security arrangement, its possible extension _ would be
another problem. On a number of occasions the Canadian view that a widely based
"Pacific Pact" would be premature has been expressed.

4. Since you will have received copies of the telegrams from London setting out
the United. Kingdom views on Pacific security, arrangements, there is no need to
dwell on these arguments. We think it especially important, however, that although
the United Kingdom Government has approved the idea of the tripartite pact, it will
wish to reconsider its position if the United States should feel obliged to propose
the inclusion of the Philippines. We would be grateful for your further comments as
to why, the United States would wish to include the Philippines in such a pact when
the present security commitments which the United States has assumed with regard
to the Philippines could scarcely be more substantiaL`

5. The problem of Japanese participation does not seem to us to be of immediate
importance since Mr. Dulles expressed the opinion in Tokyo that the Japanese were
not yet ready to play a part in any Pacific organization. He thought it would be best
to have another look at this question in two or three years' time. We doubt that the
Australian Government would find it politically possible to agree to the admission
of Japan at the present time when that Government will put the tripartite pact
before the electorate as a guarantee against the dangers of the possible renewal of
Japanese military aggression in the area.

6. It would be invidious for Canadâ to urge the United States to accept new treatY
obligations unless Canada is willing` to join the treaty. We are of the opinion there-
fore that you should go no further in your conversations with State Departnent
officials than to express our general agreement with the objectives of the proposal.
You can make it'clear. that we do not think Canada can assume further commit-
ments in the Pacific. You might also express our general concern over the dilemma
posed by-a Pacific pact. To be a Pacifie pact it should include certain Asian states
whom it may ^ be difficult to "accept. If these states are ignored, what is left is an
organization which might be an affront to even 'friendly Asian nationalists. Even
the ^ tripartite pact raises - these difficulties. In spite of the fact, however, that the
press has and will continue to term the proposed arrangements as a"Pacific Pact",
that ig in our view a misnomer and the proposal is not open to the same objections
as earlier proposals for a widely based pact were. We are of the opinion that the
best case can be made for bilateral United States-Australia and United States, New
Zealand arrangements. If the present negotiations were to result into such bilateral
<;••. . , . : , a ;. , , _ . . . .
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arrangements, some of the

difficulties raised by the inclusion or omissioncountries might be avoided.2 of certain

I,told 1^ support for the Pakistan cause in Kashmir. y
had ^en^ey that we were, of course, interested in Pacifc securita good d y and th th

ugge.sted that such assurances might be 'inspired n^ lde`sirë to secure arge pârt b itAtstral'

when I s a regard from Nazamuddi b

DEA/4533-40
pour le at aux Affaires extérieures

secrétaire d'État par intérim aux
Affaires extérieuresMemorandum pom Secretary of St t

Note du secrétaire d'Ét

to Acting Secretary of State for ^te^j^ l s^atrs

Corri~tn^rt,kt, ^
.:,The Australian Secre Paris. November 7; 1951

tary of State for External Affairs called to see me this
morning, and we had a useful talk for 3/4 of an hour. Casey i sthe job

- at least at international conferences - in a s obviously going to
his predecessors, and I think he will be more succes Very different way from
influencing people; even though his old Etonian, s^Ped^pan tsin and

manner
making fr

may
iends

some of the rougher exponents of the new diplomac . put off

He told me that he had a plan in the back of his mind
thought wewould be interested, namely, the extension of the present in threewhich he

separate securityregard
pacts to hadcover

been ôther countries of Southeast Asia. He said that his ideas
reinforced by the trip he had just had throu h that in this

world.. He was concerned not so much with the security of g part of the
was flot likely to be increased by Australia itself, which
building up a collective system in the Pacific and Southeast with the desirability of
free Asian eountries could work together. He said that he Asia through which the
of contact between them and the lack of knowled e that was shocked by the lackproblems, He had g they had of each other's

particularly in mind, .Thailand, Indo-China and Indonesia, the
three countries which, I gather, he thought mi ht be charter

club. He agreed g arter members of his new
talks he had in that India and Burma were not likely to be interested, but
been cleared encouraged him to think that once Kashmir difficulties hadared a
of waY+ Pakistan would be a veryvaluable connecting link in the chaincollective security vyhich would soon hehad received ho ful ais ^ hoped, extend around the globe. He
me ^ urances in th t

al, eepoint "I of dlscussion about it recently in the House o'f .rI
Atlantie^.out to him, however that our commitments were' CommonsNorth' ' P Y underrett extensive

prised him. Harrangements, and gave him some figures in, this regard that sur-
ing

110 arrangements,

I àssurèd him that we would not be disinterested in the build-up of a stron
realized that ' g and cohesive Pacifc security ' arrangement. Casey, of course,re the ke

Y'to the whole situation was Washington. Indeed, one of theasons W
hY he favoured'some such development as that indicated^ above was that

2 FO
POur 13

i sub
suite des événements voir
sequent develo le document 950.

Pm^^ see Document 950.
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Washington now was helping the various countries concerned individually, without
co-ordinating that assistance. He thought that the Americans would surely appreci-
ate the value of such co-ordination. He admitted, however, that he had not broached
this question to them as yet, but intended to explore it with Acheson within the next
few days.

....5.. . . . ^1 .. . . .. . . .

All this makes it, I think, a matter of some, importance, that we should secure
from Washington, as I suggested before leaving Ottawa, an indication of their
views on the extension; say, of the Tripartite Pacific Pact to include, first, Canada,
and possibly other countries.
;-, Casey also indicated to me some of the anxieties they had in Australia regarding

North Atlantic developments, because of their exclusion from such developments
and the effect they might have on the Commonwealth association. He had already
expressed these anxieties to me in a letter, j- copy of which you will have. I think I
succeeded in retnoving most of them and told him that we would keep his Govern-,
ment very closely informed of developments' in the North Atlantic field. He was
grateful' for this promise, all the more because Australia would probably be
involved in these developments, at least so fai as military planning is concerned, by
their proposed association with the Middle East Command. On this latter point, he
confirmed what I had heard previously, that the Australians were worried about this
Middle Eastern planning because they would be expected to make contributions to
it but were not at all convinced that theywould be given an adequate share in the
political planning which would determine to a very large extent the ïnilitary
arrangerilents. In this regard, also, he said that they would have some difficulty in
Australia in making prior commitments for sending specified military forces to the
Middle 'East. This difficulty, he understood, did not apply to New Zealand and
SouthAfrica where the essential political decisions to make such commitments had
alieady been taken. However, he thought that the Australian Government would
soon follow the same line, but not without adequate assurances that they would be
given a share in control: '' '

Casey'also bronght ûp the question, ôf Australia's desire to be elected to the
Economic and Social Council. I told him that this might be difficult at the present
Assembly as India had a'strong claim to re-election. However, I admitted that a
case could be made for both "Australian and Indian membership and that i would
review . our own policy in regard to this matter. I told him, however, that if. Australia
would wait for a year' that she ^ would have no difficulty, I thought, in securing

, Canâda's seat, which we would be glad to yield to her gracefully and, indeed, even
thankfully.' , , ,

`!Finally, Casey `asked Fme what I thought of their High Commissioner in Ottawa,
and I told him that Mi., Forde had won all our affections. He knew what I meant,
and said that they were not going to disturb him for six or seven months, but at the
end of that time he would be glad to return to Australia. He would then bee ^d who
b^a very

i
prominent Australian whose nâme Case told me in confidenc

will, I tiink,` make a'very able High Commissioner in Ottawa. Casey also told me
about some of the steps they were taking to strengthen their Foreign Service which,
he felt, had not achieved a very high level under the Evatt-Burton regime. Reg^d-

I

?

Y
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ing the latter gentleman, he had nothing to say that was ood and, was bad, g d much to say thatr-; •...{. .-. - .. . . .
L.B. PEARSOrr

DEA/50073-40L 'ambassadeur aux États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d',État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs'
LMTER No. 3470

CONFIppVT[Ai,
Washington, December 1, 1951

Reference: Your Letter K-3419 of November 27th, 1951. fi

LI have read with inte S
ECUy N HE PACIFIC

rest the memorandum from Mr. Pearson recording his
discussion with the Australian Minister for External Affairs in P'

November7th. The reference on page 2 of this memorandum to Mr. Pearson's s on
suggestion thatwe sound out the Department of State on the possibility of extendin the '

Pacific agreement to include Canada and perhaps other count
' g

tripartite
arisesbetween Mr. Pearson and myself ' befoe

ses from a tele-
'P^s• Mr. Pearson referred to the numerous ref

erences
just he left Ottawa' fort

he debate on international affairs in the House of Comm security in the Pacific in
23rd, and he asked me to sound out the State De ons on October 22nd and
^^ , Way indicating a direct interest on the part of the nt informally and without in

I first asked ^adian Government.

meetings which he holds with Mr. Raynor or Mr. Haselton of the State De artment
of ^ by drawing attention to the observations o p

mmons and expressing interest in any views that might be held in th House
DePaztment: I believe that I wrote a personal e State
110t very informative result of this approach but ter to

anMd
o assing on the

precedent --
t have been unable to find a copy of this letter on

course, is without
therefore e^closin our files. I amsation g a copY of the note given to me by Mr. Ignatieff of this conver-, Which took place on November 7th.

3, ,On November 16th Mr. Dgener Dean Rusk lunched with me and in the course of a
al conversation on Far Eastern affairs asked for m rsonal o''prospeC^ of strengthening y Pe opinion on thesecond enclosure ,

is a copy of a letter which I addressed to Mr. Pearson in Paris on
folloWing day. Imight add to what is said in it that Mr. Rua real diffculty

atic encountered in ne otiat' sk also remarked that
cou" g ^ng a security agreement to include the Asi-

Unwillin tries w
hich should logically be members, was that some of them were

m^e SpeCi^ ^^ ipate with others in a multilateral agreement and preferred to
gements of their own with the United States if possible. He also
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s mentioned that the question of the inclusion in any general 'security agreement of
the United Kingdom, France and possibly the Netherlands (so long as control is
maintained over Netherlands New Guinea) would have to be taken into account. He
did not mention the position of the Nationalist Government in 'Formosa, but I
should imagine that so•long as the present situation endures that Government would
make strong efforts to -be included, which might be embarrassing for the United

••: +-i.. .
States to refuse.

4. Mr. Casey will be in Washington from Decembér 7th to 12th, and he may then
seek to pursue the matter. We shall seek to find out from the Australian Embassy
after his departure the nature of any discussion he may have on this subject.

H.H. WRONG

FAR EAST

1PiÈŒ JOINTE 11ENCCOSURE 11

Note du conseiller de l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Note by Counsellor, Embassy in United States

s J

[Washington, n.d.]

PACIFIC PACT

pt . At my last. meeting with Raynor I hâd, drawn his attention informally to the
references in the recent debate on foreign. affairs in the House of Commons in
Ottawa, concerning the Pacific pact and left a copy of Hansard. Raynor asked

, Haselton to follow, this up. The information given to me yesterday by Haselton was
not'very conclusive but was possibly the best that could be obtained at a low level
in the State Department. Haselton, who was reading from a memorandum appar-
ently pcepared by a junior officer in the Office of Far Eastern Affairs, recalled that
the bilateral 'agreements which the U.S." had concluded with Australia, New Zea-
land and the Philippines had not been initiated by the United States. They had been
initiated by'the ôther parties and had been accepted by the United States as a price
which had to be paid for an agreement with thesecountries on the Japanese Peace

YTreaty. 'It had been made clear at tlïat. time that Australia, New Zéaland and the
Philippines were not prepared to enter any multilateral pact which would include
Japan. At F that time âlso 'the United Kingdom had `opposed combining the PhiliP-
pines,'Australia' and New Zealand in one security pact. As to the possibility of now
broadening the series of bilateral agreements into a security pact for the Pacitic as a
whole; Haseltôn nôted that thë texts of the bilateral agreements envisaged the possi-

; bility ôf such a broadening. The pact with Australia, for instance, included 1an-
guage to the effect that this agreement would continue in effect "pending the

=development of â broader security pact in the PaciGc". So far as he knew, however,
the State Department does not expect to take any initiative in the immediate future
to broade:n the scôpe'of these agreements. The next step which has to be taken is te

= secure the ratification of these agreements as soon as Congress meets. The otia-
Department' are riot aware of any move by any other country towards the neg

'don of a broader security pact in the Pacific. The State Department would be inter-

13.
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ested to 'receive any indication that any country i s
State Department would see considerable diffictieslwhi htwàuld hthis subject: The

overcome in defining the area and the membership of such an organizatione to be
that it would be taken for granted that Canada would be a member b t Hethere thought
be difficulties in deciding who should be the members on the other side wouldPacific.

Not 'only self-governing countries are involved, such as Indonesia, thethe
metropolitan countries, such as the United Kingdom and France, , but alsodent

dent areas, such as Malaya and Indo-China, under their control. Haselton with depen-
remarks by saying that on the "working level" no active con concluded

being given in the State De sideration waspartment to extending the bilateral security agreement to
a broader multilateral pact, but it was possible that at the top level some
had been given to this problem. He asked whether I would like to have thought
dum indicating our interest brought to the attention of Mr. Foster a memoran-
Rusk I said I thought this was not necess Dulles or Mr.ary

ti
andstressed again that this was an informal enquiry I

e by the E bass
misunderstood

the interest shown in the possibility. of a Pacific pact by several y in view of
membersHouse of Commons in Ottawa, and did not represent in any way an of the
initiativeGovemment. I do not know whether you would c nsid iative by the

sufficient in this conversation to provide a basis for a letter to the Underthat there is
Secretary.

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2JENCLOSURE 21

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Unitéd States
to Secretary of State for External A,fiirs

PERSONAL
AND C6NFIDF.N77AL ,

Washington, November 17, 1951
Deaz Mike [Pearson]:

we have already given you some answer to the suggestion whijust before you left Ottawa that I should sound out opinion in the You made to
ment on the question of Canadian adhesion to the tripartite Pacific treatyState Depart-

tr^a and New Zealand. Dean Rusk lunched with me esterda with Aus-
neat openin y y, and he gave me a
security pact. Ig b3'. ar^ng me what I thought of the prospects of a general, Pacific
that answered that they seemed to me to be ret remotehe could not see P tY , and he agreed
roughly' analogou any solid foundation for a multilateral treaty which might be

I ths to the North Atlantic Treaty.
en réïwked that considerable interestlast

^ 0n^'s debate in' the Housé of Co in this subject had been displayed in
m^e Pacific' Cô^

would be t; I had been surprised by this and would b k some members
^eattitude of the State De artmen e to know whatthe

^Partite treaty.
hi m

t towards the adhesiôn of Canada toson^ c. , I allowed lum to infer that I was raising the matter out of per-
the State Dslty' He ^swered immediately that he thought from the` oin
Would exep^ment there would be no difficulty at all, but went on to s

t of view of
ay that heexpect opposition fro

thm e United Kmgdom, since the Labour Government
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had not seemed : to be at all happy about a separate. agreement between the U.S.,
Australia and New Zealand. I let the : matter rest there.

el: . . . ^ .. Yours sincer y,

é_ • ,, • ^ • __ ^^ .. . . . .

H.H. WRONG
. r . ^ .

2` PARTIE/PART 2

'RÉPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DE CHINE : CONTRÔLE DES
EXPORTATIONS,

PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA: EXPORT CONTROLS

946.
DEA/9030-40

L,ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire il "État aux Affaires extérieures .

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for- External A,f `'airs

1951
TELEGRAM WA-139

Washington, January 11,

CONFIDENTIAL IMPORTANT. .

Your EX-26 dated 5th January3 Trade with China and North Korea.
1. This subject was discussed with Robert Barnett, Officer in Charge, economic

section of the office of Chinese Affairs in the State Department. His remarks, in

summary, were as follows:
(a) Export control Hong Kong and
Licences are reqüired for all shipments is not a declared United States Gov-

eMacao. The prevention of all exports to China
rnment policy, but this, in effect, is being achieved by the denial of lccarry

encc^^0

any exports to China and by the order that United States vessels can not
Kong andto Communist China:

The export of a small'quantity of non-strateg ic materials
tnn cessary to

Macao is being' pernutted^ ^e colonKong's
United States public opinion makes this

enlarge the flow of goods Y
very difficult.. ;

; .r• , .^ ': . , . .

(b) Imports a ments is calcu
•The freezing of Chinese assets and the blocking of ieng on of the United States

lâ'ted to prevent direct imports from China. It is the intention ' e for imPo^s
^eGovernment to put an end to all normal impôrt tradeoarreegconsidered to be in

from China will only bé permitted where the imports revent in
nadônal interest, i.e. strategic material. It is alsoïpl

ôthe attempt to
ountrie s.

from` China, . in transit fromr. g s^.e: by ^oodrcct imports, ^^ , . ; , , . .

' 3 ou/su Volume 16, Uocüment 1038.



Barnett admitted the ineffectualness of unilateral economic 'sanctions of this
kind but seemed to think that the government's hand was forced by the pressure of
public opinion. Barnett was informed about our concern over the United States
action, as outlined in teletype EX-26 of January 5th.

2. The remainder of this message is concerned with the execution of the policy of
the United States Government with respect to imports into the United States of
goods originating from China and North Korea. It is expected that additional com-

. ment will be forwarded shortly after discussions with Department of Commerce
representatives to obtain their views about the probable impact of the import
restrictions on current trade.

3: The object of the present United States policy is to prevént the acquisition of
United States dollars by China and North Korea.,The measures, in force are finan-
cial in nature and are in the process of being correlated with customs procedures to
ensure their effectiveness. The regulations issued by the Treasury Department per-
mit the entry of commodities originating from China and North Korea into the
United States, provided that paymènt for such imports is made into a blocked
account. The government does not make any assurance with respect to future
disposition.

4. The action taken by the Secretary of the Treasury is based on section 5 (B) of
the Trading with the Enemy Act, under authority delegated by the President by
executive order No. 9193. This legal position was considered to be adequate for
independent action by Secretary Snyder but the adoption'of the current policy. took
place after full discussion by the National Security Council and it is considered that
any departure from the present policy position will require re-consideration at this
level.

5. This question was referred to the National Security Council as it would con-
sider the wider defence and political aspects in addition to the international finan-
cial aspects which alone might have been considered if the matter had been referred
to the.National Advisory Council. Treasury Department representatives have
requested that this. information about internal procedures be kept confidential.

6. Treasury Department regulations governing the financial control -aspects of
trade with China and North Korea were issued under title 31, chapter V of the
United States Code (forwarded to the Department by despatch No. 66 dated Janu-
azy 5th)•f Specific references of interest are sections 201 of subpart B and 533 and
534 of subpart E. The work of linking these regulations with a customs procedure
designed to ensure the compliance of United States importers is in progress and it
is expected that instructions to customs authorities will be issued within two weeks.

7' The Plan being worked out contemplates using the existing customs definition
for deternllning the country of origin. If this results in specifying China or North
Korea as the country, of origin, the 'goods will be impounded until proof is
presented to customs that payment in United States dollars has been made into a
blocked account. Precise procedural methods are being developed to prevent prac-
tices "vvhich would make a mockery of existing regulations which have the statusof law".
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3: Treasury Department representatives hold the opinion . that the regulations in

force, buttressed by. customs : procedures now being developed, will bring import
trade from China and North Korea to a virtual standstill: The method employed is
expected to produce results closely . approaching an, embargo although . embargo

techniques are, not being employed. Paragraph 4 of .. teletype message WA-3414,

dated ,
the29th of December, 1950 should therefore be modified, accordingly 4

9. The question of familiarizing United States importers with the ramific^erican

, these , trade restraints is being taken up with the National: Council
ing

• Importers" which is considered to be the best mediu m
f,° nC udedathe ubjectnof

trade publicity. Discussions with this organization have
of ori in, the

trans-shipments. Subject to the customs rules with respect to country g

same requirement for payment into a blocked account will be necessary regardless
t' =of the number of trans-shipment points. .

v-. ,10. •It .was emphasized that evasive procedures such as barter, deferred payment
,

oodsualify
,.and payment from funds lodged outside the UmtedStt

States wil lnot be theknoWl'
for release and that transfer of title outside the Uni ted

edged unless - it occurred " before December 17th, 1950, the effective date of the

financial controls.
11. One apparent weakness in the existing regulations - is that the Sé value

If
must be paid into a blocked account is theâ ^^e financaltconÇ of themselves
the exporter wishes to give the goods avy, e ma
-would not offer a bar. This might mean that an evasive payment coduâd^but this f

e
e
by

the United States importer from funds lodged kept for illegala watch would
asked

^e, Arnold of the Treasury Department sa
transactions of this nature and evidence of below-value shipments would be care-

fully investigated. . wi^n the scope of
12. There are many transactional features about goods ^^gements with the cus-

these regulations which will not be clear until wrefeble to dela y consideration of
R toms bureau have been effected and Û^ may s preferable

regulations related to trans-ship-
notifying Canadian traders about

; ments until that time. I na
withres^ct to imports into Canada from C^U^^^13. The Canadian policy d

.
the

other than
discussionsthe with the,North Korea, for consumption or trans Wl ^n ^e scope.points

States has not been considered as be ing ^ ra h 2 of WA-
Treasury Department, despite the general comment en einterest s centred in the
3414, dated the 29th of December.' Treasury p De ^ment h
question of re-exports from Canada, and Willis of the Treasury p controls

h ve any legal authority for import from

s(Please pass copy to J.H. English through •
China and North Korea for re-expo H^m^,s office).

I,been informed.that we do not appear to a rt^ into Canada
at present that could be used to p rt t t the Ûnited1nStates^.

f^ .. .,. . :^ . . : . . . .
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947. DEA/1128040

'L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-242 Washington, January 19, 1951

CONFIDENITAL IMPORTANT.

Repeat Permdel No. 44.

CONFIDENTIAL • January 19, 1951

RE EXPORTS TO CHINA, KOREA, HONG KONG AND MACAO

1. Canadian and United States officials concerned with export controls met yes-
terday and today. In order that all interested officials of both governments might be
informed of Canadian and American policies a short confidential statement was
agreed upon. This would be used as a guide to answering questions which members
of the public might ask. The statement follows at the end of this message.

2.- In addition, it was emphasized by Canadian officials that in so far as Canadian
export restrictions might be less rigorous than United States export restrictions
Canadian firms would not be allowed to take advantage of the situation. Only nor-
mal exports from Canada would be allowed; thus, Canada would not deliberately
frustrate United States policy.

3•, The statement referred to in paragraph 1 is as follows:
Text begins:

t:XPORTS TO CHINA, KOREA, HONG KONG AND MACAO;
POLICIES OF UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS

1- Exports to ^ Kôrea. Policies are identical. Neither Government allows any
exports except to United Nations armed forces.

2. ExPorts to Hong Kong and Macao of goods that are not considered liable to be
re=exported to China or Korea, or other Communist areas. A new United States
Policy is in ' process of adoption. When adopted, policies of the two. governments
will be virtually identical. Both would allow limited shipments of both strategic and
non-strategic goods for use in Hong Kong (and Macao) or for transhipment to des-
,tinations other than China, Korea, or other Communist areas.

3 ' Fxpôrts to China direct or through Hong Kong or Macao. There is an apparent
divergence of policy. The Canadian Government would permit exports of goods
that were neither strategic nor in short supply. The United States Government
woùld flot The apparent divergence does not produce any significant divergence in
practical results. The Chinese Communist Government will not permit the import
of goods for ordinary civilian consumption; it permits only essential raw materials,
capital equipment and other strategic items. These latter classes of imports are vir-
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tually 'idèntical with the classes of goods considered either strategic or in short sup-
ply by both U.S.A. and Canada. Under. present conditions neither government
would permit these goods to move. : Y.
Note: The above confidential statement was drawn up at a meeting of United States
and Canadian officials concerned with export controls on January 19th, 1951. Text

ends.

948.
DEA/903040

Note du chef de la Direction économique
pour le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures5

Mémorandum from Head, Economic Division,
tô 'Under-Seeretary of State for Exiernal Affairss

[Ottawa], May 14, 1951

CANADUIN TRADE WITN CHINA

On March 7th the United States Department of the Treasury issued a regulation
directing Collectors of Customs to prohibit the landing in the United States of mer-
chandise of Chinese or North Korean origin intended for consumption, for immedi-
ate exportation, or for transportation and exportation. There are a few other
purposes to which the prohibition applies, but they are not of immediate concern to
us. Landing of this merchandise is only permitted if an import license is granted,
and application must be made to the Federal Reserve Bank in New York. The regu-
lation applies to goods moving to Canada in transit through the United States,
which are of Chinese or North Korean origin.

2. These import controls were imposed by the United States to reduce the oppor-
tunities, among other objectives, of Communist China obtaining United States cur-
rency. United • States citizens are, in the great majority of cases, denied import
, licenses as the Treasury Department has decided that, to obtain the desired results,
significant exceptions can 'not be allowed. Wash_

, 3. The effects of this policy were soon felt in Canada and the Embassy in
ington was asked to approach Treasury officials to see what procedure or Hong
devéloped for'the release of goods of Chinese origin purchased in China
Kong and shipped in `bond from United States ports.

^. 4..^The first reacdon of the Treasury officials was not unfavourableou dCanadiobably
interests. Théy believed that the Foreign Assets Control Division 1cense when it
give immediate assent to, any, Canadian application for an import eR ected that

' wâs supported b}r'the `Department of Trade and Commerce. The focurement i.e.
,these licenses would relate for the most part to Cana Con strâtlon or the C^adian
'purchases on behalf of the Canadian Commercial Corporation

^^ ^ ^ .. r1 . . °k .^ . ,
^. .^ . . . . . ^. ^

.
^^ .

Notes marginales :/Mar8inal notes: . : ° .
1,, Mr Norman Could you add your comments fl.R[cidl May 1G151

No 'comment B.N.N[ôrmanl
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Armed , Forces direct. They also recognized the possibility • of , small Canadian
importers, working for their own account, and not on behalf : of . a Government
agency, finding themselves pinched by the regulation, and said that as long as the
amount involved was not too large and the bona fides of the firm.was attested to by
the Canadian authorities, licenses could probably be arranged for them. It was
understood, however, that the Canadian authorities would direct the attention ; of
Canadian importers and banks to the Treasury regulation and that there should be in
due course a gradual decrease in and eventual end to, hardship cases. Throughout
the conversations it was stressed that the United States authorities had no intention
of allowing the use of United States port facilities to any Canadian importers who
were attempting to circumvent the regulation by doing important business with
China when these facilities were being denied to United States importers.

5. It was ascertained that the Treasury Department had not made a specific study
of the regulation in the light of existing international treaties or international com-
mercial law. The 'regulation was brought into effect by administrative action alone.
Interference with in transit goods not the property of United States nationals would
appear to infringe on the sovereignty of Canadian buyers' commercial rights and
contravene Article V of Part I of GATT (Freedom of Transit). Our Commercial
Counsellor in Washington has expressed the opinion, however, that it does not
seem unreasonable, from the United States point of view, to decline, after reasona-
ble warning and a preparatory period, to accord its port facilities to foreigners for
trade which it does not permit to its own nationals. ,

6. The Acting Director of the Foreign Assets Control Division has since let our
Embassy know that:

(1) new applications for import licenses covering goods of Chinese origin will be
dealt with in the strictest possible way. It is considered that importers should be
well aware by now of the FAC regulation, and shipments after March 15th from
Hong Kong,or,China will be regarded with suspicion.

(2) FAC would be inclined generally, when'letters of credit or drafts have been
executed, to protect the bank and pass the onus on to the importer.

(3) FAC might require that the goods be returned to their point of origin, and
from there, the goods still being in his name, the importer might make arrange-
ments for direct shipment to Canada by other, than United States flag, vessels:

(4) FAC would not consent to the carriage from United States West coast ports to
Vancouver or other Canadian ports of goods originating in China or North Korea
by vessels not of United States flag.

7.
Mr. Bull believes that we should not press too hard for concessions in favour

of Canadian importers when their counterparts in the United States are subject to
the full impact of the regulation. He considers that we can not be too `critical of the
stand taken by the United States regarding trade with China and that it is doubtful if
the United States could be persuaded to'waive the regulation in favour of Canadian
lmporters.

Mr, Bul1 expresses the view that if the United States intends to impose
the equivalent of sanctions on China, that would appear to be its business.

8. The Department of Trade and Commerce considers that it would be a reasona-
ble comproadse, if FAC would licence shipments consigned to Canada paid for
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prior to March 15th, and that provision also be made for 'the importation of com-
modities that -are licensed for consumption in the United States; such as bristles,

and perhaps feathers.
'`. 9: Canada has, no import restrictions on'trade with China and if importers can
arrange for shipping facilities direct to Canada in other than United States flag
ships, they would be•subject only to a possible increase in landing costs.

10. As a matter of interest in 1950 imports from China and Hong Kong amounted
to $7,500,000 and exports, to $10,000,000. Mr- Bryan in New York is now trying
to find out from the Federal Reserve. Bank how many applications for import
licenses have been submitted by Canadian firms.

11. I am inclined. to agree with Bull's views. Do you agree?6
A.F.W. P[LUMPTREI

36 PARTIE/PART 3

RÉPUBLIQUE DE CHINE : QUESTION DE RECÔNNAISS ÇE .

•''` REPUBLIC OF .CHINA: QUESTION OF RECOGNITION
, . . .. .. . . ,

949.
DEA/50055-B-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa], June 9, 1951
SECRET

. . . , .

The following is a reconsideration of the= advantages and disadvantages of f ethe
r

withdrawal of recognition from the Nationalist Government of China prepared a
sent to

seeing the personal and confidential letter of May 3^^` ^^pP nrandg Herbert
you to record a conversation he had had with Mes
Elliston. , .. ; ,

2. Continued recognition of the Chinese Nationalist oo^ Cen^^ p aeople's
majority of

Gov-
the Western powers undoubtedly serves as an owers
ernment and contributes to its suspicion that the long- run can only have been rein-
is. to reinstate Chiang Kai-shek n^ China. This

the Pacific into a peaceful
forced by MacArthur' s

n

(i.e., American) lake and the stepping-up of United States assistance to the Nation-

...
alist Government.

physical location of Nauon-
3.,The combination of continued recognition and the•phl

implication from the C^-
alist forces on Formosa isperv^entio ln

^ in
explosive

the Chinese civil war. Withdrawal of
nese point of view of intervention suspi-
recognition from the Nationalist Government might serve to allay

. _. : . _ . - .
' Note marginale :/Marginal note:
i : Mr Reid I think Biill's attitude the right one May 22 A.D.P.H[uneyl•
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cions on this point to a certain degree, especially if it were accompanied by some
expression of intention on the part of the United States not to maintain a hold onFormosa in perpetuity, an expression which could also carry the implication that
the way was being cleared for recognition of the Central People's Government and
for the representation of that government in the United Nations

4. To have substantial practical effect, withdrawal of recognition by.Canada from
the Chinese Nationalist Government should be accompanied or followed by'similar
action on the part of other western governments. The maximum effect, of course,
would only accrue if such action 'were also'taken by the United States. In their
discussion at dinner Messrs. Lippmann and Elliston appeared to think that with-
drawal of recognition by Canada might serve a useful purposé by encouraging
moderate opinion in the United States to support similar action by their govern-
ment. It is to be noted, however, that this suggestion was qualified by the consider-
ation that recognition should not be withdrawn immediately but only when there
seemed to be a real prospect of a Korean settlement. It would also be advisable to
take such a step only after consultation with the United States government. Mr.
Wrong has not recently consulted that government but could easily do so
informally.

5. The ^ basis of Walter Lippmann's editorial which was enclosed with Mr.
Wrong's letter was that peace in the Far East is indivisible, that it is not possible to
:seek peace with China in Korea while waging war against China elsewhere. The
withdrawal of. recognition from the Nationalist Government,. if this thesis is
accepted, therefore would have significance in Chinese eyes only if there was the
implication that the United States would be willing to see Formosa reunited with
the mainland of China in the near future. The Central People's Government would
not be inclined to accept an arrangement in which the United States "neutralized"
Formosa, even'if that neutralization extended beyond the present military neutrali-
zation (which is not in fact very effective as a restraint on the Nationalists) to
include political neutralization by withdrawal of recognition from Chiang Kai-shek.
Neutralization of Formosa, no matter how complete, implies aggression in Chinese
eyes if it is done by the United States alone. While, therefore, withdrawal of recog-
nition from the Nationalist Government by the United States is desirable; it is use-
ful only if it indicates a willingness to treat with the Central People's Government
on a basis of equality and not from a pedestal of moral superiority. .

6. The ^ame argument applies to the proposal to accompany withdrawal of recog-
nition from the Nationalist Government by support for further sanctions against
China. If it is accepted that peace in the Far East is indivisible and that it is. impos-
sible to wage war on China in one field while trying to make peace with it in
another, then it would be unwise to make a bargain of this nature, especially as the
end result might well be to leave us in the position of lending our support to United

eSrt uggestions for, additional sanctions while failing to secure United StatessupPo
for withdrawal of recognition from the Nationalist Government. .

7. If recognition were withdrawn from the Nationalist Government of China, we
should not ^ have to alter our current policy in voting on the question, of Chinese
representation in the United Nations. Our current practice is as follows: .:

I
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I

(a) In organizations which are competent to take decisions 'on the matter

'(i) we support motions for postponement provided that no specific time limit is
. ; , , .r .. .. . .. . .

fixed; or.
, ; . , . .

(ü) if the substantive question is voted ori, wé abstain.
•^ized A(b) In subsidiary bodies of United Nations organs and of the Specialized

we ; support motions ' of non-competence or, if necessary, oppose motions
designed to' alter 'the present representation of China in such bodies.

8. The legal considerations in connection with the withdrawal of recognition from
the` Nationalist Government without simultaneous recognition of the Central Peo-
ple's Government are attached as appendix "A".''

A.D.P. H[EENEYI
,^ ..._: .

. . . [APPENDICE A/APPENDIX A],

SECREr

: Legal Considerations

1. Having met the objective conditions prescribed by international law; effective
control of the national territory, obedience of the bulk of the population and a rea-
sonable prospect of permanency; the Chinese Communist Government has quali-

fied . for recognition as the de jure government of China. Conversely the Chinese
Nationalist Government is not, according to international law, entitled to continued
recognition as the Government of China.

ex ressl communicated
2. Withdrawal of recognition of a government may be p Y

,but it is usually implied in the recognition of a new authority. Instances are very
rare where withdrawal of recognition from one authority has not been accompanied
- by the recognition of a new authority as the government of the state sdw^e
only definite case on record appears to be the United States GVe^e
drawal of recognition of the Government of Nicaragua in 1856, without recogniz-was
' ing a new authority. The reason given was that it was not clear which authoritY

Un éd
actually in control:' In 1942 Canada (but not the United Kingdom or

-States) withdrew recognition of the Vichy Government without at the same t
im
ecee

extending recognition to any other authority in France. This is not
under the de

dent, however; since' all of France was, to all intents and purposes

facto . control of Germany.

3.
tin

would be aradoxical not to recognize a government of China while conIt p
ing to recognize the existence of the Chinese state, since a conditi F^hth^or og^e
tion of ,a state is, that it possess ^ an independent government.
withdrawâl of recognition of the Nationalist Government combined with ae tri^ing
non-recognition of the Communist Government would have f its status under inter

o
extent,

f the ve
vis4-vis Canada,the Chinese state to a substantial

limited

o

nature of relations between
national law. In view, however,
-China and Canada this would have very little practical effect. ut rec

,"="4. Withdrawal of de jure
Peking

recognition of the Nationalist Government witho
-

' 'Government in substitution would create a situation wherein
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in fact the Peking Government would control the Chinese mainland and the Nation-
alist Government, Formosa. The question of de facto recognition of these govern-ments as opposed to de jure recognition, need not, it is suggestéd, be the subject of
any announcement or political decision at this time. It is unlikely, but nevertheless
possible, that the situation could arise where Canadian courts would seek a state-
ment from the Government as to which of the Chinese governments is the de facto
government in a particular area. If such an, event arose, it is submitted that the
certificate should be given in accordance with the facts.

5. Withdrawal of recognition of the Nationalist Government gives rise to several
other considerations:

(a) Chinese indebtedness to Canada amounts to approximately $50,000,000,
$35,000,000 of which represents the value of. military equipment supplied to the
Nationalist Government. It is doubtful whether the Nationalist Government would
liquidate this debt even if recognition were not withdrawn;

(b) A loan of $13,000,000 by Canadian banks to the Ming Sung Company ofChina is gu
Wi

aranteed jointly by the Canadian and Chinese Nationalist Governments.
thdrawal of recognition of the Nationalist Government would leave the Cana=

dian Government the sole guarantor of this debt;
(c) The Canadian Government would have to assume responsibility for safe-

guarding Chinese property in Canada which, according to information available,
consists of real estate in Vancouver and Ottawa.

6..In view of the fact that recognition is popularly misconceived as connoting
approval, it might be desirable to emphasize that the withdrawal of recognition of
the Nationalist Government, if it should be decided upon, is not based upon disap-
proval of that Government but upon the fact that it no longer governs China. With=
drawal of recognition of the Nationalist Government will not, in the absence 'of an
intention to doso,'imply recognition of the Communist Government7

'Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Mr. Heeney - Mr. Pearson wanted to thank you and the drafters for this memorandum. He does
not think any action can be taken now; but this weighing of the pros & cons may be very useful
in the future. D.V. LeP[anj 15 June 1951.
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reparation claims.

, J. He so re
page 6 dealing with reparations, explaining that this was inserted miué unciation ofr
the strong objections taken by the Philippine Government to any

al d w attention to a bnef footnote w ic p • 1 because o
provide the ground forces necessary for home defence. ^ towards the bottom of

h'hape f

'nclusion of the Treaty would oc of an in e

arrang
ments which would permit the stationing o n^e^h^^^er only until Japan could

ements among certain Pacific states. He repeated that anY , Ja an after the

footnote at the end of Chapter 4 dealing with secunry ^ust be supplemented by a
was contemplated that the provisions of the Treaty wider security
bilateral agreement between the United States and Japan and also bilateral arran8e"

text of a suggested draft of a apan
mémorandum. Mr. Dulles^ asked me to see him this morning in order to receive

these documents. Thèse I enclose, in dupl ►cate. I have not'yet had time bag,tt^s

them carefully. As it is desirable to forward the m
1^aMr. Dulles.

despatch is confined to a report of my conversation ^icularly to thetion
2. In handing me the text of the draft Treaty, he drew atoternder t émphasize that it

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis'
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/50051-40

Ambassador in United States
to Seeretary of State for External A•,Q`'airs •

Washington, March 27, 1951

SECRET

Reference: My WA-946 of March 14, 1951.1'

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

1. When I saw Mr. Dulles on March 14th he told me that he expectedr of^he Far
be able to give to the representatives of governments which are lon, and Korea the
Eastern Commission and to the representatives of Indonesia, Ceylon,

J ese Peace Treaty, together with an exp

Volume VI, Was6ington• D.C.: United States

(FRUS), 1951,
the United States,

t of State. Foreign Relations of Office, 1977• PP• 944-950.voir/See United States, Depattma ►
^vernment PPrintin8 Of



4. As to procedure, he said that he had already handed these documents to the
Embassies of the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, and would give
them this week to the representatives in Washington of the other countries named
in the first paragraph of the covering memorandum. The Soviet Embassy would be
the last to receive them, and as the Soviet Government now took the position that it
refused to discuss the Japanese Peace Treaty with the United States the documents
wôuld merely be delivered by note to the Soviet Ambassador. He hopes that the
recipient governments will all make known their views in writing within three or
four weeks so that the draft may be reviewed in the light of the comments received.
I told Mr. Dulles that I thought it likely. that the Canadian Government would be
able to comment on the draft within the period which he mentioned.
.- 5. Mr. Dulles went on to say that so far as he could judge the points of difficulty

were not numerous. There were the objection of the Philippines over the surrender
of reparation claims, an objection made fairly strongly by the United Kingdom with
support from Australia and New Zealand over the absence in the draft of any
admission of war guilt, and the desire of the United Kingdom to bring about
through the Treaty a reduction in Japanese ship-building capacity..These were the
main differences which had been brought to his attention, except for the compre-
hensive objections of the Soviet Union.

6. I asked Mr. Dulles whether any effort was being made to bring about the con-
clusion of some security *arrangements in the Pacific in advance of the conclusion
of the Japanese Treaty, mentioning in particular the part which these issues were
playing in the Australian general election. He said that he had not been approached
recently by the Australian Government, although he understood that that govern-
ment was applying some pressure on the United Kingdom to secure strong support
for arrangements on the lines discussed during his recent visit to Canberra. He
added that there was no possibility that anything could be settled before the Austra-
lian elections, saying that the matter had not yet been considered by the President
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff as he wished to be able to present to them more con-
crete proposals than was now possible. The outline of what he now has in mind
does not differ from that given in my WA-947 of March 14tht reporting my earlier
talk with him on this subject. While the inclusion of the Philippine Government in
any arrangements cannot be regarded as firm, he feels strongly that they should be
included in order to avoid any suggestion of a colour bar as well as for other rea-
sons. At present he contemplates that whatever may come out of these discussions
should be signed at the same time as the Japanese Treaty.

.7• I took this opportunity of informing Mr. Dulles, as authorized by your message
EX-597 of March 22nd,9 that the Canadian Government agreed with the general
objectives of the proposals discussed at Canberra by him with Messrs. Spender and
I)oidge, adding, however, that we were rather puzzled about the suggested addition
of the Philippines. I shall be sending you shortly a more comprehensive reply to
yourmessage on ' this subject.



further information, I can readily secure tlus from . u
__ .. ..,..,...,.

8. 1 asked hiniwhether. he expected there: would be any difficulty about making
Korea 'a party to the Treaty,' inasmuch as. the : formal' renunciation ' of Japanese
"rights, titles and claims to Korea'.'. would be incorporated in the Treaty itself. He
said that he considered that the independence of Korea has been so widely recog-
nized since the end of the war. that it cannot sensibly. be argued that it must be
based on the Peace Treaty.The 'establishment of diplomatic relations with Korea by
many countries and -the contents of several resolutions of the General Assembly
provide a broad enough legal basis to rebut any juridical objections that might be

taken. ^ . : ..
9. Finally, Mr: Dulles said that he hoped that the secrecy of the draft Treaty itself

to
would be preserved during the next stages of its discussion. He had noob,^ection
some"publicity being given, as the need might arise in dealing with parliamentary
and public enquiries, to the general terms of the proposals; it would be unfortunate,
however; if the draft itself were to be made public, as that would make it harder for
it . to be altered in the course of negotiations. He told me that he will be outlining
the ideas, contained in the draft ^ and the reasons for their inclusion in a speech

= which he is to deliver in Los Angeles in a few days. He remarked that there could
be no assurance that the draft•would not leak to the press; mentioning in passing
Mr. Romulo's "admirable press relations'. He agreed also whnenW ^^é text of the
be broadcast to the world by the Soviet radio, as had been do
brief Statement of Principles which he had circulated last autumn in New Û dés e

10. If on perusal of these documents points occur to you on which you
n 11es or Mr. A1lison..

Beons.

Reference my immediately preceding teletype.i' . ^ment.

Following is the text of the memorandum to be grven to the State Dep
. , . . ,

FAR EAST

Ottawa, Apri130, 1951

t°idl. .;.. .: • : . r . •. , Pi ryace rea roviMemorandum to the: United States re Japanese e
its comments inoethe United Statesl. The Canadian Govérnment is preparing

sional draft of a Japanese Peace Treaty wh19 1 However tit has been decid^e^
Government's memorandu

detailed
^ent, to seek the views of the U^

prior to the completion of more
adian Governmen

Statcs Government on four issues which,
in the Can^e vie, are

of central importance- These issues are, the precedent established by

k

Le. secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.
..,. à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis - . -

Secretary of State for External Affairs •
to Ambassador in United States
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peace treaty for the German peace settlement, the question of a proper Chinese
signatory, the disposition of former Japanese territory and the security aspects of
the treaty. The Canadian Government would be grateful, therefore, - to have the
views of the United States Government on the questions and suggestions 'set out
below. .

Precedent for German Settlement

2. It is certain that the Japanese peace treaty will establish a precedent for the
Gertnan peace settlement. This will ., bé the case whether consideration is being
given to the formal peace treaty for Germany or whether the subjéct is being pur-
sued in diplomatic discussions among the powers principally concerned with the
German peace settlement. The Canadian Government would be interested, there-
fore, to have the views of the United States Government on the precedent estab-
lished for the German treaty by a Japanese treaty along the generous lines of the
-draft under consideration. It would be. particularly useful to know whether the
United States Government would favour a German settlement which would contain
no limits on German rearmament or German heavy industry.

Parties

3. It has been noted that no mention is made in the preamble of the draft under
consideration of the 'exchange of credentials by the signatories,*an exchange,which
is normally covered in any treaty by some such statement as "rhe under-signed
plenipotentiaries, who, after presentation of their full powers, found in due. an d
good form, have agreed ...". The Canadian Government is fully aware of the proce-
dural difficulties faced in the Japanese peace treaty and assume that these difficul-
ties are responsible for the omission.

4. The lack of unanimity among'the Governments.which, by general consent,
have the greates•t interest in the Japanese peace treaty as to the proper Chinese sig-
natory poses the major problem. The Canadian Government is concerned in addi-
tion with the effect of. this problem on future relationships between Japan and
China. It might be undesirable, from the point of view of future stability in the area,
that Japan be bound to accept the signature of any Chinese Government, upon
Which the opinion of the Allied Powers is divided, to a treaty with such important
implicatioris for itself and China.

5. The Canadian Government shares the views of the United States Government
that an early peace treaty with Japan is desirable. For this reason and because of the
diffictilties already mentioned,' we suggest that, while provision bè made in the
treaty for signature on behalf of China, the signature be delayed for the present. An
accession clause could be included in the treaty to which China might later adhere.
This procedure could also be followed in the case of other governments which
Might be nnwilling or unable at present to adhere to the treaty. ,.

'Territories

6. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that the Japanese peace treaty
.should, insofar as it is possible, follow the spirit of wartime agreements concerning
the disposition of former Japanese territories. It is realized, however, that certain of
the territories, notably Formosa, have become issues of international concern apart

1
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from their relation to the Japanese peace treaty. In, the interests of reaching agree-

ment on. the treaty., itself, . the, Canadian. Government . is of the . opinion that Japan

should be called; on to renounce all her rights, titles and interests in her former
territories, leaving their disposition to be decided upon outside a treaty..

7. For
this reason we would favour the deletion of Article 5 of the draft under

consideration and the simple enumeration of the territories mentioned in it in the

first sentence of Article.3 along with the territories already enumerated. The Cana-

dian Government would suggest that the same principle should apply to the territo-

ries
mentioned in Article 4 of the draft under consideration but would, for the

present, wish to reserve its position in regard to this Article.

Security
the note appended to Chapter IV of the draft under consideration, it is stated

8. In
that the clauses dealing with security are not in themselves complete but are vol^-
supplemented in order to "enable Japan hereafter to contribut e

serve other than to
out developing armament w^ccordancwih the purposes and principles of the
promote peace and security in a
United Nations Charter". The Canadian Government would agreements
the views of the United States Government as to how. , s pplementary
might.effectively limit the potential offensive threat of 'a Japan whose rearmament

is not restricted in terms of the peace treaty. Ends:
^,. . ... .

'952.'

, -. . , . .

^ TII.EGxAM WA-1936

DEA/50121-B-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, May 8, 1951

SECREr. IMPORTANT.
Your messages EX-940t'and 941 of April 30th. Japanese Peacé Treaty. ndum

1.
Mr. Dulles handed me "today a memorandum.replying to the memora

côntainëd in your EX-941: The text of this is as follows: Begins: , United States
Response to the memorandum of the Canadian Government to the

; re Japanese Peace Treaty.

Precedent for German Settlement difficult, perhaPs
'` It is the viéw of the United States that it would be extremely peace set-
impossible, to conclude either a German peace settlement or a Japanese
tlement if it were assumed that the provisions of the German settlement must serveanese settlement
as a precedent as regards Japan and that the provisié of p^ese and German ï d
must equally be precedents applicable to. Germany,

^ roblems^' lar in many essential respects and. it is the view of the Uni
ations are dissirm
States that the problem of German armament, as well as other Germ
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would not necessarily receive the same solution as might be adopted in relation toJapan.

Parties

The United States takes note of the suggestion of the Canadian Government
with respect to a later accession to the treaty by China.,The United States is not
unmindful of the difficùlty created by differences of opinion as to the proper Chi-
nese signatory and appreciates the constructive approach of the Canadian Govern-
ment in this connection... ï
Territories

The United States notes the suggestion of the Canadian Government that Japan
might merely renounce its title to the southern part of Sakhalin Island and the
Kurile Islands, rather, than 'cede them to the Soviet Union subject to the proviso
(Article 19) that the Soviet Union become â party to the treaty. The United States
believes that this subject can with advantage be further considered if and when the
ultimate ' attitude of the Soviet Union toward the treaty is made apparent. The
United States has not yet abandoned the hope that the Soviet Union might become
a party to the treaty; but if this hope must vanish, the provisions of Article 5 might
well be reconsidered.

With respect to Article 4, the United States would not wish to see the future ôf,
th'e'Ryukyûs and Bonin Islands made less certain than is there indicated.''
Security

:, It is the view of the United States that the way most effectively to limit what the
Canadian memorandum calls "the potential offensive threat" of an island nation
like Japan is to make the security of the Japan area a matter of collective interna-
tional concern, which would as a practical matter assure that Japanese armament, if
it occurred, would develop as a cooperative, rather than a purely national, project.
As the President of the United States indicated in his statement of April 18th, 1951,
the United States is prepared now to take what the President referred to as "natural
initial steps in the consolidation of peace" in the Pacific Ocean area and, as one of
such steps, to enter into a post-treaty security arrangement with Japan.10 The United
States contemplates that this arrangement would establish, in principle, that Japan
should not possess armament which could be'an offensive threat and further con-
témplates that, under the arrangement, there would be continuing coordination and
cooperation. Text ends.

2. During a brief conversation he made the following points: (a) While he kept
closely in touch with those in the State Department who are working on the Ger-
man settlement, it had béen agreed that they would make no effort to correlate the
terms of the Japanese treaty with the possible terms of the German settlement. He
had secured the concurrence of the German Bureau in the reply in the memoran-
dunm to our inquiry. (b) He would be discussing further with the British Govern-
ment the question of an accession clause for China when he visits London late this

10 Vou'SeePublie Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Harry S. Truman, 1951, Washington,
D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1965, pp. 234-235.
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month.' (c) On the -problem of Ïsecurity he repeated his well-known viewsvharacthe
unwisdom of imposing restrictions by the victor on the vanquished of
which was sure to arouse resentment, pointing out that the North Atlantic countries
were already anxious, to get rid of the restrictions on rearmament in the Italian

He said that hehad côme to -the conclusion that unilaterâl treaty
Peacé Treary.; • ^ë ^- they nrevented the

, ,,, • s ns _restrictions of,, this type were almost mva Ëbldy a, rYUs
development of co-operatiive relationship . •

DEA/4606-D-40

Le sous-ministre des Pêcheries
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister; of Fisheries

to Under-Secretary of State forExternal Affairs

Ottawa, May 17, 1951
CotqM^i.

to keep out her nationals,

(1) Zone of the High Seas adjacent to an would agr
, r regulation by, Canada and the United States and from which Jap
{R 4 . • • . . . . . , . .

S In`principle, we would agree to the establishment o a nP only to
tir coasts which would be see

Following recent talks • on this su jec views
Departments and consultations with our industry, we have some before
on the subject which I should like to place before you for f
our meetings with the United States State Depaitment'in Washington at the end of

this month. against
1. We are anxious to find a method of protecting the West Coast

now with the
encroachment by Japanese or other nationals ; not co
development of those fisheries:
t± ^ F ementY that did not take that into account would be difficult for us to

2. Any arrang
accëpt. the United

The fishëries provisions in the , draft Peace Treaty submitted by ose.l'3..
States'and by the Unitéd Kingdom do not appear to be adaptable for our p^Pt in a

; J 4 The Japanese, ; not having fished here before the war, sho^dNnConsequently
as.better position: by .the Peace Treaty than they were before the

Dulles-Yoshida airangement12, or the draft provisions of the Peace e s ncettheYthe Du
proposed by the Unitëd States . , would be difficult to accept, particul p us in
seem to imply an invitation to Japan to participate in fisheries develo ed by
some cases jointly with the United States. t• le zone in the Pacific:

..... ...,•.^t •no,► u et^m PA['iFIC COAST FISHERIES

;: •.
^^^4 lr i^'• a^+a b• 3 t between representatives of our two

f r t, ^ ;
-

r .. . `k'... .r . . ..i . .
/

4 -

12 pout la correspondance entre Du11es et os artnent of 9
+, betvveea Dulles and Yoshida of February 7, 195 to see United States, DeP

, ' February 26, 195 1, Volume XXIV. No. 608• p. 351.

^ Vr oir/See FRUS, 1951, Volume VI. pp. 1024-1037. e of letter

y hida du 7 février 1951, voir/For the exchsn^`e Bulletin,

a +F {t . . . C
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(2) Zone of the High Seas adjacent to the coasts of Japan, which would be. sub-
ject to the regulation of •Japan and other Far Eastern countries and from which
we would keep our nationals away;

(3) A middle zone in the Pacific in which we would agree to participate with
Japan in joint conservation measures in respect of any fisheries that could be
prosecuted by both countries in that zone, e.g. tuna fisheries.

6. If suitable restrictions along lines indicated here cannot be incorporated in the
Peace Treaty, it would seem undesirable to include in the Peace Treaty any provi-
sion that would have the appearance of inviting Japan to participate in the fisheries
adjacent to. our West Coast.

7. It may be difficult to incorporate in a single document the divergent views of a
number of countries having different interests in the Pacific area. Perhaps instead
of trying to find"â suitable clause to be inserted in the general Peace Treaty, it
might be preferable to have special covenants on fisheries agreed to by separate
documents, provided these could be signed by Japan before or concurrently with

- the signing of the Peace Treaty. ..

For your information I am enclosing herewith a copy of a resolutiont passed
unanimously by representatives of all the commercial fisheries organizations on the
West Coast. You might also be interested in a resolutiont passed at the Pacific
Fisheries Conference at its annual meeting in Seattle. A copy of the latter. is also
enclosed.

STEWART BATEs

.954.
DEA/50051-40

Note

Memorandum

SECRET [Ottawa], May. 18, 1951
The Canadian Government has given careful attention to the draft of a treaty of

-peace with Japan proposed by the Government of the United States on March 27.
Further to its preliminary comments of May 2, the Canadian Government offers the
attached detailed comments for consideration by the Government of the United
States. The Articles referred to in the attachment are those of the draft proposed by
the Government of the United States. .

2. Thé Canadian Government has drawn on its experience with respect to the
Treaty of Peace with Italy in making observations on specific clauses of the United
States draft. It would prefer, in several instances, that the wording of the United
States draft be made more precise. Experience has proven that the lack of such
Precision often leads to difficulties of interpretation.
" 3• The Canadian Government suggests the need for provision of some opportu-
nity for discussion of technical problems by a working party of experts. This proce-
dure would seem of particular importance with respect to fisheries and war claims.

I

1
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4. -The Canadian Government will be interested t anavth e
^mt

Govern-
ment

in the
ment of ° the United States on the . comments

suggestions

attachment.

an .suc
the weakest member of the aggressive tnumvirate, ^ somealone, such clause as

responsibility. The Canadian. Govertunent therefore suggests

4; Although it will be the purpose of e ap
in Japan's relationships with the community of nations, ^eë fact that congluofuture Pan

on by an aggressivebe said for including in the preamble some cls ^ationlbrolught
of

sion of the peace treaty brings to anP end y but a clause designed to set
lt clause ro rl speaking

tive. As far aspossible,
the outbreak of hostilities in the proper tustorical perspec
the wording of the clause should avoid offending Japanese suscepetha there
suggestion of revenge. The Canadian Government suggests, therefore,^a ra h 6 of the
might be included in the preamble a clause along the lines of p eror, the present
Potsdam Proclamation. The clause should not stigmatize the Emp

enda-

,, Japanese Government or the people of Japan but might in fact contain co^?on of
of the ste s taken by post-war JaPan to buttress itself againstthe wo ,r if I

on

tion p It might appear strange in the eyes
h abuse of power• • d to admit its share of

1. The Canadian Government agrees wi jr whi
ble proposed by the United States Government with certaié rehat it would becva ue
set out below. The Canadian G° Wébe ^adé'made more definite and in particular
able if the language of the preamble
considers that there should be some reference in the preamble to the existence of a
state of war between Japan and the Allied Powers. Pow

2. It is suggested that the preamble should contain a list naming P âC^With Italy.
ers similar to the list contained in the preambdlebe of ree

^ ô encourage Japan to
:3; While the Canadian Government wou p P ient in the

seek membership in the United Nations, it believes that it would ble fofcihe Treaty
preamble of the treaty to use wording e^ WOUI

to that in the
d thereby be r`e^bled" to support

of Peace with Italy. The Allied
Japan's application without being called on to accept the obligation implied in the

preamble as presently drafted• th Jwese peace'treaty to look to the

, Preamble , . ^ : ; -.. , . _ . , . . . . , ,
'th the rinciples contained in the preàm-

,^- . , .. .. , ... ^
FOR JAPAN PRO",

COMMENTS OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT ^OF •^E ^^D STATES
SED BY THE GOVERNM

. [PIÈCE JOINIFJENCLOSURE]

ON THE DRAFT OF A PEACE TREATY

militarists".

"Japan bears its share of 1% F011 i^es nsible and se
which her people were deceived and misled by P°

the following:,f : : , . , : , : . . ress^^..
`p • sibility for precipitating a war o f agg lf-willed
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Article 1

5. The Canadian Government agrees that an article terminating the state of , war
should appear in the treaty.

Article 2

6. The Canadian Government would not at the moment wish to offer any 'com-
ment on this Article.

,.,Articles 3, 4 and 5

7. The Canadian Government, in its memorandum of May 2 to the United States
Government stated that in its opinion "the Japanese peace treaty should, insofar as
it is possible, follow the spirit of wartime agreements concerning the disposition of
_former Japanese territories". In view of the lack of agreement on the disposition of
some of the territory involved, we believe there is merit in an approach of the
nature suggested in our earlier memorandum which would treat all former Japanese
territory in a consistent fashion and not leave the way open for charges of discrimi-
natory treatment of individual pieces of territory. The .reply of the United States
Government of May 8 did not comment directly on the principle involved in the
Canadian suggestion.

*- 8.,71e Canadian Government does * not believe that this suggestion, if adopted,
would leave the future of the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands "less certain" than is the
case if the United States draft prevails. It is suggested that even more certain word-
ing might be employed. After renunciation by Japan of its rights in the Ryukyu and
Bonin Islands is suitably provided for in the treaty, a clause along the following
lines might replace the present Article 4:

"The United States shall have the right to exercise any powers of administration,
legislation and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants of the Ryukyu
Islands south of 29° north latitude, the Bonin Islands, including Rosario Island,
the Volcano Islands, Parece Vela and Marcus Island including their territorial
waters until such time as they are placed under the trusteeship system of the
United Natioris".

9.. Confusion might arise if no reference is made to the nationality of Japanese
domiciled in those territories, the disposition of which is provided for in these arti-
cles of the treaty. It is suggested, therefore, that some attention should be given to
the inclusion of an article similar in intent to that of Article' 19 of the Treaty of
Peace with•Italy.

10. The Canadian Government suggests that more precise wording might be
employed in' the case of that portion of Sakhalin with which the treaty is concerned
as well as "the islands adjacent to it": It is noted that no provision is made for
Quelpart Island which was regarded by Japan as part of Korea.

11. It would not seem necessary that Japan "accept the action of the United
Nations Security Council" (Article 3) or "concur in any such proposal" (Article 4)
since Jâpan, will be bound by the terms of the treaty upon her signature of it.
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Articles 6 and 7
12: The Canadian Government is glad to' note ' from the reply of May 8 of the

United States Government that the United States contemplates a post-treaty secur-
ity arrangement with Japan which "would establish in principle that Japan should
not possess armament *hich could be an offensive threat and further contemplates
that under the arrangement there would be continuing co-ordination and co-
operation".

13. The Canadian Government would be interested to know why the United

' States - Government -`thinks It necessary to- include - Articles 6 and 7 in the treaty.

While the Canadian Government does not object to the provisions of the Articles, it
' believes that they are not legally necessary since Japan could make treaties such as
are suggested in Article .7 ' as a sovereign state and whether or not she joins the

United Nations.
14. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that the treaty should contain a

clause' sicnilar to Article 73 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy providing for the ter-
nünâtion of the occupation of Japan. `

'; .. ., . . .

Article 8
.15;. On first reading of Article 8 Canadian officials assumed that the phrase,

"existing multilateral treaties and agreements designed to promote fair trade prac-
tices". was intended to include the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. They

have been informed that this was not the intention. If this paragraph is reworded so
as to exclude the possibility of misinterpretation, the Canadian Government has no
comments of substance. ment

16.. If the problem of possible Japanese , accession to the General Agreement
. should arise in connection with the peace treaty, the Canadian Government would
,,wish to advance the view that it is not appropriate to make any mention

of GA'1"r

either directly or obliquely in the peace treaty unless the Contracting Parties g atl^

have, reached prior agreement regarding the terms of Japanese acces sion.
lves in

ries of the peace treaty which are also Contracting Parties would find theâcc de to
an anomalous position if, after suggesting in the peace treaty that Japan basis for
GATT, theyawere forced to vote against the accession if no satisfactory
accession , were devised.. Moreover it is likely. that, regardless

of whether m not

Japan is enjoined in the peace treaty to accede to GATT, she would apply

bershiP + of her own accord since GATT would almost certainly increase her area of
Most-Favoured-Nation treatment with a minimum of reservations.

f^r 17pTheCanadian Government believes that thea^ppropriate forum forp^ls^ ess ►a
of the accession of Japan to GATT is a futuresession of the Contrac ting

of ^e
that Allied Pôwers should not be required to place on record (by signature

Contracting
treaty) their approval ôfsuchsuch before it is discussed by the

f . . . . , f .. - . . . .

Parties. . :
}

18.Apart from the relevance of this Article to the specific question of inember
1 A reëmentôn Tariffs and Trade, the Canadian Government is

ship •̂ n the Genera g ositive terms
of the opinion that Japan should be called onunder international mil ateral instru-
her obligation to resume her responsibilities

/
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ments to which she was a party at the outbreak of the war. It should be recognized
in any such undertaking that Japan might have to be re-admitted to membership in
certain organizations of which she ceased to be a member by reason of the outbreak
of war before she could again become party to certain of these instruments.

19. The Canadian Government foresees the value of Japan becoming a
to.some multilateral instruments to which she has not heretofore been a part^.

y Itwould seem reasonable that Japan should be called on to seek accession to multilat-
eral instruments concerning matters in which Japan's pre-war record was bad. In
this latter regard there are examples in the fields of narcotics, fisheries and com-
mercial practices. The Canadian Government believes undertakings of this type
might well be annexed to the treaty, possibly as a voluntary declaration on the part
of the Japanese Government., . , . .
Article 9

20 The United States Government will be aware . that. provisions,- concerning
Japan's future conduct with regard to fisheries are of special interest , and impor-tance , to the Canadian Government. For that reason it has been suggested that
experts . from Canada and the United States should meet to discuss this problem.
The comments of the Canadian Government on this clause are therefore prelimi-
nary and subject to revisiôn in the light of discussions which it'is hoped will take
place in the near future.

21• _The clause as it stands does not appear to cover the period intervening
between the signature of the treaty and the coming into force of agreements , n
fisheries. In addition, no time limit is suggested by which'negotiations might either
be entered into or completed. It is suggested that these two, points might be taken
care of in a redraft of the clause. It is further suggested that the latter part of the
clause might be redrafted to read:

"... formulation of new bilateral or multilateral agreements with respect to high
seas fisheries among other things for the regulation, conservation and develop-
ment of high seas fisheries". ,

Article 10 ,

22 The C^nnadian Government agrees with the wording of Article 10 but suggests
that an additional sentence might be added concerning the registration of treaties,
which are renewed, with the Secretariat of the United Nations in accordance with
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
Article ll:

23•'The
Canadian Government believes that the "special rights and interests" of

Japan in China should be made clear, possibly along the lines of Articles 24 to 26the the Treaty of Peace with Italy in order to prevent difficulties of interpretation infuture. The rn- d.m^e a an Government is of the opinion that it would be wise to
have separate provisions for renunciation by Japan of all rights and interests it may..

presumed itself to hold in Manchuria.
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Article 12 . : - . . _ ,

14. The Canadian Governnïent agrees in principle with the draft clause concern-
ing war criminals. However; it would think it desirable that Japan be called on to
accept and'respect thé'convictions and'sentences imposed by allied tribùnals. The
Canadian Government dôes not believe the treaty should provide for pardon of con-
victed war criminals since such a suggestion'might give a future Japanese Govern-
ment the, opportunity . to belittle the whole concept underlying the trial and
punishment of proven -war criminals. If in some instance evidence is forthcoming
to prove the innocence of prisoners now incarcerated, ad hoc arrangements could
be made to -free the innocent.

Article 13
25.The Canadian Government is in agreement with what it takes to be the objec-

tives of Article 13, namely:
-Ja) to pave the way for the rapid conclusion of commercial agreements between
Japan'and the several Allied Powers,'and

(ti) 40 reqùire Japan to accord Most-Favoûred-Nation . treatment in respect of cus-
toms duties, etc. to each 'Allied Power for an initial 'period, provided that Japan
might withhold from any.Power treatment more favourable than such Power, sub-
ject to the exceptions customarily included in its - commercial agreements; is pre-
pared to accord Japan.

26. The Canadian Government considers it desirable to take all practicable steps
to assist Japan to re-establish its position as a member in good standing of the
world trading community, and thinks that Article 13 would serve a useful purpose
in this regard. However, the Canadian Government may find it necessary to retain
certain safeguards, not applied to'most-favoured-nations generally, against the pos-
sibility of unfair competition from Japanese goods, if and when Most-Favoured-
Nation treatment is exténded to Jâpan. For example, Canada may wish to retain the
right to apply fixed valuadons' for, duty on certain Japanese goods. In this ^^t
Canada would be unable to extend Most-Favoured-Nation treatment to Japan
out reservation. Canada does not apply fixed valuations to imports from other most-
favoured-nations and could not do so under GATT. The Canadian Government
wonld, of course, be prepared totconcede to Japan the right'to make similar reserva-
tions in respect of imports from Canada in the event of the exchange of Mhst-
Fàvoured-Nation ireatment with Japan.

27. The Canadian Government considers that if Japanese trade is to attain the
appropriate level, balance, and stability considerable adjustments in the trading
position of other countries will be involved. Some countries are more exposed than• exposed
others to the impact of such adjustments. Canada,-for example, is more
than certain important 'trading countries which have much higher Most ôher su ch
Nation tariff rates against types of goods exported by Japan and than us
countries which have quantitative restrictions against imports of these goods.deali g
the Canadian Government feels that it must retain appropriate mean o
with possible dumping or concealed subsidies or exchange manipulator n^e
forms of unfair competition from Japan, and could not agree to any provision
peace treaty which might prejudice its position in this respect.

/!
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-Articles 14 and 15

28. The Canadian Government believes thatthese clauses
notcient detail Japan's responsibilities with regard to war do lr suff-

rights and interests. This is a matter which could be best discussed b a W operty
party of experts in the particular subjects and it is suggested that some op ortuni^g
be provided for such discussions. The views expressed, below are of a ty

nature and should be considered as preliminary since it is our hope that the ^ubjéct
can be pursued in more detail in the discussions suggested above.

29. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that provision should be mad
for. the liquidation and allocation among the Allied Powers of Japanese exte

e.assets in other than Allied countries. It believes that the Treaty should contain rec-ognition
ognition by Japan of pre-war debts owed by Japan or Japanese nationals to Allied
governments or Allied nationals. The Canadian Government considers that the
stock of monetary gold and bullion and of precious metals and 'ewel
japan. at the close of the war and referred to often as the ^' ^ s, held by

marked for distribution among, countries with recognized caimsotre reparationsfrom Japan. p

30. The Canadian Government would be interested to have a f

to the
urtherviews of the Government of the United States with re gard

her statement of

to v) set out in Article 14. It is noted that no such exemptions from disposal
reparations of similar classes of German external assets were granted in the Act of
Paris on German Reparations. There is a further doubt as to

thecertain of these exemptions in that the return of property envisa ged ^vht bility of

mn counter to the domestic legislation of certain of the Allied Powersg^ ssiblyCa-dian Government is of the opinion that if any of these exclusions or exemptions i
to be retained in the treaty, this provision should merely r uire the Alli

sto return the eq ed Powers
proceeds of the liquidation of exempted assets which they have liqui-

ôaéfwithout any further obligation on their part towards the Ja anese formerp er
31.

While the Canadian Government wishes to reserve its position on
hon, it offers the following comments on the specific exemptions rovi e

the
d ôres-Article 14. P in

(i)
The adequacy of the term "special measures" is questioned. It shonoted that the uld be

Canadian Government has already returned the proceeds of liqui-
C tion *o f property to a number of Japanese nationals who hadCanada been residing in
P^ ope^, rior to seizure and vesting of their property by the Custodian of Enemy

(ii)
The 6nadian Government could not return more than the

dauon less * administrative expenses and other charges ev
proceeds of liqui-

retufi ^,ere accepted. en if the principle of

(ni)
There , is no seri ons objection to this exemptionreservations subject to our general

(iv)
w^ would be interested to have some clarificationexemption, of the purpose of this
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(v) The Canadian Government is not convinced of the necessity. to return trade-
marks, to Japan except under terms satisfactory to itself.

32. -It is questionable whether the penultimate paragraph of Article 141 ed Power
included in a treaty with Japan since it concerns a matter between one

and another..
33. It is suggested that something should be written into the treaty concerningwithinJapan

oNationswho is entitled to Japanese assets within territories reunderyUnited
territory administered by -any of the Allied Powers

trusteeship. - •
.34. A drafting change would seem necessary in the second sentence of Articne^4e

in
in order to avoid any question by Japan as to whether property clearly vested
Custodian of Enemy Property by Canadian legislation is property within Canada's

• jurisdiction as contemplated, in the treaty. The Canadian Government suggests
therefore that the words "However, Japan grants .•: within their territories" ^o

. be replaced by the following: "However, the Allied Powers shall have the right
g

-seize, aPProPriate, vest and retain in absolute ownership all property and all rights
and interests in property of Japan and Japanese nationals which, between December

"7, 1941 and September 2, 1945,- were, according to their laws subject to their

Jurisdiction". : ..
35. The Caqadian Government considers that the last sentence ôs ^lsatisfactory•

ing to war loss of or"damage to Allied property in Japan is m
Nothing is known of Japanese domestic legislation on war damage

after ratification of
v^,e any guarantee that any such legislation might not be revoked of the
the treaty. It seems unreasonable to place claimann arbitrarily ction certain of the
Japanese Government in a matter of this kind.
Provisiôns and safeguards of Article 78 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy should be

•. •
included, especially the following: j reed percent-

';-(a) Apart'from the actual war damage claims, compensation at an ag rofits)
a e should be payable in réspect of any financial loss (other than a loss of p
g

incurred as -a result of Japanese action. rop°rtionate basis in
(b) Provision should be made for compensation on a P ranons in Japa-

réspect of direct or, indirect holdings by Allied nationals or cor po

nese `corporations which have suffered war damage or sequestration.

^° sation should be paid free of levies, taxes or other
charges and be

.^.,mpen
'fnrely usable in Japan: claims including

(d) The reasonable expenses incurred in Japan in establishing
the Japanese Government.

the assessent of loss or damage should be bborne by ted from
rties should be exemp

(e) Allied nationals or corporations and their prope ^ imposed since Decem-
and have refunded' any exceptional taxes, levies or impo sts for

• • b the In anese Government or its ag ^rcupa-
ber 7, 1941 on their capital assets Y p of the wac, the
thëpurpose of meeting the costs of or charges arising outin on Allied nationals or

tion or reparations• Japan should be prohibited from levy t g in the future•
corporations any such exceptional taxes, levies or impo
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Article 16

36. The Canadian Government agrees with the need for a clause under which'
Japan would renounce her claims against the Allied Powers for action taken during
the war but believes that a more precise definition of the claims to be renounced
should be included. It suggests a clause along the lines of Article 76 'of thé Treaty
of Peace with Italy.

37. The Canadian Government is of the opinion that provision might be made for
the appointment of special conciliation commissions or tribunals to deal with dis-
putes arising out of individual war claims. While it would be desirable that. the
President of the International Court should appoint such special tribunals, it would
not seem necessary to involve the prestige of the Court itself in disputes of a tech-
nical nature and of relatively minor importance. Provisions for the establishment of
conciliation commissions or tribunals should be so drafted as to reduce to a mini-
mum the risk of disagreements on such matters as membership of a conciliation
commission or tribunal, the rules of procedure thereof, or the stage at which a dis-
pute may be referred thereto. The Canadian Government; having in mind the expe-
rience gained with respect to earlier, treaties of peace, would suggest that some
provision be included in a clause of this nature defining when a dispute may be
considered to exist. It might, in addition, be desirable to limit the period for settle-
ment of a dispute through diplomatic channels in order that diplomatic exchanges
could not be carried out indefinitely with the object of avoiding a decision.

Article 18

38. The view has already been stated (paragraph 2 above) that a listing of the
parties to the treaty should be included in the preamble. The Canadian Government
would be interested to know what, in the opinion of the Government of the United
States, is the significance of the phrase "in a state of belligerency".
Article 19

39. The Canadian Government has no comment to offer on this Article.
Article 20

:40. The Canadian Government would be glad to have the further views of the
Govemment of the United States on the necessity of this Article.
Article 21, -2

41. The Canadian Government agrees with the method of ratification of the treaty
sdggested in this Article. It has, however, two suggestions to offer. It would prefer
that no reference be made directly to the Far Eastern Commission as such but that
the Parties to the treaty might simply be listed. The Canadian Government furthersuggeS

the words "as the principal occupying power" be deleted.
Article '22

42• The Canadian Government notes the re-appearance of the phrase "in a state of
belligerency" in this clause to which reference is made in paragraph 38 above. The
Canadian Government would suggest that some special provision must be made for
Participation of Korea in the treaty. While the Canadian Government would have
110 objection to signature of the treaty by Korea, it believes that no provision is



Additional Clause
43. The Canadian Government believes that Japan ^hnclude recognition by Japan

sibility with respect to Allied war graves. This sho
of duly authorized personnel charged with administrativemé tasks

Jâ°^ sh uld be
maintenance and 'regulation of All 1 sied h^and to conclude any agreements
called on to' facihtate the work personnel The Canadian
with'the' Allied Powers' which might be necessary in by annexed
Gôveïnment would regard as satisfactory a voluntary declaration Y Japan
to the treaty provided it were sufficiently precise.

the treaty.
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contained in the United States draft which would enable Korea to sign or accede to

Le secrétaire d'bat aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ^ -

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in, United States

States o ic^ s k ,
;4 Mr: Mayhew would like to discuss the subJect wi Ve him whatever assistan

ff 'al and I should be'grateful if you would g

as our, bluff is called. ,-, ::I : t the views
3. If United States authorities prove unwilling• next . week ^ ke no final decision-i%3-

which we put forward, it is important that the United State to keep the situa
^ to reject our representations. In such circumstan sôf ^é s bjec by rePresentatives
tion fluid by, a provision for continuing discus sion .

of, our two governments prior to the signature of the t^Û ^fore he meets Unit é

impression to the United States lm 1 ng tha
to recede from our position under United States pressure, ând (en gi p g in as '0011
will not sign the treaty unless they meet us on fishe ,

made to convince the Un^t
re ^ednot be an easy task and that we must avoid two possible dangers: (a) 81v^ng

• ' the forthcoming discussions that we are p pt we

DEA/4606-D40

Ottâwa, May 25, 1951

SECRS[. IMPORTANT."

DISCUSSIONS RE JAPANESE FISHERIES
the Minister of

1. In the forthcoming talks with Mr. Dulles on Japanese fisheries, ^nlent

Fishëries will put forward views along the lines of ^e^ letter No. Y 2^ of
of Fisheries of May 17 which'was forwarded to you under ,

May 19.t
2. I am satisfied that these vi . ews accurately reflect Canadian interestionptihi ôri âf

ticular aspect of the Japanese peace settlement. 1 share my colleague s
the. •mportance of this issue domestically and I believe the utmost effort hi swill

• ' ed States of the justice of our case. I realize • the

,%j,EGItpM EX-1144'

/



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 1986
Waslûngton, May 30, 1951

SECRET

Reference: EX-1144 of May 25, 1951.

DISCUSSIONS RE JAPANESE FISHERIES

The series of discussions with United States officials concerning Japanese fish-
eries was completed yesterday.

2. The Honourable Mr. Mayhew had a discussion with Mr. Dulles. He was
accompanied by Mr. Bates who has prepared a separate report concerning that dis-
cussion, two copies of which are enclosed.

3. In addition to that discussion, three meetings of officials were held. Mr. May-
hew was present temporarily ai one of these meetings.

4. The Canadian representation was Mr. Bates and Messrs. Matthews and Camp-bell• The United States team was headed by Mr. Russell Adams, who has been
given a special appointment to coordinate under Mr. Dulles United States policy
With regard to the Pacific fisheries in relation to the Japanese Peace Treaty.
Amongst the United States representatives were Mr. Herrington and Mr. Chapman,
whom he is to succeed as fsheries adviser in the State Department. General Snow
of the I,ega1 Divisiôn of State Department and representatives of the Japanese Desk
and of the Economuic Division were also present.

5. At the first meeting, Mr. Bates outlined the necessitÿ, from the Canadian point
of view,' of excluding the Japanese from conserved fisheries in the Northeast
Pacific and pointed out the zoning principle outlined in his letter of May 17 to theUnder-.R,.,retary as an acceptable solution from the Canadian point of view.

6. It immediately became apparent that the differences of view of the various
United States officials had not yet been reconciled. As a basis of discussion, Mr.'
Adams hnd.A to us two documents, one entitled "Some Tentative Ideas for U.S.
Ngh Seâs Fishe 1 "Policry ' yj' and the other "A Draft International Convention for the
Fisherièsof the North Pacific Ocean".t Eight copies each of these documents areenclôsed ^ ^ -

7. The United States officials, when discussing these documents, appeared to fall
into four groups as follows:

(a) Political Offlcers. The main concern of the political officers was that no pre-
cedent might be established in the Northeastern Pacific fisheries that might be usedby w,,

"mies in the Western and Southern Pacific in an effort to exclude Ja aneseIishercnen f Prom waters in these areas. For this reason, the zoning proposals put
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forward by Mr. Bates were not favoured. The political ^el^^^ Co^tio be ready
to accept an arrangement similar to that proposed

(b) Economic O,fficer.
Mr. Corse, Acting Chief of the State Department Commer-

cial Policy Staff argued strenuôusly against the exclusion of Japanese fishermen
from any of the fisheries in, the Northeast Pacific. He based his argument on ^e
general policy of. the United States Government against restraints of any type
economic field but had the grace to admit that the Government was more success-
ful in enforcing' this policÿ in some areas than in others. There his pointsympathy on the part of any of the other United States officials present for

of view.

(c) Legal Division Representative.
General Snow, on behalf of the Legal Division

of the State Department, agreed that there should be no difficulty in excluding Jap-
anese fishermen from any of the protected Northeastern Pacific fisheries by means
of â treaty or convention: While he did not appear to have taken part se c ould be
the draft Convention he apparently thought that the desired pur
achieved along the lines suggested in that draft.

(d) Fisheries Officials: The fisheries officers of the Departmentô S tate
as Mr.

the Department of the Interior all seemed to be strongly of the same p rotected
Bates that the Japanese fishermen should and could be excluded from the P^ong
fisheries in the Northeastern Pacific. They apparently had first been thinking
the lines of zones which had been referred to by Mr. Bates, but ino^ i Convention.
point of view of the political officecs had personally prepared the d

8. While no general United States view emerged from the dirstc`os^é sô nt of view

of,
sions

the United
themselves

States
appeared to

offcialsV At the close of he meeting, Mr. Adamsfisheries
assured us that every effort would be made to develop a United Sthad been done
point of view quickly. He undertook to approach us agam when this to have
and we told him that, when that had been accomplished, we would be ready
further discussions with the United States authorities. solution to

9. We stressed the necessity of working out a mutu was not only a
this problem immediately. We pointed out. that wha t was needed oint of
clarification of the United States point of view but a recoh^iaWés^d^^atp in Our
view. with the Canadian. When that had been accompl , f sherieshich any
opinion, the Japanese should be informed of the b^ ^ut ^atWif this Convention
convention might be negotiatcd. I It was also pointed

immediately
following the signature of the Peace Sh ^es ^d

, 1
^presé
couldntnot

wo berding of
signed

the United. States DrafttPeac^e Treaty U^tedconcernmg
States interests

t appear, to offer sufGcient pro ec
JLI-L WRONG
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[PIÈCE JOINTFIENCLOSURE]

Note du sous-ministre des Pêcheries . -
Memorandum by Deputy Minister of Fisheries

:SECRET [Washington], May 30, 1951

MINUTE ON MEETING BETWEEN MR. DULLES AND HONOURABLE R.W. MAYHEW

On Tuesday,'May 29th, Mr. Mayhew met Mr. Dulles in the latter's office at the
State Department. Mr. Dulles had Mr. Adams present and I
Minister. accompanied the-

2. Mr. Mayhew outlined the Canadian views as these had been discussed.in
'Ottawa and approved by Mr. Pearson. It was suggested that the fisheries clause in
the present draft treaty and the earlier exchange of correspondence between Mr.
Dulles and Premier Yoshida might be taken by the Japanese as an invitation to enter
our conserved fisheries in the Northeast Pacific. Mr. Dulles did not believe that the
Japanese would so interpret it. Mr. Mayhew referred, however, to the Sealing Con-
vention and to the fact that, when the Japanese informed the U.S. a few weeks ago
of their willingness to adhere, they asked at the same time for a share of the skins.
Mr. Mayhew suggested that Japan would no doubt have a similar attitude regarding
the, Halibut and Salmon Conventions.

3. Mr. Dulles emphasized the need to keep fisheries questions out of the general
Japanese Peace Treaty because

(a) The Peace Treaty could not include within it an international convention for
the.North Pacific.

(b) Conflicts of national and international views on the fisheries problems of the
Pacific could not be reconciled in any short period of time. Dulles referred particu-
larly to the inability of the U.S. Government to make up its own mind on fisheries,
and to the fact that the Philippines, Australia and Latin America all had differing
views on matters of fisheries jurisdiction.
`(c) Thé political need within Japan for an early Peace Treaty after almost six

Years of military occupation. ,
(d) We côùld not negotiate a properly acceptable fisheries convention with Japan

antil she had regained her sovereignty. Otherwise, Japan would regard the conven-
tion as having been forced on her during the Occupation. Dulles thought that we
and the U.S. should hasten the preparation of a fisheries convention and have it
ready for discussion with the Japanese as soon as possible after the signing of the
Peace Treaty,

4. Mr. Dulles j then referred to the fact that he had passed the whole question offisheri
es to 1VIr. Adams whose job it was to effect an early reconciliation of con-

flicting v1eWs within the U.S. Government. On being reminded that the Treaty did
contain a fisheries clause, Mr. Dulles referred to his draft and replied that the clause
was broad and general, and the only kind of clause he thought might be accepted by
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all the powers without creating disputes more properly faced in a separate fisheries
convention. He suggested we were unduly nervous in trying to get a Treaty com-
mitment on fisheries from Japan. He said his exchange of correspondence with Pre-
mier Yoshida would maintain the status, quo until a fishery convention *as signed.Pre-
Mr. Mayhew asked whether he would agree to have ^e fisheries ch

paraphrase
He flatly

mier's undertaking , included in the Peace Treaty
said no on the ground that this might raise all sorts of fishery disputes and delay the
signing of the Treaty itself. (Because of this statement and to make our position
clearer, the Canadian group, discussing the details of a possible fisheries conven-

tion with' U.S. officials, suggested that our Government might wish a clause
inserted in the Treaty requiring Japan to stay out of the conserved fisheries until a
separate fisheries convéntion were completed.)

5. Mr. Dulles reiterated his view that first of all the
U.S.A.fishenés th

en
onvent ona

=

together with the U.S. should determine what they want in
He was confident that one could be devised that would secure the ends we desired
and that it would be acceptable to Japan.

6. This Minute makes no reference to the extensive prese^^°e de filel in
views made by the Honourable R.W. Mayhew, since these

Y on

External Affairs as well as in the Department of Fisheries.
STEWART BATES

ernment planned to pubhsh e
ulated

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa], July 10, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY; DRAFT PROPOSALS to the discus-
5: The Minister of Public Works as Acting Prime Minister, Ûnited States and the

sion 'at the meeting of March 15th, 1951, report ed that the for Jap^►- The
.United Kingdom had now reached agreement on a draft peace treaty aftihe
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs had submitted a cop ^e U S. S°v"
treatywith a covering note for the information of the Cabinet, since

th draft on July 12th.13.

TOP SECRET

^.:.: .^ •

^ An explanatory memorandum was cuc •' Affai'rs and attached d"

}Treary,• July 9, 1951 --^- Cab. Doc. 189-51)t uested the

6. The Secreta to the Cabinet said that the U.S. government hc ed hat'recom-

= comments of other governments by July 20th and that Cabineteconsideration before

- mendations in this connection would be available for

M orandum `Acting Secretary of State for External

23, 1951, PP•

n of State, Bulletin.
Volume XXV, No. 630, Ju1y

Voir/See United States, Dcpartment
' 132-138.. . _ ,.
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that date. The present text of the treaty contained a number of provisions arising
from earlier Canadian comments and it was unlikely that any substantial changes
would be recommended to Cabinet. The U.S. government hoped that, after it had
received the comments of interested governments, it would be possible to hold an
early conference of a largely formal nature for the purpose of signing, the - treaty:

7. The Minister of Fisheries indicated that Article 9 of Chapter "4 of the 'draft
treaty, regarding fisheries questions, was satisfactory to his department, on the
understanding that arrangements would be made for the terms of the Dulles-
Yoshida exchange of letters of February 7th, 1951 to apply to the whole Pacific
area. In this correspondence the Japanese government had undertaken that its fish-
ermen would not enter waters in which they had not fished in 1940, pending the
conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agreements providing for the regulatiôn, or
limitation of fishing and the conservation and development of fisheries on the high
seas.

8. The Cabinet, after further discussion noted the report from the Acting Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs as submitted by the Acting Prime Minister,
regarding the text of the draft peace treaty for Japan that had been approved by the
U.S. and U.K. 'governments, and the comment of the Minister of Fisheries that
Article 9 of Chapter 4 of the treaty was acceptable to his department, subject to the
application to the whole Pacific area of the terms of the Dulles-Yoshida exchange
of letters of February 7th, 1951; any i-ecommendations as to further Canadian com-
ments to be considered at a subsequent meeting.

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/4606-D-40

TELEGRAM WA-2775 Washington, July 10, 1951

CONFIpENTIqt,, IMPORTANT.

JAPANESE FISHING
1• We have learned from Allison that it is the intention of the Japanese Govern-

ment to issue the following statement very shortly with respect to fishing matters:
Statement begins:

"In order that there shall be no misunderstanding the Japanese Government con-
hrr"s that Japan's voluntary declaration in respect of fishing conservation con-
taned in me Prime Minister's letter of the 7th February 1951 to Mr. John Foster
Dulles, the special representative of the President of the United States, was
intended to embrace fishery conservation arrangements in all parts of the world.The Go

.-Miment of Japan will in accordance with the above mentioned letter be
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prepared, as soon as practicable • after restoration to it of full sovereignty, to enter
into negotiations with other countries with a'view to establishing equitable arrange-
ments for the development and conservation of fisheries which are accessible to the
nationals of Japan and,; such other countries. The Government of Japan reaffirms
that in the meantime it will, as a voluntary act, implying no waiver of its interna-
tional rights, prohibit Japanese nationals and Japanese registered vessels from car-
rying on fishing, operations • in presently :co s

^ter
fisheries in

national or ldomestic, act, etoarrangements have already been made either, by
protect the fisheries from over-harvesting and in which fisheries Japanese nationals
or Japanese registered vessels were not in the year 1940 conducting operations."

Statement ends. : ; .

^: 2. You will note that this proposed statement by the Japanese Government reiter-
ates the language contained in Prime Minister Yoshida's letter of February 7 to Mr.

Dulles. We observed that in this statement the Japanese Government does not pro-the conclusion ofhibit its nationals from fishing in conserved waters "pe d No. 35 of June 28.t
negotiations", as suggested in paragraph two of CRO telegram
Allison said that the United States would be firmly opposed to the phrase "pending
the conclusion of negotiations", which could result in indefinite Japanese exclusion
without negotiation. -Allison maintained that the phrase "in the meantime", as it
appeared in the Yoshida-Dulles letter and in the proposed statement by the Japanesecon-
Government, means that the Japanese voluntarily exclude themselabout such
served fisheries, on the understanding that negotiations for agreement

fisheries will be entered into within a°S^tes would agree to the addition of a
3. It appears very unlikely that the United

clause to Article 9 of the proposed peace treaty with Japan, which would contain
the substance of the Yoshida-Dulles letter. It therefore seems some advanceGovermm ^t
United States has been persuaded of the necessity to have the Japanese
make a public confirmation of the voluntary declaration with respect to conserved
fisheries which was contained in Yoshida's letter of February 7.

4. We understand that the proposed statement by the Japanese
Government has

been made available to Clutton in Tokyo.14
• ^^ ^ ^^

_..._.
1 ; ; 1 uillet,

'net s décidé cette déclaration. que le gouvernement
du japon a publiée le 10 JIl 84 Le Gbt que "de- the

tendait Its modifications à l'article 9 inutiles. wernment issued on JuIY 10,
Cabinet' agreed that this :tatement. which the Japanese

revision of Article 9 no longer necessary.
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

SECRET.

Repeat London No. 1200; Permdel No. 447.

DEA/50051-40

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

they would be unreasonable in their demands. However, now that substantial agree-

Following for Wrong from Reid.
I. You will remember our discussion of last week concerning the possible éffect

of early signature of the Japanese Peace Treaty on settlement of the Korean war.
The Minister has now agreed that you might make our apprehensions on this score
known to Rusk informally. Our thoughts on the subject run along the following
lines:

(a) Our main objective is to provide for some degree of stability in the Far East
:which, we hope, would remove the constant danger of disagreements there leading
to world war. The Korean war is the most immediate danger point. Present negotia-
tions for a cease-fire in Korea suggest the possibility of reaching agreement with
the Chinese Communist Government and indirectly with the U.S.S.R. not only on a
cease-fire but on some sort of modus vivendi. To rush signature of a Japanese set-
tlemént would add to the difficulties of reaching a modus vivendi with the Chinese
Communist Government.

(b) How far is our main objective, referred to in the preceding paragraph, served
bY signing a Japanese peace treaty which so far as China and the U.S.S.R. are
concerried has no effect? We recognize the good sense and realism of the terms of
the treaty. If however it cannot be made really effective because of the non-associa-
tion with it of two countries which because of geography and economic ties are of
first-rate importance to Japan, of what real value is the treaty?

(c) We fear that the compromise proposal on Chinese participation in the treaty
may tend to" increase the likelihood of signature of the treaty by the Chinese
Nationalist Government. If Japan chooses to negotiate with the Communist Gov-
ernment of China, a situation might soon arise in which a supposed ally of the
United States was doing business with a recognized foe of the United States.
United States public and congressional opinion would scarcely regard this develop-
ment with detachment and might press the United States Government to forestall
such a development by using its influence to convince the Japanese Government of
the unwisdom of such negotiations.

(d) Wë supPorted the idea of concluding a peace treaty with Japan, if necessary
without the participation of the U.S.S.R. and China, when it seemed certain that
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ment on the terms of the treaty has been reached by the non-Communist powers
could we not afford to delay signature, at least until we have a clearer idea of the
extent to which the Communist powers are willing to negotiate a reasonable Far

Eastern settlement? ,

DEA/50051-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

rMLECxAM WA-2830

3,.. .. , .. . . .. . .. , , ^

.and through NATO and rapid rearmament*

.bé the central aim of Russian foreign pohcy.
o pre

ioulthrough bringing their defeated enemies of T e^^nt
or hinder this process must

':which the western countries are seeking to. achieve wltâ Ja an into their group,
#* 4. He remarked on the great change in the disinbution po or two

. • • h• the next year

cease-fre may have bcen to put them in a bctter po of wér in the world, . .
. ,. sition

`nature^ of the peace treaty, the fact is mat they are bitter y oppo art
scicuritjr arrangements between the United States and Japan which are blockl such
of the whôle settlement. A main aim of their Far Eastern policy, is to
arratgements, and he suggested , that one, purpose of their support of a Korean

' ' to achieve this end.

little in the latest draft which is in conflict with Russ an C-C s.-ti to the bilateral
treaty which would seem reasonable to the rest of us.

d larations about the

f)3. He tlunks that there is no chance that the
viru•1 it is true that there is

• • "ce 11110 wou
Supreme Comman ex an IA agree to a peace.

-Japan as a result of MacArthur s repeated advocacy o an ear y
It d of Dulles' negotiations with the Japanese

Government.

pain purpose of seeking , to , attach Japan to e en.
in

Aprejudiced if there is any further delay. He mentioncd the expectations built up i

1 treaty when he was

the occupation in Japan should be ended as soon as po • y

a very long time for a military occupation and the sands were running out. The

• th d ocratic powers would be

• ssi e ix ,

tion that there was any mess y

2: Perhaps the most substantial point he made was that it was really essential that
'bl c: ears he said, was

Following for Rei rom ro , g
your 'message , with Rusk yesterday afternoon, making it clear that I was not
addressing representations to him but was only asking for comment on some mat-
ters which seemed to be reasonable causes of worry. As I expected, I got no indica-

read' to dela the timetable for the treaty.

d f W ng Be ins• I went over most of the issues raised in

Washington, July 13, 1951

SECRET
Repeat Permdel No. 335. Repeated to Minister in Stockholm, July, 14.
.Reference: Your EX-1408 of July I Ith. :

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY



` 5. I commented that I thought that the timetable for the treaty"was unlikely to be
fulfilled, quite apart from any Russian tactics, and asked him whether he consid-
ered it likely that the Russians would send a delegation to San Francisco. He agreed
that this was possible, but said that if they did so it might only, extend the confer-
ence to a fortnight or so and that the results should be the signature of the treaty in
approximately its present form by the rest of us.

6. He said that he would give further consideration to my remarks, and added that
he understood that the United Kingdom Government did not share our worries and
was anxious that the treaty should be signed on schedule.

7. The question of Japanese negotiations after the treaty with one or other Chi-
nese authority was discussed with Allison before receipt of your message, and the
result has been reported by despatch.t Ends.

DEA/50051-40

Note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for Extèrnal Affairs
to Cabinet

CABINET DOCUMENT No. 204-51 [Ottawa], July 27, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

On July 23 the United States Embassy handed to the Department of External
Affairs a memorandum covering the current text of the draft treaty of peace with
Japan and an invitation to attend the conference in San Francisco on September.4,
1951, to sign a treaty, the final draft of which will be circulated on August 13.
Attached is a printed copy of the current draft.ts

2. This draft is still theoretically subject to amendment as a result of comment by
the countries to which it was circulated, i.e. by all the countries which were in a
state of war with Japan except China. However, experience has shown that the
United States is reluctant to accept amendments and it is to be, expected that the
final draft which the Canadian government has been invited to sign will be substan-
uallY similar to the present one.

3• The treaty reduces Japanese territory to the four main islands of Japan and the
minôr islands around them. It restores complete sovereignty to Japan and places no
curbs on its armament ôr any of its industries. It is also the foundation for a'sepa-
rate security arrangement between the United States and Japan.

4. Neither government of China has been invited to sign the treaty because the
Pnited States' and the United Kingdom hold different views as to which is the

, u , Pour le texte de la version provisoire du 13 aoQt, voir/For text of draft of August13, see FRUS,^19 ...
51, Volume VI, pp. 1119-1133, 1174-1175.

Pour le texte de la version provisoire finale, voir le document 957./For text of printed draft, see
Document 957.
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proper government of China:Althôugh the U.S.S.R. has been invited to attend the
conference, it seems unlikely that it will accept because of the form of the invita-
•tion andthe text of the treaty. .., .

.' .: . ` " ".^• °,.
ming of the treaty. There is a remote possibility^

doubr ts âbôüt^ the ti5.'We ^have
. r

``that China and the U.S.S.R. are anxious to reach some overall settlement in the Far
East following an armistice in Korea; signature of thé treaty now may make any

^ chanceof a'general agreement in the Far East more remote. Doubts about the wis-
' doni ' of the'timing of the treaty spring not from any wish to give China and the
Soviet Union just the delay they want, nor from a desire to prolong an occupation
which has already continued too long but from an anxiety lest the conclusion of the
treaty may destroy what may conceivably bè the best chance of an overall settle-
ment in the Far East which has appeared for some years. -
` 6. We view the wording of the claims clauses of the treaty with some reserve. It is

rthe opinion of the Custodian of Enemy Property that the language of Chapter V is
so vague as to make the administration of claims contentious. The United States
has consented to a short meeting of experts from Canada and the United States to
clarify the language of this chapter. ;..

7. There are two Canadian life insurance companies which had a considerable
stake in Japan before the war. An amendment to the Protocol to the treaty is likely
by which our interests in life insurance should be reasonably well met.

8. Our wishes with respect to ensuring that the Japanese will not return to their

prewar malpractices in fishing on the high seas have been adequately met as a
result of action by the Department of Fisheries.

9. The Asian states appear to be divided in their attitude towards the treaty. While

ndiâ and Pakistan have not`yet made their attitude clear, it is probable that on

` balance they will decide to sign.^ Indonesia is, reported to have accepted the invita-

'tion to'the conference but Burma is so"strongly,opposed to the omission of any
` éffective'provision for reparations that the Burmese Embassy in Washingtoneac

has
e

informed our Embassy there that `the Bunnese government will'not sign the peace

f''with Jâ n as resentl r sed b the United States government". The
tYv Pa P Yp oPo Y

`Philippines also are discontented by the lack of provision for substantial

reparations. tion,
^ 1Ô. There

•
^s a Protocol attached to the treaty on contracts, periods of prescrip

negotiable instruments, and contracts of insurance. This Protocol is of intfr^e typeonly

to a limited number of countries because so few had interests in JaPan.
Yil

dom which
..-fil . ^ _. •.

covercd in the Protocol• The Protocol is sponsored by the United King
c^-,will ûethe. principal signâtory; the United States intends

to decline to sign the ro-
: ^ .

' tocol, for constitutional reasons. Fi
^^ 11: There are two arguments inf favour of signing the proposed treaty. rst Can-

't ^'^° , with Japan: It was for this
ada has long supported the idea" of an earlÿ peace treaty a,ese

J.:lta -̀r k 3T- 'reason that the Minister of National Ikfence attended a confr of 1947•tI is cônsid-
peacx tréaty in Canberra, Australia, in August and Septembe an, the shel-
et^ed that; while democratic institutions are still not firmly rooted in Jap

terin effectof continued occupation is unlikely`
to establish them more a^tr a^g^^

8 f a tr Y
4Secondly, thét United States sets great store by the conclusion 0
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present time and the early termination of the occupation. This treaty is part of the
United States' arrangements for the defence of the Pacific, and the responsibility
for appearing to threaten those arrangements by refusing to sign would be very
grave.

12. It is therefore recommended that, in spite of the drawbacks attaching to the
present draft and the manner in which it was formulated, authority be. granted to
accept the invitation to sign a peace treaty with Japan substantially similar, to that
contained in the attached draft. The final draft of the treaty as published on August
13 next will be placed before Cabinet as soon as it is received with a request for
final authorization to sign. At that time also the revised Protocol, taking, into
account the interests of the two Canadian life insurance companies, will be
presented in order to seek authority to sign it.

A.D.P. HEENEY
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs

962. PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET. [Ottawa], August 2, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY; CANADIAN COMMENTS AND SIGNATURE
10. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, referring to discussion at the meet-,

ing of July . 18th, 1951, said that Canada had been invited to attend the conference
in San Francisco on September 4th, 1951, to sign a treaty of peace with Japan. The
final draft would be circulated on August 13th. Chapter V,of the treaty, on claims,
was somewhat vague and a meeting of U.S. and Canadian experts would attempt to
clarify the langûage. An amendment to a protocol t6 the treaty was likely to cover
the interests of Canadian life insurance companies. Canadian fishing interests had
been met as a result of action by the. Department of Fisheries. On the whole the
tre?tY was acceptable and it was recommended that Canada be,represented at, thé
conference and, subject to approval of the final draft, that authority be granted to
sign ` the treaty.

An explanatory, memorandum had been circulated.
:(Memorandum, for the Secretary of State for External Affairs, July 27th and

attached draft peace treaty - Cab. Doc. 204-51)
11;Wr 'Pearson added that it did not appear to be necessary to have a delegation

attend the'San Francisco meeting. It would be desirable if the Minister of Fisheri es
could be one of the signatories for Canada.

12. The Prime Minister felt that, if the foréign ministers of the principal coûntries
attended the San Francisco meeting, it would be desirable for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs to be a signatory.
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, : 13: The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration pointed out that, in view of the
signature of the peace treaty, consideration would shortly have to be given to the
question of admission to Canada of a number of persons now in Japan, some of
whom were legally entitled to come to Canada. The question of immigration gener-
ally ,would also have to be examined.

14. The Cabinet, after discussion; approved the recommendation of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs and agreed that: °. :

' (a)' Canada accept the' invitation to attend the conference in San Francisco on
September 4th,:1951 on the treaty of peace with Japan; and,

(b) sûbject to exàmination of the final draft of the peace treaty as published on
August 13th and the revised protocol, authority be granted to sign the treaty and
protocol on behalf of Canada.,

. i

DEA/50051-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Awairs

[Ottawa], August 8, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

The following outlines important developments with respect to the draft Jâpa-
nése Peace Treaty since preparation of our memorandum of July 27 to Cabinet on
the subject.-A copy'of that memorandum is attached for easy reference. We have
foünd evidence now that the lack of enthusiasm apparent in that memorandum is
shared by other countries who will be "principal parties" to the treaty.
`2: On-July 30, Mr. Satterthwaite, Députy Director of the Office of British Com-
monwealth and North European Affairs at the State Department, discussed the draft

'trcaty, with Mr. Reid and other members of the Department. The meeting was sug-
gested by the State Department and could be considered as a belbfoU h

attmpt
te ^af^'t

fulGlling at least thé`proprieties of consultation. Mr. Satterthwaite 8

riïetnoranda which purported tô be answers to all our comments, fo
beéri aCicnoWl-

tnal,`dating back to May 18 which had at the time of the meeting no
t

the State
edged. ' An, important outcome`. of ' the meeting was agreement bY, on the
Department to provide the opportunity for a meeting of technical experts ^ment

war claims clauses. Representatives of our Custodian's office sanl the Din wash-

on the talks we have beenof Finance met with their United
detailed information

on

ington: While we do not as yet have

informed orally by the Custodian's Office that the meetings served manner. uThe
good many technical diffculties and.were conducted

in a friendly
dom the

United States re^ntativè in fact said that aside from the
United King
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Canadian Government was the only government which had offered helpful and rea-
sonable comments on the draft treaty.

3. The views of interested Asian states are clearer now than at the time our mem-
orandum to Cabinet was prepared. The Indian Government may take the lead in
presenting the "Asian view". It has suggested to the United States Government the
following changes in the treaty.

(a) The deletion of the provision • for possible- trusteeship 'and interim United
States administration of the Ryukyus and Bonins.

(b) The cession of Formosa, the Pescadores, Sakhalin and the Kuriles to China
and Russia respectively, leaving the question of when Formosa goes to China'until
later.

(c) The deletion of the final sentence of Article 6 (a) of the draft treaty which
refers to the possible "stationing or retention of foreign armed forces in Japanese
temtory „.

4. The last objection is probably the most important. In communicating its views
to the United States Government the Indian Government has made it clear that.
India would not want to sign a treaty which would in effect make Japan a United
States bastion against China. Japan would willingly sign a subsequent.treaty with
the United States and India does not object to such an agreement. The reference in
the treaty, to the stationing of foreign armed forces in Japanese territory however
constitutes an improper infringement upon the sovereignty of Japan.

-5. The Indian Government has also made it clear to the United States Govern
ment that the treaty should promote settlement of Far Eastern issues and should fit
into any new arrangements likely to emerge after a Korean cease fire. The treaty
should be such that China and Russia could sign it or a similar treaty later. On these
points our views are similar to those of the Indian Government. Our doubts on the
timing of the treaty have been expressed informally to the State Department. We
have in addition questioned the necessityof the security clauses (Articles 5 and 6)

,-, both in our formal memorandum to the United States Government of May .18 and
in discussion with Mr. Satterthwaite on July 30..,The clauses are not legally.neces-
sary and are the ones to ,which China and the U.S.S.R. could not reasonably be
expected to agree. Mr. Satterthwaite, after telephoning our views on this particular
point to Allison on July 30 informed us that Mr. Dulles was firm on the necessity
of these clauses.

6. India doubts the wisdom of the Burmese stand on reparations and has informed
the Burmese Government that India saw no point for the present in a reported Indo-
nesian proposal for a meeting in Rangoon to consider the treaty. Sir Zafrulla Khan
informed our High Commissioner in Karachi that although Pakistan would be con-
tent to see Japan free of reparations, Pakistan may, because of its close relations
With Burma, the Philippines and Indonesia, be forced to give these countries some
support in their demands for reparations. It is probably safe to assume that no mat-
ter what particular issue is chosen by these states for criticism, their real difficulty
is their desire to avoid antagonizing Communist China. They are anxious that the
treaty should be such that their signature of it will not indicate any agreement to
take sides in the struggle in the Far East.
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Mr. Stikker has told our. Ambassador in The Hague that certain of the United
States proposals in the draft are unpalatable to the. Dutch people and Government.
The Dutch Government,will find the war. claims "and reparations clauses particu-

larly difficult to accept. Ve are not certain how far the Dutch protest will be car-
^ ried. The French Government has made some suggestions and changes in the draft
and "insists" that the Associated States of Indo-China be invited to sign the treaty.

; In 'the United Kingdom several Labour members i from textile, pottery and ship-
`building'areas managed to stage an impi-omptu debate on the draft treaty just before
Parliament rose on August 2. They protested against the shortness of time spent on
the treaty in the foreign affairs debate on'July 25. Left Wingers also argued that the

' United Kingdom, a grent trading nation; 'was having its trade "rubbed out by strate-
gic considerations dictated purely by another nation".

8."A further point has arisen concerning the status of the territories in which in
the treaty Japan 'renounces legal'title.-Our Legal Division is of the opinion that
renunciation by Japan of her rights and titles in Formosa, the Pescadores, Sakhalin
and thé Kuriles provides'China and the U.S.S.R: respectively with legal title to the

territories. The Foreign Office Legal Adviser has agreed with this argument. We
have not informed the State Department of our view although we have requested its
viéws on the status'of these islands. While we have not received an answer to this
"query it scems clear from other correspondence that the United States holds the
= view that the treaty does not and should not transfer sovereignty over the territories
in question to China and the U.S.S.R.

public
9. The information set out above suggests the desirability of keeping any P

► statement the Canadian`Government might make in support of the treaty moderate
'.in tone. The treaty has much to recommend it but it is not without fault and may yet
* givé rise to public differences of opinion between the United States and friendly
'Asian governments. Indeed these `governments, apart from the Philippines, may
= refuse to sign the' treaty: I should be grateful for your direction as to whether youes
^ consider it desirable for us to support India's stand in respect to the security cla
orY whethcr we `should leave it to' the Indian` Government to argue this point alone
with'thé United"States Government.
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Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurest6

Mémorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs16

SECREF• . [Ottawa], August 13, 1951

representative of the Custodian's office with the delegation in the event that the war
mental complement of the delegation: You might also think it advisable to have' a

3. In the light of the above, you may consider it desirable to increase theDepart-'

port of the draft.

,agree to minor changes in the text of the treaty, it is unlikely that it will admit to
substantial revision. However, it does seem likely that the proceedings will be
extended beyond the. United -States idea of formal statements by delegations in sup-

I attach for your information a copy of WA-3087 of August 13t which indicates
that the U.S.S.R. has accepted an invitation to the Japanese peace conference in
San Francisco. According to the attached telegram the United States now, plans to
send two groups to San Francisco. This probably indicates the United States' inten-
tion to have strong representâtiôn at San Francisco on both the political and official
levels and that the United States delegation will be prepared to deal with any objec=
tions which the U.S.S.R, may offer on details of the treaty.
t'2. There is increasing evidence thatthe conferencé at San Francisco may become
more than a mere signing conference. We can becertain thafthe Soviet representa-
tives will attempt to raise substantive issues with respect to the treaty. Indonesia
has"already expressed the view to the United States government that the substance
of the treaty should be discussed at San Francisco. We do not know how far India
will go in publicly pressing for the revisions in the security and territorial clauses
which she has already suggested: Pakistan may feel compelled to offer public sup-
port to the claims for further reparations which Indonesia, the Philippines and
Burma have requested. The Netherlands representative might press this same point,
if only for the record, since the Dutch government is concerned with the domestic
reaction it will face,, if -it accepts without protest the very limited compensation
clauses of . the, draft ' treaty. While it is conceivable that the United States might

claims clauses are subject to special study."

' and. if rectuired. a rernesentative of the Custodian's office. He could watt here until we see now
I-.B.P[earson], Mayhew, Herbert Norman, possibly McCardle also Molson, 2 stenog[rapher)s

"Note marginale :/Marginal note:
A.D.P.H[etney) ;
Mr. B.' Rogers A[merican] & F[ar] E[astern] D[ivision] see Mtnister's note Aug 16

n a n o e. . .

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

Note marginale JMaz gt• 1 t

things develop at San Francisco. On my return & Mr Mayhewl's'11, rscott xeta couia taKe over
at S[an1 F[rancisco]. [LB. Pearson]
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965. DEA/40-C-1951/1

Note du. secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
-pourpour le Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External A,,^`'airs
to Cabinet

CABiNEr DOCUMENT No. 213-51 [Ottawa], August 21, 1951

SECRET

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY.,,.
Authority is required for signature on behalf of Canada of a Japanese Peace

Treaty and a Protocol to the treaty, the texts of which are attached. These docu-
ments were given to the Department of External Affairs on August 17 by the

United States Embassy in Ottawa. A draft text, dated July 20, was circulated for the
Cabinet's consideration, under a memorandum of July 27. The final text does not

differ substantially from that earlier'text."
2. The treaty is a generous one, completely restoring Japan's sovereignty, impos-

ing no restrictions on Japan's economy, allowing for.Japanese rearmament, and
requiring very limited reparations from Japan. Canada has had some opportunity to
influence the text, in secret exchanges through diplomatic channels in the past six
months.

3. A revision of special interest to two Canadian Life Insurance companies h
been made in the Protocol to the treaty. Section E of the Protocol, entitled "Life

Insurance Contracts", is the revision in question and its wording is satisfactory to
the Canadian Insurance companies. The Protocol will be signed as a separate agree-
ment by interested countries at the same time as signature of the main treaty takes
place.

'4. On August 14, the U.S.S.R. accepted the invitation
.
to the conference. Previous

to that, the Soviet Union had refused to participate in discussion of the drafts of the
treaty,which had been circulated. The Soviet delegation to the peace conference has
been named and is a strong one headed by Mr. Gromyko. It is likely that the Soviet
representatives will make every effort to use the conference as a stage

from which

to direct propaganda attacks against the policies of ,Western states, and particularly
of the United States, in the Far East. It can be assumed that the Soviet delegation
will attempt to delay signature of the treaty but it is unlikely that the conference can
be sabotaged, no matter what the Soviet representatives do. It is not expected that
they will sign the treaty. On August 17, a telegram was received by the $ee Chine se
State for External Affairs, from the Ministry of Foreign

a statement by Chou
Communist Government. The telegram contained the text
En-lai,' Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Chinese Communist Government, attack-

p.

e

r :. { . ...
._:- ° , > . .. . 's final tezt and

^u le texte final du traité et k protocole qui 1'a^omPaBne. voir/For the treaty
r Po

t State Bullctin. Volume XXV, No. 635. August 27,195 1,
acomnDaayinE protorol. sa Departmot a .e =

1 e :349.

9

M
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ing the peace treaty. The message declared that if the Chinese Communist Govern-
ment was excluded from the preparation, drafting and signing of the peace treaty.
with Japan; it would consider the treaty "illegal and therefore null and void": .
*'5. The conference has been called for "conclusion and signature" of the treaty on

the terms of the attached text. It is certain that no basic amendments will be accept-
able to the sponsoring governments. It is unlikely that even téxtual revision will be

0

0

(b) the Canadian Delegate be given authority to agree to minor rèvisions of the
treaty in the event that such revisions are accepted by a majority of powers repre-
sented ât'the conference, and

(c) aûthority be, granted for signature of the Protocol to the treaty.19

L.B. PEARSON

(a) authority be granted for signature on behalf of Canada `of: the attached treaty;

permitted.
'.6. It is therefore recommended that:

9

Le secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TB-EGRAM EX-1709

SBCRET: IMNtEDIATE.

Repeat London . No. 1549.
Reference: Your WA-3211 of August 24-t

DEA/50051-40

Ottawa, August 29, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY - PROCEDURE

'I - The following are our general comments on United States provisional draft of
the.Rules of Procedure for the Japanese Peace Conference, the text of which was
contained in your telegram under reference.

2. The Rules of Procedure are unsatisfactory from our point of view in that they
are alien to our parliamentary practice; nor do they resemble the Rules of Procedure
employed'by the United Nations General Assembly which are recognized interna-
tionally. While we fully appreciate the purposes for which these rules are formu-
lated, we are not convinced that they provide the best method for achieving those
Purposes and we would find it difficult to give them our public support in their
present form.

3. The one-hour guillotine is particularly distasteful to us and we believe it will
be to others. We suggest in its stead that no limitation as to time be imposed for the
"fust round" of statements.* It would be physically impossible, we believe, for each

"Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 22 août 1951 JApproved by Cabinet, August 22, 1951.
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Communist plenipôtentiary' delegate to speak more than three or four hours. It is
unlikely.that other delegatiôns•.would wish 'in-their opening statements to speak
moreAhan one hôur.'-The net result, `as ;.we _see it, would be a prolongation of the
Conference by some 15 to.18.hours..We believe; in addition, that no limitation need
be placed on the time allowed for, Points of Order, since it is unlikely that Points of
Order would be raised with respect to prepared statements of policy. Such a course
would avoid what in our mind is a most invidious precedent and would get by the
"first round" of the Conference without the procedural wrangle and the unnecessary
ill-feeling which can,certainly be expected over the one-hour limitation. We believe
that thé limited prolongation that would ! ensue is not a matter of great . issue.

4. If our'suggestiôn is accepted, we . would be- prepared to consider support of
prôposals along the lines of the first paragraph' of Article' 17 as presently drafted to
cover the "second round" of statements and discussions. We do not believe that our
suggestion, if implemented, would allow the proceedings to get out* of hand, a
development which we are agreed should be avoided.

5. It should be apparent to the State Department that the more acceptable the draft
Rules of Procedure are to friendly governments, the more willing support will be
offered in the adopting of those, rules by, the Conference. We,believe the Soviet
representatives may gain more attention by challenging arbitrary procedural rulings
having little felation to the normal practice of many of the states at the ConfereWi1
than would be the case if they were allowed tô talk themselves out. The Treaty
be signed by a majority of the states at the Conference,'no matter how vicious the
Soviet propaganda attacks. We should be careful, therefore, not to offer the Soviets
any grounds for additional arguments on matters of procedure in support of their
probable main theme that the United States is bulldozing the treaty through with
the aid of a group of satellites.

67
My immediately following telegramt contains more detailed criticism ôf the

provisional Rules of Procedure and will amplify these géneral comrrients. I would
be grateful if you would inform the State Department as soon as possible of the
views set out in these two telegrams.

è f tf: . ... . , .. .. . ...,. -. ' :J .. . . .. ' . ' . , , . . .

967. , ^ • $ . . ^ : DEA/50051-40

1. Allison was informed this afternoon of the views expresse 1710
EX-1709 and 1710t of August 29th. The detailed comments outlined in

EX- ..

Washington, August 3 0 , 1951

JAPANESE i'" ACE TRFATY - PROCEDURE ssagesd^^in your me

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ,

_.au secrétaire d'État âux Affaires extérieures,
; . . .. „ .,, . ^^

Ambassador in United States
. to Secretary of State for External Affairs
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out with the Canadj
Francisco tomorrow. Allison said that further exchanges of views could be carried

. -- - - - - • .

6. Dulles; Allison and others of the United States delegation are flying to San

5.'Allison said that these were only his personal opinions and that he would dis-
cuss the Canâdian views with Dulles.

of order. In consequence' there would have' to be a succession of; rulings out of
order by the Chairman' and challenges by the 'Russians which might well be less
desirable, as a matter of tactics, than having established time limits for the discus-
sion of points of order.

'4: Allison did not think that the placing of no time limit on discussion of points of
order would have a happy result: He said that it would be unwarrantably optimistic
to expect the Russians to confine themselves either to few or to reasonable points

not adhered to, there would be no telling what the result might be. One probable
result woitld be that the Russians would so monopolize the time of the Conference
as to make it impossible for all delegates to have their say. It was thought fairer to
institute a time limit which applied equally to all delegations.

3. He said that if the principle of limiting speech-making at the Conference were

were left with Allison in the form of a memorandum to be considered by. the State
Department. •. :

2.'Allison appeared disconcerted at our general approach and expressed surprise
that we should argue for rules of procedure based on United Nations or parliamen-
tary prècedent. He pointed out that the purpose of the San Francisco Conference is
not for negotiation but for signature and he said that the United States Government
therefore thought it not illogical that special rules of procedure should be devised to

; ensure that the stated purpose of the Conference should be achieved.; He observed
that; if the Russians wished to negotiate on the substance of the Treaty,: they..had
had their chance in the six months during which the terms of the Treaty were under
diplomatic negotiation.

968. : . , .
DEA/50051-40

.,,,Notes du chef de la Direction des Amériques et de lExtrême-Orient _ , ,
, ! .. pour la réunion des chefs de direction,.,

, Notes by Head, American and Far Eastern Division,
for Heads of Divisions Meeting

[Ottawa], September 17, 1951

JAPANESE PEACE TREATY

g 20 The proceedings at San Francisco were conducted under very strict rules of

The Conference for the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty opened in San
Francisco on September 4 and the Treaty was signed as 'scheduled on September

20 Voir Canada, Recueil des traitEs, 1952, No 4JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1952, No.. 4.



procedure which, prevented filibustering tactics and which- limited the delegates'
speeches on the Treaty to one hour each.21 It was not in any sense a real conference
but rather a gathering of representatives of 51 countries at which the,views of each
country of an already agreed draft treaty were expressed. There was no opportunity
for amending the Treaty. The Treaty was signed by the representatives.of48 coun-

tries. -The delegates .of the ,U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia and Poland . did pot sigq the

f:Treaty.
2. The Communist Delegations offered opposition to the Treaty on both substance

and procedure: However, the impression was left that Mr. Gromyko and his associ-
ates, put up onl}i a'half-hearted struggle: The debate on the adoption of Rules of
Procedure gave the Communist Delegations the only opportunity to prolong the
Conference and they did not seem to take full.advantage of that opportunity but

= seemed to content to appear as victims of United States steam-roller; tactics. Mr.
;Gromyko called a press conference in the hour immediately preceding the signing
of the Treaty on September 8, at which he repeated his charges that the Treaty was

a treaty for war and not for peace. His prepared statement to the press conference
ended with the warning that "those who impose such a peace treaty with Japan take

upon themselves all the responsibility before the peoples for the consequences of
such a step". =

r,. .:.. . , . . .

3.,The greatest interest was displayed in the statements of the Asian Delegates at
the Conference. The delegates from Indonesia and Uhe Philippines indicated their
dissatisfaction with the reparations clauses of the Treaty and reserved the, position
of their Governments with respect to implementation of these clauses. It was apPar-
ent from the speeches of most of the , Asian delegates that those countries, which
must live in'proximit y to Japan, were not completely convinced that the `.`peace of
reconciliation" with Japan would, be entirely successful. Each of them offered causeression.
wh it would be difficult for their countries to forget Japanese wartime aggy

4. The Japanese Delegation to the Conference was headed by the Prime Ministeron theMr. Yoshida caldoughoutMr. Yoshida. Shortly after his arrival in San Francisco
(representatives of countries which Japan had occupied during the war
the Conference he called on the Heads of other delegations, including

Mr. Pearson.
and dis-

'Aside from these formal calls,^'the Japanese Delegation pursued a cautious
creet course throughout the Conference proceedings. (RFSTRIG'^

)
)

B.H. NORMAN

Volume XXV, No. 638, Septem^r, 117,
of State. Bullctin.Voir/See United Swta. Depatment ,

pp. 450-452. '
+ _
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SECTION B

PÊCHERIES DE L'OCÉAN PACIFIQUE NORD

NORTH PACIFIC FISHERIES

969. DEA/4606-D-40
Rapport du sous-ministre des Pêcheries

Report by *Deputy Minister of Fisheries .,. ,. .

CoNFIDENTIAt. Ottawa, Jaüuary 31, 1952z•.. .. , . : ,

TRIPARTITE FISHERIES CONFERENCE

CANADA-JAPAN-UNITED STATES, IN TOKYO,
NOVEMBER 5TH-DECEMBER 14TH, 1951

1. This conference on North Pacific Fisheries questions was called by Japan, with
invitations going only to the United States and Canada. In the Japanese Peace
Treaty the Government of Japan had undertaken to enter promptly into negotiations
with other nations with respect to the conservation of fisheries resources in the high
seas. Although the Peace Treaty had not yet been ratified by a majority of the sig-
natôry` countries or by the United States, the Supreme Commander had given the
Governmént of Japan ad hoc powers to negotiate a• fisheries treaty on equal footing
with Canada and the United States.

2. The Canadian representatives at the conference were the Honourable R.W.
Mayhew, Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Stewart Bates, Deputy. Minister of Fisheries,
Mr. E.T. Applewhaite, M.P., Mr. Arthur R. Menzies, Canadian Diplomatic Repre-
sentative in Tokyo, Mr. S.V. Ozere, Legal Adviser, Department of Fisheries, Dr.
John L. Hart, Director, Pacific Biological Station and Mr. John M. Buchanan, Pres-
ident, British Columbia Packers, Limited.

3. The Japanese delegation included the Minister of Agriculture and thé
VicelMinister, of Foreign Affairs, but they were present only, at the opening and
closing plenary sessions. The negotiations were conducted by the Honourable Iwao.
Fujita, Director of the Fisheries Agency, ; Mr. Masao Sogawa of, the Fisheries
Agency, and Mr. Jun• Tsuchiya, Director of the European and American Affairs
Bureau of the Foreign Office. The remainder of the Japanese delegation comprised
industrial advisers; members of the House Committees on Fisheries, and officials of
the Foreign .Office. ^ ..

4. The United States delegation was headed by. Mr. W.C.Herrington,' Special
Assistant to the.Under-Secretary of State. Two other Washington officials and five
industrial âdvisers made up the remainder of the United States delegatiôn...

Background'

5. The main concern of Canada and thé United States wâs that'species of fish in^
the Bastern Pacific seas which had been conserved by us jointly or severally should
not be open 'to free fishing on the part of the Japanese. The conservation of these
main species (salmon, halibut, herring) has been' costly to both Canada and the
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on <which the three governments . would represe .

enforcement and the like.

• 10. The United; States draft also contam mac ^nery. mmission,..
ut the, application, of thesey principles throügh the establishment clauses^o re lated to

be nted

) a fishery harvested by some country,not party to t e J.
and carrYingit "° ^ for studying

it has been or is exploiung that fis ery on a su
waive a right to any resource in the high seas contiguous to its

territorial waters or,

h treat

9.` This principle was hedged by exceptions: (1) No Party should warve 1 s
• • ••'' h bstantial scale or (2) No party should

basis. If two of the parties have thus investigated, regulated, and utihze
the third party should wâive its rights. .. ' •t right if

scientifici study and (b) when a country reg,,,gu ates i ield
resoûrce and (c) where that resource !is already fully utilized on a" sustained yd a fishery,

sions on the principle of the treaty to be negotiated: Only on ihe eve o
ence itself did Canada and the United States reach agreement ôn the kind of treaty
they wished 'to negotiate with Japan. Indeed the conference had to be postponed for
three weeks to permit settlement of the Canadian'American differences before their
delegations proceeded to Japan.
=I8: The first United States draft proposed certain principles. In brief, the sugges-
tion was that nations through bilateral or multi-lateral agreement should abstain
frôm'the exercise of their rightunder International Law to participate in the har-
vesting of a high seas 'fishery resource (a) when h country has that resource under

1 'ts fishermen to conserve that

United States, to the governments, and to the fishing industries. The stocks so built
up, however, spend most of their lives on the high seas where there is a generally
accepted right of free'fshing for'all nâtions. Before.the last war, Japanese factory
ships had crossed to Bristol Bay area but hâd "met sti•ong diplomatic protests from
the United States. With the improvement in, fishing techniques, Japanese factory
ships are now'able to fish at even greater distances from their home bases and to do
this economically. The loss of the Kamchatka salmon fishery to the Russians might
be expected to lead to an intensification of Japanese fishing on the North American
side of the Pacific. The limitation` of 'other resources following her defeat might
likewise be expected to induce Japan to try. to'make still greater use of the, free
resources on the high seas. For long she has been the world's leading fishing nation
and the above conditions all suggest her need for a still further development of this
basic industry.

6..To provide some satisfactory protection against-these possibilities the United
States Government pressed Japan to convene this tripartite fisheries conference.

-, • .s . .
United States Draft Treaty

7.'rWhen the United States Government was preparing the terms of the general
Peâce ` Treaty, its 'Mr. Foster. Dulles -, reached 'an ,'agréement with Prime Minister
Yoshida of Japan who announced in February, 1951; that Japan would prohibit her
nitionals frortm carrying on fishing opérations in the conserved fisheries of other
côüntiies until negotiations for fisheries treaties could be undertaken. The United
States State Department thereupon prepared a draft fisheries treatyt that would be
supplemental -to the peace ` treaty itself. T he preliminary United States draft was
shown to 'the Canadian Government in April and there followed prolonged discus-

f the confer-
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11. In the initial discussions with the United States Government, Canada indi-
.'cated that these principles gave her insufficient protection. Canadian fishérmen had
not established fishing operations to any extent along the Alaskan coast or along
the coast of the United States proper. The. application . of these principles in the
future might put Canada in the position of being asked to waive her right to` fish
salmon or other resources in these waters. The United States fishermen, however,
have historically-fished the British Columbia coast and could not be asked to waive
rights anywhere from the Behring Sea southwards. Canada also felt that her rela-
tions with the. United States in these waters were unique but that the three-way

^.treaty being proposed by the United States could, if it,had the powers of excluding
Japan . from the certain. fisheries, contain also. the power to exclude Canada. .:
,- 12. -A further exception, therefore, was put in the United States draft at our insis-
tence.; It provided that because of inter-mingling of fishing stocks, operations and
joint regulation programmes, neither Canada nor the United States would be asked
to waive-fishing rights in the high seas contiguous to the coasts of Canada and the
United. States, from and including the Gulf of Alaska southwards. In short, no mat-
ter where the principles applied, only in the Behring Sea could Canada be asked to
abstain from fishing.

13.- This clause was embarrassing to the United States from the beginning
because in effect it said while we were both subscribing to these principles; we
were making an exception in their application down our whole coasts from the Gulf
of Alaska to the south. This clause was to prove difficult in the negotiations 'with
theJapanese, since they interpreted the United States draft principles as réstricting
only Japan, with Canada and the United States being exempt under this clausè:

,14. Canada, however, had to insist on its insertion. Canada, making a bilateral
treaty with the United States alone on fisheries, would not have accepted a treaty
with'such principles. The exception mentioned above had therefore to be added to
prevent these principles being enforced against Canada, and to leave Canadian-
American relations unchanged in the whole fishery from the Gulf of Alaska south-
wards. By reason of this exception, the door could still be left open for a lâter

eries treaty of any type between the United States and Canada:
15. Thé -proposed treaty and the principles, embodied in the United States" draft

, were referred to Cabinet for approval before the Canadian'delegation proceeded to
Japan:

General Features of Tokyo Conference
16. After,the opening plenary session the conference resolved 'itself into' two

Çonnnlittees, a Committee on Principles and Drafting and'a Committee on Biology.
17• The latter Committee did not meet for some time because the head of the

United States 'délegation felt that the biological questions should not be discussed
, with the Japanese until there was agreement on principles:'We disagreed with this
vievti. We felt that meetings of the biologists of the three countries would acquaint
é^ch with the general and particular biological problems of the North Pacific, that
they would provide the men who might later be servicing the proposed Interna-
tional Commission with chances for exchanging views and ideas, and that the bio-
logical discussions on the fishery resources themselves and . their relation to
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principles, would. help . to allay Japanese - fears - as to the extent of exclusion the
';United States and ourselves had in mind.'The mill of negotiations must have grist:

the conference could not grind out a treaty so long as the Japanese were unaware of
r: the species from which they might be excluded: until then, the principles were a

.,, .,•. .•,^.
ï mill without gnst:

^ , . ^ .
.18: These views were not, however, acceptable to the United States and they were

-^ able* to defer the meéting of the Biological Committeé until the fourth week of the

conferéncé: This * contributed to delay , because the final, and one of the most diffi-
cultquestions of the whole conference was a biological one."After the treaty was
drafted and ready for signing - with the exception of the Annex - the Biological

d' ed liter) .

A , ,-,pressure would enable FuJita an th, R
explicit and on one occas^on was ac y• ' ' to state in the

^^-L d thR Ja anese fishing lndustry
.. would go to Premler ,Ysiu .. # or a

tuâll exered. We f feared that this ry^^e

I pressure on Fujita, the Direçtor of Fshenes. Dun^enei mat the United States
.pôint'seemed diffcult to ^reach agreement on,

threa ^
fdecision was implicit. On two occasions it wof

representative .was constantly mindful of, e n^, t' uons if some partlcular

thé Japanese delegatiôn itself; their Fisheries Division was ap p fflce
on tits own merits, , while their Foreign

,prçssure and to discuss the trcaty
• th 11T 'ted States Hein turn would exert

('vation programmes, the United States delegation a
'described as-more than peaceful persuasion of the Japanese. This had an effect on

• ••• t to resist this type of

Committee was still at work on the'Behnng Sea problem ( iscuss •

19. The Committee on Principles and Drafting met daily, the chairman alternat-
Ang between the three countries: It took some three weeks to reach agreement on
general principles. Thereafter, this Committee, which had been a committee of the
-whole, was replaced by a small drafting committee of three from each country.

- Throughout the proceedings of all committees, translations had to be made and this,
i too, contributed to the lengthy negotiations. .. ,

United States Position and Actions
of many American views

20..The United States draft was in itself a compromise
-- views of the fishing industry, views of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and diver-
gent views .within the State Department itself. In Washington in May we met the
United States State Department when it had four distinct views within it: one from11
thé international lawyers, another from the economists, a third from the Far Eastern
Division and, a fourth from the Fisheriei Section?2Within itself

therefore ,
United States had had a problem in reconciling views, and the United
treaty contained quite a delicateadjustmentof these. Consequently, at the Confer-

the head of the United States delegation had little room to manoeuver.
21.'This circumstance quite frequently affected the American attitude at the con-

f
`fe' rence. Occasionally it appeared as if the United States intended to force its docu-
ment on the Japanese. Because of the Occupation, the

was not yet ratifed in the United States, and because the head of the-dele^tico nsera^ •
t spent four years in Japan and was aware of the weaknesses in Japan s own

' t times resorted to what might be

.L^i'•-i`.. ,t e^, _ ^ t .+' '9` I+ t. Y. . .^^

n,Voir 1e docunmmt 9S6lSee Document 956.` °
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that they had not accepted the particular point and that it had only'been forced on
them in the conference by external American Government pressure. :.,- -

,;-
22.• On the first day of the conference we discussed with the head of the United

States Delegation the method of. presenting his draft. We recommended that the
draft, as a draft, should not be shown and that in the beginning only the clause
covering the principles and the exceptions should be presented to the conference.
Following such a discussion on principles we thought the other parts of the draft
might be brought out piece by piece as the conference progressed. The head of the
United States delegation differed from this view and declared that he intended to
present the whole draft to the conference on the day following the plenary session.

• These meetings were in camera and he was anxious that the Japanese industrial
advisers who were present should see the draft as a whole. This course was fol-
lowed. Unfortunately, on the day after its presentation, the United States draft was
published in full in a Hokkaido newspaper. This leak produced rudeness from the
Americans and embarrassment on the part of the Japanese. The United States abil-
ity to manoeuver was reduced still further, since their proposals now became a mat-
ter of comment in the public press.. . , .

23. The Japanese embarrassment, however, extended beyond the copyroom of the
Foreign Office. They felt it incumbent on them now to prepare a Japanese draft.t j
This Fisheries Conference, it will be recalled, was the first that the Japanese had
attended for many years, and to justify their position they felt it necessary, now that
the United States draft was in the press, to have a quite distinctive and different
Japanese draft. Accordingly, the first week of sessions at the Committee on Princi-
ples was devoted to discussions of the United States draft, the second to the presen-
tatiôn and study of the Japanese draft and the third to the attempt to reconcile or
harmonize these. In passing it may be said at this point that the Japanese proposals
were'based on the. principles underlying the International Whaling Convention-

,th at is, a respect for conservation laws and procedures but with no exclusion of any
country from the exercise ôf its right'to fish the particular resource under these
conservation laws.•., . , , ,

24. Another condition that led. to delay and misunderstanding came through the
t,offer of the head of the United States delegation to explain the United States draft.
The document itself was quite explicit. It had already been cleared with the various
branches in the United States, including the legal officers. Mr. Herrington's expla-
nations tended to confuse rather than elucidate its principles and exceptions. The
Japanese seemed to think Herrington was being evasive, and this led them to very
close questioning of the United States draft - Fujita showing excellent insight into
the problem during the course of the proceedings: One example of this confusion
wi11 suffice, In Article VII of the American draft there was a provision that the
Commission shall "study any fisheries resource specified in the Annex for the pur-

'pose of determining annually whether such resource continues to qualify for waiver
°r whether wider access under effective conservation arrangements can bé devel-
°l?ed".'In explaining this provision, Herrington said that the word "or" •meant "and

'if so", We insisted that it meant "and if not". The Japanese seized upon the'Ameri-
Vc#a° interpretation since it might permit them entry into fisheries that would other-;,.

r ïs , r . . , ^ ^ • , . .
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wise be'closed, and it was only through long argument that the Americans could be
extricated from this wrongful interpretation' of their own draft.

`• 25. Another point of interest to us was the character of the American delegation
itself. The whole group; both officials and'advisers, was different in personnel from
that .which had negotiated the North West Atlantic Fisheries Treaty two years ear-

lier. The Japanese, however, made frequent references to the Atlantic Treaty and in
some particulars .would have liked, the Pacific Treaty to be similar in nature. No
member of the American team, however, was familiar with the Atlantic Treaty, and

i. therefore able to explain its clauses and the rationale and raison d'être of each.
'26. The composition of the United States delegation seemed to have been poured

from' an unusual mould. Unlike the other two* delegations'it had no parliamentary
- representatives." It' was heavily weighted with industry advisers. It had no senior
representation' from SCAP or the American Embassy in Tokyo.^ It. seemed an

Ancomplete team, ^ and its nature was a little mystifying to the Japanese - from the

beginning. ^ ;
i

, 27: Pérhaps fish merchants are apt to be roügh: They certainly created the impres-
sion among the Japanese that they intended to get something in the` fisheries treaty
they thought they should have had in the Peace Treaty itself - namely a complete
exclusion of the Japanese from the Eastern Pacific. The Japanese delegation began
to• fear that the Security Treaty was only the first of a series of American pressures
on them that would eventually produce â group of treaties which, taken together,
trüght prove to be the equivalent of a Carthaginian peace.,

28: Because of this the Japanese delegation gradually looked more and more to
the Canadian delegation to be fair and impartial. On two occasions the head of the
Japanese delegation came tô our Embassy much disturbed over American-Japanese
differences and asked us to'use our good officesin finding a reconciliation, without
•'which they threatened to withdraw completely from the negotiations. Our delega-
tionwas in an unusually difficult position and the role of mediator was not easy to

play.' We had made definite commitments to the United States before leaving for
Japan. We had too insisted on the insertion of a clause in the treaty that for the most
part excluded us from the application of its principles. Our own failure to subscribe
completely to the principles made it difficult for us, to persuade the Japanese to
accept them and our previous commitment to the Americans made it equally diffi-
cult for us to persuade them to abandon them.

apanest . Po,_ and Attitudes,
29. The fSûpreme Commandçr had indicated "that the Japanese deleaga } é Govl^,.., •

negotiate and conclude the, said international convention on the basisovernments of
ernment _ of Japan possesses ad hoc sovereign equality wim the pact, the urati-
Canada and the United States". With the Occupation, the Security e^

I. •
fed Peace, TreatY, with the nation "moulting, sick, in the dreadful wind of de^ying
this declaration -- meant to be magnanimous - merely pointed up the ^ese del

4weakness of the Japanese bargaining position. In the negotiations the JaP the United
^ egation ofteÛ revealed

S tes delegation was qui ea contentg to lsitioeaven tms
with th

doubt in the
` States. The , g

^^ ^ minds, and as mentioned earlier, occasionally to confirm the doubts byJapanese
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referring to the possibility of going to a higher authority for a decision on some
knotty point. ^ . , . :., ;, ..

30. From time to time therefore the Japanese delegation seemed to be testing the
limits of United States' resistance to Japânese interests. To some extent'this was
being done for interests beyond fisheries. Attached to the Japanese' delegation but
unnaméd, was a group of post-war diplomats who were having their initial exper-
iences in international negotiations. This group of onlookers swelled in numbérs on
each ôccasion in which there : were differences between Canadâ and the United
States. Mr. Tsuchiya of the Foreign Office confided their interest in Canadian-
American relations, in watching how the Canadians handled themselves in the face
of American opposition, how they resisted United States pressures, and sought to
éffect United States compromises. Tsuchiya mentioned that after ratification of the
Peace Treaty, Japan under its Security Pact with the United States, feels that her
relations with the great power may be in some respects like those of Canada. Hencé
the interest of the Foreign Office in watching every move made between Canadians
and Americans.

31, Another circumstance affected the whole Japanese thinking on this treaty:, For
the immediate future, 'their most 'important relations in fisheries are likely to be
with Asiatic countries, with Russia and China, with Korea,'with Indonesia; Austra-'
lia, all of whom desire a rigorous exclusion of Japanese fishing vessels from their
adjacent seas: The Japanese had therefore to test the principles of the United States
draft and its exceptions against all of these possible Asiatic relations, to ensure that
no part of this treaty ,- in principles, in exceptions, in enforcement regulations or
in the Commission structure - could possibly be used as a precedent against them,
in treaties with any of these other countries.

32• The current attempt to codify Japanese laws in general added to this problem.
Since this treaty will become Japanese law, any of its clauses might become part 'of
a code that they would have to apply to other fisheries treaties.
' 33. Tlie condition mentioned in the previotis paragraphs produced another^resûlt
whiclj in turn had features of its own. While there was a constant problem of get-
hng accurate translations between the English language and Jâpanese, the_ Japanese
delegation were obviously aiming at imprecision in the final wording of clauses:
This was being done purposely so that they could later interpret the treaty and its
terms with some degree of latitude. On one point on which there was a sharp differ-
ence betw^ieh the Japanese and the Canadians, they suggested we leave the English
text in a way that would suit us while they would make thé Japanese text conform
to their ow n wishes! This honest dishonesty prevented our congratulating ourselves
on our moral supériority but led us to insist that no clause in the treaty shoiild read
in opposite ways in the different languages. The incident added zeal to the efforts'
of the qmericans and ourselves to see that language and translation would bé 'as
Precisé as possible. The senior translator at the Canadian Legation, Mr. Iwamoto,
*as Very helpful in this particular.

34.
This kind of thing, and the subsequent struggle for unanimity of understand-

ing and identity of language in the two texts helps to explain the protracted
negotiations.
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35.- As we moved into the Sub-Committee on Drafting after there had been gen-
eral agreement on principle, we found that each article was treated, not so much as
a part of the final draft, but as an entity initself. Indeed, the whole treaty, it might
be said; ; was ; reviewed in each clause. Mâtters of principle that we thought were
settled weeks before would come up again and again for new consideration or for
qualification. They would dwell so,long on a single article that we feared it would
také them prisoner. But not so. Each clause, gave.them,anotlier chance_to question
the principles of the treaty itself, to argue for the, inalienable right of free fishing on
an equal.footing with all on the high seas, to battle the Canada-United States princi-
ples that would result in _ their exclusion from certain fisheries. - They knew, as
Charles James Fox said, that the same reason dished out in ten different forms was
as effective in debate as ten different reasons. Each article in the Treaty therefore
allowed them to revive the one idea.- the right of free and equal exploitation of
fisheries everywhere. In consequence their arguments were frequently free of the
trammels of logic! Their argument. often presupposed that., reason never controls
human affairs: the United States draft presumed that it always does.

36. In this atmosphere, it became a matter of outlasting them in negotiations. One
of : the,Japanese industrial advisers warned me early . in the, meetings that it had
taken Mr. Fujita many months to complete his negotiations with, the Russians in
Moscow before the war. He went on to say. that following our treaty the Indone-
sians would be in Tokyo. I asked when the Indonesian negotiations started and was
told that it would be Decembér 17th. Our treaty was concluded on December 14th
and I think negotiations had lasted by then just as long as the Japanese had wished.

^ 37: One feature that may be worthy of note was the frequent discussions between
the Japanese delegation and the Fisheries Committee of the Diet. All questions of
principle had to be cleared by Fujita with the Committee during the course of the
conference, ,, a point that might indicate a growth of more democratic procedures,
and new strength of the, elected representatives as.against bureaucrats?3Coupled
with this was Fujita's occasional concern as to how he çould explain away some
compromise being suggested to him, and on more than one occasion he specially
âsked for the advice of the other delegatiôns as to how he could interpret the partic-
ulaclÿ difficult' point to *the Diet.'.

38. For. qûite other, reasons, it should be noted too that when the conference
opened, the,Chairman of the Fisheries Committee in the House of Councillors and
the;Chainman of the Fisheries Committee in the House of Representatives were
both numbered among the advisers to the Japanese delegation. At one point in the
negotiations, when the Japanese delegation conceded their willingness to, abstain
from the exercise of fishing rights in the Eastern Pacific, these elected representa-
tives dissociated themselves from the subsequent proceedings. This was done on y
out: fuis and at the, time we were inclined to interpret this action as having
local ^political signifcance -,'in the sense that neither of these chairmen would
wish to have their mimes associated with a treaty in which Japan waived its rights

:,:,'_, ^ ► - ^
f- .; _ ^ ^^.

^ Note marginale :/Marginal note:
Or else the Japanese have learned U.S. obstructing tactics. C.S.A.R[itchie]
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to fish. Another set of later events may, however, give this action a differensignificance. t
, . , .

39. The Japanese wished to have a treaty of only'five * ears duration thecans wished fifteen and a 'compromise was made at ten. During private d scu^ssio s
with one of the Japanese industrialists, he mentioned that for the next five

yearsJapan would not wish to fish our side of the Pacific, since she had.to build u
p herlong-distance fishing fleet and since these would, in the interim, likely bè
goingonly as far as the Behring Sea anyway. The nature of the remarks; and the manner

of their making, left a hint that we might, at the expiration of the trea, have to
face the whole issue anew. ty

In private we quietly pressed for some explanation of her'attitude but none was

40. Still other factors.-via to this impression. Japan agreed to abstain from
salmon, halibut and herring in the Eastern Pacific. Under the same princes she
could have asked Canada and the United States to abstain from fishing some sae-
cies arôund her coasts. She refused however to ask for such abstention on our

rt.

forthcoming. Thus Japan has subscribed to the principles but has refused to apply
"thern in her own interest. She thereby makes it patent that the trèaty is for the sole
^vantage of Canada and the United States of America. Is she thereby followin a
course that will permit her to say later she subscribed only under duress of the
^upadon'and the unratified Peace Treaty, and that since she did not apply the

'treaty in her own interest, she will be free, in the eyes of the world, to abro ate it at
the end of the treaty period?. g

1.
Two other later events might be mentioned. The Honourable Mr. Nemoto who

signed the treaty was dismissed from the Cabinet within a week of its signin : We
believed this was due to his rice policy which had been under criticism in the Diet.Since ' returning . to Canada,

Mr. -Narita, the Japanese representativé in Ottawa,
informed me within 'forty-eight hours of its happening, that Mr. Fujitâ had been
dsllissed from the service. He was the Director of Fisheries, one of the most
genior of all civil servants in Japan, in our view the ablest man at the' conference,

'Vvith'a keen legal mind and a deep insight into all the international fisheries rèla-
tiôns of his country. His dismissal seems to fit into the above 'pattern ôf incidents.

`42., Their self-interest prompted the Japanese to be vague in the declarationpnnc^ 1^ of
P^ to be flexible in the model of the Commission, to be loose in treaty

lailguage, " to hide and not reveal true intent. These things they were unable to
açhiéve'n û# the above pattern ofin incidents, the action and reaction within Ja anaynt iwhat broods in the deep recesses of the official Japanese imagination.; Pe^aps thé • ,
avera ^ ^ty may prove tu be in A.N. Whitehead s phrase "nothinR but an ^'

ge stâbility of certain events in a set of agitations".

The Issues Before the Confereizce;I I
43:= .

matn questiôns are covered in a separate memorandum f attached hereto ^
re prepared by S.V. Oiere the Legal Adviser to the delegation. That part of this
:port gives article by article a summary of the issues, and the reasons for the arti-

taking..the particular form they have.

the ^r` One p^ of the treaty -- the Annex and the Protocol is not referred to in
attached notes and some comment here is necessary.
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:"45: The Annex lists the, particular species that Japan has agreed to abstain from
fishing, and that we and the United States have agreed to continue to conserve.

:Annex, paragraph 2 refers to the Behring Sea question, as does also the Protocol.

::,; 46: The Behring, Sea 'issue did. not, come up, until.the whole, treaty had been
drafted. As the conference was drawing to a close, it. suddenly became confronted

;with a"major question namely the intermingling of salmon stocks in the Behring
,"Sm 'the stocksgoing toAsia and to North'America respectively. The winds of the
Behring Sea did not, however, ventilate our brains on this issue. It:was late. There
was.fear of the unknowns on the part of.both the Americans and the Japanese. The
Japanese knew the fishery in the area more intimately than anyone else and knew
much about the intermingling of the stocks. With the loss of their fisheries in Kam-
chatka, with;the Russians imprisoning any Japanese fishermen found anywhere up
. to fifty miles off their coasts, the Japanese wanted a substantial area in the Behring
Sea to fish for the Asiatic-bound salmon. Neither we nor the Americans knew any-

.thing of the, migratory routes or of. the intermingling of the Asiatic and Alaskan
,^salmon in the.Behring Sea: The Americans wished to hold the Japanese off as far as
possible from, Alaska to ensure that they would not trap the runs of red salmon
going to Bristol Bay:;A compromise,was needed and it had to be geographical, a
corridor,,a zone or a line.... . , .. , . _ .

47., We pleaded for a corridor, an area of no-fishing in the middle of. the Behring
Sea where the stocks intermingle, with the Japanese fishing on the left of the com-
'dor, taking salmon as they headed out for Asia, and the Americans . on the tight
, taking salmon as they headed out for Alaska. In the end the conference did what it
, had set out not to do. It drew a line,.the line specified in Annex, paragraph 2. (See
official printed report of Tripartite Fisheries. Conference, Pages 103-4 for Canadian
Delegation's comment on the compromise.) The line sets out an area roughly from
Alaska to.175°.W longitude in which both Canada and Japan have agreed to abstain
from fishing salmon.

48, The Japanese had argued cogently: that ifa.line tobe drawn it, should be at
.`170°W This the Americans would not accept and ;the final compromise pleased
neither. Nor did it please the United States State Department in Washington. In the

-last hours of the, conference Herrington had to make several phone calls to Wash-
ington as they - sought some other solution. His delegation of industrial advisers had
allreturned to the United States and some of them, too, had to be phoned. Only at

4 noon on the„day of the signing of, the final document did he receive final consent
from the State Department -.with their non-comnuttal statement that they would

,sanction the line. if it were, approved by Mr. Sebald, the United States Political
Adviser in Jâpan. He did approve and Herringtori was able to,be present for the
signing at 4 P.M.

49. Because all three parties disliked the idea ôf any geographical zone, a proto

(col was added to the treaty to draw attention'to the unique nature of this problem.It

was agreed that the line should be only prôvisional;' and the protocol instructs the

Commission to put priority on the study of the intermingling of stocks in that area

c ^and to recommend other appropriate action to the governments. Should the co

► mission ^ fail to , make a recommendation, the matter may be referred to a pe ,
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committee of three disinterested persons, no one of whom shall be a National of a
contracting party, for the determination of the matter.

50. This final solution was satisfactory. to us. Under the terms of th

e
had to abstain from fishing salmon in the Behring Seâ although other

seci smwebe taken if our fishermen wish to go so far afeld.
' The study of the in ermin li

may

may well prove, however, that there is interconnection between salmon stocks in
the Gulf of Alaska and in the Behring Sea.- If this is so proven, the United States
can no longer ask us to abstain from salmon fishing in the Behring Sea itself. S
Article IV Proviso No. 3.) ( ee

;`51, It will be noted that at the final plenary session the heads of the dele ation
did not sign the draft convention itself. They signed only the Resolutions

sanRequests. One of these resolutions is a recommendation to the governments thatd
draft convention be considered and approved by them. When this is done the Con-
vention will be signed in Tokyo.

52• This arrangement was made because the Japanese Peace Treaty has not
been ratified and Japan is unable to sign a draft fisheries convention until Yet

eignty is restored. The necessary ratification of the Peace Treaty is not S her sl ver-
C^ada and the United States but by the majority of the signatory countries. y^ by
drift fsheries convention need not, therefore, come before the Canadian Parliament

hein the spring of 1952 since the Peace Treaty is unlikely to be ratified until later" inthe ÿeac:u

Treaty Proeedure

^1a
Convention internationale concernant les pêcheries hautières de l'océan pacifique nord voir

da- Recueil des traités. 1953, N° 3.
% the 'nternaUonal Convention for the High Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean, seeQnada. Treaty Séries, 1953, No. 3.



BRAZ[L: COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WTTH CANADA, '

Present Canadian trade policy towards Brazil is . governed by the GATT, to

which both countries subscnbe. We exchange most favoured nation treatment under
our trâde agreement of October 17, 1941. Due to shortage of dollar exchange, Bra-
zil hâs a quite strict import control directed against all hard currency countries.

Brazilian import controls have latterly had a drastic curtailing effect on their

imports of Canadian codfish. We have been trying to have them accept some New-
foundland codfish, to which they indicated their willingness on the condition that
we make newsprint available to them.

'. The Economic Division of this Department and the Department of Trade and

Commerce are desirous of keeping the Government out of this transaction, and are
satisfied that the private entities are making slow but satisfactory progress. The

firms involved are: for codfish, NAFEL (Newfoundland Associated Fish Exporters

Limited) through their. Brazilian agents and other importers; and for newsprint,
Bowaters Limited. No action is needed, and our Embassy in Rio has promised to
keep us informed of developments.

Resûlting from the problems raised at the dme of these negotiations it was.
decided to ask the International Trâde Relations Division of the Department of

Trade & Commerce to* make a general investigation of Canadian-Brazilian trade
relations. Their summary, dated July 1951, is attached. It covers general factors,
and on Page 7 reviews the history of the codfish negotiations.
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Note de la Direction des Relations internationales du commerce
du ministère du Commerce

Mémorandum by International Trade Relations Division,
Department of Trade and Commerce

[OttawaJ, July, 1951

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON CANADIAN - BRAZII,IAN TRAM RELpTTO

CONFIDENTIAL

1. Canadian Trade with Brazil
NS

Canadian Exports

In the four years 1945-1948, Brazil was Canada's largest market in Latin
America, taking over $101 million worth of goods out of total Canadian ex ports of
$404 million to all Latin America in the same period. Canadian exports to Brazil
dunng ' this period included: wheat flour, codfish, woodpulps, newsprint, farm.
machinery, sewing machines, aluminum, copper, asbestos, electrical equipment,
chemicals and a host of consumer goods.

In July 1949, Brazil initiated strict import restrictions in trade with the hard 'cur-
rency area. A wide range of Canadian products has been affected thereby, and
Canadian exports to Brazil have declined sharply from their peak 1947 levels. Bra-
zilian import restrictions are still in effect, although they have been relaxed since
Kôrea in the case of items in short supply.

1947

Canadian Exports to Brazil

(In million Canadian dollars. DBS statistics)
1949 1949 1950 4 months 1950 4 months 195131.6 28.6 17.2 15.8 2.9

Many of the Canadian products that have been affected b^ Brazili8.6
restrictions are items considered non-essential by the Brazilian uthoritiessuch^a,srt
whiskey, apples, radios and refrigerators. Others are non-continuing items such as
shiPs, which added over $8 million to our export figures in 1947 and again in 1948.

However, several Canadian items of a more essential nature, and traditional to
our trade, have been seriously affected. The following are the main products 'under
this heading;

Codfish, wheat flour, wood pulp, sewing machines, newsprint (until the Koreanwar).

The only important categories of Canadian exports to Brazil that have'not ex r-
1enced a general dcline'are: farm machinery and electrical equipment.

pe

Canadian Imports.
Irnports

followed b o a^ from Brazil consist mainly of coffee (over 60% in value),,
by cocoa, nuts, sisal, waxes, oils. Due principally to the increased value of

. ..;,
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I
coffee, Canadian imports from Brazil have been"rising in value as our exports to

import controls and of rising prices for coffee.
period turned into a clearly favourable balance after 1949 as a result of Brazil's

Brazil's -unfavourablé balance ° of trade with Canada in' the immediate postwar

13.8 20S 21.1 28.2 7.1 12.7

Balance of Pay7nents

1947 1948 1949 1950 4 months 1950 4 months 1951

Brazil declined:j.. ^... .., r..
Canadian Imports from Brazil

(In million Canadian dollars. DBS statistics)

Balance of Trade

(In million Canadian dollars. DBS statistics

.1947 .1948 1949'._ 1950 : 4 months 4 months

1( (iii) Rapidly increasing industrialization in Brazil itself (i.e.: wheat ou ^ For
rubber tires, iron and steel manufactures, pharmaceuticals, textiles,

cernent).

Gerrnany, by means , of bilateral trade agreements and barter transac fl•r papér,

._..._ ,,. .
commercial 'arrears. and W.

(ii) Renewed overseas competition, from the U.K., Belgium, NorwaY
tions

.(i) Brazilian import restrictions against hand-currency goods, o g
to compensate for the heavy'post-war drain of exchange and the accumulation of

,_ . . . n lnally imp
factors ii•' ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^

osed

ec ^ ian e po
U.S. exports. to Brazil after 1949. This trend has been the result of three mal"

d^ l' ' Cannd• x rte to Brâzil hâs been paralleled by a sharp fallln
T he ne m

Present Pos:hon ^
^^ .'^^ ^ 6 ^ t^'-i5' ; ÿ^ •^ ' . , , _ ^ s , . _ _ . . .. . . . , - . . .

2.' Iinpr`ovement in Briûil's General Position

appears from the statistics when account is taken of. the substantial imports of elec-
trical and other equipment from Canada, paid for by Brazilian Traction out of
I.B.R.D. loans and not from current trade receipts. In January 1949 the I.B.R.D.
exténded Brazilian Traction a loan of U.S. $72.4 million, of which the equivalent of
U.S. $403 million had been drawn by October 1950. Of this amount, several inil-
lion dollars were in all probability spent by the Company on Canadian electrical
and other equipment; ; : •

On the other hand, Brazil'sI balance of payments withI Canada includes a contin•

uing de, ficit. item of about $14 million (Canadian funds) released each year by Bra-
zil for the payment of Brazilian Traction dividends. Not even at their high point in
1950 were her earnings from trade with Canada sufficient to meet this item.

1950 ,195

Canadian Imports from Brazil . , 13.8 20.5 21.1 28.2 7.1 12.7
Canadian Exports to Brazil 31.6 28.6 17.1- - :15.8 2.9 8.6

Brazil's Trade Balance -17.8 -8.1 +3.9 , +12.4 +3.2 +4•1

,- Brazil's favourable trade balance with Canada is even more satisfactory than
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example, Brazilian steel production
in 1950 is estimated to have saved Brazil overUS$ 40 , million in. foreign exchange, which would have had to,be spent onimported steel.

As a result of these factors and of high world prices especially for. coffee; but
also for cotton, cocoa, carnauba wax and -tobacco, Brazil's overall dollar balancehas shown a.marked improvement.

This improvement has been, accentuated byevents following the outbreak of the Korean war.
Rising export earnings in 1950 went largely to clear up commercial backlogs

which stood at US$ 226 million in October 1949. In 1951, a major part of foreign
exchange earnings will be 'used to reduce a large backlog of frozen remittances on

.'foreign investments.

Thus, although Brazil's trade balance on dollar account has been'running asur-
plus of over $250 million (average) in 1949 and in 1950, holdings of gold and
foreign exchange are up much less than the trade bâlance.

Bank of Brazil foreign exchange assets which stood at U.S. $402 inilliônin
December 1949, had fallen to U.S. $270 million by June 1950 and have been rising
to $391 'million by March 1951. Gold assets have similarly risen from a low point
of U.S. $586 million in 'June 1950 to U.S. $708 million in March 1951."
Short-run Prospects

In the immediate future a narrowing of Brazil's trade surplus with the dollar area
may be expected. This would follow from increased imports of essential materials
and machinery for stockpiling purposes (imports from the U.S. this year are up
almost 40 per cent from the 1950 rate). Although coffee prices are expected: to
remain high and coffee exports have risen from last year's record rate of $60 mil-
lion a month to $85 million a month in 1951, there are reports showing thatU.S.
imports of coffee have been running ahead of consumption so that stocks are pilingup.

But with her commercial debts and her financial arrears liquidated, and with
import restrictions on non-essentials still in effect, Brazil will probably continue to
finance her, increased dollar imports without difficulty. Brazil may be . expected,
therefore, to increase her level of dollar expenditures: On the other hand, in their
desire. to obtain adequate supplies of scarce materials, the, Brazilians . may be

-,expected, to maintain strict import controls on non-essential dollar products, thislatter with strong protectionist overtones.

Long-term Prospects ^..

Br^l. with a'population of over 52 million, is already the most highly industri-
alized. and one of the most rapidly developing countries in Latin America. Sao
Paulo, for example, is today the world's fastest growing city.

Present restrictive policies, coupled with high world prices for coffee and other
razihai^ p^ucts, have contributed to the improvement of Brazil's balance of pay-

ments position. - A more fundamental long-term factor in strengthening Brazil's
economy, is the growth+ of new industries in Brazil and the exploitation of as yet
undeveloped mineral resources.
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In the long run, Brazil could well become the most important expanding market
in Latin America; and one based : on an increasingly stable and - diversified

economy.
The increased: industrialization of Brazil may cause 'a shift in the traditional

composition. of Canadian exports to 1 that market, but it is possible that future
exports will be at even higher levels than in the past.

3. Canadian Trade Policy Towards Brazil
Present ' Canadian ;trade policy tôwards Brazil is, governed by the GATT, to

which bôth countries subscribé. Canada and Brazil exchange most-favoured-nation
treatment in all tariff and trade matters under the Trade Agreement between the two
countries dated October 17, 1941.1 Canada and Brazil are both bound under the

• GATTtô non-discriminâtory application of import restrictions.
Brazil's import restrictions conform to the balance of payments escape clauses

of the GATT since they are directed against all hard-currency countries and not
against Canadian products as such. *,

The Department of Trade and Commerce has facilitated private compensation or
± barter transactions undertaken by Canadian firms. Such private barter transactions
have been carried out by Canadian codfish exporters, for example. The difficulties
inherent in such complicated dealings have been made even greater by the Brazil-
ian Government's limitations on the range of products available for barter. Only
"surplus products", difficult to sell in the dollar markets, have been permitted for
barter by Brazil. Under new, Brazilian regulations, only those barter transactions
approved before February.1951 are now permitted, thus practically eliminating any
possibility of arranging further private barter deals for the present.

The suitability of our present trade policy to deal with the serious situation for
- our exports in Brazil, was questioned by the Canadian Ambassador, Mr. J. Scott
Macdonald, in his report of April 3 , 1950 and again in November 1950. In these
reports, the. Ambassador urged that the advisability of entering into

a bilateral

trade agreement with Brazil be seriously considered.
Following a detailed study of the various measures that could be taken by

^'

51-3, circulated to all Trade Commissionersàda, + (see: ISCETP Document No.
°..ûnder Circular Letter M1725),t the Canadian Ambassador was advised as follows:

i
"A bilateral agreement with Brazil would appear to be neither desrable nor

feasible under present conditions. It would represent a major change
in Cana'

than trade policy, requiring the imposition of discriminaCrY trade
da s

co
commercial

^r celations with other countries.: GA I'T are
contravention of GATT, and would react unfavourably on ana ,

"Measures of a retaliatory nature whether under GATT or outside
°Odstrictly limited in number, and would likely cause more

harm th ôrtlfor our

al trade. Such measures, should be emp loyed only as a last res
r , . ,.. . . ,... . ^.. . , , . , . . resent and of Brazil's

"In view of Canada's strong economic position at p ,
olicy of

imprôving exchange, position, it would appear advisable to adopt a p

I Voir Canada, Recueil des traitfs, 194 1, W. 18JSee Canada, Treaty Series, 1941, No. 18•
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continued pressure for the easing of restrictions. against those dollar goods of
particular importance to us and traditional for the Brazilian market. ;..^,,

."Such pressure could stress the undertaking under GATT, Article XII 3(c)(iii),
"to apply, restrictions (to safeguard the balance of payments) in such a way as to
avoid unnecessary damage to the commercial or economic interests of any other
contracting party". Emphasis should also be placed on Brazil's increasingly,
favourable exchange position.

"The next meeting of the GATT Contracting Parties in Septembeu 1951, could
provide an opportunity for a thorough review of Brazil's import restrictions and
of her exchange reserves. In the light of this review, the justification or other-
wise of continued import restrictions by Brazil will become clear."

4. Côdfish Exports to Brazil

(i) Brazil (in pârticular Northern Brazil) has long been one of the most important'
traditional markets for Newfoundland salt codfish.. . .

Prewar exports of Newfoundland cod to Brazil ranged between 25, and 31 nü1-
lion pounds. In 1948 exports amounted to about 13 million pounds (almost $2M

,
R7

lion), representing 33 per cent of Brazil's total imports of cod in that year.
In 1949, as part of its stringent import restrictions, Brazil imposed a complete

ban on dollar imports of codfish. This ban is still in effect, and since that time only
small quantities of Canadian fish have been exported on a private barter basis: In
1950, only about 250 thousand pounds of codfish were permitted entry into Brazil
from Newfoundland, roughly 0.5 per cent of all Brazilian imports of cod in that
year.

(ii) Nonway has now become Brazil's chief supplier of codfish,'providing nearly
three-quarters of the total quantity imported in 1950: Exports of Norwegiàn codfish
to Brazil rose from 16 million pounds in 1947 to 30 million pounds in 1949. Nor-
wegian supplies are entering under a long-term barter arrangement which provides
for the direct exchange of codfish for Brazilian coffee. Similar facilities for. the
exchange of coffee have been denied Canadian codfish exporters, on the grounds
that only inferior grades of coffee, unsuitable for the dollar market, were being
allowed in the barter arrangement with Norway.

(ii) In December 1949, the Canadian Ambassador to Brazil made. formal repre-
sentations. to the Brazilian Government with respect to the urgency of securing
"Port quotas for Canadian codfish and sewing-machines.

,In November 1950, the Canadian Ambassador was asked to make the "strongest
representations" to the Brazilian government to re-open the Brazilian salt fish mar-
ket to Canadian exporters.

In February , 1951, Mr. Howe gave the Brazilian Ambassador to Canada a mem-
orandum strongly urging the relaxation of import controls on codfish. This memo-
r^dum noted the substantial improvement in Brazil's dollar position, recalled the
provisions of the GATT under which "unnecessary damage to the commercial inter-
ests" of another country were to be avoided in the application of import restrictions,
referred to the fact that coffee had been made available for barter with Norwegian

,
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exporters but not to Canadian firma, and outlined the importance of Canada's tradi-
tional interest in the Brazilian salt fish market:

i In May. 1951 the'Brazilian authorities convened a conference with Canadian rep-
resentatives in Rio for a full discussion of the problem. ^ After prolonged discussion,
the'Brazilians said they would be prepared to sanction the import of codfish only if
(a) specified quantities of newsprint, aluminum and tinplate were also made availa-
ble by Canada, or (b) if Canada would increase her imports of surplus Brazilian

, . . • " , ": . ."products,, such as rice, oranges, nuts.
it was again pointed out that the Canadian Govern-:!:.In reply to these proposals,

ment is not in a position to enter into commitments as to products which are subject
to private business control. However; at the request of Mr.• Howe, the Newfound-
land Provincial Government would attempt to have the Bowater's Pulp and Paper
Mills make available additional supplies of newsprint for Brazil, in order to
encourage that country to purchase supplies of cod from Newfoundland.

Preliminary reports lead to the hope that some 5,000 tons of newsprint may be
niâdelavâilable for Brazil in 1951 under this arrangement, which would permit the
entrÿ into Brazil of codfish to •the value of approximately 1/2 million dollars this

, : • .
year..,.:^..,r. "
5: Conclusions

(1) Brazil has traditionally been an important market for Canadian codfish, wheat
flour, newsprint and a wide range of other products, many of which have been kept
out of Brazil since 1949 due to strict dollar-saving import restrictions.

(2) Brazil's import restrictions are legitimate under GATT and do not discrimi-
nate against Canadian products as such, as compared with other hard currency
products. They have undoubtedly contributed to Brazil's greatly improved balance
of; payments position.

(3) From the long-term point of view, Brazil, as the largest and most rapid
developing country in Latin 'Ameriea, should again become the most attractive,
market in that area. ;

ctive P°for-(4),1 Unless "there is " evidencé to the contrary, '- Brazil's present restri
must be regarded as a necessary temporary step in rehabilitating the Brazilian
eign°pâyments position for the future. As long as no new problems do n, the
objective for Canada should be to maintain as frm a foothold as possible
Brazilian market, in anticipation, of the day when Brazil will again become Can-
ada's; best customer in Latin America.

° tinuing
-- (5) With respect to codfsh," in particular, we have strong g rounds for con

to press for a lifting of import restrictions by Brazil.
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I ' ' DEA/9100'X-40

Note du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
pour le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

- SECRET [Ottawa] ,^ February 6, ^ 1951

CUBA AND EMPIRE PREFERENCE ON SUGAR; TORQUAY TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS ':

This matter was discussed today in the Interdepartmental Committee on Exter-
nal Trade Policy. Mr., Abbott will probably raise it in Cabinet tomorrow. -

2. Some three weeks ago Mr. Hector McKinnon reported from Torquay to Mr.
Abbott that the Cubans were demanding elimination or at least some reduction in
our Empire preference on sugar. This preference of approximately a cent a pound
means that virtually all Canadian imported sugar comes from Empire sources and
the great bulk of it from the British West Indies.

3. The question was reviewed by officials who concluded that the cent-a-pound
. preference , had little economic advantage for Canada. Canadians were paying an
extra cent for their sugar, on the other hand the advantages which Canada had
. obtained in exchange for the preference - advantages for Canadian exports in the
West Indies and other Empire markets - had been largely wiped out by the dollar-
saving: import restrictions of the sterling area. On the other hand Canada çannot

bargain'in'good faith under the GATT in which all members are bound to pursue

the objective of lowered tariffs and preferences. They have asked us for:sugar con-

cessions before and have been refused. They can point out that the sugar policy of

the United ' Kingdom is designed not merely to, maintain but actually to ' expand
^

considerable reason on their side. They might claim that Canada was ; refusing to
5. However the rubans have refused to take no for an answer and they have

ada vsi^ not willing to open the whole question of Empire preference on sugar at
this time. Itwas pointed out that the Torquay negotiations were drawing to a close.
.The hope was held out that we would be willing to bargain on a brôader, basis at a
later date.

4. Accordingly Mr. Abbott sent instructions back to McKinnon to say that Can-
and the extra cent is considered valuable.

yeazs. The Canadian preference is working in a way that helps the United Kingdom
to ensure steady sales of West India sugar in.Canada at prices nearly one cent above

!the Cuban' price. West Indian production is likely to remain relatively inefficient

cerned who would certainly raise objections. The United Kingdom has been faced
with grave economic and political difficulties in the British West Indies in recent

reduce the preference without getting the concurrence of the Empire countnes. con-
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rate while the Empire rate remained the same. The chief effect of this would be

LArINAMExtcn

sugar production in relatively inefficient places, including the British West Indies,
and this in competition with the relatively efficient Cuban operations.

6: Accordingly, the Cubans have now 'warned that if we continue to refuse to
, pegotiate on sugar they will consider withdrawing tariff concessions that they made
in Canada's favour at Oeneva four years ago. Unfortunately they made concessions
to us on at least two items which are politically vulnerable in this country: codfish
and seed potatoes.

7. Of course we might hit back. Their exports of products such as pineapple to us
are politically sensitive in Cuba. On the other hand it would be a most unhappy
situation if, when the general results of the Torquay negotiations were brought into
=Parliament later this session, the most spectacular result was active trade warfare
between Cuba and ourselves at the particular expense of exporters in our Maritime
Provinces.

8. At the Interdepartmental Committee it was generally agreed:
(a) We should not simply stand pat on our* refusal to negotiate the sugar

preference.
(b) The matter should be explored further both with the Cubans'and also with the

'United Kingdom. At some stage a'three-cornered discussion might prove
= necessary.

(c) Possible Canadian concessions might be:..,. . . .
(i) A moderate reduction of the Empire preference, i.e. a reduction in the M.F.N.

that the United Kingdom and/or the West Indies would get a slightly lower price
for sugar sold to Canada; at present they sell at the Cuban price plus almost the
whole of the one-cent preference. Thus the long term subsidy to high cost sugar

`'areas would be reduced.I On the other hand the Cubans would not sell any sugar
to Canada in. the immediate. future so it is doubtful whether they would accept
this offer.
(ü) A bulk purchase of non-Empire sugar (from Cuba and other sources). The
purchase would cover a certain quantity of Canadian imports - say 100,00U
tons out of our ciurent imports of 600,000 tons. Surprisingly enough this would
not damage the 'United Kingdom or the West Indies to the extent that w ould
. appear at first sight. The Commonwealth and Empire are not self-sufficient in
sugar. The United Kingdom is already buying several hundred thousand tons of
Cuban sugar (and is negotiating a long term contract with Cuba at present). If
Canada buys less sugar from the, West Indies and more t, in Cuba the United

ltr

.
,

. . .* . • r . . . .. r. ,-.. .. .. . . : . .
1, t.r

(d) If any of the three concessions mentioned above were offered to the Cubans it

would be in return ' for substantial new tariff concessions by Cuba in
favour of

clean-cut and less certam in its ef ects an t e u pwc •
^ïf, , ... f m h b lk hase

oninion of the Interdepartmental' Committee that this device was rather
Say 100,000 tons = to`come into Canada at Empire preference rates. It wasless

(iii) A variant of (ii) would be to âllow a certain quota of non-Empire sugars
the

Kingdoin will presumably buy more from the former and less from the at e.

Hence the need for three-cornered discussions mentioned above.
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Canadian products, if possible, products of the Maritime Provinces. In other words
we would not offer a concession merely to induce the Cubans to maintain the status
quo.

9. The conclusions of the Interdepartmental Committee seém to be acceptablefrom the point of view of this Department?

972.

A.D.P. H[EENEY]

DEA/9100-X-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM GATDEL 3 Ottawa, February 10, 1951

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Following for McKinnon, GATT Delegation, Torquay, from Abbott, Begins: Refer-
ence your No. 280, February 2nd.t

1. It is desirable to try to find a solution which will avoid, if at all possible, a
tariff war with Cuba. We have considered implications of an offer to Cuba under
which Canada would undertake bulk purchase 'of world sugar (non Empire) of
100,000, repeat one hundred thousand tons, in each of next three years, or grant a
tariff quota for the same amount. Owing to administrative features involved the
choice between these two alternatives must be at our option. You might explore
with the United Kingdom, BWI and Cuba whether in the circumstances this propo-
sal offers the pôssibility of agreement with the parties concerned. You should dis-
cuss Proposal with these parties in the order you consider advisable.

2. If acquiescence from parties affected cannot be obtained we would wish to
reconsider our position since we do not envisage a situation where denunciation of
eiisnng preferential agreements is involved.

3. You should explore also, as alternative, possibility of shifting discussion of this
matter into arena of International Sugar Council, since from many points of view
problems involved can more appropriately be dealt with through machinery of an
international commodity agreement. Ends.

21.e 9 février 1951, le Cabinet a décidé que la délégation à la Conférence Torquay ferait savoir à Cuba
et au Royaume-Uni que le Canada était disposé à acheter 100 000 tonnes de sucre cubain en vertu
d'un contingent ou d'un achat en vrac.
Cabinet agreed on February 9, 1951 that the delegation to the Torquay Conference indicate to Cuba
and the United Kingdom that Canada was prepared to buy 100,000 tons of Cuban sugar under a
quota or bulk Purchase arrangement.

I
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Lé haut-commissaire au Royaume=Uni

London, February 21, 1951

Following^for Abbott from McKinnon, Begins: Re your GATDEL No. 3 of Febru-
ary 10, 1951. Since its arrival on the 13 instant we have carried on exploratory
talks with the Cubans necessarily feeling them out on both alternatives but without
committing ourselves to either, or to quantities. Resulting from yesterday's meeting
we can now state definitely that the Cuban position is that they want to negotiate on
the basis of an allocated, repeat allocated, bulk purchase. Since they are firm on
this point we cannot profitably pursue discussions until informed (a) if government
is prepared to use bulk purchase device, and (b) if so, is prepared to contemplate
allocation. Relevant consideration for you apart from matter. of mechanics is that
other important non-prefecential suppliers may later, similarly seek allocation. In the
interests oU our commercial `'relations with such suppliers and the, principles of
GATT any snch representations could not be ignôred.

2. Following definite advice as to Cuban preference re method we held explora-
tory talk with special. representative of colonial office sent from London for pur-
pôse.. As we had expected we found him greatly perturbed at prospect of any deal
but emphatically, favouring bulk purchase over tariff quota, which latter we warned
was ; still alternative possibility. This Aslike of tariff quota method undoubtedly
wôuld hold with. other Commonwealth producers, none of whom as yet we have

consulted.
3. Colonial office representativeconfirmed in general Cuban statement. already

reported to'you that United Kingdom is giving consideration to large bulk purchase
of Cuban raws. He revealed also that their firm hope and expectation had been that
higher priced' preferential raws would continue to supply entire Canadian
reqûirements
'^^' Smce 16b an ëmphasis on allocation will continue regardless of technique to be4: ..
followed, we would appreciate urgent reply.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in ', United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External AR`'airs
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974. DEA/9100-X-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in United Kingdom

TELEGRAM 384 Ottawa, March 1; , 1951,

SECRET. IMMEDIATE.

Following for McKinnon from Abbott, Begins: Re your No. 433 of February 21;
1951:

1: You are authorized to negotiate with the Cubans on the basis of a Canadian
bulk purchase of one hundred thousand tons of non-preference raw sugar. For your
own information, we have in mind purchase by Canadian Commercial Corporation
which would act as agent for government and which would re-sell 'to refiners.
Undertaking in any agreement would be directly by Canadian Government.

2. Regarding question of allocation we` agree with your view that we could not
(repeat not) properly avoid, under provisions of GATT, allocation to other non^-
preference suppliers on non-discriminatory basis if requested. Consequently you
should press Cubans to accept proposal for bulk purchase of one hundred thousand
tons of non-preference raw sugar at world prices in which case ' lowest cost . source
would get the business.' This would,bé most fully in accord with principles and,
spirit of GATT. If agreement cannot be reached on this basis you might explore as a
secôndarÿ' alternative an undertaking to divide purchases between Cuba and
Dominican Republic (other supplies inconsequential) in proportion of historical
shares in Canadian market, but such purchases would have to be at world competi-
tive prices. Obviously, we cannot give firm undertaking to purchase when there is
no firm undertaking to supply and no commitment from suppliers regarding prices.

3. Respective historical shares of Cuba and Dominican Republic in Canadian
market would appear to be approximately sixty per cent Cuba and forty per cent
Dominican on basis of average of five prewar years and five post-war years. If
post-war years only are taken Dominican share would be even higher.,

4. I assume that if agreement can be reached with Cuba on bulk purchase propo-
sal it , would make it possible not only to avoid tariff war with Cuba' but to secure
some further concessions for Canadian exports by way'of some reduction of United
States preferences or reduced duty. This is needed 'to help justify here special bulk

. . ;purchase arrangement. Ends.. , . . . ,

4
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TEt.EGxt►M 686 ,-

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni—
au 'secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Cômmissiôner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, March 21, 1951

LATIN AMERICA

DEA/9100-X-40

RESrtuCrED

Following from McKinnon to Abbott, Begins: Further re your No. 384 of March
I st. After numerous meetings our negotiations with Cuba have broken down. We
have refused to consider an allocated quota as involving difficulties government
would find almost insuperable. They will proceed to basis of unallocated but refuse
if. same is restricted to global amount authorized in yours _under reference. It is
obvious that their tactic is to inflate global to point where Cuban share even though
unallocated would be about your present global figure. Our unwillingness to rec-
ommend, enlargement of latter is due to our considered opinion that anything in
nature of appreciable tariff concessions would not, repeat not, be forthcoming in
any event. Cuban delegation has now notified officially further withdrawals under
Article 28 comprising major portion of Geneva schedule. This situation will not be
cleared up by yielding to Cuban blackmail at this (point?) and delegation's position
will not change unless we receive specific instructions to the contrary. Ends.,

976. - . DEA/9100-X-40

to 'High . Cômmissioner in United Kingdom
Secretary of State for External Affairs .
au haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ottawa, March 24, 1951

RF.STRICTF.D. IMMEDIATE. '

Follôwing for McKinnôn," GATT Delegation, from Abbott:
Reference your No. 686, March 21, 1951, negotiations with Cuba. Begins: Bo th

W. Howe and myself , are very, disturbed over the threatened breakdown, in
,.'I If , : , ,. with

^ negotiations iCuba'and over the prospect that the outcome of the Torquay dis-

cussions will be followed by a worsening of the trading position of the Maritime

provinces in particular, in the Cuban market. You should therefore urgently

endeavour to prevent this from happening. As you know the Maritime provinces

have never been happy over the B.W.I. agreement and this dissatisfaction would be
1d now lead to

greatly reinforced if our Commonwealth sugar preference policy wou

a further deterioration in alternative markets. It is possible that
such increased dis-

satisfaction, having in mind the recent further reduction for fish outlets in the
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B.W.I., will place the continued operation of the existing B.W.I. agreement in
jeopardy.

2. Consequently the United Kingdom also has an important interest in preventing
an outcome which results in a worsened position for us. You should discuss posi-
tion with the British with a view to securing their assistance 'so that joint bargaining
power of two countries is used to bring about a result which is satisfactory to us.
You should tell the British delegation that unless this is possible, you are authorized
to increase Canadian offer to Cuba from one hundred thousand tons to one hundred
and fifty thousand tons, which on an allocated basis would give Cuba about ninety
thousand tons.

3. Clutterbuck was in to see me today to inform me of the concern of his govern-
ment over the offer we have already made to Cuba. I explained to him the Canadian
position along the lines of the above and told him also the substance of my instruc-
tions to you. He said he would communicate immediately with' his government
regarding our attitude and further proposals. Ends. .^ , I ..:"

977. DEA/9100-X-40

Le haut-commissaire au Royaume-Uni
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures _. , : . . .

High. Commissioner in United Kingdom
to Secretary of State for, External Affairs

TELEGRAM 734 London, March 28, 1951

RESTRICTED. MOST IMMEDIATE.

Following' for' Abbott from McKinnon, Begins: `This urgent message is, sent in
anticipation of immédiate response by Cuban Government to sugar proposal agreed
between'the two delegations.

2. To make possible Cuban revalidation of Geneva schedule by closing date we
must have ready to hand to their delegation a draft note affirming our agreement to
purchase sugar as outlined to Deutsch by telephone yesterday and through him con-
fumed by you last night. . . .1 1.

3. We proposed the text set forth in ^ the fourth paragraph of this message. As
drafted it deliberately leaves all technical details to be worked out by commercial
experts in Ottawa, such as the meaning of the word purchase, the place of purchase,
the question of origin, -terms of purchase and so forth. At earliest possible instant
we must have text approved by you for consideration by Cuban delegation prior. to
Torquay deadline. Draft text follows.

4. In each of the calendar years 1951, 1952 and 1953, the Government of Canada
will purchase .150 million pounds avoirdupois of Cuban raw sugar on 'the basis of
the price 'of sugar in` the world market at the time of . purchase. Details^ will,be
worked out in Ottawa by the appropriate agency of the Canadian Governmént in
consultation with Cuba. Ends. ;
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978. rz .

au'haut-cômmissaire au Royaume-Uni - - -
,. a • • .t
Seeretarv of State for I External Affairs

Following for McKinnon, GATT delegation, Torquay, from Abbott..
Reference your. No. 734 March 28, 1951, Cuban sugar.

1: Department of Trade and Commerce advise that Canadian undertaking to Cuba
should be stated as follows: Begins: The Government of Canada will ensure the
purchase at world market prices by Canadian refineries or otherwise of 150 million
pounds avoirdupois of raw sugar out of supplies made available to the world mar-
ket by the Cuban Government within each of the calendar years 1951, 1952 and
1953. Ends.

2.'As indicated to you in a previotis`telegram it is intended that the purchases of
Cuban sugar would be carried out by the Canadian refineries acting as agents of a
Canadian Government Crown'corporation. The refineries would purchase Cuban
sugar in the ordinary commercial way at such times and in such amounts from time
to time within each year as is in accord with commercial considerations. Adjust-
inénts in duty so as to enable the refineries to purchase Cuban sugar up'to a total
amount specified in the agreement would be arranged between the Canadian Gov-
ernment Crown corporation and the refineries. Consequently, in order to carry out
the ;undertaking in the proposed agreement there is no need for further detailed
arrangements or discussions between the Canadian and Cuban governments.
Accordingly the last sentence in your paragraph four has been dropped, from our

,.,t _. -. ,.• • ^
RBSTRICIED. IMMEDIATE.

....t if -. . ., i:l).. ,. ô ,.. i... , , ^ ..

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to High, Commissioner in United Kingdom

:TE[.EGRAht GATDEL 14 Ottawa, March 28, 1951

-The, Canadian Delegahon at Torquay, hav^ng sgn ort^Ce With-
f•irrt•tr.. t ,. .:> .,, . , . .

compensation offeréd by Cuba for four items of relatively small imp
drawn undér• ^lrticle XXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and
Cuba having cevalidatéd until January 1st, 1954 Schedule IX of Tariff Concessions
grarited to Canada 'at Geneva, the Canadian Delegation was directed to assure the
Cuban Delegation that the Government of Canada will ensure the purchase in the

• • ' ified its acceptance of t

. .3 k^^. . . . . . .

C^ü4ir DôcvMErrr No. 128-51 Ottawa, May 1, 1951

Note du ministre du Commerce
; pour^ le Cabinet • -

.
Memorcm'dûm, from` Minister of Trade and Commerce

to Cabinet
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market by Canadian refiners or otherwise of 75,000 short tons of Cuban raw sugar
within each of the calendar years 1951, 1952 and 1953, out of supplies made avail-
able by Cuba to the world market. The undertaking also included that sugar so
purchased should be shipped from Cuban ports, imported into and not re-exported
from Canada.

The Canadian Delegation also assured the Delegation of the Dominican Repub-
lic that should other exporters of non-preferential sugars with a traditional interest
in the Canadian market, including the Dominican Republic, wish to receive alloca-
tions on a comparable basis for themselves, their position under the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade would be accorded careful and sympathetic
consideration. At the same time it was understood that the total of all Canadian
commitments in this regard would not be in excess of 150,000 short tons per year.

The immediate necessity for honouring these obligations exists only with Cuba
in that no approaches with regard to 1951 sugar requirements have been made by
other governments outside of the Commonwealth nor are they expected in 1951
due to other existing arrangements for disposal of present crops.

From initial discussion with Canadian sugar refiners, it is understood that they
will readily co-operate by purchasing 75,000 short tons of their total annual
requirements for domestic consumption for the three years affected, provided that
by remission of duty the landed cost of these purchases at the refineries will be so
adjusted as to equalize it with what the landed cost of Commonwealth raw sugar
would be for the same date of purchase.

Authority is necessary formally to advise the Canadian refiners of this undertak-
ing to equalize the landed cost of Cuban with that of Commonwealth raw sugar. In
view of their existing commitments for the purchase of Commonwealth raws,
which already extend to the month of August, and in view of the upward trend of
sugar prices, it is important to establish the basis for the purchase of Cuban as
quickly as possible.

It is intended that a statement covering each importation, indicating the amount
of duty remission necessary, will be certified by the Sugar Adviser to the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce before presentation to the Department of National
Revenue. These statements will be subject to audit.3

C.D. HowE

3 Approuvé par le Cabinet, le 3 mai 1951 JApproved by Cabinet, May 3, 1951.
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• ment économique pour endiguer le commu-
nisme, 376 -

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE SUR LES PRO-
DUrrS : 512-75; GATT passim; et le Plan Co-

, '- lombo, 514, 553, 1079-80; ECA, 522, 542,
545; et l'OTAN, 513, 531, 533, 552, 561-3,
570; et l'OEA, 522, 524; et l'OECE, 513,
515, 522, 524, 534
comité central, 515-6
comités sur les produits: 516-8, 525; prési-

dent canadien : possibilités concernant
un, 523; Comité cuivre-plomb-zinc, 523,
527-9, 533-4; comité manganèse-nickel-
cobalt, 534

Y groupe central (France, R: U., États-Unis),
513-23, 5245, 572

ministère de la Production pour la défense :
rôle du, 529-33, 545-6, 551, 556-8, 561-

3,571
position : du Canada, 516-7, 530-3, 547-50,

555-6, 564-5, 570-2; de la France, 513,
520, 526-7, 538-449'551-3. 563, 569-70;
des pays scandinaves, 539, 542; de l'A-
frique du Sud, 525; de l'Union sovié-
tique, 513-4; du R: U., 514, 517, 539; des
États-Unis, 515-7, 520-1, 525-6, 532,
537, 541, 546-9, 559-61, 565-6

produits concernés : 516; pâtes et papier,
520-1, 525-7, 536-44, 536-62, 564, 569-
75; cuivre, 530-1, 564-5, 567-8, 572-3;
molybdène, 513, 535; nickel, 531, 564-5,
572-4; caoutchouc, 513-4; soufre, 535;
zinc, 530-1, 564 osi-

représentation canadienne à la : comp
tion de la, 518-9 .

CONFLIT CORÉEN : voir aussi Commonwealth

(réunion des premiers ministres), COCOM,
Assemblée générale de l'ONU (Chine,cn
mité des mesures collectives), OTAN (
tribution du Canada, Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord : 8• session), ÉtatsUnis (relations en
matière de défense; relations économiques
énergie atomique)
aide : 262-96; CNUURC, 266-7, 281, 287
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UNKRA : 155-6, 300, 419-21; comité
consultatif de l': réunion de l', 268-
74, 281-8; agent général : position,
264-7, 287, 294, 296; et l'OIR, 264-6;
et le commandement unifié, 265, 267,
269, 271, 280, 288-91, 294-6; budget
et programme de l' : 270, 272, 276-
80, 282-4, 286, 293; contributions :
du Canada, 262, 268-9, 271, 273,
278-9, 291-2, 300; de la Nouvelle-Zé-
lande, 266; de la Thaïlande, 266; du
R.-U., 272-3, 280; des États-Unis,
270, 275-8, 290; organisation de l',
270, 284-6; position : du Canada,
264-6, 274-6, 286-7, 292-3; du R: U.,
272-5; 279-81, 286; des États-Unis;
287-91, 296

Comité des mesures additionnelles : 101-
174;
position : des pays arabes, 124, 152,

158; des pays asiatiques, 124, 152,
158; de l'Australie, 151; du Canada,
104-10, 119, 122, 125-6, 129, 140-1,
144-5, 159; de la France, 146, 148,
161; de l'Union soviétique, 170; du
R: U., 122, 141-3, 148-9, 150-1, 155-
6, 161-3; des États-Unis, 104-9, 123-
4, 136-40, 143-5, 149-50, 153-7, 160,
164, 166-9

Comité des mesures collectives : 38, 52, 88,
91, 93; position : des États-Unis, 68-70,
102

Comité du cessez-le-feu (N. Entezam, L. B.
Pearson, B. Rau) : 24-101; voir aussi ci-
dessous intervention chinoise
cessez-le-feu : voir aussi États-Unis (re-

lations en matière de défense : conflit
coréen); position : du Canada, 71-2,
132-2; conditions (préalables) pour
un, 33, 42-3, 47, 59, 70-1, 74, 155

Chine (République populaire de) : re-
présentation à l'ONU, 154, 163

rapport sur : 101; réponse de la Chine,
54-5, 58-61, 70, 76, 81-4; considéra-
tions relatives à l'énoncé de prin-
cipes, 27-8, 31, 39-41, 45; projets de
l'énoncé de principes, 29-30, 32-3,
37-8, 41-2, 44, 49; réception de l'é-
noncé de principes, 48, 50-1, 85, 91;
vues sur le rapport : des pays arabes,
50-1; des pays asiatiques, 26, 28, 31,
51; du Canada, 25-6, 32, 35-6, 44-5;
de la Chine (République populaire
de), 51, 91-3; des premiers ministres
des pays du Commonwealth, 45-6,
1026-33; de l'Inde, 27-8, 45-6; de la
Nouvelle-Zélande, 30; de la Norvège,
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25, 28, 30; de l'Union soviétique, 25,
48, 51; R.-U., 35, 39, 42-3, 46-7; des
États-Unis, 25, 32, 37-8, 51-2, 54-5,
58; résolution sur le rapport, 37-9

résolution de l'Assemblée générale : et
le gouvernement de la Chine, 88, 94-
6, 102, 106, 118, 129, 137, 154; posi-
tion A es pays asiatiques, 78, 85, 87-
8, 96; du Canada, 55-6, 58, 60-1, 68,

- -75, 79-81, 83-4, 93-4, 97-101; de la
Chine, 90-3, 97-8; de l'Inde, 61, 72-4,
76-8, 84, 94; de l'Iran, 94, 118-9; des
Pays-Bas, 57; du R: U:, 76, 88-9, 95;
des États-Unis, 58-8, 60, 62-6, 72-3,
77, 83, 86; rôle de Secrétaire général,
118; auteurs de la, 65, 67-8

Commandement unifié : 36-7, 101, 111-2,
130, 133-4, 175; voir aussi ci-dessus né-
gociations d'armistice (Commandant en
chef de l'ONU); position : du Canada,
135; des États-Unis; 135; relation ONU-
-haut-commandement américain,
énoncé des objectifs, proposé : 134-5

Division du Commonwealth en Corée, 174-
90

intervention de la Chine communiste en
Corée : 25; danger d'un conflit généra-
lisé, 30, 109, 230-1, 240-2, 246, 250,
446-50; position : du Canada, 113-4; de
la Chine, 116-7; 120-1; de l'Union sovié-
tique, 116-7, 120; du R: U., 117-8; des
États-Unis, 113-8

ligne de démarcation du 38e parallèle, 101,
110-2, 115, 117, 130-2, 197, 202-4, 206-
7, 217-20

négociations d'armistice, 190-261
blocus économique de la Chine : consi-

dérations sur le, 196, 210, 212, 214,
216, 224, 227, 235, 243

cessez-le-feu : conditions de, 193, 217,
220-1; libellé de l'accord désignant la
ligne de, 222

considérations militaires sur, 200, 209,
213-5, 225, 233, 250, 254,

Croix-Rouge internationale : rôle de la,
203

déclaration des États-Unis et du R.-U.
concernant les ruptures du : 223, 230,
232-5, 242-3, 246-61; vues du Ca-
nada sur la, 252-3, 255, 257-60; pro-
jets de la, 251-2, 259-60

division : problème de la, 204-6, 208-9,
212, 221

participation de l'ONU aux : Assemblée
générale : 231, 237, 244-6, 256, 302-
4; Secrétaire général : 191-2; Conseil
de sécurité: 235, 237, 244-6
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position : du Canada, 190-1, 195-9,

°.202-3,, 212-4, 229-31, 241-2, 247-9;
du R: U., 210-2, 217. 223-4; des
États-Unis, 192-4, 198-201, 218-9,
228 , '. :

, prisonniers de guerre : problèmes con-
cernant les, 203, 240 ° . ; ; .

:; progrès de, 202-3, 236-7, 239-41
propositions Malik, 190-1, 195-7, 207-8

; supervision et inspection, ° 200, 223,
225-6; 228, 230-4, 238-9, 240, 2445,
247

participation. du Canada à la Division du
Commonwealth, 174-90; Forces spé-
ciales (Brigade), 130, 132-3

question de Formose : 117, 121; voir aussi
. Chine (nationaliste), Assemblée générale

. de l'ONU (Chine)
,. , situation militaire : position concernant la :

Canada, 36-7, 130, 171-4; Common-
wealth, 33-4; R.-U., 162, 171-2; États-

, Unis, 103, 115-6, 120-1, 130-3, 153-4
UNCOK : 156

CONFUT -EN PALESTINE : voir ONU

(UNRWAPR) et voir pays arabes, Israël,

Égypte

CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ DE L'ONU : voir commu-

nisme. Assemblée générale de l'ONU (élec-

tions), Grèce, conflit ` coréen (négociations

`d'armistice : participation de l'ONU) ,

CONSElI. DE TUTELLE DE L'ONU : voir Assem-

x blée générale de l'ONU (Afrique du Sud-

ouest); et Italie, 301,

CONSEIL ÉCONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL (ECOSOC) DE

L'ONU_: voir aussi Assemblée générale de

,, l'ONU (élections, pays sous-développés)

.' 120 session (20 fév.-21 mars) : 377-83;
instructions pour la délégation cana-

i d dienne, 377-9; rapport sur, 379-83; posi-
tion : du Canada, 383; des pays commu-
nistes. 378-81; de l'Inde, 381

,^`;:r l3• session (30 juiL-21 sept.), 384-408
instructions pour la délégation cana-'

,. ; ; , , ! dienne, 394-5. 398-401
Rapport du Comité interministériel sur

le, projet de pacte relatif aux droits
^ f r r • humains : 384-8; déclaration sur le
^•^ projet de pacte relatif aux droits bu-

mains. 388-92; proposition pour les
18 premiers articles x du. projet de
pacte, 392-3; instructions pour la dé-

t• , légation, 396-8; rapport de la déléga-
tion, 406 :

rapport sur la : 401-8; atmosphère géné-
', <; ,, rak 401-3; , position de l'Inde. 402;

pays sous-développés, 404

INDEX

CONSEIL PERMANENTE CANADO-AMÉRICAINE DE

DÉFENSE (CPCAD) : voir États-Unis (rela-

tions en matière de défense, * Goose Bay,

• Terre-Neuve, CPCAD, système de défense

` par radar, SAC, base aérienne de Torbay)

CONTRÔLES A L'EXPORTATION : voir Chine (Ré-

publique populaire de), Hong Kong et voir
COCOM

CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE CONCERNANT
' LES PÊCHERIES HAlTIZ1RIÈRFS DE L'OCÉAN PA-

CIFIQUE NORD : voir Japon (traité de paix

avec : pêcheries)

CORÉE DU NORD (RÉPUBLIQUE POPULAIRE DE) :

' voir conflit coréen (négociations d'armistice)

CORÉE DU SUD : voir Japon (traité de paix avec

le)

CORÉE DU SUD (RÉPUBLIQUE DE) : voir Japon

' (traité de paix avec), conflit coréen (négocia-

tions d'armistice)

CORPORATION COMMERCIALE CANADIENNE
voir Israël (exportation d'armes vers)

COUR INTERNATIONALE DE JUSTICE (C1J) : voir

Assemblée générale de l'ONU (élections)

CPCAD : voir Commission permanente ca-
nado-américaine de défense

CRIMINELS DE GUERRE : voir Japon (traité de

paix avec le)

CROIX-ROUGE INTERNATIONALE : voir conflit
coréen (négociations d'armistice)

CUBA : voir aussi GATT (Torquay round), As-
semblée générale de l'ONU (Afrique du
Sud-ouest, pays sous-développés), accords
commerciaux avec, 576

relations commerciales avec : 1855-63

D

DANEMARK 1 : voir OTAN (Conseil de 1'Atlan-

tique Nord : 84 session, membres : admission

des, aide mutuelle), États-Unis '(relations

économiques : restrictions à l'importation

des produits laitiers) et voir pays scandi-

naves

D!~.SARMENIENT : voir Assemblée générale de

l'ONU et voir ONU (CEA)

DPB : voir Bureau de la production pour la dé-

fense

DROITS CIVILS Er poLnIQW, (PAC'FE RELA"F
, AUX) : voir

Assemblée générale de l'ONN'

ECOSOC (134 session)
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E

ÉGYPTE : voir Assemblée générale de l'ONU
(Afrique' du Sud-ouest, pays sous-déve-
loppés), OTAN (Conseil : 8° Session), orga-
nismes spécialisés de l'ONU (FMI)
confrontation avec le R.-U. : 1716-26; posi-

tion : du Canada, 1717, 1720-2, 1725-6;
de la France, 1723-4; du R.-U., 1718-20;
des États-Unis, 1725-6; zone du canal de

• Suez : 1722-4; R.-U. occupation de la,
1717-9

ELDORADO MINING AND REFINING (1944) LTU :
voir. États-Unis (relations économiques
énergie atomique)

ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE : voir Assemblée générale
de 'l'ONU (désarmement), États-Unis (rela-
tions économiques) et voir Eldorado Mining
and Refining (1944) Ltd, ONU (CEA)

ÉQUATEUR : voir Assemblée générale de
l'ONU (Afrique du Sud-ouest : Comité de
tutelle)

ESPAGNE : voir aussi Assemblée générale de
l'ONU, OTAN (membres : admission de);
négociations sur les bases aériennes améri-
caines en, 1371-2, 1375

ÉTATS-UNIS (É.-U.) : voir aussi Chine (Répu-
blique populaire de : contrôle du commerce
avec la), Plan Colombo (Comité consultatif
du Commonwealth sur l'aide économique),
Égypte (confrontation avec le R: U.), Ex-
trême-Orient (pacte de sécurité régionale),
GATT (6e session, Torquay round), Assem-
blée'générale de l'ONU (CMC, désarme-
ment, 6° session, Afrique du Sud-ouest : Co-
mité de tutelle, pays sous-développés),
Conférence internationale sur les produits,
Israël (exportation d'armes vers), Japon
(traité de paix avec le), conflit coréen (CMA,
Comité du cessez-le-feu : résolution de l'As-
semblée générale, rapport, intervention des
communistes chinois, CMC, situation mili-
taire, aide : UNKRA, Commandement uni-
fié), OTAN (budget et infrastructure, contri-
bution canadienne : 27° Brigade canadienne,
Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord : 8° session,
CCT : groupe permanent, membres : admis-
sion de, aide mutuelle, Comité de la commu-

CMI : 1618-30; voir aussi ci-dessus voie
maritime du Saint-Laurent et d'exploita-
tion hydroélectrique
bassin hydrographique du lac des Bois :

1618-22; références provisoires,
1620-2; dommages causés par les
inondations, 1618-9; position : du
Manitoba, 1619-20; de l'Ontario,
1619-20; des États-Unis, 1620-2

pollution transfrontières des eaux limi-
trophes '(rivière St. Clair, lac Sainte-
Claire, rivière de Détroit, rivière St.
Mary, rivière Niagara) ': 1623-30; et
l'Ontario, 1624, 1629-30; coûts de
l'élimination de la, 1624-5, 1630; mi-
nistère-de la Santé nationale et du
Bien-être social : rôle du, 1624-5,
1627, 1629; rapport de la CMI : con-
sidérations du Canada au sujet, 1625-
9; acceptation des États-Unis du,
1623-4

relations économiques avec, 1498-1618
développement de la rivière Yukon :

1603-6
énergie atomique : 1570-86; CCEA,

1573; et l'OTAN, 1572; et le CNR,
1576
CPC :'reprise des pourparlers au,

1576; 1578, 1581
demande de prêt de plutonium du

R.-U. : 1575-7; opposition des
"' 'États-Unis à la, 1577-8, 1580-2

Eldorado Mining and Refining
'(1944) Ltd : modification à la po-
litique d'achat d'uranium cana-
dien, 1573-5, 1580-1; observa-
tions 'des États-Unis sur les
modifications à l'accord relatif
aux achats, 1579

essais atomiques au Nevada : obser-
vations canadiennes sur les, 1570-
3, 1583-6; facteurs politiques,
1572-3; facteurs techniques, 1571-

nauté de l'Atlantique Nord, groupe perma-
nent, consultation politique, troupes en
visite, Yougoslavie), Espagne, R.-U. (immi-
gration), ONU (aide extérieure et politique

'.d'assistance, UNRWAPR), agences spéciali-
sées de l'ONU (OIT, FMI, OIR : Conférence
de Bruxelles sur la migration) et voir OECE,
intégration de l'Europe de l'Ouest

2, 1583-4
McMahon Act . (États-Unis) : pro-

blèmes engendrés par la, 1582
utilisation militaire de : vues du Ca-

nada concernant l', 1585-6
expédition par camion sous douane :
:1606-11

fraude en valeurs mobilières, 1586-1603
importation de boissons alcooliques

(bière, vin et spiritueux) : 1611-8; et
le GATT, 1611, 1614, 1616-7; discri-
mination à l'endroit des importations
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américaines par les régies provin-
ciales canadiennes des alcools (Onta-
rio, Colombie-Britannique), 1611-5;
plaintes des États-Unis concernant,
1612-3, 1616-7

Projet de voie maritime et d'exploita-
tion hydroélectrique du Saint-Lau-

, rent, 1498-1557 .
Accord sur le Saint-Laurent : possi-

bilités de ratification par le Con-
grès des États-Unis, 1499-1502,
1513, 1515-8, 1526, 1528, 1541,
1543-4, 1550-2 , - ,

Administration de la voie maritime
du Saint-Laurent - : proposition
d'une, 1533-4; projet de loi relatif
à 1', 1536-9, 1549-50

aspects de la voie maritime (naviga-
tion), 1504, 1514, 1519-20, 1523-
4

aspects juridiques et constitutionnels
de, : 1523-5, 1529-32. 1534-5,
1538-41, 1543

aspects relatifs à l'énergie hydroé-
lectrique, 1504, 1514, 1524-5

CMI : rapport avec la, 1505, 1515,
1532, 1549, 1552-5; échange de
notes, 1555, 1557; texte de la note
provisoire canadienne aux États-
Unis concernant le renvoi de la
question à la, 1553-4; texte de la

'réponse provisoire des États-Unis
concernant,'1556-7.

Commission de l'énergie hydroélec-
trique de l'Ontario : position de la,

. 1498-9, 1522-3, 1543, 1554
Commission hydroélectrique du

Québec, 1523 ,
développement uniquement au Ca-

nada : 1500, 1502, 1505-12, 1517-
22, 1526-8, 1530-1;' faisabilité
économique du, 1503; sommes
épargnées et droits de péage per-
çus à chaque année, 1508-10; éva-
luation du transport annuel de fret,
1511; coflts"prévus du, 1506-7;
plan hypothétique des droits de
péage et revenus, 1512; exigences
sur le plan du matériel et de la
main-d'oeuvre,- 1508; paiement
des droits de péage, 1522; révi-
sion du plan proposé. de partage
des coùts fédéral-provincial, 1513,
1520-1 t

État de New York : position, 1499-
1500,4527, 1529, 1540

INDEX

Ontario : position de 1', 1501, 1513,
1519-8, 1521, 1530, 1542, 1545-
7; (projet d') accord avec le gou-
vernement fédéral, 1525-6, 1536,
1541-2, 1544-9

,. Québec : position du, 1520-1, 1524,
1526, .1530

. restrictions à l'importation de produits
laitiers (fromage cheddar, lait traité) :

-, 1558-70; et le GATT, 1558-62; pro-
testation du Canada au sujet des,
1562-3; représailles envisagées,
1559-61, 1564;` protestation du Dane-
mark concernant les, 1562, 1565;
pourparlers des parties contractantes à
la réunion du GATT, 1565-7; texte du
projet de note de protestation, 1561-2;
texte de la résolution des hautes par-
ties contractantes du GATT concer-
nant les, 1569-70

relations en matière de défense avec : 1244-
1497; voir aussi ci-dessous relations éco-
nomiques avec (projet de voie maritime
et d'exploitation hydroélectrique du
Saint-Laurent)
Accord de défense civile Canada-États-

Unis : 1468-72
accord sur les bases de Terre-Neuve cé-

dées à bail aux États-Unis : 1280-4
achat de matériel militaire : 1244-7; loi

« Achetez américain » : problèmes
posés par la, 1246

autorisations sécuritaires aux marins des
Grands Lacs : 1486-89; et la Cana-
dian Seamen's Union, 1489; et la
GRC, 1487-9; et le Comité de sécu-
rité, 1486

base aérienne de Torbay, 1394-1449
activités américaines à la : histoire

des, 1417, 1436
aéroport de Kinross, 1447-9
arrangements : suggérés, 1408,

1412-3, 1415, 1419-21, 1423,
1427-8, 1444-5

bombes atomiques : entreposage
possible des, 1395, 1414-5, 1432

commission permanente canado-
américaine de défense : relation
avec, 1395, 1402, 1406, 1410-1,
1415, 1418-9, 1422-3, 1429-30,
1434-5; révision de la déclaration
de principe de 1947 sur la coopé-
ration, 1441-3

considérations stratégiques concer-
nant, 1409

demandes américaines : 1394-9,
1400-1 (texte), 1442-3; rép



(projet), 1402, 1406,- 1409-10,
1416-7

installations de défense américaines
au Canada : statut général des,
1411-3, 1418, 1427-8,A436-7,
1443-4

OTAN : relation avec, 1401, 1405-8,
1412, 1415, 1417-9,'1421-3,
1428-30, 1438

bombe atomique : voir Goose Bay ci-
dessous

Commandement nord-est des forces
américaines sur le territoire canadien
: 1450-64
dispositions de base : 1450-4; divi-

sion des responsabilités, 1452; ob-
jet, 1451

Commission permanente canado-améri-
caine de défense : voir ci-dessous sys-
tème de défense par radar, SAC, base
aérienne Torbay et ci-dessus vols des
avions d'interception et renforcement
mutuel, Terre-Neuve : équipements
généraux de communications propo-
sés

conflit coréen : relation avec, 1363-4,
1374

enquêtes du Congrès sur la sécurité (H.
Norman) : 1490-7

Goose Bay : bail de, 1284-98, 1437,
1442-3; voir aussi ci-dessous SAC
entreposage d'explosifs ou d'armes

spéciales (bombes atomiques) :
1286, 1290, 1297

loi sur les' troupes en visite (É.-U.) :
1281, 1287, 1291

stations Loran : 1436, 1478-85; et
l'OACI, 1479-80, 1484-5; et l'O-
TAN, 1481; transfert des stations des
États-Unis à Terre-Neuve au Canada,
1478-80

Strategic Air Command (SAC), 1299-
1394
accord « parapluie » concernant l'u-

tilisation de bombes atomiques,
1252, 1299-1300, 13034,' 1306,
1310, 1314-6, 1320, 1322-3,
1326, 1328-9, 1337-40; procès-
verbal accepté (projet de) 1338-9,
1340-1 (texte), 1357, 1364-5
(texte révisé), 1377 (texte); projet
de l'accord, 1301-2

armée de l'air américâine : survols
du territoire canadien par 1', 1300,
1313, 1322-3, 1326-7, 1376,
1384-92
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commission ^ permanente canado-
américaine de défense : vues con-
cernant le, 1301

communication (installations/ca- `
naux) en - cas d'utilisation de
bombes atomiques, 1304, 1312,
1315, '1329, 1338-9; ` 1365-7,
1376-82,1383, 1386, 1390

consultation (Canada, R.-U., États-
Unis) sur l'utilisation possible de
bombes atomiques : avenir de la,
1381-3; -réunions, 1330-7 (1t^°)

1 ' 1356-65 (2°); 1367-72; (311), 1372-
6 (4e); proposition de, 1299-1302

CPC : reconstitution possible du,
1324-5, 1394 1

I-. entreposage des bombes atomiques,
1299-1302, 1313, 1323,- 1327,
1337, 1373, 1375

^ Goose Bay : utilisation par le, 1299,
1303-4, 1319, 1321-3

Harmon Airfield : utilisation par le,
1299, 1303, 1319, 1322-3

information ou consultation concer-
nant l'utilisation possible, de
bombes atomiques, 1302-5, 1307-
10, 1312, 1318-21, 1327-8, 1346-
8, 1367-8, 1375, 1393

instructions à l'ambassadeur aux
États-Unis concernant l'utilisation
de la bombe atomique, 1342-56

OTAN : ^ relation avec, 1300-1,
1310-1, 1315-8, 1320, 1326,
1332, 1334, 1343, 1357, 1384,
1386, 1391, 1393

système de défense radar : 1247-79,
1437; et l'OTAN, 1247, 1272; empla-
cements pour les stations, 1247; plan
de répartition des coûts, 1247, 1249,
1253, 1257-8, 1270-2; projet de l'é-
change de notes, 1253-9, 1262n; re-

.. commandation (51/1) de la Commis-
sion permanente canado-américaine
de défense concernant, 1247, 1250-1,
1259-61, 1264-6, 1272,' 1277-9; pu-
blication et enregistrement auprès de
l'ONU de l'accord concernant, 1251-
3, 1256-7, 1259-68, 1270-1,- 1273,
1278-9; rapport concernant l'échange
de notes proposé, 1276-7; suggestions
concernant l'échange de notes, 1251-
3, 1256, 1259-61, 1263-9,1271-3;
titre des sites, 1248, 1250, 1254-5,
1258

Terre-Neuve : équipements généraux de
' communications proposés, 1442.
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1473-7; et l'OTAN, 1474; et la Com-
mission permanente canado-améri-
caine' de défense, 1473-4; demande

pacte de sécurité régionale (Australie,

des États-Unis d'obteniù des installa-
tion près des bases aériennes de Har-
mon et de Pepperrell, 1473-4 .

vols des avions d'intercEption et renfor-
cement mutuel, 14648

- EUROPE DE L'EST : voir aussi Tchécoslovaquie,
1, COCOM, Pologne;' Union soviétique, You-

f goslavie : •
; •' guerre psychologique : 1773-80; problème

de l'objectivité au CBCIS, 1777-8; direc-
: tives politiques pour le CBCIS, 1774-8;

: négociations est-ouest : 1748-55

EUROPE DE L'OUEST : voir OTAN (contribution
.•' du Canada : 27' Brigade canadienne) et voir
r"• Bèlgique, Danemark, France. Allemagne

(République fédérale d'), immigration (pays
: d'origine : pays individuels), Italie, Luxem-
bourg, Pays-Bas, intégration de l'Europe de

. l'Ouest .. 1 Il

EXTREIutÉ-ORIENT : voir Australie, Chine (na-
- = tionaliste; République populaire de), Japon,

Nouvelle-Zélande, R: U., États-Unis
Nou-

velle-Zélande États-Unis) : 1781-90; po-
sition : de l'Australie, 1785-7; du Ca-
nada, 1782-5, 1789; de l'Indochine

':(française), 1785, 1789; de l'Indonésie,
1785; ^ du Japon; 1784; de la Malaisie,

.1789; de la Nouvelle-Zélande, 1788; des
- .: Philippines, 1784, 1788; de la Thaïlande,

= 1785; du R.-U., ` 1788-9; des États-Unis,
1784, 1787-90, ^

FAO :.Organisation des : Nations Unies pour
l'alimentation et l'agriculture

' FINLANDE : voir aussi représentation diploma-
"`°' tique (représentation consulaire); réaction
'_' occidentale ' en cas d'attaque soviétique
` ' contré la, 1334, 1352-3. 1371 '`

FMI': voir Fonds monétaire international

.FONDS - INTERNATIONAL DES. NATIONS UNIES
- I? POUR LE SECOURS DE L'ENFANCE (UNICEF) :

, voir ONU '_

FRANCE : voir aussi Égypte (confrontation avec

`FONDS ÎNTFRNATIONÂL POUR LE SECOURS DE

LiENFANCE :'voir ONU (UNICEF) '

. FONDS MONÉTAIRE iN7F.RNA'I1ONAL (FMI) : voir

Belgique . (restrictions i>,, l'importation),
agences spécialisées de l'ONU ^, ^

le R.-U.), Assemblée générale de l'ONU

(désarmement), Conférence internationale
sur les produits, Italie (révision du traité de
paix avec l'Italie), conflit coréen (CMA),
OTAN (contribution du Canada : bases de
l'armée de l'air, Conseil de l'Atlantique
Nord : membres : admission des), ONU
(UNRWAPR), Agences spécialisées de
1'ONU.(OIT) et voir Indochine française,
OECE,
aide militaire, 1692-3
Comité économique franco-canadien :

1690-2
visite du premier ministre Pleven : 1687-90

G

GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA (GRC) :

voir États-Unis (relations en matière de dé-
fense : autorisations sécuritaires aux marins
des Grands Lacs), Yougoslavie (retour au
Canada des personnes ayant double citoyen-
neté)

GRC : voir Gendarmerie royale du Canada

GRgCE : voir aussi OTAN (membres : admis-
sion des, Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord : 711
'session); élection au Conseil de sécurité,
310-3; réaction occidentale en cas d'attaque
soviétique contre la, 1334-5, 1351

.II

HAUT-COMMISSARIAT DES NATIONS UNIES
POUR LES RÉFUGIÉS : voir Assemblée géné-

rale de l'ONU

HONG KONG : contrôles limités des exporta-
tions, 1793-4

IMMIGRATION : voir R.-U. (relations écono-

nuques : Comité permanent canado-britan
nique sur le commerce et les affaires écono-
miques, immigration), ONU (Convention sur
les réfugiés et les apatrides), agences spécia-
lisées de l'ONU (OIT. OIR : Conférence de
-Bruxelles) et voir, Assemblée générale de

r, l'ONU (Haut-Commissariat des Nations
Unies pour les réfugiés), réfugiés; considéra-

tions politiques à long de l'ouest, 929^^a
tion venant d'Europe
émigration européenne : financement inter-

< national de 1': 398-401 Ceylan,
pays d'origine : Belgique, 1654-62; Cey

1140-2; pays du Commonwealth, 1140-2,
1208-35, 1242-3; Inde,.1140-2ijapon,5;
1828; Pakistan, 1140-2; R: U.,
Antilles, 1242-3
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INDE : voir aussi armes (exportation), Plan Co-
lombo (aide à l'Inde, au Pakistan et à Cey-
lan), ECOSOC (12e et 13e session), Assem-
blée générale de l'ONU (Indiens, Afrique du
Sud-ouest : Comité dé tutelle), immigration
(pays d'origine), AIB, Japon (traité de paix
avec), conflit coréen (Comité du cessez-le-
feu : résolution de l'Assemblée générale,
rapport), blé; réaction occidentale en cas
d'attaque soviétique contre, 1335

aide contre la famine : 1144-55

INDOCHINE FRANÇAISE :'voir aussi Extrême-

Orient (pacte de sécurité régionale); réaction
occidentale en cas d'attaque soviétique,
1351, 1362

INDONÉSIE : voir Extrême-Orient. (pacte de sé-
curité régionale), Japon (traité de paix avec)

INTÉGRATION DE L'EUROPE DE L'OUEST : voir

'aussi OTAN (intégration'européenne); et le
GATT, 1646, 1653; et l'OECE, 1646-8
commerce avec l'Europe : produits laitiers,

1648-9; répartition géographique du,
1651; avant et après la guerre, ,1645-6;
blé, 1648

Plan Pflimlin : 1644, 1647-9; répercussions
sur les intérêts commerciaux du Canada

, 1 " sur les plans du commerce et de l'agri-
culture, 1643-53'

Plan Schuman : 1644, 1646-7; répercus-
sions sur les intérêts commerciaux du
Canada, 1640-53

IRAN : voir conflit coréen (Comité du cessez-
le-feii : résolution de l'Assemblée générale);
réaction occidentale en cas d'attaque sovié-

; tique contre 1', 1335, 1351, 1370

ISRAËL : voir aussi conflit en Palestine
, exportation d'armes d', 1726-35;

ITAiIE : voir aussi OTAN (membres : admis-
sion de l', aide mutuelle : pays bénéficiaires,

J

JAPON : voir aussi Extrême-Orient (pactè de sé-
curité régionale), immigration - (pays . d'ori=
gine), Norvège (exportations de blé vers le :,
AIB :);réaction occidentale en cas d'attaque
soviétique contre le, 1335J352, 1373-4
traité de paix avec 1800-36 ,

conférence de San Francisco : déléga-
tion canadienne à la, 1831;' rapport
sur la,' 1835-6, = - , : . . .

GATT : question de l'adhésion du Ja-
; pon au, 1810-12, . ^ - . ,
pêcheries : problème des, 1806-7, 1811,

1816-22, 1837-47

du Canada, 1813-4, 1826, 1832; cri-

sur; 1837-47

minels dè guenre,;1812;

1817-22, 1840-2
position :'de l'Australie, 1801; du Ca-

Tokyo (5 nov: 14 déc.) : rapport
ries, (Canada, Japon, États-Unis),

Conférence tripartite sur les pêche-

projet de traité des États-Unis,
procédure relative au traité, 1847;
l'océan Pacifique nord : 1847;
nant les pêcheries hauturières de

Convention internationale concer-

1826, ' 1839, ' 1846; du 'Japon,
position : du Canada, 1816-21,

1838-41

1821-2, 1842-5; des États-Unis,,

nada,' 1802-4, 1807-16, 1819-21,
1826-7, 1830-5; de Ceylan, 1800; de
la ' Chine; 1803, 1826,_1832-3; de

1829; , des Philippines, 1800-2; de la
velle-Zélande, 1801; du Pakistan,

l'Inde, 1829; de l'Indonésie, .1800;
des Pays-Bas, 1830-1; de la Nou-

Corée du Sud; 1802; de l'Union so-
viétique, 1801, 1826,'1832; du R.-U.,
1801, 1830; des États-Unis, 1800-2, -
1804-6, 1817-20, 1824-5, 1828-9

projet de : observations- du Canada sur
l', 1807-16; réclamations de guerre :Comité de la communauté de l'Atlantique

Nord), Conseil de tutelle des Nations Unies,
agences spécialisées de l'ONU (OIR), You-
goslàvie (libération des actifs) et voir OECE,
aide d'urgence pour les inondations, de la
vallée du Pô, 460, 1695-7
révision du traité de paix avec l'Italie :

1697-1706; et l'OTAN, 1697-8, 1704; et
la Yougoslavie, 1698-1700, 1702; décla-
ration tripartite (France, R.-U., États-
Unis) de 1948, 1699, 1701; déclaration
tripartite (France, R.-U., États-Unis) de
1951 : note canadienne, 1705-6; vues du

'Canada concernant la, 1703-5; règlement
des réclamations de guerre du Canada,
1705-8, 1769-70

L

LIGNES AÉRIENNES TRANS-CANADA : voir R:U.

': (immigration : plan de transport aérien)

Lt77cEMBOÙItG : voir OTAN (aide mutuelle
pays bénéficiaires)

MALAISIE : voir Extrême-Orient (pacte de sécu-
rité régionale) ;, .

MAMTOBA : voir États-Unis (CMI : bassin hy-
drographique du lac des Bois) ^• , .
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MARINE ROYALE DU CANADA (MRC) : voir

OTAN (contribution canadienne) :

MINISTÈRE DE L'AGRICUL'IZJRE : voir Nouvelle-

. Zélande (beurre) . . , . . •

MINISTÈRE DE LA C7rOYENNEIÉ ET DE L'IlutlbtI-
GRAnoN : vues sur la 'question des 'pâsse-
ports pour les communistes Canadiens. 20-1

IViINü`iÈRE DE LA JUSTICE : voir États-Unis (re-

^ lations économiques : fraudes en valeurs mo-

bilitres).

MINISTÈRE DE LA PRODUCilON' POUR LA DÉ^

'FENSE : 'voir Conférence internationale sur
les produits, OTAN (contribution cana-

' dienne : aide mutuelle)

MINISTÈRE DE LA SANTÉ NATIONALE ET DU

BIEN-EIRE SOCIAL : voir États-Unis (CMI :

pollution transfrontières)

MoYEr1-OR1Fxi' : voir Égypte, Israël

MRC voir Marine royale du Canada
•t . . .

nation des contributions du Canada, 454.

N,

NATIONS UNIES (ONU) : voir âussi conflit co-
_ réen (Comité du cessez-le-feu : rapport, ré-
.solution) OTAN (membres : admission de,
ONU); &ats-Unis (relations en matière de
défense : système de défense radar) et voir
ECOSOC, Assemblée générale. CU. Secré-
tairé général. Secrétariat. Conseil de sécurité.
Conseil de tutelle de l'ONU, agences spécia-
lisées de l'ONU
Administration- de l'aide'*technique de
, , l'ONU : 287, 293
âidé extérieure et politique d'assistance :

450-60: voir aussi Plan Colombo et Pro-
=gramme d'aide technique élargie de
:l'ONU; communisme : mis en échec par
l'aide extérieure, 452; manque de coordi-

, 459; position : du Canada, 450-1; des
États-Unis, 456; contribution du Canada,
456-7; proposition d'un fonds de réserve
pour les contributions du Canada. 454-5,

. ;459-60
budget et importance des contributions :

instructions pour Il délégation cana=
dienne à l'Assemblée générale. 301-2,

Commission de 1'énérgie atomique de
l'ONU : impasse à la.13SS, 1358; disso-
lution, proposée : 325; fusion avec le

3 ' CAC : 29S-9.'375
Convention sur les réfugiés et les apatrides

425-44; participation canadienne g la
conférence de Genève sur la. 429-30;

INDEX

clause fédérale dans la , 431, 442-3; con-
férence de Genève, 425; position -. de la
Belgique, 439; du Canada. 425-6, 428,
431-8; du R.-U.. 439; objet de la, 427;
problème de la définition de réfugié, 428,
443; rapport sur la conférence de Ge-
nève,437-44

Fonds international des Nations Unies pour
le secours de l'enfance : contribution ca-
nadienne, 423-4; élimination des surplus
de poisson, 423-4

Office de secours et de travaux des Nations
Unies pour les réfugiés de Palestine dans
le Proche-Orient : 408-21; contributions :
des pays arabes; 418; du Canada, 263,
410-5, 418, 420-1; de la France, 416,
420; des États membres, 418-9; du R.-U.,
414, 416-7; des États-Unis, 414, 416-7

Programme d'aide technique élargie des
Nations Unies (pour le développement
économique) : 404; contribution cana-
dienne au, 421-3; voir aussi Plan Co-

lombo

NoRMAN, HERBERT, questions ayant trait à:

1490-7

NORVÈGE : voir aussi conflit coréen (Comité
du cessez-le-feu : rapport), Comité de la
communauté de l'Atlantique Nord, OTAN
(membres : admission de) et voir pays scan-

dinaves
exportations de blé vers : 1708-16; vues de

la Commission canadienne du blé sur les,
1712-4. 1716; AIB : relation avec l',
1708-11. 1713,1715; Japon : consé-
quences de son adhésion à l'AIB, 1710,

1712-5; prix inférieurs aux alliés de l'O-
TAN : problèmes posés par les, 1709-11;

1715; remplacement des accords de troc

avec l'Union soviétique : 1708-9, 1711,

1713

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE : voir aussi Extrême-

Orient (pacte de sécurité régionale), Japon
(traité de paix avec le), conflit

rapport, aidedu cessez-le-feu :
UNKRA) et voir Commonwealth; subven-

tions à la ligne maritime Canada-Australie-

Nouvelle-Zélande, 1156-8
importation de beurre au Canada: e15116i,

' et le ministère de l'Ag
1164-6, 1168, 1173

O.. ^,
OACI : voir Organisation de l'aviation civile

internationale

OEA : voir organisation des États américains
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OECE : voir Organisation européenne de coo-
pération économique

OFFICE DE SECOURS ET DE TRAVAUX DES NA-
TIONS UNIES POUR LES RÉFUGIÉS DE PALES-
TINE DANS LE PROCHE-ORIENT (UNRWAPR)
: voir ONU

OIC : voir Organisation internationale du com-
merce

OIR : voir Organisation internationale pour les
^ réfugiés

OIT : voir Organisation internationale du tra-
vail

ONTARIO : voir États-Unis (relations écono-
miques : importation de boissons alcoo-
liques, projet de la voie maritime du Saint-
Laurent, fraude en valeurs mobilières, expé-
dition par camion sous douane; CMI : pollu-
tion transfrontières des eaux limitrophes,
bassin hydrographique du lac des Bois)

ONU : voir Nations Unies

ORGANISATION DE L'AVIATION CIVILE INTERNA-
TIONALE (OACI) : voir États-Unis (relations
en matière de défense : stations de Loran)

ORGANISATION DES ÉTATS AMÉRICAINS (OEA) :
voir Conférence internationale sur les pro-
duits

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'É-
DUCATION, LA SCIENCE ET LA CULTURE
(UNESCO) : voir agences spécialisées des
Nations Unies

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ALI-
MENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE (FAO) : voir
agences spécialisées de l'ONU ^

ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L'ATLANTIQUE
NORD (OTAN) : voir aussi Belgique (restric-
tions à l'importation), Extrême-Orient (pacte
de sécurité régionale), Conférence interna-
tionale sur les produits, Italie (révision du
traité de paix avec l'Italie), Norvège (expor-
tations de blé vers la; prix inférieurs),
OECE, États-Unis (relations en matière de
défense : stations de Loran, Terre-Neuve,
système de défense par radar, SAC, base aé-
rienne de Torbay; relations économiques
énergie atomique), et voir COCOM
aide mutuelle : 618-733

-aide mutuelle «—réciproque », 660-1,
667-9, 706-10

entraînement aérien pour les équipages
de l'OTAN, 636, 642-3; 650, 657,
660, 674, 682, 689-90, 713; intérêt du
R.-U. envers, 636, 640 ' •

pays bénéficiaires, 618, 685
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Belgique, 631, 649, 674, 686; Italie,
648-9, 651-2, 655-6, 674; Pays-
Bas, 648-9, 674; Luxembourg,
628, 632, 649; R.=U.,• 686, 720-2,
729-30

Plan de Paris, 696-8, 704-5, 714-7, 723,
746

Plan de Washington, 696 '
planification intérieure' et étrangère de

la production : manque de, 653-4
position : du ; Canada, 623-8, 637-40,

656-61, 666-9, 673-9, 690-4, 698-
702, • 710-7, 730-3; du Danemark,

^ 627; du R.-U.,̀ 706-10; des États-
Unis, 627, 635-6; 668, 718-20

procédure proposée pour les offres con-
cernant, 622, 632-3 F

production d'aéronefs : CF-100 : 641-2,
954; F-86 : 636, 639, 641, 643, 647,
657-9, 664, 667, 674, 676, 680-4,
687, 691, 711, 720-6, 728-30, 955;
Harvard trainer : 642, 712; T-33, 642

Allemagne (République fédérale d') : ad-
mission à titre de membre, 856 ^

BPD, 621-2, 633-4, 655, 664, 680, 684-5
budget et infrastructure : 804-20; position :

du Canada, 8 16-20; du R: U., 815-6, 819;
des États-Unis, 815,,'

Comité de la communauté de l'Atlantique
Nord (aussi Comité des Cinq; Belgique,
Canada, Italie, Pays-Bas, Norvège) : 900-

,50 .

(France , • R.-U., - États-Unis) : 619,

position : du Canada, 901-2, 915; des
,. ; États-Unis, 908-10, 914-5, 934, 942-

3; de: l'OECE, : relatiôn avec, 901,
904-5, 921-3, 925, 935, 940, 946

Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord : refonte sug-
gérée du' mandat du, 802=4, 897
Comité temporaire du Conseil (CTC)

950-82; accroissement'de l'aide mu-
tuelle canadienne, 958-64; discussion

, du contenu du rapport du Bureau exé-
cutif, 973-7; position : de la Belgique,
974-5, 977, , 981; du Canada, 960-3,

. 966-76, 980-2; des' États-Unis, 979-
80; examen du programme du Canada
pour le Plan de défense à moyen
terme, 957-65, 970-1; frais de défense
suggérés pour les membres, 963, 965-
6; rapport du CTC : discussion sur le,
973-82; personnel 'chargé de l'exa-
men et de l'évaluation des coûts : no-
mination du, 950; Group permanent

633-5, 695-6, 698, 725-8, 730-3
7° session, Ottawa (15-20 sept.) : 718-

20, 891-9; admission de la Grèce et
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de la Turquie :: 892-4; dispositions
f- économiques et sociales du traité de

sein de la force intégrée d'Europe de

l'OTAN. 894-5; Comité de la com-
. munâuté de l'Atlantique Nord : créa-
tion de la, 932-4; positions : du Ca-
nada, 895-6; du R.-U., 896-7;

80 session, Rome (24-28 nov.) : 993-
1000; position : du Canada, 994; du
Danemarh 994; de l'Union sovié-
tique, 996; du R-U.. 996; des États
Unis, 995; de l'Égypte, 996; intEgra-
tion européenne, 998-9; Allemagne
(République fédérale d'), 999; conflit
coréen : 995; activité soviétique dans
le nord. 996-7; rapport du CM 997-
8

consultation politique au sein de l' : 789-
801; discussion sur : la République dé-
mocratique allemande, 795-6; la Yougos-
lavie, 790-1, 794, 796; position : du Ca-
nada. 792-801; des Pays-Bas, 799; du R:
U.: 794-5. 799; des États-Unis, 794;
règles de délibération du Conseil des mi-
nistres des Affaires étrangères : 789, 792-

3
contribution canadienne : voir aussi aide

mutuelle ci-dessous
ARC, 624-5. 702, 704-5, 951; bases en

France : 1000-8
;. armfe canadienne : 623-4; 701-4. 951

27- Brigade du Canada : déploiement au

l'Ouést en Allcmagne.'733-89
Allemagne (REpublique fédérale d')

s relations avec. 775-7
arrangements financiers pour :,739,

75G.10158.768.782-3 '
Convention sur le statut des forces

étrangères stationnées en Aile-
magne (République, fédérale d') :
voir amui ci-dessous troupes en
visite : statut légal; considErations
sur le service des. 717-82. 784-8

forces -de' l'OTAN : relations avec
les populations allemandes et eu-
rvpânnes : 735-6.1 742-3. 13-5-09

q 3 75^-89 ^ ^ ; , ^ ,^
instructions pont le commandement

757. 766. 772-7. 788-9
position s . de l'Allemagne (REpu-

__ blique fédérale d'), 761-3; du R.-
U.,,753-6. ,762. 771, . 784-7; des
i,tats-Unis. 7504; , ^ ,

statut létal en Allemagne (selon le
statut d'occupation) : 753. 757-64,
769-73. 777-82,. 784-8 .

, conflit coréen : relation avec la, 669-73,
699, 701, 745-6

Conseil de recherches pour la défense :
625-6, 953-4

.. équipement :don aux pays de l'OTAN,
647-80

Force intégrée d'Europe de l'Ouest,
629, 640, 669-73, 693-6, 723

MRC, 623-4, 701-4, 951
Plan de défense à moyen terme : 629-

30, 689, 693, 695, 718-9; coùt pour le
Canada, 950-6

portée générale de la contribution, 626-
7. 635-6. 643-7, 649-51, 656-61, 662-
5, 673-7. 680-3, 690-4, 698-702, 952-
4.

membres : admission de la Grèce et de la
Turquie, 843-90, 1374-5

Espagne : conséquences éventuelles de
l'admission de 1', 866, 881

position : du Canada, 843-6, 848-9,
851-3. 855-7, 859, 864, 867-9. 876,
880, 884-7, 892; du Danemark, 872;
de la France. 858, 861-2, 865, 1688-
9; de l'Italie, 862; des Pays-Bas, 855,
857, 863, 893; de la Norvège, 861,
863, 870-2, 882-3; du Portugal, 858;
de l'Union soviétique, 848, 854, 856,
858, 860-1, 872, 880; du R.-U., 854-
5, 857-8, 860, 864-5, 868-9, 873-4,
880; des États-Unis, 843, 845-7, 853,
860, 867-9, 877-8

OECE : relation avec, 620
ONU : relation avec l', 994-5
traité de l'OTAN : référence au : article II :

864, 875, 886, 894, 906-7, 918, 921-4,
930, 934-8, 940, 942-3; article III : 1407;
article V, 872; article VI : 875, 886

troupes en visite : statut juridique des : 821-
43; voir aussi ci-dessus contribution ca-

nadienne : 27• Brigade canadienne
position : du Canada, 827; des États-

Unis. 830-43
Yougoslavie : aide militaire et écono-

mique à la : 982-92; livraison
d'armes, 983; position : du Canada,
987; des États-Unis, 988-92

ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE DE COOPÉRATION
ÉCONOMIQUE IOECE> : 1631-7;

voir aussi

Belgique (restrictions à limportation),
QA7T, Conférence internationale sur les
produits, OTAN (Comité de la communauté
de l'Atlantique Nord), Intégration de l'Eu-

rope de l'Ouest et voir COCOM; et l'UEP,
'1636; et . le GATT, 1635-6; et lOTAN,
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1632-5; vues dû Canada sur 1', 1632-7; réu-
nions' du Conseil ministériel (9-10 mars),
1631-2

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU COMMERCE
(OIC) : voir aussi GATT; commission intéri-
maire et Charte de La Havane de l', 580-7

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL
(OIT) : voir agences spécialisées de l'ONU

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LES RÉ-
FUGIÉES (OIR) : voir agences spécialisées de
l'ONU

OTAN : voir Organisation du traité de l'Atlan-
tique Nord

P ,

PAKISTAN : voir aussi armes (exportations),
Plan Colombo (aide à l'Inde, au Pakistan et à
Ceylan, Comité consultatif du Common-
wealth sur l'aide économique), Assemblée
générale de l'ONU (6° session), immigration
(pays d'origine), Japon (traité de paix avec);
et voir Commonwealth; réaction occidentale
en cas d'attaque soviétique contre le, 1335,
1371

PAYS ARABES : voir Assemblée générale de
.l'ONU (6° session), Israël (exportation
d'armes vers), conflit coréen (CMA, Comité
du cessez-le-feu, ' rapport), , ONU
(UNRWAPR)

PAYS ASIATIQUES : voir conflit coréen (CMA,
Comité du cessez-le-feu : résolution de l'As-
semblée générale, rapport)

PAYS SOUS-DÉVELOPPÉS : voir ECOSOC (13°

session), Assemblée générale de l'ONU et
voir Plan Colombo, Nations Uniés (Pro-
gramme d'aide élargie de l'ONU) -

PAYS SCANDINAVES : voir Conférence interna-
tionale sur les produits et voir Danemark,

PERSONNES DÉPLACÉES :- voir agences spéciali-
sées de l'ONU (OIR) et voir Assemblée gé-
nérale de l'ONU (haut-commissaire - de
l'ONU pour les réfugiés) •

PHILIPPINES : voir Extrême-Or ient (pacte de sé-
. curité régionale), Japon (traité de paix)

PLAN COLOMBO : voir aussi Conférence inter-
nationale sur les produits
aide à l'Inde, au Pakistan et à Ceylan :

1073-1131
Ceylan, 1049, 1078-9, 1123-5, 1131
Inde : 1074-5,.1077-8, 1081-2, 1090,

1122-3; rapport. d'étape, 1128-9
. Instituts d'enseignement supérieur (à

l'Est et à l'Ouest), 1082, 1104,
1128

pourparlers à Ottawa avec (21-28
juin) : 1094-1107,• publicité pour;
1101

Pakistan : 1073-4, 1082-3, 1087, 1091-•
3, 1119-22; rapport d'étape, 1129-30
pourparlers à Ottawa avec (5-6

juillet), 1110-9
Comité consultatif du Commonwealth sur

l'aide économique à l'Asie du Sud et. à
l'Asie du Sud-Est, rencontre de Colombo'
(12-20 fév.) : 1042-72
appréciation de l'humeur' générale,

1071-2
contributions : par l'Australie, ^ 1043-4;

par le Canada, 1042, 1045-51, 1055-
8, 1063, 1065, 1069-70; par le R.-U.,

_ 1043, 1051, '

PLAN PFLIMLIN :,voir intégration de, l'Europe
de l'Ouest

'

PLAN SCHUMAN : voir OECE, intégration 'de
l'Europe de l'Ouest

POISSON : voir Brésil (relations commerciales
avec le), ONU, (UNICEF) voir aussi pêche-

ries.
Norvège

PAYS-BAS : voir Japon (traité de paix avec le),
conflit coréen (Comité du cessez-le-feu :ré-
solution de l'Assemblée générale), OTAN
(membres :'admission de, aide mutuelle':
pays bénéficiaires, Comité de la commu-
nauté de l'Atlantique Nord, consultation po-,
litique), agences spécialisées de l'ONU
(OIR) et voir OECE , . . , , .

PÊCHERIES : voir Japon (traité de paix avec le :
pêcheries, Convention internationale concer-
nant les pêcheries hauturières de l'océan Pa-
cifique Nord) et voir poisson, ^ .

PERSE : voir Iran

POLOGNE : voir Yougoslavie (libération des ac-
tifs : autres pays)

PORTUGAL : voir représentation diplomatique,
OTAN (membres : admission des) , .

PROGRAMME ÉLARGI D'AIDE TECHNIQUE : voir

ONU

PROJET DE VOIE MARITIME ET D'EXPLOITATION

HYDROÉLECIRIQUE DU SAINT-LAURENT : voir

États-Unis (relations économiques) .

PROVINCES (CANADA) : voir Colombie-Britan-

-nique; Manitoba, Terre-Neuve, Ontario,

Québec
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QUATRIÈME COMITÉ DE TUTELLE DE L'ASSFM-

BLf;E GÉNÉRALE DE L'ONU : voir Assemblée

générale de l'ONU (Afrique du Sud-ouest)

QUÉBEC : voir États-Unis_ (relations écono-
miques : projet de voie maritime et d'exploi-
tation hydroélectrique du Saint-Laurent,

` fraude en valeurs' mobilières) ' `

R

RÉCLAMAZ10NS DE GUERRE : voir Japon (traité

de 'paix avec le), Italie ^

RF`^JCtgS : ' voir Assemblée gEnérale de l'ONU
(Haut-Commissariat pour les réfugiés),
agences spécialisées de l'ONU (OIR), ONU
(Convention sur les réfugiés et les apatrides.
UNRWAPR) et voir personnes déplacées-1 1

REPRÉSENTATION CONSUt.AiRE : voir représenta-

tion diplomatique

REPRÉSENTATION DtPLOMATIQUE : représenta-

^ tion consulaire : en Finlande, 8-15; du Portu-
- gal, 17-8; hauts-commissaires des pays du

Commonwealth : accréditation des, 1-5; sta-
^ tut des, 5-6. ..,

RÉPUBIIQUE DOMnviCAm : voir, Cuba (rela-

tions conunerciales avec)

ROYAUME-UNI <R.-U.) : voir aussi Plan Co-
lombo (Comité consultatif du Common-
wealth sur l'aide économique, contribu-
tions). Égypte (confrontation avec le R.-U.).
Extrême-Orient (pacte de sécurité régionale),
GATT (Torquay round), Assemblée générale
de l'ONU (désarnxment, 6' session), immi-,
gatiôe (pays d'origine), Conférence interna-`
tionale sur les produits, Israél (exportation
d'mes vers), Italie (traité de paix avec). la,
ponar (traité de paix avec), conflit coréen
(CMA, négociations d'armistice, participa-

q tion `canadienne à la Division du Common-
irealth, Comité du cessé>le-féu : résolution
de l'AssernblEe générale. intervention de la

, Chine communiste. situation militaire, aide :
UNKRA), OTAN (budget et infrastrnctuue,
contribution canadienne : 27' Brigade du Ca-
nada. Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord}: 7' et 8•'
session. ` CCT, membres „ : admission' de la

,Grèce et de la Turquie, aide mutuelle : pays,
bénéficiaires; consultation politique), ONU
(Convention star les réfugiés et les apatrides,

^ UNRWAPR). ^ Agences° spécialisées 'de
1'ONU (FMI. OIR), États•Unis (relations en
"ère de défense : achats, relations écono-

. .^^miques : énergie atomique) ,,
inunigrstkyn .1208-35; arriéré de futurs ïm-

tnigrants au R.-U.. 1223. 1225, ,1232,

INDEX

1234; aide financière aux immigrants du
R.-U., 1180-2; proposition d'étendre le
plan de survol aux lignes aériennes bri-
tanniques (BOAC), 1209-35; participa-
tion de lignes aériennes Trans-Canada au
plan de survol, 1208-I1, 1213, 1915-33;
transfert des fonds des immigrants du R.-
U., 1208-12, 1214; immigration du R.-U.
vers l'Australie 1213-5; réaction des
États-Unis au plan de survol, 1218

relations économiques :
blé : exportations : 1183-92
Canada-R.-U. Comité permanent sur le

commerce et les affaires économiques
: 1179-82

temps de guerre (1942) prêt : 1193-
1207; obstacles aux investissements

.du R.-U. au Canada, 1193-5, 1198-
1200

S

SAC : voir Strategic Air Command des États-
Unis .

SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRAL DE L'ONU : voir conflit

coréen (négociations d'armistice : participa-
tion de l'ONU, Comité du cessez-le-feu)

SOCIÉTÉ RADIO-CANADA (CBC), SERVICE iN=
TF:RNAT10NAt. (CBCIS) : voir Europe de l'Est

(guerre psychologique)

STRATEGiC AIR COMMAND (SAC) DES ÉTATS-
UNts : voir États-Unis (relations en matière

, de défense)

. T

TpigCOStAVAQUtE : voir aussi Europe de l'Est

(guerre psychologique), Yougoslavie (libéra-

tion des actifs); relations avec le GATT,

587-8, 592-3,596

.IbtRE„NEUVB :; voir OTAN (forces en visite

passim), États-Unis (relations en matière de

défense: Goose Bay, Commandement nord-

est de Terre-Neuve, commission perma-

A,nente canado-amEricaine de défense, base

; aérienne de Torbay)

Z1tAILANDl: : voir Extréme-Orient (pacte de sé-

curité régionale), conflit coréen (aide)

TRAITÉ m PAIX : voir Allemagne (République

fédérale d'). Japon; Italie

ZURQUiB : voir aussi OTAN (Conseil de l'At-

' lantique Nord : 70 session, membres : admis-

sion de nouveaux); et élection au
Conseil de

sécurité, 306: réaction occidentale en cas

d'attaque soviétique contre la, 1334-5. 1351,

1371
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U
UEP : voir Union européenne de paiements
UNCOK : voir Commission des Nations Unies

sur la Corée
UNICEF : voir ONU

UNION EUROPÉENNE DE PAIEMENTS (UEP) : voir
Belgique, OTAN (Comité de la communauté
de l'Atlantique Nord), OECE

UNION SOVIÉTIQUE : voir aussi Afghanistan,
Autriche, Chine (nationaliste), Chine (Répu-
blique populaire de), Finlande, Indochine
française, Allemagne (République fédérale
d'), Grèce, Inde (soulagement de la famine),
Conférence internationale sur les produits,
Iran, Italie (révision du traité de paix avec
l'Italie), Japon (traité de paix avec le), con-
flit coréen (CMA. Comité du cessez-le-feu :
rapport, intervention des communistes chi-
nois), OTAN (Conseil de l'Atlantique Nord :
80 session, Comité de la communauté de
l'Atlantique Nord, membres : admission de),
Norvège (exportations de blé vers la), Pakis-
tan, Turquie, États-Unis (relations en matière
de défense : conflit coréen, SAC), Yougosla-
vie et voir COCOM, communisme, Europe
de l'Est
climat politique en : 1738-41; volonté de

paix, 1740-1; contrôle de l'État sur la
presse, 1740

niveau de vie en : 1737-8; rationnement ali-
mentaire 1737-8; logement, 1738; infras-
tructure, 1738, 1744

politique étrangère soviétique : 1736-48

UM'iFD STATES AIR FORCE (USAF) : voir Es-

pagne, États-Unis (relations en matière de
défense : SAC)
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UNKRA : voir Agence des Nations Unies pour
le relèvement de la Corée

UNTAA : voir Administration de l'aide tech-
nique de l'ONU

Y

YoUGOSLAVM : voir aussi Assemblée générale
de l'ONU (pays sous-développés), OTAN
(consultation politique, Yougoslavie : aide à
la); discussion au sein de l'OTAN au sujet
de l'admission possible de la, 866; réaction
occidentale en cas d'attaque soviétique
contre la, 1334-5, 1351
libération des actifs : 1768-73; et les négo-

ciations avec l'Italie, 1769-71; position :
du Canada, 1769-70; de la Yougoslavie,
1768-9, 1771; libération des actifs des
autres pays : Autriche, 1771-3; Tchécos-
lovaquie, 1772-3; Pologne, 1772-3

retour au Canada des personnes ayant
double citoyenneté : 1755-68; et la GRC,
1758-61, 1767; nationaux nés au Canada,
1756; mise en oeuvre de la modification
de l'alinéa 19(1)(d) de la Loi sur la ci-
toyenneté, 1757-62, 1764-8; canadiens
naturalisés, 1757-8, 1768; position : du
Canada, 1756-8, 1762; de la Yougosla-
vie, 1756; interdiction de retour pour les
communistes, 1755-6, 1758, 1767; les
cas Radnik (1947/1948), 1757-9, 1761,
1765, 1767; considérations relatives à la
sécurité, 1756-7, 1760-1, 1767

I
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A

ADDITIONAL MEASURES COMrIITIEE: see under
Korean conflict

AFGHANISTAN: Western reaction in case of
Soviet attack on, 1335, 1351

ARAB COUNTRIES: see under General Assembly
of the UN (6th Session), Israel (export. of
arms to), Korean conflict (AMC, Cease-Fire
Committee, report), UN (UNRWAPR)

ARMS (E7WRT): see also under NATO (North
Atlantic Community Committee, Yugos-
lavia) and see General Assembly of the UN
(disarmament); to India and Pakistan, 1142-
4; to Israel, 1726-35

ASIAN COUNTRIFS: see under Korean conflict
(AMC, Cease-Fire Committee: General As-
sembly resolution, report) .

ATOMIC BOMB: see under 'US (defence rela-
.., tions: Goose Bay, SAC, Torbay air base) :

ATOMIC ENERGY: see under General Assembly
of the UN (disarmament), US (economic re-
lations) and see Eldorado Mining and Refin-
ing (1944) Ltd, UN (AEC)

ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD (AECB): see

under US (economic relations: atomic
energy)

AUSTRALIA: see also under Colombo Plan
(Commonwealth Consultative Committee on
Economic Aid: contributions), Com-
monwealth (Prime Ministers' meeting), Far
East (regional security pact), Japan (peace
treaty with), Korean conflict- (AMC),' UK
(immigration), UN (IRO); relations with,
1786-7; Canadian-Australian-New Zealand
steamship line, 1156-8

AUSTRIA: see also under Yugoslavia (release of
assets); Western reaction in case of Soviet
attack, 1350

B

BELGIUM: see also under -immigration
(Belg'ium, countries of origin), NATO

'(North Atlantic Council: TCC, Mutual Aid:
recipient countries, North Atlantic Com-

' ` munity Committee), UN (Convention on
Refugees and Stateless Persons)
import restrictions: 1663-86; and ECA,

.1680; and EPU, 1663-72, 1674-81, 1683;
and GATT, 1663-4, 1666-70, 1673-85;
and IMF 1665-6, 1670-1, 1673, 1675,
1681-3, 1685; and NATO 1667, 1675;
and OEEC, 1663, 1672, 1678-80

BRAZIL: Ambassador leaves Ottawa and posi-
tion of dean of diplomatic corps, 5

commercial relations with: 1848-54,

BRTPISH, COLUMBIA: see under US (economic
relations: import of alcoholic beverages) and
see * Provinces,, US (economic relations:
Yukon River development).

BRITISH WEST INDIES: see West Indies

BURMA: see also under General Assembly of
the UN (under-developed countries: General
Assembly resolution); Western reaction in
case of Soviet attack, 1351

BUTTER: see under.New Zealand.
,• ^ , C

CANADIAN ARMY: see under Korean conflict
(Canadian participation in Commonwealth
Division); NATO (Canadian contribution:
Canadian 27th Brigade, Western European
Integrated Force)

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
(CBC), INTERNATIONAL SERVICE (CBCIS):
see under Eastern Europe (psychological
warfare)

CANADIAN COMMERCIAL CORPORATION: see un-

der Israel (export of arms to)

CANADIAN SEAMEN'S UNION: see under US
(defence relations: security clearances for
Great Lakes seamen)

CBC: see Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

CBCIS: see Canadian Broadcasting Corpora-
tion (International Service)

CEASE-FIRE COIvIMPI'IF:É OF THE UN: see under

Korean conflict

CEYLON: see under Colombo Plan (aid to India,
Pakistan and Ceylon), Japan (peace, treaty
with), immigration (countries of origin)

CHILE: see under General Assembly of the UN
(under-developed countries)

CHINA (NATIONALIST): see also under Japan
(peace tréaty'with); charges against Soviet
Union, 304; Western reaction, in case of
Soviet attack of, 1362,'
recognition of government of: 1796-9; legal

considerations regarding, 1798-9; pay-
ment of outstanding debts, 1799; political
considerations regarding, 1796-8

CHINA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF): see also under
Japan (peace treaty with), Korean, conflict
(Cease-Fire Committee: General. Assembly
resolution, report); relations with, Soviet
Union, 1361-2, 1741-2 .
control of trade with: 1790-6;

CIVII. AVIATION: see ICAO

®

E

IF



CMC: see Collective Measures Committee of
the General Assembly of the UN

COCOM: seie Co-ordinating Cômmittee on Ex-
port Controls for Strategi& Materials

.,,
COLLECTIVE MEASURES COMMITIF.E (CMC):

see under General Assembly of the UN,

Korean conflict

COLOMBO PLAN : `see âlsô under Inteinational
Coinmodity Conference
aid to India; Pakistan and 'Ceylon: 1073-

1131
Ceylon,.1049, 1078-9, 1123-5, 1131
India: 1074-5, 1077-8, 1081-2, 1090,

1122-3; progress report, 1128-9
discussions in Ottawa with (June

21-28):, 1094-1107; publicity
for., 1101 - . ,

Higher Technical Institutes (Eastern
and Western). 1082, 1104, 1128

Pakistan: 1073-4,1092-3.1087,1091-3.
1119-22; progress report, 1129-30
discussions in Ottawa with (July

Asia, Colombo meeting (Feb. 12-20):
1042-72

z r .

appreciation of general mood, 1071-2
contributions: by Australia, 1043-4; by

Canada. 1042, 1045-51.• 1055-8,
1063, 1065. 1069-70; by, UK. 1043,
1051

, COMBINFD POUCY CoMM177TE (CPC): see un-

der US (defence relations: SAC. economic
relations: atomic energy)

COMMISSION ON CONYEM1ONAt. ARMAMENTS
(CCA): see under UN (AEC) . • , , . :

; Co^oxwEAi.TH: see also under diplomatic
representation, immigration. Korean confüct
(Canadian participation: Commonwealth

5-6),1110-9
Commonwealth Consultative Committee on

. Economic Aid to South and South East

Division, Cease-Fire ; Committee: report,
military situation), NATO (North Atlantic
Community Committee) #ana see Austrsiia,
Ceylon. Colombo Plan. CRO,' India.. New%
Zealand: ¢ Pakistan, ` UK.' ' West Indies;
Canadian-Australian-New Zealand'steam-
ship line, 1156-8
Commonwealth Conference on Defence,

London: 1131=8 ` . , , ` -,
Commonwéalth Supply Ministen' Confer-
t ^" erice (Sept. 19--27): report on, 1138-40
Prime-' Ministen' ^ meeting ' (January.

i,ondon), 1009-41

COMMUNISM: see urider Koraïn conflict
(armistice neaotiations, Chinese Communist

intervention), Yugoslavia (return of dual ci-
tizens), UN (Convention on Refugees and
Stateless Persons, external relief and assis-
tance policy) and see China ^(People's
Republic of), COCOM, Eastern Europe,
NATO, Soviet Union; passports, for
Canadian Communists, 20-3; election of
Communist country to Security Council,
309-12; economic development against
spread of Communism. 376

CONTINUING CANADA-UK COMMITTEE, ON
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND TRADE: see under

UK (economic relations) ; . . `

CONSULAR REPRESENTATION: see under diplo-

matic representation

CO-ORDINATING COMMfl'IFE ON EXPORT CON-

TROIS ' FOR STRATEGIC MATE RIALS

(COCOM): and Korean conflict,' 138, 140-1,
147; Canadian views regarding. 1637-9 .

CUBA: see also under GATT (Torquay round),
General Assembly of the UN (South-West
Africa, under-developed countries), trade
agreements with, 576
commercial relations with: 1855-63

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: see also . under Eastern
Europe (psychological warfare), Yugoslavia
(release of assets); relations with GATT,
587-8,592-3,596. ^ 1 - .

,D

, DEFENCE PRODUCTION BOARD (DP©): see un-

` der NATO

DEvmU►Rlc: see undir NATO (North Atlantic

, Council: 8th Session, members: admission
of, Mutual Aid), US (economic relations:
import restrictions of dairy products) and see

Scandinavian countries
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE: see under New

Zealand (butter)

DEPARTMENT OF CITEE W-SHIP AND IMMIGRA-

770N: views on passports for Canadian Corn-

:, munists, 20-1
DEPARI`MEAfr OF DEFENCE PRODUCTION: see

"under international Commodity Conference,

NATO (Canadian contribution: Mutual Aid)

DEPARTMENT OF ` JUSTICE: we under US

(economic relations: securities fraud)

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL } IEALTN AND

WF•'1.FARE: see under US (UC• cross-border

pollution)

DIPLOMATIC RF.PRGSENTATION: consular

representation: In Finland. 8-15; of Portugal,

17-8; Commonwealth High Commissionefs:

accreditation of, 1-5; status of. 5-6
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INDEX

DISARMAMENT: see under General Assembly of
the UN and see UN (AEC)

DISPLACED PERSONS: see under UN Specialized
Agencies (IRO) and see General Assembly
of the UN (UN High Commissioner for
Refugees)

DOMINICAN REPUBUC: see under Cuba (com-
mercial relations with)

DPB: see Defence Production Board

E

EASTERN EUROPE: see also Czechoslovakia,
COCOM, Poland, Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
East-West negotiations: 1748-55
psychological warfare: 1773-80; problem

of objectivity in CBCIS, 1777-8; policy
directives for CBCIS, 1774-8;

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ("SECOND") COMMITTEE
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UN: see

. General Assembly of the UN (under-
developed countries)

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (ECOSOC) OF
,;THE UN: see also under General Assembly
of the UN (elections, under-developed coun-
tries)

12th Session (Feb. 20-Mar. 21): 377-83;
instructions for Canadian delegation,
377-9; report on, 379-83; position of:
Canada, 383; Communist countries, 378-
81; India,•381

13th Session (July 30-Sept. 21), 384-408
instructions for Canadian delégation,

394-5, 398-401
report on: 401-8; general mood, 401-3;

position, of ^. India, ' 402; under-
developed countries, 404

Report by Interdepartmental Committee
on Draft Covenant on Human Rights:
384-8; statement on Draft Covenant
on Human Rights, 388-92; suggestion
'for the first ,18' articles of the Draft
Covenant, 392-3; 'instructions for
delegation, 396-8; report by delega-

; tion, 406

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION ADMINISTRATION
(ECA): 'see under Belgium (import restric-
tions), International Commodity Conference
and see OEEC, Western European integra-
tion .

ECUADOR: see under General Assembly of the
UN (South-West Africa: Trusteeship Com-
mittee)

1885

EGYPT: see under General Assembly of the UN
(South-West Africa, under-developed coun-
tries), NATO (Council: 8th Session), UN,
Specialized Agencies (IMF)

confrontation with UK: 1716-26; position
of. Canada, 1717, 1720-2, 1725-6;
France, 1723-4; UK, 1718-20; US, 1725-.

- - 6; Suez Canal zone: 1722-4; UK occupa-
tion of, 1717-9

ELDORADO MINING AND REFINING (1944)'LTD:
see under US (economic relations: atomic
energy)

EPU: see European Payments Union

EUROPEAN PAYMENTS UNION (EPU): see under
Belgium, NATO (North Atlantic Com-
munity Committee), OEEC .

EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECIINICAL ASSIS-

TANCE: see under UN

EXPORT CONTROLS: see under China (People's
Republic of), Hong Kong and see COCOM

F

FAO: see Food and Agricultural Organization

FAR EAST: see Australia, China (Nationalist,
People's Republic of), Japan, New Zealand,
UK,US . .
regional security pact (Australia, New Zea-

.land, US):, 1781-PO; position of: Aus-
tralia, 1785-7; Canada, 1782-5, 1789;
(French) Indochina, 1785, 1789; Indone-
sia, 1785; Japan, 1784; Malaya, 1789;
New Zealand, 1788; Philippines, .1784,
1788; Thailand, 1785; UK, 1788-9; US,
1784,1787-90

FINLAND: see also under diplomatic representa-
tion (consular representation); Western reac-
tion in case of Soviet attack on, 1334, 1352-
3, 1371;

FISH: see under Brazil (commercial relations
with), UN (UNICEF) and see fisheries

FISxERIES: see under Japan (peace treaty with:
fisheries, International Convention for the
High Sea' Fisheries of the North Pacific
Ocean) and see fish

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION

(FAO): see under UN Specialized Agencies

FRANCE: see also under Egypt (confrontation
with UK), General Assembly of the UN (dis-
acmament), : International Commodity Con-
ference, Italy (revision, of the Italian peace
treaty), Korean conflict (AMC), NATO
(Canadian contribution:, RCAF bases, North
Atlantic Council: members: admission of),
UN. (UNRWAPR), . , UN Specialized

N
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- ' flgencies (ILO) and see 'French Indochina.
OEEC....: _ •:F ,. .

` Franco-Canâdian Economic Committee:
1690-2

% militaryrelief, 1692-3
visit of Prime Minister Pleven: 1687-90

FRENCH INpoCHIIVA: see also under Far East

-(regional security pact); Western reaction in
case of Soviet attack, 1351, 1362

G

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TAwM AND Tw ►nt:

(GATT): see also wider Belgium. China (Pe=
< ople's Republic of: control of trade with).

Cuba (commercial relations with), Czechos-
lovakia, lapan' (peace treaty with). NATO

(North Atlantic Community Committee).
New Zealand (butter). OEEC, US (economic

,relations: import of alcoholic beverages, im-
port restrictions of dairy products, trucking

in bond)-'I
6th Session of High Contracting Parties,

Geneva: 579-98; composition of

``' ÿ- Canadian delegation. 595; instructions
for Canadian delegation, 595-6; position
of: Canada, 581-3; US, 579-83, 588-9,
594, report regarding. 597-9 •'

=Torquay round (Sept.,28, 19S0-Apr. 21,
= x`' 1951): report on, 576-8; position of:

Cuba,, 576; UK, 577-8; US5577-S'

GEtdERÂLASSEMBLY OF THE UN: see also

' S Korean , , conflict ^ (Additional Measures,
°^ armi .stice negotiations, Ceas e-Fue Commit-

tee, Collective Measures Committee), UN
China: recognition and admission to the

UN of People's Republic: instructions to
^ Cïâadian delegation, 303

Côllective Measures Committee: 444-50;
see also wider Korean conflict;

CCA: see wider UN (AEC) , ^ - ' - I ^. '
disarmament: 31431, 365-6. 369; see also

wider UN (AEC); atomic energy ques-
tionx rok of, 322-3,..325. 328; i nstrnc-
tions , for Canadian ; delegation to Sixth
General Assembly. 298-9; position of:
Canada. ;^, 316-7, 320. 327-8. 330-1;
France; 323: UK. 317 -20; US, 314=6,
324; propaganda aspects of, 315-69 ' 318-I
9." 322; 366. 369-70 ° . ' '
ôétionrot 299-300,' 306-13; general policy,
306-13; - to * ECOSOC. 299-300; to' 1CJ,
300;'to Security Council. 299 ^ ^

^Nnmaj^ Rights Covenant: 373: instructions
I for = Cansdiïn' deleEation to General As-

`0, : aanbly. 305
Indiins: treatment in South Aftica, 299

6th Session in Paris, First Part (Nov.
6-Dec. 21): assessment of, 365-76; in-
structions to Canadian delegation, 297-
305; position of: Arab countries, 366;
Canada, 367, 370; Latin American coun-
tries, 371, 373; Pakistan, 371; UK, 370-
1; US, 368. 370-1;

South-West Africa: 331-50; instructions to
Canadian delegation to the General As-
sembly: 301; position of. Canada, 333,
345, 348-50; South Africa, 331-4, 342,
345-6. 372
Trusteeship Committee: discussion in,

331-3, 344. 366-7
Cuba-Ecuadorian-Egyptian-Indian-

Philippinian draft resolution in:
Canadian views on, 341; text of,
341-2

reconstituted membership of: 346-7;
Canadian abstention from, 347

US resolution in: Canadian views
regar+ding, 335-6, 339-40

withdrawal of South Africa, 345-6.
349

under-developed countries; and ECOSOC.
'350-1, 356; financial assistance for, 350-
65; position of: Canada, 351-64.'394-5;
US. 352, 354-6. 361-3; press criticism of.

,357. 359; resolution by Burm3. . Chile.
Cuba, Egypt "`and Yugoslavia ' in
Economic and Social Committee, 350-1

UN High Commissioner for Refûgees, 431,
483

Gt:R1NAN Datocw►nc REPUBLtc: see under

NATO (political consultation)

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBt1C OF): see also un-

der Eastern Europe (East-West negotia-
tions), - NATO (Canadian contribution:
Canadian - 27th Brigade, North Atlantic
Council: 8th Session,- Germany) and see

OEEC, decision to announce termination of
state of war with, 1693-5; recommended re-
establishment of diplomatic relations with,
1695; Western reaction in case of Soviet at-
tack on, 1349-50

(iREECE: see also under NATO (members: ad-

mission of, North Atlantic Council:
310-Council. 31U-sion); election to the Security

3; Western reaction in case of Soviet attack
on. 1334-5, 1351

11
HONG KONG: limited export controls, 1793-4

Ntt
see under

M^►N Riotfrs (CovENAKr): ECOSOC
General Assembly of the UN,
(13th Session)
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ICAO: see International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization

ICJ: see International Court of Justice
IJC: see International Joint Commission
ILO: see International Labour Organization
IMC: see' International Commodities Confer-

ence

IMF: see International Monetary Fund

IMMIGRATION: see under UK (economic rela-
tions: Canada-UK Continuing Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs, immigration),
UN (Convention on Refugees and Stateless
Persons), UN Specialized Agencies (ILO,
IRO: Brussels Conference) and see, General
Assembly of the UN (UN High Commis-
sioner. for Refugees), refugees; long-term
political considerations about immigration
,from Western Europe, 929

countries of origin: Belgium, 1654-62;
Ceylon, 1140-2; Commonwealth, 1140-
2,' 1208-35, 1242-3; India, 1140-2; Japan,

` . • ' 1828; Pakistan, 1140-2; UK, 1208-35;
West Indies, 1242-3 -

European emigration: international financ-
ing of, 398-401

INDIA: see also under arms (export), Colombo
Plan (aid to India, Pakistan and Ceylon),
ECOSOC (12th and 13th Session), General
Assembly of the UN (Indians, South-West
Africa: Trusteeship Committee), immigra-
tion (countries of origin), IWA, Japan (peace
treaty with), Korean conflict (Cease-Fire
Committee: General Assembly resolution,
report), wheat;. Western reaction in case of
Soviet attack on, 1335
famine relief to: 1144-55

INDONESIA: see under Far East (regional
' •security pact), Japan (peace treaty with)

INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY

FUND: see under UN (UNICEF)

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZA-
710N (ICAO): see under US (defence rela-

tions: Loran stations) •

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITIES CONFERENCE
„' ' (ALSO INTERNATIONAL (RAW) MATERIALS
-''k CONFERF.NCE (IMC)): 512-75; GATT Passim;

and Colombo Plan, 514, 553, 1079-80; ECA,
• 522, 542, 545; and NATO, 513, 531, 533,
552, 561-3, 570; and OAS, 522, 524; and
OEEC, 513, 515, 522, 524, 534 -

JCanadian representation at: composition of,
518-9

central committee, 515-6

1887

central group (France, UK, US), 513-23,
524-5, 572

commodities concerned: 516; pulp and
paper, 520-1, 525-7, 536-44, 536-62,
564, 569-75;'copper, 530-1, 564-5, 567-
8, 572-3; mobdylenum, 513, 535; nickel,
531, '564-5, 572-4; rubber, , 513-4;
sulphur, 535; zinc, 530-1, 564,

commodity '. committees: . '516-8, 525;
Canadian chairman: possibilities regard-
ing, 523; Copper-Lead-Zinc-Conumittee,
523, 527-9, 533-4; Manganése-Nickel-
Cobalt Committee, 534

Department of Defence Production:'role of,1
529-33, 545-6, 551, 556-8, 561-3, 571

position of. Canada, 516-7, 530-3; 547-50,
555-6, 564-5, 570-2; France," 513, 520,
526-7, 538-44, 551-3, 563, 569-70;
Scandinavian countries, 539, 542; South
Africa, 525; Soviet Union, 513-4; UK,
514, 517, 539; US, 515-7, 520-1, 525-6,
532, 537, 541, 546-9, 559-61, 565-6

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE HIGH
SEA FISHERIES OF THE NORTH PACIFIC
OCEAN: see Japan (peace treaty with:
fisheries)

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (ICJ): see

General Assembly of the UN (elections)

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION (UC): see

wider US (economic relations: St. Lawrence
Seaway project, IJC) '

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION (ILO):

see under UN Specialized Agencies

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF): see

under Belgium (import restrictions), UN
Specialized Agencies

INTERNATIONAL (RAW) MATERIALS CONFER-

ENCE (IMC): see International Commodities

Conference

INTERNATIONAL RED, CROSS: see under Korean

conflict (armistice negotiations)

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION

(IRO): see under UN Specialized Agencies

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION (ITO):

see also. GATT; Interim Commission and
Havana Charter of, 580-7

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AGREEMENT (IWA):

see under Norway; relation to Canadian
wheat gift to India, 1075; requests for in-
crease in import quotas of, 1710

IRAN: see under Korean conflict (Cease-Fire
Committee: General Assembly. • resolution);
Western reaction in case of Soviet attack on,
1335, 1351, 1370 ^1
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ISRAa.: see also Palestine conflict Soviet Union, 1801, 1826, 1832; UK,

export of arms to, 1726-35; 1801, 1830; US, 1800-2, 1804-6,
1817-20, 1824-5. 1828-9 •

ITA[.Y: see also under. NATO (members: ad- San Francisco conference: Canadian
mission of, Mutual "Aidi récipient ^ cquntries, delegation to, 1831; report on, 1835-6
North Atlantic Community Committee),
Trusteeship Council of the UN, UN Special JOINT PLANNING COMMrrrEE (JPC): see US

ized Agencies (1RO); Yugoslavia (release of (defence relations• Northeastern Command)
assets) and see OEEC; emergency, relief for ^
Po,Valley floods, 460, 1695-7 ;,.

K revision of the Italian peace treaty: 1697-
1706; and NATO, 1697-8, 1704; and KOREA (SOtT[N): see under Japan (peace treaty

Yugoslavia, 1698-1700, 1702; tripartite with)

declaration (France; UK, US) of . 1948, KOREAN CONFI.ICT: see also ' urider Com-
• 1699, 1701;, tripartite declaration -
(France, UK; US) of, 1951: Canadian
note, 1705-6; Canadian views regarding,
1703-5; settlement of Canadian war
•claims, 1705-8, 1769-70

IRO: see International Refugee Organization

ITO' see international Trade Organization

. IWA: see International Wheat Agreement

^. . . . J •

JAPAN: see also under Far East (regional
security pact), immigration (countries of
origin), Norway (wheat exports to:, IWA:);
Western reaction in case of Soviet attack on,

• 1335, 1352, 1373-4
peace treaty with, 1800-36

draft: Canadian comments on, 1807-16;
war claims: of Canada, 1813-4, 1826,
1832; war criminals, 1812;

fisheries: problem, of, 1806-7.,1811.
1816-22, 1837-47
International ^ Convention for the

High Sea Fisheries of. the North
Pacific . `Ocean: '.1847; treaty
procedure, 1847; US draft treaty,
1838-41

Tripartite Fisheries ° ' Conference
(Canada.' Japan, • US), 'Tokyo
(Nov. ° 5-Dec. 14): report. on.,
1837-47

position of. Canada, 1816-21, 1826,
1839. 1846; Japan, 1821-2, 1842-
5; US', 1817-22; 1840-2. ,

GATT: question of Japanese accession
to,1810-12,

R..a

position ofi ; Australia,' 1801; Canada,
1802-4. ° 1807-16, ` 1819-21, ^ 1826-7.

-1830-5; Ceylon, 1800; Chirïa, ` 1803,
1826. 1832-3; Indiâ,` 1829; Indonesia,
1800; Netherlands, 1830- 1; New Zea-
land; 1801; Pakistan, 1829; Philip-
pines, 1800-2: South Korea, • l 802;

monwealth (Prime Ministers' meeting),
COCOM, General Assembly, • of thé, ; UN
(China, 'Collective Measures- Committee),

• NATO (Canadian contribution, North Atlan-

tic Council: 8th Session), US (defence rela-
tions; economic relations: atomic energy)

Additional Measures Committee: 101-174;
position of: Arab countries, 124, 152,

-158; Asian countries, 124, 152, 158;
Australia, 151; Canada, 104-10, 119,
122, 125-6.-1299 ; 140-1, 144-5, 159;
France, 146, 148, 161; Soviet Union,
170; UK, 122, 141-3, 148-9. 150-1.
155-6, 161-3; US, 104-9, 123-4, 136-
40, 143-5, 149-50, 153-7, 160, 164,
166-9

armistice negotiations, 190-261
breakdown: problem of, 204-6: 208-9.

: 212,221 ' •
cease-fire: conditions for, 193, 217•

220-1; text of agreement designating

line of, 222
declaration by US and UK regarding

breaches of: 223, 230, 232-5, 242-3,
246-61; Canadian views on, 252-3,

255.257-60; drafts of, 251-2, 259-60

economic blockade of China: considera-
tions about, 196, 210, 212, 214, 216,

. P1

224, 227, 235, 243
International Red Cross: role of, 203
Malik-proposals, 190-1, 195-7, 207-8
military considerations about, 200, 209,

213-5, 225, 233, 250.'254
position of: Canada, 190-1, 195-9, 202-

3, 212-4, 229-31, 241-2, 247-9; 1 1K,
210-2, 217, 223-4; US, 192-4, 198-
201; 218-9, 228 arding,

prisoners of war problems reg
203, 240

progress of, 202-3, 236-7, 239-41 '
supervision and inspection, 200, 223'

225-6,228.230-4. 238-9, 240,
244-5,

247
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UN involvement in: General Assembly:
231, 237, 244-6, 256,.302-4; Secre-
tary-General: 191-2; Security
Council: 235, 237, 244-6

Canadian participation in Commonwealth
Division, 174-90; Special Forces (Bri-
gade), 130, 132-3 . .

Cease-Fire Committee (N. Entezam, L. B.
Pearson, B. Rau): 24-101; see also
Chinese intervention below
cease-fire: see also under US (defence

relations: Korean conflict); position
of: Canada,.71-2, 132-2; (pre-condi-
tions for, 33, 42-3, 47, 59, 70-1, 74,
155

China (People's Republic of):
representation at UN, 154, 163

General Assembly resolution:. and
GOC, 88, 94-6, 102, 106, 118, 129,
137, 154; position of: Asian coun-
tries, 78, 85, 87-8, 96; Canada, 55-6,
58; 60-1, 68, 75, 79-81, 83-4, 93-4,
97-101; China, 90-3, 97-8; India, 61,
72-4, 76-8, 84, 94; Iran, 94, 118-9;
Netherlands, 57; UK, 76,'88-9, 95;
US, 58-8, 60, 62-6, 72-3, 77, 83, 86;
role of the Secretary-General, 118;
sponsors of, 65, 67-8 `

report of. 101; Chinese reply, 545, 58-
61. 70, 76, 81-4; considerations about
statement of principles, 27-8, 31, 39-
419, 45; drafts of statement of
principles, 29-30, 32-3, 37-8, 41-2,
44, 49; reception of statement of
principles, 48, 50-1, 85, 91; views on
report by: Arab countries, 50-1; Asian
countries, 26, 28, 31, 51; Canada, 25-
6, 32, 35-6, 44-5; China (People's
Republic of), 51, 91-3; Com-
monwealth Prime Ministers, 45-6,

` 1026-33; India, 27-8, 45-6; New Zea-
' land; 30; Norway, 25, 28, 30; Soviet

` Union, 25, 48, 51; UK, 35, 39, 42-3,
46-7; US; 25, 32, 37-8, 51-2, 54-5,

1 58; resolution on report of, 37-9
Chinese Communist intervention in Korea:

25; danger 'of general war, 30, 109, 230-
1, 240-2.'246, 250, 446-50; position of.
Caiiada, 113-4; China, 116-7; 120-1;
Soviet Union, 116-7, 120; UK, 117-8;
US, 113-8. :

`^Côllective Measures Committee: 38, 52,
88, 91, 93; position of: US, 68-70, 102

Commonwealth Division in Korea, 174-90
Formosa question: 117, 121; see also under

China`-a (Nationalist); General Assembly of
the UN (China)

1889

military situation: position of regarding:
Canada, 36-7, 130, 171-4; . Com-
monwealth, , 33-4; UK, 162,^ 171-2;- US,
103, 115-6, 120-1, 130-3, ' 153-41

relief: 262-96; UNCURK, 266-7, 281, 287
UNKRA: 155-6, 300, 419-21; Advisory

Committee to: meeting of, *, 268-74,
281-8; Elgént-General: position of,
264-7, 287, 294, 296; and IRO, 264-
6; and Unified Command, 265, 267,
269, 271, 280, 288-91, 294-6; budget
and programme of. 270, 272,1 276-80,
282-4, 286, 293; contributions by:
Canada, 262, 268-9, 271, 273, 278-9,
291-2, 300; New Zealand, 266; Thai-
land, 266; UK, 272-3, 280; US, 270,
275-8, 290; organization of, 270, 284-
6; position of. Canada, 264-6, 274-6,
286-7, 292-3; UK, 272-5; 279-81,
286; US; 287-91, 296

38th parallel as demarcation line, 101, 110-
2, 115, 117, 130-2, 197, 202-4, 206-7,
217-20

UNCOK: 156
Unified Command: 36-7, 101, 111-2; 130,

133-4, 175; see , also armistice negotia-
tions (Commander in Chief of the UN)
above; position of: Canada, 135; US;
135; relation UN'- US high command,
135; statement of 'objectives, proposed:
13^ `

L..

LATIN AMERICA: see Brazil, Cuba, OAS; rela-
tions with, 1848-63

LüXBMBOURG: see under NATO (Mutual Aid:
recipient countries)

M

MALAYA: see under Far East (regional security
pact)

MANTTOBA: see under US (IJC: Lake of the
Woods watershed)

MIDDLE EAST: see urider Egypt, Israel

NATO: see North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NETHERLANDS: see under Japan (peace treaty
with), Korean conflict (Cease-Fire Commit-
tee: General Assembly resolution), NATO
(members: admission of, Mutual Aid:
recipient countries, 'North ' Atlantic Com-
munity Committee, political' consultation),
UN Specialized Agencies (IRO) and see
OEEC

I
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NEWFOUNDLAND:: see under. NATO (visiting
forces passim), US (defence relations: Goose

_Bay; Newfoundland Northeast Command,
PJBD, Torbay air base)

NEW, ZEALAND: see also under Far East (ro-

r'- gional security pact), Japan (peace treaty
with), Korean conflict (Cease-Fire Commit-
tee: report, relief UNKRA) and see Com-
monwealth; and subsidies for Canadian-Aus-
tralian-New Zéaland steamship line. 1156-8
butter import into Canada: 1158-78; and

Department of Agriculture, Y1161, 1164-
•A 1168, 1173 -

- ' 4. r . . . a - • . . . . .

NoRMAN, HERBERT; CASE OF: 1490-7
_: .. .
NORTH ATLANTIC COMMUNITY. COIvlNIrP[FE: see

. under NATO (North Atlantic Council: 7th
t Session, North Atlantic. Community Com-

mittee)
. ^,.,; .

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION

(NATO): 'see also under Belgium, (import

restrictions), Far East (regional security

e,. pact),. International Commodities Confer-
ence, Italy, (revision, of the Italian peace
treaty), Norway (wheat exports to; lower

f Y` prices), OEEC, US (defence relations: Loran
stations, Newfoundland, radar defence sys-

' tem, SAC, Torbay air base; economic rela-
tions: 'atomic energy), and see COCOM
budget and infrastructure: 804-20; position

of. Canada, 816-20; UK, 815-6, 819; US,
815

Caâadian contribution: see also Mutual Aid
below

1. 1, 1
`tV• '-Canadian 27th Brigade: despatch to

Western European Integrated Force in
Germany, 733-89,

Convention on the Status of Foreign
^xï^^ ^:! f=r°- Forces !Stationed In Germany

x

(Federal Republic of): see. also
- visiting forces: legal status below;

considerations about draft of, 777-
82, 7848

financial arrangements for.' 739,
750-1, 758, 768,782-3

Germany (Federal Republic of): re-
lations with,° 775-7

instructions for command: 757, 766,
J72-7, 788-9,

legal status in Germany (under Oc-
cupation , Statute): 753, 757-64,
769-73, 777-82; 7848

NATO % ; forces: . ^ relations • with
German/Buropean : populations:
735-6, 742-3, 753-6, 757-89 _° .

INDEX

, position of: , Germany (Federal
Republic , of), 761-3; UK, 753-6,
,762, 771, 784-7; US, •750-3

Canadian Army: 623-4, 701-4, 951
Defence Research Board: 625-6, 953-4
equipment: donation to NATO coun-

tries, 647-80
general scope of contribution, 626-7,

635-6,1643-7. 649-51, 656-61, 662-5,
673-7, 680-3, 690-4,698-702'952-4

Kor`ean conflict: relation to, 669-73,
699, 7019 745-6 °

Medium Term' Defence' Plan: 629-30,
689, 693, 695, 718-9; cost of for Can-
ada, 950-6

RCAF, 6245, 702, 704-5, 951; bases in
France: 1000-8

RCN, 623-4, 701-4, 951
Western - European Integrated Force,

629, 640, 669-73, 693-6, 723
DPB; 621-2, 633-4, 655, 664, 680, 684-5
Getmany (Federal Republic of): admission

as member, 856
members: admission of Greece and Turkey,

843-90, 1374-5
position of. Canada, 843-6, 848-9, 851-

3, 855-7, 859, 864, 867-9, 876, 880,
884-7, 892; Denmark,' 872; France,
858, 861-2, 8659' 1688-9; Italy, 862;
Netherlands, ^ 855.. 857, 863, 893;
Norway, 861, 863, 870-2, ' 882-3; Por-
tugal, 858; Soviet Union, 848, 854,
856, 858, 860-1, 872, 880; UK, 854-
5. 857-8,'860, 864-5, 868-9, 873-4,
880; US, 843, 845-7, 853, 860, 867-9,
877-8

Spain -,'implications for. possible

membership of, 866, 881
Mutual Aid: 618-733, ,

aircraft production: CF-100: 641- ,

F-86: 636, 639, 641, 643, 647, 657-9,
664, 667, 674, 676, 680-4, 687, 691,
711, ° 720-6, 728-30, 955; Harvard
trainer: 642, 712; T-33, 642

air training for NATO crews, 636, 642-

3, 650, 657, 660, 674, 682, 689-90,

.713; UK interest in, 636, 640

"Paris" Plan, 696-8, 704-5, .714-7, 723,
746

position of: Canada, 623-8,-,637-40,

656-61, 666-9,.673-9,.690-4, 698-
702, . 710-7, 730-3; Denmark, 627;

: UK. 706-10; US, 627, 635-6.,668,

718-20 J
procedure proposed for offers regard

ing, 622, 632-3
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production planning: lack of domestic
and international, 653-4

recipient countries, 618, 685 ,
Belgium, 631, 649, 674,'686; Italy,

648-9, 651-2, 655-6, 674; Nether-
lands, 648-9, 674; Luxembourg,
628, 632, 649; UK, 686, 720-2,
729-30

`Ireciprocal" mutual aid, 660-1, 667-9,
-, , 706-10 ;
' "Washington" Plan, 696

,,,NATO treaty: reference to: Article II: 864,
875, 886, 894, 906-7, 918, 921-4, 930,
9348, 940, 942-3; Article 111: 1407; Ar-
ticle V. 872; Article VI: 875, 886

North Atlantic Community Committee
(also Committee of Five; Belgium, Can-
ada, Italy, Netherlands, Norway): 900-50
position of. Canada, 901-2, 915; US,

908-10, 9145, 934, 942-3; OEEC: re-
lation to, 901, 904-5, 921-3, 925, 935,-
940,946 •

North Atlantic Council: suggested redraft-
ing of terms of reference of, 802-4, 897
7th Session, Ottawa (Sept. 15-20):

718-20, 891-9; admission of Greece
and Turkey: 892-4; economic and
social provisions of NATO Treaty,
894-5; North Atlantic Community
Committee: creation of, 932-4; posi-
tions of. Canada, 895-6; UK, 896-7;

Temporary Committee of Council
(TCC): 950-82; increase in Canadian
mutual aid, 958-64; discussion of re-
port of Executive Bureau, 973-7;
position of. Belgium, 974-5, 977,
981; Canada, 960-3, 966-76, 980-2;
US, 979-80; review of Canadian
programme for Medium Term
Defence Plan, 957-65, 970-1; sug-
gested defence ' expenditure for
members, 963, 965-6; report of TCC:
discussion on, 973-82; Screening and
Costing Staff: establishment of, 950;
Standing Group (France, 'UK, US):
619, 633-5, 695-6, 698, 725-8, 730-3

^'- 8th Session, Rome (Nov. 24-28): 993-
1000; position of: Canada, 994;
Denmark, 994; Soviet Union, 996;
UK, 996; US, 995; Egypt, 996;
European integration, 998-9;
Germany (Federal Republic of), 999;
Korean conflict: 995; Soviet activity
in the North, 996-7; TCC Report,
997-8

OEEC: relation to, 620
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political consultation in: 789-801; discus-
sion about: Germany= (Democratic
Republic of), 795-6; Yugoslavia, 790-1,
794, 796; position of: Canada, 792-801;
Netherlands, 799; UK, 794-5, 799,•., US,
794; procedure. of discussions - in the
Council of Deputy Foreign Ministers:
789, 792-3

UN: relation to, 994-5 .
visiting forces: legal status of: 821-43; see

also Canadian, contribution;. Canadian
27th Brigade above
position of. Canada, 827; US, 830-43
Yugoslavia: military and economic re-

lief for: 982-92; arms for, 983; posi-
tion of. Canada, 987; US, 988-92

NORTH KOREA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF): see
Korean conflict (armistice negotiations)

NORWAY: see also under Korean conflict
(Cease-Fire Committee: report), . North
Atlantic Community Committee, NATO
(members: admission of) and see
Scandinavian countries
wheat exports to: 1708-16; Canadian Wheat

Board views regarding, 1712-4, 1716;
IWA: relation to, ,1708=11, 1713,^ 1715;
Japan: effect of accession to IWA, 1710,
1712-5; lower prices for (NATO) allies:
problems of, 1709-11, 1715; replacement
of barter arrangements with Soviet
Union: 1708-9, 1711, 1713

0.
OAS: see Organization of American States

OEEC: see. Organization for European
Economic Cooperation

ONTARIO: see under US (economic relations:
import of alcoholic beverages, St. Lawrence
Seaway project, securities fraud, trucking in
bond; IJC: cross-border pollution of
boundary waters, Lake of the Woods water-
shed)

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES (OAS):
see wufer International Commodities Con-
ference

ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COOPERATION (OEEC): 1631-7;'see also un-'
der Belgium (import restrictions), GATT,
International ' Commodities', Conference,
NATO (North Atlantic Community Commit-
tee), Western European integration and see
COCOM; and EPU, 1636; and GATT, 1635-

ings (Mar. 9-10), 1631-2

®

6; and NATO, 1632-5; Canadian views
regarding, 1632-7; Ministerial Council meet-

N

W

®

®
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P
ROYAL CANADIAN MovNTED POLICE, (RCMP):

ut under US (defence relations: security
PA^AN: see ^ also ' under ' arms (export), clearances for Great Lakes seamen), Yugos-

° Colombo Plan (aid to India, Pakistan and lavia (return to Canada of dual citizens)
rI Ceylon, Commonwealth Consultative Com-

'mittee on F.conomic Aid), General As'sembly ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY (RCN): see under

of the UN (6th Session), immi$xation (coun- NATO (Canadian contribution)' .

Stries of origin), Japan (peau treaty with);

and set Commonwealth: Western reaction in
case of Soviet attack on, 1335, 1371

SAC: see Strategic Air Command of the US

PALESTINE' CONFLICT': sct1R under -UN ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PRaECT:

- (UNRWAPR) and see Arab countries, Israel, see US (economic relations)

Egypt SCANp>rtAVUN CouPf[RtFS: set und^r Interna-

pEAOE TREATY: under Germany (Federal tional Commodity Conference and see

Republic of), Japan, Italy Dénmark. Norway

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE (PJBD): SCHUMAN PLAPt: see under OEEC, Western

set under US (defence relations: Goose Bay, Europcan integration

Newfoundland. PIBD, radar defence system, SECRETARY-GENERA, OF TICE UN: -set under

SAC. Torbay air base) Korean conflict (armistice negotiations: UN

pptS1A: see Iran involvement, Cease-Fire Committee)

PELMM,Iri PLAN: set Western European integm" SE^^y, COUNCIL OF THE UN: see under

tian Communism. General Assembly of the UN

pH,lpPINES: see under Far: East (regional (elections). Greece, Korean conflict (armis-

, security pact), Japan (Peace treaty) tice negotiations: UN involvement)

pJBD: see Permanent Joint Board on Defence SEcuRm PANEL: see under US (defence rela-

poLANp; see under Yugoslavia (release of as- tions: security clearances for Great Lakes

sets: other countries) seamen)

POLITICAI. (~F1R37")
COMMTiTEE OF THE STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND (SAC) OF THE US:

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UN: see under see urider US (defence relations)

° General Assembly (disarmament), Korean Sa^A^^ stt u^ftr (ieneral Assembly of

conilict (CeasaFire Commietee: Genaal As' the UN (Indians, South-West Africa), In-
sembly resolution, report) ternational Commodity. Conference, UN

ppRTUQAt.: ut under diplomatic representa- Specialized Agencies (IMF) and see Com-

tice negotiations)

PRp^INCE 1 3 (CANADA): see British Columbia, SOUTH KOREA (REPUBUC OF)'
ste under Japan

Ianitoba, Newfoundland. Ontario. Quebec (peace treaty with), Korean ronflict (armis'

tion, NATO (members: admission on .I monwealth .

R

RCAP: see Royal Canadian Air Force
RCMPt see Royal Canadian Mounted Police

RCN: see Royal Çanadian Navy,.
RWtVEES-. see raidcr (encral Assembly of the

UN (UN Iiigh Commissioner for Refugees),
AIUN (Con-' 'UN Specializod genes (RO)

'I& jâition on Refûgees uM,Stateless Persons,
1-1 UNRWAPR) and sec displxŸd persons,:
ROYAL CANADUN AIR FORCE (RCAP): ire, un

dti, NATO (Canadiaa contribution: , Western
>?taopcan Integrated Forre), US (defence M
lations: Northeast Command) v' >

SDUTm-WEsT AFRICA: see under General As-

sembly of the UN

SOVIET BLOC:, seeSocv
ÛtionaYug Ea"'a

Europe, Poland,

SOVIET, UNION: see also under Afghanistan,

A^^y^, China (Nationalist), China (Peopl^ s

' Republic), Finiand, French G^^^ ^In
G^y^y (Federal Republic of), ^it
dia (famine relief), International Comm y

Conference, Iran, Italy, •(revision of the

Italian peace
treaty), Japan (peace treaty

with), Korean conflict
(AMC. Cease-Fire

Chinese Communist in-
Cotntnittee: report.

Atlantic
^uncil:

tervention), NATO (North

8th, Session, North. Atlantic Commu ôi^

Committee, members ^s admi ssion
âkistan,

Norway (wheat expo
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Turkey, US (defence relations: Korean con-
flict, SAC), Yugoslavia and see COCOM,
Communism, Eastern Europe ' •
Soviet foreign policy: 1736-48
standard of living in:. 1737-8; food ration-

ing, 1737-8; housing, 1738; infrastruc-
ture, 1738, 1744

political climate in: 1738-41; desire for
peace, 1740-1; state control over press,
1740,

SPAIN: see also under General Assembly of the
UN, NATO (members: admission of); nego-
tiations regarding USAF bases in, 1371-2,
1375

STATELESS PERSONS: see under UN (Conven-
tion on Refugees and Stateless ' Persons,
UNRWAPR) and see displaced persons,
refugees, UN Specialized Agencies (IRO)

T
;,TCC: see Temporary Council Committee of

NATO

- 71^CHNICAL ASSISTANCE: see under UN (UN-
. ^' TAA) and see Colombo Plan, UN (UN Ex-

Panded Programme of Technical Assistance)
TEMPORARY COUNCIL COMM1TfEE (TCC) OF

NATO: see under NATO (North Atlantic
i Council)

THAILAND: see under Far East (regional
security pact), Korran'conflict (relief)

TRANS-CANADA AIRUNES (TCA): see under
UK (immigration: air passage scheme)

TRUSTEESHIp ("FpUR7N) COMMrI'IÉE OF THE
i^ GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UN: see under

General Assembly of the UN (South-West
c';'r AfI7G1)

UUS7FFSNiP COUNCiI.OF THE UN: see General
Assembly of the UN (South-West Africa);
and Italy. 301

T<IRREY: see also under NATO (North Atlantic
;";Çouncil: 7th Session,'members: admission of

` new); and tlection to Security Council, 306;
Western reaction in case of Soviet attack on,
133459^ 1351, 1371

U
UNCURK- seé UN Commission on Unifica-

f"1"6o11 and Rehabilitation of Korea
UNDER-DEVEt.OPED COUNTRIES: see under

^t14PCOSOC ( 13th Session), General Assembly
of the UN and see Colombo Plan, United
Nations (UN Programme of Expanded

!.r'.Tahnical Assistance)

;U^ ^'KtNCDOM (UK): see also under
bo Plan (Commonwealth Consultative
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Committee on Economic Aid, contributions),
Egypt (confrontation with UK), Far East (re-
gional security - pact), GATT ' (Torquay
round), General Assembly of the' UN (dis-
armament, 6th Session), immigration (coun-
tries of origin), International Commodity
Conference, Israel (export of arms to), Italy
(peace treaty with), Japan (peacé treaty
with), Korean cônflict (AMC, "armistice
negotiations, Canadian participation in Com-
monwealth Division, Cease-Fire Committee:
General Assembly resolution, Chinese Com-
munist intervention, military situation, relief:
UNKRA), NATO (budget and infrastructure,
Canadian contribution: Canadian 27th Bri-
gade, North Atlantic Council: 7th and 8th
Session, TCC, members: admission of
Greece and Turkey, Mutual Aid: recipient
countries; political consultation), UN (Con-
vention on Refugees and Stateless Persons,
UNRWAPR), UN Specialized Agencies
(IMF, IRO), US (defence relations: procure-
ment, economic relations: atomic energy)
economic relations:

Canada-UK Continuing, Committee on
Trade and Economic Affairs: 1179-82

wartime (1942) loan: 1193-1207; ob-
stacles to UK investments in Canada,
1193-5, 1198-1200

wheat: exports: 1183-92
immigration: 1208-35; backlog of prospec-

tive immigrànts in UK, 1223, 1225,
1232, 1234; capital assistance for im-
migrants from the UK, '1180=2; suggested
extension of air passage scheme to Brit-
ish airlines (BOAC), 1209-35; TCA par-
ticipation in air passage scheme, 1208-
11, 1213, 1915-33; transfer; of funds of
UK immigrants, 1208-12, 1214; UK im-
migration to Australia, 1213-5; US reac-
tion to air passage scheme, 1218

UNAEC: see under UN

UNCOK: see United Nations Commission on
Korea

UNICEF: see wider UN

UNITED NATIONS (UN): see also Korean con-
flict (Cease-Fire Committee: report, resolu-
tion), NATO '(members: admission of, UN),
US (defence relations: radar defence system)
and see ECOSOC, General Assembly,, ICJ,
Secretary-General, Secretariat, Security
Council, Trusteeship Council of the UN, UN
Specialized Agencies
budget and scale of contributions: instruc-

tions for Canadian delegation to General
Assembly, 301-2, 368
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Convention on Refugees and Stateless Per- - UNr[ED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY

AND CULTURAL ORaANRAT7oN (

sons: 423-44; Canadian
429-30;afederal (^UNRW^APR^seRe^undcr UN

NEAR EAST

,Geneva conference on
clause in, 431, ,442-3; Geneva confer- U^ ^ NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AG^^^ see

,, ence, 425; position of: Belgium, 439;
also GATT, ICAO, TTO,' UN ;f

,,.Canada, 425-6, 428, 431-8; UK, 439; Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO):
purpose of, 427; problém, of refugee nport on Rome conference, 509-12
definition, 428, 443; report on Geneva International Labour Organization (1L0):
conference, 437-44 461-70; instructions to Canadian'delega-

external relief, and assistance policy: 450- tion to Naples conference (Oct. 2-16),

60; saï ° also Colombo Plan and UN 465-6; position of: France, 467-8; US,
Programme of. Expanded . Technical 465, 467; report on Naples conference,
Assistance; Communism: to be countered 4670
by external aid, 452; lack of coordination International Monetary Fund (NF): 498-
of Canadian contributions, 454, 459; 508; su also GATT; IMF objections to
position of: Canada, 450-1; US9 456; sale of gold at premium prices, 498-9;
Canadian contribution, 456-7; suggested position of: Canada, 498-503, 507-8;
reserve funds for Canadian contributions, Egypt 505-6; South Africa, 498-501,
454-5, 459-60 502; UK, 500-1, 503, 505; US, 499-500,

UN Atomic Energy Commission: deadlock 502-3,505
in, 1355, 1358; dissolution, suggested: fie" al Refugce Organization (IRO):
325; merger with CCA:1 298-9, 375 471-90; su also under Korean conflict

^.,UN International Children's: Emergency (relief.. UNKRA) and see. General As-
Fund: Canadian contribution, 423-4; dis- sembly, of the UN (UN High Commis-
posal of surplus fish, 423-4 , sioner for Refugees)

Unitcd Nations Expanded Programme of Brussels Conference on Migration

Technical Assistance (for Economic (Nov, 26-Dec. 4): 599-617; inswc-
Development): 404; Canadian contribu- tions for Canadian delegation, 599-
tion to, 421-3; see also Colombo Plan 602, 604.5; position of: Canada, 604-

UN Relief and Works Agcncy for Palestine 7, 609-10, 614; US, 600, 608; rep°^
Refugces in the Near East: 408-21; con- on, 610-7'

- tributions by: Arab countries; 418; Can- contribution to: Canadian, 472 478

ada, 263, 410-5, 418, 420-1; France, 416,
displaced pa^ns, 471, 475

420 member states, 418-9; UK. 414, ..h^ ^•• .us of refugees (o1d, dis-
-

jA.^ ; 416-7; US4414, 416-7 ; i, ) 1111. abled, sick), 472, 475-6, 480-1. 483

,,. • = UN -Tochnical Assistance Administration: , . 4, 489-90
287, 293 10th Session of Executive CounciUBth

' LJNI^tED NATIONS COMMISSION FOR UNIFlG• Session of General Council: instruc-

';'noN AND RFHAatIITAnoN Or KoREiA (UN-
dons for delegation: 481-3; t^89^

°^'^ CURK): see i^nder Korean conflict (relief) tion of IRO, 471•2, 482, 486-7;

t,: ° È 599; repon on: 485-9
UNRED NATIONS COMMISSION ON KOREA (UN- prn^sional . Committee for the Move-

COK): see under Korean'contlict ment of European Migrants: position
;. ..: •,:.;: 487;

Ü^n ' NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIE N^ÛI ^ a4^ SUK^488t US, 477,

~ ste under United ' Nations Specialiud
United 4

83.488
Nations Edu"tion^NESCO)' 6th

Scientificand
Agencies^s^.

, Cultural Organization (U
•

Paris
UND NATIONS HI(N COMMISSIONER FOR Session of General Conference in

- p;wG^s: ue undcr Genual Assembly of (J^e 18-July 11). 491-7 ;I
the UN

UNiiED NATIONS
iÈCHNIGL ASSISTANCE .

't I
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CMLDREN's MINISTRA,t.tON: see under U1`1

EMRGFNCY FtMD (UNICE#): see under UN China

UNiIED NATIONS KOREAN RECONSTRUCi10NS
UNITED STATES (US): see also under

eo l's Re ublic of: cnW ^^ ^nsû V)^
l^ ° A^tCY• (UNKRA): sce under Korean con- ' Colombo Plan (Comm

o



Committee on Economic Aid), Egypt (con-
frontation with UK),, Far East (regional
security pact), GATT (6th Session, Torquay
round), General Assembly of the UN (CMC,
disarmament, 6th Session, South-West
Africa: Trusteeship Committee, under-
developed countries), International Com-
modity Conference, Israel (export of arms
to), Japan (peace treaty with), Korean con-
flict (AMC, Cease-Fire Committee: General

' Assembly resolution, report, Chinese Com-
munist intervention, CMC, military situa-
tion, relief: UNKRA, Unified Command),
NATO (budget and infrastructure, Canadian
contribution: Canadian 27th Brigade, North
Atlantic Council: 8th Session, TCC: Stand-
ing Group, members: admission of, Mutual
Aid, North Atlantic Community Committee,
Standing Group, political consultation, visit-
ing forces, Yugoslavia), Spain, UK (im-

- migration), UN (external relief and assis-
tance policy, UNRWAPR), UN Specialized
Agencies (ILO, IMF, IRO: Brussels Confer-
ence on Migration) and see OEEC, Western
European integration
defence relations with: 1244-1497; see also

under economic relations with (St.
Lawrence Seaway and power project)
below
atomic bomb: see under Goose Bay

below
Canada-US Civil Defence Agreement:

1468-72 -
Congressional security investigations

(H. Norman): 1490-7
Goose Bay: lease of, 1284-98, 1437,

1442-3; see also SAC below
storage of explosives or special

weapons (atomic bombs): 1286,
1290, 1297

interceptor flights and mutual reinforce-
ment, 1464-8

Korean conflict: relation to, 1363-4,
,^ 1374.

'Loran stations: 1436, 1478-85; and
^, , ICAO, 1479-80, 1484-5; and NATO,

1481; transfer of US stations in
Newfoundland to Canada, 1478-80

Newfoundland Leased Bases Agree-
ment: 1280-4

Newfoundland: proposed global com-

y
munications facilities, 1442, 1473-7;
and NATO, 1474; and PJBD, 1473-4;
US request for facilities near Harmon

k_ . and Peppen•ell air bases. 1473-4
Noctheast Command for US forces on

Canadian territory: 1450-64

basic provisions of. 1450-4; division
of responsibilities, 1452; purpose
of, 1451

PJBD: see under radar defence system,
SAC, ;Torbay, air base below and un-
der interceptor 'flights and mutual
reinforcement, Newfoundland: pro-
posed global communications facili-
ties above

procurement of militârÿ', equipment:
1244-7; "Buy American" Act:
problems of,'1246 -

radar defence system: 1247-79, 1437;
and NATO, 1247, 1272; areas for sta-
tions, 1247; cost division scheme for,
1247, 1249, 1253,1257-8, 1270-2;
draft text of exchange of notes, 1253-
9, 1262n; PJBD recommendation
(51/1) regarding, 1247, 1250-1, 1259-
61, 1264-6, 1272, 1277-9; publication
and registration with UN of agree-
ment regarding, 4251-3, 1256-7,
1259-68, 1270-1, 1273, 1278-9; re-
port regarding proposed exchange of
notes, 1276-7;, suggestions regarding
proposed exchange of notes, 1251-3,
1256, 1259-61, 1263-9,.1271-3; title
to sites, 1248, 1250, 1254-5, 1258

Strategic Air Command (SAC), 1299-
1394
"canopy" agreement regarding use

of atomic bombs,: 1252, 1299-
1300, 1303-4, 1306, 1310, 1314-
6, 1320,.1322-3, 1326, 1328-9,
1337-40; (draft) agreed minute,
1338-9, 1340-1 (text), 1357,
1364-5 (revised text), 1377 (text);
draft text of agreement, 1301-2

communication (facilities/channels)
in case of use of atomic bombs,'
1304, 1312, 1315, 1329, 1338-9,
1365-7, 1376-82, 1 1383, 1386,

.1390
consultation (Canada, _ UK, US)

about the possible use of atomic
bombs: future of, 1381-3; meet-
ings, 1330-7 (1st), 1356-65 (2nd);
1367-72; (3rd), 1372-6 (4th); sug-
gestions for, 1299-1302

CPC: possible revival of, 1324-5,
1394

Goose Bay: inclusion of use by,
1299, 1303-4, 1319, 1321-3

Harmon Airfield: use by, 1299,
1303, 1319, 1322-3

information or consultation regard-
ing possible use of atomic bombs,
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,1302-5, 130-10,,1312,1318-21.
1327-8, 1346-8, ' 1367-8, 1375, .
1393

instructions for*, Ambassador , in
United States for discussion about
use of atomic bombs, 1342-56

NATO: relation to, 1300-1, 1310-1,

1315-8, 1320,1326, 1332, 1334,
1343, 1357, 1384, 1386, 1391,

1393
' PJBD: views regarding, 1301
storage of - atomic bombs, 1299-

1302.,13139, 1313, 1323, 1327, 1337,
1373,1375

USAF: overflights of Canadian ter-
ritory by, 1300, 1313, 1322-3,
1326-7, 1376, 1384-92

r-security clearances for Great Lakes
seamen: - 1486-89; and Canadian
Seamen's Union, 1489; and RCMP,
1487-9; and Security Panel, 1486

. - " Torbay air base, 1394-1449
arrangements: suggested, 1408,

1412-3, 1415, 1419-21. 1423,
1427-8, 1444-5

atomic bombs: possible storage of,
1395, 14145, 1432

Kinross airpori, 1447-9
r ^. NATO: relation to, 1401. 1405-8,

1412, 1415, 1417-9, 1421-3,
1428-30, 1438

PJBD: relation to, 1395. 1402, 1406,
t 1410-1, 1415, 1418-9, 1422-3,

1429-30, 1434-5; revision of 1947
statement of principles of cooper-
ation, 1441-3

strategic considerations regarding,
1409

US activities at: history of, 1417,
1436

US defence installation's in Canada:
general status of, 1411-3. 1418,
1427-8, 1436-7, 1443-4

US'> requests for. 1394-9, 1400-1
(text). 1442-3; (draft) reply, 1402,
1406.- 1409-10, 1416-7

% Visitiég Forces (USA) Act: 1281, 1287,
1291.,^.,`., ... ;

economic relations with,' 1498-161814 1
r

atomic energyf 1570-86; and AECB,
1573; and NATO, 1572; and NRC,
1576 ,Y6R.f,

CPC: fesumption of talks in. 1576,
1578, 1581

Eldorado Mining and Refining
(1944) Ltd: suggested changes of

purchasing policy for Canadian
uranium, 1573-5,.1580-1*. US
comments on proposed changes in
purchasing agreement, 1579

McMahon Act. (US): problems
created by,' 1582

military use of: Canadian views
regârding,,1585-6

Nevada atomic test. explosions:
Canadian comments on, 1570-3,
1583-6; political factors, 1572-3;
technical factors, 1571-2, 1583-4

UK request for loan of plutonium:
1575-7; US opposition to, 1577-8,
1580-2

importation of alcoholic beverages
(beer, wine, and spirits): 1611-8; and
GATT, -1611,, 1614, 1616-7; dis-
crimination against US imports by
Canadian (Provincial) Liquor Control
Boards (Ontario, British Columbia),
.1611-5; -US complaints regarding.
1612-3, 1616-7

import restrictions on dairy products
(cheddar cheese, processed milk):
1558-70; , and GATT, 1558-62;
Canadian protest against, 1562-3;
consideration of retaliatory measures,
1559-61, . 1564; Danish protests
against,' 1562, 1565; discussion at
GATT meeting of Contracting Par-
ties," 1565-7; text of (draft) protest
note, 1561-2; text of resolution of
GATT High Contracting Parties
regarding, 1569-70

St. Lawrence Seaway and power
project, 1498-1557
' all-Canadian development: 1500,

1502, 1505-12, 1517-22, 1526-8,
1530-1; economic feasibility of,
1503; estimated annual savings
and tolis, 1508-10; estimated an-
nual carriage of freight. 1511; es-
timated costs of, 1506-7; hy-
pothetical schedule of tolls and
toll revenues, 1512; material and
labour requirements, 1508; pay
ment of tolls, 1522; vin

revision
c al c S

of
-profederalpro

sharing, 1513, 1520-1
1JC: relation to, 1505, 1515, 1532,

1549, 1552-5,, exchange of notes,
1555, 1557; text of Canadian draft
note to US regarding reference of
question to. 1553-4; text of US
draft reply regarding, 1556-7

. ,:
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legal and constitutional aspects of,
1523-5, 1529-32, 1534-5, 1538-
41, 1543

New York State: position of, 1499-
1500.1527,1529.1540

Ontario: position of, 1501, 1513,
1519-8, 1521, 1530, 1542, 1545-
7; (draft) agreement with federal
government, 1525-6, 1536, 1541-
2, 1544-9

Ontario Hydro Electric Power Com-
mission: position of, 1498-9,
1522-3, 1543, 1554

power (Hydro) aspects of, 1504,
1514, 1524-5

Quebec: position on, 1520-1, 1524,
1526, 1530

Quebec Hydro-Electric Commis-
sion, 1523

St. Lawrence Agreement: prospects
of US Congressional ratification
of, 1499-1502, 1513, 1515-8,
1526, 1528, 1541, 1543-4, 1550-2

St. Lawrence Seaway Authority:
proposal for, 1533-4; draft legisla-
tion for, 1536-9, 1549-50

seaway (navigation) aspects of,
1504, 1514, 1519-20, 1523-4

securities fraud, 1586-1603
trucking in bond: 1606-11
Yukon River development: 1603-6

IJC: 1618-30;. see also St. Lawrence
Seaway and power project above
cross-border pollution of boundary

waters (St. Clair River, Lake St.
Clair, Detroit River, St. Mary's River,
Niagara River): 1623-30; and
Ontario, 1624, 1629-30; cost of clear-
ing up of, 16245, 1630; Department
of National ilealth and Welfare: role
of, 1624-5, 1627, 1629; IJC report:
Canadian considerations about, 1625-
9; US acceptance of, 1623-4

Lake of the Woods watershed: 1618-22;
draft references, 1620-2; flood
damage, 1618-9; position of:
Manitoba, 1619-20; Ontario, 1619-
20; US, 1620-2

UNMED STATES AIR FORCE (USAF): see under
Spain. US (defence relations: SAC)

'J'OUtA: see United Nations Korean Recon-
ahuctions Agency

LVAA: aee United Nations Technical Assis-
tance Administration

W^
WAR CLAINIS: see under Japan (peace ` treaty

with), Italy

wAR CRIMINALS: see under Japan (peace treaty
with)

WEST INDIES: see also under immigration
(countries of origin); economic relations
with: 1236-42

WESTERN EUROPE: see under NATO (Canadian
contribution: Canadian 27th Brigade) and
see Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), immigration (coun-
tries of origin: individual countries), Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Western
European integration

WESTERN EUROPEAN INTEGRATION: see also
NATO (European integration); and GATT,
1646, 1653; and OEEC, 1646-8
Pflimlin Plan: 1644, 1647-9; effects on

Canadian commercial and agricultural in-
terests, 1643-53

Schuman Plan: 1644, 1646-7; effects on
Canadian commercial interests, 1640-53

trade with Europe: dairy products, 1648-9;
geographical distribution of, 1651; pre-
war and post-war patterns, 1645-6;
wheat, 1648

WHEAT: see also under Colombo Plan, India,
Norway, UK (economic relations), Western
European integration and see IWA; discus-
sion of Canadian donation to India, 1048-9,
1055-6, 1058-61, 1074-8, 1096, 1105, 1128;
"ports to Europe, 1648

Y
YUGOSLAVIA: see also under General As-

sembly of the UN (under-developed coun-
tries), NATO (political consultation, Yugos-
lavia: aid for); NATO discussion about
possible admission of, 866; Western reaction
in case of Soviet attack on, 1334-5, 1351
release of assets: 1768-73; and negotiations

with Italy, 1769-71; position of. Canada,
1769-70; Yugoslavia, 1768-9, 1771;
release of other countries' assets: Aus-
tria, 1771-3; Czechoslovakia, 1772-3;
Poland, 1772-3

return to Canada of persons with dual ci-
tizenship: 1755-68; and RCMP, 1758-61,
1767; Canadian-born nationals, 1756;
implementation of amendment of Section
19(1)(d) of Citizenship Act, 1757-62,
1764-8; naturalized Canadians, 1757-8,
1768; position: of Canada, 1756-8, 1762;
of Yugoslavia, 1756; prohibition of re-
entry for Communists, 1755-6, 1758,

In

I
W



. 1767; Radnik cases (1947/1948), 1757-9,
1761, 1765, .1767;, security considera-
tions, 1756-7, 1760-1, 1767. ? .
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